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Combination
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Westinghouse
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The
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Lord
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Large,
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Race,
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;
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Germania,
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196.41*, 111*, 233*.
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l, Design
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Boiler,
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Bridges, London , 308
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Engines,
25*, 457*.
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Wound,
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Overtype
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Bicycles,
Motor,Air
Home-made,
160 * , 217to,*, 349
namo,
433*
.
Burner, Incandescent Spirit Lamp, 378 *.
Condenser, Induction Coil, 5 * .
Bicycle Tyre , Novel, 484.
Burner, Model Marine Poiler, 88 *.
Condensing Beam Engines, 491*.
Biriningham Wire Gauge, 99*.
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Generating Plant,
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Control
Levers, Motor422*,
Bicycle, 219*.
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Undertype,
424 * Overtype,
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80 German
Compound
German
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watt
Signals,
588588*,
, Tour
607604*.in., 587*,
Works,
Germany,
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Model
Engineers'
512*,
583*,
560*,
537*,
611*.
|
A
. Model, 395 * .
Correspondence,
68, ! FARLY Morning Waiter, Automatic, 1*. Girder603Bridge,
Yachting,
44*, 524,
425*, 452,
377, 401,
308, 354,Model
234,
Editor's
Cutting
Page,
Electric Arc,510.510 .
24,
Girder
48,
72,
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byConducting,
,
,
120
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".
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Comparison
Electrical
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of German
168, 192, 216 , 240, 264, 288, 312, 336, Glue
and
English
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Moistu
Resisting, 173.
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,
432,
384,
528,
360,
408,
456,
504,
480,
Coupling, Railway Brake, 438 * .
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576, 600, 620.
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Steam
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Brake, 232 * .
Crankshaft, Napier, How Made, 423.
Clutch, 460*.
GradualApplication
Electrical
Device for Turning off Gas, 379*. Grantham
Industrial Exhibition , 587 .

Copper Wire, Covering, with Cotte
Copper Wire,
102.
Correction
, A , Insulating,
161* .

510 . for Preventing, 293. Electrical Work of Chinese Students, 281
New , Device
Crankshaft,
Grantham Railway Disaster , 318 * , 414 .
Creeping
in Rails,
Grasshopper Type Beam Engines, 493* .
Creosote for preventing Boiler Crustation , 32. Electric Lamp, Cycle , 355 .
Greenwich Model
Station, Owner's,
Power Steamer
452.
S.M . E . Visit,
Cups, Water Motor, 200* .
h.1-1oth
.,
Motor,
80*.
Electric
Electric
Motors,
Grievance,
Rectifier,
Single-phase
177*
,
'
116 , 212.
Curling Wheel, 148 * .
Grinder, Small Emery , 196 *.
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Surfaces,
SheetMetal,
Formation
in
of,
2017,
225
*
Grinding Spindle for Lathe, 314 *.
Eléctric Motors, Fan , Power from , 186 .
545*.
Guildford
Grammar SchoolModel Engineering
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Efficient,
and
Simple
,
Automati
Cut-out,
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Society, 441* .
Motors, Wireless Control of, 213.
Electro
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Disc,
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Induct
Coil,
228*.
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mers,Design
Emergency, Electricity in an , 578 .
297. for, 35*, 58 , 87*.
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Hard 466 ,* .149.
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ening
Cycle Lamp, Cheap Electric, 355 * .
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Cylinder
Engine,Arrangem
314* . ent, Burrel's Compound
451*..
Up,383*
Model
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Boring,
Cylind
Double,
Model
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ers,
ting,. 529 *.
Cylinders, Model Beam Engine, 211*
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and Scientific Association of HACKSAW Blades, Old , Use for, 173*.
Ireland , 424.
Hamburg-American Line Steamers, 56 ,
Classes,
Engineeri
ng
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Engines,Gas, see Gas.London , 194.

Oil.Steam .
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Engine
Steamsee, see
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Westin
Brake, 4
sing
Evaporation Tests, Modelghouse
Boiler , 534 .
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Engine,
Exhaust
4 * . 's Society ,
Gas
Engineer
Exhibition Dutch Model
164 .

Hanger,
How to Make a , 291.
HardeningShaft,
Cuttin Tools, 149 .
Hardening Drills , g484.
Headst
ock, Lathe, Improving, 340*.
Heat, Mechanical Equivalent of, 56 .
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Exhibitio
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n , New Zealand,

Holzapfel Lathes, 380.
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CuttingPower
and Boats
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, Model,

Model, Steam Engines, 289 , 335,
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Edinburgh,Sheffield,
119. 147, 349. High-speed,
390*,
534*
DANIE“LL
Exhibitio
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" Porter
Daring " Type Water-tube Boiler, Exhibition
, Engineering, at Olympia , 311, 330. H . M .S . Dreadn
ough !, "228,
Exhibition , Grantham Industrial, 587.
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Steam Yacht,
Construct
Deck 44
Delicate
Work , ion
Tool, Model
for Removin
g. 386 * .

Holes, Large, Drilling, 172* .

Motor-car,
Home-mmade
349*. 148, 160*, 217*,
Motor Bicycles,
ade
Experiments on Electric Oscillations and Home349
*
,
448
*
.
Waves, 38 *, 321*.
Home-made Plane, 340 *.
Hooks

Design and Construction of Fast Model Exhibition , Photographic , 303.

Steamers, Notes on, 350 *.
Design,
Beam fugal
Engine,Pump,
208*,255490, *.329 * .
Design
, Centri
Designing
Hull for Model
Steamer, 417*.

Catgut Cord,
122.
25*, 104*,
Horizontandal, Eyes,
Model,Fixing
Steam to,Engines,
132*,*. 155*, 208*, 250*, 276*, 304*, 558*,
ModelructiSteamers,
595
on , 350 * Notes on Design and Horse-power,
i Fast Const
Water Nozzles, Theoretic
122.
,
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Driving
for
Fasteners
89*
Boiler,
ModelMarine
Design,
Hot-air Engine Driving Fan , 575 * al, 199.
Design , Model Racing Cutter, 466 *.
Feed,
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Burner,
M
.
.É
Oil
Engin
470*.|
n
e,
Lighting
House
by Petrol, 116, 187*, 235.
Lathe, Repairing, 554* .
-screws,
137 Cylinders, Feed
Wagon,Engine
Steam
Design ,, Model
How It Works - V , Automatic Vacuum Brake,
Steamers
Ferry
Calcutta,
Design
Traction
for
Model
33.
The,
230
248* ; VI, Westinghouse
File , Circular Cut, 510.
104 , 143.
Automatic*,Dynamo,
Brake,
396512*,, 418537*,, 438*
Fillets for Patterns, 339 * . .
Designs, Model Steam Launch , 3719.
560* ;
The
VII,
and Brass,
IronMotor,
Filings,
104*,*. Fire
g, 546.
58*,*, 329
Steam 250Engines,
Model
Designs,
583*, 611* .
Large,Separatin
132",
155
*,
208*,
,
276
*,
304
Boat,
318.
Wireless Telegraph
How Installation,
to Make a258Small
Design , Small Vertical Reversing Steam Fire Engine, Model Steam , 176 * .
.
Fire Station , Well Equipped , 559 .
Engine, 250 , 274* , 304*.
Construct
Yacht, 344 ".
Model
Sailing
Hull
ion,
Attempt at Model-making , 558 .
Design, Water Motor, 197 , 222*, 374*. | First
ConstructSteamer,
Hull Model
ion, Model,
224*.
T.B .Ď 417
,
Fishing Craft, Novel, 125 .
Design , Water Turbine, 374 * .
Designing,
Hull.
.
Floating, Large, Dock , 32.
Diagonal,
Model,
170*.
Steam
Engine,
Hydrauli
Machiner
Water
Motors
and
c
y,
536
*.
Projections,
Dimetric
363*.
Fly
Cutters,
Other,
10 *, 182*, 197*, 222*, 255*, 329*,
Dirt, Removing, 391.
Fog Signal,
Signalling
, Wirele
ss , 158, 579.
374
*
,
392*.
Disc
Cutter,
Induction
Coil,
228
*
.
Fog
New
,
79.
Hydrauli
Novel,Plant,
339*.Large, 102.
c Motor,Power
Discharge in Gallons, Turbine, Tables of, 395. Forge, Small Portable, 74 .
Hydro Electric
Discharge, Water Nozzles, Theoretical, 199. Forging Press, 1,200 tons, 32.
Hydroplanes, 317*, 354*.
,
126
235.
Novel,
Bubble,
,
Fountain
Coil,
Induction
Rods,
and
Pillars
Discharging
Four-cell Bichromate
62 .
Frictional Effect, 14 . Battery, 233* .
Apparatus, 279*.
Distilling
Electricalfor, Gas
68* .
IgnitionN ,, Electric
Stove, 134*.
GasEngines,
Friction Brake Dynamometera, 172 , 317 * . T IGNITIO
Appliance, ,243162**, .266*.
Dividing
Bicycle , 279 ", 422 .
Ships, Modelling, 401, 425*, 452,|| Ignition , Motor
Full-rigged
Docks, Southampton
Illusion , Miniature
Pepper's
Ghost,
.
601* Variable,
569*,Blast,
Double337 * .Cylinder, Model, Portable Engine, Furnace,
Standard Wire
Gauge,
99 .342* .
Imperial
2* . 170.
Improving a Cheap Lathe, 126 * , 340 *.
Electric,
Steel, American
Furnace,
Coil,
Induction
Winding,
Double294 *,Sections,
Lamp.
SpiritTest,
. for, 242, 536*.
347*Hints
CALVANOMETER, Reflecting, 566*, 608*. | Incandescent
149 378
Indicator, Lathe
Draughtsmen,
Combustion,
and
Spark
79 .
Indicator,
Lectures
Engines,
370.
on,
Gas
Oil
and
Simple, 3*
Drawing Appliance,
Induction Coils, Small Diameter , 476 .
Gas Engines, Model, 97 *, 481*.

Design ,, M . E . Otto Cycle534.Oil Engine, 470 *
Designn , Mode
Modell Gunb
Boiler,
oat, 35 *, 58*, 87* .
Desig

Dreadnought, H .M .Ś., 228, 388*, 437.

Dredgers for India, 521, 557 * .

Dredger, Suction " Foyers," 32* .
Drill
Holder,, 451*
Drill, and
BenchTap, Simple
*.

Drill Hardening, 484.
Drilling Holes any Desired Shape, 482* ,
Drilling
Drilling Large
Small Holes,
Work, 172
508..

Drilling Stop, 29 * .
Drills,
Holdin, g,764*.
with Parallel Shanks, 291*.
Drill Spindl
e

Driving Cord, Fixing Hooks and Eyes, 122.

I FAN _Motor
s, Power from575, *.186 .
Fan , Ventilating,

Gas Engines - -Air-cooled , 97 ., 213, 285 ; As Induction Coils for X -Ray and other Pur
poses - V , The Condenser, 5 * ; VI, The
a Bird Trap, 550 ; Castings, 359 ; Electri
Commutator
cal Ignition , 68 * : Exhaust Silencer, 4 * ;
, 62* ; VII, Discharging
Pillars and Rods, 62* ; VIII, Breaks,
Large Order, 161 ; Small, 499 * ; Under
III* ; IX , Secondary Winding, 206 * ;
Construction
,
493
;
Vertical,
181*
.
Gas Lighter, Novel Clockwork , 326 .
X , Waxed Paper Separating Discs , 228 * :
Gasoline Turbines, 293.
XI, Winding Double Sections, 294 * ;
XII, Building up Double Sections, 347 * ;
Gas Stove,
Apparatus forElectrically Lighting, 518*
134*
: XIII. Finishing off the Coil, 415 * ,
'Gas,
Turnin
Specifications of Induction
462* ,; 518
379 * 504, Coils
XIV* , , 595.
g Off, Electrical
Sixth , 501,
The Device,
" Competition,
" Gauge
Insulating Copper Wire, 102.
517, 559, 607.
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Insulation Tests, Method of Taking,. 593*. Locomotives--continued
Boats, Propeller Applied to, 354* .
Railway,
110,. 154*, 108254*,
345* -; Motor
Motor Cab,AirNewAirPropeller
, 170. Applied to, 353 * .
Paris Circle57, Railway,
*
Pekin
;
Motor-car,
Hankow Railway, 273* ; Pennsylvanian Motor-car, Burma Reader's,
Iron, Producing from Dust, 510.
R . R ., 7 ; Petrol, 14* ; Prairie Type, 345 ; Motor-car Drive, Novel, 88. 241* .
Road
; Running, 56 ; Motor-car,
Application
TIG
Drilling
for
Balls,
123*
,
243*
.
Saddle, Showman
SchmidtSuperheater,
Motor-car, Gradual
Home-made,
Tank, 590*'s,: 313*
349 * . Clutch , 460 "
JJuniorJoints,
Sheet
Metal,
495*.
Institution of Engineers, 293, 366, 540,' 606*
Steam
1.
;
StephenMotor-car,
;
153
Electric,
How
Napier,
is Made,
Invicta,"
son's, “ 273
233
; Tank,
57*
; Turin
108*,!1 Motor-car
423. Record Speed, Crankshaft
556.
387,
596
.
,
590
*
;
,
487
223*
*
,
414
Lanzo Railway, 274 * Von Motor-cars, Model, 370 , 521* .
VETTLE, Model Engine Made from , 368*. ' Circé
Borries,
607*
Motor Cycle, AirHome; Welding Broken 58Frames,
Propeller
to, 352*.
258* Shaft, 300*.
Telegraph,
h Key,Cutting
Key-way,
Armature
;
3-cylinder
98
made,Applied
148, 160*,
217* ,
ylinder Compound,Compound,
108* . 110 ; 4 . Motor349Cycles,
* , 448 *.
Key-ways, Cutting, 508*, 555*
485*
;
4
Hydraulic,
-cylinder
Simple,
254*
;
4
Motor,
Novel,
339*.
coupled,
Notes-bolt,
325*,345*,346*590*
on, 98,367*.
; 6-coupled,
57*,, Motors,
Electric, Single-phase,
483.
Undertype, 80*,
Motors, Electro,
431*. on,
LI ACQUERING
Lakhovsky, Screw
SomeNotes
153*,", 274
273*,223*,
324*,
; 8-coupled
110
*
;
10-coupled
,
109*.
387*.
Automatic,
Adjuster,
Cord
447
*.
Lamp
; Motor Fire-boat, Large, 318.
Locomotives,
American,
Lamp,
Electric "Cycle,
" Atlantic " Model
Type,- 215
* , 385 * ; 428*
Card Motor Vehicles England,
, 244.
Syrius,"355*New378*.
Lamp, Electric
board, 34 * ; Clockwork , 575 * ; Com Moulding Waterin Wheels, 183*122..
Lamp,
IncandescentSpirit,
Lapping Deep Narrow Holes, Spindle for, pound,
138 * ; French , 138 * , 359 ; L . B .
Crankshaft, How Made, 423.
& S . C . R ., 359 ; MODEL ENGINEER, 505 " ; APIER
366 * .
Physical Laboratory, go .
M
.
R
.,
34
, 359 ; Nof. B . France,
R ., 215* ;359N .;E . Rat., Needle,National
Lapping
Table,
218
*.
Compound
Magnetic, for Galvano
Latest102,in Engineering,
The,
6
*,
31,
56,
79*,'
86 * ; Northern
meter,
568*
.
Exhibition,
; " Peckett
317*, 151*,
366*, 170,
388*, 194,
436*,244,460*,270*,
510, 293*,
536, Olympia
Saddle Tank.
575 * : 359Spring
Buffer". . N . E . R . Bridge over Tyne, 102.
Testino
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CírVehicles,
Electric,
Self-Reverser
29*, 52*, Problem
229* ” Competitions, Our,
cular , 220 * ; Saws, Hack , 173* ; Scribing Velocities, Hydraulic, Table, II.
Blocks, 311*, 386 *, 531* ; Shaping and Ventilating Fan, 575* .
Planing,
30*, 52* ; 122Soldering
Vertical,Model,
Boilers,
55*, 442*,6 *,47345*,*, 59558 *., 7 .RAY and other Purposes. Induction
602*
; Spanners,
* ; SpringIrons,551,
Winder, / Vertical,
Model,
Steam
Engines,
531* ,; Surface Plate, 311* ; Taper Gauge,
121*,
161*,
176
*,
250
*, 265*,534*,6196.
276 *, 289*, 347*
Coils, for,
62*, 518*,
111 , 595
206 .*, 228 , 294*,
196 * ; Twist Drill Grinders, 236 : Vices,
304*,Reversing
329*,371*, Steam
390*,517*,
415 *,5*,462*,
76344
*,* ; 532*,
554
*;
Wire
Gauges,
99
*,
Vertical
Engine,
Design,
Wood Planes, 146 *.
250
*, 274*,
304 *. Designsfor, 76 *, 532*.
Top , An Optical, 120 *.
Vice
Bench
,Amateur's,
Torpedo-boat
Destroyers,
6,
124,
203*,
351*,
Vice,
Parallel,
554*.
VACHTING
, Model, Correspondence, 44*,
oltmeters, 551* .
366 .
68,
Torpedo-boat
Destroyers,
Model,
66
*,
91*,
“
Vril”
Break,
Induction
Coil,
11
.
524, 234,
569. 308, 354, 377, 401, 425*, 452,
224*, 350*, 355* ,553*.
Yachting, Northern Model, Association ,65*.
Holders,
for Spacing
and 555
Drill-* ;
ing
Holes,31*218; * Jig; Keyway
Cutter,

Toy Motor-cars, Novelty , 370 * .
Yacht,452,Model,
Rating Rules, 44, 234, 377,
Toy Telegraphs in Cuba, 249.
524.
Track , Open
-air, S .Min .Mines,
E .,Proposed
, 426. *, 572. W W AGON
Race, Model, for Coronation Shield ,
155* ., Model Steam , Design , 131*, Yacht
Traction
, Electric,
388, 556
473.Racing, Model, 594.
Traction Engine, Burrell's Compound,
Wagon
,
Railway,
ModelEnd-tipping,
103*.
1
Yacht
Traction Engine, Model, Design , 104 , 14
Waiter, Early Morning. Automatic, i .
, Model, Reward for a , 354.
Traction
Engines,
Model,
Steam , 49*, 90*, Water
Water-driven,
Model, 424
Generating Plant, 424 . | Yachtsman
Yachts,
Model
Sailing,
104
,
132
,
143,
155
.
Motor,
Model,
Rule,
44* ; 343*.
Racing- Building,
Cutter, 46668* ·; 1730
4-ft.
TrafalgarElectric,
*Tramcar.
" Dock ,onSouthampton,
162*
.
Motors
Water
and
other
Hydraulic
Machinery,
Sea
-going,
Warner's Swing Radial
10 ", 182", 197 *, 222 *, 255 , 329 , 374 ", Yachts, Model, Steam , 145*, 529*.
Truck , 152*.
392*.
Yarrow Type Water-tube Boiler, 445*.

INDEX TO QUERIES AND REPLIES.
PATTERIES - Bichromate, 92, 93, 239 , 479 ;
S - Capacity, 381 ;| Ampere Turns, Calculating, 333.
ACCUMULATOR
BoatMotor, for, 597 ; Bunsen , 213, 215 ,
n Charging, 70, 92 , 93, 94. 117, 140, 142, Anti-rusting Composition , 406 .
599.
478,
453,
311,
236,
117,
,
454,
Apprenticeship
407,
382,
356
,
333*,
479
237,
; Charging from , 93, 479
215,
165,
; Chromic
478, 503, 525, 548, 573, 599 ; Dis . Arc Lamps, Electric, 238.
Acid , 21 ; Cleaning Carbons,
618 : Daniell,
mantling. 500 : Grids, 238, 189, 286 ; | Armatures - Calculating Ampere Turns. 333 :

310 ; ; Fuller,
287 ; Lighting
; 237
190*
; Siemens,s, 525*
Medical237,Purposes,
Dynamo,
Enclosed
190, 48
550 :
for, ; Dry,
Jelly Electrolyte, 47 ; Management, 287,
Non -polarising, 239 ; Primary , 92, 93,
573*
;
Stamping
286
;
*
Type,
Simplex
527 ; Materials, 47 , 69, 551 ; Milky, 527 ;
8 -cog Drum , 357 * .
Driving, 404 ; Overloading, 382 ;
Motor
Sac
618
550,
;
239,
548,
479,
,
215
213,
Storing. 261 ; Transforrning Supply , 406. | Artificers in Royal Navy, 117 .
Leclanché, 71, 287, 550 ; Various Pur
Automatic Circuit-breaker, 46 * .
poses,
287.
Alarm Clock , Electric, 618 * .
| Automatic Cut-outs, 46 *, 165*.
Coil, 358*.
Aluminium
Avery-Lahmeyer Dynamos, 310 , 549, 573. Bazaar
Electrical. Machine Pad , 21 .
Amalgam forSolder,617
Bearings,Shocking
Water
Motor,
142*,
Beginners,
Model
Making for, 527.
Avery
Type
Dynamo,
286
.
Ammeters, 117, 238 , 357* , 527, 597.
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Eichromate Copper,
Batteries,502.92, 93, 239, 479.
Blackening
166., 334.
on, 310
Block Signalling,
Blowers,
Small, forBookForge,

. ' DynamosAvery, 286 ; Avery-Lahmeyer,
310,, Gun,Model
Quick-firing,
Locomotive430.Boiler, 502. .
G .W .R . Model,
Sizes of, 286 ; Eight:
549,
pole , 573
359 ;; Brushes,
Enclosed , 190 * : Failure to Ex- G . W . R . Saddle Tank Locomotive, 191

Blowlamp, 263.

527. .
Boats, Model
Doiler,
Model,Submarine,
Fittings - Blowlamp
for, 263 ;
General, 262 ; Material, 94 ; Superheaters,
23, 213* ; Water Gauge, 189 , 527.
Boilers,
Model- Cornish, 502 ; Draught and
Furnace Arrangement, 334 * ; Firing, 238,

cite, 237
: Four-pole
* , 239 140
; Gas
En- HEATING Surface, Model Boiler , 527.
; Lah
by, 525, ;165Kapp,
Driven
gine,
meyer, 161 , 405, 478 ; Manchester, 21, 70,
High Frequency Currents, Books on ,
286 , 311, 359 , 573 574, 599 ; Overtype,
190 .
22*,
357*, 550* ; Plating for, 238 ; Ring High-speed,
Model, Steam Engines, 380, 501,

Armature,as118Motor,
; Rotary
; Horizontal,
527 .
Running
92"; Converters,573
Shunt
Model, Steam Engines, 22, 47, 94,
22 ; Siemens,
5258 ; Simplex,
47, 286Wound,
, 382, | Horse
-power of Water Wheels, 502.
527 ; Undertype, 453* ; Water Motor, Hot- air Engine, 551.

263, 455, 478, 502 ; Flash , 45 , 239 ;

Heating
527 ; Joints,
; Light
ing Set Surface,
47 ; Locomotive,
478 ,93502,
527,
- 598 ;Marine, 6 ), 334 * , 380 , 453 ; Traction ,

252, 357 ; Tubular, 23 ; Vertical, 22, 47, 93,
213*,
239, 334, 405, 501 ; Water Tube,
191, 263,619.

Bolt, Door, Electrically Operated , 405*
Books on - -Block Signalling. 166 ; Electricity

Driven
23, 333,311,454357; Windings,
23, IGNITION, Flame, PetrolMotor, 189*.
165, 598
190by,
*, 286,
, 359, 286
405,
553*,
,618
;
10
-watt,
527
;
12-watt,
Ignition
Engine,
20 -watt, 239 ; 30 -watt, 70 , 118 ; 50 -watt,: 1 Ignition
, Gas, Gas
Engine,
Early Converting,
Firing, 191*71*
. .
47,
164*
;
60-watt,
21,
286
,
310,
382
;
1
Ignition
Magneto,
20
*,
311,
399.
90 -watt, 478 ; 100 -watt, 214* ;; 750
150 -watt,
-watt, Igaition
, Oil Engine,
286 , 356263*.
, 357, 478.
Lighting,
IncandescentGas
23, 311, 573 ; 350-watt, 165
598 ; 1,500 -watt, 549 .
Incandescent
Lamps,
Electric,
238. 119, 120 ,
- Induction Coils -- Interrupters, 118,

applied
to Mining,Currents,
573 : Explosives,
143 , 239, 503 ; ,Motor Break , 405 ; Re
High Frequency
190. 478 ; FARLY Morning Waiter, 287:
sistances, 238 : Shocking , 119, 214, 358 ,
Dynamo,
359".
335.
Chemically,
Colouring,
,
C Eight-pole
Brass
Brush
Discharges,
Wimshurst
Machine,
381*..
!
Electrical
Engineer,
How
to
Become,
236,
381* ; Spark, 93, 94, 118, 143, 191, 214,
Brushes,
Carbon and Copper,
311, 599.
404, 405, 430, 549, 550 , 572, 599.
Buckled Accumulator
Plates, Sizes
189. of, 286. Electrolytic
Accumulator,
47.
Ink
for
Morse Recorder, 94.
Bunsen Batteries, 213, 215, 479.
ElectroDirection
Motorsof-Rotation
Brushes,, 429Sizes; Driven
of, 286
Burner, Bunsen , for Gas Engine, 94.
from ; Installations,
526 , 527, Electric
549. Lighting, 382, 455, 501,
Burner,
Oil,
45,
142.
Dynamo,
235,
359,
478
;
Driven
from
Interrupters,
Induction Coil, 118, 119, 120,
Burner, Primus, for Laboratory, 141.
Water Motor, 94 ; Dynamo, Run as, 94 ;
143* , 239, 503

Burns, X -ray, Preventing, 261.

CABLES,
Colour, for Electric Lighting;
287 .
Caledonian
Locomotive,
Railway
" Dunalastair
,” 476*.Model

Canoe, Motor, 46 .

- .
381. 286
Capacity , Accumulator, Sizes,
Small,Motor Cycle,
Carbon Brushes,
Carburettor,
Surface,

Four-pole, 94263,618
; Launch , Manchester,
143, 382, 479*
Locomotive,
263 ;;;
Overtype,
333, 550 * ;: Phonograph
, 239

Iron Plates, Tinning, 311.
ELLY Electrolytic, Accumulator, 47.
Power for,from335Mains,
; Resistances,
, 404 : | Joints,Model
JewelledBoiler,
Seatings,
Running
92, 214* 238; Simplex
93. Ammeter, 357*.
Type, 286 94,
; Toy286,333,
Car, 92479,599;
; Tramcar,15-w526
att,; KAPP
140. Alarm , 287.
Type Dynamo,
Windings,
Electric, and
n Kettle,

479 * ; 24-watt, 94
Electro-plating
Plant,
Electroscopes, 333
* . 213, 238.

Electro Motor for, 92.
Car, Toy, AntiCastings,
rust Composition
Castings, Shrinkage of, 574.ition , 406 .
Engine for, 597.
Chaff -cutting.
Gas
Charging Accumulators

Emery Wheels, 573.
Engineering in Mercantile Marir262.
Scale,21" .
Drawings
EnlargingBoxes,
Chemical Rectifier, Exhaust
Gas toEngine,
through , 407,619 ; Dynamos for, 356 *, 454, Exhaust, Gas Engine, Cleaning, 471
Enclosed Dynamo, 40-watt, 190°.

478, 525° ; General, 70, 92 , 93, 94, 117,
140, 142, 165, 215, 237, 333 , 356 , 525,
548,
573 ; from
Mains,Primary,
from , 93,
117,117503,
599 ; /
Secondary
; Series
and Parallel, 141 , 237 * , 310, 526 ; Switch
boards, 70 , 140 , 382.

Chemical
Rectifier, Charging Cells through,
407,619.
Chromic Acid Battery , 21.
Chucking Disc, 166 * .
C . L . R . Electric Locomoti
Coherers,
309 * . ,

Expansion Gear, Model, 92.
Expansion of Copper, 502.
Explosives, Book on , 478.

TAN , Small,Ventilating,
for Forge, 310 , 334.

Type Dynamos, 164*, 405,
IL AHMEYER
47

8.
ElectricLamps,
286 ; Nernst,
549 ; 238
Osmi,; Incandescent,
190, 286, Arc,
238,
549 ; Switch , for, 71.
Lathe,Eccentric,
Back-gear,
Converting
Sliding to
526 *. .

| Lathe
Lathe, Change
Boiler Wheels,
for Driving,
358.
214.
Lathe, General Queries, 573 ,

Lathe, Water Wheel to Drive, 454. .
Launch
, Jars,
Electric
Motors
143, 479*, 5514
Leyden
69*,Distribution
93, 263,for,,287,
Light, Electric,
93. 381, 407.

T Fan,
478.
Ficld -magnet Pole- piece, 359*.
Field
-magnets- Avery, 479* ; Four-pole, 165 *; Lighting Circuit. Electric, Faulty, 334.
164 * 35;356Manchester,
359,
Lighting, Electric,
6 *,* , 555500 * .; :Undertype,
3er*type, 224,
359, 57573*3 * ; Lighting.
22".
45OvLahmeyer,
: : Overtype,
, 548 .
for, 190 71.
Batteries Switch,
Electric, Automatie
Lighting, Electric, Colour of Cables, 287.

" Firing.
Early. Small Gas Engine, 191.
Lighting,
Electric,
Installations, 382, 455,
Coils,214,Induction,
94, 95,, .404,
118, 405,
119, 549,
143, 550
191,, Flame
Firing Model
238, Motor,
263, 455,189*478,. 502. Lighting,
501, 526,
527, 549.
239, 35893,, 381'
IgnitionBoilers,
for Petrol
Electrio,
Small
Oil Engine for,
572, 599. .
FlashSignalling,
Model Boilers,
45*, 239.
237, 406 .
Colouring
Brass
Chemically
,
335.
Fog
238.
Lighting,
Electric,
Wiring
for,
478.of, 430 .
Colouring Liquids by Electric Current, 117. Force Pump, 358, 527.
Lighting, Gas and Electric, Cost

Steam Engines, 263.
Compound,
Electroscopes,
Condensing Model,
333* .
Conductors, Lost Volts in , 526 .

for, 310,
Blower 165*,
Forge, Small,
Four-pole
Dynamos,
239.334.

Four-pole
Motors,237,
94 . 287.
ConvertingGas
Engine from Iron to Porcelain Fuller
Batteries,
Ignition, 71*.
for, 118.
Power
Electric,
Furnace,
Fuses, Copper , 215 .
Copper,
Blackeaing,
592.s
Copper Brushes,
Small,
Expansion
Copper,Fuses,
502. .
AS Engines- Adjusting. 334 : Bunsen
Copper
215. of, 302.
Burner,
94 ; Chaff-cutting,
597 ; Con
Cornish
Model
Boiler,
502.
.
.
.
Igaition
verting
Cylinder, 574 * ;
, 71 ; Efficiency,
Cost of Electric Lighting with Oil Engine,
Difficulties,
46,
70,
502
;
619 ;
Cost ofGas and Electric Lighting, 430.
Exhaust Plant,
Foxes, 501
21*,; 478
; Şupply,
for Electric
Automatic,
Lighting
Cut-inAutomatic,
and Cut-out
46
*
;
Cat-out,
Gas
189 ;
165* .

Cylinder, Steam , Proportioas, 405.

Replacing,69.
DAMAGED
Daniell Cell,
Batteries,
237.

Lighting
Set, Output
and Power of,40671.*. ;
Link
Motion
ModelElectric,
Locomotive,
Locomotive,
Model
Locomotives - G . W . R . Saddle263.Tank , 1919 ;
MTractive
.R ., 430Effort,
* ; 431.
Stirlings'. Singles, 95 :
Locomotives, Electric - C . L . R ., 405.
Locomotives. Model---Caledonian Ry. “ Duna

lastair," 476 * ; Draught, 404 ; Firing,

455,
598 ; 21G ;.C .G R ..W " . Atlantic,"
404 ;
G . N . 478,
R . Tank,
R ., 502
; Mid
land,
95,
430
*
;
NE,R
.,
387;
Oil
Burner
for, 142 ; Slide Valve and Link Motion,

Governor,
; Igation,71*,
481* ;; Lubricator,
406 * ;Springs,479 ; Tractive Effort, 431.
Meter,
95 ;238“ Model
Engineer,191*
"189,95,117
Sight-feed, 45*.
334 ;
Piston Rings,
358 * ; Running,

Self-starter,
Effects,
Magnetic
Joints,549.between Yoke and
Proportions, 598
382 ; Toy, 237, 574 * ; Valve MAGNETIC
Design,
Model
Sailing
141*.
Yacht,
Cores, 453
Field
Gas
Lighting,
Incandescent,
263*.
Meters,
Geze
Motors
Rotation
95,
454.
Direction
for
Gas
and
Magneto-Electró
Work, 2046.*, 311,
rators,of429.
Gas,
Price of,and
Electric
Light,
430.
Magneto
Ignition forforSurgical
Motor Cycle,
Displacement,
Model
Steamer,
47.
Supply
Engine,
Gas
for
Gas
189.
549.
Distribution , Electric Light, 93.
Gas Threads, 239.
Magnets,Charging
Permanent,
Door Bolt, Electrically-operate 1, 405
117, 503,119,
599.357.
from ,Making,
Gauge, Water, för Model Foiler, 189 , 527. Mains,
for Night- Light, 190
Door SwitchModel
Draught,
Locomotive, 404.

G .C . R . Model, “ Atlantic " Locomotive, 404. | Mains, Running Motors from , 92, 214":

Locomotives,
Stirling's Single,
Manchester Type Dynamos, 21, 70, 286, 311,
Draw -bar Pull, Locomotive, Calculating, 431. GG .N.N .. RR .. Model,
Tank Locomotive,
21. 95.
359 , 573 , 574, 599.
Drawings,
Reducing
and
Enlarging,
to
Scale,
|
Governors,
SmallGas
Engine,
238.
Manchester
TypeBoilers,
Electro69,Motor,
262.
Grids, Accumulator, 23* , 189, 286 .
Marine,
Model,
334 *, 263.
DryDunalastair
Batteries," 310.Model Caledonian Railway Grinding
Machine,
Patrol
Motor
for
Grinding,
Marine,
Model,
Stearn
Engines,
69,380,203,453.380,
404.
479 .

Locomotive, 476 ".

Grindstones, 573.

| Marine Petrol Engine, 406.
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ReadingGas
Meter, 454.
Measuring Instruments, Electrical, 117, 164*, Rectifier,
B .D . Model, Accumulators for, 454, 551.
Chemical,
Charging Cells through,ITTelegraphy,
• Telegraphy, Morse, 94, 380 * .
238,Batteries
357*, 527,, 550.573, 507.
Medical
Wireless, 142, 239, 309*, 503*.
407,
619.
Mercantile
Marine,118,
Engineering
Rectifier, Electrolytic , 502.
in , 22.
Telephone
Connections,
Mercury
Breaks,
120,
503.
214
,
549
, 551, 59822*,
* . 47*, 92, 190 *,
Rectifier, Nodon
Valve,
287, 502.
Reducing
Drawings
to Scale,
262.
Metal
Stopping,
548.
Telephony,
Wireless,
502.
Meter, Gas Engine, 95 . .
Transformers,
Replacing
Damaged 69.
Cell in Large Battery "Tesla
118,. . 142,
311. 334, 407.
Thermit
" Welding69,Process,
Midland
Railway, Model Locomotive, 94, 430 *. Resistance,
of Accumulators,
Electric Lighting Installation , 526 . Threads, Gas, 239.
117.
95,
Engine,
Gas
ENGINEER
MODEL
MODEL
ENGINEER, Why Published , 454.
Resistance for Charging Cells, 70.
Three-wire
from , 117.
Tinning IronSupply,
Plates,Charging
311.
Morse Recorder, 380 * .
Resistance for Voltmeter, 164* .
Mörse Recorder, Ink for, 94.

Resistances, Motor, 238, 404.618 .
Reversing Lever Model Locomotive, 477* .
Canoe Magneto
Motor,
46 .
Motor Cycle,
Ignition, 20*, 311, 599 Rewinding
Manchester Type Dynamo, 311.

Motor Cycle, Surface Carburettor, for 453*,

Ring Armature Dynamo, 118.
Motors,
Electro, 92, 94, 214, 239, 335, 429, Rotary Converters, 673.
478.
Riveting, Model, 454

Motor Engineering, 429.

Toy Gas Engine, 237.

Track , Model Railway, 191* .

Traction Engines, Model- Boilers, 262, 357 ;
Details,
141 ; Oil Burner for, 45 ; Single
cylinder,
Tractive
Effort,262.Locomotive, 431.
Tramcars, Model,
Electric
Transformers,
617. Motors for, 526 .
Transformers, 237.
Tesla , 69; 118, 142, 334, 40

Motors, Petrol,47,189 ,404*, 406, 575.

Royal Navy, Artificers in, 117.

N • E .R Nernst
.Model,Lamps,
Locomotives,
549. 380 .

Saddle Tank, G . W .R . Locomotive, 191*. Turbine, Model, driving Dynamo, 478.
Sailing
Punt,Model
Small,Locomotive,
23.
Turbine, Model Steamer, 71.
Sand
Box,
477 *.
Turning Disc for Wheel Pattern, 166*.
Sea Apprenticeship,
453.
Series310,and526.Parallel, Difference in , 141*, 237*,

CAC LECLANCHE Batteries, 21, 287, 550 .

Night-light,
Door287,Switch
Nodon
Valves,
502 * . for, 190 * .
Non -polarising Bichromate Battery, 239 .
Nozzle for Water Motor, 454.

UNDERTYPE Dynamos, 453*.

Shafting, Speed , To find , 117, 142, 525 ".
OIL Burner, 45.
Shocking Coils,
119, 214,5 - 4 .358*, 381*.
Oil Burner, Model Locomotive, 142. Shrinkage
of Castings,
Oil Engine - Chaft-cultihg. 597 ; Cost of Shunt-wound Dynamos, 22'.
Electric Lighting with 237 ; Dynamo | Siemens Dynamo, 525 * .
Driving,
356, 478 ; Ignition, 286, 356, Sight-feed Lubricator,
45*.
357, 478.
Signalling, Block, Book ori, 166 .

Oscillating
429* Cylinder, Altering to Slide-valve,
Overloading Accumulators, 382.

Overtype Dynamos,
22*, 356*,
Overtype
Electro Motor,
333, 550550*.
*.
TOAINTING Models, 380 .
Pantelephone, Wiring for, 190 * .
Parallel, Series and, Difference in

237 *, 310 , 526 .
Penny-in
-the-Slot
Shocking
Coil,119,358*.357.
Permanent
Magnets,
Making,
Petrol
Engine,
Altering
Cylinder,
404*.
Petrol Engine, Ignition for, 189 , 599
.

Petrol Engine,
.
Petrol
Engines, Motor
Design Boat,
of, 47,406573.
Petrol Motor Driving Polishing Machine,
Phonograph, Motor for, 239 .
Pipes,
, 406.
Piston Anti-rust
Rings
GasComposition
Engine
358*.
Plates,
Accumulator,
23*, 189,
286.

Transforming Accumulator Supply , 406 .
Transforming
from 50 to 100 volts, 71.

Signalling, Railway, 238, 503.
Simplex Type Dynamos, 47, 286 , 382, 527 .
Simplex Type Electric Motor, 286 * .

VALVE
382.*.
V Valve,, Gas
Slide,Engine,
Model Proportions,
Locomotive, 406
Valves,
Nodon
,
287,
502*
.
..
Variable
Expansion
Gear, Model,
92. 70 *.
Various sized
Accumulators,
Charging,
Ventilating Fan , 478.

Spark Coils - Failure, 572 ; Interrupters, 143
239 ; Large, 430 ; -inch , 93, 404 ; 1-inch ,

Vertical Gas Engines, 70, 358.
Vertical
Model405,Boilers,
239, 334,
501. 22, 47, 93, 213*,
Vertical
Model
Steam
Engines, 94, 381, 405,
501.

Spark Intensifier, 407.
Spark
Length , Wimshurst Machine, Increas
ing, 381*.

WAITER,
WaterEarly
GaugeMorning,
for Model287.Boiler, 189 ",

Slide-valve and Link Motion , 406 * .

Solution for Nodon Valve, 287.
Voltmeters,
164*, 527,573,
95, 549 ; 2t-inch , 94 ; 4-inch , 214, 405,;| Volts,
Lost, in117,Conductors,
526 . 597.
; 6 -inch, 118, 143 ; Motor Break,405
141*, 599
Wiring, 191.

Plating, Electro-, 213 , 238.
Pcle Finding Solution , 215, 454,
Pole-piece, Field -magnet, 359 *.
Polishing
Machine, Petrol Motor for Driving,
404 .
Porous
Casting,
Power for ElectricRepairing,
Furnace, 94.
118 .
Transmission
Power
, Gas Engine,
335*.
Primus for Burners for Laboratory, 141.
Propellers, Model Steamer, 71.
Pulleys, Finding Speed of, 117 , 142, 525 *.
Pumps, Force, 358, 527,

Speed
, Finding,
Shafting, 117,
Splashers,
Model ofLocomotives,
477*.142, 525 *.
Springs
Model
Locomotives,
479.
Steam Engines, Model- Compound, 263 ;
Cylinder
Proportions,
Design, 380of,,
94 ; Displacement,
47 ;404High; -speed

527
Water
23, 333,94.454.
Water Motor
Motor and
and Dynamo,
Electro Motor,
Water
Motor
Bearings,
142*
Water-tube, Model, Boilers, .191, 263,-619.
Water Wheel
Driving Dynamo,
Water
Wheels,forHorse-power
of, 502.454.

501, 527,618* ; Horizontal, 22, 47, 94 : Water Wheel to Drive Lathe, 454.
Marine, 69, 263, 380, 559 ; Oscillating, Welding Process, " Thermit," 311.
Altering
to Slide-valve, 429 ; Painting, Wheatstone Bridges, 356 *, 598* .
380 ; Parts, 527 ; Pcrts, 239 , 263, 381, Wheel Pattern , Turning Disc for, 166 *.

429 , 454 ; Propellers, 71 ; Slide-valve
and
Link
Motion
406 * ; Setting,
Traction618, 45,
141,
262,Expansion
357 ; , Valve
Variable
Gear,
92
; Vertical,* ;
94,
381,
501.
Steamer,
Model, Machinery 69, 71, 479, 599.
Steam Pipe Proportions, 618. .
Steam Plant, Small, 527, 618.
Steam Ports, 239, 263, 381, 404,
Steam Turbines, Model, 71, 478 . 429*, 454.
Submarine, Model,
rette Brats , 527277.8

Punt, Sailing, Small, 23.

S 5 23. 213* .
Superheater, uModel BBoiler,

QUICK -FIRING Gun , Model, 430.

Surface
Carburettor, Motor Cycle, 453* .
Surgical Work , Electric Magnets for,

RAILWAY
Track, 191*.382.
" RailwayModel
, Model,Locomotive,
Railway Signalling
, 166, 238, 503.

Switchboards, Charging, 70, 382, 598.
Switch Door, Night-light, 190 * .

-

- -

Wire Resistance, Electro Motor, 404.
Wiring , Electric Light, 478.
Wiring, Pantelephone, 190* .

| VACHTS,
Model, Sailing - Design and
Building, 141* ; Position of C . E ., 382.

Switch , Telephone, 598*.

--

Wireless
Telegraphy, 502.
142, 239, 309*, 503*.
Wireless Telephony,
Wiring, Spark Coil, 191.
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An Automatic Early Morning Waiter.
By W . BATTLE.

FIG 1. - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF MR. W . Battle's AUTOMATIC EARLY MORNING WAITER.
THE

accompanying photograph is of an

automatic early -morning waiter I have made
during last winter, and may be of some in
terest to readers who, like myself, have to be early
risers. It not only makes the tea , but rings the
bell and switches on an electric light.

(Of course ,

the light is quite at the option of the maker.)

The following is a description of the principal
parts, the others are clearly seen in the photographs,
and with the help of a more detailed account of a

similar apparatus in THE MODEL ENGINEER, Dec
ember 3rd , 1903, one may be enabled to make a
very useful article.
The baseboard , 20 ins. by 12 ins. by it ins., is
of polished mahogany, wbich greatly adds to its
appearance. Round the 4 -in board will be seen
a 3 - in . by 2 -in . moulding, which gives protection to
the wires and switch . The gas box on the right is
madeof tin , 5 } ins. long by 37 ins. wide by 21 ins.
high , screwed to stand, with a greased paper joint
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and contains the electric magnets (similar to bell
magnets) which lift the gas valve also in gas box
and bye- pass (see Figs. 3 and 4 ). The current
passes through bobbins, which attracts soft iron
plate hung on pivots in front, to which is attached a

clock makes the circuit to gas box, lifts the gas
valve, the gas lights from the bye-pass, the water
boils and forces out into the teapot, which weighs

brass wire holding a ball valve over gas pipe, which
consequently lifts and allows the gas to pass to bur

magnets and allows the valve to shut off the gas
and opens the circuit to the bell, and you wake to

put on, all is ready for the morning, when the
down the stand, breaks connection through the
Gnd your tea ready. If there is anything needing
further explanation , I shall be pleased to give the

same to any reader who may wish .

Workshop Notes and Notions.
(Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord .

ing to merit.

Au matter intended for this column should be

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envel pe.]

Fig . 2. - UNDERSIDE VIEW , SHOWING CONNECTIONS.

Variable Blast Apparatus.
By “ Bim .”
Herewith is given a description of an apparatus
which I have contrived to replace the usual india
rubber diaphragm used to keep a steady blast
with foot bellows and a blowpipe.

ner. The shutting offwill beseen in the explanation
of the teapot stand, on left of photograph and Figs.
5 and 6 .

The main advantage is that the strength of the
blast can be regulated with perfect ease and
Fig . 5. - SECTIONAL VIEW OF TEAPOT

STAND AND CONNECTIONS.

FIG . 3. - ELEVATION OF BOBBINS AND
BALL VALVE .
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Fig . 4. - PLAN OF BOBBINS AND VALVE .
The connections of wiring are as follows :
From terminal i on board to bell and battery
carbon .

From terminal 2 on board to clock , and from
clock to battery zinc,
From terminal 3 on board to bell.
The whole working thus : connection being made
with tubing to gasbox and the bye-pass lit, tea put
in teapot, water in the sealed kettle or boiler, the
clock set for the time required , and bell switch

proog
dog
jo

Guide
Wire to
Terminal 2 .
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Fig . 6 . - UNDERSIDE VIEW , SHOWING AUTOMATIC
CONTACT.
accuracy to suit a full jet of gas or the smallest

flame that may be required for fine work ; and
once regulated to suit, the blast keeps the same
strength whatever the work expended on the
bellows.

No doubt many have experienced, as I have,
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the trouble. incurred in using foot bellows with
a small flame, and have been annoyed by the flame
being constantly blown out if the attention given
to the bellows has been relaxed in the smallest

degree. By using this apparatus, all trouble is
obviated, and the whole attention may be given
to the work.

Toblowpipe
. ..

LH

0
.

From bellows

Water is poured into B , and when the bellows
air is blown in , it expels the water from A , and a
steady blast is delivered to the blowpipe through the
pipe H . This blast depends for its strength on the
head of water, K , due to the difference of water
level in A and B , and this difference can be varied
at will by pouring more or less water into B .
are not worked , it partially fills A . As soon as

The blast cannot be stronger than the pressure
due to the head of water, K , as any superfluous
air pumped in only bubbles harmlessly out from
under A and escapes.
It is advisable to have the difference between
the tins A and B large enough , or the escaping air
blows the water over the edge of B . I used a large
square biscuit tin , which answers perfectly. The
whole is mounted on a camp stool, with a hole
cut in the seat for the pipe E to pass through , and
is very steady when in use.

A Simple Drawing Appliance .
By “ BOILER-MAKER."
ka Having practised several examples given in the
articles on Mechanical Drawing , I found consider
able difficulty, when having a lot of sectioning to
do, to get the section lines at uniform distances. So I
endeavoured to devise some arrangement whereby
the process might be done mechanically. The
contrivance is merely a foot-rule (wooden ) sawn
in halves, connected by two pieces of sheet brass
strip (A and B ) in the same way as an ordinary
parallel-rule. Dis a quadrant, the shape and dimen
sions of which are explained in the drawings. This
quadrant revolves on a stud, and may be set by
the setscrew at D . C is a screw , the position of
round - headed

A VARIABLE BLAST APPARATUS.
A tin , A , which must be tall ( I used two 1-lb .

coffee tins soldei ed one on the top the other,
the bottom of one being cut out), is of
inverted in a
larger tin , B . Through the bottom of B an upright
pipe E is passed and the jointmade tight. On the
top of E a small tin , C , which had contained kodak
films, was soldered . The lid was attached to E ,
and to the bottom of the tin a piece of sheet copper,
with a 5 - 16ths- in . hole in the middle of it, was
sweated . The ball valve, D , was made with a

- in . steel ball, which I happened to have, the

hole in the copper being made with its edge knife
of a
sharp , and the ball seated with a smart tap
sweated

hammer . Three brass wire guides were
into the copper, one of which was bent over to
keep the ball from being blown off its seating.
The valve was tested by filling the tin with water,
and holding down the ball on to its seating to keep
the water from running out. The valve being found

tight, the tin C was soldered into its lid at the top
of E . Four straps of sheet tin , F , were soldered on

to A ,and fastened to the top edge of the large tin ,
B , by four small bolts, G .

A SIMPLE DRAWING APPLIANCE.
which is found by striking an arc with it-in . radius
from the stud -hole at D . Where this arc cuts the
centre line of the top rule is the position of the
screw . I think the positions of the strips A and B
and the quadrant D on the two portions of rule
are pretty clear in the drawings. To set the rule
unstack the setscrew of the quadrant, then open

the rule to the width of section line to be used.
Then in this position fix the quadrant with the
setscrew so that the right-hand arm of the quadrant
is hard up against the screw C ; then , of course ,
every time the rule is opened the quadrant only

allows it to open a certain distance, thus securing
lines of uniform distances. It is but a modification
of an ordinary parallel rule, but I think it might
be of some use to the readers of THE MODEL
ENGINEER .

· The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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A Simple Bench Drill.

heavy work , the lever B is put in position and the

By R . THARRATT.
The following is an arrangement of a bench
drill which may prove useful to those who do not

feed put on by the screw shown. When not in use,
the lever B falls down out of the way, as shown in
dotted lines. This makes a satisfactory drilling

possess a drilling machine. The arrangement is

machine.

very simple, and very easily and cheaply made.
Gas Engine Exhaust Silencer.
By R . G . NYE.
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' I beg to send the following short article on how
I silenced a small gas engine's exhaust. This
particular engine was rather a noisy one of about
2 h .-P ., and having tried two or three silencers
withoutmuch success, I hit upon the following plan .
The yard outside the engine-house was composed
of concrete, 24 ins. thick . Having marked out a

circle 7 ins. in diameter, I cut a hole through the
cement to the depth of 10 ins. Then measuring off
a distance of 12 ins. from this hole, I cut another
one-- this one only being the diameter of the
exhaust pipe, viz., if ins. Having bored down to

Engine house
oito

JOI TOI

WERK
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Fig . 1. - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF SIMPLE
BENCH LATHE.
IRON STIFFENERS

METHOD OF SILENCING GAS ENGINE EXHAUST.
the same depth as the larger hole, I next tunnelled
between the two. When this was completed , the
exhaust from the engine was turned into the larger
hole and filled in with coke till flush with the yard .
Cement was then put all round the exhaust pipe
and over the coke. Into the other hole , the other
part of the exhaust pipe was put extending some
20 ft, into the air . Cement was again used to help
keep the pipe in position and
to make a gas-tight joint. When
HE PIN
the cement was set, the engine
was run and one could not
hear the exhaust, neither was
there any back pressure to

HAND LEVER A
FIG . 2 .
Referring to Fig . 1, the pivot for the lever A is an
upright beam in my workshop through which holes
are drilled , as shown , to suit the height of the
work to be drilled . In the lever A (Fig . 2) a slot is
cut to take a 4-in , nut or a piece of tapped plate,
and to compensate for the loss of strength two
stiffening plates are fitted at sides. The weight
shown keeps the lever suspended out of head room
when not in use. The lever B is pivoted on the
bench , as shown , and has corresponding holes in

it to suit the upright beam . When wanted to drill

speak of. This was tested by
taking out a plug in the ex
haust pipe near the engine,
and then seeing how she ran.
Anybody requiring a cheap and good silencer
cannot do better than experiment this way .

The DURABILITY OF CAST IRON . - A tribute
to cast iron as a durable material of construction
was afforded by the old Vauxhall Bridge over the
Thames. When taken down after a duty of eighty
three years it was found that its parts were in

good condition .
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Induction Coils for X -Ray and
other Purposes.
By John Pike.
(Continued from page 608, Vol. XIV.).
V . - The Condenser.
THE condenser provided for the coil, and fixed
in the box upon which it stands, is of the
of tinfoil in terleaved with waxed paper of good tex
ture and quality. A suitable paper, is a good quality
white demy such as is used largely by chemists
but it should not be the best from the trade point
of view . A tough fairly thick paper is to be had
which has very little sizing in it. " Enough should
be provided to make one hundred and sixty
or so sheets 13 ins. by 8 ins. The tinfoil sheets,
full size, measure 14 ins. by ii ins., and each
sheet therefore makes two 11 ins. by 7 ins.,
which is a size very suitable for the
dimensions required . Each sheet of foil used
in the condenser has on either side two
sheets of the waxed demy paper. The demy T3
should be well dried and thoroughly waxed
in the paraffin wax bath as suggested for
the blotting- paper discs.
In addition to the large sheets of foil,
Fizeau type, and consists of seventy sheets

left. Finish off the condenser by ironing down any
of the paper sheets remaining and press down a
second piece of the fretwood 13 ins. by 8 ins., finally
binding the whole together tightly with tape.
Condensers are more effective when made as
solid as possible - i.e.,bymeansof heat and pressure .
Very considerable pressure may be brought into
use if one has a letter press large enough for the
purpose. All theheavy weightavailable will doubt
less be used in most cases, but unless some degree
of heat is applied at the time of the pressure no
even consolidation results. On the whole the
amateur will not succeed badly by following the
method described , using the iron with heavy hand
pressure, and after every six layers, say, subjecting
the whole to asmuch top weight as can be got into
play.
The condenser consists of seventy sheets of foil,
and there will be thirty -five lugs or extension pieces
projecting from either end. Those at one end

should be joined together by clamping right across
10 sheets

20 sheets

40 sheets

seventy small pieces 2 ins. by 54 ins. must
be cut to form the projections or lugs carried

out at each end with which to make the
connections. We get fourteen such pieces from each sheet. The condenser is built up
in this way — and it may be noted that a
warm room rather facilitates the work - e.g ., si
upon a table set out a flat board , and on this
lay a piece of thin mahogany (fretwork wood) ,
15 ins. by 8 ins. Now upon this place three
or four sheets of the waxed paper, one at
a tiine, and carefully pressing or ironing
them down into contact with the thin
board by means of a domestic iron or a T
large “ plaster spatula " (as used by drug
gists ; the iron must be kept hot during
the whole operation . If the latter instrument
is available it is possible to get it with the
flat iron part (as a matter of fact it is made
of brass ) hollow , and the top drilled with a

Fig . 7.— Plan of Condenser.

number of holes, the handle being provided

with an india-rubber tube for attachment to the
nearest gas bracket : this spatula is kept at any
desired temperature, and is very useful for the
present purpose.
To resume, having ironed down the few layers of

waxed paper, a sheet of the foil is placed in position
(there will be a half inch of space all round), then
to the right hand side is placed one of the small
extension pieces or lugs, so that it hangs out a
couple inches or so . Now lay upon the foil two
sheets of waxed paper and iron them into close
contact, using some pressure in the operation . A
second foil is put as before and a second lug — this
time to the left. Then two more sheets of paper,
another foil and lug to the right; and so on right
and left alternately - two waxed paper sheets inter
posing until the whole of the seventy tinfoil sheets
havebeen built up . Thereshould be of course thirty
five lugs to the right, and the same number to the

them a piece of strip brass previously drilled in two
or three places. The strip is screwed down to the
thin baseboard through the foil and holds them
firmly in position and contact. To the brass strip
may now be soldered a piece of copper wire (about
2 ft. or so ).
At the other end , separate the lugs into respec
tively, five, ten , and twenty bundles, taking care
to insulate one set from the next by three or four
folds of the waxed blotting-paper. Prepare three
lengths (about 12 ins.) of silk -covered lamp wire : the
thickly covered insulated twin wire used in installa
tions will do, and one strand is required for each of
thesets. Carefully bare the ends of each , preserving
the fine copper wires intact : one end should be
bared for at least 2 ins. Now , having the wires

ready, spread out the bottom pile of projecting
lugs — these had better be the twenty -- and fold
tightly one of the bared wires right up to the silk

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
covering, cover the whole with strips of waxed

blotting-paper ; perform the same operation with
the remaining sets of ten and five. This end of the
condenser may be made fairly solid by successive
strips of waxed paper and by pouring a few tea
spoonfuls of hot paraffin wax wherever necessary
to ensure solidity. When finished there will be

three well insulated wires ready for adjustment to
the proper terminals on the baseboard of coil, and
projecting from one end ; and one wire only from

the other. The annexed diagram shows (viewed
from below ) how the condenser is fitted into the
base and connected up for use. It will be seen of
course that the condenser can be coupled up as ten ,
twenty , and forty sheets respectively. The diagram
(Fig. 7 ) shows the connections as viewed from
underneath ; by turning the page, therefore, and
looking at the figure by transmitted light, placing

also the coil over the condenser, we see exactly how
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of filng and patience. The kitchen table is my
work bench . I have a vice which screws to the
table, but sometimes when I have a bit of rough
filing to do, I am obliged to get someone to hold
the table.

The Latest in Engineering.
H . M . S . • Gadfly," one of five new coastal
destroyers - sister ships — was successfully launched
from the Chiswick yard of Messrs. John T. Thorny
croft & Co., Ltd ., recently . The vessel is fitted
with turbine machinery of the Parsons type and

Thornycroft water-tube boilers. The arma
ment will consist of two 12-pounder quick -firing
guns and three torpedo-tubes, and is the first
coastal destroyer to be launched with turbines

the connections are made — to three stout battery

.
terminals fixed in the end of the box.
By manipulating the pins - drawn out in diagram
--we can use ten , twenty, thirty, forty, fifty , sixty ,
or the whole seventy sheets of tinfoil.
lugs
Instead of having the twenty , ten , and five

respectively on top of each other, but well
insulated, they may be,when building up, placed
as in the diagram , where, for the sake of clearness,
they are shown spaced out at the end of the
condenser.

( To be continued.)

An Amateur' s Second Attempt
at Model Engine Building.
By Tom LEIGH .
COME three years ago I made a first attempt
at model work in the shape of a small
horizontal engine, which being a source
of encouragement to me, I started on a second ·
model, which is herewith illustrated . As will
be seen , this model is of a vertical engine with
reversing gear. It is made out of the solid , with
the exception of the standard and bed , which are
cast. The cylinder is made from an old cast-iron
pedestal off a grindstone. The steam chest is
loose. The crank is turned from a solid piece
with discs left on . It took me about a month to
turn it. The crankshaft is in . diam ., the pin
in . The pedestals were drilled , and then sawn

in two. There is a liner in to take up the thickness
3- in . stroke. I made all the nuts out of bits of
plate steel, the bolts and studs from steel wire
nails. I might mention that I had to make my

of the saw . The cylinder is 1k-ins. bore and

own taps (on a borrowed screw -plate ) with steel
wire, and found them very handy . The flywheel
was a piece of flat, circular brass, with an inch hole
in it, discovered in a local rag and bone shop .
I tapped it out to inch gas, and screwed a steel
plug tight in the hole , drilled it to the shaft, and
turned it all up on a mandrel. It has taken me
fifteen months to make the model in my spare
time. It stands 10 ins. high without the bed ,
which is 41 ins. by 5 } ins. The column is the tail
end of an augur, with a foot screwed on . The

building of this enginehas entailed a great amount

MR. Tom Leigh's MODEL VERTICAL ENGINE
and boilers completely installed. The dimen
· sions are : Length , 168 ft. ; beam , 17 ft. 6 ins. ;

draught, 5 ft. 11 ins. ; and the contract speed
is 26 knots .
Locomotives in the Simplon Tunnel. — The
electric locomotives for the Simplon Tunnel,
which , it will be remembered , was opened on
January 25th last, weigh 62 tons each and have

the following dimensions : The total length of
the locomotive is 12'32 m . ; the three motor wheels

.
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represent a length of 4'90 m ., the diameter of
each being 1.64 m . ; the bogie wheels have a
diameter of 85 cm . The twomotors have a normal
power of 600 h .-p ., which can be increased to
2, 300. The speed has been fixed at 82 km . per
hour for passenger trains of 300 tons and at 68 km .
for goods trains of 400 tons. The total length
of the section on which electric traction will be
used is only 40 km . Alternative current at 3,000

volts will be applied .
Piston Rod Connection . - - A recent patent for
connecting the piston rod end to the cross-head is
illustrated herewith , by which it will be seen that

SECTION THROUGH PISTON ROD CONNECTION .
the piston rod has a double tapered end, which is
secured to the cross-head by a sleeve nut, as shown.
The Thermostat. - Although

thermo-mercurial

alarms have been devised for giving notice of great
accession of heat, the same apparatus has hitherto
been incapable of application for the purpose of
giving intimation of low temperatures. An ingen
ious invention has just been protected by Mr.
John Owen , of Treharris, consisting of an electric
bell alarm for calling attention when pre-determined
maximum or minimum temperatures are indicated
by a mercurial thermometer. This is specially

constructed , and fitted with certain devices by
which it is made to close an electric circuit and
ring an ordinary battery bell on the fluid either
rising or falling to any given level in the gauge
glass. The thermo-mercurial gauge itself, with

Locomotive Notes.
By Chas. S . LAKE.
EXAMINATION

OF

THE

PENNSYLVANIA

and the appearance of the Vauclain and Cole types
is evidence that this is already the case . Among
up the peculiarities of wear which excited comment
was the small amount between wheel hubs and
driving boxes, when the diameter of contact of hubs
is considered , it being only about three- quarters
ofthatusual in American practice, or i ins. ascom
pared with not less than 15 ins. for 8 ins.ofjournal.
American locomotives, says the Railway Master
Mechanic , develop a surprising amount of lateral

wear at this point, and the remedy appeared to
lie in the provision of liberal surfaces to overcome
it. The very opposite obtains in the de Glehn
engine, and with less wear. Projected areas of

journals, as understood in the United States,
do not seem to have the same consideration in
France, for in the Pennsylvania compound the
eccentrics actuating the valves of the low -pressure
cylinders have a width of i} in ., which , with the
American 8 -in . axle diameter, gives a projected
area of 12 sq . ins., whilst the width of eccentric
for the same work would be not less than threeand

its attached fittings, is of moderate dimensions,

inore often four or more inches.

and may be hung on a wall-hook in any position

that endurance is to be credited ?

where it can be connected with the battery circuit.

The usual house-door bell-battery is quite suitable
for giving the alarm when the thermostat, on the
temperature becoming either abnormally high
or low , closes the electric circuit, and the bell
continues to ring until the conditions as to tempera
ture alter, or the circuit is switched off. The
inventor believes that the simplicity and ready

applicability of his little instrument may lead to
its introduction into hospitals and sick rooms, where

R .R .

DE GLEHN COMPOUND IN THE SHOPS.
The de Glehn system balanced compound loco
motive, purchased by the Pennsylvania R . R . for
experimental purposes, was recently overhauled
in the shops after running more than 40,000 miles,
and special note was taken of the amount of wear
on axles, pins, brasses and valve-motion , with
the result that the claims of the designer, viz.,
that the distribution of stresses over two axles
would result in decreased wear, and would there
fore permit of greatly reduced dimensions in rods,
pins and axles, and a material decrease in the
total weight of the engine than when only one
driving axle is employed with the same cylinder
power, were found fully borne out in practice .
The slightwear discovered will doubtless influence
American engineers in favour of this type of engine ,

The query presents itself- Is it to the material
It will be re

membered in considering this question that cylinder
arrangement has no bearing upon it. Yet they
not only run cool, but show no appreciable wear.
LOCOMOTIVE DESIGN.

The man who will design a first class modern
locomotive and show , in doing so , that he is fully
acquainted with and determined to have all the

it is essential to prevent the temperature falling
below a certain point.

features necessary to render his engine a successful
working machine, perhaps introducing here and

1903 COAL PRODUCTION AND EXPORT. - It is in .

parts, and yet will finish off the whole with a
miserable apology for a cab, at once shows that

teresting to know that the total quantity of coal
produced in the United Kingdom last year was
236 ,128 ,936 tons. The total quantity exported ,

including the estimated coal equivalent of the
exports of coke and patent fuel, was 49 .764,500
tons; or , if coal used for bunkering steamers
engaged in foreign trade were included , 67,160,646
tons.

there some ingenious and novel points in the
construction or in the method of manufacturing
in spite of all his knowledge he has still something

to learn about locomotive design .
A SCOTTISH-BUILT CRANE LOCOMOTIVE .
The crane-locomotive illustrated herewith was
builtby Messrs. Andrew Barclay, Sons, and Co., Ltd .,

of Kilmarnock , N . B ., a firm who have had

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
exceptional experience in the construction of such
engines. The locomotive portion consists of a
four-wheels-coupled outside cylinder tank engine,
over the boiler of which a 5 -ton capacity steam
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the flanges and brackets being cast on and firmly

Weight of locomotive in working order with
crane and balance weight, 46 tons, in
cluding 5 -ton load .
New GOODS LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE BRIGHTON
RAILWAY.
Following upon the large Atlantic type express
locomotives recently introduced on the London,
Brighton, and South Coast Railway are some
new six wheels coupled goods engines designed
by Mr. D . E . Marsh , locomotive superinten
dent, and built at Brighton works. These engines
are of substantial appearance and their design
follows perhaps more closely previous “ Brighton ”
standards than does that of the Atlantics. This

bolted between the cheeks of the crane.

is partly due of course to the fact that the type is

crane is mounted .
The crane is provided with two sets of engines,
one being for hoisting and the other for slewing

purposes. In both cases link -motion is used for

reversing. A strong framework , built up of mild

00000000000000

steel plates and angles, and securely bolted to the
locomotive main frames, carries the crane, and
the post or centre column of the latter is a steel
casting which is bolted on top of the framework .
The worm -wheel for slewing is made of cast steel,

KOSMOTD
NO

TED
122

Fig . 1. - CRANE LOCOMOTIVE.
(Built ty Messrs. Andrew Barclay, Sons & Co., Ltd )

The jib is constructed of mild steel plates and

a more ordinary one, and thatthe over-alldimensions

angle bars fitted with balance weights and suitable
swivel hook for lifting.
The crane will lift 5- ton loads at a radius of 16 ft.,
slewing right round the locomotive and making a

are much less. The cylinders are placed inside
the frames, and Stephenson link -motion is em
ployed for working the slide valves. The boiler

complete revolution .

The material used in and the finish of the engine
is of the highest order, and very successful results
are being obtained with it, and others of similar
design . The principal dimensions are as follows :
Locomotive cylinders, 14 ins. diameter.
Locomotive cylinders stroke, 22 ins.
Diameter of wheels, 3 ft . 5 ins.
Wheelbase, 5 ft. 6 ins.
Gauge , 4 ft. 81 ins.
Boiler heating surface, 643 sq . ft.

Grate area, 9-5 sq. ft.
Tank capacity, 700 gallons.

Working pressure, 160 lbs. per sq. in. : '

.

is of larger proportions than those hitherto used
for goods engines on this line, and the type is alto
gether more powerful. It is hoped to illustrate
one of this new series of locomotives in conjunction

with these notes in a later issue, and a full list
of dimensions will then be given . .

CONVERSION OF THE WEBB THREE-CYLINDER
. N . W .R .

COMPOUND GOODS ENGINES, L . &
As mentioned in THE MODEL ENGINEER for
June 16th , Mr. George Whale, chief mechanical
engineer of theLondon and North -Western Railway,

eight-wheels.coupled
is at present converting the locomotives
designed
(three-cylinder) compound

by the late Mr. F . W . Webb and built at Crewe
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Works between 1892 and 1900 into simple loco
motives with two (inside) cylinders, and the ac
companying photograph shows one of the engines
after undergoing the process of conversion . A
much larger boiler than that originally provided
has been fitted , with a consequent increase in
the total heating surface and grate area. The
outside (high -pressure) cylinders, with their con
necting rods having disappeared , the different
contour of the smoke-box and the enlarged boiler

conversion, as well as those now existing,are given
below :

As converted —
Cylinders, 194 ins. by 26 ins.
Before converting
High-pressure (2 ), 15 ins. by 24 .
Low -pressure (1), 30 ins. by 24 .
MILITARY AERONAUTICS . — A

sum

of no less

than £10,000 is to be spent on equipment for

50

FIG 2. - THREE-CYLINDER COMPOUND GOODS ENGINE, LN.W .R , BEFORE Conversion

1866

FIG . 3. — THE ENGINE AFTER CONVERSION .

and cab combine to remove all impression of the
original design , and in their present state the
engines present a very compact and powerful
appearance. For readers' convenience the dimen

the British military balloon factory during this
year ; it is also understood that a large airship
is being constructed under the supervision of
Colonel Templar, and it is expected to be ready for

sions which applied to the engines before their

use in the autumn.
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Water Motors and other
Hydraulic Machines .
By JOSEPH G . Solis.
THE scarcity of data,designs, and details on the
1 subject of small hydraulic machines, from
the model or amateur engineer's point of
view , has prompted me to write this series with
the object of filling this want - at any rate, to
the best of my ability , and as far as the available
space at my command will allow . Nevertheless,
should the following articles prove to be of any
assistance to those who are building, or about to
build , a machine similar or on the principles of
those herein described , the writer will be gratified
at the realisation of his aim .

Though some very instructive works on the sub
ject of hydraulic machinery exist, they are rather
too theoretical and profuse in calculations, which ,
to the majority of amateurs, is a great “ bug -bear,"
without taking the fact into consideration that in
all cases they deal exclusively with the larger
machines, so that the wants of the model engineer
are not embodied in them . All the same, a few
calculations are, of a necessity , included , but these
are of such a simple nature that the merest tyro
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root of the head in feet by the diameter of the
orifice squared in inches and by 16 .
Example. - Find the discharge in gallons of a
nozzle 5- 16ths in . diameter, with a head of 144 ft.
We get V 144 x (:3125)' X 16 = 12 * :09765 x 16 = 18.7488
gallons per minute.

As the efficiency of the jet is 94 per cent. (see

taper of nozzle), therefore we have to multiply
this by .94 to get the actual discharge, thus
18 .7488 x .94 = 17 .6238 gallons per minute. To
find the discharge in cubic feet, divide the number

of gallons by 6.2278 ; to find the discharge in
pounds, multiply the number of gallons by 10.0.
Another point, though of somewhat less import
ance, is the taper of the nozzle, but as this has a
certain influence over the discharge it may also be
considered .
Taper of Nozzle. - The theoretically correct angle
of taper of nozzle is 134 degs., but a variation of

5 degs, either way makes no perceptible difference

-

V

can overcome them without the least difficulty.
The majority of the designs given can be con

siderably altered to suit both circumstances and
taste, and as the most important points are dis
cussed the reader can at once separate those parts
that follow more or less hard and fast rules from
those that do not, or are more elastic in their
nature.
Before entering into the consideration of the

practical construction of the various hydraulic
machines to be described, it would be well to study
some points in connection with water motors or
Pelton wheels, leaving those relating to centrifugal
pumps and turbines to be found in their respective

places. In the first instance we will take the
diameter and the area of the nozzle. This is a very
important point, as the area of the orifice deter
mines the amount of water supplied to the wheel,
and thereby governs the power.
Area ofOrifice of Nozzle. Rule. -- Divide the quan
tity of water available per minute in cubic feet by

Fig . 1. – TAPER OF Nozzle.
in the efficiency of the jet, so that at 84 degs, and
at 184 degs. the efficiency is practically the same
as at 134 degs. - -that is to say 94 per cent. ; so
that a nozzle discharging i cubic ft. of water per
minute in theory, only diseharges .94 of a cubic
foot in practice. The correct taper of nozzle is

shown by Fig. 1.
We now have the borse-power to consider.
Rule. - Multiply the quantity of water in pounds
used per minute by the head, and divide by 33,000 .
Example . - Suppose the head to be 144 ft., and
the water used 2 cubic ft. per minute, we get

multiply the result by 2.4 .

(62. 27 X 2 ) X 144 = :54 i, h .-p .
- 33 .000
Another rule is the following :- Multiply the
pressure in lbs. per sq . foot by the volume of water
in cubic ft. per minute, and divide by 33,000 .
Example.-- Using the same figures as in the pre
vious example we get
(62: 37 X 144 ) X 2 _ . eib .
33'0:00
By the first rule re “ indicated ” horse -power it will
be seen that one h .-p . equals 229. 16 lbs. of water
per minute at a head of 144 ft. ; or else 330 lbs. of
water at 100 ft . ofhead ; and so on in proportion ,
so that in designing a watermotor or Pelton wheel
the first thing to settle is the power that is wanted .

previous example, we get

be known ; also the quantity of water available at

the square root of the head and multiply by 0 .3.
Example. - If the quantity of water is 2 cubic ft.

per minute, and the head 144 ft., find the area of
the orifice. We get
, 2 _ X :3 = x3 = .04998 of a square inch , or a
V 144
little over | in . diameter.
Another rule is the following :-- Divide the num
ber of cubic feet of water available per minute by
the velocity of the jet in feet per second, and
Example. — Using the same figures as in the

-- ...) x 24 = (- 2 ) x 2:4 = ·04968 of a
8.025

WV 144 x
square inch, or a difference of .0003 between the
results from the two rules. We will now consider
the discharge of the nozzle. These two points
are dependent one on the other.
Discharge of Nozzle. Rule. - Multiply the square

Thehead or the pressure of the water must, of course ,

a constant and known pressure. With these data
the rest can be ascertained ; thus if the quantity of
water available per minute is known and the
head , the diameter of the nozzle's orifice can be

found by the first two rules (area and diameter of
nozzle). If the head and the diameter of orifice

are settled, then the discharge can be found by

employing rule re discharge of nozzle.
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TABLE I. - PRESSURES DUE TO Heads.
Pres.

Table II. _ VELOCITIES DUE TO HEADS.

[From i ft. to 320 ft.]

in

in

in

lbs.

feet.

lbs.

feet.

lbs .

0 -434 o . 49
0 .868
50

21.26
21.70

97
98

42.09
42:53

51
1•736
52
2 :170 . . 53
2.604 si 54

22:13

Qa

42.96

IOO

43.40
45.57
47.74
49.91

3.038
3:472
3.906
10 4 : 340
II 4 .774
12
5.208

5.642

6 .076

66 .944
.510
7:378
7.812
8 .246
8.680
9 :114
9 .548
9 .982
11. 28
11.71

12: 15
2912.78
30 13.02

31 13:45
32 13.88
33 14 : 32
14 .75
15 : 19
36 15.62
37 16 .05
38 16 .49
39 16 .92
40 17:36
41 17.79
42 18 .22

43 18 .66
44 19.09
19:53
46 19.96
47 20 :39

48 20.83

22:56
23.00
23:43
23.87
24: 30
24.73
25. 17
25 .60
26 .04
26 .47
26 .90
27 : 34
27.77
28 .21

..
..
..
..
..
. ..
..
..
..
..
..
..

28 .64 . .
29.07
29.51
29.94
30 . 38
30.81
. . 72
. . 73

..

:::::::::::::::::::::::

10 .41
10.85

: : : :: : : :: : : : :: : : : :

Ooova
n
eAn

in

feet.

105
110
115
120
125
130
135

140
145
150
I55

52.08

170

TOO

31.24 . . 200
31.68 . . 205
32:11 . . 210
32.55 . . 215
32.98 . . 220
33:41 . . 225
33.85 . . 230
34.28 . . 235
34.72
240
35 :15 . . 245
35 .58 . . 250
36•02
255

3 13.899 . .
4 16 .050

51

65 1917.944
.657 . .
21.232
22.698

52

9 24.075
10 25.377
II 26 .615

60 .76

12 27 .799

58 :59
62.93
65. 10
67.27
69
71.61
73.78
75.95
78. 12

80.29
82. 46
84.63
86 .80
88.97
91. 14

93.31

95 .48

97.65
99.82
101.99
104: 16
106 . 33
108 .50

110.67
112.87
115.01
117. 18
5
119
:35
7
2
. . 280
121:52
285 123.69
290 125.86
. . 295 128.03
. . 300 130 .20
305 132. 37
. . 310 134 :54

13
14
15
16
17

28 .934
30 .026
31.080
32. 100
33.087

18
19
20
21
22

34 .047
34 :980
35.888
36 .775
37.640

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

38.486
39 .314
40-125
40.919
41.699
42-464
43.215
43.954

31
32
33
34
35

44.681
45.396
46 . 100
46 .793
47 .476

36 .45
260
36 .89
265
37: 32 . . 270

36 48 . 150
37 48.814

37 .75
38 : 19
38 .62
39.06
39:49

39 50.116

39 .92

40 :36
40.79

41.23 . . 315
41.60 . . 320

136 .71
138 .88

It must be kept in mind that the amount of

Head
Velocity
in
in ft.

feet. per sec.
feet.
I 8205 . . 49
2 II.345 . . 50

54 .25
56 .42

.44

. . 175
. . 180
..
..
. . 195

Head
Velocity
in
in ft .

š

in

Pres.
in

1. 302

II

38 49 .469

40 .
41
42
43
44
45

Head
in
feet.

per sec .

56 . 175 . .

97

79 .037
79.443

56 .745 .. 98
57.309 . . 99 79.847
57.869 .. 1100 82.052
05 82.231
58 .422
58.971 . . . 110 84. 166
59.515
115 86 .058
60.053
I 20
87.909
60.587 . . 125 89.722
61. 116 . . 130 91.499
61.641
135 93.242
62. 161
140 94.953
62.677
145 96 .633
63.188
150 98. 285
63.696
155 99.909
160 101.50
64. 200
64.699
165 103.08
65.195 . . 170 104.63

..
..
. . / 4 69.033
. . 75 69.498

106 . 16

107.66

109: 15
110 .61
112.06
113.49
114.90

210 116 .29
69.960 .. 220 119 .03
70-419 . . 225 120 .00
70 -874 . . 230 121.70
71. 327
235 123.02
71.777
240 124: 32
72.225
245 125.60
72.679
250 126 .88
73.111
255 128.15

90

91
92

73.550
73.986
74.420
74-852
75.281
75.707
76 '131 . .
76 '553 .
76 .973 . .

215 117 .66

260

129.39

265 130 .63
270 131.86
275 133.08
280 134.28
285 135.48

290 136 .66

295 137 .83
300 138.99

93

77.390 . . 305 140. 15
77.805 . . 310 141:29

9

78.217 . . 315 142-42

..

47 55.016 ..

Velocity
in ft.

per sec.

65.687 . . 175
66 . 175
180
65 .660
185
67. 141
190
67 .619 .. 195
68 .094
200
205
68.565

50.754
51. 385
52.007
52 :633
53.231
53.833

46 54.427

52

00

Head

[FromHead1 ft.Presto. 320 ft.]
Head

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :.
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48 55.598 . .

78.628 . . 320 143:55

For the Bookshelf.

water required to develop one effective h .-p . is from
20 per cent. to 25 per cent., and perhaps as much
as 30 per cent. more than is needed to develop

(AnyMODEL
book reviewed
under this heading can be obtained from THE
ENGINEER Book Department, 26 -29, Poppin 's Court,

one indicated horse -power, the extra water mak

Fleet Stree , London , E .C., by remitting the published price

ing up for the loss by friction and other causes.
fair
With well-made machines 25 per cent. is acent.,

MATHEMATICAL DRAWING INSTRUMENTS . By A . G .

allowance ; this gives an efficiency of 75 per

Thornton . London : Percival Marshall & Co.

which is by no means too high for a Pelton wheel.

Manchester : A . G . Thornton,Ltd . Price 3s.6d .
net. Postage 4d .

This brings us to the brake horse-power. For

testing Pelton wheels, especially those of small
power, an instrument called a Prony brake is
generally used, a description of which has already
been given in these columns.

( To be continued.)

and the cost of postage.]

The great developments in engineering science
and manufacture which have taken place during
recent years have caused as pronounced a revo

lution in drawing office materials and methods as
they have in the methods and machinery of the
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workshop. Every draughtsman now

finds it

essential to be fully acquainted with the numerous
improvements in drawing instiuments, calculating

devices, and photographic reproduction appliances
and materials, which have been introduced to
lighten and simplify his work , and we know of
no better guide than the book iecently written by
Mr. A . G . Thornton . Mr. Thornton covers the
whole ground of drawing -office fitments in an
exceptionally thorough fashion , and in addition
to giving illustrated descriptions of the various
appliances, he has incorporated a large amount of
practical information on using the instruments des
cribed , and on keeping them in good working order.
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The Blakesley HallMiniature
Railway.
By “ LOCOMOTIVE."
station on the E & WJ. Rly., one little
imagines that it is a junction for an
interesting miniature railway, but a walk down
the platform s001 brings into view the terminus
of the “ B . H .M .R .” This line is the property of
Mr. C . H . Bartholomew , and it leads to the fine
old country residence from which the railway

C TEPPING out of the train at Blakesley

Fig 1.- THE TERMINUS OF THE BLAKESLEY JIALL MINIATURE RAILWAY.
takes its name. It has been in operation for some
The chapters on slide-rules and on photographic copy
time, and on festive occasions and gala days more
ing of drawings and tracingsare particularly instruc
tive. The book covers some 250 pages, and
especially, it is quite a local feature.
Mr. Bartholomew , although not now practising
should be found of service in every drawing office.
civil engineering, still takes a paramount interest
in railway and locomotive construction and man
TABLES FOR THEUSE OF BLACKSMITHS AND FORGERS .
By John Watson . London : Longmans,Green
agement. He is possessed of many relics of the
and Co. Price 25. 6d. net ; postage 2d .
great George Stephenson , amongst which may be
This book , containing as it does tables for hoop
mentioned a favourite chair , a slide rule, and a
chronometer. In addition , he has a large collec
lengths, weights of iron and steel bars, instructions
tion of models connected with various engineer
for estimating the weights of forgings, giving
ing schemes in which he has been interested , and
also the allowance for drawing down and staving
also several models of early railway coaches and
of round, square, and flat sections of all sizes,
trucks, some of which were used in the House
will be found of great assistance to young black
of Commons during theParliamentary fights incident
smiths. Numerous detailed examples are given
to the introduction of railways in this country .
of the application of the tables for practical work ,
The miniature railway , with which we are at
some of these being illustrated by line drawings.
No special knowledge is required to use the tables.
the moment, perhaps, more interested , connects
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FIG . 2. - PASSENGER TRAIN ON BRIDGE

00

Fig . 3. — LOOP LINE AT STATION.

VIEWS ON THE BLAKESLEY HALL MINIATURE RAILWAY.

n
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the East and West Junction Railway with the
Hall in a more or less direct line ; the track also
includes a circle which passes through a well
wooded part of the estate , and joins the main line
between the Hall terminus and the railway station .
Here a “ triangle ” is formed so that it is quite
an easy matter to turn an engine or coach without
resorting to a turntable.
The road is constructed of flat -bottomed
(Vignole's section ) rail, 12 lbs. per yard , laid to

15 ins. gauge on pressed steel sleepers. The
gradients are not severer than about 1 in 100 , and
to do this several cuttings and embankments are
necessary. The main line is about a quarter of a
mile long, but with the circle and branches, over
double this amount of railway has been laid down ,
and at the time of my visit further work was in

July 5, 1906 .

traffic a locomotive, built at Blakesley Hall , em

ploying petrol for its motive power is used . This
is fitted with a twin cylinder motor of about 9 h .-P .,
havingmechanically -operated valves and lying in a
horizontal position in the body of the vehicle. It
is a water -cooled motor, with three speeds. Doth
forward and reverse. The exhaust, after passing
through a silencer, is conducted to the funnel. The

wheel arrangement is of the 4 - 4 - 4 class, the lead

ing and trailing sets being on bogies. The driving
wheels are 16 ins. diameter, and are coupled
with a chain inside the frames. This locomotive
will haul a load of five or six trucks fully laden
with coal, and will attain speeds of sixteen to
eighteen miles an hour with lighter trains. Being
more readily available than a steam locomotive ,

it is also used for emergency trips to the station .

Fig . 4. -- A B H .M . R . Goods TRAIN DRAWN BY THE PETROL LOCOMOTIVE.
( This view shows electric signals.)

progress .

The presence of a stream also necessi

tates several bridges. These are of the girder
pattern , and are well shown in the view on page 13
(Fig . 2 ).

The rolling stock is of the American pattern ,
as our readers will see from the photographs.

The carriages were originally four-wheeled vehicles,
but Mr. Bartholomew rebuilt them , using three
bodies to make one complete bogie coach . This
alteration was very successful, and considerably
improved the running of the vehicles on both curves
and straight road . In addition , a double bogie
truck or trolley was constructed , this vehicle
proving of immense service for conveying various
heavy articles of freight from the station to the Hall.

With regard to the steam locomotives, little
need be said with regard to these, descriptions
and dimensions having already appeared in the
pages of this journal.

For goods work and during " seasons” of heavy

Electric signals, which are very well shown in Fig .
4, are used to indicate the positions of the points.
These are illuminated at night by electric lamps
In addition, the line is equipped with electric
light and the telephone, both of which materially
increase the efficiency of the railway.

A FRICTIONAL EFFECT. — A singular effect of
Academy of Sciences by M . E . Guyou. A spherical
glass globe, filled with water and containing a
fine powder, is rotated with a high velocity round
one of its diameters as axis. The powder, if
friction was recently described before the Paris

lighter than water, collects along the axis of rota
tion, but if heavier than water the sphere is divided
into three zones, separated by two parallels of

latitude equidistant from the equator. The upper
and lower segments are clear, the powder being
distributed in the central zone and mainly on

the two boundary lines. — Engineer.
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baseplate , as shown in Fig . 32 , the plates and levers

Construction and Repairing of

being made of sheet mild steel or rolled brass,

Motor Bicycles .

and when nickel-plated, makes a good finish ,
as will be readily seen . This type of lever can be
made very cheaply , as there is no machine work on
them except drilling the pin holes. The actuating
or lower portion of the levers must be designed the

By " SREGOR ."

(Continued from page 613, Vol. XIV .)
IN considering the details of control and

general manipulation of the various parts
connected with driving the motor, the aim

should be to arrange these as simply as possible
consistent with getting the best results from the
various parts, so that the rider can effect any
changes of position he desires

necessary length , to give sufficient movement
to the valve, etc., to be actuated . These can be

conveniently bent and set to suit, as shown at A in
end view in Fig . 33. In addition to the extremely
ill-devised orthodox lever, it is usually coupled

with a gigantic piece of steel rod. In place of this

readily and with certainty. Some
makers have invented ingenious

details to secure this result, while

Wosher DUA

others , and especially amateurs, are
content to stick on levers, etc ., in

Frame top tube

the most unsightly manner, with
out any consideration as to the
geometrical outline and general

blend of appearance of one part
with another - employing material
sufficient in some details to make
half a dozen , to perform some
function only requiring a slight
pressure. In Fig. 29 is shown a
very common design of lever as
used to regulate the air valye or
throttle, etc., with sufficient lever
age and strength of material to
operate effectively a respectable

le
To thrott To oir volve

IA

To
con
breloc
okke
r

Clip
Boseplote

Basepluté

!
23

Fig . 33.

rim brake. This type of lever is
most unsuitable for the function it
has to perform . In the first place,
the fact that the handle end is
enlarged lends itself readily to
move from any position by the
vibration of the machine when

END View .

FIG . 32. — SIDE VIEW .
. ARRANGEMENT OF LEVERS.
travelling.
I suggest a piece of small diameter flexible steel
This to some extent can be overcome by
wire ; this can be conveniently operated to any
boring the · boss taper to fit on a taper
part of the frame or engine, and the valve, etc.,
pin , as per Fig. 30 . The type of lever required
to operate these very easily moved details, and

tet

B
FIG . 29 .

Fig 30 .

FIG . 31.

Motor BICYCLE DETAILS .

at the same time resist the constant bumping and
vibration of the machines, should be very light,
with a large frictional bearing surface as shown
in Fig . 31. The bearing part should be slightly
hollow , and when erected finally a thin coat of
beeswax can be melted over the bearing surfaces,
this acting as a suitable cushion against the vibra
tion. These levers can be neatly arranged on one

lever, held back in one extreme position by a suit
tension , which assures no slack portion to shake
about against the tank, etc., as is usually ex
perienced with the wire rods, besides being unneces
sarily heavy .
Another unnecessary and somewhat expensive
detail is the use of one of the handle-bar handles
fitted up as a switch for the controlling of the
electric spark . This is bad practice, from the fact
that the handles should be secured to the bar
to ensure a reliable grip. This is more essential
able spring, so that the wire is constantly under

when riding a bicycle than a tricycle, and my own
experience has taught me that this form of switch
is prone to get out of order and effect a short circuit ;
and when you think you have switched off, you
find the engine still ripping away and landing you

into danger before getting the throttle closed to
It is also a common notion with the novice
that by screwing up the handle extra tight a better
spark is obtained ; and, as is often observed this
check it .

method has a disastrous effect on the switch .
It is certainly difficult to design a suit

able switch in a handle to suit all comers
-- space being very limited — and also to en
sure proper insulation of wires. This is much
more effectively accomplished by fixing a cut-out
on part of the travel of the brake lever ; and this
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is also , I think, the ideal place for the switch

17

from the fact that whenever the brake is applied
to check the motion of the machine the current

Fig. 35 shows the construction of a simple air
but it is quite effectual. A more elaborate and

should be cut off. An arrangement to this effect
is shown in Fig. 34. The full lines of the brake

effect, however, will be the same. Advisedly

valve, the main feature of which is its simplicity ;

costly design can replace this, if desired ; the

lever are resting on the small brass clip , which is
its normal position . A slight movement upwards
will disconnect bar and clip, and a further move
ment will apply the brake. The brass clip must
be fixed to a piece of fibre, or other insulating
material, to insulate it from the handle bar, as
shown . A neutral movement must be allowed
for the lever to travelbetween the point of switching
off and applying the brake, so that when it is de
sirable to only switch off, the brake will not easily

. . .

Fig 35.

WLUVUJU

be applied until a reasonable additional movement
is made to the lever.
The three levers, A A A , Fig. 32, are intended
to operate contact breaker, throttle, and air regu
lator respectively . By a judicious manipulation
of the throttle valve a quantity of gas can be saved ,
as when the machine is coasting down long hills

Fine mesh gauze

bir inlern

SIMPLE AIR
VALVE

AMB

Solder -

IVolve

MITTTTTTT

the valve should be closed ; and in conjunction
with this I advise that a simple automatic air
suction valve should be placed between the throttle

From carburettor

To inler volve

valve and the ordinary inlet valve. This extra

air valve will perform two useful functions : Firstly ,
when the engine is running, or driven by machine
when coasting, and the throttle is closed , a strong
vacuum is caused in the inlet pipes, requiring much

more power to pull the piston to the bottom of
the stroke than would be the case when the throttle
valve is open and allowing the piston to draw
in its full volume of mixture, thus causing the
knock , owing to any play in the connecting -rod
ends, to be more severe, which is very noticeable
these conditions. In the case of the extra air
valve being fitted , as soon as the throttle was closed
the vacuum in the pipes would overcome the tension
when the rod ends are worn , and coasting under

this valve, the same as other air supplies to the

utz

carburettor and cylinder, should be arranged in
of the spring (which should only be sufficiently
a position likely to come in contact with the least
strong to resist the valve opening when the throttle ' ] amount of dust when trayelling. The construction
of the valve body should
Insulation
be such as to readily per
Handle bors
mit the wire gauze to be
A
Clip removed and cleansed of any
Me

-

Wire to /

bottery
Position connecting switch

Brake lever opplying brake
B - neutral travel of lever
FIG . 34 . ARRANGEMENT OF BRAKE LEVER .

is open ), thus allowing the piston to take in a full
volume of pure air only, and exhausting this into
the exhaust box , and thus effectively scavenging
the cylinder and box and cooling same, beside
saving the mixture and preventing the obnoxious
smell caused by passing the unburnt mixture into
the exhaust box . This method, I contend, is much
better than opening the exhaust valve with the
lifter, as this causes any imperfectly burnt gases,
already passed into the exhaust box, to be drawn

back again into the cylinder.

dust that collects on it ; and
a good plan is to carry two
or three sets of gauze, and put
a clean piece in as required ,
after which they can be
soaked in petrol and cleaned
ready for another journey.
The area of valve should be
sufficient to allow enough air
to pass equal to the cubic
contentsof thecylinder. The
valve consists of a piece of
brass tube for the stem , with
a flat disc of brass soldered

on the end, the other end taped and small
screw fitted , and washers to carry the spring.

The screw can be readily adjusted to give the neces
sary aniount of tension to prevent the valve acting
before the throttle valve on carburettr is closed .
( To be continued.)

The Diamond Jubilee of the London and North
Western Railway Company will take place on the
16th inst. TheAct for the formation of the company

received the Royal Assent on July 16th , 1846 .
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The dead-eyes were cut from rods of the required

A ModelOld English War Brig .

diameter, drilled , sand -papered , and had grooves
cut round them . The cleats, of which there are
about twenty -five, were cut several at a time from
strips of wood in much the sameway as the blocks .
There are four boats, three of which are suspended
from davits, while the other is secured amidships .
The stern davits are wood ; the others are brass

By J . KELLIE .

THE picture below represents a model of an
18 -gun brig that I built some time ago .
The hull is built of wood, 34 ins. long
and about 52 ins. from the jib -boom end to the
main -boom end, 10 ins. from the heel to the top
of the bulwarks, and 10 ins, in maximum breadth .
All the fittings were home-made with the excep
tion of the wheel, which I did not trouble to make,
as I had onebyme. The gunswere cast in a plaster
of-Paris mould , then turned and drilled. I found
it rather a troublesome job , but it was preferable
to buying them , as I should probably have had
to pay handsomely for guns of the correct shape.

wire bent to shape. Other fittings are a skylight,
capstan, ladders, and bitts.
Making and fitting the sails was a lengthy busi
ness ; the topsails alone taking seven or eight
hours each , owing to the trouble of fitting the
reef-bands and points. Fishing line of various

kinds and thicknesses was used for the rigging,
and , owing to the quantity needed , this was by

no means the least expensive part of the boat.

Legal Points as to the Sale or

Purchase of Goods by Ad
vertisement.
By A SOLICITOR.
M

ANY of our readers will at times wish to know
their legal position in connection with the

sale or purchase of goods which are adver

tised from time to time. They may be faced with a
legal difficulty , and yet be unwilling to incur the

expense of consulting a lawyer, which at times is
often greater than the value of the goods. At the

same time, our readers may be almost certain as
to their legal position, but cannot clear from their
minds that very true saying that " a man who

is his own lawyer has a fool for his client."

It is proposed , in the first instance, to deal with
every -day cases such as arise from a person answer ing an advertisement offering goods for sale , and to
consider the position on his behalf. The most
common grievance is the inability of the pur
cha ser to get either reasonable or prompt delivery .

What remedies has the purchaser in such a case ?
The letters constituting the agreement for sale
is assumed that the reader is considering the

and purchase must first of all be considered . It
A MODEL OLD ENGLISH WAR BRIG .

purchase of some goods from a manufacturer, and
seeing an advertisementof goodswhich would appear
to satisfy his requirements he writes for full par

Anyway , I consider that I succeeded in manufactur

ticulars and prices. The manufacturer in his reply
describes the goods, or sends his catalogue with
particulars of prices, but there is an obvious silence
as to time of delivery . Our reader (who will now

ing some which look a little more like the right

thing than guns of the ordinary “ Woolwich Infant"
pattern would have done. The carriages are
fitted with trucks, and those on the open part of
the deck with tackles. The anchors were also
cast at home, and are fitted with wooden stocks
in the old -fashioned way. The manufacture of
the various blocks and dead -eyes took a considerable
time, although I have only used 187 blocks, double
and single, with two treble cat-blocks and 76 dead
eyes. The blocks on the gun-tackles are $ in .
They were all made by taking thin strips of wood
of the right breadth and thickness, marking off
lengths on these, drilling holes through each section,
as they are not fitted with sheaves, then cutting
and sand -papering to shape. The grooves for
stropping and for the ropes to run in were filed out,
as it proved quicker than cutting them .

be referred to as the purchaser ), after careful
consideration of the particulars or catalogue and
the question of price, promptly sends postal order
for the value of the goods, in his good nature or care.
lessness assuming that the manufacturer will be
able to givedelivery from stock . The manufacturer
has not, however, the goods in stock , and at the
time, being very busy with other orders, simply
writes acknowledging the receipt of the postal order
and intimates that the purchaser's esteemed order
is having attention . A week slips by, but the
purchaser does not receive the goods, so drops a
line to themanufacturer enquiring as to the reason
ofthe delay. The manufacturer will probably write
back regretting the delay owing to pressure of

other business,but intimating that theorder is now

'July , 5 1906.
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well in hand, and promising delivery in a few
days. Another week passes, but still the goods
do not arrive; the purchaser, becoming indignant,
writes a sharp letter to the manufacturer cancel
ling the order and requesting the return of his

delivery must be given within a specified time, and

money . The manufacturer, however, has now got
the goods partly completed , and having incurred

delivery can be promptly dealt with.
( To be continued.)

this expense, and not wishing to have the goods
left on his hands, will not accept cancellation of

also add that time is to be the essence of the con
tract. If the contract is accepted by the manu

facturer upon this basis, the reader has the manu
facturer legally bound hand and foot, and delay in

the order, and respectfully points out that when

Practical Letters from Our

the order was given no time of delivery was spe
cified .
Alas ! the manufacturer is correct, but the
purchaser is not altogether without a remedy. He
should at once give to themanufacturer a reason
able notice requesting delivery of the goods by a
certain date, and add to such notice an intimation
that, failing the receipt thereof, he will sue the
manufacturer for the return of the money and for
damages for breach of contract. If the manu
facturer fails to deliver within the specified time
the purchaser is at liberty to take proceedings for
the return of the deposit and for the damages for
breach of contract, and at any county court the
officials will help him to enter the case. Wemust
consider what is a reasonable notice, and asa rule if
a lengthy delay has elapsed since the giving of the
order a seven days' notice would suffice .
The next question to consider is what damages
can be claimed from the manufacturer for this
breach of contract, as such damages must not be of
too remote a character, and cannot be claimed
simply for the annoyance or vexation caused by
the purchaser. First of all , the purchaser must
which goods of a similar kindis
ascertain the price atelsewhere,
and if the price
can be purchased
greater the purchaser can claim as damages the

difference in price. Again , the purchaser may have
alterations, or otherwise , which could only be
by him if the specific
advantageously utilised delivered
, and if he has to
goods first ordered were
purchase elsewhere goods not quite similar to those
originally ordered , it is only reasonable that he
should be entitled to have these expenses refunded
to him by the manufacturer. These expensesmust
therefore, be taken into consideration when esti
mating the damages.
It is to be hoped at this stage that the manufac
turer will recognise the impossibility ofhis position ,

incurred various expenses for certain additions,

and suggest a liberal settlement, which it may be
advisable for the purchaser to accept. As soon as
the purchaser sees that unpleasantness is bound to

arise from the contract, it should be carefully borne
in mind , during the correspondence, that all letters
(apart from the letter giving the manufacturer
formal notice to deliver within reasonable time)
should be headed “ Without prejudice,” as very
often sentences or phrases are introduced into
letters unconsciously which seriously prejudice a
plaintiff's claim when read in court by the opposing
side ; but if letters are so marked they cannot be
read in court to the prejudice of the writer.
The question which naturally arises in the mind
of our readers is how to avoid all this unpleasant
ness and friction , and in reply it is simply stated
that in business and in law thereis no proverbmore
actually true than “ a stitch in time saves nine " ;
and it cannot be too strongly impressed upon the
minds of readers that when ordering goods they
should in the first instance implicitly state that

Readers .
( Thediscussion
Editor incitos
readers to make use of this column for the full
of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de- plume, if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached
though not necessarily intended for publication .)

Change Wheels for Screw -Cutting. .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer. .
DEAR SIR , - With reference to Mr. Henry Lea's
letter in the issue for May 31st on change wheels
for screw -cutting, I should like to say that, with
a lead screw of four threads to the inch any screw
can be cut from 2 to 24 threadswithout compound
ing, by only shifting one wheel on the lead screw
marked d on Mr. Lea 's sketch , provided you keep
a 20 on the driver a , which is a wheel that is always
used for ordinary turning. Thus, if a screw of
24 threads is to be cut, put down the number of
threads on lead screw and threads to be cut, thus :
4

24

then add o to each, which makes
40
240

bearing in mind that you have a 20-wheel on

driver, you must divide by 2 ; making it 20120
20

therefore 120-wheelon lead screw will20cut24 threads ;
20 threadsper inch -- 200
40 - IOO
40

18

.

180
40

II

ΙΙο -

and so on , having only to shift the one wheel
any intermediate wheel will do. It is always best
in cutting short threads of odd pitches to run the
lathe backwards when the cut is finished ; this
saves marking the wheels . Do not run the lathe
at too high a speed , or the work will chatter.
Trusting this will be of some service to your readers.
- Yours truly ,
West Ham .

G . KENNION .

Model Steamer Building.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I note with interest the article by
H . Van der Weyden in a recent issue. I see he
places the engine in the “ forrard ” position. I
thoroughly agree with him as to the advantages
of the system . Our club has two boats so fitted ,

the latest of which has proved rather speedy, doing

the 39 yds. in 12 to 14 seconds, which is not bad
for a boat of her dimensions - 4 ft. 6 ins. long, 7 ins.
beam , and 21 ins. draught. While I am writing, I
should like to make an appeal to model marine
engineers to discard the rule-of-thumb method of
designing hulls and the wholesale " slinging "

20
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together of unsuitable combinations of machinery in
the “ trust luck " method of getting a fast boat.
We shall be toa long
time reaching the
standard
of efficiency that our locomotive same
friends have
attained while we persist in the cut and dried
method . Those who do notmind plodding through
the grind of assimilating a knowledge of the neces
sary data will find it intensely

interesting to aim
at a certain speed , and then sit down and design
a boat to reach that speed with the element of
chance in the result reduced to a small
percentage.
I write as one who has laboured at the old method
the boat
of
case
the
In
wanting.
and found it
specified above, her speed exceeded the calculations
by 8 per cent. Her designer, Mr. Thomas Dysart,

has a unique and simple method of designing a
boat which I can thoroughly recommend. He
commences with the propeller ; this is made of a
diameter and pitch which will thread its way through
the water at the designed speed , allowing of course
a percentage for " slip ” when revolved at a speed
fixed upon. The power required to turn the pro
peller at this rate of revolution is then ascertained ,
preferably by actual trial and a brake test. The
power known, the engine is then designed to give
this power, with a certain pressure of steam , allow
ing a margin for frictional losses. The boiler is

pressure at the rate of

then designed to give this
supply that the engines require when maintaining
the propeller speed . The whole is then assessed
for the weight, and by adding a presumed amount
for the hull, we arrive at the cubical displacement.
With this and the known thrust of the propeller,
we set to work to design the hull in the form re
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accumulator
short-circuited through it without damaging coi
or accumulator in the slightest. If I must use a special coil, what
size core, what size and quantity of wire, and size of condenser

must I use ? Apologising for length and number of queries.

Wedo not advise you to make either of the machines you sketch :
they are not fit for real work . If you decide to make a magneto ,

FIG . 1.

armalvre
inngmet

Com

magnet

armature bobins

FIG. 2.

Jrommulator

Query 15830 UU
then adopt a design with a drum armature rotating between proper

pole-pieces (as Fig. 3). Make armature if ins. diameter by
24
ins. long, cogged pattern with eight cogs, wound with eight coils
and connected to an eight-section commutator ; winding to be
No. 25 gauge s.s.c . copper wire, about 1 lb . will be required. Speed
cannot be pre-determined : must be found by trial ; probably about
2,500 revs. per min . ; armature should run as close as possible to

pole-pieces. Magnets can be obtained from magnet makers : try

quiring this amount of thrust to overcome the
resistance of the water at the aimed-at speed. I
up so much space ; my
must apologise for taking
excuse must be that I desire to see the art of model
steamer building raised to a high level, as indeed

it must attain eventually. — Yours faithfully,
W . L . BLANEY.
Stepney , E .

wa Iron poles)

Queries and Replies.
The lofollowing
recently are
2 selected from the Ouerles which have been replled

Query 15830

Fig . 3.

(15,830 ] Magneto Ignition for Motor Cycle . A . E . B .
(Stockport) writes : I have a motor cycle fitted with the usual type

switch

of high -tension igniticn 4 -volt accumulator, wipe contact, and
to work in conjunction with the above, starting up on accumulator,
and then switching over on to the magneto, using, if possible, the
maker and coil. In the enclosed sketch (Figs. I and
contact
sameI show
two forms ofmagneto _ (a ) one with Siemens or 3-pole
2)
armature rotating Letween the legs of a parallel horseshoe magnet ;
(b ) one with a disc armature with any desirable number of poles
- like an elaborated shock
rotating opposite the legs of the magnetarrangem
ing machine. I should prefer to use
ent (6) if you think

to col

trembler coil. I am thinking of fitting a small magneto dynamo

magneto

it would be satisfactcry , as it would be the easiest to apply , being
upright in formation , and as I am afraid I should have to get the

for (a) made specially, on account of the width between
magnet
the legs. Will you please answer me the following : Would

24 50g GS Reselance wire lyds
Query

mm

arrangem be satisfacto ? If so , which form should I use ?
What sizeentmagnet ? Sizery of armature and number of poles ?
Gauge and quantity of wire ? Speed to run at to fire engine at
500 r.p .m . without having to use accumulators ? or, Ratio between
engine and magneto ? (Top speed of engine is 1,800 r.p .m .).
Would it be best to use a plain coil ? If so , could I dispense with
the commutator on magneto ? If I kept the commutator, and used
either a plain or trembler coil, would it be any advantage to fit a
condenser so that the magneto could charge it up when not sup
plying the coilwith current ? If so , what size should it be ? Would
there be any risk ofdamaging the coil athigh enginespeed ? I may
say that this coil was originally a Bassée-Michel non - trembler .
small size. I have converted it to trembler, but can use it plain ,

Gcoil.
. P . Wall,Magneto
Works, Sheffield. Use your present trembler
You could also, by working with magneto and accumulator

if necessary. When in use as a plain coil it has had a 20-amp.

charging to any extent into magneto at low speed .

FIG . 4 .

MAGNETO IGNITION FOR MOTOR CYCLE.
in parallel (as Fig. 4 ), start up on accumulator, as soon as speed
rises to normal switch in magneto which will supply current to coil,
and also charge the accumulator, which acts as a reservoir, absorb
ing current at extra speed and helping to work the cc il at low speed,

and is thus always in a charged condition . Magneto must be switched
off before stopping. Resistance is to prevent accumulator dis

TheModel Bagloeer and Electrician.
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(16,150)ExhaustBoxes
forSmallGas
Engine.
'A . L. (Oldham )
writes
would
answer
queries: : I Ishould
have abeobliged
gas engineif you
th..p
., 21kindly
ins. bore,
31 ins.thefollowing
stroke, 600
r. p . m . The noise from exhaust is very objectionable. Can I fit a
silencer without loss of power through back pressure, and what form
of onewould you recommend ? A sketch would greatly oblige. Imay
add
theexhaust gases pass through a internalbore iron tube, about
2 ft. long, and then exhaust in open air outside the building, in
the sketch , Fig. 1. I find the exhaust pipe, after engine has been
working a time, becomes very hot. The whole plant is in a wooden
structure, and there is some risk of fire. I think of cooling the
exhaust pipe, as shown in Fig . 2 , by means of a cast-iron box. Do
you regard the method shown as being sufficient, and are there

12 "nore
hout wall

21

-

21

tor charging
ising charge
ndidlyhours
rst
labattery
at fifirst.
fofor,r, sasay,ysplendidly
, tutwelve
Suttwill
25.8?
(10)Wi
ithenuafter
as(9 )weMyllmade
experience
isll, but
at
when
up
fresh
will
not charge thenext accumulator sufficiently to make it gas. Where
quite exhausted , or must it be rested to recover, like a Leclanché ?

amas well
Iwrong
(10)Will
it notcharge
(say,For20-hour)
accumulators
as one? light
(10 -hour)
one time?two(11)
would above
a lampatcontinuously
of, say,
8 whatlength
c.- P . ? of time
(1) May be due to impure materials. We have never had
trouble ourselves with such a deposit. (2 ) Yes ; but use about

2 or 21 lbs. (i.e., a little over a pint) of sulphuric acid . (3 ) So long
as the zincs are lifted out, and the solutions kept clean, battery
should keep right enough for weeks. (4 ) Possibly local action .
Are they kept well amalgamated ? (5) Cannot say. (6 ) 2 volts
per cell. (7 ) Yes ; when exhausted , voltage will fall off. (8 )
Current will remain constant at a reasonable discharge rate for
some hours, and then gradually fall off. At too high a discharge it
will fall off quickly, but cell will recover after a rest. ( ) Perhaps
you are expecting more from your cell than it is capable of giving.
Probably the acid does need renewing or adding to. (10) This is
rather
a lot for one cell to do. (11) Depends on many unknown
factors. An 8 c .- P . lamp at 8 volts would take a very large current

- about 31 amps.-- which would tax the capacity of your cells
severely.
Your best plan is to make a test for yourself and record
carefully.
results

(15,955]
Modelbe much
Locomotives.
. A .sendR .me(Stockwell)
writes
: I should
obliged if you Gwould
an outline
drawing
of
a
six
-coupled
,
outside
cylindered
, goods tank
engine
of G . N . R . type. Where could I obtain a photograph
or working
drawings of such an engine ? I should be pleased if you would
send a diagram of “ liak motion ," as it is not mentioned in your
handbook
“ The Slide-Valve."
We do not know of any outside cylinder goods tanks on the
Great Northern Railway. We would advise you to purchase two
books which will give you all the information you require - " The
Historyfreeof5s.the4d.G .N; and
. R . Locomotives,"
by G . F . Bird: Its, price
5s, net,
post
“ The Model Locomotive
Design
and
Construction ," by H . Greenly , price 6s. net, 6s. 5d. post free. In
the latter book you will find two chapters devoted to valve gears
and motion work . The G .N . R . book gives outline drawings of all
classes of this Company's locomotives, as well as particulars and
dimensions.

Query 16150 .

(16,135)writes60 :-watt
Failure(Manchester
to Generate.
(Barry)
I haveDynamo
made a dynamo
type) forS. anA .
output of 60 watts, from instructions given in your handbook .
It has an eight-section
drumget armature,
wound for a four-section
commutator,
but I cannot
any residualmagnetism
it.secured
The
magnets
are
wrought
iron,
a
good
fit
in
yokes, andin clearance,
there by iron setscrews. The armature hasthe1-32nd-in.

Fig . 1.
nder

Seclion on
al
27

locinul

llack nu

water iniet

krype

100000000Cdata

waterouthto
Gvery 16150

Query 16 50

Fig . 3.

Fig . 2 .

EXHAUST BOXES FOR SMALL GAS' ENGINE
any objections to so cooling an exhaust pipe ? I may add engine

bas a water jacket, and I propose to utilise the same tank and water.

If you fill an old biscuit box full of coke and exhaust into it you
in silencing. There is no need for you to water-jacket the exhaust
,157)is Chromic
Battery.
G . W . (Pilton)
(1)(16What
the cause Acid
of zincs
in batteryA .developing
a slimywrites
brown:

entirely . Or if you couple up an
ironil find
vesseltheofnoise
somedisappear
kind withalmost
the piping,
it will have a good effect

deposit after being in use about twenty- four hours ? ( 2) Is the
following correct : 16 ozs.
chromic acid , 16 ozs. commercial sul
phuric
acid , of1 gal,water
for outside
part should
sulphuric
acid
to 12 parts
water for -porous
pots ? jars( 3;) and
How1 long
battery
keep
fit
for
use,
f
i
used,
say,
once
a
week
for
charging
accumulators
(4 ) What is the cause of zincs effervescing ? (5 ) What is the cause?
of a fizzing or squeaking noise, not from zincs, after battery
up a few days ? (6 ) What is voltage of battery made fromis made
four
large one
pots,holding,
say, II zinc
gal, each
containing
and
porous pot, and
rod, 6- by
1 by i ? i (7carbon
) Doeg cylinder,
voltage

gradually
fall offwithif required,
age ofbattery
? (8)
abovebattery
be
used
continuously
and will
it giveCould
offsame
currentuntil

and there is no shake in bearings, I have passed 12 volts through
it, but shows no inclination to turn , whether connected in series
seems to be
or shunt, although the magnets are very strong. It the
pass 4 volts through magnets
locked in eight positions. to Ifan I electric
bell, I can ring it by giving
and connect the brushes
the pulley a sharp turn by hand. If I short-circuit the brushes

they show bright blue sparks by winding a piece of string round

I havethe connected
giving it a sharpandpull.
the pulleyto aandbattery
the
brushes to one
(12 volts), connected
magnet
other magnet with a 10-volt lamp in circuit, and driven at 4 ,000
revolutions, but it will not build up. Themachine is perfectly
ainount of wire on.
and correct
insulated
We suggest
that you try running the machine with a lamp in
the armature circuit. If you short circuit the armature, or even
completein shunt
the circuit
through
a low resistance,
field windings
being
may get
an inadequate
supply ofthecurrent,
and so
machinemight
not
readily
build
up.
There
is
evidently
life
in the dynamo, and it is only a matter of experiment andsome
investi

gation to find out where you are wrong. Are you sure your field
windings are not opposing one another, and that you are getting
proper N and S poles ?
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" (15,991) Partial
Failure of )Shunt-wound
Dynamo
Generate.
Awould
. B . (Hamrnersmith
writes
: I :should
bea dynamo
greatlyto
obliged
if
you
advise
meon
the
following
I
have
(shunt-wound) supposed to give 50 volts 10 amps,, but I fear it is
too small for that power. The various dimensions are as follows :
Armature : 3 ins. diameter by 5 ins, long, 8 . cog drum , wound in
eight sections, with 171 ozs. No. 20 D .C .C. wire, speed 2,500 r.p .m . ;
voltage rises
on open circuit.
I do notstated
thinkabove,
there asis
sufficient
wire toonabout
field or35 armature
for the output
the field coils will pass I ampere with 8 volts-- a very low resis
tance, as I calculate that if the machine was running at 50 vclts

about6themamperes
wouldof wire
pass onthrough
burn
up, asormore
the gauge
field istheNo.coils20 and
S . W practically
.G ., D .C .C .
What
I
wish
to
be
enlightened
on
is
this.
Would
it raise
voltage
to
50
if
I
were
to
wind
more
wire
of
the
same
gauge the
or
rewind with a finer gauge the coils on magnet ? Nomore can be

atincreased
50 voltswindingwillnot
; but you will produce
still havemuch
to runmoreat magnetism
high speed,. asWind
the

to a totaldepth offin .

(16,076: I ]shallTelephone
Connections.
W . (Wishaw,
N .B .):
writes
be much obliged
if you wouldJ.answer
the following
( 1) I am going to fix a telephone between two rooms. Would No.
20do twin
(eachto wire
double
cctton -covered
and paraffin
? (2 wire
) I wish
use two
microphones,
as described
at thewaxed
end of)
chapter ii. in your handbook No. 4 , and also two simple telephones
in same book. I wish to use a two-way switch ateach end, first stud
of second stud bells in circuit, third stud telephones and micro

phones in circuit. Would you send me a sketch of connections
Tine

got on the armature. - Magnet coils become very hotwhen running :
hand can only just be borne on them ; armature coils quite cool

even when run under a good load . Amperage is during this time
about 5 or 6 , but voltage drops to about 12 or 15. Also I wish to
compound-wind machineby winding a series coil on top of the shunt
coils. Please advise me what gauge and amount of wire to use ,
What amperage can I expect from dynamo at 50 volts, considering

the sizeThe
of various
? Ibyenclose
of themagnet
and
coils.
dynamoparts
is driven
a it h .-pa drawing
. water- cooled
petrolmotor,
running at about 750 r. p .m . with a 6 -in , wheel driving to dynamo
pulley, which is it ins. diam . At this speed a bunch of 50 -volt

Microphone

lamps
red . (six of 8 c.-P . and three of 16 C.- P.) are made to glow bright
withto this
dynamo
that there
isnotofsufficientiron
in The
the chieffault
field -magnet
provide
the isproper
quantity
magnetism .
There should be at least twice as much cross section of iron .
The armature is large enough , and wound with a suitabie gauge
of
wire. You must either run at a very high speed to obtain 50
volts and to amperes, or be satisfied with a smaller output. The
present armature winding will carry an output of 10 amperes.
You can therefore either take the amount of current at a lower
voltage
- say
ifTheyou
want
rewind
ss
presbe
woulthed
gaugor,e wire
field50-mavoltsfinvoltsentsatisfied
,lessandamount
er gauge
th 25a finer
armature
withsay
and
witholtsawinding
of
current-5
amperes.
The
present
field
m
agnet
is of
too low a resistance for 50 volts ; it would do for 25 volts , and would
be
improved
if
you
added
somemore
of
the
same
gauge,winding
to a
depth of about 7 in , total. S.C .C. wire would do. A suitable field

%

3ho -

12 *

overy 15991
OVERTYPE DYNAMO FIELD-MAGNETS,
winding
for 50limbvoltsforwould
be winding,
3 lbs. of No.
23 gauge
copperin
wire
on each
a shunt
the two
coils s.c.c.
connected
series with each other. An armature winding for 50 volts 5 amperes
would be No. 22 gauge D .c . c, copper wire. You will probably have
trouble with belt slip, as the pulley on dynamo shaft is so small in
diameter.regulation
A compound
winding
not insufficiency
be ofmuch ofservice
regards
of voltage,
owing will
to the
iron as
in
the
field
-magnet.
For
a
practical
method
of
determining
theseries
coils , see THE MODEL ENGINEER for August 31st, 1905, page 201.

Or you canor No.
try 16a layer
12 gaugeoutput.
wire onYoueachcan,limb
for 10
amperes,
gaugeofforNo.
5 amperes
of course,
add
to
the
resistance
of
the
present
field
coils
by
winding
on,
say,
No. 23 gauge wire, so as to decrease the amount of current taken

Query 16070

DIAGRAM OF TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS.
for suchbe fora circuit
Whatnumber
they
such ?a circuit
having aofcells,
bell atand
eachofwhat
end ? size, should
(1) Yes. (2 ) Connect up as shown in sketch. An automatic
switchendwould
each
. be preferable,however. (3) Two pint Leclanchés at
(16, 170 ) Engineering in theMercantile Marine T . H .
(Portland ) writes should
be extremely
if you incouldthe give
me
any information on: I the
following.
I am obliged
an armourer
service,
but before I joined the service I served
my time at an engineer' s
as fitter and turner.
I have thought
exdischarge,
amservice,
inating,
and
to get in thehowengine
acrroom
emy
ing.ofinI getting
ntheeit.camerchant
nhave
t
t
n
o
and amI donanxious
't exactly
know
how
to
accomplish
I
a fairly
good
knowledge
of
marine
engineering.
I
have
heard
that
you
must obtain an engineer's certificate before one can enter the engine
room
.
Could
you
giveme
any
information
as
to
what
examination
is necessary and where they are held ; also whatis the lowest rating
that
an engineer
can information
commence ? onI the
shallmatter.
be extremely obliged if
you can
give me any
you haveor already
or fourandyears
in ais shop
theIfbuilding
repairingserved
of steamthreeengines
boilers
carriedwhere
on ,
you will probably have little difficulty hefore you are able to sit
for your first exam . to obtain your second engineer's ticket. After
having
your seatime,service
as mentioned
you ofhave
to put inserved
one year's
as a junior above,
engineerashore,
in charge
the
main engines and boilers, and not till then can you sit for the
exam
.
On
a
big
liner
you
would
probably
commence
as
fourth
or fifth engineer, and if you joined a “ tramp ” merchantman ,
perhaps you could go as third. But until you have got your Board
of Trade certificate, you cannot go as second. We advise you to
get
by theandBoard
of , Trade.
They Re.
are
printedthe inRegulations
the form of issued
a booklet,
entitled
“ Regulations
lating to the Examination of Engineers in the Mercantile Marine."
Can be had, 7d . post free, from Eyre and Spottiswoode, East
Harding Street, Fleet Street, E . C . It is not always possible to get
a berth as second, even when you have a second's certificate ; in
fact,many men who hold chiefs' and extra chiefs' certificates have

to goliners
as second
ratherall than
have nothing
at all.downIn tosomecf
the
big
we believe
the officers
(engineers)
the fourth
have to possess first-class certificates. Chief's pay varies from

£12 to £20 per month, according to vessel he is in .
16 ,127) Boiler and Engine. W . W . (Sheffield ) writes :
I havemade aforhorizontal
and want
makeanda
verticalboiler
same. Willsteamyou engine
please send
me theto sizes

pressure for it ? Cylinder, if ins. diameter by 21 ins. stroke.

The most
boilerintend
entirelyto rundepends
upon the
pressure
and suitable
speed atsize
whichof you
the engine,
or:
what
comescannot
to thedefinitely
same thing,
the work
then we
answer
your you
query.expectYoufromwillit.findUntil
full
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particulars in the recent article on " Model Steam Engine Design ."

universally arranged so that during the time the steam supply is

For average
find aThe14-inplate
. by thickness
24-in . multitubular
vertical
boilerwork
workyouverywillwell.
should be
3-These
16thsshould
in . Use
either
ten
it-in
.
tubes,
or
sixteen
be of brass expanded into the tube plates.1-in . tubes.
( 16 ,031) 150 - watt Dynamo Windings, H . T . W . (Barnes )

working, they are quite dry and sub
the engine is notanything
cut off andtemperatu
The
up to 700 or 800° Fah.super
jected to
res of
locomotiv
e has a copper
" 3-in . scale model
* Little Giantsmokebox
regulator

writes
: Having
a dynamo
, as sketch
below , I questions
should be:
very
much
obliged
if you finished
will answer
the following
( 1) Size and quantity ofwire for armature ? (2 ) Sizeand quantity
of wire for fields ? ( 3) Revolutions per minute ? (4 ) Output ?
Armature
3 ins. by 3 ins., slots 5 -16ths in . wide, 5 -16ths in .
deep
; 16 segments in commutator. To be shunt wound for 10
volts. Have i b .h .- P . engine for driving.
( 1) Armature, 1 lb . No. 18 S . W .G . ( 2) Fields, about 5 lbs. No,

20 S.W .G . (3) Revolutions, 2,500. (4) Approximately 150 watts.
[15,867] writes
Pasting: ( I)and
.B.
(Hornsey)
WillConstructing
you please till Accumulators.
me thebestway J.to Gpaste
twelve negative grids of the size shown ? I have tried the finely
cannot get the stuff to bind in these large squares. Can you suggest
any substance which might work better ? I should be glad to save
the
" forming " process, if possible, as I believe is required with
litharge and sulphuric pastings. Kindly give the supposed amount

divided lead process as mentioned in " Small Accumulators," but

and respective quantities of any materials you could suggest for
pasting twelve negative grids of size of pattern , I purposemaking
two 2 -volt cells of eleven plates each cell, five positive and six
negatives per cell. (2 ) May I let the lugs cf each plate come up

through top of cell and run a strip oflead along to connect them by
means of small brass nuts and screws, or what is best ? I purpose
cementing strips of cellulcid on inside of cellulcid battery case to
separate the plates, also two 'strips along bottom of cell for plates
to rest on .
(1 ) You will not get any paste to stay in such grids as these,
the spaces being far too large for paste plates. ( 2) Yes. The
lugs may be coupled up outside the cases just as well as inside

heater in the
being in the usual place in
, the
the dome. When the blower is on and steam off the temperature
rises to a considerable degree ; however, it has not in any way

failed yet. The tube is solid drawn and has no brazed joints,
soon
Where superheaters are brazed any bad worknecessary
in the jointingsuper
shows itself ; therefore, if such joints are
in a
heater, see that they are good ones, and that the metal is not half
ruined at the outset. The precautions adopted by Messrs. Babcock
and Wilcox to protect the superheaters of their large land boilers
are described in the article on " Notable Models at South Ken

sington " in a recent issue.
Water: I should
Motorbe much
Dynamo.
and obliged
(16 ,156] h ) writes
S. B .answer
U . J.
(Kenilwort
if you would
one or two queries. I have got one of Archibald Wright's
dynamos . It has a laminated tripolar armature. I wrote to
output
of machine,
and we
they said that
them about
ors ,theand
acc
t itit would
ld
isat
2.000
thaone
woutwo
amps. at
giveumu3 lat
8 volts
1,500 toto 2,000
I have
at 1,500
r.p m y. said
accumulators, and I should like, if possible,. to charge sameorwith
dynamo and to work machine by means of a water motor, as I
should then be able to leave it without attention . I am wishing to
make the Pelton water -wheel as described in October 19th , 1905,
issue of THE MODEL ENGINEER . The pressure of the water,
roughly , which I can use is about 26 to 30 lbs. per sq . in . Could I
use the water-wheel for driving my dynamo so as to get about
size
you be good suitable,
i amps.
? Wouldwhich
5 volts
height
would be enough toandgivealsomethethemost
of machine
and

a and size of buckets, as I have a circular piece of
suitable number
wood 51 ins. in diameter and I in , in width , which I wish to use if
possible ? Please tell me also what diameter hole the nozzle had
better have, as the inside diameter of water tap is about in . ? Re
motor and accumulators and ammeter connections. I have a
motor which takes 3 amps, at 4 volts. Would it take less current
when worked at 8 volts ? Also , would it damage one or two 20
amp -hour ignition cells to work motor with them for a short
period ? Also, please give connections for an amperemeter, so as
amperes a dynamo is giving, as I do not
to ascertain how many
g wrongly .
wish
to spoil the instrument by connectin

paste

We should recommend a water motor of about the size of that
described in October ist, 1902, issue, page 145 (Vol. VII). The

drawback is your water pressure, which is very low . However ,
you can try it, but do not work at a lesser diameter than 10 or
II ins. Experiment with different-sized nozzles , varyingvoltage
from
1 in . to 3- 16ths in ., or 7 -32nds in . You could regulate the

of dynamo by its speed , and the current it will give depends on the
resistance
of circuit and the voltage. Re motor. If it takes

larger acurrent
through
volts willtorsendought
a much
4 volts,
discharge
rate
A 20at-amp
it.3 amps,
-hour8 accumula
to stand
3 amps. comfortably . Connect ammeter in series. The
of
ammeter

Query 15867

ACCUMULATOR GRIDS.

, of course, must not be used on a circuit where the total
flow of current exceeds the figure up to which the ammeter is .
designed to read . And the circuit must not be closed with the
resistance
extremely low , and the
ammeter only in practicall
circuit, asy itsshort
circuit.is
result would be
a

Theadvantages of the former method is apparentwhen cells have to
be carried about a good deal- i.e., portable cells. The only paste
to use is litharge and sulphuric acid . Although you might get it

Sailing
J. W . ?H . (Leicester)
Smallinform
(15,690]
flat.:
I am buildingwrites
the following
meonPunt.
you please
Will
bottom boat, 14 ft., 4 ft. beam , for shallow river use-- a sort of

grids, the risk of it falling out and short.

to remain intact in your
circuiting
the plates would be very great.
(16,129]
J. Wconsisting
. R . (Montreal)
writes : return
In a
steam plantSuperheaters.
(model or otherwise)
of a horizontal
superheater

smokebox,

tubular boiler, with
placed in
and a hori
zontal
steam engine, should the main
stop-valve be placed
between
boiler and superheater or between superheater and engine, or does
it make any difference ? I note that it is generally placed between

boiler and superheater on model locos., so when my brother pro
posed placing
same placing
in this position
on the
model bciler
superheater
above,
I suggested
it between
and mentioned
engine, so

that any water
steam ) from
heldprein
superheater
until(condensed
it was reconverted
into boiler
steam would
, and sobe be
vented
from
entering
engine
cylinder
;
also,
there
would
no
possibility of damaging superheater by overheating from beingbe dry
when stop- valve is closed and engine not running .

sailing punt. Which section is likely to be most useful or safe for
sailing ? Solid -in . bottom , and lath sides covered Willesden .

oil engine for propelling.
to use a small
canvas. I propose also sometimes
a very long pull against head
river being narrow and

materials

same being on hand, I don't wish

for
wind . Using
to obtain anything fresh or expensive. Width of side material

sufficient for three
available 22 ins., which I think would be quitedoubtful
me, as act
I am the water, principally.
adviseactually
Kindlywould
or fourhowpeople.
and which
in
each section
as to

would be the safest shape.

We should advise more less rectangular section the usual:
boards

cr couple
section of a punt. Ifa for sailing,
a

of " lee
should
be used , made of 1-in . galvanised steel plates, and " pivoted .
One on Woodwork
each
side
craft,
particular
course
For
of
of
full
.
article
s
see
in the
er and Art Metal-Worker for June ist and 15th ,
1903 ; price 3d, each post free .

In reply to your letter, in smaller model work it does not matter
very materially . If the stop- valve is placed between the super
heater and the bciler , and not between superheater and engine,
the superheater will (or should ) become very hot during steam

The News of the Trade.

heat
to the
engine thiswhich
first turnedthe oninitial
and when
raising,
condensation
useful isin reducing
very steam
will
be found
always takes place at starting. We do not think any damage

The Albany Rotary Pump.

in the smokebox of a model. Where superheaters
if ever,
attained
are
in the
fire, steel tubes should be used , and in a large engine

appeared in our issue of December 14th, 1905, and the subsequent
note on the Editor's page of the June 141h number, we have to
make
a correction in the matter of the addressofthe manufacturers.
These pumps are made by the Albany Engineering Co ., of Ossory

will accrue from the heated gases acting on the dry tubes, because
high temperatures sufficient to perish the tubes are not often ,

a superheater should not be left dry in a fierce coal fire for even
such
a short period. Everything, therefore, depends on the size of the

boiler and the fuel employed. Wemay mention that loco .
model
motive steam pipes, which are generally of copper, are almost

A CORRECTION.
With reference to the review of the Albany Rotary Pump which
Road, Old Kent Road , London , S . E . (not the addre s given ), where.
all enquiries as to prices and other particulars should be sent.
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The Editor's Page.
e

are now able to announce the final results

V of our Workshop Problem Competition .
In dealing with the entries for the last
problem of the series we were confronted with
two points of possible difficulty in deciding to
whom Messrs. Drummond Bros., Ltd .'s, special
prize of £5 should be awarded. In the first place,
several competitors were so nearly level in their
aggregate marks for previous solutions, that a
small difference only, in the marks respectively
gained in the present problem , would be sufficient
to turn the scale ; and , secondly , some of these
leading competitors were personally known to us.
We were anxious that the merits of their work
should be judged impartially, without the possi
bility of personal knowledge unconsciously in
fluencing themarking one way or the other. Under
these circumstances, we went carefully through
the whole of the entries, and selected a dozen
or more of the best solutions. These we forwarded
to Mr. Arthur Drummond, of Messrs. Drummond
Bros., Ltd ., and asked for his co -operation in
assessing them at their proper values. The result
is that the prize of 1os. 6d, for the best solution
to Problem No. 6 is awarded to
MR. HERBERT G . RIDDLE, .
37 , Minard Road,
. Hither Green , S . E .
His solution receives 95 marks, which also brings

awillnewprove
series equally
of Workshop
Problems,which we hope
popular. A complete list of
competitors and their marks will be published
in our next issue, and we shall also publish the
prize solution and other selected solutions as usual.

SPECIAL Prizes of £i is.
Marks for No. 6 . Aggregate.
W . H . DEARDEN

80
75

H . SMYTH

SPECIAL PRIZES of ios. 6d .
A . DAVIDSON (" Alpeda " ) 80

450

440

415

A . ASTON
H . J. SLATTER

405
395
390
380
375
375
375
370

J. McG . TILLETT
R . THARRATT

F . W . BATES
G . WOOLSTENCROFT
ALBERT WILKINSON

MILLER PARR

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of

rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.

This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 133. per

annum
Order . , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager .
How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
paper, and all new apparatus and price lists, etc., for review , to be

addressed
to THE EDITOR, " TheModel Engineer." 26- 29, Poppin 's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .

him to the top of the aggregate list, with a total

All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Engi

of 455 marks, and he is therefore the winner of
the special £5 prize offered by Messrs. Drummond
Bros., Ltd . We heartily congratulate Mr. Riddle
on his well-deserved success. Although this is
the only occasion on which his solution has been
placed first, his work all through has been character
ised by ingenuity and resourcefulness , and by
sound mechanical knowledge. The next two on
the list in aggregate number of marks are Mr.

neer." 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , B .C .

W . H . Dearden and Mr. H . Smyth , and here again
the work sent in has been excellent in quality .
We also give the names of other competitors who
have taken a high place on the list, and who deserve
corresponding commendation for their solutions.
The work of the leading competitors has been
generally so good that we have decided to mark
our appreciation of their efforts by awarding a
number of extra prizes as indicated below . These

will be given in cash, or in tools, or books to the
value indicated , at the option of the competitors,

Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States , Canada, and Mexico : Spon and

Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S.A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed.

Contents ,
[ The asterisk (*)den. tes thatthissubject isillustrated.]
PAGE
An Automatic Early Morning Waiter* . . ..
Workshop Notes and Notions*
Induction
Coils for X -Ray and other
Purposes * r
An Amateu 's Second Attempt at Model
Engine Building* .. . . ..
The Latest in Engineering* . . .. ....
Locomotive Notes *

.. .

Water
Motors and other Hydraulic Machines*
For the Bookshelf

IO
II .

Construction and Repairing of Motor Bicycles*
A Model Old English War-Brig * .
Legal Points as to the Sale or Purchase of
Goods by Advertisement . . . .
Practical Letters from our Readers
Queries and Replies * . .
The News of the Trade
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The Blakesley Hall Miniature Railway* ..
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and they are requested to notify us as to their
choice. The competition as a whole has been
a great success, and we wish to tender our cordial
thanks to all who have entered for the very en
thusiastic way in which they have responded
to our invitation. We shall shortly inaugurate

All subscriptions
correspondence relating to sales of the
paper and books to beandaddressed
to PercivalMarshall & Co., 26 - 29,

.
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A Model Compound Horizontal Engine.
By W . F. G . BRADFORD.

Fig . 1. — MR. W . F. G . BRADFORD's Model COMPOUND ENGINE,
* HE accompanying photographs and drawings
show the pattern of steam -chest casting and
finished casting, designed by me about

seven years ago , when considering the construction
of a compound horizontal steam engine, shown
further on.
My aim in this design was two-fold : Firstly , to
obtain (without depending upon the skill of the
moulder ) accuracy of ports in steam -chest and
cylinders with certainty, and without the
necessity - not having the tools nor apparatus for
milling - of having delicate and important details
done by a model making firm . Secondly ,
to be able, before finally putting in place the
cylinders, to adjust the slide- valves by actual
sight on the working or steam admission sides,
to a nicety, unobtainable nearly so quickly and
easily in the ordinary “ box ” steam - chest, where

only the back or steam pipe side of the valve is
The semicircular hollows on the extreme sides
of the steam -chest form the brackets (when truly
machined to fit outside of cylinders) for receiving
the cylinders which are clamped thereto with bands,
adjustment for future tightening by screws being
provided .
Two longitudinal chambers, parallel with and
between the cylinder brackets, are bored out in .
diameter — a driving fit for the ultimate valve
chamber linings, which are tubes of solid drawn
brass ,
in . outside and
in . inside diameters,
and 1 in . less in length than casting of steam -chest.
visible .

The true valve ports are cut in these , also the admis
sion and exhaust ways.

By reference to the drawings it will be seen that
an intermediate receiver between the H .- P . and
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L.-P. valves is provided in the casting. The valves

with the piston position (or crank position ) at any

(of a special design to meet the demands of this
new steam -chest) are easily made from the solid
(of course , patterns and castings would have saved
me some hours of work ), and a fine degree of
accuracy can be assured by fitting valves to liners

stroke.
given instant, especially at the ends of the position
,

before the latter are finally secured in their re
spective valve-chambers.
It is manifest that with this arrangement the
H .- P . valve (as steam enters the D from steam -pipe,
and must be exhausted past the ends and back
towards and into the receiver ) must by its eccen
trics — the engine is fitted with reversing -gear ,
Stephenson 's link motion being employed — be
worked differently from the H .- P. valve. It is not a
matter of angle of advance, but of retardation , the

eccentric being behind the crank , instead of the

usual 90° + xº (the angle tº providing the necessary
lead ), in advance of the crank , opening to steam

beginning just before end of piston stroke.

The cylinders can now be secured in
the precaution being taken to thinly smear the

faces of cylinders and brackets around the ports

with that useful preparation , Dixon 's Pipe Joint
Compound, with a small piece of tissue paper
oblong in shape, having an oblong hole cut in it
to coincide with port stuck on cylinders encircling
each port. This has proved a most efficacious
wrinkle, rendering the joints steam -tight when the
securing bands are adjusted properly .
The brackets were bored out it ins. and 1š ins.
to take their respective cylinders, which are bare
it ins. and it ins. outside diameter, the internal
diameters being i in . and 1 ins. respectively .

To savemuch fiddling work and adjustment where
partly inaccessible, the ends are male screwed caps,
with a special form of screw adjustable gland and
stuffing-box secured to them by collar inside,

Fig . 2. - PLAN VIEW OF MR. BRADFORD'S ENGINE.
The eccentric sheaves are set on shaft approxi
mately correctly , and after valve liners are secured

in their respective chambers, and valves inserted ,

with rods and link motion connected up,the valves

recessed in cover, and finished with hexagonal nut

on the outside. The stuffing-box and gland are
coned at ends, fitted with coned rings just a sliding
fit on the piston -rods, and packed with metallic

are tested by sight through the ports -- the first
thing being to adjust rods to such length , that the

packing, which I had cast into a stick and then

valve- however the eccentrics are placed on main
shaft — works exactly centrally as regards the ports ;
that is, it passes as much past the forward port
in the forward direction of sliding as it does past the

round rods and packed home by screw : glands

turned off yards of ribbon , which has been wound

this gives very easy working, at the same time a

backward port in the backward direction of sliding
- in other words, steam opening of both portsmust
be equal. This must be checked with the other
eccentric connected to valve, by opposite position
of links, for the satisfaction of knowing that things
are right with either eccentric . Now comes the

splendid steam -tight fit (the gland has a female
The valve glands are male, otherwise much like
themain ones ; but are packed with asbestos yarn ,
rings being provided at each end of packing on the
valve rods, as on the piston -roʻls.
Following the practice of the older L . &
S . W .Ry. locomotives tail-end piston -rodsare used

important matter of setting the valves, which in
other words is setting or fixing the eccentric sheaves

the idea being to guide, and at the same time
save wear on the piston and inside of cylinder,

in such position on the shaft that they cause the
valve (through the medium of the intermediate

preserving their circularity. Each cylinder is fitted
with a pair of drain cocks, each pair being coupled
and opened by one lever, and exhausting into

rods) to assume a correct position for admission ,
compression , or exhaust of steam in conjunction

thread and milled collar for the sake of grip ).

copper tanks beneath the bedplate.
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always works at end of stroke
tol halfway across the slotted

,

M

U

valve chamber ends have two dummy glands
The bed plate of the engine is of 5- 16ths bronze
for helping in the support of the valves, and the
and was cast with raised beds 5 - 16ths thick
two containing the stuffing-boxes are each secured
when planed on its upper surface for supporting the
guide bars. These are of the built
Fig . 4. - SECTION THROUGH A B AND CD.
up parallel type, filed out of 4 in .
square Swedish steel, slots being
provided just before the end of
Steam ?
N
stroke of crosshead on the work
A
ing faces, so that crosshead shoe

hollow , and there is no chance
of jamming after any amount

L.P. Cyle
11100

of wear. Each top bar is pro
vided with a small brass oil cup,

11100

Bedplate

in the centre where thickest.
By way of reducing the friction
I designed patterns for plummer
blocks to take cups for ball
bearings, the shaft being specially

Exhaust

which I was the fortunate recipient
of a prize and certificate ) that
the engine, if started , can be
kept in motion by blowing down
the steam pipe with the mouth ,
which I chanced to see someone

WILMIN

very evident from the fact (which
only came to my knowledge at the
late model-making competition, at

N H .P !Cyli

WA

designed to take next the crank
disc , nut washer and cone on
each end to adjust the bearings.
The benefit of this provision is

L.P. Cylr.
Exhbust

doing who was inspectin the
sidered a flywheel of about 58 lbs.
weight, four eccentrics, two cross

model ; and there is to beg con

Studs

heads (sliding motion), crank
Valve rod uk

FIG . 5. - SECTIONAL PLAN OF CYLINDERS
AND STEAM CHEST.

to

the

steam -chest casting with

three

5 -32nds Whitworth studs and nuts. The
large ends of the connecting-rods are split,

connected up with bolts and nuts, and pro
vided with oil cups.

The engine is mounted on a polished
mahogany base, 22 ins. by to ins., which is
connected to the bed plate by
Whitworth
double- ended screw studs, screwed through

Fig . 3. - CORE Box.

the bed plate, and finished with a bright nut
as lock nut on the top of bed plate, and nut
and lock nut beneath the base, the distance
pieces being a square taper pillar at each
corner (cast) with bevel top and bottom , and
three turned taper pillars - one halfway along
each side and centrally under shaft end of
guide bar bed ; and one under central
tongue of bed as a support to valve motion
and reversing shaft bracket bearing.
This model was begun by me in the year
1896 , with no tools but two or three Sles, a
small vice, centre punch , Millers Falls hand

pins, four piston -rod stuffing -boxes, two valve-rod | drill and hacksaw , and the first parts made
stuffing-boxes, two pillar bearings for valve-rods,
were the slot links, dies, and guide bars ;
the two pistons, and two weighty valves. The
an intense taste and enthusiasm to understand
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the working and construction of a steam
engine was my incentive, but the close study
and college training I had to undergo in

Workshop Notes and Notions.

preparation for the work of a schoolmaster,
precluded the possibility of indulging in my boy
hood's ambition — to make and possess a working
steam model - until I was about 25. Parts and
schemes grew and accumulated on paper, and, by
degrees, with the acquisition and making of more
tools, were brought into realisation , old pieces of
metal of odd shapes often being used . Some years
in the summer months (having more leisure than in
the winter) I was able to settle well to work ; again ,
someyears very little was done, owing to drawbacks
in the way of tools and appliances, but at last - on
January 5, 1906 — all except lagging was finished,
and I got up steam in a small boiler I purchased ,

(Readers
are invited to contribute short practical items for this column ,
based on their own workshop experience. Accopted contributions
will be paid for on publication , if desired , according to mari .
Al matter intended for this column should be marked " WORK

SHOP " on the envelope.)

Shortening Small Screws.

By H . E . K .
The following little hint may be new to
some readers and possibly of use . Sometimes when
using small button -head or countersunk screws

QC000000:1

it is necessary to shorten them one or two threads,
or to take the sharp edge off the threads. Drill
a hole through a thin strip ofmetal to fit the screw ,
and bend slightly more than 90 degs. Put a

six or seven years ago. The engine would not work ,
and yet I was not disappointed . I knew it ought

to . The crossheads were too tight a fit in the bars.
These I eased, and off she went between 240 and
300 revs. per min ., when properly heated up and
with 12 lbs. of steam pressure to the square inch .
Reducing steam the slowest speed maintained was
about 40 revs. per min . On altering the reversing
link position the engine will slow up and reverse
right away, so that my study, thought and obser
vation have not been wasted , and my ambition has
been reached in one instance at least, and I trust
that my small measure of success may be an incen
tive to others equally ambitious as I was, to patiently

persevere and plod along, notwithstanding all draw
backs and obstacles, till they achieve what they
may have in view . Knowledge gained in an
experience likemine has been , is inost valuable , and

Vice jaws
METHOD OF SHORTENING SMALL SCREWS.
screw through the hole and fasten in the vice, as
shown . By bending slightly more than 90 degs.
the head will be drawn down tight on to the top
of the vice.

A Ball- turning Tool.
By F . MAYER.

is deeply impressed because of one being thrown so

much upon one's own resources and originality.

A useful appliance for turning balls can be made
as follows : The tool is made from a piece of i in .
by } in . cast steel, 4 ins. long,and is filed off one end

STEAMSHIP “ MERSARIO .” - On Saturday after
yard of Messrs. William Doxford and Sons, Ltd .,
Pallion, a single-deck turret steamer to the order
of Messrs. Maclay & McIntyre, Glasgow . She is

to form a tang. Mark off and drill a -in . hole, A

noon , June 9th , there was launched from the

designed to carry 6 ,600 tons deadweight on a draft
of 21 ft. 8 ins., and is constructed on the latest
improved system of two holds, with large stowage
capacity , and is fitted with triple-expansion engines

(Fig. 1). Countersink this hole until it only leaves
a feather edge. File the face B quite fat and
smooth . The tool should now be hardened , care
Fig . 1. *
Fig . 3.

'Cutting edges

Culling

A

( edges -

by the builders for 1,500 h .-p. Her principal
the following account of a very curious clock
is given . During his spare moments in the past
five years, Louis Julien , a Frenchman , has con
structed an eight-day clock which is a marvel of
mechanical ingenuity. It has second, minute,

Ball Tobe a
Turned

Piece
tubing
of

A CURIOUS CLOCK. - In a recent issue of Work

WT

dimensions are : 366 ft. by 50 ft. by 261 ft.

and hour hands, and a dial showing the months and
the days of the week and the signs of the zodiac. Fig . 2.
In a separate apartment are shown the rising and
setting of the sun and moon . The quarters, half
A BALL - TURNING TOOL.
hours, and three-quarters are struck in addition to
the hours. And in the darkness of the night,
being taken not to burn the cutting edges, and
or if a blind person wishes to consult the clock ,
tempered a light straw colour.
the time may be ascertained by pulling a cord ,
The face should now be whetted on an oilstone,
whereupon the hour will be struck at once, followed
so that the cutting edges are quite sharp . Hold
by whatever quarter hour it may happen to be.
One interesting feature of the clock is the work
the ball to be turned in a chuck or on a pivot, and
done by a great number of automatons, by which

rough it down ; then press the tool on the ball (as

the various religious festivals throughout the

shown in Fig. 2), working it to and fro and from
left to right. If the hole A (Fig. 1) is quite round

year are shown . The clock is run by weights.
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the ball will be quite spherical. The hole A should
be about half the diameter of the ball. The sizes
given are suitable for balls from in . to it ins.
For turning wooden , ebonite, or fibre balls, a piece

of tube chamfered to a feather-edge can be used ,
as shown in Fig . 3.

A Catching Tray for Lathe Work .
By W . PRINGLE .
When cutting off small screws, etc., in the lathe,

Our - Workshop Problem ”
Competitions.
Results of Problem No. 6 .
TN the list below appears the marks allotted in
the final problem . Following our usual custom ,
we also give our own solution to the problem

and a selection from those sent in by the competitors
95 Marks. - H . G . Riddle.

they often fall on the floor, and are seen no more.
The tray shown in plan herewith is for catching
such small articles ; it is also useful for catching

80 Marks.: - W . H . Dearden . “ Alpeda.”
75 Marks. - F . W . Bates, H . Smyth , W . Young.

turnings or iron borings for magnetic experiments.

70 Marks.--- J. Brier, R . Tharratt, G . Woolsten
croft.
65 Marks. - A . J . Wiltshire.
60 Marks. - W . H . Ashton , G . Allen , R . Barker,

The tray is made of thick tin , the corners being cut
out, and the sides bent up and soldered . It is

A . J. Jack , H . J. Slatter .
50 Marks. - A . Aston , W . Bell, G . H . Buglass, A .
Cope, J. Davy, G . Morris, J. McG . Tillett.
40 Marks. - A . Agg , T . Beresford , T. W . Everington ,

B . Hoare, Miller Parr, A . Wilkinson, E . Wilson ,
H . C . Wollaston , A . E . Young .
30 Marks. - G . Blaiklock , W . B . Redfern , H .
Teague, W . Thomas,
20 Marks. - W .Manley, R . Reid .

Our Own Solution.
This job , after an attempt or two by other

ARRANGEMENT OF CATCHING TRAY FOR LATHE
WORK .

methods which looked all right on paper, but did
not work well in practice, was very successfully

carried by a rod , screwed into a bush , which slides

done by the following rig , the setting up of which
occupied about two hours. The job itself was
done in very little more time than it would have
taken on a proper planer, and the result was very

on another rod as shown, and is secured in any
position by a thumbscrew . This rod is bent at
right angles, the short end being flattened , and a

hole bored in it to take a thumb-screw , which
secures it in any position to a block screwed into

fine and complete planing plant, the small work

the lathe head.

A Drilling Stop.
By W . PRINGLE. .

The drilling stop fitted to the back head, as
shown , is very useful when drilling holes to an exact
depth, or when counter-sinking a quantity of holes
similarly.

straight and accurate. The home-made planing
machine of which it was a part did good work for
a year or so before it was turned out in favour of a

The adjustable bar is a casting,

hollowed underneath to fit the back head , and, with
IM
pin

Slops

shop having grown into a fair-sized factory .
To describe the rig up. A cross rail of hard oak ,
about 2 ft. 6 ins. long, with a leg at each end
bolted on (legs made of 3-in . by 2 -in . cominon
quartering). This cross rail was supported from
the floor by the legs, to come about central with
the lathe bed ; and across and over it at right angles
to the line ofbed , and about 8 ins, high from bottoin

of cross rail to bed , two pieces of wood about : ft.
long were laid , one at each end of lathe bed , and
across it and to each of these two f- in . round iron
ties were taken from the cross rail ; the ends of
the ties being put through the cross braces where
they were threaded and drawn tight by nuts and
washers. On the cross rail the slide-rest of the
lathe was bolted firmly . The job was bolted to
the slots in the lathe saddle, and all overhang
supported from lathe bed by anything that was
available, but, of course , all such blocking up
pieces were free to slide on lathe bed . In a vice
on a bench that happened to come convenient a

A DRILLING STOP.

rough sort of countershaft was fitted , this being
merely a rod and free to revolve carrying two

a slot cast in , it slides on a steady pin and a pinching
screw ; being secured for different depths of holes
by the latter. A projecting stop engages with a
steel pin , screwed into the barrel of the back head .

pulleys for Dt-in . belt. The lathe flywheel was
bolted to one of these and the other was bolted to
a pulley (composed of a chuck ) temporarily fastened
to the end of the lead screw ,where the change wheels
are placed ; by this means a very rapid but smooth
drive was given to the lead screw .

When a drill is entering a piece ofwork , the distance
between
the stops will, of course, be the depth of
hole

A planing tool being put then in the tool-holder,
a planing cut was taken , and by treadling lathe
and reversing by throwing out the lead screw nut

.
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and running back by hand wheel and rack ; the

Mr. H . 6 . Riddle's Solution .

cross traverse of course was obtained by the slide
of rest on cross rail being set horizontal, the veed

The cross rail niay be planed up in the following
manner : Remove the compound slide-rest,
leaving the slotted boring carriage in position ;
on top of this bolt a piece of 1-in . board and
erect à rectangular framework of 1-in . stuff, -as

edges by the slide being set to angle. No lift on
the back stroke of tool was given , so that tool

rubbed a bit on back stroke, but not sufficient to

Slide rest of lothe Work

Packing pieces

Pulley

: Countershaft
TITUTTTTTTTTTLLL

LLLL

POTCUTGraduat

lue

SCICUCUUSTOCUCCO

Lead- screw

Fig . 1. - Our Own SOLUTION.
shown, the side pieces being extended back
and connected to a thicker piece between them ,
arranged to slide over another board bolted at
and would have taken as long as the whole job ,
one end to lathe bed and supported at the outer
did . Perhaps the tool head of the planer being
end by a post, as shown. The slide-rest is now to
mademight have been first niade and brought into
be bolted to a piece of wood extending across the
use, but might have given more trouble to fit up
front of the rectangular framework , which, in
than it would have been worth .
turn , is hinged to another cross piece let into the
cause trouble . To fit up a hinge bar for tool
would have been no doubt an improvement, but it
would have to have been thoroughly well made,

Slide res

Hinge

en
1

H-77

Wooden frame
Work

222

- - - -

DODOL

0000

-

Extension

Lead screw

Fig . 2. - MR. H . G . RIDDLE'S SOLUTION .
In this rig the simple belt drive to the lead screw
side pieces ; it is necessary to hinge this board ,
and
the lathealsobedtheitself
so that on the return stroke the tool is lifted. The
cross the
rail tiearerods
good tofeatures,
care from
taken the
to
handle of the lower slide should be removed and
support all overhang of the work by blocks between

work and lathebed ; the omission of this lastwould

have spoilt the job . The rig up looked like a home
made gallows, but it did the work .

a star wheel fitted to obtain automatic feed , the
star wheel being turned one tooth at a time by
means of depression and notch in the counter

balanced pivoted wooden lever shown. The cross
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rail to be planed is screwed to a board , which , in
turn , is screwed or bolted to a wooden packing
piece at each end, these being of a height to allow
the boring carriage to slide under the under

side of board ; the wooden packing blocks are
secured to the lathe beds by bolts as shown , but
before these are tightened the cross rail is jammed

between the lathe headstocks as shown. To plane
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necessary angle to receive the tool for machining
the V' s. Provision is made for relieving the tool
from off the work in its backward path , in which
case the top slide is moved round (as for taper
turning) to allow the tool bar to be square with the
lathe. The tool bar must be sufficiently strong

so it can all be done off one setting, but should
it be necessary to turn the work round a dowel
• Tooly
-

Work
- Packing
Packing

Packing

Position of soddle of each end of stroke
ma

- Pulley to be placed here driven by belt from
overhead geor or from lothe mandrel or

Lead screw

screw con be acluoted by chonge wheels.

Fig . 3. - MR. W . H . DEARDEN 'S SOLUTION .
the veed edges of the cross rail the upper slide
must be swivelled to the proper angle and right
or left-hand L -shaped tools used. The stroke

is obtained by causing the boring carriage to travel
of the rectangular wooden frame should be brought
down below the boring carriage and firmly secured
thereto by long bolts connecting the two sides
Holes tofor
ing
mochinning
drilleforr mochi
be tool
vee
Al i

pin may be put in to prevent the brackets moving.
actuated

If overhead gear can be rigged up, or the lathe
possesses same, the leading screw should be
by a flat belt driving a pulley of suitable diameter

to and fro by means of the lead screw . The sides

- Tool adjusted to mochine

vees by light top at eoch
cut keeping set screw
Fight

More holes con
be made it
necessary enabling tool to be
extended for ther over work

Fig . 5. - PLAN OF TOOLPOST.
attached to the end of the leading screw . After

Method of mochining vees
it work done of one setting

Fig . 4 .

each stroke the locking should be released and the
saddle moved back quickly by the tack or other

Tool HOLDER :

method. As will be seen by the sketches, all that
is required in the way of tools is two angle brackets,
tool bar, few bolts, packing strips, and one or two

MR. DEARDEN 'S
SOLUTION .

through the slots in the boring carriage. It is
to be understood that the rectangular framework
bearing the slide-rest encloses the cross rail in
the same manner as an ordinary planing machine.
Mr. W . H . Dearden 's Solution .
The undertaking of a task such as is set forth
in the above problem naturally requires a little
preparation . Drill at each in their correct position
and smaller than the finished size, the holes where
finally the screw passes through the cross slide.

To each end of the same bolt firmly an angle bracket
level with the bottom (as shown), thereby lengthen
ing the slide so as to give full travel for the saddle
underneath it, as the work is packed up to clear
the saddle upon strips across
bed of the lathe.
All thrust is taken by the the
fixed headstock . A
tool bar, as shown, is required , having a hole

drilled in the end and another crossing it at the

tools. None of these need cause any great amount
of work , and will answer as well if left rough .
( To be continued.)

The Latest in Engineering.
The Acetylene Blow - Pipe. — Theuse of acety
lene for the production of very high temperatures
is discussed by J. K . Rush , in Electrochemical
and Metallurgical Industry, May, 1906. Even
as a source of heat alone it compares very favour
ably in cost with ordinary gas, if due allowance
is made for its greater heating power. Its greatest
interest, however, lies in the production of intense

local heat. Using an acetylene blowpipe with
air pressure, it is possible to bore holes through
sheet copper, iron , mica, and even asbestos ;
in fact, the temperature is not far removed

from that of the electric arc. With a suitable

burner and a good generating apparatus no diffi
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culty whatever is experienced in manipulation .
The best mode of generation is the one known as
the “ dissolving process,” in which case coolness
is ensured ,whereby a product free from objectionable

contamination is obtained .
1,200 Tons Forging Press. — In a recent
issue of the Engineer was illustrated a 1,200 tons
forging press, which has lately been supplied by
Davy Brothers, Ltd ., to Brown Bayley 's Steel
Works, in Sheffield . This firm make a speciality

of high -class steel for railway material for which
very stringent tests are required , and one of the
objects in putting down this press was the probable
improvement that would be effected in the steel
by using it in preference to working the steel
under heavy hammers. The whole plant is very
compact. The press is worked by means of a
steam hydraulic intensifier embodying all the
latest improvements. The automatic controlling
gear makes the press very easy to handle and
rapid in its action, as may be gathered from the

actual results obtained in working , which are as
follows :- Lifting speed of presshead , 12 ins. per
second ; falling speed of presshead, 18 ins. per
second ; pressing speed when forging, 3 ins. per

second ; pressing speed when cutting, 4 ins. per
second. Rapid short strokes when rounding a
forging or swaging are made at the rate of 45 to
60 per minute, according to the length of the
stroke. The steam intensifier makes its full upward
stroke of 6 ft. in one-and-a -half seconds, and its
return stroke in one second, equivalent to a piston
speed of almost 300 ft. per minute.
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Marine Notes.
By Chas. S . LAKE.
THE SUCTION DREDGER “ Foyers."
· There has recently been completed at the yard
of Messrs. William Simons & Co., Ltd ., a large
suction pump canal-embanking dredger, the
Foyers, built to the order of the Indian Govern
ment. The accompanying illustration , which is
reproduced from a photograph kindly supplied

by the builders, shows the vessel in their yard .
The hull is of unique form , having three complete
bows. The dredger has been specially designed
for opening up new waterways and improving the
depths of shallow canals or rivers, and it is able
to cut, in one operation , a canal or channel 20 ft.
in width at bottom . Through the open wells
created at the fore part of the ship by the formation

· of the bows are led the suction frames, each of
which has two suction orifices, and carries two
rotary cutters arranged to work in advance of the
suction nozzles for disintegrating material of
clay formation , which would be otherwise un

suitable for suction pump dredging. Each of the
frames is provided with a row of water jets for
agitating compact sand which might not offer
sufficient resistance to warrant the employment
of the rotary cutters. Water for the jets is supplied
at high pressure from two special centrifugal pumps

in series driven by an enclosed high -speed compound

engine, and each pair of cutters is driven by bevel
and spur gearing from an independent four-cylinder
tandem compound engine.

struction at the port of Copenhagen a floating
dock , which will be ready foi use in a few months.

The suction frames are driven by independent
hoist gear driven by two-cylinder engines. The
nominal dredging capacity of the two centrifugal

When finished it will be able to receive steamers
of up to 11,500 tons gross tonnage. Pumps and a

hour from a depth of 40 ft., and the material

Large Floating Dock . – There is under con

1,000 h .- p , engine will be put in , by means of which
it will be possible to dock one of the largest ships

in the course of abouthalf-an -hour.
Electric Steel Refining is conducted on a
large scale by Messrs. J. Holtzer & Company, of
Unieux, Loire, France, in producing metal for ord
nance purposes. A 15,000 h .-p . steam -driven
Westinghouse alternator furnishes a current of
20 ,000 amps. to a Keller furnace. The current
is used only for the finishing refining action ; the
steel producer in an open -hearth furnace is run into

the electric furnace immediately after the oxidising
melt, where the remaining operations are completed
by the current. About 800 kilos. of metal can be
operated on at one time, and the operation can be
repeated three or four times in twenty -four hours. —
Mechanical World .
· For killing the live crustation-forming spats

that are drawn into the condensing water intake

sand suction pumps is 4,000 tons of sand per
dredged is delivered direct by the pumps through
adiameter
floating pipe line 600 ft. in length and 42 ins.
.

The pipe line is raised by a terminal pontoon to
a height of 20 ft. above water level, and the material
is finally discharged over the canalbank to a distance

of 100 ft. from the centre of the terminal pontoon .

Each suction pump is driven by an independent
set of vertical triple-expansion engines of 900

i.h .-p . The dredger is fitted by three propellers,
surface -condensing engines of sufficient power to

each driven from a separate set of verticalcompound

obtain a speed of 8 knots. The floating discharge.
pipe line consists of ten circular pontoons, each
carrying a 42 -in . diameter pipe 60 ft. long coupled
together by a special flexible connection .
The vessel will be employed in dredging the
shallow rivers in the Bengal Presidency. It has
been constructed under the direction of Sir A . M .

Rendel, K .C .I.E ., consulting engineer 'to the
Indian Government. The Foyers is 250 ft. long

pipe of a certain station ,minute drops of creosote
are being fed into the condensing water at a point
just inside the intake end by means of an ordinary
injector lubricator set to feed the creosote drop
by drop into the pipe . The creosote is having the
effect of killing the spats before they form their

by 45 ft. in breadth and 18 ft. depth .

shells.

Steam Navigation Company, on a shoal south of

A CORRECTION .- On page 584 of our issue for
June 21st, Fig. 3 should read “ Clockwork model
locomotive," not cardboard .

STRANDING OF THE “ WAROONGA."
An official inquiry into the circumstances attend

ing the grounding of the s.s. W 'aroonga, registered
tonnage 2,210 , belonging to the British India

the Rennie Shoal in the Persian Gulf has been
held at Bombay. The Waroonga left Koweit
for Bahrein , with a crew of 100 and a similar number

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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of passengers. At 6. 30 a.m . and at 3.58 a.m . on
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the following morning she ran aground off the
patch to the south of the Rennie Shoal. The
injuries sustained were only of a slight character,
consisting principally of damage to the pits of the
propeller blades. By 5 a.m . the ship had been
got clear, and at 2. 10 p .m . on the afternoon of the
same day she reached Bahrein .
The findings of the Court of Inquiry were to
the effect that the casualty was due to the current
setting the vessel eastward , and also to the fact that
there was less water on the shoal than shown on the
chart, and in view of these circumstances the
captain was not to blame for the stranding. There
had , however, been brought against him two
charges of drunkenness, and these the Court held
proved, the safety of the ship being solely due to
the carefulness displayed by the other officers.
Having regard to the very good record previously
held by the captain , his certificate would be sus
pended for six months only, and a recommendation
that he be granted a mate's certificate during that
period was made.

The twin -screw mail steamer Oriana, built by
gow , N .B ., for the Pacific Steam Navigation
Company, recently ran a trial trip in the Firth of

Messrs. Barclay, Curle & Co , Whiteinch , Glas
Clyde. A speed of 17 knots was attained .

FERRY STEAMERS FOR CALCUTTA PORT COMMIS.
SIONERS .
Messrs. John I. Thornycroft & Co., Ltd., Woolston
Works, Southampton , have just concluded a con
tract with the Indian Government for the Com

missioners of the Port of Calcutta for seven twin
screw ferry steamers for service on the Hooghly ,

through their London representative, Mr. J. H .
Apjohn, M . A ., M .I.C . E . The vessels will be joo ft.
long between perpendiculars, 20 ft. in beam , and
10 ft. moulded depth , and will have a maximum

draft of 5 ft. fully loaded , the guaranteed speed
being 12 knots. They are arranged to carry, in
all, about 200 passengers, and seating accommoda
tion has been arranged for 100 of these. The
passenger space is divided into two classes — the
first-class being situated forward on the upper
deck in front of the boiler casing, and separated

by portable barriers from the remainder of the
space set apart for second-class passengers. On
the upper deck there are three wide gangways
on either side, giving ample room for embarking
large numbers of passengers quickly. One of these
gangways is arranged for first-class passengers,
and the other two for the second -class. The upper
deck has a fine area , and will be capable of accom
modating a large number ofpassengers with comfort.
A light wood awning covers this deck . Access
to cabins is gained by three open companions, of

which two are situated forward - onebeing for access
to the first-class lavatory , and the other for access
to the second -class cabins. Seats are arranged

all round the forward and after cabins, thus affording
ample seating accommodation . Ample ventilation
has been provided for by means of cowl vents
through deck to cabins, and side louvre vents have
also been fitted around the ship's side. The
machinery will consist of two sets of vertical tri
compound condensing engines supplied with steam
from one cylindrical boiler working under forced
draught on the closed stokehold principle.
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A Cardboard Model Locomotive
and Bridge.
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of card , and are suspended by pins which hook
into projections on the frames. The flexible
coupling for the vacuum brake is a piece of string
with cotton wound closely round it. The coai

By H . S. GROVE (Canada).
D

EING a “ latheless amateur," and so unable

D

to make a satisfactory working model

locomotive, I determined to do the next
best thing, and make a model of wood

and cardboard . The scale, 2 -5ths- in . to the foot,
was determined by the size of a cardboard roller
which was used for the boiler. The type is one
of the Midland Railway compounds, and was

chosen because I had already made a similar
model, one-half the scale of the present one, using
a photograph for the details. This time I had
neither the photograph nor the smaller model at
hand, and so had to work entirely from memory,
and that will account for the many inaccuracies.
The frames were first cut out, and the boiler,

cab, and splashers glued to them . Next the wheels

were made. They are each made of five layers
of card , the layers being cut out separately , glued
together, and pressed until set. The spokes were
then rounded with fine sand- paper. The driving
wheels are mounted on axles with square ends,
whilst the other axles are entirely round. Part
of the engine had to be painted , and the motion
parts fitted before the wheels could be attached .
The coupling rods, cylinders, piston rods, and
guides are of wood , the connecting rods of card .

The brakes are of card , but do not move. In the
cab are two water gauges, steam and vacuum
gauges, two injectors to vacuum brake control
valves, starting lever, reversing lever, and a lubri
cator. The cab windows and gauge glasses are of
celluloid . The locomotive runs very freely

Fig . 2.- REAR VIEW OF THE Loco.
guard -rails are cut out of card . The “ metals ”
I found easier to make out of strips of card glued
together, than out of wood . The sleepers are
wooden , and the chairs
each are made of three
pieces of card .

The bridge, which is

of my own design, is
made entirely of card .
There are three

arched girders, of 1
section , as are all the
compression members ;
the tension members

being
plain strips.
The latter were glued
all over, and put in
wet, and on drying
they produced a con
siderable amount of
“ camber " — too much ,

in fact, and this had
to be partly reduced
by piling books on to
the bridge whilst it
was under the influ
ence of wet paint. The
span represented by
the model is about

Fig . 1. - A CARDBOARD MODEL ENGINE AND BRIDGE.
60 ft.
Altogether
are
well over 700 pieces in the whole
thing. there
Judging
The tender was made next. The wheels, made
in the same way as the locomotive wheels, are
from the photograph (Fig. 1), my readers will
mounted in wooden axle boxes having saw cuts
admit that the appearance of the engine and
tender on the bridge well repays for all the trouble
on either side into which the bogie frames slide.
that has been spent.
The springs are each built up of six laminations
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For the Bookshelf.
(AnyMODEL
book roulewed
under this heading may be oblained from TAB
BNGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Shed , London , E .C ., by remitting the published price and

the cost of postage.]

PRACTICAL PATTERN -MAKING . By H . Aughtie,
A .M .I.Mech . E . Manchester : Scientific Pub .
lishing Co. Price, 4s. net ; postage 3d .
This book is in every way an excellent pro
duction , and both author and publishers are to be
congratulated . It deals with the principles and
practice of pattern -making in a clear and concise
manner, always considering, in describing the
making of the pattern , its future use in the foundry .
The illustrations are also very good, and owing no
doubt to the frequent use of perspective sketches in
addition to the ordinary plan , section and elevation ,
they appear less confused and unintelligible than is

usually the case with pattern -makers' drawings.

A Model Gun -boat.
By S. J. THOMPSON .
CHE accompanying drawings illustrate a work
ing model of a small man -of-war. She
is purposely made of considerable beam ,

because with other models I have made I found
beam was of the highest importance, primarily
on account of the requirements of the fire, which
was ofmethylated spirit. This, with an externally
fired boiler, places the boiler up at a considerable
height. Secondly , because working models have
to stand a large amount of unfair and unexpected
usage, which would capsize or swamp a model

ifmade of the ordinary proportions of actual vessels.
For transport purposes her length was kept down
to 3; ins. She is fitted with one mast, and bow
and stern guns, and is carried to or from the water
like a handbag,by a handle and rope slings terminat

Fig. 1.— MR. S. J. Thompson 's MODEL GUN -BOAT.
MOTOR -CAR MECHANISM AND MANAGEMENT (in

ing in hooks. These hooks engage four stout

three Parts). By W . Poynter Adams, London ·
Charles Griffin & Co., Ltd . Part I: price 55.
net ; postage 3d .

rings fitted on the boat's deck. I have had many
experiences with this vessel, adverse and otherwise,
and after rectifying points which were not satis
factory, managed to get her to steam uniformly

This book has been written with a view to helping

those who possess and those who drive, to under
stand the whys and wherefores of the motor-car.
The first of the three parts of this work deals with
the petrol car, and generally explains the engine,
its accessories, electrical ignition, multiple-cylinder
engines, the chassis and driving gear, concluding
with a few chapters on the management of the
respective parts ; and a glossary of terms which
every user of a car should be thoroughly acquainted
with . The book contains twenty -two illustrations.

at about 21 to 3 miles per hour.

The hull was cut out of the solid, as described
It may be, if preferred , built up in the following
way :

in THE MODEL ENGINEER of July 21st, 1904.
First take a board and plane it up flat and square ,

to form a building board ; then mark in the centre
line, and square across the longitudinal sections i to
13 (see Figs. 3, 6 and 7). Then take some pine about
in . thick, and from the body lines (allowing for
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Fig . 2.-- DECK PLAN .
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thickness of the skin of the boat) cut out the sections

July 12 , 1906 .

at these numbers ; the sections must then be

plate is screwed on to the stern post to form the
outer bearing for the shaft. The rudder post is

notched out in the way of the dead -woods and
beam clumps. When finished , the sections should
be screwed in place on the building board from

connected to the screw post by a plate of brass
cut out as Fig . 5, and bent as shown on the sheer
draft drawing.
The boat is now planed over and painted to

underneath .

The stern , keel, and rudder post should next
be cut out of mahogany or oak , and the rabbets
Fig . 5. - BRASS PLATE FOR

CONNECTING RUDDer Post
TO SCREW Post.

cut in same, and the dead-woods of yellow pine,
and pinned in place on the sections on the building
board . The planks should be about in . thick
by about in . to 1 in . wide, and are best made by
sawing up a board of I in . thickness into laths
of } in . thick . The first skin planks should then
be fitted and laid in place, beginning at the
garboard strake. The planks must be fastened
at the ends only , and not permanently to the
sections, as these have to be removed when the

hull is finished. When the inside skin is finished ,
it should receive a good coat of paint. The out
side skin is then put on while ſthe paint is wet,
taking care to make the seams of the outer planks

lie midway , between those of the inner planks.

owner's taste : it should receive three or four

coats of paint, and should be rubbed with glass
paper between each coat. Four deck beams were
fitted - two across the boat and two longitudinally ,
forming a square in the middle, on to which the

sheet-brass engine-room coaming was screwed .
The deck was then made of holly and lined in with
a penknife and sharp pencil to represent planks,
and was given three coats of varnish when in place.
The deck plan is shown in Fig. 2.
(To be continued .)

Experiments on Electric Oscil .
lations and Waves .
By R . P. Howgrave-Graham , A.I.E .E.
(Continued from page 541, Vol. SIV.)

FURTHER evidence of the high oscillatory
potential to which the human body can

be raised is afforded by the following
experiments.

Let a pair of metal
plates
square

about

IV

18 ins.

be

attached to the terminals
of the Tesla coil, and let the
operator put himself in con
nection with one by means

of a metal rod held in his
hand, bringing his free hand
up to about a foot from one
face of the other plate .

Both plates should , of
course, stand well away from
the coil, and in all experi
ments in which the body is
connected with the coil it is
advisable to stand on a box
or footstool if there are nails
in the floor, as sparks are
otherwise apt to pass through
the sole of the boot to a
nail, producing a very in
comfortable sensation .

The potential of the body
is raised to a sufficiently high
value to cause faint brush

Fig . 4 . - BODY LINES ,
When the planking is completely finished , the
sections are unscrewed from the baseboard and
withdrawn from the hull. The frames are then
made of steamed American elm ribands, and fitted

inside the hull at the positions formerly occupied
by the sections, and fastened in place by pins
driven through from the outside ; their points
being turned over on the inside. The hole for the
stern tube should be bored before the dead -woods
are erected, great care being taken to get the hole
as true to the drawing as possible. The stern tube
is pushed into place from the inside, and a brass

discharges at the finger tips
if the hand be extended
outwards in any direction ,
but on gradually approaching the hand, fingers
foremost, towards the plate, from a distance
of 3 ft., larger brushes are produced in the direc
tion of the plate, the effect being very weird ,

especially if the fingers be rapidly moved . As
the distance is diminished , the discharges increase
in size,until at abouta foot the burning and pricking
sensation at the end of the fingers becomes suf
ficiently uncomfortable to prevent a nearer
approach .
Violet brushes of considerable size now start
from each finger and branch off into smaller
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ramifications, eventually becoming very fine blue

laboriously and carefully to show as nearly as pos

lines stretching out over the whole of the space
between the hand and the plate.

sible the actual appearance ; this photograph
includes the plate and shows its distance from the
· hand, which is the same in the case of Fig ., 44 in
which the left-hand portion of the print has been

In fact, each finger becomes a source of the
characteristic high -frequency brush discharge, the
whole appearance being very remarkable.

cut away . Similar brush discharges can bemade to

As has been explained in connection with pre
viously described brush -discharge experiments, it is
extremely diflicult to obtain photographs which

is so much more unpleasant than that which is

For description ]

issue from the tip of the nose, though the sensation

experienced in the fingers, that the experimenter

FIG . 44 .

give any adequate idea of the effects which are
visible.
Thus in the photograph reproduced in Fig. 44
the bunches of brush discharge are clearly shown

[see pages 38 -40.
generally refrains from approaching his face very
near to the plate.
(To be continued.)

issuing from the finger tips of the writer's hand

(which was supported on a glass shade to steady
it), but the plate was at 10 or 12 ins. distance, and

ALUMINIUM . — The use of aluminium , says the

the whole of the intermediate space was luminous
with blue streaks. Even the violet trees are not
visible to their full extent. Fig . 45 is an actual

Engineer, in mixtures which are intended to with
stand pressure should be avoided , as even a few

photograph worked up and “ faked ”

very

hundredths of i per cent. of aluminium in steanı
metal will lead to its leaking under pressure,

July 12, 1906 .
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A 14 .in . Spark Coil and
Mercury Break .
By H . HOTINE.
THE photograph and following description are
I of a 3-in . spark coil and mercury break ,
which I have made in my spare time and
which I hope will be of interest to some ofmy fellow
readers. The dimensions and design of the coil
and break were taken from THE MODEL ENGINEER

handbook on “ Induction Coils.”
The core was first made with No. 22 iron wire,
and softened by placing in the fire overnight.
Primary No. 18 s.c .C., wound in three layers, and
a length of linen wound over. The base (which is
11 ins. by 51 ins. by it ins. deep ) was originally

41

24 ins. long, firmly screwed from underneath the
base, and to this was fixed the pair of bell magnets,
complete with armature and contact scrow . To
the end of the armature stem a piece of stout copper
wire bent to a U -shape was soldered , so that the

two les dip into two small phials, 2 ins. high and
} in . diameter, which are cemented closely together
in holes cut in the base. The phials have 4 in . of
mercury in each of them , and are connected to
terminals by copper wires dipping into them .
With the magnet terminals joined up to two
Leclanché cells, and a 4 -volt accumulator connected
to the coil terminals with the break in contact, the

coil gives a continuous stream of 1-in . spark , and
lights up the vacuum in a small lamp very well.

made for a shocking coil, and had the two contact

Legal Points as to the Sale or

breaker pillars as shown in the photograph already

Purchase of Goods by Ad
vertisement.

fixed . The core and primary were next mounted
secondary wire, by rolling and glueing stiff paper
round primary ; the bobbins being it ins. by 21 ins.
respectively between ends, which were of cardboard
24 ins. diameter and 1-16th in . thick . The secon

between wooden ends, and two bobbins made for

dary bobbins were wound on a roughly made
winding machine with about 55 ozs. No. 36 s.s.c .,
each bobbin having sixteen layers with tissue paper
between each layer. When wound , the secondary
was mounted on primary , and the whole soaked in
paraffin wax until the wax was almost set, then
lifted out, mounted between wooden ends, and

By A SOLICITOR.
(Concluded from page 19.)
D AVING dealt at length with the question of
delay in delivery, it is proposed to consider
the position of the unfortunate purchaser of
goods which are not up to the required standard, or
which have proved otherwise defective.
First of all must be impressed upon the minds

secondary connected up to terminals. The secon

of our readers the necessity of keeping a copy of all
letters when making enquiries about, or giving a

dary was covered with plush , which makes a neat

definite order for, the purchase of goods. If this

finish .

The condenser was next

made. This consists of thirty
sheets of tinfoil, 4 ins. by if ins.,
of which I in . was used for con
thin absorbent paper, which were
soaked in paraffin wax , and then
pressed with a hot iron between
blotting-paper to remove super
fluous wax. After building up, it
was heated to soften the wax, and
then pressed hard under a letter
press, and left under until the wax
set hard . When finished, the con
denser was placed in a shallow box
underneath the base of coil. The
primary was then connected to the
contact-breaker pillars, with the
condenser in shunt circuits, the

nections, interleaved with sheets of

tinfoil ends of condenser being
connected by means of paper
fasteners with the copper wires
soldered to them . After completing
this coil, I made several attempts
to obtain a t-in . spark from it with
the usual type of contact-breaker,

but not having a suitable spring or
any platinum to tip the spring and
contact screw , it failed to give the
A -IN . SPARK COIL AND MERCURY BREAK.
required spark length . So after
looking up my back numbers of The Model ENGI
practice is not adopted , it is impossible to remember
NEER, and the handbook on Coils, I decided to make
the exact wording or dates of certain letters after a
alatter
mercury
break
as
described
and
illustrated
in
the
short
period of time has elapsed , and nothing is
.
more confounding or annoying than to have a letter

For the baseboard , I used one taken from an old

bell, and is 7 ins. by 4 ins. by in . On this at one

end, I fixed a stout wooden pillar, ļ in . square and

produced at the hearing of a case which altogether
alters the complexion thereof. Strictly, every man
who carries on any correspondence, whether of a
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private or business nature, should either purchase
a cheap letter book in which his letters may be
copied , or, in the alternative, procure one of those
duplicating writing books, which , by the aid of a
carbon paper, always ensure a correct copy of the

original letter being kept. The total cost of either
of such books does not exceed two shillings.

The most common cases brought to a solicitor's
knowledge are those (1) in which the goods supplied
are somewhat different or slightly inferior to those

originally ordered or (2 ) where the goods supplied
are absolutely defective,or (3) useless for the purpose
for which they were ordered. After all it is only
human nature for a vendor to puff or praise the
quality of his wares, and if this is done in good faith
and without the intention of fraud, the law ,
(although often called an “ ass " ) recognises this

very natural tendency on the part of the vendor,

Secondly , with regard to the case where the
goods supplied are absolutely defective. The
position of the purchaser is clear, provided that
there is no doubt that the goods are defective, and
he must return the same with an intimation to the
vendor that he requires the return of his purchase
money , and also damages which are ascertained by
calculating the difference in prices at which proper

goods can be purchased elsewhere, and the present
purchase price, and also such other expenses which
the purchaser has been put to by reason of this
breach of contract as already explained .
Thirdly, with regard to goods which are absolutely
useless for the purpose for which they are supplied .
In these circumstances the purchaser must have

explained to the vendor prior to , or at the date of
giving the order, the purpose for which he proposes
to use the goods, and if the vendor accepts the

and will not assist the purchaser .
“ Caveat emptor " is a very old Common Law
maxim , which interpreted literally means “ Let the

purchaser be on his guard .”
It is hardly necessary , therefore, to warn the
prospective purchaser to take all the vendor' s lauda
tory remarks concering his goods with the proverbial
pinch of salt, and thus not be under the delusion
that he is buying a unique article for a ridiculously
small price . The maxim of “ caveat emptor " of
course applies chiefly when the purchaser has had a

reasonable opportunity ofinspecting and examining
the goods before the bargain is completed , and in
the great majority of cases where goods are offered
for sale , by advertisement, the purchaser has not

this opportunity .
The vendor of goods which arrive at their des
tination in a damaged condition through neglect of
carelessness of the railway company is very often

blamed without reasonable cause, as in such a case

July 12, 1906 .

order upon these termsthere is an implied warranty
that the goods will do the necesary work. If the
goods do not come up to the required standard the
the second case above referred to .
Suppose the reader is considering the purchase of
a set of castings for an engine or a complete engine
ready fitted, he cannot be too careful in stating the
b .h .-p . which he requires developing at a certain
claim for damages will be precisely the same as in

number of revolutions per minute, as there are so
many ways and means of calculating the h .- p .

(not b .h.-p.) of an engine that it would be almost
impossible to expect a judge and jury to thoroughly
understand the technicalities of a case and the
honest British jury might just possibly toss up as
to whether they should give their decision for or
against the plaintiff, and it is felt that no reader
would like to be in such an invidious position .
Many vendors have a very optimistic way of
thinking ; and if an engine will develop 2 b .h .-p . at

the purchaser's remedy is against the railway.

50 lbs, pressure, running 500 revolutions per minute,

It is always a good practice to add the words
" not examined ” when signing the book of the
railway company, by which the consignee or
purchaser acknowledges to have received the goods
in good condition . If this is not done, the pur
chasèr has no remedy against the railway company

they very often presume that by increasing the

for damage in transit.
In the great majority of cases the vendor agrees
to put the goods free on the rail to a certain railway
station, and it is perhaps hardly necessary to say

steam pressure and number of revolutions per
minute the engine may safely be classified as

3 b .h.-p. without for a moment considering whether
the engine will bear the increased strain .. The
article is concluded with the fervent hope that
many cases of misconception or fraud may now be
avoided by a very careful perusal of these remarks,
before rushing hastily into what at first sightmay
be an apparent bargain .

this does not mean that he bears all cost of carriage
until they reach the purchaser, but rather that the

vendor will bear the cost of delivering the same to
the railway and from the time of such delivery
the purchaser must bear the whole expense .

Firstly, it is proposed to deal with the case where
the goods supplied are somewhat different or

inferior to those originally ordered . This can only
be ascertained by a very careful perusal of the
correspondence passing between the vendor and
purchaser prior to and including the date of the
order, and if the purchaser is satisfied that the
maxim of “ caveat emptor ” cannot really apply ,
and that there is a substantial difference between the
goods ordered and those supplied , he may either
return the goods and claim back his money, or else

claim the actual difference in the market prices of
the goods ordered and those actually supplied . In
both of these cases the purchaser may claim such

other damages as are directly occasioned by reason
of these defective goods having been supplied , and
the remarks relating to damages referred to apply .

M

The Salisbury Railway Disaster.
OST of our readers will have already learned of
the terrible railway disaster at Salisbury Sta

tion, L .S . W . R ., to the American boat train early on
Sunday morning, July 1st. On the opposite page
we reproduce two pictures of the damaged engines.
It is too early to give a definite opinion of
the exact cause of the accidentif ever such
will be known - but it would appear that the
train was running “ well," as we sometimes say,
through the station and failed to negotiate the
curve at the farther end . Whether the speed was
too high and the locomotive took the line of least
resistance, or something broke at the fatal moment
has yet to be proved . It is well known to railway
engineers that at places, like stations, where points
and crossings are thickly dotted about, the super

elevation of the outer rail of a curve is often reduced
to a negligible quantity , and as a result high speeds
are rendered more or less dangerous.
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which it finally collided .
A view showing the overturned express engine and the statior ary goods engine into
The damage to the express
The roof of one of the carriages will be seen over the cab of the goods engine. extensive.
The bogie was
with large boilers) was
engine (No. 421, one of Drummond's latest 4 – 4 – 0 type
about.

torn off and the front of the engine very much knocked

have been broken
The tender of the express engine laying at angle to the locomotive. Both bogies
The roof of the carriage and the
tender of the stationary engine will also be seen in this picture.
TWO VIEWS OF THE LOCOMOTIVES IN THE SALISBURY SMASH .

away, the surroundings being a mass of splinters of broken woodwork .
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Model Yachting Correspondence .
(The Editor Invites readers to make use of this column for the
akscussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume, if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .

though not necessarlly intended for publication.]

A North Country Mo lel.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — The model yacht Nancy, here illus
trated , is a north country model, which is made

July 12, 1906 .

and got hold of a wrong idea as to the rule of the

Darwen Club. The rule we sail under is the old
L .W . L . and S .A.., with a restriction on draught of
44 ins. This restriction was introduced to prevent
teak boats ofabnormaldraught, and also on account
of the shallowness of the water at two sides of the
pond. The average model is of the following
dimensions : L .O . A ., 30 ; B ., 8 ins. ; Draught, 43 ;
L .W .L ., 24 ins. ; S . A , 500 ; which works out by
the L . W . L . X S . A . = 6 ,000 at 2 ratings.

A model built from the dimensions given by
F . G . H . would only work out at 49, or practically

under the 1730 rule, giving
us a finer and faster yacht
than our friends in the south .
She is a 10 -rater, and her
dimensions are as follows :
Length , L . W . L ., 474 ins. ;

beam , 5 ins. - The hull is
made in halves, which are
screwed together, and is of
the best yellow pine. The
deck is of mahogany, with
a plain bead around ; all
the fittings are of brass, and
the hull is painted white at
top and red at the bottom .
The yacht has been success
ful both as an exhibition
model and as a racer, having
won the following prizes in
1904 : - First prize, Wingate ;
Second at Seaton Carew ;
also West Hartlepool ; and
Special for the best finished

in the Club . She has also
distinguished herself at the
races, which the club hold
every alternate Saturday.
As will be seen by the pho
tograph ,we are notrestricted
to sail area . She has three
sets of sails - -fine weather,
half gale, and storm . The
fin with the lead weighs 104
lbs., and is screwed under
neath with a lug at either
side. The lengths of masts
respectively above deck are :
5 ft. 10 ins., 5 ft. 2 ins.,
and 4 ft. 2 ins. ; gafts, i ft.
6 ins., I ft. 6 ins., and

I ft. 3 ins. ; main booms,
3 ft. 6 ins., 3 ft. 3 ins., and
3 ft. I should like to see

more of these 1730 rule
yachts appearing in THE
MODEL ENGINEER , as there
is a great interest taken in
model yacht sailing in and
around Durham . — Yours
truly ,
1. W . NAYLOR .

MR. J. W . NAYLOR'S MODEL YACHT.
a -rater. Owing to the size of the water we are
prevented from having any larger boats, but hope
Rules for Mode Raters.
to procure a larger sheet before long, when we
TO THE EDITOR OF Tle Model Engineer.
shall no doubt have some 24 linear raters cr 5 -raters,
DEAR SIR , — In reply to F . G . H . (Darwen )
or perhaps larger still.
The writer is of the opinion that owing to the
on the Queries and Replies fage of June 28th issue ;
limited draught, that a boat of 22 L .W .L . 8 ins. B
he seems to have been misinformed by someone

West Hartlepool.
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with a hollow bottom would be a more constant
performer than a fin -keel boat, but up to nown)
boats of this type have turned up. If F . G . H .
will give us a call at the next club match we shall
be glad to go into the matter with him . — Yours
“ THE COMMODORE."
truly,

Sight - Feed Lubricator Applied

to Small Vertical Engine.
By 1. W . Geary.
THIS photograph is of a small vertical engine I
made about two years ago. The castings I
bought with cylinder bored and ports drilled
out. Having no lathe, everything had to be
done with a file and emery cloth . For cut

Queries and Replies.
first condition given belnom
especially
Itention
will bedirected
taken toof theQuerles not complying with the
and nois notice
directions
therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
Query
envelope
left-hand
of thegelating
marked
on the topNo other
Department."
matterscorner
to the “Queries
but those

should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied 10
by post under the following conditions : 11) Queries dealing

distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
with
one side of the paper only , and the sender 's name MUST be in
scribed on the back. (2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. If A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed, and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) Quaies will be answered as carly as possible after
must usually dapse before
recept, but an internal of a few daysCorrespondents
who require
the Reply can be forwarded. (5 )
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published. The
insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
Al Ouates should be addressed to The Editor , The MODEL
ENGINEER, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fled Stred , London , E .C .)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
10 recently :

(16 ,209 ] Flash Boiler. R . J. P . writes : I have made a
I- in . by i- in . Stuart vertical engine, and I should be obliged if you
could tell me the length and diameter of steel tube necessary to
construct a boiler similar to that described by Mr. Nicole, to main
tain a pressure of roo lbs. per sq. in . with engine working at full

load
at about 1,000 r.p..n . Boiler to be fired by coke fire placed in
centre ( f coil.
At full load a Stuart i in . by i in . requires a boiler which will
evaporate about 5 to 6 cub. ins. of water per minute. To do this
in the ordinary way a vertical boiler of copper of the size given

Main sleom pipe

Moin

Oil filler

steom

Soldered
Gloss

G

for
Top
requlating
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TYPOsteom
chest

flow of oil
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Steam
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FIG 2. - DETAILS OF THE Sight-FEED LUBRICATOR .
on page 34 of our handbook , “ Model Boiler Making " (Fig . 10 ).

would be necessary, or a steel vertical boiler of the same type,
measuring about 12 by 24. Now it will be just as necessary to
evaporate the same amount of water with the flash generator,
and as far as we can find out the heating surface required will be
the same, perhaps a little less, as the engine will not be so wasteful
with the superheated steam the flash boiler supplies.
The tube
should not
light, as material

be too

F .) 1. -

. T . W . GEARY'S SMALL VERTICAL

ENGINE.
ting eccentric strap, etc., I used a fretsaw ,
I also cut keyway out in the flywheel with
fretsaw , and Gled an ordinary cut nail for key.
The sight-feed lubricator I made just recently , and
is of my own design. The sketch (Fig. 2 ) I think
will explain the working of it. The dimensions of
the engine are as follows: cylinder, I in . bore ;
1 -in .-stroke ; piston rod, 5 -32nds in . diam . ; valve
rod, 3- 32nds in . diam . ; shaft, in , diam . ; stand
ards, 4 ins. high ; total height of engine,
9 ) ins. The bearings and guides are fitted with oil
cups.

the

of the generator acts as

a reservoir of heat. If you employ the smallest bore tube you
can get, with a thickness of wall of at least in ., you ought to
do very well. We would advise about 40 ft. of tube, in a series

of mat- like coils about 15 ins. maximum .
( 16 . 238 ) Oil Burner, H . G . (London ) writes : I should be
glad if you will enlighten me on the following subject : I am
making a small traction engine and am somewhat in doubt as to
the best method of firing. My firebox measures 5 ins. long by
31 ins. wide and 4 ins. in height, with a 21- in . fiue tube flattened
to D shape. I should like to use the silent Primus burner, but the

smallest size I have seen gives a much larger flame then my fire
box would allow . I believe the size is called No. 4, measuring
27 or 24 ins. across the dish. What I want to know is, if there is a
smaller type made ?
We can recommend you to employ a No. 4 21-in . Primus burner

pinched in at the sides to 2t ins. You will find that this burner will,
with a good draught, burn splendidly . For further details, see “ The
Model Loco notive," by Greenly, price 6s, net, 6s. 5d . post free.
The boiler of your engine is not a conspicuously good one ; there
fore you will require a burner of sufficient power to overcome
this
defect. Sinaller types of burners can be obtained (Primus Nos, o

and 1). These are non -silent, however, and not so powerful.

n
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(16 ,158] ' Electro -Migaets for 'Surgical Work. ' F . B .

(Dublin ) writes : I should be exceedingly obliged if you would
kindly give me full particulars for making an electric magnet to be
used in surgicalwork. It will require to terminate in a small point
to insert into a wound when searching for pieces of metal, the pull
to be not less than 20 lbs. Dimensions of core, size, and quantity
of
wire necessary and best way of putting together, will be much
tors
esteemei. The battery power available is from accumula
8 to 32 volts. As the instrument will be required to be taken
frorn
into wards the less power it needs the better.
It is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to design such an
a definite pull
electro-magnet, and guarantee that it will exert-piece
is actually
upon a piece of iron or steel, even when the polesome
extent, upon
to
depend,
will
pull
touching the object. The
of the magnet
the shape of the object and upon the shape and size
pole. The standard book on the subject is “ The Electro-Magnet,"
by S . P . Thompson . It contains much information and rules fora
designing : possibly with the aid of this book you could design
to give
magnet to suit your purpose. If not, we shall be pleased
you advice through our Expert Service Department for a fee

e
you require.
of thetheassistanc
uponoutthethatextent
dependingpoint
is not
the magaet
iron core ofwhich
provided
Wemay
in a magnetically saturated condition , an increase of pull can be
winding.
the
magnet
in
current
of
flow
the
increasing
by
obtained
You can also find some information in the price list of electro
medical apparatus published by K . Achall, of 55, Wigmore Street,
described are those used for removing
London, W . ironTheandmagnets
steel from the eye, but they are of consider

particles of
16 lbs. to 40 lbs. ;
able range of size - viz ., to exert a topull£6 of6s.about
Perhaps it may serve
the prices vary from about £3 16s.
your purpose to obtain one of these magnets, and make some
magnets are of
trials before building one yourself. Some of theseupon
anofexceed
power, because they have to exert a pull
such large
object
ingly small object at a distance . This question of size
pull
are of great importance, asis thea tele
and distance from lythe magnet
There
of distance.
with increase metal
falls off enormous
in a wound, which mayis
pieces of
phonic method of locating
assist in the object you have in view . Some of the steel which
now made is non -magnetic : you should remember this in connec

tion with your experiments, as a magnet would fail to attract it.
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that the restrained current will be sufficient to maintain the current

to
allow the injury
but not sufficient to extent
through the electro -magnet,
if not
to any
seriouswill not be- even
them down
or even
cells
allowed to
The two
magnets
for atofewrunhours.
observed
touch.
actually
Of course
the base-board or box will be so fixed on the switch
board that the verticalmagnet will hang, when at rest, the proper
distance from the electro-magnet. Advice sought is : - Is plan

feasible ? If not 1,000 ohms, what best resistance ? What length
and gauge of “ Climax " wire (resistance = that of copper X so ) for
resistance you recommend ? Better to wind resistance over the

coarser wire on magnet or merely introduce it outside ? I am
awarepower,
that but
the permanent
approach
its
own
do not thinkmagnetmay
that will effect
result.theTheE .M P .. Mby. will
be a light one.

It is a magnet
question isofpowerful
trial; weenough
expect you
find thatbyifa thereturn
per
manent
to bewillrepelled
current
it
will
attract
itself
to
the
electrom
agnet
when
no
current
ispoles
passing.
We suggest that you should work with the magnet
as close together as practicable and fit a counterbalance weight
to
enable
an
to betomade
and prevent
permanent
magnet
from adjustment
attracting itself
the electromagnet.theWe
do not
think the bye-pass resistance can be as much as 1,000 ohms. The
cut-out should break circuit when the current falls below a certain
value or reverses, and if required will remake the circuit when
dynamo sends currentagain in the right direction. The working of
your arrangement depends upon whether you can get the electro
magnet to give sufficient power with the permissible current
which passes one way or the other through the bye-pass resistance ;
on
this accountwe should wind the resistance as a magnetising coil
on to the electrc -magnet core - in fact, should probably make it of
copper wire so as to get as much magneti ing power as possible.
The value of the resistance in ohms will depend upon the amount
of current which you can permit the cells to send through it ; we
cannot
advise you, as you do not state size of cells, bu. in all prob
ability you will have to find it out by experiment. You must

Cells

( 15,880] Automatic Circuit Breaker. L . C . (Pontypool)
writes : I charge a set of six storage cells by a dynamg driven by a

d gas engine of ample power. Except when actually
well-governe
charging, the current between dynamo and cells is switched off.

O 00000000000000000000000

Counterbalance

1000 Ohms
permanent

magnet

permanent
magnet

electro magnet

ston

Query 15880
Fig . 1. - AUTOMATIC CUT-IN AND CUT-OUT.
Still, I should like to insert an automatic cut-in and cut-out in case
offixedcurrent
falling, and suggest the following : An electro -magnet
horizontally, a permanentmagnethanging on an easy bearing
vertically
so
rest, theis poles
are about 3-wire
16thsdipping
in , apart.
Connected to that,
the freeat magnet
a double-hooked
into
the
mercury
cups,
breaking
the
current
when
at
rest
and
making
same when attracted by the fixed magnet. The fixed magnet
will

betanceexcited
few turns
themainwillwire
throwing but
into by
the acircuit,
whichof circuit
be completed
onlylittle
whenresis
the
wire
dips
into
the
cups.
But
there
will
be
a
bye-pass
completing
this
break
with
a
resistance
of,
say,
1,000
ohms.
So,
when
the
current runs
in theoneright
direction
free being
magnetof will
be drawn
towards
the fixed
by reason
of thethepoles
cpposite
kind
and completing the circuit through the easy path , but should the
current from dynamo fail the free magnet will be repelled -- the
current through the 1,000 ohms only remaining. I am presuming

Query 15880

amo 1
Dynamo

Fig . 2. - DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS.
remember that the clectro-magnet may overpower and change the

polarity of the permanent magnet if the latter is very weak .
( 16 , 242] Gas
Engine
Difficultiesa ; Motor
P . I.
(Cambridge)
writes
: Iconstructed
h . p . gasCanoe.
engine Aa . little
time ago , but find great difficulty in fixing on the flywheels. I
have used both keys and setscrews together, but after five minutes'

running
off they
come.and I flat.
have Another
tried many
am sure
the
keyways
are true
thingtimes,
: I gotand
to run
very well
for the
first time,
but after
about
an the
hourengine
and
a quarter there was a grating noise, and it stopped . I am unable
to find out what is the matter ; anyhow , it will not go now ; all
it will do is to fire before the piston is over the dead centre, and
so flies back , but this again fires : so it goes backwards and forwards
for
severalinletexplosions.
The engineactuated
is Bunsenbyignition
, and the gas
and
valve
is automatic,
the
suctiontheof side
the
pistonair, while
the exhaust
works by the strike
method,
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shaft being worked by a cam wheel off the crankshaft. It is water
cooled . Should the wateratbe allowed to boil ? Can you help me
with suggestions,
as I am a loss to do anything. I have a canoe,
which
ri ft. 6 inins.it. long( 1) overall andis 2 flat-bottomed
ft. 6 ins. beam; its. measurements
I want to putarea motor
Will .
the boat stand the strain , and is it worth it ? ( 2) Would ait
or i h .- P . cycle motor do ? (3 ) At what speed would the engine,

which you advise, drive it ? (4 ) Where is the best place to get
such
engine£8 8s.
and what
? It mustsecond-hand
be cheap,
under,an say,
Couldwould
one be
get itsa cost
satisfactory

engine ? (5 ) How many blades would the propeller have, and
what would be its full diameter ? (6 ) How long would one gallon
of petrol last ? (7 ) How do you reverse a petrol motor without
gear : do you use a propeller whose blades are movable ?
The only reason for key coming loose is that it may be of too great
a taper, or not driven up tight enough to begin with . We are
presuming
instance.
properly
fitted ," ofmarking
course," in inthethefirstusual
Have you that
red lead,
tried ititiswith
way
to see where it beds? It is really impossible to say what the other
trouble is due to . If engine ran all right for it hours it shows that
it can be made to run well again . You should examine every part
carefully , especially the valve settings. You should read our
handbook on “ Gas and Oil Engines," by Runciman ( d . post free).
If you study it carefully you will have no difficulty in putting
matters right again . The cooling water should not be allowed to
boil, though it may be fairly hot as it leaves the cylinder. If the
bottom
or underneath part cfcylinder is cool it shows that circula
tion is going on all right. Re Motor Canoe. ( 1) Depends upon
the condition of canoe. This can only be settled by personal
i spection. ( 2) Yes , if you could manage to keep it cool. It
would not, of course , give you any great speed. ( 3 ) Cannot say

(4) You might try advertising for athat
small engine,
but you cannot
expect
a first-class
engine8-atins. diameter.
price, even(6 ) though
hand
. to(5 )getThree
blades, about
Dependssecond
upon
efficiency of engine. (7 ) Yes. A reversible propeller is the best,
(15,714) Telephone
J MODEL
J. G . (MENGINEER
osborough, I)
writes
ofConnections.
your paper, THE
should :beBeing
obligeda reader
if you will set me right in the following difficulty.
I have a pair of telephones that I wish to fix for communication
between workshop and house - a distance of about 9 yards. I
enclose a photograph (not reproduced ) of instruments with cover on
and off. I have two line wires, as there are no pipes near to earth
them to . I have connected up the wires as shown, but I can get
speech , although the bells ring all right on the ringing key being
no
pressed . If I lift the receiver off the hook , the other bell continues
Tinging (not if both receivers are off the hooks), and I can hear the
bell in the receiver,but I cannot hear any speech when both receivers
are ofi.
line

i in . by dynamo,
1 in . highand
-speednotengine
? as I want toboiler.
drive
aaI have
40-watt
alteration
makebeanybetter
made various experiments with it, but cannottogettheit to run

satisfactorily.
dynamo will ; but,do,if will
If thesizeengine
you,
please tell mewhat
engine and
and dynamo to getnot
possible
I should prefer to keep the one I have now ?
The boiler is not of suitable design for use

with solid firing :
however, it has about 200 sq. ins. of heating surface,
and should
engine basis,
about 20 lbs. pressure and 300 revs. per
run
the
minute .
at
Withthatthis as aengine we can only say that it is defective as a boiler,
or
the
is inefficient. The present plant is not suffi
ciently powerful for a 40-watt dynamo. We would recommend
horizontal
engine working
a it 24byvertical
lbs. pressure
a 12
at 50about
multitubular
twelve orandfifteen
by
boiler with
tubes

4-in . diameter.

(16,276Walden
] Displacement
Steamer
of Model
. ifC.youH .willB .
obliged
(Saffron
) writes
I should
beHaving
much
give
me your advice
built
launch ,
on the: following.
a steam
3 ft. 6 ins. long, st ins. beam , and si ins. deep, I find it very liable

to tip over
in thewater.
water.
ins. abovematters,
Would
cutting,
top leaving
say, If ins.It draws
off the3 ins.,
of hullthis2fimprove
oras must
I
unless
put
a
on
keel
necessary,
I
?
notwant
do
do
to
I am afraid it will reduce the speed through increase of weight.
where to togetkeep
Also boiler,
, can you
a good
lamp
and tell
liquid underblowpressure
is necessary
for
if itme
the benzoline
in tank , as with paraffin ?

must bring
either ofby aadding
of gravity
moreYou
weight
below thethecentre
water-line,
addition
by thelower,
keel,
by
dropping

or

engines

boiler

the
and
as much as possible . To
would from
cut
down asthe thesidesweight
of thethusboatremoved
not improve
ap
preciably,
above L .matters
W . L . would

be but slight. The Liverpool Castings Company, Church Lane,
Liverpool, do a good benzoline blow lamp, and would
you
particulars on application. It was reviewed in Vol. VIIgive
of this
Journal
Designof making
(16,249]
of a Petrol
writes
engine, 2 A.in , S.bore(Melksham
: Desirous
a petrolEngine.
by 2 -in .)
stroke,
knowingmuch
about
and
not
wish
answer?
then
,
you
for
I
the following. ( 1) What size flywheel ? (2 ) What sizeto valves
distance
compression
(3)I am What
whencover.
the piston
is rightdiameter
back ?
having the valves let in thespace
cylinder
(4 ) What
and pitch , and width of 2 to i gear wheels ?

(1) matter
yourunknown
questionsfactors.
It is impossible
definitely,
to answer
the
whole
depends upon
so many
Youras best
is to read up theMotor
in Vol. IV ,
onplan" How
to build a series of articles commencing
parts

Theneed , butdealing
with the
frame of machine, etc., Cycle."
would
those bearing
upon the engine itself areyoujust what not
you require to study. Read
also our handbook on “ Gas and Oil Engines " (7d. post free),
by Runciman , and you will then
be in a fairly good position to
sketch out a design for yourself. We should be pleased to examine

any drawings you have made and criticise same, butwe regret we

cannot undertake to completely design an engine for you.
16

[ ,247] Simplex 50 -watt Dynamo. A . H . S . P . (Thorn
writes Kindly Simplex
bury)
favour of answering magnet,
me thesingle-coil
the following
questions. I: have a do
field
with
armature tunnel 2 ins. by 2 ins., and 8 -poletype
stampings to fit. This

- - - -- -

is supposed to give an output of 70 watts at 2,900 r.p .m . (1) Could
I wind this machine produce current

to
a
of 35 volts 2 amps. ?
(2 ) How much wire would
require, and what
this
respectively
many
( 3) How
layers in each slot ( f armature ? gauge,
There is no detail?

li

machine
a 70-watt
ofI should
" Small Dynamos and Motors," or
not write andgivenaskin you.
We
should
say
machine
give about 50 . watts
would
the most. Wind armature with No.
full, andat
wire, output
field magnet with 2 lbs. of No. 23 S.W24.G S.. Win .G shunt.
Model
Boiler. C . smallest
writes
Will you
N . (Wales)
good enough
be (16,237]
boiler,
to tellmewhat His. the
either: vertical
centre

or vertical multiple,

tube,
that will drive at the stated
revolutions
and output the Stuart-Avery
direct-coupled under
type lighting set, with an output of 8 volts 2 amps., at 1,700 revs.

(cylinder, No. 4 Stuart, if ins. by it ins.) ?

buery 15714

DIAGRAM OF TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS.
With your present connections the transmitter and receiver

are in parallel. We give a sketch showing them in series, and

if you will alter the connections you should have no forther trouble.

C . (Lowestoft)
C. with
and Engine.
(16,250]
Boiler boiler
. tubes,
six teen -in writes:
7 ins. by 7 ins.,
a verticalsteel
I have

and above
coke ;
coal keep
fired with butsmallcannot
round2 ins.fire,horizontal,
water space
but
i in , by
an engine,
als ) no
which runs the engine very

10 lbs. of steam when valve is open full,
slow . The feed pump, which is f-in . bore, t-in , stroke, when pump
ing puts a lot of load on the engine and will not keep boiler sup

plied. Do you think the engine is too big for the boiler ? Would

With a forced (i.e., induced) draught obtained from the use of
steam from the engine, you will find a m .in . by 24-in .
the exhaust
vertical
multitubular
boiler, such as can be obtained for about
£3 IOS. without fittings, do all you require. The boiler should
have either sixteen tubes, in , diameter, or twelve tubes, 1 in .
diameter. Wewould not advise a vertical centre flue if the engine
pump. be The
smallest sizeofboiler
is to be fitted
with a would
of this. plate.
type
recommend
wewould
14 by 30 , built
3 - 16ths-in

Accumulators.
F. D. (Notfor
Jelly: Electrolyte
(16,246)) writes
formula
Please give for
for jelly electrolyte
ingham
accumulators
?
The jelly electrolyte is formed by mixing a solution of sodium

silicate (specific gravity 1'13) with sulphuric acid (specific gravity
I 22). Tne proportions are tiree parts sulphuric acid to one part

silicate of soda. The mixtures become solid - a bluish jelly - in
about twenty-four hours. Silicic acid is formed , but the sulphuric
acid is, or should be, in excess.
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The Editor's Page.
W

E

R . P. K . (Lowestoft). — Thanks for letter ; we
will extend your offer to our contributor.
W . L . (Blaina ). - Unless you have made a special

were recently present at some preliminary

• study of instrument-making . you would be

trials of Mr. Arkell's remarkable petrol
driven model torpedo-boat destroyer,

quite unsuccessful in constructing an electrostatic
voltmeter. You should read the subject up
in some text book, such as Sewell's “ Electrical

described in the April 26th issue, on the Long
Pond at Clapham Common, and in view of the per
formances of this boat and of the improvements

Engineering." There is not a great deal of
literature dealing with the practical side of the
work , and you must be prepared to do some

in model racing steamers and other power boats

experimenting on your own account. The

of which we have lately become cognisant, we
renew our “ Model Steamer Competition " by
offering a silver medal to the owner of the fastest

made to read to a higher voltage by winding

model boat and , bronze medal to the next fastest
craft. The speed tests must be made over pro

See also recent queries and replies on this
C . Y . (Madrid ). – We thank you for your letter, but

perly measured courses, and the timing must
be vouched for by accredited writers, as in previous
competitions. We suggest that the nature of the
propelling machinery — which will perhaps necessi

instrument described in our handbook may be
with finer gauge wire. The gauges of the wires

you sent us are respectively 25, 30, and 38 S. W .G .
subject.

regret that we cannot see our way clear to make
use of it in our columns.

Notices.

tate a change in the title of the competition
should not enter into the question at all, but that

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on

the prizes be given for the speediest boat without
considering the source of power at all. Of course ,
the conditions should ensure that all boats will
pass similar tests of endurance to those provided
for in the conditions of the past competitions.

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It

However, on these and other points in connection
with the conditions of the proposed competitions

we shall be pleased to receive the opinions and
suggestions of our readers. We trust that this
offer will be responded to enthusiastically both by
individual readers and the model steamer clubs.

should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only

ly can only do

the Editorpersonal
so bymaking an appointment in advance.

This journal will be sent post free to any address for 133. per

annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Posta)
Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager .
Order.

How TO ADDRESS LETTERS
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatusand price lists, & c ., for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engneer." 26 - 29. Poppin 's Court

There seems to be no reason why previous speed
records should not be exceeded ; indeed , that such
should be broken in a marked degree. In conclusion ,

Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER . " The Model Engi.
neer, 2629 . Poppin 's Court. Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper

wemay mention that we hope to be able to publish

and books to be addressed to Percival Mirshall & Co ., 26 - 29
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street. London , E . C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123 , Liberty Street, New York, U .S . A . to whrin
ull subscriptions from these countries should be addressed

further photographs and notes on Mr. Arkell's
boat in our next issue.

Answers to Correspondents.
K . L . (Leeds). — Yes, the arrangement
you propose
. The drawings of a

will work satisfactorily
chassis of a motor omnibus were given on page
423 of our issue for November 2nd, 1905.
“ SCOTTIE ” (London ). - We do not know where
you can obtain drawings of a model locomotive
of the type named . · Probably you could modify
those contained in Vols. IV and V . See “ The
Model Locomotive " for fth scale drawings.

A . S . (Motherwell). - According to one reliable
authority, the weight of the Lithanode battery
works out at about 70 lbs. per h .-p .-hour capacity .
F . C. R . D . (Doncaster). - You will find all the

F . W . G . (Gutton ). — Yes. Yes. But it
“ gas," and the voltage should be about 2.4
volts per cell before it is fully charged .
A . M . (Climpy). — An iron or thin brass bobbin
would do ; or you could use a cardboard one.
Wood would make it too thick.

[ The asterisk (* ) denotes thatthis subject is illustrated .
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motive spark arrester you require in “ The
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A Model Traction Engine.
By Rev. THORNTON S. Shaw .

Fig . 1. - Rev. THORNTON S. SHAw 's MODEL TRACTION ENGINE.
I TEREWITH are reproduced two photographs

arranged according to the instructions for the M . E .

of a model traction engine which I have
just made. It has taken up my spare time
for the last two years, and its construction has
been a source of very great pleasure. THE MODEL
ENGINEER has been of the greatest assistance to
me all the way through .

locomotive. With a spirit lamp like the one
recommended by Mr. Duddles , I can get up steam

The model has a boiler of the Smithies type ;

with an outer barrel of 34 ins., and inner tube
of 21 ins. The down -comer and water-tubes are

in about ten minutes.

I had some trouble with the

gearing, and had to cut some of the wheels to make
them fit with others that I had . The result is the
engine travels rather too fast. The regulator rod
was in the way of the reversing motion , so I had to .
arrange it in a somewhat novel fashion ; but some
thing more in keeping with the usual practice can

50

an
The Model Engineer and Electrici .

no doubt be arranged. The following are the
dimensions :
Outside barrel, 34 ins. diameter, 9 ins. long.
Inside, 21 ins. diameter, 12 ins. long.

Firebox, 34 ins. wide, 44 ins, long.
Driving wheels, 7 ins. diameter.
Leading wheels, 41 ins.
Height to top of chimney, i ft. 2 ins.
Length (including cab ), i ft. 8 ins.
Cylinder, 1-in . bore, it-in , stroke.
Stephenson 's link motion.
The boiler ends, down -comer, and tubes were
brazed in for me, and the boiler fittings were
obtained from a firm advertising in this Journal.
I hope to fit a No. 5 Primus burner and tank later on .
THE PADDINGTON APPRENTICESHIP AND SKILLED

EMPLOYMENT ASSOCIATION. — This society has been
formed to meet the evils of the growing scarcity
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
are invited to contribute short practical items for this
(Readers
column, based on their own workshop experience . Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , of desired , accord .

Ing to merit. Al matter intended for
marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envek pe.] this column should be

A Micrometer Test Indicator.
By CHAS. HOWELL.
The instrument here described is a very necessary
and useful addition to the amateur's or even the
practical engineer's workshop, wherever fine and
accurate work is taken in hand . For setting up
awkward jobs on the lathe faceplate, and for
testing the truth of the headstock spindle and
lathe centres it is indispensable. This indicator is
especially serviceable to those erecting or inspecting
.. machinery as it is possible to readily determine
the degree of inaccuracy of a 'surface on the top ,

Fig . 2. — SIDE VIEW OF MODEL TRACTION ENGINE .
of trained skilled workers, which now exists in
many trades, by collecting all available information
as to openings for girls and boys in the more
skilled trades. It endeavours by every means
in its power to assist them to become apprentices,
or, if not suitable, to find regular situations,
The committee urge and help them , wherever pos
sible, to join industrial and other classes, and gener
ally strive to stimulate and foster public interest
in the subject of technical education . The Asso
ciation endeavours to co -operate with the local
apprenticeship charities. It enquires carefully
into the suitability of both employers and appren
tices. The Hon . Secretaries are Miss B . Mure

and J. Tyrrell Baylee, Esq., and the office of the
Association is 37 , Sutherland Avenue, W .

bottom , or the side of a piece of work . On lathe
work it can be clamped to the tool post, or for all
round work it can be easily clamped to an ordinary
scribing block . There are several indicators on the
market of different designs made by large firms of
small toolmakers ; but these are too complicated
for the amateur to attempt to copy, and too costly

to purchase. This indicator is as simple and
effective as those costing many pounds.
The base or backplate should be started on first.

a piece of sheet steel about 3-16ths in .
both sides with a file to remove all scale and
scratches, then mark or line off with a compass
Procure
thick, i in . wide, and 4 * ins. long ; clean up on

and rule the desired shape, as in Fig. I or front
side. About fin . from the front or small end ,
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drill an in , tapping hole ; in the centre oftheplate
and at 3 ins. along the centre line, drill another in .
tapping hole. These two tapped holes are for
holding the levers by two } in . screws on the base

instrument very sensitive. The four counter -bored
holes in the baseplate are for cheese-headed screws,
* in . diameter to be used for clamping purposes.

plate. Next we start making the levers, 1- 16th
sheet steel will be ample thickness, one piece 3 ins.

A Handy Drill and Tap-holder.

long, and a short piece ik in . long marked off to
the drawing. A little care should be taken when

4
1
B1a!
Tomo PHol
Topped

Recessed for
screw head

3"

stem a -in . hole is drilled i in . deep , and a centre
is drilled in the bottom of the middle stem . The
-

k
o

cross piece a 1 -in . hole is drilled about it ins. deep .
In the other end a centre is drilled ; in the middle
stem should now be turned down for a handle to

creare holes
e clearonce
m

By J. H . MAYER .
A very handy holder for taps and drills can be
made as follows :— Get a casting in brass , as shown
at Fig . 1, three of the arms to be i in . long, and
the other 24 ins. by fin . diameter. On one side of
the cross and middle piece should be a boss in .
diameter, } in . high . Through the two bosses holes
are drilled and tapped -in . Whitworth . Through the

For drills -

las "

Recessed ho's
2"
lo

screws

er Tops

Bosses

Topped “"
FIG . 1. - DETAILS OF MICROMETER Test INDICATOR
making the cup and ball jointas shown in the levers.
Drill the holes as shown in the levers } in . clearance.
Having finished the backplate and levers so far, they
may now be put together ready for graduating.
As will be seen in the photograph the graduations
show approximately 6 -100ths in . apart. The
movement of the point that bears against the work
is magnified about sixty times, and is indicated by
the pointer which reads to 'thousandths of an inch .
The method of graduating is to clamp the in
dicator on a scribing block , then set the pointer
exactly on the centre line, and apply a thickness
gauge of 4 -1000ths in . under the point that bears
against the work ; then strike a line where the
pointer stops. The distance between the zero or
centre line and the outside line should then be

FIG . I.

Ji ! | FIG . 2 .
Handle

- A DRILL AND TAP HOLDER .
be slipped on , 2 ins. long. The handle is put on
and the end of the stem is riveted over, whilst
holding the handle tight. The tool is now finished
and by holding the drill in the centre-piece and the
tap in cross -piece and tightening them with the
screws, holes can be drilled and tapped much

quicker than by holding the drills
and taps in separate hand vices.

GENERAL VIEW OF MICROMETER Test INDICATOR.
divided into four equal parts. A spring made out
of a main spring of a watch is soldered to a screw
head placed in the baseplate shown in the photo
graph . This spring is the means of keeping an
even tension on the pointer, and also makes( the

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC AP
POINTMENT. -- The governing body
have appointed to the position
of head of the Department of Elec
trical EngineeringMr. A . W . Ashton ,
M .Sc., of the University of Leeds.
Mr. Ashton is a Whitworth ex
hibitioner, an 1851 Exhibition
scholar, and he obtained i's B .Sc.
in Electrical Engineering with
honouis at the Durham College of
Science in 1898, afterwards graduat
ing M .Sc. During the college

vacations he worked in differert
departments of Messrs. Siemens & Co., of Charlton ,

and prior to his appointment at Leeds was for five
years assistant to themanager of the Helsby Cable
Co. at Runcorn , where he also conducted evening
classes in electrical and other engineering subjects.
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Competitions.
Results of Problem No. 6.
(Continued from page 31.)
using these as centres, fix
work in the lathe be

Work

Hordwood

block

WE

OEM
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.

tool in the outer hole of tool-holder and hole near
est the lathe bed when planing the V's.
Mr. F . W . Bates' Solution .
Mark off a centre about 1 in . below the face
to be machined at each end of the cross rail, drill
a small centre hole, and place the job between
Tool, bor

Our " Workshop Problem ”
Mr. H . Smyth's Solution .
Drill the holes in the
work which are required
for the feed screw , and ,

cian

i
and Electr

tween centres and clamp
to poppet by means of
clamp shown in Fig. 6 .
Make a tool-holder as
shown , and attach to slide
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Lead screw

rest in place of top slide.
Now , if the work is
fixed so that the “ face "

Tool

Steady

is horizontal, the tool can
be madeto take its stroke
by means of the leading
screw of lathe, and the
cut taken across the “ face"
with the transverse slide ;
the height of the tool in

Too!, bar
-Work

Filci . 9.

Packing

tool-holder regulates the
depth of cut (Fig. 7 ).
When this is done, loosen
the clamp poppet, and
revolve the work so that
the under-face of V is

Fig . 10
Mr. F. W . BATES' SOLUTION.
LClamp
Work

centres of lathe. Cut a block of
hardwood to fit between the lathe
bed and the cross rail ; this will
prevent the latter from turning.
Procure a circular boring bar with
a square shank ; fix this in the
tool-holder of the slide-rest so as
to clear the face of the cross rai)

Tool holder
000

by about 1 in ., and bore a hole in

i
Lead screw

Fig . 6.

To

Tool holder
Fig . 9.
Tool
holder

Work

about the centre of the boring bar
to take a cutter. Bolt a small
angle- plate at the back of the
slide-rest saddle, then cut a piece
of plate about in . thick , a hole
being drilled to the circular end

of the boring bar. This will pre
vent the latter from " lifting."
Rig up the change wheels on to
the leading screw so as to get a
fairly fast travel on the slide-rest.
Start the lathe and adjust the
cutter to cut just under the hard
skin of the casting, and close the
nut over the leading screw . When
the cutter runs off the job disen

gage the nut, and run the saddle
back . The undersideofthe V-edges
will now require machining. Re
move the wood block B , and turn
the cross rail round in the centres
FIG . 7 .
Fig . 8.
(see Fig. 10 ). Machine the edge as
Mr. H . SMYTHS SOLUTION .
before, then take the cross rail out
of the centres and turn it round ,
bringing the remaining edge to be machined in a
horizontal, and refix clamp ; this position is shown
similar position to Fig . 10 . When this is finished
in Fig . 8. To plane up the other V, reverse the
take a light cut along each of the V-edges, leaving a
work in centres, so that end A (Fig. 6 ) is clamped
to poppet. When planing the face of work , use I flat of about 1- 16th in . wide.

The Model Engineor and Electriclap .
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“ Alpeda's ” Solution .
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Notes on Painting Models.

Mount the casting between centres, as shown
in the sketch . This ensures the planing being
true with screw and also leaves the bed clear for
traverse of the saddle. The casting must also

By JAMES UPTON.

be clamped to the bed by flat bar clamps, such as
shown, as best suits the bed and peculiarities of
the casting, but so as not to disturb the setting
of the centres or to foul the saddle . The barrel
of tailstock must be extended enough to allow
saddle and tool to run back to start the cut (as
Fig . 11) or otherwise a cranked toolmust be used .
The face of casting need not be set vertically ,
as the top side of slide-rest will be slewed to an
angle to suit the casting.
To obtain power for the cut remove the handle

HAVE been asked to initiate a section of the
1 “ Five Hundred ” into the art and mystery
of model painting, so I herewith tender my
credentials. Firstly , that being by trade and
profession a painter, I may claim to know some
thing about painting. Secondly , that having at
different times builtmodels of various descriptions
and to be finished in first-class style, I have had
a good experience in that class of work now under
discussion ; so I trust that these preliminary
remarks will be accepted as bona fides by all who
are at all interested in this subject. I especially

ofrack and pinion traverse of saddle, and substitute
a long lever handle — the writer has found a large
screwing diestock clamped on to the square fitting
to answer perfectly (Figs. II and 12). As shown,

mention this now to show that, however expert
I might be in ordinary painting, had I never built
and painted a model I could not possibly appreciate
the numerous petty difficulties that confront the

SU

Work

KUTITTNINU
WASWit
1

Le

screw

Screwing stock used
pinion shofr.

as handle to

FIG . II.

Clamp
om

29

HENTE

to that end.

Clomp
Fig . 13.

FIG . 12.

paint at one swoop , but
the results, unless in ex
pert hands,would be disas
trous ; and if you want

your model to be a thing
of beauty and a joy for
--no ! not the sale and
exchange column ! well,
I will try and advise

CLAMP -

sort
nosti

model painter, much less
advise others.
I am afraid there will
not be many short cuts
or dodges in the paint
ing; you will have to wade
into it and through it
carefully if your aim is
thoroughness. “ Short
circuiting " is as dangerous
to the amateur painter as
to the electrician . I could
if necessary give a dodge
which would dispense
with five or six coats of

Just a few more re
marks before we plunge
into detail and dirt, and
that reminds me that I
was once asked if I knew

what the painters' crest

" ALPEDA'S " SOLUTION .

and coat of arms was.

the top slide of rest is mounted vertically on a stout
angle-plate to give the cross feed in planing, the
cross slide giving the depth of cut (as Figs. II and
12 ). To plane the veed edges the casting must be
slewed round as Fig. 13, and reclamped and adjusted
rest
so that a cross feed given by the cross slide ofother
will cut the V to correct angle. To plane the
it
will
end,
when
for
V reverse the casting end
serve.
come again as Fig. 13, and saine clamps wil affixed
One of the judges recommended a handle
to screwing die stock as shown in the dotted lines
in Fig. 12 . This would facilitate a quick return of
the saddle.
The employeesof the goodswagon departmentof the

came prompt : “ A lump of dirt." I thanked
my informant and ruminated . Dirt there must

I did not ; the answer

Pullman shops have completed a contract for 1500 cars
in twelve days. This is 300 more cars than were ever
before built by one concern in the same length of time.

be, and dirt there must not be in model painting.

Since I have been in touch with the Society of

Model Engineers I have seen some very fair samples
of painting in model work , but they have mostly
been locomotives or other subjects in metal work .
What I shall treat of chiefly in this article will be
wood
model carriages, and rolling stock ,in which
enterslargely into the construction .. a ,
The getting up and painting of a smooth metal
surface is simple compared with the treatment
of a wood carcass with anlty joints and nail·holes.
There is an old såying. tiyat change of work is as
good as a half-holiday, and if at the end of this
article any adventurous model builder decides to
take me as his guide, etc., I will promise him ,
if not exactly a half-holiday, at least a change
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of work . There is a common tendency to slur
over the painting of an article as a very ordinary
sort of job . A tin of “ ready -mixed ” and a penny

gum brush may well do for the back garden fence,
but not in our model workshop. What I would

like to drive home at this point to the aspiring
model painter is the fact that by careful painting
it is possible to reduce to a minimum the defects

of faulty detail in the construction, and do not
forget also it is possible to utterly ruin the pro
portions of a well -built model by neglecting certain
rules in the painting and lining, especially the
latter.

May I here give one or two examples to demon
strate the foregoing remarks. Many of my readers
no doubt inspected Mr. Harrison's model G .N . R .

July 19, 1906 .

and mix his own colours, in preference to oilshop
mixing. Provide then 2 or 3 lbs. of good white
lead , I pt. of linseed oil, 1 lb . patent driers, and
some vegetable black ; you will also want about
I pt. of turps.
To mix the priming, take i lb . of white lead,
an equal bulk (not weight) of driers, about a table

spoonful of linseed oil, and sufficient black to make
a light lead colour ; put into a tin or jar and mash
up well with a stick , adding turps from time to time

until the mixture is of the consistency of thin
cream . Strain through coarse muslin into another
pot, and it is ready for use. We will give our
model two coats of this, allowing a day between

each coat. Be sure to get the colour well into

brake van at the last Conversazione of the
S . M .E . Well , now , the roof bend in that van was
a rather severe job _ too sharp a bend , in fact,
for the timber to take by any ordinary method of

bending by heat ; so it had to be puton in long strips
in dovetail section , and canvas glued on outside ;
other parts of the model had to be treated in the

same way. These methods, of course ,leave the sur

face very rough and irregular. Yet,after theprocess
which I am going to detail, no sign whatever of
joint or canvas was visible. The wiring for elec

Fig . 2. - Flat " Fitch.”
all nail holes, etc. It is then ready for the filling.
Before we start on this, however, we will speak
about the brushes.

I find by experience that you can do all you

tric lamp was also sunk in the woodwork , and

require in model work , with the flat fitches bound
in tin (Fig . 2 ). You can get these at most good

all completely hidden by the painting.
However, do not entertain the idea that the
painting is to be used to hide up bad workmanship,

oilshops. They are ground and shaped ready for
use, and are in every way preferable to round brushes

like a smart overcoat over ragged clothing. We
must put the best workmanship we can into the
model, and the painting will supplement this and
give the final finish .
An old chocolate box will do to practise on .
It may be a rather rough lot certainly , but somuch
the better to demonstrate the possibilities of paint
ing. Nail the lid down, and with a nail punch
just drive all nail heads a trifle below the surface.
For practice in rubbing down we will nail a few
pieces of beading on one side, triangular in shape
(Fig. 1). Here, then , is our model ready for the
painting

also have some camel-hair pencils, as they are

for this work . Secure two or three different sizes ;

called ; you may find them very useful. When
not in use, do not leave them in the colour ; bore
a small hole in the handles for a wire to go through
and hang them in a jar of water.
To make doubly sure, before putting brushes into
colour give them a good rubbing on new sand
paper, as if you were painting the paper ; this
will take the harshness out of them and also help
to knock out any 1 ose hairs, and by the time it
has laid on the various coats of colour and filling
it will be soft enough to use for varnish ; but we
will treat of this later .

Now to return to the filling. Ofcourse themain
purpose of this article is to describe the method
of treatment necessary in turning out a really
first-class model as regards the painting, and this
I should strongly urge our readers to follow . But
it may happen that, for some reason , such as cost
ofmaterial or inability to procure same, the model
builder may be unable to follow out the more
elaborate treatment ; for such we will give an.
alternative method . Of course, the results will not
be anything like the same given by the filling pro
cess ; so from this point forward we will leave, say,

Fig .. .- Box For FIRST.EXPERIMENT.
Imay aswell at this stage suntmárise thiş process
it will have to undergo to turn it out a first-class
job , as follows-- Priming, filling up, stopping up all
holes and cracks, rbbing .down, coat of lead colour,

facing, colouring, lining, varnishing,': Patting,
finishing - don t be alarmed here. It is ‘not so
bad as it looks,and is really interesting asit proceeds.
Commencing with the priming. I should here
recommend the amateur to purchase the materials

the bottom and two sides of our box for the simpler
treatment, and the top and remaining sides for the
filling up.
The filling is made up of a special powder. White
lead, varnish , gold size, and turps,mixed in certain
proportions, and the idea of this filling is to get
a surface on the rough wood that can be made as.
smooth as a piece of polished slate , a consideration
if you are using, say, some open -ground oak in
your model. I should recommend the amateur ,
if possible, to win round the local coach builder

to supply him with a small quantity of ready -mixed
filling , explaining the purpose it is to be used for :

you see, the quantity required for a model is very
small, and in buying the materials separately you

· Tho Modol Engineer and Bloctrician ,
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would be making more than you required for the

job in hand, whereas by securing a pound or so of

the mixed filling you would come nearer your
requirements.
If you cannot procure the mixed filling, or the
“ graftor powder," wherewith to make it, try and
get some dry yellow ochre ; there should be no
difficulty in obtaining this from any good colour
mán . It is a coarse powder, and makes an ex
cellent emergency filling.
A formula for compounding this filling is as
follows : - 2 lbs. ochre powder, { lb . white lead ,
1 gill gold size, pt. of varnish , ļ pt. of turps.
This will make about 3 lbs. of filling , but the
quantities may be reduced ad lib ., providing the
proportions are retained . Put the powder and
white lead into a jar, add the gold size and varnish
and well mix together ; add the turps gradually
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A Small Power Boiler and Steam
: : Donkey Pump.
By W . N . SMITH
CHE boiler shown in the photograph

herewith
is 24 ins. high by 11 } ins., and is made of mild
steel plate } in . thick , riveted with steel
rivets 4 in . long by 4 in . diameter, and are 4-in .
pitch ; all seams and joints are caulked , no solde

until the mixture is of a thick creamy consistency ;
bút do not have it like mud. You may strain it
if you like, and it is ready for use.
Apply this one coat per day, until five coats
have been put on ; but after the second coat,
stop up the holes and joints with lead stopping.
For this you must procure some dry white lead

a very small quantity, will do - crush it up on a
piece of glass or slate and make into a putty with
one part gold size to three parts turps. Add
these gradually , or the stopper will be too soft.
This composition should be a trifle harder than
the filling when dry, and will then rub down uni
formly. After the stopping the remaining three

T

Tyll
k

Fig . 1.

072-,

SECTION

I" copper Tubes

THROUGH

BOILER .

Fig . 2.- -MR. W . N . SMITH 'S BOILER AND
DONKEY PUMP.

being used ; the seams are single riveted . The
shell and firebox crowns are both flanged i in ., and

10 " —
Firebors .

all holes are drilled in . full ; the shell crown has
a 21- in . hole in the centre to take uptake tube ;
there is a collar riveted on shell crown and uptake

tube. The manhole is 2 ins. by 2 ins., the door
of which is made of 4-in . steel plate. There are
six mudholes, i in . by fin ., for cleaning tubes and
boiler bottom . The firebox is 12 ins. high by io ins.
coats may be put on , and the work put on one
side to dry for at least twenty -four hours — longer,
if convenient. I need hardly remind the reader
lead mixtures ; they are not wholesome stuffs.

not to handle more than necessary these white
( To be continued.)

wide by in . thick , and is flanged back at bottom
* in ., also at firehole to allow in . water space all
round firebox. The uptake tube is 12 ins. long by
2 ) ins. diameter by 3- 16ths in . thick , and is flanged
I in . and riveted to firebox crown . There are
three water tubes in the firebox (1 in . solid -drawn
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copper ) which are expanded . The pattern for the

mudhole doors was a rather awkward job , as they
had to be got out from outside. The frame for
firehole door is a brass casting. The boiler was

July 19, 1906.

passengers. The cable goes from the bottom of
the balloon, through the centre of the car to a
speed regulator controlled by the conducter.

tested to 100 lbs. pressure with cold water, and steams
well at 70 lbs. per sq . in . ; burning ordinary coal

Locomotive Running .- The Natal Government

it takes from 15 to 20 minutes to raise steam . I
have had the boiler supplying steam to an engine
2 ins. bore by 3 ins. stroke, the engine driving a

Railway Magazine contains in its April number
an article on the subject of the advantage, or dis
advantages which accrue from single shifting as

34-in . lathe.

against pooling of engines, from a locomotive

The fittings comprise : pressure gauge and water
gauge (which were bought) ; the spring balance
safety valve, back pressure valve, and main steam
valves I mademyself. The cylinder of the donkey
pump is 4-in . bore by 1-in . stroke ; the plunger is
in . by i in . ; the crank is a steel forging and is
1 in . diameter by 4-in . throw , the connecting is
harp shaped , and is a gun -metal casting ; the fly
wheel is 3 ins. diameter, 4-in . face. I tried the
pump with wing valves, but they did not work so

well as ball valves ; the pump bed is fastened on
the side of boiler by six - in , studs ; the pump will
raise water in boiler about 21 ins. in 15 minutes

engineer's point of view . This question is one that

has frequently been discussed of late, and therefore
the conclusions arrived at are of interest. They
are : that the working of engines on the single
shift principle is a decided advantage, as, indepen
dent of the fact that it creates a more contented
and harmonious working staff, the consumption
of fuel and lubricants is reduced to the lowest pos
sible limits ; it also reflects to a very great extent
on the upkeep of the engines, both as regards run

ning and general repairs, the saving to be derived
from these items being worthy of consideration .

under full pressure.

The Latest in Engineering.

CoalConsumption . In the course of his address
to the Glasgow University Engineering Society
the president (Mr. G . T . Beilby) stated that there
are, in Great Britain , steam engines and boilers

A New Apparatus for the determination of

with a yearly output of at least 5,000,000 h.-p .

the mechanical equivalent of heat was recently
described by Herr H . Rubens in a German paper.
A brass tube, 60 centimetres long and 41 centi
metres in diameter, closed at the end by insulating
caps, through which project inwards the bulbs of
two thermometers, is firmly fixed coaxially within
a slightly larger highly polished and nickel-plated
brass cylinder with closed ends, which can be turned
into a vertical plane about a horizontal axis through
its middle point. The inner tube contains a cylin
drical mass of lead , weighing over 4 kilos., of but
slightly less diameter, and of nearly half its volume ;

per i.h .-p . hour. By the use of gas engines and

the remainder of the tube being filled with machine
oil. Observation windows

are provided so that

the behaviour of the lead weight can be noted .
The tube is quickly turned from one vertical posi

tion to another, halt is made for the short period
needed for the weight to fall to the bottom of the
tube, and the procedure is repeated , the rate of
about ten turns a minute being possible. With
this instrument the author has found J = equals
424'8 as a mean of ten observations with an average
variation of i per cent. from the mean .

The coal consumed by these is not less than 5 lbs.
steam turbines the coal consumption might be

reduced to 1 lbs. per i.h .. p . hour. The saving
in coal, therefore, would be equal to about 28 ,000 ,000

tons, value at £9,800,000 . The cost of making
the change need not exceed £50 ,000 ,000 , or, if the
power is to be delivered in the form of electrical
energy, £60,000 ,000.

Hamburg - American Line.-- - The new steamer
Belgravia , which has been built and engined by

Messrs. Workman , Clark & Co., Ltd., Belfast, for
the Hamburg -American Line, Hamburg, recently
underwent her speed trials in the Belfast Lough .
The Belgravia is 465 ft. long, with a gross tonnage
of over 6,580 tons, and has been designed as a
first-class cargo steamer. The cargo space is divided
into six spacious holds. The hold abaft the engine
room has been specially arranged for the reception
of cargo , and can also be used as a ballast tank.
The fore and after peakshave been fitted as trimming
tanks. Nine large hatchways give access to the
holds, and these are equipped with seventeen

A Balloon Railroad . --An engineer, of Salz

powerful steam winches, and a suitable number

burg , has invented a balloon railroad , experiments
with which are now being made in the mountains
in the neighbourhood of that German city . It
consists of a stationary balloon , which is fastened
to a slide running along a single steel rail fastened
to the side of a steep mountain , which ordinary
railroads could not climb. The balloon is to float
about 35 ft. over the ground, and a heavy steel
cable connects it with the rail. The conductor
can , at will, make the balloon slide up and down

of derricks swung from the masts, and provided
with the necessary tackle for expeditiously handling
large cargoes, Accommodation for the captain ,

the side of themountain . For going up the motive

power is furnished by hydrogen gas, while the
descent is caused by pressure of water , which is
poured into a large tank at the upper end of the
road , and which serves as ballast. Suspended from
the balloon is a circular car, with room for ten

officers, and a number of passengers is provided in
the steel deckhouse at the forward end of the bridge

deck , in which is also placed the saloon, with
pantry and necessary lavatory conveniences. The
engineers' and petty officers' rooms are placed in
a deck house at the after end of the bridge deck,
while the crew ' s quarters are fitted up in the top

gallant forecastle. The machinery consists of a
set of quadruple expansion engines with the latest
improvements, and three large steel boilers working
at a pressure of 215 lbs. under Howden 's system
of forced draught. The vessel is rigged as a four- .
masted schooner .

- July 19, 1906.
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Locomotive Notes.
By Chas. S. LAKE.
“ ATLANTIC ” TYPE LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE NORTH
BRITISH RAILWAY.

The North British Railway, a line which has

never been associated with the " big " locomotive
policy , is at last to have some really large engines .

These will be of the “ Atlantic " (4 - 4 - 2) type,

GINO
ARE
LKY

will be carried , and the six -wheeled tenders by which

the engines are to be accompanied are to have a

water-carrying capacity of 4 ,240 gals. and a fuel
space for 7 tons of coal.

" FAIRLIE " LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE BOLIVIAN
RAILWAYS.
There have recently been exported from this
country two locomotives of the “ Fairlie " type ,
which have been built by the Yorkshire Engine
Company, Ltd ., of Meadow Hall Works, Sheffield ,
for service on the narrow -gauge Bolivian railways.
The writer is indebted to the builders for the ac
companying photograph of one of the engines and
also for the leading particulars of the design . As
will be seen , there are in all twelve coupled wheels,
and these are arranged as two six -wheeled bogies,
each of which is driven by two outside cylinders,
steam to which is supplied by a separate boiler
in each case. The valve-gearing is of the well
known Walschaerts type , actuating slide-valves
working above the cylinders, and a special feature
of the design connected with the valve mechanism
lies in the fact that the reversing shafts are placed
across the tops of the boilers, in order to get a

very long swing link and also to avoid having the
swing link attached at one end to a rigid frame
two sets of gear are coupled , and are reversed by
a single screw placed vertically in the middle
of the footplate, encased in a column and sur

mounted by a handwheel.
The boilers have Belpaire pattern fireboxes,
and are constructed of steel plates with inner
fireboxes of copper. They are supported at the
front ends by carrier frames, the undersides of
which are accurately machined to form pivots for
the bogies.
The steam pipes are led from the side of the
boiler to a cross-pipe running directly to the
cylinders. The latter pipe is provided with a
socket, in which the ball at the end of the steam
pipe fits, and in this way only one ball joint is
rendered necessary . This being packed with
asbestos, and moreover placed where there is
least movement, no trouble in keeping it steam
tight is likely to ensue. There is a ballat
each end of the exhaust pipe. At one end the
ball works in a socket at the bottom of the smoke
box and at the other in a socket on the breeches
pipe between the cylinders.
This class of locomotive is a very useful one

for working on railways where curves of small

ANTONIO
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and at the other to a moving bogie , an arrangement

which can never give satisfactory results. The

LF.FOR
OCOMOTIVE
" AIRLIE
THE
BOLIVIAN
RAILWAYS

with outside cylinders 20 ins. diameter by 28 ins.
stroke and coupled wheels 6 ft. 9 ins. diameter .
The trailing (carrying) wheels will be 4 ft. 3 ins.
diameter. A boiler pressure of 200 lbs. per sq. in .
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radius and steep inclines abound.

The wheels,

being arranged as bogies, readily adapt themselves
to curves, and at the same time the advantage
of having a number of wheels coupled is obtained
without the corresponding drawback of a long,
rigid base. The dimensions show that in the present

case, although none of the dimensions are individu
ally large, even for the narrow gauge, the engine,
taken in the aggregate, is a really powerful one,
and although the total weight is not excessive it
has to be remembered that the whole of it is avail
able for adhesion , all twelve wheels being coupled .

The dimensions are as follows :
Cylinders, 12 } ins. diameter .
Stroke, 16 ins.
Wheels, 2 ft. 6 ins. diameter .

July 19, 1906 .

in the later conversions a new and enlarged boiler
has been fitted . This gives the engines a very
substantial and fine appearance, and one of the
number will shortly be illustrated in these notes.
The first of the new 4 - 4 - 2 type tank locomotives
with “ Precursor ” type boiler , is now almost
finished at Crewe. Several engines of the same
type will follow in due course .

Following are the comparative dimensions before

and after conversion — which we were unable
to insert in the last issue of “ Locomotive Notes "
- of the Webb three-cylinder compound goods
engines, L . & N . W . R .
As converted .

Before
conversion .

Cylinders, 194 ins. by 26 ins. . . H .-P. (2), 15

Centre to centre of bogies, 21 ft. 104 ins.

ins. by 24

Total wheelbase, 29 ft. 44 ins.
Rigid wheelbase, 6ft.

ins. ; L.- P.

Boilers : Length of barrel in each , 9 ft. 3 ins. ;
diameter, 3 ft. 5 $ ins.
Height of centre above rail, 4 ft. 10 } ins.

Total heating surface, 1046 -88 sq . ft.
Grate area , 21.66 sq . ft .
Working pressure, 160 lbs.

of tanks, 1,500 gals. ; coal bunkers,
Capacity
2 tons.
Weight- empty , 4152 tons, 4 cwt., 2 qrs. ; in
working order,

tons 2 cwt.

Tractive force, 22-666 lbs.

The gauge of the Bolivian railways is 2 ft. 6 ins.,
and the rails are of comparatively light section.
AN AMERICAN VIEW OF THE THREE-CYLINDER

COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.
Mr. H . Muhlfeld, one of the most prominent
acting locomotive engineers in the United States,
in speaking before the New York Railway Club,
gave it as his opinion that “ the merits of a three

(1 ), 30 ins.
by 24 ins.
Wheels, diameter, 4 ft. 51 ins. . . 4 ft. 51 ins
Total wheelbase, 17 ft. 3 ins. . . . . 17 ft. 3 ins.

Boiler, mean diameter (outs.), 5 ft.
. . .. . . .
of in .
Boiler , length of barrel, 14 ft. 4 ft. 3 ins.
6 ins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 ft. 6 ins.
length between tube plates, 13 ft. 4 ins
Boiler,
14 ft. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Heating surface (tubes), 2034 sq . ft. 1374'3 sq. ft.
Heating surface firebox, 146 6
sq . ft. . . . . . . . . . . . .
114'7 sq. ft.
Heating surface (total), 21806
. . . . . . .. . . 1489 sq. ft.
sq . ft. . . . . . . . .
te alca
area ,,, , 23
GraLLC
sq.. ILft.. ... . .. .. .... . . . . 205 sa . IL .
23.6U 39
Boiler pressure, 175 lbs. . . .. . . .. 175 lbs.
Weight of engine , in working order ,
56 tons 5 cwts. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. 49 tons. 5 cwts.

A Model Gun -boat.

cylinder balanced compound locomotive, with one

high-pressure inclined cylinder between the frames
and a low -pressure cylinder at each side outside
the frames, having the high and low -pressure
cylinders connected by ordinary pistons, cross
axles and wheels, with cranks at 120°, and using a

By S . J. THOMPSON.
THE remainder of the drawings for the construc.
(Continued from page 38 .)

heads, and connecting -rods, with the main driver

T

combined receiver and intermediate superheater

the various detail sketches of the engine, which
is f-in . bore by 4-in . stroke, and runs at 600 revs.
per minute. The patterns are all very simple to
make, the slide valve being of the piston type ; the
casing is cast solid and simply drilled through . The

· for the passage of the exhaust steam between
the high and low -pressure cylinders, should be
investigated for passenger and fast freight traffic."

Such an investigation has already been made in
this country and good results secured , and it is

likely they would be equalled if the cylinder ar
rangement were reversed and two high and one

low - pressure cylinders used as in the Riekie system ,
with 120° as the crank angle and a sufficiently

high capacity for the first cylinders. The Smith
three-cylinder compounds meet all Mr. Muhlfeld 's

requirements except that the cranks are differently
arranged .
REBUILDING LOCOMOTIVES ON THE L . & N .W . R .
In addition to rebuilding the three-cylinder
compound mineral locomotives of Mr. Webb 's
design, as stated in the last notes, Mr. Whale is
cylinder engines from the 0 - 8 - 0 to the Consolida
tion or 2 – 8 – 0 type. In the first engines to be

now converting a further number of the four

thus dealt with the only material difference was
the adding of the leading two-wheeled truck , but

tion of the boat are given herewith on pages
60 and 61. On the opposite page is given

steam ports are drilled from the outside, the holes
in the outside casing being plugged and soldered
before boring out the slide casing.
The jaws of the piston and slide rods are screwed
on to these and turned up ; but they must not be

soldered until the cylinder cover and glands are in
place. The crankshaft was turned out of the solid
from a piece of soft bar steel.
The main bearings were cast solid with the bed
plate, the caps being fitted , and both bearings then

drilled straight through . The propeller shaft
was made of a piece of H- in . brass rod , and has a
cross-bar at the engine end to engage two pins
screwed into the flywheel, the propeller being
fastened to the shaft by a setscrew .

The stern tube (Fig . 8) was made of a piece of
5- 16ths-in .brass tube, the stuffing-box being turned
up separately and sweated into the tube.

(To be continued .)
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method of fixing them . Stout terminals should
be used to make the necessary connections and to

Induction Coils for X -Ray and
other Purposes.
By John PIKE.
Continued from page 6 .)

give an impression of solidity .

2abras

The hard -wood block should previously to fixing
be soaked well in hot paraffin wax.
In place of screwing a piece of brass rod into the

tothe ca

end of one of the S pieces, for the handle, this piece
may be cut longer, bent up , and filed to make a

Lloose

Wheth
are to
20,ank

tight fit.

VI. - The Commutator.
TN a photograph (to be reproduced in a future in

23 may

Long ti

VII. — Discharging Pillars and Rods.

I stalment) representing the break and commu
tator, the close observer will discover an impor
tant modification - and improvement - of the
Wheatstonedesign . The usual handle is done away
with - there is one contact the less — and thedesign
is stronger and more compact. A reference to the
diagram (Fig . 7 ) will make the construction per
fectly clear. The usual hard -wood block - box
wood preferred , if ebonite is not at hand — is turned

A good pair of dischargers may be easily fitted
up as follows: Procure two brass gas sockets (sold
by most ironmongers) of the shape and size figured
(Fig . 9), a piece of ebonite rod (18 ins.) to fit the
above tightly ; a piece of brass tube, which also
must fit tightly the ebonite rod ; a small piece of

sheet brass about 1- 16th in . thick ; two large
terminals with pointed or straight screws ; and
doz . small copper or brass picture rings.
Firstly, cut the rod into two pieces of equal
length and fit into the two brass sockets. Now to
make the brass caps, cut two pieces of the
tubing, i in . long, and file up square ; scribe out
two circles out of the sheet brass and cut them
approximately to fit the collars just made; solder

out, the size being not less than it by 14 in ;
the standards, A , A , may be cut out of f-in . sheet
brass : the side pieces, S, S - to the shape figured
are of 1- 16th - in . sheet brass.
At the end of one of these, having determined
the length by bending and fitting it to the block ,

an 1 in . hole is drilled and tapped - a thread also
being put on the end of a piece of stout brass rod

one to each and file up to make a neat finish . When
scribing out,drill a small hole to start from , and this
· gives us the centre of the cap. Now the pillars
may be mounted , each in its socket and capped
between the centres of the lathe (a cheap lathe will

( 1 ins. or so ). This is screwed tightly in and
soldered , the threaded end passing right through
the strip , as shown in Fig . 7 below . Provision is

made for it in the block hy drilling a small hole.
The other end of this rod should be of a size to take

a

answer for nearly all the work connected with coil

19.10.
Fig . 9 .

iz phot

BRASS SOCKET.
111

attacht

Fig . 7.

Fig . 8.
ConstruCTION OF THE COMMUTATOR,

the celluloid or ebonite handle, H ; these handlesmay
be bought at any motor-cycle works.
It is, of course, most important to have the
standards or brackets very true and square. A
round -headed brass screw , not too long, through
the ends, secures the side strips and brackets, and
proper contact is ensured . The work must be

done accurately , so that the commutator turns
rather stifly but without any shake or uneven

making), and while revolving there the ebonite
may be polished , after treatment with rough and
fine sand-paper, with putty powder (oxide of tin )
and sweet oil, and the brass work finished off nicely
with fine emery paper. It is desirable to have the

ebonite pillars a tight fit and rigid as possible ;

before finally screwing them into the sockets, a

they should be strong and press evenly upon the

little celluloid varnish (made by dissolving some
small pieces of celluloid in acetone or amyl-acetate )
may be applied , or failing this a little seccotine, or
shellac varnish made rather strong and thick ,

and
side strips ; as these strips are of good width locks
filed up square the commutator practically
itself on being turned to the right or left.
Fig. 8 gives a clear view of the springs and the

Next remove the caps and open out the centre
hole to fit the terminal screws, replace the caps,
drill holes approximately to size and screw in the
terminals ; they should closely press on the caps.

ness. The side springs present no new features,

*** ndoive
etroorissc
them

wh

poliislhe
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Place a brass rod through the terminals temporarily,

to regulate the distance between the points while

and while there drill a small hole on each side of the
cap at right angles to the rod and about half -way
down the cap and insert a ring ; a piece of the screw
will have to be cutoff. The ring should go close to

the coil is at work .

the cap, and the fit or contact should be good ; if
at all loose a little solder should be applied . The
pillars may be once more put in the lathe ( first
removing the top binding screws) and once more

polished .

( To be continued.)

A Model Electric Railway.
By C . BARROW .
IN venturing to submit the following account

I of my model electric railway, I do so, not
without a certain amount of diffidence,
in view of the fact that, from time to time, des
tracks have appeared in the columns of THE
MODEL ENGINEER. Nevertheless, as I do not
possess a lathe, and own but few tools, this article
may serve — and I hope it will — asan encouragement

criptions of some truly splendid scale models and

to those who feel as I did , when thinking of starting
such an undertaking, that the difficulties were
well nigh insuperable. That they were not really
So, I think the accompanying photographs will
attest. The chief need seems to me to have
been the summoning of sufficient patience to carry

the work through successfully. For, of failures,
I have had not a few . Greatest among them , I
think, was the placing of the motor with its worm
on the shaft to gear properly with the worm when
on the driving axle.
The locomotive (Fig. 1) is a copy, to a scale of
about 4 in ., of the engines lately in use on the Central
London Railway. A small outline drawing of one
of these appeared in the “ Queries and Replies "
columns of THE MODEL ENGINEER some two years
or so ago .

This drawing I enlarged to three

times its original size. The length of the loco

motive is, therefore, 15 ins., and the width over
FIG . 10 . - TERMINAL , SHOWING ARRANGEMENT

OF CONTACTS ,

The photo ( Fig . 10 ) shows the top of one pillarwith
the terminals of the coil and on the other to the
x-ray tube. Rubber-covered “ low -tension wire,”
to be had from dealers in motor sundries or at
almost any garage and repairing shop, is very
useful and suitable for the purpose of making the
necessary connections ; small brass spring clips
are attached to bared ends of the wires,and these
not only make good contact but are easily put on
and removed .
The discharger rods will be made out of stout
brass rods and be a neat fit through the terminals ;
make them as straight and as highly polished as
possible ; one at least must be brought to a fine
a neat arrangement of contacts on the one side to

point, while the other should terminate in a turned
and polished metal disc about 2 ins. diameter.
It is a good plan to bring both rods to a point and
to make the other small accessories — disc and brass

Fig . 1. – MODEL C.L .R . OLD TYPE ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

balls — so that they can be slipped on easily for
various experiments with the spark . A short
piece of brass tube may , for instance, be soldered
centrally to the back of the disc and other pieces
to any balls used . These tubes should also be

the footplate 4 ins. ; gauge, if ins. ; bogie wheel
base, 3 ins. ; total wheel-base, 11f ins. ; height
from rail to cab-roof, 51 ins. I would advise any
reader who thinks of constructing such an engine
to decide on a wider gauge, as I found that with
such a narrow one it was very difficult to arrange

neatly finished and polished , and fit on the dis
charging rods closely .

the gearing. Eventually , I placed the motor in
the cab, cutting a square-hole through the foot
plate. The motor is one of Messrs. Thompson' s,

Short pieces of ebonite tube- a tight fit on the
rods — serve as handles, and when nicely polished
give a neat finish . They will be more for ornament
than for use, as they will not be thick enough to
save the operator from a painful shock if he attempts

of Greenwich , with 8 -section drum armature,
costing ios. 6d. I had to get the bearing bushed
with brass tube. Having the motor in the cab ,
of course I could only have one swivelling bogie ,
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the other was fixed , and on its inner axle was fixed
the skew -cut wheel to gear with the worm on motor
shaft. Fig. I gives a good idea of the locomotive :
on the left will be seen the motor and worm , and
on top of the motor a part of the reversing switch ,
one with circular brass contact plates. This switch ,
not being altogether satisfactory , has now been
discarded , and one with two parallel levers coupled
by an insulating bar has been fixed on the outside
of the locomotive below the footplate on the side
nearest the wall.
The bogies are partly copied from those of the

electric locomotive of Colonel Harvey, D .S.O .,
which was illustrated in THE MODEL ENGINEER
some time ago. The axle-boxes work between
horn - plates made of angle -brass, buthave no springs
or horn -stays. I found that I could well dispense
with these, as the locomotive is fairly heavy (just
over 14 lbs.), and keeps the track with but few
derailments. The footplate, side-frames, super
structure, and bogie frames, are all of 1- 16th -in .
brass, and, with the exception of the side-frames,
were cut out on a treadle fretsaw . The side frames

were cut for me before I bought the saw . I may

July 19, 1906 .

other two levers are for the rail points and for the
overhead wire points.
I considered that, though not quite orthodox
practice, theoverhead system would be both cheaper
and more simple than the third rail. The trolley
arm on the locomotive ismade from brass-strip , and
is clearly shown in Fig. 2. The power house is
also shown, without the roof. This house contains
a wooden case with two glass 16 -ampere -hour
accumulator cells (Whitney 's). These cells will

run the locomotive, but the addition of a third
cell would give a good speed .
' The railway is entirely worked from the con
troller switch placed near the signal-box at the

side of the track . This controller, which I made
to my own idea, has a base of hardwood, which
is hollowed out at the back in order that the ends
protrude sufficiently to solder the ends of the re
sistance coils on . These coils are of fine iron wire

of the screws which fasten the contact-plates may

of various lengths, and regulate the speed well.

The current is fed to the overhead at the centre
of the track .
The railway has three termini, and on
the inner side of each there is a brass iron
fixed , which the reversing switch arm strikes
and automatically reverses the locomotive.
There is an extra arm fixed just beyond the
points, which can be put in and out of action

by a lever. The power house, signal box, and
station house are all cut out of thick millboard
on the fretsaw .
I

For the Bookshelf .
THE ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF PRACTICAL ENGINEER
ING AND ALLIED TRADES. Vol. III. Edited
by Joseph G . Horner, A .M . I.Mech . E . Lon
don : Virtue & Co. Price 7s. 6d. net.
Thethird volumeof this publication fully main

Fig . 2 . - MODEL ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
here point out that from first to last I used nine
dozen saws (special ones for brass -cutting). I
would advise amateurs to fasten a string round

the upper and lower arms of the saw - frames ; for,
the upper arm with a broken fragment has a happy
knack of flogging up and down and piercing one's

when working at high speed , if the saw should break,
fingers.

With regard to the covers for the sloping ends
of the superstructure, I made these each in one
piece, not with a gangway down the middle as in
the prototype. The curved ends I hammered round

the handle of my soldering-iron . The roof of the
cab was hammered round the domestic “ rolling
pin .” Homely methods perhaps, but quite
effective. The locomotive is painted in theorthodox
C .L . R . colours.
The track chiefly consists of Messrs. Bassett
Lowke's tin rails, and partly of 1 -in . by I- 16th -in .
strip -brass, and is carried on a staging 3 ft. high down
one side ofmyworkshop , 14 ft. long. The staging for

half its length is 6 ins. wide, and gradually increases
to 2 ft. 6 ins. at the station end. I have contented
myself with only one set of points, and they were
not easy to make.

The signals, of which there are two (one main
and one branch ) are on one gantry, and are worked

from the box, which contains four levers. The

tains the useful and practical character of its
predecessors. The entries range from BOI to CIV ,
and the opening pages complete the sections on

boilers commenced in the last volume. Among
the subsequent important contributions may be
mentioned : Bore holes and bore -hole pumps ,
boring machines, brass founding, bridges, cableways,

caissons, calipers and caliper gauges, calorimeters,

canals, capstan lathes, carpentry, case-hardening,
casting, cement, central stations, centrifugals,
chains, change speed gears, chemistry, chimneys,
circular saws, and civil engineering. The illustra
tions are good, and the information is accurate
and to the point.
THE MARINE STEAM TURBINE. By J. W . Sothern ,

London : Messrs. Whittaker & Co. 28. 6d.
net ; postage ad .
This is a book suitable for draughtsmen and others
who wish to get a fair notion of the constructional

details of the Parsons' turbine. The sketches are
very clear, and many details not hitherto illus
trated are given . The reproduced photographs of
the interiors of somelarge turbines for marine work
are excellent. Design is not gone into very deeply ,
and what is given on this part of the subject is
principally extracted from Mr. Speakman's paper
read before the Institution of Engineers and Ship
builders in Scotland. Mr. Sothern appears to use
the term “ heat ” where “ temperature ” is meant.
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Northern Model Yachting
Association .
The New Rule Discussed .
THE above Association , which comprises the
1 . model yachting clubs of Liverpool district,
and representatives from the Yorkshire and
Manchester districts, recently held a friendly
match on Liscard Lake with the Fairhaven Model

Yacht Club, who came from St. Anne's-on-Sea
to engage in the contest.
The race resulted in 49 wins for the District
clubs as against 19 wins for the Fairhaven Model
Yacht Club, and at this point the race had to be
abandoned .
The Association clubs then entertained the

visitors to a substantial tea in the Park House,
which was kindly lent by special permission of the
Parks Committee for the occasion .

with the times. When a new rule came to be
tested by a clever man he soon discovered any faults,
and the united wisdom of experienced yachtsmen
had now resulted in the discovery ofwhathe believed
to be the very best rule which had ever been brought
into existence. The great advantage of it was,
that a good boat, whether it was built in England,
Sweden , or elsewhere, could go anywhere and com
pete on an equal footing. Their club (the Wirral

Club) had decided to adopt this new rule, and it was
hoped that some of the clubs about Liverpool
would be inclined to follow suit. How pleasant
it would be for clubs to meet with this equality,
instead of producing a different style of boat.
He hoped that in due course the model yachting
clubs would follow the standard set by eleven coun
tries, and adopt one measurement and rule. He
was quite sure that every member of the Wirral
Yacht Club felt proud at having so many model
yachtsmen to visit them from places so far distant.
The model yachtsmen who had taken part in the
competitions that day had come from Leeds, Man

chester, Fairhaven ; and from all round Liverpool,
and during his connection with the club, which ,
he thought, lasted ever since its formation , it was

the brightest and best of those days upon which
they had met members from other clubs. The
President then went on to remark how very

favoured they were in their secretary, Mr. Wynne,
who was a most persevering and painstaking
gentleman . He was sure the Wirral Model Yacht
Club, and indeed , all the Northern clubs, owed
him

a deep debt of gratitude. The splendid cup

O

D

which they saw on the table (the Northern Model

Yachting Association 's Challenge Cup) had been
obtained solely through his exertions, and he
knew the vast amount of labour it had entailed .
He believed , however, that he was amply repaid
for his trouble in seeing such a beautiful trophy .
It was at present held by the Wirral Club, and as
a member of that club he would of course like to
see their name most frequently inscribed upon it,
but at the same time they would be pleased to
hand it over to any club fortunate enough to win

it, for it would instil in the members of the Wirral

Club greater effort to win it back again.
Mr. Barry , of the Stanley Park Club , said that

when he threw out the remark some time ago that
they might have an association, Mr. Wynne at once
moved in the matter, and it was owing to the
energy of that gentleman and Mr. Willmer that

THE NORTHERN MODEL YACHTING ASSOCIATION 'S
CHALLENGE CUP.

After several toasts, Mr. Willmer, the president
of the Association , in reply to one in his honour,
said that it would be regarded as a red -letter day
in the annals of the Northern Model Yachting
Association and also the Wirral Club. They

had had many pleasant inter-club meetings, but
he thought that the meeting of that day was the
most pleasant, the largest, and themost enthusiastic
they had ever enjoyed , and he hoped it would be
the forerunner of many others. Since the early
days of model yachting, which he himself could
well remember, there had been considerable develop

ments, and the model yachting clubs had advanced

the Association had reached its present proportions .
As to the Wirral Club there was not the slightest
doubt, he thought, that in the United Kingdom
there was not a more progressive club. In speaking
of the trouble which Mr. Wynge had taken in
raising funds for the challenge Cup, Mr. Barry
mentioned the fact that four out of the five who had

made contributions towards it were members of
the Wirral Club. Mr. Willmer had offered to go
to the Stanley Club -room and deliver a lecture

on the 39.4 boat. He proposed to ask Mr. Foster
to accompany him , and a hearty welcome would
be given to all model yachtsmen who cared to
The cup, which we illustrate herewith , stands

attend .

2 ft. high , and is of a very handsome appearance.
It was specially designed and manufactured for the
Association by Messrs. Oldfields, Ltd ., of Old Post

Office Place, Liverpool, and is valued at twenty
guineas.

ian
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speed , not having measured the course, but the

Mr. H . Arkell's Petrol T .B .D .
W

E
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boat made more than a dozen journeys across the
pond - - the reputed width of which is 60 yds.
several ofwhich were made in 13, 14 and 15 seconds.

reproduce herewith , as promised in our

last issue, some photographs of Mr. H .
Arkell's petrol-driven model T . B . destroyer.
These include a view of the complete model, one of

: A Screw -Cutting Device .

the machinery , and a snapshot of the boatunderway.
Since the original article was published several
important modifications have been made in the
propelling machinery of the model, notably the
fitting ofa pair of spurwheels in place of the leather

I JAVING somelittle timeback purchased a small
screw -cutting lathe (Drummond's 34 in .), I

friction discs between the countershaft and the
engine crankshaft. A clutch on the countershaft

Spark Advance.
Cluich

Throttle.

Plug

Crank Chamter.
Clutch .

Accuwulator.

became ambitious to cut screws, and got
fairly into the way of cutting V screws, but found

with , say, i in . eight threads pitch , it meant going.

Condenser.
Lever .

By Col. E . H . MOORE.

Cylinder

Ретр.

MR. H . ARKELL 'S PETROL-DRIVEN MODEL T. B .D .
is used to transmit the power to the propellers.
over the work a good number of times to produce
This is of the ordinary conical pattern , and can be
worked from the deck . A surface carburettor has
lately been experimented with. It is jacketed with
a branch from the exhaust, as will be seen by the
photograph herewith , and to ensure proper cooling
of the cylinder a rotary circulating pump has been
fitted . This is situate “ forrard " of the engine, and
is driven by a belt from the engine shaft. The coil.
accumulator, and cylindrical condenser are also
shown in the accompanying photograph .
We cannot say anything very definite about the

the full thread . I was told also that to cut a square
thread and to make a good fit to the nut was a
difficult matter for a beginner, and likely to result

in several failures, so I did not make the attempt

with the usual single-pointed tool, but set to work
and devised and constructed a tool of my own
to do the job . The drawing fairly explains itself.

The essential points are as follows :
(1) Centre of cutting edge of saw or cutter to
be in line with longitudinal axis of the round
stem passing through the hole in the square block ,

The Model Engineer and Electriclan.
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as it is here that tool is adjusted to angle as
required for the rake of screw to be cut.
(2) The round of stem to be a close fit in the hole
of square block, even when not set up by screw
of tool clamp of slide-rest, so that it will remain
firm for adjustment.
(3) All bearings to be truly aligned , so that
tool works easily and without loose play . This
applies especially to bearings for spindle, carrying
the saw . The tool, I need hardly say, is driven from
overhead , and lathe fed slowly round by hand.

on the large pulley, when the small pulley with
its gear wheel attached can be removed .
The screw was made from piece of scrap steel,
fixed in a drill chuck, and the one end centred'
for back poppet ; a light cut taken over it to
bring it to size, in . The screw was then made
in two cuts, with an additional quick finishing cut.
The last turn or two of the thread was made,
though in one cut, as I found the tool would work

to this with feeding a little slower, and this I think

the bettei plan. The thread cut is eleven threads
to the inch . Saw 11/ 10 mm . or ' 045 ; foi 1- in .
thread ten to the inch 13/ 10 mm . or .05. I am
about to try V cutters 55 degs. and 60 degs. for
V threads. Whitworth threads, of course , will

require chaser or die to finish , and as each pitch

MERLIN

FIG . 2.- -COL .' E . H . MOORE'S SCREW -CUTTING
DEVICE .

Geared
about 3701

.

0 1

MR. ARKELL 'S BOAT AT FULL SPEED .
I myself put in the back gear, and worked the
large back gear wheet from me.
The saw has to be revolved to cutupwards,and to
clear the metal dust from saw and prevent it
flying about the lathe, I had the saw revolving
Weighted pulley
with V - groove

This centre coincides
centres when block is
held in slide rest
with height of lothe

To beheld in slide rest
Sawie
LIT

-- - - - --" I"sq. steel bored & slit _
along one side with sow .
FIG . 1. – GENERAL ARRANGEMENT.

in a small bath of paraffin and turpentine mixed .
This kept saw cool, and none the worse after its
work of cutting the thread. The tool can be used
to cut horizontally by simply revolving it a quarter
circle in the square block , and could be adjusted
to cut below lathe centres ; it could be used in
chis way for light milling on small fluted drills,
taps, etc. For quick speeds the belt can be run

of Whitworth requires separate die or chaser,
it is rather a drawback to this thread , although
so universal in England .
The new pumping station for supplying the city
of Schenectady is operated by electric motors, and
is capable of pumping 24,000,000 gallons of water
per day against a head of 110 lbs.
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Model Yachting Correspondence
The- Meowosion
Editor Invites
readers to make use of this column for the full
of matters of practical and mutual Interest, Letters
way be stened with a nom -de-plume, if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached

though not necessarily intended for publication.)

Model Yacht Building.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I was very interested in “ Ben
Hur's ” and “ Red Rover's " letters in THE MODEL
ENGINEER re model yacht building. Does " Ben
Hur," from the information he has received, con
clude that the linear type of model is faster than
the fin keel type ? I think it has been proved often
enough in full-sized boats that the latter is the
fastest. I am pleased to see from " Red Rover's "
letter that he is building from my design published
in THE MODEL ENGINEER. Would it interest him
to know that the displacement is 12 lbs. 9 ozs. ? I

July 19, 1906 .

of the inlet port, as it is not diametrically across
cover. I did it by means of centre-punching
both sides of cover and drilling in the lathe, putting
one centre hole in centre of poppet head .
By connections I presumethatMr. Jowett means
electrical connections, a sketch of which I enclose .
Any other information which Mr. Jowett, or
any other readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER inter

ested in my article, may require, I shall be only

Inlet pipe
Valve.

Centre fori

drilling
inler
port

have built a model off this design , and if he lays

off carefully , he will find all the frames come up
fair, and that the boat is fair all over. - Yours

faithfully ,
Lowestoft.

R . P . KITCHINGMAN .

Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

chaus

Topper
Brocket
supporting
lever valve

Exhaust Pipe

Gas Engine Details .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

Aching

DEAR SIR , — Being about to construct a gas
engine as described by Mr. W . Schneider in June

7th issue of the MODEL ENGINEER, I should be
pleased if you would publish a sketch of cylinder
end showing position of valves and connections,

Water Space

and oblige, yours truly,

Stoke Newington .

W . JOWETT.

DEAR SIR, — I have great pleasure in sending
you the sketches which your correspondent, Mr.
W . Jowett, requires, and hope that they will be of
use to him . As you will see, I have made a slight
Accumulators
Contact
Screw

SportPlughaft
Wipe Contacts

Inlet pipe
ExhaustLever connected

f valve

to gear Wheels.
-- -

Water Space

Exhaust

Primary Coil

valve

Welle

topper

ത്ത

Engine. I

ary
Second
Cail.

Exhaust pipe.

Fig . 1. - CYLINDER END OF GAS ENGINE, SHOWING
POSITION OF VALVES.
FIG . 2 .- -DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR
ELECTRICAL IGNITION .
alteration in the arrangement of the counter

shaft since the writing of my article. The counter
shaft is supported by a gun -metal bracket fixed on
the cylinder head so that it is not secured to the
exhaust tappet as it formerly was, thus taking
a great strain off both shaft and gear wheels.

(Scale : Half full size.)
pleased to give through your pages. — Yours
too
faithfully ,
E . Dulwich .

WALTER SCHNEIDER .

I have omitted the sparking plug in the sketches
for the sake of clearness. A slight difficulty in

MR. T. W . EVERINGTON , of 296 , Abbey Street,
Derby, will be pleased to communicate with any
model engineers in that town, with a view to

themachining ofthe cylinder cover was the drilling

forming a local Society.

July 19, 1906 .
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Queries and Replies.

Transformers and Leyden Jars.
(16,222] h Tesla
. J.
) writes : I am very much obliged S.forB . Uyour
(Kenilwort
answer
should
my
be
would
Query
be
glad
and
you
16,156,
to
if
I
good enough to help me in oneor two points. I am trying to make

Attention
especially
toof theQueries
first notcondition
givenwithbelovthe,
and nois notice
willstated.
bedirected
taken Letters
complying
directions
therein
containing
Queries must
be

MODEL ENGINEER, on page 450. Unable to obtain No. 28 s.c.c..
I have used No. 26 s.c.c. instead . Would this make any differ
ence ? I tried transformer without the Leyden jar and spark
-gap,
supposing

marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department."

No other matters but those relating to the Queries

should be enclosed in the same envelope.)
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied

to
bybithpostdistinct
under subjects
the following
conditions ( 1) Queries dealing
should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender 's name MUST be in
scribed onpossible,
the back.
shouldsketches,
be accompanied,
wherever
with (2)
fullyQueries
dimensioned
and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference, ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the curren
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually clapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondents who require

the Tesla transformer, as described in May roth , 1906, issue of THE
and I could not get anything from it. So am I right in
that it will not work properly unless the other two are in the
circuit ? In making a Leyden jar, kindly inform me whether
the wooden top has to be seated or made air-tight, or if it can just
rest on the top of the jar ? What material can be used for sticking
the tinfoil to the sides of the glass, and also will the tinfoil as used
for condensers be suitable ? I suppose that the bottom of the jar
has to be coated inside and out as well. Kindly tell me also what
is the best way of fixing the pieces of wire leading from spark coil
to transformer on to the tinfoil on the outside of the jar. Also

an answer inserted in this column should understand that some

weeks
elapse before
Replycannot
can bebe guaranteed
published. . The
insertionmustof replies
in this thecolumn
(6 )

Fig . 1.
METHOD OF MAKING
CONTACT WITH
INSIDE OF
LEYDEN JAR.

Au Queries, 26-should
be addressed
Editor,London,
THE MODEL
ENGINEER
29, Poppin's
Court,toFledThe Street,
E .C .)
The tofollowing
recently are
: sdected from the Queries which have been replied
(15,975) Replacing
Cell inwrites
Large
Accumulators.
C . J.Damaged
H . (Romsey)
: Battery
Would youof

kindly help me with the following : One glass cell of a battery
the electrolyte two days ago, so I have got to put in a new cell
with new
butonenew
what I cell,
shouldas Ilike
know
is howplates,
to " acid
form , "etc.,
the complete,
plates of this
knowto
it is necessary to give a prolonged first charge ; but if connected
up in its place the others would be hopelessly overcharged , and , of
course, it is out of the question to charge this one by itself from
the dynamo which charges all the cells. No other dynamo is
available. What is the usual procedure when putting in a new
cell ? Can the plates be bought from themakers allready " formed ”
by the chloride of lime process ? The cracked cell is bridged over
for the present. The battery is the E .P .S . make, W .H , type,
eleven plates, each 10 ins. square, normal charging current 30

of fifty -five cells, for electric lighting, is cracked , and let out all

and negative discharge ?

Using No. 26 instead of No. 28 will merely slightly decrease the
number of turns which you will get on your coil, and may, there
fore, give a slightly less powerful secondary discharge. It is

absolutely impossible to get any result without the jar and spark

Tne plates, as supplied by the makers, will be in a formed con

dition , but will require a prolonged first charge, which must bring
the cell up to working condition before it is allowed to discharge.
Such a first charge may take twelve hours to thirty or more hours,
but
(subject to specific instructions from the makers of the plates)
this first charge may be given as a series of charges, the cell being
placed in circuit with the others and charged with them , but cut
out
whilstuptheagainremainder
the charging
battery isis taking
discharging.
It is ofthenaction
connected
when theofnext
place,
and
so
on,
being
cut
out
at
every
discharge,
and
only
allowed upto
take its place as a discharging cell when it has been brought
toprovided
workingyou
condition.
You need not fear to overcharge your battery
do not exceed the proper strength of current, an
occasional prolonged charging does a battery more good than
barm . Ask the makers of the new plates for instructions.
(16,253] Model Steamer Machinery. R . A . (Highbury)
writes : I have a f-in , by +- in . slide- valve double-acting marine

engine, and am going to buy another of the same size and make and
put them in a boat, not yet made, to drive twin screws. (1) Will
ittwobe india
necessary
couple(onetheontwoeachengines
together
; and,
if so , each
will
-rubberto rings
flywheel
pressing
against

other) be sufficient, or will toothed wheels be necessary ? (2) What

would be suitable dimensions of a boiler of circular section with
one horizontal furnace tube with cross water tubes ? Would a

doine be advisable for same boiler ? (3 ) What would be suitable
dimensions (length, breadth and depth ) ofa hull, intended to be fairly
speedy, for above engines and boiler ? Would a lamp similar
to that of Lady Forfrida, described in THE MODEL ENGINEER
for March 26th , 1903, page 294, be suitable for above boiler ?

(4) What would be suitable diameters for propellers ? What

would be best thickness of metal, and whether it should be brass

or copper ?
(1) Yes, it would be better to do this ; but we would prefer the
gear wheels. These need not be very wide as the amount of work
transmitted
not pages
very great.
on "theModel
size
of the boat. is See
46 and (2)47 Everything
of the new depends
edition of
Boiler
Making
"
for
a
suitable
design
.
A
dome
is
not
an
essential
feature. ( 3 ) Design a hull about 4 ft. long to just take the boiler
above-mentioned . See “ Model Steamer Building." We would

preier a benzoline lamp ; however, the lamp mentioned could be
used with a certain amount of success. (4 ) Use two 21 ins.
diameter propellers. These may be made entirely of brass built
up or cast in one piece. They should be right and left-handed for

the machinery arrangement proposed .

Spark
Gap
-OO

Tesla 2

Coil

Coil

Primand
Query N : 16222

FIG . 2. - DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS.
ignored.
root principle of the ,coil
the vital
as without
gap,long
by isMr. R . P .
articles
series ofthese
Šee
in THE MODEL ENGINEER
Howgrave-Graham . The wooden top of the jar need not be

sealed on and may rest on the edge of the glass. You will, how
other simple
ever, find it best to put small cork wedges or some
device to secure it and prevent it from falling or tilting off when
will
paste
stiff
Very
about.
do for laying
you move your apparatus
get
tinfoil, you could spread gum until almost dry. anTo old
onthe the
tinfoil intoorgood contact with the interior of the jar,ordinary
tooth brush will be found useful. The tinfoil used for
condensers is the right material. Yes, the bottom of the jar must
the
be coated inside and out. One way of making contact withmake
inside of the jar is to attach to the interior of the lid , so as to
three or four strips of
rod
electrical connection with the central
,
springy brass with tinfoil pads attached at their lower ends (see
depth of
Fig. 1). Another way is to put small shot in thethejar todipa down
into
lid
about 1 in .,and let the rod which passes through
it. The outer connection is bestmadeby soldering a terminal or wire
two or
brass, layingthereon
metallic plate of tinned iron , copper
or
smallthicknessesof
tothree
.
tinfcil on the plate and standing the jar
By using a large plate, several jars can thus be connected in
parallel by standing them upon it. The apparatusmust, of course ,
be connected to both terminals of the coil (see Fig. 2 ), but which
terminal of the apparatus goes to which of the induction coil does
not matter.

voooooo

amperes, the
maximum
amperes,
voltage ofcharging
dynamo 56135.amperes, discharge about 60

QN 15222
does it matter
terminals the secondary th
which oftothe? two
apparatu
s is connected
Is there such aof thing
as a positive
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r

n

heste obligedmo.if you
.M . (Pontlla
A . E would
) 30 -wattManc
(16,274writes
answer.
: I should be greatly Dyna
fraithi
me a few questions re small dynamo (Manchester type). Enclosed
is a rough sketch (not reproduced) ofmagnets for a 30-watt dynamo.
(1) Are they correct ? (2) Would a It-in . bore horizontal engine
drive this machine ? (3) How can I get the right amount of wire
for each coil in the armature ? (4 ) Are the two coils of the field

ts to be joined together ? (5) What size shaft would you
magne
recommend for it ? (6 ) Are small brass screwsasgood as soldering

ts ? (7 ) Is it abso
for the connections to the commutatoratsegmen
s?
magnetook
hollow the top of the handb
lutely necessary to have the and
amps.) stated in your
(8 ) Which of the three (volts
would you recommend for lighting and charging ? (9) Would a
?
common bolt do for the cores of the magne
bed and illus
(1 -3) Yes. This size and type of machine istsdescri
trated in our handbook " Small Dynamos and Motors," 7d. post
free, to which please refer. (4 ) Yes ; in series with each other and
in shunt to the armature. (5 ) About 3- 16ths in . diameter . (6 ) We

(8 ) 10 volts 3 amps. is a useful
should solder them; buttoo.this is(7)a No.
matter of choice . (9 ) Yes. A good
size and output
htdo . Soften it well before using.

Various Sized Accumulators from
Charging
(16,188)
. A . G . (Maidenhead ) writes : I shall be much
Battery
Same
obliged if you would help me over the following difficulty I have
with charging my motor cycle accumulators. I have been a sub
scriber to the M . E . for three years. I have also your book, but
do not remember seeing my case explained . I have access to a
private lighting plant here, battery composed of 56 E . P . S . cells,
19 plates in each , giving 126 amps, for 3 hours ; emergency rate,
162 for two hours ; charging rate, 63 amps. ; emergency rate ,
126 amps, working on lighting circuit at about 105 volts. I have
rate '6 amp.) cell ; also one 15 -amp. with no
one ro -amp.on (charge
directions it, but I suppose about 1 amp. I gave them to the
leftiodit sonis
connected
, and he cal
ele
althouto ghtwoononE . Pthethe.S . forcells
electrician
ctr
nights, one
lonandg per
ici
an,
for the
directions
although
about two days and nights,
- E . P .S . cells it says that charging at low rate for long periods is

one 10-ampworking on lighting rate, 63.'ampurs ; emergency cells,

although
very detrimental. He connected the other just the same,
any.
in circuit, inthemcase thus.
put a bit of fuse wire charged
it is a lot bigger. heHesaid
(? )
. After he had
thing happened
went out, got six miles, and had to pedal home. No spark

size wroug iron bolt would
(16 ,266 ) Partial Failure of Gas Bagine. T. V . Dº
(Newcastle -on-Tyne) writes : I beg to write and ask you if you will
me a little assistance re a small gas engine which I have
give
made but cannot get to work satisfactorily . The engine is a
al one with cylinder 2 } ins. by 31 ins. stroke, with inlet and
vertic
exhaust valves on the top of cylinder cover, also the spark plug

- 56celargllse batte
of -ry - 11/01

as same is fired electrically . The cylinder is water-cooled . The
ically and inlet by suction . My
exhaust valve is workedbackmechan
fires on about the end of the com
trouble is, the engine
pression stroke. This is not caused by the spark, as the spark does
not fire until the crank has passed cver the centre. The com
pression is good ; in fact, I can just pull theionflywheel round on this

· FIG , I.

stroke, and as the force of the first explos will not take the fly
wheel over the centre of the next compression stroke, I have

opens until the piston has
arranged so that the exhaust valvession
and then closes ;
the compre Afterstroke
travelled a little over half
I get same to run up
.
easily
start
this allows the engine to
to about 150 to 200 revolutions, I move a small lever, which allows
the piston to have the full compression , and after running for a
few seconds it back fires and stops. This back firing also takes

- place when the compression is released for starting, and I cannot
a great
make out why the charge should fire. Some times I have
trouble to get the engine to start as some of the explosions are so
weak , and if I turn on more gas it does not fire at all, and if I turn

the explosions are weaker still. I have tried
the gas off a little
ths of inlet spring, but this does not appear to makeel
• different streng
any difference . erThe two valves are perfectly tight. t The flywhe
opens

is ot ins. diamet and 25 lbs, weight. The exhaus valve
at the bottom of the firing stroke and closes when the crank is on
the top ready for the suction stroke. The little I have had the engine
running I noticed that it varied in speed , sometimesd.running quicker
than others, although the gas tap was not touche I have a gas
bag fitted, and this is always full. The compression space is about
too little
thisthink
ins. doIsnot
itWe
the ?compression is too high , or so high as to

ammeter

41074 10 or15 amp hour cell

pilih lagēraamah -tl
410oampmp.hourover
115 amp hr

sharp
unless thereeris somerough and
cause spontaneous combustion, tion
chamb which become red hot
corners or edges on the combus
A very smalle piece of incandescent
up.
directly engine is started
r
in this way, and we

would give troubl
matter in the cylinde
bearing this in mind. Then you could
advise you to examine things,
try (if other investigations do not bring anything to light) the
ssion,
ing
by taking | in . off the connecting
compre
the
effectofreduc
rod end and if this does no appreciable good, then fit a t-plate on
"again to restore the former conditions. Can you get the engine
to start from cold without the aid of the spark ? If you can,
ever
it shows fairly conclusively that it is a case of spontaneous ignition .

FIG . 2 .

U

20 amphr

Query 16188

of trouble to begin with . You do not mention what arrangement

A great dealmay be done by careful adjustment, but you must not
imagine that anything is radically wrong because you have a lot
you use to govern with . Speed should for an engine this size
run up to about 450 revolutions. Let us know if you still have

CHARGING VARIOUS SIZED ACCUMULATORS.

trouble.
(16 ,265] Switchboard or Resistance for Charging Cells.
1 . W . (Bridgaorth ) writes : I would esteem it a favour for your
advice as to enclosed resistanceboard for charging myaccumulator
4 volts, charging rate, 6 or 7 amps. My dynamo is an Avery

And it has been the same with both cells. It seems to me that
they are being spoiled with this treatment, as plates have now got
some white stuff on them . I have permission to connect them
myself; so would you please tell me the proper way - to charge
the 10 -amp. cell ; charge the 15-amp. cell ; charge a 20-amp. cell ;

yer,

accumulator the

Lahme 40 volts 6 amps., and I want to charge
time as I light some lamps, so purpose to use one way from
same
switchboard for charging. What resistance shall I requireageto

use with dynamo (lamp resistance) to pass right volt and amper ?
Would enclosed sketch of resistance board be the best way to
work it ? I should want to charge other accumulators at ngtimes of
various volts and amperage. Could I do this by changi lamp
resistance, cutting in and out as required ? What lamps

latoras? shown in
8-voltl accumu
would
and charge
lampsandin anparalle
numbeforr ofa 2-volt
Put I arequire
sketches in previous issues in these columns, Six 16 c .- p . lamps
at 40 volts, which is current required .
will pass about 7 amps.
Fewer lamps in parallel would pass proportionately fewer amps.
board
lamps in series ; this is no use. Each
shows
Your switch
16 c.- P . 40-volt lamp will pass about 1'4 amps. You can work
from this.

charge
togetherthe? amps.
If I put,
threea resistance
E .P .S. on toin
one cell,thehowro and
do I15adjust
? If say,
I put

does not that lower the volts, else how do they charge from the
230-volt main here ? Any advice on this I

should be very grate
ful for. Please explain how to adjust the amp. for any size cell,

as it says on directions that " on no account is charge rate given
above to be exceeded ."
The surest way of charging is to use an ammeter in circuit, then
you can tell exactly what current cells are getting. If your small
accumulators are all 4 -volt ones, then connect them up to any three
of the large batteries as shown (Fig. 1 ). Provided all the small
accumulators are 4 -volt ones, each will require to be connected to
three of thebig cells : but ofcourse the io amp.-houronewill be fully
charged before the 15 amp.-hour one, and so on . You could charge
all the lot together if you choose, in parallel, as Fig . 2. In this
case the 20 amp.-hour one would be the last to be fully charged .
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(15,868] Converting Gas Engine from Iron to Porcelain
Isoition . C . E . S . (Shrewsbury) writes : ( 1) I have a 1 h .-p .
gas engine, which I built from castings, and concerning which you
have kindly given me advice before. It drives my workshop, and
is in every way satisfactory ; but I should like to alter the ignition .
At present I use a tube 8 ins. long, made of -in . iron gas tubing ,

which stands vertically within the usual chimney. This fires
the charges
, when
properly
hot, buttemperature.
it usually
takes
quite a quite
quarterefficiently
of an hour
to reach
the necessary
I propose substituting a porcelain tube, similar to that shown in
Fig . 18 of your handbook, No. 26 , only placed vertically. I do not
wish to enlarge the hole in cylinder, which is screwed -in . brass
thread (26 per inch ), and I should be glad of your criticism of the
sketch , Fig. 1. ( 2 ) The socketCis screwed to fit the existing hole, and

contains a metalwasher d tapered to apfit the end of the tube, which
is kept in place by the screwc b. Probably as the tube
latter

71

if you
would ongivewhen
me pantry
an ideadoor
for ais switch
that wide
current
only
be
switched
openedsorather
andwillcurrent
switched off when door is pushed to and not absolutely shut.
( 1) Diameter of sac is about half the diameter of containing
vessel. Yes, ordinary fine soft canvas. (2 ) Same as if a porous
pot were used. (3) Zinc cylinder should completely encircle the
sag.
Anypreferably
convenientclosed
thickness
will answer
- 1-16th in .(5 to) About
1 in .
(4 ) Yes,
in , but
not necessarily.
1'5
volts
per
cell.
Charged
in
same
way
as
ordinary
Leclanché
cells. See handbook, ' " Electric Batteries," 7d, post free. Re
switch fora metalstop
door. When
door
opento which
the brass
contact-piece
engages
on thelead
top isofisdocr
onea lead
from cells.
isHence,
attached
.
The
other
connected
to
contact-piece
when
door
is
opened
to
a
certain
extent
the
circuit is
completed .
(13,236 A] . Transforming
100
volts.
L . writes : (1 ) Canfromyou50giveto direc
tions
for
making
a
transformer,
to
transform
50givevolts
up to for100thevolts
? (2)
Also(generally
can you
directions
blueing
of steel
used in instrument work) ?
( 1) We should

advise you to use a motor
generator-the motor
wound to run(mounted
off the
supply voltage,
and the generator

Fig . 3.

Query 15868 Fig . 2.
Fig
.
1.
4, Porcelain tube; b, screw cap ; C, socket; d, metal washer ; ee, asbestos paper ;
f , asbestos washer .

CONVERSION OF GAS ENGINE IGNITION.
stands vertically, it would be necessary to have an asbestos washer
for the tube to bed upon , which is contrary to the principle laid
down in your handbook . Would this be likely to cause fracture of

the tube, if carefully adjusted ? How is the asbestos e fitted, to
are there
? (3)
leaking
asbestostube,
preventcantheI joint
Where
buy ain suitable
and: what
wouldtwobelayers
about the

cost ?muchI am reading your present series on a small gas engine
with
pleasure, and I wish they had appeared earlier.
( 1) Replying to your query re gas engine ignition , we should
the arrangement you suggest would work out all right. Make
say
( 2)
the porcelain betube,usedas toFig.bed2. the
the screwed
clear ofasbestos
cap b quite
advise
should
We
tube upon,and
at ee, Fig . I (you sketch ).
also that
use ana thin
asbestos jointwasher
The latter joint is very easily made. Obtain someasbestos paper
thin - very like thin blotting paper in appearance, and cut it into
strips about 6 ins. long and in . wide ; wet a strip and wind it
round the bevel of tube ; then slip on the washer ww ( Fig. 2)

project,Setbuttubeis
end does
so thator itsslightly
tube into place,
and
insidenotforface.
just push
of washer,
flush
use. Several
ready
then
asbestos
is
,
it
to allowwiththeface
to dry
aside
tubes may be made up at a time when you are on the job . The
for thickness
allow
to
large
sufficiently
just
be
must
washer
of
bore
of asbestos ate, but this is not much . With reference to your
We refer
handbook.
our
in
down
re
the
remark
laid
principle
there to joints which can be made by a metal to metal face, but in
ofasbestos,
washer
the
use
a
thin
least
it
at
is
to
case
necessary
this
As to burner for heating tube you will perhaps have a little trouble
in adjusting the flame to suit the vertical position of tube, but we
think you can with a little care get over this difficulty ( 3) Perhaps
Messrs. Capel & Co., 168, Dalston Lane, Dalston , N . E ., would

supply you. Price would be about 6d. each.
Leclanches
: I Light
should
writes for
W . E ;. Automatic
L . (Sparkhill)Switch
SmallSacLamps.
ing(16 ,232]

be much obliged if you would kindly give me some information on
intermittent
the Sac Leclanché battery . I wish to try it for
lamp, 25 c .- P . ( 1) What size should
lighting a small 6 - volt H . B . jar),
and
for (3-it be
pinta close
the purpose
sac bag ; beshould
the
wovenwill ordinary
? (canvas
2) Howanswer
is the
sac to be charged ? (3 ) What is the size ofcanvas
zinc cylinder and thick
ness,
and
must
it
be
amalgamated
?
(4
)
Should
the
battery
scaled at top ? (5 ) What is the E .M . F . of this cell ; also how is beit
of salapproximately
ammoniac required p ?., toI
quantity
what lamp
anda small
toam beabout
charged
fixingfor
(6 atvolts),
light a pantry
a few minutes
a time, and I should 25be c.-pleased

on the the
samelatter
shaft)totogive
be driven
motor.
by theand
Wind
100 volts
the
motor
to
take
50
volts.
Any
two
of our
the
machines
illustrated
and
described
in
handbook - " Small Dynamos and Motors," 7d .
post free, will answer your requirements.
Take, say, the type shown on page 20, Fig .
12, and build two of the required
size (you do
not
with mention
), say, 150the
-wattamperage
size. ( 2)youTheare
bluedealing
colour
comes
by
tempering
to
the
required
ture. An oil bath is sometimes used , tempera
so it can
be maintained at the high temperature easily
and constantly . Linseed oil is a good one to

use.
Temperature
for a full blue colour is
560 degs.
Ė.
PowerG . Re
(16,268]for,Output
of, and Set.
quired
Small Lighting
(Woolwich ) writes : I have been offeredW a.
second-hand (in good condition ) dynamo, which

isverydescribed
as ofofwhat
110 volts
22 amps.I shall
Being
thiswhat
means,
grateful if you can tell
me,ignorant
light I couldbe
in candle-power,
it. ordinary
get fromthirty
I want one
for lighting a workshop where we have
about
gas jets. Will this one do ?
watts, or, say, 21 kilo
II0 volts and 22 amps. outputc.-isP .2,420
watts. Reckoning watts
the c.- P . would be approxi
mately 710. Power35required perto drive
machine at full load would
be 4 , or,ordinary
better say 45 b .h .- p . You could get more light than the
thirty
jets will give- that is, if they are the ordinary
fishtail burners ;gasbutno
doubt you can judge this point for yourself.
Turbine. H . E . Cfour-bladed
116 .1031 Model Steamerinform
. (Rock Ferry)
pro

me- ( 1) If a
writes : Would you please
peller produces
a given
a three-bladed
a higher
are
on threeforshafts
and pitch
? (2) speed
If threethanpropellers
diameter
better
(in speed ) than two on two in model turbine steamers ?
a de Laval turbine would give a higher speed, combined
that on page 45 of " Machinery for Model Steamers " ?

( 3) If
with ease of construction, to a launch engine similar in design to
possible

answer your query

point in

( 1) It is not
terms. (2 ) As a tomodel turbine must run onat this
a high speed ,
definite
propeller of
small diameterworkmanship
it is desirable
to use a comparatively
upon
depends
coarse
pitch
the
(3)
a
.
This
not
too
entirely. We cannot guarantee that you will even get equal
efficiency,owing to the losses due to friction in the gearing necessary
turbine.
From a theoretical point of view the
the use
toturbine
of the
efficient.
should
be more

New Catalogues and Lists.
W . J . Bassett - Lowke & Co. , Kingswell Street, Northamp
ton
. - Wehave received a list of the season 's surplus s ock which
this firm wish to dispose of at a reduction from their ordinary list
prices.
The list gives sale prices of model stationary engines and
boilers, clockwork locomotives and trains, steam locomotives, scale
in L .N . W ., L . S . W ., M . R ., and G .N . R . colours,
coaches
model
rails, points, signals, and other model railway stock . The list will

be sent to all applicants upon receipt of a post-card .
Change of Address.
Weare asked to state thatMessrs. Gilbert & Co ., until lately of

44,
Westminster
Bridge
Road,
have
taken more S . Ecommodious
premises
at ii & should
13, Gray
Street,be
Waterloo
., where all
communications
in future
addressedRoad,
.
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The Editor's Page.
PROPOS of the announcement in our last
11 issue of the revival of the Model Steamer
Competition - or,as we shall in future term it,
“ THE MODEL ENGINEER Speed Boat Competition "
- we are preparing tentative conditions, which
will be published in the next number. We have

thought it better to provide a basis upon which our
readers may work in proposing amendations than
to leave the matter quite open and to attempt to
build up from themany suggestions wemay receive.
We regret that an obvious slip appeared in the
note of last week on this subject ; " accredited
writers ” should , of course, read “ accredited
witnesses."

J. H . R . - Thanks for your workshop note ; but
we have already inserted the method you suggest.
R . L . L . (New South Wales). - We shall be pleased
to receive for publication the reports of your
S .M . E . meetings.

P . S . (Oxford ). Thanks for your letter ; the photo
graph we regret is hardly suitable for reproduc
tion .
D . A . R . (Wrexham ). - We hope to publish your
short description in a week or two.

H . P . T . (Tunbridge Wells). - " The Elements of
Yacht Design ,” by Norman L . Skene, 8s. 4d.,

post free, is the best book we can recommend
W . R . (Philadelphia , U .S .A .).-- Wind armature
with i lb . No. 20 S .W .G ., and field -magnets with
74 lbs. No. 22 S . W .G . Output should be about
350 watts. We should advise soft wrought iron
for fields, or well annealed castings.

on the subject. It would interest you.

Notices.

The following interesting letter bearing on the
design of model marine boilers has been received
from one of our old readers and contributors. He
writes : “ As the failure or partial failure ofmany
model steamers appears to be frequently due to
want of steam or a want of efficient lamp arrange

ments, I would venture to suggest that a very

excellent and instructive competition might be
arranged somewhat on the following lines : The
available cross-section, length , and approximate
or maximum weight being given to design a boiler
and lamp of any class for a given pressure, with a
view to the maximum production of steam .” In our
opinion the production of a good boiler and lamp
involves the knottiest points to be encountered in
the design and construction of a fast model steamer
and as we are aware of many differences of opinion
in the matter we will defer consideration of a
competition until we have obtained some further
indication of the requirements of readers whose par
ticular study is model boat-building. The problem
offers so many varieties of solution , and we there

fore venture to suggest that it would be unwise,
for instance, to make a definite restriction as to
the weight of the boiler . This could be considered
in the judging. Furthermore, the length , beam ,
and depth of the boat might vary between wide
limits with the samedisplacement. Atthemoment
we think the best size would be that suitable for a
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The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of

rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade
by Posta )
Order.
so by making an appointment in advance.

Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.

How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
addressed to The EDITOR, " TheModel Engineer." 26 - 29, Poppin's
Court, Fleet Street, London
paper , and all new apparatus and price lists , etc., for review , to be

, E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Bagi
neer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , B .C .

· All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales

of the
paper
and books to be addressed to PercivalMarshall & Co ., 26 - 29,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123 , Liberty Strcet New York , U .S . A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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A 2 -in . Spark Coil.
By J. G . PERRY.

Mr. J. G . Perry's 2-IN . SPARK COIL.
THE following is a short description of a 2-in .

wooden cylinder 3 ins. in diameter, and around

which I made during last
detail it differs very little

this pasted five thicknesses of brown paper. After

from the ordinary style of coil, but the mercury
break on the coil base is perhaps rather uncommon.
It will also be noticed that the coil is very compact.
The box containing the condenser is made of -in .
mahogany, and is screwed together.
The coil ends are of wood boiled in paraffin .

this was done while it was in the lathe. It presents
a fine surface, which it is almost impossible to
distinguish from ebonite.

The construction of the secondary covering may

switch to control primary current will be seen
on the right of the base. The mercury break needs

I

spark coil
winter. In

perhaps be of interest to readers. I turned a

it had dried hard I gave it three coats of black
enamel, rubbing down between each coat. All
The dischargers are of the ordinary type, the
discharging rods having two motions. A small
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A Small Portable Forge.

no description. It acts very successfully , but,
The windings are those mentioned in The MODEL
ENGINEER handbook , the secondary being in
forty sections. For section winding I made a
winder to work in the lathe. On the whole the
coil is very successful, and makes a fine piece

makes rather a noise when at work .

By A . GREEN.
The forge illustrated herewith was designed
so that material on hand - odd . pieces of iron ,
gas fittings, etc., could be utilised. It was made
to fill a long-felt -want in the shape of a handy
tool which would always be ready for brazing,
It is
toolmaking, and small smith -work .
unnecessary for me to say how useful I have
found it ; every mechanic, professional or amateur,
knows the value of having the means at hand
to do a job at a moment's notice, and the loss
of time, and vexation when having to wait the

of apparatus.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this column .
based on their own workshop experience. Accepted contributions .
will be paid for on publication , if desired, according to merit.
All matter intended for this column should be marked " Work
SHOP " on the envelope.)

convenience of the local blacksmith or other trades
man ; and I should say that unless the amateur
is exceptionally enthusiastic, the want of a tool
of this description has deterred many from under

A Full Crank Made Without a Lathe.

taking experimentalwork , which would have turned
out to be useful and probably valuable. The cost

By E . H . S .
A built-up crankshaft which will run true without
turning may be built as follows :- Take a piece of
mild steel A , mark off the two centrés e , f the
distance apart of the throw -off crank, and drill
holes b and c. Cut out the portion d by drilling

Gas

For rubber pipe

Tee inside pon for gos

FLEECE O

1 To

A
"3-2

a hole at bottom and sawing down to it. Through

gipron

A LATHE.

TS

METHOD OF MAKING A SCREW CRANK WITHOUT

Phuol,0-

Fd76 kg

"130

bis now driven a piece of roda tight fit - to form
crank -pin ; through c a longer piece is driven to
forin shaft. These rods may be secured at the
joints by brazing, and for safety pin g may be put
through . The portion B is now sawn away, the

crank filed and rounded off. With care a
double crank may be made this way, but all depends
on the holes being drilled parallel and true.

A Drill Chuck.
By “ Pyn .”

The small chuck illustrated by the sketch here
with needs very little explanation , and its useful
ness is obvious. The holder is of cast steel ;
at one end, which is tapered , two saw -cuts are
10DO

-

1-4

Fig . 1.- -SIDE ELEVATION OF PORTABLE FORGE.
Filen

SECTION THROUGH Drill Chuck.
made at right angles to each other for holding the
drill, and at the other extremity a pin is inserted
as shown for screwing -up purposes. The outer

barrel is partially closed at one end, and is internally
threaded as shown, by which means the holder
is tightened or loosened as desired .

of material is insignificant, about 13S. will cover
it ; in my case, 6s. 6d . was the whole outlay, but,
of course, more time is spent in making use of old
and odd materials than when new is obtained .

The frame is made of 1-in . by 1-in . flat iron .
Three pieces 3 ft. long for uprights, two rings of
the same iron , 161 ins. diameter outside, were
riveted inside the uprights --one 2 ins. from the
bottom , the other 14 ins. from bottom , to support
bellows. The pan is of fender plate in two pieces

one piece 6 ins. wide and 34 ins. long for front,

the other 9 ins. wide and 18 ins. long for back .
These were bent round and riveted together ,
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making the pan 161 ins. diameter ; two of the up

rights were riveted to the pan at these laps, ad
vantage being taken of the double thickness of the
sheet iron . The bellows were made from some
old door panels, thus saving jointing, but it would
not be a difficult matter to join two pieces of 9-in .
by I-in . flooring for the discs. Four discs were

sawn out 15 ins.diameter - one fortop of air chamber,
one for bottom of bellows, and two to be screwed
together to form bottom of air chamber and top
of bellows. It was necessary , owing to thinness

of wood, to have the two pieces together to get
sufficient thickness for air outlet, and it was more
convenient, as the three iron brackets, I in . by
3 - 16ths, which were dropped over centre ring
to support bellows in frame, were let in and screwed

to the lower of these two discs. The air outlet,

75

mixture is obtained . The blowpipe will be found
capable of brazing anything up to 5 -16ths iron
rod ; anything larger can be done in the fire. I
have used it to silver solder a very thin solid
silver spoon , but, of course , care must be used,
or the whole would be fused . Also , to warm up a
rusted socket of 1- in . barrel so that I could unscrew

it, the barrel being held in vice. Also , to warm
up the lock -nuts inside a gas-engine piston ,which had
I ecome fixed , this being also held in vice, which show's
that it has a considerable range of usefulness.
Another very useful addition to forge is a con
nection from gas to the airpipe to fire . This en
ables fire to be lighted in a minute or two. It
will keep fire alight during the time fitting ormeasur
ing is being done, and this is of advantage to the
amateur working without an assistant. It also

a piece of k -in . gas barrel, 6 ins. long, was secured
to the bellows in following manner : Half the dia
meter for about 2 ins. at one end was cut away,
and two holes for wood screws drilled through the
half remaining to enable it to be screwed to the

bottom discs; both discs were grooved to take
this tube, and a 4-in . hole, corresponding to the
halved end of tube. was bored in the upper disc

for the air to pass out of chamber. A red lead joint
was made between discs and round the outlet
tube, and the two discs screwed together. Five
holes were bored through centre of these discs
for air to pass from bellows, and a leather flap
valve, weighted with wood , was fastened to top

of discs to cover holes. Three studs were screwed
to top of these discs to prevent the top of air
chamber settling down on to valve and preventing
it opening. A similar inlet valve was made in
the disc forming bottom of bellows.
Two pieces of “ Basil ” leather, 10 ins. wide
and 47 ins. long, were used for the air -chamber
and bellows. The joint was double sewn in a
was bought. The two pieces were stretched one
over the other over the centre double disc and a

machine by the proprietor of the shop where it

strip of leather over this made three thicknesses of
leather to nail through . Two fin . iron rings, 15 ins.
diameter, were made and sewn inside midway
between both discs of bellows and air -chamber,
and two strong copper wire rings were put on
outside between rings and top and bottom of

bellows and air-chamber to make the leather
fold properly when collapsed. of part of a peram
lever was formed
The blowing

bulator axle , and was fitted with a wooden handle.
A piece of in . barrel was passed through pan from
side to side 4 ins. from front to take the spindle .
This spindle is in , rod , squared at one end to take
the handle shaft, and at the other turned round
to form crank, the extreme end being flattened and
drilled in to connect with rod to bellows. The
handle shaft is jointed so that it can be dropped
down out of the way when not in use.
It will be seen from the photograph that the
air-chamber is fitted with guides working on up
rights, which are necessary. These guides are
fitted with rollers formed of in . barrel.
The gas blowpipe fixed to top of airpipe is very
convenient. The gas enters at the T screwed to
the elbow , and is mixed with air in passing through
rubber tube to the nozzle. By arranging it in
this manner only one tube is necessary , and the
heat can be used either on the hearth or away,
and at the same time I believe a much better

Fig . 2. – Mr. A . GREEN 'S SMALL PORTABLE

FORGE.
makes it possible to use coke, thus avoiding smoke,
and is useful when brazing. This connection
is also a T fixed next to tap, but inside hearth .
The tuv re is a large piece of cast iron , originally
a sewing-machine cam , but I should advise the
use of a water tuyere , which can be made of gas
fittings. It is possible that I shall fit one later,
when the present one is burnt out.
I have gone into detail in describing how it
was made in the hope that many of my fellow
readers will make one. I am sure that every

onewho does so will derive the greatest satisfaction .
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A Centreing Drill.
By W . PRINGLE.
The centreing drill illustrated is very useful for
delicate work , which a centre punch struck with a
hammer would knock out of shape. As will be
seen , it is made similarly to an ordinary drill, only it

July 26, 1906 .

portion of the outside of tube. After the coupling
is bored out, drive it on to the tube, as shown in
drawing , and connect them both with a 5 -16ths-in .

it

dia.

BETA
•

A USEFUL

CENTREING DRILL.

'Waar screen
- -- pojany

ll throughout

is sharpened equally on both sides. It is used
with an Archimedean drill stock. Thedrill forming
a sharp point does not shift when placed on the
mark to be centred , neither is a drill so liable to
go off the truth when started in such a centre,

there being no ledge raised as with a centre punch .

An Amateur's Vice Bench .
III. - A DESIGN BY DAVID E . PATTERSON * .
vide a bench suitable for the requirements
of the amateur model-maker, whose inclina
tions favour woodwork as well as metal work ,
and who has to consider expense in pursuance of his
hobbies. Fig. 1 is a front elevation of bench ; A , A

| N effort has been made in this design to pro

are four lengths of iron tubing, which form the
supports. These can be purchased at any iron

dealer's for about 4d. a foot length . Great care
must be taken in cutting these all the same length ,
for on these supports the stability of the bench

relies ; B , B , B , B are the ordinary flange couplings
which are used for forming the joints when these
pipes are conveying steam , water, etc . If the
amateur can purchase these ready -screwed , so much

the better ; but if not, and he finds that he has no

Fig . 3. - END ELEVATION.
set pin . It will be noticed , on referring to front
elevation of bench , that there are two couplings
fastened to each support. The bottom couplings
are for securing the bench to the floor of workshop ,
if necessary. Before putting on the bottom
couplings the maker will re
quire to put on the part of
couplings which form the guides

for the tool rack .

These are

made to work up and down on
the supports, and are shown in
Fig . 4 . To form the table of
bench , three thoroughly seasoned
beech boards are necessary.

These will require to be planed
true and square on their meet
ing edges, so that when fastened
together they will lie perfectly
flat. Dowel pins should be
fitted to these edges after plan
ing. These pins will hold the
table together while fixing on
the cross battens.
After the table and supports
Fig . 4. - UNDERSIDE VIEW OF LOWER TABLE OR Tool Rack .
are ready for fitting together, if
the supports are not exactly the
screwing tackle large enough for the job , then he
same length - ie., the length from the face of the top
can chuck the coupling in the lathe and bore out to
coupling to the face of the bottom coupling-- the
size to correspond with the size of the unscrewed
following is a good method for fitting up , so that the
bench is perfectly level. Mark the positions of
* This contributor was awarded the third prize
centres of supports on the underside of table, and
in the “ Fortis " Vice Prize Competition .
also on a level floor. Heat the top end fonly of
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FIG . 2. - GENERAL PLAN .

(Scale : I in . = 1 ft.)

A DESIGN FOR AN AMATEUR 'S VICE BENCH , .
By David E . PATTERSON.

For description ]

(see pages 76 –79.
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Fig. 5 represents the bench stop . This is a
simple contrivance, consisting of wedges of hard
wood a and b , tightening against each other in
a mortise cut for their reception in the bench . All
blows are struck from the top of the bench , and a
very slight touch tightens or loosens it at any
T UROCO
EST

DUODOU
DOUDOD
OUNDBO
U

supports to a dull red heat, place hot flanges upper
most on the positions that were previously drawn
on the floor, and then lift the table and set it down
squarely on top of hot flanges for a short time.
The table will by this method find its own level,
and when fitted together be without a rock .

July 26 , 1906 .

5a6

ribor

Work held

cc 15 bench.

Hl

Wedge.

Fig . 5 .

BENCH STOP .

Bench
Fig . 7. — AN APPLIANCE FOR HOLDING WORK Flat. (Scale : $ full size.)
The under table will be found very convenient
as a rack for tools when not in use. On referring to
drawing, it will be seen that this table can be

adjusted to whatever height the operator thinks
most suitable for his requirements. The method
of fixing after adjustment is not shown, but is

desired height. The position of this is shown at E
in Figs. 1, 2 and 3.

Fig. 6 is a combination of wedges for holding
wood edgewise. The strips a , b are made of any
kind of hard wood 2 ins. thick by 8 ins. long , and
chamfered underneath . These are screwed firmly
to the board c by ordinary wood screws. Two
chamfered hardwood wedges slide in the groove

FIG . 6 .

ARRANGEMENT FOR
HOLDI. G WORK
EDGEWISE .

formed by the fixed pieces a , b. The sides oppo
site the chamfered parts are planed up square to
the flat sides. Between these the strip to be planed
is placed on edge, and the wedges are tapped until
they grip the work between them . The pressure
of the plane at each stroke serves to still further
tighten the grip of the wedges. By a slight pull
in the contrary direction the work is at once
loosened . For holding work in a flat position the

- 1- 3" — -

--

- -

Fig . 8. - Bench Hook.

Wedges
accomplished by a set-screw in each of the brackets
F ; these latter are couplings with three-quarters
of flange cut away. The fourth part that is
left is to support each corner of the tool rack . The
bench should be fitted with an instantaneous grip
vice for wood or metal, as shown at D , Figs. 1, 2
and 3.

article in Fig. 7 is generally made use of. It is
formed of a bar of 1-in . by 4-in . iron , forged to
shape. The lower end a is inserted in a square
hole through any convenient part of the bench .
When it is required to hold work down with it
the work is placed under the end c, and by
tightening the screw b transfers the pressure to c,
through the medium of the pivot d. The help of
this small tool is invaluable to the operator.
Fig . 8 represents a bench hook , consisting of a
piece of hardwood, 15 ins. long by 4 ins. broad and
i in , thick , formed with blocks at each end 2 ins.
thick , as shown. The circular disc of.wood, marked
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C in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 is an erecting table. The
pillar is made of iron tubing in . diameter, with a
flange coupling fitted to top end for taking the disc.
The bottom end of pillar is fitted with a smaller
piece of tube screwed into it to form a bearing. A

hole is bored in any convenient part of bench , and
fitted with an iron or brass bush , a working fit for
the piece of small tube.

“ Model Engineer " Speed Boat
Competition , 1906 .
TENTATIVE CONDITIONS.
THE entries for this Competition will be divided
I into two classes. Class A will include all
boats over 4 ft. 6 ins, and under 7 ft. in length ;
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins, in
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The Latest in Engineering.
Spark and Combustion Indicator. - A small
device, which is illustrated herewith , has been
patented by Mr. A . F . White, of Stroud, for in

specting the electric spark in internal combustion
engines and by which the quality of the mixture
used can also be gauged by inspecting the flame of
the ignited gases. It consists of a hard glass ball,
placed between two body parts that are threaded .
The ball is packed with asbestos rings, which can,
if necessary, be renewed in a few minutes. Male
or female ends can be fitted as desired . It is said
that the peculiar property of the glass sphere is
that it enables one readily to inspect the spark some
distance away from the engine, which would not be
possible were flat-surfaced glass used . For engines
working with town gas without magneto , when the
instrument is screwed into the indicator hole, it

enables the operator to judge the quality of the

length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water line. Each boat must make
three successive trips over a straight course of not
less than one hundred yards in length , or one trip of

mixture he is using in the cylinder ; in this way
the use of the indicator is, to a large extent, dis
pensed with . A number of the “ sights " have
now been in use for some months on engines of the

not less than three hundred yards. At starting each
trip , power must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars
given . The exact length of the course must be
measurel.and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip . These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem

highest compression , and without water -cooled
Asbestos
Asbestos
washers

Glass

boll

bers of the executive of either any recognised
Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club,
who must have been present at the trials. In

Fig . 1.

Fig . 2.

addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions

SPARK Sight.

of their boats for publication in The MODEL ENGI
NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum

spark -boxes. In no case, it is said , has there been
failure from leakage or breakage of the ball. They
have also been in use on air-cooled engines, running
at nearly 2,000 r.p.m ., with the same satisfactory
results. Fig . I is reproduced to half full scale,
and Fig. 2 illustrates a " sight" adapted to take a

marised as follows :
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat beating
previous records.

BRONZE MEDAL to the second fastest vessel,
if the first boat beats previous record :
If the performance of the first boat does not
surpass that attained in previous competitions, then
the highest awards will be Bronze Medals and
certificates respectively. No medal will be awarded
in either class unless three entries are received .
The number of competitors interested in any one

boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two. A signed declaration is required , giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certificate of performance.

Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which
and-a -half miles per hour ; and to Class B vessels
with an average speed of not less than four miles

have an average speed record of not less than four
per hour.
The last date of entry is October 16th .

AMONGST the killed in the recent terrible railway
of international fame— Mr. Louis Cassier, the
editor of Cassier's Engineering Magazine. He was

accident at Salisbury was an American engineer
only 42 years of age .

sparking plug .
A New Alloy. — According to the Iron Age, two

parts of aluminium and one part of zinc form an
alloy to which the name of " Algene ” has been
given . The strength of this alloy is equal to good
cast iron , and is superior to it so far as the elastic
limit is concerned . It does not easily oxidise , and
takes a fine polish . It melts at a low red -heat, and
becomes very fluid , and it will then fill small thin
places. While melting it, great care must be exer

cised , particularly when mixing the two metals.
The alloy is not suited for articles which require
the toughness possessed by bars, but there are many

purposes for which it can be used with advantage.
It has a tensile strength of about 22,000 lbs. per
sq. in ., and its specific gravity is 3.3.
A New Fog Signal is installed at the Needles
Lighthouse which takes the form of reed trumpets
worked by compressed air, and can be started
instantaneously when fog descends. The blast of

five seconds' duration every fifteen seconds can be
heard at treble the distance of the old fog bell
signal.
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A One- Tenth H .- P . Electric
Motor.

July 26, 1906.

to true up to the markings with a boring tool, the

spiders being fastened to the faceplate, the described
circle never being turned away forms an accurate

guide for boring up to the last.
By H . R . BECKETT.

W

ITH the exception of a few details the motor
VV as shown in illustration follows very closely
the design given in No. 14 of The Model
ENGINEER series : " Small Electric Motors.”
I first prepared drawings on the 1-10th h.-p .
scale, full size. I had no reason to grudge the time
spent on these, much time being saved by their
use during subsequent operations, besides being
a splendid rehearsal of the job about to be tackled .
My attention was first turned to the patterns,

but before commencing, being a novice at pattern
making, I first sent tracings of the drawings of the
various parts to the founders for information ,
as I did not want to do any more work over again
than could be helped , the tracings were re
turned marked , and hints freely given enabling me
to make proper practical patterns for bedplate,

brush rocker, armature spiders which were cast in
gun -metal, the commutator ring cast in copper, and
the field -magnets, bearings, and pulley -wheel
which were in cast-iron . These castings were

obtained from Messrs. A . Day & Sons, Mark
Foundry, Highbridge, Somerset, and proved
satisfactory .
While the castings were being made I started on
the armature. Commencing with the spindle
I found it a job not to be trifled with , and spent
no little pains in getting it as accurate as possible.

The screw thread was cut on it and two slots pre
pared for keying on the armature and pulley .
Not being able to obtain the requisite size
stampings for armature, they being 34 ins.
diameter, with sixteen slots each 5 - 10tis in .

by 5 - 16ths in ., ring type. I had these made
by A . W . Roy , 151, Shields Road , Heaton ,

I then went over the armature core with files,

levelling down all projecting edges, and rounded off
all corners to be passed over by the windings, not
forgetting the bottom edges of the spider, which
are liable to abrade the silk -covering of wires

when replacing them in position. For the same
reason , and to better the insulation these claws
were well covered over with silk ribbon . For
insulation on the armature core I used two coverings
of Sarcenet ribbon with an extra thickness at the
corners ; shellac varnish I found the best way of

getting the ribbon to stick on , using a hot iron
to press down and to dry the ribbon. Before
winding I first placed the core in two clamps,

then removed the spiders. In the place of the claws
I put pieces of hard wood slightly wider than the

metal claws, but taking care to leave as much room
as possible for the shuttles of wire to be passed

through . It is perhaps hardly necessary to give

the whole of the operations of winding this arma
ture, though I shall be pleased to do so if any reader
should wish for it ; but do not let any one be afraid
to think it out for themselves first. I used 12 ozs.,
equal to about 576 yards ofNo. 32 D .S .c . wire,

and succeeded in getting 200 turns in each slot,

giving a total of 3,200 . I wound four slots at the
time, adding one layer in turn to each slot, and each
slot had its wire equally divided upon two shuttles ;
by this method one gets the starting and finishing
end both at the top. I numbered and coloured the
wood shuttles all differently to save time in picking
them out. This wire and all wire used throughout
the construction of themotor was well dried before
winding it on . As each of the four sections were
finished winding I tested them first for continuity
and polarity , using a small pocket compass for this

purpose. Then by the aid of a 500 -volt generating

Newcastle-on - Tyne ; 110 of these were required

testing set I well tested the insulation . When

to make up the armature 21 ins, long ; these well

all the sixteen were wound and tested I replaced

pressed together and then bolted up by four bolting

the spiders, gave the windings several coatings of

pins, which were made to fit an easy drive through

shellac varnish , and covered over the wires with the
silk ribbon provided for that purpose when lining the

the holes. No more insulation between the stamp
ings was used than is afforded by the oxide present

more or less upon their surfaces. No heating of the
armature by the eddy currents was noticed when
running the machine for several hours at a stretch .

The lot of rings bolted together are carried upon
the spindle by the spiders, each having four arms
and holes through the claws for the bolting pins
to pass through ; the spider bosses being bored
out are firmly fixed to the spindle by a key on the

slots ; these coverings being fastened down with
the shellac varnish , the whole was again tested for

insulation , and after one or two corrections got
it pretty well perfect. There now remained only
to wind on the binding wires, for which tinned brass
wire about 26 S . W .G . was used . Grooves had been

filed in two places round the core and in these
grooves strips of mica first laid , the wire being

The plan I adopted was first having turned and
cleaned up the spider castings (which were finally

wound tightly over these , then finally soldered
all over. Soldering fluid was of course avoided
and only resin used - - the wire being first cleaned
and wiped over with a solution of ammonia.
The resistance of the armature was tried and found
to be 119 ohms, the calculated resistance being
116 ohms. When working from the commutator,
according to the law of parallel circuits, the

one side and two set-screws at the other, so that
there is a drive given at both ends of armatures.
This sounds simple enough , but it is not so easy
to mount the armature on the spindle so that it
will run true, and without it does so it is useless.

lacquered ). keeping the bosses as central aspossible,

resistance would be one-quarter of this, or in

the holes (just the clearance size of bolting pins)
were drilled in claws of spider, then having bolted

round numbers, 30 ohms.

all together the true centre was found in the boss.
From this centre a circle was marked off a shade
larger than the diameter of the spindle prepared
for it, the spiders being removed from the stampings ;
care being taken to mark their positions,
holes were drilled ; but leaving enough metal

ring : diameter 1} ins.,width iſ ins., and thickness
in . Using a fine brass saw I divided it up into

The commutator I made froin the cast copper
sixteen segments, having first , turned suitable
grooves in the ends.

The segments are insulated

from each other by mica , and they are held together

and insulated from the spindle by means of boxwood
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cores, which key into the grooves at the ends of the

be seen in the illustration , where it will also be

ring. This is, I think , a common arrangement.

noticed that the connections are made four seg
ments away from their nearest position, so as to

The boxwood cores are forced together by a screw
nut fitted on to the spindle, the nut being provided
with a set-screw . A lock -nut would perhaps be
better here, but room on the spindle is precious just
here, and already a washer between the boxwood
and nut is provided ; besides, a set-screw is all right

if it is made to fit tightly and has a small plug of
the spindle, against which it is forced. Like

copper to prevent injury to the screw thread on

many other things, as much depends upon the way

enable the brushes to be placed in a convenient
horizontal position . Cast copper is not altogether
satisfactory for making these commutators, being
inclined to be porous, and in one place I found it
necessary to drill and stop up with copper -- this
after turning being nearly invisible. In the future
I shall try rolled bar copper for this purpose.
Having now completed the armature and com
mutator I started on the field -magnets. The faces
of the yolks were first machined
over by means of the lathe, the
castings being fixed to the face
plate. The surfaces were then
scraped and a very close fit
obtained , so that when bolted
together and the joint filed over,
it appeared as if solid . The finest

iron filings were sifted over the
joint with the motor running,
20V -as
Ho HP
2500RR
BECKEY

but no break in the continuity
of the magnetic lines of force
thus indicated could be detected .

An account of the method em
ployed whereby the surfaces of
this joint were scraped without

the aid of a surface plate will
be found in No. 236 of THE

Model ENGINEER , page 410 .
To ensure rigidity of the field
magnets I machined over both
the bottom surfaces of the two
field -magnets and also the bear
ing surfaces for these upon the
gun -metal bedplate. Having no
planing attachments, this was
done on my lathe, using the
ordinary appliances. Anyreader
wishing to know how this was
accomplished is referred to No.
239 of THE MODEL ENGINEER,
page 483.

Having now the field -magnets
firmly bolted to the bed plate,
the whole was fixed to the
saddle of the lathe, a boring
bar rigged up, and the tunnel
bored out at the same time,
and from the same centre
machining and slotting out the
seatings for the bearings. The
MR. H . R . BECKETT'S ONE-TENTH H .-P. ELECTRO MOTOR.
finishing cut to be taken out
of the tunnel was left until the
final erection of the whole
machine, and the tunnel left just large enough
it is done as upon the method employed . To pro
vide for connections to the armature wires I fitted
to admit of the finished armature being forced in
short stout pieces of copper wire into saw cuts
with a little hand pressure ; by this means the
made on the inner edges of the commutator seg
correct centres were , when the holes in the brass
ments, and then soldered them in , the surface
bushes for the bearings came to be bored , easily
being finally left smooth by the finishing cuts on the
found .
lathe ; the whole width of the commutator is thus
I next removed and separated the two field
magnets, and proceeded with the winding. A
left available, providing room for two tracks for
the carbon brushes, and a double wear obtained .
full account of this appeared in No. 253 of The
MODEL ENGINEER, page 195. There is oneaddition
The fine wires from the armature are easily twisted
round and soldered to these copper wire projections
that I think would be desirable to make to the
without heating the commutator, and they are also
instructions there given , and that is, a disc of in
sulating material, such as a film of mica sandwiched
easily disconnected whenever thatmay be necessary .
Before joining up pieces of bicycle valve tubing
in between two thin pieces of thin paper by gumming,
were slipped over the wires, thus providing good
should be placed in between the two portions of the
insulation and protection . This arrangement can
wiring which has been divided and wound off two
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reels, as described in the account. It must be
remembered that the wire used is only single cotton
covered, and with each succeeding layer there
must be an increasing difference in the potential of
the neighbouring coils, and where they meet in the
middle there is some risk of a “ short ” occurring,
which will be shown later on in the account.
The cast-iron standards for the bearings were

now taken in hand. These had to be turned and
machined pretty well all over, and made to fit
the slots provided for them in the bedplate , being
finally drilled and tapped to receive the -in . bolts

which hold them most rigidly to the bed plate.
The handling of these bearings for the various
operations upon them is particularly awkward ,
more especially the fitting of the oil cups into the

tops of them , so that they shall be upright, asany
one who has had to drill such a hole upon a metal

surface having two different curves upon it, as with

the side ofan egg, has no doubt discovered . Of course
be easy enough,
with special appliances it might
but with most amateurs it is very different. I
overcame the difficulty by partly drilling and then
trueing up with a small boring tool, and taking
out the round corners with a side tool.
The design of the rocker is taken from the same
work as the motor itself, and cannot, I think, be
bettered ; but the holders with their carbons are
the result of my own work and experimenting,
for starting with a bad amount of sparking
indeed, so much that at one time I thought of

abandoning this form of brush for copper gauze - I have succeeded in perfecting it beyond my greatest
hopes, and shall be pleased to show the machine
in operation to any one caring to see it ; consequently
a short description of my endeavours may be of
interest.
The carbons themselves are cylindrical, and
7 - 16ths in . in diameter ; the ebonite tubes are made

to fit them , so that while the carbons, the surfaces
of which I well rubbed over with a soft lead pencil,
slide in and out quite readily there must be prac
tically little or no shake.

This cannot be done

by drilling the tubes alone, as this leaves the bore
of the tube uneven , and however slight this
unevenness is, it is in the wrong direction — that
is, the markings of the drill, whatever they are,
will be at right angles to the movement of the
carbons
; if it were otherwise it would not much

matter. To put this right the bore is brought up
to its finishing size by means of glass paper mounted
on a round stick and rubbed in and out, keeping
it as straight as possible. To do this properly
the glass-paper covered portion of the stick must not
be more than about two -thirds the length of the

bore,as a little reflection will show that a slightly
taper hole must result, simply because the mouth
of the tube would be getting more abrasing than
any other portion of the bore, and this is of course
fatal to a good fit .

The carbons are pressed to the commutator by a
short brass spring of about three turns, placed inside
and at the bottom of the tube. To get a good elec
trical contact I first made two saw cuts at right,
angles to each other across the ends of the carbons ;
these spaces were filled up with two pieces of brass
halved into each other , and when in position sol

dered together ; done this way it will be found
impossible to draw them out without fracturing
the carbon . To these brasses one end of the brass
spring is soldered , and to the other end of the
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spring is soldered a brass disc slightly smaller than

the bore of the tube ; a -in . brass screw with a
washer forms the terminal, and passes through the
end of the tube, making the necessary contact with
the brass plate attached to the spring. The pressure
of the brushes upon the commutator is regulated

by altering the position of the ebonite tubes in the
brush holders, which are lined with cloth , and the
grip of the tubes controlled by a pinch screw ,
as shown in the illustration . All this may perhaps

seem tedious, but it is soon got over, and, further,
is necessary in order to get sparkless running ;
but still another improvement had to be made,

for on running the machine the carbons showed
a marked tendency to revolve and place the pointed
edges of their concave ground surfaces to the
commutator, thus utterly destroying the good
contact aimed at. This was no doubt due to the
endeavour of the brushes to place themselves in the
position of least resistance. The remedy was

simple. A brass pin was soldered to the back surface
hole made through the bottom of the tube to receive
it. This, of course, must be done previously to the

of the small brass disc inside the tube, and a small

grinding and fitting of the carbons to the com
mutator. This is done as follows: First remove
most of the carbon with a half-round file, making
a rough fit ; then use medium emery papermounted
upon a wooden roller, which with emery upon it
equals the diameter of the commutator ; finally

tie round the commutator by means of thread a

strip of No. o glass paper, and run the motor by
means of a string from off the flywheel of lathe
with the brushes in their working position . Care
must be taken that the edges of the glass paper
meet and lie flat upon the commutator surface.
To do this first give the glass paper a curlby rolling
it upon something about half the diameter of the
commutator itself.

I was at first unable to obtain proper carbon
brushes 7- 16ths in . diameter, so used the ordinary
carbons made for the arc lamps. Subsequently
I had some made for me by the General Electric
Company, specially for brush work , and which I
am now using, and though no doubt finer in quality
and more suited for the purpose, neither kind
show any sparking, and after two months on and

off wear I can see no wear or scratches upon the
commutator.

The only other portion of the construction
ment of the bearings, and over which I had a
little trouble . The armature is placed in the tunnel,
in which it will be remembered it is still a fairly
tight fit ; the whole is again screwed to the board
which carries it on the lathe saddle ; both centres
are put in the lathe, and the work adjusted

which I will describe is getting the true align

so that the armature can be just turned on
the armature and bolted the bearings to their
seatings, and drilled out by a drill held in a chuck ,

them while in the tunnel ; this done, I removed

the work being turned right round for the drilling
of the second bearing. Pilot holes with a small
drill were first made, using a light feed ; then the
holes were drilled to their true size with a fluted

drill (twist drills would not answer here at all ).
There was the difficulty of getting the drills to run
true, and two brasses were spoilt through this.
For future work I should try the plan of drilling
the correct size hole through the brasses before they
were fitted to the standards, and then mounting
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thein upon a mandrel turn them down to fit the
standards. Being aware of the necessity of the
back centres of the lathe being true before doing
this part of the job I applied several tests, some
notes upon which I sent to THE MODEI. ENGINEER,
and will be found in No. 264, page 460.

The oilers are filled with a thick almost solid
grease, which is fed on the bearing by a felt wick
forced against it by a spring. This arrangement
answers admirably ; the lubrication is sufficient,
and there is no grease splashed about to soil the
machine. This type of lubricator will also act
upside down .
The machine being now in workable form I
proceeded to run it first, using bichromate cells,
and found with four in series the armature slowly
rotated . Having rigged up a temporary starting
resistance with one ampere fuse in the circuit,
I removed a lamp from the lighting circuit and
connected up the machine with a plug adapter, and
away she went at full speed , apparently perfect
but for too much sparking, which , as I have already
explained , was remedied .
I now put it to work , the lathe running direct on
the mandrel pulleys, and using the back gear
for reduction of speed, a steel bar 1-in . diameter
was put in the centres, and by using the slide
· found 1- 16th in . cut could be taken at a pace rather
faster than I am accustomed to treadle, but by
was
keeping water dripping on the cutter no harmwound
done, and a good surface left. Being series
the motor is apt to race under a varying load,
but this is easily controlled by putting in more
resistance ; on the other hand it has a good starting
torque, and will start off again unaided with the
tool still in the cut.
The armature showed no signs of heating, but
I observed that whilst one of the fields warmed
up as the work proceeded the other one remained
cool. I
suspected
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be taken as the useful working capacity of the
machine. No doubt for a short time it may be
capable of doing work up to 1-6th h.-p., but over
heating of the fields would result if kept up for long.
The following table gives the consumption of

current under varying loads, the load being increased
each time resistance is withdrawn until the speed is
brought down to that of normal working.
The starting resistance of 200 ohms is equally
divided into ten coils controlled at five places, so that
there are two coils at each stud over which the
switch handle passes. ( The switch board is not
yet finished, but can be used in the roughed -out
condition .)
Volts.
220

220

220
220
220
220

Ohms.
Placed

Amperes .
No Load,
in Circuit. Motor Racing.
200
.25
160
:35
120
35
80

Amperes .
Armature
Fixed

Amperes .
With
Load .

(Wedged ).

.65

.45
1

4.

-75
.85
1 .00

1.25
:45
.
1 .6
.45
From the above table a little calculation will
fairly show the value of the back electric motor
force generated in the armature, by running the
40

̇ܗ
̇ܘܼܿܗ
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machine. A 2-amp. fuse was used - i.e., the same
fuse wire duplicated — when obtaining these figures.
The average consumption of current may be taken
as 8 amps., which at 6d . B . T .U . works out a fraction
over id . per hour for cost of running (one amp.
at this charge costing 1.33 of id .).

This consumption of current and an output of
1-10th h .-p. (75 watts) represents an efficiency of
about 40 per cent., which I suppose must be con
sidered satisfactory for so small a machine. Much
of the currentbe it observed is taken up in energising
the fields.

at once
that it was not doing
its share of the work , and on testing found a great
difference in the resistance of the two. Having
through the kindness of a friend access to a good
Wheatstone bridge, I calculated that there was

I first ran themotorwith an air space of 1-64th in .,
but after a few days running a slightknocking of the
armature in the tunnel was heard . The air space
was then increased to 1-40th in ., no decrease in
power being noticeable after the change. This

investigation this proved correct, and this was

a “ short ” in the second layer from the top ; upon
soon put right. While this was being done I ran
the motor with one field only . The power was less,
but not strikingly , owing to the motor now taking
more current and the field soon getting warm .
When the corrected field had been replaced the
power as judged by the work done was apparently

increase of air gap was accomplished by using
four brass wedges made from sheet brass 1-40th in .
thick ; these were first firmly pushed into each
side of the air space on a level with the bearings,

not much greater, but there was this difference
a much less consumption of current, and the fields
keeping cool under ordinary loads.
As I had constructed this motor with the intention
of using it for the working of light models in a
shop window , I was agreeably surprised to find it
capable of doing useful work in my workshop

the two bolting down nuts on the one sidewere now
eased , and the two wedges driven in to the full
thickness of the brass ; the nuts were tightened up,
the same operation repeated the other side, the
wedges being finally withdrawn , leaving the air
gap 1- 40th in . This method is, of course, only
admissible when the alteration required is a slight
one.
As regards the cost of materials used in the
construction this totals up to about £3, the biggest
item being the gun -metal hedplate, which cost
125. 6d ., and weighs about 11 Ibs. Of course it
must be remembered that most of the materials
had to be purchased in small quantities, and the
prices paid accordingly. The weight of the motor

parlour. For grinding and polishing it is par
excellence, and for brass work up to 1 in . diameter ;
but beyond this the motor begins to get unduly hot
under a continuous load. In these cases the back
gear is not used, but run direct off the motor by a

belt on to the largest pulley on the mandrel. The
lathe, I should mention , is a 6 -in . Britannia slide
and screw -cutting lathe.
I ascertained the brake horse-power within a little
by raising weight to a height of 30 ft., and noting
the time by a stop watch . The best performance
gave a value of 1-1oth h .-p., and this I think can

completed is 41 lbs.
The design of this motor, which is of the Edison
Hopkinson pattern , is no doubt a good one. The
gun -metal bedplate could for the smaller sizes

be replaced with a block of well-seasoned hard
wood covered at the top with a well- fitted and
screwed -on stout brass plate, thus lessening
cost and work in pattern making.
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By Chas. S. LAKE.

Fearnley & Eger, of Christiania , under charter
of the Dominion Coal Company, of Sydney , Nova
Scotia . The vessel is built to the rules of Nor
wegian Veritas for their highest class, her leading
dimensions being 360 by 51 – 21 by 28 – 10 moulded ,
and she will carry a dead weight of over 7,000
tons on 23 - 1 with exceptionally large hatchways,
30 ft. wide, and perfectly self-trimming and un
obstructed holds, dispensing entirely with the
expense of coaltrimmers, and enabling the cargo
to be shipped and unshipped in the shortest possible
space of time. She will also have an unusually
large quantity of water ballast located under the
deck between the sloping sides of the holds and

PUMPING AND FEED -WATER HEATING INSTALLA

the shell on each side of the vessel, thus making
her an ideal ship when in ballast, only with great

I started to make the motor in April, 1905,
and it has taken up my odd time for nine months,
the odd time consisting of about two to three hours
per day on the average. As some encouragement
to others I will mention that this ismy first attempt
at construction of electrical machinery , or in fact
any other kind of machinery , my business not
being in any way connected with mechanical work .

Marine Notes.

TION FOR P. & O . STEAMERS.
The photograph on opposite page showsan outfit
of main -feed and auxiliary pumps and contact
feed -water heater constructed by Messrs. Clark ,

Chapman & Co ., Ltd ., of Victoria Works, Gates
head -on - Tyne, and supplied by them to the P . & 0 .

Steam Navigation Company for use in their first
class passenger steamers, Delhi, Delta , Dongola ,
and Davanah . The three pumps on the left hand

side of the photograph are each capable of feeding
the boilers for engines indicating 7,000 h .-p . The
two pumps on the right of the iſlustration are used
for sanitary and ballast purposes, and are each
capable of dealing with 200 tons of water per hour,
and the contact feed -water heater is capable of
raising the temperature of feed -water to 220° F .

DEPARTURE OF S .S . “ REVENTAZON."

The new steamer, Reventazon , left Belfast Har
bour early on the morning of July 3rd , and, after
adjustment of compasses, proceeded to Glasgow
to take in bunker coal prior to her departure for

the West Indies. The vessel is a sister ship of the
Chirripo, which left the same port a few weeks
ago , and has been built and engined by Messrs.
Workman , Clark & Company, of Belfast, for Messrs.

Elders & Fyffes, Ltd ., of London . She is the
eleventh vessel specially designed and built by

the above firm for the banana and general fruit
trade, and is intended for the rapidly growing
trade between the West Indies and this country ,
being capable of carrying over 65,000 bunches

of bananas, in addition to large consignments of

oranges, limes, etc. The cargo gear has been
specially arranged for careful and expeditious
handling of fruit cargoes, Accommodation is
provided for a number of passengers in staterooms,
saloon, and other public apartments placed in
a large midship deckhouse in which every necessary
convenience for the comfort of the passengers
is provided . The construction of the Reventazon
has been carried out under the supervision of the
owners' superintendents, Captain Bartlett and
Mr. Prim , and the vessel is under the command

of Captain Lund.
LAUNCH OF ANOTHER REMARKABLE STEAMER.
On Thursday, June 21st, 1906 , Sir Raylton Dixon
and Co., Ltd ., launched from their Cleveland
Dockyards, Middlesbrough , a very special cargo
steamer, built with cantilever frames on Harroway
and Dixon 's, John Priestman's, and Livingstone
and Sanderson's Patents to the order of Messrs.

steadiness at sea, increased speed , and the racing
of propeller reduced to a minimum . She will be

fitted with engines by the North -Eastern Marine
Engineering Company, Ltd ., of Sunderland, having
cylinders 26 ins., 42 ins., 70 ins., by 48 ins., supplied
with steam by three large single-ended boilers,
working out at 180 lbs. pressure and fitted with
Howden's forced draught. On leaving the ways
she was gracefully named Fritza by Mrs.
Qvale, the wife of Captain Einar Ovale, under whose
superintendence the vessel is being built and who

will also command the ship .
H .M .S . “ BLACK PRINCE."
The Black Prince, which was launched by the
Countess of Selborne on Tuesday, November
8th , at the shipyard of the Thames Ironworks
Shipbuilding and Engineering Company Ltd .,
at Canning Town , is a first- class armoured cruiser ,
of the Duke of Edinburgh type, of which there are
at present in all six under construction, two at the
Royal Dockyard , Pembroke, and the remaining
four at the yards of private contractors. The
Black Prince is 480 ft. long between perpendiculars,
extremebeam 73 ft . 6 ins., depth from outer bottom
to upper deck 40 ft. 9 ins., draught forward 26 ft.
6 ins., aft 27 ft. 6 ins., displacement 13,660 tons,
indicated horse-power 23,500 , and expected to give
a speed of over 23 knots. She has a complete
armour belt running from stem to stern , the thick

ness amidships at waterline being 6 ins., and taper
forward

ing at
end to 4 ins. and 3 ins. aft. The
citadel, which is rectangular in shape, is protected

by 6 -in . armour, and carries ten 6 - in . breech
loading guns, eight are broadside guns, while the
two after ones can fire both athwartship and fore.
and aft . On the upper deck there are five 9 '2-in . guns
in barbettes, protected by 6 -in , and 3-in . armour,
while forward on the forecastle is another 9 '2 -in .

gun , making six in all. The foremost 9'2-in . guns
and the aftermɔst one are situate at the middle
line, so that an arc of fire of 310 degrees can be
obtained . The other four 9 ' 2 in . guns are
placed at the sides of the vessel, and nearly
over the ends of the citadel, and each of these
command a fire of 180°. The shelter decks are
well manned with 3 -pdr. quick - firing guns, some
twenty -eight in number. There are also two
Maxims and two 12 -pdr. 6 -cwt. guns for boats
and field use. The whole weight of armour is

about 1,600 tons exclusive of the protective decks.
The battery has a protective deck covering of
I -in . steel, which is continued forward on the main
deck . In addition there is the usualsharp cambered

|
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and protective deck , in. thick at the water
line, running right fore and aft. The 6 -in . guns
are separated from each other by 2-in . splinter
bulkheads. The conning tower is of 10 -in . steel,
provided with the usual armour tubes for carrying
the leads of shafts, pipes, etc., from the shelter
deck to within the armour protection . There are
three 18 -in , torpedo tubes, one on each side and

one at the stern , all under water. One of the new
features in the design is the placing of the shell
rooms in the ammunition passages close to the
ammunition hoists, thus saving a deal of time in
getting the shells to the guns. The 6 -in , ammuni
tion hoists have electrical motors, while those to
the 9 '2 guns are worked hydraulically . She has
two capstans, one forward driven by steam and
the after one electrical. The vessel is ventilated
by means of electrically driven fans. The coal
and ash and boat hoists are all electrically driven .
She is lighted up with about 1,400 incandescent
lamps ; she also has an electrical helm indicator,
and well served with electrical bells, telephone ,
etc. The whole of the above electrical work ,
with the exception of the capstan gear, is made
and fitted by the firm , as well as all the ventilating
and pumping work , etc. ; the

July 26, 1906.

McLachlan , four sets of electric machinery, con

sisting of engines by Mr. Peter Brotherhood and
air -compressing machinery, and one electrically

dynamos by Messrs. Laurence Scott, two sets of

driven ice machine. The whole of the fans, which
are electrically driven , are of the “ Sirocco " type,
and the motors for these were supplied by the
Electrical Department of the Thames Ironworks
at Canning Town.

A Wooden Model N .E .R .
Locomotive .
By D . ALYN ROBERTS.
THIS engine was made by me in about two or
three months, working odd times. Seeing a
photograph in THE MODEL ENGINEER of a

wooden model L . & Y . locomotive, I thought I
would try and make a similar model, not having
the necessary tools for a metal working model. I at
first decided on a North -Eastern type similar to
that made by Mr. O . Foster in 1904, which I have

double bottom is fitted to
carry heavy oil, and fitted
with pumps, pipes, and filters,

etc., to enable the boilers to
use oil as fuel if necessary .
The coal bunkers can carry,
if necessary, about 2 ,000
tons of coal. She was com
menced in January , 1903,
and was completed and com
missioned for sea in March ,
1906 . This is the first vessel
for the Government that the

firm have completed ready
for commission , although they

VO

have always done so in the

case of vessels for foreign
navies,

The propelling machinery,
Company's engineering works
at Greenwich and Deptford
(formerly Messrs. John Penn
and Sons), develops 23,000

which was constructed at the

indicated horse-power, and consists of two sets of
inverted 4 -cylinder triple expansion engines, working
at a pressure of 205 lbs. in the high pressure slide
case . The diameters of the cylinders are : High
pressure, 431 ins. ; intermediate, 69 ins. ; two low
pressure , 77 ins. ; with a stroke of 42 ins. The
engines are balanced on the Yarrow , Schlick , and
Tweedy systems, and arranged to run at a speed
of 135 revs. per minute.

A WOODEN MODEL N .E .R . I.oco .
much admired . With the exception of the cut of
the cab , I think I have made a fair copy consider
ing the conditions under which it was made - i.e.,

tools being only a jack plane, two or three chisels ,
The boiler is made of two hexagon -shaped pieces
of wood for the ends, and strips of -in . pine
fastened on and planed round to form a cylinder,

and fretsaw .

which makes a capital imitation boiler, being strong

There are two separate and independent con

and light. The frame is cut out of 3- 16ths-in .

densers to each set of engines, and two independent
twin -air pumps arranged to pump from both
condensers. The boiler installation consists of

maple, and the bedplate out of 3-in . pine. The
wheels are cut in one piece from pine, being the
most difficult work on the model. The dome,

twenty Babcock & Wilcox boilers and six cylin
drical boilers, working with closed stokeholds
and forced draught ; the working pressure of all
the boilers is 210 lbs. per sq . in . In addition to
the main engines there are two complete sets of

valve, and funnel are made entirely without a lathe.
The roof of the cab is tin , and the whistles filed out
of brass screws. The hand -rail fasteners are , of
brass taken from curtain rings, and the rail is brass
wire. The coupling arrangement is also brass wire

evaporating and distilling machinery by Messrs.
Caird & Rayner, two vertical double-cylinder
steam -steering engine and gears by Messrs. Bow

which work . The cab is fully fitted with water

bent to shape and fitted with a screw and lever
gauges, steam gauge, regulator, etc., and brake

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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wheel which acts on the coupled wheels. The
tender is made entirely out of pine. The engine
and tender are finished off in green enamel, and the
frames are black and lined in correct N . E . R . colours,
the coupling-rod and brake-rods being aluminium
painted .

HEAVIEST PASSENGER ENGINE. - What is said
to be the heaviest passenger engine ever built

has been delivered to the Lake Shore and Michigan

Southern Railroad. It weighs 244,700 lbs., of
which 170,000 lbs. are on the driving wheels. The
engine and tender weigh 403,700 lbs., and the

A Model Gun -boat.
By S . J. THOMPSON ,
(Continued from page 58 .)
THE boiler for the model gun -boat is illustrated
I on page 89. It will maintain 50 lbs.
working pressure, and was made of a piece
of copper tube, 3 ins. internal diam . by 4 ins.
long and 1- 16th in . thick ; the ends were cast
of gun -metal 3- 32nds in . thick (one pattern
serving for both ends), and turned off to fit the
tube : the central stay was turned out of a piece
of stick gun -metal and screwed 5-16ths-in . Whit
worth . The ends of the boiler and the boss for

capacity for waterpowerful
is 7,800 locomotive
gals., while thatdesigned
for coal

is 15 tons. This
was
as a step in the development of large passenger
locomotives on the Lake Shore Road, which began
about seven years ago, as a result of which this
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FIG 21. - PROPELLER, 3 INS.DIAM., 6 INS. PITCH .

Fig . 219. - Pitch BLOCK.

the safety valve were brazed to the tube. The
safety valve blows off at 50 lbs. per square inch ,

road has a series of successful designs. The Wal
of favourable experience in both freight and pas
senger service. The new locomotive is entirely

and can be accurately adjusted by adding or
removing some thin washers at the joint marked A

free from untried devices or principles.

on the safety valve drawing (Fig . 17). The starting

schaérts gear has been generally adopted because
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cock and water gauge were bought, the bosses on

the boiler being screwed to suit them . When the
fittings, etc., were in place, the boiler was tested
to 100 lbs. per sq . in . by water pressure. The
boiler casing was made of sheet brass, riveted to
gether and horizontally jointed at the centre line,

diam ., taking care that the line marked 6 ins. was
as near as possible parallel to the longitudinal centre
line of the circular piece of wood. This piece of
tin , when bent, serves as a template to mark off
where the three saw cuts are to be made in the

boss for the reception of the blades ; and, when

so that the top half can be lifted off to start the
fire. The fire is of vaporised , methylated spirit,

in use, stands as shown in Fig . 23. The three
saw cuts are marked off and sawn to a depth of

and is started by pouring a little spirit on to the
loose asbestos in the tray at the bottom of the
boiler casing and turning on the supply from the

about fin , at equal distances round the boss .
The blades were next cut out of sheet brass to the
shape shown by the dotted lines on the propeller
drawing, fitted into the saw cuts on the boss, and

sweated in . The next thing to make was the

pitch block, on which the blades were laid and
hammered to the required pitch . This was made

of hard wood in the following way : First take a
IRAP

piece of hard wood, a little larger than the flat
blade and about it ins. thick , and square it up

true ; then mark off the centre line all round,
and at right angles to this centre line mark off
the circumferences 1, 2, 3, 4 , 5, 6 , 7, and 8 from
the propeller drawing ; then on the end face mark
off the angle of the blade at each circumference
and project these on to the respective circumfer

ences, and you obtain two spots on each of the lines
1, 2, 3, etc. (see Fig. 24). Next saw down each of
these eight lines till you touch the spot on each
sideofthe block ; then pare away the wood between

these saw cuts. The block is then finished , and
Fig . 19 . - BURNER.

spirit tank. The spirit is lighted by a little piece
of asbestos on the end of a wire, which should be
kept in the engine-room for the purpose. The
fire usually takes a minute or two, after lighting
up, before it is properly under way.
The spirit tank (Fig. 20 ) was fitted just under
the fore deck ; the filling pipe being brought up
through the deck and fitted into the base of the

- - POTION SPORAFT

Y

bow
-gun, which can be unshipped for filling the
tank .
The propeller (see Fig. 21) was built up in
preference to having it cast, as correctness of

Fig . 22.

FIG . 23.

Fig . 24 .

CONSTRUCTION OF PROPELLER BLADES.
will appear somewhat as shown on the propeller
drawing. Each blade is then placed on the block
and hammered till it fits the block. The position
it will then occupy is shown by the dotted line on
FOAM
WIR

SPIRIT TANK

t35

the pitch block drawing.
A NOVEL MOTOR-CAR DRIVE. - Mr. and Mrs.

. RE
STOR COLA FREIO AMR

Fig . 20 . - SPIRIT TANK.
pitch and thinness of blades are two very

essential qualities. The boss was turned out
of a piece of stick brass, the boring and facing
being done at one chucking, and a setscrew

was provided for fixing it to the shaft. A
triangular piece of tin was then cut out, the angle
and size of which are shown on Fig . 22 . This piece

of tin was then bent round a piece of wood } in.

C . J. Glidden , of Boston, U .S. A ., are touring the
world in a Napier motor -car. The tour was started
in 1901, since when the motorists have driven a
total of 33,600 miles in thirty -five countries. The
most distant points reached were the Arctic circle
in Sweden , in 1903, and the most southerly road
in the world in New Zealand, in 1905. The most
novel drive was 1,803 miles upon the railway
lines of the Soo and Canadian Pacific Railway,
from Minneapolis to Vancouver, in 1904, which
was accomplished by changing the rubber-tyred

wheels and using a specially constructed railway
flange-wheel. The motor-car ran as a special
train under telegraphic orders, and made faster
time than the regular express trains.
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An Example of American

Model Making .
IN a well-equipped workshop at the rear of his
I premises in Braymer, Missouri, U .S . A ., where
Mr. S . M . Coffman carries on business as a
jeweller and optician , the working model trac
tion engine, of which a photograph is here
with reproduced , was built by him , the work
occupying about ten months of his spare time.
Themodel is built to a scale of 1 } ins. to the foot

July 25, 1906

The engine that this model represents is set to
carry 130 lbs. pressure to the square inch. It would
have been much easier to have made this steam
gauge register 130 actual pounds to the square inch ,
but it wasnot desirable to carry such a high pressure
on the model, so the registration was increased as
many times as the size of the gauge was decreased ,

being one-eighth . This gauge is of the drawn-tube
type and the tube is drawn very thin . The internal
diameter is 1- 1,000 :h in . by 3 -32nds in . and even then

it was necessary to use compound rack and pinions,
so when the gauge shows 130 there is 161 lbs. actual
pressure and the pop valve acts. The differential
gearing was also quite a difficult piece of work , as

MR. S . M . COFFMAN AND HIS MODEL TRACTION ENGINE.
or exactly one-eighth full size of a 12 h .-p . engine.
It is interesting to note that the totalnunber of parts

for the complete model is 3,150 , of which 882 pieces
are contained in the two rear wheels, 41 in the
differential gearing ; there are 30 flue tubes, besides
water and steam gauges, governor, safety valve,

lubricators, pump and whistle. Many difficulties
were experienced in its construction , as numerous
special tools had to bemade. It is nearly all built
up work , the only castings employed being the
three elbows in the steam pipe. One of the diffi
culties being that of procuring a glass tube 1- 16th in
diam . for the water gauge, this was, however,
drawn out from a | in . tube.

the niilling machine and wheel cutters to make all
the construction of themodel.

of the gears must be included in the time spent in

The Admiralty have decided that masthead
semaphores in his Majesty 's ships shall be abolished ,
as this means of signalling has now been super
seded by wireless telegraphy and by searchlights.
Sir John BRUNNER has handed £5,000 to the
committee of the National Physical Laboratory
towards the completion and equipment of the
additional buildings for engineering, meteorology
and metallurgy .

July 26 , 1906 .
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Manufacture of Malleable Iron .
ALLEABLE IRON is now principally made
from charcoal pig iron , to which is added

a percentage of scrap and sprue sufficient
to use the culled work , gates, runners, and shrinkeis

resulting from the continued application of the

process. When coke pig iron can be found, which
has been made out of a good quality of coke, it is
also used .

There are two principal kinds of furnaces used :
the cupola and the open -hearth . The cupola is the
cheapest and really the best of the lighter pat

91

mixture of the iron more than with the size of the

castings, and is from three to ten days , including
the time necessary to cool the pots. In the first
thirty -six hours the oven is brought up to the
maximum heat of about 1,250 or, better, 1,350° F .
At this temperature it is kept for two days, when
it is allowed to cool slowly until it reaches a black
heat, at which time the pots are taken from the
oven . In the space above the pots in the oven the
temperature runs some 200° above the values given .
After annealing, the castings are sometimes dipped
into asphaltum diluted with benzine, to give them a
better finish . The cost of annealing is 0 .250. per
Ib . in a 30 -lb . oven with two oil burners. Using
coal as a fuel the cost is somewhat less.
After the castings have been annealed they are

terns, when a uniformly superior metal is not
required . The open -hearth furnaces aremuch better
for heavy work , and a much superior uniformity can
be obtained by them . There are in the United
States, says a writer in the American Machinist,
only ten foundries which use the open -hearth fur
naces. To run them economically they must be run
continuously, and have a skilled workman to run
the mixer well. By means of the open -hearth

unpacked , collected , and taken either to the
tumblers or the sand blast. The tumblers are the
cheapest method of cleaning, but the sand blast has
come into use, as it is much quicker. When
cleaned , the castings are ready for shipment, and
may be drop-forged or even welded when the iron
has been made for that purpose.

furnace the iron is not only melted but refined .
The usual limits of these furnaces are from 15 to
20 tons at a heat. They will run 300 heats without
repairing, and 1 ,000 heats before rebuilding. Still

Practical Letters from our

the cupola iron does the majority of the business,

Readers.

though it is considered inferior and requires 200° F .
more to anneal than the open -hearth iron .
There are two kinds of fuel in general use for
the furnace : a hard , close -grained coal requiring a

straight forced draught with an air pressure of
about 4 to 5 ozs., or a Siemens-Martin furnace using
fuel oil. Since sulphur is undesirable and is always
contained , to some extent, in the hard coal, and not
in the oil, it gives the oil an advantage. It is
easier to regulate the oil burners, but the expense

is slightly greater. The regulation is too , a great
advantage, for if the heat is run too high in the
furnace it will burn the iron , especially if it is low
in silicon . This does not show in the casting, but
gives it a high tensile strength without elongation .
This is due to the interior arrangement
of the molecules.
After the castings have been chipped
and sorted they are packed in iron an

nealing pots, holding about 800 lbs. of
iron. They are packed into these pots
together with a packing of clean, heavy
forge scales. Great care must be taken in
the packing in order to avoid distortion
during annealing, and the pots must be
packed full. A sprinkling of powdered
quicklime, sal ammoniac, muriatic acid ,
or any oxidising agent is then put on to
the packing to assist in the annealing,
and also in dumping the pots after
wards. The fuel used in annealing is in
most cases coal. However, many of the modern
foundries use oil or gas burners. These latter are
generally considered better, not so much on account
of expense, but because they are cleaner and permit
better regulation . Good iron can easily be spoiled
in the annealing ovens unless the greatest heat is

brought out at just the right time. This is very
hard to do with coal ovens, and requires a great
deal of experience. An experienced man can tell
whether the heat is right or not by the c lour of
the inside of the oven .

The time necessary for annealing varies with the

The Editor invites renders to make use of this column for the the
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letter
may be signed wwh a nom -de-piume, ff desired , on the full

name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached

though not necessarily intended for publication.)

A Model Torpedo-boat Destroyer .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - - The accompanying photograph illus
trates my torpedo -boat destroyer A sama.

Her

dimensions are 54 ins. long by 6 ins. wide, and
4 } ins. deep.
The hull was cut from a log of yellow pine, the
general design and lines being taken from The

MODEL ENGINEER handbook on steamer building.

A MODEL T.B . D .
I originally intended driving the boat by electricity,
and the hull was to have been fitted with two

6 - volt motors connected direct to the propeller

shafts, but having no electrical knowledge, and

the narrowness of the boat preventing large accu
mulators, I decided to fit her with an engine and
boiler. The latter is a riveted boiler 9 } ins. long
and 4 ins. wide ; the furnace is 2 ins. in diameter
and runs the whole length of the boiler, and has
eight cross-water tubes.

Firing is done by means of a paraffin blowlamp.
pumped to 12 lbs. pressure, which gives an intensely

The Model Baglooor and Electrician.
hot blue flame, and is most effective when the ex
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centrated solution of quinine for experiment 14, and a few drops

haust is led up the funnel. The engine is a fin . by
fin . slide valve, which by means of gearing runs

of acid in the water for experiment 15. If you don't succeed at

the twin screws at high speed with 30 lbs. pressure.
Connections from the gearing box to the propellers

Engine. W . M . (King's Cross) writes : I have a steam engine
(2- in . bore by 21 stroke), the ports of which are 3 -16ths in . by 1 ,
and exhaust | in . I want to fit a variable expansion gear which
will
a widesteam
range,at so200thatlbs.I canIf cutoff
very early
or very
late.afford
I ammeusing
you suggest
Stephenson's
link motion , would you be kind enough to give me the size of valve,
size and shape of link and eccentrics ? Or if you could suggest
any other method I should be grateful.

aremade by means of flexible shaft, all the cogs run
ning in oil. The hull is painted black above the
waterline
red belowmahogany,
; deck , mast,
are
made and
of varnished
andand
the skylight
part of
the deck over the blowlamp is lined with zinc.

The former
propellers
builtforuptheofboss
brassandandthecopper,
the
beingareused
latter
for
the
blades.
Funnels
and
turtle
deck
are
made
fromVerytin good
, and portholes
painted black
may. be painted on a hull
paint on a
by first putting a few dabs of white
a f tube
piece of tin and then pressing theasenda of
; the
stamp
on the paint and using same

impression can then be improved by painting round
t-in .
with a fine brush . The stern tubes are of ends
the, from
water-tight,
and are perfectly
brass, first
being closed with brass rod about į in
each end, then drilling a hole through the centres
the exact size of the shaft, the space between the
Îhe weight of the
with vaseline.
filled with
ends
all propelling machinery,
complete
boat being
her approximate
and truly,
lbs. 10 Ozs.,
is 20 perhour.
fuel,
- Yours
four miles
speed etc.,
HerneHill, S.E .

CHAS. NEWLAND .

first, try again . Read the preface of this book.
(15,159 ) Variable Expansion Gear for Model Steam

You do not say whether you want the expansion valve gear to

or operated by hand. Stephenson link motion can be
beusedautomatic
, of course, and in addition to the possibility of varying the
expansion with this gear, reversing may be readily effected . How
ever, if the latter is not specially desired , we would prefer, say, the
" Meyer " gear. You will find full information on the subject of
link motions in “ The Model Locomotive," by Henry Greenly,
price 69. net, 6s, 4d . post free, from this office. For information

on the subject of " Meyer" gear see “ The Slide Valve," price 6d .,
or 7d. post free from this office.
(16,019] ) Electric
for Toythis motor
Car. myself,
R . II
(Kilmarnock
writes : As Motor
I have designed

should
like you
my difficulty.
The cores
each wound
withto 12helpyds.meNo.out22ofwire.
The armature
is of are
an
8 -cog drum type, wound with 56 conductors per slot - 44 turns
of No. 26 wire. It runs now at about 2,000 revs., but will not
drive a car
aboutro tovoltslbs.5 inamps.
weightTheincluding
I have
dynamo
giving
armaturemotor.
is it ins.
long.a
Would
winding
more
wire
on
the
cores
increase
the
strength
? As
this is a finemodel I should like to get it to work with the power
available,

your fieldThiscoilswillin give
parallel
each other
and
in Try
shuntconnecting
to the brushes.
you with
a stronger
field, and
may possibly remedy matters. Failing this use a higher voltage

ifat you
can manage
speed . it. You could get this by running the dynamo
a higher

Queries and Replies.

662257 Running Motor from Mains.

T . M . (Stockton -on

Tees) writes : (1) I have a home-made dynamo. It gives 20 volts
size 3 ias. long, 2 ins. diam . ; the fields are wound with about
21 lbs. 22 gauge connected in shunt. I want to run it as a motor.
I have made a resistance of iron wire, '022 in . diam . (Glover's
catalogue, of Salford , Manchester), 52 coils of 21 yds. per coil,
giving a resistance of about 47 ohms. Will that do to run motor
on a 220-volt supply ? (2) The mains come in our shop as shown
(sketch not reproduced). There are six 16-candle-power lamps
connected to supply. Can I connectmy motor to one of the lamp
sockets without doing any damage ? Of course, there will be no
lamp burning when motor is running. I wantthemotor running for
about an hour. (3) Can you please give me the address of a firm
that
willow wood or a wood that is light and
strongcanandsupply
soundmewith
?
(1)
Yes.
(2)
We
should
advise you to have a thicker lead for
motor, as it will take about 4 to 6 amps., and 22 S . W .G . would be
inclined to warm up at this load . Use No. 22 or 18 S . W .G ., and
at 4 to 6 amps., it has go ft. of active wire (22 gauge) on armature

Hention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be taken of Oueries not complying with the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be

marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query

Department."
but ihose relating to the Queries
should be enclosedNoinother
same envelope.
the matters
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions (1) Queries dealing
pith distinct subjects should be written on diferent slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back. (2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
whera'er
with fullyto dimensioned
and corre
spondents possible,
are recommended
keep a copy sketches,
of their Queries
for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed eni clope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon ” cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
Issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
recept, but an intertal of a few days must usually elapse hetora
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that soms
wecks must elapse before the Reply can be published. The
Insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6 )
Au
Quertes 26-should
be addressed
TheStred
Editor,
THE MODEL
ENGINEER,
29 , Poppin
's Court,to Fled
, London,
E .C .)
The tofollowing
are
selected
from
the
Queries
which
have
been replied
recently :
(15,972]writesAbout
Primary
F. S.replyE . (East
bourne)
: I should
be glad ifBatteries.
you would kindly
to the
following : ( 1) I have a 7 -cell bichromate battery, each containing
two
zincs
and
one
carbon
5.
by
31.
What
i
s
the
advantage
or
otherwise of this compared with the one zinc and two carbon
battery ? ( 2) What are the best quantities of bichromate and
sulphuric acid to use for general purposes ? Please state if com

mercial or pure 1'420 acid, and if by measure or weight. (3) What
is the advantage or otherwise of using chromic acid instead of
bichromate ? (4 ) I have a -in . induction coil, and have tried
experiments 14 and 15 in No. 15 of the MODEL ENGINEER Hand
books,
but faileddramto ,succeed
in both
cases. withI dissolved
the sulphate
of quinine,
in pint
of water,
a few drops
ofnitric
acid - this according to instructions given by my chemist. I also
tried
No.
15
with
a
pint
bottle,
and
then
with
4-oz.
bottle,
but
without any results.
(1) The internal resistance of the battery is
and, there
fore, a larger current can be taken from it. (2) lower,
A good proportion
istrated
as follows:
Bichromate
of
potash
one
part
by
weight,
concen
sulphuric acid two parts by weight, water six parts
by
weight. ( 3) By using chronic acid the voltage of the cell is raised
slightly,
crystals
arenot
formed
in
the
cell,
and
one-third
less
chromic
acid is required than bichromate of potash . (4 ) Try a more con

run leads from fuse box to motor direct. (3 ) Cobbetts , of Virginia

Road
, Shoreditch
or Jas. Latham , 124, Curtain Road, London ,
E .C., would
supply; you.

(16,275)
Connections.
(Manchester)
writes
: ThereTelephone
is fitted from
our workshop F.to Wthe. office
a wall
telephone, the same as described on page 76 in your handbook
" Telephones and Microphones." As the place at the workshop
and where the telephone is fitted is about 20 yds, from where we
work, and when all the machinery is running it cannot be heard
ringing
well,
this answering.
causes annoyance
complainvery
about
us not
I want at
to fixthea office
bell atand
this they
end
of the room , connected to the telephone, so that when we are rung
up this bell rings too. There are three cells to the battery of the
telephone ; the distance from office to workshop is about 200 yds.

( I) What connections should I make to telephone to get this result,
and (2) shall I need extra battery power to get this bell to ring ?
( 1) Fix bell in position required, and join its two terminals to
the two wires connected to present bell coils. (2 ) You will require
no increase in battery power for this slight alteration .

(16,167) Charging Small Battery from Main Supply
or Large Set. A . H . (Woodmancote) writes : Could you
kiadly help me in the following ? I want to charge a motor-car

accumulator of 40 amp.-hour capacity. On the directions it

saysuntil
-- " Charge
withshows
4 amps.
volts which
during will
eightgradually
to ten hours,
or
voltmeter
5 byat 450volts,
drop
to 4 '4 volts when disconnected ." I am in charge of a private
installation, roo volts supply : 54 cells, 9 plates -- 4 positive plates
and 5 negative. Could I use about nine or ten of my cells and use
resistance ? Does running it through lamps waste current ?
Could you give me a sketch how to make a small board , or would
it be best to buy a board ready made ?
some lamps for resistance, or would you recommend any other
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You could charge the small accumulator from the larger set
quite easily, but it would
to charge
largertheset.mainIf
the from
to charge
use still
which beyoubetter
supply - the supply
could
from
charge
three or
you
,
is
course
former
followed
the
four of the big cells so as to use a pressure of 6 or 8 say
volts. This
would obviate the necessity of using a resistance in the form of
lamps : but, on the other hand, it would mean that the particular

cells thus used would become discharged before the others of the
set. Consequently , when re-charging
big set these three or
four cells would still be in a partially the
discharged state when the
were
others
;
fully
it
s
charged
i
so
that
a
question
whether it will
really be more economical to employ this method or the other
viz., to insert lamps or other resistance
main
in
the
supply suffi
the 4 amps. required , The sketches. Figs. I and 2 )
cient

to pass just
show the two methods referred to . For fuller particulars of
charging arrangements , circuits , etc., you should refer to “ Secondary
Batteries." by “ An Engineer," price is. 3d . post free, from which
you will get some useful information . The Switches S , S will be
opened when the big battery is finished charging. The small one
can then be connected as shown. The other arrangement would be

say exactly. If you get prices ofmaterials you could

easily figure
it out roughly. (7) See handbook , “ Electric Batteries," zd .

post free. Also please comply with our rules in future.

(16 ,259 ) Model Boller Joints . J . H . A . (Coventry) writes :
I should be much obliged if you will answer these few questions.
( 1 ) I have purchased your handbook , “ Model Boiler-making." and
rstand how
II think
sold boiler
of
think understand
shel described
in atFig.
make whring
essuther I
hothew vertical
ofdemaking
saforming
fe4 pr, but
cannot
toto solderer the lscastto brass
firedoor into both inner and outer shells to make steam -tight after
or before riveting. ( 2) Also , will you please tell mewhat safe pressure
this boiler will stand ? (3 ) Also , do you think it would be advisable
for me to solder inside and outside of inner and outer shell to make
steam -tight? (4 ) How many lbs. pressure should a pressure gauge
register suitable for the boiler ; also, what sort of pressure gauge ?
( 1 ) The difficulty you anticipate will not present itself when you

get to work on the boiler and obtain some experience in soldering.
Supposing the firebox and boiler-shell

to be finished , also the cast
brass
Fit theof latter
the firebox
to and
shell.
Tin thefoundation
bc ttom ofring.
the inside
the shell
outside and
of thethefirebox
for a depth equal to the foundation ring with a thin , evenly dis

as shown in Fig . 2.

U switch
ammeter
Dynamo or
FIG . 1.

main supply

Voltmeter

=

switch
54 cells i

16 chlamy
or equivato pass
ance
lent resist
q amps
DIAGRAM FOR CHARGING BATTERIES FROM
MAINS OR LARGE SET.
ordinary way, and wiped
tributed coat of solder - applied in thefoundation
ring in the sa ne
. Treat the

Query 16167

Fig . 2.
( 16 ,285) Electric Light Distribution . T . Y . (Worsley) writes :

fittingsallin
ofthe electric
sketchI am(notreproduced)
rough
Enclosed
I understand
at present working.
where
a room ofisa amill
the process up to the distributing board , and what Iwant to know
is how to make the connections to the switch box and light. I
should be very grateful for a sketch showing the relative pc sitions
of same.
Leads are run from the distributing board to the lamp or lamps,

Wedo
circuit.to become
switches are inserted
lamp your
the small
and quite
if that
youyouwish
lies, but, inetc.,
where
seewith
not
should study
methodsdifficulty
of distribution
familiarised
Urquhart, or " Electric Wiring," by
" Electric Light Fitting," by

post free. See also the series of articles in back
Clinton , Is. 8d,
numbers on Electric Lighting, or our is. manual “ Private House

Electric Lighting." The latter would help you considerably.
(16,262]Charging
Secondary
H . C.
(Balham
) writes : I should
be veryfrommuchPrimary
obliged Cells.
if youA .would
answer me the following questions : ' I have a 24-volt 16 -amp. hour
accumulator. ( 1) Which is the best and cleanest form of battery
to(3) charge
mywould
accumulator
? to(2)beHow? (4many
I require
What size
they have
) How should
can I tell
when it?

off with a rag whilst molten
flush rivets in its position
way, and rivet it with , say, two or three
and
rivets,Rivet
theseshell.
and tinringthe inoutside
oninsertthe thefirebox.
in the
place of
foundation
and down
firebox File
stove cr
over a gas

the whole together, and, heating the boiler
by a blow lamp, run the solder all round the joints of the founda
done
work is cleanly
tion ring, using the flux liberally. If the
be
the joints of the foundation ring, boiler shell, and fireboxas will
to the

found quite tight. ( 2 ) You will find full particulars
of the boiler in the book named. See the first chapter.
strength
On page 23 (new edition ) the safe working pressure is given at

clear. If all joints are
20 lbs. (3 ) Your third query is not quiteboiler
should prove quite
way the

treated in the above-mentioned
tight. (4 ) It is always advisable to obtain a pressure gauge
steam
reading about one-and- a -half to twice the normal working pressure.

For 20 to 25 lbs. use a pressure gauge reading to 40 lbs.
(16,218]) writes
Concerning
Coils.
(Clapham
Common
: I shall beInduction
much obliged
if youJ.willW .help
me in

the following : - (1) I have a { -in . spark coil, and on touching one
terminal
of thebutsecondary
| in, long
jump
across,
I am notwith
able finger
to feelthin
them sparks
. Doesabout
this mean
the

othersomeendpoint
of secondary
is “made
earthed,"
i.e., touching
the primary
atglass
? (2)tinfoil
I have
a out
Leyden
jar by1 coating
1-lb
jam
jar
with
inside
and
to
within
in
.
ofwiththea inner
top,.
and
brass
rod
and
ball
with
chain
to
make
connection
coating ; but it does not take a charge. There is a very faint
spark
on discharging.
Does sketchthe (nefficiency
ot reproduced)
show the
the way
to charge
? Does it increase
to warm
jars

is fully charged ? (5 ) Supposing I leave accumulator charging for
any length of time is there any chance of it discharging back into
the batteries.
) How much
chargeif cost
have
made the(6batteries
? (7)would
Shouldeachbe glad
you me
wouldaftertellI

slightly
I shall be glad
if you incould
(3) In
the Tesla? transformer
described
the help
M . E .me
for with
May this.
roth, would
it not be more effective if the primary were made the whole length

me how to make the batteries you recommend
(1) Bichromates are about the best and cheapest taking them
all round. (2 ) At least fifteen large cells (quart) in series. (3 ) At
least quart. The larger the better. (4 ) Voltage rises to 24 or
25 per cell. See recentQueries and Replies on this subject. (5 ) Not

merely take a mild discharge, which passes to earth through your

unless the batteries fail for some reason or other. If in good con

dition and freshly charged , they are not likely to. (6) We cannot

of the secondary, instead of the short length described ?
(1) No ; the discharge of any induction coil will jump to earth

if you give it a chance to do so . When presenting your finger you
body. The coil is probably all right. (2) You are not getting any
charge to speak ofinto the jar. See our handbook No. 18, page 43.
for
the way to charge a Leyden jar by means of an induction coil.
You may find that you have coated the jar toc far up with tinfoil,
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see what
you tocanleakget.overYoutheshould
resultstrying
try it further
but
glass
is always
charge
that theand
remember
between the two coatings. . Jar should be quite dry, warming it
helps to dissipate any moisture. ( 3) No ; owing to the rapidity
of oscillation of the electric current ordinary considerations do not
apply. You should keep to the proportions given , unless you are
willing to make experimental trials.
[16 ,312] Charging Accumulators ; Bunsen Burner for
Gas Ëngine. A . E . T . (Market Harboro') writes : ( 1 ) I have a small
dynamo whose output is 10 volts 7 amps. From this I wish to
2 volts 7 amps.,
charge small accumulators, sometimes at resistance,
not
and asandI dosome

7 amps. I shall need leta me know how much and
4 volts
times toat use
wish
a lamp, will you kindly
also
? ( 2) Iusemaya piece
I should useengine,
silver wire
of
German
.
.G
W
.
what
S
ask yougasif, pipe
),
sketch (not Ireproduced
-in, forhole1 hin.-asp . gas
cut a tube
-in . for anandignition
of
would this heat the tube properly ?
(1 ) Adjust the speed of dynamoso that the voltage is just sufficient
See recent
each case
chargingtubecurrent
you thedesired
toquery
givereplies.
you
we .presume
for gasin engine,
Reignition

(2)
wish to use the iron tube for making a Bunsen burner. You would
get a non - luminous flame by this means, and would only have to
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explored thein
the secondary..
by dismounting
to trace the thecauseprimary
secondary
of theIwas
a single
field
working.
whilesection
receiver,
the primary
with a telephone with
series along
that the field decreased
In this manner I soon detected the fact This
appreciably
I think is the cause
in strength towards the end.
and per
enough ,but,
not
the
primary
trouble
that
--viz., thenot only isare idlelongsections
of the
end sections of secondary spark
counter
setting
E
.F .
.
M
down
up
a
by
haps. help to cut
the
Now what I propose to do and I should like your opinion on the

rebuild the primary, increasing the
before starting
matter projecting
beyond- isthetosecondary coil to itins, at either end,
length
with the core a further in . out, as per enclosed sketch . This
increase the required terminal volts according to
will, of course,back
the increased
E .M . F . But is there any other known objec.
tionable feature to that extending the core and primary ? As I
impossible
practically
to get the three layers of primary
find it
on the core, which of these alternatives is best - (a ) Decrease
16ths
core
.
(b
?
in
) Use two layers instead of three ?
to 13size of

(c) Use No. 16 d .c.c. instead of 14 d .c .c . ?

the effect

advise sizeyouofto coretry the same.
threeofalternatives
Oftwothelayers
firstwe ofshould
all keeping
primary,
ofThere
in increasing length of both primary and core
is no harm

adjust matters to make it serve its purpose. If you have any
difficulty with it we shall be pleased to assist you further.
(16 ,337 ] 24 -watt Motor. L . R . B . (Ipswich ) writes : I

slightly,
as you suggest. We should advise you to read Mr.
Pike's recent articles on this subject, if you have not already done

should be glad if you would answer the following queries. I am
in “ Small
(24-watt)
Motors."
making
amountas ofexplained
wire should
size and
(I ) Whata motor
I windElectric
the fields
and

(16.2221 Water Motor and Electro Motor S . B . I .
(Kenilwortb ) writes : In the water motor described in the issue of
October
ist, 1902, what is the best way of attaching the buckets
to the iron screws, and also can they be made of brass instead of
Would it improve matters if I were to enamel the
copper
?
apparatus inside ? I have a small electric motor which has a
solid tripolar armature, diameter about it ins. by it ins. long ;
the diameter of armature tunnel is about 1 3 -16ths ins., and, in fact,
there is rather a large space all round between the tunnel and
armature. When running off a 4 -volt accumulator it takes
( 1) Would it make matters better if I were to wind some
5softamps.
iron wire round armature, thereby minimising the clearance.

armature so asbeto itsgetoutput
whenamps.
(2 )
run as? a( 3)dynamo
the bestin results
What ?speed
volts and
What would

supplythearmature
stamp
What firm would
shouldforitthisbe design
run at ?? (5(4)) Whatwould
be about
price of castings
ings
for (a ) field-magnets, (b ) bearings in brass ? (6 ) I am also making
a controlling
switchof formachine
Whatcoilssize,?
wire should when
and length
be usedrun foras athemotor.
resistance
kind,
Please give sketch as to how dynamo should be connected up in
series.
6 ) Same winding can be used . ( 2) Speed about 2,800 revs. ( 3)

Output
about drive it.but (4of) course
it will take an equivalent
to
about 40 watts 24to watts,
Try Avery, or Thompson
of Green
wich,
or
other
of
our
electrical
advertisers.
Price
would
be
given
on application . You do not say what the resistance coils are for.

A few purpose.
yards of No. 28 German silver wire would probably answer
your
(16,352] Repairing or “ Rusting -up " Porous Casting.

A . E . (Hove) writes : Some time back I purchased a set of partly
finished
of a ENGINEER.
3-in . by 4 -in, gas engine,
from a firm adver
tising
in castings
THE
MODEL
them
ready for
running,
and now find thatI have
therepractically
is a slight finished
leak through
from
the
water-jacket
to
inside
of
cylinder,
due
probably
porous casting. I have tried to rust it up with a solutionto ofa

Sal-ammoniac,
muchdisappointed
obliged if
you could advisebutmewithout
in thesuccess.
matter, Should
as I feelfeelvery

overIf itit. is not a big bad place you might possibly find a few plugs

putthat
in (screwed
) awithfair redthickness,
lead would
mend
matters.
If themetal
atplugs,
part
is
you
could
use
moderately
large
if necessary- -say, up to fin .
116.303] Model Boiler Material. C . H . M . (Bristol) writes :
Having just completed a vertical engine, 4-in . bore by i-in , stroke,
with link motion reversing gear, I now want to make a boiler for

same.
drumsdimensions
byme(which
originally
containedI have
oil ofseveral
lemon)3 byof 45thecopper
following
: Clipping
off
the top and side enclosed . Will you please say if this copper is
thick
enough
to
make
a
boiler
for
the
above-mentioned
engine,
and, if so, what pressure would it stand safely , and would it be

better
arranged onas "a Model
verticalBoiler
or asMaking."
a horizontal
I have
your handbook
Whyboiler
does ? it recom
mend testing model boilers by means of water pressure ? Is there

less danger in the event of a boiler bursting than with steam ?

so. They will both interestand help you.

Kindly say what gauge and where I can get some? Kindly also
wire had better wind armature with
tell how
me what
much gauge
and
I shall wantI? Does it matter ifthethere are not quite,
numberwhat
same
turns
as on the other ? (2 )
on one section
of
the
pieces wire which
gauge
Kindly

I
of
the two
are
me
enclose, tell
for thenotfield
of the two? suitable
is theforthicker
and also
Both have
thinner
and
magnet
got
the armature
the (3)

the machine
on as much wire as they will hold , so will it improve improvement
are quite full ? winding
wind bothwiretill they
(4) Is ?it an
to soak
to
the in paraffin wax before
screw with this to
and

in
Re Water Motor : Use solder , bed the
the back of the cup. Brass would do . There would be no harm
. in enamelling, though it would perhaps soon wear off. Re Motor :
samples are No. 22
(1 ) Yes.andAbout No. 20 gauge. ( 2) Enclosed
reduce the
No. 24 (bare) S . W .G . (3 ) If you want to finer
(bare)
gauge
with
consumption,
armature
rewind
a
then
current
windings.
Keep

moreslot,to existing
thansame
or add
it hasnumber
at present,
or armature will be un
in each
the
of turns
balanced . (4 ) Shellac varnish is preferable.

Ink for Morse Recorder. T. A . B . (Irthling.
boro116107
') writes : In the Morse recorder a strip of paper previously
treated with certain chemicals is passed under a metalpoint. When
the current runs through the point the electricity decomposes the

makes a mark , Please give directions
chemicals in the paper and
for preparing the paper, and say what amount of current would be
required.
Ordinarily black ink is used in a Morse recorder. You may ,
however, sensitise the paper by soaking in a solution of potassium
ferrocyanide I vol., water 2 vols., or, saturated solution of ammo
nium nitrate i vcl., water 2 vols.
Windings.
polemeMotor
. M . anwrites
115.916
forward
will) youFour8 -cog:
Please
a diagram showing howA .to H wind
drum armature for a 4 -pole motor. The dimensions are : Diameter

The thickness
of riveted
the copperup iswith
'0149 double
in ., or No.
28ofstandard
gauge.
Properlymake
row safe
rivets, atwire
this
material
would
a
boiler
41
ins.
diameter
enough
working pressure of 121 lbs. per sq . in ., with factor of safety 10,a
or 25 the
lbs.material
per sq. inrather
., withtoofactor
sider
flimsyof tosafety
work,5 . andHowever,
you do we
not con
say

Pleasearewillwound
you
. by 1 in . poles
in ., sizeof of
i ins.,sizelength
wire.slots The1 infield-magnet
and quantity
state
with 4 ozs. of No. 21 S . W .G . The motor is the one described in
armaturearmature
ENGINEER handbook If a 4 -pole
No.
position
how 14,canMODEL
the is used ,
it be self-starting , as in a . certain

a piece of solid - drawn tube rather than attempt to work in the

brushes only , placed at

the. Such
joint used
making
thea drums
; noamount
doubt ofit
isanything
a lappedabout
seamwhilst
jointin remains
will resistintact.
certain
tensional
stress
the asolder
Therefore,
how .
ever
the such
shellmight
would
notrecommend
advise pressures
30 lbs,thickwhere
a jointbe,wasweused
. We
you toabove
get

material
drumsfailsyouunder
havewater
by you.test,There
is no isdanger
what.
ever whenof athebciler
as water
an inelastic

substance.
(16,229]
Coilreaders,
Working.
R. G . (Walsall)
writes
: Like a Induction
number of your
I have constructed
a 4 -in .
coil
from
the
handbook
issued
by
you
on
the
subject,
and instead
find
on
completion that whatever I do it will only give 2 -in . spark
of
the
4t
ins.
suggested
at
the
end
of
Chapter
V
.
I
have
tried
the
coil with
voltsresults
from at2 uptheto brake),
12, andandcurrents
from o tofrom25 amps.
with
exciting
with condeaser
5 mf.
to 5 mf., but the maximum spark , as I say, is 2 ) ins. I set to work

through commutator ?
is shorted
A winding diagram of a drum armature for a 4 -pole machine is
is No. 49. It
handbook No.
1o ; thebutdiagram
ofourcommutator
givensixteen
on pagecoils36 and
segments,
an 8 -coil armature
has
. To use two
would be wound upon precisely the same system you
right angles each other, must cross

to
in the
as shown
segments
of thewithcommutator
opposite
connect
armature
No. 26 gauge
. copper
your
Wind
diagram
.
get on
butarmature
Ozs.,s.s.c
2
wire. Quantity of wire required will beyouabout
say, a 4 -pole
can start
As happened
in theifslots.
as you not
as muchprobably
to press upon
the brushes
would
are
the commutator slots ; but in actual practice the chances
or, if it does so,
that it does not stop precisely in this position ,adjustment
the
of
or
the construction
some slight irregularity armature
in
to start if the load is light, Strictly
machine may cause the
always
four polesstopsis not favour.
with
armature
speaking, a polarpractice,
in a
however, it usually
self-starting : in

able position for starting.
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(16,283) Modol Pingine Design. W . A , T. (Gravesend)

writes : I am about to commence the drawings for a horizontal
steam
engine,
the3-16ths
cylinderin .casting
of which
I have purchased
itveryins.much
diameter,
thick,telland
3-in . stroke.
I shouldworkbeis
obliged
if
you
would
mewhat
pressure
would
itrevolutions
satisfactorily
? (not too high ), and also the probable number of

The pressure
vary upbeing
to almost
pressure
of suchmay
a cylinder
about anything,
2,000 lbs. the
per bursting
sq. ins.
Probably you will find too lbs. pressure sufficiently, high for all
practical purposes, and that a higher pressure will not prove
economical. byThethepressure
sq . inthe. andworking
thenumber
maintained
engine per
during
when ofrevolutions
the engine is
under load, will depend on this load , and also the evaporative
power of the boiler. The engine should be made to run steady at
from
300 ofto 400
r.p.m . ; therefore,
A slower speed
efficiency
the engine
balancewillthedecrease
parts ofthethethermal
engine

as much as possible

for youSmall
H . difficulty
P. (Stoke?
on (16,046)
- Trent) wrMeter
tes : Would
kindlyGas
help Engine.
me out ofmy
I have just purchased a 3 -in . bore by 6 - in . stroke gas engine, and

the
is registered
for three
andlarge
its capacity
is 18meter
cubicto it.my house
a good force
but islights
for
engine
? ThereThereis nois other
draw on; the
pipe.meterI should
beenough
very
pleased if you could enlighten me on thematter.

The
News
of
the
Trade.
The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples
and use.
particulars
tools, apparatus
materials.
for
mustof benewopinion
understood
that theseandofreviews
are
free amateur
expressions
of ItEditorial
, no payment
any kind
being
required
or
accepted
.
The
Editor
reserves
the
right
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods subto
mitted,
ororeto not
abstain
from inserting
in any case where
the goodsdistinguished
of sufficient
interest ahave
to review
his been
readers.)
• Revietos
by
the
asterisk
based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed
Pocket
This invention Ais one
which Adding
should beMachine.
found useful to those who

have to dealwith money accounts. Whether the user is accustomed
oraid not
columns
he will find
of service,
as by the
British figure
Calculator
of ato" casting
" quickness
and itaccuracy
is absolutely
generally
ensured
.
.
the
speed
attained
being
about
five
or six
times that of ordinary mental addition . The machine is very
compact and can be carried in the pocket. It is in the form of a
disc the
measuring
about 4. stylo
ins. diameter
and except
dPathick,
te ,parts.
nseparate
for
small operating
there areby noouin.
The
rashillings,
face of the disc contains three slots for ppounds,
pence ,
which each expose a toothed wheel.
eel. There are also three small

A 3-lightmeter
is rather
for your
see no
reason
why you should
not small
run with
it, atengine,
least forbutthewepresent.
If you find the consumption is higher than it should be, have it
changedtheformeter
a larger
meter economical
- say, a 10 - light one.youOfbegincourse,
the
larger
the more
sucking
gas through
, it tends
to make the meterit is.readIf fast.
(15,960jWill| inyou.-Spark
Coil Construction.
H questions.
. T. (Rochdale)(1)
writes
pleaseshallanswer
me from
the following
What :length
of spark
I obtain
a coil wound
with three
layers
for primary
1 lb , ofof36sheets
s.c . wire
; size
of core of 18-gauge
in . full ? wire
( 2 ) Please
give meandnuinber
of tinfoil
and
size
for
condenser
for
above
coil.
(
3)
Could
I
use
above
coil
medical coil by fitting slide tube ? (4 ) Is the secondary woundasina
samedirection as primary, or opposite ?

about Seein.our(2)handbook
About 40No.sheetsII. each
4 ins.; withby
3 (1)
ins. Probably
approximately.
( 3) Yes
careful usage and low battery power. You could arrange to use a
portion asonly
of the20,secondary
purposes.
If itcould
was
wound
diagram
page 33 offorourmedical
handbook
No. II you
make connection to one section only of the secondary for medical
puterminal.
poses by The
carrying
a wire should
from onebeofdisconnected
the joints to awhen
well insulated
condenser
the coil
is used for medical purposes. (4 ) Direction of secondary winding
does not matter as regards its relation to the direction of the

primary winding.
116 .2551 Model Single -driving Locomotive . E . H . (Erith )
writes : I am building a 24-in . gauge locomotive, outside appear

ance to be near
as possible
1853toMidland
bogie single
locomotive.
I have
already tomade
sketch enclosed
(notexpress
repro
duced ) frames, axle-boxes, and wheel patterns, also part of boiler,
and
crankshaft,
it-in
.
stroke.
I
propose,
for
simplicity,
using
single cylinder, 4-in . bore by it ins. ( 1) Kindly criticise design
generally. (2 ) What tubes shall I use in boiler ? I have some
-in . plenty
condenser
brassandtube,a fair-inwater
. inside
bore. I have
Can made
I use already
it ? I
want
ofsteam
space.
boiler
shell.
(3)
Are
the
driving
wheels
(3
/-in
.
diam
.)
big
enough
for appearance ? If I make them bigger, they will not clear boiler,
and I do not want to make boiler smaller. (4 ) Why are singles
dying
are Stirling'smodel
G .N . Rif. well
singlesmade
not ? running
(5) Willoutthis? Why
be a satisfactory
Aboutnow
what?
weight will it pull ?
(1) The boiler is a little too high ; should be about 4 ins. above
rail level. The width of the footplate should be at least 3i ins.

is a oflittle
out of1900.
scale. (2)SeeWetheshould
drawing
of the
prototype
inThethecabissue
August,
advise
a water-tube
boiler with a 2 -in . inner tube. See the design in “ The Model
Locomotive," by H . Greenly , a book we should strongly recommend
you to get. For a proper locomotive type of boiler use - in , tubes ;
1- in . tubes are absolutely useless for the purpose. ( 3) The driving
wheels will look very well if the boiler is lowered , as recommended
above. If you adopt the method of arranging the boiler described
in the above book , the size of the driving wheels will not affect the
diameter of the boiler. (4 ) Owing to the fact that the loads now
common toin express
are too great
the adhesive
available
a singlerunning
" locomotive.
(5 ) A for" single
" drivingweight
loco
motive is an excellent type for a model. The locomotive should

pull 20 to 30 lbs. continuously.

116.289 ) The “ M . E ." Gas Engine. A . E . N . (Egremont)
writes : In the design for the small Otto gas engine given in The
MODEL ENGINEER, there are only two 1-in , studs shown to hold
the
air and gas valve box. ( 1) Will that be sufficient strength ?
(2 ) Assuming everything is well fitted to obtain good compression,
what would you estimate the maximum pressure in cylinders ?
Yes. ( 2)a pressure
This can(average)
only beof 30obtained
accurately
trial..
It is(1)probable
lbs, or more
will be by
attained

THE BRITISH CALCULATOR .
index slots in which the results are read off. Before commencing to
add up a column cf figures the machine must be set to zero : this
is done very quickly , by putting the stylo behind the tooth coloured
wheel and bringing it to the extreme right of the slot
red in each
in the proper order, viz - pence first, then shillings and pounds,
wheel in the centre. This order is
finishing withsetting
essential for the finger-set
the machine to zero, but in making additions
any sequence may be followed. The ordinary machine repeats at
£500, but we understand a larger size is manufactured which shows
pounds. The machines
are of excellent
additions to one million supplied
make
and finish , and are
also in limp leather cases for the
pocket. Furthermore they are produced at a reasonable price.
Accuracy is assured by thoroughly testing cach machine before it
leaves the works. The apparatus used for this purpose we saw at
our visit is extremely ingenious. Six new calculators are checked
against a standard one in a device which rotates
the wheels con
the end
tinuously over a period of an hour. If the additions atapproved
is
.
of this time all agree with the standard , the batchmanufacturers,
Further particulars may be obtained from the
Messrs. Dickinson & Shields, Alliance Mills, Stoke Newington , N .
Lincolo Art and ladustrial Exhibition .
We have been asked to notify our readers that the Lincoln
education authorities are again holding an art and industrial ex
hibition in this city . The exhibition will be held at theGrey Friars,
St. Swithin 's, Lincoln , from November 19th to 24th next, and, we
understand, a number of prizes will be given for examples of model
particulars as to the conditions of the competitions
work
may .be Full
obtained from Mr.
R . A . MacBriar, hon . secretary and
treasurer to the exhibition , Corporation Offices, Lincoln . The last
date for receivingA entries
is
October
26th.Grinder.
New Twist Drill
The Novelty Engineering

Co., of88, GladstoneRoad, Wimbledon ,
SThe
. W .,machine
have justmaybrought
out a new hand and to tuobtain
grinder.
ist drill
be fixed to the bench , -driven
the correct
speed
the
of
emery
spindle
wheel
driven
the
is
by
a
belt
ng twist forwhich
is bewheel
r ord . Its mofromtio a
ensuriinn turn
obtainonSrina dicountershaft,
rest foderives
thpulley

its motion
from a spur wheel and pinion
is a rest for ordinary tools ,
as well as the arrangements . forThere
ensuring
the proper angle and

depth of cut in grinding twist drills. Further particulars and prices
may
be obtained from the manufacturers, mention being made of
this J curnal.
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The Editor's Page.

on so many varying conditions and unknown
factors. We shall be publishing a book on the
subject shortly as soon as some experiments

IN ) Econtinue toreceiveletters expressing pleasure
at the revival of the Speed Boat Compe
tition , the only dissentientbeing the secretary
of one of our leading yachting clubs, who , amongst
other things, pleads that “ none of the members
of his club will be able to get anything ready this
year, and that in fairness to his club we should
postpone the contest until next season . We are
afraid , apart from our own feeling that sufficient

we are making for this purpose have been com

time has elapsed since the last competition to
enable previous performances in the matter of
speed to be excelled ; the chorus of opinion
points to the fact that a contest this year would
be successful and result in something noteworthy

being accomplished .
One correspondent, who entered one of the
power in any boat should not exceed I h .-p ., and
that the largest boat admissible should not exceed
6 ft. 6 ins., as when this dimension is exceeded the
boat ceases to be a model.” He also asks that
“ with regard to steam -driven models, the pressure
of the steam registered by the gauge at the time of
starting and at the finish should also be stated.”
On these points we may mention that whilst the
4 h.-p . standard would be difficult of attainment,

pleted ,and this,we think, will prove useful to you .
H . F . F . (Marylebone). — You do not give size or
dimensions of motor. If supplied with plenty
of battery power it would probably drive boat

well enough, but an actual trial is the best test.
Use one propeller. A lot of power would be lost
in the gearing if two were used .
J. T . (Montpellier). — The term you refer to means
" alternations.” Two “ alternations" make one
complete “ period ” or “ cycle."
F . W . (York ). - See handbook , “ Small Dynamos.
and Motors,” 7d ., post free. Table of windings,
etc., are given which willmeet your requirements.
T. V . U . (Exeter). - We are publishing a design for
the cylinders. Do not use a single- flue boiler.
For other details , “ The Model Locomotive," by
Greenly, price 6s. net,or6s. 5d. post free,from this
office, will help you. The firebox can hardly be
lagged , owings to the fittings being attached to it.

previous competitions, writes suggesting “ that the

even with petrol, there should be no ban placed on
competing boats in this respect. We suggest that,

all other things equal, the highest speed be obtained
by those who provide the most power. Therefore,
the prize will go to the most ingenious and skilful
builder i.e., the man who gets the greatest power
into the minimum space. With regard to the pres
sure of steam at the commencement and finish of
the test, we are of opinion that the conditions
provide for any attempt to obtain a high speed
solely by accumulating a high pressure in the boiler

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intendedi
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only ,and should it variably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distindly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.

This journal will be sent post free to any address for 139. pex
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Posta
Order.
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise ment Manager .
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS
AU correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,

and all new apparatus and price lists, & c., for review , to beaddressed
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer." 26 – 29 Poppin's Court
Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER . " The Model Engi
neer, 21- 29. Poppin 's Court. Fleet Street, London . E .C .

All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the paper
and boo 's to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co ., 26
Poppin 's Court. Fleet Street. London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States , Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123. Liberty Street, New York , US. A . to whom
111 subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

at the start of the run.

In reply to J. M . G . T. (Barnstaple),we think that
the preliminary conditions, given on page 79
of this issue, will clear up all the pointsmentioned
in his letter.
Answers to Correspondents.
J. T. B. (Glasgow ). -- This is rather a slow speed ,
but you could find by trial what machine will
give at 800 revs. If voltage is not high enough ,
then wind with a finer gauge wire. The arma
ture should be wound full to commence with .
M . T. (Bolsover).. We should advise the use of
an induction coil in preference to the old -fash

ioned machines you refer to. If you will refer
to query replies on this subject which have ap
peared in previous issues, you will find that
nothing definite can be said as to what distance
any given machine will work over. It depends
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Model Air -Cooled Gas Engine.
By J. R . G .

A MODEL AIR-COOLED GAS ENGINE.
I AM sending you photographs and a few par

ticulars of a small model gas engine which
I have just completed . It is of the inverted
vertical type, with an air -cooled cylinder having
a bore of if ins. by 2- in . stroke. The whole of
the castings were made from my own patterns

as required during the construction of the engine.
Some difficulty was experienced in getting a cylinder
casting from the wood pattern on account of the
thinness of the radiating ribs and probably some
little roughness in the pattern , so that I intend
to make a metal pattern for this part. The standard

and bed which carries the cylinder and crankshaft
is in one casting. It is bored , turned , and faced
to receive the cylinder, which is held in position
by four studs and nuts. This part of the work
was done by bolting the standard to faceplate
of lathe and boring and turning in the ordinary
way. After this was done the holes for crank
shaft were set out and a hole somewhat less than
finished size required was drilled to allow for a
small boring bar being placed through . The

standard was then placed on the travelling saddle
of the lathe, with the boring bar placed between

er
cian
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the lathe centres. The holes were then bored and
faced true and square to finished size , and after - .

wards fitted with gun -metal bushes flanged on one
side and driven in tight. The crank is of the

balanced type, and was made from a slab of mild
steel, it being drilled and filed to shape, and is
finished bright all over. The crankshaft is also

made from mild steel, and was made a driving fit
into crank and keyed up, the whole afterwards :
being trued up to finished size. The crank pin is .
of similar material, and is extended somewhat to
form a handle by which to start the engine.
The connecting -rod is also made from mild steel
turned up and finished bright, and fitted with
brasses of the marine pattern at crank -pin end,
the other end being simply a plain bush working
on the gudgeon pin in the piston. The crank-pin
brasses are fitted with turned bolts and locked nuts
in the ordinary way . The piston is of cast iron , and
is made a pice working fit in the cylinder, and is
fitted with two plain cast-iron rings turned slightly
larger than bore of cylinder , and afterwards fitted *
to came on being cut. The cylinder head and
exhaust valve seating are cast in one piece, and
although it-took more trouble to machine it makes
a good workmanlike job . The air and gas valve
is a separate casting, and is bolted directly over the exhaust valve, and by simply removing two nuts
and lifting off both valves are conveniently placed
for regrinding or repairs without disturbing any
other part of the engine,which is a great advantage,
for valves generally do want most attention . The
engine is designed to work on the Otto cycle ; there
fore it is fitted with the usual 2 -to - 1 gearing. In
this case a small pinion gears into a spur wheel
fitted on to a sleeve which runs on a stud fitted into
main standard of engine. This sleeve also carries
the cam which opens the exhaust valve. Upon
this same sleeve is fitted the commutator for the
ignition arrangement, which in this case will be
electric , by means of the ordinary sparking plug ,
accumulator and coil. The spark plug is placed
in the top of combustion chamber, which with
the accelerating arrangement can be plainly seen
in the photographs. The air valve works automati
cally with the suction of the engine, which I have
found satisfactory with small engines ; also it
saves some extra detail work in the construction of
these small models. Engine is fitted with a heavy
solid flywheel turned and polished , which gives

it a nice finish . I think most of the arrangement
can be clearly seen in photographs giving views

of engine in two positions.

SomeUsefulWorkshop Devices.
By V . W . DELVES BROUGHTON .
(Continued from page 579, Vol. XIV .)

NOTES ON LACQUERING .
BELIEVE most amateurshave

experienced the
same difficulties that I have in lacquering
their work , so I make no apology for giving
the following hints.
To lacquer a plain cylindrical object, chuck
the samein the lathe, and after thoroughly polishing
finish off with a clean rag covered with whitening,
running the lathe at a high speed and using con
siderable pressure. It will generally be found that
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sufficient heat has been developed by this process ;
-- 11 not, the article must be warmed by a spirit

lamp or Bunsen burner till it is as 'hot as can be
· "comfortably borne by the back of the hand. The
article is then quickly dusted with a clean cloth
and the lacquer - applied with a pad, much like
French polishing, but taking care to go only once
over the object with a light but firm touch . In a
similar manner large flat surfaces can be treated .
« Small and irregular- shaped pieces can be treated in
the following manner. First they are finished and
polished or dipped in acid ; then they are dipped in
caustic potash (American potash will do equally
wells, about a 10 per cent. solution , which is better
used hot if there is any fear of contamination with
grease ; then quickly rinsed in clean water and
dipped into the following bath , which must be kept
nearly at boiling point, but not quite. Take
1 } ozs. of best Scotch glue, and soak the same in
5 pints of water till quite soft ; then melt over
the fire and add i oz. of bichromate of potash .
Just before dipping, the scum on the surface should
be removed with a piece of card. The articles
must be left in the bath for a sufficient time for
them to become heated to the temperature of the
bath , so that when removed they will dry almost
1 instantaneously . The articles are next exposed
to sunlight for about an hour, when it will be found
that the film of bichromated glue left on the surface
has been rendered perfectly insoluble. The pro
tection of metallic surfaces in this manner is very

thorough , and, thin as the protecting film appears,
it offers a wonderful resistance to atmospheric
influences.
If the articles to be lacquered are polished alu
minium , or alloys of that metal, the caustic potash
bath must be omitted , and the articles brushed with
fine powdered bicarbonate of soda just sufficiently

moistened to stick to the brush . Caustic potash
will give aluminium a frosted appearance, especially
if used hot.
This manner of protecting metallic surfaces has
the advantage that it scarcely shows at all ; and if
good gelatine is used instead of glue the film would
be still more imperceptible. For white metals,
chrome alum might be substituted for the bichro

mate, and 1 oz. instead of i oz. used to the same
quantity of glue or gelatine and water. Placing
in the sun would then be unnecessary, as chrome
alum has the power of rendering most coloids
insoluble without the agency of light. I mention
this last recipemore as a suggestion than as a proved
process, for, although I have used it, I have not
kept by me the articles that have been treated in
this manner for a sufficient length of time to test
its resistance to the atmosphere.
All lacquering should be done in daylight, as it is
nearly impossible to see if it is laid on properly
by artificial light, and work that looks perfect
by gaslight will appear a mass of smears in the

day time.
If deep colours are admired , the following may
be added to the lacquer employed
(butmore
it should
be
difficult
noted that the deeper the colour the
it is to lay on the colour evenly ) Bismark brown ,

a deep copper colour ; dragon 's blood , a fine deep
golden colour ; turmeric and gamboge, which both
give a good light golden colour. Saffron gives a
good colour to the liquid used in the glue
bichromate process, and may be used alone
or with a mixture of tincture of logwood . The
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glue-bichromate, solution may be kept for a long
time if bottled , but should be filtered through
two or three thicknesses of good flannel before use,
I do not know, if the addition of colouring matters
would affect its keeping qualities ; it is cheap enough ,
however, and it is very little expense or trouble

to make up a new bath when required. .. .

(To be continued.)

Notes on Wire and Metal
Gauges.
By Geo . GENTRY.
1 parts of London and in all provincial towns
the facilities for obtaining first-class tools
of known reliable makes at moderate prices are such
that, given the wherewithal, the aspiring mechanic
need never lack good tools. Those of us who are old
enough to remember from twenty to twenty -five
years ago in this respect can scarcely have failed
to realise the advance both in quality and accuracy
of light mechanical appliances generally , and of
hand tools particularly .
It is not too much to say that the influence,
from an educational point of view , of technical
journals, such as THE MODEL ENGINEER, and the
consequent incentive to mechanical efforts, both
amateur and professional, are largely to be thanked
for the improved state of affairs.

JT is a significant sign of the times that in all

As to the improvements of design (although the
writer is a Britisher), we cannot but admit that

American enterprise and inventive faculty have
done, and are doing, more in the matter of light
accurate tools than in the case of British manufac
turers. This has been explained by an Englishman
as being due to the fact of the American workman
being such a poor mechanic that he needs precision
in tools to get anywhere near the mark . But the
writer thinks the reader will only treat this as the
joke, which no doubt was intended . The immense
import and sale of American light tools in London
alone proves the appreciation of " Yankee dodges "
on this side to be considerable.
To further matters, the following hints have
been put together, not necessarily in any concise
form or as an exhaustive reference (for the latter see
any good tool-dealers' catalogue), but as they
have occurred to the writer in some few years
of light workshop experience. The master hint
of all is to use your tools fairly and within reason
able limits for the purpose for which they are

intended . For instance, don 't take the shank
of your 1-1000th in . micrometer to drive in a tack ;
even if you have mislaid your tack hammer and
cannot wait to find it, it will be cheaper to go out
and buy another hammer.
Wire and Sheet Gauges. -- It is suggested that
the writer commences with some notes respecting
wire and plate gauges, and as so much remains to
be learned as to the proper use of the different
gauge plates sold , no doubt a few hints will be
useful here, although it is not intended to encroach
on the good work done for THE MODEL ENGINEER
by Colonel Bagnold in his “ Table of Gauges,"
but rather to supplement the same.
There are some two dozen different standards
for gauging wire, sheetmetal and drills in constant
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use in England, America, and the Continent. Most
of these are known to the writer, but the following
are those which can be referred to as representative
and most useful for the workshop .
The Imperial Standard Wire Gauge haslimits from
seven O's . ( 5 in .) to one. 0 (5324 in .), and
No. 1 ( 300 in.) to No. 50 (-001 in .) - fifty -seven
sizes in all — and is the only legal standard
for wire of all metals in this country . The Board
of Trade fixed these equivalents in 1884. For
reference as to the equivalents see " THE MODEL
ENGINEER Sheet of Wire Gauges " and Pfeilschmidt's
“ Wire and Sheet Gauges of the World ” (London :
Upcott Gill). : All books of engineering tables and
most trade catalogues give these accurately also .
The usual forms of "gauge are the folding round
notch gauge (Fig . 1), the folding oval notch gauge,
round notch gauge, and oblong notch gauge.
The first-named is the most compact and handy
form , especially when put up in a leather case.
The usual limits are either from 1 to 26 inclusive,
or i to 36 . Twenty -six sizes are quite sufficient
for ordinary use. It should be noted that I.S . W .G .
gauges are always notch form as being more con
venient for callipering a strand of wire selected
from a hank as also for gauging a metal sheet.
This gauge is sometimes known as the new standard
gauge, but most generally as the standard wire
gauge, and abbreviated S. W .G . Note that th

0 12 47 22No
IMPERIAL
STANDARD
9
11 8
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Fig . 1. - FOLDING I.S. GAUGE. (Full size.)
most useful numbers to remember are No. 3 =
* in . 2- 1000ths full ; No. 6 = 3-16ths in . 44- 1000ths
full ; No. 10 = } in . 3- 1000ths full ; No. 16 =
1 -16th in . 11 -1000ths full , and No. 21 = 1- 32nd
full.
The Birmingham Wire Gauge is identical with
that known as Stubb 's Iron Wire Gauge, and was
introduction
the general gauge used before the
of the I.S . W .G . Care should be taken in buying
second-hand or using old -gauge plates - usually
oblong patterns— that (unless you particularly
need B . W .G . sizes) the notches are not to those
sizes, for, although Nos. 1, 15 , 21, 22, 24, and 26
are alike in both , other sizes have as great a dif.
ference as .011 in . For reference as to equivalents

see “ THE MODEL ENGINEER Sheet of Wire Gauges"
and “ Pfeilschmidt.”
Perhaps one of the most useful ideas respecting
gauges for wire or plate ever devised is that of the
Whitworth decimal gauge in which the designating
numbers correspond to the thousandths of an inch .
0. I = .001, No. 2 = .002, and so on . No table
equivalents is necessary , as thenumber designates

The Model Englneer and Electrician . .

and from No. I =

227 to No. 80 = .013 - 114

sizes in all. The usual form of gauge- plate has

not notc . See Fig . 2 (an illustration
holes and
of the
number sizeshesonly ). It is used for gauging
short or stub lengths of crucible cast steel (more
generally known as silver steel), which is rolled
bright and used for the purpose of making tools,
such as taps, drills, reamers, etc., and for spindles
in light machinery. It is also used for gauging
broaches. What are known as standard English
taper broaches are gauged to Stubb's sizes at the
shoulder or maximum diameter, and the numbers
of such correspond to the same. There are also
on the market twist reamers made to these equiva

copy of this should be useful in the workshop .

TABLE OF STUBB'S STEEL WIRE GAUGE.
EQUIVALENT TO WHITWORTH AND B .A . SCREWS.
Whitworth .

Stubb's No. Error.

Size.
1 -16 in . . .
5-64 .. .
3- 32 ..
7-64
9-64
5 - 32
11-64
3 - 16

13-64
7 -32

15-64

17-64
9 - 32
5 - 16

GINEER Sheet gives the number sizes and letter
sizes only below .25, and for twist drill sizes see
“ Screw Threads and Twist Drills ” (THE MODEL

ENGINEER series, No. 27), section VIII. The
expression
" steel wire gauge ” in reference to
Stubb's gauge is applied in relation to the gauging
of finished tool steel in short lengths, the range of
sizes and the hole form of gauge being most suit
able. The I.S . W .G . is also used for steel wire in
the hank, but the greater jump from one size to

another renders it less useful for gauging tool

::::: ::::::: :::::

schmidt” for complete range. THE MODEL EN

:: ::::::: :::::: ::

the number sizes in relation to Stubb 's gauge,

::::::::::::::

Stubb 's gauge , in their lists, this is only applicable

the average variation being about .001 of an inch .
For reference as to Stubb 's equivalents see “ Pfeil

·00087 ..
·00125 ,,

34

00062 ,,

30
27

002

21
17
11

•00237 ,
00075 ..
00012 ,
·0005

.00087 ,
•00025 ,

00038 bare.

None.
•00037 full.

•00025 bare.
.0035 full.

. 002
Stubb's No. Error.
67
None.
None.
None.

tool factors state that twist drills are made to
Morse Twist Drill & Machine Tool Company, and
nearly all makers of wire twist drills, is to vary

41

•0005 full.

British Association .

lents. It should be carefully noted that although

to the letter sizes , A to Z . For some reason , un
known to the writer , the present practice of the

52
46

edit
to 8

introduced by Messrs. Peter Stubbs, Ltd., Warring
ton , and the most reliable gauge plates sold now
bear the name of that firm . The limits are from
HI = .494 to A1 = .420, from Z = '413 to A = .234 ,

giving the most suitable sizes of bright silver stee
wire for making Whitworth and B .A . taps and
screws, the numbers referring to Stubb' s gaugo. A

·003 full.
·001 bare.
·001 ,
·002 full,
None.
·002 full.
·001

Owtowpo

Lancashire Pinion Wire Gauge, was many years ago
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: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

the size. This gauge is very little used among
wire manufacturers on account of its range, there
being as a matter of course 250 sizes up to 1 in . The
writer has only once had an enquiry respecting
sheets to this gauge, and this was from a govern
ment department. No gauge plates are sold to
W . D .G . sizes, as the micrometer is better adapted
for testing these.
Stubb's Steel Wire Gauge, also known as the

o

100

None.

·001 full.
·001 »

None. .

·003 full.
·002

The Metal Gauge, or Birmingham Metal Gauge
(abbreviated B .M .G .), has a useful range of sizes
for gauging metal sheets, and is used principally
by artists in metal

Ò Ó Ö Ø Ø Ø Ó Ó

Ö Ő Ö

work and also
workers in the pre

ciousmetals. It is
sometimes called
the “ Shakespeare
gauge " by jewel
lers and silversmiths
on account of the
fact that Messrs.

Shakespeaie and
Sons, of Birming
ham , supply gauge
plates principally
to the jewellery
trade. The usual
Fig . 2. - STUBB'S GAUGE PLATE, (Full size.)
form of gauge is
notched as per Fig.
3, which is an illustration of the “ Magna Charta "
steel, as it would necessitate more turning for
metallgauge. It should be noted that the numbers
intermediate sizes than is the case with the finer
range upwards, No. 1 being the smallest size
gradations in Stubb 's gauge. A table is appended

45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62

63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
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This is contrary to the usual practice in gauges.

TOI

There is a Continental gauge known as the

Westfalia mm . wire gauge, the designating number
referring to the unit of 1-10th of a millimetre.
The best plate known to the writer is that of the
by Messrs. J. Edelston & Sons, of Warrington , I “ Progress " screw gauge plate (holed and notched )
which is cut to these sizes.
Pfeildschmidt gives full
particulars in millimetre
[
and inch sizes, and a note
a b _ _ METAL –
about the gauge as ap

As the writer knows of no accurate reference for
the equivalents he has appended a table of the
usual sizes - Nos , i to 40 , which was kindly supplied

( លល ល ល

plied to " Progress" screws,

000

0- 000

will be found in “ Screw
Threadsand Twist Drills,"
FIG . 3.-- " MAGNA CHARTA ” METAL GAUGE. (Two-thirds full size.)
in section 7. There isalso
a Swiss-made plate sold
and confirmed by Messrs. Shakespeare & Sons.
by watch tooldealers in London giving onehundred
Sheetmetal such as is used in plate-workers' shops,
sizes - viz., from 1 to 10 mm . by tenths mm .
The above gauges constitute practically all, and
in iron, mild steel, brass or copper, is generally
gauged by the I.S . W .G ., and not by the metal
more than are necessary, in ordinary workshop
gauge. In addition to the metal gauge there is a
practice, and in concluding this portion of the
special gauge for sizing hoop and sheet iron used in
subject passing reference may be made to B .A .
the Staffordshire District (abbreviated B .G .). I gauge plates giving screw , outside and tapping

IÐNVO SUIM NVOIHIWV,
od OS

L

- .- .- .-

. -

ILIT

.

PARTS OF AN INCH

Aau

an

Fig . 4. - AMERICAN WIRE GAUGE. ( Three quarters full size.)
This is ofno particular interest to the reader,but is
diameters for B .A . screws. Either whole or notch
mentioned to put him on his guard against mistakes
form gauges are made for outside diameters also .
due to the similar abbreviation to the metal gauge.
Special gauges of notch form are sold for testing
lead and zinc sheet, plate glass and music wire
BIRMINGHAM METAL GAUGE (B .M .G .).
(piano wire ), each of which have their particular
TABLE OF EQUIVALENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH
equivalents. The principal gauge in use in America
• METAL GAUGES AS SOLD .
is that known as the American or Brown and
No. Decimal in .
No. Decimal in.
Sharp wire gauge, and in addition to this there is
an American legal standard for sheets, which
·0085
21
•069
has the peculiarity of following the fractional
•0095
•073
•0105
inch decimal equivalents from in . by 1-32nds
•077
012
·082
down to 9 - 32ndsand by 1 -64ths down to 1- 16th in .,
after which finer fractions are given , which include
.091
•014
•102
1 - 32nd, 1-64th , and 1- 128th . An out-of-the
·016
.
II2
ordinary form of gauge is shown in Fig . 4 , made by
·019
Messrs. Brown & Sharp to the American equivalents,
•0215
•124
one notch doing duty for all sizes. The only
*024
36
•1
•1 50
weak point in this design is that a slight strain
·028
II
•166
*032
would throw the whole out of calibre and render
12
035
it useless, while bracing over the open end to streng
.182
8
201
*03
then would practically put it - for usefulness
13
216
043
on a par with the hole gauge and consequently ,
not adapted for measuring wire in the hank . The
•238
•048
question of strength in this design has been obviated
.249
·051
•270
by making them much thicker than gauges are
•055
.278
·059
as a rule. Messrs. Brown & Sharp also make a
19
closed -over pattern. The writer has seen a similar
062
•289
. 065
.301
form of folding gauge graduated to the I.S. W .G .,
20
Note. - 6 = 1-64th full ; 11 = 1-32nd full ; 19 =
but they are not generally sold in London . The
notched inch rule shown on the side is for measuring
6th bare ; 28 = } bare ; 36 = # bare.
1
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the overall length of countersunk headed machine
screws, while the reverse side of the long notch is

and its flexibility , though not so great as that of

graduated to American machine screw gauge

gutta -percha, is ample for ordinary purposes.

is perfectly continuous and impervious to moisture ,

diameters. A similar form of gauge is sold to
jewellers graduated to 1-1000ths of an inch . A
good plate gauge is also made by the same firm
and stocked by most London tool dealers for

testing twist drills from 1-16th in . to 1 in . by 1-64ths
similar to Fig . 2.

The Latest in Engineering.
A New N . E . R . Bridge. - The new bridge built
by the N .E .R . over the Tyne,and recently formally
opened by the King, is the largest bridge under
taking in Great Britain since the Forth Bridge
was completed . In contrast to its predecessor,
the new bridge has been built of steel girders, the

chief supports of which are three solid granite piers,
standing in masses of Portland cement. Founda
tions for these grey columns, each 103 ft. long by

30 ft. thick , were obtained by sinking steel caissons,
each 113 ft. long by 35 ft. wide. The mean depth
of the
bottom of the caissons below high -water

mark is about 69 ft. From bank to bank the struc
ture measures about 1,750 ft. Its main portion consists of four spans, two in the centre of 300 ft.
each , one at the Newcastle end of 240 ft., and the

other on the Gateshead side of 191 feet. The spans,

are built up of five huge lattice girders 27 ft. deep
and 4 ft. 6 ins. wide, carrying on their top booms

the steel decking on which are laid the way beams
there is a clear space of 83 ft. above high -water
mark, which will be sufficient to pass any of the huge

Large Paper -making Machine. - Some idea
of the dimensions of the largest paper-making
machine ever constructed in the United Kingdom
may be had from the fact that it fills a shed 185 ft.
long. It has great width , due to the fact that the
Swedish Paper Mill Company, for whom it was
built, intends to use it for the production of two
75 -in . sheets of paper, a total width of 150 ins.,
or 121 ft. The paper is to be run through the
machine at the high speed of 500 ft. per minute,
which calls for very heavy and accurate driving

gear and large rolls. To provide paper of a superior

finish a stack of calender rolls is fitted , weighing
70 tons, the lowest one alone accounting for nearly
15 tons. The entire machine weighs 550 tons,

and is driven by a 200 h .-p. steam engine.
- Large Hydro - electric Power Plant. - One
of the largest artificial storage reservoir
hydro -electric power plants in the world is under
construction on the river Sihl, in the Canton of
Schwytz, Switzerland. A dam 90 ft. high and
350 ft. long will impound the water in a lake with
a surface area of two square miles. The capacity

of the reservoir will be 25,360,000,000 gallons.
The generating plant will be upon the shore of
Lake Zurich , and will be operated under a head of
--1,575 ft. It is estimated that a continuous supply
for 20 ,000 h .-p . will be afforded , or for 445 ,000 h .- p .

and rails. Beneath the lower edges of the girders

if operated only ten hours per day.

warships constructed at the famous Elswick Ship
yard , not far away , or the great colliers which come
to Dunston staiths. Four lines of railway laid

An Optical Top.

on the steel decking above the girders, and 110 ft,
above high -water mark level are amply guarded
by parapets. The construction of the new viaduct
has involved an outlay of close upon half-a -million
ofmoney , the only return for which will be increased
facilities for handling traffic. No toll revenue
is available, as in the case of the older high level,
for the new bridge is purely for railway purposes.

ONE of the latest optical delusions, and one not
easy to explain , is Benham 's colour top,
recently described in Popular Mechanics. Cut

out theblack and white disc shown in the figure, and
paste on a piece of stiff cardboard , or redraw
from this copy direct on to the cardboard. Trim
the edges to match the shape of the disc, and

It is anticipated , however, that a saving in loco
motive power to the extent of £20 ,000 a year will
be rendered possible by it, for trains going north
or south will be able to run right through the
Newcastle Central Station without the necessity
of an engine being taken off at one end and a fresh

one being put on at the other.

A New Method of Insulating Copper Wire.
A cheap and effective method of insulating con
ductors for use in house wiring and other purposes
is described by the Elektrotechniker. The surface
of the copper is first treated by passing it through
a solution of proto -sulphide of potassium , and
so exposing it to the action ofsulphuretted hydrogen
vapour. When the copper has attained a bluish
black tinge, it is exposed to the air until it becomes
quite black , and finally it is well washed in water.
When dry, it is only necessary to coat the wire
with a suitable varnish made of good linseed oil ;
to do this the wire is drawn through a bath of the
melted varnish , and dried. The resulting covering

make a pinhole in the centre. Cut the pin
in half and push through from the under side
until the head of the pin touches the card

board . Spin slowly in a strong light and some of
the lines will appear coloured . The colours appear

differently to different people , and are changed by
reversing the rotation .
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A Link with the Past.
( E are indebted to the Editor of the Great

Western Railway Magazine for the accom
panying illustration and following descrip
tion of what we venture to think will be regarded
with more than passing interest by reason of its
unique history . Themodel is of a ballast end -tipping
wagon used during the construction of the Great
Western Railway in 1836 . The wagons were
designed by Brunel, and the model, which is to the
scale of one inch to a foot, was made for his personal
use. The tipping arrangement was simplicity
itself, and yet so effective as to be equal to anything
at present extant. When the wagon was full and

103

From Brunelit passed into the hands of a Mr. Read,
a sub-contractor, father of the late Mr. W . Read ,
architect, etc., of Swindon , by whom it was given ,
about seven years ago , to Mr. W . H . Waister,

outdoor assistant to the locomotive and carriage
superintendent. Once doubtless prized by the
“ father ” of the “ broad gauge," there was subse
quently a slump in its respectability by reason of
its being made to serve two generations of the
Read family as a nursery toy . Under its present
owner, however, it has resumed its former dignity.
This link with the past is so interesting that it is
hoped Mr. Waister may at some time be pleased
to present it to the Mechanics' Institution at
Swindon , where, doubtless, it would be given an

honoured place.

The " Model Engineer " Speed

Boat Competition , 1906 .
TENTATIVE CONDITIONS.
THE entries for this Competition will be divided
into two classes. Class A will include all
boats over 4 ft. 6 ins. and under 7 ft. in length ;
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water line. Each boat must make
three successive trips over a straight course of not
less than one hundred yards in length , or one trip of
not less than three hundred yards. At starting each
trip, power must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released .

The interval between

each of the successive trips must be as short as

possible, and must be stated in the particulars
given . The exact length of the course must be
measured , and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip . These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem

bers of the executive of either any recognised
Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club ,
who must have been present at the trials. In
addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum
marised as follows :
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat beating
previous records.
,

Two Views OF MODEL END - TIPPING BALLAST
WAGON , DESIGNED BY BRUNEL.

ready for tipping, the body was liberated at the
drag-hook end by withdrawing a bar ; the levers
( in which it will be observed a tooth was cut) at the
other end were lifted so as to disengage them from
the buckles and the body automatically tipped ,
the tailboard being forced out by the weight of the

material. The tailboard was then replaced (the
levers, running into position in the buckles, holding
it tight) and the body pulled down and secured ,
thus completing the operation.
The model has had a somewhat varied career.

BRONZE MEDAL to the second fastest vessel,
if the first boat beats previous records.
If the performance of the first boat does not
surpass that attained in previous competitions, then

the highest awards will be Bronze Medals and
certificates respectively . No medal will be awarded
in either class unless three entries are received .
The number of competitors interested in any one

boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two. A signed declaration is required, giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certificate of performance.
Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which
have an average speed record of not less than four
and-a -half miles per hour ; and to Class B vessels
with an average speed of not less than four miles
per hour.
The last date of entry is October 16th.
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A Design for Traction Engine

melts ; a further supply , if needed , being applied
to the joint and wiped off. The screws or nuts

Cylinders.

may be tried whilst the work is hot, but care must
be taken in attempting to tighten them , as brass
loses much of its strength when heated . The
number of fixing screws for the cylinder should be

By HENRY GREENLY.
TROM time to timematters connected with the
r design of model traction and portable engine
cylinders have been brought before the writer
for consideration , and in the majority ofcases he has
had to admit that the difficulties of providing a
satisfactory solution are numerous. The isolated.
design here submitted to the reader is an example
of this. It is an attempt to obtain a design which
shall in main principles and exterior appearance

follow the motif of the actual practice in respect
of portable engine cylinders— viz., (1) that the
cylinders be side by side with the valve chests

outside ; (2 ) that the regulator steam chest with
top of the cylinders ; ( 3) that jacketing in some form
be adopted and is desirable.

the safety valve mounted on it be situate upon the

It will be seen that the first axiom only applies
when twin cylinders are employed , either compound
or simple. In the present case the cylinders are
simple and no cross connections are necessary .
All that is required is to conduct the steam from
the boiler to regulator steam chest and through this
valve to the valve chests on each side. The ex
hausts must be arranged to clear all other connec

tions or fastenings and go as straight as possible
to the funnel, which it is surmised is at the opposite
end of the cylinders to the slide-bars and motion .
This is done in the design by connecting the
cylinders by a saddle joint to the top of the barrel
of the boiler, the latter having a number of small
holes in it - say a dozen or fifteen , J- 16th in . in
diameter, spread over the whole surface covered —

to allow steam to pass from the generator to the
steam dome formed by the cavity in the cylinder

casting. The joint should be machined in the

latņe, and to accomplish this it is suggested that
the cylinders be bolted to the faceplate, with the
cylinder axes parallel to that of the lathe
mandrel and the curved face bored in the same

manner that a field -magnet casting would be
treated when machining the tunnel. Perfect
accuracy and alignment can thus be assured .
The fastenings proposed are eitherbrass screws or
brass bolts and nuts. The use of bolts and nuts
will render unnecessary the tapping of the copper
barrel of the boiler, thematerialofwhich in a model
portable or traction engine should not be too thin ,
as so much work has to be attached to it ; however ,

either method should prove satisfactory , screws

probably being the most convenient.* For jointing
material the writer strongly recommends " soft

about eighteen No. 6 B .A . or in . Whitworth , the
former if possible ; six on each side flange and three
at the ends. The thickness of the fixing flanges
should be in . finished .
So much for the fixing, in the consideration of
which the writer is digressing somewhat. The
course of the steam from the cavity on the under
side of the cylinders to the regulator chest is via
a series of 5-64ths-in . vertical holes, which are
drilled through the metal dividing the two cylinder
bores. Three of these holes are needed , but a
fourth is depicted leading direct to the regulator
valye, which , by the way, is shown in the open
position in the drawing. The regulator chamber
contains the piston valve, the cavity of whichinchis
bored from the outside. A full bore hole
diameter, ground out with a plug slightly smaller
by the same
reduced by grinding in a hole drilled
drill- than the final one, is about the size required
for the regulator valve. The end of this cannot very
well be capped in the ordinary manner owing to
the close proximity of the cylinder covers ; there

fore, a combined lubricator and plug may be used
with advantage, as shown in the detail herewith .

This lubricator is simply a little oil cup which may
be used to inject a little oil should the valve at any
time become stuck up . To connect the valve chests
with the regulator cavity , two inclined holes 1 in .
diameter are drilled from the valve faces of the
cylinder . These are so arranged that when the
regulator handle is pulled the recess of the piston
valve covers the in . holes, a further movement
covering the three smaller holes drilled from the

top of the regulator steam chest into the regulator
cavity and the vertical hole from the lower cavity
or steam dome formed between cylinder and boiler,
shutting off all steam . Great care must be ob
served in drilling these holes. It would be best to

drill the larger in . holes feeding the valve chests
first, and after carefully measuring the distance
from the point where the passages actually emerge
into the regulator valve cavity to drill the three
I- 16th - in . radial holes on the top , and the single
5 -64ths-in , vertical hole from below . With regard
to the latter, this will be found the most difficult ,
as if the drill “ runs out," or the marking is in
accurate, serious trouble may ensue. Therefore, in
the detail the writer gives an alternative which
although not so good, as it robs the regulator of an
extra passage for steam - minimises the result of
error (see Fig. 3, Diagram B ).
The regulator valve, it will be noticed , is balanced

solder.” When ready for the final fixing, the faces
of the cylinder flanges and the top of the barrel,
having been previously tinned with a thin coating
- a mere “ electro -plating " - of solder, should be
cleaned and coated with flux. The cylinders
should then be fixed and the fastenings screwed

by having a small hole drilled through it to steam
chest. Owing to the difficulty which would be
experienced in satisfactorily arranging the regulator

upas tight as is consistent with safety to the threads.
When this has been done, the boiler should be

a turned -down connection. With a plain rod bent

spindle gland, the latter has had its centre line
raised up a matter of 5 -32nds in . This necessitates

heated with a blowpipe or lamp until the solder
* The use of bolts and nuts would only be prar .

down in this manner there are two ways of getting
it in place. It may be pushed through with the
regulator valve from the outside, if the holes in
volved are free enough and the flatted portion of

ticable where theboiler remainsunfinished when the
cylinder is finally fixed . This may be ruled a

the regulator sufficiently reduced . However, this
may prove impossible. Then as the hooked spindle
cannot be got through from the slide-bar end of

serious objection .
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the steam · chest make the regulator spindle
gland a separate fitting ,as indicated on the sketch
(Fig. 2) herewith , when the difficulty disappears
entirely . Other methods are shown in the full size
detail (Fig . 3) at A and B respectively . With

used, as some difficulty may be experienced in
centre screws will have to be arranged to span
both covers, the holes being half bored in each .
To allow the steam to pass from the } in . inclined

arranging them to miss the steam ports. The two

either method a stop can be formed so that, irre
spective of the arrangements at the regulator handle,

Milli

the valve cannot be moved beyond certain pre
determined limits. The regulator valve can be
made of steel or bronze if the cylinders are of cast

iron , but with gun-metal cylinders German silver
will be found to be a better material for the piston

Fig . 2. .
DETAIL OF

valve.

On the regulator steam chest is the usual safety
valve, the type proposed being one of the simplest
and best for a working model. The orifice should
be 5- 32nds in .or in . diameter, and care should be
taken in making the valve to see that the indenta
tion in the top of the valve in which the spring

pillar (rests is lower than the centre line of the
With reference to the valve chests there is little

SEPARATE

REGULATOR
SPINDLE .

Jooo

GLAND .

seating.

or nothing to say. They are separate from the
cylinders. It will be noticed that the fastenings
are small in size (3-32nds or No. 7 B .A .), a larger

passages from the regulator, each
valve chest casting will have to have
a nick filed in it, as shown on the left
hand side of the cross-sectional draw
ing. The raised nib just above gives
the necessary amount of lap to the
joint between valve chest and the
cylinder casting. This nib meets the
raised portion of the cylinder casting
covering the inclined steam passages.
The steam ports are of the ordinary
proportions, and such details as slide
valves, stuffing-boxes, pistons, slide
bars follow the usual model practice
as regards construction and design.
The exhaust arrangements, however,
are peculiar to traction engine work .

00000D. 000000

VA

Steam “ on ."

In the present design the exhaust ports
may be milled down from the vaive
ES

IM

O

47

face to the vertical hole 3- 16ths in .
diameter, which is drilled from the
top of the cylinder casting into , but
not through , the lug arranged for in the
pattern at the bottom . The upper

portion of this hole may be perma
nently plugged , but owing to the use

fulness of a lubricator at this point,
the writer would advise one to be fixed
as shown. Oil can then at any time
be pumped through the valves into
the cylinders, lubricating every part
by using this fitting , and at the same
time moving the flywheel backwards
whilst the engine is in full gear. The
Steam “ off."
exhaust passage is then connected
FIG . 3. - FULL SIZE DETAILS OF REGULATOR,
by a horizontal hole drilled from
the chimney end into the lug, this
number than usual in working model practice being
hole being tapped 40 threads and fitted with a
used . This method enhances the appearance of the
suitable piece of -in . pipe screwed with a taper
thread .
model, and although the individual studs are pro
If well made, cylinders built to these drawings
portionally much less strong than the larger ones,
the number used makes up for the deficiency . The
should be found very efficient, as although
same applies to the cylinder covers, where the use
they are not jacketed in the approved fashion ,
of, say, ten studs or screws (3 - 32nds in . W . or No. 7 ! both by virtue of their position on the top of
B .A .) are advised . Eight or twelve should not be
the boilei and the presence of live steam on
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all sides of the bore, with a good boiler, cylin
der condensation should not assume very great
proportions.

Notes on Painting Models.
By James UPTON.
(Continued from page 55.)
ITH regard to the rubbing to which we

come next ; but before we start, we will
just stain the surface over as thinly as
possible, with a little of the black mixed up
one part gold size to six parts turps- keep this
very thin — like water, in fact ; it is merely a guide
coat; you will quickly see the purpose of it in the
next operation .
The kit for rubbing is as follows :- A bowl of
water, a sponge, a leather, piece of fine grained
flag stone, pumice-stone, and patience.
Cut up your pumice -stone with an old hack saw
into suitable shapes and sizes, and get a level
surface on them by rubbing on the paving stone
aforementioned . The cornered piece of moulding
we put on the box, and as this gives us some
sharp angles to get at, therefore we must have some
pieces of pumice-stone shaped to sameangle.
Generally speaking I should recommend the
model builder to leave all mouldings off until after
the rubbing ; otherwise it will be very tedious
work , and almost impossible to make a good job
of. He will wonder, perhaps, how on earth he is
to get the mouldings on after it is painted , because
glue will not hold on paint - granted , but why
use glue ? Personally I always keep by me some
old stale varnishy paint that has been exposed
to the air until it is thick and gummy, and use
this in place of glue. If beading tends to spring ,
pin it down with points of “ doll's pins," and when
this is dry it will hold as tight as glue. ' But we are

digressing ; back to the rubbing now — that bugbear
of all painters. Like a good housemaid we will
get into the corners first, well wet the work , and
rub gently at first until you see what you are
doing ; keep the pumice-stone level on the work ,
and frequently sponge off to note progress. You
will now see the idea of the guide coat of black .
As you rub, you will find the stain coat disappear
until only a few small specks of it are visible, and
with a little more rubbing these also vanish and
the rubbing is complete. If the instructions re the

filling are faithfully carried out, you will have no
great difficulty in getting a good surface ; the stopper
will have rubbed level with the filling. Watch for
scratches. Sometimes a bit of grit gets into the

pumice-stone, and if not detected at once and re
moved it will make a beautiful “ Clapham Junction "
of scratches all over the work , necessitating more
rubbing, and a possible danger of rubbing through
to the priming.
Assuming now that you have made a good
job of the rubbing, sponge and dry with leather,
and let stand for an hour or so before giving it a
thin coat of lead colour. This is to stop the suction ,

which is always present in newly -rubbed filling .
From this coat onward endeavour to keep the
surface free of brush marks ; to ensure this, note
following rules— put colour on thinly , uniformly,
and quickly, “ lay off ” from top to bottom , then

from left to right, finally again from top to bottom ,
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keeping from left to right, finally again from top to
bottom , keeping the brush very lightly on the work ,
as you approach the finish .
When this coat is dry , look carefully over it for
any small holes or crevices that you may have missed
in the previous stopping ; if necessary , put a bit

more stopping in . We now “ face " the surface
to remove the brush marks, etc. This is simply
a modification of the rubbing, using a fine-grained
piece of pumice and going carefully over the work .
Do not rub off all the lead colour, or you will be on
the “ filling up " again ,and that would make itmore
difficult to get a successful coat of body colour on .
Before starting the colouring, we will hark
back a little ; it will be remembered I suggested
an alternative to this rather elaborate treatment,
and we kept back for this purpose a portion of the
box . This portion has received two coats of lead
colour, and here we shall note the difference in the
surfaces.
Of course it will be a hopeless task to attempt
to rival the fine surface which the filling has pro
duced , so proceed to sandpaper the surface with
someNo. 2 Oakey's, and get it as smooth as possible
without going through to the bare wood . Dust
off, and putty up the holes, etc ., with a special
putty made up of whiting and Japan , if pro
curable ; if not, use some of your varnish and gold
size (equal parts). Be sure your whiting is per
fectly dry ; break it up and put it into the oven
for an hour or so , if doubtful. Crush it up with
an old knife and knead into it your varnish , etc.,
keep it stiff - in fact, as much like ordinary glazier' s
putty as possible. You may darken it while mixing
with a little of the black . With a putty knife or
similar tool stop up the holes with this putty ,
keep the putty as level as possible. Let it stand for
a few hours, so much the better ; it must then have
one more coat of lead colour, and will then be

ready for the colouring ; but before applying this
it will be advisable to rub over once more with
fine sandpaper to level down the putty, etc.
Having fairly laid the foundations necessary
for a good job, the succeeding processes, I think,
will get more interesting. As to colours now ,
my advice in this matter is to rely on “ tube "
colours, unless, of course, your model is a very
large one ; in that case “ tubes ” would come rather
expensive. Of course if you have access in any
way to a paintmill, it will be a great advantage ; you
could then grind any desired shade that you might
require, but I am afraid this is a blessing that
most of my readers will be denied , so we will go
back on our resources. For the benefit of my
readers who are not artists I will briefly set out
the merits and demerits of “ tube " colours.
For our present purpose they are convenient in
quantity, finely ground, and, considering that we
shall probably require several different colours, they
are cheap . Against these virtues I must explain or
warn you that they are somewhat deficient in cover
ing power, that someare very transparent, and that
being ground in a slow drying oil, unless proper
precautions are taken in mixing, you have to put
the job on one side for a week to dry , unless you
prefer to wipe all off with turps.
Forewarned is forearmed , so we will mix our
colours in half gold size and half turps ; if there
is any difficulty with the drying, add a few drops of
Terebine. You can procure this of any good
colourman , and it is a very powerful drier. The
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number of coats of colour you will have to apply
will of course be determined by the colour itself.
For instance, a brown made up of Indian red and
black would cover solidly in one coat, whereas it
would require at least three coats of white to cover
properly , and some of the “ lakes ” are still more
transparent, and are only used to give a richer tone
to the underlying colours.
The making up of every colour cannot, of course,
be treated on here ; this must be left to the discre
tion and requirements of the worker. For our
present purpose we will take, say , the G . W . R .
colours, à chocolate brown and a creamy white,
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I am really a little at fault here, for in practice
it is usual to put on the light colours first, or there
is a danger of getting some of the darker colour
on to the brush if not quite dry , and then it may
tend to smear the lighter colour. Be sure, however,
to have the brushes clean , Wash them well out in
turps after using for filling and lead colour.
When this first coat of brown is dry it may
appear solid enough to pass, but it is best to make
sure by giving a second coat,

(To be continued .)

take a small quantity of Indian red and equalamount
of ivory black ; blend these together on a piece of

glass with an old knife, and note the resultant
colour.
I am supposing that you have a correct pattern
of the colour before you . Now compare your
colour with the pattern . You will at once see if
accordingly .
it is too light or too dark , and proceedyour
colour a
You will probably have to add to
little orange chrome. Always bear in mind that

Locomotive Notes .
By Chas. S. LAKE.
HEAVY CONTINENTAL LOCOMOTIVES.
The accompanying illustrations, for the originals
of which the writer is indebted to the Société

Fig . 1. – 4 – 8 – 0 TYPE FOUR-CYLINDER COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE :
PARIS CIRCLE RAILWAY.

it is easier to add than to ta ' e away ; so add the
colours very carefully until you are satisfied that
you have exactly matched your pattern ; scrape up
the colour into an old cup or tin , and mix very
carefully with equal parts gold size and turps.
Do not overdo it, or your colour will be thin
as water. Test for solidity occasionally whilst
mixing .
I have gone carefully, almost painfully, into

Alsacienne de Constructions Mécaniques, show
two heavy and powerful types of four-cylinder
de Glehn system compound locomotives built by
the firm in question. The tank engine, No. 4 ,005,
is of the 4 – 8 — 0 type, with high -pressure cylinders
outside the frames and low -pressure cylinders in

detail over the foregoing processes — but even with

pair of coupled wheels and the low - pressure the
crank -axle of the leading pair, and a separate set
of Walschaerts motion is provided for actuating
each of the slide-valves .
The boiler is of large proportions, and is fitted
with a Belpaire firebox. The smokebox is of the

this there is much that must be left to the judg
ment and common sense of the worker — I cannot
tell him , for instance , the exact critical moment

when his colour is of the correct consistency for the
best results. He will quickly learn this. Having
the colour mixed , proceed to colour over the entire
box, with the exception of the triangular panel,
which leave for the lighter colour. In laying this
colour on , follow out the instructions previously
given for the lead colour - namely , apply thinly,
uniformly , etc.

advance of them inside the frames and below the
smokebox.

The high-pressure cylinders drive the second

extended type, resting on a saddlepiece, and the

boiler mountings consist of a dome (with outside
steam pipe to the high -pressure cylinders), a sand
box (with pipes to three pairs of coupled wheels),
and a column encasing a pair of safety valves.
The engines of this type, which work heavy and
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ains to follows - .,227 ins.

ROLANISECK

LORRAINE
:T"—0”12Fig
ALOCOMOTIVE
GOODS
YPE
ECAPOD
D.RAILWAY
0LSACE

frequently -stopping trains on the Paris Circle
Railway, have dimensions as follows :
Cylinders — H .-P., 144 ins. diameter ; L.-P., 22; ins,
diameter.
Piston stroke, 25 % ins.
Coupled wheels diameter , 4 ft. 95 ins.
Coupled wheelbase , 15 ft. 10 ins.
Bogie wheels diameter , 2 ft. 8 ins.
Bogie wheelbase , 7 ft. 4 ins.
Total wheelbase , 28 ft. 2 ins.
Boiler, mean diameter , 4 ft. 7 * ins.
Number of (Serve) tubes, 126 .
Diameter outside of tubes, 25 ins.

Heating surface : Tubes, 2,054 .6 sq. ft. ; firebox,
133.2 sq. ft. ; total, 2,187.8 sq. ft.
Grate area, 25 .4 sq . ft.
Working pressure, 213 lbs. per sq. in .
Weight in working order, 71 tons.
The foregoing dimensions show the engines to be
of exceptionally powerful design .
The 2 — 10 - 0 (Decapod) type goods locomotive,

Fig. 2, has its four cylinders arranged in line below
the smokebox. The high-pressure cylinders in
this case are placed inside the frames, and are suffi
S

ciently inclined to allow of the connecting-rods
clearing the foremost coupled axle. These cylinders
drive the second axle, and the low -pressure cylin
ders, placed horizontally outside the frames, drive

the third pair ofcoupled wheels. Asin the previous
design, Walschaerts gear is used for operating

the valves for the low -pressure (outside) cylinders,
but the high -pressure valves are worked by Stephen
son motion . The boiler has a Belpaire firebox , and
the crown plate is made to slope towards the rear,
thus ensuring a covering of water under every
condition of running. The leading end of the
engine is carried upon a two-wheeled truck , and

the springs of the second, third , fourth , and fifth
coupled wheels are compensated in pairs.
These locomotives are designed to haul - on

the Alsace-Lorraine railways — maximum loads of
1,000 metric tons behind the tender at 40 miles
per hour on the level, but in every -day service
they work coal trains weighing from 750 to 800

tons at 18 to 20 miles per hour on grades of 1 in 80 .

They have the following dimensions:
Cylinders - H . -P., 15 $ ins. by 25

ins. ; L. -P.,

235 ins. by 25 $ ins.
Coupled wheels, diameter, 4 ft. 4 } ins.
Rigid wheelbase, 18 ft. 11 } ins.
Total wheelbase, 26 ft .

Boiler, centre above rail, 8 ft. 87 ins. ; mean
diameter, 5 ft. i in .

Number of tubes, 148 ; diameter of tubes, 21
ins. and 2f ins. ; length of tubes, 14 ft. it ins.
Heating surface : Tubes, 2,534:5 sq. ft. ; firebox,
162.1 sq . ft. ; total, 2,696 .6 sq . ft.
Grate area, 29.8 sq . ft .
Working pressure, 213 lbs. per sq . in .

The engine is accompanied by a double-bogie
(eight-wheeled ) tender, having capacities for 51
tons of coal and 3,970 gallons of water.

The diameter of the wheels is 3 ft. 3 ; ins., and
the total wheelbase 15 ft. i in . The engine, to
gether with the tender in working order, weighs
118 tons 3 cwts. 3 qrs. This is distributed as
follows :
On leading truck (engine), 8 tons 7 cwts. 2 qrs.
On coupled wheels 65 tons 4 cwts. I qr.

The remainder of the weight, viz., 44 tons 12 cwts.,
is contributed by the tender.
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REBUILT LOCOMOTIVES, L . & N .-W .R .
notes to the fact that Mr. George Whale, chief
mechanical engineer of the London & North -Western
Railway, is rebuilding some of the 0 – 8 – 0 type
four-cylinder Webb -system compound locomotives
as “ Consolidation ” 2 – 8 – 0 type engines, adding
in some cases the enlarged pattern of boiler fitted
to the converted three -cylinder compound mineral
locomotives already illustrated in THE MODEL
ENGINEER. By courtesy of Mr. Whale, one of the
four-cylinder engines, viz., No. 1,273, is illustrated
herewith . The leading truck wheels are 3 ft.
diameter, and the enlarged boiler has the same
heating surface and other features as that shown
on page 9 of the issue for July 5th .
A sand-box has been fitted to the driving-wheel
splashers, and an extended cab -roof provided .
As now running, the engines are fully equal to
any of the eight-coupled locomotives in use on
other railways. The two high -pressure cylinders
outside the frames are 16 ins. diameter by 24 ins.
stroke, and the low -pressure cylinders, inside,
are 201 ins. diameter by 42 ins. stroke. The
Reference was made in a previous issue of these
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roofing is fitted . The cylinders are outside the
frames, and drive the second pair of coupled wheels.

The tender runs upon three pairs of wheels, and
follows the standard North British Railway type.
The engines make a fitting headpiece to the fine
new trains built expressly for the Aberdeen corridor
block trains with which the North British Railway
Company are going to try to wrest some of the
popularity already secured by the Caledonian
Railway with their celebrated “ Grampian corridor "
and “ Granite City ” expresses from the latter
company .

For the Bookshelf.
THE JUNIOR INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS : RECORD
OF TRANSACTIONS .

Vol. XV .

1904 - 1905 .

London : Percival Marshall & Co. Price
1os. 6d . : postage 5d .
This volume is of more than usual interest, as
it contains besides the record of transactions for
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FIG . 3. - FOUR-CYLINDER COMPOUND L . & N .W .R . GOODS LOCOMOTIVE.
coupled wheels have a diameter on tread of 4 ft. ! the twenty -third Session , financial statements,
54 ins., and the rigid wheelbase is 17 ft . 3 ins.
reports of meetings, visits, etc., the full report of
The original valve-gear arrangement fitted by Mr.
the “ Coming-of-age " celebrations which were
Webb , and which consists of only two sets of Joy's
held on June 26th to 30th , 1905. Some thirty -six
pages are devoted to interesting notes on the origin
gear for working the four valves, is retained.
and progress of the Institution since its formation
THE New “ ATLANTIC " TYPE LOCOMOTIVES,
in 1884 . The papers read at the meetings during
N .B .R .
the Session are embodied and illustrated , dealing
with the following and many other subjects :
The first of the new " Atlantic ” type locomotives
“ Britain 's First Line of Defence," “ Condensing
is, at the time of writing, just completed . It is
Plants," " Locomotive Design,” “ Torpedo Boat
numbered 186 , and named “ Aberdonian.” The
Construction ," " The Making of a Steel Pen ,"
design follows very closely that of the “ Atlantic "
type simple engines of the North -Eastern Railway.
“ Recent Developments in Electric Lighting." A
complete list of Past Presidents, Vice-Presidents,
The boiler is very large and high-pitched ; indeed ,
the chimney and other mountings are more re
Honorary Members and Members of the Institu
stricted in height than usual even with the largest
tion is also given . The volume, consisting of over
engines. The firebox is of the Belpaire type, and
400 pages, exclusive of plates, will make a very
a cab with double side windows and extended ! interesting addition to the engineer's library .
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Induction Coils for X - ray and

III

with a sudden cessation or break in the same, as

Other Purposes.

it is at " break ” that the full length of spark
are efficient for work with the X -rays, as they

By JoHN PIKE.

work rapidly, and there is consequently less flicker

(Continued from page63.)

steadily illuminated , but the spark length may be

VIII. - Breaks.

break . It is also found that the speed of these can

is obtained . Either of the breaks just mentioned

in the tube ; the fluorescent screen is also very

greatly increased by almost any well-mademercury
all breaks actuated by the magnetism
of the core, none is apparently so efficient
and satisfactory as the “ Vril.” Another

be regulated with greater certainty, especially those
operated by means of an electro motor worked

good break is of the “ Apps ” pattern ( Fig. 11) ;
this can be made by the amateur or purchased for

cult to find the amateur fights shy of the mercury
break , a strange fact, considering that this is after

F

from a separate battery . For some reason diffi

a small sum , the price rising considerably , however,

if - as should be the case - large platinum contacts
are inserted .
and the other theplatinum stud . Thecurrentpasses
through this stud from the platinum -tipped screw
at F , and it is only when the armature has travelled
a certain distance (controlled by the screw ) that
contact is broken by the extension piece catching
the contact spring and pulling it away from F .
The core has plenty of time in which to get mag

Fig . 12.

DIAGRAM OF
“ VRIL "
( FO2099 .00

IM

Fig. 12 is a diagram of the “ Vril ” break (not
drawn to scale). There aretwo springs; one carries
thehammer head with a double-cranked extension,

BREAK .

netised , and the break when it comes may be aptly
turned staccato. It is almost essential to use a
rheostat in conjunction with the “ Vril ” break .
In view of the heavy current which has to be
transmitted the platinum contacts should be mas

sive, No. 12 S .W .G . wire is the smallest that should
be used ; the pillars and fittings generally also
should be heavy and firmly fixed . Where the
contact break fitted to the coil is of the above
pattern and not intended to be removable - i.e.,

on a separate base it is a good plan, in view of
trials with a mercury break, to fix underneath tbe

all the easiest to make, and, if spark length be
desired , one of the best. It is very desirable that

in making contact the apposition of the surfaces
should be long enough to ensure complete mag
netism of the core than that the “ break ” should
be sudden - - it is at the latter phase of the operation
that we get the spark .

In the ordinary hammer ' break as commonly
boltI10

fitted this comparatively prolonged " make "
is not entirely satisfactory ; there is considerable
heat generated at the contacts ; these get worn
and rough, and the contact becomes less perfect

FIG . II.

after every run of work ; nothing but constant

DIAGRAM OF

tilbodaboooo

MV

“ APPS ”
BREAK .

filing or hammering to get a smooth surface suffices
to ensure the break working with anything like
reasonable efficiency . The problem of making
contact at speed with a wire connected on one
side with a battery and a small bath of mercury
in a metal cup and in electrical contact with one of
the primary wires of the coil on the other is not one

of very immense difficulty, and either of the breaks

shown (Fig. 13 and Fig . 18 ) will be found
equal to what is said of them . Fig. 13 is a mercury
break , themoving principle ofwhich is a bell magnet.
pillars thin strips of sheet copper or brass , about

2 ins. long by 4 in . wide, to be screwed down
to the base parallel with each other with a stout
terminal securely

fixed to the end of each . When
the mercury break is used the platinum contacts
of the fixed break should be separated by means
of a piece of stout cardboard ; then wires are in
serted in the terminals ieferred to and connected
the one to the mercury in the cup and the other
to the mechanism of the dipping wire.
The aim of all inventors of “ breaks ” is to

ensure the maximum of current passing through
the turns of wire surrounding the core, together

The armature must, however, be strong and stiff.
It may be easily made from the sketches provided
herewith . The desiderata are, a rapid movement
of the armature and a length of arc sufficient to
carry the dipping wire well in and out of the cup ;
the cup containing the mercury also must be fitted
in such manner that it may be raised or lowered
to the extent of in . at least. The contacts from
an old electric bell will serve if made of platinum ,
and most of the old and heavier class of bell answer
this description . Thus, for a very trifling sum ,
the amateur may purchase a good magnet and
contacts suitable for his purpose.
In Fig . 14 the bent piece A is screwed to a block
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Fig . 13. - BREAK AND COMMUTATOR 'BOARD FOR COIL (Fig . 3).

FIG . 18. - MOTOR MERCURY BREAK .
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of wood carrying the magnets (see Figs. 13 and 16 ).
The curved bracket at right angles to A is 3 ins.
from end to end ; it is secured strongly to A by
a terminal as shown. The two pieces are insulated
one from the other by means of an ebonite bush

and washer, but the terminal itself is in electrical
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cells, the break is connected in the usual way.

One free end of the wire in the magnet goes to the
switch , thence to the battery ; thence from the other
terminal of battery to B and E , through F and A ,
which is connected to the othermagnet wire.

The diagrams, Figs. 15 and 16 , are given to further
simplify the matter.
The dipping wire adjusted in a small terminal
at the end of the armature, is made of No. 12
S. W .G . copper wire ; the end dipping into the
mercury may be pointed , but is better when ham
mered to a broad knife edge and the shape shown

( Fig. 16a) ; the edge must be in a perfect line with
the “ dip," or a great deal of splashing will result.

FIG . 14. - BRACKET FOR MERCURY BREAK .
contact with A . C is the armature and spring ;
the soft iron piece, might be a little thicker with
advantage ; the spring, however, must be strong);
it may be made out of 1-16th -sheet hard brass.
D is the distinguishing feature of this break. It is
a piece of broad clock spring ; therefore, of con
siderable tension . It is shown in the diagram as
drilled through at each end, and fixed to the bracket
by a screw and nut. This was to simplify the sketch .
The best way is to fix small brass plates to each
end of the bracket and to have the spring just

long enough to pass under, when by screwing up the

Fig . 15.

FIG . 17 . – REGULATOR FOR MERCURY CUP .
Fig. 17 is the regulating holder for the cup
containing the mercury , which is thus raised or
lowered at pleasure by means of the ebonite-milled

Fig . 16 .

Fig . 16a.

DETAILS OF MERCURY BRSAK .
plates it is securely held ; the armature spring is
also securely held centrally by small nuts and bolts
and a brass plate under, the spring D passing between
them . Before finally screwing up this plate
the contact E should be placed under the front
nut. The contact F must be arranged as shown
at the end of A . Having provided a couple of dry

head . The cup itself is made out of bicycle tubing
of the largest size — a piece is sawn off (3-in .), filed
and cleaned and polished , and one end blocked
up with a wooden disc cemented in with shellac
varnish . The top end should be fitted with an
ebonite cap with centre hole rather larger than
the dipping rod attached to the terminal on the
end of the armature. The cup is held in the spring
collar and secured tightly with a nut and bolt.
Fig . 18 shows a break actuated by a very
efficient little electro motor (tripolar armature),
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interrupter under otherwise similar conditions
The rapidity of the interruptions is perfectly

self starting . Variable speed is got by inserting
a resistance
such asthethinpurpose.
iron wire,
or 3 ft.runs
of
which
will answer
The2 motor
splendidly with three or four volts and only takes
2 amps. The photograph is so clear that the con

under control and can be varied to any extent.

The best photographs are obtainable with this
break and an absolutely steady light can be ob
tained on the screen . " - SCHALL .

struction may be easily understood , the only
feature representing any difficulty in the making

The plan has been adopted and is recommended
of having the break and commutator on a separate
mer
the
for
screw
and
pillar
regulating
the
be
will
cury cup. The writer got these made for him by ! polished baseboard . (See Figs. 13 and 18 ; also
a professional, but something could be done with i shown in the diagrams, Figs. 19 and 20 ). portable
The photograph (Fig . 21) is that of a
a rack and pinion or screw focussing arrangement,
such as are used on cameras.
Other breaks of unquestionable efficiency are
briefly described here - viz., the “ Wehnelt
Electrolytic Interrupter." A glass vessel filled
Ammeter
with dilute sulphuric acid ( i oz. to 10 ozs. of water),
Voltmeter
contains two electrodes, one a large lead plate
electrode, the other of platinum , adjustable, of
course. If these electrodes are connected with an

electric supply of about 40 volts, electrolysis causes
gases to form on the platinum ; these gases cover it

and interrupt the current ; they in turn are ex
ploded by the current which in other breaks goes
to charge the conductor ; the acid then reaches
the platinum again and the current is closed once
more. This occurs with marvellous rapidity , and
the spark attained is extraordinary, being more

in the nature of a flame. With this break the
condenser is of course cut out.

Ballery Terminals

Dr. Mackenzie Davidson constructed a motor
interrupter which is deservedly popular. The
motor is fixed in a slanting position on a raised
platform , and the prolonged shaft carrying the
armature terminates in a two-bladed fan -shaped
dipper. The lower part of the disc revolves in a
bath of mercury, the current being made and
broken by the revolutions of the motor. The
speed of the motor is regulated by a rheostat, and

Yo Blo

Fig . 20. - CONNECTIONS TO SWITCHBOARD,
switchboard used by the writer for ordinary work
with the coil ( Fig . 3), or others built on the same
principle.

The baseboard and back are made of 1-in . ma
hogany, and the design is simple butsolid . Width ,
16 ins. ; depth, 9ins. ; height (to top of lamp
bracket), 18 ins.
The break and commutator board (Fig. 19)

this speed must be adapted to the E .M .F . used

in the primary circuit. When running slowly,
from 12 to 20 volts, say, for a 10 -in . coil. When
running at speed a higher E .M .F . may be used
without danger or overheating the primary . With

- 1/"

!

is prepared by screwing four brass picture.
frame plates, two at each end (two are

seen at the end of Fig. 18 ) ; before screw
ing up the plate nearest to BT? (Fig. 19)
a stout copper wire, or a narrow strip of
thin sheet copper, is passed under it and
connected to that terminal (make all con
nections with No. 12 or 14 soft copper

īTO

wire, or sheet copper in strips, and solder

10

wherever possible ). Four strong brass bat
tery terminals with butterfly nuts are
inserted in the baseboard of Fig . 21, being

placed so that the board ( Fig . 19 ) may be
held down firmly . Now , turning to the
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diagram (Fig. 20 ) A and B are — under the
base - connected to two wires, which are

Fig . 19 . - BREAK AND COMMUTATOR BOARD .
C , Commutator ; BT, Battery Terminals ; BM , Bell
Magnets ; A , Armature ; AS, Armature Spring ; R , Regu
lating Screw for mercury cup ; T, Terminal Holding

taken through to the back ; one of these
goes direct to the voltmeter and the other

to the switch of same. The lamp is con
nected similarly . The ammeter is connected
in series with the coil and battery ; there
Dipping rod ; T ', T”, T3, Terminals to connect to Coil.
fore one of its terminals goes to A and the
a large coil and 50 volts the spark is of the flaming : other through the switch to BT'. The battery is
type as in Wehnelt's interrupter.
then connected to A and BT”.
The “ Turbine " interrupter is by a consensus
In use this switchboard is very convenient.

of opinion by far the best from the point of view

The ammeter must of course always be in circuit;

of all-round results. “ The sparks obtained from
in addition to seeing the amount of current
a coil connected with this interrupter are more
passing, by switching in the voltmeter, we can
intense than the sparks obtained with any other j at any time test the condition of our battery .

August 2, 196.
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The lamp throws sufficient light upon the dials
to enable us to easily read the records given by the
respective needles. If the base of switchboard

be made big enough it would seem a desirable, safe,
and compact place in which to fix the condenser.
In this case, the coil would be mounted upon a
plain polished stand and would look much lighter.
As it is the switchboard is heavy enough for the
purpose, but the extra weight of the condenser
would be no disadvantage. In the event of the
switchboard not being required the battery ter

minals are connected to BTI and BT2 respectively .
It has not been thought necessary to minutely
specify the dimensions in every part of the breaks
illustrated . The desirable thing is to have them

compact. The break (Fig. 13) may be measured
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Practical Letters from Our

Readers,
(The Editor Invites readers to make use of this column to the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual Interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume, ff desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST Invariably be attached

though not necessarily Intended for publication .)

The “ Model Engineer ” Speed Boat
Competition,
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , - It is with great pleasure I read the
announcement that you are going to revive the
Model " Speed " Boat Competition , and your
request for criticism and suggestions prompts
me to give my views at some length.
As a preliminary , I should like to
congratulate Mr. H . Arkell, not only
for the success of his boat, but also for
his sportsmanship in allowing a full
description "of the machinery to appear
for the edification of possible competi
tors. This is a pleasant change from
the carefully guarded secrets that
marked the close of one of the
previous competitions. How can the
poor “ outsider " be expected to go in
for “ record ” breaking if he is not
posted in the means and methods
whereby the last record was made ?
As an old “ steam " enthusiast I, of
course, do not favour the introduction
of the petrol motor into model boats,
but I do not see any reason why it
should be excluded from the competi-,
tion ,neither do I fear itas an invincible
rival. We are aware, of course, of the

“ power for weight” superiority of the
internal combustion engine on a large

scale, but the modern petrol motor is
like the bicycle, an almost perfect
machine whose possibilities are known ;
whereas the steam engine has not

reached the limitsof its possibilities by
a long chalk , and when we study this
question from a model standpoint, the
difference is in favour of steam .

It is apparent, of course, that the
petrol motor is going to force up the

record pretty high , and some of our
“ steamer ” friends will need to get a

Fig . 21. - PORTABLE SWITCHBOARD .
practically by comparison with the length of board
( 11 ins. over all) and the size of the bell magnets,
and size. The length of the armature spring may be
made adjustable as to length , and it may be streng
thened by means of the curved piece seen on the
top of it in the photograph , this being designed
to give a little increase of tension . The point of
the dipping wire should move in and out of the
mercury without any supplementary movements
of the armature — i.e., springiness is not required .
Then the length of the " dip ” will depend to some
extent on the length of the armature, and the
distance between the magnets and the soft iron

which are quite the usual and common pattern

core ; } in . is ample — with more than this inordinate
splashing results.
(To be continued .)

“ gait ” on them if they wish to pick
up. “ But are we downhearted ? Cer
tainly not ! A propos of this though, I would
point out that while conditions remain as they
are there is danger of the racing remaining
in the hands of half-a -dozen specialists, five of
whom will fail to send in their results owing

to their knowledge that the sixth one has “ licked ”
them , and the competitions will die out, which is
precisely what occurred before.
Now , there are many of your readers who are

first-class model makers, but who, not possessing
the high standard of inventive origination required
to design a modern model steamer, must be content
to sit still and look on . I submit that it should be
the purpose of The MODEL ENGINEER to supply some
original designs from time to time embodying the
latest ideas, so that some of these gentlemen can

swell the ranks of the competitors, which is necessary

The Modol Engineer and Electrician
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if it is desired to make these competitions a re
curring success. With regard to the conditions of
the next competition , I should recommend that
speed and speed only be considered . Another
point is limitation of size, and I can recommend
the French measurements of Class I, I metre ;
Class 2, 2 metres.
I am afraid that most of your steamboat readers

have overlooked the fascinations of the small boat.

It seems to be a general notion that the bigger the
boat is the greater the speed , which is not always
the case by any means. Anyone who has been
privileged to view a 1 metre boat nipping along at
the rate of 54 (actual) miles per hour, will testify
that it makes a better show than a 7-footer doing
seven . They are easier to handle, and where cost
is a consideration , they come out an easy first ;
but they need considerably more fine work inside.
Owing to the rescricted nature of the running on
our lake, several of our members are going in for
small boats, and we have a class for metre boats,
the fastest one of which , the Ena,covers the 39 yds.
in 15 seconds. This, we have reason to believe,
equals, if not exceeds, the French record .
To sum up, I should advise that (1) the com
petition be carried out on the same lines as before,
unless it be agreed to substitute the French

measurements on the possible chance of our crack
boats meeting the French at some date in the
future ; ( 2) the small boats should be allowed to
make up the total distance to be covered by any

number of short trips, as it is very difficult to keep
a straight course with a small boat for any distance.

In the same connection , I think that they should
be only required to cover half the distance, i.e.,
150 yds., as their storage capacity is not so great ;
(3) special care should be taken to verify the speeds
of the winning boats ; (4 ) owners of the winners
should be required to furnish complete descriptions
of their boats for publication and agree to answer

any reasonable request for information about its
construction . - Yours faithfully ,

Stepney .

W . L . BLANEY .

House Lighting by Petrol.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR - I should be greatly obliged (if any of
your readers could enlighten meas to using petrol
for house lighting. I have heard of a house being
fitted up with the same, but have only a small idea
as to the working. I wish to light my two sitting
rooms on the ground floor and have a tank con
taining the petrol in the backyard . Is it necessary
to have the tank a certain height ? Also , how is
the petrol forced through the pipes, and what kind

August 2, 1906.

A Model Steamer Owner 's Grievance .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
SIR , - As an old reader of your Journal I venture

to call your attention to a matter which will be
of interest to your model steamer men in all parts
of the country. It has been decreed by an all-wise
committee of the Liverpool City Council that
model steamers must not sail on any lake in the
public parks except on Fridays. You , Sir , will
are not able to spare any time on Friday for sailing
boats, being busy in the struggle for existence.
I venture to say that nine-tenths of the men who
takeup this branch ofmodel engineering as a hobby
are men who have to work every day for their

be aware of the fact that themajority of steamerites

living, and mostly of the skilled mechanic class.
If this order is persisted in , it will be the end of
steamer sailing in this city . Your readers in other

towns will recognise the danger of allowing such
a rule to pass unchallenged , as what has happened
to -day in Liverpool may happen to -morrow in our

other great towns. It appears that some owner
of a steamer has been acting in a foolish and un
sportsmanlike manner at Stanley Park in refusing
to stop running his boat while a sailing race was in
progress ; but it is scarcely fair that all other men
who follow the hobby should have to suffer for the
failings of one. Your readers will agree with me
in saying that a man who behaves in this manner
deserves to be kicked , but why should those who

do know how to behave like sportsmen be kicked
also ? As an old member, and one time commodore,
of the late Newsham Model Yacht Club , I have
been sailing my steamboat on the lake in Newsham
Park for a long time, and this restriction came as
a complete surprise when I took her up to -day to
have the usual spin . As a working man I think
our city fathers should be rather inclined to en
courage such a hobby. But it seems as if we are
to have no consideration whatever, and that the
public parks and lakes are made for the exclusive
benefit of one section of the model makers. In

the case of Newsham Park there is now no model
yacht club sailing on the lake, so the steamers
cannot annoy these high and mighty gentlemen .
Further, as you know , in the event of a collision
between steamer and sailing boat, the latter comes
off on top as a rule. I need not go into the reasons
of this. They are well known to allmodelmakers.
Yours truly,
“ PRESSURE GAUGE."

Liverpool.
ALCOHOL FROM SAWDUST. - A process for the
production of alcohol from sawdust has been in
vented by Professor Alexander Classen , of the
Aix -la-Chapelle Technical High School, and a plant

of burners should be used to light the pendant in
the sitting-room ? I should be grateful for any
information on the subject. - Yours truly,
Walsall.
S . HARROLD.

for the production on a commercial scale has been
erected . It is anticipated that 30 gallons of
alcohol will be obtained per ton of sawdust.
VALUABLE PERMANENT WAY. - Some of our

Change Wheels for Screw -cutting.

Mexican Gulf Railway the railsare laid on mahogany

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

while on the West Coast there is a line in which
ebony is used for sleepers, and silver ore, drawn
from old mines near the track , for the ballast.
This seeming extravagance is accounted for by the
fact that the engineers had no other materials on
the route, and found it cheaper to use the ones

readers may not be aware of the fact that on the

DEAR SIR, In reference to my letter of July 5th
be : Any screw can be cut from 4 to 24 threads
per inch without compounding — not 2 to 24 as

issueon change wheels for screw -cutting, this should

stated . - Yours truly ,
West Ham .

G . KENNION .

sleepers, and the bridges are built of white marble ;

at hand than import anything else.

August 2, 1901.
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Queries andto the Replies.
first condition given below,

especially
A Montion
and noesnotice
bedirected
not complying
taken
of Queries
must the
be
Qweries with
containing
thereinwill stated
directions
. Letters
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query

Department." No other matters but those relating to the Owerias
should
enclosed in thethesamescopeenvelope.
Querias
on besubjects
of this: -Journal
are replied
by post
following conditions
under thewithin
( 1) Querias
dealineto
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sonder 's nams MUST be in
scribed on the back . ( 2) Queries should be accompanied
Wherever possible, with fully dimensioned skachas , and corte
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Owarias for
reference . (3 ) A stamped addressed anvelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also 6 " Querias and Replies
Coupon " cu ow from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (1 ) Queries will be answered as warly as possible afta
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually alapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
on answer inserted in this column should understand that soms
weaks must clapse before the Reply can be published . The
insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
AH Qweries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL

ENGINIER, 26– 29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .)

The following are sdected from the Queries which have been replied
to recentlyArtificers
:
(16,306]
in the Royal Navy. O . G . T. (Mor

riston) writes : I will thank you to forward me full information as
to how to attain a post as engine-room artificer in the RoyalNavy .
qualifications required , duties, salary , etc. Also what posts could
1. having served three years in an engineering workshop , go in
or, under the Government ?
You would have to make application to some officer whose
duty it is to make entries or provisional entries on behalf of the
Admiralty . The station officer at any coastguard station would
this, or you could apply to the RoyalMarine Recruiting Officer,
do
17. Bath Sireet, Bristol. Candidates have to be between the age
of21 and 28 years, and physically fit for the NavalService, Engine
coppersmiths, pattern makers
Stters, boiler makers, engineto smiths,
and moulders are eligible make application for posts in the
, or
recruiting station
Navy. Full particulars can be had at anyWhitehall,
S. W .
from the Under Secretary to the Admiralty,
(16,297] To find Speed of Shafting and Shafting of
Pulleys. A . G . (Sunderland ) writes : Would you oblige me by
sending me the system for working out the speed for motor working
speed is 900
and the
100 amps.,
in factory. and
Say we
is II ins.
pulleya motor
thehave
revolutions,
the samemotor
We want
to drive some shafting instead of machinery , and the shaft has
to run at 300 revolutions; what size pulley do we want ?
size ot Xpulley
on shaft
find the
II motor
pulley: )
ofmotor)
900To(speed
= 33 (dia. of shaft pulley),
of shafting)
orthatto thefind300pulley
the(speed
speed
at
which
the
shaft
on the shaft is 33 ins. :would run, knowing only

30033X 11 = 300 revolutions

(16 .2031 Apprenticeship . L . H . (Penhriwceiber ) writes :
Please would you kindly answer my queries. I have had six
months' training in our County Technical Classes on first stage
magnetism and electricity, but would like to learn practical as
well as theory. Can I be apprenticed to some electrical power
station or to the Admiralty Electrical Works ? What terms, and
what payment would I be able to get ? Are any enlisted to learn
to become Electricians in our Navy ?
If you went as apprentice to some firm of electricians you would
gain experience, but would not of course get any more than a
few shillings ((38. or 3s. 6d .), at first, per week. We do not think
you could get with the Admiralty without previous experience.
You should make application to some firm of manufacturers,

have roomSupply
ask if they3 -wire
or by writing,and
for you.
personally
. G. R.
(16,287] ) Charging
from to the
(Weymouth
writes : I want
charge two accumulators from a
book on Accumulators
circuit.for resistances
I find in your
lightlamps
230-volt
must
be on the negative
stateelectric
that the
you
in
instructions
received
but
from
I
which
wire,
themakers (Messrs.
Armstrong) they say lamps should be on positive pole . Kindly

townhouse
which
in thisin my
say
is on may
I may saythatthethewiring
the
3-wire
systemis correct.
. I understand
live wire
be either a negative or positive. Please say if this makes any
difference in the connections. If so, kindly say how I may find
out which is the live wire and polarity of same ?
Either. So long as they are in the circuit the current flow is
he same wherever
If thetheouter
wire ofto your
you are
whichcells
connected
is positive,theythenare.connect
positive
to it
when charging : but if it is negative, then

connect the negative of
cells it. You can find which way the current flows by a pjece
of pole-t , finding
paper, or by dipping the ends of two leads into some
sightly acid water. Bubbles will appear on the negative lead .

I17

(16,305) The “ M . e ." Gas Bagine. B . J. (Pitsmoor)

writes : Will
the ?following : (1)compression
Would an
exhaust
cam you
do please
if madeanswer
of softmesteel
lump as shown in March ist, Figs. 22 and (224,) Isforthestarting
only ? ( 3) If so, how is it put out of gear when engine hasengine
got
going ? (4 ) What is the diameter of crankshaft ? (5 ) Would
please give me a sketch of how to balance crank if you think
ityouwould
be better ? (6 ) How much water is required for cooling ?

(1)

The exhaust
on the shown
roller
spindle,Yes.
and (2)
is heldYes.in (3)
one position
or theroller
otherslides
by a pin
on the coloured plate, January 4th issue ; see also Fig. 8,, asJanuar
18th , and Fig. 12, February Ist issues. (4 ) Crankshaft is it ins.
plate. 4 The
on the
rim(5) .See(6)coloured
A tank about
ft. 6 flywheel
ins, and is18 shown
ins. dia.cored
wouldoutsuffice,

Smallyour
fromreplyLargoColls.
A . G 16. (M,188,
aiden
head(16,239]
) writesCharging
: Ihave received
to my query, No.
for
which I beg to thank you. I hope you will not mind my troubling
you
again
,
as
I
am
sorry
to
say
my
efforts
to
charge
cells
as
advised
hasmet with failure. I put the ro-amp. and 15-amp. (both 4 volts)
inbitparallel
onwire
to the
three ofto the
cells as; advised,
and Iputcona
of up,
fusethe
inwire
circuit
eachE .Pashot.S.sketched
but Coming
directly
nected
fuse
A
gotwhite
and
melted.
totally
unexpected , this frightened me. The fuse wire B stood all right.
Would you please say why this was ? If it was because too many

amperes
how shall II reduce
them without
lowering cell
the
volts ? were
(I haveflowing,
no ammeter).
then connected
the 10-amp.
upwirewithout
any
fuse
wire,
leaving
the
other
one
the
same.
The
(bell wire ) got very hot, but after about a quarter of an hour I
foundstarted
the fusegassing
wire would
stand.andDirectly
the 10 -amp.
cell
furiously,
began Itoconnected
get
hot,Theup,
although
it had
run
right
down.
I
could
not
understand
this.
15-amp.
showed 4 volts good before charging and would spark motor cell
all

right,
this one
ease,hours
as I thought,
the
10 -amp.andcell.I only
Afterputleaving
the intwocircuit
cells onto eight
the 15-amp.
cell showed 3 volts and the ro -amp. cell 3 volts. Thinking the
15 -amp. cell had shorted (it was filled with jelly that had got badly
discoloured
), I washed cell out and filled with proper acid solution .
I then connected them up next day for six hours. By that time
the
15-amp.
gassing
the 3t10-amp.
furiously
and very hot,cellandwasthey
both nicely
showedandabout
volts. cellI then
put
both cells on motor and started out. After about a mile the motor
stopped sparking. I switched on to the other cell. Still no sparks.
Testing with
voltmeter
both cells
down to allabout
Neither
cell was
shortedI , found
as I could
see through
clearit; volts.
also ,
when I had the 15 -amp. jelly one charged at Whitsun at a motor
store
it
ran
splendidly
for
60
miles
and
then
showed
just
over
4,
as I have said. I am certain there is no short on machine. Also ,
your book says they ought to show a good bit over 4 when freshly
charged , and I cannot get them up to this. Do you think it is any
use trying to charge them off cells ? They charge them off the
town main with lamps at motor works, but I could not do that.
Any hint, or any advice whatever, I should be very grateful for ,
askeeping
I should
muchorder.
like to charge them myself regularly, thus
themvery
in good

previously stated, viz., a 4-volt cell to a 6-volt

If you connected as
the
cell (i.e., three ofthe large ones in series),we cannot understand
is, insert a

remedy
say. The wire
so violently as you resistance
wire blowing
fuse yards
circuit.
in see
the exactly
silver and then you
ofobtain
No. 22a small
Germanammeter,
few
will
should
You
rate is far
what current cells are getting. Evidently the charging volts,
you
battery giveslike.IIo You would
As yourtwolargelamps
at present. one
too highcharge
if you
through theyor are
could
getting. Are you sure you have
then know exactly what
connected positiveof small to positive oflarge cells when charging ?
(16,2191 Solutions for Current Indicated . W . M .

(Hinckley) writes : Can you please letme know of any substance

or liquid
would ?change its colour while a current of electricity
was
passingthatthrough
A weak
solutionis passed
of potassium iodide
and starchsetting
will turn
blue
when
a current
it, owing
free,starch
and
the consequent
formation through
of the blue
iodidetoof the
starch . The
solution is made with boiling water in the usual way. A solution

of potassium ferrocyanide will also turn blue, but one of the wires

dipping
indicators.into it must be iron. Both these are used as current
Measuring
Instruments
Measurements.
A . (15,993]
R . M . writes
: (1) Thanks
for previousand
answers.
I should be
obliged if you would give me information on the following :

Having
as in A sketch,
I want tothe find
theacross
current
passing
through athecircuit
ammeter
by measuring
a standard
resistance.
Since
the voltmeter
must takedrop
a certain
amount
of

current,allowance
should the
disconnected
, or mustof
some
be voltmeter
made if itbeis inin circuit
circuitorduring
the marking
the
scale
of
the
ammeter
?
(2)
In
constructing
a
volt
or
of the electro-magnetic type, would it matter constructing ammeter
the case
ofthea instrument
magnetic metal,
wouldyouit be
to affect
readings
of
? (3) orCould
givelikely
me some
idea the
of the
number
of turns and length of wire for the voltmeter described in The
MODEL
ENGINEER
handbook,
“ ElectricalMeasuring
Instruments,"
as I want
to construct
an instrument
on same lines,
but which

would give a full scale deflection with 6 volts instead of 20, by
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ΙΙ8

used ? (4 ) I enclose a small piece of

altering the gauge of wire
about
. Itfusing
seemscurrent
damaged
afraid somewhat
platinum
tell me
Could you
W .G . -Ion amthereabouts.
No. 40 S . wireI
where
know
you
Do
(5)
?
yard
per
resistance
and
same
for
could obtain rectangular section copper wire similar to that used

for the construction of dynamo ?
(1) Dependsprobability
upon the this
amount of current taken by the volt
meter
taken ;byin theall ammeter
that will be so small in relation to that

its effectthecan be neglected.
You can
try what effect it has by noting
of the ammeter
needle when the voltmeter is removed . deflection
If
the
difference
is
ciable , then you must calculate the current passing throughappre
the
voltmeter for any given voltage and
add the value found to that
of
the
current
passing
through
the
resistance
to
give
the
total
current passing through the ammeter. Another method is to

measure the voltage of the battery and use known resistances to
regulate the current ; then (C ) the current flowing will be equal
to ( E ) tothewhich
voltagemustof the
battery,thedivided
by (Rof) the
the known
resist
ance,
be added
resistance
ammeter
and
connecting
wires if appreciable.
In
this
way
you
can
eliminate
the
effect
of
the
voltmeter.
The
battery
should
have
a
very
low
internal resistance. ( 2 ) Many ammeters and voltmeters of this
type
are
made
with
castiron
cases.
The
instrument
should
be
calibrated with the case on . (3 ) The quantity of wire is about
4thisOzs.doesWenotarematter
unablemuch
to state
the
length
of
number
of
turns,
but
you will have to makeadjustments
ofbalance weight, etc. For, as6 volts
use No. 32 gauge

wire No.
instead36
of
No. 36.gauge.
(4 ) Your
sampleabout
of wire
is approximately
standard
Resistance
7
ohms
per
yard
and
current probably about 3 + amps. (5 ) Yes ; it is suppliedfusing
by
various
makers.
Try one
THE MODEL
ENGINEER
. of the electrical supplies advertisers in
. ( 16 .0471 6 - in . Induction Coil' s Secondary . M . E . MoG .
(Finchley)
writes : I am making a 6 -in spark coil, and am now ready
to wind the secondary , only I am not quite certain as to what the
diameter should be. The dimensions are as follows : Iron core,
14 ins. three
long by
No. by14 21D .S.Cins..
copper,
layersit (3ins.lbs.)diameter
; ebonite; primary
tube, 15 wire,
ins. long
internal diameter by 2 1-16th ins. external diameter by 3 - 16ths in .

thick. I (I)haveI enclose
waxedI bepaper
disc,
of a hundred
or two
which
cut. Will
able amount
to useonethese
of sufficient diameter
? (2 ) What
of No. that
36 willis, Iare
be they
able
to get method
on to primary
coil ofwhat
aboveamount
size, of
winding
the double
section
? (3) Also,
currentonshould
I use
with coil when completed (in volts and amperes) ?

August 2, 1906 . :

probable output, and what wire to wind on field -magnets and
armature. The dimensions are :- Bore of tunnel, 35- 16ths ins. :
1 1- 16th in . ; field-magnet cores are cast-iron and
tunnel,
lengthin ofsection
, in . by 7 in . by 33- 16ths. in . The armature is of
oval
are .
unwound, 2 theins.,dimensions
lamination
and diameter
the
ring
and 1 in . thick
; inside
outside diameter , 27 ins.type,
The commutator is in twenty segments. I should like to get
output in proportion , say, of 15 volts and 2 amps., accordin
amount obtainable (to be wound in shunt).
Wind22. armature with 6 ozs.
No,Probable
22 S . W .Goutput
. and Fabout
.M . with30 watts.
it lbs. No.

116 .1381 Small Tesla Transformer. R . A . I. (S . Croydon )
writes : I have constructed a small Tesla transformer to description
and
measurements given by Mr. F . E . Bornhardt in the issue of
THE MODEL ENGINEER for roth May, page 449. I cannot get it
to work at all. My connections are all right, except that I do
not know which is the negative and which the positive pole of my
induction coil, the spark of which is from 1 to 3 -16ths in . long.
I do not understand the principle of the transformer, and so do
not know how to remedy any fault or faults . The insulation of
the transformer's secondary may be imperfect, or the primary coil
too far away from the secondary. I am sorry to trouble you ,
but
am anxious to put thematter right, and shall be glad to receive
any Isuggestions,
It is very difficult to say what is wrong with your apparatus
unless we can see it. Is it made exactly as described by Mr.
Bornhardt ? Do you get a proper discharge across your
primarysparkgapwherethecondensersdischarg
e ? poleItisimmaterial
which
is the negative and which the positive
of your coil,
Perhaps your coil is not quite powerful enough . The principle

the transformer
ofcondenser
imparted
which is high
to theto
potential
by the coilis that
raisestheit tocharge
a sufficiently

burst suddenly across the spark gap, prcducing, by virtue of the
combined effects of capacity in the condenser and self-induction
in the primary of the transformer, a discharge which consists
of a train of several oscillations or reversals lasting only a few
hundred -thousandths of a second, and taking place at the rate of

severalhundreds
thousands,
or even atofsomemillions
of vibrations
per
second . Theofvery
high frequency
these alternations
renders
induction
effects
very
powerful,
and
thus,
with
a
very
few primary
and secondary turns, electromotive

can be induced which
would
requirefrequencies.
several hundred
turns forces
and
iron core
to produce
at ordinary
It is worse
thananuseless
to use
an iron
core in a Tesla transformer , because the loss due to eddy currents
and hysteresis is so great as to completely neutralise the gain in

(1) over
Aftersame,
havingwindwound
primary andsections
fitted ofebonite
tube
the secondary
such sizeinsulating
as will

themagnetic circuit, however finely the core is laminated .

make a good fit. Diameter over primary and insulating tube

[ 16 ,009] Power Required for Generating Current
for Electric Furnace. N . F . ( Twickenham ) writes : As a
reader of THE MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN , and also
excellent series of practical handbooks, I venture to
ofask your
your advice re an “ Electric Furnace." To work the furnace

willabout
be about
you enclose
be
right2t,size.so theIfsample
not, alter
to suit.(paraffined
(2) Aboutdisc)7 will
lbs.
(3 ) About 18 or 20 volts 6 amps.

(16,060 ] 6 -in . Spark Coil. T. T. K . (Holland) writes : I
intend
a 6 -intell
, induction
and I ofshould
obliged making
if you could
me some coil,
dimensions
it. I behavegreatly
your
little book on “ Induction Coils," but I do not understand how
to bring three layers of No. 12 wire into a space of 7 in . Please
tell me: - ( I) Diameter of core ; (2 ) weight of iron wire ; (3 )
number
of layers of primary wire ; (4 ) diameter of primary wire ;
( s) weight of primary wire ; (6 ) diameter of ebonite tube ; (7)
where to obtain ebonite tube ; (8 ) what will be better for secondary
- 0 '2 mill or o '18 mill (No. 36 = 0 '193 mill) for X -rays and wire

less
telegraphy
? (9condenser
) Is the paper
sufficientfor
purposes
for the
and enclosed
the secondary
sectioninsulating
? ( 10)
How many sheets must I use between the layers of tinfoil ? and (II)
how many discs between the sections of secondary wire ? (12) What
will
be the difference in volts required with mercury break when
I only have two layers primary wire instead of three ? (13) Can
IWhat
use theWehnelt
interrupter, without warming the coil too much ?
will be the spark length with (14) platinum break , with (15)

mercury break , and with (16) Wehnelt break ? (17) What will

passwhen I get a shock (with the different breaks) ?
As regards
dimensions
you ask for,
repeat
what
is alreadythestated
in the handbook
. Ifweyoucould
find only
you cannot
get the primary into the space allowed for it, the proper thing
to do is to increase the size of the ebonite tube slightly ,so that you
do get room for it. Any of our electrical advertisers would supply

you.secondary
Write to Thompson,
ofin 28,preference
Deptford Bridge,
Greenwich
For
0 '18 mil.
the sheet
thicker
gauge..
Yes. Sample sofuse paper
will do
very well.to One
between

the tining the ecoesults can but it

the tipfoil sheets, and , say, three sheets or layers together for
separating
slightly bylowertrial.voltageYeswould
do,
but thethebestsecondary
results cansections.
only beA attained
; you

could use a Webnelt break , but it needs about 40 volts to work it.
The various differences in spark length can only be found by trial
for any given coils. We do not quite grasp what your last enquiry

nothing
60 voltsthe- best
between
of 1oobeamps,at
I require
and
ofany use.
I wish50 toto know
volts would
less
than 50a current
this
current.
ofgetting
method
cheapest
The cheapest way to get the current required would be to make
your own if you use an appreciable quantity. To get too ampe.
at 50 volts you would need a dynamo
giving 5 ,000 watts output,

and a gas or oil engine of 8 b .h .- P . You

would then make your
power weat acould
cost advise
of aboutyouid.further.
per unit. If you care to instal this
plant
(16 ,098 )] writes
Small
Ring Armature Machine. E . R . (Bir
mingham
: I havemade a small Grammédynamo, as sketch
(not reproduced ) ; armature it diameter, it long : malleable iron
ring,
cogs,ironwound
wire21; field
cores, eight
wrought
roundwithrod31, Iozs,
in . ofby 2021,gauge
wounds.c.with
Ozs .

No. 20power,
gaugebut
s.c. when
wire. I connected the
to galvanometer,
got a
jittle
field wires andandconnect
th
batttoermythea:eatI itukadisconnect
me
galiitt with
tt
the
brushes
I
get
just
as
much
.
I
with battery
an
thnetised
er
ge
i
d
e galvanometer
n
w
,
e
t
d
aryg
r
s
u
seems
right,
vevery
,dsa?naN IfIfanandII make
mS,Sa,hbubbuttwoisi mmag
blae leakage
e?"iinn beththeallbee ttfifields
ea
ag
ll
ft
el
so
ma
weak.
Is
the
fault
new
fields,
soft iron? beThebetter,
and what
size iswire1- 16th
and.
quantitywould
wouldmalleable
suit armature
armature
air space
I have tried brushes in different positions, and reversed the rue.
ning : what should be the output ?
You certainly ought to get more out of dynamo with field coiis
connected
than disconnected. Perhaps you have wound them so
thatthey opposeone another. This is very small,of course, for a ring
armature, and no doubt you would get better results with a drum .
Run
at ,a andgoodsee speed
and aretestreally
output
with aOutput
small should
lamp beor
ammeter
what, you
getting.
in the neighbourhood of 30 watts.

(16,269]
Mercury
Breaka .littleF. inB .
(New
ElthamInduction
) writes : Coil
WillWork
you ;kindly
give me

is,a shock
but wefor such
shoulda coil
adviseas this.
you to avoid all possibility of getting
(16 ,066 ] ) writes
30-watt
Ring beArmature
. C.
(Wandsworth
: I should
very much Dynamo.
obliged if you Rcould

formation re a 10 -in . induction coil used for X -rays, which is fitted
with
break by Mackenzie,
a motor.
When
I switcha mercury
on the break-contact
it seemstodriven
work allby right,
but directly

parts for a Manchester type dynamo, and would like to know

the contact-piece to dip higher and lower into the mercury, also

give me some information on the following. I have bought some

I close the primary circuit it causes a metallic knock in themercury
pot. I have had it to pieces, cleaned the mercury, and adjusted
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altered
the speed of the motor to various speeds, but cannot stop
the knocking sound. I can get an 8 -in . spark , but cannot get a

proper light in the tube ; also I get a better spark with the com
thanshows
mutator
I do when
it. ofThehalf-way.
light in
the tube inis one
veryposition
bad, and
all overI reverse
it instead
I have looked up all myMODEL ENGINEERS, which I have now taken
in for Iover
two lastweek
years regularly,
Handbook
yourin No.
bought
nothing
which
find also
, but can and
them11to enlighten

me. I have tested primary and secondary ; also motor, with E
shed's testing set, but can find nothing. Not having had much
experience with these coils, I hope you will be able to help me.

accompaniment

The noise which you describe is the usual
mercury
caused moment
almostofexplosive
vaporisationof
ofa mercurybreak,
and oilandor isspirit at bythethe
break. You should

be able to obtain a longer and thicker spark than
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New Electrical Devices.
We illustrate in Fig. 1 herewith the "Guest" Time Meter
Switch , which is designed to take the place of an ordinary Switch

and to measure the exact time for which a current is tapped .
of the usual type ofmeter.
aboutone-Cut-out,
third theprice
The instrument
Sergeant " isMaximum
The
as shown in Fig . 2 ,when working
described above, will, it
conjunction
Switch
with
the
timemeter
inis claimed
, positively ensure that no more lamps, fans, heaters, etc.,
are in use at any moment than bargained for. Where current is
used on the limit
system , such as in hotels, warehouses,

offices,
quarters, etc., or for accumulator charging and discharge
servants'
ing this cut-out is invaluable, Fig . 3 shows the Dr. Vincent

platinum

the
break, and by increasing the voltage supplied towith
the coil and the
speed of the motor you can get correspondingly greater rapidity

of sparking.
Have breaks
you connected
your break
unused
to mercury
often connect
them right?
so thatThose
the
condenser is no longer across the break , which of course
is wrong .
The correct connections are as follows: The break is connected
to the two contact-pillars of the platinum break, the hammer of
which is wedged so that the platinums cannot come together.
provided
Some

special terminals to avoid having
to hitchcoilsthearewires on to thewithpillars.
[16,013] Adjusting Contact- Breaker of Shocking Coil
Switchback . P . G . F . (Merrion Road ) writes : (1) I have a small

turn

switch it on
shocking
coil, which,
I offmythe current
if without
and
thealsothen
contact-breaker.
flipping
again you
, willtellnot
work
it can be
the
for
this
;
how
reason
Can
me
what
is
rectified ? ( 2) I have constructed a small switchback (see rough
sketch enclosed : not reproduced ). Kindly giveme an illustration
of a small car for it ; also , how can I keep it from falling over the

rails ? When at rest the contact
to have
it necessary
edge(1)? It Isneeds
adjusting.
carefully
spring has become displaced, or
pieces
should
If
contact.
in
be
bent too far forward, as it would appear from the results you get,
of course no current will flowthewhen you switch it on , as there is no
complete circuit through
primary winding. (2) It is usual

FIG . 1.
” TIME
THEMETER
“ GUEST
SWITCH .

. 2. ”
THE “FIGSERGEANT
MAXIMUM CUT-OUT.

Primary Battery . The particular advantage, as may be gathered
, is the syphon attachment, whereby the old
from the illustration
solution is removed from the jars before putting in the fresh , thus
avoidingWarner
etc.,
the trouble
the casing,Road
of taking Company,
from Disraeli
out the jars of
Engineering
The
manufacturers
London
these
other
Upton
E
are
,
.,
the
of
,
and
electrical specialities. For further particulars and prices readers

to have one centre rail and two guiderails — one each sideof track.

T. H . H . (Borsillah
(16,143]
Making Permanent Magnets.
reply,
if you will kindlycut-out
favour
) writes : I will esteem itI ahave
Assam
made an automatic
to the undermentioned query.
for charging purposes, as described in your issue of February 22nd
of -in .
last, but the magnet has given trouble. I made it out
Although
outright.
C , hardeneď
east steel,
in the form
of letter
of No. 18I
considerable
of
turns
number
a
through
5
amperes
passed
D .C.C. wire, breaking the current by means of a coarse file, only a

was obtained , although when the
of magnetism
small
currentamount
it was powerful
was flowing,

O ece9 cce оседес

enough . Ought I to use a finer gauge
wire - I take it that it is not necessary to
wind all over ? I used as much as I could
and correctly , producing
get on the poles,
N . and S . when tested with a small per
Shouldperiodtheofcurrent
m
agnet.
manentbartime ?
be passed for any greater
My dynamo is a 50-volt 5 -amp., so no

B

more current can be obtained at normal

speed,

You could get better results if you
passed a heavier current round coils.
A very intense field is necessary to
magnetise hard steel. You should allow

considerable time,
current to flow some
magnetAs occasionally
and
dynamo
your presentthroughout
process.
the tap
should add
you
give 5 amps.,
only
will
cannot do this,
If youwire,
wire to coils. gauge
more
then use
so as to get
a finer
more
turns on and run machine at
higher speed to get more voltage in
order
the resistance
and stillthesendextra
5 amps.
of the tocoils,overcome
through them .

FIG. 3. — THE DR. VINCENT PRIMARY BATTERY,
THE WARNER ENGINEERING Co.'s SPECIALITIES.

The News of the Trade.
• Reviews
distinguished by the asterisk
have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods
noticed.
A Forthcoming Exhibition.
that
As a preliminary announcement, we are asked to state

Edinburgh and Midlothian Home Workers' Tenth Annual Competi
tive and General Trades' Industrial Exhibition will be held at
Waverley Market, ' this year, from October 11th to 20th inclusive,
The Managing Secretary is Mr. A . T . Hutchinson , 35, Leith Street,

Edinburgh ,

application for their
beshouldsentmake
post free.

illustrated pamphlet, which will

New Catalogues and Lists,
E .C ., have
sentus
their
London
W . Gamage,
launches,
yachts,
and, sailing
list of Holborn,
model steam
newA .illustrated
types of model locomotives are also illustrated. The list will be

motor and torpedo boats and fittings for same. Boilers , steam
engines, and electric motors for model marino work , and a few

sent post free to any reader making application and mentioning
this Journal.
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K . M . (Cadogan Square). — We cannot say whether
this would be practicable or not. Much depends
upon circumstances and details of construction .

THE attention of our readers may be called to

1

the excellent contribution by the author of
our Handbook No. 27, “ Screw Threads,”

on the subject ofwire and metal gauges, on page 99
of this issue. Mr. Gentry will supplement the

present article by others of a similar character,
and we are certain that the information , which is

the result of practical experience, will be appre
ciated by all those who are actual workers.

Another article of exceptional interest, and one
which has been long promised , is that on painting

models. The writer, Mr. J. Upton , is a professional

and in addition has had a consider

coach painter,
able experience in painting models, a good number

Water cooling is essential. We advise you to

· put your idea before some motor-car firm , and
if it is worth anything, you will have little diffi
culty in getting them to take it up.
W . D . E . - You should make a brake test of your
water motor, and find out exactly what power
it will develop . Methods have been described
in back numbers, to which you should refer for
information on testing. Dynamo would have
to run atabout 2 ,400 revs. You should just about

be able to get enough power to drive dynamo.
G . W . (Marsden Rocks). If you read recent query
replies on this subject you will get all the in
formation you require. You would have to
serve in a shop where engines and boilers are
either made or repaired .

A . EDWARDS (Queensbury ). - The publisher reports

that the book will not be ready for some time.

of the better railway models which have appeared
in our journal being the work of his hands, notably ,

Notices .

Col. Harvey's electric locomotive and Post Office
van. and an excellent 1- in . scale model G .N .R .
brake - van, which we hope soon to describe.
Moreover, he is an enthusiastic amateur model
maker, and for this reason he is well able to appre
ciate the difficulties encountered in the production
of a completely finished model, both from the

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of

builder's and painter' s point of view , and to show

how such difficulties may be avoided or satisfac.
torily surmounted .

Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
rejection.
so by making an appointmentin advance .
This journal will be sent post free to any address for 133. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.
Advertisementratesmaybe had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager .
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.

Letters ” column. All those who are actively

interested in the details of this competition are
urged to send along their criticisms of the pro
visional conditions as soon as possible, so that we
may be able to settle the final conditions without
much delay. The only item about which we have
any misgivings is that relating to the classification.
Some may think 4 ft. 6 ins. is too long for a Class
" A " boat. We, however, wished this class to
include the comparatively small T .B . D . craft
possible with this over-all dimension. Such a
boatmay be nearly half as long again asthe " metre "
boat which our correspondent, Mr. W . L . Blaney ,
appears to favour ; but if the latter is of the " open ,
launch " type, it allows practically just as much
room , and perhaps more, for the machinery as the
narrower and less stable model war vessel.

Answers to Correspondents.
G . K . (West Ham ).-- We have already published
particulars of a similar idea .
· WATER.” - We do not know that any particular
certificate is required before you can take on

this work. Your question leaves us in some doubt
as to what you really require to know .

All correspondence relating to the literary portion of thr paper .
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., for review , to beai dressed
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer," 26 - 29. Poppin 's Court
Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Engi.
neer, 27- 29 , Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
Al subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall &
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U . S .A ., to whom

Ooxs to be add correspondencer London , E.C."

all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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A Model Launch Engine and Boiler.
By H . STEVENS.

FIG . 1. — MR. H . STEVENS' MODEL LAUNCH ENGINE.

JEREWITH is briefly described a small launch

pletion it was tested to 100 lbs. pressure with a

engine and boiler made by mein spare time.

hand pump. The pressure maintained in boiler
of launch is 25 lbs. per sq . in , while driving 8- volt
3 -amp. dynamo or 9 -in . propeller under water , with
tip of blades 6 ins. below the water ; this is with

Theboiler is of the usual multitubular verti
cal type, 12 inş. by gins. Ithas six z- in . brass tubes

and one 14-in . steel tube in centre,which is screwed
each end and pulled up with huts to form a stay .
The shell is - in . steel plate and firebox 3 - 16ths- in .
ditto, riveted with - in . steel rivets. On com

exhaust blowing up chimney (6 ft . high ). The
boiler is lagged half-way down from top with 1 - in .

pine and brass bands round, also brass top was
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Workshop Notes and Notions.

screwed on with brass screws round the edge into
out
fittings
bestsafety
setd ofspring
There ngis ana full
and large,
valvethrough
enclose
includi

[Readers are invited to contribute short practical Itemsfor this column ,

whistle , which , although very large, would be very
useful on the river or anywhere required . The

based on their own workshop experience. Accepted contributions
will be paid for on publication , if desired , according to merli.
All matter intended for this column should be marked “ WORK

the wood , which is stained to imitate mahogany.

engine is 2-in . bore by 21-in . stroke, double web
steel crankshaft 9- 16ths in . diameter. The piston
rod and crosshead are all in one piece, being milled
cast
out to take connecting -rod ; thesewearing
steel. Brasses are fitted to all rods areparts.
The reversing gear is of the single eccentric type
illustrated in " The Model Locomotive.” The
feed pump is driven with an eccentric off the main

shaft, the feed tank being on the side of the bed .

SHOP " on the envelope.]

How to Fix Hooks and Eyes to Catgut Cord.
By H . R . BECKETT.
Having to subject a catgut driving cord to an
unusual heavy load and consequently being bothered
with the hooks and eyes coming off, after trying all
the usual methods I found the following one
successfully cope with the difficulty .
First clear the thread of
the fitting from any gut that
may be present through being
torn away . Slightly taper
the end of cord with glass
paper and fitcarefully ; lubri
cate with a little seccotine
and screw in as tightly as
possible so that a portion of
the gut projects through the
fitting. Soak this projecting
end only for about half-an
hour in water to soften it,
then force it down by means
of a slightly tapering round
tool (such as a scriber) that
will fit the space comfortably.
(The usual method of using
a hot wire for this purpose is
a bad one, as the heat tends
to shrink the gut ; it has the
recommendation of being
quickly done,but it is a poor
job .) To finish the job ,make

FIG . 2. - MR. H . STEVENS ' MODEL LAUNCH BOILER.
This is supplied by a water lifter or steam jet
pump and the water is heated by a small jet of
steam blowing into it. The whole thing is mounted

on an iron base and is self-contained and port
able, thus making a very handy little engine.
The boiler, although seeming very small, makes

plenty of steam to keep the engine supplied . The
most satisfactory fuel is wood or coal.

a small wedge by cutting off
the business end of an iron

tack (not tinned ), and with
the same tool forcing this down into the end of
gut. Set aside to dry, leaving the tool forced in
until partly dry, then remove and as soon as the
gut is properly dry, which will not be long if
in a warm room . Treated like this, I have never
yet had one come off - no matter what the load
may be.
If the catgut is unnecessarily tight it may be
partly untwisted ; if this is not sufficient, then soak
the whole cord in cold water for about half-an-hour,
then attach a heavy weight and suspend for a day
or so . When the weight is first attached the cord

MOTOR VEHICLES IN ENGLAND . -- According to
the Engineer, there are now in use in the British
Isles 94,762 self-propelled vehicles, of which
45,490 are light motor cars, 2,698 heavy motor
cars, and 46 ,574 motor cycles.
THE RAILWAY MILEAGE OF THE WORLD at the
end of 1904 aggregated about 550,735 miles,
according to the statistics of the Archiv fur
ens This is distributed as follows:
Eisenbahnwes
miles (213,904 miles of
North
America ,. 249,717

will unwind a few turnsby the action of the weight,
and when dry it will be found set in its new position.
If this makes the cord too long, it can easily be
shortened by twisting ap again .

which were in the United States) ; Europe, 189 ,774

therefore the model maker will do well to make
them part of his tool kit. The first one ( Fig . 1)

miles ; Asia, 47,974 ; South America, 30 ,258 ;
Australia , 16 ,810 ; Africa , 16 ,202 miles. This is an
increase of about 3 per cent. over 1903, and it is
estimated that at the present time there are about
575,000 miles of railway in operation throughout
the world .

Some Useful Spanners.
By W . J. HARLEY.
The following spanners will be found to be very
useful for all kinds of light mechanical work , and
will be found useful for screwing in or unscrewing
studs, the teeth (which should be very fine) biting

into the stud and thus ensuring a firm grip . One
disadvantage with this , however, is that the studs

are slightly damaged by the teeth. To overcome
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this, I find the spanner shown in Fig . 2 to be

A Jig for Drilling Balls.

extremely useful. " To screw a stud in with this, a
nut must first be screwed on to the projecting end
of the stud, the spanner must then be screwed on
to this and locked by means of the nut. To
unscrew a stud the spanner is screwed on first and
the nut afterwards, and the two locked together ;
a very firm grip can then be obtained and even the

A correspondent in the American Machinist gives
the following suggestion for a jig for drilling balls ;
an illustration is also reproduced herewith . A is
the platen of the drill press ; B is a piece of machine
steel drilled through at E - the size of the drill to

FIG . 1.

B

11

- 5" -

U

A JIG FOR DRILLING BALLS.

Screwed4

0

FIG . 2.

Flu 3.

be used to drill the ball F - countersunk so thatit will
seat on the ball. Another hole is drilled for the
bolt C ; it is then case -hardened . The packing
piece D is of such thickness as to bring B parallel
with A when the ball F is in position to be drilled ,

and the bolt C is tight.
A Method of Sealing Small Accumulators.
By D . H . NOBLE .

To fit not

1

Herewith is given a description of a sealing for
small accumulators which I have used for soine
time, and which has given every satisfaction. Fill
up to A with water about 1 in . from the top ; now
pour in some melted beeswax, leaving the vent
holes, of course. Leave this to dry, and when
quite firm , fill up to the top with melted pitch and

FIG . 4 .

course, it must be remembered that one spanner
must be used for each size stud used.
The third spanner (Fig. 3) is a very handy tool
for the twisting of wheels, fluted nuts, and many
other kinds of screwed work . This is made out of
a * -in . square steel bar with one end bent at right
angles and then turned or filed to 5 - 16ths in . diam .
A Sliding piecemust bemade so that different size
wheels and nuts can be taken ; this is made out of
k - in . square steel, one end of which should be
turned to 5 - 16ths in . diameter , and the same

British pitch
IIDIDULUDLADALA
L unin

SOME USEFUL SPANNERS.
tightest of studs can be moved in this way . Of

and beeswax - Vent o

Layer
of
bees was e
Water '

length as the part that is bent round. A f-in .

square hole is then put into this for sliding up and
down the rod , and also a 5 -16ths-in . hole (screwed )
for the screw to tighten this on to the rod .
The last spanner I have found extremely handy

Ebonite
case

when working in awkward corners, as it can be
placed on to the nut parallel to any projection , and

then turned round as the nut is gradually tightened .
skinned knuckles which would otherwise have

SECTION THROUGH SMALL ACCUMULATOR ,
SHOWING SEALING .

occurred .
As will be seen, I have not fully dimensioned the

beeswax (about i pint beeswax by 3- 4 pints British
pitch , procurable at any good oil or colour shop).
Allow this to harden , and paint the top with Bruns
wick black when dry , as this gives a very good
appearance and effectively finishes the sealing. This
method will be found to be good in places where
accumulators have been affected by creeping salts.

I may say this spanner has prevented a lot of

drawings, as many workers will want many sizes,

but the dimensions can be copied off the drawing
and made proportionately larger or smaller, as the
case may be. Figs. 1, 2 and 4, however, were
made out of 3- 16ths-in . steel plate.
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Marine Notes .
By Chas. S. LAKE.
A New TURRET STEAMER .

Messrs. William Doxford & Sons, Ltd ., of Pallion
Shipyard , Sunderland, recently launched the
turret steamer Newbiggin , which they have built
for the Newcastle Steamship Company, Ltd., of
which Messrs. J.J. and C . M . Forster are themanagers.
The vessel is of Messrs. Doxford 's new beamless
type, which has already been described in these
columns. During construction the Newbiggin was
under the superintendence of Mr. T. Lawther, of

South Shields. She resembles, in general pro
Yard, the principaldimensions being : Length 350 ft.,
breadth 50 ft.,moulded depth 25 ft. Deadweight
capacity, 6,700 tons on a draft of 21 ft. 8 ins. The
classification is with the Bureau Veritas Registry
portions, many sister ships recently built at Pallion

and Messrs. Doxford are supplying the engines and
fully named by Miss Maud F . Forster.
THE COASTAL DESTROYER “ GADFLY ."
Messrs. John I. Thorneycroft, Ltd ., recently
completed at Chiswick the coastal destroyer Gadfly,
and the vessel, which is fitted with Parsons turbines
and oil fuel apparatus, has since made a satisfactory
preliminary contractor's trial at the Maplin . This
is the first of the twelve boats of this new type to
undergo a steam trial, and although the weather
was unfavourable, with wind and sea both high ,
a speed of 26 :05 knots was obtained .
boilers. On leaving the ways the vessel was grace

knots, and on the
The contract speed was 26 load
rather in excess

trial the vessel had on board a

of that which she will have in the middle of the

eight-hours' official trial.

THE ABANDONMENTOF THE “ CITY OF GLOUCESTER.”
The circumstances attending the abandonment
of the s.s. City of Gloucester, registered tonnage
1,573:49, on thehigh seas,were recently enquired into
atWhitby, the court being comprised of two justices

of the peace, assisted by three naval assessors.

The vessel left Huelva on a voyage to New York ,
having on board a crew of twenty -five hands all
ing of 3, 127 tons of iron
told , and a cargo consist
pyrites and upwards of 100 tons of cork . Six
days after sailing the vessel called at St. Michael
for coal and from the evidence it appeared that an
insufficient supply was taken on board to meet the
circumstances of a winier voyage, when adverse
weather might be encountered and delay of a week
or more caused . Knowledge of the fact that the
fuel was running short was conveyed to the captain

by the chief engineer about a fortnight after sailing
from St. Michaels, and at about this time a fierce
gale with heavy seas set in and the ship was soon
in difficulties. Two days later, with only some three
tops of coalremaining the engines were stopped with
a view to reserving the coal for working the pumps
as water was now rapidly rising. In spite of all
endeavours, however, it was found impossible to
keep thewater down , and after somedays buffeting
the Norwegian barque Gerd was sighted . The
crew of the City of Gloucester was transferred

to this vessel and the abandoned steamer was seen

to be settling by the stern .
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In the result the Court found the master and
chief engineer in default, holding that they ought,
on realising that the coal supply was insufficient,
to have proceeded to Bermuda to obtain a further

quantity. The Court was of opinion that but for
the shortage of fuel the vessel would have weathered
the storm , and those responsible for the abandon
ment, viz ., the captain and chief engineer, would
have their certificates suspended for three months
respectively.

REMARKABLE OCCURRENCE ON BOARD A GERMAN
STEAMER .
The steamer Louise bound from Malolako, Fin
land, for Hull, with a heavy deck load of timber,
representing about 800 tons, had hardly left Malo
lako when the bulwark stanchions on the port side
of the ship collapsed , and quite half the cargo was
lost overboard . The vessel righted herself and
immediately afterwards the starboard stanchions
gave way with the result that nearly all of the
remainder of the deck load was lost. The shifting
of the cargo bent the bulwarks back upon them
selves and also broke the foremast stays with the
result that the mast doubled and collapsed . The
remaining portion of the deck cargo having been
landed the ship proceeded on her voyage, and on
reaching Hull she was placed in dry dock for repairs.
The Louise is a steel screw steamer of 2, 143 tons
net register, and her other dimensions are : Length
350 ft., breadth 48 ft., and draught 16 ft . 4 ins.
She was built in 1898 at Sunderland , and had not
previously had any mishap of a serious nature .
MOTOR EQUIPMENT FOR LIFE-BOATS.
The Royal National Life-boat Institution, who
are always ready to experiment with any inven
tion which may improve the efficiency of their
boats, have recently directed their attention
to the problem of adopting the internal combus
tion engine in life-boats. This type of engine
possesses considerable advantages over the steam
engine for this class of work , the most important
of which are the smaller space for the same horse
power, the ability to start up at once without any
delay to raise steam , and the fact that the motor
can be so placed amidships as to admit of the use

of oars without any inconvenience. The latest
experiment in this direction has been made by the
installation of a Thornycroft 4 -cylinder 24 h .-p .
motor in the Newhaven life boat, Michael Henry,
with most satisfactory results. The motor is
auxiliary to, and not in place of, the oars usually
employed , but the boat as now equipped is far
more handy than the usual type of life -boat. The
trials were carried out on the Thames under the
supervision of Captain Nepean , the Chief Inspector
of Lifeboats, and in the presence of severalmembers
of theNational Lifeboat Institution , and theaverage
speed attained with the motor only, and with all
equipment on board and ballast to the weight of
a full crew , was 7'3 knots. In addition to the
speed trials, very strict capsizing trials were in
sisted on and fulfilled to the complete satisfaction
of the National Life boat Institution authorities.
These trials were to determine whether the engine
casing was perfectly water -tight and whether
the motor would , as required , stop automatically
when the boat was keel uppermost. If the pro
peller continued to revolve when the life -boat
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was capsized , it would be liable to injure anyone
coming in contact with it, and foul ropes, etc.
The boat was completely capsized twice, themotor
having previously been started in each case, and
each time it stopped automatically when the boat
was in an inclined position . The engine casing
proved to be absolutely water-tight, which shows
good workmanship and design , as all control rods,
pipes, etc., have to pass through water -tight glands.
The motor started very easily , and ran very satis
factorily after the capsizing of the boat. The
result of these trials reflects great credit on the
makers of the motor, Messrs. John I. Thornycroft
and Co., Ltd ., of Chiswick , who designed a special
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A Model Railway on a Roof.
THE model railway which we illustrate herewith,
for which privilege we are indebted to the
Editor of the Locomotive Magazine, was built
by a Mr. M . Fehlmann , of Zurich , who has

died since sending particulars.

The whole is

made of wood . The gauge is 0 .043 m . ( 1.69 in .).
The rails are of -section and rest on square

sleepers at a distance of 0 :1 m . (3.93 ins.). Owing
to the little space at disposal, the railway is a
terminus with a total length of only 5 m . (16 .4 ft.),
and a greatest breadth of 2.5 m . (8.2 ft.). At both

MODEL RAILWAY LAID OUT ON THE ROOF OF A HOUSE.

arrangement to automatically switch off the ignition
and cut off the supply of petrol when the boat
began to heel over.
A NOVEL FISHING CRAFT, the first built of its
kind, has been launched at Yarmouth . The vessel,
which has been christened The Pride, will be driven
by twin screws, propelled by two motors, each of
140 h .- p ., and it will be the largest motor fishing
craft afloat in the North Sea .

ends are traversers for communication between the
different lines. The locomotives are types derived
from the old Swiss Central Railway , the North
Eastern Railway, and the Communicated Swiss
Railways. The carriages and wagons are of
different patterns, selected from the German ,
French , Austrian , Italian , and Swiss railways.
For example, an express train consists of a four
coupled bogie locomotive of the N .E .R ., a luggage
van and composite I and II car of the Halle and

Erfurt division of the Prussian State Railways, a
dining-car of the International Company, and a I

ine Model Eogineer and Electrician ,
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and II composite of the St. Gothard Railway. The
average height of the cars is 0.12 m . to 0.13 m .
(4.72 ins. to 5:11 ins.) from rail level to the roof
top, with a breadth of 0.07 m . (2.75 ins.). Each
car bas two buffers at each end and wire couplings.
Some railway men who have seen the railway
recognised all the types at a glance.
Mr. Fehlmann was only 19 years of age, and built

this interesting model railway as a hobby.

A Novel Bubble Fountain .
THESE fountains which are made by the
- patentees (Messrs. Dickinson and Shields,
of Alliance Mills, Stoke Newington ), can be
constructed to form a discharge up to 20 ,000
bubbles per minute. If theatmosphere be
calm the bubbles, being inflated with
gas, rise in a huge column in the air .
and form a very beautiful spectacle.
They can be distinctly seen at a range of
a quarter of a mile. If the sun is
shining, the spectator sees two bright
reflections in each bubble, wherever he
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Improving a Cheap Lathe.
By D . NEWTON.
THE following is a description of some altera.
tions and improvements which I have made
to a cheap bench lathe and slide-rest, and ,
as no doubt many readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER
have similar lathes, it may be of interest to them
to see what can be done.
The lathe is mounted on an old - fashioned treadle
stand from a sewing machine, and has a crank
shaft with a fairly heavy flywheel, and a flat pulley
about 2 ins. wide and 7 ins. diameter. I drive
by a round leather belt froin this pulley, and

have fixed a disc of wood to keep the belt from
running off the edge.

Loose Headstock.--We will first take the loose

may be standing. At night time most

artificial illumination , and we understand
on this principle at one of the London
pleasure resorts, as a target for shooting . A
small fountain forming and discharging
gas- inflated bubbles every few seconds
forms an excellent target for gun prac
tice at a fraction of the cost of glass balls
or clay pigeons. For garden decoration
the bubble fountain can be erected in
any position , on the open lawn or sur
rounded by flowers ; or it can be raised
on a plinth like an ordinary fountain .
The thickness of the bubblefilm
it is proposed to instal a large fountain

DURDUS

fairylike effects can be produced with

measures about the twenty - five millionth
part of an inch . The tints of colour are

first seen when the film , in round numbers,
is two thousand millionths of a milli
mètre. The colours succeed each other
in regular order, the last being black .
According to Newton , the point atwhich
black appears in , the thickness of the film
is thirty -six millionths of a millim - tre,
With this infinitesimal thickness , scientists
of to -day agree that the film is com
posed of more than one layer. The
marvellous strength of the film can
be tested by striking a bubble with a
fiat piece of wood covered with baize
or wool — the bubble rebounding like

a tennis ball ; or blow a bubble,
then take the pipe from themouth and
direct it to a candle, when the flame will
be blown out by the contracting bubble.
Bubbles will last for hours and may be blown
to exceed 2 ft. in diameter with the follow
ing solution : - 1 part oleate of soda, 50 parts

distilled or rain water (parts by weight).
Mix thoroughly and leave one day to clear,
only using the clear solution . The tenacity of
the film is much increased by adding pure gly
cerine, not exceeding 2 parts glycerine to 3 parts
clear solution .

MR. D . NEWTON 'S IMPROVED LATHE.
headstock in hand. As a rule the barrel is a loose
fit, and even when the clamping screw is tightened ,
it will generally have a slight shake, which is quite
sufficient to spoil any work between the centres.
The hand-wheel must first be removed . In my
case it was apparently driven on to the end of the
screw , and the end of the screw slightly riveted
over. File off the burr and drive the wheel off
by gently hammering with a block of wood . Re
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move the barrel and screw , and take out the brass
thumb -screw , which is practically useless. In
the loose headstock drill two other holes, equi
distant from the hole for the clamping screw , and
tap them tin . Whitworth . Obtain or make
three t-in . Whitworth screws, about in . long,
and near one end drill a hole about } in ., and
drive in tightly a piece of f-in . steel or iron , i in .
long (see Fig. 1). When these screws are inserted
in the holes provided , they will clamp the barrel
perfectly rigid without needing a wrench . At
the same time it will be as well to drill a hole in the
head of the screw clamping the “ T ” in the hand
rest, and drive in a similar bit of steel. The ap
pearance of the lathe will be greatly improved if
a small handle be turned in brass or steel, like
Fig. 3, and screwed into the hand -wheel, and also
if the wheel be turned bright all over the rim .
To fix the hand -wheel on again it may be riveted
on as before, but the best plan is to turn or file
about another & in . off the screw and thread the
piece which will then project through the wheel,
and secure with a nut (see Fig . 7 ).
Bed. In the lathe to which I refer there is a
small piece or iron cast in the middle of the slot
of the lathe bed , and as this is a great nuisance,
it will be found that it can be cut out with a hack
saw withoutany harm being done,
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be obtained , this may be done with a file, or a
temporary wooden pulley can be made. When
the cycle chain is passed round and secured by the
usual bolt and nut it will be found that a slow speed
and any amount of power can be obtained . The
photograph clearly shows the lathe with the gear in
action . Should it be desired not to sacrifice the
quickest speed , the second gear wheel may be

If whit. t
FIG . 4 .

nur

FIG . 7.
fixed by making a ring of brass , or even of hard
wood , to fit inside the wheel, bored out to fit the
mandrel, and then fixed to pulley as before.
Centres. — The centres as fitted ( ? ) to the lathe
are tapered and supposed to fit tapered holes, but

these holes are not of a proper taper, and the
centres wobble and spoil the work which is being
turned up between them . The holes are to be
tapped 5 -16ths in . Whitworth , using a plug tap
supported by the opposite centre, and steel centres
are then made to fit, like Fig. 2. The screwed
part is a fairly loose fit, but when they are screwed
in , they face up and are perfectly rigid . A hole
can be drilled across them to take a tommy.
Bearing. - In my case, as is no doubt the case

Fig . 1.

with many others, the much advertised parallel

FIG . 2.

26"whit

A whit.

Fig . 3.

The surface of the bed , and also the slot should
be made as true as possible by filing, etc.
Gearing. - In turning up faceplate, etc., from
castings it will be noticed that the belt keeps

slipping , and the desire is felt for some kind of
back gear. The following plan I adapted from
a friend's lathe. First get two cycle gear wheels
about 34 ins. diameter and fin . pitch (Fig. 4 ),
also a cycle chain to fit (I obtained the lot in Far
ringdon Road , London , for about is. 6d.). Next
obtain a catch-plate casting about 4 in . greater
in diameter than the internal diameter of one of the
gear wheels. This is to be bored out to fit the
crankshaft, and turned down on the edge for about
} in ., until the gear wheel will fit tightly on , then
three t-in . round -headed screws into the plate will
hold the wheel firmly . This fitting can now be
attached to the crankshaft by a set-screw (see
Fig . 5 ). Now take the other gear wheel in hand .
Take the three-speed pulley off the mandrel and,
if the use of another lathe can be obtained , turn off
the quickest speed - i.e., the smallest groove of the
pulley . As this is seldom used it will not matter,
This is to be turned down until the gear wheel will
just slip on , and it is then secured with three screws
as before (see Fig. 6 ). If another lathe cannot

to ' "whit.
1.1000000

to orla
whit.

Fig . 5.

Fig . 6. W
“ gun-metal ” bearing is made of cast iron. This
would be all right if it only accurately fitted the
mandrel, but the mandrel only touches the bearing
at two points, the bearing having been apparently
fitted with a triangular file, and consequently it is
liable to chatter and it makes it impossible to turn
cast iron . To remedy this remove the bearing,
and, supporting the mandrel by the back centre,
heat the whole and pour in Babbitt'smetalthrough
the oil hole, after first putting clay all round to
prevent the metal escaping. The mandrel should
be well greased or the metal may adhere. The
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oil hole can then be drilled out by hand. This
will give a perfectly rigid bearing, although it cannot
be removed from the mandrel.
Since making the bearing I desired to remove
the mandrel, this necessitating breaking the white
metal bearing, and the following is a description

of my method of making a brass bearing which is
easily removed when required ; butunless themaker
has had a fair amount of experience with his lathe,
perhaps he had better use the former method ,
which is very simple and efficient.

Obtain a piece of brass rod , it ins. in diameter.
This is centred and turned down to the shape
shown in Figs. 8 and 9, until it will just fit the
hole in the headstock . Now carefully fix the
brass in the self-centreing chuck ; or, if this is not
available, attach a thick piece of wood to the
faceplate, bore a hole while it is revolving in the

lathe, and drive the brass in tightly, taking care
to make it run true. The centre of the brass is now
to be bored out absolutely parallel, until the hole
is a mere shade larger than the mandrel. Great
care must be taken in doing this to get the slide
rest parallel, and the hole must be frequently
tested with the callipers while it is still small, and
then the rest can be adjusted accordingly . If
the amateur does not possess a slide-rest, it could
no doubt be accurately bored with a D -bit, provided

one could be obtained of the exact size.
Thin bross strips
inserted here
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I can thoroughly recommend that the above
lathe, and if I have not made everything quite
clear ( shall be glad to answer any questions
through the columns of THE MODEL ENGINEER
with the Editor 's kind permission .
alterations be made by anyone possessing such a

Notable Models at South
Kensington Museum .
II.-- MODELS OF WELL -KNOWN TYPES OF BOILERS.

(Continued from page 588, Vol. XIV .)
IN our second volumewe made reference to the
1 splendid model of a Belleville water -tube
boiler made by Messrs. T . & C . J. Coates for
the Museum , but as much water has flowed past
London Bridge since that time and the more recent
subscribers to our journal would receive courteous

replies in the negative if they asked our publisher
for a copy of the issue referred to , we do not think
it amiss to republish in an amplified form the par
ticulars of this most excellent example of model
engineering.
Like the water-tube boiler illustrated in our last
article, the Belleville boiler is an invention of the
" 'sixties," the first idea consisting of a series of
vertical gridirons, the tubes being continuous.
Later, about 1866 , Belleville fitted to a French

transport ship a similar boiler, the tubes, however,
being separate from each other, as in the present

type, joined by cast-iron junction boxes. Each
set or element communicated at the top with a com
mon steam drum or collector. The tubes were not
inclined , and the junction boxes were vertical
i.e., one tube was placed almost exactly over the
other - and not horizontal.

Fig . 8.
Fig . 9.
The bearing is now to be cut in two with a hack
saw , and a piece of sheet brass the exact thickness

of the cut made by the saw is to be put between

the two pieces. A small hole can be drilled in the
of the screw to prevent its rotating.

Since then the design has been developed by
Messrs. Delaunay Belleville (St. Denis, France ) with
a much greater degree of success. It has been fitted

to many of the largest British and French warships,
and the controversy as to its superiority over the
“ Scotch ” boiler some few years ago will be
well remembered .

top half of the bearing for oil, and to take the point

In common with all water-tube generators its
construction permits of the use of very high steam

The bearing is now put in place with the mandrel,
which has first been smeared with dirty oil. Then ,

pressures, and gives great steaming capacity in
proportion to the space occupied . The model
shows a complete generator, but as four boilers

after the mandrel has been revolved , any high
places in the bearing will be shown by the dirt,
and can be carefully removed by means of a scraper
made by grinding the teeth off the end of a small
triangular file.

Slide Rest. - The slide rest is one which I bought
from an advertiser in THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
and is much better value for the money, and is
very useful, although it is rather clumsy and is
badly fitted . A great improvement can be effected
in it if it be carefully filed and scraped , using a
piece of plate glass for surface plate. A piece of
thin sheet zinc, brass , or even tinplate, should
be attached by two f -in . screws to the moving part
of the lower slide, and bent over so as to protect

the flat surface and the screw from the cuttings and
soapy water.
The whole lathe and stand , except the bed and

other working parts, should be given a coat of
good black cycle enamel.

are usually built together it only represents a fourth
of the usual unit for marine work . The original
of this model would have a grate area of 48 sq . ft.
and 1,500 sq . ft. ofheating surface, and would supply

about 10,000 lbs. of steam per hour at a pressure
of 250 lbs. per sq. in ., or sufficient for over 500 i.h .-p .

Theinstallation on H .M .S. Terrible supplies thewhole
of the steam for the 25,000 i.h .-p. exerted by her
engines. There are, of course, many other in
Each boiler consists of a set of elements, one of
which is separately shown in the photograph on
page 130 . The tubesofeach element,by virtueof the
junction boxes, form a continuous passage for the
water running to and fro ten times over the fire,
always rising upwards and opening at last into the
steam “ collector ” or “ drum ,” which is common
to the set of elements. A “ feed collector," simi
larly common to the set, communicates with the lower

stallations of similar extent.
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FIG . 5. - END VIEW OF MODEL “ BELLEVILLE ” WATER-TUBE MARINE BOILER, WITH SIDE CASING
SHOWING ELEMENTS.
REMOVED

For description ] NOTABLE MODELS IN SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM . (see pages 128 -131.
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end of the tubes. The boiler shown by the model
has eight elements, including the one withdrawn .
The water tubes are 41 ins. diameter, and are

August 9, 1906 .

The junction boxes rest on one another, and the
lowest row at the back rests on a roller so as to

freely admit expansion and contraction .

FIG . 6 . - FRONT VIEW OF MODEL “ BELLEVILLE ” BOILER WITH DOOR OPEN ; ALSO SEPARATE VIEWS
OF DOOR AND ELEMENT.
quite straight, screwing into malleable iron or
The feed collector is a square section cast steel
cast steel bends or junction boxes. The boxes I pipe connected to the lower end of each element
at the front of the boiler have hand-holes and doors. | by a thimble, and at each end of this collector is
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fitted a mud drum . Each of these drums is con
nected by a vertical pipe to the steam collector,

Design for a Model Steam

so that any water carried over by the steam is
returned to the lowest part of the boiler.

Wagon ,

Amongst the accessories of the boiler — most of
which are shown by the model — are the salino
meter, a blow -out cock to give a continuous dis
charge, automatic feed regulator, and the usual

water and pressure gauges. The doors and the

whole of the casings of the boiler are formed of
flanged plates, so arranged as to give stiffness
without resisting expansion . The uptake is simi
larly constructed , its weight being taken by the
lattice girders, which rest on the corner columns,

shown in the photograph herewith .

By W . H . LIVENS.
IN general outline the design shown follows
the lines of the Foden steam wagon .
Themost noticeable peculiarity of this wagon is
the position of the engine. This is placed - traction
enginewise - on top of the boiler, which is of the
locomotive type Although the Foden wagon is,
as far as I am aware, the only English steam wagon
which adopts this position for the engine, I have em ployed it because of its being a position
of maximum accessibility as regards
the engine ; so that, if the model is
not representative, in appearance, of
the more usual practice at present
prevailing in this branch ofengineering,
it will have the advantage of a greater
“ general handiness ” than could be
obtained with other designs. It will
be seen that the design represents a
combined traction engine and wagon .
The boiler smokebox supports the
frontpart of the vehicle, and the wagon
body is sciewed to frames, which are
in turn riveted to the wrapper- plate

1282
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of the firebox. The engine arrange
ments are substantially the same as
in a traction engine. The usual steam
jacketed cylinder is provided , but the
bearings for the crankshaft, instead of
being screwed or riveted to side plates
continued up from the firebox, are cast
in one with a bed which can easily be
riveted to the firebox. Also the gearing

is through bevel wheels instead of
pinions and spur wheels. The wheels,
of cast brass, or iron , are of the form
now used by Thornycroft's and others,
on their commercialwagons, both steam
and petrol. The steering is of the
correct Ackermann form , and is per

formed by a hand wheel in the cab.

A hand force-pump should be fitted
in the wagon body as well as a

combined water and spirit tank . So
much for the general design ; I shall

now deal more fully with the various
parts .
The frames (Figs 3 to 8) are cut
Fig . 7.- -MODEL “ BELLEVILLE ” BOILER : BACK View

from 1-16th -in . brass. The total length
in the flat is 18 ins., and the greatest
depth 31 ins. They should be cut

Themodel wasmade by Messrs. T. & C . J. Coates

out to the shape drawn. In Fig. 3 two horizontal

from particulars supplied by Messrs. Maudslay ,
Sons & Field , and is to a scale of 1-5th full size.
It does not represent quite the latest design , as
Belleville boilers are now fitted with economisers,
in which the feed water is heated before being sent
to the generator. These economisers are placed

bending lines will be seen . (Note : Unless other
wise stated , bending lines have B . L . marked on
them .) The thin strips of metal above and below

on top of the boiler in the uptake, and comprise
smaller editions of the type of elements employed
in the boiler proper, which pass to and fro through
the uptake gases about six times. These fittings,
it is said , have been responsible for a saving of
as much as 20 per cent. of the fuel.
( To be continued .)

these bending lines should be bent at right angles
to therest of the frame,and on the same side of the
frame. The long strip over the rear wheels forms a
bearing for the wagon body, and the smaller strip
at the front of the frames is a suppoit for the
“ cab " and footplate . The rear end of each
main frame is riveted to a distance-piece (Fig . 4 ).

Fig. 7 shows how this distance -piece is bent and
fixed . Two more stretcher pieces are provided .
These are necessary, since the frames have to be
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bent in as shown ( Fig. 7) to the width of the firebox .
Either distance plates (as in Fig. 5) or stretcher
bars (as in Fig . 6 ) may be used . Personally , I
should use stretcher bars in both positions. The
stretcher just in rear of the firebox will have to be
2f ins. in length over collars (other dimensions as
in Fig. 6 ), and the other stietcher 4 ins. This
latter stretcher will have to be fixed near the lower

20 . YILA
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(If castings, not less than 3- 32nds in .) The firebox
sides and crown need not be thicker than 3-64ths-in .
The crown is supported by three angle bars, as
shown. Two horizontal stays are provided for
the boiler ends. It will be noticed , in connection
with the inner firebox, that the sides and end
slope inwards, whilst the tube-plate is vertical.
This airangement will facilitate fixing the tubes .
The frames must be riveted to the wrapper-plate
before the inner firebox is riveted in place. The
boiler carries the usual fittings — viz ., water gauge,
steam gauge, filling plug , and one or more gauge
cocks. The cylinder follows in the main the

usual traction-engine construction. It is bolted
to a faced saddle, which is riveted or screwed to
the boiler barrel ( Figs. II, 12, 13). The regulator
(Fig 16 ) is of the piston valve type. There are

two admission portsto valve chest, each 3- 32nds in .
diameter. The piston has one packing recess.
The front cover and stuffing-box is cast in one
also cast on to the guide to carry the reversing
shaft. The front cover is bolted to the cylinder

with the bored cylindrical guide. A bracket is

with four holts, and the back cover with three
bolts, each 3- 32nds in . diameter. The front cover
will have to be drilled to allow the regulator valve

CYLINDER SECT
frames,
in order to clear the propeller
edge of the
shaft. Also , if a distance plate is used in this

position, a hole will have to be drilled through it for
the same purpose. The bearings for the rear

axle are simple in construction and require no

description. They are bolted to the frames with

to pass. The same thing must be done to the
rear cover, which must also have in addition a
piece drilled or filed out to allow the exhaust pipe
to pass. The safety valve (Figs. 14 and 15) is
bolted to the top of the cylinder casting (faced )
with four studs or setscrews. The valve is of the
ordinary conical type.
(To be continued .).

t-in . bolts.

The boiler is of the ordinary locomotive type

(Figs. 9 and 10 ). Length over all, 94 ins ; diameter
barrel, 21 ins. ; length of firebox (outside), 4 ins.
The barrel is formed of a piece of solid -drawn
copper tubing, 41 ins. long, 1- 16th in . thick.
Five tubes are provided , fin . diameter, and a
full 3 ins. long . The two tube-plates can con

veniently be cast, as also can the throat-plate.
In the drawings, the ordinary plate construction

Apparatus for Electrieally

Lighting a Gas Stove .
By WILFRED Lawson .
OLLOWING is a description of an electrical
apparatus for turning on and lighting a gas
stove. A ( Fig . 2 ) is an electro -magnet,which ,

FIG . 1. - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICALLY LIGHTING A Gas Stove .
is shown . The wrapper plate is of 1- 16th in .
when energised , attracts the armature B , thus allow
copper sheet. Tube plates, 1-16th in . thick .
ing the arm C with the weight D on the end to fall ,

iha sto
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and in doing so turn the gas cock E on , supplying
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the primary circuit of a small spark coil , the secon

the yoke two pieces of 7-in . brass rod are screwed
in , these acting as guides for the armature B ; the
distance from B to the pole faces being adjusted by
nuts on the guides. The whole magnet is fixed by
means of screws through the yoke to the inside of

dary of which is connected to the stove, with the

the top of the box . The armature B is composed

the stove with gas. When B is attracted upward ,
the contact-piece F , which is attached to B , is also

(Scale :
Quarter full size.)

e e

lifted , making contact with G ,and thus completing

Secondary Lead

Vulcanile Tube

Ś Gas Barrel
HO

FIG . 2. -- ARRANGEMENT OF IGNITION APPARATUS.
spark gap in the outlet of the gas and thus igniting
of a piece of sheet iron cut and bent to shape, shown
it. The whole of the apparatus fits into a box
in Fig . 3, with a hole drilled at each end in to which
fixed to the wall.
a piece of brass tube fin . long, and an easy fit over
The magnet A consists of two coils wound on
the guides, is sweated . The gas cock is an ordinary
bobbins, which are composed of fin . brass tube,
t-in . cock, the plug being an easy ,but perfectly gas
tight, fit.
1ļ ins. long , with halfpennies for the ends, and
Sweated on to the gas plug is a piece of 3- 16ths-in .
brass rod, hammered out fat at one end and bent
over at the top with a solid brass ball (i in . diam
eter) screwed on of sufficient weight to cause the

OL
Fig . 4 . - SPARK GAP AND GAS Ring .
FIG . 3. - MAGNET AND ARMATURE .
(Scale : Half full size.)
wound with about ten layers of No. 24 gauge d .c.c.
wire, the bobbins being a tight fit on the pole-pieces
which are screwed into the yoke. At the ends of

arm to fall ; the catch H is a similar piece of rod,
hammered out flat and soldered on to the other
side of the tap. The cock is mounted on a block
of wood , screwed to the back of the box, in such a
position that the catch H engages in the middle
of the armature and is connected up with compo
pipe and gas barrel in the usual way. Attached to

B is a piece of thin brass strip F, 7 in wide and

n
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The lever is provided with a series of recesses to
the pin being fixed in the baseplate and held under

If ins. long, which on B lifting makes contact with

G , a piece of brass rod fixed to the inside top of
the box and to which a lead connected to primary

receive the point of ratchet pin , as shown at A ,

tension by the spring which is riveted to baseplate.
Fig . 37 shows design of lever suitable for obtaining
the approximate position of the valve in the ordinary
way, and then obtaining the finest and exact
position by means of the knurled nut shown on the

coil is sweated .

The ignition coil is of the ordinary type, giving
a 3- 16ths-in . spark , and is placed on the bottom of
the box. The current for the primary is fed from
a small 4 -volt accumulator, fitted on the door in
a clip made of sheet tin , while the current for the
magnet is obtained from Leclanché cells, which
also work the house bells ; the switch for this cir
cuit being placed where most convenient - in my

top of the lever ; by this method a very fine adjust

ment can be readily obtained which is not possible

Fine odjustment a

case, behind the head of the bed , so that there is
no trouble to getup and light the stove for hot water

nut to

in the morning.

The stove is an ordinary gas-ring, fitted in the
the gas piping and stove for one pole and have taken
the other lead in a piece of vulcanite tube parallel
to the gas pipe and fixed to it by means of vulcanite
clips to preserve good insulation .
Near the stove the insulated wire in the tube is
sweated into a piece of brass rod, screwed into the

fireplace, and for the secondary circuit I have used

Fulcrum -pin

Screwed
D / wire

hole

end of the tube ; the other end of the rod is pointed
and brought to within one-eighth of the stove so
that current sparks from the rod to the stove
and lights the gas.
The reason why I did not use the accumulator

- Joint

for both circuits is that both being on at once, the
now arranged , I have to charge the cell up about

• Flexible

cell I had was too small to do the work ; as it is

wire

every three or four weeks.

To valve

The Construction and Repairing
of Motor Bicycles.

Fig . 37 .-- ALTERNATE DESIGN OF VALVE

By “ Sregor."

OPERATING LEVER.
with the simple lever. As shown in the sketch ,

the flexible wire passes round the guide at the
which passes through the handle part of lever.

(Continued from page 17.)
THE accompanying sketches (Figs. 36 and 37).
1 show two designs for levers for operating the
valves on carburettor, etc. Fig . 36 is

bottom of lever and is jointed to the screwed wire

similar in outline to those shown in the preceding

spring attached to valve lever as shown in preceding

The wire to be kept under tension with the spiral

article.
In the earlier days of motor cycle construction ,
the cylinders were usually cast in two parts— the

Spring

boring, as a bar could be passed right through and
held between centres of lathe, this method being
far more reliable to ensure the bore being quite
parallel than when bored with tool fixed in slide

bolts. This design provided easy facilities for
- -

plate

body and combustion head - and held together with
-

Base

Lever

rest ; but this method of construction possesses one
weak point, and is a lasting trouble unless the
joint faces are machined very accurately and when
assembled screwed up with precise uniformity .
This defect is overcome by casting the cylinder in
one piece, and the extra care necessary to machine
the bore true is well counterbalanced by the absence
of the joint. The combustion space of the cylinder

should be of as uniform outline as possible,which
Rotchef

pin
FIG . 36 .- VALVE OPERATING LEVER.
article, but is provided with a simple ratchet pin

and spring to hold the lever in a definite position.

ensures the exhaust gases getting away freely from
all points. Any small passage (or pocket, being
the usual technical term used ) tends to restrict
the free escape of the exhaust ; an illustration of
this defect is shown in Fig. 38 , which shows a
section of the cylinder head with a hole through
to receive the sparking plug, the points of which
terminate about two-thirds of the length of hole.
It is obvious that when the exhaust is taking place

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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there is a decided tendency for a portion ofthe burnt
gases to lodge in this recess, as the action of the
up -stroke of the piston which is forcing the gases
from the body portion of the combustion space
only tends to compress it in this recess, with the

result that a portion of foul gas remains to weaken

the next charge ; this would not be so serious if
Fig . 39. In this case the incoming charge would
force it into the body space and it would mix in
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it carefully in position on its fellow seat, then apply
a slight pressure, at the same time give it a slight
circular movement which will show just where the
two faces actually touch ; when the valve is given
a complete turn on its seat it will remove all the
black whether it is true or only touching in one
place, and, consequently , show a false result. The

this hole also formed the inlet port as shown in

My Spring
( сир

the bulk of this charge and the small amount would

not effect the bulk seriously, and the amount of
gas in the recess would be pure and would readily
ignite from the plug ; but in the former design the
foul gas around the points of plug would tend to
prevent the charge firing, or if it did not the
charge would be of an erratic nature.
Needless to say, the construction and machining
of the valve seats and valves should be of the finest
accuracy to ensure a perfectly tight joint, and the
seats of sufficient surface to endure the continual
hammering when closing ; any extra care spent to
ensure the seat of valve being strictly concentric
with the stem is well repaid , as any amount of

Cotter
Fig . 40 .
Spring

cuple

cupit

Cotters

rSparking
plug

Recess

La

HP

Fig.41.

Section of cup

L Cylinder bore
ID

FIG . 38. - SECTION THROUGH CYLINDER

SHOWING SPARKING Plug .

Inlet

aaaaa

valve

Cylinder bore

Fig . 39. - SECTION THROUGH CYLINDER AND
INLET VALVE .

grinding in of the valve on its seat will not make
it right, but will grind the seat also out of truth .
The correct way to test a valve for seating properly
is to thoroughly clean both faces and slightly black
the valve face with a match , or gas, etc., and place

O

r

Pin

METHODS OF HOLDING Valve SPRINGS
IN POSITION .
area and lift of the valves should be sufficient to
easily allow the mixtures and exhaust to have a
free passage. The stem of valve should be as large
as practicable so as to provide ample wearing
surface. The stem can be drilled up the centre as
far as the seat to reduce the weight.
Figs. 40 , 41, 42, 43, and 44 show some methods
of holding this valve spring in position . Fig. 40
shows a very common type and almost universally
used . This type was to be found on foreign motors
before the recognition of the motor-car in this
country , with the result that like many other
details , it has been adopted by many English
makers ; thismethod is very effective, but is difficult
and expensive to make.
On account of the difficulty experienced in making
the slot to hold the cotter, as this can only be very
narrow , and when it has to be drilled and filed out
makes a tedious job , in Fig. 41 is shown a design
which is just as effective and much simpler to con
struct, as one drilled plain hole is all that is necessary
in the valve stem . The cup which carries the spring
is practically the same. The later type having a
slot filed to straddle the pin . The two ends of
pin require filing eccentric to form a shoulder
which prevents the pin working out of position
sideways ; the diameter of pin should be as large
as practicable , and preferably made of cast steel

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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and hardened , which prevents the ends getting
burred up when in use.
Fig. 42 shows another design of spring cup

which dispenses with the necessity of forming the
eccentric shoulder on the pin and consequently
leaves a greater sectional strength for the pin . The
outer flange serves to keep the pin in position, The
depth of the flange need only be sufficient to partly
eclipse the ends of pin as shown.
Another method is that shown in Fig. 43, being
similar to Fig . 42, the only difference being that the
cup is supported by two semi-circular collars shown
at B . These collars are made a loose fit in the
groove which is turned in the valve stem (Fig . 43) ;
one half of the section of the collars fits in the recess
and the other half carries the spring cup ; the
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Practical Letters from our
Readers .
The Eduor Inoltes renders to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be stened wuh a nom -de-piume, e destred , on the full

name and address of the sendei MUST invariably be attached

though not necessarily intended for publication.)

A Model French Compound.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — I enclose some photographs of a

model I built last year of the G . W .R .'s “ La
France.” The only important departure I have
made from the original is that I added the Westing

house brake on the smoke-box , as I was anxious to
make one. The gauge is 2 } ins., and it runs by
electricity from the mains in my studio .
It may interest some of your readers to know it
is made entirely by myself, and every single bit is
built-up ; there are no castings with the exception
of the funnel, dome, wheels, and buffers, which I
had made. The rest was constructed without a
friend. It took a year to build, including the
motor, which I designed specially so as to fit it
lathe ; the few turned bits were made for me by a

" Flange

FIG . 42.

between the frames. The laminations of the field
well as I can remember, there were 150 of them .
The cab is absolutely correct. The tender is not
quite finished or I would have included it in the

magnet were cut out singly with shears, and as

photograph .
This is the third model I have built, and at
present I am working on one of the big G .N . express

engines. As I live in a flat my only workshop is
FIG . 43

the kitchen . The current is picked up from one

Flon

rail and returned by the other, and I have control
of the speed from the switchboard .-- Yours faith
RENÉ BULL.
fully,
London , W

Small Electric Light and Charging Plant.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR , - My attention having been drawn
a few days ago to a description of a small electric

lighting plant in your valuable paper of June 7th
14th , erected by Mr. W . Schneider, who also had
built the engine, producing from 500 - 900 watts

FIG . 44 .

with ; h .-P., I very much fear that our friend has
fallen into error somehow . Should he have pro

METHODS OF HOLDING VALVE SPRING IN POSITION.
flange also in this design serves to prevent the
collar getting out of position. This design is more
applicable to the larger type of valve stem , where
there is sufficient sectional area of the valve stem
to allow the groove to be cut without unduly
weakening the same, and also provides a reason
able size of collar to be used ; also when the smaller
collars are used they are more tedious to assemble.
In this respect the single pin type (Fig . 42) is
superior.
Fig . 44 shows another design . In this type a
ball is used as the locking agent. The sketch
explains the details of construction . This type is
most suitable when a weaker spring is used as in
the case of an automatic inlet valve . As shown ,
the valve stem has a half-round recess drilled deep

enough to receive one-half of the ball ; the other
half serves to hold up the cup in position,
(To be continued .)

duced 250 watts with his plant this would have been
excellent, seeing that 746 watts is generally accepted
as one electricalhorse-power,which I question is not

very often attained with 1- 14 h .-p., whereas he has
produced 900 watts. This practically meant that

it h .-p. must be developed by his engine. I quite
grant that he has found an improvement by using
petrol instead of gas or oil, but even this does not
account for the results attained . --Yours truly ,
" LIGHTING PLANT."
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - In my brother's absence I beg to
reply to " Lighting Plant's " letter of the 18th
inst. I carefully read my brother's article before
and after publication , and fail to see why the
aforesaid gentleman should have fallen into the
error he has. In no part of the description is it
but on the contrary the working voltage is stated
as 25, and themaximum current 8 amps. (200 watts ),

stated that the engine produces 500- 900 watts,

For ion
)descript
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On reading the first few lines of the article in the
“ Directly after completion it (the dynamo) was
thoroughly tested and used continually for several
weeks, since when , until lately, it has remained idle.
It has been considerably overloaded , and has run
for some length of time at 55 -60 volts at 15 amps.
without undue heating.” This does not necessarily
mean that it was driven by the engine described
when this output was obtained . As a matter of

Queries and Replies.

issueof June 14th ,your correspondent will see that :

fact the dynamo was made by myself in 1904,
long before the said engine was thought of, when
it was run and tested at the said output. - Yours
truly ,
E . T . SCHNEIDER .

" Dulwich .

August 9, 1906.

[Attention
is especially directed to the first condition given below ,
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated .

Letters containing Queries must be

marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.

Queries
on subjects within the scope of this Journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back. ( 2) Queries should be accompanied ,

wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after

For the Bookshelf.
under this heading may be obtained from THE
book reviewed
fAnyMODEL
BNGINEER Book Department
26 - 29 . Poppin 's Couti,

Fled
Shed , London
the cost of postage.) , E .C ., by remshing the published price and

MODERN DYNAMOS AND BATTERIES . By S . R .

Bottone. London : Guilbert Pitman. Price
25. 6d. ; postage 3d .
The title of this book is misleading - in ouropinion.
tions and
If the purchaser expects to find descrip
illustrations of dynamos and electric batteries of
modern design he will be disappointed . It is
s.
essentially a book which would suit young student
The illustrations might be better, but on the whole
the information contained would probably give
pleasure and some instruction to many readers.
It would be useful to a lad having a fancy to make
experiments, or to anyone finding amusement in
making simple electrical apparatus and wishing to
know something about the principles upon which
such things work . The author states that it is the
second volume of “ Electrical Engineering for
Students,” and that he reserves himself the pleasure

receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published . The
insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6 )
Al Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .)

The tofollowing
are selected from the Queries which have been replied
recently :
(15,825] Dynamo for Charging and Lighting. H . J. (Gil
'ingham
) writes : (I) I have built a dynamo of the type illustrated
in M . E . & E . : 25 volts 4 amps. ; armature - Kapp type, laminated
8-cog drum , wound with 8 ozd. No. 22 S. W .G . ; fields wound with
3 lbs. No. 22 S .W .G ., connected in series, and in shunt with brushes.
Diameter of armature is 2 ins., length 34 ins. Fields thickness ,
3-in . ; length , 34 ins. ; and 2 ins. winding space ; cast iron. Will
the above light six 5 C.-P . lamps ? (2) I have made a hand
driving wheel from an old bicycle, 2 ft. 6 ins. diameter. Will this
machine charge two 4-volt 8 amp.-hour accumulators by hand, the
wheel
being geared to 6o, and the diameter of pulley on dynamo
2 ins. ( 3 ) What voltage lamps shall I require, or would resistance
be better ? If so , what amount and what gauge , and what voltage

lamps for lighting ? (4) I have tried thismachine by hand with a
0 0

of continuing the subject in future volumes. The
purchaser will therefore probably require the first
volume also , as it is referred to in the text. The infor
mation given deals with primary batteries, ammeters
and voltmeters and simple patterns of small dy
namos with some theoretical information on these

in general ; there are tables of questions to enable
the reader to test his acquired knowledge.
ELECTRIC WIRING : A PRIMER FOR THE USE OF
WIREMEN AND STUDENTS. By W . C . Clinton,
B .Sc. (Lond.). London : John Murray.
Price is. ( d.; postage 3d .
A very good book on the subject. The author
appears to have a practical acquaintance with elec
tric wiring woik as well as theoretical knowledge.
We can certainly recommend this book to appren
tice wiremen and students as containing excellent
information put in an understandable way. It is
worth buying for the chapter on jointing alone.
Contains a certain amount of theory directly
applicable to installation of electric light and power,

and a chapter on testing and testing instruments,
deals also with electromagnets, batteries and bell
circuits. There are eighty -three illustrations and
diagrams,all very good of the kind,and a number of
worked examples are given showing how to calculate
the sizes of wires, resistances of lamps, voltage

current, etc. The amateur desirous of extending
or fitting up an installation of electric light to be
connected to supply mains should find the infor
mation very useful.

Query 15825

from dynamo

DIAGRAM OF CHARGING BOARD .
4-volt 5 c.-p. lamp, which lit very easily, and fused with about
four revolutions of the bicycle pedal. (5 ) Could you give me a

rough sketch of charging accumulator board ?
( I) Yes, this dynamo should light six 5 c.- P . lamps comfortably.

You can always adjust the voltage of the dynamo by running at a

higher
cr lower
. Yourmagnet-winding
wicapacity
voltspeed
only requiss :ofbuample
youdynamo
to try
ll anforcatorea voltage
t yois usuitable
s.or (2)?as
of201155 toto 2020 volts.
The
charge
these
accumulators,
as
you
only
require
about
12
volts
2
amps.
to
charge them when connected in series ; but you will find that it is
impracticable to charge them by hand power. If you care to try
it, the best way would be to get them well charged to start with
much , but re-charge whenever you take current from them , and so

from some power plant, and then to never run them down very

keep them always in as fully charged a condition as possible. (3 )
To charge the accumulators no lamps or resistance are required .
You can regulate the voltage by altering speed of dynamo ; you
in series with the cells to enable the dynamo to excite properly .
For lighting we should be inclined to try 15- volt lamps. (4 ) This
lamp was certainly of too low a voltage . (5 ) Above is sketch of

may, however, find it convenient to use a small amount of resistance

charging board , though you could probably arrange one to suit
your requirements by a study of our handbook No. I. A , ampere

meter
voltmeter
; R ,. resistance (if any) ; S, switch ; C, auto
matic ;cutV , out
; F , fuses
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(16 . 2441 Model Yacht Design and Building. H . S . T .
( Tunbridge Wells) writes : I should be very glad if you will explain
a small matter for me. I have built a boat according to your in
structions in your is. Manual, No. 4 (bread and butter plan ), and
it has turned verysketch
successful.
I used design
the book,
as per enclosedoutrough
,making the L . W . L . 22No.ins.27 inI found
she turned round very much , partly owing to the foresail being that
ried out too far forward and partly to the bow being possibly car
cut
away
rather more than the design : therefore, put the foresail

and jib more inboard , and put on a false keel as per thick lines
on
has made
Now , my
queryenclosed
is Howsketch
does, and
thatitaffect
the 6 allL . W the
. L . difference.
: the boat sails
as well as it could possibly be wanted to , but, theoretically , thenow6

L . W taking
.L . is now
fartherboat,forward,only
1 in a. good
in thedifference.
case of22-inI am. L . think
W .L .,
but
a longer
it would make

ingofmaking
anotherblackwithdotteda 40-in
and with
down as enclosed
lines.. L .WThis.L.,rough
sketchbowis straight
only to

scale
as far as length and I intended
are concerned,as but
I think it has
disposed of the first querysections
I was not certain
if 6 of L . W . L , is exactly the
centre ofto put,
L . W .L . irrespective
over all. This has made it clear to me it is, and I concludeofthatL .
the first thing to dointoin tendesigning
a boat to a begivengladL .ifW you
.L . is to
divide
oonfirm thethatL . Wfor.L .me.
The sections,
whole ofandtheshall
boat and sails will

rig ) have been worked out from designs in your book, which are(cutter
very
clearly
butittheto beforegoing
has since
come to explained
mymind,and
and easily
I feel followed,
I should like
quite clear,

in question is cut away forward to the last degree,
andTheas design
you appear
to have cut even more off, this would account

110

9

hand
diameter
; in .water
fitted pump,
with some
tubes.by fin
. , stroke. The firebox should be
Burners.
(16,387]
J. Hno. gas
B . (Stourbridge)
chemical laboratory
I have
Please
a small“ Primus"
. where
is available. writes:

say if a “ Primus ” is suitable to take the place and usual work
of an ordinary Bunsen . Spirit lamps are expensive, and all the
petroleum lamps I have been able to try deposit soot on the test.
tubes, retorts, etc. Please say size and price. Can they be regu
lated or do they always burn at full power when once lighted ? Do
they always require spirit for lighting them , and are they noiseless

or doThethey
“ blow
" like a painter's burning-off lampwould
? require to
burner
could be used for this purpose, but
be kept in first-class working order to avoid all sooty deposit.

When burning low (i.e., not at full power) the flame is inclined to
become slightly luminous. “ Silent " burners can be had , but they

are not as silent as a Bunsen or spirit flame. Burton Griffiths, or
Geo . Adams, or cther of our advertisers would supply you . Any.
thing may be used to heat vapourism to startwith , such as an oily
rag, etc., but spirit is generally employed because it is handy and
clean. Very little is required each time.
( 16 ,260) Difference between Charging Cells in Series and
ia Parallel. H . S . (Norwich ) writes : Will you kindly
give me in
formation on the following, as I am not quite certain on the points
mentioned below . ( I) If I charge accumulators having all different
charging rates, in series, shall I have to make the charging rate equal
cell volts or total of all the cells ; does this not mean
tothattheit small
will take a long time to charge the lot. (2 ) If in parallel,
the volts equal to one cell, but if I make the arnps. total of all the

8

!

11
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Query 16244

EL

40L.W.L e sections

Model YACHT DESIGN AND BUILDING,
the L .WL. forward to ins.,making it 32 ins., then it would
creased
be 32 X 6 = 19.2 aft from the fore end of L . W .L . Thus this point

th onmoved
ly is ta4 keins.s foforward
rward.. InIn this measurement the
atwill
all.havelengbeen
L . W . L . length only is taken ; the over-all length is not included

(16,296 ] Model Traction Engine. T. W . (Bexley)writes:

ofmaking
a model traction
engine,
and am ; doubtful
onI amonethinking
or two points,
viz.,diameter
and stroke
of cylinder
pressure
30obtain
lbs. ;gearareawheels
of heating
surface
in
square
inches
for engine ? I should like the: en,where
ine tocould
drawI
about 150 lbs., fitted with a very low gear. The boiler will be fed
with a hand pump.

We published a design for twin -cylinder suitable for a

inodel ofsurface
the power
mention
in our
last issue.
The
heating
requiredyouwould
be about
280 square
ins. This
can be obtained by using a boiler 41 ins. diameter, barrel 8 ins.
long, firebox 6 ins. long by 4 wide outside. Fit sixteen tubes
in . diameter. You
get gear wheels from J . Bonneville ,
Fairview . Battle, Sussex.can Boiler
should be provided with a lever

cell, thusa separate
giving thesmaller
cell too highcell,a charging
rate ?each(3)with
If I
make
resistance
and connect
the charging source,
is that fortheeach
quickest way
of charging
cells ?
(4 ) Kindly tell meifmy figures are correct in the drawing enclosed ,
as I have no instruments to measure with . Does the volt
meter measure the volts absorbed by the resistance when applied

Yo volts

Resestunce 35 ohms

Volt
220's

at all. The type shown by the dotted lines in your sketch , which
you
are thinking of building, is very old -fashioned , and we should
suggest either a fin -keel boat, as described and illustrated in our
issue of April 5 th last, or another of the type you have just built,
but with the bow not cut away quite so much — something between
your last one and the one shown by dotted lines---for a little over
hang is an advantage in a sailing boat. In designing a boat it is
not necessary to divide the L . W .L , into ten sections ; the number
but the more you put
may be more or less, as the designer chooses,
in , the more accurate and “ fair ” will the drawing be. If the
calculations for displacement, C .L . R . + C .B ., are going to be worked
out, it is better to divide the L . W .L . into any even number ofparts .
Is themodel is going to be built up, let a section represeat a frame,
Should this not give a sufficient number of sections, then put in a
ection between each frame, which will be left out in building.

charging rates (which are all different), what I am not certain
about is - -will the amperes split up and each cell get its proper
charging rate, or will the current divide equally through each

Velts
150

for the trouble. Your right course is to put more on the forefoot.
This will, of course, bring the 6 more forward ; that is to say, if
the boat were made 22 ins, on the L . W . L ., 6 would be 22 ins.
by 6 in . = 13'2 ins. aft from the fore end of L . W .L . If you in

Query 16260
CHARGING IN SERIES AND IN PARALLEL.
to ab, or thé volts that are across cd ? (5 ) Please give me

information on the following subject - Do the vapourisers in all oil
engineshave
ofa redis heatas
in theHornsby-Akroyd
Robey?
oil
engines ? to(6be) What
the " prop
" or " sprag " of a and
governor

I have find
your itsplendid
little there.
book on “ Gas and Oil Engines," but
cannot
mentioned
( 1) The charging rate must not exceed that which the smallest

accumulator can stand. Therefore , if you are charging small

capacity cells with large-capacity cells, the latter will, of course,
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take longer to charge than they would were we able to give them
the maximum
current
they would
stand. its (2)maximum
See aboveindividual
answer.
(3)
If yourate,
wantthen
to connect
charge
each
charging
each cell
one atseparately
to
the
source
of
s
ce
e ha reresistances.
sinotstanheard. the(4) expression
ton , insert
n ) No.o : individual
supply miand
The volts
(6)W
anbd. casuitable
between a and
(5'on
(6 ) Wehave
you menton , and can only suggest that it is some local term or
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Arrange resistance so that you canycut same out as required until
you get required flow current through the cells. The driving sys

tem and size ofpulleys is correct. It will giveyou about 2,000 revs.
Switch

other, met with occasionally.
motorwhich is giving some trouble, owing to water coming through
at( 2) the
bearings.
me any
? (2)
What
thicknessCanofyou
belttellshould
be way
used toto prevent
drive a this100-watt

www

Resistance
7²yas
CS WireNo26

(15,974)
Water
Bearings.
writes
: Please
answerMotor
the following
queriesJ. L .( 1)B . I (Helensburgh)
have a water

dynamowith V-shaped pulley, 1} ins, diameter ; diameter ofwater
motor pulley, 21 ins. ?

Catlon wuct orHemppacking
Query 15974

Fig . 1.

Query 16254
Fig . 1. - DIAGRAM SHOWING POSITION OF
RESISTANCE IN CHARGING CIRCUIT.

84 reus per man

Casing
Query 15974

Fig . 2.
DETAILS OF WATER MOTOR BEARINGS,
(1) Fix stuffing-boxes to the bearings similar to the kind used to
pack the piston -rods of steam engines . You could try dise
the spindle inside the casing (as shown ). DD are the discs : any
water working along the spindle would be thrown off by the discs.

(2) Try round leather belt, 5-16ths in , diameter.

12 " Pulleys

(16,359)
Oil made
Burner
Locomotive
J. H . (Barnsley)
ENGINEER locomotive
writes
: Haying
THE for
MODEL
I should

252 reus

feel very much obliged if you would answer me the following
questions respecting same. Could I use a paraffin blowlamp to
generate
steam ? If so , will you please tell me which kind to use
and size of same ? Could I use one like Mr. F . J . Caparn 's for his
steam road roller described in No. 101, April 2nd, 1903, in the
M .E . ?
Yes, this would be quite possible if you well protect the sides
of the cuter shell from the effects of the extra heat obtained . You
may use either a No. 4 ( 2 +- in .) Primus silent burner, or one like
that used by Mr. Caparn . A petrol burner, which works on the

29 ins.

Query 16254
2%

same
generaltheprinciple
(theis vapourising
coilemployed
or space with
pot being
so
great where
lighter oil
used ), may be
success.

2090 reos

For suitable design see the issue of April 27th , 1905. There should
be no real need for an oil burner, except in the matter of reducing

running expenses for fuel.
for Driving Small Dynamo ;
of Shafting
(16 ,254) Small
Speed Cells.
W . H . (Runcorn ) writes : I am fitting
Charging
a small dynamo, 30 volts 10 amps., to charge two 4 -volt
up

current, 3 amps. ;
accumulators 30 amp.-hours each . Charging
1900 ; the speed is fixed , being driven
dynamo,
Speed a ofshaft.
Would you kindly give me a sketch , showing
from
where to fix resistance , also volt and amp. meters. I suppose

as
for the two cells, when charging,
the amps, are the Issame
placed in main circuit or in
for one (3 amps.). the resistanceis shuntwound
of
shaft
;
speed
Dynamo
winding.
field
series with
I propose to use a 3- ft pulley which we have to drive a
is12 84,in , and
on countershaft, and from 2 ft, on countershaft to dynamo

is 2 ) ins. diameter. Is this about right ? I cannot

pulley, which
use a larger pulley on the main shaft .

Fig . 2. - ARRANGEMENT OF DRAWING PULLEYS.
[ 16 .270

Wireless Telegraphy : Tesla

Transformers.

E . J . M . (Harrow ) writes : ( I) I have a 6 -in . induction coil made

according to your handbook , with secondary of 24 lbs. of 40 silk
covered instead of 36. I should be pleased if you could tell me
what
can mind
get bysizeconstructing
Tesla say,
transformer
for thissizecoil.sparkI doI not
if I can get aa spark,
of 9 or
ro ins.; also gauge and quantity of wire for primary, ditto secondary;

also number
of quart
Leydenwhenjarsa for
I found
making
a small
Tesla that
littlecondenser.
secondary was
woundwhen
on
I got a larger spark by sparking between the secondary terminals
than by putting my finger near only one. This seemed natural,
but on increasing the secondary, the order was reversed . Can

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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explainwiththisa ?6 -in .Cancoil you
me whattransformer
distance I? canI have
expecta
toyoucarry
and tell
oscillation
relay working with one dry cell through 8 ,000 ohms resistance
or merely two metals dipped in water make it act, ( 2) How can I
prevent spark at break of relay acting on coherer and so making
it hard to decohere ? (4 ) Is there any more delicate receiver

than Marconi's sensitive tube ?
You ought to be able to get a 9- in . or 10- in . discharge from a Tesla
coil constructed as described in Mr. R . P . Howgrave-Graham 's

articles,
4th, 1904,25thMarch
1904,; May
19th , if1905,
August 4thFebruary
, 1904, August
, 1904, 3rd,
and after
especially
you

can use an alternating current or a continuous current and Wehnelt

break,
currentandwould
mercurysuitbreak.
Perhaps
a coil orofa heavy
slightlyaccumulator
smaller dimensions
your purpose,

but this coil is of a good standard design . We cannot, off hand,
account for the effect of which you speak . The higher the fre

143

motor ;be could
" Ajaxif ”it would
say for
the boat
power? required to drive same
and
more you
suitable
(1 ) As someof these littlemotors

take a heavy
currentit advisable
to find by trial exactly what the consumpt
ion is in amps.is ( 2) Yes.
(3 ) Add more wire, (4 ) The makers would tell you what power
motor is. We cannot say without particulars of windings and

dimensions.

In our issue of July 26 , on page 93, in reply to Query No.
Engineer,
price asofis,“ Secondar
16,167,wasthe given
which
have been," by
3d., shouldy Batteries
free. "
4s. 3d“ .Anpost

quency and voltage of a Tesla coil are themore does each terminal
tend
as anbodies
isolatedin source
of potential, tending
sparkit
to anyto behave
conducting
its neighbourhood,
and theto less

The News of the Trade.

tends to behave like an ordinary uni-directional spark ; but until
weknow more fully the details of your coil and apparatus, we cannot
say why you should obtain the results described . We should not
advise you to attempt the use of an oscillation -transformer for
transmitting in wireless telegraphy, but you should be able to signal
to a distance of 2 or 3 miles, according to circumstances, with a
good 6 - in . Spark coil, especially if you use a mercury break. The
relay which you mention should be quite adequate. In our
opinion the Lodge-Muirhead wheel coherer is more sensitive
than the filings-tube coherer, and is more regular and certain in
action. You had best, however, try it for yourself. It will be

The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
• samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted. The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from inserting 4 review In any case where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers. )
Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual

fully telegraphy.
described in a book shortly to be published by us on wire
leas
(16 ,241) laterrupter for Spark Coils. “ ANGELO " (Trans
vaal) writes . Re the efficiency of large induction coils. I have read
with interest the suggestions in connection with this subject in

“coilInduction
Coils for Amateurs," and as I am making the 4 -in .
described therein , it has occurred to me that perhaps a motor
interrupter
would
be efficient ; but on this point would like to have
your opinion . The mercury make-and-break looks cumbersome,
and
my
idea
was
as
follows
themotor
spindlerevolved,
of themotor
have
a kind of commutator,
which: On
as the
wouldto make

Edhortal Inspection of the goods noticed.
For Road Repairs.
TheAvery Auto-Vice Co.,of64, Stanley Street, Liverpool, have
brought to our notice their patent vice for motorists, an illustration

of which is reproduced herewith . The use of the tool is self-evi
dent : by the arrangement of a loose clamp or jaw at the back of
the vice, it can be fastened to a gate bar or any similar support

and disconnect the current encircling the core very rapidly. I

append amyrough
sketch (notyoureproduced
) which
explains
and more
let with
meplainly
have
your opinion , idea.
which , Would
if favourable,please
kindlywrite
supplement
your
suggestions as to type and speed ofmotor and anything else which
might improve the idea. The coil would be used for X -ray and

wirelessantelegraphy
experiments,
and isis, utilised
say, a ,4-in,is the
to 6-incondenser
. spark .
When
independent
interrupter
Brushes
Brushes
Insulation Strips

o$

THE “ AVERY ” AUTO -VICE.
being about
of this fixing
the capacity
found along theThehighway,
ofthe
by means
independently
vice jawswork

Query 16241

Primary
n
mo

INTERRUPTER FOR SPARK COILS.
necessary
of the make-and-break
coil ? If so, would
be the samein astheif base
an ordinary
weretheused,connections
but with

inches.and areof sufficient size to grip anything likely to be used
three nut,
wing
it may be used as a hand vice
In addition,
practice.The tool
in ordinary way.
can be easily taken to pieces for pack
in the usual

ing,and
bag. being only five inches long, occupies very little room in the
tool
• Model
Traction
EngineEngineers,
Cylinders.
Messrs. Stuart
Turner,
Ltd .,Model
Shiplake, Henley
on- Thames, inform us that they are preparing patterns for the

the latter cut out ?

model
portable and traction engine cylinders described in our issue
of August 2nd, and in a few weeks, as soon as castings are ready,

Yes ; you could use an arrangement of this sort in conjunction
with
the condenser as usual. The best speed would have to be
found by trial. Use a small shunt-wound motor of about 8 -watt

sets of castings or finished cylinders.

size.
This sketch shows another form of rotary contact-breaker.
The two wheels or discs of metal are mounted on the shafts. By
spacing the insulating strips and brushes as shown, the current is
sent first in one and then in the other direction through the coil,

they will be pleased to answer any inquiries from readers desiring

New Catalogues and Lists.

as will be seen by following outthe connections.

. W . McD.
(Spring
burn(16,343)
) writes Small
: Will Motors
you obligeformeLaunch
by answering
the following
questions re motor launch , 26 ins, long by 5- in . beam : (1 ) I have
boat fitted with “ Little Hustler " motor and want to know how
long a 4 -volt, 8 -amp -hour accumulator should run same? (2 ) Am
Ionright
in charging the above accumulator through a 32-C.-P . lamp
250-volt, circuit ? (3 ) I fitted a resistance to start motor but

John Spencer,
., Globeto hand
Tube this
and well-known
Engineeringmanufac
Works,
Wednesbury,
Staffs. Ltd
Wehave
turer 's latest list. It comprises prices and particulars of all kinds

find it heats up ; could you suggest a remedy ? (4) I have an

send their card asking for one of these useful lists.

of tubes and accessories, cast-iron standards, coils for heating and

refrigerating
purposes, brass and iron pipe fittings, and contains
useful figures relating to tubes, bars, and screw threads used in the
trade. Al professional readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER should

The Model Engineer and Electrician,
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G . B . (Cramlington ). - The only course to adopt is

will, at the time this issue appears on the

to fit indicators to each bell. Each indicator
would have to bemade (or selected , if you bought
them ready made) to record signals from as many
pushes as are used to ring that particular bell .

bookstalls, be on pleasure bent, during
odd moments their thoughts will no doubt return

For particulars for indicators and fitting up
same you should refer to March ist (1901) issue,

A LTHOUGH a goodly proportion of our readers
A

to their workshops. New ideas for future model
making schemes will also be suggested to them in
the course of their travels, some of which may bear

good fruit during the coming winter. In choosing
something novel as a prototype for a model, one
has to beware of ultimately obtaining a miniature
of a machine which , although it may be curious,
interests no one. On this question of novelty
in model-making we are constantly receiving letters
bearing out our past exhortations to originality.
Whilst the two terms novelty and originality may
be construed as more or less synonymous, we are

inclined to believe that ingenuity in details and
methods of construction appeal to practical readers

just as much as novelty in main ideas. We are
this week publishing a design which opens a new
field - viz., hat on page 131, by Mr. W . H . Livens,
for a model steam wagon. It is a change from

the ordinary model road locomotive, but at the
same time the type of steam wagon chosen as the

prototype embodies many of the excellent features
(excellent from a working model point of view , we
mean) of the older style of vehicle. We have not

published anything so good before, and hope that
it may result in many amateurs attempting the

page 115 ; June ist, 1901, page 261 ; but pre
ferably August 15th (1902) issue, page 84. Back
numbers can be had from the Publishing Depart
ment, 3d . each post free.
M . V . (Holland). — The colours of the engines of
the railway mentioned are as nearly as possible
like those of the G . W . R .
“ GOLD PLATER.” — Please refer to page 357,

April 12th issue of this year, for information
on this subject ; or see " Electro Chemistry ,"
by Gore, 25. 4d., post free .

J. H . F . (Kingston ). - We hope to continue the

articles on " Engineering Drawing for Beginners "
in the near future .

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
subjects. Matter intended
all amateur mechanical and electrical
written

on one side of the paper
for publication should be clearly
only , and should invariably bear the sender 's name and address. It
contributions, whether
sending
when
should be distinctly stated ,
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
envelope
for return in the event of
panied by a stamped addressed

rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per

, payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Posta )
annum
Order .
Advertisementrates
may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager .
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.

All ' correspondence relating to the literary portion of the

locomotives that arrangements will shortly have to

paper , and all new apparatus and price lists, etc., for review , to be
addressed to THE EDITOR,
“ The Model Engineer," 26- 29, Poppin 's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Engi.
neer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , B .C .
Al subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressed to PercivalMarshall & Co., 26 20 .
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .

be made with regard to the competition for the best

Chamberlain , 123 , Liberty Street, New York , U .S . A ., to whom

model to the published design ; and that we shall

all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

construction of a model to this or a similar design .
We may again remind those readers who are

engaged on building MODEL ENGINEER electric
be glad to receive the names of intending competitors
and any suggestions with reference to the details

Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and

Contents .

of the Competition.

The asterisk (* ) denotes that this subject is illustrated .)
Answers to Correspondente.

of experiment.
our contributor. We hope the articles will be
continued shortly .
“ CONSTANT READER " (New Southgate).-- You can
A . C . L . (Glasgow ). — We have sent your letter to

locomotive. You might fit a laminated armature
of the cogged ring type.

H . G . (Moxley ). - We do not know of any published
drawings.

Construction
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armature within the width available in this
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for Electrically Lighting a Gas
Stove * . .
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obtain castings for the motors of the " M .E .”
electric locomotive from Messrs. W . J. Bassett
Lowke & Co ., Northampton . The armatures are
cast, it not being possible to arrange a drum
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A Well -made Model Steam Yacht.
By A . C. TIEFENBÖCK .

OOOO

Fig . 1. - MESSRS. A . C . AND O . TIEFENBÖCKS' MODEL STEAM Yacht.

1 T gives me the greatest pleasure to submit to the
readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER photo
graphs of our model steam yacht, Orynthia ,

and machinery. Having always been fond of
woodwork , a hobby I used to follow some years
ago very keenly , and my son showing a great in
clination for building an engine, we hit upon the
idea to build a yacht. We are indebted to Capt.

O . R . Brush for the description and drawings of
his steam yacht Addie (vide MODEL ENGINEER,
April 23rd , 1903), as we had no previous expe

rience, and his information being our sole guide
and instructor.
The hull is cut out of a block of Kauri pine,
5 ft. long by 7 ins. square. In shaping the outside
to the templates, ofwhich there were seven , I found

this rather tedious work , and at first was a little
puzzled over the stem ; but with patience I soon

overcame what I at first thought a difficulty .
although great care was necessary , and for con
venience and obtaining a good surface in and
outside I made four special planes (se sketches
Figs. 2 to 5 ).
The bulwarks and rail were next glued and
pinned on , as well as the rubbing streak. Then I
bored the hole for the propeller tube, which is fixed
Cutting out the inside was more interesting .

in with a preparation of beeswax and resin , and
when the boat was finally fitted up, was filled with

vaseline. The propeller is 3 ins. diameter and the
shaft is kept in position by two thrust collars,
Fitting the false keel, sternpost, and rudder came

145
next. A strip of brass
filed to shape.
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in . thick runs the entire

length of the keel, and is turned up at the bow and
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The main deck and chart-house are painted to
represent panelling ; the tops are white, the sky
lights, hatches, ladders, etc ., are of mahogany and
french polished . The doors are hinged on the pivot

The deck is made in three sections, also of Kauri
, points of pins being used
Fig . 2. - SQUARE MOUTH AND
Fig . 4. - R UND MOUTH AND system
and all windows are fitted with
CIRCULAR SOLE .
CIRCULAR SOLE.
glass.

I may mention that the forward
hatchway consists of twenty -five

pieces of wood , veneer being used
(walnut and mahogany) to repre
sent framework and panels. I
have also taken considerable trouble
with the engine skylight ; the two
side frames are hung with hinges
and fitted on each side with three
panes of glass, Iļ ins. by ik ins.
The masts, bowsprit, and flag
staff are turned out of ash , stained
and varnished . The portholeswere
turned from 3-in . brass rod ,polished
and lacquered , fitted with wooden
plugs, enamelled light green at one
end (before being driven in ) to
represent glass.

The engine is built up from cast
ings supplied by the Northern
Modelling Company, and has twin

cylinders, fin. bore z -in . stroke,

ARE BULL -NOSE .
Fig . 3. - ROUND MOUTH AND
STRAIGHT SOLE.
SPECIAL PLANES FOR MAKING HULL CF MCDEL STEAM YACHT.

pine, lined and varnished . The fore and aft parts

are being held in position by keys (see Fig. 8 ),
which is preferable — in a working model — to being

which rest on six turned columns,
which also carry the slipper

guides. The crankshaft is built up ,
riveted and brazed , and is fixed
with four bolts to a brass plate, which is let in
and screwed down to the bottom of the boat.
The boiler we built was found to be too heavy,

FIG . 6 . — MACHINERY OF THE MODEL STEAM YACHT, “ ORYNTHÍA ."
fixed direct, as they can be removed immediately,
and being anxious to try her, we bought one from
Messrs. Whitney . It is a pinnace type boiler,
but in order to make this effective the deck must
fit well in all round . The centre part also slides
4 } ins. diameter by 12 ins. long, all riveted and
into position, with a lock under the aft deck (see
tested to 80 lbs., and gives excellent results. It is
Fig. 9), and is thus held quite tight ; two struts
fitted with a pressure gauge, water gauge, clack
are fixed across inside to keep the sides rigid . The
box and safety valve pressed to 38 lbs. ; with ' this
four boats are cut out of Kauri pine and fitted with
pressure the boat goes about four miles an hour.
It is fired with a benzoline blowlamp with a capacity
mahogany seats and lockers.
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of half-pint, and raises 30 lbs. of steam in about

It has taken us two years of our spare time, and I

8 minutes under favourable conditions. We deter
the position of boiler, etc., by trying her
mined
several times in a bath .

must say we have spent many hours in perfect
happiness and, moreover, the result has provided

She is painted white on the top and pink under
the water line. We put on about fifteen coats of

Following are the principal dimensions of the
engine : - Bore of cylinders fin ., stroke fin . ;

a great encouragement.
centre to centre of cylin

ders, I 7 -16ths ins. ;
height from bottom of
bedplate to top of cylin
der cover, 53 ins. ; bed
plate, 31 ins. by 21 ins.;

connecting -rods, I 23
32nds ins. between cen
long over flanges , beyond
the flange at each end

tres ; steel columns, 3 ins.

screwed to

enter

the

bed plate and cylinder
bottom cover ; diameter

of crankshaft, & in . ; fly
wheel, I 25 - 32nds ins.
diameter by 7 -16ths. in ,

wide on face.
SHEFFIELD ELECTRICAL

EXHIBITION . — The Elec
tric Lighting Committee of
the Sheffield Corporation
have arranged to hold an

Fig . 7. -- VIEW OF MODEL STEAM YACHT FROM FORWARD END .

exhibition, extending from
September 27th to Octo
ber 30th , and representa
tive of all the modern
applications of electricity,
both for lighting and
power, and for less well

known purposes,
paint rubbing down each one, and two coats of I cooking, photography , metallurgy,
chemisas
and such
varnish , the first of which was flattened with
powdered pumice stone and plenty of water.
The brass fittings comprise four pairs of davits,

try.
RuN . —hasTherecently
A STEAMSHIP's
s.s. Goldmouth
belonging
Shell Line,
arrived,
to the Long

at Rotterdam , and completed a wonderful perform

Fig . 8. - LOCKING KEYS For FORE AND AFT
DECKS

ance in the way of long steaming. She came from

:
HIGIMNIN

one funnel, two pairs bollards, two anchors, two
.

Singapore by the route round the Cape of Good
This brass strips screwed to
wooden boses.

Bulworks and

tofroil pinned and
Deck 2

qlued on

Boiler
S

Strip glued and

Distance prece

- Locking strip

pinned on allround .

Shell inside of hull

Two wooden
He of boiler glued

struts cut to shape

end lifted up
This
and slidsout

ond screwed down.

HB9

Middle deck
Aft deck

Foré deck

Piece pinned on across

middle dech

Fig . 9. - LOCKING FOR MIDDLE DECK.

FIG . 10 . — METHOD OF FIXING BOILER IN BOAT.
Hope, a distance of 11,791 miles, in fifty -two days,
without once stopping the engines or checking the
supposed to be one of the longest non -stop runs

generation of steam in the main boilers. This is

capstans, one engine telegraph , one compass, forty
portholes , four ventilating cowls, two lifebuoys,
one steering wheel working the rudder, and two

burned liquid fuel, the consumption of which was

lamps(port and starboard ) which are electrically lit.

found to have been very low .

ever made by marine machinery. The vessel
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
( Readers are invited to contribute short practical items to this column ,
based on their own workshop experience. Accepted contributions
will be paid for on publication , if desired , according to merit.

All matter intended for this column should be marked " Work
SHOP ” on the envelope.]

and centre-punch marked two sides exactly opposite
each other ; now I put on the 4-jaw chuck , and
bringing forward the loose headstock , I put the body
of chuck to be bored between centres and held it
tight (see Fig. 2), next bringing the four jaws of
chuck to grip same in position ; after tightening it
up there, I screwed the whole of themandrel nose
and withdrew centres, then replaced the job again ,
leaving the centre-punch marks in line with centre
of lathe. I then had no difficulty in boring the
i -in . hole above-mentioned . A 1- in . hole was drilled
at the side of z- in . hole, leaving 1- 16th of a bridge
between them (see Fig. 1). I then turned a piece

of steel for the jaws to fit the 3-in . hole, cutting off
two pieces & in . long. I next put in a 3-in . pin

into the side of these jaws near the top (see Fig.

wa

An Efficient Curling Wheel.
By J. H . MAYER.
The following is a description of a simple tool I
have found to answer splendidly in curling brass.
First procure a piece of -in . iron or brass, 6 ins.
long ; on one end a 1 -in . Whitworth thread is cut
about a fin . long, ļ in . from this end is soldered
a washer about in , diameter . A 1 -in . hole is now
drilled through a piece of boxwood or fibre about
4 in . thick ; this is slipped on the iron against the

August 16, 1900.

-Boxwood
or fibre

A CURLING WHEEL.
washer and tightened by the nut. The iron is now
held in the chuck and the boxwood turned to the
shape as shown. The tool is now finished. The
work to be curled should be finely papered with a

straight grain and with the wheel revolving towards
you in the lathe using brick -duston the edge of the
wheel a curling stroke should be taken over the
work . After this, the work should be rubbed over
with some chalk and a buff, when the curl will be
found to show up very brilliantly.

A Drill Chuck.
By WM. BELL.

The following is a description of a drill chuck ,

with a capacity of } in . to fin ., which I have made
and given a good trial, proving it to be a very useful
addition to my workshop. The body of chuck
was a casting from my own pattern , and over
thickest part measured 3 ins. by 34 ins. long.
The first job was to bore and tap for The mandrel
nose , the tap being fed in by a sliding headstock
centre, thus ensuring a pretty accurate job ; after
facing the end, it was taken from 4 -jaw chuck and

MR. UM. BELL'S Drill CHUCK.
3). This snug acts as a steadying slide for the jaws,

screwed on mandrel nose, and was ready for turning
all over. After doing that I turned front end down

and also when in position the spring B (Fig . 4 )
presses against these snugs and expands the jaws,

to 21 ins. for a distance of i in . , this being done to
let the collar slip on to hold the adjusting screws
for jaws, also turning back end down to 2 ins.
for a distance of i in . for the sake of appearance

keeping them always hard upon the point of the
adjusting screws. I may mention here that I had

only (see photograph ). The next job was the fitting
of the jaws, wherein lies the novelty of the chuck. I
bored a i -in .hole through at A (Fig . 1), and to get this

pins. icin
for steadying
ring to car
ry the adjustings. screws
s. 3 ar
(C , Figwas
d 4 ),
The ring
carry
a mild
steel forging. bored out to 24 ins. (C , Figs. 3

hole dead true I bored it in the following manner :
a diamond -point tool in . from the front end ,

and after jaws and spring were finally put in place,
the ring was slipped on and fixed with four 5- 16ths

While revolving in lathe I put a line round with

to cut away the bridge between the two holes for
a distance of in . from each end to allow travel

in . countersunk head screws passing through the
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for an t- in . steel wire , 3. ins. long, with male and
female ends ; it has also to be drilled and tapped
for an t-in . screw for clamping the steel wire.
Fig. 2 shows method of holding steel ball between

ring and screwed to body of the chuck . The holes

for adjusting screws were bored and tapped in .
Whitworth , and , after bringing the jaws close to
gether, I bored a 1 -in . hole exactly between them
in centre, thus leaving a half-hole on each jaw .

{ screwed back the adjusting screws to allow jaws
21

Lathe

centre

og
a hole for
spring

plates for drilling holes centrally , and consists of
two plates of metal about it ins. by i in . by
5- 16ths in .; they should be screwed
together with two |- in . screws, and
an t -in . hole put through the centre.
They should then be separated
and countersunk on the inside to
receive the ball. After being drilled
and tapped the ball should be
hardened and polished again ; also
the ends of the steel wire. B is a
piece of hardened and tempered

steel strip ,

in . wide and about

1- 32nd in . thick , bent as shown,

and a 5 - 16ths-in . hole put through ,
using a fat drill hardened off dead
hard , and lubricating with turpen

Fig . 1.

tine. A piece of hardwood pack
ing should be put between the
spring while drilling, and the burr
should be taken off the inside of
the spring with a three-square
scraper. The ball is sprung in , and
there should be enough spring to

Fig . 2 .

METHOD OF VAKING Drill CHUCK.
to spring full open by the action of the springs
on the snugs. A 1 -in . hole was then bored right
through the body of chuck , thus making it a useful
tool in conjunction with a hollow mandrel. The
photograph shows chuck complete with 3-in . drill ,
and for a finish I polished bright all over, and
although there was a good deal of work and time
spent on it, I am well repaid by having such a

-

Bross Tube

T05

B12 001

useful tool.

WWWWWWWWW

00090
Fig . I.

FIG . 2.
A LATHE TEST INDICATOR .
clip the ball when in position . The stock

long, the exact section depending upon
the size of lathe and the tool-post on slide

NOON
TUDO

WWUUUUUUU

can be made of mild steel or iron rod
about 7- 16ths in . by in . section 5 } ins.
rest. The pointer D can be made of alu
minium , bamboo , or a strip of wood, with

Fig . 5.
JAWS.
Fig . 3. - CHUCK

Fig . 4. - SECTION

COLLAR .

SHOWING JAWS.

brass socket riveted on ; socket should
be split to fit the f-in . steel wire tightly.

Hardening Formula for Cutting Tools.
To make a hardening solution for metal cutting

A Simple Lathe Test Indicator.
By “ MICROMETER.”
The accompanying sketch shows a simple form
useful tool for setting work centrally on the face
plate in testing lathe centres, etc. A , Fig. 1, is a

of test indicator for the lathe. It is an extremely
-in . steelball, which is annealed and drilled through

I

tools mix salt petre 2 ozs., sal-ammoniac 2 ozs., alum
2 ozs., salt 1 lbs., and soft water 3 galls . Keep
the soluticn in a stone jar, for it will eat a wocden
tub and rust an iron pot. Do not draw the temper,
but only warm the tools enough to relieve the
hardening strains. It is also well to rinse the tools
well in water, for if this is not done the solution
will rust them . - English Mechanic.
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A " Penny-in -the- Slot ” Model

August 16 , 1900 .

spring, as you will see by the photograph. Then

Road Roller .

I took the hair-spring and balance wheel out of
the other to make it run free, and soldered the

By J. JESSOP.
THE photographs herewith produced show a

two together to connect the wheels to large spring :
the frame for the two wheels on top was soldered
on and goes through the box to connect the engine.
I next fixed a cotton bobbin on to spindle where

model which I have made of one ofMessrs.
Aveling & Porter's steam rollers, which

fingers fit . The plate for penny was bent to shape,
then fixed on to spindle ; then got another cotton

I am at present engaged in driving . The chimney,

bobbin and fixed on to same spindle. When

saddle , smokebox, boiler,
firebox, tank wheels, cylin
der, and steam chest are all

constructed from old tins .
To make the wheels look
massive I have

put two

layers of tin , and let brass
wire in between and soldered
together . The safety valves

are two empty cartridge
cases ; the chimney top is
a ferrule from an old
umbrella ; the flywheel is
two tin lids soldered to
gether. The engine has an
ordinary slide-valve cylinder
with Stephenson link mo
tion. The links, slide bars,
slide blocks, crosshead, con
necting-rod, eccentric straps
and rods, pump rod and
ram , and reversing lever are
worked into shape from
horseshoe nails ; the steering

gear is made from 4-in .
round iron, with copper
wire wound round and sol

Fig . 2. - SHOWING “ PENNY-IN -THE SloT” MECHANISM .

dered on to form the worm .

The gear wheels are out of an old clock . I have
it may be shown working from underneath , with
penny-in-the-slot ” arrangement that I have

painted it green , with black and red linings.
made for it.

the penny drops on (notice penny on the plate),
it releases the bent end from a catch soldered
on to centre of wheel, and the clockwork starts. The
bobbin on the clockwork actuates the other bobbin
on the plate with an elastic band , and tilts the plate

Fig . 4.
when the penny drops foff and falls
back into the catch . I have regulated
it to work for 30 seconds. The shape of
the cam on bobbin is as shown in Fig .14 .
It fwill work six times before running
down.

A GOOD CEMENT, says the Scientific
American, for switchboard repairs or in

FIG . 1. - SIDE VIEW OF MODEL ROAD ROLLER.

any work where iron has to be fastened to
Paris, ten parts iron filings, and one-half
part of sal-ammoniac . These materials

marble, consists of thirty parts plaster of

This is illustrated in Fig. 2, and to construct

must be mixed with vinegar to a fluid paste , and

this I first obtained two American clocks, took

also be freshly made when used , for if allowed to
stand they solidify .

the works out of one, and substituted an 8 -day
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The Latest in Engineering.
A Swing Radial Truck . — An improved single
has been brought out by Mr. J. S . Warner,
A .M . I.M . E ., Queen Anne's Chambers, Broadway,
Westminster , S . W . One special feature of the
design is that each axle is connected to the vehicle

axle bɔgie truck for electric tramways and railways

in two distinct ways ; each is a swinging or linked
connection . (1) A rigid king-pin fixed on the

151

the direction indicated by the track . As so far
described, this motor sub-truck can push or pull
the car and swing round the king- pin , but the
second linked connection is necessary to constrain
follow
the swing and to cause the car to definitely motor
in the direction the track gives to the
sub-truck. (2 ) The weight of the car is not taken
on the king-pin directly, but on the axle-boxes,
which are a part of the V frame, by chain or link
links will be about 12 ins.
Each of these
stirrups. , and
their action somewhat similar to the
in length
links well known in a swing bolster four-wheel
bogie truck . The top ends of these links
are connected to the axle-boxes, a portion
of the motor sub-truck, whilst at the bottom
they are attached to the main truck frame.
Since the motor sub -truck is connected to
the central king -pin , the axle -boxes can only
swing through an arc of a circle. A curve

will deflect the sub -truck with the boxes and
tops of links, the whole moving through an
arc of a circle about the king-pin . But since
the lower ends of the links are anchored to
the mass of the main frame and car-body,
the links incline, drawing the mass of the car
body round to follow the motor sub -truck .
The swing of the links is always in a plane
inclined to the main and sub -truck frames.
On straight track the weight of the car tends
to keep the links vertical, and so to preserve
the alignment of the sub -trucks. It will

FIG . 3.- MR. J. JESSOP'S “ PENNY -IN -THE -SLOT " MODEL.
For description ]
(see page 150.

be observed that the only transverse con
nection of thewheels and vehicle is controlled

ir

ನಾ

-

I

0

Fig . 1. - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF MR. J . S . WARNER'S SWING RADIAL TRUCK , SHOWING

Two SINGLE AXLE-BOXES.
centre line of the car, passing through the apex
This V frame spans the
wheels, and its ends form the two axle -boxes.
When a motor is used it is placed in this frame,
and the apex of the V forms the suspersion .
This frame, with wheels, axle, and motor, forms a
motor or sub -truck. It simply draws or propels
the car by the king-pin , and is swung or deflected
by the track , so that it runs and is steered in
of a horizontal V frame.

(Scale : lin. = I foot.)
by
the pendulum action of the links. On straigh
track the restraint is a minimum , and the
connection is one which offers the desired mini
mum of resistance to lateral movement of wheels .
Thus track sinuosity is freely conformed to
by the wheels, while the mass of the car mav

maintain its inherent tendency to travel in a
straight line. On the car entering (r leavir
a curve the motor sub -truck is first swung int >
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the required direction , and it then draws the

vehicle after it by the king- pin and by the inclined
links. The practical value of having the wheels
first set in the new direction is illustrated in the
automobile. The wear on the flanges at curves

when this is done may also be gauged by reference
It is claimed that the wear of curved rails and

to the automobile, where no flanges are necessary .

flanges will be infinitesimal, because their function
will be simply to change the direction of the wheels .
Sharp tramway curves, it is said , may be travers d
at practically the same speed as on the straight,

with inappreciable wear of flanges or curves.
A Portable Tripulse Pumping Engine.

This

e gine has been designed and constructed by Henry
Sykes, Ltd ., of 66 , Bankside, S .E ., to combine the
advantages of portability and handiness with a large

output of water and small fuel consumption. The
capacity ofthe pump is from 18,000 to 20 ,000 gallons
of water per hour, capable of lifting water from a
depth of 30 ft ., and the total lift is 40 ft. The engine
is of the single-cylinder vertical type, and is 6 ins.
diameter by 8 ins. stroke.

The cut-off is fixed

at half the stroke. The normal speed of running
is 200 , and the boiler pressure 100 lbs. per square
inch . Special provision has been made for effi
ciently lubricating all the working parts. The
engine drives the pump through large spur gearing
having a ratio of 4 to 1. The pump has three

barrels, each 12 ins. diameter by 6 ins. stroke.

The valves can be readily got at by undoing six
nuts ; the suction box then drops down , and ex

poses all three valves to view . The pump buckets
may be withdrawn from the bottom of the pump.

bele

The boiler is 6 ft. high by 2 ft. 9 ins. in diameter.
It is of 4 nominal horse -power, and is designed to
work with coke. The normal pressure is 100 lbs.

per square inch , but we were informed that it would
satisfactorily do its work at 80 lbs., and that
frequently it was not necessary to work beyond
60 Ibs. per square inch . It is fed by a small feed
pump worked from the engine. For this purpose
a clutch has been fitted to enable the engine to berun
without working the pumps. The feed pump valve
is of hemispherical construction , and in consequence
is always able to find its seat. One reason
given for the adoption of the hemispherical valve
is that there is practically no machining required on
the valves themselves. A large waterway is also
secured , owing to the absence of wings. The
diameter of the suction valve seat is if ins., and that
of the plunger 9 -16ths in., the speed of the pump

.2
Fig

ft
uin1S.)=3-:( cale
6ths
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high . The air spaces are small and the wear on the
)
PASSENGERS
174

AOF
ELEVATION
SIDE
AT
PE?-TRAM
.FPSLECTFIC

which iswo ked fom the engine crosshead being very

valves is said to be very light. A “ lock -up ”
safety valve is fitted to the boiler, and the
casing can be removed while under steam . The
“ easing ” lever raises the valve itself, and should
any grit or dirt get on the seating, the valve can
be lifted and rotated by this lever. Further,
it is impossible for the load on the valve to be in
creased whilst the casing is locked and in place .
PHOSPHOR BRONZE is an alloy of phosphor, tin
usually 5 to 0 -75 per cent.
and copper, containing
phosphorus and 4 to 10 per cent. tin , balance
copper. It is as tough as wrought iron , more
ductile than copper, and is capable of withstanding
great wear.
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Locomotive Notes.
By Chas. S. LAKE.
New GOODS LOCOMOTIVES (LONDON, BRIGHTON
AND SOUTH COAST RAILWAY ).
Reference to the new class of 0 – 6 – 0 type goods
engines recently introduced by Mr. D , Earle Marsh ,

M .Inst.C.E ., locomotive engineer of the L .B . & S.C .
Rly ., was made on page 8 of the issue of THE MODEL
ENGINEER for July 5th , and by the courtesy of
Mr. Marsh , one of the engines is illustrated herewith ,
accompanied by a list of leading dimensions. The

new locomotives have a very neat and symmetrical
appearance, and it will be noticed that they are
equipped with Westinghouse brake apparatus,
thus rendering them suitable for use on passenger
trains. This , on a line where an unusually heavy

R.B&S
C
,LLocoMOTIVE
Goods
New

excursion traffic is done, represents a great advan
tage. Although in general outward appearance

the engines are similar to those of Mr. Billinton 's
design in use on the same railway, they are some
what more powerful and have a rather more com
plete equipment. They were built at Brighton

“ The life of the steam locomotive could be
maintained indefinitely by the same process as will

be required to keep the electric locomotive in
serviceable condition, but it has been found during
the past that it is more profitable to dismantle
obsolete equipment and replace it by entirely new
equipment than to continue the old stock in service.
This will no doubt apply to electric locomotives
when they may have reached the same average age

dSCR
Bo

STEAM versus ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.
In the course of a paper on the above subject
read by Mr. J. E . Muhlfeld , general motive -power
superintendent of the Baltimore and Ohio Railway ,
before the New York Railroad Club, the author
remarked that “ There is no doubt that steam
locomotives, boilers and engines are decidedly
more extravagant in fuel and water consumption
than the modern power plants which are equipped
with all the refinements. At the same time there
is a certain advantage and economy in the operation
of a locomotive, which in itself produces the power
that moves it, as compared wth one that is depen
dent upon an outside source for its propulsion and
which results in transmission and conversion losses
of the current before it is applied at the motors.

09

Works and have the following leading dimensions :
Cylinders, 174 ins. by 26 ins.
Wheels, 5 ft. dianeter.
Wheelbase (engine), 15 ft. 3 ins.
Boiler diameter (outside second ring), 5 ft.
Boiler centre from rail, 8 ft.
Firebox length outside, 6 ft. 24 ins.
Heating surface : Tubes (243), 118341 sq. ft. ;
firebox, 101'27 sq . ft . ; total, 1284.68 sq. ft.
Grate area , 18°64 sq . ft.
Working pressure, 160 lbs.
Weight in working order, 49 tons 10 cwts.
The tender runs on six 4 -ft. diameter wheels
spaced 6 ft. 6 ins. apart, giving a wheelbase of
13 ft. The water-carrying capacity is 3,112
gallons, and a fuel space for 4 tons is provided .
The total length over buffers is 52 ft. 8 ins., and the
total, loaded , weight 76 tons 14 cwts.

ua
La
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that now results in the dismantling of steam
locomotives."

Mr. Muhlfeld is in a specially advantageous
position to speak with authority on this subject of
steam and electric locomotives as both are employed
on the B . & . O . railroad. His paper throughout is

1

AILWAY
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LOCOMOTIVE
ADEXPRESS
YPE
“Fig
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Coal
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tender
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Weight
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.tons
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unfavourable to the electric locomotive.
“ ATLANTIC " TYPE LOCOMOTIVES (North BRITISH
RAILWAY).
By courtesy of Mr. W . P. Reid , M .Inst.M . E .,
locomotive superintendent of the North British
Railway, it is possible to reproduce herewith an
outline drawing of the new “ Atlantic " type
express passenger locomotive " Aberdonian ," built
by the North British Locomotive Company Ltd .,
for hauling the splendidly equipped corridor trains
between Glasgow , Edinburgh andlocomotives
Aberdeen via
North British Railway. These
are
referred to in THE MODEL ENGINEER for July 19th ,

wheels
Froiling
on

10cwls
18tons

RAILWAY SPEED.
In an article on “ Long Railway Runs, 1906," a
contemporary, Railway Times, refers to the Great
Central programme for the present season as
" somewhat disappointing."
“ No non -stop train ," says the writer of the article
referred to, “ between London and Leicester as yet
affects the new route (via High Wycombe), and the
best schedule of 1 hour 53 minutes for the journey,
via Aylesbury, cannot fail to read rather humdrum
in light of the fact that formerly there used to be
trains accomplishing that journey in 1 hour 48

'-oʻz
"63

2256
Total

"3-'4

surface
Healing
-2s-Tf28
.Tubes
072 Hla
84
•.|15stqirebox

40
tons

9,-6

wheels
on
coupled

areal
G257
| rote
Tubes

minutes, and I hour 50 minutes."
These remarks are all very well so far as they go ,
but we must not lose sight of the fact that Great
Central trains are not getting lighter ; the line is
much more crowded between Aylesbury and Mary
lebone since the new local services were introduced

than it was before, and consequently more difficulty
is experienced in getting through over that length .
In any case 113 minutes for 104 miles is not bad,
considering the service slacks at Aylesbury and
Quainton Road. The writer has frequently trav.
elled on Great Central locomotives between London
and Leicester and vice versa , and knows the time

when two hours would have been a fine performance

WOIP2.

for the distance, but it was invariably covered in
less.

6-9"

For the Bookshelf.
any book reviewed under this heading can be obtained from THE

MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Stred , London , E .C ., by remitting the published price
and the cost of postage.]
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CHEMISTRY FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

By Chas. F .

Townsend, F.C .S., F .R . P.S . ( Fourth Edition,
revised ). London : Dawbarn & Ward , Ltd .
Price is. ; post free is. 2d.
Photographers will find this book not less helpful
than the accompanying works of the “ Utility "
series. The author who is an acknowledged
authority , describes what happens in the operations
of developing and toning, and explains why certain
things should not be done. There are fifteen chapters

dealing with Developers, Reversal, Reduction ,

The Model Boglacer and Electriclan.
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Intensification , Printing in Silver, Salts of Iron ,
and Platinum ; the Bichromate Printing Process,
Orthochromatism , Resins, Varnishes, Impuri.
ties, etc., concluding with a most useful Cyclo
pædic Index .
SCIENCE AND THE MANUFACTURER . By Keith
Quinton . London : Guilbert Pitman . Price
25. net ; postage 2d .
The author has endeavoured to show by this
work the advisability of the employment in
manufacturing industries of scientific experts for
experimenting , analysing, and advising . There is
a chapter on " The Training of the Expert.” The
laboratory in connection with the manufacture of
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Design for a Model Steam
Wagon .
By W . H . LIVENS.
(Continued from page 134.)
CHE connecting rod and eccentrics are of the
ordinary type , and need no description
( Figs. 22 -25). The bearings, it will be seen ,
instead of being fixed to side-plates, are fornied in

one casting, which rests on the top of the boiler
over the firebox (Figs . 32 and 33). The crank
shaft is 1 in . diameter, reduced to 7 - 32nds in , at

the journals. It should preferably be constructed

t1
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a bola
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ECCENTRIC
CONNECTING

— * **

ROD .

AN

PISTON

ROD

SHAFT BEARING (REAR )
ECCENTRIC STRAP & ROD

DETAILS OF MODEL STEAM WAGON .
(1) colours, (2 ) oils and varnishes, (3) metals, (4)
in one forging, or cut from a solid block (Figs.

©

cements, bricks and roads, is dealt with , concluding
with a description of a practical example. The
book contains ten half-tone illustrations, some of

which , although printed on art paper, are not
particularly convincing.

26 and 27).

The gearing is by bevel-wheels to an intermediate
wheels to the rear axle. The top bearing for the
inclined propeller shaft, and thence by bevel

propeller shaft is screwed to the faced extension on
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the bearings casting or “ bed.” The flywheel is
3 ins. diameter ; it should be of cast iron (Fig. 35).
The wheels (Fig. 36 ) should be of cast iron or brass.
The rear wheels are 4 ins. diameter by if ins.

short axle. These axles are coupled together by a

broad on tread, and the front wheels 34 ins. dia
meter by i in . on tread. The other dimensions

The bracket A is connected to the worm steering
gear fixed in the cab. Only one of the axle castings
(the one on the side of the engine on which the
steering wheel and gear is fixed ) should have the

rod (Fig . 39), which is connected at each end to a

bracket (as at B , Fig . 38 ), and are capable of being
moved through a certain arc in a horizontal plane.

are as in Fig. 36 . The only point to be noticed
shaft, whilst the rear wheels fit a f-in . axle. The
is that the front wheels must be drilled for a 1 - in .

TO

TAKE THRUST

OF SHAFT.
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COLLAR

bracket A cast on . The casting supporting the

M

-

4 -

ΠΟΦΟΙ
C . L . OP REGULATOR

PLAN AND ELEVATION OF ENGINE FOR MODEL STEAM WAGON . (Scale :

full size.)

that each wheel, instead of revolving on one axle,

smokebox should be of cast iron . It is riveted or
screwed to the smokebox. The horizontal shaft
connected to the hand wheel is supported by two
light bearings, which should be fastened to the
side of the cab. Similarly, the light bearings
supporting the shaft with worm wheel should be

which turns about a central point, has a separate

fastened to the firebox fiont.

rear wheels are fixed to their axle by means of set
screws. The steering arrangements may be new
to some readers. The whole steering apparatus
is, however, very simple, and should not present
any difficulties in construction . It will be seen

- -
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The wagon body (Figs. 1, 2,41 and 42) is constructed
of 4- in . wood . The joints of the sides should be
mitred (Fig . 42 ), and a piece of sheet brass screwed
over the joint, thus forming corner guards. The
lower edges of the wagon sides should be rebated ,
so as to allow them to come flush with the bottom
board of the wagon (Fig . 41). The bottom board
should be screwed to the frames as shown, with
- in . round -headed screws, and the wagon sides
tacked to the bottom board with thin brads,

the heads of the brads to be punched in slightly

and the hole filled up with putty .
List OF CHIEF DIMENSIONS.
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Electro- plating.
By E . Basil FALKNER,
B.A., B.Sc., and T. E .
DIBBLE .
ALTHOUGH the art of electro -plating is quite
A
modern , it must be remembered that the
practice of gilding and silvering was known
to the ancients. The alchemists of the early times
are generally looked upon nowadays as people
foolish in the extreme, but a glance at the following
recipe - taken from an ancient manuscript - will

go far towards dispelling such an idea. The crux
lies in the last sentence :
“ How to gild a vessel in a proper way.-- Take

Length of vehicle over all, 234 ins.
Breadth of vehicle over all, 7 ins.
Wagon Body
Length , 13 ins.
Breadth , 6 ins.

mercury and gold leaves, and fashion them to the

consistency of wax . Then , taking the silver

vase, rub it well with alum . Rub in then some
of the alloy, and leave it to fix for a while. Do this

Depth , 3 ins.

five or six times, holding the vase in a linen cloth
so as not to scratch it. Prepare the furnace, heat

Kla

it, and then soften it over. It will now stand
the test for pure gold .”

From the above it is apparent that the alchemists
not only knew how to plate, but also that they
were not quite so devoid of guile as is at present

supposed .
Now articles which are plated are sold as such , and

2

so it is obvious that there has been a distinct
moral progression since that time ; or is it that there
was only the one test for gold -- the touchstone
in those days ! Who can tell ?
In this instalment the writers intend to describe

how small articles such as brooches, chains, etc.,
can be plated ; but it must be understood that the
method to be now explained is not true electro
DRIVING

WHEELS

oţ

(Scale of inches for Figs. 17 to 44.)
Boiler
Length , over all, 8 } ins.
Diameter of barrel, 2 } ins.
Tubes: No., 5.; diameter, fin .
Length , 3 ins. (full).
Inside firebox : Length , 34 ins. (at bottom ).
Breadth , 2 ins. (at bottom ).
Depth , 3 ins.
er
Cylind
Stroke, in .
Bore, fin .
Link motion reversing gear.

Travel of valve, & in .
Lap of valve, 1- 32nd in .
Ports : Iniet, 3-32nds in. by # in .
Exhaust, } in . by in .
Carrying Wheels
Front, 3 } ins. by i in .
Rear, 4 ins. by if ins.
WIRELESS FOG SIGNALLING . – A German patent

has been taken out for wireless electrical appliances
by which steam will be automatically shut off
in two vessels that are approaching each other
in a fog at a distance of from 1 to kilometre.

plating. It consists, rather, of covering the
article to be silvered with a thin film of the metal,
which attaches itself by a chemical interchange of
material. This process must only be used for
silvering ornamental articles, and not those which
are to be subjected to constant use. It will be found
useful for silvering dials of barometers, etc., when
these are made of metal, and for brass mounts on

model steam engines and motors. When a body
is electro -plated , the silver is deposited molecule
by molecule, and the coating is practically part and

parcel of the article plated . In simple silvering
this is not so . The object is covered with a very
thin film of silver which will wear off should it be
subjected to constant use. No apparatus is re
quired for this kind ofplating, but one or two homely
tools must be obtained before the operator starts
work . A small basin , or pie -dish , a tooth -brush ,
a wire scratch -brush and a piece of glass rod will
be needed ; and a few odd substances must be

procured with which to clean the articles. It
will be as well to warn the experimenter here that
“ clean ” means “ chemically clean ” - every trace
of rust, grease, or dirt of any kind must be most
carefully removed . For cleaning, therefore, some
soap, a bit of bath -brick , and a little pearl-ash , or
crude potassium carbonate will be needed . The
chemicals with which to make the plating mixture
must now be procured . The following will be
required :-- Sixpennyworth of nitrate of silver,
about pt. of distilled water (ordinary tap water
may be used if it is free from chlorides, but distilled

water is best), and some common salt (sodium
chloride). Dissolve the silver nitrate in the distilled
water, and pour this solution into the pie-dish .

1
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Dissolve also some common salt in water. Add
this latter to the solution of the silver salt. A
heavy white precipitate is formed and settles at the
bottom of the dish . This is silver chloride, and as
this compound has the property of turning purple,
and finally black , in daylight, the above-mentioned
operation ought to be carried out in the dark or
in a room lighted by an ordinary gas flame. When

ture of about 95° C . is registered - i.e., just before
it boils. Then remove the pan and place in it
the tumbler containing the spirit. The hot water

will gradually heat the spirit. The latter should
be stirred continuously with a glass rod. After a
few minutes add the shellac and continue the stirring
until it is dissolved . The varnish ought then to
be filtered through blotting paper (a square of which
is taken , folded twice across and placed in a glass
funnel), but this is not absolutely necessary .
To varnish the plated article heat it in an oven ,
and while hot apply to it the lacquer, using a camel
hair brush . The coat of varnish will now dry
evenly, and will protect the silver from the action
of the air, and thusprevent it tarnishing. Although
this method of silvering, as mentioned above,
is not true electro -plating it may be safely called
“ ionic plating ” for the silver is deposited in
accordance with the law of “ ions.” A few words
of explanation may perhaps be of interest to
electricians. All bodies in the free uncombined
state are composed of atoms, while compounds,
such as salts, are made up of “ ions.” Now an
“ ion ” is in reality an electrified atom , so that
the elements composing a salt have charges attached
to them . But brass, consisting of zinc and copper,
is more electro -positive than silver, and the ten
dency is therefore for these metals to take over

the precipitate of silver chloride has well settled
natant liquid very carefully so as not to lose any

at the bottom of the pie -dish , pour away the super
of the white substance.

Then add to this a little crushed washing soda
and half the quantity of common salt and stir the
whole well, adding a little warm water to bring
it to the consistency of rather thin cream . This
mixture makes a very serviceable one for silvering
small objects, but it must be kept in the dark , and
for preference in a red bottle.
Before anything can be silvered it must of
necessity be perfectly clean . All grease, dirt, and
verdigris must be carefully removed before an
attempt to plate it is begun .
First of all “ a cleaning mixture " is made by
dissolving a little soap in some rain water, and
adding to this a quantity of pearl-ash . Into the
concoction dip the scratch -brush (which can
easily be made by winding several lengths of fine
brass wire round a book so as to form a skein , and
then wrapping wire round it to within in .,of each
end, which must now be cut to form a brush ),
and thoroughly clean the article to be silvered ,
removing every trace of grease or dirt. If any
difficulty is found in getting rid of any tarnish
which may remain it can generally be got off
by scrubbing the object with powdered bath
brick or “ Monkey Brand ” soap, a stiff tooth
brush being used . Now make a strong solution of
washing soda in boiling water, and into this dip
the scrubbed article. As this latter must not
again be touched with the hand it had better be
attached to a piece of string by means of which
it can be removed after its bath which ought to
last about a quarter of an hour.
After the object has been allowed to soak in the

cleaning mixture for the required length of time
it must be removed and thoroughly rinsed in hot
water and dried with a clean piece of rag (old
handkerchiefs are best for this purpose, as they are
absorbent and soft). When the article is being
silvered it is also held in a piece of rag , for the
naked hand , as above mentioned , must not be
allowed to come into contact with it.
The plating mixture, applied by means of the
tooth -brush , is well rubbed into every crevice of
the bearing or whatever the article happens to be.
When it is well covered with silver it must be

washed in warm water and finally polished with a
soft piece of chamois leather.
It will be found that the plated object will take
a high polish , but the process of polishing must
be donewith extreme care. Parts ofmodel engines,
motors and dynamos and other things which are
continually exposed to the air must be lacquered
or varnished after having been plated . Ordinary
shellac varnish will be found to be the best for this

purpose. To make this dissolve about a table
spoonful of shellac in pt. of methylated spirit.
The spirit ought to be warmed before the shellac
is added , and this can be effected in the following
way : Heat some water in a pan until a tempera

August 16, 1906.

the charge of the silver and to set it free.
This is exactly what happens. The silver is re
leased and deposited over the surface of the plated
body, which gives an equivalent share of itself
in return . In the next instalment the writers intend
to deal with electro -plating proper.
( To be continued .)

A Home-made Motor Cycle .
By F. P. CORK.
ACCOMPANYING this brief description is a
photograph of my home-made motor cycle,
Having purchased a set of castings (with
cylinder bored ) I decided to finish the engine first,
which is 21-in . bore and 23-in . stroke and rated
on CHAIN WHEEL STAY BRAZED THROUGN PLATE
c
ood

w
TURES OF 16G
FROM CRANK

BRACKET
ELT RIM

POSITION OF BELT (THAPESTAYS)
PLATE FILEO

PLUG BRAZCO THROUCH PLATE

TO O SECTION

FIG . 2. --SHOWING ALTERATION TO FRAME FOR
BELT DRIVING .

at 2 h .-p. The cylinder being bored and piston
turned , I turned the rings for same. Two rings
were fitted and were carefully ground in their
slots, and gave every satisfaction in keeping the
piston gas tight. The flywheels were then turned ,
which wasrather a heavy job , testing the capabilities
of my small 31-in . centre lathe. Having finished
the engine I started on the tank which was made
from tough sheet tin . This tank holds the coil
and a 20 amp.-hour accumulator and is partitioned
off at the front to form a surface carburettor.

Aurust 16 , 1906 .
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The work was commenced with a view
of interesting certain apprentices in model
making.
The boiler is of copper, flanged

and riveted , and tested with water to 100 lbs.
and steam to 65 lbs. per sq. in . The boat,

which is driven by this engine and boiler,
is 4 ft. 6 ins. long, sufficient to carry the
T

weight of machinery on a draught of 21 ins.
forward and 4 ins. aft ; it is built of tin strips
on moulds, as described in “ Model Steamer

LO

Building." The lamp is a coil of f-in. brass
tube, making its own gas from a tank under
air pressure, and keeps a good head of steam
when the boat is under way. The propeller
is 4 ins. diameter, 10 ins. pitch , and drives
the boat at a good speed , but it has not yet
been tried on the “ measured mile."
A STEEL-MAKING company in Indiana has

given an order for eight gas engines of 3,000
h .-p .each ,capable of delivering 30,000 cubic ft.
Fig . 1. - MR. F . P . Cork's HOME-MADE MOTOR CYCLE.
A thin copper tube feeds the carburettor
with petrol from the tank behind the seat.
This tank holds enough petrol for about

of free air per minute to the furnaces which
pr duce the blast furnace gas, which , in its
turn , is also used to operate the engines.

seventy miles' running. I mightmention that
this carburettor has not given theleast trouble
and never fails to start even on a frosty
morning. Thecombined throttle and air valve
was made from sheet brass and brass tube,
and is clearly seen in the photograph. The
cycle was an ordinaryone, but after re
plaring two of the main tubes by tubes of
16 - gauge I found it to be of ample strength .
Not wishing to use a guide pulley for the belt
the frame had to be altered to allow the belt

to drive direct on to the belt rim . The sketch
shows clearly how this was done. A pair of
duplicate forks were fitted , made from iron
piping, the ends being flattened out and drilled
and clamped to the wheel spindle and crown
head , which of course is turned round for the
purpose. This machine has run over 1,000
miles, and the pleasure and satisf ction
derived from riding it has more than repaid

the trouble ofmaking it.

A Correction .
L

E

very much regret that owing to the

VV

severe pressure of work in getting
the last issue to press before the

August holiday, an obvious mistake has
occurred in connection with the article
on the first page of that number of THE

MÒDEL ENGINEER. With the description
of Mr. H . Stevens' launch engine and bɔiler
the illustrations of another contributor's
model were accidentally inserted , and to
make matters right we therefore include
herewith the correct photograph of Mr. H .
Stevens's plant. The pictures reproduced
on page 121 and 122 of the August 9th issue
were sent to us by Mr. David B . Smith . This
model engine and biler was made from
particulars published in the MODEL ENGI

NEER handbook, “ ModelSteamerMachinery."

MR. H . STEVENS' LAUNCH ENGINE AND BOILER.

(For description see pages 121 and 122 of last issue.)
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The Society of Model Engineers.
THE ANNUAL ALL-DAY EXCURSION,
FRIDAY , JULY 24TH .

By “ LOCOMOTIVE."
7 ISITING docks and dockyards would appear
to be the usualcustom of the model engineers
in spending a day together away from town.

August 16, 1906.

17° below the freezing point of water. However,
the first effects over, the visitors were able to intro
duce themselves to thesides of beef (killed ,itwas said ,
in the famous American city), salmon, game and
poultry all in a state of superlative stiffness,
butter which will be let loose somewhere near next
Christmas and other edible commodities entrusted
to the care of the Storage Company. Following
these evidences of chilly death the visitors inspected
the splendid ammonia plant used to preserve the
low temperature in the store
The source of power
is a battery of three Babcock
and Wilcox water - tube
rooms.

bɔilers, fitted with automatic
chain grates, one of which
boilers is arranged to be al
ways out of operation for
cleaning or repairs, themach
inery being at work practi
cally all the year round night
and day without cessation .
These boilers supply several
sets (five, as far as the writer
remembers) of horizontal tan
dem compound Corliss en
gines, each set being con
nected direct to a vertical
ammonia compressor, which

pumps this chemical com
pound up to a pressure of
about 120 lbs. per sq. in .
From

the compressor the

ammonia passes to the roof,
VIEW OF THE NEW “ TRAFALGAR ” Dock , SOUTHAMPTON .

where it is cooled by passing
through a series of vertical
gridirons of piping over which
cold water is constantly

However this may be, the
choice of a trip to Southamp
ton on the occasion of this
year's summer outing proved
entirely satisfactory to all
thosemembers who embraced
theopportunity offered . The
muster of members was well
up to previous standards,
some sixteen enthusiastic

model engineers of all ages
journeying by the 9.20 a.m .
London & South - Western
train from Waterloo . On
arrival at the Docks station
just before noon the party
made their way to fulfil the
first item on the programme
- namely , the viewing of the
extensive premises of the In
ternational Cold Storage and
Lairage Company. The depot
is situate on the banks of the
Southampton Water, within
the precincts of the L . and
S . W . R . docks, and comprise ;
very large cold storage roonis
and abattoirs . It was a
novel sensation to be trans

ferred from the more or less
summer temperature to at
mospheres varying from io to

AN AMERICAN LINER IN DRY Dock.
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falling, and is drawn off as a liquid to supply

the long lengths of piping in the refrigerating
rooms below . It is the expansion of the
ammonia in these pipes which creates the cold
atmosphere in the rooms, the act of expanding the
ammonia causing it to take the heat from its sur
roundings. The principle underlying the arrange
ments was clearly shown at the needle valves
placed just outside every room which supply
the ammonia at the reduced pressure to the re
frigerating pipes. On the one side, the smaller
supply - pipes containing the ammonia under pressure
did not show any signs of being either
above or below the normal tempera
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The third, and not the least interesting, event of
the pleasant day 's outing was the view over the
Union Castle liner, k'infauns Castle, which the next
day was due to sail for South Africa . This vessel
is one of the finest of the fleet, and all parts of the
ship were visited . Thanks are due to our conduc

tors, Mr. Graham , the second officer, and Mr. Kirk
wood , the fourth engineer, for the kind way in which
they explained everything connected with their
respective departments.
After tea and a stroll in the town the party re
turned to Waterloo by the 7-35 train . all the arrange

ture , but the outlet pipe on the other
with snow — the frozen moisture from
the atmosphere — to a considerable
thickness.
side of the valve was seen to be covered

The auxiliary engines, pumps, elec
tric lighting plant,and the new depart

ment for recovering the oil from the
offal from the neighbouring lairage
belonging to the Company, also cccu
pied the attention of the members, the
explanations and answers to multitu
dinous questions so kindly offered by
Mr. Ferguson, the engineer-in -charge,
rendering the inspection of the mach
inery of this clean and excellently kept
establishment all the more interesting
to the visitors.

The programme then said — “ lunch ."
This was served in good style at the

“ Crown " Hotel, in the High Street,
and all the members appeared to do
justice to it with equal enthusiasm to
that displayed during other periods
of the day. No sooner this function

over, we sallied forth to make
was
the grand tour of the extensive and

'THE MEMBERS ON BOARD THE “ KINFAUNS CASTLE.”
Photos by ]

[H . Greenly, Mem . S M .E .

South -Western Company under the guidance of the

ments made by committee and secretary having in

genial Mr. Corben , who is quay and estate inspec
tor, and one of the drawing-office assistants of the
mechanical engineer.
The Southampton docks are exceptionally well
situated within the perfectly sheltered harbour
(one of the best lighted in the kingdom ), and have

every way worked out to the comfort and enjoy
ment of the members, for which services they are

the unusual natural advantage of double tides,
with practically four hours of high water every
tide. The Empress dock, which covers 181 acres,
has an entrance 165 ft. wide, with a minimum depth
on low -water spring tides of 26 ft., and is the only
dock in the country where deep-water loading
and discharging berths can be reached by vessels

New South Wales. - A Society has recently
been

well-equipped docksof the London and

at any time of the day or night irrespective of the
state of the tide. There is also an outer dock of

16 acres and an inner dock of 10 acres ; the quays
at present complete equally a distance of 15,000
linear feet. There are several dry docks : the new

Trafalgar dock , the pumping machinery of which
the visitors inspected , being an exceptionally fine
example. The depth at highest tide is 33 ft .,
length over all 875 ft., and lengths on blocks
836 ft. It is served by the 50 -ton electric travelling
crane shown in the photograph. The Prince of
Wales' dock is slightly smaller, but its immense
size may be judged from the ease with which it en
sconced the large American liner depicted on the

opposite page.

asked to receive the thanks of all present at
Southampton .
Crlonial Society .

formed meeting at Summer Hill, Sydney ,
N .S . W . Persons living in the colony desiring to
join should communicate with ROBERT L . LAXTON ,

Hon . Sec., 118, Victoria Street, Lewisham , N .S . W .
NOVEL RAILWAY BUILDING. — A building which
permits of extensive railway traffic on the first floor
has just been constructed by the North -Eastern
Railway Company at Newcastle-on -Tyne. The

structure is built entirely in Hennebique ferro
concrete, and contains low and high -level goods
stations, as well as great warehouse accommoda
tion. The high - level goods station occupies the
whole of the first floor, and measures 430 ft. by
180 ft. It is provided with tracks for six goods
trains, eight massive turntables , nunierous capstans,
heavy travelling and other cranes, and , in addition ,

the floor has to carry a load of more than 12,000
tons, making a total dead and live load not far short

of 20 ,000 tons.
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Practical Letters from Our
Readers.

August 16, 1906.

Queries and Replies.
Atention
is especially directed to the first condition given below ,
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the

11 . Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of prachical and mutual Interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume, 4 destred but the ton
name and address of the sender MUST inrarlably be attached ,

aleto o pen

Though not necessarily intended for publication .)

Home-made Refrigerators .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR - I should be obliged if any of your
readers who has made such an appliance could
tell me anything about the construction of a small
simple freezing machine. I have a small water
motor, about 7 ins. diameter, and perhaps I could
use this in some way for compressing air (or any
other gas), then cooling it and letting it expand .
Any suggestions will bewelcomed on the point.
Yours truly ,
W . H . WEBB.
Belfast.

directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope..
Queries on subjects within the scope of this Journal are replied to

marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query

by post under the following conditions - ( 1) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper

only . and the sender's name MUST be in .
scribed on the back . (2 ) Queries should be accompanied
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches , and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3) A stamped addressed entelope (not post-card )
should intariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue . ( 4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually clapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
an onswer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published . The
insertion of replics in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
Au Qucries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL

ENGINEER, 26 – 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Stred , London , E .C .]
The following are selected from the Oueries which have been r

Clapham Steam and Sailing Club.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - Your readers may be interested to
l now that a new model
club is now
being formed at Clapham . steamboat
Last Tuesday evening
a meeting was held at the Alex
andra Hotel, Clapham Common ,
with regard to forming a club ,
and twenty -four gentlemen, all
model steamboat owners,handed
in their names for membership .
This, you will see, is a very
good start, and we think when
it bec mes thoroughly known
we shall have no difficulty in
increasing themembership to at

lo recently :
( 16 ,220
50 - watt Dynamo, F . T . (Losells) writes : I
think of making a Lahmeyer type dynamo, and would like you to
send mewindings for same. I enclose particulars ofthe field-magnet.
The armature has twelve slots, and is 2 1- 16th ins. diameter
by 2 ins. long, leaving 1-32nd in , air-gap ; commutator has also
twelve segments. Iwant a shuntmachine for accumulator charging ,

+ 386 end plates I

least fifty . Wehave a very fine
pond at Clapham for sailing pur
poses - viz., the Long Pond, and
wehope to get extensive improve
ments carried out.
All during this summer there
have been at least seven or eight
steamboats sailing on Saturday
evenings on the Pond, and all

descriptions of boats have been
shown — viz., from Mr. Arkell's
petrol boat to a big liner 10 ft.
Dng.

overy 16220
FIELD-MAGNET FOR 50 -WATT LAHMEYER DYNAMI.

Should any of your readers be interested in this
club and will communicate with me at the address
below I shall be very pleased to give them further
particulars.

Needless to say we intend going for THE MODEL
hopes of bringing them both back to Clapham .

ENGINEER 's medals this year, and have sanguine

Yours truly,

GEORGE J. YOUNG ,Hon . Sec .,

Clapham Steam and Sailing Club,
(pro tem .).
7, Old Park Avenue, Nightingale Lane,
Balham , S. W .
A VERY successful exhibition of working models
has been held at the Hague under the auspices of
the Dutch Model Engineers' Society, “ Vereeniging
van Amateurs-Méchaniciens Archimedes," and , in
addition to exhibits of the private model makers,

several English manufacturers were represented .

and should like it to be 6 volts. I should like to know also whether
carbon or copper gauze brushes are the best to use for this dynamo,
and what would be the output of the machine full load ? Also ,
please give me size of wheel and number and shape of buckets for
a water motor capable of driving same from 50 lbs. pressure of
water.
Armature , No 19 S . W .G . , about 1 lb ., will be required. Field

magnets -use 24 lbs. same gauge wire, and connect in shunt. C'se
copper gauze brushes preferably . Output, about 50 watts. A

1your
h .-p.motor,
as described in December 15th , 1901, issue, would suit
requirements best.

[9 .839) Small Voltmeter for 210 volts. H . K . (Herne Hill )
writes : I should like to make a small voltmeter of the same kind as
that described in THE MODEL ENGINEER for April ist, 1902, page
149, but want it, if possible, to read to , say, 210 volts. Would you
oblige me by answering the following question ? What quantity
and what gauge of wire must I wind on the bobbin ; and can the
instrument be used with a small spiral spring attached to the front
end of the bobbin instead of the weight shown in the drawing. to
obviate the necessity of levelling ?
Probably the best course to take will be to make the voltmeter
as described in the article, using the same winding , and then to add
an external resistance to enable the instrument to be used with 210
volts. The writer does not state theweight ofwire used for winding
the bobbin , so that the amount of extra resistance cannot
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be calculated : he states that he added wire to the coil

until have
the toresults
were ten
satisfactory.
resistancecf
will
be about
and a half The
timesexternal
the resistance
the
bobbin
suitable
for
20
volts
;
the
wire
should
of
single silk , or cotton -covered German silver, or Eureka, or besome
sinilar
-resistance wire,
shouldcanbebepreferably
aı
cpenhighrectangular
frame,andwhich
enclosed wound
in a boxon
with
perforated besideswound
to allow
the heat the
to get away readily
. onHalfin
the wire
on , and
wound
the
reverseshould
direction , so that
it is then
doubled remainder
back on itself
: this
is
to get rid of self-induction as much as possible ; this resistance
is connected in series with the bobbin of the voltmeter. If you care
toto try
and wind the bobbia of the voltmeter with wire fine enoug
do without an external resistance, then try No. 42 S.c .c. copper
wire,
and
on enough
a satisfactory
very
finewire is,put
however,
difficultto togethandle,
and for a reading
given size; ofthisbobbin
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(16,338]
R . J.questions
J. (Basingstoke)
writes
answer me the following
throug.1
: WillCharging
you kindly Accumulators.
your valuable paper. ( 1) Is there any reason why accumulators
should not be charged or discharged in parallel ? ( 2) I understand
that incandescent lamps will adapt themselves to different ratios
of volts to amperes provided the number of watts remains constant.
This does not apply to accumulators when being charged , does it ?
( 3) In your handbook on Small Accumulators you say that for eac i
cell to be charged one must have, at least, an E .M .F . of 2'5. Now ,
does? it (4matter
there accumulator
are, say, 3 oris 6runvoltsdown
charging
per
cell
) If a if4-volt
to 3 .8 E .Mis .itF .best
to start charging with 4 volts and gradually work up to 5 or to
start straight away with 5 ? (5 ) Does the answer to No. 4 apply

in the case of amperes ?
(1) Ne; but something depends on circumstances. (2) N .
A lamppressure
of, say, is100within
volts5 canper orcent,
should
only besideusedof on100.a circuit
whose
on either
(3) If
you
use
a
higher
voltage,
then
you
force
a bigger current throug.1
the cell, because

C= E
Where EC -== current
applied ;voltage;

voltageoforcell.back E .M .F . ;
Re === back
Resistance

(4) You could safely start with 5 volts. (5) No.
-watt Fourwrites
-pole: Would
DynamoyouWindings,
H .(15,969]
P . (Gorton350, Manchester)
please obligeEtc.
me
ExternalResistance covbled
back in winding

with particulars ofwindings, etc., of the machine ofwhich I enclose

Vg'wide
210 Vol's

Query 9839
DIAGRAM OF NON -INDUCTIVE EXTERNAL RESISTANCE
FOR SMALL VOLTMETER FOR 210 VOLTS.
will
not giveweight
so muchbypower
as ;theit No.
36 gauge.
can form
replaceas
the gravity
a spring
should
be of theYousame

the hair -spring of a watch , that is, a spiral, and bemadeof phosphor.
bronze or some non -magaetic material. You might compromise
the winding by using, say, No. 38 gauge for the bobbin coil, in order
to have a smaller external resistance ; if it then required 40 volts
to get a good maximum reading, your externalresistance would have
to be about five times the resistance of the bobbin coil. The ex

83 "

ternal resistance should have its halves wound one on the top of

the other, with some insulation between the layers where they
press.
They are shown side by side in the sketch for clearness.
(16,224) Automatic Cut- out. F . W . (Peckham ) writes

Will you please inform me if it is essential to have the mains of the:
charging current connected to the cups of mercury as depicted in
Mr. some
Cyril Turner's illustraticn of the automatic cut-in and cut
out
weeks ago ? I ask you
because I have bought a
small charging board with a pair ofthis" meters
the mains
connected so that the voltmeter can be switched" with
to show the
strength , then off to the ammeter to let the currentin flow
. I have
made the cut-out to the author' s description , with a 4 -volt
lamp

asthetheleverauxiliary
at 4 vcltsresistance.
and lettingIt goanswers
when admirably,
the current holding
is under,down
but

Section
19 Pole
pieceof

Mercury

Gvery 15969
3' FOUR-POLE DYNAMO FIELD -MAGNET.

Lulele
cellstobe charged
Dynamog cells
chargun

every 16224
CONNECTIONS FOR AUTOMATIC CUT-OUT.
I have not disturbed the connections. In an earlier part of the
series “ Home Electric Lighting,"
the author describing the

battery says one cell is capable of giving 3 amps, at nearly 3 shunt
volts
pressure for ten hours. As this seems such a constant and powerful

source
source of current,
crion withwould
the cuyout-ouadvise
t it for charging accumulators

sketch.
I wish to get an output of 50 volts 7 amps, at 2,000 revs.
per minute ; the armature to be former wound in twenty -three
sections and four sets of carbon brushes on commutator, and also

a compound winding on the fields. Is the design good or poor ?
Do
you think the above output too heavy for the size ofmachine ?
The castings are in iron . I have no desire to run the machine
above the 2,000 revs., as it will be direct coupled to a t-h .- p . steam
engine. Please
whatI have
size ofthem
slots insulated
I should have
armature
stampings
: and say
should
from inshaft
with
brass spider or bush ?
If you have the smallest practicable clearance between armature
teeth
polesound,
faces, you
and may
the ironbe ofwhich
magnet
made
is goodandand
just abletheto field
obtain
the isdesired

output at about 2,000 revs. per minute . For a two-circuit series

source ofof supply
sto be chandargethed.
the source
One mercury cup is connected toto the
other completes the circuit through accumulator to be charged .

wiading on the armature use No. 20 gauge d . c .c . copper wire
abcut it lbs. will be requiredwind twenty-four turns into each

work,
to is experience
good for constant
you refer
Webelieve
ourselves.
with it load
practical
not hadto any
havethebattery
but
some questions on the subject in these
replied
author
Tae we
columns a short timeago, which may assist you if you read them .

slot ; this will give twelve turns per coil and two coils per slot.
Slots
should be in .wide by in . deep ; wire must be close covered
to get in so many turns. Armature is, of course, to be drum pat.
teru : stampings need not be insulated from shaft with brass.
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For ona shunt
fieldit-magnetwinding
copper
wire;
each poleuse; No.23
get
aboutother.
lbs.Theon series
all compound
coilsgauge
joined
to bes.c.c.
incanseries
with
each
winding
coils
for
be
ascertained by the method
THE MODEL
given in

ENGINEER for

August

31st, 1905, page 201 ; or you can try a layer of No. 14
gauge D .c.c.
on eachbutpoleyouascannot
an experiment.
the design
sufficiently
good,
be sure ofWeconsider
an exact speed
; this

can only be found by trial.

. G . S. 7(Coventry)
on Block block
Signalling
(16,369]I wishBook
telegraph
tomake
as used?
writes:
on this subject
you recommend
a bookinstrument,
Couldamodel
on our railways.
" Block Signalling," by J. Pigg, price 5s. 4d. post free, would suit
your requirements.
Chucking
Disc.-metal,E.which
(16,282]
F . (Queen
's Park)
three solid
I have
turningwrites
discs in gun
I intend
up for:
locomotive wheel patterns. The largest (4 ins.) completely covers

the slots in faceplate, and, as the disc is solid , I do not see exactly
how to clamp it down for turning. I have tried recessing the
disc in
a block of wood , screwed from back of faceplate, but it does

not seem to hold it firm enough. should
disc is to be dished
out both
sides, and spokes cut in same. I The
be much obliged if you
will help me out of the difficulty.

August 16 , 1900. j

In its normal
being position
turned , as shown in Fig. 1, the machine will permit

of work centres, but upby withdrawing
swinging 14 ins.
to 8 } ins. in beddiameter
between
shaft and
in lower socket and attaching extension centre piece tore-inserting
tailstock ,

its capacity is increased to 14 lins. in diameter, and perfectalignment
is maintained in the various adjustments. If it is desired to work
up to a greater capacity, by removing the shaft bed and also shelf

table, and placing in position the auxiliary tool rest, the capacity
the lathe may be increased up to 36 ins. in diameter, as illustratedof
on . The headstock mandrel is hollow all through , to take in
- in , round material, and has four speeds. Thelback end ofman
drel carries an emery wheel sit
forivetool
drill grinding,
is ma ofor a buffing
buffing oro
polishing an
attachment.
Then sensitive drill is mounted on the main
r
d
s
ha
fou
ste
standard
and
adjustments
has four step
for the work table ; the
drillis
in Fig. 2 , which picture shows a 22- in . wheel pattern being operated

actuated from a driving pulley attached to the head
drill
stock ismandrel. It has
speeds, and a capacity up to in , holes.
unique
feature
A very effective four

and press drill is attached
is the a sawing
To the frame of the
hinged attachment.
arm having
the necessary device: for gripping and taking care of the upstroke

Fig . 1. ,

a0g_e4n
Query. 16282
Fig . 2.
TURNING Disc FOR WHEEL PATTERN .
There are several ways in which you can get over the difficulty .
The simplest method would be perhaps to mount the wheel on a
fit, and if
is no objection the
The ina adrel should be a
disc may be soldered on to it. Possibly you can arrange to drill
three or four holes in the disc at points which will ultimately be

mandrel running between the lathe centres, as shown in Fig. I.
driving
there
between the spokes, and in these holes fit some +-in . studs, which

holes in the faceplate, or, if
specially
may pass through
through the slots.made
convenient,
With proper care you will be able
to reverse the studs and accurately turn the back of the disc.

The News of the Trade.
have been based on actual
asterisk
• Reviews
inspection ofby thethegoods
Editorialdistinguished
noticed.
• A Novel Combination Lathe. matter
Amateur mechanics with indifferent facilities
in the

of
workshop
at a lossthis todifficulty
are oftenKnowing
determine
machinee
whatMacintyr
tools they space
shall instal.
Messrs.
and Christopher have introduced a patent combination machine

which very neatly provides in one structure a lathe of wide scope,
fretsaw
a drilling
and grinding spindle,toand
, a buffing
small
vice machine,
applicati
bench . The
on of the severalmachines
forma
a condensed whole is accomplished in a very ingenious manner.
The range ofoperation possible in the lathe is very large, the capacity
being from o to 36 ins, or more in diameter
swing. The sawing
device is also a most unique arrangem suitable
for either wood
ent
or metals. The machine possesses various new features,

designed so that the change from one job to another (whereandtheis
operations cannot be done simultaneously ) may be made expe
ditiously without too much " spanner work." The machine
solidly and substantially constructed of the bestmaterial throughis
carries a headstock of novel and special
.. out. The main standard
construction ,having a detachable feathered lathe bed shaft of cylin

drical section , to which is attached the tool carriage and tailstock.

CHRISTOPHER's
1. - MESSRS.
Fig . PATENT
COMBINMACINTYRE
ATION MACHIN& E Tool : VIEW
SHOWING COMPLETE MACHINE.
of the saw . To the tool carriage of the bed shaft is immediately

attachable the saw table base . This has a reciprocating device to
of the saw
lower endheadstock
is attached and operated by an
which thefitted
mandrel, so that by swinging the
eccentric
to
mentioned and connecting saw blade,
arm over the table already
a most efficient tool is immediately ready for action. The table

top is arranged to tilt to a suitable angle if required to give a bevel
cut. The capacity of the saw is through 2 ins. hard wood , and
metals accordingly . Another novel feature of the machine is the

collapsible
small tool cabinet, forming substantial work-bench ,
with
21-in . vice in position when open a, and all under lock and
in other forms,
key when closed. This tool cabinet is also madeprovided
with or
as shown in Fig . 3. The hollow steel mandrel is
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firm are forprepared
to supply
any lengths
required,
suitable,are all
for
instance,
lorg dowels
, stair rails,
posts, etc.
The parts

interchangeable, and can be immediately duplicated .
In illustration on side table are shown samples ofwork turned and

finished on this machine :
Shallowvase
stern bowl .
Bottle

Height.
Diameter.
6 by 14
15
u

by
by

8
12

Urn bowl
Stair rail post . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 by. I
Another distinct and important feature of the machine is that

the tool-bearing end of themandre is so fitted that a simple chuck is
made to accurately fit the end oflthe mandrel, and held in position
by a suitable set-screw ; thus it becomes a very simple operation
for the user to fit any special chuck required , obviating the expense

which would accrue if the machine was supplied with a screw -nosed
mandre
l. Themachine is well adapted for brass , bone, ivory , and

wood workers ,model and pattern makers , and other industrial uses.

Fig . PATENTCOMBINATION
2. - MESSRS. MACINTYRE
& CHRISTOPHER's
MACHINE SHOWN TURNING
A 22 -IN . DIAMETER WHEEL PATTERN .

without
composition
bearings
to take
wear
and tear,adjustable
and whilehard
of long
life in first
instance,
theseuparethereadily
renewable at a moderate cost. The feather steel lathe bed shaft
suppliedwith the combination will permit of 14 ins. swing between
centres, but for work requiring greater length of bed -shaft, the

Fig . 3. — THE LATHE WITHOUT COMBINATION
ACCESSORIES.
while its numerous adyantages will equally commend it for service
to amateur mechanics whose work is of a very varied character.

The machines are excellently made from standard jigs and tools,
so that parts are interchangeable and general accuracy is assured ,

New Catalogues and Lists.
s . Holmes & Co ., of Albion Works, Bradford, Yorks, are
issuing neatly printed cards illustrating and pricing the various
forms in which they manufacture the “ Gem " twist drill grinders

and drilling machines, which they will be pleased to send to any

reader who is on the look -out for a tool of either of the above kinds,

FIG . 4.WITH
- SAMPLES
OFWOOD-TURNING ACCOMPLISHED
THE PATENT COMBINATION LATHE,

W . Macmillan & Co., Alloa, N . B ., call our attention to their
list of petrol launch motors and accessories, which they will be
pleased to send to any reader of THE MODEL ENGINEER on receipt
of a penny stamp.
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T . M . F . (Coleraine). - Examine piston and cylinder
for wear ; also all bearings ; condition of valves.
and gear wheels, etc. A piece of gauze in the
supply pipe from carburettor to enzine will
eliminate danger from back fires. If you are not
conversant with motors you would be well
advised to get an independent opinion from
sɔmeengineer ; or failing this, a written guarantee
and valve seats, and the valve gear , such as cams

T the moment of going to press we have
A

received several further letters on the subject
of our “ Speed Boat Competition ," and in

view of the various opinions therein expressed
we have thought fit to postpone the settlement
of the conditions of the competition until
these letters appear in our columns. We may

add , however, that we shall no doubt extend the
date of the competition so that those who have
yet to completely finish and try their boats may
find time to get ready for the final speed tests.

from the party who is selling motr.
G . J. C. B . (Calcutta ). - Mr. G . Norman , 1/ 1
Vansittart Row , Calcutta , will be pleased to hear
from you on the subject of modelmaking.
A . C . BROWN (Bungay). - Many thanks for the

picture post-card of yourmodel locomotive. No,
we will endeavour not to forget the “ latheless
ones ” in our next Workshop Problem Compe

As we have announced in other parts of our
Journal, the stock of excellent locomotive plates
and drawings which we have been offering to our
readers at absurdly low prices is now nearly
exhausted , and those who have not availed
themselves of this chance of obtaining copies
of these very useful engravings should order
without delay. We would specially recommend
the railway carriage drawings to readers who
build model rolling-stock. Such drawings are
otherwise difficult to obtain , and should satisfy
the needs of many of those querists who have in
the pastwritten to us for railway carriage drawings
which we have been unable to supply . In addition ,
there are severalengravings which will becomevalu
able as time rolls on ,and in this connection we may
mention that of the cld G . W .R . broad gauge locomo
tive, “ The Lord of the Isles,” which was recently

broken up aiSwindon,after havingbeen preserved by
the Company for many years.
The recent correspondence with reference to
electric shocks obtained from engine driving-belts
will doubtless be fresh in the minds of themajority
of our readers, and those who are specially interested
in the subject may be referred to the article which
is contained in the current issue of the Engineer-in
Charge. In case any reader is notable to obtain the

tition .

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be di tinetly stated, when sending contribution , whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an « ppointment in advance.
This Journal will be sert post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance . Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order .

Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager. How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
paper, and all new apparatus and price lists, etc., for review , to be
EDITOR . The Model Engineer." - 29, Poppin ' s
addressed
to THE

"

26

Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to bo
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Bagi
Deer." 26 -29 , Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London . B .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of tho
paper and books to be addressed to PercivalMarshall & Co., 26 - 20,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London . E .C .

Sole Agents ior United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and

Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street New York , U .S . A ., to whom

all subscriptions from these ountries should be addressed .
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A Model Paddle Steamer with Diagonal Engines.
By H . J. Dawson .
required , and sawed it across into ten divisions,
1 steamer I have just completed that may
and then made wood templates of full size from
interest some readers of “ Ours." I made
them , one for each section , and fastened them
the engines in 1897 simply as models, without any
securely to a plank about 7 ins. apart and then
intention at that time of making a boat. The
built the boat on them . The hull consists of 40
engines are a pair of diagonal direct acting, with
zinc plates, the fore and aft joints being lapped
cylinders 2 ins. by if ins., fitted with Walschaerts
over and soldered on each edge, and the vertical

THE photographs herewith are of a model paddle

Fig . 1. - A VIEW OF MR. H . J. Dawsov's MODEL PADDLE
STEAMBOAT AFLOAT.

valve-gear, similar to that fitted in the Belle and
other steamers ;

they exhaust into a tank , from

whence the accumulation of water is drawn by
a feed pump and delivered to the boiler. The
dimensions of the boat are as follows : length ,
6 ft. 21 ins., by 10 -in . beam ; extreme breadth over
sponsons, i ft. 97 ins.; depth from deck to keel,

4 } ins.; from top of funnel to keel, i ft. 6 ins. I
first made a small wood model the exact shape

joints fitted with internal butt straps ; it is streng
thened by eight ribs of heavy zinc and the water
tight bulkhead ofwood . The keel is of iron sheathea
in zinc . The paddles are 72 ins. diameter, with
eight feathering floats, each float being of ins.
by 4f ins., and the feathering effected by an eccentric
placed on the sponson . The wheels are cast from
a pattern I made, and the floats are of zinc. I
did not use the boiler shown in the view of the
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machinery , aswill no doubt be observed , as I found
it too large, so I constructed an entirely new one ;
it is of copper and of simple design, but I found
it very efficient (see photograph , Fig . 3, page 171 ).
I bored the cylinders and turned the crankshaft
(a built-up one) on a lathe that a local bicycle
repairer allowed me to use (you can guess the
condition the lathe was in by his allowing a stranger

to use it !), but the whole of the smaller gear, feed
pump, boiler fittings, etc., were made on a lathe
I constructed with an old Singer sewing-machine,
upon which I also turned the patterns.
I may add that the speed the boat developed
exceeded my antic pations, but I have not had an
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The Latest in Engineering.
A Powerful Pump. - A test was made at Leith
Docks recently of a new centrifugal steam pump
that is being added to the salvage plant of the East
Coast Salvage Company. The pump is of Messrs.
Gwynne & Co.'s " Învincible " type, but has been

specially constructed and equipped to meet the
salvage company' s requirements in connection
with the raising of large vessels. It has just been
fitted on the salvage steamer Wrecker. During
the trials water was pumped from the bottom of

the dock , as it would from the hold of a submerged
vessel, and discharged over the other side of the
salvage steamer at the rate of about 12 tons a
minute. The special feature of the pump is that

it is designed to raise and discharge, along with
the water, any gravel, sand, coal, or other hard
substances that may be in the hold of the wrecked
vessel. It has a steel star disc 2 ft. 6 ins. in dia
meter, with plate fans, and steel sleeves over the

spindle. The pump sides are lined with chilled
plates, and the cylinder is 9 } by 8 ins. There is

a special arrangement of hand holes, with large
covers, so that the inside can be reached , and the

disc, etc., removed without breaking the joints
in either the suction or delivery pipes.

New Motor Cab . - A new type of motor cab
Its most
prominent features are the transmission of the
power of the petrol engine to the fore wheels, which

has been invented by Mr. T . Ridge.

are also the steering wheels. The power is supplied
by a four-cylinder vertical petrol -engine placed
transversely under the driver's seat — which is
front of the body of the cab — which transmits
motion to a countershaft and gear- box by a silent
chain . From this shaft another chain transmits
motion to a sprocket wheel surrounding the differ
ential gear on the front axle. The gear is of the

epicylic type with two speeds and reverse, all
operated by the driver's foot. The back road
wheels are of the usual hansom size - 4 ft. 6 ins.,
and the front drivers 2 ft. 6 ins.

The large rear

wheels conduce to easy motion , and it is claimed
that the arrangement of the drive on the front
wheels does not detract from the adhesion necessary
for hill climbing.
An American Electric Steel Furnace. in the United States is in use for melting steel for

What is claimed to be the first electric steel furnace
Fig . 4. — DIAGONAL ENGINES FOR MODEL PADDLE
STEAMER.

opportunity of a really fair test, as I have no large
pond available near enough at hand. I was obliged to
try her in the local stream (the Ravensbourne), which
is full of sharp bends, and I believe the longest
straight stretch of which is not more than 50 ft.

A NEW internal combustion engine, known as the
Parsons marine motor, has been designed to use
either paraffin or petrol, and in recent trials it has
been found to consume less than one-tenth of a
gallon per horse-power hour. No external vaporiser is
used , nor any lamp for starting , the valve gearbeing
so arranged that the heat of the exhaust vaporises
the oil, one valve being placed within the other.

use in saw blades, etc., the composition of the steel
being the same as in the ordinary crucible process ,
in order to allow of a direct comparison of results.
The tests thus far made show that the electrically
melted steel fully meets the requirements as to the
high quality necessary for such purposes. The

furnace is of the Colby induction type, which was
adopted for the reason that it gives absolute control

of temperatures, uniform heating of the entire
charge, and no possibility of the introduction of
foreign matter — such as carbon - into the steel,

as is said to be the case with the resistance and arc
type of furnace. The furnace is an electric trans
former or induction coil, in which the metal is

arranged as a closed ring in the annular opening
of the crucible. The crucible itself is a ring en
circling the central member of a laminated iron
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FIG . 3. — MR. H . J. Dawson 's MODEL PADDLE STEAMER,
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core which extends across the top, two sides, and
circuit. This core is converted into a powerful

bottom of the crucible, forming a closed magnetic

magnet of alternating polarity by passing an alter
nating current of low amperage through a con
ductor surrounding its central member, and this
induces a current of electricity in the metal to be
melted of sufficient amperage quickly to raise it
to the melting point. There are no electrodes,

and there is no contact between the primary and
secondary circuits. The usual charge is 150 lbs.,
the cast ingot weighing about 100 lbs., and thus
leaving about 50 lbs. ofmolten metal after teeming.
To this is added fresh metal for the next charge.
The melting of the charge takes about twenty
minutes, and then forty minutes are required
to bring the heat into proper condition for casting.
Furnaces of 3 to 6 tons capacity are now to be
built.

An Improved Friction Brake Dynamometer .
-- A device to facilitate the estimation of the turn
ing moment and the brake horse -power of revolving
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various diameters. The adjustment of the resist
ance,. requisite to take up the power of the motor
and maintain a steady speed , causes an alteration
of the tension at both ends of the strap, the differ
ence between them automatically adjusting itself
to balance the effective driving force of the engine,
and the magnitude of that force is determined by

taking the reading of the indices of both springs and
subtracting the smaller from the greater.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
To Turn Small Rods Between Centres.
By A . HENLEY.

A difficulty which frequently confronts the
amateur who has not a slide-rest and self-centreing
chuck is to accurately turn a piece of f-in . or smaller

rod. It can easily be done between centres in
the following manner. Two pieces of metal bar
AMS
Lothe centre LA

TURNING SMALL RODS BETWEEN CENTRES.
A and B about 4 in . diameter and i in . long are
drilled longitudinally with a hole exactly the size
of the rod. Oneend of each is countersunk to fit
the lathe centres and the rod is inserted in the other
end for about in ., as in D D . The rod is now
securely fixed by means of a bead of solder, as in
SS. It is now mounted between centres. In
addition to being held truly the large pieces A and
B give the carrier a perfect grip. In the drawing
one centre point is omitted in order to show the
manner of making the end pieces. They can be

used again and again if, ueat d with care. "
Drilling Large Holes.
By S. O . JOHNSON .
A very simple method of drilling large holes in a
small drilling machine may be accomplished

COLLIVS' PORTABLE BRAKE DYNAMOMETER.

motors, has been invented by Mr. E . J. Collins, of
Westcombe Park , London . In this brake, as is
usual, a strip of suitable material is caused to
embrace the pulley of the motor. Means are
provided for adjusting the tightness of the embrace ,
and also means for ascertaining the tension of the
strap at its two ends. The spring balance A is
subjected to the minor tension, and is supported
by means of a chain from the horizontal member

FOP Work

of the frame. The spring balance B is subjected
to the major tension, and is suspended , as shown
in the diagram , by a hook from a screwed rod ,
which fits loosely in a carrier. It will be seen that
vertical adjustment is made by turning the hand
wheel. Bymeans of the slot-way in the horizontal

DRILLING LARGE HOLES.

member, the device is adaptable to pulleys of

Work

in the following manner. A is a steel rod with
a square hole cut in it at thebottom for the cutter D ,
which is made of square tool steel with the cutter
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part F forged to shape and set by nut B ; the
shank E and the guide C must be turned down to
a shoulder. A hole the size of the guide C must
first be drilled in the work and then the cutter

Self-Reverser for Electric Loco
motives and Tramcars.

adjusted to the size of the hole to be cut.
Moisture -Resisting Glue Cements.
By “ Ex-APPRENTICE ."
Ordinary glue may be rendered impervious to

By R . B . VERNEY.
THIS apparatus enables electric locomotives,
I etc., to be controlled and reversed from a
distant point, without any additional con
ductor. The drawing shows the reverser adapted
for attachment to the under side of a locomotive
or tramcar ; it can of course be used in any con
venient position . Fig . I shows a side elevation
of the reverser ; to avoid confusion the brushes
and bearings of the commutator are omitted .
M is the electro -magnet, consisting of an iron core

moisture in any of the following ways :- (1) Take
by weight 4 parts of powdered glue, 4 parts of black
resin , and I part of red ochre mix with the least
possible quantity of water. (2) Four parts of glue,
i part of boiled oil, and I part of oxide of iron.
(3) One part of glue, and i part of powdered chalk
dissolved in a sufficient quantity of skimmed milk .

A Useful Saw .
By B . L .
The accompanying sketch shows a handy saw
that can be easily made out of an old hacksaw
blade and a piece of sheet brass. The brass is bent

provided with iron pole pieces ( M ) at each end, and
two bobbin ends. The winding of this magnet
must be arranged to suit the particular motor

for which it is used . The winding is preferably
in series with the motor, and the wire should be
just capable of carrying the motor current. A

shunt winding could be used if the voltage of supply
was rather low , but
the magnet need
not absorb more
than 2 volts if
connected in series.
A is an iron arma
ture, pivoted at C ;

- - USING UP OLD HACKSAW BLADES.

the base is of course

in the shape of a U , and the hacksaw blade put in ,
and the whole squeezed together in the vice. The
end is then filed to a point, and inserted in a handle.
The saw is very useful for slotting the heads of
screws, cutting very small keyways, etc.

Brazing Aluminium .
By the new “ Posno ” system of brazing alu
minium it is claimed a joint is obtained equal

cut away to allow of this . An arm attached to A
carries the quadrant Q , which may be a segment,
cut from an old clock wheel, containing about six
or eight teeth . It must be set concentric with a
circle struck from the pivot C . The quadrant
gears into the pinion P , which runs free on the
commutator spindle. To the pinion is attached
an L -shaped piece of brass, one end of which carries

in tensile strength to the original metal before
rupture. All that is necessary is to clean the parts

CO

carefully beforehand, to form a bevelled chase or
V -cut, and to bring the pieces firmly together,
then to fill up the voids by a bar of special brazing

composition supplied for the purpose, and by this
means also to stop up holes and cracks. As soon
as the brazing substance has melted, which indicates

that the proper temperature is reached , it is ad

visable to use a soldering bit (preferably one of cop

We

per ) to work it well into the joint. Care must
be taken throughout the whole of these operations
to keep up the heat and to avoid the effect of cold
currents of air until the brazed joint cools down .

Fig . 1. - REVERSING ARRANGEMENT FOR
ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES.

This new process is said to remove all difficulties
hitherto encountered in brazing aluminium .

the weight W , and the other the pawl R . The pawl

For the Bookshelf.

is fast on the commutator spindle.
Fig . 2 shows the commutator. This consists of
two pieces of -in . brass tube, which have two

TURNING FOR BEGINNERS. By J. Lukin , B .A .

flatsshown
filed .on They
them soarethat
they onfit into
one of
another,
as
driven
a piece
fibre,

London : Guilbert Pitman . Price is, 6d . net ;
postage ad .
There is really nothing very much more in this
work than can be found in other books written on
the subject of Turning for Beginners. The lathe
and accessories, also the tools required both for

engages the four-toothed ratchet wheel E , which

which is mounted on a spindle. Care should be
taken that there is ample space between the two
portions of the commutator, and it is essential that
the latter be mounted perfectly true on the spindle.

The commutator really consists of a four-section

metal and wood are described and illustrated with

commutator having its opposite segments short
circuited and connected to two slip rings. A

a few hints as to the choice of a lathe. Simple
examples of ornamental work , such as lattice work ,

fibre washer should be introduced between the

spindles, vases, plaques, etc., are illustrated by
plain line drawings.

while the pinion and its counterweight and paw.

commutator and the ratchet wheel, and the spindle
is mounted in two bearings so as to rotate freely,
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is loose on the spindle, without having too much
end play.
Four brushes are now required . These are best
made of light steel spring tipped with copper gauze.
Two of these press on the slip -ring portion , the
other two on the commutator ; these latter must

be set at 90 degs., so that they bear on adjacent
segments simultaneously .
Matters must be so arranged that when the
weight is raised the armature A is in contact with
the poles of the magnet. A stop must be arranged

August 23, 1906 .

into several sections, and wires feeding each section
run to the controlling switchboard. In this way
endless combinations can be arranged , and shunting
and other operations carried out from the distant
point of control. A resistance may of course be
used on circuit to vary the speed. It will be noticed
that the commutator only moves when current
is off ; therefore there is no sparking possible, and

no trouble with the brushes. The size illustrated
is sufficient for an ordinarymodel tramcar, and will
carry 2 amps. easily ; for a powerful locomotive
the size may be increased with advantage.

A Benzoline Engine.
By S. Milton .
THE engine shown in the accompanying photo

BH

graph , which is my second attempt at model
making, took about six months of my spare

time to build . I first made a complete set of
drawings, and then made the patterns and core
boxes, and had them cast in iron at a foundry .

The cylinder is fitted with a 2 -in . seamless steel
liner from the Shelby Steel Tube Company, as I

MF
WI
TV

had no means of boring out same. It is made a
tight fit in water - jacket, and is soldered at each
end by a wiped metal flange joint as made by
plumbers, which makes a strong and neat job of it.
The back cover is bolted on by six 4-in . nuts and
studs, and inlet and exhaust valves are built up
with two f-in , iron gas T- pieces, seen in the photo

FIG . 2 . -- REVERSING ARRANGEMENT FOR ELECTRIC
LOCOMOTIVES .

graph, with sparking plug above the same. The
gear wheels are 14 -pitch lathe change wheels with

thirty and sixty teeth , the large one carrying.

so thattheweight can desc -nd through
rather over 90 degs., but no further.
The brushes must be set to just bear
lightly on the commutator and slip
rings, so that the weight can revolve
the commutator in its descent. Con
nections are made as shown. The

VIN

action is as follows : - On switching
the current on to the track , the mag
net attracts the armature, the quad
rant rotating the pinion and raising the
weight. The pawl falls into the next
tooth of the ratchet wheel. On
switching off, the car stops and the
weight descends, carrying the commu.
tator round with it through 90 degs.,
thereby reversing the motor connec

tions. Next time the current is
switched on the car runs backwards.
If it is required to proceed forward ,

it is merely necessary to make a
momentary contact at the driving
switch , which will again rotate the
commutator to the forward position .
If, after switching off, the current
is restored before the car has come to
rest, a highly effective electric brake is avail

ture . If it is desired to operate more than one

A SMA L BENZOLINE ENGINE.
contact-breaker and exhaust cam as usual. The
lubricator on top of the liner was made from two
1 - in . gas ceiling plates with a short piece of lamp
glass. The flywheels are not turned at present, as
my lathe is too small. I have had it running once
with a friend's motor coil and accumulator, and it
is quite satisfactory. I have also made a benzoline

car on the track , the live rail should be split up

wick carburettor and find that it answers perfectly

able ; the wheels will first skid and then rotate
in the opposite direction . A momentary bad
contact on the collector, or track rails, will
not operate the reverser , as a certain time is
required for the magnet to release the arma

- August 23. 1996.
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Electro -plating.
By E . BASIL FALKNER, B .A ., B .Sc., AND T. E .
DIBBLE.
Continued from page 160.)
IN the last instalment of this article a process
1 for the silvering of small articles was ex
plained , but it was pointed out that the method
given was not applicable to objects which had to
stand the wear and tear of everyday use. In this

article the writers intend to explain how electro
plating proper is done. Simple silvering consisted ,
it will be remembered , of covering the object with
a thin layer or film of silver, the thickness of which
could not be varied at will ; moreover the metal
was only loosely thrown over the article, and was
liable to wear off and to tarnish , unless lacquered
and not subjected to constant use. In electro

plating, the silver is placed on molecule by molecule,
and the coating of the rare metal is as firmly fixed
as if it were welded on to the object. Again , the
layer of silver can be either thick or thin , according
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on an insulated conductor. Then there is “ magneto
electric ” - that kind which is produced by dynamos
— and lastly , the kind which is made use of in
electro -plating and electro -typing - viz. : “ Gal
vanic ” or “ voltaic ” electricity . This form of

electricity is produced by batteries, and it is present
as a current - that is, the electricity is in a state
of motion . Galvanic electricity is always accom
panied by chemical decomposition , and can never
be produced without a reaction taking place. It
is these reactions which provide the energy , of
which electricity is the form taken .

It is therefore clear that the liquid in the cell
must be capable of acting on the metal used in it,
and the metal must be readily oxidisable . Zinc
is strongly electro -positive, and is for this reason
used in most cells.
The type of cell required for electro- plating is
that known as the “ Daniell.” This battery is a

“ two- fluid " one, and has the advantage of being
very constant. It is used in the “ closed circuit

to the wish of the operator, and the article when

method of telegraphy, where the current is kept
flowing continuously, until interrupted by signalling.
The “ Daniell ” cell consists of an outer jar of

plated can be left with either a dull or burnished

earthenware, round the inside of which a sheet of

surface.

copper is bent. This acts as the negative pole

Electro-plating proper is, unfortunately, not a
very cheap hobby, but the expense entailed is amply
repaid by the results obtained - -that is, of course,
if the work is done cleanly and properly .

or kathode. Inside this copper sheet a porous
pot is placed, in which there is a rod or strip of
" amalgamated zinc," as thepositive pole or anode.
The liquid in the inner jar or pot is dilute sulphuric
acid , while the outer receptacle contains a saturated
solution of copper sulphate — better known, perhaps,

Another factor to be noticed is the poisonous

nature of the chemicals used . For this reason
only those who feel themselves to be thoroughly
capable of taking the greatest care should embark
upon the experiments to be hereafter described .
For instance, potassium cyanide (the potassium
salt of prussic acid ) is used in quantity . This,
as most people are aware, is probably the most
deadly poison known ; silver nitrate (lunar caustic )
is also required ; so it is evident that the chemicals
of the electro- plating bath should be only used by
competent people, and should be kept scrupulously
away from all ignorant persons and children .
Extremeneatness is also a sinequa non if good results
are to be obtained, while cleanliness is just as
important. One other word before the actual
description of the process is begun. After having
finished the arranging of the articles in the plating
vat always carefully wash the hands. The import

ance of this cannot be over-estimated , and thereader

must constantly bear in mind the fact that the
chemicals used in the vat are of the most poisonous
description .
Roughly the process of electro-deposition 'con
sists of decomposing a silver salt by means of
electricity , and causing the silver thereby set free
to cover the article requiring plating. The acid ,
which is released at the same time, dissolves away
some of the silver from a plate of that metal, which

is kept suspended in the bath , and the silver salt
is reformed .

Electro -plating, therefore, means that silver

is transferred from the plate and deposited on the
object to be plated , the intermediate stage being the
time when the silver is present in the liquid as a
dissolved salt (the double cyanide of potassium
and silver).
The word “ electricity ” is always rather vague,
as there are several different states in which it can
in which the charge is capable of being at rest
exist. For instance, there is " statical electricity "

as “ bluestone.” or “ blue vitriol.”
To make a “ Daniell ” cell proceed as follows :
Obtain a fairly large jam pot and clean it thoroughly .
Take a sheet of thin copper and cut from it a strip
long and wide enough to exactly enclose the

earthenware jam pot. This strip of copper goes

inside the jar, and it must therefore be bent so as
to form a cylinder, with the two edges overlapping.
Within this copper circle a porous cell must be
placed . This ought to be a little higher than the
jam jar, and of such a diameter that it will slip
easily inside the copper cylinder, which it must
not touch . The porous pot should be well cleaned
in warm water and dried , and when clean and dry
2 ins. of the top and fin . of the bottom should be
well soaked in melted paraffin -wax. This prevents
the copper sulphate entering the pores and destroy
ing the cell. The zinc,used in this battery ought
to be rolled zinc, although rods of the metal are

often used . Obtain , therefore, two plates of rolled
zinc, just wide enough to slip into the inner jar
without touching the sides, and long enough to
touch the bottom . These zinc strips must now
be amalgamated - i.e., covered with mercury ,
to prevent corrosion . Before the zinc is amal
gamated , it must be washed in a strong solution of
washing soda and water to remove all grease,and then

washed . It must then be dipped into dilute sulphuric
acid , and immediately after rubbed with mercury
.
The zinc, after this treatment, will shine like
silver.

Just a word at this juncture about diluting sul
phuric acid . As this acid has a great affinity for
water, when they are mixed the temperature of the

liquid will rise almost to builing. Remember,
therefore, always to pour, and pour slowly, the acid
into the water, to prevent accidents. Bear in mind
also that sulphuric acid is very corrosive and is
no respecter of either hands or clothes.
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These two amalgamated zinc strips must now
be fastened together. To do this place a strip
of wood between the tops of the plates and bind
the two together with a “ carbon ” clamp. The
wood ought to be long enough to rest on the edges
of the porous pot and so keep the zinc from touching
the bottom . A “ carbon clamp," by-the -bye, is
the name given to the clamp which is used for
binding the elements of a bichromate cell. A
small clamp with binding screw will also be required
formaking the necessary connection with the copper.
Now for the
Clomp
solutions. To
Zinc plore
make the sul
phuric acid solu
eeee film
TE
tion
for the
porous pot, pro
ceed as follows.
Mix together one
part of acid and
Porous
twelve parts of
por
water by pour
Copper !!
ing the acid
er
cylind
slowly into the
water and stir
ring the whole
Outer
with a glass rod .
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suspended in the solution contained by the outer
jar of the battery .

(To be continued.)

Model Steam Fire Engine.
By R . A . BRIGGS.
THE accompanying photographs illustrate a
1 small working model steam fire-engine,
the actual length of which is 11 ins. , whilst
As will be seen , it is of the single cylinder type ,
working directly on the pump below . The boiler,

the height is 7 } ins. to the top of the chimney .

which is of brass, is 2 ins. outside diameter and 4 ins.
high , exclusive of chimney, and contains a water
jacketed firebox , fitted with thirty - five inclined
water tubes and a central uptake ; the usual
water gauge and spring safety valve are provided ,
and is in fact an exact model of its prototype.
Steam can be raised from cold water in 27 minutes,
and the engine has run in less than three minutes
from the time of lighting the spirit lamp, which
is the method adopted for firing. The cylinder
measures y in . by in ., and is double acting, operated
by slide valve, and exhausts directly into the
chimney with a sharp blast. The piston rol

FIG . I.

Bottle this mixture and label it carefully.
If any acid should spill on the hands or
clothes, a little ammonia solution should
be at once applied .
A " saturated ” solution of copper sul
phate is also required ; this for the outer
jar. Now a saturated solution is one in
which the water has taken up as much
salt as it can dissolve, say at ordinary
temperatures. Break up, therefore, some
copper sulphate crystals, place them in a
basin , and pour into them a quantity of
MR.
pletely dissolve , add more until no more
goes into solution. Bottle and label this fluid aso .
The cell is now complete and ready for use when
charged . Two of these cells ought to be made. A
few words as to the theory of this cell will be,
perhaps, of interest. As soon as the circuit is closed

boiling water. Should the crystals com

the zinc is attacked by the dilute acid . Zinc
sulphate is formed and hydrogen liberated. The
hydrogen , owing to certain molecular actions,
passes through the porous pöt and attacks the
copper sulphate, turning out the copper and taking

its place (forming hydrogen sulphate or sulphuric
to the copper cylinder, which therefore grows
thicker. The hydrogen is, therefore, changed
electro -chemically into copper in its cycle of changes,
and while the copper grows the zinc dissolves away.

acid ). The copper which is set free attaches itself

The copper sulphate will be seen to becomegradually
weaker, and this is indeed the case . When the
cell is in use , therefore, several crystals of copper
sulphate should be placed in a muslin bag and

R . A . BRIGGS' MODEL STEAM FIRE ENGINE.
works the pump rod through themedium of a slipper
guide on the crankshaft, which latter carries the
flywheel and valve motion , and determines the

length of stroke and ensures steady running.
The pump is in . bore by in . stroke, and the
plunger is fitted with leather cups. All valves are
of brass, and rest in ground seatings, and under a
full head of steam — which is easily maintained
- a jet can be thrown 10 or 12 ft . with perfect
steadiness owing to the large size of the air vessel,
which entirely absorbs the pulsations of the pump.

The delivery hose, which is of block rubber, is
about 3-16ths in . diameter, and the suction is
fin . outside, and is fitted with a brass strainer .
The engine is mounted on laminated steel springs,
and the front has a turntable fore carriage complete

with swing bars, pole and chains for attaching
the horses, a lever brake operating on both hind
wheels, two lamps, holding -on cords, and brass
rail on the driver's seat, etc.
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Alternating Current.

pair press upon the slip rings AA , fixed at each
side of the commutator, and are connected to the
source of the alternating current ; the other pair

By A . W . M .

of brushes press upon the commutator and collect
the rectified current. They are connected to the

A Machine for Rectifying
1. - The Construction of the Motor.
A DESCRIPTION of a rectifying machine for
single -phase alternating current was pub
lished in THE MODEL ENGINEER, Nos. 33
and 34, of Vol. III, under the signature “ R . M ."
The writer of that article, Dr. Reginald Morton ,
has since then designed and constructed a self
starting rectifier which is a great improvement

acumulator or apparatus in which the rectified
current is to be utilised .
The motor is shown in side elevation in Fig . I,
in plan in Fig. 3, and in end elevation with bearing
renioved in Fig . 2. A section (on line X , Fig. 2) is given
in Fig 5, whilst Fig. 4 is a view of themotor brush
gear. No winding is shown in these views.
The ator, or field -magnet part of the motor,
is vi rin ; forni, laminated and built up of soft
iron rin , tampings F , which are perforated with

DR. REGINALD MORton's SINGLE -PHASE RECTIFIER : VIEW FROM MOTOR END.
over the old pattern . This machine is so successful
in practice that Dr. Morton considers it as perfect
as it is possible for a mechanical rectifier to be.
He has been using it constantly for about three
years, and has often left it running all day or night
without attention , charging accumulators, and it
never goes wrong, provided nothing happens to
the main supply of current.
The machine consists of an alternating current
motor M , Fig. 1, the spindle of which is extended
beyond the bearing B at one end, and upon which
is fixed a four-section commutator C of special
construction . The alternating current to be
rectified is brought to this commutator and there
converted into a pulsating current, which flows
continually in one direction . A brush rocker R ,
Fig . 6 , is supported upon the boss of the bearing B ,
Fig. 1, and carries two sets of brushes. One

thirty -two holes of the shape shown (see also Fig. 7).
The winding is threaded through these holes.
These stampings are clamped between two brass
end rings G , as shown in Figs. 2 and 5, by means
of four bolts, which do not pass through the stamp
ings. The frame M is an iron casting of ring
shape,and bored out to take the end rings G of the
stator, which are turned to fit M , so that the stator
can be driven tightly into its place ; if a good fit
is made this is sufficient to hold it in position.
The stampings are not machined at all, either
inside or outside. The lower part of M is cored out
to receive the starting resistance D .
The bearings are of self-oiling ring pattern , as
shown in section in Fig . 5 — both bearing and
bracket in one piece. Cast iron can be used
throughout ; the spindle running in a bush , which
is supported by a web top and bottom , as shown.
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This bush is thus cast in one with the bracket, the

side spaces forming a drain by which the oil returns
to the oil well in which the lubricating ring dips.
The rotor or armature F has four poles, and is
laminated , being built up of soft iron stampings,
which are shaped like a cross (see also Fig . 8 ).
The stampings are placed upon the spindle and

clamped between two nuts in the usual way (see
our Practical Manual, No. 5). A four-section
commutator K is fitted to the spindle, and if driven
on tightly will be sufficiently secured. This com

mutator is shown in detail by Figs. 9 to 13, and is

August 23. 1906 .

struction ; thebrush holders and brushes are of same
rotor and parts on the spindle so that they are
properly balanced . The clearance between the
size as 'T ' T ?, Fig. 6 . It is advisable to adjust the

poles of the rotor and stator ring should
be as small as practicable - -much smaller than is
usual with continuous current motors ; it is partly

on this account that the rotating parts should be
accurately balanced . To preserve this small
clearance steady pins should be fitted to the bracket
flanges so that the bearings will go back exactly
into their places if the rotor has at any time
been removed and replaced . It is not advisable
to turn the ends of the rotor poles ; the stamp
ings should be obtained of such a size that they just
go inside the stator ring, and any excess

can be removed by careful filing in the direction
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Fig . 5. - LONGITUDINAL SECTION.

az of Ta

connected to the armature winding, receiving
alternating current through the brush gear, Fig. 4,
which is supported upon the bearing boss L . The
milled handwheel is not absolutely necessary,
but is convenient for the purpose of giving an initial
- S2

start to the armature if required . A flywheel

Q , which should be made of brass, is also fitted to
the spindle, and assists in steadying the running of
the armature.

The rectifying commutator C may be secured to
the spindle by any convenient method ; in the
actual machine the spindle is screwed as shown

in Fig. 5, and the commutator bush tapped to fit.
The object of this niethod is to enable the com
mutator to be adjusted to a position in which the
brushes bear in the centre of the rubbing surfaces ;
a lock nut is then screwed home against the bush ,

2

MXT

and holds it tight.

The resistance D consists of wire wound upon
rods of insulating material, such as asbestos cloth
wrapped upon a metal rod or a rod of slate. An
incoinbustible substance is preferable, though
ebonite or vulcanised fibre could be used . The
switch is used at starting to cut out the resistance
when the rotor has attained synchronous
speed . The two contacts and the stud upon which
the switch turns must all be insulated from the
frame of the machine ; the necessity for this nay
be seen by a reference to Fig . 14 , which shows

the arrangement of the circuits, and will be ex
plained later.

Themotor brush gear, Fig. 4, is of ordinary con

FIG. 6.— Brush Gear: RECTIFIER END. .
of rotation , so as to avoid burrs as much as
possible.
The motor commutator K is shown in end eleva
tion in Figs. 9 and 10, side elevation and
section on V in Fig. II. There are four sections,
but opposite sections are metallically connected
together, being soldered to the same casting. One
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The stampings for the rotor and stator
should be of very good quality iron , annealed , and
a coat of insulating varnish should be brushed
upon one side of each stamping before they are
assembled . All burrs should be removed from the
edges, a
The switch P is of simple two-contact pattern ;
its function is to make metallic contact between

pair of sections is shown' in Fig. 12, and the other
in Fig. 13. Each pair of sections is insulated from
the other pair and from the bush , as shown by
the thick black lines. The rubbing surfaces S are
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Fig . 8.

Fig . 7.
FIG . 11. - ELEVATION ,

Fig . 9.

; S; Fig . 10.
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Fig . 12.

FIG . 11.- SECTION .

Fig . 13.

of copper. When the commutator is assembled
these rubbing surfaces, SS and SS ?, interlace
and form a cylinder, which is divided into four

either of the two studs and the pin upon which
the switch arm works. The idea is indicated in
Fig . 14 . The terminals WiW ? may be of any

segments, separated by air gaps. Holes are drilled
in the castings to which the rubbing segments are

usual pattern .

attached , and an insulated pin is put through them ,
as shown in Fig . 11, to keep the segments in their

It is an ordinary polar armature winding. The
stator winding is more difficult to show in

relative position:

a diagram ; the positions of the complete coils

Fig . 8 is a diagram of the rotor winding .
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only are therefore shown in Fig. 7. There are
four coils, which produce four poles in the ring,
as indicated by the letters N , S. Each coil is
wound into eight of the slots in the ring, as shown
by the dotted lines which indicate the total space
occupied by each coil. The direction of the winding
of the coils is shown in Fig . 14 . Each of the parts
marked NN, S ,S , represents a section of the ring
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Fig. 17 ), and so on until the length is used up.
He then proceeds with end b, passing it into a
then again into b, and so on until this length is used
up in its turn . The same procedure is followed
with coil No. 2 , then with coil No. 3, and finally
with coil No. 4 . The result will be a set of four
wound coils , each having a pair of ends as shown
in the lower diagram , Fig . 15. These ends are
then connected up so that the finishing end of coil
No. I is connected to the starting end of coil No. 2 ;

the finishing end of coil No. 2 to the starting end of
coilNo. 3 ; and so on as shown in the upper diagram ,
Fig. 15. This will leave one starting end and one
finishing end for the whole winding. Each of the
windings N ,N , S ,S, Fig. 14 , is done in this way,
and connected all in series as shown. The terms
“ starting ” and “ finishing ” really apply to either

Coil 4

Coil 1 >

acoil28

Coil 3

- - -- - - - -

- --- -- - -

- - - -

- - - -- -- -- -

1

1

num
Resistance
Working

FIG . 15.
Switch

o
W

o
Storting

W2

Fig . 14.
cut through the slots, so that the direction in
which the wire of each coil goes can be seen . Each

complete coil takes the form of a spiral, commencing
at the two centre slots of the group of eight, and
proceeding outwards through successive slots
until the outer pair of slots of the group is reached.
Each of the four coils N ,N , S,S , consists itself of
four coils, each being wound into two of its own
group of eight slots (see Fig . 15 ). The diagram ,
Fig. 14, only shows one turn of wire in each of the
divisional coils, but in reality there are a number
of turns in each one of the divisional coils. Fig . 14
merely shows the direction in which the complete
winding
must go .the winding the operator takes a
To commence
length of wire suitable to form coil No. 1, Fig. 15 ,
and threads it through the inner pair of slots,
as shown in Fig. 16 , so that one-half the length of
wire is passed through each slot. The operator then
proceeds to wind with one end, say end a, passing
it through slot b , and then again through a (see

end of any divisional coil. It does not matter
if any coilhappens to have been wound in a contrary
direction ; provided they are so connected up that
the spiral follows the direction shown in Fig. 14,
the arrangementwill be correct— that is, the direc- ·
tion of the wire throughout the entire winding must
form a spiral, as shown in Fig. 14 , through which
current can flow as indicated by the arrows. This
means that if any coil should have been wound
in a contrary direction the finishing end must be
considered as the starting end by which the current
is to enter the coil. By thus sending the current in
at the finishing end the effect of the reversed direc
tion of winding is counteracted . Coils Nos. 2, 3,
and 4 of each set are to project beyond the sides of
the ring, as shown in Fig . 18, when wound ; this
will permit them to be bent flat to the ring, as shown
in Fig. 19. They will thus lie neatly one over the
other, as in Fig. 15, and leave the bore clear so that
the rotor can be put into place and iemoved
without rubbing against the coils. Allowance
should therefore be made in the lengths of wire to

ensure that there will be sufficient to wind the
with several
experiment
It may windings
be necessary to both
rotor and stator,
different
for
as the periodicity and wave form of the
respective coils.
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alternating current is not the same on all supply
circuits. Ifthis has to be done the direction in which
to work is to use thicker wire, and consequently
less number of turns in the coils when the periodicity

August 23, 1906.

Water Motors and other
Hydraulic Machines.

is higher, and a larger number of turns of smaller
wire if it is lower. An alternative is to increase

By JOSEPH G . Solis .

the amount of iron in the stator and rotor

(Continued from page 11.)

Fig . 16 .

IN Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5, a useful method of
I casting the cups, either in a ring or with
the wheel in one piece, is shown. Re

ferring to Fig . 2, it will be seen that it consists of
a core -box, two sides of which are at an angle.

This angle equals 360 divided by number of cups

used , the apex being the centre of spindle of wheel.
It is divided into two sections. Between these a
UUMINIIIIIII

piece of tinplate is fitted , two lugs being left , one

on each side, as shown ; their purpose is to prevent
the sand falling out in reversing the box. The

two portions are held together when ramming
by the usual dogs and four dowel pins. The
pattern for the cups should , if possible, be made

of brass or gun -metal, to prevent risk of breaking

---

- --

Fig . 17 .

by
making them of greater length for lower periodi
cities.
The question of voltage can be met by using
more turns of wire for higher and less turns for
lower voltage. The machine illustrated in the
accompanying drawings is wound for 50 volts, and
works on a circuit having a periodicity of fifty
complete cycles per second. The supply circuit
pressure is lowered to 50 volts by means of a trans
former, which supplies current to the motor only .

The stator winding is of No. 24 gauge D .C.C.

= = = = = = - -E
FIG . 18.
in the ramming process. To ram the box, place it

on a flat (level) piece of board , and fill with sand
and ram , filling with more sand as the process
goes on ; when both sides have been properly
all round , remove dogs and part ; now carefully
take away the pattern , then the tinplate, wet
the surface (not the mould ) with clay and water
mixed ; now join box again so that the two por
rammed and finished flush at the top , tap gently

tions of mould stick together, tap gently again ,
part, and remove the whole core from box. Pour
some blacklead mixed with water in mould , and
pour out again . Now set to bake properly . Re

Fig . 19.

peat the process until the right number of cups have
been cored.

Fig. 5 shows a part diametrical section of the
in the usual way, parting as shown in Fig . 4 . When

copper wire, sufficient turns being wound to fill
the slots comfortably full. The rotor is also

wheel pattern and cup-core print. This is moulded

wound with No. 24 gauge d .c.c. copper wire, about
100 turns being wound upon each pole. Of course,

this mould has been made, the cup-cores are placed
round in the circular recess made by the print.

the stator slots and rotor poles are to be

The small space between the straight outer face

well covered with insulating material. The resist
ance D , Figs. 2 and 5, is wound with No. 20 gauge

of the cup-core and the circular face of the print

recess should now be filled up with sand. When

bare platinoid wire ; but German silver or any

this is all done and the spindle core placed in

similar resistance wire would do, as the resistance
need not be to an exact amount.
(To be continued .)

holes, etc ., must, of course, not be forgotten . This
is the whole operation, and the mould is ready for

position , place cover of mould .

The gate, vent
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the metal. With a little simplification the cups
could be cast in a ring The cup shown in the core

is the simplest of the three used on the motors
to be described later, but the others will cast
equally as well by altering the edge of the tin
plate round it .

Fig. 6 shows a deflecting nozzle to be used for
Sh
usps
lo
. cu

CUP CORE 2

-300

isject
ongle
bThis
S- unumber
of

PARTING
ON

US

or partly , as desired . In the figure it is shown
partly deflecting the jet. The deflector plate
should be made of hard brass gun -metal or phos
phor-bronze. Care should be taken that the cup
tips clear the deflector plate when completely
deflecting the jet. Instead of the lever shown in
these two nozzles, a worm and segment of wheel
space
sond
filled
with
mis

UN PETIT
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Fig . 6.
varying the amount of water directed against the

wheel. It is of somewhat difficult construction ,
especially the ball-and-socket joint. By raising
the lever the nozzle descends and the water leaves
the cups. This is rather a wasteful arrangement,
and should not be used where the supply of water
is limited.
Another form of this type of nozzle is shown

could be used — a quicker and better adjustment
could be made by this method.
At Fig . 7 a different type of nozzle is shown .
By screwing down the tongue valve the jet is
diminished without waste. It is of simple con
struction , and calls for no further description .
Fig . 8 shows two of these nozzles attached
to one head or inlet piece. It will be noticed
that when one nozzle is just beginning to strike
a cup, the other has travelled the greater part

as per Fig . II, the projecting shank working in

of its “ stroke," and vice versa . They could be
made of different diameters, and a wider range of

a brass bush bolted to side of case. A lever is
attached to this shank, and by moving it one way
or the other the jet of water is completely deflected ,

power can thus be obtained without in any way
affecting the efficiency of the machine.

at Figs. 9 , 10 , and

. It consists of a deflector plate,

Figs. 12 and 13 show two methods of coupling
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the water motor to its water supply. Fig. 12
shows a full-way bent cock on which a ferrule can
be brazed or screwed (these can be got with the
ferrules cast on the top ), and ordinary hexagonal
nipples join the pipe — to which a collar has been
brazed - to the cock . This pipe may lead direct
to the motor headpiece , or be, say, about 4 ins.
long corrugated , rubber hose connecting it

August 23, 1906.

required
to run for a comparatively
short period, as
experimental
charging accumulators,

for
work ,
etc. The rubber tubing is secured by a brass ring
having two projecting lugs drawn together by
a square-headed bolt and wing nut. If possible,

FIG . 9.

to the motor intake. The rubber tubing should be
forced over the corrugations, a piece of canvas

wrapped round - say, two turns - and then bound

tightly with brass wire. The rubber tubing used
HTV

vunn
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should be carefully chosen to stand the pressure.
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FIG .14
Fig . 15.

Do not use solid rubber tubing, as this swells
stands the pressure very well, being built up of
alternate layers of stout canvas and rubber. In

the part of the cock that comes in contact with the
tubing should be roughened, either by filing circular
grooves, or simply by filing round with a coarse
file .

and bursts very readily . The garden hose variety

Fig . 14 showsan ordinary coupling. The coupling

stead of the hexagonal union nut shown at Fig .

nut,
or ferrule, should in every case be placed
outside, so as to give the water a clear full-way ;
in fact, this rule should always be kept in mind

12, a round one with two lugs could be used , Fig .
12A . The method just described could be either
temporary or permanent. Fig. 13 shows a tempo

with fittings and connections.
Fig . 15 shows a method of building the foundation
for water motors. It could be made of wood of a

rary connection for use when the motor is only

suitable thickness, well painted , or concrete or
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stone, the two latter methods being of a permanent
character. The bottom edge of case should make
a good joint with the foundation . The outlet pipe
should be made large enough to give free exit to
the spent water.
For those who prefer to lubricate with oil rather
than solid lubricant, Fig . 16 shows a bearing self
lubricated with oil ; it is of common practice and
demands no description . It would be better to
thicken the oil a little with grease , not very much ,
or the return passages will get choked .
In Fig . 17 the action of the water on a simple
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The Smallest Engine on
Record .
ĆOME time ago we illustrated a diminutive
D model oscillating engine having a cylinder
bore of about 04 in ., and the flywheel
7- 16ths in . diameter. We now reproduce a photo
graph of what we think may rightly claim to be

cup is shown . The water issues from the jet,

strikes the cup, and goes right round, returning in
an opposite direction , thereby giving as near as

possible the full efficiency of the jet.

MIN

UHA

Fig . 16 .

Fig . 17.

A DIMINUTIVE STEAM ENGINE.

Fig. 18.
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the smallest engine in the world . It is made of
H . Robinson , of 526 , Yonge Street. It is smaller

gold and steel by a Toronto watchmaker, Mr. T .
than a common house fly . The comparison may be
seen by the phot). The smallest cartridge used in

that country , the rim -fire “ 22 short,” will easily
Fig . 18 shows the original Pelton cup ; it re
sembles the former cup only that it is double, and
the water instead of leaving the cups parallel to
the issuing jet, leaves it at an angle of 180 degs.

AN
ENLARGED

the angle x . This angle is the amount of clearance
necessary to give the water so as to clear the
succeeding cups.

DRAWING OF MR.

(To be continued .)

H . J. ROBINSON'S
DIMINUTIVE

In the matter of long distance runs without
stops, the London and North -Western Railway
leads with 46 regular runs over 100 miles in length ,
without intermediate stops. The Great Western
Railway comes second, with 31 runs daily over
100 miles in length ; and this company leads all

ENGINE.

vid Westbury, 2251 miles. Altogether, some 152
daily runs of over 100 miles without stop : are

slip over the entire engine and flywheel. The
stroke is 1-32nd- in . ; bore of cylinder, 3- 100th-in. ;
diameter of flywheel, 3 - 16ths in . ; weight, I gr. ;
speed , 6 ,000 r. p .m . — that is, 100 per second. When
running no motion is visible, but the vibrating
piston emits a note similar to that made by the

made on the railways of the United Kingdom .

mosquito .

in the matter of distance of its longest journey ,
namely , that from Paddington to Plymouth , now
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The horse-power is 1-49800oth , and the com
plete engine weighs just 4 gr., Troy weight- about
the weight of a match . This means that it would
take 120 such engines to weigh i oz., 1,920 engines
1 lb ., or 3,840 ,000 engines to weigh one ton . The
measurement of speed and horse-power has been
made by Dr. C . A . Chant, of the physical depart
ment of Toronto University. The engine bed and
stand are of gold ; the piston-rod , cylinder, shaft
and centre of flywheel are of steel ; the rim of the
fiywneel is gold . The feed is through the stand of
the engine bed , which is hollow ; this is mounted
on a brass tube which is encased in ebony furnished
with a screw top for purpose of safety in carrying.
Compressed air has been used to run it and con
nection is made through the ebony casing.
Two hardened and ground steel bearings are
inserted in the gold engine hed for the shaft to
run in . These are counter bored from the inside,
which further diminishes the friction as well as
forming a self-contained oil well — the oil hole being
placed midway between them on top . Seventeen

parts are employed in the engine.

Practical Letters from our
Readers.
( The Eduor Inoltes renders to make use of this column for
discussion of matters of practical and mutuai interest.
may be signed wuik
nom -de-plume, & desired , but
name and address of the sendet MUST invariably be

the full
Letters
the full
attached

though not necessarily. Intended for publication .)

Power from Fan Motors.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Referring to reply to a correspondent
some short time siice re fan motor and the power

to be obtained from it, I should like to tell you my
experience. A friend of mine, a shopkeeper, is very
fond of moving attractions in his window , and
someyears ago I sold him a motor I had made which
proved very attractive. It was wound with about
No. 22 wire, and hence lamps were used for resist
ance (two 100 -volt on 150 - vclt circuit) ; these
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“ The Model Engineer” Speed Boat
Competition .
TO THE EDITOR Of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR - I note with pleasure that you have
renewed the Model Power Boat Competition,

and should like to say a word or two about the
conditions thereof.
( 1) As regards size, I should like to see the
competition open to boats up to 8 ft., instead of
7 ft. This could be arranged by having three,
instead of two, classes — i.e., A , those under 4 ft. ;
B , over 4 ft. and under 6 ft. ; C , over 6 ft. and under
8 ft.; or by two classes limited respectively to
4 ft. 6 ins. or 5 ft. and 8 ft.
(2) As the competition stands at present all tests
must be made and the results sent in to you before
October 16th . Now this does not give one time
to design and build a model especially for the
occasion , and engine her as well. Could not the
date be considerably postponed , so as to give time

for this to be done ? If the date were postponed
preparing designs and building a large fast boat,
and I daresay there are other readers ofyour Journal
sufficiently , I, for one, would immediately set about

who would do likewise ; but to do it in three months'
spare time is hardly possible.
Further, in the tentative conditions published ,
nothing is said about the boat being entirely the
work of one amateur. Now I think that it should
be a necessary condition that the boat be designed ,
built , and engined by the competitor himself,
and not by a syndicate of three or four, where one
designs one part, and one another, and someone
else makes them . That is not, to my mind , " play

ing the game."

There is only one thing more I would like to
be raised from 41 to 51 miles an hour for the large
suggest, and that is that the certificate standard

boats.
Apologising for trespassing
space. - Yours faithfully ,

so much on your
JOHN Case.

To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

lighted up very brilliantly as they were overrun
(the motor would give only about 25 volts as a
dynamo), and the general public thought it was
generating the current to light lamps. ,

DEAR SIR , ~ I was much interested in the letter
written by Mr. Blaney in your issue of the 2nd
inst., and I appreciate his congratulations on the

He was very pleased , and asked me to make one
wound for 150 volts, as the above motor used

result of our running. I would like to say that one

2 amps., and thus was too expensive. It was too
large an order for me, and I advised him to obtain

of dark horses which are being “ designed ,” but

a fan motor, which he did , and I made a worm
gearing to reduce speed from about 1, 500 to about
20 (I cannot remember exactly), but the motor
then turned four cylinders about 16 ins. diameter
by 4 ft. long, covered with tools and each weighing
about i cwt. Moreover, it sometimes occurred that
something projecting in window caught and stopped
one of the cylinders. The band then slipped ,
and the other three still continued to turn .

At the present time this motor is running a lawn
mower to and fro over a piece of green baize in the
window , which is a very effective advertisement for
themower. The gearing now used is a 1-in . pulley
on motor shaft with round leather belt on to a 28 -in .
bicycle wheel, and from this another reduction by
pulleys of about 5 to 1. The motor runs this with
out the slightest heating, which , I think, is rather
surprising. — Yours truly,
ARTHUR GREEN .

Leyton .

of the silliest features of the model racing business
is the secrecy he mentions. We hear so much

which somehow do not seem to materialise.
I cannot agree with Mr. Blaney's remarks re
the respective merits of petrol and steam engines,
and taking the limit of length of hull in the present

competition as 7 ft., I would like to hear from some
of our steam friends what is the extreme power
they think could be got into this length . It would
be quite easy to get a four-cylinder petrol engine
into a seven -footer which would develop at least
4 actual horse -power at 2 ,000 revolutions, with a
weight infinitely less than a steam plant of a quarter
that power.
It is extremely probable thatnext year we shall
have a seven -footer of this sort, which should fly
indeed . The four-cylinder engine will not be a
freak engine, but would be quite in proportion to the
size of its hull, and would have no cylinders sticking
up in the air .

I should be glad to invite Mr. Blaney and any other
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of your readers who still have a hankering after

six months from the time a race was decided on

steam for models, to come over and see our boat
running , and I am sure they would be converted
at once. Some two or three weeks ago model
men were being blown up by one of your con
tributors for doing too much rule-of-thumb work ,

till the last day of entry, and I don't think it fair
that a race should be sprung on us simply because
there is now a fast boat in London, and likely to

and I must plead guilty to the fact that our boat
is all on this system , as we find it nearly as quick
to make the actual thing as to make drawings.
I could write at great length on various points
contained in Mr. Blaney's letter, but will take one
statement of his, that the difference is in favour

was a bit out in saying the secrets were carefully

prove a winner. Now as I was the only one to

enter the last competition , I think Mr. Blaney
guarded , for after going to a great deal of trouble
and expense, even going as far as Liverpool (where

I thoughtmy boat would be well tested , and where
the last record was made, though my boat was in
a damaged condition at the time), and then the
competition to end as it did , I don 't think anyone

of steam , and say that I differ entirely and
absolutely. Find a steamboat that will make
thirty trips of 60 yards without stopping the
engine, or run a mile on end at an even gait, as

would have much enthusiasm left to write to any
paper and give full particulars of their boat.

ours will do .

ditions, if it is only known a reasonable timebefore

I am prepared to race my boat under any con

Air pipe from
carbur

Keith Blackman's

ssor to '10
compreeff
ers

air compressor

Hot air engine

driven by
small bunsen
supplied from
carburetters

Supp
ly pipe
to house

Supply pipe to bunsen Al
PETROL GAS LIGHTING GENERATOR INSTALLED BY MR. W . SPENCE .
Cocks 1, 2 and 3, for draiping off superfluous petrol ; 4 , 5 and 6 , from carburettors to house supply pipe ;
7, 8 and 9 from compressor to carburettors ; 10 , II and 12, trap screws for filling carburettors.

I beg , Mr. Editor, that you will not think these

remarks are made in a boastful spirit, but only
in the hope of converting all racing men to the
means of getting the biggest power in the smallest
space.

By the way, several of our new club members
are asking just what the previous official best is.
Please enlighten us. — Yours faithfully,
A . H . ARKELL .

of year there is hardly a pond that is free from
weeds. To my way of thinking 150 yards run twice
would be a better distance, as at the high speeds

now obtained it is very difficult to catch and turn
a boat, and iny experience is the less it has got to

be done the better. – Yours truly,

D . T. Scott.

Aberdeen .

House Lighting by Petrol.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Allow me to express my views
of the coming speed boat competition . I am
very glad the contest is to be started again , but
as the holder of the present record in open com

petition , I want to enter my protest against the
way the matter has been re-opened this year.
When a competition was decided on , it used to be
made about the beginning of the year, or at least
a few months before the start, and two or three

months were allowed in which to get the boats
tried and the speeds recorded , or altogether about

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR, — In reply to enquiry about house
lighting with petrol, there used to be a firm called
the “ Notkin " Syndicate in Edinburgh , who made
carburettors for producing petrol gås, also car
burettor and bracket complete,making it a portable
light. As petrol gas is heavier than air, the car.

burettors require to be higher than the position of
the lights.

Another system which works very well, and is
safe and economical, is to pump air through the
carburettors ; by that means it is possible to have

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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the plant in the basement and drive the gas to the

than A . A is put open end downwards into the

consuming points .

water in tank B , carebeing taken to get them water

Enclosed is a rough drawing of one or two plants
of this description I installed over two years ago .
The carburettors are cylinders made of galvanised
sheet iron , with soldered seams; they are filled

and air -tight. About 1 in . from bottom of B is a
piece of tube, in . diameter, with a bend as shown
at C , and runs the same height as dustbin . A tap

with slabs of a compressed earthy compound, called
(I believe) “ Diatomite,” very like bath -brick in
appearance ; these were made by the Notkin Com
The air compressor is Keith Blackman 's, and is

pany (I think they have a patent for them ).

driven by a small hot-air engine ; or, if there is a
water supply, can be water-driven , and it is auto
matic in action when driven by water pressure.
The burners used were the common incan

descent burner and mantle, and gave a splendid
light. As there is a good mixture of air with the
very dangerous through leakage.
Hoping this may be of some use to your corres
WM. SPENCE .
pondent. - Yours truly ,
Leith , N . B .

gas before it reaches the house supply, it is not

ALL
NT
i

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - If your reader S . Harrold will write
Petrolite, Ltd ., 106 , York Road, Lambeth , London ,
S . E ., he will get full particulars for lighting his
house by petrol, either by pressure plant for supply
ing all the lights simultaneously or by having each

lamp with separate container (not under pressure ).
M . S . TINNE .
- Yours truly,
F

Culdaff.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR, - In answer to Mr. S . Harrold , I here
with give a few particulars of the generation of

Fig . 2. --PETROL BLOWPIPE.
at D (this regulates the air from chamber to car
burettor, and also gas from carburettor to burners).
If it does not make enough gas, all that is required
is to put a weight on top of A . The drawback of

the apparatus is that when all the air is used the
tank A has to be pulled up and the burners lit
again . The tube F in the carburettor is perforated
with holes. The carburettor is a biscuit tin with
a few sponge cloths hanging down from wires

Air

soldered to the top of tin . It is then filled up with

chomber

coke the size of walnuts ; this helps to soak up the
burners. The pipe can be rubber or k-in . compo .
pipe.
My generator is 28 ins. diameter by 3 ft. 9 ins.
in height. The above apparatus was made some
years ago when we were living in the country,
where there was no gas to be had. It was made
petrol. E is a plug for filling. G is the supply to

Cloths & coke
ESS

to supply two burners in the house, one in my

workshop and the ignition tube of my gas engine.

Woler

A small blowpipe admirably suitable for brazing
bottle half filled with petrol B . C is a t-in . brass
tube which touches the bottom of bottle. A tube
G of -in . brass is put through a cork E and conveys
petrol gas and air to a blow pipe D , which is soldered
small articles is shown in Fig . 2. A is a 2 -oz.

Soldered

Corburettet

Fig . 1.- PETROL GAS GENERATOR.
petrol gas for house lighting. The burners must

in at H , whilst F is india -rubber tube fitted with a
piece of pipe stem as a mouthpiece. - - Yours faith
fully,
BENJAMIN BAKER.

be of the incandescent type. The ordinary fish -tail
burners are useless ; they would burn without
shedding any light. With burners with mantles
you have a light equal to electric light. The
generator may be described as follows :- A and B
are two dustbins ; B is 4 ins. larger in diameter

received from Mr. John Gore, of the Praed Patent
Safety Gas Light Company, of Sutton, Surrey, a
pamphlet describing his firm 's petrol apparatus.
ED., M .E . & E . ]

[In addition to the above correspondence we have
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Queries and Replies.
(Atention
especially
directed
first not
condition
givenwithbelowthe
and nois notice
will be
taken toof theQueries
complying
directions thercin stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query

Department."
mattersenvelope.
but those relating to the Queries
should
be enclosedNoinother
the same

Queries
on subjects within the scope of this Journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :- (1) Queries dealing

with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back . ( 2 ) Queries should be accompanied,

wherever
possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed, and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon ” cut out from the advertisement pages of the curren
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondentswho require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be publtshed. The
insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
AU Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL

INIMIITTIMET

26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .)
The toENGINEER,
following
recently are selected from the Queries which have been replied
(16,311)
Water
Gauge.
. T. T. (locomotive.
Nottingham )Will
writes
I wish
to make
a water
gauge forA mymodel
you:

kindly
giveme rough sketch , with particulars as to size of glands,
packing, etc., and how glass is fixed to make steam tight. I have

set of Whitworth
tapping
glands, etc.dies? and taps up to 1 in . Would these do for

iPlug for renewing glass
Ž brass
Screws

Boiler
blale

Cleaning
plug

pocking

glands

.
14gla" diam
ss
shoulder Ar gla'ss to
rest on

The blow -off valve is cf the pin -valve type, and is less liable to leak
than a home-made plug cock. The glass is inserted through the top
portion by means of a large diameter plug, and rests on a shoulder
formed in drilling the lower fitting . The pin -valve may be placed
further back or placed at the side with a little more trouble in mak .
do
ing if it is thought that the handle projects too much . Glasses
wanted ,
not often break , and therefore shut-off cocks are not really
as it is difficult in any case to put in a new glass in small model

circum
locomotive whilst the boiler is in steam . Should thiswhen
off the fuel, and againthe
stance arise, it is only necessary totheshut
steam
raise
,
and
glass

engine can be handled to renew
for Petrol Motor.
(15,722] Flame
answerG .me Ba.
Will you petrolmotor
: Ignition
(Carthagena)
(copper
questions writes
I am tobuilding
2-cycle be kind enough
a small

re) :- Bore of cylinder 2} ins., stroke 2t ins., with
few
water-jacketed
VOIIIIIIIIIIII
II
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W

(0 )
Mrate 24

Avry 19723

FLAME IGNITION MOTOR.
cast,

I am thinking of getting aof piston
I in , compression space.
piston and
a port bored through the wall
as per sketch , with
cylinder
communicating
., through
with a tiny hole, 3-64ths in charge
will then be
wall when piston is on top of stroke. The
fired by a small lamp burning outside this hole. Do you think this
before
two ports communicate a littlesimple
will answer ? Musttopthose stroke
as
? I want it to be as
the piston gets on
of
Dossible , and it it will drive a 100-watt dynamo that is all I
want. What power should I expect ? The charge is compressed
case. The cylinder and crankshaft I picked up second
in the crank
and am making the rest myself. Crank case is shaped up
hand,

out of a piece of solid -drawn steel tube, 7 ins. inside diameter.
We doignition
not think
this would a very must
efficientbe way
proper
. The size of thebe passage
such tothatobtain
the
velocity of the gases would be less than the rate of flamepropagation .

In any case , the ignition would
an appreciable time, and
many other complications would take
enter into the question , such
as getting rid of exhaust products of combustion . You could try
this, of course, but it would be more or less an experiment. We

should advise ordinary spark or tube ignition.

116 .4031 Buckled Accumulator Plates. A . E . H . (Ems.
worth ) writes : Would you be kind enough to answer me the

platesare;
cells, nineplates
battery,
following
chloride
: I have
the positive
Somefiftyof-four
roj ins.
size of plates
9 ins.a by
very much buckled . In one cell I noticed two plates are quite
straight, and the other two are much buckled . Why is this so ?
In the first place the battery was charged in the wrong way and
overcharged , but it has only been in about three years, and I have
been very careful in charging. My current is 32 amps. charging,
but I generally charge under this--- 28 or thereabouts. What I
these plates ?
any way ofhowstraightening
want to know is, is thereinstructions
about ? What
it
to go
If so , will you give me
would be the cost, approximately , of new positives o ins.by rol ins. ?
Also, if they are put straight would they last longer ? I am afraid

M

are not a great number buckled .
. There
they will burst the cellsthem
are all right, but somehave only one
The greatest part of

buckled.
plate
Plates might possibly be straightened
MINI

QUERY NON blow - thro '
16341
Valve

fixing screws

WATER GAUGE.

if they are taken out and

pressed flat very carefully . But we should advise you to let the
makers deal with thematter for you. At any rate you could get
new positives from them , and then , if you choose, experiment
and try to straighten them by pressing gently
the old ones
with
between two
flat boards or surfaces. The makers would give
you a price for repairs and renewals.

Supply,
G . T.
(16,371] Gas
little smoke coming
reason and
writesEngine
of a Running.
is the
: WhatGas

water
gauge with tin , diameter glass. The design is simple, and
requires no great amount of skill to make. The threads through
out should be forty to the inch, so you will not be able to use your
Whitworth
dies and taps.
The gaugemaybe
but we recommend
t-in . glass
as the minimummadesizea little
for asmaller,
really

(Chelmsford )
from the cylinder of a gas engine when it is slowing down , after
The
gas supply has been cut off - only noticed at that time ? give
the
rings fit tight, and also there is good compression . Kindly
information
on the following : I have a 6 h .- p . gas engine tocockmanage,
, so as
and I want to know the proper way to regulate the gas
to work the engine with as little gas as possible . It has to do

diameter, so that the effects of capillary attraction are reduced
to the a minimum
. job
The iffixing
is unusual,
make
satisfactory
thereofis the
roomgauge
on the
backplatebut
of will
the
boiler. Great care should be taken to get the two glands in proper
alignment, otherwise you will always have trouble with the gauge.

There are fifty- four cells , and they seem in

We reproduce herewith - to full size - a design for a working

reliable gauge. The passage also should not be less than I in .

varying loads, sometimes only doing work of about 3 h .- p . What
the supply ofgas to the engine
I cut down
: Canloads,
to know is light
I wantworking
when
at
or should I have the gas cock full on ,
and let the governor regulate the supply ? Any hints will oblige.
accumulators
these working
Can you tellmeif there is anything wrong with good
order,?

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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but there

are one ortill two
points I gas ; after
makegassing
out. aTheshortaccumu
lators are charged
they begin tocannot
time,
the
charging
current
is
cut
off,
and
the
of always
each cellunder
is about
2'2 on open circuit. Is that about rightvoltage
? I was
the
impression that it should be 2'5 or 2.6 , or is that only that voltage
when the charging current is in the cells ? Will it do any harm to
voltmeter to try the voltage of one cell (with the voltmeter marked
3 volts) while the charging current is on ? What are the best
ways ofknowing when thecells are fully charged ?
This is often the case when an engine is shut down, especially
if the oil being used for lubricating the cylinder is not very good ,
or if the cylinder and piston are particularly warm . It is more
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is openeda the lamp will light, and so that it will also light with the
use of pear push ?
(1) Very probably a battery such as you refer to would answer
your purpose, provided your lamp does not take too much current.

Also use a 4 -volt lamp for a 4 or 4 -volt battery. A 3 -volt lamp

shortening

the life of the
on a 4 -volt cell would run the risk of
if not spoiling it outright, (2) Fix a springy piece of brass
lamp,

noticeable when engine is slowing down. Re regulating gas supply

and afterwards with a coil at the place marked X ; in both cases
00
ra
o
or
IL

11

carlo
zanc

Rece

- query 15766

wwwwwwwwww

Query 107

Fig . 1.

Wall ,

Overy 10250

Door SWITCH FOR'Night Light.
screw head

above the door, so that it engages a
the moulding
to door
distance.
certainshown
openedthe ashape
the latter
top when
incan
above. This
springyis piece
by making
be done
Dynamo.
Enclosed
Winding
40 -watt
(16,243] writes
paper J.THET .
most valuable
of your
: As a a reader
(Cornwall)

MODEL ENGINEER since 1899, I beg to say I have been greatly
helped by it, and I should be extremely obliged if you will give
dynamooff,I have
got.
possible,
on a little
as soontype,as but
me
so I have
got broken
the spindle
the enclosed
It isanofanswer
unwound it and made a new spindle, but I do not know how to set
about it. I thought I took particular notice of it when undoing
from my memory and I cannot find that your
it has gone
it, buthandbook
little
on “ Small Dynamos and Motors " can enlighten
me, as it gives the winding of even numbers of cogs or spaces to

slots, and I cannot get over the
wind in . My armature has elevendiagram
wind itstampings
? It is
me There arehowaboutto eighty
Will you2 ins.givelong.
odd space.
diameter
and
2in ins,
it. What size wire is best to use ? What came off is no use

Will it charge an accumulator
4 volts 30 amps, ?
on again . lamp
to go resistance
needful ? About what size dynamo would
Is a
mine be judging from the size of armature given here ( I mean in
watts) ? How many lights would dynamo light, and what candle

Secondary

power ?

-

Primary

Doc

0
00 0
5

, " Gas
handbookquestion
do better, 7dthan
you cannot
to engine
by Runciman
., postreadfree.ourThewhole
Oil Engines,"
and
write
us
this,
after
difficulty
.
If
have
you
any
isagainfully. explained
You do not state what kind of governor you are using.
Re accumulators. The voltage soon falls to 22 or thereabouts, and
provided there is no other apparent defect you have nothing
to worry about. Yes. This voltmeter can be used for the one cell
when charging current is on . See recent query replies.
Pantelephone.
. (Leeds) writes:
(15,766]
I have
made
and particulars
pantelephoneH .to J.theD dimensions
Locht Labye's
(with the exception of replacing the thin pine board with a piece of
cigar-box lid ) given in THE MODEL ENGINEER Handbook , No. 4 ,
page 18, and cannot get the same to work . I connected the pan
telephone up as shown in Fig . I , first without an induction coil

every s6 FIG . 2 .
WIRING DIAGRAMS FOR PANTELEPHONE.
with
an unsatisfactory result. Kindly say if the wiring is correct
or not. The least assistance will bemuch esteemed.
The wiring you show is correct if no induction coil were used ;
but
if one were
thenatitsfarbeginning
and finishing
connected
to theused
receiver
end as shown
in Fig. 2 .endItshould
is simplybe
a matter of careful adjustment of both receiver and pantelephone.

Try sensitive
two cells enough
in series.. Perhaps the cigar-box lid is too thick,and
not
(16,251)
Nightwrites
Light;
Batteries
and
LampsDoorW Switch
. G . G . for
(Exeter)
: I amSmall
a reader
of the
M .E . and shall
verya 3glad
you willlamp
answer
the a following
questions.
(I) Ibehave
-voltif capped
(H . Eme
.), and
bayonet
holder
for
same.
I
want
to
fix
same
up
cheaply
as
light
for seeing the time, etc. Instead of buying a numbera ofnight
ordinary
dry batteries, or the new " Empire " wet, and connecting them up,
would
not form
a (one single)lightdry(seebattery,
say 41 volts,
like same
that used
in thelastbox
givesolder
the
light
and
as long innight
proportion ? enclosed
Of course,print)
I could
or clamp
the
to the brass
flanges of theso battery.
(2) Will you
then
pleasewiresgiveon sketches
of connections,
that immediately
the door

Query 16243 In

to

DIAGRAM OF ARMATURE WINDING .
The sketch above shows winding for your armature

machine

, If
ran satisfactorily before, rewind it with same gauge wire as you
have taken off. You do not state
what voltage it gave either.

Approximate output watts,

candle-power

31 watts

(counting
40 ;
per candle-power) = inII.
Books
s. answer
on beHigh
A. P.
(16,397]) writes
greatlyFrequen
obliged cy
will kindly
: I shall
if youCurrent
(Glasgow
the following - What are the best books on high frequency work
dealing with experiments such as performed by Dr. Bodie and others

August 23, 1906 .
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on the stage ? What is the title of Tesla's book ? Can you give

191

Weshould advisenot

numbers
of M . E , in which articles on High Frequency appeared ?
A work on High Frequency Currents by Tesla can be had from

than 60 ft. radiuswith a round a 25- ft .
of 1 to 5 - 16ths in . The less
engine would , no doubt, pa ssuper-elevation
radius quite easily, but this curve would not be safe at any speed

Spons, 125, Strand, London , price 5s. 4d. post free. For articles
on High Frequency Currents see following issues : April 16th ,
May 7th , 21st, June 4th , July 9th , 30th , September roth , November

For a cheap temporary railway we would recommend strip iron ,
Rails

5th and 12th , of 1903, and subsequent issues. There is a book called
*work
Theand
Bodieexperiments.
Book," by Dr.
Bodie,interest
which you.
gives The
an account
It might
price is 2s.of gdhis.
post free.

(14,996 )writes
Barly: I have
Piringpurchased
in Small
Engine.
(London)
a gasGas
engine,
2-in . boreG .4 -inC..
stroke, Otto cycle tube ignition , gas and air valves in one casting,
screwed into back of cylinder, acting by suction , exhaust valve
opened by rocking lever, worked by cam -wheel geared 2 to 1. The

compression appears good and the valves tight, but the charge is
always
fired both
too early,
I openstarting
the compression
tap.
I have tried
-in . andeven-in.when
gas tube,
with 7 ins. long
and
shortening
till
I
get
to
4
ins.,
at
which
length
it
refuses
to
fire
at all. When it does fire, the result is always the same the crank
ishaddriven
forward
before
I
can
get
it
above
the
centre.
I
have
always
the tube well heated. I have your book on “ Gas and Oil
Engines,” but it does not explain this case, so that I am com
pelled to turn to you .

corpenters brods S
Query 16310

MODEL RAILWAY TRACK.
in. deep by 3-32nds or 4 in. thick (fth stuff if possible) laid into
(16,372]
TubetellBoilers.
F. (Chelmsford)
writes
: Will Water
you kindly
me whetherA .theG . water
tube boiler
(with drums and inclined tubes) described in “ Model Boiler
shape.should be fixed to longitudinals
sogrooves
that onthe the
tracksleepers.
shall keepTheitslatter

13-0"

This is often the case with little engines. You should try altering
the bore of ignition holes by inserting a bush made of brass tubing.

Wedges formed

by square

IODI

-

„69
re

a

Wheels
5 - 2 " diam .

Query : 15871

GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY Six-COUPLED SADDLE-TANK ENGINE. (Scale : 3- 16ths in . to the foot.)
Try various small sizes first, down to about 3-32nds-in . bore, and
if this does not give better results then begin enlarging the bore
and watch
resultsit closely
. You
not state
whether
engine
new
or whether
has ever
run do
properly
. Much
depends
uponis

these two points. Have you tried heating the tube a good way

BUSHING
AN

IGNITION
PASSAGE .
Overg 19%

up - say, halfway, or more ? Also try adjusting the admission of
gas and air to get various mixtures. You can also do a lot by the
judicious " setting ” of the exhaust valve and the adjustment
of spring on air-suction valve. Read the chapter on “ Cams and
Valve Settings " in Runciman 's book carefully, and make certain
you understand one sentence before passing on to the next. If
you grasp all that is said in that chapter thoroughly , you will soon
be in a position to put your difficulties to one side.
[ 16 ,310 ) Model Railway Track . H . S . P . (Southwick )
writes : Will you please let me know minimum radius that a i-in .

will take at full speed running light ? Also
scale L . T .S .Rly . engine
what is cheapest type of rail for such a locomotive ? I find nothing
as

cheap in catalogues suitable, and do not want expensive track
it is only temporary . Approximate length , 100 yds.

Making
would supply
to .drive
engine
having a” cylinder
i 1- 16thenough
-in . boresteam
by 4-in
strokea ; vertical
what pressure
this boiler would stand ; also whether the engine would drive a

dynamo to generate 10 to 15 watts ?

A boilerwellofthrottled
this pattern
will not
should
worked
down.
The stand
engineoverloading
mentioned and
should
run be
at
400 r.p.m to. with
expected
drivea a boiler
10 -wattpressure
dynamo.of 40 to 60 lbs., and may be
515.8211 Great Western Rly . Saddle - tank Locomotive.

A . H ., jr. (King's Norton ), writes : Could you kindly oblige me, a
reader of your MODEL ENGINEER, with a side elevation drawing of
a G . W . R . six - coupled saddle tank , giving diameter of wheels, and
the height of chimney and cab respectively ?
We append herewith a drawing of a G . W . R . saddle tank of the

type whichsome
wasconcerned
in the LlanellyThe(Loughor)accident,which
occurred
eighteen months
scale of the drawing is
3 - 16ths in . to the foot, or size ago.
for a 31 gauge model.

(16,444] Wiring Spark Coil. J. E . N . (Tenbury) writes :
I should be much obliged if you would answer the
queries : - ( 1) What are the respective gauges of enclosed wires ?
( 2) Would a spark coil work right with the secondary made of this
thin wire, and some more, slightly thicker or thinner ? ( 3) If

there are some joints in this thin wire, will it matter in a spark coil
if they are well insulated at these points ? (4 ) Will tissue paper
do for a condenser if it is perfect and well soaked in paraffin wax ,

or would this sample paper be better ?

(1) Noand sample
sent. (2) (4Yes.
be carefully
made
well insulated.
) No.(3) AJoints
thin must
but stronger
and
stiffer paper is better. Something like foreign notepaper.
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conditions, which we outline below and will

our offer of medals for the speediest model boats .
To allow competitors more time in completing their
boats, we are therefore arranging to close the cɔm
petition on December 31st instead of October
16th as previously announced . We are also pro
viding that the tests may be made in one, two ,
or three trips, theminimum distance of which shall
be 100 yards, the total distance over which the boats
are to be timed remaining as before at not less than

publish in full in our next issue, will be satisfactory

300 yards.

The Editor's Page .
CINCE our last notes on the subject of the forth
U coming Speed Boat Competition , we have
been carefully considering the wishes of the
numerous correspondents in respect to the final
conditions, and trust that the terms of these

to the majority, if not all, of the readers who
intend taking part in this interesting event.

In this issue there appear several letters worthy
of the attention of those concerned. Mr. John
Case, in advocating three classes, we think forgets

that there are at present, in spite of the revival in
the sport, not enough speed boats to warrant such
a modification , and we are therefore leaving the
classification as it stands. With regard to the
circumstances under which the boats are built
and owned , again we are not interfering with the
tentative conditions. We think that it would
seriously narrow the issues of the competition to
include a lot of complicated conditions as to the

design , construction, and ownership of the boats
entered . The mere fact that the honour of obtain

ing a first prize would be distributed amongst so
many would prevent a “ Limited Company ” being
formed to build and engine a boat to capture even
a MODEL ENGINEER silver medal. In addition ,
however clever a builder and designer might be, it
would be practically impossible for him to produce

a record-breaking model without having benefited in
some degree by the experiences of others, whether
the information obtained came from his immediate
associates or from the pages of this Journal.

Answers to Correspondents .
J. K . (Leeds). — Weknow of no book dealingwith the
subject of your first query . Drawings of the
locomotives referred to will be found in “ The
World 's Locomotives,” by C . S. Lake,
F . C . P . (Bath ). — Your soldering difficulty appears
to arise from neglect to thoroughly cleanse the
parts before applying the solder. This is most
essential to a sound joint.

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects . Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of

rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointmentin advance .
This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. Por

annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order.

Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager. HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper ,
and all new apparatusand price lists, & c.,for review ,to be
EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26 – 29. Poppinaddressed
to THEStreet,
's Court
London , E .
Fleet
C.
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
" 26 - 29
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of th

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi
addressed to THE
neer,
, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
and boo 's to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 28 -29.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S .A ., to whom

Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street , London , E .C .

One rather important alteration which will be
made in the provisional conditions, affects those
dealing with the award of certificates and bronze

medals. We intend to increase the speed which
shall entitle A Class boats to certificates to five
and -a -half instead of four-and -a -half miles an hour,
and in both classes will award bronze medals to

boats which excel the previous records. This will
prevent a model which gives only a very poor speed
getting a bronze medal because it happens to be
the second fastest boat, a state of things which
might obtain if the conditions already published
were adhered to .
We are pleased to agree to Mr. D . T . Scott's
suggestion that the time should be extended ,
but at the same time must enter a disclaimer to
his remark as to the inception of the present com

petition . The revival of interest in the building
of fast boats,which has certainly made itself evident
this year, is alone responsible for the renewal of

ul subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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A Model Horizontal Steam Engine, with High -Speed

• Porter ” Governor .
By G . T. RHODES.

MR. G . T . RHODES' MODEL HORIZONTAL Mill Evgine.

THE engine illustrated in the above photograph

The crosshead and crank are tool steel, highly

has a single cylinder, it inches diameter

polished . The shaft is in . diameter at the flywheel

and

the engine being i inch above top of bed . The
bed , cylinder, and flywheel are cast brass, and
I may say that, with the exception of themoulding
and casting of these castings, every part of the
engine and the making of the patterns has been

seat and } in . elsewhere, and the crank, flywheel,
eccentric, and governor pulley are bored slightly
taper, driven on to the shaft and turned afterwards,
the whole therefore running perfectly true.
The governor is of the high -speed Porter type ,
entirely of steel, highly polished . The governor

done by myself ; no screws nor any part has been

stand also serves as a slide for the valve rod , as

obtained ready -made.

the drawing (on page 194 ) plainly shows. Thebevel
wheels were cut by means of a milling cutter in . : .

2

inches stroke, the centre line of

The connecting-rod is of circular section , made
of Bessemer steel and fitted with brasses at each ,
end , adjustable by means of screw gibs and cotters .

the lathe slide-rest driven from an overhead ap
paratus, the teeth being spaced by division plate '

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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The steam and throttle valves are at present under
the bed , but I am about to alter their position, as
it is a pity to have them out of sight. All the
nuts are Bessemer steel, turned and milled on
mandrels after tapping, thus ensuring their being
perfectly true, and they all fit perfectly the small
screw keys belonging to the engine. This model
has been exhibited at one exhibition , and took
first prize out of about a dozen shown .

August 30, 1906.

The Latest in Engineering.
A Two-gallon Automobile Efficiency Trial.
A consumption trial recently undertaken by the
such
America has produced pause
Automobile Club of that
they cause one to
extraordinary results

and ponder. As its title indicates, each car was

allowed two gallons of petrol, and the test was to
get as far as possible with that allowance.
The published result is as follows :

CLASSES. - A

Car .
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advance in London County Council technical
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2 , 300 87.00
4 ,070 47.90
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40.83
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12
13
4
4,040 36 .83 14
6
4 ,910 30.25 15
formula employed on the
5

trial : The rating is based on cars having four or
be rated as though they weighed , loaded , 25 per
cent. of their actual weight. Cars having one
cylinder will be rated asthough they weighed,
loaded , 70 per cent. of their actual weight.
The scores made in the contestwill bearrived
at as follows : To the actual weight of the

more cylinders. Cars having two cylinders will

Eft-ATO

car with messengers as weight at the moment
of the sameas mentioned above, a handicap
of 800 lbs. will be added . This sum will be
multiplied by the distance in miles travelled

of starting, or 75 per cent., or 70 per cent.

i “ PORTÉR " High -SPEED GOVERNOR FOR MODEL
HORIZONTAL ENGINE .

education will be marked by the opening in Sep
tember of a School of Engineering at Paddington
Technical Institute in Šaltram Crescent. The
classes which will be devoted to this section of
technical education will be the first inaugurated

in any school or institute of which the County
Council has the sole control, and the Paddington
Institute will stand alone in preparing pupils by
practical demonstration and scientific teaching
to go from the classes qualified to take up a useful
position in this branch of industry . It has always
been the Council's aim in establishing institutes
to form classes which will meet the specific needs

of the neighbourhoods in which they are built.
Thus in Poplar there is a school of marine engineer
ing . The Paddington Institute was established
in 1903 to enable artizans and others engaged in
manufacturing and artistic industries to acquire
a scientific knowledge of the principles that underlie

the processes which they have to carry out in their

daily work . With the assistance of L .C .C . grants,

to obtain the score. The cars making the highest
and the second and third highest, scores, will receive
the first, second, and third prizes respectively .
This formula seems to have effectually excluded
cars having single cylinders, as three ran greater
distances than any of those classified above. The
“ Indian " tri-car ran 99.8 miles on one gallon ,
equalto 199.6 miles for two gallons. Two " Orient

Buckboards " did respectively 98 .8 and 93.8 miles
It is interesting to note that the winning car,
the " Franklin ” (weighing 2,300 lbs.), which ran
87 miles on two gallons, had a four-cylinder air
cooled engine.
The New Ransome- Lavoy Electric Band
Saw . - A new horizontal band saw for large logs,
driven by electricity and made by Messrs. A .
Ransome & Co., recently went under severe trials
at the above firm 's Stanley Works, Newark. The
machine is capable of dealing with logs of any kind
on the two gallons.

of timber up to 4 ft. in diameter, and although the

table is only of sufficient length for logs up to 20 ft.,
this can be prolonged to take logs of any length

electrical engineering is now taught at the North

up to even 100 ft. if desired . The chief feature in

ampton

this machine consists in the saw being driven by an

Institute, Clerkenwell ; electrical and

general engineering at University College, Gower
Street ; and general engineering at the Woolwich
Polytechnic

electric motor built around the shaft of the driven

saw pulley, by which arrangement the machine
is made perfectly self-contained , and all driving
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belts, shafting, and gearing are entirely obviated ,
thus effecting a considerable saving in power
and reducing the width of the floor-space occupied
by themachine to 17 ft. 6 ins., as against 34 ft. 6 ins.,
which is required for similar machines when driven
by belts from a countershaft. Themotor is capable
of giving out 50 e .h .-P ., and a small supplementary

195 .

machine, while apart from the reduced expense
for fuel and lubricating oil, the running cost and
upkeep of their 'bus would be less than that of any
other type. All their data went to confirm that
belief. Moreover, such an accident as the disaster
on Handcross Hill could scarcely happen with a

ward and forward movements of the log carriage

steam omnibus on account of the great power the
driver could bring to bear by reversing his engine,
and thereby bringing into action a most powerful

and the rising and falling motions of the saw

emergency brake.

motor of 12 e.h.-p. is added for driving the back

Fig . 1. - MR. W . H . DEARDEN 's Two HOME-MADE DRILL CHucks.
carriage. Another feature in this machine is that

the saw pulley spindles run in ball bearings of
special
construction, which not only greatly reduce
the power
required to drive the saw , but, as they
will run for several weeks without attention , the
cost of lubricant is enormously reduced . Another
improvement consists in the automatic arrangement

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[ Readers are invited to contribute short practical items to this column,
based on their own workshop experience. Accepted contributions
will be paid for on publication , if desired ,beaccording
to meri .
marked “ WOR
All matier intended for this column should
SHOP " on the envelope .)

of this movement, which is variable, being easily

for raising and lowering the saw by power, the speed
controlled by simply moving a hand-lever. A

Two Useful Drill Chucks.
By W . H . DEARDEN.

striking feature in the above trial was that the
machine was not fixed to any foundation , butmerely

a home-made lathe without any kind of universal

Having for years done all my model work on

rested on the floor, and although holes are provided

chuck , I thought it high time to take an opportunity

in the bedplate for bolts for fixing it to a concrete
bed , the trials were conducted with the machine
merely standing on
the floor and not
withstanding the very

which offered itself and set to work to make a couple

high speed of the saw ,
which is 7,000 ft. a
minute, the machine
was in such perfect
balance that there was
no perceptible vibra
tion .

of chucks suitable for holding drills and other

FIG . 2 . — THE TWO- JAW CHUCK .

The Advantages of
Steam for Omnibuses. — Mr. J. Smith -Winby,
presiding at the meeting of the Darracq
Serpollet Omnibus Company in London yesterday,
dealt at some length with the advantage of
steam over petrol for omnibuses, both as to safety
and economy. He said that the principal advantages
of the steam motor -'bus was the non -existence
of a clutch and gear-box, the absence of ignition
troubles, and the simplicity of the mechanism .
Those factors, coupled with the gentle action

of the motive power, must add to the life of the

small work . These chucks are shown in the ac
companying photograph . They were made out
of odd material, which circumstance has somewhat
influenced their design .
The two-jaw chuck is of quite an ordinary type
- following very much the lines of those used for
hand drills. The part which screws on to the nose
of my lathe (this is very large by the way, measur
ing i in . diameter, 8 threads) has a -in . bolt
fitted to it, screwed all the way along. On this
runs, without shake, a circular nut, to which a

The Model Bogineer and Electrician .
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attached a conical portion of the chuck body.
The internal shape of this is exactly the same
as that of the jaws, and contains side chucks to
keep the jaws in place. A specially made thin
spanner engages flats on the chuck body and on
the nut which fits the nose of the lathe, so that

the work may be tightened up or slackened off

August 30, 1906 .

brass discs, having a hole in centre to take the
spindle. The tee is then filled with type-metal, with
spindle in place, and forms a satisfactory bearing ;
an oil-hole is drilled down from top . The spindle
is a length of -in . mild steel rod, tapered off at
one end, and a screw cut with an ordinary chaser.
The pulley and the flanges for emery wheel were
purchased , the parts being fittings
for fretwork machines. As these
are fitted by set screws, it was diffi

cult to grip the emery wheel
tight enough , so I put on each

side of wheel a washer made of
patching rubber, as used for re
pairing the inner tubes of bicycle
tyres.

Fig . 4. — JAWS FOR CHUCK, Fig 3.
FIG . 3. - THE THREE -JAW
CHUCK .

Emery wheel

Rubber washers
re

and the chuck removed from the lathe with the
smallest amount of trouble.
The three-jaw chuck is of more stumpy propor
tions and has a range of from o inch to inch.
The jaws are turned in one piece and afterwards
parted into three, the lip which shows outside the

chuck being filed so that the last jaw can just be

got into place after the other two are in . Other
details are shown in the drawing.

A Taper Gauge.

By G . S.
The tool illustrated herewith will be found very
. useful for measuring the angle of lathe centres and
other tapered work . The principle is the same as
that found in the taper attachments of a lathe.

AN EMERY GRINDER MADE FROM GAS-PIPES

AND FITTINGS.

Set screws

twith milled heads

Brazing Grey Iron .

By E . R . MARKHAM .
I have been interested reading the various articles
on brazing grey iron , as I formerly supposed it
impossible to braze it with ordinary brass, and
A TAPER GAUGE .

The lower jaw slides up or down to adjust the work ;
the taper ; both jaws are locked with thumb
the upper jaw swings on a stiff joint c to adjust

screws. The attachment can be made out of strip
material.

A Small Emery Grinder.
By A . WATERHOUSE .
This simple grinder is made from ='gas pipes and
fittings. The head consists of a 6 -in . piece of x- in .
gaspipe, screwed into a flange at foot, and into a
tee at top. The ends of the tee are 'closed by

this in face of the fact that I had several men
in my employ who were devoting all their time
to this branch of work . However, the only metals

we were called on to braze were steel and malleable
iron .
After taking up school work , I found one day
that one of the pupils had broken a gear-shifting
lever on one of our engine lathes. As I was debating
whether to send to the manufacturers of the lathe
for a new lever , or send this one to someone who
made a business of brazing grey iron , the instructor
in the forge department of the school came along

and informed me that he could braze it for me.
While I was attempting to persuade him that he
was mistaken , as this was grey iron, he called my
attention to a similar lever on another lathe which
he informed me was broken and brazed three or four
years previous to my coming to the school.
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One of the pupils was instructed to fasten the

broken pieces together, the uneven pieces occasioned
by the breaking of the piece werenot touched - that
is, they were not smoothed off in any way . The
brazing was done in an ordinary blacksmith 's forge.

In order to avoid high heats, it was necessary to
use a brass that would melt at a low temperature ,
as otherwise there would be a danger ofmelting the
cast iron , whose fusing point is low as compared
with that of steel.
In order to get satisfactory results it was neces

sary to heat the iron slowly , and for a longer period
I am sure that the efforts of somemechanics to
braze the metal under consideration have proved
futile because thebrass used had a high fusing point.
than when brazing steel.

Since brazing the lever I have had occasion to

braze several pieces, and satisfactory results have
attended each attempt.
I trust this may re-assure those who are sceptical
as to the possibility of doing such work . -- American
Machinist.
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centre of shaft to centre of hole can be gathered
from Table III (given on page 199), and the
diameter will depend upon the type of inlet piece
used . The hole for the lubricator should now be

bored and tapped , also the four bolt holes for fixing
of case should then be
down. The bottom edgemake
a good joint with

planed or filed , so as to
the foundation . This should perhaps be better done
first. The four bolt holes for fixing the inlet pipe
should also be drilled and tapped ; this also depends
on the type of inlet pipe that is to be used . When
this has been done, lay, aside, and commence with
cover. Fix this to faceplate, and bore out the
bearing and turn the facing for liner ; next proceed
with the rebate at the edge -- this must have a
good fit with the case ; reverse, and turn the outside
facing and rim , and at the same time face end
the position of the stud
of bearing and unfix. Mark
holes and drill these, clearing to proper size ; also

Water Motors and other

Hydraulic Machines .
By JOSEPH G . Solis.

(Continued from page 183.)
DESIGN FOR A WATER Motor.
of modifications as far as the case is con
cerned . In fact, the various forms and
designs of cases now existing are too numerous
for description .
The reader will have noticed that the cups
follow a separate scale. This arises from the fact that
the cups, or motor A , are i in . wide, the wheelbeing
4 ins. diameter over tips of cups. This makes,
if the general scales were used, the width of the cups
for motor E - -which is 8 ins. over tips of cups
- 2 ins. wide, which is rather too much . Before
commencing the building of any of the motors,
a full -size working drawing should be made. This
ultimately saves a lot of time, expense , and , shall
I say, bad temper. It is presumed that all the
necessary castings have been procured , as it is

THE design here given can undergo a good deal

pattern -making requisite in building these machines.

To return to the actual construction ; this will

best be dealt with under subject headings, so as to
avoid any confusion :

Case. There is very little to machine in the

case ; but the little there is must be well done,
or a proper alignment ofbearingswill not be arrived
at. Begin by fixing this to the faceplate- in the
larger sizes it will probably not swing in the gap,
so will have to be bolted on to the saddle, or any
other convenient way — and bore the bearing

to the scaled dimensions ; next turn the facing
on which the cover is fixed , also the boss on which
the flange of the brass liner of bearing lies. Now
reverse, and face the outside end of bearing. This
is not absolutely necessary , but adds to the general

appearance ; infix from the faceplate, and if the
hole for the inlet pipe and nozzle has not been

cored out, proceed to bore it. The height from

-- -

rather out of the scope of these articles to deal with

C . L , ÓF JET.

PLASH ER

PLATE
- -

Fig . 19. - PART SIDE ELEVATION AND SECTION
OF WATER MOTOR.
drill and tap hole for lubricator. When this is done,
place cover in position on case, and scribe the
the studs in . When finished the bearings will
be found in perfect alignment if good workmanship

has been put on the work . The small plate, called
in the casting to prevent the water from dragging
round the wheel.

Wheel. This will be an easy matter. First bore
and turn up one side and rim ; next reverse the
mandrel, and turn up the other side. If a mandrel
is not obtainable, any other method will do as well,
only be as accurate as possible.
Now divide the rim into equal divisions, the
number being dependent on the size of the wheel
being built. Next dab the position of the holes

out the hole for spindle, then fix tight on a mandrel,

to receive the screws that fix the cups to the wheel.
If these are cast in a ring and fixed to the rim , four
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screws, placed as equidistant as the position of
the cups will allow , will be found sufficient. The
, as
writer can strongly recommend this method
the wheel blank could then be cast in iron and
a saving in production effected . When the
holes have been drilled , tap them to the re
quired size. (Do not use rivets, for if defects arise
in any of the cups, it could not be so easily removed ;
beside, the strain would be in tension, which for

August 30, 1906

central portion is made larger to facilitate keying ,
but if preferred a plain one could be used . The
wheel is fixed to it by either set-screw , a flat key ,
or a countersunk key . All three methods are

equally good , but the countersunk key is to be
preferred . The flat key could bemade shorter than
usual, and fixed by two countersunk screws,and the

rivets should never be so .) Of the three types of
cups shown the reader can choose the one he fancies
most. There is little difference as far as efficiency

is concerned between the three - the simplest
but has
of the set gives perhaps the best results,used
with
the disadvantage that it must only be
a horizontal jet ; the other two can be used
It
with jets entering the case in any position.
will be noticed that in the design the jet is placed
on the right hand ; this, if desired , may be on the
left or at top : in fact, in any position so long as
the water strikes the wheel at the correct tangent.
In the two cups, Figs. 25 and 27, there is a certain
division, and care must be taken that the jet strikes

T IT 7

-

17

Ti

the division in the centre , so as to divide the jet
into equal portions. If this is not done, the cup
HERE
LUBRICATOR

losesmost of its efficiency. Proceed by smoothing
the inside as much as possible ; reject all cups
that show broken edges or any great deviation

FIG . 21.- SECTIONAL PLAN OF WATER MOTOR.
wheel driven tight over it. Do not file the spindle
at the bearings if they are any way tight ; far
better to ream out the bearings, as filing would
spoil the concentricity of the spindle, and it is very
bad practice.
Balancing Wheel. - The wheel must be properly
balanced ; if not, at the high speed at which these
motors run, vibration and a badly worn bearing
would soon be in evidence. The method of balanc
ing is simple enough : Two steel rules - 6 -in .
rules will do nicely - sunk into two blocks of wood,
so that one edge projects about } in . ; screw these
ANIT

UURI

VA

Fig . 20 – PART CROSS-SECTION.
from the others in way of weight, as this will affect
the balance of the wheel. Make a template the
diameter of the wheel blank, and apply this assidu
ously when filing the cups for a good fit to the wheel.
When all have been treated in this way, file out
with a round file the four semicircular notches for

the screws and countersink them . These could be
bored in the casting. Now gather the lot round the
rim and screw them down tight. It might be as
well to have the screw to project a little on the
inside of rim and burred slightly.
The spindle is a simple matter to turn . The

blocks to a piece of board , say about in . thick ,
and fix to the work bench . Now proceed to
level the edges of the rules (do this with a
spirit level - one of undoubted accuracy ). The
edges must be perfectly level, independently and
at any portion on
together, so that the levelplaceddiagonally
or longi
the rules, either square across,
tudinally , give a " dead " reading.
When this has been satisfactorily.done, place the
wheel with the spindle resting on the edges of the
rules, as square as possible, so that the centre line
of the spindle lies at right angles to either of the
rules. Watch closely if the wheel moves one way
or the other until it comes to rest ; now mark
on the wheel blank a perpendicular line, and on the
lower portion of centre web drill a hole - a very
small one at first; then replace the wheel on the

edges again , and see if the portion with the hole
goes to thebottom again ; if so , enlarge the hole, and
proceed the sameway again ; continue the operation
until the wheel placed at any position will remain
su) without moving one way or the other . When

this state has been reached the wheel will be in

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Size ofMotor.

TABLE III. - PROPORTIONS
THAT DO NOT FOLLOWer SCALES.
M .
Numb ofCups.
R.
0.
10
if
I 11- 32 2 }
12
1 } . 3 3- 16 23
2}

2 9 - 16

2 15 - 16

148282448
228928899
BabeRT
Ladang

4

45
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Thickness of Case.
5 -32ths
3 - 16ths

14

3-16ths

16
20

7 -32ths

2
59-16 31
TABLE IV .- THEORETICAL DISCHARGE OF VARIOUS
TABLE V . - THEORETICAL HORSE -POWER OF
VARIOUS NOZZLES -- continued .
NOZZLES IN GALLONS PER MINUTE.
Head
Head
Theoretical Horse -power.
Gallons
minute.
per
in
in
in . in . Po in . fin .
fin. in . in .
in . fin .
feet. fin .
220
•2468
5553
9888 1. 544 2 .224
93
10 I•78
1.775 3.162 4.938 7:113
I
230 2638 5936 1.056 1.650 2 .377
2 .511 4.472 6 .983 10 .06
240 •2812 •6327 1. 126 1•759 2.534
30 1.367 3.076 5.477 8.553 12 . 32
40 1.578 3.557 6 .324 9.876 14.22
250 2990 •6727 1•197 1.870 2.694
50 1 . 764
3 .971
7 .071 11.04
15 .90
260 .3171 •7134 1.270 1.977 2.857
60 1.933 4•350 7.746 12.09 17 .42
270 3355 •7535 1.344 2.099 3.024
70 2.088 4 .698 8 .366 13.06
18 .82
280 •3544 •7973 1.419 2 .217 3. 193
80 2.232 5.023 8.944 13.96
290
•3735 •8404 1.496 2 . 336 3. 366
20 . 12
90 2. 367 5 .327 9.486 14.81
21:34
300 •3930 •8843 1.574 2.458 3. 542
100 2 .496
5 .616 10.00
15 .61 22.49
310 4128 9289 1.651 2.582 3.720
110 . 2.617 5 .890 10 -48
320 4329 .9741 1•734 2.708 3.902
23:59
120 2 .734 6 . 151. 10 .95 17 . 10
24.64
TABLE VI. - THEORETICAL SPEED OF WHEELS AT
130 2.845 6 .402 11.40 17 .80
25.64
VARIOUS HEADS.
140 2.953 6 .644 11.83 18 .47
26 .61
Head
Revolutions per minute.
in
150 3.056 6 .877 12 :24 19 .12 27:55
4 ins. 5 ins. 6 ins. 7 ins. 8 ins.
feet .
160 3•157 7. 103 12.64 19.75
28 .45
170
180
190

200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300

7 .322
7.534
7 .741
3.529 7 .942
3•616 8 .138
3.702
8 .329
3.785 8 .516
3.866 8.699
3.946 8.879
4 .024 9 .055
4 . 101 9 209
4 .176 9 .397
4.250 9.563
4 : 323 9.726
3.254
3 .348
3.440

13.03
13:41
13.78
14 . 14
14 :49
14.83
15 :16
15 :49
15.81
16 . 12
16 .43
16 .73
17 .02
17 : 32

20 : 36
20 .95
21:52
22 .08
22 62

23:16
23.68
24:19
24.69
25 . 17
25 .65
26 .13
26 .59
27 .04

29.33
30. 18
31.00

31.81
32 :59
33-36
34:11
34 .84

100

36 .96

IIO

37.64
38.30

I 20
130

0152

0271

0423

0610

·0124
·0191
·0267
·0351

•0280
•0430
•0602
•0791
0997

.0498

0777

•I 120

•0767
•1071
. 1408
•1775
2168

•1197

•1724

•1673
•2199
•2771

.2410
.3168

•3992

•3386
•4732

.4878
-5820
.6817

*0646
100
0756
110 - 0873
90

120

•0994

130
140
150
160

•1121
•1253
.1388
•1531

170
180
190
200
210

•2587 •4040
•3030

•3496

5459 •7865
•3983 6220 8961
*4491 •7014 1•010
•5020 •78391•129

.5567 •8693
•3444 •6133 9577
1676 •3772 •6716 1.048
•1826 4110 •7318 1•142
1981 4457 •7936 1•239
2139 •4813 •8571 1.338
-2302 •5179 9221 1.440

60

36 . 27

·0068

•1218
•1453
•1702
•1963
2237
•2522
•2819
•3126

50

35.56

38 .96
310 4 .394 9 .888 17 .60 27.49
39.60
320 4 464 10.04 17.88 27 .93 40º24
TABLE V . - THEORETICAL HORSE -POWER OF
VARIOUS NOZZLES.
Head
Theoretical Horse-power.
in f
in .
in . fin .
feet. in . Tein,
1Ο 0024
•0054 .0096 0149 0215

70 •0443
80 0540

1ο
20

1•252
1.379
10510

1.646

10785
1.9281
2.074

140
150
160
170

180
190
200

210

220
230

240
250
260
270

581 . 485
415
363
685
587
514
839
1,259
1,007
630
8719
31
969
1,454 1,163
727
1,626 1 , 300 1,084
929
813
1 ,781 1,425 1,187 1,018
890
1,923 1,539 1, 282 1,099 · 962
2 ,056 1,645 1, 371 1, 175 1,028
2 , 181 1,745 1,454 1,246 1,090
2 ,299 1,839 1,533 1,314 1, 149
2 ,410
1,928
1 ,607 1 , 377 1,205
2 ,518 2,015
1,679 1,439 1,259
2,621 2,097 1,748 1,498 1, 311
2 ,720
2 , 176 1,813 1,554 1,360
2,816 2,253 1,877 1,609 1,408
2,908 2 , 326 1,937 1,662 1,454
2 ,997 2 , 398 1,998 1,713 1,499
3,084 2,467 2 ,056 1,762 1,542
3,169 2 ,535 2 ,112 1,811 1,584
3,261 2,609 2,174 1,863 1,631
3,331 2,665 2 ,221 1,904 1,666
3,416 2 ,728 2 ,273 1,948 1,705
3,487 2,789 2,324 1,992 1,743
3,562 2 ,849 2 ,374 2,035 1,781
3,635 2 ,908 2 ,423 2 ,077 1,817
3 ,707 2,965 2 ,471 2 ,118
1,853
3,778 3,022 2,518 2,159 . 1,889
3,847 3,078 2 ,565 2, 198 1,923
3,915 3, 132 2,610 2 ,237 1,9 58
3,982 3, 185 2,654 2,275 1,991
727
1 ,028

822

280
290
300
4 ,048
3,238
2 ,698 2 ,313 2 ,02 +
310
320 4 ,112 3,290 2,742 2,350 2,056
Note. - In Table III, given above , propor
tions that do not follow the general scales are
given, and there should be no difficulty about
these. The other tables are given to help the
reader to design his own machine, and to facili
tate his work in general ; they are self-explanatory,
and so demand no description. The reader must
of course understand that they -- the tables - are
calculated from theory, so that practical allowances
must be made.
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perfect balance. Consequently any pulley, gearing'
etc., placed on the spindle must also be balanced
in the same way . It would be well to mention
that when balancing the wheel, all the cups must
be on ; also the key or set-pin , whichever is used .

There are other methods of balancing, such as

LIULUNDU

JUU Lininis
,

drilling a hole on the light portion and filling with

August 30, 1906 , .

New System of Railway
Signalling .
UR attention has been called to an invention
which would , it is claimed , if brought into

generaluse on ourrailways,materially diminish
the number of accidents, and prevent those that are
due to the carelessness or indifference of the driver ,
The principle of the invention consists in a special
wheel, attached to the engine, being brought
in contact with a raised rail placed in the middle
of the main line at points at which it is necessary
specially to warn the driver , and thus automatically
ringing a bell and raising a sempahore in the driver's
cabin . It is claimed that if such a warning could
have been given to the driver of the ocean express
that was wrecked at Salisbury before he reached
the fatal curve, he would have realised the necessity
of reducing his speed from the 60 miles an hour at

Fig . 22.
Fig . 23.
PULLEY FOR WATER MOTOR,
lead , spelter, or white metal,riveting the metal over
the edge of the hole, and scraping off as the testing
operation proceeds. But this is not so easy as
the first method , and demands careful work .
The writer has known instances where this method
has totally failed owing to bad and hurried work
manship. When the amount of knocking, badly
worn out bearings, vibrations, and fluctuations in
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which he was travelling to the very much lower limit
of the Company's regulations, and would then
have passed an awkward part of the line in safety ,
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DesignS FOR WATER MOTOR CUPS.
the speed , is taken into consideration , it is sur
prising how neglectful model engineers are on this

subject - a defect which can so easily be remedied .
The shaft works in gun-metal sleeves placed in
the bearings, shown black in the drawings.
They can be perforated with small holes and
filled with any of the anti-friction metals on the
market, such as Babbitt' s, Kingston's, or white
bronze. The shank of the lubricator, when screwed
down, will prevent the liner from rotating.

( To be continued .)
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It is undoubtedly a fact that even the most
experienced drivers occasionally require somemore
striking appeal to their sense of caution than can
be conveyed by ordinary signals. One driver who
has seen the present invention , made the remark :
“ If we could get our distant signal on the cabin
of the engine we should have what we have been
looking for for twenty years." The invention
is that of Mr. J. R . O 'Driscoll, of Lowestoft, and
it can be seen by appointment at No. 6 , Salisbury
House , E .C ., where, during the past few weeks,
representatives of all the leading railway com
panies and of the Board of Trade have inspected
a working model. It is estimated that the cost
of the additional wheel and machinery would not
be more than £10 per engine, provided that the
system was generally adopted , whilst the laying
of a few feet of raised rail at the various necessary
points of the line would be, so far as expenditure
is concerned , a comparatively small matter . The

invention , of course, is intended to be entirely
an addition to the present system of signalling,
and to be worked in conjunction with existing
signals. It does not do away with anything ;
it is simply an effective means of directly calling the
driver's special attention to the necessity of caution
at given points of the line.
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A Machine for Rectifying
Alternating Current.
By A . W . M .

(Continued from page 182).
II. - The Construction of the Rectifying Gear.
THE commutator, which is used for rectifying
T the alternating current, is of similar con
struction to that used to commute the current
going to the rotor of the motor.

It has four

sections (C1, 2, 3, and 4, Fig. 20), which are, like
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commutator ; when slipped over the bush the

pairs of sections interlace, as shown in Fig . 20 ,
forming a four-section commutator with air gaps
between the sections, but opposite sections in
metallic connection with one another .
Interposed in each air gap is a thin strip of
No. 14 gauge hard rolled copper, V1, V2, V3, and V4.
Like the sections, these strips of metal, called
“ brush supporting pieces,” are in pairs, each
pair being in metallic connection — that is,
Vi is in metallic connection with V2, and V3
with V4 ; but each respective pair is insulated
from the other pair and from the bush J. The
pieces Vi and V2 are soldered to a brass supporting
casting Ui, and V3 and V4 to a similar casting U2,

DR. REGINALD MORTON 'S SINGLE- PHASE RECTIFIER : VIEW SHOWING THE RECTIFYING
COMMUTATOR AND BRUSHES.

the section of themotor commutator, carried upon
brass supporting castings Y . Opposite sections are
thus metallically connected to one another — that is,
Ci and C2 are in metallic connection, being soldered
to the one casting Y ! ; and C3 and C4 are in
metallic connection, being soldered to the one
casting Y2. The ring Ai is also soldered to Yı,
and is therefore in metallic connection to Ci and
C2 ; th : ring A2 is soldered to Y2, and is therefore
in metallic connection with C3 and C4. Each
pair of commutator sections with the respective
ring is, however, insulated from the other set, and
also from the bush J. The two pairs of sections are
assenıbled in the same way as those of the motor

When the commutator is assembled the pieces
Uiand U2 are placed between Yi and Y2, as shown
in the section Z ,Z , interlocking with each other and
with Yi and Y2. The result is that the pieces
Vi, etc., interlock with the sections Ci, etc., and
come in the centres of the respective air gaps.
The whole of the pieces Yı, Y2, UT, U2, are clamped
tightly together by a nut and washer, as shown ;
but as an additional security an insulated metal
pin may be put through them all , as shown in
section Z , Z . The final result is a four-section
commutator, having contact rings Ai and A2

in metallic connection with opposite pairs of
sections, but not in contact with the brush

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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supporting pieces which are interposed in the air
gaps.
The sections CI, etc., and supporting pieces
Vi, etc ., are preferably to be made of copper ,
and may be held by pins as well as being

soldered to the supporting castings for additional
security.

Insulatedd
y a ta Insulate

washer is against the shoulder of the pin . The
general arrangement of this brush gear is clearly
shown in the photographs of the complete machine.
The brushes Ti and T2, Fig . 6 , press respectively
upon the rings AI and A2, Fig . 20 , the respective

supporting studs being each made of a suitable
length .

ZUELA

pin

a
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FIG . 20 .
DETAILS OF RECTIFYING
GEAR .

Fig . 6 showed the brush gear which is used with

The second pair of brushes S, S, Fig. 6, press

the rectifying commutator. It consists of two
distinct pairs of brushes carried upon a single
rocker R ; each brush is insulated from the rocker
by means of insulating washers and collars arranged
in any convenient manner (see Practical Manual
No. 5). In this particular machine each of the
studs (Fig. 6 ) is held in place by a screw tapped
into the end.of the stud, and which press against
an ebonite washer ; an ebonite bush " is fitted in

upon the commutator sections C , Fig . 20 ; the
supporting studs S, S, Fig. 6 , for these are of equal
length . All brushes are of copper gauze. Holes
are drilled in the supporting studs, as shown in
Fig . 6 , for the purpose of receiving the wires which
carry the current, small set-screws a clamping
them in place. Brass or gun-metal should be used

each of the holes in the rocker, and a second ebonite

( To be continued.)

by preference for the various parts of this brush
gear.
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of the latest and most improved types, constructed
by Messrs. Workman, Clark & Co., at their Queen ' s
Road Works.

By Chas. S. Lake,
LAUNCH FROM THE BELFAST SHIPYARD .

Two BRITISHWAR VESSELS.

There was recently launched from the North
Yard of Messrs. Workman Clark & Co., Ltd .,

The writer is indebted to Messrs. Palmer's
Shipbuilding and Iron Company, Ltd ., of Jarrow
on - Tyne for the accompanying illustrations of the

Belfast, a large steamer named Japan , 465 ft. long,
with a gross tonnage of about 6 ,000 , and built under

Lloyd's survey for their highest class, besides

first-class battleship Resolution and the torpedo

boatdestroyer Star. Both vessels were constructed

H .M . TORIEDo Boat DET.ROYER " STAR " STEAMING AT 31'9 KNOTS PER HOUR.

Built at Jarrow on Tyne]
complying with the Board of Trade requirements
for a passenger certificate. The Japan has two
complete steel decks extending fore and aft with
poop , bridge, and topgallant forecastle ; the upper
deck , poop, bridge, forecastle, and boat decks
being sheathed with teak. The cargo space is
divided into four holds, and each compartment is
provided with a large hatchway through which
cargo will be worked by powerful steam winches,

[by Messrs. Palmer's Shiphuilding and Iron Co., Ltd.
by the firm mentioned for H .M . Navy, and par
ticulars of each are given below . The Resolution
is 380 ft. in length by 75 ft. beam ; her draught
is 27 ft . 6 ins. and displacement 14 ,150 tons. The

engines develop an indicated horse-power of 13,000 ,
giving a speed of 17 knots. They drive twin screws,
and each setof engines has triple expansion cylinders
fed by eight boilers of the ordinary cylindrical

and a suitable number of derricks swung from the
masts

type. The main armament consists of four 13.5 -in .
guns, ten 6 -in . guns, sixteen 6 -pounder guns, twelve
3 -pounder guns, and two Maxims.

Accommodation for first -class passengers has
been arranged in large steel houses on the bridge

The torpedo destroyer Star is a thirty -knot
boat with a displacement of 320 tons and the

deck with dining saloon in the forward house,
and for second -class passengers in wing houses
at forward and after ends of the bridge space,
with messroom at the after end of the same space.

principal dimensions are :
Length , 215 ft .

and crane posts.

Arrangements have also been made on the main
deck for carrying einigrants.
The machinery consists of a set of triple-expansion

engines with four steel multitubular boilers, all

Breadth , 20 ft. 9 ins.
Mean draught, 5 ft. 7 ins.
Indicated horse -power, 6 ,000 .
Armament- One 12 -pounder quick -firing gun ,
five 6 -pounder quick - firing guns, and two 18 -in .
torpedo tubes
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The illustration gives a very good idea of the
appearance presented by the vessel at full speed .

TRIAL TRIP OF A REMARKABLE STEAMER .
The special cargo steamer Fritze, built by Sir
Raylton Dixon & Co., Ltd ., of Cleveland Þock
yards," Middlesbrough , to the launching of which
reference was made in a recent issue of The MODEL
ENGINEER, recently proceeded to sea for her official
trials. The vessel carries over 7,000 tons on 23 ſt.
draught. Her length is 372 ft. and beam
51 ft. 21 ins. by 28 ft. 1o ins. moulded depth . She
has exceptionally large hatchways, and is equipped
with ten powerful steam winches, ten derrick
posts, warping capstan aft, and all the latest and

most
inodern appliances for the rapid handling of
cargo.
She has also an unusually large quantity of water
sides of the holds and the shell , on each side of the
vessel, as well as in the double bottom , thus
making her an ideal ship when in ballast, trim with
great steadiness at sea , increased speed, and the

ballast located under the deck between the sloping

racing of propellor reduced to a minimum .
She is fitted with engines by the North -Eastern
Marine Engineering Company, Ltd ., of Sunderland,
having cylinders 26 , 42, and 70 by 48 ins. stroke,
supplied with steam by three large single -ended
boilers working at 180 lbs. pressure, and fitted
with Howden 's System of Forced Draught. The
engines are placed right aft.
Her trial trip passed off most successfully, and
the vessel proceeded direct in ballast to Sydney,
Nova Scotia , under the command of Captain
Einar Qvale .

The Loss OF THE “ OAKBURN.”
The large steel screw steamer Oakburn , owned
by the Burn Line, Ltd ., of Greenock , whilst on a
voyage from Barry Dock to Australian ports

stranded and eventually became a total loss.
The ship left New York with a general cargo , and
after calling at St. Vincent, where she was swung
and had her compasses adjusted on the courses
to be steered , she proceeded on her voyage at an
estimated speed of nine knots. In the early
morning she struck on Duiker Point and became
a total wreck . The boats were hastily got out and
the captain and all hands abandoned the ship .
Two lives were lost in attempting to reach land,
and this was attributed to the panic which occurred
among the Asiatic crew of the vessel, but for which
it is held that no loss of life would have occurred .
In the inquiry held at Cape Town on the subject
of the wreck the Court held that the loss of the
Oakburn was not due to any default or wrongful

act of themaster or any of the officers or crew .
THE ABANDONMENT OF H .M .S. “ MONTAGU.”

The decision of the Government to abandon all
hope of salving the battleship Montagu , ashore
on the rocks off Lundy Island, could hardly have
comeas a surprise to anyone who read the frequently
published reports of the attempts made to get her
off. The salvage men and others engaged in the
almost hopeless task , cheered again and again ,
it is said , when the decision was conveyed to them ,
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and a certain sense ofreliefmust have come to every
one conversant with the circumstances when it
was known that the operations were to cease.
Several highly valuable and indispensable vessels
were being exposed to grave risk every day during
the attempt to save the doomed warship, and a
huge monetary bill has been run up , as it turns

out, to no purpose.
LAUNCH OF ANOTHER CANTILEVER STEAM 'R
On Tuesday, August 7th, 1906 , Sir Raylton Dixon
and Co., Ltd ., launched from their Cleveland Dock
yard ,Middlesbrough, a steamer built with cantilever
frames on Harroway & Dixon ' s, John Priestman 's
and Livingston & Sanderson's patents to the order
ofMessrs. Farnley & Eger, of Christiania.
She is built to the rules of Norwegian Veritas for
their highest class, her leading dimensions being
372 X 52 X 28 .4 ft. moulded , and she will carry a
deadweight cargo of over 7,200 tons on a light
draught, and has exceptionally large hatchways
30 ft . wide, with perfectly self-trimming and un
obstructed holds.
The vessel will be equipped with ten powerful
steam winches, ten derrick posts, warping capstan
aft, hand and steam steering gear, and will have
eight hatchways, six water-tight bulkheads, four
boats, etc., and all the latest and most modern

appliances for the rapid handling of cargo.
In addition to this the vessel will carry an un

usually large quantity ofwater ballast located under
the deck between the sloping sides of the holds and
the shell on each side of the vessel, as well as in the
double bottom and fore and aft peaks, thus making
her an ideal ship when in ballast ; trim , with
great steadiness at sea , increased speed and the
racing of propeller reduced to a minimum .

She will be fitted with engines by the North
Eastern Marine Engineering Company, Ltd ., Sun
derland, having cylinders 26 , 42, 70 X 48 -in . stroke,
supplied with steam by three large single-ended
boilers working at 180 lbs. pressure and fitted with
Howden 's System of Forced Draught. Her engines
will be placed right aft.

On leaving the way she was gracefully named
Fornebo by Miss Bodin , the youngest daughter of
Mr. Lauritz M . Bodin , the principal surveyor in
this country to Norwegian Veritas.
THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY. - The Engineer
states that English builders in June put into the
water thirty steamers, of 78,630 tons gross, as com

pared with thirty - five vessels, of 91, 388 tons,
in May , and thirty -one vessels, of 100 ,007 tons,
in June last year. In the six months English
builders have launched 188 vessels, of 446 , 148 tons

gross, as compared with 164 vessels, of 397,568
tons, in the corresponding period of last year.
PRESERVATION OF Wood. - Wood preservation
with sulphur is being exploited widely in Germany.
The sulphur is applied in liquid form , and in harden
ing completely fills all the cell spaces of the wood
fibre ; and it is said to remain impassive at a
moderate temperature, resisting the influence of
water and alkaline solutions, if cold . In numerous
experiments poplar has been found to be the best
wood to take the sulphur treatment, while oak and
pine are not so well adapted to the process .
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H .M . FIRST-CLASS BATTLESHIP “ RESOLUTION .”

BUILT AT JARROW -ON -TYNE BY MESSRS. PALMER'S SHIPBUILDING AND IRON
COMPANY, LIMITED.

Length, 380 ft.; beam , 75 ft. ; draught, 27 ft. 6 ins.; displacement, 14, 150 tons ;
indicated horse-power, 13,000 ; Speed , 171 knots.
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Induction Coils for X -Ray and
other Purposes .
By JoHN PIKE.

Continued from page 115.)
IX . — THE SECONDARY WINDING.

THE plan adopted is that suggested by the
writer and published in the early part of 1904,

with a few modifications, the result partly
of experience and partly of environment.
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tin , the straps being of such length that, having
fixed the positions of the reel, the disengaged ends
may be brought up and bent over the sides where
it is advisable to secure them by means of solder.
The skeleton frame to the left and back of the
trough is for the purpose of carrying the bobbins of
wire. Two pieces of stout brass rod are used
(see Fig . 24 ), one end of each bent over, as clearly
seen in the figure ; these carry pieces of springy
sheet-brass, drilled with suitable holes to carry a
spindle on which to slide the bobbins. The distance
between the bearings must be rather less than the

length of the longest bobbin to be used , as it is
intended when the bobbin is mounted
on the spindle that the latter should

be sprung in in order that some little
pressure keeps it in place. This spindle
is made by simply measuring off a
length of brass rod , placing over it a
piece of brass tube - a tight fit or sol
dered , and, at one end, a metal or thin
boxwood pulley. The latter, it may
be noted , is very useful at times when
we wish to empty a few spare sec
tions or re -wind on to one bobbin
the remainders of several others ; in
this case , the bobbin is secured to the
side of the pulley by means of a couple
of screws ; then , if the spindle be

mounted in any convenient stand,
FIG . 22. - MACHINE FOR WINDING SECONDARY COILS .

and a cord put round the pulley , it
may be rotated

The photograph reproduced (Fig. 23) represents
the arrangement which has— for several coils
been found very convenient and adaptable .
On the right-hand side of the figure is the driving
wheel. It is a wheel supplied by makers of sewing

from

the driving

wheel shown in the figure.
When a full reel of wire - weighing a little over
16 ozs.- -is sprung in , there is some little play in the

machines to provide a hand motion in place of

the usual treadle, when this change is desired to be
applied to existing machines : hence it is a market
able commodity, illustrated in Wheeler & Wilson 's
list, price 5s, or thereabouts.
For the same sum a small polishing and grinding
tool may be bought, which, driven by a pulley
from the wheel, serves as “ the winder," i.e ., the
tapered end of the tool fitted with the nut (used
ordinarily for the purpose of securing the emery
or other grinding disc ) is in this case just the very

thing wanted to carry the “ former " discs, the large
brass discs, which in the diagram obscure a full
view of the winder. Fig . 22 shows a diagram of

the driving wheel and winder. Still further to
the left is the trough in which is melted and kept
not the paraffin wax used , and through which the
wire is passed from the bobbin suspended above
it- -placed conveniently at the back , or, if desired ,
at the extreme end.
The trough is made of stout tin , and it is well

to have it made by a skilled worker in thatmetal,
as it requires to be fairly strong and wax -tight.
The dimensions of the one figured are about 9 ins.

by 9 ins., the width being 31 ins., and chosen to
accommodate a small gas stove, which may be seen
there, or a small spirit lamp. The height is also

FIG . 23. — THE DRIVING GEAR AND WINDER

regulated by that of the spirit lamp or flame used
to supply the necessary heat to melt and keep hot
the small supply of wax in the trough.

Inside the trough , and near the bottom , is
mounted an empty bobbin or reel from the domestic

workbox ; this is placed on a piece of brass rod ,

the ends ofwhich are then soldered to strips of sheet

rods, but if made strongly, and so that the brass
checks orbearingsmake decided pressure against the
ends of the spindle , there is no trouble, besides
proceed with
becomes
which
, the weight
— obviously
the winding
! less as we
The two rods are fixed into a block of wood
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screwed on the baseboard at the back of the trough ,

holes being made 2 ins. deep to take them ; the
rods are also strengthened by soldering them about
half-way down to a strip of stout sheet-brass.
The arrangement possesses these advantages :
that the reel is quickly sprung in , or released ;
that when in place it is in the most convenient
position — close to the trough - -for winding ; that
in the event of a break in the wire, which may
happen at any time, the left hand is so close
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tube provided for the secondary bobbin ; in the
present case , the ebonite tube provided for the core
and primary, and upon which we are to build the
secondary winding, is 2 ins. outside diameter ;
therefore, the diameter of the smallest pair of divid
ing discsmay be 2 } ins. Three pairsmay be made,
the first being as stated , the second pair 2 } ins.,

and the third 2 } ins. ; all of them must be very
slightly bevelled at the edges — the measurements

to the reel that there is practically no fear

of it overrunning ; besides which , if the
bobbin
- just taken from the oven -- is placed
reaches the trough . A simple arrangementto
prevent the risk of overrunning is to put an
elastic band over the pulley (Fig. 24 ), and

at a distance, the thin wire is cold before it
over another, which may be put lower down
on the frame; a very little tension only of the
elastic is required to stop the bobbins in the

event of a break in the wire.

The apparatus is designed for an operator
working single -handed , and as the whole

covers only a space less than 36 ins. by
12 ins.. one can stand easily and wind with
the right hand while the left guides the wire
through the trough and on to the “ former.”

It is mounted on a baseboard - -roughly,
work
may be done in any convenient part
of the workroom .

perhaps — but complete in itself, so that the

An almost indispensable accessory is a

small stove and oven ; the writer uses an
oil stove of the “ Beatrice " pattern , with a
small-size oven to fit on the top.
The former discs are made of hard brass,
perfectly flat, or turned up true on the

face, the diameter being 6 ins: ; two are
we will say — it is suggested to drill two small
holes near the edge on the outside and insert
and solder two small brass screws, the heads
being left out in ., and fin . apart. The pur
pose ofthese willbe seen later : any projection
of the screws on the inner side must be filed
off and the face made quite smooth .
Theother disc — the front one - hasa slotcut
in it ; the simplestway is to draw a line from the

required . In one of these — the back one,

FIG . 25. - WINDING ACCESSORIES.
being taken from the smaller side in each case
and all (together with the large former discs) must
have a central hole to make an easy --but not loose
- - fit over the spindle of the “ winder."
It may be remarked here that the annular space
left between the ebonite tube and the inner turns of
wire may be increased (as proved in other coils) to

1 in . all round, i.e., in the middle of the coil, and
Fig . 24. - WINDING REEL.

to the
up to ļor in . at the ends, with advantage
insulations and with no detriment to the efficiency
as regards spark length . The above diameters are
to be used with cotton winding.

circumference to the centre, and then to saw
through the line down to a point equal to the outside
diameter of the smallest dividing disc used . The end
of this saw -cut (which must be no wider than abso
lutely necessary ), near the edge of the disc, is now
to be filled up with a neat plug of brass and soldered

will have to decide at an early stage whether he

both sides, being then filed up smooth and level.
The dividing discs just mentioned are turned
up out of stout brass, or flat sheet-brass, the thick
ness to be not more than 3 -32nds in . ; the diameter

room in the sections ; the subject is mentioned
elsewhere. If a rather bulky looking coil is not
objected to , cotton -covered wire is just as good as
silk . Single cotton-covered was selected for the
coil under notice, partly because it was cheap ,

should be rather larger than that of the ebonite

A slightmodification of the procedure will follow
the use of cotton-covered wire. The apparatus is
suited for both cotton and silk -covered . The worker

is going to use silk or cotton-covered wire. Cotton
covered is much easier to wind, but takes up more

The Model Engineer and Plectrician .
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Boretta

it all round. A complete double 'section is also
shown .

Atthe back of this figure is the arrangementused
by the author as an un-winder - a spare pair of
“ former ” discs mounted as there seen . Faulty
or spare sections are mounted between the discs
and run off on to bobbins or fresh sectional
windings.
(To be continued .)

The Beam Engine.
By H . MUNCASTER.
(Continued from page 180, Vol. XIV.)
LIGURE 7 shows the details of thebeam in eleva
tion and plan. It willbe noticed that the boss
is standing rather outside the line of the

flanges. It will be desirable to allow a little extra

Rod
L'ykt al
Lok

and partly because it was desired to ascertain how
it would compare as part of the finished coil in the
matter of efficiency . The term - " rather bulky "
— may not after all be the best to use ; many pro
fessionally made 8 or 9 in . coils are bigger than
the one under notice ; neither was there any idea
of beating a record with regard to “ sparking
between the terminals,” and so on . Not to men
tion the fact that the secondary terminals are often
fixed several inches from the ends of the secondary,
and that almost any good coil may be made to
spark between its terminals ; the main idea was
to build a coil at the minimam of expense, which
would give easily 8 or 9 ins. of spark , a length ,
that is to say , quite enough for most users of coils
and for most purposes.
To return , however, to the business of winding :
if silk or cotton is used , the bobbins are, after
thorough desiccation in the oven , or in some warm
and dry place for several days, thoroughly saturated
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Fig . ::- -THE BEAM .
with paraff n wax by immersing them in the wax
made quite hot, then - -after three or four hours'
soaking — allowing them to drain . Two or three
of the full bobbins of wire should be kept hot in
the oven . In the case of cotton -covered wire,
the trough is not required , as it is found that the
covering absorbs quite enough wax for the purpose
of insulation ; another and principal reason is
that, if cotton -covered wire is run through the trough
straight on to the “ former," the latter (the space
is only 3-32nds in .) very soon gets blocked up with
lumps of cooling, and cold , wax, and this leads to
very uneven winding .
Silk -covered , on the other hand, may be run
through the hot wax in the trough and direct to
the “ former " without this happening.
A small accessory remains to be dealt with :
This is a small block of wood , as shown in the ac
companying figure, one end screwed to the bench ,
and the other overhanging or projecting (Fig. 25 ).
At the end - screwed down a hole is made large
enough to take tightly a 1-oz. wide-mouth bottle
( fitted with a cork and small brush ). In the bottle

in pattern -making so that these can be filed down
to the dimensions given , enabling any necessary
adjustment to be made if the casting be not per
fectly true ; the middle rib will be the same width
as the flanges. The thickness of the metal through
out will be 7 - 32nds in . A little taper will be
desirable in the bosses and the flanges to allow the

pattern to “ draw .” It is suggested that a pattern
be made of half the beam and to divide along the
centre line of the plan , two castings being then
made off this pattern and fitted back to back with
dowels to keep the parts in correct position. This
will be certainly the best method of proceeding if
more than one finished casting be required . In
making a pattern thus, it must be borne in mind
that two contractions have to be allowed for and
the centres of beam will in the first pattern be
about 9 3-16ths ins. Great care should be taken
to ensure the holes for the gudgeons being bored

exactly parallel, which should not be a very difficult
job after facing the bosses as indicated above.
Fig . 8 shows the details of the links. These will
be readily understood in conjunction with the

is kept the soldering fluid , made by dissolving
general plan of link work shown in Fig . 4, page 181
ante .
a few lumps of resin in methylated ether : by
placing the section and “ former,” etc ., on the
A study of the various forms of cylinder applied
projecting platform , we are better able to get at I to the beam engine is most instructive and in
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teresting, and gives one a deep respect for the
improved detail after detail, labouring with inferior
tools and appliances, often without reliable data ,

men who with so much ingenuity and perseverance,
but with a firm conviction, even amid many dis
couragements, that they were moving step by step

towards the construction of a perfect machine.
Some of the early beam engines were single
acting, with an open top cylinder. One of these,
a rotary engine, was in use some few years ago for
winding purposes, and was for a period, among
others, under the writer's charge. The pumping
engine is, however, almost invariably single-acting.
Many ingenious methods of distributing steam
were used. The earliest form was that of an
ordinary tap worked by hand ; and it may be in
this respect worth mentioning, as an incentive to
our young readers, that it was a boy, Humphrey

Potter, whose name will be handed down to
posterity , who , to save himself from the somewhat
monotonous task of opening and shutting these
taps, first put into practice by the employment of
somerudemechanism ofwood and piecesof string, the

automatically working of the steam and exhaust
the
valves by themotion ofthebeam , thus increasing

capacity of the engine and its certainty of action.
The appliances, which were subsequently used

for this purpose, were ingenious and often some
what complicated , and in the case of pumping
engines included an arrangement for timing the
stroke to the amount of work required .

At one period the favourite type of valve was
that known as the D valve, which is a sort of
compound of slide-valve and piston valve.
The mushroom valve was much in use when low
pressures only were employed . The increase of
pressure, however, added so much weight to the

valve and made it necessary to employ such
massive valve gear that it was found necessary to

resort to some device for releasing the valve of this
weight. The most successful was a “ double
beat " valve, which not only reduced the lift by
about one-half, but also relieved the valve of all
except a small amount of pressure.
In many of the examples surviving, those valves

August 30, 1906 .

screwed rod. This rod has a fine pitch right-hand
thread at the lower end, and a right-hand Whit
worth thread at the upper end. If the rod be well
screwed into the lower block and screwed back into
the upper block , it will have the effect of drawing
them tightly together .
The steam enters at the boss on the pipe between
the pistons on the valve spindle.

(To be continued.)

The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue it received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication.]

London .
THE first indoor meeting oftheWinter Session will
I be held on Tuesday , September 18th , in the
Lower Hall of the Cripplegate Institute, Golden
Lane, E .C ., at 7 p .m . It is hoped that the track
may be made the special feature of the evening,
and all members possessing model locomotives
are specially requested to attend with their models.
A good show of models, and parts, and tools by

all members is expected .
Readers oi this journal wishing to become
members are reminded that the present time is
specially favourable for their joining, as yearly

and half-yearly subscriptions paid now will cover
a period of fourteen and eight months respectively .
Full information and formsmay be obtained from
- HERBERT G . RIDDLE, Hon . Secretary , 37,Minard
Road , Hither Green , S . E .
Leeds. — Thanks to the kindness of the Tyneside
Model Engineers' Society , most of the members
of the Leeds Society spent a very interesting and
enjoyable half-day on the uth inst. at Newcastle.
Newcastle was not reached until 5 p .m ., and
consequently no timewas to be lost in going through
all the items in the programme which the Tyne

are actuated by a cam shaft, driven by gearing
from the main shaft ; the steam outlet valves

siders had so generously arranged. After a first
rate tea a move was made for the river, where a
ferry was boarded for a trip down to Tynemouth .
The sights to be met with on this most interesting

remaining open only during a part of the stroke,
say, quarter to half, according to the amount of
steam expansion desired .

various members of the Tyneside Society . One
of the most interesting sights was thenew Cunarder ,

As this arrangement of cams and valves wuold
involve a great amount of labour on delicate parts
when reduced to the scale of a model, such as here

illustrated , it has been thought desirable to modify

thegearing ,while retaining thegeneraloutline of the
cylinder and valve-boxes, and we, therefore, have

of rivers were pointed out, and made doubly inter
esting by 'the comments and explanations of the

which is being built at Messrs. Swan & Hunter's
yard . The return journey from Tynemouth was
made by electric train , and the journey was broken
at Manors Station in order to view the electric
power station adjoining. An instructive hour
was here spent, the cleanliness of che station being
especially commented upon .

• arranged to employ a simple form of piston valve.
Referring to the details of the cylinder (Fig. 9),
it will be noticed that the boxes are not cast to the
cylinder, but are bolted thereto . There are two
ornamental fluted pipes, one of which is bored to
suit a simple piston valve, and has a series of holes
drilled at each end in place of an annular opening ;

at 11. 15 , and Leeds reached at 3 a .m . The Leeds
members are very grateful to the Tynesidemembers
for the generous and kindly manner in which they

these holes are 3-16ths in . diameter, or, better still,

Secretary, 262, Carlton Terrace, York Road , Leeds.

3- 16ths in . square, and six in number.

The other

A short walk through the principal streets, and
supper, concluded the visit. Newcastle was left
were

entertained . - W .

H . BROUGHTON , Hon .

pipe is simply an exhaust passage, leading from the
top of the valve to the bottom end. These pipes

The death is reported of Mr. Frederick James

have each a collar at both ends to allow a thin
packing of suitable material being inserted to make

Ritchie , of Edinburgh , who was a great inventor

the joints steam -tight. Notice the method of

one in Edinburgh in 1861, and also fitted up the
Birkenhead “ one o'clock gun " six years later,

holding together the end pieces by means of a

in the field of time guns. He established the first

9ksquare

bolts
76

1
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The “ Model Engineer " Speed

1903 SPEED COMPETITION .

Boat Competition , 1906 .

Class A (3 ft. 6 ins. to 7 ft.).
(1) Mr. W . R . Weaver's Era (Silver Medal),

Final Conditions

7 . 13 miles per hour.
Mr.
(2)
D . Scott's Model T.B.D ., 6.522 miles per
the hour.

THE entries for this Competition will be divided
T
into two classes. Class A will include all
boats over 4 ft. 6 ins, and up to 7 ft. in length ,
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins, in
length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water line. Each boat must be
timed over a total distance of not less than 300

yards, which may be divided into separate trips of
not less than 100 yards each . At starting each
trip , power must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between

(3) Mr.
S. Keay's Greyhound , 5.829 miles per
hour.
Class B (under 3 ft. 6 ins.) .

No entry received .
1904 SPEED COMPETITION.

Class A (3 ft. 6 ins. to 7 ft.).

Mr. D . Scott's Bon Accord, 7:719 miles per hour.
Class B (under 3 ft. 6 ins.).
No record ; entry by Mr. E . Crank subsequently
withdrawn .

each of the successive trips must be as short as

possible, and must be stated in the particulars
given . The exact length of the course must be
measured , and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip. These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised
Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club,
who must have been present at the trials. In

addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum
marised as follows :

SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats

beating previous records.
SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat,pro
vided speed is not less than 4 miles per
hour.

BRONZE MEDAL'in Class B to the second fastest
boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.

I1 in Class A the performance of the first
boat does not surpass that attained in pre
'vious competitions, then the highest awards will
be · Bronze Medals and certificates respectively .
The number of competitors interested in any one
boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two. A signed declaration is required , giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certificate of performance.
Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which
have an average speed record of not less than five

Practical Letters from Our
Readers.
( The Editor Inuttes readers to make use of this column for the ful
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume, f desired , but the full
name and address of the senda MUST invariably be attached .

Though notnecessarily intended for publication .]

The Model Steamer Owner's Grievance.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear SIR , — I enclose a cutting from the Liver
pool Echo, by which you will be pleased to note
that the steamer question has been given fair
consideration by the Stanley Park Model Yacht
Club.
“ STEAMERS ON STANLEY PARK LAKE. - A joint
meeting of the Stanley Park Model Yacht Club, the
North Liverpool Club, and the aggrieved steamer
owners, was held on Tuesday evening. The
Secretary of the Northern Model Yachting Associa

tion (Mr. E . W . Wynne) presided . The steamer
owners pointed out that they numbered some
fourteen individuals, and asked that they should
have the privilege of sailing on the pond every

alternate Saturday and every week -day . The
sailing-boat owners

pointed out that one club had
other had some fifteen members, and there were
some twenty non -club men who sailed boats on the

thirty -five senior and a dozen junior members, the

pond regularly , and that Saturday afternoons were
already divided up so as to give each of these
bodies a share ; that very few steamers in the past
had been brought to the pond, only three having

put in an appearance during the last twelvemonths ;

and -a -half miles per hour ; and to Class B vessels

and that the mixing of sailing and steam models

with an average speed of not less than fourmiles

on Saturday afternoons had proved disastrous.

It was agreed , however, that the sailing yachts

per hour.

The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906 .
Previous Records.

1902 SPEED COMPETITION (ONE CLASS).

(1) Mr.
J. Tharme's 5 ft.6 ins. Express, 5.00 miles
per hour.
(2) Mr. H . Tharme's 5 ft. 6 ins. Darling, 4.70
miles per hour.

(3) Mr.
S. Keay's 5 ft. 10 ins. Fidget, 4:56 miles
per hour.

should have the pond during races, and for one
hour before the
races, till the end of this season ,
and that the steamers might use the pond at other
times ; that a permanent arrangement be made at
a later date ; and that the parks authorities be

requested to substitute this for the present rule.”
Though a steamer-man myself, I have the
pleasure of knowing several of the Model Yacht
Club members, and was certain that the point in
question would be settled in a gentlemanly and
sportsmanlike way when discussed with them in a
reasonable manner.- Yours, etc.,
Liverpool.
J.JM . W .
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Wireless ControlDistan
of ElectroMotors from a
ce .

Queries and Replies.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .

[Atention is especially directed to the first condition given below
and no notice will be

DEAR SIR , — In reference to “ E . E .'s ” (Ports
mouth ) query in May 31st issue, I think that if
“ E . E ." will read an article entitled “ A Sub
marine Torpedo-boat Controlled by Hertz Waves,"

in August ioth issue of the Electrician , he will find
a suitable arrangement for controlling his motor
and lamp. In this system a single coherer is used .
By means of the coherer a current is passed through
an electro -magnet which attracts an armature .
When the armature is attracted and released it

moves a pawl, thus allowing a ratchet wheel to
rotate one step for every attraction (and every

wave impulse sent). To the ratchet wheel is fixed
an arm which moves, with the wheel, over studs
placed in the different circuits, making a fresh
circuit for every movement of the ratchet wheel.
Thus, when it is required to energise any particular
control, the requisite number of wave impulses is
sent and the ratchet arm moving quickly over each
stud for every impulse, rests on the required one
and the required circuit is made. In the tests
twelve control circuits were used. - Yours truly ,

Handsworth, Birmingham .

E. H . Jones.

taken of Queries not complying with the
directions thercin stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left- hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this Journal art replied to
by post under the following conditions : - ( 1) Querias dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on diferent slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sonder' s name MUST be in
soribed on the back . (2 ) Qweries should be accompanied,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches , and corre
spondents
are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
retar ence. ( 3) A stamped addressed muelope (not post- card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon ” CM out from the advertisement pages of the current
Issue. (1 ) Queries will be answered as mrly as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually wapse before
the Reply can be forwardes . (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that soms
weeks must Wapse before the Reply can be published . The
insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
A4 Oueries should be addressed to The Editor , THE MODEL

ENGINEER, 26 –29, Poppin's Court, Fled Street, London, E .C .]
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
(16 ,211] Superheater for Vertical Boiler. W . B. L.
(Lincoln ) writes : How could I fit a superheater to my boiler, which
is a vertical steel centre flue, working pressure 50 lbs., with six
field tubes ? Boiler is 6 ins, by 12 ins., 7 ins, from crown of firebox
to bottom of boiler and with field tubes. What size steam and

exhaust pipes should I have from the above boiler to a I in . by i in .

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Incidentally in working out the

details of an engine for an article in your Journal,
I have found a device by which an engine and
boiler of about 6 ,000 ft.-lbs. brake power per minute
can be constructed that will weigh something under
10in designing
lbs., and having
had some experience in the past
model high -speed boats , I am prepared

CAAMAMAMA

engine, and what candle- power (I do not understand volts and

* Model Engineer ” Speed Boat Competition

amps.) dynamo will above engine drive ? The engine is also fitted
with a coil water-heater to exhaust.
The most easy method would be to make a close coil fittir
centre flue as shown in the sketch . The coil should be as large
possible, made of copper tube without joint. The diameter of the

superheater tube may be t in . outside. The exhaust pipe of the

to putmy plans at the disposal of anyone who will
it being
that if my plans are not ap
proved , the design will not be imparted to any
other person without my sanction , or any modified
design on my lines be constructed unless I approve

undertakeunderstood
to build a steamer for your competition ,

engine
To +

of such modifications. - Yours faithfully,
V . W . DELVES-BROUGHTON, A .M .I.C . E .

80, Central Hill, Upper Norwood, S.E .
Small Air -cooled Gas Engine.

field
Tubes

To the EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Having read with much interest
the article in your issue of the 2nd inst. from
your correspondent, J. R . G ., relating to a model

air -cooled gas engine he had just completed , I
should be glad if he would publish the results he
obtained with the engine. For instance - was
the cooling solely by the surrounding air sufficient

to prevent seizing of the piston ? How long has
the engine been kept running at one time ? How
many revolutions did itmake per minute ?
I regret your correspondent gave only photo
graphs of the engine instead of drawings somewhat
detailed . I have for this reason failed to understand
the accelerating arrangement of the electric ignition .
Has the engine been fitted with a speed governor ?
If not, how was the speed regulated ? - Yours
G.M.R.
faithfully,

Apeldoorn , Holland.

Query 16211

SECTION THROUGH BOILER SHOWING SUPER
HEATER.
steam pipe may be same

engine should not be less than 3-16ths in. ;
size for conveniences ' sake. The enginewill run a 3 C.- P . dynamo
(about 12 watts or 6 volts 2 amps.), if well made. No more must
be expected from it, and probably you will not obtain the above
amount of power from it until you have increased the efficiency
by repeated experiment and correction of the faults which may
occur during these tests.
Electro -plating Plant. FG . F . (Abbey Wood )
(16 ,443)
writes
: Will you kindly reply to following query : - In my electro
plating plant I use Bunsen cells, giving about 10 volts. The
electric main here is 300 volts. I propose to discard the battery

The Model Enginoor and Electrician.
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and
the main
I proceed
to effect the
changeuse? current
What from
resistance
shall. I How
use ; shall
and will
it be economical?
If youto dosupply
much plating
it would
best to getIf anot,rotary
trans.
former
big current
at lowbe voltage.
we should
recommend
you toa make
a change.
(16 ,335) Lathe Change Wheels. H . K . (Derby) writes :
I have a small sliding lathe, 31-in , centres, 2- ft. 6 -in . bed ; the self

acting feed is missing, lead screw is nine threads per inch . Could
you kindly tell me what wheels I would require for a self -acting
feed, and also the wheels required for screw -cutting with same ?
Your query is beset with many difficulties in providing a satis
factory solution. Are you sure the lead screw has nine threads per
inch ? It is unusual in an English lathe. With regard to the
cutting of ordinary screw threads will have to procure a few
specialwheels, three with , say, 18, you
27, 36 teeth , so that the ratios

may be altered to give the ordinary threads. Everything depends
on the construction of the lathe as to what wheels

will be most

convenient. We would recommend

invest
in one of our
screw -cutting indicators and by its aidyouandto your
knowledge of the
lathe work out suitable changes for ordinary work . The rule for

cutting a eight-thread screw will, of course, be the same.

5o lead
screw screw
to be cut would require a
36 X 60

36 X 2

30

40 XL

40

foil equals
2,400thesq.core,ins.and(10)Would
to anneal
the
iron
wires for
could thisitbebeworth
done in while
a kitchen
fire grate
(i.c., would the cooling be too rapid ) ? (11) Would a coil built
as per instructions in your handbook work well and continuously
from a dynamo of 12- 15 volts and 8 - 10 amps. output without a
breakdown. (12) Should I be troubled much with sparking
on the commutator of such a small dynamo, 100 - 150 watts, when

collecting, say, 10 amps. ?
(2) Get
as even
as possible,
be ofour
carefulelec
not
to (1)
pull Yes.
one turn
downthemthrough
several
layers. (and
3 ) Any
trical advertisers would supply you. Try Thompson, or Darton, or

Roy.
About 24watts. (4 ) Yes. (5) Probably themake is different.
Value depends much upon the insulation of the wire, (6 ) A good
silk covering is preferable to the cotton . (7) No. (8 ) About an

. (9 ) This will probably differ ; but by how much can only
beinch
by trial.
(12)found
Probably
not. (10) Yes. After core is built up. (11) Yes.
As(Blaengwynfi)
(15,926] Connecting
Motor
H . M ..
writes : Please
could toyouSupply
show meMains.
how the connec

tions are made from a motor 'to a switchboard containing I

double -pole main switch, I voltmeter, I amperemeter, i automatic
starting switch (34 h .- p .), and s resistance boxes ?

As far as we can say from the particulars you give, thesketch
# MAMO

For twenty-six threadsitwould
9 18be X

50
20 40 X 65
In
a
small
lathe
a
fine
thread
is
most
suitable for the self-act ; we
would suggest at least 150. This would be obtained as follows :
9
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Maino

h xilU
SwitcFuse
ili main
quidcalregulating
rewstence he

18 x 20

starting resistance

150 60 X 100

if the construction of the lathe will allow .
(16 ,228)
Telephone twoConnections.
C . according
C. R . (Dudley
writes
: Having
telephone
stations
to in)
structions
given in made
your handbook,
" Telephones
and Microphones,"
but without induction coils as it is for short distance only , viz ..
20 ft. - I should be extremely glad if you would fill in my diagram

Query 16926

(not reproduced), showing the necessary connections, as I have

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS
SUPPLY MAINSFROM
. MOTOR TO
Tive Way Switch

dal

44 | very 16226
DIAGRAM OF TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS.
tried for some time and have failed. Also, I should like to be
able to ring either bell from front door push . If you think speech

would be better with coils, I should prefer to use them .
"You willfor find
the connections required for your first query in
our
June
as perissuesketch
. 15th, 1905. To ring up from door-push, connect
(16,452]
in . Sparka Coil.
B . coil.
H . (Oldham
writes
: I 'amConcerning
thinking of4 - building
4 -in . spark
I have)
your handbook on same, but would like to ask a few questions.
11 Would the use of, say, 5 lbs. of s.c . c , do as well as it lbs. of
D .C.C . as regards the spark length of the finished coil, as I thought
it would give better space for wax insulation ? ( 2 ) Is it as neces

sary, when winding such small sections as in ., to take special care
that the space is wound evenly, and thatno wires are dragged down
amongst others, as in the case of the larger sections of a -in . spark
coil ? for
(3) About
what power in watts) is necessary to drive a
motor
a mercury interrupter ; and also, where may they be
obtained and at wbat price ? (4 ) Would an electro-magnetic
make and break made from an old bell magnet be powerful enough ,

when
one or two Leclanchés,
to usewith
4-in plotted
, spark
coil ? worked
(5 ) On from
the accompanying
sheet ot squared
papera are
points (not reproduced ), giving an idea of the prices per lb . of

No.
36 s.c .c.,andD .C.C.,
S.S.C.,inandGlasgow
D .S.C. - There
two makers
- one
in London
theforother
and theareThis
London
prices
are
invariably
higher
the
same
(?
)
materials.
is
more
notice
able
in
the
case
of
silk
covering
than
in
that
of
cotton,
Why
is
there such a difference in price ? (6 ) Would the cheaper s.c .c .
be better to use than D .c.c . or s.c .c . for the coil ? (7 ) Would wrap
ping the outside of the coil with sheet iron help to increase the
performance of any given coil, other things being constant, by

herewith
willadvise
give youthetoconnections.
For full particulars on this
subjectwe
up “ Dynamo,
Circuits,"
board
price 6s. look
4d. post
free. Motor, and Switch
Amalgam) writes
for : Pad
of Electrical
H .(16,344
Wme. Whow).. (Greenwich
I mercury
should
beforobliged
ifMachines.
tell
to
cover
leather
with
rubbers
ofyouanwould
elec
tricalmachine ?
A
good
amalgam
to
use
is
one
part
tin
and
one
part
zinc
melted
together (removed from the fire) and two parts of mercury stirred
in . This is then transferred to a wooden box containing some
chalk and well shaken . The amalgam is powdered in an iron

mortar
before it is cold , and is kept in a stoppered glass bottle.
The pad or cushion is covered with a little lard and the amalgam
sprinkled over it and smoothed down with a piece of smooth

leather.

writes :.
wadywood ) writes
18. 8 , 100 wa100tts-watt
, 30 - le in your HandF .boRok. (Ladywood)
I am(16,342]
making the dynamoDynamo.
in
your
Handbook
No.
1o
,
on
page
18 ,
Fig . would
8 , 100 watts,
50mevoltsthe 2 following
amps. I questions:should be much
obligedthe
if
you
answer
(
1)
Should
commutator
be
half
the
size
of
the
armature
?
(2
)
In
which
way
should I pass a current to magnetise

magnet ? Does it matter
in which way I send a current ? (3 )theHow
could I determine
size of No. 23 gauge wire ? I have not got a wire gauge andtheI
should like to get the size for certain , Could I measure it with a
micrometer ? No. 24 gauge wire on a micrometer is 20 - 1001th
part of an inch . (4 ) Could I alter the dynamo from undertype
overtype
(5) Would
orto the
stated? output
? it make any difference to the machine

(1) One inch diameter (See
would be about
correct. (a) So as to
produce
in January
page 7.) N (3)andNo.S 23poles.
is '024 in. article
(4) Yes.
(5) No. 1st, 1903 issue,
Shocking) writes
Coil Construction
andattempt
Connections.
R .(16,407]
C . H . (Southampton
: This is my first
at any
thing electrical. I am making a shocking coil as illustrated in THE

MODEL ENGINEER Series, and cannot quite follow the connections.
I have sentsketch
Would
you kindly
answer
followingspringques.is
tions
(1) What .is the
dimensions
of brass
that the
armature
soldered
to
?
(2)
What
is
the
distance
of
armature
from be
core?
when in position ? (3 ) What should height of contact-pillar

making the path for the magnetic flux easier, assuming that the
iron wrapping was efficiently insulated from the secondary ?

Please would you show me connections from battery to coils : in
fact, all connections ?

(8 ) What depth of base-box would be required to hold 80 sheets

book
? This could be of any convenient size ; large enough to take
the terminal screw R , and make it, say, 1 in , by i in . ( 2 ) About

of 3tinfoil
? the
(9) sameresults
Will a condenser made
with 80 ofsheets
ofsame
ins.totalbyandarea,
10 paper
ins.give
say,8 ins.
by 5 ins.? asIn one
eachwith
case60thesheets
area of thetin

(1 ) Wepresume you refer to the brass bar B in Fig . 16 of Hand

1-16th in . (3) Height of contact-pillar should be such that the
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contact-breaker
tip of
comes about
one-third
of the
brassthe spring
the
B . Connections
are given
on page
191,way
Fig. up8.
Connect battery to terminal X and W .
[16,410 ]. Fusing
Copper
Fuses please
; Pole-findFinding
Solution
G . H . H Current
. (Bedford)forwrites
: Enclosed
sample
of a fuse used in the works that I am at. Please can you tell me
How to find what width these fuses are to be cut for different
capacities ? If there are any books on jointing (electric wiring) ?

In what number of the M .E . was given the chemical composition
ofTables
a liquidofpole-finder
? are given in most Electrical Pocket
fusing currents
books.
Engineers'
price 38.See odWhittaker's
. post free.“ Electrical
The sample
enclosedPocket-Book,"
is as near
as we can say '006 in . thick , and is 1 in . wide. Cross section
equals '0045 in . Current at
which same will fuse is ap
proximately 200 amps.
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express
engines,
ofwhich
locomotives
aremade
in three
gauges,
21.
3t, and
of the new
31 ins.,alland
North British
Railway
“ Atlantic
type
engine
"
Aberdonian."
The
latter
model
is
depicted
the
accompanying photograph , and represents one of the largestin and

most modern British express engines. This model is also

made in three gauges to the following specification : Frames,
sawn out of hard -rolled brass, properly fixed
bein together
lin
t lagg; wheels,

s g he on's ke

forcedwithon polished
to steel axles,
thesilver
driverscovers,
being the
keyedlagging
; Cylinders
ofcastguniron,
-metal,
German
being
correctly enamelled and lined ; the valve gear is Stephenson 's link.
motion , with eccentric rods, links, lifting links, and intermediate
valve
spindles of German silver ; connecting and coupling rods,
guide-bars and crossheads, piston and valve rods are also made of
German silver , boiler, water- tube pattern , with seamless copper

shell, fitted with safety valve, pressure and water gauges, filling

See October 5th, 1905, issue.

See also “ Electric Wiring,"

by Clinton.
Bunsen
Cells
for(16,357]
Charging.
E . L . (Stone
clough ) writes : Will you
kindly
advise
on thecycle
fol
lowing
points me
re motor
accumulator ? ( 1) Will three
Bunsen cells (quart size)
amperes continuously, for
eight hours to a 4 -volt accu
mulator, the three cells being
supply a current of 5 volts 2

connected in series ? ( 2) If

the above cells would not be

sufficient
please tell me the
kind and number of cells

MESSRS. CARSON & Co's LOCOMOTIVE TESTING STAND.

to form a battery suitable
for above job ?

charging
heavythree.
a sufficiently
do notcell get(in series)
If youBunsen
(1) Yes.add (2)
current
another
to the first

The News of the Trade.
Messrs. Macintyre & Christopher 's Combination Lathe.
our review
this newof machine
toolin our &issue
of August 16th
weInomitted
the ofaddress
Messrs. Macintyre
Christopher.
The,

address is 29, Clerkenwell Road, London , E .C .

New Catalogues and Lists.
James Carson & Co., Ltd ., 51, Summer Row , Birmingham .
As most of our readers know , this firm have lately considerably

plug under
dome,andandlined
attachment
filling whilst
steam ;
engine
enamelled
in correctforcolours.
Modelunder
rolling-stock
is represented by + -in . scale replicas of the so -ft. West Coast Joint

Stock corridor carriages, and of the L .N .W . R . rail motor coach.
Another interesting item is a locomotive testing stand, after the
pattern devised by Mr. Henry Lea. This we illustrate herewith .
The stand
is suitable
eitherthefour
or "sixand
- coupled
locos and
applies
an artificial
load forso that
“ beat
other important
points in the running of the model may be examined at leisure. The
ſist also contains prices and particulars of permanent way, signals,
rolling-stock accessories, horizontal and vertical steam engines,
castings for model locomotives, and a good assortment of boiler

fittings, post free 4d ,
W . MacMillan & Co., Mar Street, Alloa, N . B . - The illustrated
catalogue we have received from this firm comprises a large variety
of working models, such as vertical and horizontal steam engines
steam plants, boilers, traction and fire engines, sets of castings for
launch and other engines. Small gas, oil and hot-air engines are

MODEL NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY " ATLANTIC " TYPE LOCOMOTIVE, BY JAMES CARSON & Co., LTD .
extended their business operations, and , as a result of this
extension , bringing out
new scale models of up-to-date
locomotives. Their newseveral
list, which we have
.
is an excellent production, and one which shouldjust bereceived
in the
hands of every model locomotive enthusiast. It comprises
illustrations, prices, and full particulars ofmodels of the L . N . W . R .

“ Precursor " and " Bxperiment" types, Caledonian six.coupled

illustrated, also numerous types of model locomotives, railway

rolling-stock , and permanent way accessories. A section of the
catalogue is devoted to amateur's tools and sundries, also to
electrical apparatus, such as dynamos, motors, coils, batteries .

lamps, etc., etc. The list, containing over one hundred pages, wili
be sent to readers of this Journal, post free for three penny
stamps.
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The Editor' s Page.
IN fulfilment of our promise of last week we
I publish the final conditions of our “ Speed

Boat Competition ” in another part of this
issue. Owing to there being no substantiated record
of speed for boats of the “ B ” class, a slight modi
fication in the terms of the award has been found
necessary . This alteration , however, does not
narrow the scope of the competition - rather the

reverse — and all that we can now do is to exhort

allmodel steamer enthusiasts “ to go in , and win ."
We see no reason why this year should not witness
one of the most remarkable competitions we have
held . Full particulars of the previous records

August 30 , 1906.

F . G . L . (New Zealand ). - We will endeavour to
satisfy your desire, if the information can possibly
be obtained .
E . W . (Bury ). - The firm most likely to be able to
supply the fittings you require is - Arthur Firth ,
Cleckheaton , Yorks.
“ ATLANTIC ” (Kettering). - In reply to your query
re paragraph on reversing oscillating cylinders
on page 132 of our book , “ The Model Loco
motive," the principle of the reversing block
will (as stated ) be found on page 154 (chapter
on Valves and Valve Gearing) in describing the
mechanism of the reversing piston valve cylinders
fitted to cheap ready-made locomotives. The
subject is more fully dealt with in our 6d . hand
book, No. 28, “ Model Steam Engines,” by the
same author.

are given with the conditions.

Notices
Reasons of space alone prevented us in last issue
referring to the excellent article which commenced

in that number describing the single-phase rectifier

made by our old contributor, Dr. Reginald Morton .
We understand that this machine has proved emi
nently satisfactory in daily use, and the complete
details of its construction which we publish should
prove of immense service to those readers who,
to enable them to reap the advantages the house
supply should afford, would have occasion to use
a machine for the conversion of alternating into
continuous currents. We have not only to con
gratulate Dr. Morton upon the success of the recti
fier, but to thank him for kindly placing themachine

atpreparing
our disposal
for the purposes of measuring up,
the drawings, and taking the photo
graphs reproduced with the article. The concluding
instalment of the article will appear in our next
issue, and will, with the aid of diagrams, fully
explain how themachine works.

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender' s nameand address . It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether

remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointment in advance

This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum
, payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.

Advertisement rates may be had on application to theAdvertise

ment Manager.

How to ADDRESS LETTERS.

All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
paper, and toallthenewEditor,
apparatus
andModel
price Engineer,"
lists, etc., for26 -review
, to be
addressed
“ The
29, Poppin's
Court, Fleet Street, London , B .C . D
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed
to THE
“ The, E Model
Engi
ionsADVERTISEMENT
eet StMANAGER,
reet London
papeAllr ansubscriptions
an's dCourt,
cor FlFleet
neer,"
26d- bo
29 ,ptPoppin
Street,
.C .
and correspondence relating to sales of the

paper
andCourt,
booksFleet
to be Street,
addressed
to Percival
Poppin's
London
, E .C. Marshall & Co ., 26- 29,
Sole
Agents
for
United
States,
Canada,
and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U .S.A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

Answers to Correspondents.

Contents.

W . H . R . S. (Hamilton). — Thanks for your letter.
We await the further particulars of the experi
mental apparatus you are preparing.

[The asterisk (*) denotes that this subject is illustated .)

and charging plant; it may prove both interesting
and instructive to your fellow -readers.
B . N . (Ealing Dean ). -- We would refer you to our
back issues, handbooks Nos , 13 and 28 , and also

“ The Model Locomotive," by Greenly, price
6s. net, 6s. 5d . post free. The two last-mentioned
books will give you all the particulars of cylinder
and valve-gear construction you can desire,

Queries and Replies

..

The News of the Trade. .
New Catalogues and Lists*
The Editor's Page
.
Answers to Correspondents

..

..
.. .
..
..

: : : : :

1. F . (Holborn ).-- Thanks for letter and cutting .
We will endeavour to make some arrangement
to see your boat at an early date, and wish you
success in the Speed Boat Competition.
T . I. H . (Lancaster). - We will send your letter
on to our contributor.
W . H . N . (Brighton ). — Thanks for the pictures.
Kindly submit us the account of your lighting
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A Simple 23/, h.-p. Motor .
By G . W . ENGLISH.

MR. G . W . ENGLISH'S 2* H .-P . MOTOR BICYCLE.
THE design of this motor, which is shown in the

enough to pass through the previously bored out

photograph fitted to a frame, is a very
simple one, and I am certain that if more
amateurs who construct engines for the pleasure
derived from it were to try making some such

sparking plug hole at the top of the cylinder. The
bore when finished is 3 ins. The piston , which
has a depth of about 3 ins., is fitted with two rings,
each about 5 - 16ths in . wide. The gudgeon - pin is
fixed by means of two set screws with lock -nuts,
which screws are slightly tapered to make a tight
fit into corresponding holes in the gudgeon-pin .
The inlet valve is an automatic one, which is far
simpler to fit than a mechanical one, and is, in most

engine as this, they would be well rewarded for
First of all to consider is the cylinder. It was

their pains.

fairly easy to bore , owing to the fact that a boring
shaft could be used , with half its length small
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cases, as effective. The inlet pipe has a flange cast
to it, which is held down on the inlet valve by a
screw surrounding it, thus making a thoroughly
air -tight joint. The exhaust valve is of the stan
dard type, having, as has the inlet valve, a port of
i in . diameter. The exhaust valve guide is screwed
down into a deep recess directly beneath the port ;
and the exhaust pipe leads from the side of this
recess to the silencer, which has about double the
capacity of the cylinder.
Now to take the lower half of the engine. This,
from the outside, is mostly aluminium crank case,
to which the cylinder is fastened by four studs and
nuts. The two halves of the crank case are held
together by eight 5 -16ths-in . bolts, and the joint
must be quite oil-tight. The crank case contains
two heavy flywheels , which are joined by the crank
pin . The bearings are fitted with phosphor-bronze
bushes, as also are the connecting -rod bearings .
The pulley bearing is made slightly longer than the
gear-wheel one, and projects into a recess of the
pulley , which is screwed to the shaft. At the
opposite side, the shaft fitted to its flywheel ter
minates in the gear-box , and to it is fitted a small
gear -wheel containing sixteen teeth, which gears
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( Fig. 1),l ins. centres, or rather 1.625 ins., the
decimal equivalent , commence by marking off
the approximate position of the centres with a
pair of compasses in the ordinary way ; then drill
and seam the hole marked A in Fig . 1 ; now
drill and seam one hole in another piece of plate, D ,
shown in Fig . 2 , hole marked B ; also rough
drill a larger hole marked C , Fig . 2 . When
this is done, clamp the two plates together by
some convenient method , and insert a plug gauge,
or drill, in the holes A and B , as shown in sketch
in Fig. 2. As will be seen the one plug passes

K

1.625 " _ 7
FIG . I.

Gauge FIG . 2.

with the large one containing thirty -two teeth . On
the same shaft of the large gear -wheel is the exhaust

cam , which lifts the tappet which lifts the exhaust
valve every two revolutions ; and also the small
ignition cam which makes and breaks the electric
circuit every two revolutions, and of which the
timing is done by moving the contact-breaker
from the back right-hand lever on the tank. Oil
is always kept at a certain level in the crank case
by means of a pump-which injects it just above the
pulley
After. I had completed the engine, I fitted it in

JIG FOR ACCURATELY SPACING AND DRILLING
HOLES.

through the large rough hole C and into the

sized hole A . The rough hole is drilled with
this clearance to allow the top plate D to be adjusted
until the two plugs are the required distance
apart, which can be readily ascertained by setting

a vernier or micrometer gauge to the over-all

an inclined position to a B .S .A . motor frame with
a Minerva tank , and in the accompanying photo
graph it is shown as it was just after I had finished
it and given it a good trial. I have now had it
just over six months and find that it gives no more
trouble than the average motor cycle, and will
generally take me at 30 miles an hour when I

dimensions of the two plugs, which in this case ,
assuming the pitch is 1.625 ins, and the diameter

want it to.

reamer for forming the last hole in the plate (Fig . 1).

Workshop Notes and Notions .
Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

Jig for Spacing and Drilling Holes Accurately .
By “ SREGOR ."
The accompanying sketches show a design for
an easily made jig for spacing the position of holes
accurately . There are of course different standards
of accuracy, but what is meant in this case is to be
within the limits of one or two thousandths of an
inch ; and this can be accomplished by themethod
described and with an ordinary amount of care
on a common drilling machine. This can be done, of
course , by the use ofan expensive jig with accurately

spaced fixed bushes . But, as will readily be seen
by the sketch ; different pitch of holes can be
readily obtained , by the fact that this jig is adjust
. to drill two holes in the plate
describe
able
asming
we dwish
Assu

of holes is .375 in . ; then 1•625 + •375 will give
2.000 for the over-all size. When the plate D has
been adjusted to give this dimension and the

plates cramped together, remove the plug in hole
B , and this hole forms the guide for drill and

A Lapping Table.
By J. H . MAYER.
A handy table for lapping work square or at an
angle can be made as follows. Obtain two iron
castings, one with a top face of 2 ins. square, about
1 in . thick , with a pillar to fit- in the T -rest at one
end . At this end there should be a lug each

side as shown. Care should be taken in making
the pattern to get the pillar and the top of the
table quite square.

The top table is the same

width and thickness as the under one, but is 3 ins.

long. The faces of the tables must now be filed

flat and the top one fitted between the two lugs
and a hole drilled through for a pin about

in . ;

in . from the end of the underneath table a hole
should be drilled and tapped | Whitworth . Through
this hole is screwed a thumbscrew 2 ins. long ;
before screwing in , a loose- fitting nut should be
passed on the screw ; this is for locking the screw
and preventing it from unscrewing when lapping.
A protractor should now be obtained . This can
be bought at any drawing instrument shop. The
protractor should be 4 ins. long ; on the back is

soldered a bit of sheet brass projecting a } in .
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over the bottom . This is fastened to one side of the
bottom ' table by two screws in the position that
zero and the angle of 180 degs. are on a level

with the top of the upper table. The appliance
is now ready, and by feeding the screw up and
locking it with the nut any angle can be obtained .

wheel
KoEmery
r lap

DO
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should be a tight fit ; three parts fill the case with
cotton wool and sweat in solder on each side. Then
trim off with emery .
The tension of the lever is got by screwing against
a similar disc D (Fig . 2 ), and gives a much finer

adjustment than a ratchet. When nickelled they
look very well. The cases can be got from volunte
er
friends, especially this time of the year. The
total cost of a lever is a few pence.

A Simple Appliance for Turning Pivots.
'Protroctor

By J. H . MAYER.
First get a casting, the top view to be as A , Fig. I
and the end view to be as Fig. 2 ; the tubular,
part cored out to fit over barrel of back centre, and
to be 14 ins. long. Slot the lug through the middle
and drill a hole through near each end , clearing
a 3 -16ths- in . screw in the top, and being tapped in
the lower half as shown . The cutter bar should be
2 ins. long from the end of tube, the casting being
34 ins. over all ; } in . from the end of the bar,
and under the centre, drill a hole and square it to

take 3- 16ths-in . square steel for the tool. A hole
is drilled through the top into the square hole, and

T -rest
A LAPPING TABLE .

tapped 3- 16ths in . for a screw to clamp the tool.
The tool should now be made from 3- 16ths-in .
square steel, as shown at Fig. 3. The appliance is

I have found this very useful for grinding slide-rest

Α

tools, as the correct angle can be had .

Control Levers.
By “ Motor."

Fig . 1.

I can advise those readers who are making their
own motors to make the control levers in the

following manner. The materials needed are :
A piece of sheet brass, say $ in ., and as many
•303 cartridge cases as levers wanted . Cut out

FIG . 3 .
Fig . 2 .

FIG . 1.

FIG . 2.

60° 130
S Turned to fit
over barrel of

Solder

"

bock centre.
AN APPLIANCE FOR TURNING PIvots .

now finished and can be clamped on the back centre
barrel by means of the two screws. The rod
is held in the chuck and the tool set to cut the
right sized pivot. The cut is taken by feeding the
back centre forward. I have found this appliance
to work admirably in turning large numbers of
pivots for screws, etc . When there is no slide-rest
available, and even when there is a slide-rest, the
work can be done far quicker by this appliance,

Solder

FIG . 3.

(o

B

A New KIND OF CELLULOID . -- The invention of
METHOD OF MAKING CONTROL LEVERS.
a piece as in Fig. 3. Dimensions and angle of
A to B can of course be altered to suit. Tin the
tang A . Next file off the rim at the large end of
the case and fill in the hole made by the hammer
with soft solder before finishing with emery cloth .
Clean and tin the inside of the case as far as the
shoulder C . Now fit the tang A into it ; this

a kind of celluloid which is not inflammable hasbeen
patented in Italy by a British inventor, and will
probably cause a keen competition with tortoise
shell, the working of which has been largely a
monopoly of the city of Naples. It is claimed for
the new invention that in the most aggravated

circumstances it will only carbonise, and not flow
like a stream of melted sealing-wax, setting fire to
any inflammable substance that may happen to
come in its way.
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Circular Saw Table and Spindle.

1, 150 ft. This, however, need not dishearten any
one, for I have used a 4 - in . saw , running at 900
revolutions, and it is rather surprising what can be

done at that speed with careful feeding. In all
sau ing give the saw a chance to do its work .
On consulting the drawings it will be seen that
the table G ( Fig . 1) rises and falls , this result being
obtained by means of a hinge E , at back of
table. This is a necessity, as varying depths
of cut can be made. The table is locked in its vary

ing positions by the sliding-bar and hinge fixed
under the table at front end. The sliding-bar passes
through a slot cut in baseboard A . The open end
of slot is closed by a steel plate, carrying a pinching
screw , a small plate being put at the bottom
of slot for bar to be locked against ; this is clearly
shown on drawings. The length of the slot will
have to be a little larger to allow for different
positions of bar,
The hinge for bar to swivel from , also the one
at back of table, can be procured from any iron

monger. The large hinge E should be a fairly
tight fit in the joint, and must þave no shake,
for this is disastrous when using a cutter-block ,
the same applying to the bar hinge. The saw
spindle is made of in . diameter rod , and the fast
collar may be either turned with spindle or shrunk
on tight, or it may even be pinned on tight if made
a good fit. In any case, itmust be finished perfectly
square with spindle, or else the saw will be strained
when tightened up , and this will cause it to run out

of truth . The collar and bush L (Fig. 2) may be
made in one piece or separately . It is advisable
to have them separate for convenience in making .
The ordinary level of table may be found some
what below top of large speed cone or else the gear
ing of headstock , hence it is advisable to make the
saw come some distance away from these pro
jections. This will allow a fair length of cross
cutting to be done, and will be found an advantage.

to fit lathe spindle, and the other end made 4 in .
diameter to run in a bearing, as shown on drawings .

This is a much more satisfactory method , as there
is no wear on the lathe centres and vibration is
reduced to a minimum .
The threaded portion of spindie is fin . diameter,
is rather long, but could be shortened if desired .

After which it is reduced to in ., but the length
of this part depends on the design of lathe to which
it is fixed . Suppose handwheel of loose head comes.
very much above ordinary level of table, then the
* in . diameter wants making an inch or two longer
than shown, thus enabling some length of timber
to be cut; however, in most cases, a little raising
of che table will get over this difficulty.
There is a gap-plate M in saw table, il ins. wide ;
this must fit fairly tight in the table . This plate
is removed when using smaller saws and another
is inserted, which will have a smaller saw gate .

The whole of the apparatus is made (except.
fences and hinges) of hardwood.
The table G must not be less than $ in . thick ;
* in .mightbe better, as vibration would be reduced.
The size of table is 13 ins. long by 7 } ins. wide,
with grooves cut for fences and hole for gap-plate.
Care must be taken to fit grooves square with table
edges ; also have table squared up all over, as this
will facilitate matters so much in other work .
The base A is 11 ins. long, 5 ins. wide, and in .
thick ; the backboard B is 5 ins. wide, 34 ins. long
(in the case of a 44 -in . lathe), and fin . thick . In
fixing the hinge E to backboard get the bolts long
enough to get hold of tie bars DD, which are
fin . by 3-16ths in . iron . Instead of bolting hinge
straight to the table, a distance piece F is inserted ,
the reason being that the back board bec m : s.

shorter and more rigid . The table must be at
right angles to saw .
The fences are best made of cast iron , there being.
one ripping and a cross-cutting, mitreing, and
squaring-off fence. When using mitreing fence
for squaring -off, a piece of planed timber is first

placed against fence, then the timber to be squared
off is placed against this, and the cut proceeded
with . The piece of planed timber should be a
parallel piece , the saw being allowed to touch it

when cutting ; this leaves a nice finish across
grain. On front edge of table a steel plate N is
fastened , and in conjunction with rebate in front
edge of table forms a groove for tongue of ripping
fence to slide in . There is very little to be
machined , barring front face of fence ; when filing
this get it square up with table, make the tongue
on underside at right angles to face of fence , and
get edges of tongue square, or else when fence is
nipped up itmight lift out of groove. The mitreing.
fence is in two parts : the bottom part is fixed
to a steel strip sliding in groove in table ; the front
edge of fence, when locked , should only just bear
on strip , which is level with table top, and will
move easily on table . A taper pin passing through

both parts prevents waste of time in finding when
it is square with saw (see Fig. 4). Various
mitreing angles would be an advantage if marked

It may be suggested that the centre of spindle
would be rather expensive, as it would mean special
bearings and a pulley .
With regard to the carrying of spindle , it could

on fence.

be run between the lathe centres if desired ; but
I suggest that one end of spindle is turned taper

as shown in the sketch (Fig 5), then cross-cutting
and ripping can be done almost equally clean . A

be raised so as to clear these projections, but this

When buying saws do not get them too thick ,
certainly not more than 1- 16th in . in the web :

even then the cut will be 3- 32nds in . owing to set
of teeth . In choosing shape of teeth , get them

MAN

By “ CUTTERBLOCK ."
I to woodworkers and to model engineers,
for a variety of things. The apparatus
relates to sawing, mitreing, and squaring off.
The construction is on the simplest lines possible ,
keeping in view reliability and strength .
The attachment is shown fitted to a 41-in. centre
lathe, but can be just as easily fitted to one larger,
requiring very little alteration from the drawings.
If fitted to a lathe smaller than 3* in . centres,
the diameter of saw will have to be reduced to
clear baseboard ; this reduction gives a less cutting
speed on periphery of saw unless a very high speed
can be obtained . Now the average speed (top speed )
with fairly comfortable treadling, is about 1, 100
to 1,200 r.p .m . ; with this speed , a 6 - in . saw has
a cutting speed of about 1,750 to 1,800 ft. per
minute, which is about one-fifth of what it should
be, according to modern practice. Now , if a 4- in .
saw was used, cutting speed would only be about
THIS is a most useful lathe attachment, both
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very thin saw should be provided , not more than
1- 32nd in . thick , having little or no set on teeth
except that produced by filing the teeth alter
nately . This saw is used exclusively for squaring
off. Tool dealers' stores are the best places for
procuring them , as various gauges and shapes of
teeth can be had. No provision is shown for

September 6, 1906 .

nature and should therefore give little or no trouble
in machining. The length of screwed shank L could'
be determined from Fig. 20, and the diameter
by scale. The grease is placed in the corer, and
when this is screwed down the former is pressed
on to the spindle.

bolting apparatus down on to lathe ; two f-in .

At the top of case (Fig . 19 ) a small eye bolt is.
shown dotted . This being more a matter of.

bolts should be enough, and should be placed
one on each side the saw .

taste, is left to the choice of the builder. A small
facing is cast on the case ; a small screwed

Water Motors and other

eye- with the wood screw cutoff and metal threaded
- is screwed in , placing a small brass bevelled washer
between . The general scales in last instalment.
can be applied to all the Figs. in the preceding one,

Hydraulic Machines.

except Figs. 17 and 18 which are diagrammatic,

By JOSEPH G . Solis.
DESIGN FOR A WATER MOTOR.
(Continued from page 200 .)
Nozzle. — Figs. 34 to 37 show four different
kinds of headpieces and nozzle. Fig. 34 is the
simplest of the set, but has the disadvantage that
to change the size of the jet the whole piece has to

FIG.34 NOZZLE NI FIG .35 NOZZLE N°2

be removed . Fig . 35 is a better example — a separate
nozzle is screwed to the headpiece, and can be
replaced by another, either larger or smaller in
bore, in very little time. The flanges could be

made round, elliptical, or square, care being taken
to cast a corresponding facing on the case. For
those who prefer to use jam nuts, Fig . 36 may be
used . The headpiece may be screwed into a

FIG .36 NOZZLE N°3

FIG . 37 NOZZLE 'N 44

tapped hole in the case and
jammed with one nut on the
outside, or the hole in the
case could be made clearing
and two nuts used , one out

side and one inside.
In Fig. 37 a more difficult
nozzle is shown . It is held in
the headpiece by a short piece

FIG.38 SECTION -A -B. F1639 END VIEW -N

of brass tube, pressed by
screwing up the coupling
union, By removing this union
the nozzle can be removed
. and
replaced
Attach
GREASE CUP. mentanother
case . could
be
to the
Fig . 24.

done as in Fig . 36 , or by

flanges, as in Fig . 35. The taper of all the nozzles
should be 134 degs. It'would be well to machine
them all over, especially on the inside, so as to
give the water a smooth run .
In Figs. 22 and 23 a suitable pulley to use with
these motors is shown. Of course any other

form of pulley would do, if care is taken to have it
properly balanced . The method of fixing to

shaft can be by a grub screw or key . A hole can
be drilled on the face of larger diameter than the
screw , and a steel screw fixed in , or else
portion
cross-shaded could be either cut out orthecored
in
the casting, the screw fixed to the shaft, then the
pulley could be slipped on and held in place by lock
nuts, as shown (see page 200 ), or a common

sneck key could be used .
At Fig. 24 a small grease cup is shown about half
full size for motor A and quarter size formotor E .
The intermediate sizes could be got by the general
scales multiplied by two. The cup is made from
either rod or a casting, the former preferred ; though
it is the more expensive. It is pretty simple in

FIG.40 END VIEW -Nº3.FIG. 4 / END VIEW -N * 4.
also the nozzle (Fig. 6 ); the length inside the
case being too great for the corresponding case
of motor A , but it could be used , if so desired , with
the larger machines.
If the foundation shown at Fig . 15 is scaled, it is.
just right for wood , but if made of concrete, stone,
etc., say about three to four times the scale thickness.

will do, keeping the outlet pipe to scale dimensions.
(To be continued.)
SUPERHEATED STEAM FOR LOCOMOTIVES. - It is
applied to locomotives as long ago as 1870 , on the
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad , U .S .A .
stated in the Iron Age that superheated steam was

The system , which was one in which the superheater
was situated in the smokebox, was abandoned as
not sufficiently economical to warrant the extra

cost and trouble involved .
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New L .N . W . R . Locomotives.
By CHAS. S. LAKE.
THE new 4 - 4 - 2 type tank locomotives designed
by Mr. George Whale, M .Inst.C .E ., Chief
MechanicalEngineer of the London and North
Western Railway , to which reference has already
been made in these pages, are now working
between Manchester (London Road ) and Buxton ,
and when a further number have been completed
at Crewe the engines will be seen working suburban
and local traffic around other large centres on the
L . N . W .R .

One of the new locomotives is, by Mr. Whale's
the design is practically a repetition of the “ Pre
cursor " type express engines, but with side tanks,

Bogie wheels, 3 ft. 9 ins. diameter.

Coupled wheels, 6 ft. 3 ins. diameter.
Trailing wheels, 3 ft. 9 ins.
Wheelbase - Coupled , 10 ft, ; total, 32 ft. 7 + ins.
Boiler - Diameter (mean outside), 5 ft. of in . ;
length , il ft. 7 } ins.
Firebox - Length , 7 ft. 4 ins. ; width , 4 ft. i in .
Heating surface - Tubes, 1777 .5 sq . ft . ; firebox ,
161.5 sq . ft. ; total, 1939 sq. ft.
Grate area, 23 sq . ft.
Working pressure, 175 lbs.
Adhesion weight ( in full working order ), 39 tons
10 cwt. ; total weight (in full working order ),
74 tons 15 cwt.

For the Bookshelf.
AnyMODEL
book reviewed
under this heading can be obtained from The
ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London , E .C., by remitting the published price and

the cost of postage.]

MODERN POLYPHASE MACHINERY. By Andrew
Stewart, A .M .I. E . E . London : S. Rentell
and Co., Ltd . Price 5s. ; postage 3d .
A capital book for students and those desiring
good elementary information on the subject without
having to study pages of mathematical symbols
and diagrams. It would probably prove a very
interesting book to any engineer. The author
has written in an easy style and gives practical
information apparently derived from actual
acquaintance with the working of polyphase
machines. We can recommend it to men in
charge of machinery as likely to help them to
understand this very important branch of electrical
engineering. There are a number of illustrations

showing details of polyphase generators and motors,

and diagramsofsystems of winding and connections.
Starters and regulators are also dealt with , and there
is a chapter devoted to turbo -alternators. The
book does not give rules and data for designing.
In fact, the author specially points out that such

MN

trailing carrying wheels, and bunker added . The
engines are the largest of their type running on any
of the home railways, and they present a particu
larly substantial and well- finished appearance .
The leading four -wheeled truck is of the radial
type, and the trailing (carrying) wheels also have
radial axle-boxes. The principal dimensions are
given below :
Cylinders, 19 ins. diameter by 26 -in , stroke.

4-2TYPE
,LNWRNEW
LOCOMOTIVE
.TANK
AILWAY

courtesy, illustrated herewith . As will be seen
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information must be sought elsewhere, but it would
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improved in a future edition ; the lines are weak and
scale somewhat small ; they are, however, useful

and given six coats of white lead paint and was
well rubbed down between each coat, and so I got
a good smooth face. The deck was cut out of a
piece of picture backing, the raised portion being
made to take on and off.
The fittings are made of odds and ends, such as

and readable.

cocoa tins for the funnels ; the guns are made of

serve well as introductory to designing ; the
concluding chapter is upon testing polyphase
motors. We suggest that the diagrams might be

round lead wire ; the searchlight is made from an
inside and connected with a small accumulator
inside the boat. All the guns aremade on a swivel,

old electric lamp cap with a 4 -volt “ Pea ” lamp

A Beginner's Model T .B . D .
By H . W . WILLIS.
H EN I started to build this boat I intended
VV to build it for speed , and so kept it as light
as possible. The total weight of the com
plete boat without motor or accumulator is 8 lbs.
24 ozs., which I consider very light for a boat
6 ft. 44 ins. long, 7 ins. wide, and 6 ins. deep .
I commenced by drawing the deck plan full size
on a pieceof 1 - in . board ' A ), about 8 ft. long and i ft.
wide Then on the other side of the board I drew

and so are the torpedo tubes, which are round bits

Ollie
Fig . 1.

the plan of the moulds and the side view of the
moulds and solid ends( B ). Then the solid endswere
made out of a piece of pine and then hollowed out
to 4 in . in thickness. The moulds C were then cut
out of z -in . rosewood and screwed on the deck plan
with the ends in their proper order ; it was now

Fig . 2.
UL

I

ready for planking (see Figs. I and 2). I got some

n

W

eremur . . .

. . . . . . . . 16

. . .

. . . . . . .

. . . PIC

O

ed .

FIG. 3.
METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING HULL.
of wood painted black . The vent.
ilators aremadeoutof small paraffin
night-lights, which can be bought
at the oil stores for 2 d . The
burner is screwed off and thebottom
knocked out, and the case is screwed
on a piece of round wood ,and when

painted you get a very good imita
tion of a ventilator. The pillars
and rails are made of laundry pins
and cotton and painted the proper
00000000000

colour ; the portholes are eyelets
used in sail-making,and the lifebelts

are the rivets off them .
I took first prize for the boat at a
local exhibition .
Themotor is an ordinary tripolar
one, too well-known to the readers
of THE MODEL ENGINEER to need
describing, and the accumulator
which drives it is an ordinary 4 - volt

Two VIEWS OF MR. H . W . WILLIS' MODEL T .B . D .
one. As electricity is not a very
blind lathing at the timber merchant's and cut it
successful motive power, I am making a vertical
into 6 -ft. lengths. I started the planking by
slide-valve engine, 3-in . by z-in . stroke, which I
putting a r in . by fin . piece of wood (E ) round thetop
of the moulds to screw the deck to , and then put

hope to describe in the future.
If anyone wants to build a light boat quickly at

the thin laths F on until finished (see Fig . 3). Îhe
boat was then planed off and covered with calico

a small cost, I would advise them to build it after
this method and they will not be disappointed .
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A Machine for Rectifying

connected to Si and Ti to S2, Fig . 23. The re
versed alternating current flowing in at T2 would

Alternating Current.

not go to S2, but to Si, from which it would flow
into the battery circuit, returning into S2 and out
of the machine at Ti. The flow of current in the

By A . W . M .

Concluded from page 202.)

battery circuit would thus be in the same direction

111. - How the Machine Works.

negative. If such a change over of connections

as the previous flow , Si remaining positive and S2
occurred at every reversal of the alternating current
the direction of flow of current in the battery

THE object of the machine is to rectify the
reversals of the alternating current, so that

T
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circuit would not be reversed , but would continue
in the same direction. This changing over of
metallic connection between the brushes TT and
the brushes SS is precisely that which is effected

if a circuit is connected to the brushes SS,
Fig. 6, the current will flow in one direction from
one brush to the other through the circuit whilst

the machine continues to work. The wires carrying

by the commutator C as it rotates.
Referring to Fig . 20 , the sections Ci and C2 are
in metallic connection with the ring Ai, all being
soldered to the same supporting casting. The

the alternating current which is to be rectified are
connected to the brushes TT, Fig. 8 , which are
therefore alternately positive and negative with
each reversal of the current. The commutator is
simply a pole changing device by means of which

sections C3 and C4 are in metallic connection with
the ring A2, all being soldered to the same support
ing casting. As the commutator rotates the brush

the brushes Ti and T2 are placed into metallic
connection with the brushes Si and S2, Fig. 6 , in a

Siwill be in contact with ring Aiwhen it is pressing

reversed order of change, which neutralises the
order of change of the alternating current flow .

upon either of the sections Cī or C2, and in contact
with ring A2 when it is pressing upon either of the

Bottery

Ballery

Battery

T2

0

Allernoting current moins

Alternating current mains

Alternating current moins
Fig . 22.
FIG , 21.
FIG . 23.
sections C3 and C4. Brush S2 will also be con
Let us assume for a moment that the alternating
current is flowing in one direction only — say into
nected to the rings in the same way. Except when
the machine at Ti and out at T2 — and that an
passing over the air gaps, the brushes Si and S2
accumulator battery is connected to Si and S2,
are each making contact with one of the pairs of
Fig . 21 ; Tı is thus for the moment positive. If we
commutator sections, and therefore each brush is
place Ti into metallic connection with Si, and T2
with S2, the current will flow from Si into the

When the commutator is rotating each of the

battery circuit and back through S2 to T2 ; Si is
thus for the moment positive. If now the alter
nating current reverses the direction of its flow

brushes AA is thus placed in connection with each
ring alternately ; for one quarter of a revolution a

and the connections remain unchanged , T2 will
become positive and Ti negative (Fig. 22 ), because
the direction of flow is reversed. The brushes SS
will also be affected in the same way : S2 will be
come positive because it is in metallic connection

in metallic connection with one of the rings AA .
brush will be in connection with ring Ai, for the
next quarter of a revolution it will be in connection

with A2, and so on .
The alternating current to be rectified is supplied
to the rings AA through the brushes TT. Each
ring and each pair of commutator sections there

with T2, and Si will become negative because it is

fore becomes positive or negative as the current

in metallic connection with Ti. The direction of
flow will therefore be reversed in the battery
circuit, the current going from $ 2 to Si.
Suppose , however, that the metallic connections
between the brushes TT and the brushes SS could

reverses. If then the commutator is rotated at
such a speed that the change of connection corre
sponds to the reversal of the alternating current,

be changed at the moment when the alternating
current reversed the direction of its flow , T2 being

each ring will be connected to the other brush when

it has changed its polarity. Thus, if we suppose
ring Ai to be positive for a moment and to be in
connection with brush Si this brush will be positive,
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and we have the condition shown in diagram in
Fig. 21. An instant later the alternating current
reverses, and AI becomes negative. If the com
mutator has moved one-quarter of a revolution Ai
will now be in connection with S2 instead of Si ;
and we have the condition shown in Fig. 23.
Another instant the alternating currenthas reversed
again ; AI will now be positive once more. But
if the commutator has rotated a second quarter of
a revolution AI will be again in connection with .

Si. If the speed of rotation is correct, therefore,
the ring which is for the moment positive will only
be in connection with Si, and the ring which is
negative will only be in connection with S2 ; the
polarity of these brushes will thus remain constant
though the polarity of the respective rings will be
reversed at regular intervals. At the moment of
reversal SS are passing over the air gaps. If these

September 6, 1906.

starting, and required to be rotated by external
means until the correct speed was attained ; the

current was then switched on, and the rotor
continued to rotate in step with the rate of reversal.
This starting difficulty has been overcome in the
present machine, which is started in the following
way : The switch P , Fig. 3, is placed upon the
starting contact, and current is then switched
on from transformer A , Fig . 26 , to the motor .
The ritor will rotate at an increasing speed
until it reaches thatat which it will run in step with

Fig . 25.

brushes are made of sufficient thickness to bridge

the air gaps they would be both in contact with
one section of the commutator four times in each

the rate of reversal of the alternating current, and
the speed then becomes steady . The switch P

revolution (see Fig . 24 ).

is now moved to the working contact, and the
rotor continues to rotate in step with the
alternating current. If the rotor should happen
to refuse to start a slight twist of themilled knob N ,
Fig . I, will ease it over the dead point, when it
will commence to rotate and run up to
full speed in a few seconds. It is necessary to

This would

cause a

short circuit between them which would be detri

mental to the proper charging of the battery. To
prevent this the air gaps are made of greater width
than the brush thickness, and the supporting pieces
V , Fig. 20 , take the contact of the brush whilst it is
passing over the gap (see Fig. 25 ). As these pieces
V are insulated the circuit between the brushes
SS is broken for a moment, whilst the reversal of
the alternating current occurs. It is important,
therefore, to use brushes which are not so thick as
to bridge across the air gaps.
The reader should remember that it is essential
for the commutator to rotate at such a speed that
the brushes make contact alternately with either
pair of sections at the exact moments when the

alternating current reverses the direction of its flow .

adjust the position of the motor brushes, Fig . 4 ,
to the correct position by means of the rocker .

If the rotor rotates in the wrong direction this
to the motor brushes, or rocking these brushes
through an angle of go degs.

may be reversed by changing over the connections
The effect of the starting switch is as follows :

When it is upon the starting contact, current flows
from terminalW2, Fig . 14 , through the resistance to
the rotor winding and back to the mains through
Wi. The rotor then receives the full pressure

H004

of the transformer A , Fig . 26 , less that absorbed

by the resistance. When the switch is moved to
the working contact the resistance is cut out
of circuit, and the rotor current is taken from
FIG . 24.

This condition is ensured by using a motor of suitable
design to rotate the commutator. As the motor
is driven by current from the same mains which
supply the current to be rectified , these two flows
of current will reverse in direction at the same

instant ; and if the rotor will rotate at a
speed which depends upon the rate of reversal
of the alternating current, the commutator will be
rotated at the required speed . Under this con
dition the alternating current will itself adjust the
speed of rotation of the commutator, because the
rate of rotation of the motor armature will follow
the rate of reversal of the current. This condition
was fulfilled by the motor of the rectifier previously
described in THE MODEL ENGINEER by Dr. Morton ,

but the rotor of that machine was not self

a portion of the field -magnet winding.
The stator thus acts as a step -down auto
transformer to supply low voltage alternating
current to the brushes bearing on motor com
that
mutator. This latter rectifies the current sovoltage
the poles of the rotor are fed with a low
pulsating current- each pole keeping the same
polarity during the run.
As the motor brushes are in parallel with only
one coil of the stator, the pressure of the current
they receive is just one-fourth that of the current
supplied to the main terminals. This tapping of
the stator winding at the end of the first coil will
be found right for nearly all cases, as rocking of
the motor brushes will compensate sufficiently for
any deviation from the ideal pressure.
Fig. 26 shows the method of working as adopted
by Dr. Morton . Two transformers are used .
A supplies current to the motor part of the machine
at a lower voltage than that of the mains; this
voltage being adjusted by alteration of the secondary
winding of the transformer until a pressure is found
to suit the winding of the machine and give best
results in running. Transformer B is used to supply
the current to be rectified , the secondaiy winding
being adjusted to give a voltage to suit the battery ,
which is to be charged ; but a final adjustment
is made by means of the wire resistance, which is

September 6, 1906 .
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connected in the battery circuit as shown . The

small. Dr. Morton has adopted the heavy con

alternating current enters and leaves by the brushes
pressing upon the rings AA ; it is rectified and
delivered to the battery as continuous current
through the brushes which press upon the com
mutator C . The first operation is to switch current
to the motor, P being on the starting contact.

struction shown in the drawings of the rectifying

part of the machine as the result of his experience
in designing and building rectifiers. Practically
this part of the machine should rather be over than
under-weighted . If made small and light, the
sparking will soon cause trouble. With themachine

As soon as the armature is running at the correct
speed P is moved to the running contact. The

as made 50 amps. or more could be rectified , but
it would not be advisable to reduce the size and

battery switch E is then closed , but it is necessary
to determine whether the rectified current is
flowing in the correct direction to charge the cells .
The polarity of the brushes is always uncertain at
starting. This could be ascertained by means
of a galvanometer or pole-finding paper, and the

weight of the rectifying gear even for use with
described usually deals with a current of about
5 amperes.
The rectified current is not a steady current like

very small currents. The particular machine
that given by a battery , or as steady as the flow
of current from a dynamo having a comparatively

battery connected accordingly ; but Dr. Morton
uses an incandescent lamp in series with the battery,

large number of sections in the commutator.
It consists of pulsations of current which flow in
one direction through the circuit, and which start

as shown in Fig. 26. If the polarity ofthe brushes is
correct, the voltage of the battery will be in
opposition to the voltage of the rectified current,
Allernaling current mains

Tronsformer A

from zero, rise to a maximum , and then fall again
to zero . The voltage also
rises and falls in a similar

manner. On this account
Dr. Morton considers that
when charging accumula
tors the voltage at which
the rectified current is

Transformer B

Sofowy
Storting

Ich

supplied should be at least
double the voltage of the

switch PH

battery to be charged .
For instance, a six -cell
accumulator giving 12
volts would require the
rectified current to be at
30 volts pressure, the
reason being that as the

oW .
Bottery
Switch

000

000
2

Switch D
K Lomp

Adjustable wire resistance

discharged.

Fig . 26 - DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR WORKING THE RECTIFIER.
and the lamp will not light up, or the filament
charging the cells.
only glow a dull red . If the polarity of the brushes
is not correct, the voltage of the battery will be
added to the voltage of the rectified current, and
the lamp filament will be very bright. If the
polarity of the brushes is not correct, it is only
necessary to rotate them through an angle of 90
degs., and their polarity then becomes reversed ,
because each brush is thus removed to press upon
a segment which was previously in contact wth
the other. The lamp should be made to take a
voltage approximately equal to the voltage of the
rectified current plus the voltage of the battery to
be charged . The candle-power may be anything
convenient, as by nieans of the switch D the lamp
is short-circuited as soon as the polarity is found
to be correct.
If the transformer B is made with a sub -divided

voltage and current near
the zero point the accu
and the cells are partially

mulator current follows,

It is only

the higher portion of
current
which does useful work in
the wave of

As the only work which the motor has to do is

to rotate the rectifying commutator, a compara
tively small number of watts are consumed by it ,
provided the brushes are not adjusted so as to bear
with a heavy pressure. Under normal circum
stances the consumption for the motor portion will
be about 150 watts.
.Continuous current motors run well with this
rectified current and appear to give a very high
efficiency . Dr. Morton also considers that it is

superior to ordinary continuous current for charging
accumulator keeps in better condition.
Armature and ring stampings for the field -magnet
can be obtained from Messrs. J. S . Sankey & Sons, of

accumulators. According to his experience the
Bilston , or from Messrs. Newton & Co., of Fleet

Street, London ,

secondary winding a variety of voltages can be
obtained to suit batteries having a differentnumber

of cells. The amount of current which can be
The Great Eastern Railway Company's new
rectified B isand
onlythelimited
by effect
the capacity
foriner
heating
producedof intrans
the
electric power station at Stratford , which will
rectifying portion of the machine. A certain
probably be completed in October, is to supply
amount of sparking occurs at these brushes, but if
electric light to Liverpool Street station and to the
the commutator and brushes are of ample propor
suburban stations on the line that are now lit by
tions the heating and consequent wear are very i gas.
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The remaindermay be all 24 ins. With just ordinary
care the rings of waxed paper are cut out true and
very even by this method, but the paper must be

Induction Coils for X -Ray and
Other Purposes.

waxed first. Of course there is a trifling waste of
wax, which is more than compensated for by the
ease with which this part of the preliminary work

By John PIKE.
(Continued from page 208.)

is got through .

For a purpose shortly to be mentioned a few

of the central discs (2- inch ) cut out should be

X . - WAXED PAPER SEPARATING Discs.

preserved .

THE discs of waxed paper used in the making
and insulation of the double sections are
prepared from the quality of blotting paper
known as “ Ford 428 Mill.” This paper is very
free from sizing, and is very dry and absorbent.
Testing some good quality ordinary white blotting

When cutting the circles it is best done by

inserting the point in the centre of the paper

paper as sold by stationers it was found that it
contained nearly 10 percent. of moisture. The
brand mentioned may be placed in a warm dry

place for a couple of days (as on the drying rack
of a large kitchen range ) and there is hardly any
perceptible decrease of weight. The paper, however,
should be as dry as it is possible to make it. Each
sheet may then be cut into twelve and the requisite

Fig . 26 . - Disc CUTTER .

number of squares waxed . Two hundred squares
should be prepared by providing a large bath
(about 15 by 12 ins.) with a good depth (say, i į ins.)

to bc cut, and after pressing in the cutter to revolve
the paper (see photograph , Fig . 27, where the
operator having the paper pressed down on a small

ofhot melted wax. The bath must be hot and the

piece of wood is seen to be drawing the
paper towards him ).

The blotting paper discs are very safe
insulators. Between each section , or ring of
wire, are two of the paper discs, more than
ample it may be for the purpose. If ordinary
white paper, bank post, or good quality demy
is used by preference, three or four such
discs would have to be used with no corre

sponding advantage. The blotting paper used
here, absorbs a very high proportion of wax ,
and keeps very flat and smooth , and gives, no
doubt, a good deal of solidity to the coil.
A main feature in successful coil construc
tion is the thorough desiccation of all parts
in the building. All paper for instance must

be as dry as possible before waxing. It is to be
said of the brand of blotting paper recom
mended that it is essentially a dry paper ,
and it loses very little weight when placed in
a drying closet, and if left out does not appear

to absorb moisture ; however, the fact remains
that it cannot be too dry. It may be

FIG . 27. - METHOD OF CUTTING Discs.

further mentioned that “ Ford Mill 428 "
squares -- plunged in and completely submerged a
few at a time— allowed to remain until thoroughly
saturated ; then removed one at a time, drained,

is made in three thicknesses ; that used by the

writei is " medium .”
( To be continued.)

and , when set, placed in a pile under a moderate

weight. It is a good plan to weigh the squares
" DREADNOUGHT'S " TRIPOD Masts, — Two masts
of quite a new kind have been fitted to the battle

before and after waxing. All these little details
come to be useful.
For the purpose of cutting the discs the little

ship Dreadnought, which is being completed for
commissioning at Portsmouth . The masts are
tripods pure and simple, supporting the stations
aloft, from which the fire of the powerful 12 -in .
guns may be directed . The heavier of the two

instrument figured , and sold by most toolmerchants
under the name of “ a washer cutter ” is strongly

recommended. The “ cutter " (Fig. 26 ), as will

be seen , is easily adjusted for any size disc. Two

structures is situated amidships, and the other aft.

or three of the waxed squares are trimmed at one
operation by cutting to an outside diameter of 51 ins.
All the discs must have the outside diameter the
same, but when we turn out the central disc wemay

vary the diameter by cutting fifty to the exact
to be placed ; this will be, in the present case, 2 ins.

On the former the wireless telegraphic gaff will be

size of the ebonite tube upon which the sections are
I

attached . Eight of the ten 12 -in . guns which
form her armament have already been placed in
the barbettes, which are so situated as to enable
six to be trained ahead or astern , and eight on each
broadside.
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been
engaged on experimental model-making with
conspicuous success.
HERBERT SMYTH was one of the first scholars at

PERSONAL NOTES FROM THE FIRST THREE

PRIZE -WINNERS.
MR. HERBERT G .
RIDDLE, the winner of
the special prize in the
above competition ,
writes: - " With regard
to personal notes, my
past seems to be lack

ing in anything of in

the Regent Street Polytechnic. “ At 13 years of
age I passed my first examination in machine

construction (Science and Art Department, South
Kensington ), and while at the Polytechnic passed
in Second Grade Perspective, Practical, Plane and
Ad
Solid Geometry, Magnetism and Electricity, Me
vanced Machine Drawing and Theoretical
chanics (all Science and Art Department Examina
tions). I also gained the Bronze Medal for Tool
making in an exhibition, held in connection with
the paper called Work , at Regent Street. These
certificates and the medal obtained for me an
apprenticeship in the Northern Telegraph Works,
Halifax, Yorks. (the only one at that time in those
works without a premium ). I then passed the City
and Guilds Examination in Electric Lighting and
Power Transmission , since when I have been an
electrician and model-maker, having experimental

terest except the fact
that I wasborn , so I'm

told , at Brentford in
1874, educated at an

ordinary private school

at Croydon , went into
my present situation
with a firm of City
solicitors at about the

workshops in Clerkenwell, Bloomsbury , and of late

age of 15, and have MR. HERBERT G RIDDLE .
been there ever since.

I have not attended any engineering or other tech
nical classes, such knowledge of the mechanical

processes as I possess
being entirely derived
from reading, greatly
aided by my member
ship of the S .M . E . and
acquaintance with
several of its cleverest
members.”

Mr. W . H . DEAR
DEN is another mem
ber of the S .M . E ., by

whom he was awarded
a gold medal for his
model gas engine. He
was apprenticed at the
Longhedge works of

MR. W . H . DEARDEN. the L .C . and D . Rail
way (now S. E . and
C .R .), where he served seven years in the machine
fitting and erecting shops. Subsequently he spent four

years in a firm ofma
rine engineers, and up

years in Chiswick . I also manufactured various

stereoscopic cameras of my own design for the trade.
after which I held the position ofmanager for Messrs.

Butcher & Sons in their camera department. I
have now returned to electrical work , and am
manufacturing small dynamos, etc., and also am
carrying out exhaustive experiments in connection

with long-distance telephony."
A New TYPE OF LENS. - After experimenting for
several years a Hungarian chemist has succeeded
in producing optical lenses by a simple and cheap
process which can be manufactured in sizes about

three times as large as the largest homogeneous
glass lens heretofore made. According to a descrip

tion in the Engineering News, it consists of a fluid
substance enclosed between two hard glass surfaces
similar to watch crystals, the refractive power and

other properties of the glass being so chosen that
the two surfaces serve not only to hold the fluid
but also combine with it to overcome such defects
as are scarcely to be avoided in ordinary lenses.

As the fluid is hermetically sealed within its enclosed
space it cannot change in quality or quantity , and
since it has the same coefficient of expansion as the
glass there is no danger of breaking the glass
surfaces.

till recentlyhasbeen en .
gaged as a gauge-maker
in theworksof the Pro .
jectile Company, Bat .
tersea , London , S . W .
His model gas en
gine has received
many other awards
(four medals and one
cup besides money
prizes), and his latest
model of a Caledonian
Railway express loco
motive, now nearing
completion may be
classed with the finest
examples of model
locomotive building MR. HERBERT SMYTH .

range of warehouses extends in a practically
unbroken line from end to end of the dock , a
distance of nearly half-a -mile. The tunnel is built
entirely of Hennebique ferro -concrete, the material
employed throughout in the construction of the
warehouses,which contain a total floor area of more

extant. He has lately

than 22 acres.

A CURIOUS RAILWAY TUNNEL. - One of the
warehouses erected alongside the new dock at
Manchester exhibits the singular detail of a railway
tunnel, about 250 ft. long, and provided with two
lines of rails, passing through the ground floor of
the structure in an oblique direction, so as to
permit goods trains to be run direct from the quay
to the goods yard at the other side of the buildings.
Without this arrangement railway communication
between the quay and the goods depot would have
been both inconvenient and circuitous, as the
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How It Works.

and several railway companies employ it in pre
ference to the Vacuum ; whilst there is a large

V .- The Automatic Vacuum Brake.

amountof rolling-stock in service equipped with both
brakes for use when travelling over “ foreign "
lines on which the brake employed is not that

of railway rolling-stock is the brake equip
ment, for upon the working efficiency and reliability

adopted
by the company owning the engines or
vehicles.
The object of the present article is to describe
and illustrate the Vacuum Automatic Brake
apparatus and the principle on which it works, and
in a succeeding article the Westinghouse Brake

of this the safety of human life and an immense

will be similarly dealt with

By Chas. S . LAKE.
NE of the most vitally important features
connected with the design and construction

The Board of Trade requirements in respect

amount of valuable property daily depends. It
Driver's
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Fig . 1. - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF AUTOMATIC VACUUM BRAKE.
would , indeed , be of little use to design powerfu)
to the working of continuous brakes are of an
and fast-running locomotives, or to provide com
exacting
nature. Such brakes must, among other
modious and well appointed cars, unless the same
things, be instantaneously self-acting in case of
of proved
accident ; also capable of being applied in a simple
were equipped with brake apparatus say
that it
toin any branch
far
manner by drivers and guards, and easily put on
too
going
it
is
not
;
and
efficacy
would be better to sacrifice efficiency
or taken off the engine and every vehicle of a
train .
of railway machinery (connected with rolling-stock )
In the vacuum automatic brake a more or less
than to neglect in any way making the brake
appliances as perfect as possible.
perfect
vacuum is formed on both sides of a piston
The principal systems of continuous automatic
by means of an ejector, and
when it is required
to apply the brake air is admitted to one sideonly
brake in use on the railways of this country are
two in number. They are known, respectively ,
of the piston . A view showing the general arrange
as the Vacuum Automatic, and Westinghouse.
ment of the apparatus is given on Fig. 1. On the
Of
the two the former is more generally used ,
left-hand will be seen the combination ejector,
but the Westinghouse brake is very highly regarded ,
placed in the driver's cab and used for creating
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and maintaining the vacuum . This ejector in

the brake by letting in more or less air, to apply

reality consists of two ejectors (hence the use of the
term “ combination ') ; these are known as the

or increase the power after application , or to

“ large ” and “ small," and comprise two sets of
cones enclosed in one casing. The small ejector
is worked continuously and is controlled by the
small screw steam valve shown just above the
nozzles, this valve being adjusted to give the
required vacuum . This ejector is used for main
taining the vacuum and compensating for leakages
when the drivers' handle is in the running position
( Fig. 2 ). When steam is admitted from the boiler

vacuum

У

АА

АН

gouge

ДА

Guard's

on the brake blocks. “ Off ” is the position when
it is required to release the brake quickly ; and in
this position , as already stated, steam is admitted
to the large ejector. A small auxiliary pipe is
carried from the ejector by the side of the train
pipe, and is connected only to the engine and tender
vacuum chambers. This pipe is in communication
with the small ejector when the drivers' handle
is in full “ On ” position , and by this means the
vacuum is constantly maintained on the top of the
pistons in the engine and
tender vacuum cylinders.
A small ball valve is fixed
at the top of this pipe,
by opening which the
brake can be released on
the engine and tender
after the steam to the
ejector has been shut off.
Air for applying the
brake is admitted to the
train pipe through a series

АЛ

and the handle is in the vertical or “ off ” position

withdraw the air to release or diminish the power

of small holes in the face
and edge of the handle disc
(Fig. 2), and also through
Universel
parts
couplings the segmental
Automatic
von volvo

around the centre portion .
Each engine, tender,
carriage, or other vehicle
working with the vacuum

automatic brake is pro

vided with a separate

Guard's
hondle

vacuum chamber, in which
Coupling
pluq

Train Ape

(see Fig. 2), it passes through a disc valve, placed
underneath the air valve on the same spindle,
to the outside of the larger cone, which is used
only when it is desired to create a vacuum rapidly,
as before a train is started , or to release the brakes.
The action ofboth ejectors is the same i.e., when
steam is admitted around the cones it passes through
the ejector barrel at great velocity, withdrawing
the air from the train pipe and cylinders and
carrying it along the exhaust pipe into the chimney
of the locomotive.
The driver's handle controls all the various opera
tions after steam has been turned on from the
boiler. The handle, as seen in Fig. 2, has three
positions, marked “ On ," “ Running Position,"
and “ Off.” Ofthese the first named is for applying
the brake fully - -the air valve being open , the air
passes through the holes in the disc and applies
the brake. In “ running position ” the large
ejector steam valve and air valves are both closed
and the brake is released slowly by the small
ejector only , the vacuum being also maintained
after the brake is released . The movement between

“ Running Position ” and “ On ” is for regulating

is fixed a cylinder con
structed as shown in Figs.
3 and 4 . At the bottom

of each cylinder is a ball
valve, the branch ofwhich
ed by a small
Guard's End of Train ishoseconnect
pipe to the train
Pipe.
pipe. This valve is of the
most simple construction ,
there being only one
moving piece, viz. : a .
small brass ball having a rolling action in a horizontal
position , thus avoiding all friction .
When the ejector is working the ball is drawn
off its seat, and the spaces above and below the
pistons are exhausted through the train pipe and
the small hose connecting it to the ball valve.
When the brake is applied the ball is immediately
held on its seat by the air rushing through the
train pipe, and in this way the vacuum is main
tained above the piston, whilst the atmospheric

pressure acts upon the underside of the piston .
In Fig. 3 the ball is free to lift, and the
piston is in the position it occupies when the brake
is off. Both passages are then open to the actio of

the ejector. In Fig . 4, on the other hand, the ball
is shown on its seating, the passage to the vacuum
chamber is closed, and the vacuum above the piston
is maintained . The shaded portions in Fig . 4
indicate atmospheric pressure. In the general
arrangement drawing, Fig. 1, it will be noticed
that a lever is shown attached to the ball valve.
This is for use when it is necessary to release the
brake for shunting operations, etc., and it allows
of the ball being removed from its seating, which
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The action of the cylinder is briefly as follows :
the bottom of the piston direct and from the top

places
the piston in equilibrium . The spindle
to which this lever is attached is made air-tight

The air is drawn out through the train pipe from

by a small diaphragm , the pressure on which,
when a vacuum is created , pulls in the spindle and
allows the ball to go back freely on to its seat.

by passing the ball. To apply the brake the

se
ReleaLck

e

eas

Slow Rel

air is let into the train pipe, and it then passes to
the under side of the piston , and being prevented
from getting to the other (top ) side of the piston
by the ball it lifts the piston and so applies the
brakes with a degree of force dependent upon the
quantity of air admitted .
The driver's vacuum gauge, Fig . 1, has two
pointers ; the one on the left is marked “ train
pipe," and that on the right “ vacuum chamber " ;

Brakneg
ati
Regul

P
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both indicate the vacuum carried . When the brake

ERLITE

is applied the pointer on the left indicates the

er
Powke
Bra

TOTI

POSITION

amount of vacuum remaining in the train pipe and
below the pistons ; the difference between it and
the pointer on the right (which indicates the vacuum
in the vacuum chamber and above the pistons)
represents the amount of power applied on the
underside of the brake pistons. For instance,

if 10 ins. is indicated in the train pipe and 20 ins.
in the vacuum chamber the brake is applied with
a power of 10 ins. or about half its full capacity.
It will be noticed that in Fig . I a drip trap is shown
Full on fixed to the bottom of the down pipe from the
ejector. This trap is placed in that position so
that any moisture will drain into it. It is fitted
with a self-acting ball valve which opens when all
the vacuum in the train pipeis destroyed , and allows
any water which may have collected to escape.

An emergency valve is provided in connection
with the vacuum automatic brake. This is located
in the guard's van , and is fixed on the main train

ORID

FIG . 2 . — THE COMBINATION EJECTOR FITTED
IN LOCOMOTIVE CAB.
The piston fits freely in the cylinder, as it is

pipe. By pressing down the handle (Fig . 2) the
guard is enabled to apply the brake. The valve

packed with a rolling rubber ring, which when the

also opens automatically when the driver applies
the brake suddenly and admits air until the brake
is fully applied.

piston moves rolls between it and the cylinder,

The valve has a small hole through its stem , and

PISTON
PISTON

BALL VALVE

TRAIN PIPE

BALL VALVE

TRAIN PIPE

FIG . 3. - BRAKE OFF.
FIG . 4. - BRAKE Ox.
DIAGRAM SHOWING ACTION OF BRAKE CYLINDER .
making a perfect packing without friction . The
is secured at the top by a diaphragm to a small
piston -rod is coated with
brass
and
works
through
dome-like chamber, which chamber is exhausted
à brass bush , and a packing rubber is provided
when a vacuum is created in the train pipe. If a
to prevent air passing the rod .

gradual application is made, the vacuum in this
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chamber is destroyed as quickly as in the pipe ;

eye in the upright. The elements are hung on a

but when the brake is applied suddenly , the vacuum
beneath the valve is destroyed much more rapidly ,

flat bar of wood about 4 ins. wide, which slides on

and then the pressure of the atmosphere on the
diaphragm lifts the valve, which remains open until
the vacuum is destroyed in the dome-like chamber

through the small hole, when it closes by gravity .
The guard 's vacuum gauge has one pointer
indicating the amount of vacuum throughout

a rail fixed on each upright. This keeps the elements
the pots. The carbons are each screwed to a block
ofwood, which is, in its turn , screwed to the lifting

steady, and prevents their striking the sides of

bar. The zincs are dropped through a slot in the

the train .
The pipes between engine, tender, and
vehicles are connected together when the

train is made up by means of “ Universal ”
hose couplings. They are made of cast
iion , exactly alike, with horns at top
and bottom . The top lug of one casting
is placed in the slot of the other, this
being effected by raising the couplings
sufficiently high to enable the bottom horns
to be placed together and then lowering
them . To uncouple, it is simply necessary
to raise the couplings, when they will
separate.
( To be continued .)

A Reader's Electrical
Work .

FIG . 2. - A MERCURY BREAK.

lifting-bar, but are prevented from falling through

By E . J. SZLUMPER.
THE following is a description of a useful
1 four-cell bichromate battery which I have
constructed . For experimental work this
type of battery cannot be beaten, and it is inex
pensive to make. The one in question cost 3s. 8d .,
including solution . The wooden portion is, as

by a piece ofbrass soldered across the top, and which
is screwed to the bar.
This arrangement permits the easy removal
of the old zincs.
Thecells are connected in series, and the terminals
are placed in the centre of the lifting-bar. The
lifting arrangement is simplicity itself. A hook

is screwed on top of each upright, and a chain is
fixed on each end of the lifting-bar, which
is held at any height required by slipping
a link of each chain over the hooks.
The illustration , Fig . 2 , is of a mercury
break I have constructed for use with a t- in .
spark coil. The most noticeable pointabout
it is that the magnets are not raised above the

base. The magnets are those of an old elec
tric bell with all the unnecessary lugs cut off

and a hole drilled through the bottom to
allow a screw to pass through to fasten them
to the base, which is a piece of polished

mahogany 6 ins. by 3 ins. by in . The
mercury cups are pieces of gauge glass about
7 - 16ths in . bore, and 2 ins. high with one
end plugged up. Both cups are inserted in
a thick piece of wood which is screwed to
The rod which carries the U
piece is cranked to bring it above the top
of the cups. Themagnet casting and the cup
holder are painted black , and a black ring is
painted round the top and bottom of the
cups. The magnet coils are varnished , and
the base .

FIG . 1. - FOUR-CELL BICHROMATE BATTERY.
can be seen from the photograph, a mere framework ,
but it must be made strongly. One of the side
pieces is hinged to allow the pots to be easily re
moved , and is fastened at the other end by a pin ,
which drops through a hole in the bar and a screw

the armature is filed bright and lacquered .
The whole makes a very compact and neat
break .
STEPHENSON 's old “ Invicta " locomotive, which
and Whitstable, was formally unveiled at Canterbury

seventy years ago used to run between Canterbury

recently by Sir David Salomons, who presented this

interesting railway relic to the Town Council.
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Model Yachting Correspondence
Club Racing Rules, etc.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - May I claim space in your valuable
My reason for writing this letter is that there seems
to be no recognised or official organ for the above
mentioned sport. We get a small space in our
local papers (for which we are most grateful)
reporting our races, etc., and there the matter
ends ; there seems to be no opportunity of inter
course, to let clubs know what their brethren
in other clubs are doing in this sport.
Now , Sir , I throw out this suggestion to you that
Journal on behalf of model yachtsmen in general.

you should devote some of your space to this
interesting and entertaining sport for young and

old , for people with a long purse and for people
with a short purse ; for model yachting is certainly
within the reach of all who have a certain amount
of patience and a few tools, and who desire to enter
into one of the most pleasant and healthy pastimes
one could wish to participate in .
Then again , at present there seems to be no
generally recognised rules for clubs ; one is merely

L . W . L . only ; another L .W .L . and S. A . ; then
you, Sir , invite correspondence on the merits and
demerits of the various rules and regulations ;

we have the new Y .R .A . rule proposed . Cannot

also for suggestions for the formation ofclubs and the
various matters pertaining to model yachting.
By giving some of your space, secretaries of clubs
could send reports of races and interesting events,
and what is generally taking place in the model
yachting world .
The club of which I am a member (Southsea
Model Yacht Club ) has held somemost interesting
events, such as an inter -club race with Southampton ,
also with a London team - events which I am proud
to say we managed to pull off, greatly to our credit .

Now , Sir, in both these events we were handicapped .
insomuch that against Southampton , who sailed on a
36 -in . L .W .L . only , we had to sail our smallest
class of boat (third class, 120 ins. over all measure
ment) in order to be within this measurement of
L . W .L . But as far as boats were concerned , the

Southampton boats were about the size of our

first class boats L .O .A . Then again , when we

sailed against London, which was under the 10
rater rule, we only had one boat of our second
class- this having been altered into a 10 -rater
especially for the event— which was anywhere near
the size of the London boats, as our seconds carried
too much sail ; so we again had to fall back on
our third class boats in order to bring S .A . within
measure. Surely some recognised measurements
can be obtained which shall obviate this state of
chaos. One club I have in my mind has just been

formed , and one boat which was too large for our
first class, and which the owner would not spoil
by cutting down, has been purchased by a member
of that club, and they have made a special class,
I believe, in order to fit her in . Now this seems
to me to be a very undesirable state of things.
We are forming a new club for Wednesday after
noons at Southsea (the S.M . Y .C . is a Saturday club ),
and at present we strongly favour the rater rule
(the S .M . Y .C . is a class rule ), and we should like
before we finally settle on rule to know what is the

opinion of thevarious clubsas to the rule of 10 -raters
and the new Y .R . A . rule .
Could you not, Sir , invite a discussion as to
which is really the best ? Let those who prefer

the L . W .L . and S .A . rule give their reasons for this
preference, and those who intend to orhaveandadopted
those

the new Y .R . A . rule give their reasons,

who have any other rule give their reasons for
such preference. Should some general rule be
arrived at, how much easier, and certainly how much
more pleasant, it would be for inter -club races ;
also should one be spending their vacation at some
town where there was a model yachting club

how much nicer it would be to be able to sail
with the same class of boat. One could pick up,
I am sure,many wrinkles which would make to the
improvement of boats in general appearance anda .
speed by this means. We have at Southsea

beautiful piece of water, and speaking on behalf of
members of any other club to sail with us when
having any practice sail on. This would tend
towards a Freemasonry among clubs. Then
other sailing friends here I am sure would welcome

again , why not have a register of model yachting
clubs in order that one might know how popular
this form of sport is , etc ?
I would also like to make the suggestion
that your Journal be called “ The Model Engineer,
Electrician , and Yachtsman ," and I feel sure that
this would work out to the mutual advantage of
all parties ; and possibly with an increase of revenue
the purse strings of our Editor might stand a further
strain and be the means of a shield or prize to be
forthcoming to be competed for by clubs which
sail under some recognised rule.
Hoping I have not encroached on too much of
your valuable space, I remain , in anticipation of other

correspondence on this subject, yours faithfully .
CLIVE WILSON .
343, Fawcett Road , Southsea.
Someof the points referred to by our correspon
dent have already been discussed (see Aug , i,
Oct. 1, 15, Nov . 15, 1902). We shall, however, be
pleased to hear from other readers who have any
further comments to make. - ED., M .E . & E .

The Society of Model Engineers.
[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any pare
ticular
issue if reotived a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication.)

London .
THE first indoor meeting oftheWinter Session will
be held on Tuesday, September 18th , in the

Lower Hall of the Cripplegate Institute, Golden
Lane, E .C ., at 7 p.m . It is hoped that the track
may be made the special feature of the evening,
and all members possessing model locomotives
are specially requested to attend with their models.

A good show of models, and parts, and tools by
all members is expected .

Readers of this journal wishing to become
members are reminded that the present time is

specially favourable for their joining, as ycarly
and half-yearly subscriptions paid now will cover
a period of fourteen and eightmonths respectively .
Full information and forms may be obtained from

- HERBERT G . RIDDLE, Hon. Secretary, 37, Minard

Road, Hither Green , S.E .
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be much greater than the power absolutely given

achievement, and Mr. H . Arkell deserves every
credit for getting such good results from an engine
of the size described , particularly when it is re
membered that the size of the cylinder has an enor
mous effect on the thermal efficiency of the engine.
The reason for this can be more readily explained
by a diagram than by words.
I have shown in the sketch the cooling effect on
the explosive mixture, due to the walls, etc., of
the cylinder, which penetrates to the same depth ,
or is greater in a small cylinder than in a large cylin
der, owing to the longer duration of the explosion
in the large cylinder.
This cooling and neutralising effect penetrates
for a depth of about 3- 16ths in., and if this is de
duced from the total capacities of the cylinders,
it will reduce the effective capacity of the small

by that engine.

cylinder by about half

Readers.
The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full

name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached,
though not necessarily intended for publication.]

Power of Model High -Speed Boats.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — As you know , I have been looking

into the question of the machinery of high-speed
boats, and have worked out the power which should
be obtained by Mr. H . Arkell's petrol motor, and
cannot help thinking that the estimated horse

power mentioned in your issue of April 26th must
According to a comparison made between Mr.
Arkell's engineand a 2 h .-p. petrolmotor (the smallest
petrol motor of which I can find the record of any

by about one-third 31.81
22: 32.

Then , again , the duration of the explosion con

Fig . 1.

thus be seen that the speed of an internal combustion
motor cannot be definitely increased .
The larger cylinder in the illustration , working

Nili

MiniAWinnnnnnsronmentario

siderably affects the results, as the time necessary
to complete the combustion of the charge seems to
be governed by the lineal dimensions of the com
bustion space and not by the cubic contents ; it will

lililili

Stroke "
Piston

and the larger cylinder

ինկոկիկայվականի
կընդմիկ
ն
:Բեսմեն

under the best conditions, can give about 2 b .h .-p .,
but owing to the reasons explained above I believe
that it is not possible to get more than 6 ,500 ft.-lbs.
out of the smaller cylinder, although the volume
swept by the pistons is as 4 : 1.
A curious problem arises in the considera
tion of the best speed at which to run a
petrol motor, owing to the necessity of allow

ing a sufficient lapse of time for the com
bustion to complete itself, and, leaving
fuel consumption out of the question , it will
be found that instead of an increase of power
being obtained with increased speed that

Stroke 34" +

after a certain number of revolutions have
results. It would be extremely interesting

been exceeded a direct diminution of power

Piston

if Mr. Arkell would measure the brake horse

power of his motor and publish the results .
In conclusion , I hope Mr. Arkell will not
take my remarks in any way but in a friendly
spirit, my desire being to show that although
he has undoubtedly obtained results which

7771
Dotted lines indicate Gas chilled by Cylinder, etc.
The Relative Capacities of Cylinders = 1 : 8 .
Volume swept by Pistons (same Piston Speed) = 1 : 4
Effective Volume of Small Cylinder = 1.853 ins.
Effective Volume of Large Cylinder = 22.323 ins.
Relative Power - 1.85 X 1,000* * = 0 .121, or roughly ,
22:32 x 500 * 1
1:8.

Fig . 2.
authentic tests), the power developed by his engine
on the brake should be about 7 ,500 ft.-lbs. per
minute, against 16 ,500 to 24,750 (4 to $ h .-p .).
This result (6 ,500 ft.-lbs. per minute) is no mean
*Firing strokes per minute.

will take a lot of beating, that I believe
that as good, if not better, results can be
obtained with steam .
A small steam engine is also under the dis
advantage of the radiation and conduction
of heat from the cylinder being excessive
when compared with the power developed ,
but this can be more or less combated by
using superheated steam . As yet there is,
however, no manner of compensating the

loss of heat from the walls of an internal com
bustion cylinder known , at any rate, to me.
- Yours truly,
V . W . DELVES-BROUGHTON , A .M . I.C .E .
House Lighting by Petrol.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Referring to Mr. Harrold 's enquiry
in August 2nd issue, he is altogether wrong in
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thinking the petrol is fed to burners through the
pipes. It is simply gas that is used at the burners,

this gas being carburetted air the same as used in
motor and cycle engines.
The installation he speaks of is probably an
“ Alpha ” machine, introduced many years ago.
In this a fan drives air through a carburettor,
the fan being worked by a weight and train ofwheels.
It is possible al second -hand machine could be
obtained if advertised for, but I am afraid he will
find it troublesome in damp and cold weather.
not have an acetylene gas producer installed ?
Why
- Yours truly ,
ARTHUR GREEN.
Leyton.

Twist Drill Grinders.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Sır, - With further reference to the subject of
grinding apparatus, I would suggest that if one
of your contributors would write an article describ
ing a twist drill attachment which could be fitted
to a grinder like that I described in your last issue ,
and which could be constructed by an amateur,
it would probably be welcomed by your readers.
It has struck me that, as twist drills are so much

used , and are so difficult to grind properly by hand ,
it was probable that some form or forms of grinder
would be in use (other than those made profession

ally) which would be well known among model
with a wider experience than mine.
makersfaithfully
Yours
,
ALFRED WATERHOUSE .
Hampton .

Novel Bubble Fountain .
.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — With reference to the article on
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given . The exact length of the course must be
for each trip. These particulars must be written

measured , and the exact time to a second recorded

down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised
Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club ,
who must have been present at the trials. In

addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum
marised as follows:
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats
beating previous records.
SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat, pro
vided speed is not less than 4 miles per
hour.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class B to the second fastest
boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.
If in Class A the performance of the first
boat does not surpass that attained in pre
vious competitions, then the highest awards will
be Bronze Medals and certificates respectively .
The number of competitors interested in any one

winners must furnish photographs and descriptions

boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two. A signed declaration is required , giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certificate of performance.
Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which
have an average speed record of not less than five
and -a -half miles per hour ; and to Class B vessels
with an average speed of not less than four miles
per hour.

The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906 .

“ Bubble Fountain ” of August 9th , is there not a
mistake in the quantity of glycerine added to
oleate solution ? Surely { part instead of 2 parts
would be enough , if not too much .
I have had some of this made up by one of the
principal chemists in Birnuingham , and the result

is a bubble of about 3 ins. diameter, notmore, and
my children were much disappointed at not being
able to get the promised grant of 24 ins. Neither
would they last more than a minute or so . Can
any reader giveme the reason for this ? - Yours truly ,
GEO. MARTIN .
Berkswell.

The • Model Engineer " Speed

Boat Competition , 1906 .
Final Conditions
THE entries for this Competition will be divided
into two classes. Class A will include all
boats over 4 ft. 6 ins. and up to 7 ft. in length ,

and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins, in
length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water line. Each boat must be
timed over a total distance of not less than 300
yards, which may be divided into separate trips of
not less than 100 yards each . At starting each
trip , power must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars

Queries and Replies.
[Attention is especially directed to the first condition givenwithbelowthe

and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query

Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions ( 1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender' s name MUST be in
scribed on the back . (2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference.
(3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies

" cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
Coupon
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5 ) Correspondentswho require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published . The
insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
Al Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .)

The following are selected from the Queries which have been replica
to recently :
(16,434.) To become an Electrical Engineer. W . M . A .
(Airdrie, N . B .) writes : I should like very much to learn the trade
of an electrical engineer . I am 24 years of age, and clerking in an

office, and therefore, unacquainted with the profession . How
can I do this ? What wages are given for beginners ? How long
would I have to serve my apprenticeship, and what is the average
wage when time is out ? Is it within the reach of those who are
unable, through lack of funds to pursue it by college ?
You should first attend evening classes and work up at home
as far as possible by reading and doing as much practical working
as you can . Take a course of practical work at the evening classes

it you can get it . You cannot expect much in the way of pay if
you have had no experience . An apprenticeship lasts from two
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to four oruponfiveab years,
according
to circumstances.
Wage depends
entirely
lity, past
experience,
and thekind ofwork
engaged
upon
.
You
should
read
the
articles
on
“
How
to
Become
an
Electrical Engineer " in the first three issues of Vol. VII.
spondence tuition is good and helpful, but you must have Corre
actual

practical experience before you will become of any appreciable
market value.

(13,439 ) Accumulator Charging . W . L . (Bloxholm )
writes : I have purchased a 4 -volt 120 amp.-hour accumulator
with theidea ofusing the same for lighting a small room occasionally .
Is it possible to keep such an accumulator as this constantly charged
by means of gravi y Daniell cells as per direction in your book ,
" Electric Lighting." Chapter VI ? If so , how many cells should
I require to efficiently do the required work , and is there any
unpleasant smell or dangerous odour from these cells that would
prevent their use in a cupboard in the same room that light is
wanted for ? Are the Edison - Lalande any better for mypurpose
? If
I get them , and which is
than the Daniellto cells
maintain ?so , where
I intendcan running six 4 -volt H . E .
the cheapest
lamps off my accumulator, as its rate of discharge is very high .
Will this be right ? Is a Fuller bichromate battery better than an
ordinary
bichromate battery for intermittent lighting up to 8 -volt
H . E . lamps, and how often should zincs in bichromate cells be
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If ins.
primaryarmature,
coil is toandbe consists
wound ofon 1,200
first,
all
roundif oftheironringwire.
like a The
Gramme
turns of No. 21 gauge d .c. c. copper wire ; the secondary winding
is wound on top of the primary and consists of 130 turns of No. 12
gauge D .C .C . copper wire. The weights of wire will depend some
what on your skill in winding, and should come approximately

at 24 lbs. for the primary and 3 lbs. for the secondary. The core
must
be well insulated
and adjust
good insulation
primary
and secondary.
You can
the voltagebetween
of thethesecondary

exactly by putting on or taking off a few tarns of wire.

[16,327] Accumulator Plant and Charging. H . G . J.

(Camberwell)
writes ignition
: I wish accumulators
to put down ofa small
plantcapacity
to chargeat
four
or six motor
varying
one time. Will you kindly answer the following queries with
regard to same (1) Amps. and volts of dynamo ? (2) Cheapest

how to

W F -- th

WWWWWWWWWWWWW
Rasulance

Serlach

young

Charging in series

re-amalgamated ?

could keepwould
The onlycharged
practical
you batteries
way in ofwhich
such bean toaccu
mulator
primary
by means
get

Suite

O

it fully charged from some ample supply of current and then never
to let itquantity
out a
greatthen
to any and
run down
extent.
it would
amount,take
Small
this merely
replaceIf you
of current
be practicable to use primary batteries for re-charging ; if ever
you found it necessary to draw off the greater part of its charge
you should then have it re-filled from a source of large supply .
Six 4 -volt 21 c.- p . lamps would take about 8 or 9 amps., depending,
efficiencycells,of which
is a relied
of
the lamps.
course,upon bytheprimary
This be
currentto
heavyupon
could only
to make
give + amp. or so for a long time, unless of very large size, so if you
ran your lamps for an hour you would have to charge for some
to getupon
up again
twenty hours
the accumulator
principle,to
to work
however,
is as statedcells
above.
We. areTheinclined
advise you to use large gravity pattern Daniell cells ; they do not
give off a large amount of gas but are preferable placed in a ven
tilated cupboard . A Fuller bichromate battery is better than an
ordinary bichromate battery for lighting lamps, as it is more
constant, whilst the zinc is automatically kept amalgamated by a
pool of mercury at its base. In ordinary chargecells; it thedepends
zincs
may require re-amalgamating at every freshpattern
very much on the quality of the zinc. For prices of batteries
Electric
Co., will
and
the UniversalThe
60,
Street, Capply
cost Supply
Brookmaterials,
.-on - M to., Manchester.
of running
any
run
can
much
upon
of
You
ability
user.
the
very
the
depend
number of 4 -volt lamps in parallel off your accumulator from
one up to its maximum rate of discharge, which would far exceed
Io amps. if it is a good make. The primary cells must give at

larger they
least
seriessendtogether,
coupledtheyin may
betterwhen
; if small
are the5 volts
such aandsmallthe current
that
the accumulator will never become charged .

(13, 185) Failure

of Dynamo
to Excite. it ins.”
writes : I have made a dynarno
with 8 -cog drum armature,“ MARS
diameter, wound in eight sections, drum 2 ins, long, paper between
laminations, wound with 4t ozs. of No. 22 D .C .C . wire. Cast-iron
magnet
(area 2 ins. base),i inwound
.) in two
scraped
between them (wood by
with limbs,
it lbs.withof No.
. c. c .
22 Djoint
wire,
tunnel
ground
out
to
1
ins.
bare
diameter
;
a
piece
paper
encircles the armature with thin iron wire bands which nearlyof touch
the armature. The machine will not excite itself as a shunt or a
series machine when the two magnet coils are in series or in parallel,
but givescoils)
4 volts
brushes when they (the
magnet
excited pressure
are steady
with twobetween
dry cells
and driven at every
2,500
to 3,000 revolutions either way. I have
tested insulation at

stage. I should be exceedingly obliged if you could advise me

what to do to get it to excite itself. The residualmagnetism will

affect the compass 18 ins. away.
Try running the machine in both directions : perhaps you have
rotating the armature in the wrong direction . If themachine
been
still fails to excite re-wind the armature with No. 24 double silk
copper wire, getting in as many turns as possible. The
covered
failure to excite is probably due to insufficient number of turns on
the armature ; failure to excite is a frequent cause of trouble with
small drum armature machines. The field coils should be joined

=

=

Charging in parelle

Avery 16327

DIAGRAMS FORIN CHARGING
IN SERIES AND
PARALLEL.
way
to drive
- gas engine
or water motor
? (3) Powerandrequired
toto suit
drive
dynamo?
(4) Arrangement
of switchboard
wiring
same?
(1)
Machine
giving
30
volts
s
amps.
A
lower
voltage
would
do if youto aredrivegoingdynamo
to charge
required
not inlessparallel.
than 5 b (2)
.h .-pGas,
. (4 )(3)SeePower
the
diagrams given above.
Toy answer
Gas Engine.
G . G . questions
(Chiswick )- Having
writes :
Will(16,436]
you kindly
me the following

bought some castings (second-hand) of a small gas engine, without
drawings,
. bore, to2-inwork
, stroke,
water-cooled,
at avalve
loss
how
it was 1-inintended
originally.
( 1) ThereI amis one
for
back
cover
for
gas
and
air,
which
is
all
right
as
far
as
inlet
isI
concerned
, and bealsomeant
an arrangement
on topwhichof cylinder,
which
presumemight
for
the
exhaust,
is
simply
a
block
of brass with a flat seat hinged so as to lift at pressure inside the
cylinder, and to be air -tight at suction. Now , as the piston uncovers
this holeI cannotsee
at a quarterwhatstroke1
.c., charge
when the
is up through
perpen
dicular,
stops the
from crank
exhausting
there, instead of carrying piston to the end of its stroke , and also
what prevents the unexploded charge from exhausting through
there as the piston commences to compress it, as there is no side
shaft or levers to determine its action. (2) Also will you give me
particulars of a suitable tube ignition , as I have a piece of plain

iron tube fitted into an elbow on the side of cylinder, but am not

sure
whether its about
proportion iswhich
good ? (3) bore,
Also isI 5 size
of com?
bustion
(4 ) Also chamber
what diameter right,
flywheel wouldis 1-inbe . suitable
for-64ths
samelong
? I
should itlike
to uselikeside-shaft
if possible, as I want to
make
asmuch
the largeand
oneslevers
as possible.
( 1) Probably the design would be found to be faulty and the iob

never properly finished . The engine could not possibly work if
made
as youis describe
If yougetfitted
exhaust
flap valve
now , youit.might
someansort
of a valve
result.where
But the
an
exhaust
valve
lever
would
have
to
be
fitted
and
operated
from a
2andto put
i shaft
;
or
you
could
do
away
with
the
flap
valve
altogether
on a blank flange, and then design some form of valve
bar containing both air, gas, and exhaust valves in one casting.
A sketch
showing
an arrangement
which (2mightmeet
will
published
beengine
in these
columns
shortly.
andyou3) could
It isyour
a tryverycase
small
to
work
on
the
4
-cycle
system
,
but
a
small
iron tube of -in , gas barrel. Use short length - - probably it ins,

in series with each other and in shunt to the brushes.

or 2 ins. will be enough . Compression space is too large for the
total cylinder volume. Try reducing it by putting a hollow cap

Transformer. H . S. (Sheffield)
(13,265]
Kindly
favour
mewith a reply to the following
queries : writes:
What is the size

on end of piston
(4 ) oil
Flywheel
of 6" ins.
8 ins. diameter.
See
handbook
Engines,
" Gas. and
by orRunciman,
for general

and quantity of wire (primary and secondary) required to wind a
transformer to work from 200 volts 50-cycle circuit to give out
about 20 volts 15 amps. ?
Re transformer . The core must be laminated and is made up
with plain ring armature stampings of soft iron , or may be made
of soft iron wire of fairly small gauge to a size of 6 ins. outside
diameter, and 4 ins. inside diameter : depth , it ins, if of stampings,

hints and information on running.
CostofElectric
H .(16,M4.05](Blaengwynfi)
writesLighting
: WouldwithyouSmallOilEngine.
kindly give me

some information on the following points : How much oil would
be used per week , using a fh.- p . engine for lighting, and four 8 c.

lamps,
withnightly,
a Knappandtype
enginegaswillbebecheaper
running?
thirtydynamo?
per week.TheWould
Iffiveso,hours
how much
?
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Gas would probably
come out cheaper
if youa can
getdealit upon
at a
reasonable
Oil consumption
depend
the efficiencyprice.
of engineits type andwilldesign,
etc. great
It would
prob

ably cost you about id. per hour, or 2s . 6d. per week, for the time

you mention.
A much
any,
more. Reckon
id . perlarger
b .h .-p.engine
hour.would cost very little, if
116.4811 Small Dynamo Construction . H . T. (West
Butterwick)
writes : I am thinking ofmaking a dynamo, as instruc
tions given in your handbook , " ABC of Dynamo Design " - the
500-watt
size.
If, bobbin
instead toofmaking
armaturewith
ordinary
stamp
ings,
I turn ofa brass
the required
size,of leaving
4 ins.
between
the
inside
the
ends,
and
wind
this
full
soft
iron
wire,
will it
impair the efficiency of the machine at all ? Will steelwire screwed
into
the
ends
be
suitable
for
the
driving
horns
;
if
so
,
what
thick
ness asshould
this be ? end
Should
the bobbinmade
endsasbeinstruction
the same thick
ness
the hardwood
for armature
given
in your tohandbook
Can mine,
you suggest
wayortomore
fastenholes
the
bobbin
the shaft? than
which any
is to better
drill two
through
thebobbin
and
shaft,
tap
them
,
and
puttwo
screws
through
filing the heads off level ? Will the holes weaken the shaftmuch ?,
Some good methods of constructing armatures are given in our
15. manual, “ Dynamos and Motor Construction ," to which please
refer. You will find all the information you require therein . Your
method of fixing core to shaft is all right if core was solid , but not
suitable with laminated core.
[ 12.2817 Dynamo for Plating. A . T . (London ) writes :
Would you please give me particulars of above for an output of
10 to 12 amperes and about 8 volts. I should go to Mr. Avery for
castings, as I know they are not shoddy. I think 8 volts is about

right for nickel-plating, and 4 volts for silver and less for gold .

If dynamo was running at a constant speed off overhead shaft,
could
I reducefieldvoltage
havingwould
an adjustable
in dynamo
coils,sufficiently
which , ofbycourse,
be shuntresistance
wound.

Please .give necessary windings and revolutions of armature per
minute
You do not require more than about 6 volts for electro-plating.
With nickel the deposit is started at about 5 volts and then reduced
to about 2 volts ; silver only requires to I volt. You should obtain
alating
handbook
on electro-plating.
Voltage can beelectro-platers
reduced by a regu
resistance
the with
field circuit,
use resistances
in inseries
the baththough
; dynamo should belargely
wound.
Mr. Averyfor will
the necessary
wire shunt
for a;
winding suitable
the supply
castings,youetc.,withwhich
you buy from
him

hisThedesignsare
and reliable
; hewill also isadvise
price of a good
handbook
on electro-plating
35. you as to speed .

E . T. D . (Catford)

(16,455] Small Ammeter Windings.
to the instruc
writes : I wish to make an amperemeter according
series, but only to

ENGINEER
of thesizeMODEL
in No.(1)24What
tions
I use, and how much ?
wire should
read togiveni amp.
( 2 ) Should I decrease the size of the coil, also that of the repelled
piece of iron , in order to increase the magnetic influence and to

make themoving part as light as possible ?
The wire used may be No. 14. Wind on a fair amount,moro
than would be used for a larger current, and see whatdeflection you
get with I amp. Place the two pieces of iron as close together
as possible, and see that the balance is perfect and the movement
absolutely free. If necessary, add more turns until you get a suffi.

ciently strong field to give the required deflection.

(16,454]
Engine. a Hgas. Mengine,
. T. (Newcastle-on
Tyne)
writes :toSmall
(I)run Iatabout
amGasconstructing
bore by
31-in.
stroke,
800
r.p
.m
.
I
do
not
like2-inthe. hit-and
miss governor, so I suggest a centrifugal type with a throttle on the
inlet pipe ; would
efficientgive
and ? reliable
? (2)sizeAbout
what
horse-power
would thisthisbe engine
(3) What
(output)
dynamo would it drive ? (4 ) What sort of driving do you advise ;
belt or cogged gear wheels, raising the speed for dynamo ?
(5 ) Could you give me a sketch of an efficientmeans of converting
the gas engine into an oil engine ? (6 ) Should you care to have
photographs and descriptions of my machines which I am con

structing for your very valuable MODEL ENGINEER ?

Yes, quite
possibly.
(2) Anythingandbetween
1 and
1 b.h.-p.
(3 )(1)Reckon
746 watts
allow
per cent.
for
losses
-mechanical
andper horse-power,
electrical combined
. (4 50) Belt.
(5 ) An
article
on
the
subject
will
be
appearing
in
an
early
issue.
(6
)
Yes.
We are always glad to see photographs and have descriptions of
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any of our
obtain a stove locally
pressures. You supply
or from
accessories.
engineering
advertisers
who can generalmodel
writes, of:
. H diameter
. ( Thornton
makingBoiler
boiler , 9 Ains.
I am(16,347]
by 18Heath)
ins. high
a copperQuerles,
3- 16ths in . plate , with ten -in , tubes, for an engine which I made
some time ago, it-in . bore by 2-in . stroke. Would this size boiler
suit just to drive a 3-in , diameter circular saw ? I thought about
firing boiler with an ordinary painter's blowlamp, only a friend of
mine
says the lamp would melt the metal. Would this be the case
I have only tried charcoal and spirit for my fuel on other occasions.?
If this size boiler will not do and the blowlamp also , will you please
advise me the best thing to adopt ? I have all THE MODEL
ENGINEER series ofhandbooks, but I do not see
anything in them
about a blowlamp ; that is what made
me think it might be a
failure.
With reference to your boiler, we think that it is just a little

continuously.
However,
small forline"driving
is “ on the.
border
may work the
so to thespeaksaw, and
engine itsatisfactorily
The blowlamp you propose will not make satisfactory arrange

a
ment of firing. We would prefer to advise a steel boiler about
diameter,
12fuel.ins Such
by 24a ins.,
with
ten
tubes,
ins.
it
with solidto
boiler with natural draught could befiredarranged
steam slowly, but it would always hold sufficient reserve
to run the
saw to its maximum output
it was required . A smaller
boiler could no doubt be made when
to do the work , but you would find

that it would be very unsteady,
in a stateattention
"
of " blowing
orrequired
amount
“ run todown,"
wouldoff
and a greatereither
of It is always
be
keepengine
the pressure atcheck
well
point.
a normal
evaporation by slower firing ,
and to
to over-boiler
or by means of a shifting damper. The blowlamp would give too
concentrated a flame and not work the boiler efficiently.
Hill)writes
G . A . posts
(Herneoccur
in Fog.whereJ. signal
( 16,472] Signalling
at short:
Taking
G . W . R . as a guide,
intervalsthethe distance and stop signal arms are placed upon the
signals di
same post. During fogs are these
of ordinary
of the working
altogether ? Of course, I am fully awaredistance

dip upon the
is the estimated
signals framing
in fog.of aWhat
distance
locomotive
when running at full
extreme outside even

speed, also the extremeside play ?

would,signal
as wewasknow offthe” fogandsignalman
As farsignal
in a “ case
placethea
home
on ,"where
the distant
detonator on the “line to warn the driver of the danger ahead :
otherwise it would be impossibleordinary
for the driver toThispullmeans
up at the
home) signal the
next
would not be giventhat
unless (the
line clear way.
by
both signals were indown,
the fogman . Your second query is a little vague : the movement
amount to
would
not
up and down of the framingatofthea locomotive
extreme. We have found that
more than about an inch
axle-boxes move vertically in their guides to the extent of in .
in ., an average of,engine
to 1 movement
say, & in . each side of the normal. The
at the front and rear ends will vary
of the
side
very much with the class of locomotive involved . The long bogie
express
engine
the
bogie
good deal
or a
tank distance
normal
at thesefrompoints.
line sway
of thea rails
from the centre will
A goods engine of the six -wheeled six -coupled type would swing
to a very much less degree , and perhaps not move more than 1 in .
In the first mentioned types of engine any fitment which must
retain a more or less definite relation to the rails, should be placed
as near as possible to the centre of the rigid wheelbase to limit
the effects of the lateral movement as the engine rolls about on
the road.
Running
(16,433] writes
Incandescent
Arc beandpleased
(Grimsby)
: I shall
answer meH , theP .
if you will Lamps.
following
lamps, query : - A dynamo, supplying arc and incandescent

capable running the lamps itlamps.
now lights,
requiredandto just
light further ofnumber allincandescent
I shallis
glad to know whether cutting outofone
beresistance
more
inserting
or
arcs
and
a to run toadditional
run in series
with them would
leave a margin
rent
incandescent
lamps with
. Briefly , ofthiscur.
If resistance be placed in arc lamp circuit in lieu of some of the
lamps having been cut out, is same quantity of current consumed
as when resistance is cut out and all lamps placed in circuit ?
Yes. Other lamps could be placed in circuit if some of the arcs
were
resistance
correct for
out andWhen
to make voltage
remaining.
those taken
you putputin ina resistance
in series with arcs
flowing. If you addseparate
ittheycutswilldownbe current
put in parallel,
branch , and lamps,
i.e., on a more incandescent
not in

our readers' work, so send them along when you have anything
interesting.

series with the arcs. A certain amount of current will have to be
wasted,
but not enough
more incandescent
lamps.to run away with that required by a few

(16,457] Firing semi-circular
Model Boiler
writes
:I
have
boiler. heated
; Athe. B.byflat(Baelfast)
bottom
is 9spirit
ins.
long bya horizontal
5 ins. wide, and is at present
three-wick

( 16 .440
for Motor
RR.. I. writes
r a 240-vol
t mo)kindly
toResistances
t D.C.
tes ::
stem ofG . cutting
24-vol
ciis rcthehe best
beandst system
syCoil.
wridown
Will
you
the voltage
on a tell
240-mewhich
volt D . C . circuit
to work an Xof-ray
coil and
a

lamp, and I would like to know if I could use a noiseless petroleum

burner.
What
size
and get
make
would I you
advise
; my
also own
probable
-cost
and
where
I
could
same?
could
make
tank
andTheair best
pump.thing you can do is to obtain a silent Primus stove,
which is sold for about 13s. complete and ready for work, that is
if the boiler is intended for stationary uses. We would advise
you to be careful not to overload a boiler of this type. We do not

think that the design is suitable for anything but for very low

24-volt motor driving a jet break. Which is the best - a shunt or
series resistance ? And how much wire would
required in
each case , and the size of the platinoid wire ? Ibehave
made a
volt- regulating switch . Could I use the same resistance
for the
motor and the coil at the same time ?
Resistance should be placed in series with the motor. You do
not state what currentmotor takes - you only say a 24- volt motor.
Coil will probably take much more current than notor, hence a
smaller resistance will be required . Read the recent articles on
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Induction Coils " by L. Pike and you will get some useful

in parallel
16 C.-p.passlamps
or two
one will
subject.'
enmation
probably
seriesonwiththeyour
motor.Try This
enough current

to drive it. If not, add more lamps, or larger ones, in parallel.

(16 ,451]
Wireless
uneatontelegraph
H . W . a(Nwireless
) writes :,
constructed
I have
with my Wimshurst
for useTelegraphy.
properly
to
to
unable
am
coherer
the
respond
get
coherer
I
The
.
but
consists of a glass tube 2 ins. which
in internal stand by,
by 3-is 16ths
mounted on a hardwood boss,long
insulated, for its diameter
an tin . ebonite rod on the top of the hardwood block ; there is a
laver of tinfoil on which some fine filmns (9 silver, I iron ) are placed .
Into these dip a magnetised needle through the cork at the

On connecting up and working a Wimshurst close to ,
notop. deflection
seendischarging
On hanging
two
on the galvanometer.
zinc
plates on tois the
rods of Wimshurst,
the galvano
meter is occasionally, not always, affected . Please let me know
where and why I have gone wrong. Is the coherer built wrongly,
or is the spark wrong ? The coherer was described in THE MODEL
ENGINEER can gettwonoyears
withonlya
havenotexperimented
results.ago. Is Ithere
a coherer used
coherer, butabout

with a telephone receiver ?

enquiryWewithwouldcoherer
arrived ; thea latter
filings
outtheitspattern
not recommend
n Your
post.
the you
cohererletofgood
.
have
Tinfoil
is
a
tried
which
not
particularly
plug
for
one side of the coherer, though the needle should be fairly good
for the other. We know of no particular advantage in magnetising
the needle . You would do well to substitute a nickel plug for your
tintoil, and to make somebetter arrangement for holding the needle
so that it can be adjusted. Wewould recommend you to try nickel
filings, to which you likebeyoufairly
may coarse,
add a very
small percentage
of silver. Filingsif should
and should be sifted
through
so
grades
ofmuslin
as
to
of
all fine dust and
rid
two
,
get
all very large particles. You might also try a rather blunter point
than
that
of
a
say,
only
needle,
end.
Use
eyethe
one battery and
cell
-- a Leclanché.out You give
no details
galvanometer,
onyour
mismeofone
s
d
o
r
ng
c
r
a
f
b
li
e
e
w
f
o
nothing
to
guide
us
as
to
whether
it
f
of
high
t
or
resis
of
low
a
o
10
h
o
i
r
fi
.
b
o
lo
tance. Your coherer should work with iron filings,but nickel would
probably be better. We cannot recommend brass , aswe have never
tried
it and have not heard of its use. The gap between the plugs
should be about 1-16th in . Yes, there

is a coherer for telephone
experimentwith
work
advise isyounotto ideal
filings
but weA should
tube , first.
Wimshurst
for generatingthe waves.
Polish spark knobs very thoroughly.
116 .418 ] 20 -watt 4 - pole Dynamo. D . J. (Smethwick) writes :
I have iii,a small
motor as described
No. 14,it
chap.
ready4-pole
for winding.
Armaturein isyour
ins. diameter,
it handbook

ins. long, 8-slot drum stamping, 8 -section commutator. I want,
to getI should
it to work
thinkletmeknow
it is likely
toif possible,
excite itself.
esteemas ita adynamo,
favour ififyouyouwould
the weight and gauge of wire to put
on field -magnet and armature

to get 8 or io volts at 3,000 revs.; also the probable output at that

speed .

Thissatisfactory
as a dynamo,
will very probably
will givein
more
Use thealthough
results asruna motor.
windingsit stated
amps,
12
Keep
table
air
volts.
gap
the
2
for
or
clearance
armature and pole- faces as small as ever possible. Outputbetween
should
be in the neighbourhood of 20 watts.

: I

J. A . (Enfield Lock) writes
Threads.
(16 ,422]
if you would advise me how many threads
it a favour
esteem Gas
would
it is 28
+ gas taps require per inch . According to my S .C . table
per inch , but through buying some t pipes and fittings from three

per inch . I should like

different shops I find there are only 26
to know properly before I makemy taps and dies.
Pipes of | in , internal diameter have 28 threads per inch : 1 in .
and
in ., i in., IIandper in.,
19 perfrominchI in;. to} i4n .,ins,$ inclusive,
others
and all in.,
Theseinchare;
inch.14 per
water
pipe
Whitworth
with our
and
threads.
gas
comply
Please
rules in future. .
P .! (Charleville)
(16,471]be glad
Vertical would
Boiler. J. theC. following
query ; would
enclosebe:
I writes
I would
stamped
envelopeif you
for reply . answer
What size boiler (vertical)
required
engine atby about
i in .
p. size of engine
developa twin
700 r.p .m .toto drive
a full-cylindrical
1-20th h .-horizontal
stroke How many tubes would be required, using a Primus burner,
under ?pressure
with paraffin oil ? The material will be copper
Also , what pressure would the engine run at ?
Atleast 150 sq . ins, ofheating surface should be provided . 1-20th

i.h .-P60. oris 70rather
too much to expect from two by i cylinders
and
lbs. pressure
will
. tubes
A verticalboiler,
6 ins.
diameter , with shallow firebox,beandrequired
7 - 16ths in .
diameter and to ins. long would beeighteen
suitable. Forabout
firing, employ a
gas ring
two No.of4 aPrimus
pinched in . You
will
find aordrawing
boiler ofburners,
the typewithwe sides
recommend

in " Model

Boiler-making " (new edition), pageG . 32.G . (West Green) writes :
(16,456)
boiler about the same as Mr. Louis Nicole's
a flash Boiler.
to buildFlash
I wish

not state
on inyouJulyplease
; he does
issue length
, 1905,
20thtell
illustratiWill
tubing
iron dimen
or any
of copper
mewhat
sions.
Stuart
and the diameter of same that I shall want for a 2 by 2 from
it
Turner engine ? I want to get as much power as possible
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a small lathe and dynamo. What diameter and length of.

to drive
pump stroke for this boiler shall I require ? Will coke do for fuel ?
We cannot advise a copper flash boiler for the engine in question
if you are anxious to get the maximum power out of it. It would

of about 1 h .. p. You can

be better to use a steel tube flash boiler
. J . Smith , 58,
obtain tubing for this purpose from either Mr. D Bolsover
Bros.,
Compton Street, Clerkenwell, E .C ., or Messrs.
Ltd., Eaglescliffe, R .S . O ., Co . Durham . Should you have no

of theseYoufirmswill
the
ofready
bending
means
for grid
fuel
coke the
can usemake
together.
fittingeither
the tube,
for
orwithcoilssuccess.
Sheet asbestos may be obtained from local iron
in our issues of March
mongers. See the article on lash Boilers
23rd and 30th , 1905, for dimensionsof tube suitable for the generator

\ by
used . Aworking.
should forbe ordinary
amount
thewell,
one-third
-- aboutif inade
wouldof betubesufficient
to work
pump,

This should be geared down to run not more than 300 r.p.m .
(16 ,468] Steam Ports. W . J. K . (Knowle) writes :
will you kindly send me the dimensions of the ports for a com
pound cylinder H .-P ., bore by 7 stroke; L .-P .,7 bore by stroke ?
It is for a model steam wagon . What size boiler should I want ?

ports fortinhigh-pressure
| in . by
The steam
. by in .,cylinder
and forshould
the lowbe -pressure
1- 16th
in ., inexhaust
, by 1-16 th in ., and in by 1 in . respectively . As
to the boiler, it depends on the type you propose to adopt (see

cylinder

the recent
surface
as thearticle).
minimumWe.

should advise 60 sq. ins. of heating
(13,279)
for Spark
R . W . ofT .
writes
: In Contact
your bookBreakers
on “ Induction
Coils " Coils.
you disapprove
the ordinary

contact-breaker acting on coil core, because its arina
ture is attracted before the core becomes thoroughly magnetised .
This being so, then I take it that the only way to allow the core to
become thoroughly magnetised is to lower the speed of interruption
of(Wehnelt
the contact-breaker.
But then
your, should
book advocates
high become
speed
interrupter).
Why,
the coil core
magnetised
thoroughly
by
using
a
mercury
or
Wehnelt
break
(going at a higher speed ) anymore than it would by using an ordinary

breakhow(acting
on coiloncore)
going atapplies
a slower
above.? I do not
see
the “ acting
the core"
to thespeed
the
circuit
with
great abruptness,
A
good
break
should
interrupt
for a suffi
and should yet allow the circuit to remain completed

cient time to permit the core to bewell magnetised ; these considera
tions are quite apart from rapidity of working, that is, the number
ofmakes and breaks in a given time. It is the relation of duration
of time between the period of make and the period of interruption
which is of importance. For instance, the ordinary vibrating
hammer keeps the circuit open for a long timeand closed for a short
time, which is precisely the opposite conditions to those for most
effect ; no matter whether the hammer vibrates slowly or quickly
the relative periods of time for make and break remain the same.
With a mercury break of the pattern shown in our handbook
it is easy to arrange that the plungers shall remain immersed in
themercury for a much longer time than they are outof themercury ,
which is quite a different condition to the action of the hammer
the case
break , and precisely what is required for high effect. In enormous
of the Wehnelt break the interruptions occur at such
rapidity that theordinary considerations do not apply ; for instance,
the condenser becomes of no value, and is disconnected when
the Wehnelt break is used ; this shows that the magnetisation
and de-magnetisation of the iron core must be of small importance
it is doubtful if the working of this break is yet understood. A
mercury plunger break can be run at high speed without danger
of sticking, makes clearly defined makes and breaks, and with added
advantage of proper period of make and break will improve the
working of a coil generally speaking ; there are, however, somne
operators who prefer a good hammer break for certain classes of
explanation Bichromate
willmake thematter
clear toJ.youF .
work
. Wetrust
(13,418]
Non this
-polarising
(New
Cross) writes
: (1) What amperage
would beBattery.
given constantly

pages, ifmade
by the cellNo.described
45 andup 46in jars
of ofMODEL
handbook.
5 , sixth onedition
r-pint ENGINEER
capacity ?
( 2) For how many weeks would two such cells light a 3 -volt I-amp.
lamp for ten minutes per day ? (3) If left on open circuit for three

months,
the sulphuriczinc
acid? that diffused through porous
pot attackwould
the amalgamated
W About tampere. ( 2 and 3 ) It is most difficult to predict
exactly what a battery will do. We should expect such a battery
to last for about six weeks under the conditions mentioned before
requiring a fresh charge, and that you could allow the cells to stand
for three months on open circuit without harm . But faults in

chemicals and materials may upset all these hopes.
the
experiment?

Why not try

(16 ,368]goneMotor
for Phonograph
C . P.be( pleased
Tilbury) towrites
Having
in for amateur
electricity, .I shall
know :
ifto you
can tell me the class of electric motor that would be required
drive an Edison “ Gem " phonograph at 160 revs. per minute :

also the class of battery suitable for motor.
We cannot say what power this particular make of phonograph
will take, but you would be on the safe side if you used a good 10
watt motor, as Fig . 5 in our own Handbook , " Small Dynamoy and
or five large bichromate cells in series.
Motors."
accumulators,
Gear
down Useto suit
requirements.
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The Editor' s Page.
THIS issue of our Journal contains a very

1 instructive article from the pen of Mr.
Chas. S. Lake on the Automatic Vacuum
Brake, as used by the majority of our railway
companies. This will be supplemented at an early
date by a similar description of the other well
known brake, the Westinghouse air -pressure brake,
which shareswith the “ Vacuum ” an equalmeasure
of reliability , although in many details of construc
tion it is so very different. These articles should
prove of great interest to those who make a study
of railway working and remember how the railways
were compelled to adopt some form of automatic
brake which would not only bring a train speedily
to rest, but would not become inoperative (rather
the reverse, would become very active) if the train

broke in two parts.
We can still be reminded of the discomforts to
which our forefathers were subjected by watching

a goods train starting and stopping. However, the
day will no doubt soon dawn when goods as wellas

passenger trains will be fitted with automatic brakes ,
There are also some survivals of the older methods
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Society at Summer Hill, N .S .W ., near which I
used to reside. I can only hope the interest in
mechanicalmatters exhibited abroad will, in course ,
soon equal our own. Then perhaps we shall make
our MODEL ENGINEER stretch - adding several
extra columns to an already admirable weekly.
I think there must be a larger contingent of the
* Colonially interested ' here in England than we

imagine.”
We suggest that Colonial readers sojourning
in our capital would do well to join the London
Society ofModel Engineers . In this way they may
meet not only fellow -Colonials butmay learn things
connected with model-making which will prove of
utmost value to them when they return to distant
lands.

Notices
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender' s name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether

remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointment in advance .
This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per

of brakeing yet to be seen. The name “ brake

annum
, payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Posta )
Order.

van ” clings to the vehicle we now more usually

ment Manager.

term the guard 's van, and on many locomotives
the “ brake whistle ” is still retained, although
now its only use is to act as an alarm whistle when
attached to the communication cord which passes
along the train . With regard to the fitting of auto .

Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi

matic brakes to model vehicles, these articles may

suggest ways and means to our model locomotive
builders. The details, of course , may have to be
modified , but there is no reason why some sort of
air-brake — which shall work at the will of the
“ driver ” - should not be employed upon even a
small model railway engine or carriage.

Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
paper, and all new apparatus and price lists, etc., for review , to be
addressed to the EDITOR, The Model Engineer,"
Poppin
"

26 -29,

's

neer ," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
1 subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the

paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26- 29,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C.
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street,
New York , U . S . A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

Contents ,
[ The asterisk denotes (*) that this subject is illustrated.]

Within a few days of the publication of this
number we hope to have ready a new MODEL

ENGINEER Handbook (No. 29), entitled “ Simple
Photographic Experiments ." The author is Mr.

T. Thorne-Baker, F.C.S., and the book deals with
the subject - photography - in a very novelmanner ,
the idea being to leave the common path and de

scribe simple experiments which explain the funda
mental principles of the art. The handbook is

illustrated with diagrams, photographs, and is
produced at a price uniform with our other hand

books, viz., 6d. net, or 7d . post free.

A Col nial reader, residing in England, writes :
“ I am greatly interested in your tit-bits of colonial
information from time to time. More agreeable
stil!, news of the development of a Model Engineer
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A Burma Reader's Motor-car.
By H . S. Phillips.

MR. H . S . PHILLIPS' MOTOR CAR .
SEND herewith a photograph of a motor-car
recently made by me in Rangoon . It is made
generally to a design given some time ago in a

case when dealing with English firms from abroad,
I was kept waiting a long time (some seven months)
and then cancelled the order and put in a 12 h .- p .

contemporary , and was originally intended for a

petrol engine, which I bought, as the delay over the
steam engine had made me very late in completing
the car.
This engine occupies the place where the boiler

T

steam car.

Having more or less completed the car

without the machinery , I ordered the castings, etc . ,

of a suitable steam engine, but as is very often the

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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would otherwise have been ; the radiator is under
the bonnet. Mudguards and steps are not yet
fitted nor rubber tyres. The latter were not
obtainable in Burma, but for experimental purposes
I put on ordinary iron tyres and have had several
good runs on these and have gone up the steepest
hills Rangoon supplies on top speed . :
Behind the radius rods, on the photograph, can
be seen the epicyclic gear, giving two speeds forward
and reverse, which works very sweetly, transition
from one gear to another being effected by brakes,
which allow a small slip until car has gathered
way, there being no jar and rattling as is so often
the case with sliding gears.
· The engine is very easily got at, there being
hinges at the top back corner of the case, and also
on the bottom corner ; clips holding the cover down
can be seen just in front of the ventilator. By this
means the back of the car can be opened and , if
necessary , the two side pieces, which are only
screwed on , can also be removed in a few minutes,
thus leaving engine quite clear. Engine stands
parallel with driving axles of car, transmission
from engine to countershaft (which runs on roller
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bit used for coneing commutator out to shape,
as in use at Fig. 3. Fig. 2 is bit used for shaping
washers of 5 - 16ths-in . brass, as in use at Fig . 4 .

For the commutator procure a it- in . round piece
of copper in . long, which can be got in casting.

Drill a 4-in . hole through centre of copper, then
drill to depth with Fig. I at each end of copper .
Now drill 1-in . hole through brass washers ; use
bit Fig . 2, the same as in Fig. 4. Drilling can be
• done in small machine giving light cut, or there
is no reason why, with a little more labour, an
American brace or any other hand drill should not

FIG . 1.

Fig . 2 .

Round copper rod

bearings) being by chain , as also is transmission
from epicyclic gear to differential on back axle.
Exhaust goes first direct from cylinders into a
drum , 8 ins. diameter by 16 ins. long, and from this
to silencer, which is 9 ins. by 2 ft. The exhaust

pipe into this is perforated and the pipe extends
half-way along silencer, where a reducing socket is
screwed on to it and a larger perforated pipe
screwed into this. A disc is put into reducing

socket between two pipes to prevent gases going
straight through . No sound is audible from

FIG . 3.

FIG . 4 .

exhaust.

Wheel hubs are of gun-metal, car painted grey ,
beading silver-plated , upholstering dark green
leather.

BITS USED IN BUILDING COMMUTATOR .
do for this job throughout. When copper has been

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[Readers
are invited to contribute short practical items to this column,
based on their own workshop experience. Accepted contributions
will be paid for on publication , if desired , according to morti.

All matier intended for this column should be marked " WORK

coned out, fill in with solder ; this will hold segments

in place when sawing, being careful not to saw
right through the solder. Next insulate with mica ;
cut flush with outside of commutator and bind
with steel wire. Now melt out solder, run 7-in .
drill through again to flush the mica inside of

SHOP " on the envelope.)

instrument.
To do this take a photograph of the pattern
and make a blue-print from the negative. Outline

Driving

Armature

bond

11

A Useful Hint.
castings is required when it would not be advisable
to call in a skilled artist. For instance, when
bids for a casting are required , the patterns being
furnished , and it is desirable to send the foundry
people blue- prints showing the nature of the work .
A good and cheap way, says the American
Machinist, is to use the camera as a drafting

Sometimes a perspective view of assembled

in pencil, emphasizing points of particular import

Fig . 5. — METHOD OF FINISHING COMMUTATOR .

ance. Then dip the print in sodium hydrate or
in common lye. This will turn the blue into pale

commutator ; also a very light cut can be taken
with bit Fig. I for the same purpose ; washer
being well insulated from cam can now be fastened
to shaft by means of collar and 4- in . nut (removing
binding wire). The commutator surface can be
finished by twisting band round pulley of machine
and getting a friend as motive power to see-saw the
shaft whilst in its bearings, at the sametime yourself
using the file to meet the work as in Fig. 5. Figs. I

yellow and leave the pencil outline in bold relief.
Then trace, freehand , the outline on tracing cloth .

Notes on Building a Commutator.
By O . L . HARTLEY.
The following is an example of commutator

building without the aid of a lathe. Fig. I is

September 13, 1906.
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and 2 are made out of a piece of -in . steel flattened

lose no timeafter in getting them into whale oil,

out and filed to shape with cutting edges as shown ,

which helps to toughen them and prevent them
from cracking. The jig , of course, can be made
large enough to take any size of ball.

also tempered a good drill straw . As a matter of
fact smaller or larger cones could be made in the
same way for models, as I am not entirely adhering

to size or number of segments.
A Dividing Appliance .
An Improved Jig for Drilling Balls.

By B . J. AND R . S. B .

By Chas, GRAY.

In making a small division plate on the speed
cone of our 3- in . lathe we found it necessary to rig
up an appliance for dividing from some machine
cut change wheels which were kindly lent to us.

Some readers will know the trouble of finding
suitable packing pieces such as required for the jig
described in a recent issue. The advantage of the
one here described is that much
time is saved as far as the pack
ing is concerned . Referring to
the sketch , A is a piece of mild
steel 4 by it by 1 in ., with a

*-in . hole drilled through . Next,

à pin drill will be required
to
cheese

recess same to allow a

headed screw to pass through.
This hole should be bored about
24 ins. from one end ; then mark
off countersunk for D at i ins.
from C screw -hole — just coun
tersink and no more. Then
cut a little featherway for feather

G . Now for the top half. The
centres for the two screw holes
are the same.

Once you have
JUTTUDIDAT

got them , take another centre
from C , if in . to get centre of hole
for bush . This hole should be
in . diameter, and countersunk

a little on the under side. The

3"

screw

no

in

Fig . 1. - A DIVIDING APPLIANCE.
The body is a casting made long enough to take
the largest wheel to be used . It is slotted so that

adjustment can be made at right angles across the
bed .

This slide is held by a special cross-piece made
to fit the slots in both bed and dividing appliance.

thus holding one at right angles with the other.
The spring barrel with the pointer is made to
swivel in order to get across centre on various

sized wheels .
Care must be taken in having a good fit made of
A JIG FOR DRILLING BALLS.
next article required is a fin . set pin
(hexagon head ). The bushes E
should bemade from -in . round drift
steel, bored down as far as you
wish to the size of the smallest hole
required .
It is better to bore it at both
ends, and then you will have a good
centre to work from . You can

the spring rod at both ends, also that the indexing
To suit stofin (aine best.

A good shiding fir

make as many bushes as you wish ;
anything from 1-16th to diameter
el
of hole and the one jig will do for
t
e plouvodou 11
them all. The small spiral spring
is merely to keep B in position
Stif spiral Spring
when the jig is not in use . Just
Fig . 2. - PLAN OF DIVIDING APPLIANCE. (Half full size.)
a word about hardening thebushes.
Drift steel is peculiar stuff to work
with . Bring the bushes to an even dull red , then
ends are just a wedge fit in the teeth . The drawing
plunge into water for about two to four seconds, and
I think, willmake all clear.
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How to Convert a Lead Pencil into a
Wire Gauge.
The following simple device was given by a con
tributor to Popular Mechanics : The only article

required by this method is a common lead pencil
on which is marked off two spaces : one I in . long

and one $ in . long. To obtain the resistance
per 1,000 ft. of any size wire, first remove the in
sulating covering for a distance of a foot or more ,
depending on the size of the wire, and then wind
the wire on the lead pencil as shown in the sketch .
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make a mistake, all that is necessary being to insert
two plugs and so establish the connection .
Balance Compound “ Pacific " Type Loco
motive. - The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fé
Railroad , a line which already possesses probably
the most remarkable collection of locomotives in
theworld , including someof the largest, has recently
been supplied with some heavy express engines
with the “ Pacific " or 4 - 6 - 2 wheel arrangement.
They are four-cylinder compound engines accord
ing to the Vauclain balanced system , one special
piston valve controlling the steam distribution of
two cylinders. A peculiarity of the design is the

fact that all four cylinders drive the second coupled

Resistanceen

axle, and to enable this to be done the inside

Ftper Ib.= Black

connecting-rods are of openwork construction and
embrace the leading coupled axle. The following
are the principal dimensions, from which the huge
size of the engine will be gathered :- Cylinders
(diameter), 17 ins. and 28 ins.; cylinders (stroke),
28 ins. ; bogie wheels (diameter), 314 ins. ; driving
wheels (diameter), 43 ins. ; trailing wheels (diam .),
6 ft. I in . ; wheelbase (driving), 13 ft. 8 ins. ; total
(engine), 34 ft. ; total (engine and tender), 66 ft.
i in . Boiler (wagon -top type), diameter, 5 ft.
10 ins. ; tubes (290), diameter, 21 ins. ; tubes
(length ), 20 ft . Heating surface ( firebox ), 192.8 sq .
ft. ; tubes, 3,402•2 sq . ft.; total, 3,595 sq . ft. Grate
area , 53.4 sq. ft. Weight in working order : On
driving wheels, 67# tons ; on bogies, 17 tons ; on
trailing wheels, 18 tons ; total, 1024 tons. The
engine is adapted for oil fuel, no coal being carried ,
and the tender accommodates 8,500 gallonsof water
and 3, 300 gallons of oil .

ns

7 Tur

USING A LEAD PENCIL AS A WIRE GAUGE.
Count the number of turns per inch , using the 1-in .
space for large wire and the 4-in . space for finewire.
When the number of turns per inch is determined ,
square that number and point off twodecimal places
and you then have. the resistance per 1,000 ft .
at 20° C . When the resistance is known the number
of feet per lb . can be found by multiplying by 32 .

Of course, all these results are only approximate,
but they are sufficiently accurate for practical
purposes.

A New Electric Lamp. - An Austrian chemist ,
Dr. Hans Kuzel, has succeeded in constructing a
new electric lamp, which he calls the Syrius lamp.
As is well known, incandescent gas-light is cheaper
than electric light, because the filament wires of
the latter are very expensive and the glass bulbs
soon wear out. Dr. Kuzel has now invented a new

substitute for the glow thread, by forming out of
common and cheap metals and metalloids, colloids
in a plastic mass, which can be handled like clay,

The Latest in Engineering .

and which , when dry, becomes hard as stone.
Out of this mass very thin wire threads are then

shaped , which are of uniform thickness and of great
A Submarine Arc Lamp. - This lamp has i homoge
neity . The Kuzel or Syrius lamp hardly
been put on themarket by the Consolidated Pneu
needs one-quarter of the electric current which the
matic Tool Company, and is a double encased arc
ordinary electric lamp with a filament wire requires.
lamp capable of giving from 1,500 to 2,000 C.-P .,
and every precaution has been taken to ensure
absolute safety when under water ; as a matter of
fact, the glass globes are made to stand a pressure
of more than 100 lbs. per square inch ,while the metal
parts and all joints will stand over 200 lbs. per square
inch , so that this is much in excess of the require

ments of any diver. The globes are protected by

a stout wire guard sufficiently strong to enable the
lamp to be laid down on its side without risk of
damaging the globe. According to Elsctricity,
the mechanism which feeds the carbon is perfectly
simple - - so much so , that there is practically no

chance of anything going wrong. The electrical
connections are all made inside the lamp, and so
without electrical knowledge of any kind, the con
nections to the regulating rheostat and to the source

arranged that the lamp can be used by anyone
of supply being so arranged that it is impossible to

Experiments have shown that the lamp can burn
for 3 ,500 hours on a stretch . Another advantage
is that the intensity of the light of the new lamp
always remains the same, the lamp bulbs never

becoming blackened , as is now the case.
A new Use for Roller Bearings. The
risk of damaging electric cables so frequently met
with by drawing them through metallic conduits
where there are bends to contend with , has been
eliminated by the introduction by the Messrs.

Oldbury Steel Conduits, Ltd ., of roller bearings in
all bends and corners, thereby preserving the in
sulation and facilitating the work of drawing in .
The fittings are rendered water-tight. It is further

claimed for these roller fittings that a smaller number
of draw -in boxes is necessary than with the usual
plain bends.
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Notes on Painting Models.
By JAMES UPTON .
(Continued from page 108.)
W

ITH regard to the panel, which is intended
V
to be painted a cream colour, take a little
" FlakeWhite," and tint it very slightly with
yellow ochre. The least trace of the ochre will
darken it, and also bear in mind that the after-coat
of varnish will also help to make it darker. Follow

the preceding rules for mixing and “ laying-on "
this colour, paying special attention to getting

the corners well covered and finished smooth .
This colour may need three coats to make a good
of it.point we assume that all the fore
solidFromjob this
going instructions have been well and truly carried
out, and that the colours have dried hard . The
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them , he will have done all in his power. The rest
must be left to the operator's intelligence and the
amount of practice he indulges in before he attempts
his model.

The paraphernalia is not large : the brushes, or
“ pencils " as they are called , are very long in
the hair (Fig. 3)-- about three times as much
hair as quill- on the sameprinciple that a rifle barrel
is made long to ensure a straight aim . These
brushes can be purchased at most colourmen 's.
Very fine ones should be chosen for our purpose,
and it may be that even then we shall have to
cut away some of the hairs tomake them thin enough
for the average model. Try one of them first.
Mix a little of your tube colour thinly in varnish ,
and have a little turps handy. Take a little

next process is a thin coat of varnish ; the reason

for this is to enable us to get the high finish that
we have been aiming at, and it is most essential
that the surface of the work should be absolutely
free of any trace of grit or roughness,brush marks,
etc. As we cannot at this stage tamper with

the bare colour by Aatting or sandpapering , for
fear of injuring it, we give it a thin coat of some
good hard -drying varnish , and when this is dry
it without fear.
can work on
weThe
latter process is called “ fatting,” and the
modus operandi is to procure somefine pumice powder,
and with a small piece of cloth , doubled so as to
form a pad, proceed to rub the varnished surface
with the pumice dust, keeping everything well

wet during the process, and the result you will
note will be to make the surface dull and remove
by the scouring any little “ nib ” or roughness
remaining in the varnish . Be careful at this stage
to avoid rubbing the edges of the work and so to
take the colour off, and do not in excess of zeal

rub right through into the colour. You may safely
reckon it is sufficiently “ flatted ” when all traces
of the glossiness of the varnish have disappeared .

By this time you ought to have a splendid
surface in every way, fit for the lining, which is
our next consideration . This is rather an important
part of the work , and will need especial care and ,

need I say , experience on the part of the operator.
One great point I would impress on the worker

at this stage is the necessity of keeping the “ lining

FIG . 3.
on

Fig . 4.
of the colour on to a piece of glass, and work the
brush well into it , the idea being to get the colour
uniformly spread over the whole pencil. You

may need to dip the pencil into the turps to make
the colour of the proper consistency to flow wellwith

out running , and holding the pencil between thumb
and first finger, and using the second finger as
guide (Fig . 4 ), draw the pencil straight down the
work, keeping about half of the hair on the surface,
the other half acting as reservoir to supply the
colour. You will be surprised how straight a line
can be run by this method, but don 't hug yourself
too much yet, or you will have some of the conceit
taken away before you have finished lining your
model.

At the end of your straight line try a sharp curve ;
ah ! that's a different matter altogether, isn 't it ?
It seems to want a bogie arrangement or something
similar on the end of the pencil. It won 't take the
curve at all nicely. Now try lifting the pencil up
a bit, so that only a 7 in . rests on the work ; perhaps
that won't succeed at first ; try again and again ,
it's beautifully easy -- when you know how

Now , although this is the orthodox method for
FIG . 5 .

out ” as nearly as possible to scale. Inattention
model, and such a fault would be a pity at this
stage. The lining business is somewhat of a
stumbling -block to most model painters, nor can I
give the aspirant any hopes of immediate efficiency
in the art by simply reading this article. If the
to this may tend to ruin the appearance of the

writer describes the tools and the methods of using

lining, it can be seldom used in model painting,
as the lines are so fine and the curves so sharp
as to preclude all but the most expert liners in this
branch . A happy alternative is found in the

ordinary “ compass pen ” (Fig. 5). Lines of ex
treme fineness can be run by this method providing
that the colour is suitably mixed ; the correct state

of the colour for use with this pen can be found
only by experiment - if you have it too thin it

will simply run from the pen in a great blot. If too
thick, it won 't run at all. The writer would
advise the amateur to use the tube colour
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mixed
with a varnish and slightly thinned with
turps for lining.
A very handy way of dealing with this colour
is to turn an eggcup upside down, squeeze out
a small quantity of the colour into it, mix with a
match or small piece of stick , and drop a small
quantity into the bow of the pen , screw up until
the points of the pen almost touch , and test on the
thumb-nail to note if the line is of the required
fineness and the colour of the correct consistency.
The only drawback with this method of lining
is that it can only be used in the company of a
straight-edge or template. With the ordinary
lining pencil, if the hand deviates for an instant
from the true, the length of hair at once corrects
it before it has time to show , but with the pen
every tremor of the hand is registered in the line,
hence the need of some guide or steady. Where
you have a panel to line, it is safest to cut a template
in zinc ; it may take a little longer, but as a set-off
the actual line is put on much quicker than could
be donewith a pencil or other method ; a pattern
of template giving different styles of corners is
shown in Fig . 6 also . These few hints may assist

the amateur, but, as the writer previously re
marked , intelligent practice can only ensure best
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as near as possible to the lines of the prototype ?
Why, then , fellow model builder, should you be
content with a wretched looking cigar box arrange
ment on wheels for carriage rolling stock ? But
I have high hopes for the future of this branch of

modelmaking, as there hasbeen a distinctmovement
this last year or two toward an improvement,
and if this little paper will in any way supplement
this movement, the writer's hopes will not have
been in vain .
Now a word as to locomotive painting. This
is rather a different matter to the painting of a
carriage body. As a rule the locomotive gets the
rougher usage, and the heat from the firing, either
of spirit or Primus burners, is generally disastrous
to the sides of the engine. Hence it would be
waste of timeand material to attempt the elaborate
get-up described in the previous chapters. The
writer has experimented with various kinds of

paints and enamels for heat-resisting trials, with this
result-- that for the class of work now under dis
cussion there are not many that will beat
“ Maurice's Porceleine," including of course with
this recommendation , the advantage that it is

easily obtainable. Most good oilshops stock it ,

results.
Assuming for the moment the lining is completed

to satisfaction , we proceed to give the model
a thin coat of varnish , if a high finish is desired .
This, when thoroughly hard , must be carefully

“ flatted ” down as before described , using pumice
dust and water, or if, which ismost likely , theworker
intends to finish off at once, a full coat of varnish
mustbe applied . In either case themost scrupulous
care must be taken at this stage to ensure cleanli
ness. The most minute particle of dust in the

varnish will become much exaggerated when dry .
The sponge and leather must therefore be clean for

the washing off. An old toothbrush or something
similar must be used to get into the corners for
any lurking particle of pumice dust thatmay remain ,
and before applying the varnish well dust off with
a clean brush .

Should you have no proper varnish brush , and

FIG . 6 .

have to rely on the one you have used for the

painting, be sure that you get it perfectly clean.
is dried out give it two or three washings in water
with some Hudson 's soap powder, well rinsing it

and it is packed in convenient quantities, the

Wash it out well in turps, and when the turpentine

only drawback being a rather small range of colours.
This, however, can be sometimes remedied by
grinding in a lighter or darker powder according

under the tap . You may then get a fairly clean

to the requirements of the work in hand . Of course

brush for varnishing. This may seem a bit fussy ,
but it is most necessary .

you cannot use the “ filling up ” on this class of

Procure a good carriage varnish if possible and
don 't spare it, only be careful where there are
mouldings or other projections not to let the varnish
run down ; it is best to leave the varnishing until
night so that there may be the least chance of dust
about the house .
The foregoing instructions having been followed
out faithfully , the result should bemost satisfactory
to the worker, and should well compensate for the
trouble taken . The instructions given are just
sufficient to secure the best results ; if too elaborate
for the job in hand, they can of course be modified
by omitting some parts of the process, but as the
writer previously stated , it will be a poor sort of
saving, more especially if the model is well built
and proportioned . And why should it not be so ?
When you are building a model locomotive or other
engine, do you not take elaborate care to keep

work, so it will follow that to obtain the best
results out of the painting the surfaces of all metal
work should be very carefully finished off, rivets
nicely countersunk and filed off clean , and as few
marks of the hammer head as possible left round

the rivet or in any other part of themachine,
Where a kink or bruise cannot be filed out,
flow in level with solder, and file up smooth , as there
will be no chance of making good any defect when
once the first coat of enamel is on.

I need hardly mention the importance of
thoroughly removing every trace of grease or oil

from the work with turps or a little petrol on a
rag. These prepared enamels are more antagonistic
to grease than the ordinary paints. Experience,
we know , is a grand teacher, but I should not
advise the model painter to wait for the effect of
enamel versus machine oil on his model ; take the

word of one who has tried it.
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Do not be discouraged at the appearance of the
first coat, and above all don 't try and get on three
get the
coats at one sitting. You may with care
colour solid in two coats, but as a rule a third coat
is necessary ; try, if possible, especially in the
first coat to get the enamel level and uniform
with the first few strokes of the brush . If you wait
until the stuff is beginning to set, to find that you
have missed a piece or that the metal is showing

ensure that the colours are quite clean by straining
them through muslin . Of course, if the maker
has an exceptionally fine triumph , there is nothing
to forbid him adopting the same treatment that
I have previously described for the carriage painting,
only that it might be voted unnecessary labour
and expense for the class of work .

through in patches, and then try to go over it again ,
the result will be disastrous. The lining may be

The “ Model Engineer " Speed

put on with the ordinary tube colours, and if

Boat Competition , 1906 .

necessary a thin coat of varnish may be applied

if a higher finish is desired than that the enamel
gives.
Do not use new untried brushes either for the
enamel or varnish , or you will never get a clean
job. Should , by any mishap, the first or second
coat turn out dirty or “ ribby," you may try a
careful “ flatting " with the wet pumice dust as
previously described , being careful not to rub
off edges, and well washing off before applying
second coat. Make sure, however, that the enamel

obtained before putting on these colours. Also

General Conditions

THE entries for this Competition will be divided
into two classes. Class A will include all
hoats over 4 ft. 6 ins. and under 7 ft. in length ;
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water line. Each boat must be
timed over a total distance of not less than 300
yards which may be divided into separate trips of
not less than 100 yards each . At starting each

is perfectly hard .
Of course , where the model is simply for show
purposes and is not intended for running, the better
way would be to work with the ordinary colours.
Richer colours may be used and a better finish
obtained than with the enamels ; a . finer surface

trip , power must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars

also would be gained for the lining and varnishing,
but if, as is most likely, the engine is wanted for
hard usage, then stick to the “ Porceleine." There
may be doubtless other paints and enamels of

measured , and the exact time to a second recorded

equally good or better fire-resisting qualities,
but I simply do not know of them . In this little
article I have aimed at practical advice, and have

treated only on what I have actually proved by

experience. For instance, I have heard that á
very pure white may be obtained by a mixture of
flake white in French polish , several coats of which
are applied and then carefully flatted and finished
with a full coat of the mixture. This might answer
well , say, for a model yacht to be placed under a

glass case, but would it stand hard wear ? I can
hardly call this legitimate painting, and certainly
could not recommend it to my readers unless I
tions have been carefully followed out, I will
guarantee that the model could be left in the open
air summer and winter without being appreciably

had well tested it , whereas, if the foregoing direc

affected , provided of course that the material used
in the construction was sound and well seasoned .
I mustnot conclude without a word or two for the
marine modellers, who I believe are a considerable
section of the Model Engineer cult. If I had a
model yacht well made, and worth preserving,
I don 't think I should tinker about with French
polish , or varnish and blacklead, or metal lacquers,

etc., unless of course it was intended simply for
show and not for use ; neither should I adopt

the elaborate “ filling up ” process previously
treated on .
I should recommend two good coats of lead
colour, nade up as previously described , and care

given . The exact length of the course must be
for each trip . These particulars must be written

down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised
Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club ,
who must have been present at the trials. In
addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum
marised as follows :
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats
beating previous records.

SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat, pro
vided speed is not less than 4 miles per
hour.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class B to the second fastest
boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.
If in Class A the performance of the first

boat does not surpass that attained in previous
competitions, then the highest awards will
The number of competitors interested in any one
boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two. A signed declaration is required , giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certificate of performance.
Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which
have an average speed record of not less than five

be Bronze Medals and certificates respectively .

and-a-half miles per hour ; and to Class B vessels

of a good varnish and boiled oil, thinned with
turps ; this will take somewhat longer to dry than

with an average speed of not less than four miles
per hour.
The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906 .
LARGE deposits of paint-earth on the shores of
Houghton Lake, near Vonda, Saskatchewan ,
have been discovered . The colours are yellow ,

the carriage colours, and as this will not bear
sand -papering, make sure that a good surface is

vermilion , and slate, and the supply is stated to be
inexhaustible.

fully sand-papered down between each coat, any
holes or joints to be puttied up after the first coat.
The finishing colours to be mixed in equal parts
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How It Works.

ELECTRICITY IN HOMES AND WORKSHOPS. By

S . F . Walker, M .I.E .E ., etc. London :
Whittaker & Co. Price 5s. ; postage 3d .
It is the fourth edition of this book originally
issued in 1889, and has been re -written . It contains
condensed information upon the theoretical part
of the subject, and upon the construction and use
of such electrical appliances as are likely to be
required for everyday use in factories and domestic
buildings. It is the kind of book which is likely
to be of service to commercial men , managers, or

V. - The Automatic Vacuum Brake.

By Chas. S. LAKE.
(Continued from page 233.)
THE action of the brake is as follows :— The en
gine having been coupled to the train , and the
hose couplings connected up between the tender

and train , and also between the coaches, and the

others who have little or no technical knowledge of
electrical appliances but may at any moment
require to make themselves acquainted with the
principal features of some common electrical
appliance and to determine what can be done
in meansof communication , lighting , power, heating,

one at the end of the train placed upon the plug
(which is provided as a means of closing the end
of the train pipe, there being no cocks in connection
with this system except in the case of slip carriages ),
the driver admits steam to the small ejector, which
soon exhausts the train pipe and cylinders to a
vacuum of from 20 to 24 ins. ; or the large ejector
may be used if the vacuum is required to be ob

and so on . A handy man or mechanic in charge
ofmachinery, etc., would find this a useful reference

coming on to the train , etc.). The small ejector

DRAIN

tained more rapidly (as when the engine is late in

HOLE

60
Fig . 5. — THE AUTOMATIC VACUUM BRAKE : ARRANGEMENT FOR ENGINE AND TENDER .

book . The author gives a glossary of terms, a

must be kept at work continuously to maintain the

certain amount of theory, and describes the parts
and working batteries, bells, alarms, water-level

vacuum .
To apply the brake the driver moves the handle
of the combination ejector in the direction marked

indicators, telephones, arc and incandescent lamps,
heating appliances, and motors. He appears to

“ On,” thus admitting air to the train pipe and

have had experience in mining work , and gives

also to the bottom of each cylinder. This has the
effect of lifting the pistons, and so pulls the brake
blocks on to the wheels. The air cannot pass to
the top of the piston , as it is prevented by the bal}
in the ball vaive. The power of the application

some information relating to mining bells and signals.
electrical ap
to locate and

He does not explain how to make
pliances, but their uses and the way
remedy faults. Information about
fittings and wires, etc., is included .

electric light
The illustra

tions are chiefly of standard patterns of electrical
apparatus.

MARINE ENGINEERS : THEIR QUALIFICATIONS AND
DUTIES. By E . G . Constantine, A .M . I. C . E .,
M .I.M . E . Manchester : Technical Publishing
Company, Ltd ., ; price 5s. net. Postage 4d .
Werecord with pleasure the advent of the second
edition of this both useful and interesting book .
The many stirring incidents in the development

of the steamship it contains are alwaysworth reading
again , and should be common knowledge to the

young marine engineer. The book has been

enlarged in several particulars, and includes,
amongst other things, new information on boilers
and Board of Trade examinations and certificates.

entirely depends upon , and is controlled by, the
amount of air let into the continuous pipe.
To release the brake the handle must be returned
to “ Running Position ," when the air admitted to
apply the brake will be removed through the small
ejector ; or it may be released more quickly by
pushing the handle in the direction marked " off,"
and so admitting steam to the large ejector. The
brake having been applied , the pressure of the

blocks on thewheelsmay be increased or diminished
at pleasure without removing them , and also with
out reducing the full reserve power of the brake,
which is always at command for an emergency
stop .
Station stops are not (or should not be) made by
a violent application of the brake, but by a des

truction of vacuum of. say, from 5 to 10 ins., which
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the valve. .
Application of the guard 's valve will stop the

train , even though the engine remain under full
steam . When it is desired to release the brake on

coaches detached from the engine- at which time
the ejector is of course not available - -the wire at

either side of the vehicle must be pulled .

This

wire is attached to the lever on the spindle of the
ball valve, the action of which has already been
described . While this is being done a coupling
must be left off the plug at the end of the train ,
to allow the air to enter and destroy the vacuum .
The brake is, of course, instantaneous in its action ,
as air flows into the train pipe at the rate of 10 miles
per minute (600 miles per hour). The brake is

direct-acting the moment the application valve is
of carriages, and can also be applied any number of
times in rapid succession without diminishing its
power, which is always retained , the vacuum in
the upper part ofthe cylinder never being destroyed .
opened ; it can be applied to a train of any number

It will be remembered also that there is only one
application valve on trains of any length , and that

this is worked positively by the driver's handle.
The brake is automatic or self-applying in case
of accidental separa ion of carriages or damage to
any of its parts.

The following are a few results obtained with the
vacuum automatic brake :
On the Level, and Rails Dry, with twelve four
wheeled Coaches.

30 miles per hour, stop in 85 yds., II secs.
40
50

„ 130 , 13 ,

.

200

in

17

360 „ 23 ,

60

With twelve six-wheeled Coaches, with Blocks
on four wheels of each Coach.
30 miles per hour, stop in 100 yds., 114 secs.
40

,

16

,

,

60

„ 250 , 18
„ 400
25

175 ,

From the foregoing it will be seen that the brake
is exceedingly effective in stopping rapidly moving
trains with the minimum loss of time. It fulfils
all the requirements of the Board of Trade, and
leaves something in reserve.
The writer's thanks are due to the Vacuum
Brake Co., Ltd ., of London and Manchester, for
the drawings and particulars incorporated in this
article .

Toy TELEGRAPHS IN CUBA. — The Electrical
Review reports that three Americans, including a
young woman , have been recently arrested and
imprisoned for violating an old military regulation
prohibiting other than Government telegraph lines.
The three young people, for their own amusement,
had constructed a toy telegraph line about 4 mile
in length between two residences. Each offender
was sentenced to thirty -three days' imprisonment.

AUTOMATIC
HE
VACUUM
ABRAKE
RRANGEMENT
:6.—TFig
RAILWAY
FOR
CARRIAGE
AND
VAN

should be re-created slowly as the train comes to
rest by placing the handle in “ Running Position .”
By having the vacuum nearly restored at the end
of the stop, jerking is prevented , and the brake is
released without the use of the large ejector. To
apply the brake quickly the handle must bemoved
to the position marked “ On," thus fully opening
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A Design for a Small Vertical

. September 13, 1906.

be inserted to prevent their touching the base ;

Reversing Steam Engine .

this will facilitate taking up wear later on .
The bearings having been bored out to their
proper diameter, fin ., a bent tool should be inserted

By Robert M . DE VIGNIER (U .S.A .).

with which they are to be truly faced on both sides,
being careful to bring the finished faces at the
correct distances from each other and from the
cylinder centre line. The base can now be taken
out of the lathe, bearing caps removed , and bushings

as much as is consistent with proper proportions.

A glance at the two elevations of the engine in this
in the strict interpretation of the term , but rather
a “ small engine,” it having been considered ad
visable to make it such for additional facility of
operation and handling. As an instance of this
the reversing lever is obviously out of proportion
for a model, as are some other parts of the machine.

number will reveal that the former is nota " model"

In the small table of specifications accompanying
the side elevation it will be noticed that the terms
“ inside lap ” and “ outside lap ” are used with
reference to the valve.

This nomenclature is apt,

however, to prove somewhat confusing after an
inspection of the detail drawings, owing to the fact
that steam is admitted at the centre of the steam
chest and exhausted at the ends ; the terms should

therefore be translated “ inside lap " = exhaust
lap = 1-64th in ., and “ outside lap " = steam
lap = 3 - 32nds in .
The excellent article by Mr. P . D . Johnston,
which appeared in these columns a few months ago,
beginning in the number for November 30th , 1905,
entitled “ A Design for a Model Automatic Cut
off Steam Engine," make it difficult for me to say
anything regarding the modus operandi to be
followed in finishing the various parts of a small
engine without appearing to be guilty of plagiarism .
I shall therefore assume that those readers who are
devotees of the steam engine have read the above
article with as much interest and attention as the
writer .
A great deal of attention has been paid in this
design to the production of parts which can readily
be finished in the lathe, this being a notable feature
of even the base. The casting for this should be
strapped to the faceplate, being suitably supported
under its loweroutsideedges on parallel pieces, and in
this position the seating for the standard can be
finished to the dimensions given , thelast, or finishing
cut, being taken after finishing the outer end of
base for the seating of feed -pump and outer bcaring
cap, which can be readily acc rip ished by stopping

the lathe with the centre line through bearings,
horizontal, and running the slide rest in until
the tool clears the raised portion of base.
The base can now be strapped to an angle-plate ,
and the small seating on the side, which is for the

pump-guide bracket, finished to dimension and
truly parallel with centre line of base. The two
bearing caps should now be drilled and finished on
their face , and corresponding holes tapped in base,
after which the caps are to be tightly fastened
in place with proper screws, and the bearings
may next be bored out. To do this, the base should
again be clamped to an angle- plate, and a long
boring tool used, taking light cuts. It should be

said that before fastening the caps in place a piece
of Bristol board , about 1- 32nd in . thick, should

fitted to the bearings. . .

Bushings may be made in a variety ofways, one
which commends itself to the author being to finish
the halves first on their faces, and then sweat them
together, after which they may be bored out to
size, placed on a true mandrel, and finished outside
to dimensions of bore in base. Upon being slightly
heated and separated the solder should be lightly
scraped from the faces, and lower bushings may be
• placed in their positions in the base and dowel
holes drilled .

These should be subsequently en

larged in the base, using a twist drill one number
larger ; and the dowels, of brass wire, may be cut
off and driven lightly into the bushings. The
two holes marked pipe tap are to be used to
drain off oil and water which will drip into the base ,
and are to have pieces of f-in . (nominal diameter )
steam pipe screwed in , after the engine is com
pleted , to lead off the drip in any way which may
commend itself to the builder .
It may be well here to explain the sizes of screws
used in the construction of the engines. The
numbers refer to American machine screws, the first
number being, in each case, the gauge of the screw ,
the second number referring to the number of
threads per inch . Thus :
12 - 24 = No. 12 screw , 24 T .P .I.
12 - 32 = No. 12 screw , 32 T . P .I., etc ., etc .
For the convenience of readers who prefer to use
the Whitworth , or British Association , or other
standards, the following table of American machine
screws is appended , giving exact diameters in
decimals ofan inch ,as well asapproximate fractional

conocovaniawn

TN preparing this design it has been my aim to
I produce an engine capable of developing
sufficient effective power to make it of actual
usefulness in a small amateur shop , and I have
endeavoured to limit the floor space occupied

sizes.
Screw
Gauge

Threads per
Inch

Number

Approximate )

56 :

•0842

5 -64 full .

48

0973

3- 32 full.

32, 36 , 40

•1105

7 -64 full.

32, 36 , 40
30 , 32

•1236

$ scant.

1368

9-64 scant.

30 , 32 .

30 , 32
24 , 30 , 32
24 , 30 , 32
20, 24
14

..

Exact FractionalSizes
(Nearest

Diam . in
Decimal;

20 , 24

•1500
5 -32 scant.
•163111-64 scant.
•17633 - 16 scant,

1894
2158

13-64 scant.
7 - 32 scant.

•242115 -64 full.

By using this conversion table, any desired
standard may be adopted, using equivalent sizes.
In a later number all of the screws used in the con
struction of this engine will be illustrated in the
accompanying drawings, and while the screw gauge
standard may vary from that indicated it is re
commended to keep the sizes of heads to the dimen
sions given , as in many instances the clearances are
so small that larger heads cannot conveniently
be used .

In regard to the cylinder, it has been considered
advisable to make this separate from the valve
chest, in order to facilitate pattern and core -making
as well as machining in a small lathe, as by making
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these parts separate they can be more conveniently
fastened to the angle- plate. Neither of these
requires much explanation, the drawings being
fully dimensioned .
It will be noticed that the peep hole and
peep hole cover are, with the exception of

September 13, 1906.

still have two of them straddle the steam ports.
In this connection , attention should be called to
the laying out of these holes in the upper end of the
standard. As actually shown in the drawing
'these holes are incorrectly laid out, and should
all be turned (clockwise ) through a slight angle,

dimensions, practically as illustrated and described

as indicated by the note on drawing. This angle

in Mr. P . D . Johnston 's design . If it is intended
by the builder to interpose a packing between
the faces of cylinder and valve-chest, the dimension

is 12° 51' 26 ", and brings the hole shown lowermost
on the plan exactly on the centre line.

( To be continued .)

from centre of cylinder to face (1-7- 16ths ins.)
should be made enough less to compensate for the

thickness of packing, so as to leave the distance

from centre of cylinder to centre of valve-chest
2 3- 32nds ins., as shown on assembled view of
cylinder.
The three tapped holes, marked “ 7-24 tap," two

Locomotive Notes.
By Chas. S. LAKE.

end of exhaust cɔnnection , are to be fitted with
suitable cocks or valves for water of condensation ,
and may be tapped to whatever size is called for by

New LOCOMOTIVES FOR HOME RAILWAYS .
The new “ Atlantic ” type express locomotive
“ Aberdonian,” No. 868, of the North British Rail
way, of which an outline drawing with dimensions

the valve used .

was given on page 154 of THE MODEL ENGINEER

of which are in side of cylinder and one in lower

New “ ATLANTIC " TYPE EXPRESS LOCOMOTIVE : North BRITISH RAILWAY.
Great care should be exercised in the machining
of valve-chest and valve-chest bushings, to have the
steam ports in proper relationship to one another,
and dimensions should be carefully followed , the

for August 16th , is illustrated by photograph on

this page. For particulars of the engine readers
are referred to the previous issue mentioned .

bushings being left enough larger than bɔre of
valve chest to allow their being drawn tightly to

The new four-cylinder ( simple ) express locomotive,
No. 40, an illustration of which is given herewith ,

place , after which they should be carefully lapped ,

was designed by Mr. G . J . Churchward for working

and
the valve, which is of the piston type, accurately
fitted
Cylinder and valve-chest heads and covers,

Western Railway, and the engine is now in regular

stuffing boxes and glands need no comment, the
drawings being sufficiently descriptive.
It will be noted that the cylinder head and cover

are both provided with seven bolts. This is an
unusual number, and was adopted in order to use

the greatest possible number equally spaced , and

heavy and fast passenger traffic on the Great

working on themost important trains, taking turn
built two-cylinder “ Atlantics ” and 4 - 6 - 0 type
express engines. No. 40 has four single -expansion
cylinders and the 4 - 4 - 2 wheel arrangemeni.

with the de Glehn compounds and the Swindon

The inside cylinders are placed forward of the
bogie centre, and drive the crank -axle of the leading

September 13, 1906.
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WESTERN

coupled wheels, whilst the outside cylinders are to
the rear of the bogie centre and drive the second
pair of coupled wheels. Only two sets of valve
gear are employed for actuating the four valves.
which are of the piston type working above the
cylinders. The boiler is of the new standard type
adopted at Swindon , being coned throughout the

length of the barrel. The leading dimensions
Cylinders (4 ), 147 ins. diameter by 26 - in . stroke.
Coupled wheels, diameter, 6 ft. 2 ins.

.)(SFOUR
RAILWAY
:GIMPLE
REAT
ECLOCOMOTIVE
XPRESS
YLINDER
-WESTERN

GREAT

are as follows :

Bogie wheels, diameter, 3 ft. 84 ins.
Carrying wheels, diameter, 4 ft. i} ins.

Wheelbase — Bogie, 7 ft. ; coupled , 7 ft. ; total,
27 ft. 9 ins.

Boiler - Dianieter (front end ), 4 ft. 104 ins. ;
diameter (firebox end), 5 ft. 6 ins. ; length of
tubes, 15 ft. 2 5 -16ths ins. ; diameter of tubes,
2 ins. ; number of tubes, 250 .
Heating surface - Tubes, 1,988 ; firebox, 155 ;
total, 2, 143 sq . ft.
Grate area, 26 sq . ft.

Steam pressure, 225 lbs.
Weight (empty)
t.

c.

40

.. 16 12
On bogie
On coupled wheels ..
On trailing wheels
Total
..

.. 15 16

.. 696
Weight (in working order)
On bogie
. . 17 18
On coupled wheels .. 39 12

On trailing wheels . . 17 0
Total
.. 74 15

Water Motors and other
Hydraulic Machines
By JOSEPH G . Solis .
(Continued from page 222.)
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
IN the next few instalments I propose to deal with
the design , also the construction , of small cen
trifugalpumps. These littlemachines are, a part
from being very useful, of a very interesting nature,
and their modus operandi is the following :
A vacuum being created in the inlet or suction
pipe, the water rises and enters the impeller, which
is revolving at a high rate. The water at this point
being thrown out by centrifugal force, enters the
volute case, and then passes into the outlet or
discharge pipe . When the pump is fixed below
the level of the water from which it draws, there is
no need to create a vacuum , as the pump being
“ flooded ," it will start at once.

The height of the head under which the pump
is working has a certain influence over the efficiency.
When the lift is from 15 to 20 ft . the maximum
efficiency is realised . This amounts to between

60 and 65 per cent. With a liftof 2 to 5 ft. it drops
to about 45 per cent., and at 30 ft. it is from 40

to 45 per cent. In larger machines this is much
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more, as the losses by friction in the pipes and
passages are much less.
these pumps a few points have
to Inbe designing
kept in mind,
such as the sectional area of

square root of the head of lift by 8 .6 and by the
circumference of the impeller in feet.

Example. — Wanted speed for impeller 3 ins.
diameter, the head of lift being 16 ft. We get

the waterway through the impeller, the diameter
of the suction and discharge pipe, the diameter
of the impeller, the speed , the power required , etc.
Sectional Area of Waterway.
- This should be kept as con

Fec
HA
D

n

gi

h

MA

the water enters the impeller
must be the same all the way
through to the circumference.
Diameter of Suction . - This
will be found by the following

KA
NA
N

rule : Multiply the square root
of the number of gallons to be
delivered per minute by .225.
Example. — Suppose the re
quired discharge to be 16 gal
lons per minute. Find the
diameter of the suction pipe.
We get ✓ 16 x .225 or 4 X
•225 = .9 of an inch diameter.
The diameter of the discharge
pipe may be the same as the

V 16 x 8.6 x .7854 = 1,630 r.p.m .
There is a vast difference between these two
Lo

stantas possible - -in other words,
the area of the opening where
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SUCTION

W
10

suction for single inlet pumps,
for double-inlet pumps the sum
of the areas of the suctions
should be about 10 to 15 per
cent. more than the single suic
tionDiameter
, to allowof Impeller..
for additional
. This friction
is made.

-

F

Fig . 42.- - LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF CENTRIFUGAL PUMP.
rules. The average should be taken in this case
from two and
about 1 .850 revolutions.
a -half to three times the diameter of the suction
Power Required . - The power required to drive
pipe, so that if we take :9 as the diameter of the
these pumps is found by the following rule :
Suction pipe, the impeller would be 2.5 X 9 = 2.25,
Multiply the number of gallons by 10 ,by the head in
or 3 x 9 = 2.7, or between 21 ins. to 2} ins. diameter.
feet,by 2,and divideby 33,005. This gives the effec
Speed of Impeller. - The formula for calculating
tive hörse-power required.
Example.-- Find the power required to drive a
the speed is the following :
pump,
the discharge being 18 .7 gallons per minute,
H
V
R =C
and the head 16 ft. Weget
18 .7 X 10 X 16 X 2 = .181 e.h .p .,
Where R = revolutions per minute. C = 130 (a
33,000
constant), H = the head of lift in feet, D = the
or, say, about 1 i.h .-p . This rule is applicable
diameter of the impeller in feet.
to pumps having discharges up to 45 to 50 gallons
per minute.
Angle of Blades or Vanes. - This varies a good
deal in practice ; in fact at the present time
there are pumps at work with blade angles ranging
from 30 to 90 degs., with varying efficiencies. As
a general rule the higher the specd the smaller the
angle, and vice versa . In Fig . 42a, the method
of finding this angle is shown. To find the angle
of the blade when its radius is known draw a circle

Jo65
X -359

Fig . 42a .
Example. - Find the speed of a pump, the im
peller being 3 ins. diameter, and the head of lift

16 ft. Weget

R = 130* x V.2516 = 130 x 254 = 2,080 r.p.m .
Another rule is the following :- Multiply the

to any convenient scale and COD and HOG
at right angles to one another, draw JI K parallel
to COD and AGB parallel to JIK , with a
distance equal to the radius of the blade, and
a point on JIK as centre, draw the arc O KG ;

draw GJE and G Fat right angles to one another.
The angle F GB will be the required angle of
blade - viz., 35 degs. in the diagram . To find the
radius of the blade when the angle is known reverse
the operation .
Before entering into the constructive part of
this article a few remarks re the design :-- A
pulley has been placed on the shaft ; this can be
dispensed with , and the base-plate altered if the
pump is to be driven direct by an electric motor,
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or a steam engine; an example of the lattermethod
being described later on . When a gas or oil engine
is used , the pulley becomes a necessity in most

257

part that faces impeller vanes. The clearance

between these must be as small as possible without

actually touching. The halves are joined together

instances, as these engines run at a slower speed
The material of construction should be either brass,
gun -metal, phosphor bronze, or any non -corrosive
alloy. Of course, lead , white metal, etc., is out of

by a steel bolt, the nuts being placed on side nearest
- - - - -

Alluliteľ
_ ليتبلیای
c,ليليليا

DISCHARGE

Rad.

Elulo
Filluwo

Rod
12

1Rad .

SCALES FOR FIGS. 42 TO 59.Inclusive
the question . The sole- plate could be made of
cast-iron . If desired this could also be made of

brass, but will add considerably to the cost.

CENTRIFUGAL PUMP No. 1.
Impeller. — This must be well machined , and no
amount of labour expended in bringing it to a
nice finish will be wasted . Some judicious filing
and use of emery cloth on portion that has contact
with the water will raise the efficiency to a certain
degree. The edges of the vanes that first come

Fig . 43. – VIEW THROUGH CASE .
to inlet. The flange to which the suction pipe is
fixed could be cast solid , or built up as shown
in Fig. 47 . The former method is to be preferred ,
but the latter saves some work in pattern -making

in contact with the water - those facing the suction
pipe - should be filed to a sharp edge so as to

receive the water without shock . The impeller
is fixed to the shaft by screwing, a small grub

and casting. The right-hand portion of case is
fixed on to a hood by eight studs. This hood also

screw preventing it from rotating as the inipeller
revolves right round. There is no fear of it
unscrewing itself.

carries the bearing. A gun-metal sleeve lines part
of this bearing, at one end of which a packing

TIL

tbol 70

GO
HALF
SEC.
ON OH

ON 0 -P

FIG . 46
BEARING

: HP

12

7

11

ČA
W

HALF SEC.

NE

Fig . 45. - SECTION THROUGH Hood,

FIG . 44 .

SHOWING BACK OF CASE .
Volute Case. - Great care must be taken in the
perfect as possible. It would be well to make
templates of some of the parts, and apply this
regularly as the work proceeds. The wall of the
suction half of case must be well turned up at the I

finishing of this so that the jointing may be as

Fig . 47.
FLANGE PLATE.

gland is placed . By having the hood separate
from the case the latter can be placed in different
positions. The inlet pipe should also be fixed
by eight bolts. In the drawings six are used,
but this was an oversight. The hood is fixed to the
bedplate by four studs as shown. Lubrication
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than $ in , air -gap separates them . The reason

is obtained by the usual oil cups in both bearings.
The other bearing could be made of iron , and lined
with a gun -metal sleeve as shown.
Pulley.-- This is a plain -drum pulley, fixed to
the shaft by a grub screw . It lies against the face
of the liner in the bearing, and should be placed

the distance between them is cut down from
to } in . is because in wireless telegraphy it has
been found that a “ fat ” spark emits waves of
greater intensity than a long, attenuated one.

The balls are termed oscillators, since, when the
electric pressure at the balls becomes great enough
to break down the air between them , the electric
wave oscillation vibrates very much as a string of

so as to take up some of the end thrust of the
impeller .

Solc Plate.-- This is a simple matter and demands
no description . Only take care that the case

a musical instrument vibrates when struck ; very

clears the bottom edging .

strongly at first, growing lesser until it ceases alto
gether. The coil and key may be mounted on a
base of wood 8 ins. wide by 17 ins. long and fin .

(To be continued .)

Copper plate

How to Make a Small Wireless

KAerial wire

Oscillators

Telegraph Installation .

razy_ fspring
connections
Oxlnterrupter

wire
Earth

By “ ELECTRUS."
THE apparatus which I intend here to describe
I will transmit messages distinctly for a dis
tance of over half a mile. The transmitter,
first to be dealt with , consists of an ordinary induc
tion coil giving a 4- in . spark between the secondary

Induction coil

I DOH

terminals or brass balls. Such a coil can be pur
chased for about 25s. A large size coilmay of course
be used ; but the cost increases as the size of spark
increases. At-in . spark -coil will give very good
results for a mile over water . Having purchased
the coil, it will be found necessary to supply the
oscillators , as the brass balls are termed , since coils
of the smaller size do not include them . The brass

Morse
1

Copper plate

key

Battery

FIG . 2. - DIAGRAM OF TRANSMITTER AND
CONNECTIONS.

balls should be į in , in diameter, and solid ; they
may be adjusted to the binding posts of the
secondary terminals by brass wires, as shown in
the diagram , Fig. 2. It will require two cells of
Bunsen battery to operate the coil, or three cells

thick . This, with thebattery, constitutes the trans
mitter complete, with the exception of an aerial
wire leading upwards about 30 or 40 ft. high . At

of Grenet or bichromate of potash battery will

the upper end of the wire a copper plate 12 ins. square
should be soldered . This is the radiator, and sends

30 or 40 feet high

To bollery

haalloq

oo

olide

out the waves into space ; another wire, leading
from the instrument, is connected with a second
copper plate buried in the earth . The wires are
then connected to the oscillators - one on either

side — as shown in Fig. 2. The aerial and
as this forms a good connection and one that can
be readily removed if necessary . The transmitter

earth wires may be soldered to a bit of spiral spring,

may be set on a table or other stationary place.
In the receiving device there are more parts than
to the transmitter .

Fig . 3 is a diagram of an experimental coherer,
expensive, easy of adjustment, and quite sensitive.
A coherer, reduced to its simplest form , consists of
I to earth
two pieces of wire , brass or German silver, 1- 16th in .
in diameter, forced into a piece of glass tubing,
with
nickel shown.
filings between the ends
Fig . 1. - PLAN OF ARRANGEMENT OF RUHMKORFF COIL of thesome
wire silver
at theandposition
AND TELEGRAPH KEY.
The brass standards shown in Fig. 3a, to
gether with the set screws and springs, are merely
operate it nicely. An ordinary Morse telegraphic
adjuncts to the coherer wires to obtain the proper
key is connected in series with the battery and
adjustment and then to retain it. The filings may
leelooolese

one that is suitable for the set in hand, for it is in

induction coil,asshown in the diagram (Fig. 1). Now

be made from any pieces of nickel and silver, using

when the key is pressed down , the circuit will
be opened and closed alternately - like an electric
bell- by the interrupter, and a miniature flash

a coarse file. The amount of filings to be used
in the coherer can be roughly estimated by having
the bore of the tube 1-16th in . in diameter, and after

of lightning breaks through the air-gap between

one wire plug has been inserted , pour in enough of

the oscillators, and this spark or disruptive dis
charge sends out the etheric waves into space in

the filings to have a length of 1- 16th in . Before
describing the function of the coherer, it will be

every direction to a very great distance. The

well to illustrate the connection between the relay,
tapper, sounder, coherer and the batteries.

oscillators should be finally adjusted so that notmore

The Model Eogineer and Electrician .

These should all bemounted on one board , 10 ins:
by 16 ins. The tapper is improvised from an old
electric bell, the gong being discarded . The relay
should be woụnd to a high resistance - about 100
ohms. It is listed as a " pony relay," and like
all other parts of the apparatus, except the coherer,
it may be purchased from any dealer. The sounder
is an ordinary Morse sounder of 4 ohms resistance .
The tapper magnets should be wound to 4 ohms.
Connect up as in the diagram , Fig . 4, from which
it is seen that the terminals of the coherer are con
nected in scries with two dry cells and the relays.
From the relay a second circuit, also in series,
leads to the tapper, thence to a battery of three
dry cells, and on to the sounder, and finally ,
back to the relay. This much for the two electric
circuits. The puzzling part to the novice lies in
the wires branching from the coherer. These
have nothing to do with the local battery
circuits, but lead respectively up a mast equal in
height to the one at the transmitting end and down
in the ground, as before described . These are like
wise provided with copper plates. The connections
are all made directly between the relay, coherer,
sounder, tapper, and batteries, for the very simple
reason that they are connected together with a deal
less trouble than by the somewhat neater method
of wiring under the baseboard. This, however,
is a matter of time, taste, and skill. Now let us
. see what the functions of each of the appliances
constituting the receiver are, their relation to each
other, and finally, as a whole , to the transmitter a
mile away . To properly adjust the receiver to the
transmitter it is well to have both in the same room
-- though not connected -- and then test them out.
The relation of the coherer to the relay and battery
circuit may be likened to that of a push button ,

To
rela
N y

thomas

w ing nuts —
o r
# Brass standards+

wire
Aerial

Filinqs
Screws

sounder and tapper, but if the following rules are
receiver.

adhered to carefully the results will be a successful

r plote
Coherer

Aerial

Jsounder

wire

der

Topper

Second circuit
batteries

Relay
Coherer ' ond relay batteries

Piua

Glass Tube
MA

Clamp To
Adjusting f

normal and when subjected to the action of the
waves, is not widely divergent, and therefore, an
appliance far more sensitive than an ordinary
telegraphic sounder is needed ; this is provided by
a relay, which, while being much more sensitive,
has the advantage of operating a delicately poised
lever or armature instead of the heavy one on the
sounder. Signals can be read from the tapper
alone, but to produce dots and dashes- the regular
Morse code - à sounder is essential. The adjust
'ment of the coherer and its relation to the relay
is not as difficult as the final adjustment of the

Fig . 4 . - DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR
RECEIVING APPARATUS.

Fig . 3.— COHERER.
Plug

259

Earth
wire
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Base board

for

Fig . 39.— DEVICE FOR ADJUSTING COHERER .
bell, and battery ; coherer and push button normally
represent the circuit open . When one presses the
button, the circuit is closed and the bell rings ;
when the Hertzian waves sent out by the distant
transmitting coil reach the coherer, and the particles
of metal filings cohere - draw closer together
thus closing the circuit, the relay draws its armature

to its magnets, which closes the second circuit,
and then the tapper and sounder becomeoperative.
The purpose of the tapper is to de -cohere the filings
time, otherwise no new waves would manifest them
selves. The relay is necessary, since the maximum
and minimum conductivity of the coherer, when
after they are each affected by the etheric waves each

First arrange the adjusting screws of the relay
armature so that it will have a free play of only
1- 32nd in . when the armature is drawn into contact
with the second circuit connection , just clearing
the polar projections of the magnet ; have the ten
sion of the spring so that it will only have pull
enough to draw back the armature when there
is no current flowing through the relay coils. Now
connect the two dry cells in series with the coherer ,
Fig. 4 . Unscrew one of the top set screws (Fig.
3a ), and then screw up the inner screw until the
current begins to flow through the circuit and pulls
the armature of the relay to the magnets. Tap

the coherer with a pencil while turning the screw
of the coherer to prevent premature cohesion,
which is apt to occur by pressure. When absolute
balance is secured between coherer and relay,
connect in the battery of the second circuit , which

includes the tapper and the sounder. When the
relay armature is drawn into contact, closing the
circuit, both the tapper and the sounder should
operate, the former tapping the coherer and the
latter sounding the stroke. The adjustment of
the sounder requires themost patience, for it is by
the most delicate testing alone that the proper
tension is obtained . This is done by the screw regu
lating the spring attached to the sounder lever,
When all has been arranged and the local circuit
of the transmitter is closed , the spark passes between

the oscillators, waves are sent invisibly through
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Practical Letters from Our

space by the aerial and earth plates, and radiating
in every direction a minor portion must come in
contact with the receiving aerial and earth plates,
where they are carried by conducting wires to the

Readers .

coherer, and under the action of the waves the filings
cohere and the relay circuit is closed , drawing the
armature into contact, closing the second circuit
when the tapper operates, striking the tube, and

A Small Gauge Outdoor Railway.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR ,. - The model railway, two photographs

de-cohering the filings ; at the same time the lever
of the sounder is pulled , and, by the law of inertia,.
it will continue to remain down ; if a succession
ofwaves are being sent by the transmitter, assuming
the key is being held down , producing a dash , not
withstanding the tapper keeps busily at work deco
hering in response to the continually closing circuit
caused by the
waves ; but the
sounder — slug
gish in its action
-- when once
drawn down ,will

of which I send you , is constructed round a
“ small back garden ." I happened to have most
of the wood required , and the rails are siinilar
to the ordinary tin rails , but made of brass. The

gauge is 24 ins., and the curves are about 5 ft . 6 ins.
radius. I have carefully levelled the line,
strengthened it with extra wooden sleepers and

remain so until
the last wave is
received and the
tapper decoherer
for the last time,

finally breaking
the second cir
cuit for a suffi
cient length of
time to permit
the lever to re
gain its normal
MR. J. G . HYDE's MODEL COACHES.
position .
All
these various
actions require a specific time in which to ope
fixed the points, which I found unsatisfactory , and
rate, and so the transmitting key must be operated
the line is now in very good order, though it has
very slowly, each dot and dash being given
been laid for four years. The total length is about
a sufficient length of time for the passage of
75 ft. and the path is crossed by movable bridges.
a good spark . With the Marconi, Slaby, Guarini.
I made the five coaches myself, except the
and all other systems of wirelesss telegraphy now
wheels and bogies, which were purchased from

the wires leading up the mast are, the further the

Messrs. Bassett-Lowke & Co. The bases are pieces
ofmahogany, the ends cut from cigar boxes and the
sides and roofs cardboard , painted and lined

messages will carry .

in L . & N .- W .R . colours.

in use, only twelve to fifteen words per minute can
be sent. It is also well to remember that the higher

I have arranged strips
of thin brass co
act as springs
between
the
wooden bases
and the tops of
thebogie frames,
and the coaches
are very light
and easy run
ning. I also de
signed

some

rather crude but
19

HasilC

NC

Beli

effectivebuffers.

The windowsare
not cutout, sim
ply painted
black , but the

A MODEL “ BACK GARDEN ” RAILWAY.

general effect is
iairly good .
The engines I
bought, but am
going to try my
hand at building
one shortly .
The two en
gines shown will
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pull the whole train about six or seven times round

the garden at a fair speed , and, after a few minutes'
rest, will repeat the performance. - Yours truly,
JOHN G . Hyde.
Swansea .

The Society of Model Engineers
(Reports
of meetings should be sent to the offices of The Model
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .!

London .
THE first indoor meeting oftheWinter Session will
I be held on Tuesday, September 18th , in the
Lower Hall of the Cripplegate Institute, Golden
Lane, E .C ., at 7 p .m . It is hoped that the track
may be made the special feature of the evening,
and all members possessing model locomotives
are specially requested to attend with their models.

A good show of models, and parts, and tools by
all members is expected.

Readers of this journal wishing to become
members are reminded that the present time is
specially favourable for their joining, as yearly
and half-yearly subscriptions paid now will cover
a period of fourteen and eight months respectively .
Full in formation and formsmay be obtained from
- HERBERT G . RIDDLE, Hon . Secretary , 37, Minard
Road, Hither Green , S .E .
A New Star Line Steamer. - The Star of
Japan, the eighth vessel built for the Star Line
Fleet by Messrs. Workman, Clark & Co., Ltd .,
was recently launched from their North Yard ,
Belfast. She is 456 ft. long, and has a gross tonnage
of about 6 ,300 . She has been designed for general
colonial trade, and like the other vessels owned by
this Line has been specially arranged for the con
veyance of frozen meat and other products from

Australia and New Zealand. The vessel has three
complete steel decks extending the full length ,
the shelter deck being sheathed all fore and aft
with pitch pine. The cargo space is divided by
steel bulkheads into five spacious holds ; the
three main holds being insulated and prepared for I
carrying frozen meat, and refrigerating machinery
of the most modern design will be fitted up for the

preservation of this

cargo

during transit.

Each of the five holds has a large hatch
way, and these will be equipped with ten
powerful steam winches, and suitable derricks
capable of rapidly loading and discharging
heavy
cargo. Accommodation is being provided
for a number

of first -class passengers who will
be comfortably berthed in state rooms placed in the

midship deckhouse, having a large dining saloon
with suitable pantry adjoining. The officers'
quarters are also placed amidships and the captain 's
rooms are situate on the deck above the saloon
house, the engineers and petty officers will be
accommodated in a deck house at the after end of the
engine casing, and the crew of firemen , seamen , etc ..
will be housed on the upper deck forward . The
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Queries and Replies .
[Atention is especially directed to the first condition given below ,
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner on the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope..

Queries on subjects within the scope of this Journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions : - (1) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender's name MUST be in .
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches , and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reterence. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require

an onswer inseried in this column should understand that some
Reply can be published . The
elapse before the
weeks must replies
insertion of
in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
Al Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER. 26 - 29, Poppin's Court, Fled Stred , London , E .C .)

The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
Preventing X -ray Burns. A . S. A . (Glasgow )
(13,358]
writes : (1) How can I absolutely prevent X -ray burns ; will a lead
lined box do ? Where can I get any literature on this subject ?
( 2) Would the charge of 4 -in . spark coil be fatal to anyone acci
dentally receiving same ? (3 ) What kind of battery should I use

to work induction coil continuously, i.e., every quarter of an hour ?
shielding

the skin
(1) X -ray burns can only be prevented by
with metal; lead foil is frequently used - about the thickness of
the thin lead used to line tea chests with . There is no book devoted
entirely to the subject of X -ray burns, but you will find informa
tion in “ The Röntgen Ray in Medical Work ," by Walsh , price
ros, 6d., or you may find some matter relating to the subject in
back numbers of the British Medical Journal. (2 ) No, as the

energy given off is comparatively small, but death might ensue
from some secondary cause , such as weakness of the heart. ( 3 ) An
accumulator of at least 30 ampere-hour capacity or a very large

bichromate pattern battery.

Small Dyna no Construction . W , K . (Halstead).
(13,385
writes
: I]should bemuch obliged if you could answer the following
queries : - I have castings for a small dynamo. The chief dimensions.
are _ Total height of field -magnets, 21 ins. ; parts for winding are
oblong : 2 ins, by by I 5 - 16ths armature ; tunnel is i in . diameter
by I ins. long ; total weight is about 21 lbs. What I want to know
is (1) If I use it as a dynamo, what wire should I want to use
to get highest possible voltage ; about how much and about what
price would it be ? (2 ) How many revolutions per minute should
I run it at if I made a drum armature ? ( 3 ) If a drum armature,
how many cogs should I use in the stampings ? (4 ) If used as a
motor, should I wind with same wire, or if not, please state what
gauge I should use ? (5 ) If I use as a dynamo, how should I wind.
coils ?

For prices of wire apply to electrical advertisers in The Model.
ENGINEER . ( ) If the armature is of shuttle pattern . wind it

with No. 24 single silk covered copper wire- about 2 ozs. will be
theweight. ' (2) Speed should be about 4,000 r.p .m , for either drum
or shuttle armature, or even 5 ,000 r.p .m . - if necessary. (3 ) If
a drum armature , use six cogs and six coils, winding two coils into
each slot ; wind it with No. 26 gauge single silk covered copper
wire - about 2 ozs. will be the weight. (4 ) For use as a motor with
shuttle armature, wind field -magnet with No. 20 gauge D . C . C .
copper wire, 3 ozs. on each core ; join both coils in series with
each other and in series with the armature. (5 ) For use as a dynamo
with shuttle or drum armature, or as a motor with drum armature,
wind fields with 3 ozs. No. 24 gauge s.c .c . copper wire on each core :
join both coils in series with each other and in shunt to the brushes .
This machine is so small that it may not be a success with a

drum armature winding,

Accumulators. J. L.

writes :

engines are of the triple -expansion type, having
all the latest improvements and supplied with steam

B . (Helensburgh)
(16,373]
I wish to keep some accumulators, each with seven plates , 12 ins.
by 12 ins., in the same room as an oil engine and dynamo. (1) Could
I do this if I sealed them , with a tube leading to the open air,
as enclosed sketch (not reproduced ) ? ( 2) Could I discharge an

by four large steel boilers working under Howden 's
system of forced draught. The vessel has been
built under Lloyd's special survey to qualify for
their highest class, and also fulfils the Board of

damaging the plates ? If so, about how long would it
without
discharge at this rate ?
(1) Yes. All you require to do is to prevent the acid spraying when.
cells are gasing by using lids or covers. ( 2 ) Reckon 6 amps, per

Trade requirements for a first-class cargo steamer.

so . ft. of positive plate surface as a fair discharge rate . Capacity
approximately 20 amp.-hours per sq. ft. of positive plate surface .

accumulator with seven plates, 12 ins, by 12 ins. by t , at ro amps.,
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Model Traction
(16,532]
Engine. C. W . cylinder
J. R . (Emsworth
writes
: I wish to make
a traction engine, single
, 4 in . by)
It-in
stroke,
boiler,
long
including
.
smokebox)
9
(not
ins.
bysort
3 ins.
diameter , to be fired by methylated spirit and to have some
of
internal firebox (the simpler the berter ), and, say, six flue tubes.
Could this engine be made to drive a 25 or 30 -watt dynamo ? If
not, could it be modified to do so without increasing the measure
ments given ? Would a three -wick lamp do ? Would a steam
jacketed cylinder be much more efficient than an ordinary slide
valve cylinder : and would two piston - rings be better for such an

/6NQUERY
383

STACE
.3RD

S.2ndtace

ist
STAGE
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engine than the ordinary packing ? Could you give any idea of
what
load it would pull with 5t-in . drivers geared to about 20 ?

The proportions

have

are very good in themselves,
you the adopted
but you must not expect
engine and boiler to drive a dynamo
as large as 25 or 30 -watts output. Generally , it is impossible with
the ordinary spirit lamp to make a steam engine which will drive
a dynamo and generate a current. A steam - jacketted cylinder
in some form or other may be used , and if well made, you will find
piston -rings act admirably . The engine ought to pull a load of

,

REDUCING
ENLARGING
AND
DRAWINGS
.TOSCALE

at least 80 lbs., the load being, of course, placed on wheels and run
on a fairly smooth floor.

116, 385) Reducing and Enlarging Drawings to Scale .
S . M . L .( Paris) writes : I wish to build a 7 - 16ths scale model loco
if you will let me know how I am to go to work to reduce some of
the large drawings in Mr. Greenly's model locomotive book to the

motive, outside cylinders, 7 - 16ths in . by 1 in ., and would be glad

above scale, so I can get off dimensions of various parts.
matter isis one
one of arithmetical
simplyreproduced
proportion
Supposing
theThe
drawing
half size for
model.
a 1 -in . .scale
This would be virtually 4 in . to the foot, and if you wanted to con

vert the drawings for a 7 - 16ths-in , scale model (to full size). the

drawing will have to be larger, or

X

of scale, and divide them as shown in the third stage. Use this
scale on the published (f in .) scale drawing, and read off the dimen
sions. If the driving wheels measure 21 ins, diameter, then set

Complete
and
extended
.scale

parts
e7qualo
into
Divide

-_.6inches

16 * ğ the present size =

To transfer the sizes ngtake a piececeof stiff paper to make a scale.
Mark off 6 ins., dividi
the distan into seven equal parts. Then
add sufficient of the “ seventh " spaces to make a suitabl
e length

them down on the new drawing with a proper scale, not the one

you have made.

[ 16 .5341 Boiler Fittings. A . W . (Hampton ) writes :
I wish to make some fittings for modelboilers, and propose to chase
them 26 threads per inch (brass gas standard ), partly on account
of being able to procure taps in this pitch , with which to tap the

holes in boiler to take the fittings. Will you kindly tell me :
(1) Is this a suitable thread to use, orwould a finer one be preferable ?
( 2) Can the fittings be screwed direct into shell of boiler (say,
1- 16th -in . brass or copper, and an extra thickness riveted inside),
or must a flange of brass be sweated into boiler, to take the thread ?
(1) You will find tables of thread used for model boiler fittings
in our little book , " Screw Threads," price 6d . net, post free
zd . We would advise you to adopt the standards therein given .

e

-

-

not
and
setting
tofor
down
size
.new

T.-Note
scale
his
isonly
tobe
used
for
reading
off

(2) Everything depends on the thickness of the shell of the boiler
and the size of the fitting ; for instance, it is quite a good practice
to screw fittings, such as small cocks with shanks, up to 7 - 32nds in .
diameter, directly into the shell where the latter is at least 1in .
thick. For safety valves, one would use a brass-flanged 16th
ferrule
sweated in with soft solder , with the flange inside the boiler , so that
it cannot blow out if the solder gives way. If not, the thickening

pieces can be riveted on the insideorbe soldered on with silver solder
according to the size and type of generator.

(16,492] Model Traction Engine.

W . (Gloucester)a
writes : I am about to make a model tractionH . engine.
boiler 4 ins. or 5 ins. diameter, and 16 ins. long includingWould
firebox
( firebox to be about 5 ins. by 5 ins. by 7 ins. deep , width about
12 or 14 ins. ; copper tubes in . or in . diameter outside) be large
enough ? in . water space all round firebox to be made of -in .
copper. Would this be too thick ? Double riveted and soft
soidered : Gylinder to be i -in . bore, zi-in , stroke, steam ports
5-32nds in . by in ., exhaust 5 -16ths in . by # in .by 1-32nd in , valve
lab . Would in . brass plate be strong enough for the outsides
of firebox prolonged upwards and backwards to carry brasses
for crankshaft ? Could I use solid fuel or would a Primus burner
be better ? Would this boiler stand 70 lbs. pressure if well made ?
Would a force pump same as fitted to model undertype engine,

1903, be too large ?
The boiler in question should do very well, and no trouble should
be occasioned
through want of steam . The shell of the boiler need
not
thicker

be
than 1-32nd in . A few water-tubes in the firebox
would be advantageous. The cylinder ports are of correct pro
portions, but the lap of the valve would be better if made 1- 2oth in .
instead of 1-32nd in . With regard to thehorn plates 3-32nd or + in .
thick hard brass would do very well. If the firebox is stayed with

H-in . brass stays spaced about in ,

boiler

the
will stand
working pressures up to 100 lbs. If apart
you can make the firebox
st ins. long you will be able to employ two Primus burners 2 ins.

diameter. With regard to the force

the design for the
undertype engine of 1903 will suit if thepump
plunger is made I - 16th
in .
larger in diameter .
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Locomotive.respecting the type
for Electric
Motor
(16,378)
little informationbought
I am seeking
) writes
baston
three books
electric a railway. II have
for a: model
of motor
of yours, but cannot see a motor which think would do. Would
u
be
kind
enough
to
send
sketch
ofmotor
which
you
think
wouldit.
sui? my purpose ; also stating what kind of batteries to drive
Say
if you thinkNo.a Manchester
motorMotors,"
would do, such
as Fig.to3
in Handbook
14 , “ Smalltype
Electric
I intended

build motor on axle of model, if possible.

type ofmotor
partlyproposed
a matterlocomotive.
ofchoice, andYoudependsupon
theThe
general
design ofisthe
should read
the series of articles which appeared on the subject in , and from ,
January 5th , 1905 . The type, as Fig. 8 in handbook No. 1o , would

suit your requirements very well, we should say.
(13,168] Incandescent Gas Lighting. W . N . (Renfrew
shire, N . B .) writes : Would you kindly give me answers to these

description :
of the following with
making a lamp
queries ? I intend
coils at
from stand,and holding
tubes leading
, brassalongside
; Bdown
the stand
Å is, then
round,
hanging from hookC ;
, mantle
incandescent fittings ; B ,D bent
ctop, ordinarycorning

leading
andtherubber
with tap,
coil ; E , brassMytubes
will
the mantles
from attached,
heat tubes
is that
meaning
toon reservoirs.
vapourise the spirit or oil, which will branch to coils by gravitation ,
the lamp. ( 1) What
as the reservoir is to be placed higher than
bore should I make the brass tubes B ? (2 ) Would ordinary para

fin oil or naphtha do as well as methylated or other spirit ; and if
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tube. Gas barrel is unreliable. For the steam drum we would
advise 5 -in . tube, if possible, the ends being mild steel riveted
on after the tubes have been screwed in andcast
back -nutted
. There
also recommend
tubes. Wewould
is no need to providemilddowncomer
shape,
of
semi-circular
steel mud -drums,
cast
you to havecover-plates,
or bolted on after
which can be screwed impossible
with dished
for you
is
the water tubes have been expanded atin .theItsame
one.
a cheaprisks.
timepersonal
to have a good serviceable boiler and
Good material will repay itself, as well as reduce
Stuart Turner Shiplake, Henley -on - Thames , will obtain mild

steel castings for you. They take about four weeks to get through.

(16,517] a Blowlamp.
. W . R .boiler
(Dungannon)
blowlamp for aF marine
havemade
6 ins. writes:
31 in .Recently
diameter ,I
with flue tube it ins. diameter, and five cross long,
tubes.
The
burner
is a coil of -in . pipe round a 4- in . brass tube, I have tried paraffin
in lamp and it is a failure, as when I get lamp heated up it starts
off with flame about a foot long, rising up and down and then goes
out in about two minutes. I have tried various pressures with
pump in tank, and different lengths
of burner tube, but it is nc
use.
" It will
not giveouta ofsteady
flame orforburn
anySteamers."
length of time.
I copied
Machinery
the design
“
The fault of the blowlamp most likely Model
lies in the nipple. We
suspect that the diameter of the hole is too large, and if you have
any difficulty we would recommend you to fit one of the nipples
used for Primus burners which can be obtained from any of

the advertisers supplying these stoves, or from any good local
ironmonger.

(16 ,437)startedSteam
M . C. marine
(Belfast)type writes
I have
to buildPorts.
a modelJ.compound
engine,:
H .- P. cylinder, i-in . bore ; L .-P . cylinder , it diameter, i-in . stroke.
I would be thankfulif you could give me sizes of steam and exhaust
ports for same. I am intending fitting piston- valve to H .-P . cylinder
and common slide-valve to L .-P .
ports shouldThemeasure
i in . bysteam3-32nds
andThethehigh-pressure
exhaust | insteam
. by 3-16ths.
low -pressure
port
in.
by
3-32nds,
exhaust
port
f
in.
by
3-16ths.
measure
ment of the ports for a high-pressure cylinder would, The
of course,
be

the
valve.developed measurements, your intention being to use a piston

i

(13,307]
Machine.
(Tettenball)
writes
: I haveWimshurst
made a Wimshurst
machineB .withH . twoB . 18-in
, ebonite
plates 7-in . thick, which run as near as possible. They were fitted
with lead sectors by the makers. The collectors are of the ordinary
U - comb
which
supported
on ebonite
tubes.as Leyden
These tubes
are
coatedtype,
inside
andareoutside
with tinfoil,
to serve
jars .
They
are
16
ins.
long
by
2
ins.
outside
and
it
ins.
inside
diameter,
and
are
coated
to
within
2
ins.
of
the
top
and
bottom
,
The
collectors
are connected to the inside of each of these jars. I can only get a
spark one
i in positive
, long without
the jars connected
ins. long
with
side connected
; but it isand
mucha spark
thickerit than
the
former one, and makes a larger crack. I cannot get any spark by

Query N . 13168.

INCANDESCENT GAS LIGHTING.
not,
what is thetheobjection
What there
method
would
youattached
propose
for firstigniting
lamp ? ? (4)(3)Would
be any
danger

joining
the two isjarsalways
outside.
platesroomare. yetI have
unvarnished
but
the machine
used inThea warm
tried the,
neutralising
rods
in
all
positions.
Please
tell
me:
(1)
What
length?
of
spark ought to be expected (o ) with, (b ) without jars connected
( 2 ) Ought a good spark to be obtained between the outside
of both jars? ? (4)(3)Will
Whatthisismachine
the probable
the failure
machine
do forcause
X -rayof work
? (5 )ofI this
am
thinking
new sectors ; what is the best metal to make
them outofof fitting
?
( 1) You ought to get about 6 -.in spark under favourable con

to thissame
lamp? if (5the) Would
reservoirbrass
was tube
placedbe a thedistance,
a dozenof this
feet
from
best forsay,a lamp

ditions ;as the
Leyden
jarsWithout
do not theso much
the spark
length
itstakes
character.
a influence
more
but
thin spark
place ; with
the jars, ajarsthicker
and frequent
more violent

Your query can only be answered by direct experiment. Seam
Jess copper tube would appear to be best for this lamp, but we are
unable to advise as to proportions. When experimenting with
aaph tha, you should take every precaution against fire, as it is most

spark takes place at longer intervals ; the jars act as a storage
of the charge. (2 ) No ; if you get a good spark between the outer
coatings, there must be a leakage somewhere in the machine.
(3 ) Your Leyden jars appear to be of too great a capacity and in
sufficient insulation ; try reducing the inside and outside coatings
to,
say, onlywhat
half-way
the by
jar both
We do2 not
understand
you up
mean
being inside
coatedand“ out.
to within
ins.
of top and bottom ." The coating of metal should extend to the

description
estimation ?? (6) Wherewould be thebest position for tap - in your
pipe offeeding
an auxiliary
infiammable.
the coilconto
heatinga burner
as a means
or asbestos
woolsuggest
taining cotton We
start the lamp ; if this burner was in the form of a ring surrounding

the mantle, the flame from it might possibly ignite the gas in the
inantle as soon as it was formed ; a two-way bye-pass tap would
shut off the spirit from the ring burner and allow the gas to pass
the mantle at the rightmoment. This is merely a suggestion ;
into
you will probably find plenty of difficulty in producing a successful

incandescentburner fo? use with oil or spirit.

. (Stamford
H . Pquick
,426] : Steel
steam
tube (or otherB . very
water- Boiler.
to build aTube
I wish Water
Hill)(16writes
by 2 by it,
engine, itcopper
-speed
high
cornpound
to
work
boiler,
ing)
could ;
I cannot
sq. in 12. ins.
150 lbs.forpertubes,
atI use
not less
(about twenty-; five)
long afford
gas barrel
-in . than
cannot
on
.
screwed
I
ends
),
(iron
tube
steam
-in,
of
on
4
top
drum
see my way clear to make headers and connect same to drum ,
as I have not a forge. Could I use iron casting, and expand tubes
into them ? My desire is to make a serviceable boiler, as small
as possible, to work at a high pressure, and not costmuch . I have

a good few tools and a 31-in . B .G . lathe, also some t-in , steel plate,

but I cannot flange it.
We cannot recommend ordinary gas barrel for the tubes of the
boiler you propose making, and would recommend best " stoam™

bottom
and also
(4) For
X -ray work
it is along
usualtheto bottom
dispense, both
with inside
Leydenandjarsout.altogether,
only
use
very
small
ones.
(5
)
The
sectors
can
be
made
of
tinfoil
or thin brass.

New Catalogues and Lists .
Cortreceived
& Co., from277,thisCamberwell
New Roadprice, London
S . EArthur
. - We have
firm a wholesale
list o
hard and flexible vulcanised fibre goods for general electrical and
mechanical engineering purposes, including gutta - percha ,
balata, and cotton belting ; also prices for gutta -percha in sheet,
tube, and cord. Listwill be sent upon receipt of trade card .
The Deco Company, The Harbour, Paignton. - Readers who
are contemplating the purchase of small craft for sea or river use
should write to the above firm for their pamphlet, one of which
we
have" received
, giving specifications and prices of the Standard
Motor Launches.
« Deco
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Answers to Correspondents.

TN the present issue we give a design for a small

E . H . (Bow , E .). — You will find a drawing of

T vertical engine, by one of our American readers,
which we think will prove of interest. We
may say in connection with this and with the other
contributions of a like nature which we give from
time to time, that these designs are well worth the

the N .L . R . passenger engines in our book ,
“ The World 's Locomotives,” by Chas. S . Lake,

price ros. 6d. net, or IIS. post free, from this

office.

It is always instructive to compare the views of
different designers as to types and general arrange
ments selected , and also to study the various

H . R . (Plumstead). - We hope to include in the
series of articles a description of the engine you
refer to .
A . G . H . (Andover). - You will find working draw
ings of Mr. Drummond's L .S . W . R . express
engine in our book, " The World 's Locomotives,"
by Chas. S . Lake, price ros, 6d . net, iis. post
free.

constructive details adopted . Many a wrinkle

F . J. F . (Brighton ).- We regret that your contri
bution is unsuitable for publication in our pages.

careful study of all model makers even if they
do not wish to build the particular engine illustrated .

may be obtained in this way which can be turned
to good account in the readers' own work , and
sometimes a real difficulty is solved by observing
how another man tackles a problem of a similar
character. Not the least useful feature of such
designs as these is the information they give on
proportioning various engine details.

The article on “ Making a Small Wireless
Telegraph Installation ” also given in this issue
will no doubt be helpful to the many electrical
readers of “ ours " who are interested in this subject.
It may perhaps be as well to remind those who
contemplate fitting up an installation of this kind
that a Government Licence is necessary , obtainable

through the Postmaster-General, before any
wireless telegraphy instruments can be put into
operation .

We shall shortly resume our Workshop Problem
Prize Competition and shall be glad to hear from
any readers who may have suggestions to make as
to the character of the new problems. Although
the last competition was extremely successful
from all points of view , we are hardly prepared
to undertake the judging and marking of a further
series on precisely the same lines as before, the time
and labour involved being far more than anyone

not directly engaged in the work would imagine.
Weare inclined to the opinion thatsimpler problems,
of more frequent occurrence in the workshop,
produce some instructive replies for the benefit

would be popular with competitors, and would

of our readers at large. What do our problem

Notices
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended

remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointment in advance.
This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Posta )
Order.

Advertisementrates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.

How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.

All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
paper, and all new apparatus and price lists, etc., for review , to be
addressed
to the EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer,“ 26- 29, Poppin 's
Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi
neer,” 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the

paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26- 29,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U .S.A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
-
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A Useful Small-Power Steam

Engine.

By JOHN DUGDALE.

Two VIEWS OF MR. JOHN DUGDALE'S SMALL POWER STEAM ENGINE .
THE engine shown in the photographs is one
1

I made some time ago in order to drive a

small 31 -in . centre screw -cutting lathe,
grindstone, and 120 -watt dynamo for my workshop .
It is of the ordinary inverted cylinder type, stoutly
built throughout , and having clear steam passages .
A few of the chief dimensions will perhaps be of
interest to those who are in need of a small -power

engine, but at the same time desire to keep the
linear dimensions as low as possible and still have
power enough for their requirements.

The cylinder is 21- in . bore by 24- in . stroke ;
the steam ports are in . long by it ins. wide,
whilst the exhaust is in . long by it ins. wide.
The valve has neither inside nor outside lap, and
consequently carries steam all the length of the
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Stroke. The piston -rod is in . diameter , and is
fitted to a turned crosshead, which slides between
the engine standards, which are bored out to suit ;
slips are also fitted on to each side of the crosshead,
as will be seen in the illustration . The connecting
rod is a steel casting , and has a forked end at the
crosshead and a marine rod end at the crankpin .
The crank is built up of mild steel, and the webs
are shaped so as to form balance-weights at the end
opposite to the pin , and it is polished all over.
The crankshaft runs in ordinary pedestals, bolted
on to a box-shaped bedplate ; the diameter of the
shaft being } in . The flywheel is 9 ins. diameter ,
and weighs about 9 lbs. The eccentric and straps
are of gun -metal, and the eccentric -rod is a mild
steel forging of rectangular section got up bright
all over. The cylinder is lagged with walnut, and
fitted with two brass bands. The lubrication
is effected by means of an ordinary tallow cup
for the cylinder , two syphon wick lubricators for
the crankshaft, whilst the crosshead , crankpin ,
and eccentric are lubricated from an oilbox which
is fixed to the cylinder and } in . diameter tubes
carried from these to the aforementioned parts.
The oil to the crankpin is carried by a small
tube down the side of the connecting -rod . The
lubrication is very efficient, as I can oil all
parts running, thus enabling the engine to run for
long periods. The diameter of the steam inlet
is in ., and the exhaust is 4 in .
The steam is supplied from a vertical boiler,
3 ft. 4 ins. high by 2 ft. diameter . The thickness
of the shell is 7 -16ths in ., and the firebox is in .
This boiler I work at a pressure of 100 lbs. per
square
. ance of the engine is very satis
The inch
perform
factory, there having been no trouble with it in
any way ; it drives my tools very comfortably ,
and is not expensive in fuel, as I can burn nearly
any sort. My dynamo is driven direct from the
flywheel, and the small rope pulley seen in the photo
graph is geared up to the line-shaft, which drives
my grindstone and lathe.

SomeUsefulWorkshop Devices.
By V . W . DELVES-BROUGHTON .

(Continued from page 579, Vol. XIV.)
A DIVIDING APPARATUS.
owner of a workshop is interested in any of
the branches of physical research and im
provises his own instruments, an accurate means
of dividing a circle will be found most useful.
I therefore propose showing how a dividing
engine can be improvised upon a 31 - in . centre
lathe, which will give accurate results within

COR a number of purposes, especially if the

about oº . .0 '. . 5 " if proper care be taken and
the lathe is accurately made and adjusted in the
first instance. Following is a schedule of parts ;
the corresponding numbers will be found on the
drawings herewith :
1. Gun -metal faceplate of the form shown on
Figs. 1, 2, and 3. (For a 31- in . gap lathe a diameter
on the pitchline of 9 .548 ins. will be found con
venient, allowing of 240 teeth of -in . pitch .)
2. An accurately cut gearwheel, with a sub
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multiple of the number of teeth proposed to be cut
in the division plate.
2a . Index spring.
3. A steel bar (in this case 12 ins. long) pivoted
at (3a ) to the centre of the change wheel (2 ).
4. A fly nut and clamp to grip (1) in any position
on its circumference.
5. A scale of tangents fixed to (3) by two or more
screws (further described in text).
6 . A sliding frame carrying a microscope.
7. Guides for (6 ) to slide upon .
8 . Fine thread screw to adjust microscope
radially to axis of division plate.
9. Microscope tube.
10. Split tube in which microscope can slide to
adjust focus.
11. Worm to rotate division plate.
12. Bearing block to carry worm .
13. Spindle to actuate worm , with end fitted to

carry ordinary cut gearwheel of lathe.
14. Adjusting screws to keep worm in gear with
division plate.
15. Bracket carrying microscope and
screws.
16 . Milling appliance.
17 . Micrometer screw .

micrometer

18. Micrometer index .
19. Clamping screw .

A . Lathe bed .
B . Headstock .
The first requirement is a brass disc or faceplate
(1), as shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. This must be
accurately faced and fitted to the nose of the lathe
mandrel. A groove with a radius of 7 -16ths in .,
measuring 9.68 ins. in diameter at the bottom ,
must next be turned , and the corner rounded off
as shown in Fig. I. Fig. 5 shows a convenient form
of spring tool for turning circular grooves ; the

cutter is turned to the required radius and bolted
to the stock with a square-shouldered bolt.
Next, an accurately cut gearwheel is centred
on the brass faceplate and bolted thereto , and an
index point made to engage in the teeth , and on a
spindle fitted into the hole in the centre of the gear
wheel a steel bar ( 3), about 12 ins. long, is pivoted
and provided with a clamp (as shown at 4 , Figs.
2 and 8 ). In this case, according to the drawings,

the division plate is constructed with 240 teeth , 1-in .
pitch (that being a convenient size for 31- in . lathe),
and the gear wheel used has sixty teeth ; it will there
fore be necessary to make three teeth between each
tooth if cut direct from the gearwheel.
To enable this to be done a polished metal plate
(5 ) is screwed to the bar (3 ), and on it are engraved
a scale of tangents corresponding with the inter
mediate teeth to be cut. This is done in the lathe,
the bar being fixed in a horizontal position on an

angle-plate and a radial line scratched on with a
writing diamond fixed to a spring held in the slide
rest. Then , using the lead screw as a micrometer
and a gearwheel as a division plate, lines are drawn
parallel to the first at tangential distances corres

ponding with the number of teeth in the wheel.
In the case under consideration , with a radial length

of 10 ins., these distances will be 0.2619 in ., 0.5241
in ., 0 .787 in ., and 1.051 ins.
Next á bracket (No. 15 in the drawings) is made,
which carries the micrometer screw (17) and the
microscope (9 ). The radial adjustment (6 , 7 , 8 )
is provided to enable the microscope to be placed
exactly at io ins. from the axis of the lathe, the head
of the screw (8 ) being loose, so that it can be
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removed when once this adjustment is effected . The
microscope (9 ) is a simple instrument, such as is

usually found amongst the equipment ofmost people
with scientific tendencies, with the addition of a
diaphragm carrying spiders' webs, as shown at the
left hand of Fig . 3,mounted to slide in the split tube
(10 ) to allow of the lines being accurately focussed.
The screws (17 and 19 ) are cut with the same
thread (about fifty to the inch), so that the bar can
be gripped between them when in the correct posi
tion as found by themicroscope by a slight turn of
each screw in opposite directions. No. 17 is pro
vided with a micrometer head and index (18), so
that the accuracy of the divisions on the plate (5 )

September 20, 1906 .

milling cutter, as it is impossible to readjust it in
exactly the same position that it held in the first
instance, if moved .
This finishes the first stage in the process of mak
ing the division plate, and if accurately carried out
should be fairly correct ; that is to say, there should
be considerably less than 1-1,000th part of an inch
error in any tooth .

FIG . 3. - BACK ELEVATION
AND DETAILS OF
MICROSCOPE.
FANARE

can be verified .

TOT

Section on XY

Fig . 5. — SPRING TOOL.

A DIVIDING APPARATUS.
The apparatus being mounted on the lathe the
milling cutter is placed in the lathe and the teeth
cut, using the index spring (No. 2a ) for every fourth
tooth and the divisions on 5 for the intermediate
teeth , a flat shield being interposed between the
index point and the gearwheel when cutting the
intermediate teeth . In fixing the milling cutter in
the slide-rest care must be given to give it the
proper rake to suit the wormwheel (No. 11), and
a stop must be fixed to regulate the depth of the
cut, which should come almost to a knife edge (but
not quite ) on the points of the teeth . The metal

used for the division plate should be carefully
selected , and should be such that it will tool easily
and not be liable to cause burs, and at the same
time absence of grit is most important, as the whole
circumference must be cut without sharpening the

This can be tested by using the milling cutter
as an index point and testing the teeth in turn by
means of the rod and scale (3 and 5 ), using the
microscope as before. Errors should be specially
last tooth , and some
looked for between the first and with
a scraper with
slight correction can be made
a pointed nose. The next process is to construct
a worm cutter as shown in Fig. 6 (11), and the spindle
the same time the worm can be turned up. These

bracket, and adjusting screws ( 12, 13, 14), and at
are exactly similar except that the root is left wide

in the worm cutter and the point of the thread is
eased in the worm , the root of the worm being cut
sharp in
to a point and the point of the threadis left
the worm cutter. The worm cutter next fluted

and backed off, and fixed in position.

The spindle is made with the back end similar
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to the end of the leading screw of the lathe, so

that subsequently any gearwheel may be fitted .
On the outer end of the spindle a temporary
wooden V -wheel is fitted , and a gut band is fitted
driving the worm cutter, whilst a light feed is given
with the adjusting screws (14), the bearing block (12)
being provided with oval bolt holes to allow of this
adjustment.
During this process all inequalities between the
teeth should disappear, and the resulting worm wheel
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Messrs. Watts, of Camberwell Road, have recently
constructed for their own use perhaps the most
accurate dividing machine in existence. The
diameter of the division plate is 4 ft., and the
maximum error is well under one second.
Of course, even this error could be considerably
so that for all practical purposes this instrument
can be taken as being as nearly accurate as is

reduced by taking the mean of several observations,
compatible with human exactitude.
In the construction of this machine a great
number of precautions were observed , and as the

machine was required for the special work of
dividing the arcs of surveying and astronomical
instruments, it was made with a vertical axis on
a special base founded on a heavy block of concrete.
MAMA

FPT

"

Fig . 7 . - Worm .

Fig . 6 . - WORM CUTTER .

P.L .Diom
30 "circumference
9 .55 +

FIG. 2.- FRONT ELEVATION IN COMPLETED STATE (Division PLATE IN SECTION).
should be as accurate as is possible, and the only
thing left to be done is to replace the worm cutter
with the worm .
Now , supposing it is required to divide a pro
tractor or similar instrument to oº .60', all that is
necessary is to fit a:ninety -gear wheel on theanspindle
and the protractor to the plate, and, with index
spring bearing on the gearwheel, set off thirty teeth
for each line scribed . And , in a similar manner,
practically any number of divisions can be set off.

(For a detailed description see The Times, Sep
tember 6th , 1905.)
Over this machine a special house has been built
with double walls, and precautions have been taken
to keep the room at an even temperature. The
heat of the hand applied to the division plate
for a few minutes is quite sufficient to throw the
instrument considerably out, and even a man

standing still on one side will throw it out of
adjustment.
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In conclusion , Imust add that thedrawings should
be taken more as diagrams than as exact models
to be followed , and each mechanic must adopt the
appliances he has at hand as far as possible. If
anyone thinks of constructing a similar piece of
apparatus I shall be pleased to give him any assis
tance in my power. Imay mention that, although
this may seem rather a complicated description ,

.1-EĻEVATION
]"RFig
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the apparatus is worth constructing, as it would cost
a considerable sum to purchase.
In descriptions of similar machines I have seen
it advised to grind the worm into the worm wheel,
but this seems to me to be wrong, as the worm
would be more likely to wear than the worm wheel,
and it would be difficult to get rid of the abrading
material when the process was finished .
If a disc could be obtained , accurately divided
with the same number or a multiple of the same
number of teeth as are required on the finished plate,
the labour would be considerably reduced . The
bar (3 ), clamp ( 4 ), and plate (5 ), however, will be
required, together with the microscope (9 ), to test
the accuracy of the work as it progresses.
The work can be tested also by scribing divisions
. ..

directly on the face of the division plate, using two
or more microscopes to read different parts of the
circle simultaneously. The bar (3), with the clamp
and micrometer screw (17 ), etc ., will be required to
bring the plate exactly into position , and themicro
scopes will require to be regulated both by radial
and tangential movements with micrometer screws.
In making the instrument above described the

60-gear wheel was chosen , as this was the most
dently this was owing to the wheel being cut on a
machine either with sixty teeth or a multiple of

that number, probably 360 teeth. My first idea
was to use a circle ofa theodolite to divide the wheel,
but when it came to applying this device sundry
objections presented themselves, not the least
being the danger of damaging the theodolite, an

instrumentwhich had recently costover £50 . Then ,
again , this principle would have required more than
one microscope, and I only had one available.
One of the greatest difficulties that will present
themselves in carrying out the above work will be
found in keeping the milling tools and worm cutter
clear of cuttings during the act ofcutting the wheel,
and a powerful jet from a hand syringe will be found
useful for this purpose . The milling cutter can
be cleaned with a scratch brush between cutting
each tooth , and it is advisable to do the same with
the worm cutter several times during the final
adjustment of the teeth .
When all tool work has been finished on the
teeth , they should be carefully gone over, and any
burs removed with a three-cornered scraper . If,
however, the worm cutter has been cutting properly ,
only a very light bur will be found on the " leaving "
side.
(To be continued .)

The Latest in Engineering.
A Racing Steam Launch . A brief account
of the Rose en Soleil should be of special interest
from the fact that the craft is the only steam 40 -ft.
racing boat that has been built in this country.
In the motor boat trials held at Liverpool some
time ago , this vessel beat all her competitors and

UITHITI

accurate wheel out of a set of twenty -two. Evi
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attained the highest speed of any steam propelled
boat of her size afloat. The Rose en Soleil was

built and engined to the order of Lord Howard de

Walden , to compete for the British International
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on the starboard side, a small auxiliary pump for
feed purposes. The boiler ( C ) is of the water-tube
type, with a large upper steam drum and a smaller
water drum , with tubes of in , diameter. This

Cup, by Simpson , Strickland & Co.,
of Dartmouth , and to whom we are
indebted for the illustrations given
herewith . She measures 40 ft. over
all, with a beam of 5 ft. The
material used in the construction of

the hull is nickel steel of very light
scantling. There is no keel proper,
but only a double angle keelson
carried right fore and aft, together
with engine and boiler bearers.
This form of construction has been
proved to be perfectly strong, and
in the case of the Rose no weakness
has shown itself, although she has
been through exhaustive trials and
two races of 20 miles in length
during the last few months. The
engines consist of a pair of four-crank

quadruple expansion engines run
ning at about 780 r.p.m . They
were built under the Company's
“ Cross ” patent, and are very light
and compact for the power which
they develop . A valve gear is fitted
between each pair of cylinders, the
two valves being driven off a
common crosshead by a single pair of eccentrics.
The diameters of the cylinders are 3* ins., 5 ins.,
74 ins., and 11 ins., and the stroke is 41 ins. The
starboard engine( B )only is fitted with reversing gear,
which is of the ordinary Stephenson link type, the
port engine (A ) being stopped when it is desired to go

astern , an arrangement which has been found
satisfactory for maneuvring purposes. The crank

FIG . 2. — THE .“ ROSE EN SOLEIL ."

has been found, under the conditions given , to work
exceedingly well with a pressure of 350 lbs. per
sq . in . The method of firing is a liquid fuel system
(ordinary “ Royal Daylight " oil being employed ) .
The apparatus is manufactured by the Lune Valley
Engineering Company, of Lancaster., Four burners
( E ) are fitted, each controlled by a small lever in
front of the casing, marked F in the drawing. The

BROADSIDE VIEW OF THE LAUNCH.
and propeller shafts and the piston and connecting
rods are made of nickel steel. The reciprocating
parts have been made as light as possible and
carefully balanced in pairs. The crank -pins have
centrifugal lubricators, and the oil pipes to all
working parts are taken from one box which stands
above the top of the cylinders, and is attached

air supply is shown at D . The fuel is carried
in two large copper tanks (G ), each holding ap
proximately 50 gallons, one just forward of the
boiler and the other right aft. The fuel is pumped

from the tanks by means of a small reciprocating
pump M into a receiver H , which is fitted with relief
valves, set to a given pressure. As soon as the

thereto. The port engine drives the main feed

pressure to which the valves are set is exceeded,

pumps by worm and wheel, and there is, in addition ,

the surplus oil flows back to the supply tank.
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Steam can be raised to 350 lbs. in about a quarter
of-an -hour from all cold . Fresh water is carried
in two supply tanks J, and there is enough of this
and of oil to last for something over a 40 -mile run
at full speed . The hot well is shown at K . N in
dicates the position of the donkey pumps ; 0 ,main
feed pumps ; and air and bilge pumps are shown at
P and Q . The condenser (L ) is of the Ljungström
type, made by Simpson , Strickland & Co ., and, as
illustrated , is very small for the large amount of
steam it has to deal with ; it gives a working
vacuum of 21 ins. The total weight of the boat,
complete, with fuel and water on board , is just
over 4 tons.
A Self-oiling Axle box. — Some time ago
Joseph Crosfield & Sons, Ltd ., of Warrington ,
purchased two 20 -ton steel tank wagons, with steel
under- frames and axle-boxes lubricated from the
bottom reservoir by a spring frame and worsted
pad . These wagons gave much trouble and con

sequent delay, owing to inefficient lubrication .
It was found that the worsted pad where in contact
with the journal rapidly glazed , and so ceased to
lubricate. The journal then quickly heated , the
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chamber K , the holes H in the rings become filled
with oil, which is carried up and deposited on the
journal. The oil being heavy , it is claimed that
there is always a film of oil between the rings and
the bearings, and between the knife edges E and
the sides of the groove G . The oil on the axle
spreads out in both directions, and thus it is said

that the entire axle is constantly covered with a
layer of oil. The remaining details of the box
can be seen from the sketch , and it will be noticed
that no change is required in the construction of
an ordinary wagon frame to accommodate this axle
box.

The " Model Engineer " Speed

Boat Competition , 1906 .
General Conditions.
.
THE entries for this Competition will be divided
into two classes. Class A will include all
boats over 4 ft. 6 ins. and up to 7 ft. in length ,
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water line. Each boat must be
timed over a total distance of not less than 300
yards, which may be divided into separate trips of
not less than 100 yards each . At starting each
trip , power must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds

before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible , and must be stated in the particulars

given . The exact length of the course must be

measured , and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip . These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem

bers of the executive of either any recognised

Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club,
SELF-OILING RAILWAY AXLE-BOX.

who must have been present at the trials . In
addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize

pad caught fire, and ultimately nothing remained
but the steel framework holding worsted , the springs,

winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in The MODEL ENGI
NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum

and someash . It was with the object of overcoming

marised as follows :

these defects that the firm designed the bearing
under consideration , and these new axle-boxes,
which have been at work for over twelve months,
are said to have given every satisfaction. It is
adapted for carrying heavy loads, and has been
specially designed for heavy goods wagons on rail

ways. The accompanying sketch gives sectionsof the
axle and the axle-box A . The wearing surface W is
of white metal, and is contained in the bearing B .
There are two grooves G cut in the whole width
of the bearing. Brass metal rings RR, having a
series of holes H perforated completely through
them , and having on each side of them a narrow
knife-edge projection E , are situated in the grooves
G . The ring is tapered to a knife edge, so that
there cannot be enough friction to prevent the

ring from freely revolving, and also to prevent it
from getting askew . The wedge F is put in after
the brass rings have been threaded over the bear
ing, and the latter placed in position . The oil
chamber K is then partly filled with oil. The
principle of action is as follows : - As the axles
revolve it causes the rings RR also to revolve at
nearly the same speed where the surface comes

into contact. As the ring passes through the oil

SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats
beating previous records.
SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat, pro

vided speed is not less than 4 miles per
hour.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class B to the second fastest

boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.
If in Class A the performance of the first
boat does not surpass that attained in pre

vious competitions, then the highest awards will
be Bronze Medals and certificates respectively .
The number of competitors interested in any one
boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two. A signed declaration is required , giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certificate of performance.
Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which
have an average speed record of not less than five
and -a -half miles per hour ; and to Class B vessels

with an average speed of not less than four miles
per hour.

The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906 .
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Working pressure, 160 lbs.

Weight in working order (engine only ), 43 tons.
The engines are mostly employed on passenger

.Railway
-H)T”(2—6Fig
ANKOW
PEKIN
FOR
LOCOMOTIVE
40
“MYPE
OGUL

By Chas. S. LAKE.
LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING IN BELGIUM .
The importantmanufacturing district in Belgium
of which Liège is the centre, has an increasing
output of locomotives, and orders are received there
for railway engines and plant from many parts of
the European Continent and also from the East.
One of the principal firms engaged in the manu
facture of locomotives is the Société Anonyme de
Saint Leonard , of Liège, from whom the writer has
received photographs, etc., of two different types
of engines recently built for railways in Italy and

China. The engines are illustrated herewith .
The Italian engine, Fig . 1, is an eight-wheel coupled
side tank engine, with outside cylinders and valve
gear, the latter being of the Walschaerts type.
The water tanks extend the whole length of the

boiler and firebox, and very nearly to the rear end
of the frames. The firebox is of the Belpaire
cylindrical sandbox , with pipes from the latter
to the driving and also the second pair of coupled
wheels . The engine, which , with others of the
same type, runs upon the Turin Cirié Lanzo Railway,

UUNITI

type, with safety valves mounted upon it. The
boiler mountings consist of a steam dome and

has dimensions as follows :
Cylinders, 18 ins. diameter .
Stroke, 22 ins.

Wheels, 3 ft. 4 ins. diameter.
Total wheelbase, 12 ft. 4 } ins.
Boiler : Number of tubes, 202 ; diameter of
tubes (outside), if ins. ; length of tubes (out
side), io ft. of ins.
Heating surface : Tubes, 936 .5 sq . ft. ; firebox ,
97 sq. ft . ; total, 1033.5 sq . ft .
Grate area , 21.3 sq . ft.
Working pressure, 177 lbs.

Weight (in working order), 41 tons.
The other locomotive, Fig. 2, was constructed
last year for the Pekin -Hankow Railway, China.
As will be seen , it is of the “ Mogul” or 2 – 6 – 0

type. Outside cylinders are employed , with piston
valves actuated by Walschaerts motion working
above them . The leading wheels of the engine
are arranged as a “ Bissel ” truck , and a cow -catcher
is attached to the front buffer beam . The boiler
is flush -topped , with the ordinary style of firebox.
A very roomy and commodious cab is provided ,

and the tender is of large carrying capacity . A
Westinghouse air pump is attached to the smoke
box on the left hand side, and each of the coupled
as are
wheels are acted upon by brake apparatus,

also the wheels of the tender. The dimensions of
the engine are given below :
Cylinders, 20 ins. diameter.
Stroke, 26 ins.
Coupled wheels, 4 ft. ii } ins. diameter .

Truck wheels, 3 ft. 3f ins. diameter,
Total engine base, 19 ft. 87 ins.
Boiler : Number of tubes, 234 ; diameter of
tubes (outside), 2 ins. ; length of tubes, 12 ft.
6 ins.
Heating surface : Tubes, 1 ,595 sq . ft. ; firebox,
139 sq . ft. ; total, 1,734 sq . ft.
Grate area, 26 sq. ft.

Rigid wheelbase, 12 ft. 3$ ins.

traffic, but they are also used as occasion demands
for hauling goods and “ mixed ” trains.
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They are fitted with central buffing couplers,
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Friedmann injectors, and other modern fittings.

After giving details of a very creditable performance,
Mr. Wright went on as follows : - “ This goes on

STATE

directions, and the De Glehn compounds are doing
no better than engines of our own make, and from

through the summer months day after day in both
COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES ; . DANISH
RAILWAYS .

Locomotive practice in Denmark is about to
take a great step forward . Hitherto the engines
of that country have been all on the small side,
the largest express locomotives having such dimen
sions as 17 by 24- in . cylinders and 6 ft. driving
wheels .

This will be changed when the large new four
cylinder compounds now building at Hanover

have been completed . The design is that of Mr.
Otto Busse, Director of the Mechanical Department
of the Danish State Railways, and the engines have
many features in common with American practice.
The cylinders are arranged in line at the bogie
centre, with the high pressure inside and the low
pressure outside of the frames. The connecting
rods drive on separate axles ; the wheel arrange
ment is 4 - 4 - 2. The boiler is very large and
high -pitched ; it has a coned ring, “ wind-cutter ”

front end, and prow -shaped cab .
COMPOUND versus SIMPLE ON THE G .W . R .
Swindon , and assistant to Mr. G . J. Churchward ,
Mr. F . G . Wright, Chief Works Manager at

the experience I have had we found no actual .
saving in coal consumption , and I do not think,
except on a perfectly level road , that you will
get all the advantages of the compound, because
when you have grades such as we have below Exeter

there is no doubt a simple engine would give better
results than a compound engine, without increasing

the mechanism , which is always a disadvantage
to a locomotive.” The concluding Temark , of
course must be regarded purely in a comparative
sense.

A Design for a Small Vertical
Reversing Steam Engine.
By ROBERT M . DE VIGNIER (U .S .A .).
(Continued from page 254.)
DEGARDING themachining of standard , it can
N
best be strapped by its base to the faceplate ,
carefully centred and bored , after which the

bore should be lapped to size, and the standard
mounted on a truemandrel, between centres, in order

to face and finish the ends. The lug on one side,

ADORA

Fig . 1. - EIGHT-COUPLED TANK ENGINE, TURIN CIRIỂ LANZO RAILWAY .

Locomotive Superintendent of the Great Western
Railway, in speaking before a meeting of the Inter
national Railway Congress, gave some interesting

records of experiences he had had on the footplate
of the 4 - 6 - 0 type express engine, No. 98, whilst
working the special Great Western express which
runs from London to Plymouth without stopping.

at the rear, is to be drilled and faced to dimensions
given for the reversing lever quadrant. A split
pattern for the standard is probably the best, as
by this means all core work is avoided .
The base of standard is provided with an opening
at the rear, if ins. wide ; the sides of this opening
should be filed up square, as should the ends of the
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front bearing cap, as the sides of this opening form
a guide or " steady " for the cap.
The crosshead can now be taken up , and requires
to be machined with great care. It will be noted
that no provision has been made for wear on the
slides, this not being considered necessary, as the
wearing surfaces are large, and as a long connecting
rod has been introduced in order to minimise friction
on the crosshead as much as possible, the ratio of
connecting-rod to stroke being 3 to 1. The cross
head cap should be turned a close fit to bore of
crosshead, and after assembling this cap with
intermediate pieces of thin Bristol board , the
crosshead may be bored to receive its brasses, which
are kept from turning by a small brass dowel.
It will be noticed that the crank disc is fitted
with a separate counterbalance on its face. This
was considered necessary, as there is no room
for it on the back , and as the design of the valve
throws both of the eccentrics on the same side as
the crank -pin . This small counterbalance is

of sheet lead and will be illustrated in a subsequent
issue.
In the front elevation of engine, shown in the
first number of this article, it will be seen that
connecting-rod bolts are drawn with the heads
down. These may have to be reversed , in order to
clear the weight on crank disc.
Valve eccentrics are both alike, with the exception

of the hole for the screw which ties them to the
feed pump eccentric. This is tapped in the forward
eccentric. Both these and the feed pump eccentric
are lightened by having a pocket or recess cast in
one side, as shown.
The reversing link is very fully dimensioned, and
is fitted with small brasses, which are split on one
side, to take up wear. These are kept from turning
by a small brass dowel, which fits in a recess drilled
and chipped 3-32nds in. deep into the side of link,
shownreversing
as The
.
lever is shown with two styles
of handle, the one indicated by dotted lines being
perhaps preferable. This lever may be made of
cast iron , although malleable iron would be better ;
in fact, the latter could also be suggested as an
alternative material for drag links, eccentric rods,
and reversing lever quadrant.
The cylinder cover cap and valve chest cover
cap are to be made by spinning in the lathe, and,
as will be seen from the elevations of the engine.
are necessary to counteract the unpleasing ap
pearance of the long valve chest, as well as to pro
vide ample pockets for a packing of asbestos fibre,
which will greatly add to economical running.
eccentric and drilled to clear the screw in backward

The connecting- rod and its brasses are of the usual
type, and it will be noted that the bore of crosshead
end is 1-16th in . larger than bore of crosshead ;
by means of this construction the crosshead pin is
kept in place by the crosshead brasses, which ,

it will be remembered, are dowelled , and the pin
is kept from turning in the end of connecting-rod
by a small steel pin let into a recess shown in one
side of connecting-rod (a device used throughout
this design ), thus doing away with all outside
nuts or pins, and presenting a more attractive
appearance. Sufficient clearance has been allowed

for in the depth of connecting-rod jaws to allow
the crosshead cap to be slipped in under the cross
head pin in erecting.
Eccentric rods are both from the same pattern ,
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and are alike in all respects save the recess or notch
to prevent wrist-pin from turning. This should be
made in forward eccentric rod only , which is the one
shown in drawing, the wrist- pin in backward
eccentric rod passing through the drag -links as
well, and being kept from turning by a notch in one
of the latter, as clearly shown in drawings.
The pump-guide bracket provides as well a
fulcrum for the reversing lever, and this necessitates

the use of studs to fasten it to the base, as the
boss or lug for the fulcrum pin precludes the use

of screws. The bracket should be finished as will be
shown, and assembled with its cap.

The eccentric straps for the valve and for the
feed pump require no further elucidation . It
may be well to say that in these, as well as in the
pump-guide bracket cap, the holes marked " 12 - 24
tap " are for oil cups ; but should the builder not
care to use the cup accompanying this design ,

the holes may , of course, be tapped to fit the oil cup
adopted .
The feed pump has been proportioned to deliver
more water than required , and a by- pass should
be fitted in the piping to divert surplus water and
return it to the supply tank. The pump gland is

fitted to the pump at an angle, in order to make
the gland screws more readily accessible, the
pump-guide bracket being otherwise an obstacle .
Referring again to the latter, the attention of the
builder is called to the curve and incline of the
upper face of the bracket. This curve should

exactly fit the similar curve on the base, in order that
water dripping from the pump plunger may flow
by gravity into the well in base. The joint between
bracket and base should , to this end , be made with

a little red lead, to avoid leakage. The feed pump
has been made as simple as possible, and no diffi
culties should be encountered in its construction ,
if dimensions are followed . Care should be exer
cised to align the pump correctly on the base, as
there is very little clearance between the side of

pump and the pump eccentric.
· (To be continued .)

Electro -plating.
By E. Basil FALKNER,
B.A., B.Sc., AND T. E .
DIBBLE.
(Continued from page 176.)
THE Daniell batteries having been fitted up,

I

the next thing to be made is the vat, in
which the articles are plated . This article

will therefore contain a description of one which
will suit the purpose of an amateur for all ordinary
work - in other words, it is suitable for small
articles, such as spoons, forks, etc . If larger
objects are to be covered with silver, a tank
of larger dimensions will be required . A most

convenient form of vat can be made out of a large
bell-glass, that kind which is used in the garden for
the protection of tender plants. This sort of
receptacle has usually a rounded top, furnished
with a knob of glass. If a slightly larger tank is
required , one of those glasses which are used in
railway station refreshment rooms to cover sand
wiches may be procured . Either of these types
answers excellently . A stand must be made for

the bell-glass, so that it will remain steady during the
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Operation of plating. To make this foot or stand,
take a piece of wood about 8 ins. square and gouge
out, or turn on a lathe, a socket, to fit the curve
of the glass, and in the centre of this bore a hole
of sufficient size to admit the knob of the bella
glass. After the stand has been sand- papered and
made neat and respectable, take another piece of
wood of the same size, and in the middle of this
gouge out a cavity to fit the projecting knob of the
bell -glass ; this latter piece must be attached to

the under side of the first square with brass screws
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articles are hung on to the hoop (Fig . 3). This
circle of copper wire is attached to the zinc or
dissolving element of the battery, and is known
as the “ Kathode " — the copper sheet in the
cell is fastened to a silver plate, which is suspended
in the middle of the vat of solution ; this silver
plate is called the “ Anode.” It is hardly necessary
to point out to those who have any knowledge
of electricity that there must be no connection
between the silver plate and the copper hoop

if there were a short circuit would result, and the

and not glue, which would probably become wet
with the plating solution after a time, and cause

the two pieces to come apart. The glass will now
fit loosely on its stand, so to steady it, a bedding

Joint

of “ plaster of Paris ” must be spread over the

socket, and the glass firmly pressed home, and left

Fig . 3.
COPPER WIRE
Hoop.

undisturbed until the plaster has set quite hard .

It is rather a good plan to mix a little glue with the
gypsum to give it additional strength . When the
glass is firmly fixed on to its foot, the latter may
either be painted , or stained and varnished , so that

it may look as smart as possible and do the maker
all credit. It must not, of course, be thought that

it is in any way necessary to have a glass vat,
but it is more convenient for a beginner to be able
to see the operation of plating in progress , for the
appearance of the article while in the vat is an
Wire hoop

Is

Support for plake

To Zinc
Arlictes

being plated

To copper

var

Silver plate

Stand

Fig . 2. - VAT IN WORKING ORDER .

electrolysis of the plating solution would not
take place.

To make
take a strip
right across
it in melted

a convenient support for this plate,
of wood of such a length as to reach
the vat, varnish it well or else soak
paraffin wax. This piece of wood is

laid across the tank in the centre.“ The wires used
for the purpose of connecting the anode and kathode

with the Daniell cell should be of the best copper
covered with gutta -percha, the best size being
No. 16 B .W .G . The insulation must be perfect,
or else leakage will take place and the plating will
either cease or becomeuneven and rough . Thinner
wire can be used for hanging the articles to the
hoop, and , to effect a saving of silver, these also

ought to be covered with an insulating material.
Before the wires are attached to the batteries or
vat connections, the gutta -percha must be scraped
off for about an inch , and the exposed metal well
cleaned with fine sand or emery-paper. No dirt
the presence of sometimes a small trace is sufficient

or grease should be tolerated on a connection , for

indication of the correct strength of the plating

sourBareie

solution .

Now solder four projecting pieces of the same
stout wire on to the hoop at four opposite points.
These are to rest on the rim of the vat, and they
should be bent down at right angles to prevent all
chance of the circle of wire slipping off, when the

ALI

O

Insulation

E

Certain fittings will now be required , for the
objects to be plated are suspended in the vat in
such a way as to prevent them touching the sides
of the vessel. Take a length of fairly stout copper
wire and bend it into the form of a circle or hoop,
the diameter ofwhich is 24 ins. less than that of the
inside of the top of the bell- glass. Bind the two
ends together with some thin wire and then solder
them to make sure that the joint will remain firm .
Itmight be mentioned here, that in soldering the
surfaces of the wires should be quite clean and free
from grease , and that the flux should be well
rubbed into the interstices of the joint with a
small brush . The best flux to use is made by
dropping a few small pieces of zinc into a little
hydrochloric acid , and allow the whole to stand
until all effervescence has ceased . The resulting
liquid is called “ Killed Spirit.”

1 , Bare

Fig . 4 .
BINDING SCREWS.

Fig . 5.
to stop the action of the batteries. Grease and dirt
are non -conductors of electricity and offer a strong
resistance to the current, the strength of which
the batteries arenot able to overcome. For connect

ing the wires to the batteries and vat fittings,
“ binding screws ” will be required . These can

be purchased at a small cost - à most convenient
form is shown in Fig. 4. These must also be care
fully cleaned before being attached to any part of
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the circuit. Also be careful to note, when buying
them , that the threads are perfect, for they are
rather apt to strip on a brass screw . Some people
dispense with binding screws and attach the wires
by means of solder, or simply twist the two ends

together. This is the poorest economy ; in the
first place, if the wires are soldered they are a
fixture, and therefore highly inconvenient ; if
is bound to take place before very long. The
silver plate must be fastened to its wire by means
of a hole, which can be easily drilled in the top of it.
The connecting wire may then be threaded through
this aperture and twisted tightly round - the
presence of a brass binding-screw would be detri
mental to good plating. This connecting wiremust
they are twisted together, a short circuit or leakage
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and fit it with a good cork . Now procure a length
of lead pipe and bend it into a spiral form , as
shown in the figure. One end of this tube passes
through the cork in the paraffin can , while the other
passes through a hole made in the bottom of a
large tin canister. The pipe must be firmly soldered
into this hole, for there must be no leakage at the

joint, since the canister is filled with cold water
during the operation of distillation , A short piece

of tube - of narrower bore — must also be soldered
into a hole in the side of the can , for the water in it
will require changing repeatedly, as it must not be
allowed to get warm . If the temperature rises the
steam will not condense. As fast as the water runs
out of the side tube in the tin , the canister must
be refilled from a tap to which is attached a piece
be made of platinum . The wires, which are used
ofrubber tube. A diagram of the still is appended ,
to sling the articles in the vat, must also be insulated
which more or less explains itself. (Fig . 6 .)
To set the apparatus in action , the paraffin can
wire. They can be made by bending a short
length into the form shown in Fig . 5. Several
is filled about three parts full of tap water and
of these ought to be made, but it is not advisable
fixed in position over a stove or small fire. When
to plate too many articles at the same time.
thewater begins to boil, the cork and worm are put
in position , and the canister is filled with
cold water ; as this water flows out its place
be taken by the water which is sup
Tube to tap . must
plied from the tap. The distilled water can
be collected in a suitable receiver, then bottled
and labelled. A large quantity should be
distilled at a time, for it is required in bulk
Paraffin con
nister
for the plating solution , themethod ofmaking
-

which will be described in the next instal
ment.

( To be continued.)
Lead spiral

The Construction and Re

pairing of Motor Bicycles.
By “ SREGOR.”
(Continued from page 138.)
THE ignition details of the motor bicycle

Bricks

are generally accountable for a large
percentage of the minor troubles ex
perienced with thesemachines,and often these
· are increased by the insecure methods adopted
in arranging the fastening of the wires. The

Fig . 6 . - DIAGRAM OF DISTILLING APPARATUS.
Remember, also, that, on no account, should the
ends of the wires should be provided with some
objects touch one another while in the electro
form of shield to prevent a loose uninsulated piece
plating bath ; if they do, electrolysis will not
coming
in contact with some part of the frames,
take place, as the current would far sooner flow
etc.,
and
thus causing a short circuit. One type
through a metal than through a liquid . A diagram
of shield is shown in Fig. 46 .
of the vat and fittings complete is here given
( Fig . 2), which , it is hoped , will make everything
clear, if the description is in any way lacking in
clearness.
A word or two about the water, which is so
freely used in electro -plating, will be necessary at
this point. Ordinary tap water cannot be used in

mo
ed
Screw
Fine

Eine

Thread

the process as it is never pure. Natural waters
always contain salts dissolved in them , so distilled
water must be obtained if good results are required .
If distilled be purchased, the expense entailed
would be materially increased . It is , therefore,
advisable for the amateur to construct a still for

WIRE TERMINAL,
Where it is necessary that the joints or con

himself. The materials required can generally
be found in every household, but even if they are
bought will not cost more than a few pence. In
the first place a large paraffin can must be obtained
— this , of course, must be perfect and free from all
leaks. Wash it out well with washing-soda solution

nections of the electric circuit must be broken
occasionally — such as removing accumulator for
charging purposes, and coil for examining — it is
advisable to provide these with a spring connection
so that the ends of the respective wires can be
made permanent, and the accumulator , etc., can

Fig . 45.

FIG . 46 .

FIBRE Bush .
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be readily moved and replaced without undoing
any wires. An arrangement to this effect is shown
in Figs. 47 and 48. Fig. 47 is a side elevation ,
showing the top of accumulator and details of one
spring connection in position on the accumulator
terminal ; Fig. 48 is an end elevation , showing
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evolutions of these accessories has brought them
up to a much higher stage of efficiency , and over
comes many of the old troubles ; but, however well
made, the accumulator is subjected to very severe
treatment when fixed on a motor bicycle - much
bicycle receives many more vibrations. It is the
usual practice to fix the accumulator in the recess
more so than on a car, from the fact that the

another view of the connection. Two holes must
be drilled in top of tank , to allow the screwed fibre ,

formed in the tank to receive it, and
obviously it receives all the road shocks

the cable
MER

Fibre Bush
Fiore Washer

til brass spring clip

direct through the frame, which tends to
spill the acid and injure the plate. This
evil will be reduced to a minimum if the

3

accumulator is suspended similarly to that

CON

Tank
Accumulator
Fig . 50.
FRAME

FIG . 48. - END View .

Fig . 47. - SIDE VIEW .

FOR

ARRANGEMENT OF SPRING CONNECTION .
bush to pass through which holds the brass spring
clip in position with the fibre washer between clip
and tank to insulate the two metals. The thinnut
serves to secure the lot to tank. The bush is drilled
to just fit the cable , which is pushed through, and
the exposed end of the wire fixed under the brass
spring to complete the connection . It is advisable
to make the hole in bush a tight fit to cable, which
will prevent water finding its way through. The
spring clip must be sufficiently strong to ensure a
constant connection with the accumulator terminals
Wires m

m

om
Link

CARRYING
ACCUMULATOR .

Joint

of an ordinary cycle lamp. The ideal would
be to so suspend it that the centre of gravity
would be well below the actual point of sus
Seat Pillar socker pension , which would tend to maintain a con .
stant vertical position of the accumulator, so
thatwhen the machine was going up or down
Frame
Top
Tube

an incline the cells would be truly vertical
--- instead of vertical to the road surfaces

which obviously tendsto spill the acid . Unfor
tunately it is difficult to arrange this device
on the frame without interfering with some
Plunger
other details, but the arrangement I have
shown in Fig. 49 — which position is at the
i Accumulator
back of the saddle - -will illustrate the idea .
As shown in the sketch the larger portion
of the accumulator is below the suspension
case
Hinge joint
pin . The construction of this framewhich
carries the accumulator is shown in Fig . 50,
and consists of some light gauge flat iron
O
Back Star to
Tension of spring 10
bent to shape and size to suit the accumu
suit accumulator.
lator.
SECTION A.B .
Fig. 49 shows a side elevation of the accu
FIG . 49. --SPRING SUSPENSION ARRANGEMENT
mulator
and suspension in position , being
FOR ACCUMULATOR.
supported by the links and spring plunger
when the machine is bumping over rough roads.
each side. The spring and plunger socket are
The dotted lines in Fig. 48 represent the position
secured to the back stay by a hinge joint, which
of the terminal spring when the accumulator is
allows it to oscillate and conform to the varying
position of the plunger, caused by the vibration .
removed.
The spilling of the acid from the cells of the
Another design for suspending the accumulator
accumulator is a source of annoyance that most
is shown in Fig . 51. In this form the recess in the
motorists have experienced , although the gradual L tank is used which is the usual method - but the
Suspension
pin -
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actual accumulator is fixed in an inner wood casing,

and when attention to the coil is necessary all that

and secured by rubber strips or packing ; and this
aasing is suspended on the four sides by the coil
springs and supported by the outer casing. The

sketch shows the lid open , exposing the coil.
It is undoubtedly essential for the motorist,

springs should be recessed into the two casings

when starting on a tour of any consequence, to
carry a spare electric supply . This is generally

slightly , to keep them in position. The tension of
the springs should allow the inner casing to readily
move with the shocks from the vibration of the
machine. Obviously if the springs are too strong
the object of the design would be of non -effect.
Suitable holes can be bored in the casing to receive

is required is to open the lid and examine.

The

provided for by taking another accumulator ; and
as the average bicycle is only provided with
accommodation for one, the other has to be strapped
on to the most convenient part in rather a rough
style, with disastrous effect to the accumulator.

To obviate this I suggest carrying a good dry
Tank

battery as a spare, which can be carried in any
position without risk of injury, and only used when
necessary . It is not an easy matter to
Ouler wood absolutely
obtain a good dry battery , but they can be got,
casing. and
with a long life capacity ; such as those supplied

Suspension Springs

a few years back with the De Dion engines are
about the most commendable.
Inner wood

( To be continued.)

casing.

Accumulator
Rubber packing

A Note from Central China .
ALTHOUGH , as our correspondent surmises in
his most interesting missive, we do not often
get letters from the interior provinces of the
Chinese Empire, we always welcome the communica

tions which reach this office from time to time from
model engineers in out-of-the-way corners of the
Fig . 51. - SIDE VIEW OF SPRING SUSPENSION
FOR ACCUMULATOR .

the wires. Fig. 51 shows a side elevation of the
accumulator in position .
Another useful detail is the method of securing
the induction coil so that it can be readily
examined , and the vibrator adjusted when neces
sary ; and this is not easily accomplished when the
coil has to be removed from the recess in tank and

globe. From what we know of the powers of pene
tration of our Journal the blue-covered sheet familiar

to all amateur mechanics travels to regions where
model-making would be the very last thing one
would expect to find practised . Wehope the letter
published below will be the forerunner of many

similar epistles, and we take this opportunity to
thank Dr. Wilson for the interesting particulars
of his work he has penned .
Shu - Ting-Fu,
Sz- chwan Province , China.

supported by hand during operations. In the
design shown in Fig . 52 the coil is shown secured

To the Editor of THE MODEL ENGINEER.

to the inside of the tank lid , and held in position

DEAR SIR , — It is only within the last year that
I have known of your most excellent paper, THE

by the metal clip . A stay is shown fixed to the

Recess in tank for coil.
Lid

Coil

MODEL ENGINEER AND ELECTRICIAN, but since I
have become a subscriber I have read it with much
interest, and, having already greatly benefited
from information gleaned from its pages, I am
inclined to write you a few lines.
I have just completed a month 's course of lectures
on electricity and chemistry to a class of thirty
four Chinese students, who have come from nine

different cities distant from us one, two, three,
and four days' journey. When you remember

that these students in coming and returning have
thus walked an aggregate of nearly 6 ,000 miles,

it speaks something for their zeal in the pursuit
of knowledge.
But how are these electrical students to obtain

Sray to'rake weight of Coil. 'Clip securing coil to Lid.
Fig . 52. - RECESS IN TANK FOR COIL.
bottom of the recess ; this is intended to take the
weight of the coil, which should just slide on when
the lid is closed . The permanent connections for

may be arranged similarly to the arrange

the coil
ment for the accumulator shown in Figs. 47 and 48 ;

apparatus by means of which to continue their
studies and communicate their knowledge to others,
for they are mostly teachers ? The price of scien
tific apparatus at their homes is absolutely pro

hibitive for the great bulk of the Chinese students,
to say nothing of the risk of loss through repeated
transhipments and overland carriage ere such
apparatus could reach them .
I have consequently turned the whole class
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of thirty -four students into amateur makers of

electrical apparatus, and devoted to them a month
ofmy time, engaging several joiners, a blacksmith ,
and a tinsmith (of course , all natives ) to do the
part that necessarily devolved on them . We have
unitedly turned out over 600 pieces of electrical
apparatus. Every student who has made a com

plete set thus becomes possessed of twenty pieces
trifle over is. each , but varying in cost from 3d .
to is. 4d . We have used three Erglish miles of
copper wire, all bought locally and drawn to any
size we require. It has all been covered (with

of apparatus at a total cost of about £i 3s., or a

September 20 , 1906.

requires sulphate of copper there is no difficulty
Shanghai, and ere it reaches us it costs 7 d . a Ib .,
after travelling 1,000 miles up river and 130 miles
beyond the fact that we have to get it up from

on a coolie's back .
One fortunate day, on reading THE MODEL ENGI
NEER, I came across the Bennett's tin pot battery,
and here I saw at once was what would solve all
our difficulties. I made one, and was so pleased
with it that I sent out on the street at once and

tought forty empty kerosene oil tins, and soon .

the students were all at work and over sixty tin .
pot batteries was the result.

M8

A COLLECTION OF ELECTRICAL APPARATUS MADE BY THE SCIENCE STUDENTS AT Shu -TING -FU :
DR . WILSON IS SEEN ON THE RIGHT IN THE PHOTOGRAPH .

cotton ) in my hospital by means of a machine which
I had made by our native joiner. All thematerials
used , with one exception , are obtained locally

iron , copper, brass, zinc, with old clock springs for
the manufacture of compass needles. The only
exception is platinum , which we have to get from
England,and which we use for lock and bell contacts
and for the electrolysis of water.
But now for the point of most importance — How
about the galvanic battery ? In order to obviate

the need for sulphuric acid - dangerous to handle
and only obtainable from the coast - I have adopted
the copper and zinc gravity battery as used in
Gerniany for telegraph purposes. As this only

Our peculiar circumstances, however, necessitated

one or two modifications. In place of the cylinder
of iron gauze - not obtainable here- - we substituted
a cylinder of tin perforated by a few score holes
readily made with a hammer and big nail. In place
of iron turnings we simply used common native
nails at less than 2d . a lb . The Chinese , except
at the coast under foreign instruction , have never
made lathes for iron -work ; hence no iron turnings.
In place of making a solution of caustic potash
we simply boiled together water, native crude

carbonate of potash , and slaked lime, and after
I potash and concentrated it to about half its bulk .

allowing it to settle drew off the solution of caustic
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One cell will just ring a bell ; two cells will ring

a bell well ; three cells will ring a bell very
vigorously ; seven cells will work an electro-mag

Nos.
made.
9. Electric bell

netic motor.

10. Copper and zinc gravity battery ..

The battery is a perfect success ; the absence of
local action when the circuit is open renders it

12. Resonator microphone: to hear the tick

an ideal battery for bell work . It is now nine weeks
since I changed it , but its activity is not in the least

impaired, and with the precaution of sealing it
with a layer of oil it should last for months.

It may prove of interest if'I subjoin a list of the

11. Swing-board microphone . .
of a watch

..

..

..
..

13. Bell's telephone . .

14. Granule microphone
15. Commutator for reversing currents

CHINESE CARPENTER AND TIN -SMITHS AT WORK PREPARING THE PARTS OF ELECTRICAL
APPARATUS,

apparatus constituting a complete set of electrical

Apparatus i produce electricity ..
Nos.
made.

3. Apparatus to demonstrate conduction
..

..

4. Electro
-magnet suspended to gallows ;
will hold up io lbs. . .
5. Wheatstone's single-needle telegraph ..
6 . Morse telegraph instruments
7 . Galvanometer . .
8.

Apparatus for electrolysis ofwater

ww
ew want to

Copper wire helix, to demonstrate
electro-magnetism ..
Ersted 's apparatus, to demonstrate
deflection of compass needle
and non -conduction . .

(Any two different metals

16 .)

apparatus :

17.

Frictional electricity , tin

to

demonstrate :

plates, pith balls, etc.
Voltaic electricity , copper
and zinc couple
Ersted 's apparatus, copper rectangle,
and three compass needles . .
20 . Small electro -magnetic motor . .
21. Larger electro -magnetic motor. .
22. Sledge indicator coil for giving shocks . .

23. Bennett's tin pot battery
Total

..

..

60
607

It may be an encouragement to some model
makers with limited supply of tools to know that
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all these pieces of apparatus have a very present

perhaps wrongly, blamed the quality of the steel,

able appearance and work perfectly well, yet my

which was native Chinese steel. Consequently I
obtained from an engineering establishment in
Shanghai a quantity of steel described as best tool
steel and had it sent up in bars 4 ins. long, in .

workshop is so limited in its armamentarium that
I have no lathe, no drill for metals, no taps and
dies for making screws ; and beyond the very few
and crude tools of the Chinese joiner I have only
had to use brace, bits, ginlets, bradawls, pincers,
pliers, files, hammer, and nails. No screws are
used in putting apparatus together, and no binding
screws are used on the apparatus for making
connections.
On referring to the list of instruments made it

diameter and ļ in . diameter. I have followed
the instructions in Ganot's “ Physics ” as to single
touch , double touch, and divided touch , using
strong electro -magnets to impart the magnetism .

The energising magnet used was a very powerful

one, with it ins. diameter core, and would hold
up 2 } cwts., in addition to two small magnets,

will be noticed that there are no figures attached

D

ES
BY
SIBI
UL

each capable of holding up to to 20 lbs. There

SIRI
TUUS

SLO

130

Q12

STUDENTS COVERING COPPER WIRE with Corton.
to telephone and microphone. Although we have

was no mistake about the poles or any other detail.

succeeded in making both these I have not been
in a position to make telephones on a large scale,
as I have not yet succeeded sufficiently well in
magnetising steel bars for the telephone. This
will , perhaps, lead to someone supplying me with
really expert practical information on chis point
of making really powerful bar magnets ; for so
far, spite of Ganot's “ Physics " and other books
my efforts have proved unsuccessful. — Yours sin
cerely,
WILLIAM WILSON , M . B ., C .M .
MedicalMissionary of the China Inland Mission ,
P .S . - I am very anxious to obtain information on

but after working for, say, a quarter of an hour,
the magnetism was very slight in comparison to

the pointreferred to in the above letter,namely,on
the making of powerful steelbarmagnets suitable for
a Bell's telephone.

In my first attempt I failed, and ,

a similar-sized bar magnet bought at home from
an instrument maker for making telephones. .

While mine would with difficulty hold up three
or, say, four 24-in . French nails, the purchased
magnet would easily hold up eighteen to twenty ,
the magnet being held vertically and the nails
held up by their points. What is the method
practically adopted of magnetising bars ? Is it
by single, double, and divided touch , or is it by
allowing a current to circulate round the bar by
slipping it into a hollow helix of covered wire.
[ The making of good steel permanent magnets is

something in the nature of a trade secret ; different
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makers will probably each have their own method ,

and experience is a considerable factor. The kind
of steel used is an item of great importance ; that
known
steel, because it contains a
sma perascentungsten
tag

that metal (about 3obtperaincent.),
ll percentagee ofof that
small
can be
be obtained
ed inin
is the best kind to use. Itit can
England, and is now a recognised kind of steel
for this purpose. The next factor is that of harden
ing and tempering. Themagnets in question should
be made dead hard by heating to redness and

plunging into very cold water, or by any other
convenient method ; they should not be tempered
at all. It is absolutely necessary to make them hard

as hard as possible. The third factor is magnetisa

tion . The methods mentioned are practically out
to give better results. Method 1 : Make a very
powerful electro -magnet, so designed that the steel
magnet can be placed between - not on — the poles,
so that the poles are in contact with the ends of the
steelmagnet, and the stream ofmagnetism produced
is sent axially through it from end to end. When
the steel magnet is in position switch the current on
and off repeatedly. The process is then completed
by removing the bar and touching with its respective
ends N and s opposite poles of a powerful magnet
(S to N and N to S ). Method 2 : Place the steel
bar between the ends of a soft iron frame which
would be the equivalent of the iron core of the

of date. Either of the two following will be likely

electro -magnet referred to in method 1. Make a

narrow solenoid about it ins. in length , but of
considerable depth , so that it may be powerfully
excited ; its interior should be slightly larger than
the size of the steel bar - say in . by in . - so that
it can be slipped over the bar before the latter is

placed in the iron frame. Excite the solenoid and
then move it backwards and forwards along the

bar. Continue the operation until the magnetisa
tion process appears to have reached the practical
limit. The steel must not be heated after magnetisa
tion . The hardening process must take place as
the first operation. If tungsten steel cannot be
procured , use high -grade tool steel. The processes
are the same in either case. The magnetising
force should be as great as practicable. These
methods are described in “ The Electro -magnet,'

by S . P. Thompson , a book which contains much
information upon the subject of permanent steel
magnets. - ED., M . E . & E .]

The Society of Model Engineers.
(Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ticular issue ofreceited a clear nine days before its usual

date of publication.]

New South Wales. - The first half-yearly
meeting of the Summer Hill Society was held at

31, Edward Street, Summer Hill, on Friday, July
6th , 1906 , at 8 p.m . There was a good attendance
of members. The half -yearly report and balance
sheet duly audited was read and adopted .
The following is the result of the election of
officers for the ensuing half year :- Hon . Treasurer,
J. Purnell. Committee : J. Godwin , L . Littie.
ROBT. LAXTON, Hon .Secretary, 118, Victoria Street,
Lewisham , N .S .W .
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Practical Letters from our
Readers.
The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters

may be signed with a nom -de-plurne if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

“ Model Engineer ” Speed Boat Competition .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , I see in a recent issue of THE MODEL
ENGINEER that Mr. V . W . Delves - Broughton
has found a device by wbich an engineand boiler can
bemade to give 6 ,000 ft. lbs. brake power per minute
for a weight of less than 10 lbs. Now it will be
news to him and model engineers in general that
for the last two and a half years I have had working
in a boat, an engine and boiler weighing 91 lbs,
with water in boiler, which gives about 34 ,000 ft,
lbs. per minute indicated, or allowing for an effi
ciency of 50 per cent., which is a low estimate,
gives 17 ,000 ft. lbs. brake.
The boiler works at 200 lbs. per square inch ,
and can be increased to 250 without trouble, the
engine which is 15- 16ths- in . bore, - in . stroke,
double action , being supplied by 3- 16ths bore tubing
and giving 2,000 r.p .m . when the boat is held ,
the revolutions increasing when the boat gets
away. This boiler weighs only 6 lbs. empty —
Yours faithfully,
D . Scott.
Aberdeen .
[ The boat to which we understand Mr. Scots
refers wasdescribed in our issue ofDec . 17th , 1903;
and is the one which holds the official record of
7 .719 miles per hour. See the list given with the
Conditions of Competition on page 212, issue of

August 30th , 1906 . - ED., M . E . & E .]
Small Air - cooled Gas Engine.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR . - In reply to your correspondent,
“ G . M . R .,” in your issue of August 30 ve above,
I have not yet made any tests with the engine,
so that I am unable to give particulars asked for.
The engine is not fitted with any speed governors,
so that the running would no doubt be erratic
under varying loads. The accelerating arrange,
ment of the electric ignition increases or retards
the speed by moving the brush on commutator
with the object of firing the charges early or late.
I expect the power given out will only be small
(see brake test of one ofmy engines, 2 ins. by 3 ins.,
page 257 , Vol. X ). I shall be pleased to send your
correspondent further particulars after a trial run ,
J. R . G .
SURVEYING DEEP BORE-HOLES BY PHOTOGRAPHY ,
- It is claimed that the difficulty of surveying deep
bore-holes has been overcomeby photography. The
apparatus consists of a long brass cylinder which
contains a small watch , a dry battery, two miniature
electric lamps operating in connection with a com
pass supported on gimbal bearings, and a suspended
plumb-bob ; at a predetermined time the watch
makes a contact lighting the lamps, by means of
which the positions of the plumb-bob and the
magnetic needle are photographed on a small disc
of sensitised paper,

The Model Engineer and electrician.
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Queries and Replies.
(Attention
especially
first not
condition
glvenwithbelowthe
and noas notice
will bedirected
taken toof the
Queries
complying
directions thercin stated. Laters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query

Department."
Noin other
mattersenvelope.
but those relating the Queries
shouldon besubjects
enclosedwithin
thethesame
Queries
scope
of this : -Journal
are replied
by post under the following conditions
( 1) Queries
dealingto
with distinct subiects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender' s name MUST be in
scribed on the back . ( 2) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever
with fullyto dimensioned
and correfor
spondents possible,
are recommended
keep a copy sketches,
of their Queries
reference. ( 3) A stamped addressed anvelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon
advertisement
out fromwill thebe answered
pagesas ofpossible
the current
issue. "(1 )cutQueries
as early
after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (s ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must clapse before the Reply can be published . The

insertion
column cannot be guaranteed. (6 )
Au Queriesof replies
should inbe this
addressed
to The Editor, THE MODEL

Fleetwhich
Stred,haveLondon
E .C .)
The BNGINEER,
following are26–29,
seleatedPoppin's
from theCourt,
Queries
been, replied
to recently :
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brushes can be worked to much higher densities : up to 230 amps.

for smallmachines . The pressure on carbon brushes should be about
It to 2 lbs. per square inch . With copper ones it can be somewhat
less. The brushes you mention are good and reliable.
Windings
( 16 ,465)) writes
-watthelpSimplex
(Airdrie
: Would for
you 12kindly
me withDynamo.
the followingJ. :M *
Having the castings of a single
dynamo, same as Fig . 6 , “ Smal!
coil
Dynamos and Motors," tripolar armature ( 2 ins. by 2 ins.), and
the field -magnet wound with 2 lbs. of sample of wire enclosed ,
what
size and quantity should I wind armature with to get best
results ? State output. The field -magnet is quite full.
The wire on field -magnet is rather too thick to give good results
as a dynamo. You can try it with an armature winding ofNo. 22
gauge D copper wire ; get on as much as you can , connect field
winding .Cin.C. shunt
to brushes , and run at 3,000 to 3,500 r. p .m .
Output possibly 3 or 4 volts and 4 amps.
( 13.356 ] Windings for 150 - watt Motor. A . M . (Dumbreck )
writes : (1) I have
a motor
150 watts (100 volts amps.) made
exactly to the
designs
in “ Small Dynamos and 15Motors."
It is

ofslots.
the Simplex
armature
being 3 ins. by 3 ins. with sixteen
type,givethe me
Could you
windings
for itit forthrough
250 volts
(series ),,
I
as
lose
current
a
running
great
deal
of
a resistance
and it has never worked well at roo volts ? (2 ) I have
also
the
motor (see sketch
parts ofyouanother
was wound for wound
16 volts.
Could
give me windings ) which
d
for
for
un ) ?
r.- Wifrom
nd itthe
ac250ingvolts
ihis esto woscale.
, asas itit(series
the trtracing,
Coppert tycanpe mobetotaken
s.s.c.
All dimensions

( 1 ) Simplex type motor. ---Wind the armature with No. 34 gauge
S .S.C . copper wire and the field -magnet with No. 24 gauge
S. C .C . copper wire. Connect in series. Armature should have

(16,502]) writes
Small: Would
Accumulator
(Durban
you be kindMaking.
enough toC. tellW .meLewhatV.
would be the capacity of an accumulator, one
cell with seven plates,
4 ins. by 21 ins., four negatives, and three
? Could I
work an arc lamp at 5 amps. at 12 volts ? positives
If not, what is the
smallest current I could work one at, just a small
one
? Could I
make the negative plates with a paste of red lead sulphuric
acid
1 in 6 , and form with lime chloride ; and positives with red lead
sulphuric
acid ? If you would kindly answer this I would

be very
pleased
About. 8 to 10 amp.-hours should be the capacity of this cell.
The
whatarcsize.requires
no matter
volts, but
leastof 35carbons,
An arc lamp
the actual
variesrequires
with theatsize
current
allow
can
the
You
across
it.
the current
send and
at leastto to touch
35carbon
volts points
become incandescent with 12 volts
5 amps., but though it will look something like an arc it will not
volts
aboutof40making
requiresmethod
lampcorrect
small arc. The
be one. A satisfactory
as a minimum
and 2 or 3 amps,

3

accumulator plates is given in our Handbook No. I on “ Small
dilute sulphuric
Accumulators." Red oxide of lead mixedandwith litharge,
which is
water)
acid (one part acid to oneform partof lead
oxide, mixed with dilute
merely another common

negative
plates. The
sulphuric
acid forbytheplacing
solution.plates onlyIt
lime positive
in chlorideof
are to be formed
Dynamo. " E . A :
Avery
60
-watt
for
,505]
Windings
(16
(Brisbane) writes : I would esteem it a favour if you would kindly

for armature
of wire shown
the windings
me -magnets)
give field
in the
att quantity
the 60-wand
for (gauge
Avery machine
and
Query Column of THE MODEL ENGINEER , No. 168, for Julylong,14thor,
24
ins.
by
diameter
if
be
ins.
will
armature
The
1904.
a little larger in diameter if you think necessary. The field to be
of cast iron , with laminated armature, eight slots 5 -16ths in . by
10 volts, and if not
an output of 6 set ofand
I wish
5- 16ths tooin . much
windingsalready
for an made
outputa
, would like anotheramps,
asking
have
I might mention I class
of 4 amps. and 15 volts. which
;
in
fact,
first
works
machine,
Avery
30-watt
offlighta
to runtogiving
machine
60 -wattand
amps. I amThemaking,
over 2 engine
16 volts and petrol
will beis used
water-cooled
several lamps, as well as supplying current for charging accumu
jators for the electric ignition .

armature
No. 22 gaugeto anp .s.c,eight-section
copper wire,commutator
eight coils,;
twoWind
in 5 each
slot,bewith
and
connected
about
ozs,
will
required
,
but
get
on
asmuch
as
you
can
. Wind
field-magnet with No. 22 gauge s.c .c , copper wire, both coils
to be
joined in series with each other and in shunt to the brushes. Adjust
speed until desired voltage is obtained . Get on as much wire as
you can -- about 1 lb . on each pole
the weight.
Windings
for 4 amps. 15 volts : Armature, No.will24 begauge
D .s.c. copper wire ;
field
m
agnet,
No.
23
gauge
s.c.c.
copper
wire,
connected
to brushes. Armature, it ins. diameter, will do very inwell,shunt
or
slightly

largera iflower
you speed
please,forprovided
you can increase size of slots.
It will mean
equal output.
(16,580 ] Sizes
Brushesgiving
for Small
Machines.
P . L .ofB .Carbon
(Barnes)and
writesCopper
: In a dynamo
10 - 12
amps. at 50 volts, commutator of twenty -four drawn copper bars,

what
width of face
(in direction
of rotation
) do you inrecommend
for
carbon brushes
? The
brushes are
to be 15-16ths
. deep ( front

to back ). Are

best, or what kindthe? “ Crypto " compound copper-carbon brushes
You can work your brushes at a currentdensity of 60 or 70 amps.
without fear of overheating or undue losses. Thus,
if you make

the face ofbrush 15-16ths in. by 1 in . you won't be far out. Copper

Query 13356
ARMATURE FOR SIMPLEX TYPE MOTOR.
sixteen coils wound two in each slot,and commutator six teen sec
tions. (2 ) Cuttriss typemotor : We are afraid you may find this
machine too small to stand 250 volts pressure, but if you care to
try the experiment wind the armature with No. 38 s.s .c .
copper wire and the field -magnet with No. 34 gauge s .c . c .
copper wire, both field coils joined in series with each other
and in series with the armature ; get on as much wire as you can .
The armature will require great care in winding so that the wire
is not strained ; it should be examined carefully for kinks, as these
are liable to cause local heating and breakage of the wire when
the machine is in use.
(16 ,499] Small . (Dunfermline)
Engine Trouble
; 100 c. - P . Dynamo
OsmiLamps. C . A Oil
writes : ( 1) I have a 1b.h .- p .
gas
engine
which
I
run
petrol
on
and
mixed
oil
a motor
cycle carburettor. The engine sometimes only through
every
sixth
stroke, and back -fires often . She is ignited by an fires
iron tube heated
bypleasea petrol
blowlamp.
The
iron
tube
is
you
tellme a remedy for the above ? ( 2perfectly
) I have aclear.
30 -voltCan8 -amp.
Manchester-type
dynamo said to give too c.-p
Does
.
the
100
c.mean I can light twelve 8 c.- p . lamps or six 16 c .- p . lamps, or threeP .
32 C.-

lamps at once ? How many 8 c.- P . Osmi lamps could I
light atp.current
one time?
Could I reduce the voltage to 25 and get
larger
?

(1) Read ourbook on " OilEngines," by W . A . Tookey, price is. ad .,

postengines
It contains
free. and
a great deal
of information
upon faults
in
oil
their remedy.
Try firing
tubes of various
lengths
until you get one which gives better results. ( 2) It means that the
dynamo should light lamps giving 100 C.- p . in the aggregate . The
expression is, however, of little value, as you should know also how
many watts the lamps are to take.
Obviously , if the lamps take
more watts to light them up to full brilliancy than the dynamo

can
give youof acould
not isgetin 100watts,c.-pthen
. Theyouproper
way to state
the output
dynamo
can determine
how
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may expectccorbydingknowing the efficiency
you may
candle-poweror you
much
to your figures, your
of the lamps in watts per candle. PAAccording
obtain too
100 co-p
dynamo is supposed to give 240 watts output ; to obtain
C .- P :.

lamps would have to possess an efficiency of less than 24 Osmi
the
per candle . This is very high for ordinary lamps. The watts
lamp is stated to have an efficiency of about it watts per candle,
but
is made
range ofoutput
sizes.of If25 you
limited with
the be25-volt
lamp, in a should
voltstook
8Oramps.
able
light. aboutyouthirteen
toIO C.-P
such anlamps
you could
in parallel.

take the 33-volt Osmi 10 C -p. lamp and do still better on the
efficiency
claimed ; running your dynamo at a higher speed to obtain
the extra voltage, if it will do so.
(16,449]: Batteries
Various Alarm . Early
Waiter
Electric for
Kettle aod Purposes;
(Glasgow )
J . B . Morning

writes : What would be the best means of getting an electric
current for the following purposes : - ( 1) To ring one or more electric

each

one or more

in

2)

pushes
having
? ( To work
bells,
early morning
electrical alarm set ? (3) To work anits circuit
an
waiter
(see enclosed note) ? (4 ) For intermittent lighting for short
purposes,
generalexperimental
For
?
(5)
over
.
intervals,
not
8
C.-p
such
as working induction coils, etc. ? The current for the above
purposes is wanted in a country house. At present I do not
want to fit up a dynamo, as the current required is comparatively
small, the maximum amount to depend on what the 8 c.- P . lamp
requires, or on the amount wanted to work the early morning
waiter. I would also have a difficulty in getting accumulators
charged , as I would be about two miles from where the charging

could be done, and besides, unless I had a large number of accu
mulators, would they not require
re -charging often ? I do not
want to have to recharge oftener than

about three or four times
a year. (6 ) Could you suggest some plan for working an early
morning waiter in conjunction with an electrical alarm ? The
chief difficulty is that I have no gas I can utilise. If possible , I
want to make the current light a paraffin oil stove or lamp, with
wicks. If you could find a solution of this difficulty, I would be
much obliged to you , and I think I could manage the rest myself.
( 7) Could you kindly inform me what current an electric kettle
would take to boil a quart of water, allowing about 20 minutes as
maximum ; if more time would reduce current required ? What
be the best means of supplying necessary current ? Could
would
you tell me how I could make one ? Are there any such kettles
on the market which by a fair time allowance require a smaller
current ?
(1, 2, 3) For working electric bells, alarm set, and early morning
waiter , the best battery to use is the Leclanché. (4 , 5 ) For

intermittent lighting and general experimental work, the constant
or Fuller pattern of bichromate battery ; or you might try a set
of tin pot cells as described in THE MODEL ENGINEER for April
9th and 16th , 1903. For general information about batteries, see
our Handbook No. 5 , " Electric Batteries : How to Make and Use
Them ." Accumulators should not be allowed to stand in a partly
charged condition ; as soon as some current is taken out the cells
should be re -charged again at the earliest opportunity . You will
find some information on charging by primary batteries in back
numbers of THE MODEL ENGINEER. (6 ) Early morning waiter ; see
THE MODEL ENGINEER for February 16th , 1905, page 165. The
electro-magnet is operated by a contact on the alarm clock . (7 ) We
are afraid you will not find it practicable to heat a kettle of water
by means of current from batteries. Try the General Electric
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Following questions : - I am in charge of a private electric installa
tion . I have the privilege to charge a few accumulators. I have
I am trying to
got one very white with sulphate (celluloid case). difficult
to do so .
take the lid off with amylacetate, and find it very
of the
Please tell me how to clean the plates after taking them outproceed
,
tell me how to
thankful if you could Lithanode
cell ? I shouldfirstbeattempt.
(20
amp.-hour
two
I at
have
n
as this is my
gi
es
d
p
0
ar
ur ;)
Do
th
:20
an
,
ch
.
20
am
.-ho
accumulators, specific gravity 1,200 , and charging rate is one

mean 31 amps. ? After charging
theur capacity
hodosixthyoyouuofpopour]the
thesty . Does thatcells
into a vessel to test it with a
? acid out of the
hydrometer

thing

charging

what should , speaking
current
to ask themakers
best
to Ado20is amp.-hour
accumulator
theyTherecommend.
amps.
generally,
charged
be
from
at
2
makers
4
to
;
probably
the
meanacid31 amps. to whilst
be the charging rate. The specific account
gravity of
the
is tested
it is in place ; it must on no
be
wish
poured
ruin
out
to
you
unless
the
plates.
you
If
cannot
get
a hydrometer into the cell, then omit testing it for gravity after
charging. To get rid of sulphate try prolonged charging at a low
(about half usual) rate of current and
comes
see if the sulphate

off or disappears . If you cannot get rid of it by repeated and
prolonged charging, scrape the plates with a stick or wire brush ;
do not wash them with water, but with some of the battery acid .
If they are small plates and badly sulphated , the best thing to do
is to throw them away and put in new ones.

for Electric
of Cables
Colour) writes
return meLighting
answer to.
you please
: Wouldused
C . (16S . ,381]
(Gillingham

following question . In electric lighting on the three-wire

the
system . balanced on the main switchboard , what are the usual

colours of cables used for positive cable, neutral, and negative ?
There is no definite rule. Red for positive, or black
negative, and white for neutral are, perhaps, theblueusual
practicefor;
obligation
engineer
but
no
is
there
the
upon
chief
use any
to
particular colour.
M
anchester)
( 16,414] Solution for Nodon Valve. A . L . (
writes : Will you oblige by telling me the correct density of the
solution for Nodon valve rectifier. The size of jars are o ins. by
6 ins. (inside). The proportion of 5 oz . phosphate ammonia

to the pint of distilled water appears to be much too dense , as it
is constantly blowing the fuse (18 tin wire), and the jars get
exceedingly hot. Circuit is too volts.
The solution should be a saturated one. You are probably

applying too high a voltage to your circuit. The rectifier itself
supplied
volts, so you must adjust the voltage
only absorbs a fewaccumulators
or other apparatus to which the
to it to suit the
some
rectified current is supplied . It is also advisable to usecurrent
a rush of
the rectifier to preventcells
withimportant
resistance in seriesmost
of the rectifier
to prevent the

at starting. It is
from becoming hot, and therefore the current should be kept down
by resistance or otherwise below the valve at which excessive

heating takes place.

The News of the Trade .

Company, Ltd., of71, Waterloo Street,Glasgow .
,493] Wimshurst
ettering)
Machine.
E . (Kwish
J. and
I am(16 making
a 5 -6 in . Wimshurst
machine
answer:
you to writes

distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
• Reviews
Eduorial inspection of the goods noticed .

:- ( 1) Areplates
the following
ebonite
superior toample
glass?
three ebonite
plates
? (2 ) Arequestions
it plates
ins. diameter
( 3) Are they reliable

Up to the present the choice in the matter of ready-made

*Spring Buffers for Model Locomotives.

and cheaper to maintain than spark coils ?
(4) How can you tell whether the Leyden jars are fully charged ?

buffers for model locomotives has been somewhat limited ,
spring
and the new fittings produced by Messrs. W . J . Bassett-Lowke and

and can you work X -rays provided you use an electro-motor ?

Co., of Northampton , should prove very acceptable to model rail
way engineers. The design adopted follows that used by the Great

(5 ) Would it be cheaper and more substantial to buy the parts,

(1) No,we prefer wellvarnished glass plates. Theonly advantage
with ebonite is that it is not so liable to fracture ; on the other hand ,
it is liable to warp and run untrue. (2 ) The plates must go in

pairs ; three pairs of the size you mention would probably give

required
sparkstated
lengthbeforehand.
the
, but it is anIf you
quantity
uncertain
be readily
cannot
want great
lengthandof
use
spark
small
Leyden
Yes,
jars.
(3)
reliable
and
cheap
maintain ; no battery is required. (4 ) You do not need to knowto.
When the charge reaches such an extent that the insulation between
the coatings will not contain it a spark takes place between the
discharging
rods of the machine, or the charge leaks away. (5) You
could enquire of some of the electrical advertisers in THE MODEL

ENGINEER,
butupon
parts are not difficultin back
the Wimshurstmachines
to make
; there
are
several
articles
numbers
of THE
MODEL ENGINEER. Why not make oneof these particular machines
as described ? Yes, you can use themachine for producing X -rays.
An electric motor is not necessary ; the exertion of driving is
and can be continued for a fair lengthForof timeat
small,
a stretch .
See our Handbook No. 19 on X -rays.
X -rays work the
Leyden
be small. course, if you can use a motor
to drive jarthe should
machine so much Of
the better, as the speed is more
steady and can be continued indefinitely .

ators.

C. G .
(16 ,467]ow)Management of Small Accumul
writes : I would be pleased if you would answer the
(Linlithg

W . J. BASSETT-LOWKE's MODEL SPRING BUFFER.
Central,GreatWestern , GreatNorthern , L .N . W ., and other leading
railway companies . The buffers represent excellent value
and are supplied in polished gunmetal in the following standard
sizes : 7 -16ths in ., 1 in ., & in ., 1 in., and 1 in . scales. The stocks
are fitted with springs, and have spigots screwed ready for fixing
to the buffer planks. Further particulars and pricesmay be obtained
from the manufacturers on receipt of a halfpenny stamp.
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The Editor 's Page.
W

would especially call the attention of our
readers to the remarkable letter and photo
graphs from Dr. William Wilson , a medical
missionary in China, published on pages 281 to
284 of this number. As we mention in the note
preceding this interesting communication , such
accounts of the difficulties which many of our
readers living with more or less uncivilised surround
ings have to encounter are at all times welcomed .
It is not easy for model engineers at home to imagine
what they would do in a like situation , not only
in the matter of obtaining materials,but in acquir
ing practical experience necessary to the produc
tion ofa workmanlikemodel or scientific instrument.
We are pleased to include,at the conclusion of the
letter, a short reply to the queries contained therein
relating to the magnetisation of permanentmagnets,
in the hope that it may prove of service to other
readers as well as to Dr. Wilson and his industrious
students. We may also add that we are sure we
are voicing the feelings of themajority of readers at
home in wishing our correspondent every success
in his noble work , and hoping that each of the
young Chinamen may derive future benefit from
E

the instruction obtained during the period they

remain with Dr. Wilson.
A Swiss correspondent, C . H . W . (Lausanne),
has written with reference to the Model Speed Boat
Competition , asking whether he will be disqualified
if he purchases a certain important part of theboat

viz., the engine, which he is unable to make himself.

We see no objection in a competitor purchasing
the portions he cannot make so long as he gives
full particulars in entering his record , and so long
as it does not resolve itself into the competitor

obtaining a boat complete except for a coat of

September 20, 1906.

“ MOTOR ” (Exeter). - Our new book , “ Practical
Motor-car Repairing,” post free, is. 3d ., will help
you over your difficulty .
J. H . P . (Leicester). - (1) You should use cast- iron
for a wheel of the size mentioned . Brass and
gun -metal are only used for flywheels on quite
small models. You should have no difficulty in

getting a good casting. (2 ) The object of using
five arms instead of four, or six , is to minimise
the effect of the strains set up when the casting
is cooling in the mould . In a wheel with an
even number of arms the arms are opposite to each
other and thus resist contraction more than
when the arms come opposite to spaces.

J. E . L . (Walthamstow ).-- Your query is entirely
beyond the scope of the department. The most
suitable boiler for a small steam car is perhaps
the flash or semi- flash generator. See the
issues of March 23rd and 30th , 1905, for a suitable
design .
A . G . W . (Somerset). - We will endeavour to obtain

sufficient particulars for an article on the subject.

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and originalcontributions on:
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects . Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender 's name and address. It

should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of

rejection.
Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.
This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 133. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.

Advertisementrates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager .

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS

.
AU correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper .
and all new apparatusand price lists, & c., for review , to be addressed

to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26 — 29, Poppin 's Court
Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be.
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Engi.

neer," 26 - 29, Foppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the
and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
Sole Agents for United States , Canada, and Mexico : Spon and !
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street , New York , U .S .A .. to whom
211 subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

paint or some other unimportant detail. It is not

G .useW .your
S. (Dartford
). - We regret being unable to
contribution ,

Contents .
[The asterisk denotes (* ) thatthis subject is illustrated .
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265
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intended that the con:petition shall be between
professionally-made models purchased by the com
petitors, although the raison d'étre of the compe
tition is solely to obtain the highest speed records.
We are certain that unsuccessful competitors will
take a sportsmanlike attitude to a winner whose
boat in one particular is not the work of his hands,
from the mere fact that the winner has shown
how it is possible to produce a boat which can attain
speeds never before recorded . The rule as to the
ownership of the boat is, however, clear - -viz ., that
we do not recognise more than two persons in
connection with any one model entered for the
competition .
Answers to Correspopoedii.

272
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A Small High -speed Steam Engine.
By T. WHITE, JUN.

MR. T . WHITE'S HIGH -SPEED STEAM ENGINE.

I TEREWITH is shown a photograph of my
H
small power, vertical high -speed steam
engine, the principal dimensions of which
are as follows : - Cylinder, if ins. bore, 1 ins.
stroke ;

flywheel, 51 ins. diameter, 11- 16ths in .

wide on the rim ; crankshaft, } in . diameter ;

crank -pin , 5 -16ths in . diameter ; eccentric sheave ,
in . wide ; strap , fin . wide ; piston , * in . thick ,
with two rings in . wide ; connecting-rod , 5- 16ths
thick , 2 ins. from centre of crank-pin to centre of
crosshead gudgeon pin , which is 1 in . diameter.
Piston -rod , 5- 16ths in . diameter, valve rod ,

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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5 - 32nds in , diameter screwed 4 B . A . with locknuts, for

September 27, 1906.

Workshop Notes and Notions.

slide valve, and 7-64ths in , diameter in bearing
the end of valve box. Ports are steam , by at},
and exhaust, by

are invited to contribute short practical items for this
(Readers
column, based
workshop

in . Cylinder covers are held on

on their own
experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord .

by i B . A . screws. Both the glands are screwed
twenty -six threads, and have hexagon heads.
Bearing blocks are bored 25-32nds in ., leaving
a full & in , of gun-metal round shaft, both being
split, with the usual locknuts, for adjustment.

ing to merit. All matter" intended for this column should be
marked
" WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

A Pickling Tank for Small Castings .
By J. A . DICKINSON.
description

The following is a brief
of a pickling
tank I have made, which may possibly be of interest
to the readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER. Fig . I
shows a side elevation, Fig . 2 a plan, and Fig . 3
a half-sectional end elevation . It consists of a
wooden box divided into two separate tanks,
which are lined with good sheet lead. Each tank
is 6 . ins, by 4 ins. by 3 ins. deep. The tank A

Bedplate is 94 ins. by 8 ins. by 2 ins. deep , with
lugs cast on for holding down. The two standards
are in one piece with a flange on the under side
of bedplate, secured to same by two 5 -16ths-in .
Whitworth bolts filed off smooth . The cylinder
cover has two lugs cast on for holding same on the
standards as will- be seen by the photograph .
All parts are adjustable for wear, the big end of
connecting-rod having brasses and a taper wedge

is used for pickling, and the tank B for washing.

FIG . 3.- -PART CROSS-SECTION.

Fig . 1.- ELEVATION.
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· AN ARRANGEMENT
FOR

PICKLING
SMALỬ CASTINGS.

FIG . 2. — PLAN.
with a long 4 B .A . bolt to hold same. I do not
The latter is fitted with a steam nozzle C , which
know if the crosshead and parallel bars are original;
enters from the end or side of the tank, near to the
at any rate they are my own idea . The crosshead
bottom , and takes steam from the boiler through
was cast long enough to drill two -in . dead size
the cock D . E is a piece of x-in . round bar iron ,
which has its ends flattened and drilled , so as to
holes the proper distance apart ; then half the hole
cut off each end. It is simply a reverse to che i be screwed to box. It is bent to the shape shown ,
usuallmanner (which is concave bars and convex
and is about io ins. long by 6 ins. high . On this
crosshead), my bars being filed from } in . diamete,
bar slides the hooked lever F , whose fulcrum is
mild steel rod . I intend this engine to be run at
enlarged for the reception of the milled screw G ,
100 lbs. pressure, and at 1,000 reys. I expect
which secures the lever in the correct position .
1 h .-p . out of it. I might add that it is my own
The casting is hooked on the end of this lever in
design , and I made all my own patterns, thanks
any approved way, and slid along the rod till it
to The MODEL ENGINEER . My idea at the outset
hangs fairly and squarely in the tank , so as not to
was to make it neat and compact and powerful
touch either sides or bottom . The lever is then se
for its size.

cured in this position by the screw , G .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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When the pickling process is finished the screw
G is slackened , and the lever pressed down by the

handle, thus lifting the casting out of the tank .
. The lever is then slid along the rod to the hot water
tank B , and the casting immersed in it as before.
Steam is now turned on , and in a short time the
water is thoroughly heated . The casting is
kept immersed until entirely free from acid , after
which it may be wiped and dried .

The pickle used is vitriol and water, and I find
that the best proportions for mixing are 1 to 1 }
parts vitriol to io parts water. The pickling process
takes about seven to eight hours, but it is my usual
practice to leave the castings immersed over
night, and wash them in the morning. Fresh water
is used in the washing tank , and it is advisable not
to fill it too full, as the steam used for heating con
denses and adds to the quantity . A little bit of
alum or soda may advantageously be added , as
it counteracts the decomposing effect of the acid .
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(Fig . 1) somewhat larger than the bolts.

This

allows lateral adjustment of the hanger. The
vertical adjustment can be obtained by the two
set-screws, and if one end of the bearing should
be a little too high , it can be lowered by loosening
the bolts, B .

Holding Drills with Parallel Shanks.
Everyonewho has done any heavy drilling, using
a drill with a parallel shank ,must have met with the
trouble of holding the drill firmly in the socket. A
set-sciew through the side of the socket, entering a
depression in , or screwed up against a flat on, the
drill-shank, will generally keep the drill from

slipping round ; but this method of holding drives
the drill hard over to the other side of the socket,
with the result that it rarely or never runs true.
A self-centreing chuck inay hold it true, but very
often will not hold it tight enough ; so that if the
feed is forced or the drill is
breaking through the work , the

How to Make a Shaft Haoger.

jaws slip round and scores the
drill-shank.

A writer in Popular Mechanics describes how to
make a shaft hanger, having all the adjustments

What is wanted is to cause the
twisting force to be transmitted

found in an improved ball and socket hanger.

hanger is shown in Fig. 3.
In making a drop hanger, a piece of iron like
that used in the frame is bent over at tbe ends,
as shown at A , Fig . 1, and fastened by means of
k-in . bolts, B . Tne centredirectly
is tapped for asimilar
$- in .
set-screw , C , which is

over a

set-screw in the frame. Both set-screws are
provided with jamb nuts sc that they may be held
from turning after being adjusted .
The bearing consists of a piece of common iron
pipe, D , equal in length to four times the diameter

of the shaft and countersunk on opposite sides at

.

in Fig. 1, if a drop hanger is desired , and if a post
hanger is to be made, the iron frame can be of the
form shown in Fig . 2. A side view of the drop

1

A piece of wrought iron, about į in . by 3 ins.
for ordinary size shafting, is bent to the shape shown

positively and directly from the
spindle of the machine to the
drill -shank , and at the same
time to have some provision
for holding the drill true. The
annexed sketch shows a way in
which these requirements may
be conveniently obtained . The

end of the spindle is provided
with a transverse slot into which
a similar tang on the end of the
drill-shank enters. There is a
self-centreing chuck in addition ,
but this takes no driving strain ;
METHOD OFit merely serves to hold the drill
HOLDING DRILL steady and central, and to pre
FIRMLY .
vent it falling out when the

spindle is raised. It would , of

course, be possible to form the
driving slot in the chuck itself, and this is done in one

Fig. 2

Fig.3
8C
ARRANGEMENT FOR A SIMPLE SHAFT HANGER.
the centre to receive the set-screws, C . A hole
should be bored through the pipe near each end to
allow pouring the babbitt . To do this make two
preces of wood as shown at A , Fig. 4, and slip one
over each end of the pipewith the shaft in the centre ,
thus leaving a space, B , to receive the babbitt.
Thoroughly smoke or chalk the shaft to prevent
the babbitt from shrinking on it, and if the inside
of the pipe is very smooth make a number of
Fig. 4

grooves with a cape chisel. ,
In fastening up the hanger make the hole E .

chuck on the market, but it is much preferable
to have it in the end of the spindle. When formed
in the spindle it may be re-cut with little trouble,
should it become worn or strained , which otherwise
would be difficult. Another alternative would be
to cut the slot in the end of the drill -shank , and have
the male portion on the spindle ; but there is then
a possibility of the end of the shank opening out
and rendering the removal of the drill difficult.
The arrangement shown in the sketch is simple
and effective ; it not only saves the drill-shank
and the jaws of the chuck , but gives the chuck
a much longer life, as the excessive tightening
usually necessary is entirely avoided . - Engineering.

Case-Hardening Cast Iron .
Pulverise equal weights of saltpetre, prussiate
of potash , and sal-ammoniac , and mix them to
gether. Prepare a dipping solution by adding
to each quart of cold water i oz. prussiate of potash
and } oz. sal-ammoniac. Heat the cast-iron pieces
red hot, says Machinery, roll them in the powder,
then plunge them into the liquid .
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How IMade MyMilling Attach

September 27, 1906 .'

down in position. These latter were then carefully

ment for Lathe.

marked off for drilling for the spindle, and drilled
then
7 -16ths in . in the lathe. The spindle was
taken in hand and turned to in . all over to begin

By Bert. Thos. Ord.

with . It was then laid on the brasses and the

THE photograph herewith is of a milling
attachment which I have just completed .
· The beginning of it was the top slide of an
old slide-rest which I got off a scrap heap. At the

more than 7- 16ths, this measurement being arrived
at by means of a caliper gauge which I captured
in a previous competition , and which I find simply

places for journals very carefully marked off .

These journals were then turned down to 1-500th in .
invaluablewhere nice measurements are to
be made.
Great care was taken to see that when
the spindle was laid in the brasses there
was absolutely no end-shake. This neces

sitated taking the spindle out of the lathe
FIG . 3.

. FIG . 4 .
METHOD OF CUTTING THREAD ON
END OF SPINDLE .

many times during the turning ; but it
Fig . 1. — MILLING ATTACHMENT COMPLETE .
time I had not the slightest idea what to do with
it ; but on the supposition that it would surely

come in useful some day I promptly annexed it.
Having eventually decided upon converting it into
a milling attachment, the first thing was obviously

is very necessary , as end -shake would be
fatal,
When the journals were getting close down to
size the cuts were taken without back -gear and
with the work smothered in oil. The brasses were
then unsoldered , the spindle put in place, smeared

with grindstone dust and oil, and the top brasses

to overhaul it. It turned out to be a
perfect old wreck . The leading screw
was stripped in places and the slide
was 1- 16th in , hollow on the top and
1- 32nd in . full in the middle of each

V -edge. The errors of the slide were
rectified by filing and scraping, using
a piece of plate-glass as a surface-plate.
This was just about as tedious a job
as I have ever tackled . However, the
slide was eventually got true and the
saddle moved from end to end smoothly
and without shake. A new leading
screw was then fitted and the slide
part of the attachment was complete.
Patterns were then made for the
bracket by which to bolt the slide to
Fig .
the slide-rest of lathe (A , Figs. I and
2 ), for the plate B to hold bearings of milling
spindle, and for the handle C by which to turn the
spindle. The views ( A and B ) shown in the photo
graph show the shape of the patterns as well as

any drawing. Two castings were got from C, and
one of them was cut down to make handle for lead
ing screw .
The plate B was planed on both sides, and
the brasses (soldered together in pairs) were bolted

2. - PATTERNS FOR MILLING ATTACHMENT.
put on and bolted lightly down. The end of the

spindle was then fixed in a scroll chuck and the
journals ground in , the nuts being tightened up as

the grinding went on. When satisfactorily ground
in, the whole was taken apart, cleaned , oiled, and
put together again .
For the benefit of those who trust to machined
surfaces for their bearings, I may say that the feel
of a shaft which has been ground into its bearing.
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to keep the course straight. The
front. With the present motor of
of 34 miles per hour has been attained .
powerful motor the inventor hopes

spindle is screwed 1-in . Whitworth , and the only
point of note about it is the method whereby a full
thread is got right up to the shoulder, thus allowing

which serves
rudder is in
9 h .-p. a speed
With a more

the cutters to bed fairly against the latter. The

to reach a speed of 48 miles per hour.

is such as to bring joy to the heart. The end of the

end of the spindle was first turned like Fig. 3, and
the part AB screwed . ' The thread at A was, of
course, very imperfect.
A sleeve (Fig . 4 ) was next made and screwed so
that when run on to AB it fit snugly on CD .
Here again the caliper gauge was of great service .
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Electric Locomotives. — The first high -speed
passenger electric locomotive, No. 6 ,000 (says The
Engineer ), built jointly by the General Electric
Company and American Locomotive Works for

Before running it on , however, the corners of the
hole at EF were chamfered so that when the sleeve

the New York Central lines, has completed the
50,000-mile test. The locomotive has been put

was in position on the spindle a final light cut could
be taken over the face H K without damaging the
thread.

itself cheaper to maintain than a steam locomotive.

The Latest in Engineering.

through a series of exhaustive tests, nd has proved
The maintenance expense on motors, brake shoes,
tyres, and inspection and other miscellaneous
items amounted to but a fraction over a cent and
a quarter per mile, corresponding to an expenditure
of 61 cents for similar charges in a steam loco

A New Motor Boat. - A new type of motor
boat, called a hydroglissein or " water-slider," has
just been tried on the Seine at Sartronville, and is

motive. Locomotive No. 6 ,000 is the prototype of
thirty -four other electric locomotives which will be
used in the electrification of the New York Central
terminal at New York City .
Gasoline Turbines. - A French engineer has
(according to Power) constructed an experimental
internal continuous combustion turbine, with the
combustion chamber lined with refractory material.
Gasoline is fed through a nozzle from a compressor
on the turbine shaft and mixed with air, electric
ignition being used . The resultant temperature is

1800° C . --3272° F . The gas given off impinges
low -pressure steam let into the casing, the steam
being generated in water jackets around the gas
nozzle. This turbine is said to have shown an
efficiency of 18 per cent., and improvements now
upon the turbine blades, which are kept cool by

being made in the compressor are expected to bring
this figure above 25 per cent.

THE NEw Motor WATER -SLIDER.

illustrated in the accompanying photograph. The
boat is about ii ft. long and 3 ft. wide, and is fitted
with a 9 h .-p. Decker motor with two inclined cylin
ders. The special feature of the boat is the hull.
which is almost entirely flat. It is raised in the
front, and has a projection in the centre underneath

THE JUNIOR INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS. — The
election is announced of Mr. William B . Bryan ,
chief engineer to the Metropolitan Water Board ,
as President of the Junior Institution of Engineers
for the ensuing session in succession to Mr. Dugald
Clerk.
A DEVICE TO PREVENT CREEPING IN RAILS.
A method of preventing the creeping of railway
rails has been introduced by the Forbes Patent
Rail and Grip Nut Syndicate, Ltd ., of 25 - 29 , Cole
man Street, E .C . The rails are rolled , and the one
jaw of each chair is cast with corrugations or
flutings. There are some four of these to the
breadth of the chair jaw , and they are about
} in . deep. They are of almost similar contour and
depth on the web of the rails as on the chair, but
a slight amount of play is permitted . The result ,
however, is that the two sets of corrugations
engage with each other when the wooden keys
are driven home. Further than this, since both
sides of the web of the rail are corrugated , the wood
of the keys enters into the corrugations and affords
an additional grip on the rail, besides which it has
been found that the keys are less liable to shake
out owing to vibration . A trial extending over
several months has been made with rails and chairs
of this pattern at two places on the L . & N -W R .,
where creeping was experienced, and in both cases
the creeping has been undoubtedly stopped .
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Induction Coils for X -Ray and
other Purposes .
By John PIKE.
(Continued from page 228 .)
XI. - THE OPERATION OF WINDING DOUBLE
SECTIONS.
T TAVING all ready for work - i.e.,
1, a supply ofblotting-paper discs ; 2, thewax
melted in the trough ; 3, the bobbins of
cotton covered wire in the oven ; 4, the
reels i cotton ; 5 , the gas stove flame
adjusted so that a soldering iron may be
kept in readiness ; 6 , the plaster iron or
spatula also kept hot ; 7, the soldering
fluid ready with small brush ; and 8 , the
insulating silk
all in convenient places, we commence by slightly
warming the “ former ” discs.
Place the large disc — the one already referred to
as the back disc - on the spindle of the “ winder " ;
next adjust a central dividing disc thereon with
the larger side in contact with the back : we may
commence with the largest of the centre discs, i.e.,
27 ins. diameter, then place the front disc on the
spindle and screw up tightly. It will be seen , of
course, that the driving wheel and pulley are
adjusted properly .
Now remove a bobbin of the cotton from the oven ,
mount it in the skeleton frame, bring the free end
of the cotton down and pass it under the reel in
the trough, through the hot wax, and so on to the
former ; thread the end through the slot, and give
it a few turns round the spindle. Now , turning
the driving wheel and guiding the cotton with the
left hand, run the cotton in to a depth of 1 in .
it is easy to see this depth through the narrow slit
cut the cotton and with a thin piece of celluloid , a
flatfoot rule of almost exactly the right thickness
may be had in celluloid for a few pence, smooth
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more likely to result in unevenness. Having
wound to the depth required, and , as this double
section is one of those intended for the ends of the
secondary , it should not - preserving our scheme
of a slight curvature of the secondary bobbin - be

wound quite so full as those intended for the middle
of the coil .

Arrived , say, to a depth of 1 in ., stop

the winding , cut the wire, and taking the finishing
end over the back disc, give it a turn or two round
the two screw heads fixed there. If the wire is run
in very fast, there is sure to be considerable splashing
of wax and, with cotton covered wire especially,
this may become serious,
an unevenness
m
fmmcausing
mmmm
son orma
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Double section

Dry cells

Ebonito tube

Fig . 30 . - ANOTHER METHOD OF TESTING .
of the layers and less space for the turns of wire.
To prevent this happening it is suggested to run the
wire, especially if this be run through the wax,

through a small folded piece of lint or soft rag
held between the finger and thumb just at the

entrance to the channel between the “ former "
discs. It is most important to get a full average
number of turns of wire in each section otherwise
the spark length will assuredly not be up to the
specification .
Remove the bobbin of wire and replace in the

oven . Now unwind the end of wire which was put
round the spindle and bring it out straight ; also
unwind the end of cotton , but this may be cut
where it emerges from the slot, then carefully

unscrew the nut binding the former discs on the
winder and withdrawing gently , place it face up

on the projecting piece of stout wood referred to

previously . Seen in Fig. 25.
The former now lies flat on the board with the

Double
section

Dry cells

front disc face up, an end of wire projecting from
the slot ; having a thin blunt knife at hand and
slightly warm , gently and tentatively insert this
between the annulus or ring of wire and the top

disc. As a rule, however, the knife will not be
required , as the metal disc, unless too warm to start

Fig . 29. - DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR TESTING
SECTIONS.
down the cotton in the former, the flat rule also

removes any superfluous wax which may have got
into the former at the circumference. Replace the
cotton in the oven and take out a bobbin of the
cotton covered wire (it should be fairly hot, i.e., in
a melting condition ), mount it in the frame and
bring out the free end of the wire, pass it straight
through the slot in the front disc, give it a few turns
round the spindle, and commence to wind, turning
the driving wheel in the usualway from left to right.
There is no necessity to be ultra -careful with regard

to speed , and although an even tension should be
kept on the wire, it is best to let it form itself into
even layers ; any attempt to compass this oneself is

with , will come away without any difficulty . Care
is taken not to disturb the layer of wire connected
with the free end sticking out from the slot. The
top disc removed (and to save time it may be
placed in a warm place, on the top of the trough ,
for instance ), the flat ring or annulus of wire is in
view (see Fig. 28), which shows one side of a
finished double section, presenting a beautifully
even appearance. First the ring of cotton surround

ing the central disc, then the greater depth of wire
outside the cotton : the commencing end comes up
just outside the layer of cotton and the firishing
end is secured to the two screws well outofthe way.
Thus one section is complete.
Taking two of the blotting-paper discs with the
central hole 21 ins., one of these is carefully ad
justed on the top of the wire bringing the free end
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through a small hole made with a pin close to the
edge of the aperture, the blotting-paper disc being
then adjusted carefully so that the centre aperture
is evenly placed on the brass dividing disc. There
will not be much room , but it should press evenly
all round ; then the second disc is put down in the
same way bringing the wire through as before. By
means of the hot iron the paper disc is pressed into
contact with the wire being careful that the pressure
is evenly distributed . The pressure indeed must
be kept up - by using a spare former disc or other
flat metal surface — until the wax has
set hard . Now , a washer is to be
made of double thickness blotting
paper, one of the cuttings referred to
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bedded in its layer and its silk covering intact.
The celluloid rule may be used again to gently
press these first few turns ; if this is not done, the
layer with the joint in it may be a little above the
level, and result in the section getting out of the

circular shape. All being satisfactory the winding
is proceeded with faster, and the wire run in to

the same height as in the first section . We finish

off at or near where the first was finished , cut the
wire and having

released the free end of wire of the
first twist the two temporarily together. It may

on page 228 , trimmed on the outside
edge and a hole made in it ; place this
washer on the brass dividing disc and

then adjusting first the duplicate divi
ding disc (the same size as that first
used, this time with the wider side
uppermost) and the outside former
disc replace on the spindle and screw
up ; this little operation being carefully
done, we have now in the former one
side filled with wire - one section — and
a wall of insulating material, between
this and the front disc a clear open
space of the same width as the first
with the free end of wire from the first
layer of the section now hanging from

the inside of the “ former.”

This end ,

however, must be brought up and

fixed to the two screws for a few
minutes as the second section has to

be wound with the samedepth of
cotton as the first. This carefully
done, the wire is once more disen
gaged and the end bared . When pre
paring the insulating discs the operator
may make fifty of double thickness ,
but if so it must be seen that they are
thoroughly waxed and attached to each
other, i.e., without air spaces.
· Replacing one of the bobbins of wir ?

on the skeleton frame, the free end is
bared and joined to that from the for
mer; a joint of 14 ins, is ample and it

0

should be made by twisting, then
touched with the brush from the bottle
of resin solution and the soldering iron
Fig. 28. - VIEW OF ONE SIDE OF A FINISHED DOUBLE SECTION .
applied : the right heat being attained
for the latter, and with a small quantity
now be seen that we have a complete pair of sections
of solder a perfect union of the two bare ends is
with the wire running in one direction throughout.
achieved , The joint should be trimmed of any little
This is clearly shown in the photo (Fig . 28 ).
bits of surplus wire ends, taking care thatthese do not
Unscrew the nut binding the former, remove to
by any mischance fly off into the former where by
getting between layers of wire they would infallibly
the bench and release the top disc. The first
result in damage. The free end of wire from the
central disc in view is to be carefully lifted out
former being several inches in length — it may be
without disturbing the cotton ; it may be warmed
any convenient length - the joint will be made well
a little if necessary, then replacing the large disc
away from the “ former," in full view , and in the
for a moment, turn the former over and with a
easiest possible manner very different from the
blunt knife (raiely necessary ) remove the back
primitive method of jointing two single sections in
disc , and the second dividing disc. The appear
the circumscribed space afforded, when in position
ance presented now is that of two flat rings of wire
on the ebonite tube surrounding the primary . The
mounted and insulated one from the other by a
joint is properly insulated with a small piece of the

pair of blotting -paper discs. In this condition it

thin waxed silk ribbon warmed and pressed round it.

is possible they may take no harm if carefully folded

Now , turning the driving wheel the reverse way,

in paper or enclosed in an envelope,but, as a matter
of fact, it is better (after running a little hot wax
all round the edges) to fix one of the single paper

wind the first few turns in slowly, being careful not
to lose sight of the joint until it is seen to be evenly
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discs to each side by means of the hot iron, using
pressure till set in each case as when fixing the
central disc. One of these b.p . discs should be
from the set made, of which the central aperture
is exact size of the ebonite tube, and the other from
The double section is now finished so far as it is
requisite to go. It is a question , however, whether
the work is not further improved and strengthened
by returning the pair of sections to the former

and while held there filling up the space between
the last layer of wire on each side and the top of
the blotting -paper discs with cotton , thoroughly
dried and waxed , and run in hot. All these spaces
require to be, when the sections are mounted on

the tube, filled in and completely covered with wax,
and the procedure with cotton is a half-way step.
The sections treated in this way look extremely
well and the winding and insulation could not be
improved upon. The author does not say that it
is necessary , but it certainly strengthens the ring
of wire and gives it a very good finish .
It will be seen from the sectional drawing of the
coil (Fig . 4 ) that the double sections fitted near

the ends contain rather less wire than those in the
middle, or, put another way, there is a greater
the ends, e.g.,
depth of insulation , cotton , etc., near
- four pairs of sections will be required with a
* in . depth of cotton winding, and six pairs (using
the midāle size of dividing discs) with in. of the
same ; all the remainder may be from the smallest
of the discs, but all should have } in . of the cotton
insulation . The operation of winding is , of course,
the same in all cases,

It is desirable to ascertain , approximately at

double
section

any rate, the number of turns of wire in each
section . The simplest way is, naturally, to count
the number of revolutions of the driving wheel
and multiply by the difference in diameter between
First

section.

nd .

between
each

B.Pdiscs

woxed
Two

following
and

section

Second

with a galvanometer and a small battery for con
tinuity . This is done by baring both ends of the
the figures, and we
wire and connecting up as inanything
less than å
must not be satisfied with
A small metal necktie
decided turn of the needle.
serrated edges a good fit
or scarf clip with the
is useful with which to grip the fine wire, a piece of

the set aperture 27 ins.

B
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FIG . 31. - EXTENDED DIAGRAM OF COIL SECTIONS.
it and the pulley, but a counter may be rigged up
to make contact with a rubber pulley screwed

on to the other tapered end of the winder, which
otherwise would not be used . If the first of the
sections wound is counted and the other three are
found to be the same weight we may reasonably
conclude that the same number of turns is in

each similarly with the other sets.
The sections should be weighed and the weight
recorded, making full allowance for the blotting
paper separating discs, and finally each pair of
sections when finished should be at once tested

stouter wire being soldered to the other end of the
clip . (Fig. 29.)
A better way of testing is to place the D .S .
vertically over the end of the ebonite tube
and the galvanometer within the tube ; or, again
by placing the section flat on the bench and the
galvanometer inside the centre opening , on making
contact with the battery terminals the needle
will swing quite round. (Fig. 30.)
It will be clearly demonstrated by the foregoing
that it is impossible to have sectionsofwire opposing
each other, if firstly, we always commence winding
the first section of each pair in the same direction,
that is to say, turning the driving wheel in the
direction of the clock , from left to right. This,
referring to theextended diagram (Fig . 31 ), gives us
when finished the first section. It will be remem

bered that the wire being put on from the lowest
turns upwards looks to be going on the reverse
way .
Secondly : The inside end of the first and the
beginning of the second being jointed the driving
wheel is to be turned from right to left. Then ,
arrived at the level of the first section , we find that
the last turn of the second section comes up from
the opposite direction . In this position , and to
temporarily complete the pair, these two wires A and B
in the figure are twisted tightly together. It will
be seen , therefore, that any pair will couple up to
any other pair as B to A , and we shall get a con
tinuous spiral and winding- i.e., in one direction

from end to end.
It is very important to keep an even tension on the
wire : loose winding means a considerable loss
of space , and is almost sure to lead in the interval
between the winding of the section and the fixing
of it in position on the coil to a loosening of one
or more turnis and the possible dropping of these
between the section of wire and its blotting-paper

washer. The difference of potential between the
inside and outside turns is so great that a section
wound unevenly with one turn possibly forming
à chord of the circle is almost certain to lead to
internal leakage. The wire in winding will easily

form itself into layers ; that is no trouble. at all ;
the operator must see that one layer by fairly
tight winding runs evenly over the next layer.
An alternative method presents itself of winding
the cotton , which is now to be mentioned .
The preliminary winding,as described , occupies a
good deal oftime,and although the use of a " wiper "
saves a lot of the mess made by the waxed thread
rushing at speed into the narrow entrance of the
former ; still the point was worth considering
whether something effective could be made to
take its place. To which the details following are
a reply .
Prepare a mandrel of a diameter equal to that of
the smallest dividing disc - .e., 2 } ins., and of a
convenient length to fit between the centres of a
lathe- 9 ins. will be ample. The mandrel should
be carefully centred . Now procure a piece of the
best cotton (Horrocks') calico , let it be washed and

dried thoroughly ; then waxed ; while still warm
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from the hotwax, stretch and roll it neatly round the
mandrel, smoothing it down as neatly as possible
in even layers ; the thickness of the layers should
come to 1 in . When cold and set the cotton
will be practically solid and very troublesome to
separate, and is just right for our purpose. Place
the mandrel in the lathe, take a sharp penknife ,

and using the T-rest and the pointed blade, turn
BP disc 32

F disc
Fig . 33
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discs, an end of the wire is threaded through a
small hole made with a needle close to the ring,
and , as the blotting paper, though fairly thick and
stiff, is not likely to retain its rigidity while the
first section is being filled with wire , it will be

necessary to have made another brass (or alu
minium ) disc 1-10th in . thick with centre hole
2 } ft. full to temporarily fill the space soon to be
occupied by the second section . This third disc
if made with a wide slot in it, the width of the
spindle may be removed preparatory to the second
winding , as there is no actual pressure upon it ,
but it is better ifmade in two halves, to be secured
to the front disc by means of short screws.

(To be continued .)

Marine Notes .
By Chas. S. LAKB.

FIG . 32 .
off the end of the cotton neatly, and then divide
the remainder into rings 1- 10th in . wide.
In place of the calico there is no reason to suppose
that waxed blotting paper put round the mandrel
is less effective as an insulator, the only reason
for using the calico is that the rings are more solid
i.e ., they do not exhibit a tendency to unwind,

if warmed up a little.
By having the rings already prepared much time
is saved . The small dividing discs are used simply
to facilitate the centreing of the ring, and the latter,
through turning having its edges slightly raised ,
is securely held between the two former discs, the
wire being then run in as already described .
The ring may be secured to the back blotting
paper disc (the one with centre hole the exact size
of the primary tube) by first making three or four
holes with a hot needle point and passing a thread
through ring and disc, afterwards tying the same.
Fig. 32 shows this clearly.
It must bementioned , however, that the dividing
disc must in this case be removed before running in
the wire ; otherwise the section would be wider to
the extent of the thickness of the blotting-paper
disc , which is not to be desired .
Again the sections may be wound in this way.
Take a B . P . disc of double thickness and attach
to each side of it a ring of the cotton (Fig. 33) ;
the rings may be fastened with thread .

Before screwing this up between the “ former "

THE GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY STEAMERS FOR
THE NEW FISHGUARD -ROSSLARE ROUTE TO
IRELAND.
The steamers with which the Great Western
Railway Company have inaugurated their new
service to Ireland via Fishguard and Rosslare ,
are of themost comfortable and modern description .
Three vessels have up to the present been put on
the route, viz., the St. George, St. David , and St.
Patrick. They are each 350 ft. long between
perpendiculars, 41 ft. moulded breadth , and 17 ft.
8 ins. moulded depth . Sleeping accommodation is
afforded for 250 passengers. Large holds are pro
vided in each vessel, one hold being insulated for
the conveyance of perishable cargo. The machinery
for propulsion consists of three Parsons' turbines
each driving a separate shaft and propeller, and
it is expected that a speed of 22 knots will be
realised . The schedule timing between Fishguard

and Rosslare is 23 hours, and the distance 62
miles. The first boat on the new service left
at 5.30 p .m . on Thursday, August 30th , carrying
passengers from London and other places, who
arrived by a train leaving Paddington at 8.45 a .m .
The distance by rail from London to Fishguard
is 261 miles, and the time allowed for running
over this is 5 hours 35 minutes, with stops at
Reading , Cardiff, and Swansea.
THE GROUNDING OF THE S.S. “ BRITISH MONARCH ."
As a result of the inquiry held at Sydney into
the grounding of the above vessel on Dee Reef,
near Cookton , Northern Queensland, the pilot was
held in default, and it was held that he navigated the

vessel in a carelessand negligentmanner. The chief
officer and also the captain were blamed , but in
neither of the three cases were the certificates
dealt with , but the finding of the Court in respect
to the pilot will, of course, come before the proper
authorities in Queensland for consideration .
The three vessels illustrated on page 299 were

built by Messrs. Palmers Shipbuilding and Iron
Company, Ltd ., of Jarrow -on- Tyne, to whom the
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writer is indebted for the illustrations and par
ticulars of the vessels. The latter are as follows :
TWIN -SCREW STEAMER “ Socotra.”
Built to the order of the Peninsular & Oriental
Steam Navigation Company, of London . Her
dimensions are : Length between perpendiculars,
450 ft. ; breadth (extreme), 52 ft. 2 ins. ; depth
(moulded ), 33 ft. She is of the three-deck type,
and is rigged as a two-masted fore and aft schooner.

The vessel has two steel decks laid all fore and aft,
a full poop 46 ft. long, left clear for cargo, a bridge
amidships 100 ft. long, extending over machinery
space and fitted at the fore end for the engineers
and forward for bunkers, and a topgallant fore

castle 65 ft. long, fitted for seamen , firemen , and
petty officers. The accommodation for the captain
and officers is fitted in a steel deckhouse on the fore
end of the bridge deck. She is fitted with twin
screw triple · expansion engines, with cylinders
224 in., 364 in ., 60 in . by 48 in . stroke, and two
double-ended boilers 20 ft. long by 15 ft . 3 ins.
diameter, 170 lbs. working pressure ; also auxiliary
boiler ii ft. 6 ins. long by 14 ft. 3 ins. diameter,
170 lbs. working pressure. Electric light is fitted
throughout, and the vessel is fitted out as a first
class cargo steamei.

Screw STEAMER “ ASTURIA ”

Built for the Hamburg - Amerika Line. The
dimensions are - 390 ft. by 53 ft. by 28 ft. 9 . ins.
Rigged as a two-masted fore and aft schooner,
with long poop and forecastle. Accommodation
for captain , chief orticer, saloon , pantry , etc.,

fitted ' in house at fore end of poop. Engineers,
officers, and passengers, etc., under poop deck along
side engine and boiler casings ; crew and petty
officers in topgallant forecastle. Accommoda
tion for 300 third -class passengers — 250 in
' tween decks aft. and 50 below upper deck .
Water ballast carried in cellular bottom all fore

and aft, but not in peaks. Steam heating, electric

light, water service pipes, manure ports, etc., for
cattle, but no cattle fittings. The engines are triple
expansion, having cylinders 27 ins., 45 ins.,
74 ins. by 48 - in . stroke, with three single-ended
boilers 15 ft. 9 ins. diameter by u ft. long, 180 lbs.
working pressure.

SCREW STEAMER “ MONTCALM ."
Built to the order of Messrs. Elder, Demp
ster & Co., of Liverpool. The dimensions of the
vessel are : Length , 445 ft. ; breadth , 52 ft. ;
depth (moulded ), 30 ft. 10 ins. She is rigged as a

four-masted fore and aft schooner, and carries about
8 ,000 tons dead -weight on a moderate draft of water.
She has been specially built for cattle and general
cargo trades. Accommodation for the captain ,
officers, and engineers is provided in a commodious
deckhouse fitted on top of the cattle shelter deck
amidships. Ample accommodation for the crew
and cattle men is arranged . The engines are single
screw triple expansion , having cylinders 30 ins.,
50 ins., 814 ins. by 54-in . stroke, with three large

double-ended boilers, 180 lbs. working pressure.
The vessel is fitted with all the latest improvements,
including evaporator, feed -heater, filter, etc.
ANOTHER TURRET STEAMER FOR CARDIFF.

The Cardiff firm of Messrs. Williams & Mordey
have had launched for them by Messrs. Wm . Dox
ford & Sons, Ltd ., Pallion , Sunderland, a large finely
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modelled turret steamer designed for general cargo
carrying, and named Countess Warwick .
The principal dimensions are as follows : Length ,
365 ft. ; breadth , 51 ft. ; moulded depth , 27 ft.
6 ins. ; the vessel will carry 7 ,000 tons on the light
draft of 22 ft. 6 ins. She has the very large capacity
of 400 ,000 cubic ft., which , combined with unusually
low registers, will make her a very economical
carrier. Theengines and boilers, also builtby Messrs.
Doxford , are as follows : Engines, with cylinders,
26 ins., 42 ins., 68 ins. by 42- in . stroke, and two

boilers 16 ft. 6 ins. by 11 ft. 3 ins., which will give
the vessel a speed of 94 knots fully loaded . The
vessel is fitted with double derricks and all the
latest appliances for the rapid handling of cargo .
The vesselhas been built under the personal super

intendence of Mr. Mordey, one of the partners.
A NEWCASTLE TURRET STEAMER .
Recently Messrs. W . Doxford & Sons, Ltd .,
Sunderland, launched the turret steamer Fairport
for John Coull, Esq., of Newcastle. In general
proportions the vessel resembles many recently
built by this firm , the length being 366 ft., breadth
30 ft ., moulded depth 261 ft.; 6 ,600 tons dead
weight are carried on a draft of 21 ft. 9 ins. The
type, and embodies
vessel is of the new clear, hold turret
construction .
the latest improvements in
four clear holds
the
distributed
into
The cargo is
into which the vessel is subdivided by means of
ten derricks, which serve the five large hatchways
giving access to these holds. The deck is furnished
with seven powerful winches for working the cargo
gear. Engines and boilers are being supplied by
Messrs. Doxford to give the vessel a speed of 94
knots.

THE New LIGHTHOUSE ILLUMINANT. - The
Trinity House authorities have now completed the
equipment of all the lighthouses under their charge
with the Kitson system of petroleum incandescent
lighting. It is claimed that the new illuminant
gives three times the amount of illumination that
was formerly given by the high candle-power wick
lamp, and with a very great reduction in the con
sumption of oil. Even those lighthouses, such as

the Lizard , which were equipped with the electric
light have had the Kitson system installed , as the
latter is found to be a much more useful illuminant
during fogs than the electric light. Several of the
foreign lighthouses have also been equipped with

the same system .
WELDING LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES. — The welding
down has been the practice in some shops in

of broken locomotive frames without taking them

America for several years ; among the early roads

to adopt the system was the Southern Pacific. In
the Railway Age an account is given of work of
engine is lifted and packed up, so that the frame
is well clear of the wheels, and the fracture suitably
prepared for welding. A firebrick oven is built
round the broken member, which is then heated
with oil fuel under air -blast. The welding is
generally completed in 40 - 45 minutes, and only
about fifteen hours elapse from the time the engine
comes into the shop to the time it goes out on the
this description on the Baltimore and Ohio. The

road again ready for service.
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P . & 0 . Co.'s TWIN SCREW CARGO STEAMER “ Socotra."
HAMBURG -AMERIKA LINE STEAMER “ ASTURIA .”
ELDER , DEMPSTER & Co .'s CARGO STEAMER “ MONTCALM ."

THREE

NEW

OCEAN

STEAMERS

Built by Messrs. Palmers Shipbuilding and Iron Co., Ltd ., Jarrow on -Tyne.
Fordescriptions]

[see page 299.
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The Construction of an 180
watt Overtype Dynamo.
By H . G . RIDDLE.
THE following notes on the construction of an
180 -watt overtype dynamo are written
with the hope that other readers of this
Journal who, like the writer, are not the happy
possessors of a fine workshop , may not be deterred
from undertaking a com
paratively heavy piece of
work because of inade
quate kit, and special
reference will therefore be
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field -magnet limbs are very massive, and the space

allowed between them is completely filled with the
field -magnet bobbins, these being so close together
that a sheet of notepaper cannot be placed between ,

and their top flanges are only 1-16th in . below
the lowest point of the armature. I will not weary
the reader by going into the electrical calculations,
but the working out of these was found almost
as interesting as the actual construction of the
machine. The available output of 180 watts
represents 6 amps. at 30 volts, the field -magnet

made to the methods
employed in overcoming
the numerous difficulties

that constantly presented
themselves in the course
of its construction . The
tools available for the

job were a 24-in . lathe (no
Fig . 3. back gear or gap ), fitted
with a home-made slide
rest and overhead gear and cutter frame, and
the usual assortment of files, a hack saw , and
primitive screwing tackle.

BORING THE ARMATURE TUNNEL.
exciting current being 2 amps. Owing to its
being thought desirable to only allow for a two
layer winding on the armature (being a plain

Scale : fths fullsize.
UvUULOLU

Fibre bridge- pieces
Fig . 1. - LONGITUDINAL SECTION THROUGH ARMATURE AND COMMUTATOR.
The electrical calculations and proportions of the
drum ) the speed for the size of machine is fairly
machine were worked out mainly with the aid of
high - namely , 2 ,500 per minute.
Mr. Avery's “ A B C of Dynamo Design ,” the
The armature shaft is turned down from 1-in .
special points in view being a very compact mag
V Slide rest

Flatended

Bross holding

UUTUUT

Flat ended

down piece
curved over
shaft

Fig . 2. - .METHOD OF CUTTING KEYWAY
ON ARMATURE SHAFT.
netic circuit without joints, and to use up certain
plain drum armature stampings which had come

into the writer's possession . From the accom
panying photograph it will be noticed that the

steel shafting to the dimensions shown . No special
rig was necessary for this except the provision of a
very small pulley on the lathe driving wheel, taking
light cuts, and using plenty of lubricant (soapy
water). The drip .can described in THE MODEL
ENGINEER for January 4th , 1906 . was made for
this job . A key or feather -way was drilled along
the axis of the largest portion of the shaft to give
a positive drive to the stampings, the cutting of
this being very satisfactorily accomplished by the
method illustrated in Fig . 2. A tool steel feather
was then fitted, and a notch cut in each stamping
to slip over it. Thick brass end plates were pro
vided , and the whole clamped by the lock nuts
at each end. The stampings are 24 ins. diameter ,
and the spaces for winding were arranged for and
an efficient mechanical drive imparted to the coils
by cutting sixteen 1- 16th in . wide notches about
in . deep in each end plate, and fitting a bridge
piece of vulcanised fibre in opposite slots and along
the surface of the stampings, thus providing sixteen
channels for the coils. This is better than using
driving pegs on plain drum armatures, as is some
times advocated ,as the width of the winding space
remains the same right across the armature, and
the windings can be got a great deal more even .
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The winding channels and end plates were of course
well taped and shellaced , and the sharp . corners
and edges taken off the clamping nuts after these
had been tightly clamped up. The armature
winding adopted was Avery's symmetrical in

sixteen sections, two coils of one layer each in each
channel. The winding was first worked out on
paper on the extended system , and the beginning
and starting ends of the sixteen coils being clearly
shown and numbered thereon no difficulty was

experienced in this branch of the work. While
winding the armature was held between centres,
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(a detailed description of this commutator appeared
in THE MODEL ENGINEER for December ist, 1904).

The field -magnet casting alone weighs 48 lbs.
unwound, and the first serious problem was the
boring of the armature tunnel. The lathe was
considered altogether inadequate to this job , and it
had to be done by hand (Fig . 3), and after a great
expenditure of muscular energy and considerable

patience a very perfect bore was obtained , dimen
sions 31- 16th ins. dia . by 4 ins. long. The pattern
from which the casting was obtained being a
first attempt in this department, the armature tunnel

MR. H . G . RIDDLE 'S 180-WATT OVERTYPE DYNAMO.
and a sufficient quantity of wire to form each coil
wound on a smooth wooden shuttle, this latter

materially assisting in the tight winding of the
coils. Three coil-retaining bands are wound over
the coil, each composed of several turns of fine
brass wire wound over very thin strips of mica
and then soft-soldered right round so as to form
three wide bands. The mica insulation prevents
damage to the cotton covering of the armature

coils during the soldering process and takes up
the least possible space.

The sixteen -part commutator is cut out of a
solid copper casting, the segments insulated with
mica mounted by means of pressed steel cupped
discs on a gun -metal sleeve pinned to the shaft

was made considerably smaller than necessary to
allow plenty for machining, with the result that
nearly ſ in . in depth had to be taken off the whole

surface of each pole face, no light matter by hand.
The pole tips were purposely cut back so that the
field coils could be wound on bobbins and slipped

over the limbs on the magnet. The footsteps
of the bearing brackets are cast solid with the
magnet, and the drilling of the holes for the holding

down bolts necessitated much contriving to do it
in the lathe, no other drilling machine being avail
able ; it was accomplished at last by packing the
casting on blocks and rollers from the bench on
either side of the lathe bed and pushing the casting

along by the back centre. Inexperience again
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led the writer into making the pattern for the

bearing brackets with flat under-bases, and the
cored hole for the brasses was too high owing

to too much metal being allowed for machining
in the base. No other way presenting itself of
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illustrates it, the radial arms of rectangular section
being each composed of six separate pieces of sheet
brass cut out with a piercing saw and silver-soldered
together in one heat with a mouth blowpipe.

lowering them sufficiently, there was nothing
for it but to cut a lump off the bottom of each
pedestal, each comprising 6 sq . ins. of solid iron .
During the cutting a mental vow was registered
always to provide ribs on the bases instead of a

Flexible leod
soldered in

Spring

plain flat surface. Self-oiling bearings of the ring
typewere provided , and as the pedestal tops were
cast solid the oil reservoirs had to be duilled and Bona
milled out to take the rings. The milling tool insulating
washers
was a home-made one, and used to cut away the
metal between the drill holes. Fig . 4 shows the
rig for this part of the work .

The cored holes for

the gun -metal bushes were bored by hand , as also
the oil-retaining cups at each end , This latter
job was specially difficult, as the tool in the boring
bar could not be got at after the bar was once in

serted in the hole, and it
a groove in the lowest
pedestal being fed up to
shown in Fig . 5. The

Brush arm

ended in my only cutting
portion of the cup, the Plan .
the tool by the screw as
oil-retaining cup on the

pedestal nearest the commutator holds the brush
rocker in position , and the outside of this had to
be
turned true. It was impossible to swing it
in the lathe, so the headstock was turned round
to allow the faceplate to overhang the end of

lath : bed and the slide-rest mounted up on an

clamped right

Fig . 6. — BRUSH GEAR (Half full size).
The actual brushes were bought from the Crypto
Company, and are composed of finely divided
copper and carbon mixed and compressed . They
run without sparking, but appear to insert a some
what high initial
resistance in the
circuit. No arrange

ment has yet been

fitted for lifting
them , butno injury
occurs to them if
the machine runs
backwards.

The electricalcal
culations showed it
to be necessary to
Fig . 5. — BORING THE OIL -RETAINING CUPs in PEDESTAL.
wind 84 lbs. of wire
improvised bed , and the lathe head turned by hand ,
on the field -magnets, this amount being divided
a tedious job , but a good result was obtained .
equally between the two bobbins. The apparatus
To more effectually prevent the oil escaping from
shown in Fig . 7 was rigged up to facilitate
the bearing cups thin brass discs with a hole just
the winding of the bobbins and answered
large enough to take the shaft and oil throws thereon
perfectly in every way. The four bobbin flanges
are cut out with a hand -piercing saw from
1-16th in . hard -rolled brass, and are separated
the proper distance apart by thin soft iron
plates on each of the long sides of the bobbins ;
the top and bottom ends of the plates are flanged
over the bobbin ends. The bobbins were arranged
for winding as follows : - A piece of wood was cut
to the exact section of each field -magnet limb,
and the same depth as the bobbin , and cut in
half ; two grooves were then cut in one half to take
Focking block
two pairs of rectangular wedges ; the two pieces of
wood with the wedges between were then placed
FIG . 4 . - MILLING OIL RESERVOIR IN THE
in the bobbin spool and the wedges driven in until
BEARINGS.
the iron sheaths were pressed hard against the
brass ends, and the bobbin was then screwed to the
were secured by three screws on the ends of the
faceplate of the lathe by screws passing into the
bearing cups. The oil wells are closed by hinged
wooden core. A small metal disc was screwed
brass lids, and the gun -metal bushes are secured
in the exact centre of the core on the opposite end
by two screws through the top of the bracket.
for the back centre of the lathe to bear against.

It was desired to try carbon brushes on this
machine, and the brush gear was designed with
that object and to look as neat as possible. Fig. 6

Sufficient wire for each bobbin was roughly wound
of tension placed on the wire by means of adjustable

on the reel shown in :be sketch , and any degree
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Since this description was written the carbon
brushes havebeen discarded for copper gauze folded
into a rectangular block to fit the existing brush gear.
The machine was entered in the recent model
division plate, and the coils of wire hammered
making competition of the Society of Model En
gineers, and gained an award of tools
to the value of 41 Is., and the special
Broke blocks a
commendation of the judges.
weights acting on the brake blocks. After every
three or four turns of wire had been wound the
lathe headstock was held firm against the strained
wire, by placing the index in a suitable hole in the

0 .

A Chemical Rectifier for

WAT

Wood
foceplote to
which wood core of

Weight T

bobbin is screwed

.

Alternating Current.
By C. D . MARTINETTI, M .D ., Orange,
N . J., U .S . A .
CEVERAL times in past issues of
D THE Model ENGINEER there

have been queries regarding a
chemical rectifier for alternating cur
rent. One or two correspondents
ventured the opinion that it would
1

Fig . 7 . - ARRANGEMENT FOR WINDING THE
BOBBINS.

be impossible to charge storage
batteries satisfactorily by this means,
but they evidently had not tried it. I use in my
practice a 12- in . X -ray coil, and for a timeI supplied it
with current through the 104- volt 60-cycle alter
nating lighting mains with which we are blessed in
this town. A Caldwell-type break, electrolytic
of course, gave the best results ; but, as everyone

mm

Brass flanges

moom

letom

mom

do

LAL

Wooden blocks & wedges
Tron
sheath
Fig . 8. - BOBBIN .

Glass cells containing ommonium

phosphote solution
close together ; every layer of wire contains the
same number of turns, and the method employed
resulted in an exceedingly tightly -wound coil.

Fig . 1. - ARRANGEMENT OF CHEMICAL RECTIFIER.

Each layer of wire was insulated on the corners
by brown paper. When the wooden core pieces
were removed the bobbins were pushed down over
their respective limbs, which they fit so closely
that considerable persuasion had to be used in
getting them on . Flexible leads were soldered
to the beginning and finishing ends of each coil
and brought through holes in the top brass flange
and carried to separate terminals on the terminal

board . The flywheel and pulley , cast in one piece
and weighing 9 lbs.,was the only part of the machine
constructed on a larger lathe, this being bored
and turned on a friend's 4t-in . plain lathe.
On an actual it hours running test the dynamo
gave 210 watts continuously at less than the rated
speed without sparking (rundue .heating , and as a
as 8 volts.

motor runs at a very high speed on so low an E .M . F .

knows, unless a specially constructed focus tube
is employed , or special and costly rectifying tubes
are used in conjunction with ordinary tubes, this
practice is ruinous to the tube itself. So, as my
coil is also fitted with an excellent platinum spring

break , I decided to try batteries. Lightness being
a consideration , I purchased six 24 -amp. cells.
My coil takes about 8 or 9 amps. at full power,
giving a continuous 13t-in . discharge ; but the
battery seems to stand it admirably . Then came
the question of charging the batteries. A motor
dynamo rectifier was out of the question , on account
of the expense ; so was a chemical one, as supplied
by makers of X’-ray apparatus. Consequently
I decided to make one of the latter if I could , for
I knew that the construction of it could not possibly

be very expensive.
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the subject, but finally, combining scraps gleaned

It was hard to find any definite information on
here and there, I designed the following instrument :
Four rectangular glass cells, 2 by 4 by 8 ins., contain

A Design for a Small Vertical

each one plate of sheet lead and one of sheet alu

By Robert M . DE VIGNIER (U .S .A .)

minium about 1- 16th in . thick in a saturated
solution of ammonium phosphate. The plates
I use (which are aluminium and lead alternately ,

as indicated by A and L ) are 21 ins. by 7 ins.,
and, as seen in the illustration (Fig. 1), are all
fastened to a wood strip very much like the ele
ments in a lift battery, each plate being fastened
with two brass screws. The connections, which are
very important, are as in diagram Fig . 2 , and pro
vide an alternate path for each change of polarity
in the supply wires.
Calling the cells 1, 2, 3, 4, it will be seen that
aluminium of 1 and lead of 2 are connected and go
to one of the alternating supply wires, aluminium
of 3 and lead of 4 to the other ; lead of 1 and of 3
go to form the negative pole of the direct current,
and aluminium of 2 and 4 the positive.
The explanation of the action of the rectifier

is complicated , and not very satisfactory ; but
AC

Reversing Steam Engine.
(Continued from page 276 ).
THE delivery valve box should be assembled so
thatits union nutwill comedirectly over and in
linewith the union nut on pump body ; and it
will be found that the suction pipe will lead over
the side of base and under the crankshaft, while
the delivery pipe will lead over the shaft and out
parallel with suction . The tubing used should be
ofcopper, 3-16ths in . I. D . and 4 in . 0 . D ., and should
be brazed or silver soldered to a small make-up
piece with shoulder, to be gripped by union nut.
The joint between this make-up piece and tubing
should be covered by a close- fitting sleeve, t-in .
bore, 5- 16ths outside diameter, and about in .
long, silver soldered , as before stated .
The delivery and suction valves are both of the
wing type, the latter being provided with a stem
to limit its upward movement. Should it prove
necessary at high speeds, this stem may be en
circled by a small spiral spring, to ensure its prompt
and efficient closure. The small hole in stem

allows this valve to be liſted out by means of a
their being ground occasionally on their seats,
should the occasion arise.
The valve rod head drawing is self-explanatory ,
as is that of the link block . All stuffing boxes used
on this engine are made large enough to allow the

bent wire ; and both valveshave saw cuts to enable

Rectifieri

2c.

Storage
battery

F

lamps

L -- --

Fig . 3. - DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR CHARGING .

use of standard commercial steam packing, fin .

square, or round , which may readily be obtained
on the market.

The flywheel is designed for even running, and

its weight should compensate for many small
variations in load, adapting the engine to dynamo
driving if required , in which case the dynamo
can be direct-connected , using a coupling on the
end of shaft lift for this purpose, or for the em

AC

ployment of a driving pulley .
The reversing quadrant is to have the reversing
11

- DC

+ DC

FIG . 2. - DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS TO MAINS.

the working is eminently successful, as its use
for two consecutive years has proved . As in dia

gram Fig. 3, I use the apparatus for charging with
one or more lamps in series to limit the current.
Using, as in my case, three 32 c.-p . lamps, taking
I amp. each , the charging rate is 3 amps., and a

complete charge is obtained in about eight
hours.

This rectifier passes 3 amps. for any length of
time without heating, and I have had no occasion

to use it with a heavier current, so there is plenty
of field for experimenting. Neither the plates nor
the ammonium phosphate solution appear to
ever want renewing, though of course water must
from time to time be added to the latter to make

up for evaporation . The connections are of stout
copper wire and tops of plates ought to be well
coated with shellac varnish .

lever clamped to it by means of the pin and nut
shown. The pin should have a graduation cut on
its upper face, which will correspond with other
graduations on the quadrant ; these are to be made
after setting the valve, and may be marked with a

stamp to indicate various points of cut-off.
The pump plunger is drilled out inside for light.
ness, and its wrist pin secured from turning by
means of the washer and pins shown , and held by
a hexagon nut.
The various shafts, rods, studs, pins, bolts, and

screws are all fully dimensioned, and need no
comment. Spanners are shown for the stuffing
boxes of both cylinder and valve chest, and wrenches
may be made to suit the various hexagon nuts ,
The crank- pin and piston-rod are both to be driven
to place and the ends riveted over ; and the

square keys used should be a tight fit on their
sides, measured across their greatest width . The

screw list indicates the location of the various
screws and studs, and indicates the number required
of each .

If drawings are carefully followed, the resulting
engine will be capable of doing sufficient work
to amply compensate in pleasure to the owner for
the time spent in its construction, and will, as
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I believe the drawings indicate, prove very easy
to build . The type selected for this design and
the short stroke adopted enable very high speeds
to be attained ; and while in the table of indicated
horse- power published at the commencement of
this article 800 r.p .m . was the highest speed figured ,

the engine will be found to readily attain a speed of
1,000 r.p .m ., or more if desired , the only drawback
at such speeds being that the pump is apt to prove
troublesome.
Means for lubricating the crank-pin and crosshead
pin have not been provided , it being left to the taste
or ingenuity of the builder to supply them . All
brasses and guides should be supplied with oil
grooves of adequate size. The cement sub-base
upon which the engine is mounted can be readily
made by constructing a wooden box or mould ,
the interior of which conforms to the outside of
sub-base. The base of engine, inverted , supplies
the bottom of box, into which liquid cement is

poured and allowed to remain until hard , when
the sides of box may be removed .
In conclusion, I would say, for the benefit of
American readers, thatMr. B . R . Wicks, of Bridge
port, Cond ., is going to make a set of patterns for
this engine, and will subsequently have castings
made for it and prepare sets of material. Those
American readers who do not care to spend time
making a set of patterns should therefore refer to
Mr. Wicks for all further particulars.

For the Bookshelf.
Any book reviewed under this heading can be obtained from The
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,
Fled Street, London , E .C., by remitting the published price and

the cost of postage.]

CONSTRUCTIONS OF ELECTRIC MACHINES AND
APPARATUS. Edited by C . Kinzbrunner.
London and New York : Harper & Bros.
Price 2s. 6d., post free 28. od .

Consists of ten plates of drawings in a paper case,
" Switch Apparatus" ; starters, dynamos, motors,

September 27, 1906 .

To give some idea of the subject of the plates
we may mention that No. 2 contains drawings
of a 200-amp. switch , No. 3 a 3,000 -volt 75 -amp.
fuse, No. 7 a 30 -amp. automatic double-cell switch ,
and No. 8 a three-phase 6 ,600 -volt 100-amp.
high -tension oil break switch .

The “ Model Engineer " Speed
Boat Competition , 1906 .
General Conditions.
THE entries for this Competition will be divided
T
into two classes. Class A will include all
boats over 4 ft. 6 ins. and up to 7 ft. in length ,
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water line. Each boat must be

timed over a total distance of not less than 300
yards, which may be divided into separate trips of

not less than 100 yards each . At starting each
trip , power must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars
given . The exact length of the course must be
measured , and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip . These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised

Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club,
who must have been present at the trials. In
addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum
marised as follows :
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats
beating previous records.

and is Part I of a series. The subject matter is

SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat,

etc ., are announced to be dealt with in succeeding

BRONZE MEDAL in Class B to the second fastest
· boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.
If in Class A the performance of the first boat
does not surpass that attained in previous com
petitions, then the highest awards will be Bronze
Medals and certificates respectively. The number
of competitors interested in any one boat, either as
designers or builders, will be limited to two. A

parts, to appear in quick succession . The design's

are those used by various firms manufacturing.
electrical appliances whose names are mentioned
upon the respective sheets. These sheets of
drawings should be useful to readers of mechanical
drawing, as a set of examples in electrical machine
construction , and may also be of service to those
engaged in designing such apparatus for actual
use. The examples are good and represent up-to
date methods and practice. With one or two
exceptions we think that it would have been
better to have made the drawings to a larger scale,
even if this necessitated a smaller number of

examples. The various views should have been

identified by the usual terms, plan , elevation , section,
and so on . This may not be necessary for a pro
fessional draughtsman , but to the student every
thing should be made exceedingly clear ; some

provided speed is not less than 4 miles
per hour.

signed declaration is required, giving particulars as
to the building of the model, in addition to the
usual certificate of performance. Certificates will

be given to all Class A boats which have an average

speed record of not less than five-and-a -half miles
per hour ; and to Class B vessels with an average
speed of not less than four miles per hour.

The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906 .

brief explanation on each sheet of the purpose and
object of the principal parts would be an improve
ment. This series appears to be just the kind of

TUNNELLING MONT BLANC. - In a Basle journal
taken in hand the project of tunnelling Mont Blanc.
He is said to have conferred with Italian financiers

thing to add to the available literature on mechanical
drawing, as delineating electrical appliances is
now such an important part of draughtsmanship .

would cost £2,000,000 , of which £400 ,000 would be

it is reported that M . Monod , a Paris engineer, has

at Turin , and to have estimated that the works
furnished by Geneva.
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Practical Letters from Our

September 27, 1906 ,

Model Yachting Correspondence

Readers.
Club Racing Rules, etc.
(The discussion
Editor invites
readers to make use of this column for the full
of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume I desired , but the full

name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,
though not necessarily intended for publication .]

An Australian Reader's Model.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR - I am sending you by this mail a
photograph of a model yacht I have just finished .
She is built of sugar-pine, bread and butter style,
3 ft. long, driven by a home-made motor and

bichromate battery . She sails well, although
very slowly - about 2 miles per hour — but as I
am expecting an accumulator from Thompson's,

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR - I am pleased to see Mr. C . Wilson 's
letter in your columns, but I must say I think

he cannot have read his MODEL ENGINEER
thoroughly or he would not ask for space in it , as
there is a standing invitation from the Editor
for model yachtsmen to use THE MODEL ENGINEER
for the improvement ofthe sport. There is certainly
a great need for a better understanding between
model yachtsmen as to the meaning of different
terms used in model yachting, and also that any

rule is read in the same light, for I see in THE
MODEL ENGINEER of July 12th , 1906 , “ A North
Country Model,” which your correspondent states
is a 1,730 rule boat. If so, how can she be a 10
rater ? and again , if so, how can she be with S . A .

unlimited ? From your correspondent's description
I should say Nancy was a puzzle; from her
appearance — something of a freak.

To make

her a 10 -rater on 471 ins. L . W .L . she would not
have enough sail to drive her, and as a 47k-in .
L . W .L . 20 -rater she would not have enough ballast
to hold her up. Also , I do not see how she could
go to windward with so little lateral resistance ,
and if enough so that she would not go sideways,
she ought to sail something like a pegtop, round and
round. I think the L . & S . A . 6 ,000 rule is the

most convenient for model yachtsmen , for you
can get any combination of S.A .. L . W .L ., beam ,
draught, displacement you like, so that you do not
exceed S .A . X L . W .L . ; 6 ,000 = 10 , 15, 20 , or
whatever size your club rules allow , and you cer

tainly will not have too much of any or you will
spoil the others and so get a bad boat. Also, most
model yachtsiner agree that the 6 ,000 rule produces
a faster boat size for size than other rules.-- Yours
faithfully ,
RED ROVER.

The Society of Model Engineers.
(Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of The MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par.
ticular
issue if received a clear nine days before his usual
date of publication .]

London .
A MODEL ELECTRICALLY -DRIVEN STEAM YACHT.

of Greenwich , by every mail, I am hoping to get
4 miles out of her. She is entirely home-made,

nothing being bought. The deck , masts, sky
lights, chart room , boats, bridge, etc., are made
from cedar ; bridge rails, davits, catheads of brass ;
funnels of tin ; wheel and rudder, walnut ; anchors
of aluminium ; propeller (2 ins. diameter ) of copper ;
steam winch on the forecastle deck, brass ; engine
room telegraph on bridge, brass ; the windows in
engine-room and saloon skylights and chart room ,

frosted glass. If any of your readers would like
further particulars I shall be only too happy to

oblige them with any details . Wishing TheMODEL
ENGINEER every success, yours truly, J. Down.
North Perth, WestAustralia ,

FUTURE MEETINGS. - Friday, October 12th :
Lecture by Mr. Henry Greenly and Mr. W . J.
Bassett-Lowke on a trip in Germany, illustrated
by original slides. Monday, October 29th : Annual
sale of models, tools, and scientific apparatus.
Forms of application and full particulars as to
membership may be obtained from HERBERT G .
RIDDLE , Hon . Secretary , 37, Minard Road, Hither
Green , S .E .

LONDON BRIDGES. - During the last 100 years,
eighteen bridges have been built across the Thames,

including and below Hammersmith Bridge, but
excluding bridges used solely for railway traffic.

This figure, however, includes bridges rebuilt during
that period , of which there were three, the new

Hammersmith , the new Vauxhall, and the new

Blackfriars bridges taking the place of the existing
structures.

The Model Baglycer and Electrician .
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measures
in , diameter and 1 in . length , and it is very thin ? (4)
What distance apart must the extremes of the wires be inside

Queries and Replies.
[Attention
especially
first condition
glvenwithbelowthe,
and nois notice
will bedirected
taken toof the
Queries not
complying
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query

Department." No other matters but those relating to the Querlos

shouldon besubjects
enclosedwithin
in thethesamescopeenvelope.
Queries
of this Journal are replied to
by
post
under
the
conditions
Queries slips,
dealing
with distinct subjectsfollowing
should be written on( 1)different
on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in

scribed on the back . (2 ) Queries should be accompanied,
wherwa possible, with fully dimensioned sketches,
and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post- card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon ”
ow from the advertisement pages of the current
Issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
reseipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
Deeks must dlapse before the Reply can be published . The
Insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6 )

the tube, and must it be full up with iron filings ? (5) Is antimony
powder better than iron filings ? (6 ) Can I use antimony powder
with a glass tube ? (7) Will a 21-in . gong bell do for the bell and
decoherer, as described in the book on " Wireless Telegraph and
Hertzian Waves," by S . R . Bottone ? ( The winding of the bobbins
is the same as the piece here enclosed .) (8 ) What kind ofbatteries
will I require (I am only going to work with the bell at the
beginning) ? (9 ) What length must the sky conductors be, and at
what distance must the receiver be from the transmitter to work
satisfactorily ? tro ) Please tell me if the connections here given
are right, and , if not, which are the right ones ?
( 1 )and ( 2 ) The quantity and gauge ofyour wire will depend upon
the size of your bobbins. As a general rule the bobbins of bells
are of such dimensions that you would be safe in putting on as
much of the smallest size of wire as they will hold - No. 38 , 40, or
even 42. For good work the resistance should be several thousand
ohms-- certainly not less than 1,000. For experimental and rough

PLUG
PLUG
APLUG

O

FILINGS

A # Querles should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL

ENGINEER , 26 -29, Poppin's Court, Fleet Stred , London , E .C .)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replled

PLUG

FIG . 3.

to recently :

(16,339]got aWireless
(Madrid )Thewrites:
I have
Wimshurt Telegraphy.
machine givingC .it inY .. spark.
plates
are ebonite, measuring 8 ins. diameter and I- 16th in . thick ; each
one has twenty -four sectors, being it ins. long and I in . in width

at the widest end and diminishing to t in . at the narrower end.

Leyden
are 3.ins.I inwant
height,
t in this
. diameter,
within
ilTheins.
of thejars
bottom
to use
machinecoated
as generator

PLUG

work at short distances the resistance may be as low as 100 ohms,
or even lower. (3 ) Yes , glass tube with stoppers will do for coherer ;
but for best working use tube about 3 -32nds or bore with well

fitting nickel plugs in , or in . long and about 2 mm . apart or

from 2-64thsin. to 3-64thsin. (4) The filings should cover about

SKY CONOUCTORS
TRANSMITTER

o o on
.17-01

FIG . 1.

CONDUCTOR

bot
FIG . 4.
CONDUCTOR

Ballery

WIMSHURST MACHINE
one-third of the flattened ends of the plug, so that a magnified
view would be as B , Fig . 3 . Platinum wires should be
soldered to the plugs and sealed into the ends of the tube, which ,
if possible, should be provided with a side tube T and exhausted .
The latter , however, is not essential but makes the coherer
ends of the plugs may with
more permanent in action . The
at A , Fig . 3 . This
advantage be filed off at an angle, asfilings
to be adjusted by
enables the length of the column of
cent. nickel, 5 per
95
per
rotating the tube on its axis. Filings
all very fine and all
cent. silver, mixed and sifted so as to get ridbeoffairly
coarse. Wires
very large filings. Resultant filings should
of either material, then platinum may be attached to the plugs
exhausted :
is
not
tube
and brought out through corks or wax, if the should recommend
the
the silver filings are not essential (5 ) We

filings specified above in preference to filings either of iron or of
powder you can certainly
antimony. (6 ) Yes, if you use antimony
that antimony powder is very

COMERER
FIG . 2 .
for awhat
wireless
Please
and
wire for
relayme:
gaugetelegraph
the tell
will the set.
have(1)toWhat
be ? quantity
( 2) Will
the bobbins of an old 21-in , gong bell do for it (herewith I enclose
a piece of the winding from the bobbins ) ? (3 ) Will an ordinary
glass tube with cork or wood as stoppers do for the coherer : it

use it with a glass tube. Webelieve
good if renewed fairly often . (7 ) Yes, a 21- in , gong bell will do
for ringing and the cohering . (8 ) One dry or Leclanché cell for
coherer and relay circuit ; one or two cells for bell circuit. (9 )
It is impossible to saywhat length ofsky conductor will benecessary ,
as it depends on sensitiveness of relay and coherer, power and
arrangement of sending apparatus, design of aerials, distance apart.
The best we can do is to
and the kind of country lyingasbetween.
quote the following instance a rough guide to you , though the
receiver used was of the Lodge-Muirhead type, which we would

recommend you to use. ( It will be described in a book on Wireless

Telegraphy shortly to be published by us.) " Aerials " (same
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size and type for sending and receiving) : Each aerial was a

was
by 17theft.roofNetwork
. 4), 1320 ft.ft. above
copper (Figabout
network ofhorizontally
of a house
suspended
which was about 40 ft. high , and a wire was brought down
from its centre and in at a window on the ground floor, to
to which
again to a row ofandironnetwork
railingswere
and out
apparatus
itthewas
very
(see Fig. 5 ). Wire
connected
carefully insulated, but the presence of lead in the roof, and of
earthed water -pipes at the side of the house, etc., considerably
reduces the effectiveness of the arrangement, and the network
should
far from such conductors as possible. An
and
aeriawires
gibtbeof 53asdistance
aerial
atf a fheight
ft. clear from the ground would, therefore ,
of working than one placed at 13 ft.
sufficel foror farar greater
C
gave a very satisfactory
o
roof.
Coilused
40
above
-ft.
a
i
l
wwas
th6 in-in.,andbut
a
when
s thin
fat 4 -in . spark (6 -in . spark was
Distirregular).
ancintbetween
anSpark
aerial was used from in . to 1 in . Distance
ed and
d stations,
,
housed
populated
densely
country
Intervening
miles.
with rising ground, railway lines and telegraph wires. Receiver of
in
your
represented
have
you
that
Wesee
type."
Lodge-Muirhead
sketch a three-ball oscillator (apparently oil immersed). These
work
have been entirely abandoned , and though for long distance
specially designed multi-ball oscillators are now used , we cannot
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they
be ? be(5)closeHowup should
be formed
(6 ) Should
bearings
to the the
casecase
or not
? (7 ) I? intend
to run theit
at 600 r. p .m . ; would this be enough ? I want it to supply more

blast ata lotan ofincreased
speed,
but 600; would
revs, is whatdo Iforaim theat.blades
(8 ) I
have
, sheet
(9 ) I have been1- 16th
told-inthat
thebrass
blades should this
be fixed so as to open?
when
working, andbe a tolooseclosefit inwhen
thismaderight
( 10) .Should
caseone
orstopped
not
? . I Ishave
two?
fans
the firstblades
one was a three-bladed
generally
supplied
with
small motors, but when I put it in a case the wind came out at the
sides.
second
I builtbutupthisthewould
bladesnotafter
and onlyThe
made
one hole,
supplythemesame
with pattern
enough,

at any speed.
( I) You will find particulars of the construction of enclosed
centrifugal fans in THE MODEL ENGINEER for July 21st, 1904 ,

page 69.
(2) aSixcircular
blades.opening
(3) Not
absolutely
necessary
; itpreis
usual
to have
at both
sides and,
perhaps,
ferable,
as
the
less
opposition
to
flow
of
air
the
better,
but
one
opening will do. (4) For a 6 -in , diameter fan inlet opening should
be
3
ins.
diameter.
(5
and
6
)
Bearings
should
be
as
close
to
case
will prevent vibration ; it is a question of mechanical considerationas
as long as air has free inlet. 7 ) We do not expect you will find
thisfanspeed
enough
pressure.
dependsorupon
speed
of
; 2,000to(8 togive
3,000
r.p .m brass
. is what
wedo.Pressure
should
expect,
even
more
than
this.
)
Yes,
this
will
(o
)
We
are
not
aware
such a method being used. (10) Yes, allow plenty of space betweenof
blades and case, say, about rin . at circumference, and in , to in .

atforthea different
sides. Anpurpose.
air propeller fan is quite a differentthing and used

( 16,514 ) Dry Cells. R . H . R . (Crookesmoor) writes : I have
several of your sixpenny handbooks of THE MODEL ENGINEER
series, and have found them very useful, with the exception of
No. 5 on “ Electric Batteries," which I have had for over a year
but have not made practical use of it on account of several diffi
culties ; especially with the description of the dry cell in Chap. IV ,

which
I substance
think would
have for
beenthemuch
more useful if thehadweight
ofgiveneach, instead
been
of therequired
proportions
forsize
anyofsizecellofdescribed
cell. Re " Electric
Batteries
"
(
h
andbook
No.
5)Chap.
III,
“
Copper-plating
Carbon
Tops " : ( I) Ought not the wax to be scraped off the surface of
the carbons in order that the copper may adhere ? (2) Will not
the wax prevent the current getting to the copper plating, or else
offer more resistance than plain carbons and thus weaken the

FIG . 5. .

Qr.N : 16339.
Fig . 6 .

recommend
to adopt
them
with
at balls,
your com
the . apparatus
mand
. . diameter
Theyyouare, are
plain
never
Two
$ in .
oil now
used
with require
short
;
distances,
for
you
very
all
that
in
or
|
in a room , etc., where you are only using a foot or two of sky wire,
the balls must be kept brightly polished , but no such care need
be taken with large aerials. Other connections are correct, except
that only one cell should be used in coherer circuit. We cannot
recommend a Wimshurst machine for this purpose, but if you
must use one, take especial care of the insulation ,
16 ,578 ] RunningMachines in Parallel and Series. R . S .
(Glasgow ) writes : I am going to construct a small electric lighting
plant.
have attwo2,400
dynamos,
25 volts
amps., and
2 amps.,I both
revs. one
Would
it be 5 possible
to runro volts
them
both on the same circuit ? Also I want to pass the current through
accumulators. What size and how many would be required ?
Also how many and of what voltage lamps could be used ? Also
I have an amperemeter and a voltmeter. Would it be necessary
to keep them in constant circuit ? Also would a resistance-box
be necessary ? If so , could you give me some hints as to the
construction. Do you think
could give me a small
of how the connections should you
be made ? Also I have two sketch
12-in .
Wimshurst plates mounted . Could you direct me what handbook
to use in the construction ?
Series wound machines can be connected and run in series if their
current output is the same. If shunt wound
can be run in
parallel, but in that case their E . M . F .'s must they
be the same. You
can charge cells with either machine, Read up recentQuery Replies

on Charging Accumulators, and see our handbook - - " Small
Accumulators,"
7d. supply
post free.they Voltage
lamps
should
to the voltage
are toinofbecircuit
used constantly,
upon . correspond
It isbutnotit
necessary
to keepof volt
and ammeters

is convenient to do so . Re Wimshurst : See Bottone's " Electrical
Instrument Making," 38. 3d ,
free , or read articles in back
numbers of this Journal. Lookpost
through the index given with last
issue of each volume.
Small
(16,531] writes
Fan or me with the
for following
Forge. : IW want
. G.
(Reading)
: Can you obligeBlower
tojetmake a fan (enclosed ) to supply me with a blast to work a gas
for brazing. (1 ) How are the blades inade and fixed ? ( 2) How
many
am holes
I to have
Shall
say, aof6 -incase, or? thereabouts
for,sides
? (3)should
I haveblades
to make
in both
(4 ) What size

current
Re Chap.
, " The
”:
(1) Does? local
action IVstart,
or isNonthe-Polarising
zinc hurt Bichromate
in any otherCellway
by leaving it in the solution when the cell is not in use ? ( 2) When
the cell is not in use will it matter if the solutions are left in , or
should they be emptied out ? ( 3) If the solutions have to be
emptied each time the cell is done with will not the bichromate
bring most of the coke dust away with it ? Will this spoil the

cell atforall about
? Ifsohalf
, howa week
can itwithout
be prevented
? (4done
) Is the
work
recharging
daycontinuous
and night
without
stopping,
or
only
so
many
hours
per
day
?
Re Chap.
“ How to Make a Dry Cell " : ( 1) Are the proportions
given IVby,
weight
or
by
volume?
If
they
are
not
by
weight,
could
the weight of each substance required to make up the sizeyouof give
described if it would not be too much trouble ? (2 ) Should notcella
small hole be left on each side of the carbon for the gases to escape
through if necessary ? (3) Will they last very long if two are used
together
for? shocking coil work occasionally ? (4) How are they
recharged
Yes, if you find
a superfluous
adhering.
No.
Re(1)non
battery.quantity
is better
to(2) take
the
zinc-polarising
out of thebichromate
pot when battery
is (1)
not Itbeing
used , but
the
object of the mercury at the bottom of the pot is to keep the zinc
weil amalgamated and prevent local action if the zinc is not
removed. (2 and 3) The solutions should not be emptied out until
they are exhausted . (4 ) Depends upon the rate at which the

current is used. The battery will probably require some intervals
ofthework
rest. isIt light
is a matter
a continuous
run if
and evenfor trial
Re. dryYoucell.may( 1)getParts
are by volume,
we cannot give weights. (2 ) Yes, it is a good plan to do this.
(3 ) If the coil is a small and good one and you are careful not to
leave
them
a closed
theyofshould
do good
service
forscarcely
aonlongwithworth
time.
It iscontact-breaker,
largely
a question
circumstances.
(4)
It
is
while
to
recharge
dry
cells
;
the
best
thing
to do is to throw them away and make new ones.

) 60-watt
F. R . (Ladywood
) writes
I am(16,550
thinking
ofmakingDynamo.
that Avery-Lahmeyer
dynamo which
was:
in recent Queries and Replies. I should be glad if you would
please toanswer
the following
:- What
size wire
should ofI
want
get a me
current
of 2 amps,queries
and about
30 volts
at a speed
notmore than 3,000 r.p .m . if it can be helped ? Also what amount

of wire on field -magnet and armature, and what would the horse
powerbestberesult
to drive
? Where
should
thewind
brushes
be set
to giveso
the
? andInit Swhich
way
do you
the fieldmagnet
as
to
produce
N
poles,
looking
at
the
commutator
end
? In
what
other approved
couldby Iat wind
the andarmature
The armature
is 21 ins. in way
diameter
ins. long,
a 12 -slot?
drum
notwant
to windon it" inDynamos
two sections
one pairpage
of slots.
handbook
as it .is Iin doyour
and inMotors,"
28,
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• because the slots are so small. I want to wind it somewhat similar

to that on page 33 in samebook. It is the diagram with a 6 -slot
armature.
for 60-21wattmachine
No. so24 S.W
.G ...
andWindings
field -magnet
lbs. No. 24 : SArmature,
. W .G . Set7 ozš.
brushes
as they
collect the current at maximum E .M . F . This depends upon end

connections. Exact position varies with
load by
forwardAbout
, a trial.
lead
being given as the load increases. This isthefound
h .-p . would be required . For methods of winding, see recent
Query
Replies, and also article in first issue of Vol. VIII. Wind
asmpFig.eten42t of Handboo
n at k No. 1o. trou d lyck es

nd answer
ul kikindly
coI would
an elecif you. wowould
) writ the:
(16.551lbe maElectrical
obliged
veryWhmuchhasEngineerlag
following : - ( I) What has an electrician to know before he is a
competent man , also an electrical engineer ? ( 2 ) I have served
two years at wiring bells, telephones , lights , motors, etc ., but I
want to better myself. I am 17 years old . What would you

advise ? (3) Recommend some good books that will help me.
l
Electrica
to Become
How issues
on " three
articlesin first
(1) You" should
of Vol.an VII.
The
appeared
which read
Engineer

subject is a large one and cannot be dealt with in a query reply
fully . (2 ) Attend evening classes on Electric Technology , etc.,
and any branch of the work you feel you know least about. (3 ) See
m by S.Power
P. Thompson,
and Magnetis
“freeElectricit
Vols.postI
Distribution45.," gd.
Lighting," and
: also y" Electric
and II. price 6s. 4d . and 78. rod , post free respectively . We
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ENGINEER Handbooks, The Engineer -in -Charge, etc ., and at Stands

of The Electrical Review have also a
Nos. 196, 218, the proprietors
handbooks, and other literature of
display of MODEL ENGINEER
electrical and mechanical interest.
Change of Address.
Nicholson
&
Co.
, of 26, Cannon Street,Manchester, inform's
R
.
J.
us that they have removed to extensive premises at Macdonald
where all correspondence should be sent
Street, soon
Lane, Corporation
arrangements are
to the new address. Aswill as the necessary
ted a showroom
be opened for the effective display of

their “ Ideal" Lighting Outfits.
The Stuart Surface Plate and Scriber.
! It goes without saying that accurate model work cannot be
accomplished in a satisfactory manner without proper measuring
and marking off instruments . The most useful tools in that
department are undoubtedly the scribing block and surface plate.
The accompanying illustration shows the very neat, well made set,
a sample ofwhich has just been submitted for oar inspection. It is
being manufactured by Messrs. Stuart Turner, Ltd., of Shiplake,

recommended to all being
ama.
and can be heartily
Henley-onThames,platemeasures
44 ins.by6 ins., and besides
teurs. The surface
sufficiently heavy to resist all likely strains, it is well ribbed on the
underside. Both the surface and one eige of the plates are

masters at the class
enclose our list of books herewith
you . Any
They would be
booksof theget.

to
you attend would advise -what
a chatwith them
able to tell you than we, after you havehad
better
about the work you wish to take up.
(16,540) Rewinding a 150 -watt Manchester Dynamo.
W . M . (Nittenshead ) writes : I have a 150 -watt Manchester type
dynamo, with 12-section cog ring armature, 2 ) ins. long by 3 . ins.

it is wound for 25 volts 6 amps. ; fields are
I wish to
connected in
shunt connected , if possible. Please advise gauge and quantity
to use.
wireNo.
ofUse
21 S.W .G . for armature (wind full), and No. 24 S.W .G .
diameter. At present
unknown),
16 gauge, armature No. 20 to(w50eight
wound with No.
volts 3 amps.,
alter winding
series.

you take off.P . F . P. (Balham ) writes:
weighto asIgnition.
fields— same
for(16,542)
Magnet
Could you give me somedetails ofhow the output of a continuously
driven low tension magneto for supplying a sparking coil on a

motor-car is kept even, though the engine may run first at a normal

?
speed andwillthenreadverythefastchapters
n, you inwillourfindhand.
the
RuncimaDevices
and Oil Engines," onby Ignition
bookIf you" Gas
fully
explained.
matter
(16 ,397] Tinning Iron Plates. J. W . (Teams) writes :
Would you be kind enough to help me with the following : - A
large number of sheet-iron drums (size about to ins. by 8 ins.)
like
have to have their lids riveted and soldered on , and I would
me a suitable
solution so as to dip them
to know if you could giveafterward
s dip them
in the molten solder
and
in it to clean them them
with the bolt. The idea is speed , and
to avoid soldering

I hope you will help meif you can, Will it be possible to have the
ric up.
in whichmusthasnotbeenbe
acid Solder
- i.e.as, hydrochlo
spirits zinc
Use killedas much
it will take
dissolved
too hot. .
Process. G . L . C. L'
“ Thermit
(16,591)) writes
article sometime back in your paper
: I saw" anWelding
(Woolston
obliged if you could let
much
be
should
I
and
about “ Thermit,"
meknow where I could obtain some to experimentwith.
of thein firmJulyis20th
- Thermit,
., 27, ofSt.Martin's
See articles
W .C.The address
and 27th,Ltd 1905,
this Journal.Lane,
solder too hot ?

The News of the Trade.
be pleased to receive for review under this heading
Editor will
(Thesamples
and particulars of new tools, apparatus and materials
are
It must be understood that theseofreviews
for amateur use.
, no payment any kind
ns

tree expressio of Editorial opinion
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitied , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where

the goods are not of sufficiens interest to his readers.)
Reviews
distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual

Edliorlal inspection of the goods noticed .
The Engineering Exhibition at Olympia .
Those of our readers who attend the above exhibition now being

held , and which will be open until October 17th , should not fail to
visit Messrs. Burton ,Griffitbs & Co .'s Stands, Nos. 54 and 55, where
they will find a large assortment oftools and accessories suitable
for amateurs and model makers. The proprietors of Electricity at
Stand No.'14 show many of our publications, such as THE MODEL

THE “ STUART" SURFACE PLATE AND SCRIBER .
someweeks
accurately
planed,so the
strainsafterin
eliminatecutsthebeing
of internal
effectstaken
as tofinishing
the rough cuts,

the casting. The scribing block supplied with the set is of simple ,
but substantialdesign . The post is bright steel, fitted into a cast
the

pointer are also of steel,

and made in polished gunmetal,
iron base. The clampingnutboltbeing
split holder and milled finished
appearance. Readers wishing to
the whole a wellgiving
purchase one of these surface plate sets will find further particulars
and prices in another part of this issue.

New Model Steamer Engine Castings.
Readers who are entering boats in the Steamer Competition and
have not commenced the engines , will do well to consider the
and castings which have just been brought out by Mr. J. B .
design
Townend , of 7 , Avenue Road , Chase Side, Southgate, London , N .
The type of engine is similar to that described in our handbook

Machinery

Model Steamers," one cylinder being

for
No. 13, “
employed to drive twin screws. The design has, however, been

castings are light an
improyed in one or two particulars. The but
time
the same
essential
in a high speed marine model- at sound
and clean .
they are, judging from the samples to hand,or quite
gun-metal,thatandwillany
inoutaluminium
is supplied
The bedplate
be
of the parts can be sent machined at prices
Townend will send

also thatMr.
speciallyprint
quoted . Weunderstand
to any reader for Is., which sum will be
a blue
at a subsequent date.
castings
be purchased
if aofsettheofdesign
allowed
Further particulars on this and other points will be senton receipt

of a stamp for reply.
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Answers to Correspondents.

The Editor's Page.
THE letter from the Secretary of the Melbourne
1 Model Engineers' Society , which we print
below , may possibly come under the notice
of other Australian readers who have experienced
a similar difficulty in obtaining the issue of The
MODEL ENGINEER therein referred to. Our corre
spondent in asking us to post him by return two
copies of No. 194 (January 12th , 1905), Vol. XII,
says : - " We in Australia were unfortunate in

losing the above copies in the wreck of the R .M .S.
Orizata , and the agent here informing us that the
number was out of print, it was only through
hearing from an amateur engineering friend that he
had obtained a copy from you last month , that I
write you now . If you have more spare copies, I
think it would be a good idea to mention the fact
in your Journal for the benefit of other readers in
Victoria who, like myself, do not wish to miss any
of the good things contained in this missing number

of The MODEL ENGINEER,
Our publishing department informs us that they
have sufficient copies to meet the likely demands
from our Australasian Colonies and, therefore, if
any reader who is short of this issue in question is
unable to obtain it from his local agent, we shall
be pleased to forward it direct on receipt of 3d , in
English stamps.

Now that the majority of model engineers have
done with holidays and thoughts are seriously
returning to the work of the coming winter evenings,

we would remind our readers that it will probably
pay to have a general clearing up in their workshops.
New schemes are taking the place of old , in which
many of themodels and tools used in previous years
may not be required. To get rid of these to the
best advantage we would suggest a trial of our Sale
and Exchange columns, feeling sure that those
who avail themselves of this important feature of

our Journal will not be in any way disappointed
with the result.

We would refer our readers to the article by Mr.
H . G . Riddle describing the design and construction
of his excellent 180-watt overtype dynamo. This

machine was one of the pieces of apparatus which
received a prize at the recent model making com .
petition of the Society of Model Engineers, and not
only does its successful completion speak well for
the capabilities of themaker but goes far to prove
the value of membership of the Society , of which

Mr. Riddle is the Secretary. We trust that these
serves will result in a greater number of our readers
residing in London joining the Society during the
session which has now commenced .

J. H . (Hay Green ). -- Yes. Platinum contacts
would make a great difference — any other metal
soon becomes oxidised and burnt away, thus.
obstructing the flow of current through the
primary . Try again .
L . H . (Chelmsford ). — You will find the information
you are seeking in “ The Design of Dynamos,'*.
by S . P . Thompson, 125. 6d. post free.
C . Š. (Gillingham ). - There is no definite rule ; red
for positive, blue or black for negative, and white
for neutral are, perhaps, the usual practice. But
there is no obligation upon the chief engineer to
use any particular colour.
“ ZOCLE .” - The clock in question , we think, is the
· Hipp clock . See the letter from the Standard
Time Co., Ltd ., on page 571 of our issue for June
14th , 1906 .

Notices
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions ou
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
of the paper

for publication should be clearly written on one side
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether

rejection

Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only

do so by making an appointment in advance.
This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per

annum , payable in advance . Remittances should bemade by Postal
be had on application to the Advertise

Order .
Advertisement rates may
ment Manager.

How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
paper, and all new apparatus and price lists, etc., for review , to be
addressed
to the EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, “ The Model Engi
neer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co ., 26 - 29.

Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C.
Sole Agents for United States , Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123. Liberty Street, New York , U .S . A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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A Showman 's Compound Road Locomotive.

A BURRELL 'S PATENT COMPOUND TRACTION ENGINE USED BY A SHOWMAN .
THE photograph reproduced herewith was
I sent to us by a reader — Mr. F . C . Rowley ,
of Histon , Cambridge - and depicts one of
Burrell's patent compound fraction engines at
work at a local fair. It has an overtype dynamo
mounted in front of the smokebox , and is decorated
in the “ ornate ” style common to the engines
and machinery employed by travelling showmen .
The methods of arranging the cylinders in a
Burrell compound is shown in the accompanying

drawing, published by the makers. It will be
noticed that the system is akin to that used in
the “ Vauclain " compound locomotives of America,
a single crank, crosshead, and connecting - rod
being used for the two cylinders. The high pressure

cylinder is placed diagonally over the low -pressure
cylinder, and both the slide-valves are coupled
together and driven by one link motion , so that
beyond having two extra glands to pack there are
but few more parts needing attention than in the
ordinary high -pressure engine with a single cylinder.
Both cylinders are jacketed independently of the
supply , and the cylinders and valve-gear are
designed so that the work done by each piston
is as nearly as possible the same at all powers ,
being exactly so at full load. In addition , themakers
say that from the experience gained in running 800
of these engines no extra wear and tear of crosshead

and guides has been noticed - in fact, it appears

that it is less than in an ordinary simple engine.
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The five forced -draught fans were driven by

The chief point, however, is the saving in water
which the compound road locomotives effect.
This economy in working increases the range of
action of the engine and at the sametime materially
reduces the coal bill .

electric motors, as were two large fans venti
lating the engine - room , and many applications

an important consideration in the country

of electricity were seen over the ship . A large
number of cabins were provided with small
electric fans, and in the pantry and galleys very
interesting examples were seen , as an electric motor

for turning the spit in the roasting ovens and also
electric plate and dish washing machines.
In the saloon were a large number of electric
punkahs fitted up, and these are no doubt much
appreciated in the tropics and preferred to the
old hand-pulled pupkahs of the earlier days.
Members noted with interest that an electric
telephone system had been introduced enabling
the officer on the bridge to speak to either the
engineer of the watch , the look -out forward , or

P . & 0 . Batti-wallahs' Scciety.
Na recent occasion the P . & O . Batti-wallahs'
Society, with the kind consent of the manag
ing directors of the P . & O . Steam Navigation
Company , visited one of their latest ships, the ss.
Mooltan , at Tilbury Docks.

The members travelled by special saloon to the
Docks, arriving about 2.50 p.m . The Society was

the officer on the poop (while inooring).

Before leaving the Society was entertained to

met by Captain Harris's representative, who con

I

O

O

O

FIG . 2. - THE CYLINDER ARRANGEMENT OF MESSRS. BURRELL'S COMPOUND TRACTION ENGINE .
For description ]
(see front page.
ducted them on board , where they were received

by the Chief Engineer, who asked the electrician
attached to the ship to show the members round.
A tour of the engine-room was made, and all were
much struck to see the great advancement that
the P . & O . Company had made in their electrical

equipments. The plant installed consisted of five
2-crank engines coupled up to 4-pole dynamos
of the Siemens Bellis-Morcom combination and
one smaller generating set placed on the upper deck ,

with a small donkey boiler for emergency use.
The wiring for the upper decks is connected to the
main board through a branch board in the emer
gency engine-room , thus arranging for lights in
the upper decks should the main engine-room be
flooded through mishap.
The five main sets are each 350 amps. at 105
volts, the low voltage being the only unchanged
feature since the days when the older members
were at sea . Two sets feed the motor circuits,
two the lighting circuits, and one is spare. The
ammeters, starting switches, and speed regulators

for the many motor circuits was the first means
of bringing home to the members the fact that a
great change had taken place.

tea in the saloon , and all expressed great satisfaction
at the admirable arrangements made by the P .
and 0 . Company for them .

A Light Cutter and Grinding
Spindle for the Lathe.
By E . W . F .
DIGS. I , 2, and 3 show front, side, and plan
views of a light milling, drilling, and grinding
spindle for use in any lathe fitted with over
head motion. The original of this article was
designed for cutting a number of small brass clock
wheels, collar nuts, and small brass model fittings
generally . Fly cutters were mostly used for this
work on account of the high speeds obtained .

They are also cheaper and easier to make where a
The primary advantages of the spindle are
low cost of construction, ease of attachment to , or
removal from the lathe, the stem being held as
an ordinary slide-rest tool, self-contained vertical
movement sufficient to cut spur wheels up to 1} ins.

number are required than are milling cutters.
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held in the hand vice, and short strokes taken .

diameter, and spindle open at end , so as to take

Having done this, a sawcut ismade halfway through
the diameter of the 11-16ths-in . boss at right angles
to the mandrel, and 21 ins. from the face of the
front boss. This cut will free the top half of the
bearing, and so provide adjustment for wear. Two
small lubricators (not shown ) should be fitted in

small chucks, etc .

Referring to Fig . I, the front slide is of cast iron ,
as are also the inner slide and stem , the guide pulley
arm , and the two -speed driving pulley . Patterns
must be got out for these, not forgetting to leave
machining allowance on all bosses and slides and
on the edges of the front slide.
Castings having been obtained , the front slide
should be whitened all over and marked oft to the
dimensions shown at Fig. 4, after which the back
should be faced off, and the V -slides shaped ,
milled , or filed out to an angle of 60°. The hole
for the spindle should be drilled to within 1-64th in .

to the top of the bearing. The writer made two
and these
very small screw -down grease lubricators,
cuttings and

gave no trouble, as they do not collect
chips like the ordinary oil cup. In getting out
V -slides care should have been taken to allow
for the thickness of the brass adjusting strip shown
in the pian, Fig. 3. This strip requires no explana
tion , and is held to its work by three t- ir . steel

of the finished edge, and a parallel reamer put
through to finish it. It can then be put between
the lathe centres or driven lightly on a mandrel
and the bosses at either end turned , and a cut taken

gruh screws, which may be fitted to the front slide
at this stage, their positions being obtained from

guide pulley arm works is only 11-16ths in . diameter
(see Fig. 4 ). This forms a shoulder for the arm to

Fig. 2. The stem aud inrer slide should now be
machined up to the dimensions shown at Fig . 5 ,
and in doing this it will be found advantageous
to get the bottom face of the stem true first, and
then square everything up from that. This will

work against. Tapping holes for 3 -16ths in . screws

help to ensure accuracy when settirg up the tool

should be drilled right through the lugs of the main

in the slide-rest.

up the two sides, thus ensuring their being square
with the hole. Note that the boss on which the

Stato

FIG . 1. - FRONT ELEVATION.

Scale: Half full size.
VB SCREW

#co

Fig . 2. - SIDE ELEVATION .
The small strengthening web shown in
the plan is } in . thick . Holes for the hold
ing -down plateof the feed -screw are tapped
5 - 32nds in . The slides should be hand
scraped to a perfect fit, and the two put
together and locked tight. The centre of
the front slide should then be marked off
on the joint line, and a f-in . tapping hole
drilled carefully through . This is then

tapped - preferably with a new tap - and
theslides separated , and any burrs removed
from the edges of the half-holes. The

ANNONCIL

half-hole on the inner slide should be filed
or milled out till it embraces exactly one

half of a piece of -in . steel rod, which
should be used as a gauge. Put the slides
A LIGHT CUTTER AND GRINDING SPINDLE FOR THE LAThe .
together again , and if correct, a piece of
- in . screwed rod should work in the half
bearing, and these holes should afterwards be
n ut and its corresponding recess easily , but without
enlarged to 3- 16ths in . clear for half the distance i shake.

FIG. 3. - PLAN.

through and cheese head steel screws fitted therein .

the direc
The mandrel
with
bestin done
. 4. nowThisbe issplit
A , Figcan
shown atbearing
tion
a thin hacksaw , care being taken to carry the slit
.
bossbeonly
to the 11-16thsup* Finishing
this slitin .will
a tedious
job , and it
can be done by using a piece of broken saw blade

The blank for the screw is shown at Fig . 7 . It
i is advisable
to make this of cast steel, as it has to

stand a lot of wear. The main portion is screwed
fin ., while the small end must on no account be

larger than f-in . tapping size, or it will not allow
the front slide to pass over it in working up and

down . The extreme end is screwed 1 in ., and screws

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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tightly into a knurled -elged mild steel flat head ,
shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. The screwed end
should be slightly riveted over on the outside,
and the whole head cleaned off and polished .
Two views of the holding-down plate are shown
at Fig. 8 . It is of tough steel, } in , thick when
finished , and is roughened outas shown in the left
hand sketch . The neck of the screw is then placed
in the U -shaped recess, and the projecting horns
carefully closed round the screw - -as shown in the
right-hand view - carebeing taken to get them down
quite flush with the plain part of the screw , or the
slide will not pass over. The screw can now be
put in place and held down by two 5 -32nds- in .
cheese -head screws, as shown, and this completes

October 4, 1906 .

idle pulleys may be varied considerably to suit
special requirements, but those given will be found
useful for ordinary work . The mandrel blank

is shown at Fig. 6 . ' It is turned from good quality
steel, and too much care cannot bc bestowed on
it. The nose is screwed in ., and the screwed part
extends to within 1 in . of the collar. Diameter
%

TAP

the rising and falling arrangement.

TAP 3
Fig . 9. --GUIDE PULLEY ARM .

of collar equals # in ., of bearing 7 -16ths in ., and of
the tail end
→

in . The latter end has an $ in . by

1- 16th in . keyway cut up it and a central hole
up it } in . deep by 3- 16ths in . diameter, fitted with
a snap -head metal screw , which should be a good
fit. This screw is fitted with a steel washer, 1 -16th
in . thick , in . diameter, shown to the right of the
mapdrel at Fig. 6 . Endway adjustment of the

FIG . 6.- MANDREL BLANK.

- -K

1%

-

3%

Fig . 4. - FRONT SLIDE.
Fig . 9 shows back and front views of the guide ·

pulley arm , and a side view is shown at Fig. 1.
The webs are } in . thick, and all other dimensions
are shown. Themachinery is quite simple, and the

- - -

Fig . 7.
SCREW
BLANK .

pinching screws are made from 4-in . square cast
Fig . 8. — HOLDING DOWN PLATE .

mandrel is provided for by making the tail end

Fig . 5.

THE INNER

come 1- 32nd in . below the surface of the pulley ,
and by making the 35-16ths- in , distance short
by the same amount, when endshake can be
taken up by forcing the pulley further on by means
of the tail-end screw .
The pulley is shown at Figs. I and 2, and its
turning calls for no remark . It is prevented from

rotating by a 3- 16ths- in . cast steel grub screw ,
SLIDE
AND STERN .

which has its point turned to } in . to fit the keyway
in mandrel. The form of chuck shown at Fig. 7
will be found useful for holding fly -cutter spindles,
drills, end mills, etc. It is turned from mild steel
bar, and is a plain hole chuck fitted with a -in .
pinching screw , and heavily milled to give a grip
in screwing on and off. A couple of -in . bright
nuts should also be fitted to the mandrel nose

to hold milling cutters and emery wheels. These
should be well case-hardened , to prevent their

steel wire, and have their ends cupped and hardened .
The T -piece which carries the guide pulleys may
be a light forging, and be turned to 3-16ths in .
diameter all over, or may be built up from bright
steel wire, and the joint brazed . The sizes of the

edges from being burred and bruised by constant
use. Those who desire to cut wheels of a larger
diameter than this instrument allows can do so

by increasing theheight of the vertical slide and still
keep the same constructive principle, or (as in the
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writer' s case ) the instrument can be mounted on
an angle -plate, and the plate held in the slide-rest,
the final adjustment for height being got from the
vertical slide itself.

A New Dynamometer. --We illustrate herewith
another new and ingenious dynamometer. This has
been patented by Mr. F . Sellers,ofMuswell Hill, N . It
is of simple construction and portable. No elaborate
preparations are required to apply this instrument

The Latest in Engineering.

to the engine which is to be tested , and, moreover,
the same dynamometer is just as suitable for a

The Hydroplane. - A

new motor-boat is

described in the Automotor Journal, constructed

on the hydroplane principle, which has been built
in France by the naval architect, M . Lein , and the
50 h .-p . Antoinette engine. Overall the boat

engineer, M . Levavasseur. It is fitted with a

single as for a 50 h .-p . engine. The instrument
consists of a steel skeleton framework 8 ft. in length ,
which forms a lever. The fulcrum is situated
2 ft. from one end. At this end there is a wooden
brake block carried on a small trolley which runs
on four wheels, on rails. This block is connected
to a spring balance, one end of which is rigidly
fastened to the lever. In order to allow the lever
to be folded up so as to make it readily portable,
it is hinged, as shown at A .

For determining the brake horse-power of an
engine, the lever is arranged so that the wood block
comes underneath the flywheel. The fulcrum
is allowed to rest on the floor or on some other solid
body. Weights are then placed on the lever,

and the load can be varied as desired by moving
the weights along the lever. The brake horse
power will be obtained by multiplying the reading
on the balance — in lbs. - by the speed of the

PLAN AND SIDE VIEW OF THE HYDROPLANE.

periphery of the wheel- in feet per minute
and dividing by 33,000, i.e.,

xs
B.H .-P. = W33,000.

measures 8.5 metres, and is of a very curious

whale-like shape ; it has, too, a horizontal tail. The
probable speed is about 30 miles per hour. The

boat is constructed in two parts, the appearance of
which naturally suggests thatthey should be referred
to respectively as the head and the tail. The
head is to all intents and purposes the fore-part of
an ordinary boat ; it contains the engine - in this
instance a 50 h .-p . Antoinette — and provides such
seating capacity as is available. Rigidly connected
behind the head is the extremely long tail, which
is a narrow box- like construction . For the greater
part of its length this tail is wholly above thewater
line, and it is only just at the extremity that it

Tables are supplied with each instrument, by the
power immediately after the two readings have been

aid of which it is possible to compute the horse

taken .

dips down beneath the surface. The boat as a
stringed fiddle, is thus only supported at its ends,

whole, which somewhat resembles a Japanese one

Elm Brake Block
lol loo

ELEVATION AND PLAN OF MR. F . SELLERS' DYNAMOMETER.
and there is in consequence a very considerable
The blocks are made of elm , specially treated
reduction in the “ wetted surface." and therefore
with a belt dressing, and provided that the flywheel
in the friction, compared with an ordinary boat of
is thoroughly cleaned before the tests, it is stated
the same length .
that trials of long duration , even with large engines,
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can be made. There is very little wear on the

The G .N .R . Accident at

blocks. Themakers claim that the oscillations and
varying readings, which are a source of inaccuracy
with other forms of measuring brakes, are damped
in this dynamometer by the dynamic friction of these
wheels, without the accuracy of the readings
being affected in the slightest degree . It is found
that the latter are just as sensitive, whether the
brake is well lubricated or covered with sand or
grit. The reason for this is stated to be that the
brake block is stationary at any given load , and
therefore there cannot be dynamic friction , except
as a damping factor, and statical friction, or
tendency to stick, is nullified by reason of the
vibration set up by themoving flywheel .
One of these dynamometers

October 4 , 1906 .

Grantham .
T

E

regret that it is our duty to record another
terrible railway accident, this time to a
Scotch expresson the Great Northern Rail
way at Grantham . On Wednesday, 19th ult.,
the 8.45 train from London , which had stopped
at Peterborough — where one of the famous 251
type Atlantics was attached _ failed to pull up at
V

the appointed place at Grantham . The points
beyond the station were not set for the main line,

was recently in use in con
junction with a 20 b .h .-p .

engine. The load was on for
about twenty minutes, and
during that time the brake
ceptibly hot. The reading on

block had only become per

the spring balance was quite
as steady as in the case of a
rope dynamometer, and there
was very little vibration at
the end of the lever at which
the load was applied .

It is intended to supply a
dynamometer of this descrip
tion for testing motor-car en
gines, so as to give motorists
an easy method of determin
ing whether their engines are

in good working order, and
up to the normal standard

A Large Motor Fire
boat. - What is probably the
largest motor-driven floating
fire-engine ever constructed
has just been built by Messrs.
Merryweather , to the order
of the Rio Tinto Company,
at Huelva , in Spain . The

vessel is intended for use
as a thorough sea-going
craft. The boat itself is

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY ACCIDENT AT GRANTHAM : VIEW SHOWING

constructed of steel, and measures 45 ft.
overall. It has a beam of 10 ft., and the draught
is 3 ft . The engine-room is amidships and the hose

ONE OF THE CARRIAGES.

but for the Nottingham branch , and, rushing
through the station the engine overturned at this
curve. The train knocked down the parapet
of the bridge over Harlaxton Road, and rolled down

locker is aft, while a small cabin is fitted forward .
Two 60 h.- p. petrol engines of the six -cylinder
type are installed side by side, and are used to
drive twin propellers when their power is merely

the embankment. Twelve passengers were killed ,
including driver Fleetwood and the fireman Talbot,

required for propulsion. There is a main clutch
at each end of the crankshaft, however, so that on
disconnecting the propellers the engines can be

show the extent of the damage. Many reasons
have, at the time of writing, been put forward

immediately coupled up to the pair of Hatfield
three-throw pumps, which they drive by means of
large “ silent " " chains. Each of these pumps

to account for the disaster. The most feasible
theory is that the driver momentarily forgot

is capable of delivering 600 gallons of water per
minute, but they can , if necessary, be coupled

together to the “ monitor " jet, which is capable

of throwing a 24-in. stream , and can reach to a
height of about 200 ft. Reversing gear is fitted
to both propellers, so that the boat can be kept
particularly well under control. On its trial run
it averaged a speed of nine miles an hour.

a premium apprentice serving part of his time on
the footplate. The accompanying photographs
where he was, and discovering himself near
the station, put on the brakes too late to
pull up at the platform . It is also quite possible
that the fireman , on finding the driver through illness
or forgetfulness was not attempting to stop, applied
the brakes himself. However, if the points had
been set for the main line no accident would have
occurred , as this road is straight, and was, to all
accounts, quite clear.
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THE GREAT NORTHERN DISASTER AT GRANTHAM .
( 1) The breakdown cranes at work on the bridge over Harlaxton Road .

(2) Wrecked carriages at the bottom of the bank . The smokebox front and dome of the engine

can be just seen at the top of the embankment.
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Notable Models at South

to the excellent marine engine models shownworking
on the ground floor of the building.

Kensington Museum .

The exact arrangement of tubes in this type of
generator was patented in 1878 by M . Collett,

II.-- MODELS OF WELL-KNOWN TYPES OF STEAM

but the practical and commercial success of the
boiler was due to the labours of M . M . Niclaussé

BOILERS .

(Continued from page 131.)
THE “ Field ” water tube is known to the

majority of our readers, and since its inven
tion in 1831 by Jacob Perkins, and subsequent

adoption by Field in 1866, and Merryweather in

who patented an improved type of tube joint.
A diagram of the boiler showing the circulation

is shown in Fig. 9. In both models it will be
noticed some of the tubes are in section and show
the above-mentioned joints.
The model of the marine variety of the Niclaussé
boiler was made in the work
shops of the Museum in 1904

from

drawings supplied by

Messrs.Humphreys, Tennant and
Co., Deptford , and represents one
of the battery of boilers installed
on the H .M .Š. New Zealand.
The marine boiler consists of
sixteen elements each consisting
of a malleable cast header,
twenty steel tubes in two verti
cally staggered rows.
The
headers are each divided by a
central partition into two cham
bers, both ofwhich are connected
to the steam drum by means of
bolts and double-coned nipples.
The outer tubes of the “ Field "
tubes communicatewith the back
chamber of theheaders, as shown
n the diagram , while the inner
tubes pass right through to and
communicate with the front

chambers so that the water
passes down the headers through
the inner tube and returns by
the annular space between the
two tubes to the headers, and
to the steam drum without the
two streamsmixing or interfer

ing with each other.
The normal water level is
slightly below the centre line of
the steam drum and over the
upcomer a funnel-shaped tube is
placed so that the hotter water
s separated from the cooler
streamsreturning to the tubes.

The headers are connected at
the bottom with blowing-out
pipes, but it may be remarked
this form

of boiler cannot be

completely emptied of water

Fig . 8. - A SECTIONAL MODEL OF A 440 H .-P. STATIONARY “ NICLAUSSÉ ” .
WATER - TUBE BOILER .
(Scale 1- 10th full size, made by Messrs. Collon & Co ., Paris, Original
boiler has 1,420 sq. ft. of heating surface, and 45.7 sq . ft . grate area.)
1862, it has formed the chief feature of many
types of water -tube boiler - notably in the Niclaussé
and Dürr generators. The Museum contains two
very good models of the former type of water -tube

boiler. The model shown in the photograph
(Fig. 8 ) is of a 440 h .-p . boiler for land use, and is
built to a scale of 1- 1oth full size. The model was
received in 1902, but has been supplemented by a
more modern model of themarine type of Niclaussé

boiler, which will be found in another case, near

without removing the tubes.
The outer tubes pass through
the headers and are fitted with
cone joints at the front and back
intersections ; the tubes them
selves are enlarged to form the

rear cones and to fill the orifices in the partitions,
while steel collars screwed on the ends provide the
front cones. Portions of the tubes are cutaway on
both sides of the partition to form passages for the
water. Each inner tube is riveted to a skeleton exten
sion piece screwed to a cap which is itself screwed into
the outer cone ring , while passage of the water
from the front chamber to the outer tube is pre
vented by a surrounding ring ; the back end of the
tube is supported by a winged collar. Dogs outside
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the headers keep the conical surfaces in contact,
little retaining pressure, however, being required
owing to the areas being nearly equal ; a drawing
placed beside the model shows this joint in detail.
The outer tubes are 3.3 in . diameter and 7: 36 ft.
long, the four lower rows being .236 in . thick ,
and the remainder •16 in , thick ; the inner tubes are
1:56 in . diameter and .036 in . thick. The back
ends of the tubes are closed by screwed caps and
are supported in holes in cast-iron plates ; small
spaces are left between the headers to allow the
tubes to be cleaned outside by a steam jet.
The headers and tubes are supported on shelves
at front and back and are surrounded by a casing
built of flanged steel plates. The side walls above
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brick work ; air jets also enter from a pipe above
the fire doors. The boiler is carried on plate
girder bearers attached to the inner skin of the
ship , and the ash -pans rest on these.
The boiler, of which the model in the marine
section is a replica , has 1,992 sq. ft. of heating
surface and a grate area of63.5 sq. ft. ; the working
pressure is 220 lbs. per square inch ; it supplies
about' 15,000 lbs. of steam per hour, an evaporation
equivalent to about 850 h .-p.

( To be continued.).

Experiments on Electric Oscil.

lations and Waves.
By R . P . HowGRAVE -GRAHAM , A .I. E . E .

(Continued from page 40 .)
ELECTROSTATIC STRAIN IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD
OF AN OSCILLATION TRANSFORMER .

T

HEN the Tesla coil is in action the whole
of the space in the neighbourhood, and
especially between the terminals, is thrown
into a state of violent oscillatory electrostatic
strain , 'and as such strain originates far more
easily from a large than from a small area the
brush discharge probably plays the part of a
distributor and carries the electricity radially
outwards from the centre until it is able to act
N .

silently and invisibly by electrostatic induction.
By attaching a large conducting area to each

secondary terminal the electrostatic field is enabled
to grow , die away , and reverse as each half oscilla
tion is succeeded by another with greatly increased
facility and comparatively little of the energy
loss in heat and light which takes place in a brush
discharge .

These electrostatic strainsleave the surface ofthe
plate nearly normally or at right angles, bent out

Har GRATE 2012
THE “ NICLAUSSÉ ” WATER-TUBE BOILER.

into space, and meet the opposite plate normally ;
if the direction of the strains were ascertained at
several points, directional lines could be plotted
and would show the distribution of the field over
the whole area .
Let us suppose that at a given moment there is

(Note - This diagram also exemplifies the general
idea of the “ Dürr ” type of boiler.)
the furnace are of two plates, with non -conducting

the two plates P P ( Fig. 46a) which are connected
with opposite terminals of the Tesla coil ( T ).
If the centre of the secondary be at the same

material between , and on the outside walls a third
sheet forms an air casing. The uptake rises behind
the drum and is built up of three sheets stayed

potentialas the earth , one plate will be at a potential
of 50,000 above the earth and the other at 50 ,000
below .
If L be an imaginary line of electrostatic

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
Fig . 9 . - DIAGRAM SHOWING THE CIRCULATION IN

together and stiffened by angles ; the inner space

forms an air casing and the outer is packed with
the whole area below the tubes is occupied by the

lagging material. There are three furnace doors ;

grate which slopes at the sameangle and is carried by
transverse bearers supported on thewalls ; the sides
of the furnace are formed of firebrick . The flame
and hot gases from the furnace after passing between
the tubes enter directly into the uptake and

chimney ; their passage is retarded by baffles
formed of pipes resting on the tubes.

The front

of the boiler above the furnace is closed by shutters

secured by H bars and cotters. Air for com
bustion is supplied through the ash -pan doors,
some of it passing through the grate and some

entering above it through passages in the back

a difference of potential of 100 ,000 volts between

strain starting from the centre of one plate and
returning to the other in a curve there will obviously
by figures placed at different points in the diagram .
If, in Fig . 46 , L L represents the electrostatic
line straightened out, we could obviously plot

be a change of potential along this line as indicated

a curve of potential along LL if we knew the
values at various points in its length . This
graph might be of various shapes :- A straight line
as shown at A or a curve such as B , but the rate
of change of the curve or the degree of its slope
at any point is called the potential gradient at that

point. Thus, if in moving from one point to another
2 ins. further along there is a change of potential
of 1,000 volts, the mean potential gradient over
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If the body be put in connection with one plate
volts per inch . Returning to
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the 2 ins. is 500

as described in the last article, the electrostatic
lines crowd to that part of the body which is
nearest to the opposite plate and to any portions
which are near to other conducting bodies, earthed
or otherwise. Thus in the above-mentioned experi

Fig . 46a we see that if we insert a very badly

conducting rod of length A B in the middle of the
line L L there will be a positive potential of 10 ,000
at the right-hand end and a negative potential of

ment, when one hand is connected with one plate ,
T

+ 50000

s

-

P.
50000

discharges. Similarly, if one hand be connected

Potential

Fig . 46a.
+ 50000

between the fingers and the second plate ; the
strain then becomes too great, causing a break

down of the air , which manifests itself as brush

1 - 30000

1 + 30,000

the other being brought near to the other plate of

the coil, there is a very great potential gradient

+ 10000

10000

" L Distance alongLL

0

Potential

A

FIG . 466.

- 50000
10,000 at the left-hand end. In other words there
will be a difference of potential of 20 ,000 volts
between the two ends. If now the rod be replaced
by one of better conducting material the difference

of potential between its endswill cause a longitudinal
flow of electricity, and the distribu
tion of the electrostatic field will be

to a plate as for the brush experiment and one of

the vacuum tubes be held in the other hand and
extended outwards into space, the glow will be
very much more intense than when the tube was
merely inserted (insulated ) in the path of the strain
lines, for the body, which is a good conductor,
establishes actual connection between the grasped
end of the tube and one terminal of the coil.
Nevertheless, the potential to which the body is
raised is far lower than that attained by the plate
when the body is disconnected by reason of the
greatly increased combined capacity of the plate

and the experimenter.
Fig . 47 shows three forms of vacuum tube used
by the writer for these experiments - A , the long
tube described above ; B , a similar one, but shorter ;

and C one far less easily blown, consisting of five

altered ; the lower the resistance of
the rod is made the lower will be the

potential difference between its ends,
will concentrate upon it. If the resist.
and the more the electrostatic lines

ance of the rod be fairly uniform so

also will be the potential gradient
A

. 38 -....... . .. . ?

Fig . 47.
along it. Considerable energy can
thus be induced in conducting bodies

inserted in the electrostatic field ; one
of the most remarkable ways of
showing this is to suspend an insulated
vacuum tube, preferably a long one,
somewhere in the region of activity of the Tesla coil,
Such tubes are cheaply constructed , for they

need have no electrodes — all that is required being
a long glass tube with or without a bulb at each
end, exhausted to a moderate degree. An ordi
nary Geissler tube will show the effect very well ,

though there is great gain in using one 2 or 3 ft.

in length . Such a tube should work at several yards
distance from the coil, especially if placed parallel
to the direction of the electrostatic field . If placed
at right angles, as shown in the line CD, Fig . 46a,
the tube will cease glowing altogether.

FIG . 48 .
or six radial arms with a bulb at the end of each .

Beautiful effects can be obtained by grasping this
tube at the centre and giving it a rotatory motion
by twisting thewrist. If the frequency with which
the oscillatory sparks takes place is fairly high the
successive illuminations produced in themoving tube

give a very beautiful effect suggestive of numberless
positions. Similarly, if the long tube be waved
in the hand, the effect suggests a wide fan made up
of countless repeated tubes all glowing at once.
The short tube is the least effective of the

Aickering bulbs and tubes at all sorts of angles and
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three. The whole appearance is weird and

problem of cheap and efficient illumination may be

indescribably beautiful, the glowing tubes, with
the delicate tints of their luminous gases and the
streamers and brushes escaping from wires, ter
minals and the corners of plates, and sometimes
even from the free end of the tube, combine together
with the beauty and interest of the principles
involved, and make the experiment a very impressive
one.
In the photograph (Fig . 48) the operator is shown
holding a vacuum tube illuminated by the discharge
while he places himself in connection with one
terminal of the coil by means of a metal rod . The
coil was an old one giving comparatively poor
results, but in Fig. 49 the experimenter is shown
holding a long tube in one hand and presenting a
metal rod to one of the plates which is sending
to it a torrent of sparks and charging his body
to a high potential. The photograph was taken
with a shortmagnesium exposure to show operator
and apparatus, the sparks and the tube being taken
by their own light during an exposure of less than

solved by the aid of some apparatus or material
giving a cold light without the heat waste that
accompanies all methods of illumination known
at the present time. Good vacuum tubes can be
obtained ready-made of Mr. A . C . Cossor, of
Farringdon Road, who will also construct special
tubes to any given specification at a reasonable

a second .

price.

(To be continued.)

Locomotive Notes .
By Chas. S. LAKE.
New Goods LOCOMOTIVES, CALEDONIAN RAILWAY.
The latest type of locomotive designed by Mr.

J. F . McIntosh , locomotive superintendent of the
Caledonian Railway, and built at that company's
works, St. Rollox, Glasgow , is of the 4 – 6 – 0

type, and resembles in general outward
appearance the “ 50 " class of express loco
motives and the 4 – 6 – 0 type engines

known as the “ Callander and Oban "

class, with 5 ft. diameter wheels.
The new engines indeed possess many

dimensions in common with those of the
last-named seri's, but much larger boilers
have been provided .
Classed as belonging to the “ 918 "
series, they have been principally designed
for heavy fast goods traffic , and they are

the first purely goods engine of the bogie
type built by the Caledonian Railway. The
cylinders are as large in diameter as it has
been possible to make them , whilst still
retaining the direct Stephenson link -motion
with valve chest between the cylinders.
The engine is equipped with the usual
Westinghouse brake fittings, and has also

an ejector and “ through " pipes to enable
it to work vacuum -brake fitted trains when
required ; therefore, although designated a
goods engine, it is well adapted for running
very heavy passenger traffic.

The following

are the principaldimensions :

Cylinders - diameter 19 ins.; stroke, 26 ins.
Wheels — bogie, diameter 3 ft. 6 ins. ;
coupled , 5 ft.
Biler – centre from rail, 8 ft. 6 ins.; length
ofbarrel, 14 ft. of in .; diameter of barrel,

5 ft. 31 ins.; thickness of barrel plates,
21- 32nds in .
Firebox shell - length outside, 6 ft. 5 ins.;
FIG . 49.
Richer and more brilliant illumination may be
just enough finely powdered mineral zinc sulphide

obtained by using a long vacuum tube containing

to slightly cover its interior.

Under the influence of the violently agitated
column of rarified air in the tube the electrical
energy is converted into photo - energy and the
powder emits a rich and brilliant green light. This
change of energy is known as fluorescence, and takes
place without any accompaniment of heat.
It is even conceivable that at some future timethe

width at bottom (outs.), 4 ft.; depth from
centre at front, 5 ft.; depth from centre
at back , 4 ft. 3 ins.; thickness of plates,
sides, fin.; crown, fin .
Tubes (steel) - number, 242 ; external diameter,
2 ins. ; distance between tube plates, 13 ft. ;
64 ins. ; height of chimney from rail, 12 ft.
II ins.
Heating surface — firebox, 128 sq. ft. ; tubes,
1 ,890 sq . ft. ; total, 2 ,018 sq. ft.
Grate area, 21 sq. ft.
Working pressure, 175 lbs.
Weight of engine in working order , 60 tons
8 cwts.
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Tender - capacity of tanks, 3,570 gallons ; fuel

standards, as deficient for heavy main line express

space, 47 tons ; diameter of wheels, 4 ft. ;
weight of tender full, 38 tons.
Weight of engine and tender full, 98 tons 8 cwts.
Length over buffers (engine and tender),
57 ft. 6 ins.

traffic working,and therefore Mr. Holden is rebuild
ing the majority of the engines with much larger
boilers of the Belpaire type, and is substituting
a leading four-wheeled bogie for the single pair of
wheels originally fitted . Many of the engines

REBUILT LOCOMOTIVES - GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY.
The practice of rebuilding locomotives when the

have been rebuilt with new Belpaire boilers, whilst
still retaining the 2 – 4 – 0 wheel arrangement ;
but in all the more recent rebuilds the bogie has
been utilised .
The particular engine illustrated , No. 1,021,

same have become somewhat out of date and
unable therefore to deal satisfactorily with the
modern heavily -weighted trains, is a common one
on the railways of this country , where so much
good and conscientious work is put into the engines
and such excellent materials are used in their con
struction . As a rule the principle followed in the

was built at Stratford Works in 1895, and it ran
in its original form , as shown in Fig . I, for upwards
of eleven years. It was taken into the shops for

rebuilding process is that of enlarging the steaming

comparative tables of dimensions :

rebuilding a few months ago , and has recently
reappeared in its present form (Fig. 2 ). The
differences effected are clearly shown in the following

Fig . 3. - NEW 4 - 6 - 0 TYPE Goods LOCOMOTIVE , CALEDONIAN RAILWAY.
power of the engine by providing a larger boiler
grate area , whilst leaving the wheel arrangement

with greater heating surface, steam pressure, and

and working parts as originally designed (except, of
course, where repairs are necessary ), but in other
cases material rearrangements are made in these
respects also , and then but little remains of the
original engine.
Recently there appeared in these columns an
illustrated description of the rebuilding, as two
cylinder simple engines, of some of the Webb system
three -cylinder compounds of the 0 - 8 - 0 type on
the London & North -Western Railway, and , as - --

a further example of the methods , employed in

bringing locomotives designed a number of years
ago into the category of modern engines, the
photographs and far i ulars appearing herewith , for
both of which the writer is indebted to Mr. James

Holden , M .Inst. C. E ., chief locomotive engineer

of the Great Eastern Railway, will serve a useful
purpose.
The type of engine shown in Fig . I was for years
the standard for express passenger work on the
Great Eastern Railway, and very successful results

have been consistently achieved with it. The
amount of boiler power provided , however, can only
be regarded , when viewed from the most modern

As originally built
(1895).
Type 2 – 4 – 0
Cylinders, diameter 18 ins.

As now

run

ning ( 1905).
4 - 4 - 0
. . 18 ins.

..
Stroke, 24 ins.
Wheels, leading, diameter 4 ft. . .
Wheels, bogie, diameter —
Wheels, coupled , diameter 7 ft. . .
Wheelbase, total 16 ft . 6 ins. . .
Boiler, diameter (outs.), 4 ft. 4 ins.
Boiler, length between tube plates,
10 ft. 4 ins.

- --Length
of firebox
(outs.),, 6O IT.ft. . ..
box
th

24 ins.

3 ft . i in .
7 ft.
21 ft. 44 ins.

4 ſt. 8 ins.
10
ft. 4 ins.
7 it .

Wid of fire (outs.), 4 ft. o } in . 4 ft. o } in .
. . 287
Diameter of tubes (outs.), 1 ins.. . 13 ins.
Working pressure, 140 lbs..
.. 180 lbs.
Heating surface
Tubes . .
. . 1,098
.6 sq. ft. 1,358.5 sq. it.
Firebox
. . 100 :9
117.7
Total . . 1,199.5 sq. ft. 1,476 .2 sq . ft.
21.6 sq . ft.
. . 18 sq . ft.
Grate area . .
Of the total of fifty -one engines belonging to the
class which have been rebuilt so far, thirty -one

Number of tubes , 250

have bogies, whilst twenty -one still retain the
2 – 4 – 0 wheel arrangement.
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Several of the 4 - 440 type express passenger

above water-line and red below . The boat was

locomotives designed and built at Derby Works,

made to a scale of } in . to the foot of the original
boat as nearly as possible. Having no lathe I
had to purchase a little “ Pet ” motor,which has a
tripolar armature, it ins. diameter. Being un
able to obtain an accumulator that would go
in the boat, I have not tried it on a pond ; but have
had it running in a bath from bichromate cells .
The model was made when I was living in New
South Wales, and took me about three months'

Midland Railway, during the time of Mr. S. W .
Johnson 's régime as locomotive superintendent
have been lately rebuilt with very large boilers,
quite altering the appearance of the engines , and

greatly increasing their power. One of these
engines will shortly be illustrated in these columns
list of comparative dimensions will also be given .
as appearing before and after rebuilding, and a full

spare time to make.

A

Well - Proportioned Model
Steamer.
By S. A . ARUNDEL (New Zealand ).

THE drawings and photographs reproduced
T
herewith are of my model of the s.s. Te
Anau , belonging to the Union Steamship
Company of New Zealand. The hull was cut
from a block ofbeech , and is very light. The deck
is of -in . Kauri. The midship section can be

In Cuba, alcohol is produced and sold for from
12 to 15 cents a gallon, and is said to make an
excellent fuel for running engines. It produces
no soot nor disagreeable odours. When the law
recently passed by Congress to denature alcohol
in the United States becomes operative, it is expected
that the use of this substance for fuel and other
purposes will be very much increased .
A NOVEL CLOCKWORK GAS-LIGHTER has been
invented by three brothers named Horstmann ,
of Bath . The contrivance is wound up weekly or

Scale of Inches

ilonumaagotocobo .

Fig . 1. - SIDE ELEVATION OF MODEL STEAMER.

0
0

FIG . 2. - DECK PLAN.
removed to allow of accumulator being put in place.

The portholes are boot eyelets punched in . The
fittings include a winch , made up of a few old clock
wheels put together ; four covered winches ;
twelve ventilators, which are carved out of wood ;
and six lifeboats. The saloon skylight takes
off to allow of oiling motor. The rigging is all of
fine brass wire, and the boat is painted dark green I

fortnightly when the lamp is cleaned , and the
clockwork arrangement not only puts the light on
and turns it off, but does this at a different time
every day in the year, according to the season ,
as the daylight lengthens or diminishes. Not only
is the lamplighter superseded by this apparatus,
which costs 355., but there is a saying in the gas
mantles.
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Electro-plating.
By E. Basil TFALKNER,
B .A., B.Sc., AND
. E . DIBBLE .
(Continued from page 279.)
IN this paper the writers intend giving the
1 necessary instructions for the preparation
of the electro-plating solution , but, before
the directions are set down, the warning note

must again be struck.
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"hitherto described or hereafter to be written , for the

quality of the plating depends on the skill and care
shown in the preparation of the bath . Another
point to be remembered is that all the substances

used must be of the best quality and perfectly pure.

Most chemicals are sold in two qualities — the com
mercial, or impure, and the pure. After what
has been said , it is hardly necessary to point out
that the latter is the kind required by the plater.
The two compounds used in making up the solu
tion are “ silver nitrate ” and “ cyanide of potas
sium ” ; and as these bodies are strangers to many

Fig : 3. — TwoʻVIEWS OF MR. S. A . ARUNDEL's Model STEAMER.

For description ]
As was mentioned in an earlier article,
the chemicals which the experimenter is about to
deal with are of the most poisonous nature, and
the greatest possible care must be taken , not only
in handling them , but also in keeping them in a
safe place when not in use. Too much stress can
not be laid on this point ; therefore, the operator
must always bear in mind thatcare is very important,
The making of the vat solution requires perhaps
more attention and exactitude than any of the work

(see page 326.
of those who will read these chapters, a word or
two concerning their chief properties will probably
prove of interest.
Nitrate of silver is prepared by dissolving pure

silver in dilute nitric acid , and evaporating the
resulting liquid until the salt crystallises out.
These crystals are then heated to a high tempera
ture, and recrystallised from water again . " The
pure substance, as bought, is a beautiful white
colour, and quite transparent. Crystals with a
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green tinge should be discarded , because they

probably contain copper as an impurity.
crystals are poisonous and caustic , and will
the skin an indelible black ; they should be
from the light in a red , stoppered bottle.

The
stain
kept
The
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use of until it is quite cool. Pour a little of the
and observe what happens — a white curdy pre
cipitate of silver cyanide is formed , which sinks
cyanide solution into that of the silver nitrate,

to the bottom of the vessel.
Stir the liquid with a glass rod, and keep adding,

cost of this substance is about 45. per ounce.
Cyanide of potassium , a white, amorphous and

little by little, the cyanide solution , allowing the

opaque body, is the potassium salt of prussic acid ,
one of the most virulent poisons known. It pos
sesses an overpowering smell, reminding one of

the last few drops fail to produce a turbidity

bitter almond oil, a substance which is also poison
ous. It must be borne in mind that the smell
of cyanide has a strong toxic action , and therefore
amateurs are warned against breathing the vapour
which rises from the plating vat more than is abso
lutely necessary . The poison may be absorbed by

the skin , and when this latter is broken , painful
sores may be produced unless great care is taken .
Solid cyanide also gives off vapour when exposed
to the air , so this compound must be kept in a
tightly corked bottle, under lock and key .
Cyanide of potassium must never be handled ,
nor must the hands be dipped in the solution when

it is made. As a solution of cyanide does not keep

for any length of time without decomposing, only
the actual quantity of the salt required at the time
must be dissolved .

precipitate to settle after each addition . When
in the silver nitrate solution, stop adding the cyanide.

Stir the whole mixture well, and allow the precipi

tate to thoroughly settle to the bottom of the basin .
Remember, that if too much cyanide is added ,
some of the silver precipitate will dissolve, and so
be lost.
When the silver cyanide has quite settled to the
bottom of the basin , pour off very carefully the
supernatant liquid , and throw it away, as it is not
wanted . On to the precipitate now throw a little
distilled water, and stir the mixture well with the
glass rod .

Allow the cyanide to again settle, and repeat the

washing two or three times, taking care during the
operation that none of the precipitate is lost .
The amateur will find someof the potassium cyanide
solution , which he first mixed , left in the jug, and
this must now be poured on to the wet silver

Having now acquired a general knowledge of
the chemicals used in the vat solution , the direc
tions to be followed in making it up will now be
given the amateur plater, bearing in mind the

precipitate in the basin in sufficient quantity to

while that without care, attention, and cleanliness a
good result cannot be obtained

dissolve the silver cyanide.
Dilute with distilled water this mixture till the
whole bulk is equal to two pints of plating solution .
If a larger quantity is needed , theweights of chemi
cals used must be proportionately increased .

The electro -plating solution is made by adding
a solution of cyanide of potassium in distilled water
to one of silver nitrate until the white curdy pre
cipitate, which is at first formed , has settled to
the bottom of the vessel in which the precipitation

just dissolve the pasty solid . Carefully note this
quantity, and add a further supply of cyanide

to the extent of one-fifth of the amountrequired to

takes place. This white precipitate is well washed
in several changes of water and then dissolved in

The solution must only be diluted to a small
extent, as a solution poor in metal is very apt to
turn out bad work . For amounts exceeding one
gallon , 3 } ozs. of nitrate of silver and a proportional

a strong solution of potassium cyanide.
The following reactions occur in the vessel :
When the cyanide solution is added to the silver
nitrate, a double decomposition takes place, the
potassium and silver changing partners. Thus
silver cyanide and potassium nitrate are formed .

quantity of potassium cyanide per gallon must be
The reader will have noticed that a further supply
of cyanide solution (one- fifth ) is added over and
above the theoretical quantity required . This
extra cyanide is called “ free cyanide," and it is

The former body is insoluble in water , and there
fore appears as a precipitate, while the potassium

an important factor in the plating solution .

nitrate is held in solution , as it is soluble. This
solution of potassium nitrate is poured away,
while the silver cyanide is left behind and well
washed. The cyanide of silver, although insoluble
in water, is readily soluble in a strong solution
of potassium cyanide, so , when this liquid is added
to it, the precipitate vanishes, a clear fluid being
left, which contains a “ double salt ” — a cyanide
of potassium and silver (KCN .AgCN ), and it is
this double salt which is electrolysed by the current
generated by the Daniell battery .
Two vessels, each capable of holding two quarts
of liquid , will be required for the precipitation
of the silver cyanide, and a piece of glass rod
for stirring the solutions. In one of the vessels
(a basin is a convenient receptacle for the nitrate,
and a jug, with a lip , for the cyanide) dissolve 14
pennyweights of silver nitrate in two pints of dis

tilled water, and in the other dissolve it ozs. of
tilled water. Hot water had better be used for
the cyanide solution, as this salt is not very soluble
in cold ; the solution must not, however, be made
potassium cyanide in the same quantity of dis

used .

Its use is to act as a reserve of cyanide which
at the same rate as the silver is deposited on the

attacks the anode or silver plate, and dissolve it
article being plated . It is thus seen that should
there be too little of this free cyanide in the solu
tion , the anode will dissolve slowly , and the contents

of the vat will become poor in metal ; if, on the
other hand, there is too much free cyanide, the
reverse takes place, and the solution becomes too
dense to do good work .

The anode should be of pure silver, and should
present as large a surface area to the solution as
that of the article to be plated .

This plate of silver must be hung in the vat
by means of a short length of platinum wire, which
is not acted on by the plating solution .
The rate of the deposit can be regulated by the
distance of the article from the anode, and also by
the amount of surface which it exposes to the solu
tion : a long distance and small surface decreases
the rate of deposit, while the opposite increases
it .
When the plating operation is in progress the

anode becomes slightly yellowish in colour, but it

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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speedily recovers its normal tint when the current
is turned off.
In the next instalment directionswill be given for
cleaning, plating, and finishing small articles.
(To be continued .)
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battery of lubricators placed at the front of the

engine, and small brass or copper tubing leading
to the various parts requiring lubrication. The
rest of the engine is of common practice, for more

details of which I would refer the reader to the
pages of THE MODEL ENGINEER, in which designs
very similar have appeared . The scales which were

given on page 257 of September 13th issue article

Water Motors and other

apply to the engine as well as to pumps No. I

Hydraulic Machines
By JOSEPH G . Solis.

and No. 2.
CENTRIFUGAL PUMP No. 2 .
This pump differs from the other in this — that
it has a double suction . The sum of the inlet
areas is more than the other, to compensate for the

CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS.
(Continued from page 258 .)
CIG .48 shows a quick revolving engine suitable for
T direct coupling to the pump. As the general
design is a well-known one no lengthy details
will be required . The bottom cover acts also as a
support for the cylinder on the columns ; half
underside plan of this is shown at Fig. 51. The

extra friction in the pipes, etc. It is mounted on
a sole -plate with a bearing at each end . One

of these bearings could be

done away with , and the
sole-plate shortened, if desired
. The case is some
thing similar, as in No. 1. The two flanges for the

inlets are made solid instead of ribbed . The
impeller has vanes on both sides ; these arenarrower

than in the other pump, but the angle of blades is
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FIG. 48.
PART SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF ENGINE.

W

Fig . 52.

FIG. 50.
PART SECTION AND PART END ELEVATION
OF ENGINE,
the same, as well as the number. The two suction

valve chest is fixed to the cylinder by countersunk
steel screws and a separate cover fixed on it. A
dash 'plate is fixed to the front of the engine, to
prevent the oil from connecting-rod flying out,
and messing round the engine. Another of these
plates could with advantage be placed on the back

same as the other ; care must be
that the
impeller revolves as close as possibletakento the
case

of slide-bar. Lubrication could be made by a

wall without touching. The pulley and end

pipes are joined by a bend. (Fig. 55 shows a half
this pump is about the

section of this, and Fig. 56 a part plan.) The
general workmanship on
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bearings are the same as in No. 1. The bedplate
is different, but an easy matter. The foundation
bolts pass through the top of plate, as shown in
Fig . 58 . The two suction pipes have a flange
round them , and these lie on facings on the sole
plate, and are held down by six studs each . If
desired this pump can be driven direct by the engine
by altering the bedplate. The case can also
be placed in several positions, and by reversing the
impeller on shaft, also the discharge, could be
made on an opposite side. The direction ofrotation
will of course be reversed . Fig. 59 is a cross
section of the sole-plate, showing the proper width .
The driving speed will be the same as No. 1, also
the power required , as well as the discharge, taking
size for size. With these remarks the amateur
should find little difficulty in building a very in
teresting machine, and one - if the workmanship

is anything like fair — that will give good results.
TABLE OF SPEEDS REQUIRED AT VARIOUS LIFTS.
Average
Lift or head of delivery
Mark Discharge
in feet.
of in gallons
Pump. per min . 4 ft. 8 ft. 12 ft. 16 ft. 20 ft.
16

1,495
1, 170
1,079
949

19.5

2 ,080
1,838
1,521
1,404

2 ,470
2 ,041
1,833
1,729

2 ,990
2, 340
2, 158
1 ,898

3,250
2,639
2 ,405
2,236

1,300 1,924 2 ,551 2,600 2 ,906

22

27

33.5
923 1,313 1,599 1,846 2,067
39 .5
TABLE OF EFFECTIVE HORSE-POWER REQUIRED

CMUAMELA

Mark

Average
Discharge

TO DRIVE.
Lift or Head of Delivery

in feet.
of in gallons
Pump. permin . 4 ft. 8 ft. 12 ft. 16 ft. 20 ft.
16

19.5
22

UAR)<

27
39 .5

33:5

049 085 •125 •164 •210
•053 104 158 203 •254
•073 116 169 •223 •278
082 .130 196 •260 .327
091 164 •243 324 .405
102 •191 •287 •383 •479

( To be continued .)

The Engineering Exhibition at
Olympia .

October 4, 1906.

Messrs. C . W . Burton Griffiths & Co., of Ludgate
Square, whose excellent metal working tools
are so well known to readers of THE MODEL ENGI
NEER, have a very tastefully arranged stand near
the entrance to the hall, and no model-maker

should fail to visit this firm ' s stall. It includes
in addition to the display of small tools several
capstan lathes and other machine tools in operation .
The “ Kennedy ” bending machine (John Barker
& Co ., Ltd ., Kensington ) merits some attention ,
especially by those who have occasion to make
flash boilers. The “ Autoloc ” patent locking
device, which dispenses with all ratchets , pawls,
and other arrangements for setting and locking
levers should not be forgotten . Other exhibits
interesting to model engineers and motorists are
those of the “ Fasnut ” Company, Ltd ., who are
patentees and manufacturers of an ingenious
patent washer for locking nuts, the Taylor patent
spanner. .
Several of the leading steam boiler firms have
models of their generators and accessories on show ,
the Stirling Boiler Company, Ltd ., demonstrating
the circulation of water in their boilers by means
of models fitted with glass tubes and boiler ends.
This method is also adopted to explain the action
of the “ Hotchkiss ” patent circulator and mud
collector. The construction of Messrs. Green 's
economiser is shown by an excellent scale model

on their stand. The scale model of the early
L . B . & S.C . R . locomotive, made by engine- driver
Dixon about fifty years ago , and which was illus
trated in THE MODEL ENGINEER for March 8th , 1906 ,
will also be found of interest to our readers visiting
the Exhibition . MODEL ENGINEER handbooks
and other publications are also on sale at several

stalls in the exhibition, and those who wish to look
before they buy may thus embrace a convenient
opportunity of inspecting our wares.

Practical Letters from our

Readers .
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, but the full

name and address of the sendei MUST invariably be attached

though not necessarily intended for publication.]

THE Engineering Exhibition now being held

Novel Bubble Fountain .

at the “ Olympia ” (Addison Road, Kensing
ton ), London , although it is not a very large
or comprehensive display, contains many items
which should prove of interest to readers of this
Journal. The machine tool manufacturers have,
on the whole, excellent exhibits of their respective
specialities. Amongst the tools suitable for
amateurs' use which we noticed at our visit a
few days after the opening on September 15th ,
was the “ Rapid File ” hand-shaper by Messrs.
Crosier Stephens & Co., of Newcastle-on- Tyne.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

1

DEAR SIR , - We notice in your issue of Sept. 6th
he cannot get the mixture of oleate of soda and
glycerine to give good results. This is probably
owing to the impurity of the oleate, which requires
very careful preparation , and we ourselves experi

that your correspondent, Mr. Geo. Martin , says

ence difficulty in getting two samples alike. For
this reason we have discarded the oleate solution

in favour of the following, which is far less costly,
viz. : caustic soda , 1 oz., dissolved in i gallon of

This handy machine is small enough to be fixed
to the back jaw of the vice, and will take 3 -in .
cuts and plane a surface measuring 10 ins. by 7 ins.
Bedplates are also supplied for fitting up themachine

distilled water, then add 31 ozs. of oleic acid . Now
agitate strongly with a filat piece of wood, three or

asa bench -shaper. Other appliances which this firm
are exhibiting include valve re-seaters, which can
be used in situ , and should be suitable for both
the marine engineer and engineer-in -charge.

to be used , with or without the addition of glycerine.

four times at intervals, then allow to clear, which
takes two or three days. The clear solution only

The tenacity of the bubble film is increased by the
addition of glycerine, which , however, must not

exceed 25 per cent, of the mixture. It may interest

The Model Bogineer and Electrician ,
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DESIGN FOR SMALL CENTRIFUGAL PUMP.
For description ]

By J. G . SOLIS.

[see page 329.
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your readers to know that the New Zealand Govern
ment have given an order for one of our patent
bubble fountains to discharge 10,000 bubbles per
minute, which will be erected at the Christchurch

Exhibition opening in November next. The caustic
soda and oleic acid solution given above will be
used for forming the bubbles. -- Yours faithfully ,
Alliance Mills,
DICKINSON & SHIELDS.

Stoke Newington .

Brass Filings for Coherers.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR , In a recent issue you informed a
querist that you could not recommend the use of
brass filings for coherers, because you had not
tried it. The followingmemorandum might interest
your correspondent : Some time ago - when ex
hibiting a home-made wireless telegraph receiver
I happened to spill the filings in the coherer - the
sort of thing that usually happens when you are

showing your experiments to critical friends.
Having no other metal handy, I seized a piece
of hard brass rod and got my filings from that.
It “ worked ” admirably, and I have used it ever

have no direct proof that the cooling effect acts

exactly in the manner described and illustrated in
my letter. I merely state that, on comparing the
results obtained from a large number of trials,
the empirical rule set forth will approximately
account for the different results obtained with dif
ferent sized cylinders.

I do not even claim that it is anything more
than an approximation, as there are so many
factors - varying in each make of motor - that
it is impossible to form a general rule that will
cover all conditions as to compression , etc. - Yours

faithfully .

V . W . DELVES-BROUGHTON,

The Society ofModel Engineers.
[Reports of meetings should be send to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
Hcular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual

date of publication .]
THE first indoor meeting of the Winter Session

I was held on Tuesday, September 18th ,
at the Cripplegate Institute, Golden Lane,
E .C ., Mr. Herbert Sanderson taking the chair

since in preference to pure silver (which I found
much too sensitive), coin silver, antimony, or
mickel. Brass probably loses its effect quicker
that I am not able to say but for experimental
work in an easily charged and emptied coherer

at eight o' clock , and about sixty -five members
and visitors being present.

it certainly answers admirably . - I am , sir, yours
faithfully,
T. J. N .

Chairman fourteen gentlemen , who were forthwith
elected members.

“ Isca," Peterborough Avenue,

:
High Wycombe.
* Model Engineer ” Speed Boat Competition .
TO THE Editor of The Model Engineer.
Dear SIR,-- Mr. D . Scott's engine and boiler,
especially the latter, seem to be very effective pieces
of apparatus. According to the data given in his

letter, his steam consumption must be equivalent
to the evaporation of 40 lbs. of water per hour,
truly a magnificent result from a boiler weighing
6 lbs. ! This is very good hearing, as should I
and the gentleman who has undertaken to construct

the model be able to design an equally efficient
boiler, the weight of our propelling machinery
will be reduced to 44 lbs.
I do not claim any special new invention about
my engine, and as a matter of fact it is an adaptation

of a well-tried design , but what I do claim is a
somewhat better distribution of the steam than is

usually found in model engines.
I think there must be somemistake in your foot.
note to Mr. Scott's letter. The engine cannot
possibly be that in the boat referred to . I have

The minutes of the previous meeting were read
and signed , and the Secretary presented to the
The Chairman brought forward a suggestion
made by Mr. Henry Greenly that the Society might

approach the London County Council with the view
of obtaining their consent to allow the members
the use ofan enclosure in one of the parks or squares
controlled by them for the purpose of laying a
permanent track for the running of locomotives,
both steam and electrical; it was suggested that

by a judicious selection of widths of track several
alternative gauges might be arranged on about four
or five rails, the track to be laid permanently and not
to be adjustable otherwise. The Chairman requested
the members present who were interested in this
section of the Society' s work to discuss the matter ,
pointing out that the tendency amongst the loco
motive enthusiasts seemed to be towardsmodels so

large and heavy as to render their running on the

Society's present track a dangerous and unsatis
factory proceeding owing to the comparative short
ness and consequentdifficulty of giving any but the
smallest models an adequate space to get up speed .
Several members responded to the invitation, and

per minute ; so , surely if the engine described by
Mr. Scott were placed in a boat, somewhat better
results than 7.719 miles perhour should be obtained !
With reference to my previous letter I should
have stated that with air-cooled engines the chilling
effect is less marked and the rate of propogation

with one or two exceptions the suggestion was con .
sidered an excellent one, those members having
or building locos promising to take advantage of
such a track if the scheme could be carried out,
and it was ultimately decided that the committee
should consider the matter fully at their next
meeting and report further .
The remainder of the evening was spent in watch
ing the trials of one or two locomotives under
steam , these including a h -in . scale locomotive ,

of combustion is considerably greater than in water
jacketed cylinders. As I have had several letters
addressed to me referring to the above, and com

pact and well-made launch engine. Mr. A . M . H .

as I write the particulars of a boat before me

which gives 7miles per hourwith I.P . of 5,000 ft.-Ibs.

by Mr. Clogg, and a 4-in . scale express engine
by Mr. H . Dudley, who also exhibited a very com

paring the power developed by motorcycles, it
appears that I did not make it sufficiently clear

Solomon showed the “ chassis ” of a model of
Stephenson 's “ Patentee " engine of 1834, which

that the cooling effect only holds good for water

was dismantled for the purpose of fitting a new
water-tube boiler, and Mr. J. C . Taylor brought

cooled engines. I also wish to point out that I
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up a few of the more complicated pieces of the
valve gear of his “ Agenoria ” locomotive model.
.m . will be
10 pmeeting
terminatedTheatnext
The meeting
MEETINGS.-FUTURE
held
at the Cripplegate Institute on Friday,October
12th , when Messrs. H . Greenly and W . J. Bassett
Lowke will deliver an illustrated lecture entitled
“ TwoModel Engineers in Germany." The following
meeting will be on Monday, October 29th , when
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the longer the current passed
calculate it for yourself by reckoning about 4 watts per candle
power. (6 ) Try Whitney's,
of 117, City Road.
writes : Thank
(16,488) Electroscopes . A .lastL. query,
(London)
you very much for your reply. to Fmy
and now I want to

Depends partly
(4) See (5sketch.
upon the candle -power or size of. lamps.
) You do not give size
of lamp so cannot say what current will be passed . You can
ask you the way to make a condensing electroscope as mentioned

in your book on " Simple Experiments in Static Electricity." I
want to perform some of the experiments mentioned therein . Also
an ordinary electroscope (not condensing), and could you tell me
how to discharge it ? Give some sketches of them ., please. Would

Rummage Sale will take place.
theTOannual
PROVINCIAL SOCIETIES. - The Hon . Secretary

experiments ?

will be glad to receive at once from those Societies
affiliated to the London Society lists of members
and reports for insertion in the Annual Report.

Instruments," Chap . IV . The same instrument may be made
nto a condensing electroscope as follows : - Fit a brass disc D

an induction coil do instead of a Wimshurst machine for these
Instructions for making an ordinary gold leaf electroscope are
given in our handbook No. 24, on “ Small Electrical Measuring

HERBERT G . RIDDLE, Hon . Secretary , 37, Minard
Road , Hither Green, S . E .

Queries and Replies.
givenwithbelowthe
condition
first not
especially
(Attention
complying
bedirected
taken toof theQuerles
and nots notice
be
Querles must
Letters containing
directions
thereinwit stated.

CONSTRUCTION
Varnished

envelope
marked
of therelating
left-hand
Query
on the top
but those
to the “Querles
matterscorner
No other
Department."
should be enclosed in the same envelope.

CONDENSING

are replied to
the scopeconditions
withinfollowing
of this : Journal
on subjects
Queries
by post
under the
- ( 1 ) Queries dealing

ELECTROSCOPE,

with distind sublects should be written on different silps, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be in
scribed on the back . 2 )
(

OF A

Querles should be accompanied ,

wherever
with fullyto dimensioned
and corra
spondents possible,
are recommended
keep a copy skaches,
of their Queries
for
reference.
)
A
stamped
(3
addressed
anvelope
(not
should invariably be enclosed, and also a “ Queries andpost-card)
Repllas
Coupon ” cu out from the advertisement pages of the CUTTON
issue. but
(4) anQueries
answered
as early
as possible
after
receipt.
intervalwillof bea few
days must
usually
elapse before

the answer
Reply can
be forwarded
Correspondents
. (5) should
an
inseried
in this column
understandwho require
weeks must capse before the Reply can be publishedthat some
. The

Insertion
in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
AU Querlesof replies
should be addressed
to The Editor, THE MODEL

E .C .]
Fleetwhich
Street,haveLondon,
been replied
from theCourt,
Querlos
selectedPoppin's
following are26 -29,
The BNGINEER,
ot recently :
(16 ,431]
Charging
. (Bayswater)
Accumulators.
E . Cmotor,
but on
a dynamo andR .water
writes
: I have
just completed
trial I find that the water motor is not powerful enough to run
dynamo at its full speed . The dynamo is wired for io volts 4 amps.

and when run on a more powerfulmotor at about 3,000 r.p .m . it
gives 12 volts. The water motor which I intend to use will only
run it up to 8 volts, but as I only intend to use it for charging
accumulators up to 6 volts this does not matter. (1) In charging
a 6 -volt ro amp.-hour accumulator would the position of the switch

overy 16488

about
5 ins. diameter, to the vertical rod of the electroscope and
fix a similar brass disc E to a glass handle F . The adjacent side of

each disc must be well coated with shellac varnish . The handle
F can be cemented into a small socket soldered to E as shown.
The plate E is to be placed upon D ; the latter is to be touched with
with the
the charged body under examination , and E is touched examina.
finger at the samemoment. Take away the body under
tion and the finger and lift E by its handle ; the electroscope is now
charged . To discharge an electroscope touch the knob or plate
used
upon the verticalrod with the finger. An induction coil can beSimple
(see page 43 of our
handbook - “
with certain precautionsElectricity
Experiments in Static
" ). Re condensing electroscope.
The object of the shellac coating on D and E is to separate them
upon
by a very thin layer of insulation ; hence one good coatingmaking
but as the smallest point
E would do, would
the underside ofbetween
nullify the action , it is well
them
metallic contact

as indicated on the sketch be correct ? ( 2) In charging a 4 -volt

to varnish the top side of D as a precaution ,
(16 ,590) 250 -volt Motor Windings. C. T. (West
Kensington Park ) writes : I am building an overtype motor to

would the same arrangement do ?
accumulator
In charging them
(103) amp.-hour
both together in parallel, putting in two lamps

work at 240 volts. The armature is a 12-сog drum , 21 ins, diameter

by 3t ins. long. I want to get as much power out ofit as possible,

to give about 15 amps., should these be in series as the sketch or

number
itamount
is to beandseries
wound.of wire to use for winding it. I should add

Switch

6 volts

10 Amps

and should be very much obliged if you would kindly tell me the
armature
30 S.W .G . full up, and field-magnets
withWind3 lbs.
No. 26withS.W No.
.G . (series).
G .S . wire, say 20 yds., for starting. Use a few yards of No. 28.
(16 ,610) Calculating Armature interpret Turns.
J.
(Bradfield) writes : I cannot correctly Ampere
the paragraphL.
relating to armature ampere turns on page 79 in Mr. Avery' s book.

Query 16431

CHARGING ACCUMULATORS.
amperesis the
come through
wouldshortest
voltage? and
? (4)wereWhat
parallellamps
ifin both
in series
(5 ) What
time in
these ) I accumulatorsif Icould be charged (singly ) with this
which
current ? (6 two
think that could get hold of a proper nozzle
the water motor would work better. Can you tell me where they
obtained
can( 1)beYes.
But? there is probably no need for a small 10-volt
lamp to be in the circuit. (2) Yes. (3) 10 -volt lamps in series

would only pass a very small current. Themore you put in parallel

on " Dynamo Design," and would

enlighten

,
at by dividing the total flux by the area of the core."

is arrived .

be glad if you would
me as to how his figures for ampere-hours
of the 20-watt and 500 -watt machines. are obtained in the case
Mr. Avery sends the following in answer to your inquiry re his
book . " In reply to your query there are two methods of arriving
at the armature ampere turns in the case of slotted armatures
(a ) by estimating the loss of material in slotting a disc the full
diameter
of the armature as on page 79, and so arriving at an
approximate estimation of the “ magnetic diameter
"
8o ).
or (b ) by separately calculating the lengths, areas, and(pageperme
abilities
body
the
of
teeth
and
estimating.
the
of
core
discs
and
the ampere turns required for each - a method fully explained in
the third edition of this work now in the press. With
a plain drum
armature, such as given in the 500-watt
dynamo, the matter is
exceedingly simple, the length of magnetic path being
mean
diameter of armature core, the area being length by the
diameter .
and the permeability calculated by the induction which
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(16,478writes
] Faulty
T. (Gateshead-on
Tyne)
: Would Lighting
you kindly Circuit.
questions.
reply to theR . following
and the main switch ofis
( 1) When our electric light fuse blows small
or single switch

tinfoil radial strips and what size should be put upon a 12-in .
glass plate for a Wimshurst ? How many revolutions per minute
should it run at, and what spark must I expect with two plates ?
It will be provided with ball bearings.
coil is a particular pattern of alternate current
(1) A Tesla
transformer
, and was originally used by Nikola Tesla in his experi
ments on alternating currents of high frequency. It consists of a
primary winding of thick wire and a secondary winding of thinner
wire ; the primary is wound upon a core of wood in two sections,

find that the
often highly
off . we very
turnedrequiring
repairs
lamp
is
charged . Kindly let me know

(2) Kindly
be done,
to remedy
cause
Light
on Electric
knowandthehowname
a goodcanbook
and priceit, ofif same
lettheme
fault on
to find anyWould
that will help mefound.
and Power Wiring, one
the
(3)
circuit, and how to remedy same when
140 of? THE MODEL ENGINEER, “ Electric
in page
book mentioned
Wiring,"
be suitable
for above
( 1) If your main switch is double-pole and completely cuts off
the wiring from the supply , you will probably find that leakage

and is of about No. 10 gauge wire, and the secondary No.other,
and
wound one over the 24 gauge
. The coils are
wire approximately There
particular difficulty in making a

is no
immersed in oil.
Tesla coil, but the insulation must be very good indeed . given
in
and instructions to make the original Tesla pattern areParticulars
" Electrical Instrument Making." by Bottone , price 38. gd., post
free, and particulars as to its use in " The A . B . C . of X -Rays,'
by W . H . Meadowcroft,45. 3d., post free; also in “ Radiography,"
by Bottone, 3s, gd., post free. ( 2) Yes, you can make one to suit
instructions for making it are given by Mr.
; full ENGINEER
a 4 -in . sparkTHEcoilMODEL
for May 28th , 1903, and by the
J . Pike in
sameauthor an account of some experiments is given in THE MODEL
ENGINEER . for Novcmber 17, 1904. Re 8 -watt dynamo. You
our Handbook No. 1o. Try the machine
will find particulars in but
described in chapter 6 , wind the field -magnet coil with No. 16
gauge d .c .c . copper and connect it in series with the armature.

somewhere on your system of wires and
isverytaking
likelyplace
due to damp. Make a test of the insulation resistance

circuit between positive and negative wires and to earth ;

of your
expect you will find it to be low , and if you make a thorough
we
examination will discover some part of the installation to be
in a bad condition . Examine the main switch ; perhaps it is in
pole switch , then
state. If itpattern
is only. a (2single
a damp orbydefective
) The book mentioned
pole
replace
it one of doublerecommend
informa
it ; you will alsopostfindfree.
and we can
is a goodouronePractical
Manual No. 2, price is. 3d.
tion in
price
9d.
Leaf,
3s. See
Buildings,"
by
Wiring
of
Internal
The
also
“
post free.
Arrange
Furnace
Boiler ; Draught
(16,563]F Model
a boiler (sketch
: I have
) writes and
ment.
. C . G . (Peckham
at back .
and chimney
enclosed) which had an ordinary smokeboxalthough
I tried different
I could not get any draught (burning coal),
diameter
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with
made red hotexact
very fine if it is to be At
wire must be Wimshurst
Your iron machine.
least 16 ;
machine.
small
Re

a
so
size does not matter, but they should not be too close together.
Speed anything convenient ; spark length cannot be stated ; you
may get 4 or 5 ins, under favourable circumstances - perhaps much

chimney was

of
lengths of chimney up to 7 ft. The
31 ins. Could you tell me whether I should get better results

less. To make fluorescent screen , see our Handbook No. 19, page
78. We should not advise one smaller than 5 by 7 ins. - 7 by 91 ins.
would be better. An arc lamp
requires
least 35 volts. A
descriptionat of a small
one is given
in THE MODEL ENGINEER for
1903.
January
obliged
ist,
Weare
to refer you to back number

ENGINEER,
of books.
THE MODEL
Such questions
cannotor

J DOME

to
possibly
be answered within the

limits of a query reply.
(16 Forge.
or Fan
,476 ] Blower (Thornton
for
Heath ) writes W: . IH .should
feel
very
obliged if you would
answermuch
me the following I
want to make a blower for a

"gá

4 - 14 " TUBES

forge do brazing. ( 1) How
many to

blades shall I want ? (2 )
What
size ought
the blades
and breadth
be- length
? (3to)

d bladeshe becaclose
Should
se sshould
sioparallel
haanthe
howeorr
(5)w
tapered
? (4)thetHow

FURNACE

blades
casing at the?
run tothethecircumference
sides, and

- 7'

(5size) What size air inlets, and what
outlet Should the blades

?
clear the
bottom
- about
of casing by
2 ins.?

Query No. 16563.

You will find some informa
tion with sketches in THE MODEL

DIAGRAM OF MODEL MARINE BOILER.
with return tubes ? If so , how many and what diameter ? Also

to suit boiler and smokebox, and diameter and
a sketch ofchim
The boile is made of copper, riveted all over.
of a grate
lengt
I triedh lagging ney.
it but could getr no resul worth speak
of.

t of failureingis improper
It would appear that one of the reasons
grate and furnace arrangements.
find on page 42 of the
You
new edition of “ Model Boiler Making will
" a drawing showing how
the furnace and grate should be arranged . You will not get a very
high ' evaporative power with natural draught, and will bewell ad

vised to use an auxiliary
blower during steam
raising, and a com
blower and nozzled
exhaust pipe afterwards,
and so increase thesteam
bustion . The heating surface of the boiler is not very extensive : it
would have been better arranged as a return flue boiler (the draught

trouble would , however, not be lessened by this) after the pattern
shown page
the
sixpenny
on

44 of

above-named

handbook .

(16,464] Miscellaneous. A . H . S. queries
writes
P . (Thornbury)
Will you kindly answer the following
for me, please :.

(connection
1) What iswith
a Tesla
coil, what is one and
how is it used in
X -rays ? (2) How itsis use,
to be made ? Could
would
be too tedious or
it
spark coil,
or
Iexpensive
make one? toHow
suit could
a 4 -in ,I make
a small 8 -watt dynamo so as to
have as many amperes as ever possible
? I want to make one
for exploding by making a piece of iron wire red or white hot, and
and style
would
magnets
of
( 1) windings.
the best shape
armaturelike; (2to) know
the best
How ofcould
I make
a small
self-feeding
with
arc
lamp,
work
to
How
10
-20
volts
?
could
I make a small fluorescent screen ? Would it be very expen
sive ? What size would you suggest ? Please tell me how many

ENGINEER for July 21st, 1904,
page 69. The blades should be
taper and have plenty of clear

them and the casing. Molesworth gives the following
ance
figurebetween
s:

Length of vanes - width = diameter ofinlet , eccentricity
4

4

of fan D where D is the diameter of the fan. We advise you
should be equaland
to usethesisfanblades,
to inlet
make
wheeloutlet
about 8 ins. diameter
outletdiameter.
and inlet If4 iryou
blades
by
2
ins.
ins,
top
it
at
and
2
should have
ins.
length,
you
ample capacity ; probably a 6 -in. diameter wheelwith corresponding
sizeswould be sufficient,

according pressure

Speed
to
ofair requiredat
- 3,000speedto 5,000
is a small
fan running
pressure.
high
Clearance
a goodyouairwant
so asr.pto .mget. What
between

fan and casing about if ins. at tip and 1 in. at sides.

Boilerboiler
Queries.
[16,399)a vertical
F. M . P. sizes
(Bedford
) writespressure,
: I am
making
to the following
: Working
50 lbs. ; exhaust up chimney
;
boiler
fired
be
to
with
coal:
ins. ;
shell made of 3 -32nds-in , copper, height 14 ins., diameter 7 boiler
firebox, ins. high ; eighteen -in . solid-drawn copper tubes are
used . ( 1)7 What
size engine and dynamo would boiler drive ?
(2 )
water level ? ?(4 ) (3Would
high forshould
) Would a t- in . be
bore the
largeHowenough
of safety valve be
large enough for check valve ?

in , pipe be

boileris has
350 sq. dried
surface,
ins. ofandheating
and ifwork
the
steam(1) The
supplied
thoroughly
it should
kept dry
a it by it vertical about
-speed45 engine
maintained
.m ., thedynamo
may
boiler pressure beinghigh
lbs. Aat 10500to r.p15-watt
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be(3) attached
engine.direct-loaded
(2) At leastvalve.half (4)wayNoup; the
Yes ; use toa thespring
pipestubes..
and
passages should be t-in. bore, at least,
(16,424 writes
) Gas: Engine
Running
and ifAdjusting.
E. M .
(Belfast)
I should be
much obliged
you would answer

my queries. ( 1) I have a th.- p . gas engine at my work -bench ,
which sometimes gives me trouble in starting. I notice that a
sort of grit or dirt gathers on the exhaust valve, preventing it from
closing properly. I think that it may be bad working of the air

and into
gas the
valves, which thus
are allowing
too muchmixed
gas and
air
up, not
andupenough
conse
quently
the cylinder,
gas is creating not
soot,getting
which both
is getting clogged
with
the
oil
in
the
valve
seating.
Perhaps
Imay
be
wrong,
and
itmay
be the class of oil I am at present using. It is a special kind of gas
engine
oilyousupplied
by a some
chemist
mefor(nousing
nameforof the
oil known).
(2)
Can
recommend
oilof for
totheme
enginecan?
(a)
If
you
think
it
is
the
fault
air
and
gas
inlets,
how
IKasremedy
it
?
(4)
I
wish
to
drive
a
fan
(16
ins.)
by
friction
sketch ) from countershaft. Can you give me a sketch ofdrive
how
à friction drive is made, so that it can be knocked off and on by the
foot ? Most particularly I should like to know how the friction

iswirecreated
(5) Would
you kindly
me the
gauge of from
enclosed
? (6 .) Also,
must bearing
of a tell
dynamo
be insulated
the
bedplate
if
the
bearings
and
field
m
agnets
are
both
bolted
tofield
it ?
(7)
How
many
bichromate
batteries
will
it
require
to
excite
magnet of a 30-watt dynarno ; and how long will it require it to

be connected to batteries to be properly excited ? (8) How

is the exact circumference of a wheel obtained ? Do you multiply

the diameter by 3 1-7th diameter, or what?

(1, 2 and
andnotusing
3) Possiblya suitable
you are air-box
taking onyourtheengine.
air-supplyIfyou
from area dusty
place,
using

ARRANGEMENT OF
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Method H of. W .Chemica
ng Brass
lly Colouri
(16,592]Shades.
various
Heath ) writes
S . (Thornton
: I shouldto
blacking
obliged
ofchemically
could
me
tell
bemuch
amethod
ifyou
and bronzing brass ?
solutions are required
bronzing desired
the, following
, accord
water.
viz. : For black tones,
to 4 Ozs,
ingForto the colourbrass,
add 1 oz. of copper chloride and oz. of nitrate of tin , Olive
green tones are obtained by immersing the articles in a solution
made
up of water 10 ozs. and perchloride of iron 5 oz . ; while
for dark green use water to ozs., nitric acid } oz., and nitrate of
and polished previous
copper 2 ozs . The articles should be scoured
solutions, and they should
one or other of the oxidation
to immersion inlacquered
afterward
. An interesting
to prevent
s be
was commence the Septembe issue of The
series of erarticles
Woodwork
entitled “ Bronzing dandin Lacquering." rand in this will
be given , besides other useful information, full instructions for

bronzing brass and copper in a variety of shades.

The News of the Trade.
The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples and particulars of newunderstoo
tools, apparatus
and materials
for amateur use. It must be
d that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub .
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
are not of sufficient interest to his readers.)
the goods
Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Edlorlal Inspection of the goods noticed .
For Model-making.
Avenue, Clapham , London ,
Mr. W . H . Dearden , of 9 , Brayburne
S . W ., informs us that he has started in business as a modelmaker
and experimental engineer, and will be pleased to receive enquiries
Dear.
nature.
workbeen
of this
readers requiring
from
any of our
serviceMr.of the
inandthetoolmaker,
years, has gauge
past fourteen
den
, for theCompany,
doing
Projectile
as
of Battersea,
well
willof beModel
mechanical
work
he
and
,
finest
class
of
highest
very
the
Society
Medallist
the
of
known to our readers as a Gold
Engineers, and as the winner of several other medals and prizes in

knowledge Mr.
competitions. From our personal
model-making
highest terms ofof his
can speak
in the
and his
Dearden and
success
in his new undertaking.
the utmost
him , we
wishwork
abilities,

FROM

Manufact*Model

75007

FAST

GAS ENGINE.

query 16924

awhich
bad mixture
will,ofcourse,get
deposittrouble.
in the cylinder,
will soonyouchoke
up the valvesa dirty
and cause
Adjust

the supplydescription
of air andof how
gas until
you these
get aandsuitable
A
detailed
to make
other mixture.
adjustments
ismanto .beBad,
foundorin unsuitable
our handbook,
“
Gas
and
Oil
Engines,"
by
Runci
, oil will have much the same effect.

Price'sto obtain
gas engine
knowIt, isand28.itodwill
doubt
you
someoilandis the
givebest
it a we
trial.
. a no
gallon
(in pay
one
gallon tins), and less for larger quantities. Price's Candle Com
pany, Ltd ., York Road , Battersea, is the address to write to. (4 ) Re
driving fan.You There
kinds ofof make
friction andclutches
the
market.
shouldaregetseveral
particulars
pricesonfrom
George
Adams
or
Burton
Griffiths.
We
should
advise
a
simple
arrangement of fast and loose pulleys. (5 ) Enclosed wire is 23
S . W .G . (6 ) No. (7 ) Depends upon what voltage field -magnets
are
wound for. Add cells in series, so that their voltage corresponds
to that which they would be supplied at if the machine was self

exciting. Magnets excite immediately current is switched on,
(8) Multiply diameter by 3.1416 or
(16,585]
Electric
E . B.to (Wdrive
illenhall)
writes
: I havePower
a 4 h.-pfor. electromotor,Motor.
which I want
from

Loco Wheels.
Addison Road North , Holland

uring Co .,53.
The Model
set
locomotive wheel
from athat
send tous scale
London,
Park,
W
.,
a sample
notice
Wehub,
a customer.
building
for separate
are
they
which
balance
spokes,
from
built
entirely
up
wheel
the
is
weight, and crank , the spokes being accurately spaced , and the
parts being to scale throughout and well made. They aremaking
facilities
a speciality of these wheels for amateurs whowishhave not
have tho

a
to
for turning out accurately-divided work , but
roughly well-finished model.
ForeMr.ignHenr
Agency.Malglaive, of Villa du
We have been askedA by
Sahel. Mustapha Superieur, Alger., ito destate that
been
appointed
the follo distrEnglishMessr
firmstoWard
act asGold
agenhet has
for Alger ,
Oran . Constbyantine , andwing
icts &
stone, Messrs
s.
Whitney, Mr.Henry Milnes, and Messrs. Archibald J. Wright, Ltd
Extension of Business.
Messrs. Hampson Bros., New Lane, Patricroft , near Manchester,
inform us that they have taken over the business of Messrs. Kings
cote Bros. & Williams, and are continuing themanufacture of small

high -speed engines, having altered the design, and brought out a
successful governor for these engines.

Change

Address

of business ,. weare informed by
Owing to the large Aincrease in their
The Crypto Electrical Company that they have removed from
Tver's Gateway to 155 and 157. Bermondsey Street, S. E ., to
which address all further inquiries should be sent.

New Catalogues and Lists .

tinuous current (if motor is continuous current machine) voltage
tothecorrespond
with. thatofmotor.
has permanentmagnets
case is altered
You must find Ifmotor
outby experiment
what current

Street, Plymouth . - We have
Lawson
E . ndT . anB . ill
ustrated, 13list, Frankfort
ha
of allseventy-two
an illustrated
toto hand
amamateurs,
ateugiving
coprices
eri
table forforpages,
nd anofd
rs, comprising
y sui
suitable
tools especially
hand and machine
bench fittings, tools for fret cutting , carving, repoussĆ, wood , and
small stocks and dies, etc.
also bolts, nuts , studs,
metal work ; machines
listed are small lathes, mitre cutters, fret
Amongst the
machines, grindstones, etc. The list will be sent to all readers
mentioning this paper post free upon application .
has sent us an abbreviated
E . B . Goodwin , Picton Street, Leek,
lathes and attachments, small
list including, amongst other items,
drilling machines, insulated wires
dynamos, horizontalengine sets,
for electrical work , armature stampings, etc . List sent upon appli

lines.

cation , post free.

a dynamo.
CouldI you
obiige
mebyto tellingmewhat
sort ofdynamo
and
what
current
should
require
drive
it at: itfullis load.
Buton this
motor
is
not
of
the
ordinary
type
of
motor
worked
the
sameprinciple as those small motors you see in the toy-shop windows
-- that are worked by an electro -magnet which merely draws the
ironDynamo
armature round.
of at least 250 watts output would be required . Con

it will take. Wedo not think it will give I h .- p . if built on those
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The Editor's Page.
UR Speed Boat Competition is apparently
arousing a widespread interest amongst
model boat builders, and we have heard
from a number of readers who have the inten
tion of competing. One or two have raised points
which are not specifically provided for by the
conditions laid down in our announcements. A

October 4, 1906 .

Will those readers who use our Sale and Exchange

Column for their advertisements ' favour us by
sending in their announcements as early in the
week as possible. Although we can generally
take advertisements up to the first post on Saturday
morning, there is frequently a great rush by that
post, and we are not always able to insert all that
we receive in the space allotted to this section of
our Journal. If most of the advertisements are

reader in Gloucestershire, for instance, points out

sent in earlier in the week we are better able to
arrange for the required space and so ensure insertion

the difficulty of certifying the performance of

in the following issue.

his boat by members of a model yacht club or

society ofmodel engineers, therebeing no association
of either kind in his neighbourhood. In such

Notices

cases we will accept a certificate signed by two

responsible adults, on the understanding that we
may if we think desirable, require the boat to be
subsequently forwarded to us or to some model

yacht club for verification of the performance.
We make this proviso not because we anticipate
any wilful misrepresentation of a boat's speed ,
but because the timing of a fast boat is a matter

for a skilled observer, and people who are not
accustomed to judging such performances may
unwittingly take an inaccurate record of the speed .
Quite a small error in timing over such a com
paratively short course would make a considerable
difference when worked out on a basis of miles
per hour.

The Editor invites correspondence

original

contributions on
and
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
publication

should be clearly written on one side of the paper
for
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address . It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointment in advance.

This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 135. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
may be had on application to the Advertise
How to ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
paper, and all newEDITOR
apparatus and price lists, etc., for review , to be
addressed
to the
, “ The Model Engineer ," 26 -29, Poppin 's

Order .
Advertisement rates
ment Manager .

Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .

Another reader, who is resident on the Continent,

wishes to build a boat for the competition, but
having no convenient piece of water near by on
which to run the boat, states that he will have to
send it over to a friend in England to get it certified.
His difficulty is that sending the boat over will
take away from ten to fourteen days of his time
available for building, and he is anxious to know
whether his entry will be accepted if he despatches
the boat before the closing date (December 31st),
the trials to be run immediately on the arrival of the

boat in this country. We think no objection can
be made to his competing, provided he sends us
a formal note of his entry and of the actual despatch
of his boat before December 31st.

Mr. H . Arkell, one of the builders of the fast
petrol boat recently described in our paper, makes
a friendly challenge to race any boat up to 7 ft.
long over a total course of not less than 440 yds.
He suggests the Round Pond, Kensington , as a
suitable piece of water, in order that as many

interested readers as possible might see the boats
run. If any of our model speed boat friends would
care to take up the challenge, or have any alter
native suggestions for a race, we should be glad
to hear from them .

All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the

paper and books to be addressed to PercivalMarshall & Co., 26 - 29 ,
Poppin's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C.
Sole Agents for United States , Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street,
New York , U .S.A ., to whorr .
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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A Blacksmith 's Model Portable Engine.

Fig . 1. — MR. H . Rham 's MODEL PORTABLE ENGINE .

T

E

were recently privileged in being able to

inspect the remarkably fine model of a
double-cylinder portable engine shown in

the accompanying photographs.

This engine was

made by Mr. H . Rham , of 3 , Malvern Terrace, West
Kilburn , who for many years was blacksmith at
the works of the famous signal fitters, Messrs.
Saxby & Farmer , and latterly at Messrs. Panhard
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and Levassor' s motor-car repair shops. It is
exceedingly well finished in every detail and
represents about thirty years of leisure work .
The model is rather large and has a boiler 9 ins.
diameter by 2 ft. long by i ft. 4 ins. high , made of
} in . mild steel plate, with twenty -two brass tubes

October 11, 1906 .

is fitted , the plunger being actuated by an eccentric
on the crankshaft. The connecting-rods have
proper strap big -ends and forked little-ends, the
crosshead being of the adjustable pattern common
to agricultural steam engines. The cylinders are
fitted with a lubricator and the supply of steam

Fig . 2. - SHOWING FIREBOX END OF MR. H . Rham 's DOUBLE -CYLINDER PORTABLE ENGINE.
* in . diameter outside. The boiler has been tested
fectly. The cylinders (two high -pressure) are
mounted on the boiler at the firebox end, and have
the steamchest placed between them . They are
11-in . bore and 3-in . stroke, placed at 4 } centres.
The ports are in . long by } in . wide. The valve
spindles are in . apart, piston -rod 9- 32nds in .
diameter, slide-bars 5- 32nds in . diameter. A pump

to 100 lbs. per sq . in ., and works the engine per

is regulated by a flyball governor of the “ Watt "
type.
The whole of the engine, except the writing of
the steam gauge dial, was made by Mr. Rham . It
has gained several prizes, notably : - First prize in
the engineering branch of industries National
Workmen ' s Exhibition , Agricultural Hall, 1893.
First prize Royal Aquarium , 1896 . Second prize

People's Palace Trades' Exhibition , when the first

October 11, 1906.
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prize was awarded to Mr. Hill, of the well-known

Thames Steam Shipbuilding and Ironworks. Be
sides this model, Mr. Rham has the model of a novel
type of hydraulic motor, shown in Fig . 3. This
engine has two single-acting cylinders with a pair

of looped connecting bars and a single connecting
rod to give motion to the crankshaft and thereby
to actuate the valve mechanism . This model is
fitted with a throttle and governor, and is also of
the highest standard of workmanship and finish .
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by the molten metal, thus making a dirty, porous
casting. The corner opposite A offers no protrud
ing edge, and , as far as a clean casting is concerned ,
requires no rounding, but, as will appear later,
it is well to round it for other reasons.
Fig. 2 shows the casting which would be produced
by pouring the mould shown in Fig. 1. When the
molten iron cools it crystallises, the lines of crystal
lisation being at right angles to the surface, as
indicated by the vertical and horizontal lines.
The effect of this crystal
lisation is the same as
would be produced by
glueing a number of very
thin pieces of wood face
to face, and then glueing
the ends together at the
bevelled corners. It is
evident that the weakest
point would then be at
the corner. This is exactly

the case with the iron. If
sufficient force is applied

to a casting of the form
shown

in Fig . 2 , it will
invariably break along the

line of A B , although the
section of the metal at
that point is greater than
at any other.

It is a curious fact that
rounding the pattern at
A (Fig . 2) will strengthen
the
casting, and , expected
as would
naturally
be
,
B will further decrease
the strength . The rows

the addition of a fillet at

LU

bum

is

1

his models.

JIWWII

of crystals will then swing
round from a common
Fig . 3. - A NOVEL TYPE OF HYDRAULIC MOTOR .
radius, inuch as in the
position of soldiers when
Mr. Rham was about to improve on this design in
making a turn . Thus, instead
of the rowsof crystals
another model, but, we regret to mention , his
meeting on a line as at A B , they will arrange them
health has broken down
he is completely
Fig . 1.
FIG . 2.
incapacitated from further and
work . As a result of
this misfortune themaker has decided to dispose of
nhin

Workshop Notes and Notions.

nilhould

[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord .
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be

marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

Making Fillets for Patterns.
" It is a mistake to leave out the fillets on any
pattern , even on hurry-up jobs, which require no
finishing. The object of the fillet is not to beautify
the work, but to strengthen the casting, and it is

WEI
MAN
IN ROTO

A

much more necessary than rounding the outside
edges, which is often done on patterns in which

neglected
been clearly
theThis
fillets
.
willhave
be more
understood
by referring
to Fig. I, which shows the cavity left in the sand
after a pattern without fillets has been drawn
froin the mould. It willbenoticed that a sharp edge
is left in the sand at A , which is easily washed away

Fig . 3.
MAKING FILLETS FOR PATTERNS.

selves in wedge-shaped segments, thus leaving
the metal more homogeneous.

TheModel Engineer and Electrician .
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Having thus seen the necessity of fillets in pat
interested in a quick , easy method ofmaking them .

October 11, 1906 .

Improving a Lathe Headstock .

terns, there are doubtless many who would be

By “ INGUN.”

This is shown in Fig . 3, the only tools necessary

Some time ago I bought a cheap lathe but as soon

being the hands, and the only materials a lump of
putty and a dish of turpentine.
Dip the index finger in the turpentine and rub

as I had fitted a slide-rest, and become somewhat
master of the art of turning , I found out that it

along the part which is to receive the fillet. Then
roll a piece of putty out long like a lead pencil,

want to remedy it, especially the headstock , and

had defects and plenty of them . This made me

the following will describe how this was accom
plished .

and lay in the corner. Dip the finger in the tur
pentine again , and then rub on the putty as shown .
If a large fillet is wanted use the thumb, and if a
very small one is required , the little finger can be
used . Pressing on hard also reduces the size of the
fillet. After thus forming the fillet allow it to
cannot be distinguished from the best leather
fillets, and if properly applied will last as long as

The drawing, Fig . 1, shows a vertical section
through the centre of the mandrel. The front
bearing is held in place , and also held from turning,
by means of a 4- in . brass screw . This screw , which
fits into an oil -hole, has to be removed each time
the bearing wants oil. The back bearing does
not need explanation ; it will be clearly seen that
fipe adjustments are impossible. A piece of mild
steel, 54 ins. long by & ins. diameter, was turned

the pattern . — Popular Mechanics.

down to shape as shown in Fig . 2,making the part

stand about an hour, when it will then be ready to
shellac. When the pattern is finished the fillet

between the rear bearing and the shoulder about

1 - 32nd in . smaller ; but, before it was finished to
size, I got a mechanic to chase a f -in . Whitworth

A Home-made Plane.

By C. W . o.
Since making the plane which I shall describe
herewith , I have found it very useful and handy
for small work . The sketches reproduced are half
full size. The plane is constructed out of scrap
iron , the bottom consisting of two pieces of it-in .
by 4-in . flat wrought iron, and the sides are of
1- 16th -in . sheet iron , shown at C ; these are riveted
up with stays and pins. There are five stays, as

thread on the nose of the mandrel. The bore of
the front bearing was found to be oval, and when
placed on the spindle the two halves did not touch .
This was remedied by soldering a piece of thin brass
on the bottom half one side and the top half the
other side. As no means was at hand by which a
round hole could be made through the bearing ,
it was filed and scraped to fit as shown in Fig. 3 ;
this answers very well as a makeshift.
For the rear bearing a piece of thin brass tube

Hard wood

- Blade

Hard wood handle

wed

Hard
wood
wedge

7 5 stays thus
Sheet in on thick
plate to thick

44xl
plain
Ipins riveled

Blade
LB
- - -

be t

- - - -

-

- BO

over

6 '5 "

-27
DETAILS OF A HOME-MADE PLANE. (Scale : Half full size.)
shown in detail sketch at A , and seven plain pins

that would not quite slip on to the mandrel was

shown at B . All holes should be slightly counter
sunk before riveting so that rivet heads may be
filed off flush . When riveted up with stays and

then obtained ; after being cut along one side with
a fretsaw it was pressed on — a better fit can be ob
tained this way than if it were pushed on straight

pins, the bottom should be filed flat, and the edges
slightly rounded. The blade is made from a piece
of steel bought at a pawnbroker's stall for 2d .
The handle and wedge are from oak . Care must
be taken to fix the blade at the correct angle :

away.

this can be clearly seen in the accompanying
sketch .

The mandrel was then placed in position

with the front bearing and the brass tube in position

on the mandrel, the space between the tube being
filled wth white metal. This gets both bear
ings in alignment ; the brass takes the wear off
the white metal, and also when the mandrel gets
shattery this bearing may be remedied by stamping

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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in the soft metal and squeezing up the tube until
the necessary tightness is obtained .
Fig. 4 shows a horizontal section through therear
bearing and also the arrangement for taking up the
thrust. Two pieces of iron or steel were obtained ,
5 - 32nds in . by * in . by if ins., one bored 7 - 16ths in .
to go inside of rear bearing, and one fitted with
coned centre, as shown. This should be fitted rather
FIG . I.
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An Inexpensive Lathe.
By A . R . GRIGGS.

L GIVE here some particulars and a photograph
1 of a 47-in. centre single-geared lathe which

INNO
Duuuuui

OUUUU

SIMON

I have been constructing in my spare time
during last winter. When I commenced it I had
had some six months' experience in an engineering
shop. The use of the first-rate machines, lathes,
tools, etc., there, and the gift of such materials

as I required , have enabled me to turn out a useful
lathe at a very small cost.

MUUUUUL

The lathe bed is a piece of I steel girder 4 by

*

mandre

bito

2 ins., and 2 ft. 6 ins. long ; and I cut part of the
web out so as to form two legs. Both headstocks
were cast from patterns I made myself. I had
an arm cast to the fast headstock to which I screwed
a case-hardened steel plate to receive the back
centre of the mandrel (also case-hardened ) to take
up the back pressure . The bearings are of gun

metal. The cone pulleys, oak , with three speeds,
for belt drive. The loose headstock was bored
and a hollow spindle inserted, one end being
tapered for a cast steel centre, and a feed screw

is fitted at the other end to which a hand-wheel is
attached .

Whilemelal
Fig . 2.

L While-metal

The stand is built of 4 by 2 ins. timber, and
strengthened with 4-in . iron angle-pieces, which,
with a couple of tie rods, make it sufficiently
rigid. The crankshaft is a piece of hydraulic
tubing bored out to fit a steel spindle.
A crank was made of solid steel, tapped i-in .
gas, and screwed on to the crankshaft. The
flywheel is a heavy pattern cast-iron barrow wheel,
weighing about 20 lbs., the boss of which I pored

FIG . 3.
FIG . 4 .
IMPROVING A CHEAP LATHE HEADSTOCK .
loosely to the iron plate, so as to accommodate
itself better to the centre hole in mandrel. Ad
justment is made by means of two 7 -32nds-in .
Whitworth bolts riveted to the inner
plate and fitted
with two nuts at the other end , clearing holes being
bored through the outer iron plate.
Before using this method I tried several others,
but this is the one that has turned out best, and I
can recommend it to others in similar diffi
culties .

PERHAPS the most important of all recent French
aeronautic craft is Santos Dumont's aëroplane.
The machine has been christened “ 14bis." The
“ 14bis.” is built on the lines of a giant bird of
prey , with the exception that in this case the tail

or rudder end constitutes the front of the machine,
which consists of a long central body carrying the
box rudder and two lateral planes forming a dihedral
angle. The aëroplane measures 12 m . (39: 37 ft.)

MR. A . R . GRIGGS' CHEAP LATHE.

in width and 10 m . (32.8 ft.) in length . It has
861 sq. ft. of sustaining surface. Its weight is

out to fit the crankshaft, and fastened it on with
set-screws. The faceplate I turned out of an old
cast-iron pulley wheel. I am also making a slide
rest, not shown in the photograph , the castings

3524 lbs.

for which are from my own patterns.
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A Miniature “ Pepper's Ghost "
Illusion .
By G . T. Swarts, JUN. (U .S.A .).
DROBABLY many readers have seen a
P “ Pepper's Ghost ” illusion at some amuse
ment place. As there shown, the audience
is generally seated in a dark room at the end of
which there is a stage with black hangings. One
of the audience is invited on to the stage, where
he is placed in an upright open coffin . " A white
shroud is thrown over his body, and his clothes and
flesh gradually fade away tillnothing buthis skeleton
remains, which immediately begins to dance a
horribly rattling jig. The skeleton then fades
away and the man is restored again .
The explanation is very simple. Between the

October 11, 1906 .

upon which the light is now turned - in this case

the skeleton - is reflected in the glass, appearing
to the audience as if really occupying the stage.
The model, which requires no special skill except
that of carpentry is constructed as shown in the
drawings and described below .

The box containing the stage should be 14 ins.

Bell with
gong removed

audience and the coffin is a sheet of transparent
glass, inclined at an angle so as to reflect objects
located behind the scenes, but so clear as to be
invisible to the audience and the man in the coffin .
At the beginning the stage is lighted only from
behind the glass. Hence the coffin and its occupant

- 35"

2"-

2
Bell

Opening 4* *35"

I
W

N

D

ZZZZ

Reflector
Nail -

-

Curl

DI

"8ź
-

FIG 2. - SECTIONAL FRONT ELEVATION .

/ Plote gloss 8ź"x 65"
Dry cellss

by 7 ins. by 74 ins., inside dimensions. The box
need not bemade of particularly good wood, as the
entire interior, with the exception of the glass,
figures, and lights, should be coloured a dull black .
This can well be done by painting with a solution
of lamp-black in turpentine. If everything is not
black , especially the joints and background near A ,
the illusion will
be spoiled .
The glass should be the clearest possible, and

h3

· must be thoroughly cleansed. Its edges should
nowhere be visible, and it should be free from

Fig . 1. - TRANSVERSE SECTION THROUGH ILLUSION
Box.
is seen through the glass very plainly . The lights
in front of the glass (behind the scenes) are now
raised there gradually as those behind the glass
are turned down, until it is dark there. The
perfectly black surface behind the glass now acts

like the silver backing for a mirror, and the object

scratches and imperfections. The figure
be a doll about 4 ins. high , dressed in
light-coloured garments. The skeleton
of papier mâché, and can be bought at

A should
brilliant,
is made
Japanese

stores. It should preferably be one with arms
suspended by small spiral springs, giving a limp
loose-jointed effect. The method of causing the
skeleton to dance is shown in the front view . The
figure is hung from the neck by a blackened stiff
wire attached to the hammer wire of an electric
bell, from which the gong has been removed . When
the bell works he will kick against the rear wall,
and wave his arms up and down, thus giving as
realistic a dance as anyone could expect from a
skeleton.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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The lights L and M should be miniature electric
lamps, which can be run by three dry cells . They
need to give a fairly strong light, especially L , which
should have a conical tin reflector to increase its
brilliancy and prevent its being reflected in the
glass.
Since the stage should be some distance from
the audience, to aid the illusion , the angle of the
glass and the inclination of the doll A , has
been so designed that if the stage is placed
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A Sea-Going Model Yacht.
By R . ALCOCK .
THE accompanying photograph and descriptions
I

of my model yacht Bonny Lass may interest
other readers of “ ours.” Particulars for her

construction were taken from “ Model Sailing

on a mantle or other high shelf the image of

A will appear upright to an observer sitting
limits of an ordinary room . If it is desired
to place the box lower down other angles
for the image and glass may be found
necessary , but the proper tilt can be found

in a chair some distance away, within the

readily by experiment.

The electrical connections are so simple
that they are not shown in the drawings.
All that is necessary is a two-point switch ,
by which either L or M can be placed
in circuit with the battery , and a press

button in circuit with the bell and its cell.
If a gradual transformation is desired , a
double-pointed rheostat could be used , SO

R-coils
esistance

MR. R . ALCOCK 's MODEL YACHT.

o

o

e( e

e
e
e
ee

that as one light dims the other increases in

Yachts, and How to Build Them .” I have not
built my yacht exactly to the drawings therein ,
as I have made it a little smaller. Her dimensions
are as follows : Length from stem to stern , 4 ft. ;

beam , 10 ins. ; depth from keel to deck , 6 ins. ;
I commenced by obtaining a plank 4 ft. 6 ins.
long, 13 ins. wide, in . thick , on which I drew
a centre line from end to end, and then marked
shape of deck and lines where to put moulds, as
in Fig. 1. Then I shaped the moulds out of -in .
length on water line, 40 ins. .

Cellle

cell

FIG . 3. - DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR SWITCH
FOR SMALL " PEPPER'S GHOST” ILLUSION .

brilliancy by the ( insertion and removal of resist
ance coils, as shown in sketch .
With a clear glass and a dark room this model
has proved to be fully as bewildering as its prototype.

stuff, trying them against the lines on building
board , and bending a lath to get the right angle
of edges. I also cut a notch to receive keel, also
three holes to let water run through the permanent
moulds as in Fig . 2. The stem and counter pieces
were next made. The counter was similar to that
in the design given in the book, but the stem

new coaling record was established when H . M .S.

I made differently to fit on the first mould . The
keel is rabbeted to receive the planks (Fig . 3).
I then screwed the moulds on to the building board,
and fastened keel from stem , and through the
slots in moulds, fastening to permanent moulds
and counterpiece. Having got these in position

Victoricus took on board 900 tons, at an average of

it was ready for planking.

305-4 tons per hout.

i in . by

A COALING RECORD. - At Gibraltar recently, a

Some laths of redwood ,

in. and 4 ft. long were planed both sides
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and edges, then shaped and fastened to permanent
bottom -- finishing in the middle, and planking each
side alternately . Haying finished planking I
lifted her off the building board , and took out loose
moulds and bored two holes through keel to receive
the pins, which are made out of hard wood , 3} ins.
wide and fin . thick . Having made pins and
strengthened them at bottom by a piece of hard

are of " model" sail cloth , and are hooked on to spar
and rings on mast ; the rudders are of hardwood ,
and weighted with lead, and hang free on pin .
The lead keel is to lbs. The hull is painted red

wood , as in Fig . 4 , I fixed them through keel and
fastened them to moulds, making them firm and
water-tight with white lead . The deck is of red
wood . A hole was left for mast and hatch , which
I put a beading round to preventwater from getting

in two halves and screwed on each side of fin ;
also rudder with round lead ball weight. She
is a good sea boat steady and fast when

moulds, stem , and counter - one at top and one at

in , and fastened on fittings for bowsprit and hawsers
for the sheets. Two coats of paint were applied
under deck and inside boat, then deck fixed on with

below water -line, and blue above, with a yellow band
round gunwale, which gives it a good appearance .
I put a coat of white lead and three coats of paint
rubbing down each time with fine emery paper,
then varnished . Fig .6 shows lead keel, which is cast
sailing.

The “ Model Engineer " Speed

Boat Competition , 1906 .
General Conditions.
THE entries for this Competition will be divided
T

into two classes. Class A will include all
boats over 4 ft, 6 ins, and up to 7 ft. in length ,
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken as

Fig . 1. - CONSTRUCTION PLAN .

Plank
Keel

length on the water-line. Each boat must be
timed over a total distance of not less than 300

yards, which may be divided into separate trips of
not less than 100 yards each . At starting each

S

ForSpring
ie wire

Fig . 2. - SHOWING

FIG . 5.- HATCH

Fig . 3.

NOTCH FOR

COVER .

DETAIL OF
KEEL .

KEEL.

FIG . 6. - ARRANGEMENT OF LEAD KEEL.

trip , power must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars

given . The exact length of the course must be
for cach trip . These particulars must be written

measured , and the exact time to a second recorded

down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised
Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club ,

who must have been present at the trials. In
addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI

Lead keel

FIG . 4 .
DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION OF MR. R . ALCOCK 'S
MODEL YACHT.

white lead , and a beading of cane cut in halves

put round over deck joint, which forms gunwale.
Thehatch cover ismade oftwo pieces of hardwood put

NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum
marised as follows:
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats

beating previous records.
SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat,
provided speed is not less than 4 miles
per hour.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class B to the second fastest
boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.
If in Class A the performance of the first boat
does not surpass that attained in previous com

petitions, then the highest awards will be Bronze
Medals and certificates respectively. The number
of competitors interested in any one boat, either as

together so that one fits in hatchway and the other
overlaps it, is fastened down by a wire and spring

designers or builders, will be limited to two. A
signed declaration is required , giving particulars as
to the building of the model, in addition to the
(Fig. 5), so that when pressed down from top you
usual certificate of performance. Certificates will
can turn the wire to narrowest part of hatch , which
is 6 ins. by 4 ins., and then the spring at top of i be given to all Class A boats which have an average
cover will lift the wire and keep the cover from 1 speed record of pot less than five -and -a -half miles

pulling out when sailing. The mast and spars
are of bamboo, tipped at the ends with brass
ferrules so as to prevent splitting . The sails

per hour ; and to Class B vessels with an average
speed of not less than four miles per hour.
The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906.

The Model Bagineer and Electrician.
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Locomotive Notes.
By Chas. S. LAKE.
the Atlas Works of the North British Locomotive

New Goods LOCOMOTIVES, N . B . R .
The writer is indebted to Mr. W . P . Reid , loco
motive, carriage, and wagon superintendent of the

Company, Ltd. The following are the leading
dimensions :

Fig . 1. — NEW TYPE GOODS ENGINE : North BRITISH RAILWAY.
North British Railway, for the accompanying
Cylinders, 18 } ins. by 26 ins.
Wheels, 5 ft. diameter.
photograph, drawing, and particulars of the new
Wheelbase — Total (with tender), 39 ft. 4 ins. ;
type of goods engine designed by him and recently
length over buffers, 51 ft. 9 . ins.
built at the Company's works, Cowlairs, Glasgow ,
Heating surface— Tubes, 1,661 sq . ft. ; firebox,
N . B . The design marks a great advance upon that
133 sq . ft. ; total, 1,794 sq. ft.
of any previous goods engines on this railway
with regard to dimensions, and some of the details
Grate area , 19 :25 sq. ft.
Working pressure, 180 lbs.
have also been improved . The cab is similar
to that of the latest 4 – 4 – 0 type express passenger
Weight of engine in working order, 48 tons 14 cwt. ;
engines designed by the late Mr. Matthew Holmes,
weight of tender in working order, 38 tons
I cwt. ; total weight, 86 tons 5 cwt.
wno was Mr. Reid 's predecessor as locomotive
Scale of feet.

wirlin
Capacity of tank
13
080

Water 3500 gallons.
Fuel

q $ tons.

Tons Cw
16 : 14

6 9" -9° 9:0 * — - - 3 6 - 9 4 -10
-- 23-118 _ T
- 51 -93" overoll Fig . 2.-— SIDE ELEVATION OF North BRITISH RAILWAY GOODS LOCOMOTIVE.

5 ' 3"—

7 :9'

*

-27 - 16

engineer of the North British Railway. A muchch
larger boiler is provided , and the engine is fitted

and carries 3,500 gallons of water and 41 tons of

as Ingood
c . of these engines have been built
twenty
all,s traffi

New LOCOMOTIVES FOR AN AMERICAN RAILWAY.
The Northern Pacific Railroad has just accepted
delivery of seventy new locomotives built by the

with Westinghouse brake appliances, so that it
can when desired work passenger trains as well
up to the present - viz., ten at Cowlairs and ten at

The tender runs upon six 4 -ft. diameter wheels,
coal.
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received photographs, drawings, and full par
ticulars ofthe engine, and the subject will be referred

American Locomotive Company at their Schenec
tady and Brooks Works. The engines are of three
types — viz., 4 – 6 — 2 or “ Pacific " type, 2 – 8 — 2 or
" Mikado " type, and 2 – 6 — 2 or “ Prairie " type.
The Pacific engines are for express passenger
traffic, and the others principally for heavy goods

to again in a later issue.

REBUILT LOCOMOTIVES, MIDLAND RAILWAY.
The subject of the rebuilt 7-ft. 4 – 4 – 0 type
locomotives on the Midland Railway has already
been referred to in these notes, and in the present

work . Two of the engines - viz., one “ Mikado "
and one “ Prairie " — have been fitted with Wal
schaerts valve gear, and one of the Pacifics has

2189

FIG . 3. - BEFORE

RE-BUILDING,

2192

FIG . 4 . – AFTER RE -BUILDING .

4 - 4 - 0 TYPE LOCOMOTIVE : MIDLAND RAILWAY.

a boiler containing a ." Schenectady " su perheater.
The boilers of all seventy engines are fitted with
combustion chambers attached to the front of the
firebox , this being with a view to increasing the
firebox heating surface, whilst reducing that in the
The engines have immense proportions,
and the design of each embodies all the latest ideas
connected with American locomotive practice
for these types of locomotives. The writer has

tubes.

issue by courtesy of Mr. R . M . Deeley , locomotive
and subsequent to rebuilding , are published ,
together with a comparative list of dimensions,
The engines were designed by Mr. S. W . Johnson ,
M .Inst .C . E ., and built at Derby Works some years
ago. They gave great satisfaction in their original
superintendent, illustrations of the engines, before

condition, but the boiler power was deficient for
the needs of the beavily -weighted trains and bigb

The Model Enginoor and Electrician .
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speeds comprising the principal express services
of the Midland Railway in these later days. As
a consequence the engines are being fitted with
much larger boilers having the new type ofmount
ings, and an improved pattern of cab . They are
now taking their turn on the most important
express traffic, and, so far as steaming capacity
is concerned , are showing better all-round results
than heretofore. Below are the dimensions before
and after rebuilding :
Cylinders . .

..

Boiler barrel Length . .

After

Before
Rebuilding.

Rebuilding.

184"
26"
10 by
ya

184" by 26 "

.. 10 ' 4"

(inside)

4' 2"

a spoonful of the melted wax is held for a few

..

Tubes

1,088 sq. ft. 1,302.9 sq. ft.
.. 1,205 sq. ft. 1,427.9 sq . ft.

Total

21•1 sq. ft.

19.5 sq . ft.
160 lbs.

Total weight (engine
and tender in t. c. g .
working order) .. 81 19 0q .

The stand being levelled , the ebonite tube is
placed upright in it. The tube should be raised
or lowered until exactly one-half of it appears
above the top , and after careful adjustment to
ensure the tube being vertical the bottom end
may be wedged in in such a manner that this
position is retained throughout.
Taking a pair of sections from che pile of forty
it will be better, perhaps, in order to avoid mistakes,
to count these into two of twenty each — it is placed

125 sq. ft.

Firebox . .

Grate area . .
..
Working pressure . .

turned on its axis .

4' 8"

6'6 "

117 sq. ft.

thick , and the base of it is to be screwed to the

bench , using one screw so that the whole may be

over the vertical tube without regard to the posi
tion of the terminating wires. A supply of hot
fresh melted paraffin wax is kept ready in a metal
cup or small teapot, a metal teaspoon or small
ladle is also provided , and a spirit lamp, while
the plaster iron must also be kept hot and ready for
use. The double-section being placed in position ,

10' 5 15-16 "

Mean diameter

Firebox shell , length
..
outside . .
Heating surface
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17
1755 lbs.
"

t. c . q.
86m 1 0 2
Wox

Induction Coils for X -Ray and
other Purposes .
By John Pike.
XII. - BUILDING UP THE DOUBLE -SECTIONS.
I TAVING wound all the double-sections required
tested and weighed them , they should be
carefully sorted into piles — i.e., there will

be the set of four, the set of six , and the forty for
the main body of the secondary. The idea of
having the blotting paper insulating discs of various
sizes is to more thoroughly case in each pair of
sections- 6.g ., in the enlarged and separated
figures three pairs of sections (Fig. 34 ) are shown :
the first being placed on the ebonite tube, fits
tightly or closely , because the first or lower insulat
ing disc has its aperture of the same size-- viz.,
2 ins. We may now fill in the hollow between
the cotton and the ebonite tube with hot wax ,
and upon fixing down the next pair the lower
insulating disc will again be a close fit on the tube,
as demonstrated in the figure. We have thus

a clear space into which to run the wax and the
insulation is further safeguarded by the thickness
of the blotting paper - a close fit - at every fifth
of an inch along the tube. In no case, as will
be seen , is the wire in one section allowed to come
to a level with the wire in a neighbouring section
without the thickness of two blotting paper discs
intervening. This , briefly, is the method adopted
in building up the pairs of sections.
It will be convenient to start building the sections
from the centre of the tube and for this purpose we
first make a stand — strong and durable of che
pattern as shown in Fig . 35.
As the top weight is continually increasing,
the stand should be made of wood at least 1 in .

Cotton

(Continued from page 297.)

FIG . 34 . - BUILDING UP DOUBLE -SECTIONS.
seconds over the spirit flame, and when quite hot

is poured into the space round the ebonite tube
between it and the ring of cotton . The wax,
if sufficiently hot, will run into the space and en

tirely fill the intervalbetween the tubeand the cotton,
there will also be indications of a swelling of the
sections at this part denoting that the wax has
permeated the interstices and run partly into the
turns of wire ; at this time and just before the

wax shows signs of setting, which it will do with

a good deal of contraction, the hot iron must be
applied , when the wax is forced back into the annular
space, which then , as the setting continues, will be

entirely filled up with thewax, and is to be smoothed
down equally all round. The turntable stand
will greatly assist this operation , as it is desirable

to have the pressure with the hot iron equal all
round, otherwise on applying a spirit level after
putting down a few sections we may find that the

true horizontal position (perhaps from using too
much wax) has been departed from ; this can

be remedied when only a few sectionsare in place,
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but
is a serious fault if only discovered on reaching
the end of the tube.
If the first double section fits the tube, as it

should , tightly, by reason of the lower blotting
paper disc having its central aperture the exact
size, it is put in place with no more trouble than the
others following, but if desirable a few spare discs
may be temporarily placed down before fixing the
section , these preventing thehot wax from running

through and down the tube,
The first section neatly set, the bared ends of
the wire are un twisted , the back or lower one left
hanging out for a couple of inches or so, but secured
by passing it first through a small hole made with
a pin near the edge of the insulating disc . The
other end is also brought up through a hole made
in the edge of the top disc , but about 2 ins. distant
from the other.
Before fixing the next double -section iċs two
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coil follows the same way throughout until the
whole of the twenty - five pairs of sections are in
place when the ebonite tube is carefully reversed
and the building up of the second half proceeded
with .

Each end of the coil requires very careful finishing.
Presuming that all the sections have been fixed ,
any spare blotting paper discs, or washers, as we
may now term them , may to the number of four

or so be ironed down over the first and last section .

wire ends should be treated in the same way, one

sticking outnear the edge of the back disc, and the
other coming up through the edge of the front disc.
The second double-section is placed loosely on the
first , while the connection is made between the
first double-section and the second. No more

wire should be spared for this purpose than is ab
solutely required for comfortable working, and
taking the two bared ends these are twisted together,

touched with the resin and ether solution , and a

good soldered joint made with similar precautions
as suggested previously . When making joins in
the sectional winding, the joint must be very
carefully insulated with silk and the whole length
or loop of wire then encased in a narrow piece of
folded waxed blotting paper ; on slowly turning
the loose pair of sections the joint falls with its
covering neatly and naturally between the two,
not being low down but about 7 in . from the top.

It is the author's practice, before fixing the second

Fig . 36 . — THIN WOODEN Disc .
Then the two short ebonite extension pieces, each
making a neat fit on the primary tube, are put in
position and the best way to do this is to warm
them uniformly over the stove and then dip them
in hot wax and at once pass over the tube and
press down until quite set and cold .
We may increase the insulation considerably
by putting the short sleeves of -in . thick ebonite
further over the tube. It would mean , of course ,
that the few sections at either end must have a
slightly larger diameter - just enough to slide.over
the increased thickness. There has been a safe
thickness of paraffin allowed for already, but, after
all, ebonite is a better insulator, and the sleeve
then would come further over the ends of the core
- say, halfway — and still leave the insulators
at the extreme end sufficiently safe.
In order to facilitate the covering in of all these
sections with wax, besides assisting to give solidity
to the whole, two discs of thin wood (mahogany )

are prepared , 1 in . thick, and 54 ins. diameter ,
with a central hole to fit the short ebonite ends.

Fig . 35. - STAND FOR BUILDING UP SECTIONS.
pair , to test the continuity of the wire and per
and
using the galvanometerpair,
the joints byafter
fection ofimmediately
jointing up each
battery
and this course is recommended (see Fig. 30 ).
" The second pair of sections is now to be fixed

With a large centre bit and brace, holes are drilled
in these discs all round the centre hole, they are then

dried and soaked in wax and one is fixed to each
end of the secondary winding ( Fig. 36 ). The
wood discs are severally warmed and pressed down ,
hot wax being poured into the holes meanwhile ;
the result is a very close fit. Several heavy weights

in position with a similar application of hot wax

may be adjusted to exert an even pressure until
the wax done
has thoroughly set.
This
the two thick ebonite cheeks- each

and the hot iron , and the further building up of the

6 ins. diameter , and with central aperture 2 ) ins.
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are placed at their respective ends. · They should

be made very hot, and having applied the hot iron
to the surface of the wooden disc, pouring over it
also a teaspoonful or two of hot wax , the ebonite
cheek is passed over the end of the tube and pressed
heavily into contact with the end - continuing
the pressure until the wax and ebonite have cooled
and set hard . The ebonite cheek should be in
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gives place to the car depicted in the second illus
tration. The frames and wheels for this vehicle
were purchased second -hand , but not being
long enough for the purpose intended , the

absolute contact with the wood disc.
Objection may be made to the method of con

necting up each double section that is to say,
the joint being between two sections, although
folded in waxed blotting paper , might slip down
if the pressure was not even and close, thus forming
a chord of the circle ; the pocential difference is
so great between the outer and inner turns of wire
that the insulation might be threatened . Although
no trouble has been met with so far, there is the

older plan of bringing out the wires — through the
pinholes — opposite each other, and, after baring
the ends, twisting them , soldering and insulating
the joint with silk after cutting off superfluous
wire, then carefully tucking the insulated joint
between the pair connected . This method is

J-187

commonly used , and though a great point is made
of the other, there is — it must be admitted
no appreciable difference in practice and results.
(To be continued .)

The Work of an Apprentice.
[ TITH the excellent photographs reproduced
herewith of a motor cycle and a small two
seated automobile, we have received a
few notes relative to their construction by Mr.
Harold Kewney, who, up till lately, was an appren
tice at Messrs. Hawthorn Leslie & Co.'s Newcastle
works. Mr. Kewney has, we understand, always

been interested in mechanical work , and after

Fig . 2. -- A HOME-MADE MOTOR CAR .

framing was cut in two and lengthened by an
18-in . steel bar riveted to the original parts of the
frame.
Only a part of the gear was actually made by
Mr. Kewney , the remainder being made outside
to his designs. For the particular portions of the
seating and cushioning an upholsterer was employed
and worked in Mr. Kewney's shop.

building, amongst other things, a vertical model
steam engine, commenced the motor cycle shown
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SHEFFIELD ELECTRICAL
EXHIBITION . – The Electric
Supply Departinent of the
Sheffield Corporation, under
the managership of Mr.
Fedden , M .I.C . E ., M .I.M . E .,
is holding an exhibition of
electricalmachinery and ap
pliances at the Corn Ex

change in that city, being
open to the public daily
from noon to 10 p .m ., until

October 20th .

Admission ,

6d. A number of exhibits
of peculiar interest to the

local metallurgical and en
gineering industries have
been secured, as well as an
elaborate display of domestic
and public lighting appara
Fig . 1. — MR. HAROLD KEWNEY's Motor BICYCLE .
tus. Amongst the attrac
,
tions are an electric kitchen
furnace
in operation, electro steel
Kjellin
castings
exception
the
of
With
the
in Fig . 1.
annealing
hardening
and
Schmeltsbad
plating,
(which , we understand, were made from home
furnace in operation , electric welding, glow
made patterns), and the wheels and frames, the
lamp making photo - printing, X -ray work ,
work of this machine was all done by Mr. Kewney
electrical medical appliances, laundry apparatus,
on a 43-in . lathe.
This ' cycle has been running some time, but now I etc.
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Notes on the Design and Con

struction of Fast Model
Steamers .
By ERNEST E . BRETT.

October 11, 1906.

any material deviation from the form of lines
generally adopted ; the last factor in our calculation
( 036 ) being the weight of a cubic inch of fresh
water in pounds.

The hull lends itself readily to construction in
sheet metal, but it will probably be found easier
to make a stronger and lighter hull of wood.

THE usual types selected as a basis for the design

Machinery. - A two-cylinder engine, either high

of fast model steamers seem to be — with few
exceptions — torpedo boat destroyers, and
more recently the vessels of the “ Scout " class
built for the Navy . These types do not compare
favourably for speed with the smaller classes of

pressure or compound, will be found most suitable,

fast craft when considered in relation to the square
roots of their length , and have too small a pro .
portion of draft and beam to make really good
working models.
A better all-round model would result if such craft
as the second -class torpedo boat or the “ Vedette "
boat were selected as prototypes. Both of these
have, in practice, single screws, and as there are
very few deck fittings, the general appearance could
be copied minutely without detriment to speed .
The liberal beam and depth would give ample
space for an efficient engine and boiler, also much
greater stability than the leaner types.
The question for the designer of a model speed
craft is, whether he will build a boat with a very
small margin of stability and have to scheme and
scrape to make an engine and boiler that will
fit into it , or build one of ample proportions in which
he will have full scope to design a light-weight set
of machinery of high efficiency , and have plenty
of room for access to the various working parts for
adjustment,
Selecting etc
the. second class torpedo boat as an

example, we can take the principal dimensions to be
approximately – Length , 65 ft. ; beam , 9 ft. 3 ins. ;
depth amidships, 6 ft. to top of beams at side, the
speed attained being nearly twenty knots. The
.corresponding speeds for a 65 -in , model of the types
mentioned are approximately as follows :
“ Scout" class .. . . . . . . . . .. 3.93 miles.

Torpedo boatdestroyer .. . . 5 72 ,
First-class torpedo boat . . . .6 .37
Second-class torpedo boat. . .6 .7 ,
“ Vedette boat " .. . . . . . . . .6 .5
The Arrow , an American steam yacht of 130 ft.
long, is said to have attained a speed of forty -four
statute miles per hour, which gives a corresponding
speed for a 65-in .model of about nine miles. Some
of the latest motor boats exceeded even this, and
the results have proved that it is possible to
get very high speeds from boats with good beam
and shallow draft.
The attainment of the above speeds almost
entirely depends upon the amount ofpower put into
the boat, and in some instances may be much

exceeded . To get the best results light displace
We will roughly outline the principal details of
design for a model second-class - torpedo boat
to, say, a scale of 1 in . to the foot. The dimensions
will be 65 ins. by 94 ins. by 6 ins., which will give
a much better chance for good work than 65 by
64by 4, the usual proportions of a destroyer. The
displacement co -efficient of these boats may be
taken at .42, and the displacement at a draft of
21 ins. amidships will be
65 x 95 x 21 x 42 x .036 = 228 lbs.,
and this might be slightly increased withoutmaking
ment and high powermust be aimed at.

and should run at a high speed to get the best
results, as it is possible to get a greater power out
of the same size engine by this means without
much increase of weight, and the momentum often
enables the engine to over -run any temporary
resistance. In this case an engine of sayf-in .
stroke might be run at 2,000 revolutions, which
would give a piston speed of barely 300 ft. per

minute ; this is quite moderate for torpedo boat
work , modern practice in full- sized boats being
as high as 1,000 ft. per minute, or even more. Of
course special care will have to be taken to provide
ample bearing surfaces and general rigidity of the
framing of the engines, also means for efficient
lubrication .
If the builder prefers twin screws, he might fit
an engine similar in principle to that described
on page 48 of THE MODEL ENGINEER Handbook ,

No. 13. The boiler is one of the biggest problems

of the design in any small fast craft, and especially
in a model.
Thewater -tube boiler is almost outof the question ,
as unfortunately the feed -water would require
to be regulated to a nicety , and this is practically
unattainable in a model. Our choice is therefore
limited , and we shall require a light-weight boiler
carrying a moderate amount of water.
The types available are the launch boiler, the

locomotive type, and the return tube, which
all require modifying to suit the conditions, special
care being taken to ensure a good draft through
the fiues.
Some form of liquid fuel will have to be used ,
and the method of firing will form a subject for
careful experiment.
To obtain a record breaker it will be necessary
to cut away the weight of all parts to the lowest
possible limit, and simplicity should be the keynote
of the design.
The safest course for a builder to follow , who has
no previous experience of the weight of machinery ,
boiler and build same — say a compound non
condensing engine having high -pressure cylinder

would be to settle on the size of engine and

fin . and low -pressure cylinder if ins. diameter ,
with a common stroke of or in . Aluminium
may be used for the bed plate, but should not be
used where subjected to high temperatures, as under
such conditions it loses strength considerably .
The boiler may be of the modified launch type,
and similar in principle to that shown in Fig . 14
of THE MODEL ENGINEER Handbook , No. 6 , or,
if correct appearance is to be specially aimed at,
a return tube boiler will enable the funnel to be
placed in proper fore and aft position. It should
be built for a working pressure of too or 110 lbs.

per square inch , and have a heating surface of
700 to 800 sq . ins. It should be remembered that
nothing is gained by making any one part stronger
than another - in fact, the reverse is more often the
case ; e.g ., if the ends are only good for 100 lbs.

working pressure, it will be of no benefit to make
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the shell equal to 150 lbs. Two or three water tubes
should be fitted in the firebox , and boiler should be as

large a diameter as can be got into the boat.
The method of firing may be on the blowlamp
principle or an oil spray burner.
Having built the machinery , it should be fitted
up in the workshop, with all necessary accessories,
and got into good running trim . Tests may now
be made to ascertain the maximum speed and
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pintle of the rudder. There is no counter or over
to thatof an ordinary rowing boat.
The deck line forward should be fairly full,
so as to give a good flare to the bow sections, and
elliptical aft. The 'midship section should have
a moderately flat floor and easy bilge, the water-lines
being slightly convex forward - no hollow being

hanging stern , and the rudder is overhung similarly

power of the engine when taking all the steam the

permissible and full aft to prevent the boat
squatting by the stern when travelling at a high

boiler is capable of providing.

speed .

The propeller

should be designed to suit the number of revolu

tions thus found , and, as it is almost impossible
to get a satisfactory propeller except by a process
of trial and error, will probably require a share
of the designer's thoughtat a later time.
The whole of themachinery can now be carefully
and accurately weighed and a suitable boat for its

There is a shallow turtle back forward abutting
against a round conning tower, on which a quick
firing gun is mounted .
A raised casing is fitted over the engine space ,
which could also be carried over the boiler without
much alteration in the appearance of the boat.

The torpedo tube is fitted on the after deck ; this

Scale of fear
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

12 13 A

PLAN AND ELEVATION OF SECOND Class TORPEDO Boat.
can be made easily removable for racing purposes ;
reception may readily be designed . Supposing
the weights to run out as follows :
also the quick -firer and the rails and stanchions
shafting . . . . . . . . . 3 lbs.
Engine, propellerI and shafting
Boiler , water and fittings . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . 12

,

'' ... ... .. ... .. 2

,

Lamp, tank and fuel . . . .. . .

Totalweight of machinery . . . . . . . . . 17 lbs.

Approximate weight ofhull and fittings.. 6 }

which are fitted all round the deck .
It will be found that the building of a racer
entails no small amount of work , but the field for
experiment is unlimited , and for those who have
a natural liking for such , will be full of interest,

and
will amply repay the model-maker for the
labour involved

23] Ibs.

.
view to steam -driven models, but much will apply

We have a total displacement of 232 lbs. to

to those propelled by petrol motors ; these have

The foregoing has been mainly written with a

provide for, against a calculated displacement of

a great advantage over steam as regards the ratio

224 lbs. for a 65-in . boat. The flb .must be made
up by making the lines a little fuller or by slightly

of power to weight, but it should be remembered
that in actual racing, reliability is a great factor,
and the most reliable boats often get home before
the high -powered freak , that may break down
in the middle of a run. Of course freaks may be
either steam or petrol driven .

increasing the dimensions all round.
This method will be found much better than
building the boat first and finding later on that
the machinery is much too heavy or too light for

her, either result being fatal to speed , as it is essential

As regards material for hull, experience shows

in fast steamers that they should float at their

that oak is most suitable for stem , keel, and
sternpost, American elm for ribs (if steamed ), and
mahogany or cedar for skin , as they are much

designed water-line, even a slight deviation
making an enormous difference to somemodels.
The accompanying drawings give an idea of the
exterior of a second-class torpedo boat. The
after deadwood is completely cutaway, the propeller
and shaft being supported by a gun-metal skeg ,
which is sometimes extended to take the heel

easier to work than some of the other woods that

have been used for this purpose.
The boat should be built upside down on a stout
board — which we will call a® “ building board ”
a little longer than her over-all length ; a piece of
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deal 6 ft. long, i ins. broad , and it ins. thick
will do very well. This should be faced up true,
and have a centre line and the positions of the
moulds distinctly marked thereon . The moulds
should be substantial, and be continued up to a
line parallel to the water-line and levelwith the top
of the stem , so that they may be set up perpendicular
to thebuilding board , instead of at an angle thereto .
The next thing will be to secure the moulds,
etc ., to the building board , and so provide a firm
foundation for planking on . The moulds can be

fastened with stout screws from the under side,

and the stem and sternpost should be left long
enough to allow for tenoning into the board, this

surplus length of course being cut off on removing
the hull from board on completion of the planking.
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Air Propellers as an Aid to
Locomotion .
SOME NEW IDEAS FROM THE CONTINENT.
TE show in the accompanying photographs
a novel departure in the construction
of motor cycles which has recently been
tried in France by M . Ernest Archdeacon ,
President of the Aerial Navigation Committee
of the Aero Club of France. In this machine the

propulsion is obtained by means of a two-bladed
propeller mounted in front of the handle bars,
and driven by means of a belt from a twin -cylinder
Buchet motor of 6 h .- p. The propeller is made of

A little extra care given to the align
ment and securing of the above-mentioned
details will often save a considerable amount
of trouble later on.

The fastenings in the planking may
either be brass sprigs clinched inside on
the timbers or small brass screws. The
objection to the sprigs is that, if too slight,
it will be difficult to get them to draw the
planking and timbers closely together ; or,
if too stout, the timbers are very likely to
be split. The writer experienced this diffi

culty when timbering out a 5-ft. sailing
yacht, and therefore adopted the brass screws,
which answered admirably .

A substantial stringer, or keelson , should
be worked inside over the timbers on each
side of the centre line, to form bearers for

the engines and boiler ; these should extend
as far forward and aft as practicable, and
The
engine and boilermust be carried as low as pos
sible in the boat, in order to increase her sta

may be tapered away at the ends.

bility. The shafting must be arranged so that
the propeller may be completely immersed , or
there will be a great loss of efficiency.
Care should be taken to provide adequate
protection for the hull from the heat of
the burner, by lining it, in way of same, with
asbestos,millboard , or other suitable material.

The boiler should be covered with a good
non -conductor to prevent loss by radiation ,
which would be considerable in so small a
job . The steam pipe may be served or
wound with asbestos cotton for a similar
reason. The casings on deck may be made
of sheet zinc, and while they should be sub

FIG . 1. - SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF PROPELLER

stantial, must not be too heavy, asany exces
sive weight above the waterline will have a serious
effect on stability, and may necessitate the use of
ballast, which must be avoided as far as is possible.

DRIVE FOR MOTOR CYCLE.
aluminium , and is further lightened by being pierced
with a number of small holes. The whole surface
is, however, covered with gold -beaters' skin ,

It will be advisable to temporarily fix up the
boat and run a few trial trips before making deck
fittings and giving her the finishing touches of

It is about 4 ft. 9 ins. in diameter. The motor
runs at 1, 500 revolutions per minute, and the pro

A NEW steerable balloon has been designed by
a Birmingham engineer. He proposes to raise or
lower the balloon without the use of gas or ballast.
The apparatus consists of a case in the shape of a
boat attached to the gasholder. Two propellers

peller at 1, 100. The weight of the machine com
plete is 70 kilogrammes (154 lbs.). With a rider
weighing 82 kilogrammes ( 180 } lbs.) the machine
on its trial trip covered i kilometre in 45 2 -5ths
seconds, a speed equal to 49 miles her pour. But
for a slight mishap to one of the blades of the pro
peller it is claimed that an even greater speed
would have been obtained . The main purpose in
building the machine has been to experiment with
propellers with a view to their adaptation to flying

on each side acting against the air direct either

machines.

paint, etc., so that the minor adjustments and
alterations which will doubtless be required may

be made without spoiling any of the detail work .

an upward or downward movement.

The recent trials of the flying motor cycle of M .
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Archdeacon have directed the attention of the
aeronautical world to some other interesting

motor is applied , but instead of moving in the

experiments which have just been made by Captain
Ferber with a car which he has constructed on the
same principles.

employed in motor boats, and is 70 h .-p .

water, they move in the air . The motor of the
hydroplane is perfectly similar to those usually
1

The speed attained by the hydroplane is about

Fig . 2. - TRIALS OF M . ARCHDEACON'S AIR -PROPELLED MOTORCYCLE.
- The apparatus, as

shown in the photo
graph , is not that of
the car itself, but has
been constructed for
the purpose ofstudying
the motor, the power,
the number of revolu
tions, and to practically
determine the advan
tages of this method
of propulsion , and at
the sametime to calcu
late the value of these
wings for aerial navi
gation .
This car is fitted
with a 9 h .-p. Buchet
motor, which drives
two propellers on two
shafts. This motor is
to be replaced by a
24 h .-p . Antoinette
motor, and the inven
tor hopes to break the
record made by Anzani

and the flying motor

cycle of ' M . Arch
deacon .

An important inno

vation in the motor
ing, or better in the
Fig . 3. - EXPERIMENTING WITH AIR PROPELLER FOR MOTOR CAR DRIVING .
motor-nautical field ,
has been made by Engineer Forlaniniwith his new
434 miles per hour, but Engineer Forlanini
“ Hydroplane " boat. It is called “ Hydroplane ”
hopes to reach a higher speed with some new
because, contrary to all the motor boats till now
improvements at which he is now working and
constructed , it is put into motion by means of
which he trusts to have ready for the coming
two powerful propellers to which the power of a
winter .
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Even travelling against the wind, and on days
when the Lake was rather rough (the experiments
were made on Lake Maggiore), the boat going
at full speed kept a most regular pace, hardly
touching the water and almost flying over it.
Engineer Forlanini believes that using the same
system applied in a somewhat different manner, he
will succeed in his principal aim , which is that of

constructing a steerable flying machine.

The Society of Model Engineers.
Reports of medines should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
licular issue of received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .

London .
The next meeting will be held at the Cripplegate

Institute on Friday , October 12th , when Messrs. H .
Greenly and W . J. Bassett-Lowke will deliver an
illustrated lecture entitled “ Two Model Engineers
in Germany."
FUTURE MEETINGS. — Monday, October 29th :
AnnualRummageSale ofmodels, tools,material, etc.
Tuesday , Nov. 20th : Annual GeneralMeeting.
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Model Yachting Correspondence
Why Not Model Full-rigged Ships ?
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Believing ,as I do , that you are always
open to receive suggestions about model-making
generally, I am venturing to ask you and the
numerous readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER
what sound reasons there are for the non -existence

of model clippers — I mean , full-rigged ships.
It would appear that model sailing is confined ex
clusively to yachts (and what strange creations
some of these are !) and possibly an occasional
schooner.
In a little book I have discovered - an old one,
I admit - I read that " model clippers are unsuitable

because of the difficulties of tacking, etc. !”
Are model-makers usually guilty of sitting down
and giving up a thing because of “ difficulties " ?
Or are they so keen on speed that a little trouble is
not worth taking to produce a model which shall
be a " thing of beauty ” ? It never seems to have
struck your readers that a fleet of properly rigged
craft - built for appearance on a lake - would be

Fig . 4. - M . FORLANINI'S HYDROPLANE BOAT.
To PROVINCIAL SOCIETIES . — The Hon . Secretary
will be glad to receive at once from the Secretaries
of those Societies affiliated to the London Society
Jists of members and reports for inclusion in the
Annual Report to be presented in November.

All enquiries for infurmation relative to the
Society should be addressed to HERBERT G . RIDDLE ,
Hon. Secretary, 37,Minard Road , HitherGreen , S. E .
REWARD FOR A MODEL YACHTSMAN . - Mr. James

W . Thurlow , vice -commodore of the Ilford Model
Yacht Club , was recently presented with the
Royal Humane Society 's testimonial on vellum .

Early in July Mr. Thurlow saw two children
struggling in the lake in South Park , and when
they were in imminent danger of being drowned
them . The presentation
and Crescued
he
wasplunged
made byin Mr.
. Wakeman , rear-commodore of
the Ilford Model Yacht Club .

a different thing altogether to the weird collection
masts or crosstrees — many of them , in fact, without
a miniature block in their running rigging — such as
we are used to seeing on our Model-yacht ponds !
These racing machines (one cannot call them
models, since originals ofmost of them are lacking )
may be fast, but can their owners in their wildest
moments admit that they are beautiful ? After
all, what real advantage has speed in relation to
model ships ? I quite understand a little friendly
rivalry , and an occasional race between clubs and

of machines with sails hooked on , with no tops

individuals, but why not a prize to be awarded to
the vessel which is most like her original - graceful,

and keeping on her course in a stately fashion
independently of her actual speed ?
Such a vessel is the three-masted full-rigged ship .

Poets and novelists have written of their beauty,
artists have painted charming pictures of them ,
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and I have personally been to a deal of trouble and

expense to see one whenever - I had a chance - I
mean, of course, the original, as the model seems
to have been neglected . l

Again from a nationa point of view . Not so
the clipper ship for all the luxuries of life : things
which now -a -days we regard as necessities of
existence, viz., sugar, spices, tea, coffee, tobacco, etc.
With the decline of sailing ship building

many years ago we Britishers were dependent on

steady, but, alas ! sure our grandsons in time to
come will ask wonderingly " What were these
sailing-ships they read of, of which no practical
sailing models exist ? ” Surely this ought to be
an inducement to so many of our talented readers
who have the time, the ability , and, not least of
all, the pond, to either build such vessels them
selves or help their less favoured brother model
engineers (to which latter I regret to say I belong) ;
and by so doing let us leave behind us something

like one of the old “ wind jammers," who so faith
fully provided us with food - on which we depended
to earn our naval victories of the past.
But whether yawl or lugger, clipper ship or
cargo steamer, let us be exact in our details , and
not sacrifice everything to speed in our sailing
models.
The day may yet come when the Serpentine will
possess a fleet of “ real model ships,” and my
writing in that case will not have been in vain .
Yours truly ,
W . H . T.
Reading.
(NOTE . - The views of any readers who have
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thought it would give greater strength to have
is not strong enough to hold boat in shape, as it
is cut from 4-in . picture backing.

one solid one in the middle of the boat. The deck

I covered the boat with calico to get a good face
and to make it water-tight, for I found that no
matter how careful you might be over the building
you could not make it perfectly water -tight, unless
you built it with a double skin , and as I did not
wantweight I used calico .
One word of warning — when you cover a boat
with cloth be sure you have it in one piece, and
plenty of length and breadth to spare, and soak
the cloth in water for about fifteen or twenty
minutes, and then wash all the dressing out and

wring fairly dry , and strain it on the boat at once,
tacking round the top of the boat only with good
tacks with big heads, and be careful to get as many
creases out as possible, and then when it is dry the
remaining one will come out too . You can then
screw the deck on and give the boat six or seven
coats of good white lead paint, well sand- papering
between each coat, and you will then have a face
as good as if painted on wood .

I hope I have satisfactorily answered all J. G .

G . B .'s questions ; but if there is anything else he
wants to ask I shall be pleased to answer him .
H . W . WILLIS.
Yours truly,
Hastings.

A Cheap Electric Cycle Lamp.
TO THE EDITOR of The Model Engineer.. .

DEAR SIR , — The cycle lamp of which I send a .

tried sailing models of full-rigged ships would
be of interest. - ED., M .E . & E .]

but it will serve as well as a more expensive one.

Practical Letters from Our

which I purchased from a local cycle dealer for a

drawing was made for a very small sum of money ,

A is the front part of an old acetylene lamp.

Readers.
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters

may be signed with a nom -de- plume If desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication.]

A Beginner's Model T . B .D .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , I read with interest your correspon
of the 6th . I regret he did not state how planks
kept their shape. Did he leave any of the moulds
dent's description of his T. B . D . in your issue

1 .

in , or was the deck sufficient ? What is the
reason for covering it with calico ? - Yours faithfully ,

J. G . G . B .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
J. G . G . B ., I may say that the planks were screwed

DEAR SIR , - In reply to your correspondent,

AN ELECTRIC CYCLE LAMP.

few pence. A hole was cut in B to admit a bayonet
capped lampholder. C was taken from an old oil
lamp, and it was fastened to A by means of a bolt
and nut. I then fixed the spring D from C to B ,
and after that the lamp was aluminium enamelled .
The lamp can be connected by flexible wire to a .

4 -volt accumulator, fixed on a luggage carrier
at the back of the cycle. — Yours truly .
Pinxton .

JAMES H . BINGHAM .

Bennett's Tin - pot Battery .
to the moulds in the usual way, and after planking
was finished I cut somemore moulds(as sketch ) outof
-in . oak and fitted them in place of the moulds
I built on , but I left the old centre one in , as I

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
SIR - I notice a reference to this by Mr. William .
Wilson , medical missionary of the China Inland
Mission , in your issue of September 20th . I am .
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glad to find that the battery is likely to prove
in China, but, seeing that it would probably
beuseful
handled
by natives, I should like to utter a
word
of
warning
ascaustic
to thepotash
corrosivesolution
nature. ofIttheis
caustic
soda
or
highly
destructive to the mucous membrane, and
accidents have happened through careless users
splashing
theis one
solution
intoreasons
their eyes.
Thehavedanger
from
this
of
the
why
I
not
pressed
for
a
more
extensive
use
of
the
cell.
Yours faithfully,
A , R . BENNETT.
Westminster,

Queries and Replies.
is especially directed to the first condition glven below ,
(Atention
and no notice will be taken of Queries ,not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Dopartment." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Qwerles on subjects within the scope of this Journal are replled to
by post under the following conditions : - ( 1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on

October 11, 1906 .

probably about 8 ozs. in all. Coils to be joined in series with each
other and in shunt to the brushes, as Fig . IA, page 12, of our
handbook. Speed according to voltage required , probably

4 ,000 r.p .m . A fuse is not absolutely necessary for the lamp
circuit, but advisable, as it is not good for an accumulator
to

discharge
on a short circuit. Weshould advise you to use a fuse,
say, No. 26 gauge pure tin wire.
Wheatstone
Bridge.
V . (Kopenhagen)
P . excellent
(16,401)
Journalwrites
Danish reader
Being a constant
I shall:
of your
be
very much obliged if you would kindly answer the following
queries. I am much interested in the construction of large induction
coils, and your handbook , as well as Bonney's and A . V . Hare's
books on that subject, is in my possession . What I want to know
is the exact diameter in fractions of millimetres of No. 36 copper
wire (of course, uninsulated ), the said wire being referred to in
A . T . Hare's book . I think many of your Continental readers
would be glad if you would occasionally bring out an authentic
table of the different wire gauges, with Nos. converted into milli
metres. Would
nt also be kind enough ulto atmake
e ngclear
lemeyou
ed the following
r etang

lc arranged
ua bridge),
u cacalculate
sksketch
asas peperresistance
Tathe total
yoconductors
s not eqSuppose
prdoor you
thhowe some
i(Wheatstone's
point.
you,ifhave
es
anc
t
ct
ist
ist
d
and
tha
II
an
of
IVqu
of
the
res
ofres
. of this arrangement, if the product of the resistances of I andancIIIe
is not equal that of II and IV ? Let I be of x , II of y , III of :
IV of y, and V of u ohms resistance respectively ; then , if xz equals

yo,
the sameamountofcurrent
branch(V?),) takesno
total resistance,
I presume, will be
fromtheeachbridge”
and thecurrent(or
_(x
+
y)
(8
+
)
ohms.
+ y + or+ smaller than the product yo,
But if the product xz |is xgreater
how do you mathematically state the resistance of the whole circuit

one side of the paper only, and the sender 's name MUST be in .
scribed on the back. (2) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever
possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
Assue. (4 ) Querles will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually clapse before
Correspondents
Reply can
be forwarded
. (5 ) should
understandwhothatrequire
anthe answer
inserted
in this column
some
weeks
must
elapse
before
the
Reply
can
be published. The
Insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6 )

1

reference.
(3) A bestamped
(notandpost-card)
should invariably
enclosed,addressed
and also envelope
a “ Queries
Replies
Coupon ” cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
every 16 + 01

00

0
60

A4 Querles should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL

ENGINEER , 26– 29, Poppin's Court, Flea Stred , London, E .C .]
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
10 recently :
( 16 ,474) Windings for Small Dynamo for Charging.

V

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS
FOR WHEATSTONE
BRIDGE.

A . T . H . (Cork ) writes : I have been given a partly finished small
dynamo of the type shown in the sketch . I have your book on

and the current in each wire if the voltage of the points, positive

Small Dynamos, but the machine is smaller than the 10-watt
size. The figure 6 (or 9 ) is punched on the carcass and bearing .
There is a small crack in the yoke in the position shown, which

and negative, be known (for instance, equals E ) ?

practically divides the yoke in two. Kindly let me know if it can
be remedied or whether it is negligible, as it is only wide enough

to admit a needle point at the widest part. The carcass is cast
in one piece. The armature is an 8 -slot laminated drum . I wish

S . W .G . = '0076 in . diam ., or = '193 mm . We do

No. 36
Your equation
difficultyis is.the resistance
grasp what
quite correct,
not
of theis
the result
and your
perfectly
whole circuit. The resistance of the connecting wire u does not
flow are,
current incanthat
which theis flowing
paths, by
the two
count, as aswhen
wire
resistance
regards
no current
balanced
instance, v and : may bear any
galvanometer

also
to put up
an here.
electricKindly
light with
removable
portable
4 -volt
accumulator
let mea know
if a fuse
is necessary
in the circuit, the lamp being of the Osmium type. If a " short

. For
or through the
relation to one another, according to the position of the point of
contact of one end of u . Then % is another known quantity and
bears the same relation to y as v does to 2. Thus we get --

The crack in the yoke will not matter to any extent as far as
the performance of the machine is concerned as long as the crack

Asv : : : : y .
x is 20 ohms; thus we get
Suppose v is 7 ohms and 72 :is 1313,:and
: 20 : y

occurs with a 4 -volt accumulator of 4 or 5 amp.-hours capacity ,
would it discharge before starting an electric fire ?

is practically closed ; that is, the metal is pressed together. A

200
29
= 375ohms,
=
y
You will find particulars of this instrument in most textbooks on

apson's Electricityand Magnetism,"

electricity, such as S . P . Thompson's " Electricity and Magnetism .'

price 4s., or 45, 4d. post free. See also January 2nd, 1903. issue.

page 76. We shall be happy to assist you further if you have other
difficulties.
(16,473] Small
Engine dynamo from
J. T.setsB .of (Paisley)
writes : I have
builtOilan engine andTrouble.
castings
supplied by a firm advertising in THE MODEL ENGINEER, and I

* **

should
feel greatly obliged if you would
kindly answer the following
questions re same. The engine
is an oil one 3

-in . bore, ! h .- D .
compression
right, but I have great difficulty in getting
it to fire theseems
charge,all which
is by iron tube ignition . Sometimes

it fires about six or more times then fires backward. Is petrol

crack
Suery 16474

to

OVERTYPE DYNAMO FIELD -MAGNETS .
piece of brass strip or iron preferably screwed along the underside
of the base would ensure this. Weadvise you to wind the armature
with No. 26 gauge s.s.c . copper wire ; get on as much as you can ;
about
2 ozs. will be required . Wind the field -magnet with No. 24
gauge s.c.c . copper wire ; get as much as you can on each core ;

safe to run on , or which is

right kind to run it with ? The
dynamo is supposed to lightthe
eight 16 c.- p . lamps, but looks small
for that output. The armature
is
diameter by 41 ins. long.
and the fields have nine layers wound3 ins.
on each
limb. Do you think
it capable of this output ? Re engine. Would porcelain
tube or a
sparking
plug
screwed
into
the
inspira
tor
make
any improvement
or try a?
tube,
to heat
of flane used be
Try adjusting the heightPetrol
could not used except with a
different length of tube.

stuff, and we should
proper carburettor ; it is most inflammable
advise you to try further with ordinary paraffin . A dynamo to
light eight 16 C.-P . lamps should give about 450 to 500 watts out
depending upon the efficiency of the lamps. At that output
put,
you would require an engine to give rather more than I b .h .-P . :
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of course, at less output it would require less driving power. The

output ofisa driven
dynamo
proportionaloneto dynamo
the speedwithatanother
which the
armature
. Inis comparing
for
output in relation to the size, it is necessary to take into account
the respective speeds. Your armature is rather small for this

output,
and fieldconsequently
to runIf magnet
at a highis speed
powerful.
unless the
-magnet waswould
very require
small

and weak matters will be worse. That is, you will have to run
the armature at a very high speed . A remedy would be to run
a lower output, using lamps to suit. You will find a considerable
amount
of information upon oil engine troubles, and the remedy

at lower speed and be satisfied with a lower voltage, and therefore
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No. A3will,
themore convenient;
take the oneforyoujewelled
fancy.
(3)
is theperhaps,be
better
arrangement
generally
bearings.
The
spindle
should beanda good
fit inadopted
the hole, and have
rounded shoulder as C , Fig. 2 . (4 ) These windings are electrically
equal. It is merely a question of end connections. Use which
you fancy . (5 ) The construction and proportions of ammeters
are largely ina matter
of experiment. You will find some useful
information
our Handbook No. 24. The idea which you suggest

A

in our book on “ Oil Engines," by W . A . Tookey, post free is. 2d.
(15,953) Small Dynamo Construction ; Design for

able ? :WoWould
ou kkindly
h a be suitwrites
d witWycombe)
uld thyou
indly
18,woWun. dG .fore(High
Ammeter.

answer enclosed questions in the usualway. ( 1) Would the field -mag
net for dynamo (not reproduced ) be suitable for a 20-wattmachine,

Io volts 2 amps., fitted with a drum armature il ins. diameter,
17 ins. long, wound for a six -part commutator, as Fig. 41 in " Small
Dynamos and Motors," Series No. 1o ? If it is suitable, would

- Spindle

We

11

Soweit

Query 15953

Fig . 2. -- JEWELLED SEATINGS.

you
kindly give windings for same? (2) Which method should
I adopt to obtain the most rigid bearing for the 20-watt dynamo

Nos. 1, 2, or 3 ? I am making my own patterns so I can make
them accordingly . (3) When fitting jewelled seatings to electrical
instruments,
should they be made with a pivot fitted to a jewel,
as at A , or the spindle turned with a cone at end and fitted as B ?
(4for) Which
is
the best way to wind an eight-cog drum armature
a four-part commutator- the one as sketched above or the
one described in THE MODEL ENGINEER Handbook No. 10 , “ Small
Dynamos and Motors," page 34 ? (5 ) Attached is a sketch for an
ammeter (Fig. 1 ). Do you think the design suitable to make a reliable
reading instrumentworking from o to 3 amps. ? I do not want
it higher than 3 amps. as I should like to get a fairly open scale
between o and I amp. to be able to read amp. fairly correct. The
pivot will work in jewelled seatings. Please give suitable winding
to read from o to 3 amps.

FIG . 3. - DIAGRAM OF ARMATURE WINDING.
in your sketch is a practicable one. Try winding the bobbin with
No. 18 gauge wire.

(10,510] Small Oil Engine Trouble. W . M . (Aberdeenshire)

writessay: that
I haveshewas
a ; gas
h.-p.at oilfirst,but
engine,I got
Ottoa newtype,front
tubeandignition
. Í
may
vaporiser
for oil. I never had her running on gas, but now - when I try the
oil- she only fires on the sixth or eighth round ; also, the charge,
when
fired , escapes from back end of piston, I may say that if
the piston rings are the exact fit at end of cylinder the piston will

t I

alumi
pointenrium

zinc bobbin

not go through the cylinder by about it ins., and if made to fit
at the combustion chamber, the charge escapes between the piston

(iron scythe puede

and cylinder.
If you could give me any advice I would be very
much
400 r.p.mobliged.
. Length of stroke, 3 ins.; bore, 24 ins.; speed ,
had stated
old your
is,and how it had
worked
in Iftheyoupast,
it wouldhowhave
helpedengine
us considerably.
Everything
depends on what the engine has been capable of doing. It appears

worden cuse

that
cylinder
very muchmerely
worn,a matter
and theof adjustment,
rings are ineffective.
The bad
firing isis probably
and pro
vided the design of engine is sound in the first place, it can be
overcome. But it is impossible to say without actually seeing the
engine at work precisely what is the cause of missing fire. We
should advise having a new piston and piston - rings fitted, and the

cylinder
send usseefurther
particulars,
we should ,
be
glad tore-bored.
assist you,If you
Meantime,
our handbook,
by Runciman
on Gas and Oil Engines " (7d . post free).
Permanent
Magnets.
G . S. (Titch
field(16,413]
) writes Making
: I am making
a magnetic
machine forH , which
I shall
require a magnet 12 ins. in length and 1 in between the poles. As
Icancannot
obtain
this
in
this
district,
I
shall
be
much
obliged
give me such information as will enable me to make one-if you
the
material to be used , how to magnetise, etc.
Use a good quality cast steel bar of the size required : (harden
it dead hard, and magnetise by passing a heavy current round it

for some considerable time from accumulators or the supply mains.

Query 15953

Fig . 1. - DIAGRAM OF AMMETER.
(1) Yes,
windwillarmature
with , No.
26 gauge
s.c.c. copper can ;. •
about
3 } ozs.
be required
but get
on as much as you wire
Wind
field
m
agnet
with
about
1
l
b
.
of
No.
23
wire on each pole . Join both coils in series with gauge s.c.c . copper

each other in shunt
to the brushes. Get on as much wire as you can in the space.
It would improve matters to provide space for larger field coils
so as to get on about lbs. ofarewireall total,
but this not aabsolutely
necessary. ( 2 ) These itdesigns
good . For so issmall
machine,

See Query Replies on thesubject in recent back numbers.

(16 ,497]I amTraction
E . H .for(Darlington)
writes
assistingbe Engine
tomuch
makeobliged
aBoller.
boiler
engine,: and
I should
if yousuitable
will tell mea traction
( 1) The
maximum pressure the boiler will stand and themaximum working
pressure allowable ? (2 ) The weakest part of the boiler ? (3) Can
staysCanbe placed
i in , apart
instead
of in .? forThe
the same pressureare?
(4)
you . suggest
any barrel
improvements
given below
The boiler
is a solid
-drawndimensions
copper tube.
thickness I-roth in , full, diameter 8 ins., length , including lap for
joint 18 ins. The hornplates are $ in . steel plate, and are tinned
to prevent corrosion. Both tube plates are 3-16ths in ., copper,
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and all the rest of the boiler and firebox is made of 1 in . copper
plate. The stays are 3 -16ths in , and t in , apart ; that is, each stay
supports 9- 16ths sq . in . of plate. They are screwed into both

plates
and riveted over at both
The firebox top is stayed
screw stays from boiler shell,ends.
no dog stays used . There are
twenty -eight -in . tubes, five of which are stay tubes.

(1) If awill,
double-riveted
pressure
with a factorlongitudinalseam
of safety of6, say,is employed theworking
20,000
X
2
X
3
=
3 X 10 X 4 . = 375 lbs. maximum or bursting pressure.

X6 = say 65 lbs. per sq. in. With a single riveting
20,000 X 2 XI 250 lbs.bursting pressure, or = say 45 lbs.
8 x 10 x
working pressure. With a factor of safety of 5, which is quite
sonable. the working pressures may be 75 and 50 lbs.,
respectively. (2 ) The joints and the flat sides of the crown
of the firebox are the weak points of a locomotive boiler.
If you stay the latter so that the breaking strain of the stays

equals
150 lbs.you pressure
the flatpressure
sides
of the atfirebox,
will be the
quiteloadsafeon ateachtheofabove
of65
lbs. See the rules in " TheModel Locomotive," by Greenly ,
price 6s. 5d. post free from this office . This means that with No. I
B .A . threaded copper stays (area at bottom of thread *022, breaking

strain
per stay = 20,000
X '022= 87= 440X 6 lbs.)
(NS; NS X 440
X 150.the number of stays

NS 33 x 6 X440150
NS == 17.
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and also particulars of how to make a brake test yourself. Any
good local engineer should be able to make you a proper set of rings.
Remember new rings will not always counteract the evils of a badly
worn
cylinder and piston, and the ring grooves should always be
trued up when having new rings put in ,

( 16.490] Penny- in - the- Slot Shocking Machine. J. C . H .

(shocking
Dewsbury)coil.writesI have
: I aman idea
anxious
to make a penny-in -the-slot
about the coil making. but am
anxious
to
know
how
to
make
the
arrangement for the penny
to make the contact, how and where the handle should be placed ,
how the tube is to be drawn, and arrangement for the indicator.
I have taken THE MODEL ENGINEER from commencement, but
have seen nothing on this subject at present. If you will kindly
give
me a sketch of how it is to be worked, I will esteem it a great
favour.

You are- the-slot
askingapparatus
rather tooformuch
Welimits
can ofscarcely
penny-in
you .in the
a queryinvent
replya.
You must exercise your own ingenuity. A description and sketch
ofENGINEER
a methodforofmoving
the indicator needle is given in THE MODEL
March 22nd , 1906 , page 286 . The following sketch
isregulating
a suggestion
for
the
penny-in -the-slot mechanism . A is the
tube pulled out by the handle B against spring C , which
always
returns
the
tube
to
oft position as soon as handle is released .
The coin having been putin the slot rolls down a shootinto the cradle
D : its weight presses down lever E , and dips the contact F into
the mercury contained in the cup B , completing battery circuit

and
causing
contactthebreaker
As thebuthandle
is pulled
out
anrisearm
H knocks
coin outtoofstart.
the cradle,
the lever
E cannot
because a pin P has passed through a slot in the bar S and is held
down as long as the handle is pulled outwards. As soon as the

Probably 18 would work in better, and the crown, if
not curved , will require about the same number as the
sides. If the firebox is deeper than 6 ins. from the
top of the foundation ring to the underside of the
crown plate, employ a larger number of stays, in pro

ODOODIE ||

(o

coun

portion to the increase of depth . You have stayed

the boiler very well according to the above figures .
on Ring
Gass :EngiI neshoulPist
FF . (16,395]
esteingr ) write
d estee
m its a.
M . (ManchFitt

favour if you will answer the following . We have a

W

gas engine (to work small workshop ), of the
small
vertical type, cylinder 2 -in . by 4 -in , stroke, two fly
by a
wheels 22 ins. diameter , balanced crank, made
Query 16490
local firm . I could get very little compression , so had
tI
new piston rings fitted , but getting no better resul
took them out to find they were the same section all
round and only catched at the points (or sawcut) and
the
back. The maker said they wanted easing with a
file and were of the latest system , and all large makers
did the same. Is that so ? ( 1) Did I do right by
not having them put in again ? (2 ) Should the rings
be twice as thick at back as at sawcut ? (3 ) How
DIAGRAM OF MECHANISM FOR PBNNY-IN -THE-Slot
much
biggerin the
thanmechanical
cylinder bore
therebrake
any
SHOCKING COIL .
advantage
inlet? ? (4)(5 ) IsWhat
horse-power
should
I
get
if
in
good
order
at
450
r.p
.m
.
?
(6 ) Where should I be most likely to get piston rings at a reason 1 handle B is released the tube A returns to the off position
, and the
counterbalance T lifts the lever E , and with it the contact out of
able price ?
be made
cannot
which
interrupting
current,
the
thus
mercury,
the
(where orit
at the frontspringy
than
atwould
the back
be thicker
should
Rings
to flow again except by the insertion of another coin ; because,
sufficiently
be
not
they
otherwise
is
severed)
if
the
handle
B
is
pulled
and
no
coin
inserted
,
the
pin
P
remains
(with a file, at
never need
enough.theyRings
-strong
out
at the top of the bar S . Instructions would, as usual, be placed
least) after
have should
once entered
the easing
cylinder. The proper
side
the
case,
so
that
the
purchaser
would
know
what
to
do.
The
is
described
rings
piston
engine
gas
fitting
and
ofmaking
method
very
unlimited
of
supply
an
purchaser could , of course, obtain
in December 15th , 1904, issue, page 575. A ring in. thick at back
weak
electricity
by
not
pulling
at
all
at
the
handle.
This
could
should.
, at cut.on toThey
bare 3-they16thsare insprung
to aboutbefore
tapered
would
be obviated by so arranging the levers that the weight of the coin
be fittedbe into
the cylinder
the piston
pulled the pin P below the bar S ; then when the handle B
merely
up and
After the piece A has been cut out the ring is clamped
was pulled the bar S depressed the pin yet more, and caused the
It
of
cylinder.
as
bore
diameter
to
same
lathe
in
the
true
turned
to be made. It would therefore be necessary not only to
contact
is then an approximate fit. Care should be taken that it is made.
put in the coin , but to pull out the handle B displacing
also, the action
if anything, slightly larger than bore of cylinder ; then when fitting:
the coinof.
pulling the handle making the contact and

a small amount filed off at B will allow the ring to come together

It would be possible to have a second slot in S , so that the pin was

released when the handle was pulled out to its limit of travel.

(16,614) Boiler Queries

Pump.
: Force
C. (Ballyof
henry) writes : Would the boiler
described in your J.handbook
“ Model Boiler Making," in Fig . 10, suit a i -in . bore, 3-in , stroke
engine ? Would it be powerful enough to drive a 3-in . centre la the ?
I am thinking ofmaking it of steel instead of copper, which is rather
expensive, and what size of pump would I require to be worked
off the crankshaft, and what is the bore of suction pipe and delivery

Avery 16398

SMALL GAS ENGINE PISTON RINGS,
more and thus make it possible for it to enter the cylinder. A

mechanical inlet is preferable in certain cases, but not always.
Power can only found
by trial. It depends uponandtypedesign
and.
make of engine, asbewell
as size of cylinder, and stroke,
You should read our handbook
- " Gas ang Oil Engines," by
Runciman , 7d. post free , for someuseful information on the subject,

described in any ofyour back numbers
pipe would
? Is there
that
suit such
samea? pump
If you are going to adopt steel for the
you will do better
to make the shell 12 by 24 instead of 9 ins.boiler
by 20 ins., fitting about
twenty-four tubes instead of eighteen . Such a boiler should main .
tain the engine working at 40 lbs. boiler pressure and 300 r.p .m .,
and work the lathe well. The pump should be by i stroke and
have the delivery pipe fitted with a by-pass valve to adjust the
feed to the boiler. See the pump described in the issues of
Sept. 29th and December 22nd, 1904, and enlarge to suit your
requirements.

The Model Engineer and Electrician. .
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Dynamo Windings. R . L . (Burton -on

(16,503]writes8 -pole
agnet casting
: I have an 8 -pole dynamo fieldan -marmature
Trent)
7 ins.
is bored out to z ins. diameter. to suit
which
are 3 ins. long, tin .

3 ins. long. The poleThe-pieces
diameter and ins.
get
space Iyoucouldplease
itins. bydeepit toins,yoke.
and
wide,
deep. Would
and I in . winding
3
be
would
oblige me with particulars of windings, etc., to cbtain the largest
type of armature do you
output possible at 50 volts.plainWhat
drum , or multipolar type and
,
slotted ? drumI propose
recommendof -brushes
running it at about 250 r. p .m .
number
Would this be enough ? What output may I expect.
Wind field -magnet with No. 22 gauge s.c .c. copper wire ; get on
as much as you can , probably about 1 lb . or rather more on each
pole . This is for a shunt winding. Wind armature with No. 22
gauge D .C . C copper wire ; get on as many turns as you can . About

21fortylbs.-ninewillslots,
be required.
Armature
each 1 in . wide
by . toin . be
deep,slotted
wounddrum
with having
forty
nine coils, two in each slot, and connected as a series two-circuit
winding
to
a
commutator
having
forty-nine
segments.
Wind
into
slots one less than the pitch from centre of one pole to the next
that is, embracing six slots. If you can refer to THE MODEL
ENGINEER for February 5th , 1903, page 126 , and February 12th ,
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The News, of the Trade.
(The Editor will be pleased to receive for review under this heading
samples
and use.
particulars
tools, apparatus
materials
for amateur
It mustof benew understood
that theseandreviews
are

free expressions
Editorial. opinion
, no payment
being
required orof accepted
The Editor
reserves oftheanyrightkindto
criticise or commend according to the merits of the foods sub
mitted
, or areto not
abstain
from inserting
atoreviato
in any case where
the goods
of bysufficient
interesthave
hisbeen
readers.]
distinguished
*Reviews
the asterisk
based on actual

Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
* Model Locomotives
atof53,Olympia.
Manufacturing
Company,
The
Model
Addison Road North ,
Holland Park , London, W ., are exhibiting a number of fine models
atinclude
the Engineering
and
Machinery
Exhibition
They
4 -in . scale models of Stroudley's L . B at
. &Olympia.
S .C . R . single
driver “ Shanklin," and four-coupled bogie express, “ Holyrood ” ;
also a partly finished Northern Railway of France (t-in . scale )
locomotiveNo.boiler
Midland
Railway surface
three-cylinder
express,
2633 ;; and
a compound
condensingcompound
marine

engine. This stand should prove especially interesting to model

engineers, and is well worth a visit.
Gas Engine Castings and Parts.
Readers who are contemplating the building of a small gas

I query16503
FIELD-MAGNET POLE PIECE.
find a guide to themethod ofwinding and

1903, page 148, you will
procedure to be followed . We doubt if you will get the machine
reckoned upon
have, therefore,
at so low a speed,
to excite
for trial. The armature
is a matter
; it and
Soo r. p . m . or thereabouts
if you
but
of about
a useful
will
can obtain
so weyoudoubt
amps.,
about6 3amps.,
more
obtainoutput
bestand
able
will
presumeif you have some
We
be than
150 watts.
the tooutputwill
50 volts
pole-pieces fitted on to the pole cores something like sketch here
. pole
to fitusethemtwo, assetstheof1 inbrushes
be advisable
it wouldenough.
? If isnot,scarcely
with
You can
thickness

that is,
eight sets—
negative,or
and onebrushes,
one positive
that is, and
-positive
only
like brushes
connecting
four negative
four
together.
Motor: IforhaveDriving
Dynamo.
H . aH . tri-pole
(East
New(16 ,560]
York) writes
a Manchester
motor with

armatureatwhich
for get
4 volts
1 - 11 from
amps.thatto winding
drive a
dynamo
2 ,200 r.I pwish
.m . toIf wind
I cannot
the speed
can I use two gear wheels --the smallest going 2 } revolutions to
one
revolution
the largemake.
? It is to drive a dynamo of 36 watts,
6 volts
6 amps.of
, American
This motor is altogether too small to drive a dynamo of the size
you
mention.
A suitable
the voltage
mention
would
be armature,
No. winding
26 ( 018 fordiameter)
gaugeyousingle
silk
covered copper wire , and field -magnet No. 20 ('036 ) gauge single
cotton -covered copper wire ; get on asmuch as you can in the space.
Field coils to be connected in series with the armature. The

speed will depend upon the load. To drive the dynamo you

engine should sena to the Small Power
Works, 295, Gold
hauk Road, Shepherd's Bush , London, WEngine
their
leafletI bgiving
prices of complete sets of castings and parts., for
for
4. t, and
.h .- p
“given
Bathefor" setsengines.
These
are
good
of
quality.
Prices
are also.
castings
of
and
blue
print,
and
finished
petrolmotors
for light motor cars, etc.

New Catalogues and Lists.
W . Burton
Co., Ludgate
Ludgate
Hill,C . London,
E .C .-Griffiths
We have &received
from thisSquare,
firm their
new
catalogue,
which
embraces
the
small
tools
and
workshop
appli
ances
they
supply
,
and
which
are
suitable
for
model
engineers
as well as mechanics . The catalogue is fully illustrated , and
includes a variety of steel rules, drawing instruments, squares,
slide rules, calipers, trammels, micrometer and other gauges,

speed indicators, clamps, pliers, etc. Tcols for woodworking
include
wood andLathe
iron tools
planes,andspokeshaves,
hammers,
and toolsets.
accessories, screwdrivers,
such as circular
saws,
Inilling
chucks,
angle-plates,
carriers,
andmachine,
tool holders
are,
listed
; cutters,
also stocks
andsmall
dies,
twist drills,
reamers,
bench
and
portable
vices,
drilling
machines,
emery
wheels,
etc.
This atlist,the
containing
tion
end, will346 bepages,
sentwithto several
readers pages
of of
thisusefulinforma
Journal for

postardfree,upwards.
which amountwill be deducted from the first order
ofIS. ros,
With
the
above
list we have to hand a smaller publication of
203 pages. So far as it goes it is an exact reproduction of the larger
list,
and. from
which
some
the heavier
tools and appliances
are
omitted
will bewill
sentbe toofdeducted
readers
upon
for 6d.to post
free.
which Thisamount
from application
the first order
the
value of 5S .
Baison & Swan Co., Ltd ., 26 -27. Queen Street. Cheap
side, have sent us a copy of their latest leaflet, illustrating
the
' " H is20combined
" cell, whichcorrect
is proportions
small and compact.
The exciting
element
the active
part ofit
the
cell, and merely in requires
the additionwithof water
to render
ready for work. The cell may be kept for years without deteriorat
ing, and yetbemade ready for work at a moment's notice. It has
a strong and neatearthenware outer case, is ofextremely low internal
resistance, rendering it particularly suitable for telephonework.
A . G . Thornton , Ltd ., Paragon Works, Manchester
The sheet pricc list to hand from this firm illustrates very clearly
complete sets of English -made drawing instruments
in various styles

Query 16564

which
they supply
The complete
of loose instruments
prises spring
bows,. large
smalllistcompasses,
proportional com
and
beam compasses, dividers, and
etc. Lists sent post free
to readers of
THE MODEL ENGINEER .
Stuart
Turner.
Henley-on
- Thames.
Theillus
trated
catalogue
weLtd
have., toShiplake,
hand from
this firm
gives ---prices
and

MANCHESTER TYPE FIELD -MAGNETS.

specifications of the well-known " Stuart " vertical, marine type.

mention at full load would
a motor large enough absorb
about 120 watts. You mustrequire
remember that there will beto loss
in
the motor and a loss in the dynamo ; therefore,
half the six
watts which you are going to put into the motorquite
will
be
lost
in
friction and heating,
the power remaining as useful work
at the shaft will not sobe that
enough to provide
for the friction losses
in the dynamo, to say nothing about
any useful output from its
terminals. The above gauges are English numbers
; American

the finished
etagines.besides
Direct
coupled engines
' and specially
dynamossuit.
are
included
in the
able
tor use
with list“ Stuart
" numerous
engines. small
In thedynamos
locomotive
section are

gauge would be Nos. 25 and 19 respectively.

compound, horizontal, and launch engines. Prices are given for
complete sets of castings and parts with working drawing, and for

-in . scale working model of L . N . W . tank locomotive, and G .N . R ..
251 class, of which prices are given for castings and material
and for the finished engines. Cylinders, wheels, pumps, boilers.
valves, and other steam fittings are listed, besides small stationary
boilers and gas engines. The price of the catalogue is 6d ., which

will be deducted from the first order for goods to the value of 5s.
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The Editor's Page.
Two further letters have reached us on the
subject of our Speed Boat Competition ,
In the first the writer (" Ades II," Liverpool).
enquires how we shall regard boats in the design
and construction of which more than two persons
have been concerned . We may say in reply to
this that there is no restriction whatever as to the
number of persons who may have been engaged
in some way or another on the production of any
one boat. What we do restrict is the number of
persons who may join in entering a particular
boat in the Competition , and our rule on this point
states that we cannot recognise more than two
competitors as entering one boat. The only
difficulty which prompts us to make any restriction
at all on this point is the difficulty of satisfactorily
allotting one prize to a number of participants
in the victory. In the event of a two-man boat
qualifying for a medal, we should award onemedal
and two certificates to the sponsors of the boat,
leaving them to decide between themselves as to

who should hold the actual medal. A man may
buy the hull, the boiler, the engines, and other

details from different people, or he may buy the
whole boat ready made, and still be eligible to
compete. The main purpose of the whole Com
petition is to encourage the development of speed
in model boats, and the man who produces and
enters the fastest boat, whether he has built any
part of it himself or not, will take the first place
in the prize list. We think a broad attitude of
this kind is the only reasonable one to take, although
the man who builds his own boat throughout will
naturally derive considerably more satisfaction
from his success than the competitor who enters
another man 's work . We are prepared to recognise
two competitors in connection with one boat
because we know that in many cases two friends
join hands in boat-building and take a fairly equal
share in the work , but if extended beyond this
limit we might find that the man who grew the tree
from which the hull was carved , or the man who
mixed the paint with which it was coated , might
feel he had a right to have his name upon the roll
of honour. Our other correspondent on this
subject (“ D . T.,” Port Isaac ) vishes us to arrange
a class for boats of 36 ins. and under. We are
afraid we cannot agree to this, as there does not
appear to be any general demand for a class of this
limit.

October 11, 1906 .

T . T. (Burnley). — You probably refer to the
“ Lowne ” vacuum engine. See advertisements
in recent issues. Hardy & Padmore would give
you full particulars of the engine.
G . S . (Hull). - Thanks for your letter to hand re
small gas engine.
G . H . (Manor Park, E .). Try Messrs. P . B . Cow .
rubber merchants, Cheapside, E .C .
H . N . (Basingstoke).--Cover the metal with wax ;
then scratch away at the required parts with a
point ; then apply weak nitric acid , and allow it
some time to eat away metal to desired extent.
J. B . (Sunderland). — You would probably have to
obtain a licence from the Harbour Board or the

River Commissioners. Precise information could
be obtained from the Harbour Master on applica
tion. The Board of Trade would not interfere in

the matter .

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects . Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper

only , and should invariably bear the sender's nan e and address. It
should
distinctly

be

stated , when sending contributi

remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. :hould be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection
. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance.

This Journal will be sent post free to any adiress for 13s. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should temade by Postal
Advertisementratesmay be had on application to the Advertise

Order.

ment Manager .
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS .
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the paper
to THE EDITOR , “ The Model Engineer ," 26 - 29. Poppin 's Court
Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to b

and all new apparatusand price lists , & c., for review , to beaddressed

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi
neer " 26 — 29 , Foppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the

and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26 - 29
Poppin
's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .

Sole Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : on and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street , New York, U .S . A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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A 500-watt Dynamo.
By J. 0 .
- - - -

- - -

-

-

-

-

-- - - -- -

- -

--

Fig . 1. - -FRONT VIEW OF A 500 -WATT DYNAMO.
COLLOWING is a description of my ironclad
50 -volt 10 -amp. dynamo, which has been

made entirely by myself. Fig. 1 repre
sents a front elevation . Fig. 2 is a view looking
on the end of dynamo showing the arrangement
of the brush -lifting gear. To describe the con
struction of the dynamo : the first job was to
make a set of scale drawings, and the most difficult
job being the design of a good and efficient
bearing. After the completion of the drawing,
I commenced to make the patterns, the field -magnet

pattern being 41 ins. wide by it ins. thick . The
pole-piece I made to fit between the magnets, and
cored a .31-in . hole through the centre, which
was afterwards bored out to 4 ins. I glued a piece
of wood on each side of the pole - piece, and pared

it off to 48 ins., which after being bored left a thin
shell on each side of the pole-piece ţin . thick ,
which was afterwards cut off.

The weight of field -magnet is 94 lbs. Making the

pattern for the bearing (which is of the self-oiling
type ) was a very difficult job in getting tightness

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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combined with strength , and at the same time not
an eyesore ; this took longest,astherewere two core

October 18, 1906 .

D .c.c. wire wound on each, using shellac varnish
freely every layer. The brush -holding arrangement
it ins., and the shell on the pedestal turned down
to a nice fit. The lug on the top of the bar was
drilled and tapped for -in . set-screw and then
sawn down the middle . The brush -holders were
then filed up and drilled for z-in .
gas thread binding screws with
milled heads ; after being drilled
for the studs, each brush -holder
is fitted with a spring and ad

boxes to make, one to core out the top part for the
oil well , and the other to form the beads on the

is all of brass, the rocker bar being bored out to

bottom , and core a hole up the inside to take away
the weight. The same core-box I used for the cap
as I used for the oil well by fitting a piece in and

WS

justing screw . The studs were
turned out of pieces of brass
with a collar at one end to bolt
up to the rocker bar. The holes
for the studs to go through were
drilled to fin ., and red fibre
bushes turned to go in . A fibre
washer was put on each side of
the rocker bar and the studs
screwed up. The brush -holders
were put on and a small hole
drilled through each stud, and

a peg put in . The brush -lifting
gear fits on to the boss on the
rocker bar ; a piece of fibre

in . thick is fastened on at each
jecting piece of the brush -holder.
By turning the lifting-gear round

end, which catches under a pro

are lifted 4 in . off
the brushes
the commutator ; by putting
fibre at each end there is no fear
ofcurrentgetting into the rocker
bar. The ends of the lifting -gear
and rocker bar were drilled and
tapped . I then got two wooden

FIG . 2. - SHOWING "BRUSH LIFTING GEAR.

flling up the oil well. The same pattern I used
for carrying the brush gear by fitting a round shell
on one side of the pedestal. The step pattern is
of the ordinary type with a flange at each end,
a slot being cut in the middle to receive the ring.

screws, cut theheads off, and then screwed the ends ;
then turned two ebonyhandles,and screwed them on

the ends. . The armature shaft is iš ins.mild steel

turned down to fin . for the bearing. The middle

each . The
Thekerbrush
roc
bar -holders
pattern iscarry
madetwo
to fitbrushes
on the shell of the

X

pedestal - a boss is fitted on one side and a lug on
the top. The lifting -gear pattern is made to fit
on the rocker bar.

In the fitting up of the dynamo, the field -magnet
being first taken in hand, I filed it all over just to

take the roughness off ; then drilled the top for
the lifting eye. I next bored the steps out to
* in . and then turned these down to fit in the
pedestals. The capswereput on ,drilled , and tapped
to 3- in . set-screws. Not having the armature
ready, I got a piece of -in . diameter shaft, drove
on a piece of wood , and turned it down to a tight
fit in the pole-piece. The pedestals were then
fitted on the ends of the shaft, drilled , and tapped
forf-in . set-screws. I then took one pedestal

off and knocked out the shaft, screwed the pedestal
on again , and put a 4 -in . shaft through ; by this
method I got proper alignment with the bore of the
pole-piece without the aid of the armature. ' The
magnet bobbins were made out of three -ply fret
wood with two wrought-iron plates in each, bent
up at each side and clipping up each side of the
bobbins. A block was made the same size as the

pole-piece and placed between the centres of the
lathe ; the bobbins were pushed on, and pieces of
wood screwed up each side, and 71 lbs. of No. 20
-

-- - _

SECTION TIROUGH
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Fig . 3. — COMMUTATOR.
was turned and screwed to I-in . gas thread at

each end. The laminations are made out of thin
Russian iron . There are about 190 , which were
drilled out to 1 1- 32nd ins. After varnishing one
side they were put on the shaft and a plate } in .
thick put at each end and clamped up by the
screws. The armature was then turned to 3 } ins.
diameter, after which I filed twenty -four slots
5- 16ths in . by in . The first layer was wound

October 18, 1906.
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with 1 lb . of No. 18 D .C .C. and well coated with
shellac varnish , then baked in the gas stove
for a few hours. The top layer was wound with
another pound of No. 18 D .C.C., binders put round
well varnished and baked again . The commutator
is built up of twenty -four copper segments with
cast- iron ends. Fig . 3 is a sketch of the com
mutator showing the method of building up.

The segments are shown at A ; B , cast-iron ends ;
C , mica ; D , fibre ; E , the screws for pulling
the whole lot together. The
driving pulley is 4 ins.
diameter, if ins. wide for
strap ; the flywheel is 9 ins.
diameter turned all over.
The dynamo has been run
for five hours together , and
has shown no signs of heat
ing in the bearings. It will
light twelve 16 c.-p . lamps.
The field -magnet is painted
green ; magnet bobbins, red ;
pedestals, black ; brush gear
is polished and varnished
over with thin shellac. The
weight of dynamo is about
160 lbs. I may say that
the armature is wound in
24 sections.

SomeUsefulWorkshop Devices.
By V . W . DELVES-BROUGHTON.
(Continued from page 270 .)
MILLING TOOLS AND FLY-CUTTERS.
'HE difference between milling and fly -cutting
is a question of degree more than anything
else . The term “ milling ” is used generally

III

For the Bookshelf.
Fig . 1. - LONGITUDINAL SECTION,

COLOUR - CORRECT (ORTHOCHROMATIC OR Iso
CHROMATIC ) PHOTOGRAPHY. By T . Thorne
Baker, F .C .S ., F . R . P . S . London : Dawbarn
and Ward , Ltd . Price is.; postage 2d .

Another valuable addition to the “ Utility "
publication of this work . Scientific terms are
avoided as far as possible, for the benefit of the
Teader who has neither great technical knowledge
or practical skill. The author deals with the short
comings of ordinary plates ; and comparative
examples are illustrated showing clearly the advan
tage gained by using orthochromatic and isochro
matic plates, with correct light filters or colours
screens, for portraiture, architecture, landscapes,
series of handbooks on photography is made by the

flowers, etc .

HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL SMITHING AND FORGING.
By Thomas Moore. London : E . and F . N .
Spon, Ltd . New York : Spon & Chamberlain .
Price 5s, net ; postage 4d.
The contents of this work are based upon the
actual experiences of the author, who is himself

a practical man. Every description of smithing
is dealt with , and descriptions of forges, steam
hammers, and presses are given . A chapter is de
voted to metals usually worked by the blacksmith ;
also to methods of testing materials. Numerous
examples of forging and smithing are given , and the
diagrams illustrating these are clear. A few selected
tables are included at the end of the book which
are always handy for the general smith to refer to.
The book will be of great service to anyone hay
ing to work at the forge. There are over 400
diagrams and nearly 250 pages, including an index .

FIG . 2. - END ELEVATION .
BACK -GEARED HEADSTOCK FOR MILLING,
to describe work done with a cutter with many teeth ,
driven with a back or screw -gear ; and “ fly -cutting "
is applied to work done with a high-speed cutter
with one or two cutting points. The former
necessitates the use of a back -geared headstock,
as shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, either driven by over
head motion or by an independent motor.
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The usual manner of fixing the overhead gear
to the lathe is about as bad a piece of design as
is possible to be imagined . If the overhead is to
be driven off the lathe flywheel the best arrangement
is to have the brackets carrying the overhead gear

and illustrated in a previous article can be called
into requisition , and for some purposes will be
found even superior to the bracket, as the vertical
motion available allows of the exact adjustment of
the height of the cutter.

In the milling appliance shown (which was made
by myself) the body casting, gear wheels, and pulley
are of gun-metal. The body casting was first bolted
to the saddle ; the two sets of bearings through

FIG . 8.
WWWWWWWWWWWW
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Fig . 9.
AN ALTERNATIVE
DESIGN FOR

SHANK OF CUTTER
SPINDLE.
the main and back -gear spindle were bored at one

setting, and the ends faced on both sides. The
gear wheels, spindles, and gears were next finished ,
and the whole being temporarily mounted , the
base was milled out with a fly -cutter carried on

Fig . 3. — MILLING APPLIANCE MOUNTED ON LATHE.
fixed to the wall, entirely independent of the lathe ;
or, failing this , braces must be used to steady the

the vertical slide ; the spindle being clamped
between the centres of the lathe and held in position
by a bracket bolted to the lathe bed , thus ensuring
the base being exactly parallel with the spindle.
The rest of the construction is sufficiently clear
to need no further description .
The gear wheels can be cutwith the vertical slide,
using the change wheels of the lathe as index plates
to divide the teeth ; or they can be bought at a
reasonable price ready cut. The V -pulley would

uprights — otherwise, if any heavy work is done,

be better if made of cast iron or wood, as owing

the drum of the overhead motion is certain to set

I to the high polish which gun -metaltakes it is difficult

up such vibrations that
the accuracy of the work
in hand will be seriously
affected .
If electric power is avail
able , nothing can be better

than a small independent
motor placed in such a
position as may be most
convenient-- formany pur

innt
uuuuu

DIM

poses on a wooden base

bolted to the saddle of the
lathe.

Fig . 4 .

FIG . 5. - CAP FOR

CARRYING A
Returning to the milling
FLY CUTTER .
say about this and other
instruments will be best understood by a cate
gorical reference to the accompanying drawings.
Fig. I shows a longitudinal section through the
spindle ; Fig . 2 shows an end elevation ; and Fig. 3
is a photograph showing the appliance mounted on
the lathe. Instead of using the special bracket
shown in the photograph , the verticalslidedescribed

DRILL SPINDLE FOR OVERHEAD WORK.

appliance, what I have to

to prevent the belt slipping when doing heavy
work .

Fig . 4 shows a longitudinal section of a dril!
spindle for overhead work . The spindle is made
with a conicalneck at the cutter end, and a parallel

bearing at the pulley end. The nose of the spindle
is provided with an external screw and a socket
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for carrying small cutters, drills, etc., which are
mostly used for ornamental work or cutting key
ways or flutes.
Fig. 5 shows a cap for carrying a fly -cutter,
which is clamped by screwing the nose of the spindle
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The shank A is made of steel ; the body F of
brass or gun-metal
; and the spindle and centres
should be of hardened steel. The centres and

INOMOTO
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locknuts shown allow a slight adjustment for centre
ing the cutter on the work , and the bracket carrying
the guide wheels is provided with slots to allow
the guide wheels to follow this adjustment.
As an alternative design the shank A may bemade
of round steel riveted into the body F , and fitted
into a square piece ofmetal G , bored to fit A , and

ayu

split down one side to allow the tool-holder to clamp
A in position (see Figs. 8 and 9).
All parts of fly -cutters and high -speed drills
should be fairly heavy, as the momentum of the
moving parts and the mass of the stationary parts
both assist to reduce the vibration caused by a high
speed of revolution.
In Fig . 10 is shown a tool which , although not
exactly belonging to the same category as the
tools mentioned above, neverthelessmust be classed
with them , as it is essentially driven off the
overhead gear. It consists of a stationary spindle

S screwed into the shank A and carrying a brass
tube B , to which are attached a lap C and a V
pulley D . By means of this tool very deep narrow
holes can be lapped out.
Fig . I shows an eccentric cutter, more useful
for ornamental work than for truly engineering
purposes. It is useful, however , for cutting flats
or polygons in wood for patterns, etc. The eccen
tricity of the tool can be adjusted by the traverse

UHU

screw , and clamped in position on the slide by a

Fig . 7. — A USEFUL CUTTER SPINDLE.
hard up against the tool. The body of the tool
should be made out of a good bit of square tool
steel,

and can easily be drilled with a D -bit in the
lathe, the conical end of both
the spindle and the body being
tempered and ground in .

nut on the back. The collar of the screw is divided ,
so as to serve as a micrometer, thus allowing the
amount of eccentricity to be read off and adjusted

to a nicety . Tools of varying shapes can be used ,
giving an infinite variety of patterns.
I have found that in using both this and the plain

In the photograph , Fig. 6 ,
the screw thread on the spindle
body near the pulley end is to
carry a bracket with a pair of
guide wheels when driving off
the overhead drum with the
spindle in a vertical position .
This same tool will be found
very useful for lapping and
grinding, but if used for this
purpose great care must be
taken that no grit gets into the
bearings.
The spindle shown in Fig . 7
is an extremely useful tool, as
it can be used in many posi
tions, the nut B fixing the head
in any position required relative
to the shank. The cutter A is
clamped in the square hole in
the spindle by the nut D .
Care must be taken in de
signing such a tool that the
pulley is far enough above the

Fig . 6.— SHOwing DRILL SPINDLE.

cutter to prevent it fouling the

FIG . 11. - DRILL SPINDLE AND E CENIRIC CUITER.

work W , as shown in the draw
ing. At the same time a suffi

cient clearance should be allowed between the axis
of the spindle and the nut B , as in some cases it

fly -cutter it is advisable to remove the traversing
screw from the slide-rest and push the tool up to

is advisable to use a fairly long cutter.

the work by hand , using a light lever, which can

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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easily be improvised , as this allows the working
is used .
The micrometer screws shown in Figs. 12 and 13,

of the tool to be felt better than when the screw

for regulating the depth of cut, will be found ex
tremely useful for a number of purposes. Fig .
12 is made to fit the cross-side of my lathe, and is

clamped in position by the screws, whilst the
depth of cut is read off from the micrometer head

M . No. 13 is a gauge for the upper slide of the lathe,
and the same reference letters apply .

Care must be taken that no force is applied cap
able of moving these instruments along the slides,
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The Latest in Engineering.
H . M . S. “ Gadfly ." _ The first of the new class
of torpedo -boat destroyers, H .M .S . Gadfly, recently
passed her full speed official trials successfully . The
vessel was built by Messrs. Thornycrofts at their
Chiswick Works, and is fitted with Parson's turbines
and Thornycroft water-tube boilers, the latter
being fired with oil fuel by means of the
Admiralty oil fuel apparatus.
The dimen
sions of this vessel were given in our issue of

July 5th last. The turbines are arranged to drive
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Fig . 10 . - SPINDLE FOR LAPPING DEEP NARROW HOLES.
three shafts, half the power being on the central
shaft and one- quarter on each of the wing shafts.
The low -pressure and astern turbines are on the
off the depth by screwing up the micrometer, this
centre shaft, and to it also is connected the cruising
process being repeated until the right depth has
been found.
turbine for low speed . The mean speed obtained
during the eight hours' trial was 27 : 336 knots,
I am afraid my description is not very clear,
but if followed out with the instruments in practice
the speed being estimated in the usual way from
the process will be understood .
six runs on themeasured mile at theMaplin Sands,

and for this purpose it is better to slack the screws
back whilst screwing up the feed and then measure

(To be continued .)

The Junior Institution of Engineers.
A PARTY of Members of this Institution,
approaching 100 in number, availed them
selves of the invitation given by the Associated
Portland Cement Manufacturers
( 1900 ), Ltd ., to visit their North
fleet Works on Saturday after

taken during the fifth hour of the trial. The
mean speed for the six runs was 27.505 knots .
The oil consumed during the trial was 22. 8 tons,
which works out at about i } lbs. per horse-power
per hour. The steam was steadily maintained
at the right pressure throughout the trial, and
increased
the boat
the revolutions gradually
became lighter. There was no reasonas (says the
Engineer) why the trial should not have been con

tinued until the whole of the 40 tons capacity of the

noon , September 22nd . Divided
into small groups they were
shown round by Mr. H . K . G .
Bamber , one of the managing

directors, and members of the
staff. All the processes in the
inanufacture of Portland cement
by the most modern methods

being made. At the conclu
sion of the inspection, the

S

were seen in operation , including
the amalgamation of the raw
materials, chalk and clay, the
slurry mixing, the treatment in
the rotary kiln , in the cooling
cylinder, and the pulverising
cylinders, the final product
coming out in the form of very
fine powder Electrical power
is largely employed at the works,
and considerable extensions are

Fig . 13.
Fig . 12.
MICROMETER SCREWS FOR LATHE WORK,
to the Company for all the
arrangements which they had made to render the
oil tanks was consumed . Such a result, the makers
afternoon so interesting and enjoyable. Mr. Bam claim , would not have been possible with coal
ber replied .
I burning boilers and reciprocating machiner y
party were entertained to tea ,
and a vote of thanks was passed

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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During the trial there was practically no smoke,
and the funnels were quite cool. The vessel was
steamed astern for a quarter of an hour, with the
centre propeller revolving at two-thirds the revolu
tions required for 26 knots. A run over the
measured mile showed a speed of about 12 knots.

The vessel was afterwards run for a quarter of an
hour with the centre shaft revolving at 699 revolu
tions, giving a speed of approximately 13 knots.
The Lakhovsky Screw -bolt. — As an im
provement on the ordinary screw -bolt which has
been in use on our railways for so long for fixing
chairs and rails to sleepers, M . Lakhovsky, of 20 ,

Rue de l'Arcade, Paris, has devised the simple and
ingenious fastener which is illustrated herewith . It
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nut, the wings of which expand the outer shell
pieces, and the arrangement becomes so tightly
fixed that it offers a very great resistance to re
moval, giving way only when sufficient force is
used to break the metal, whereas the ordinary
screw -bolt, when newly fixed in oak , yields to much
less force . When , after long service, the Lakhovsky

bolt becomes slightly loose, a turn of the bolt is
said to be sufficient to make it perfectly tight.
These bolts have been in use on the French State
railways since 1901, and it is stated that they have
given great satisfaction .

The - Model Engineer " Speed
Boat Competition , 1906 .
General Conditions.
THE entries for this Competition will be divided
into two classes. Class A will include all

boats over 4 ft. 6 ins. and up to 7 ft. in length ,
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water line. Each boat must be
timed over a total distance of not less than 300

yards, which may be divided into separate trips of
not less than 100 yards each. At starting each
trip, power must be turned on, and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds

before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars

given . The exact length of the course must be

Fig . 1. - SHOWING PARTS OF THE SCREW -BOLT.

measured , and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip . These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised
Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club,
who must have been present at the trials. In
addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI

NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum
marised as follows :
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.

BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats
beating previous records.
SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat, pro
vided speed is not less than 4 miles per
hour.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class B to the second fastest
boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.

Fig . 2. - THE LAKHOVSKY SCREW -BOLT IN
POSITION

If in Class A the performance of the first
boat does not surpass that attained in pre
vious competitions, then the highest awards will
be Bronze Medals and certificates respectively.
The number of competitors interested in any one
boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two. A signed declaration is required, giving

will be seen that the arrangement consists of four

particulars as to the building of the model, in

distinct parts - namely, a bolt, a nut, and two
semi-circular shell- pieces. The nut into which the
bolt screws has on it two wing-pieces ; and circular
rims are formed on the outside surfaces of the shell
pieces. The bolt, surrounded by the shell- pieces,
is placed in the hole made in the sleeper, and a few
turns given to the bolt by a spanner draw up the

addition to the usual certificate of performance.
Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which
have an average speed record of not less than five
and -a -half miles per hour ; and to Class B vessels
with an average speed of not less than four miles
per hour.

The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906 .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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A Maltster' s Model Work .

A Simple and Efficient Auto

THE two models that we illustrate herewith

matic Cut-Out.

are the result of many years' spare time
work of Mr. S . Cockman, who is by trade a

malt-maker, of Ware. That the work has been a
trial of patience is evident from the fact thai the
tools employed were an old table knife with the
edge notched , and a file. With these tools, says
Mr. Cockman , most of the work has been accom

plished . Referring to the model on the left,
readers will notice that the boiler is in the shape
of a kettle. The fittings for this engine include
twin cylinders, pressure gauge, water gauge,
governors, whistle (from a brass gas pipe), steering

By A . H . SPENCER Palmzr.
THE following description of the above will
no doubt interest many readers of " ours "
and certainly all those who have accu
mulators to deal with , especially when it is known
that it will cost about is . Or is. 6d . at the most.

I have a 60 -watt dynamo which I use for charging,
and run it off some machinery at the local saw
mills. I had to devise something to cut out the
cells when the machinery stops, because one can

never be sure of being there in time to do it by

MR. S . COCKMAN'S STEAM MODELS.
hand ; so I hit upon the following plan, which
gear, slide-valves, eccentrics, flywheel, all neces
works admirably, and, in fact, quite as good as the
sary taps, etc.; these, as well as the boiler ,
were entirely home-made,

This engine measures

about 10 ins. high , and 10 ins. from front to back ,
running from 40 r.p .m . up to about 130 r.p .m .
and works very smoothly , and is capable of driving
an ordinary sewingmachine. Themethod of making
the cog wheels was to cut them from an old brass
water tap with the knife above mºntioned , and

then the teeth cut as required with the file, this
The model traction engine shown in the photo
graph was made under similar difficulties, the
cylinder casting being made in a brick which was
scooped out for the purpose. An injector pump is
fitted at the back of the engine, and is arranged so

being a very tedious job .

that when the boiler is full the surplus is auto
matically pumped into the tank . Reversing gear
is fitted , and other fittings correspond with those
on the before-mentioned model, with the exception
of the cylinder, this being a single pattern . This
engine will run over 100 yards without any difficulty .

thirty -shilling ones advertised .
The cut-out can be left for days together with per.

fect safety and certainty of there being no accidental
discharge. Proceed as follows : - Procure an old
electric bell with magnets, armature, and contacts
intact. Remove the gong, and takethe hammer head
off the armature stem , and bend back the hammer
rod into a U shape, away from the magnets so as
to encircle the contact pillar, as at A , K , and B ,
in Fig . 1 . Next reverse the contact screw faces
away from the magnets, as at A . Then solder
a small bit of sheet platinum on to hammer- rod ,
as shown at M , Fig . I. Then alter the connections
as shown in Fig . 1 : - (1 ) Lead off wires from
magnet coils to two terminals direct marked F and
G , so that when current flows in the coils the
armature is attracted and contact is made con
tinuously at A . ( 2 ) Connect up armature direct
to teiminal J, and contact pillar direct to terminal

H ; these are the main terminals of the instrument.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Next remove the old contact spring D from arma
ture, and screw a small piece of ebonite sheet down
to baseboard at B to press against head of contact
screw to prevent contact being made when the
instrument is in the cut-out position. This com
pletes the arrangement, and Fig . 2 shows how to
connect up .
Terminals F and G (Fig. 2 ) go to terminals
F and G (Fig. 1) respectively , thus putting magnet
of cut-out into shunt or inner circuit of the dynamo.
Terminal H (Fig. 2 ) direct to accumulator ; ter
minal J (Fig . 2) to terminal J (Fig. I) ; and terminal
H (Fig . 1) direct to accumulator.
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or 24 for 100 to 120 watts ; if too fine, you increase

the resistance and it will warm up.
In conclusion I may say that it adds very slightly
to the internalresistance of dynamo, like all cut-outs ,
but this is very trivial, and can be compensated
for by running at a little higher speed . Also that
the cells are absolutely cut completely out, and no
current that has been accumulated is wasted .
The whole affair cost me about iod ., all told , and
I am sure that the extreme simplicity will commend
it to all interested .

Marine Notes.
By Chas. S. LAKE.
New CANTILEVER STEAMERS.
There have been recently launched from the
shipbuilding yards of Messrs. Sir Raylton Dixon
and Co., Ltd ., Middlesbrough , two new cantilever
steamers, named respectively Fornebo and Ban
garth . The first-named vessel has been built to the

order ofMessrs. Fearnley & Eger, Christiania , and
is built to the rules of Norwegian Veritas for their
highest class, her leading dimensions being 372 ft.

recently passed her official trials successfully. She

Fig . 1.
To magnet terminals F.G .
of cut-out

by 52 ft. by 28 ft. moulded , and she will carry a
deadweight cargo of over 7,200 tons on a light

draught with exceptionally large hatchways 30 ft.
holds. The vessel is equipped with ten powerful
steam winches, ten derrick posts, warping capstan
aft, hand and steam steering gear, and has eight
hatches, six watertight bulkheads, four holds, etc.,

wide and perfectly self-trimming unobstructed

poromo - >
To accumulator
via cutout
termino 's H . U .

and all the most modern appliances for the
rapid handling of cargo. In addition to this,
the vessel is able to carry an unusually large quan
tity ofwater ballast, located under the deck between
the sloping sides of the holds and the shell on each
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To occumulator direct
FIG . 2.
Insulating piece

side of the vessel, as well as in the double-bottom
and fore and after peaks, thusmaking her an ideal
ship when in ballast trim with great steadiness at
sea and the racing of the propeller reduced to a
minimum .
She is fitted with engines by the North -Eastern
Marine Engineering Company, Ltd ., Sunderland,
having cylinders 26 ins., 42 ins., and 70 ins. by
48 -in . stoke, supplied with steam by three large
single -ended boilers working at 180 lbs. pressure,
and fitted with Howden 's system of forced draught.
Her machinery is placed right aft,
The Bangarth was built to the order of Messrs.
Rea Shipping Company, Ltd ., of Liverpool. She
has been specially designed to fulfil the require

ments of the owners' coal carrying trade, and is
built on Hartoway & Dixon's, John Priestman 's
FIG . 3.
A SIMPLE AUTOMATIC CUT-OUT.

Thus when the dynamo is at rest the circuit
connecting dynamo and accumulators is broken
at A (Fig . 1) by the armature spring, thus cutting
out the cells. When dynamo begins to build up

the current has to flow via the magnet of cut-out
to get from brushes through the field winding, and
this current attracts the armature and makes con
tact at A (Fig . 1) cutting- in the cells.

and Livingston and Sanderson's patents, with top
side water ballast tanks located under the deck
between the sloping sides of the holds and the
shell on each side of the vessel. The Bangarth will
be highest class at British Corporation .
Her leading dimensions are : 282 ft. 6 ins. by 40 ft.
3 ins. by 23 ft. moulded , and she will carry about
3,000 tons on a light draught of water. A large

midship-house is fitted for saloon and captain ,
officers and engineers' accommodation , etc., with
chart and wheel house on top, while the crew will
be berthed in the forecastle. Water-ballast will be

The wire on the cut-out magnets should be not
larger than No. 26 for 50 or 60 watts, and No. 23 I carried in cellular double-bottom , all fore and aft,
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and
in fore and aft peaks,as well as in the top-side
quick firers, twenty
tanks.
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3-pounders, two Maxims, and

The vessel will also have four watertight and one
dust-tight bulkheads, exceptionally large hatch
ways, and will be equipped with five powerful

five submerged torpedo tubes. The speed con
tracted for is 18 knots.

steam winches, steam windlass, and all the latest
and
of cargo .
Triple expansion engines will be fitted by Messrs.

A Novelty in Toy Motor - cars,

and most modern appliances for the rapid loading
unloading

John Dickinson & Sons, Sunderland , having
cylinders '22 ins., 35 ins., and 59 ins. by 39 -in .
stroke, supplied with steam by two large single
ended boilers working at 180 lbs. pressure.
STRANDING OF A LONDON STEAMER .

An inquiry has been held at Newport, Mon ., into
the circumstances attending the stranding of the
large screw steamer Cymbeline, owned by the
Howard S .S . Company, Ltd ., London . The vessel
at the time of the occurrence,was on a voyage from
Buenos Ayres to Santos in water ballast with a
crew of thirty -two hands all told . When the
vessel stranded an attempt
was immediately made to
to land the crew , and although
the lifeboats, on being lowered
were at once swamped , the

n

NCE a year an exhibition is held in Paris,
where the inventors of toys of all kinds

introduce

the public their latest mechani

to
cal marvels. In the display which has just taken
place, the palm for novelty appears to have been
gained by a model clockwork motor-car, which
provides its own accident. The model is wound up
way and started on its
with a key in the usual
journey . For a short distance it runs in the most
well-behaved manner possible, but suddenly it
jumps, then falls to pieces, the chauffeur and the
passengers being thrown to the ground, as shown
in our photograph . The pieces of the motor -car
are easily fitted together again ready for another
! journey and another accident. The “ accident is

effortwas successfully accom
plished and the crew safely
transferred to the beach .
The stranding took place
about 85 miles south of Rio

Grande do Sul, Brazil. The
chief officer , with a view to
saving the boats, volunteered
to swim ashore with a line,
but in this he failed , and in
attempting to regain the ship
he was stunned by a blow
from the vessel's stem and
unfortunately drowned . The

Court of Inquiry found that
the stranding was caused by
the course set not having
been made good and by the
vessel having been set to the
westward . The use of the

A CLOCKWORK Toy MOTOR -CAR " ACCIDENT."
lead was neglected , in spite
quite optional,” says the inventor ; “ I only have
of the fact thatthe ship was in theproximity of a low
an accident when I want one." How many
lying and dangerous coast. The certificate of the
chauffeurs can say as much ?
captain was suspended for three months, and the
Court expressed theopinion thatthe second and third
officers, who had charge of the first and middle
LECTURES ON GAS AND OIL ENGINES. — A series
watches respectively , ought to have taken soundings
of lectures has been arranged to be given by Mr.
on their own responsibility . The Cymbeline was
W . A . Tookey , from October to December, 1906 ,
built in 1900 by Messrs. Bartram & Co., of Sunder
and January to March , 1907. The series will be
land. Her registered tonnage was 2150 '09.
divided into two courses — " The Working Prin
ciples of Gas and Oil Engines ,” and “ The Use of
Gas Engine Indicators." The lectures will be given
THE BATTLESHIP , “ Lord Nelson.”
twice in each week , on Monday evenings at 7.45
at the Gas Light and Coke Company's Lecture
The most recent addition to the battleship section
Hall, The Triangle, Mare Street, Hackney, N .E .,
of the British Navy is the Lord Nelson , launched on
and on Wednesday evenings at 7.45 at the South
September 4th by Viscountess Ridley from the
Metropolitan Gas Company's Lecture Hall, Vauxhall
yard of Messrs. Palmer's Shipbuilding and Iron
Bridge, S .W . The fees being , for the full course
Company , Ltd ., Jarrow -on -Tyne. The new war
of sixteen lectures, 155., and for each course of
ship has a length of 410 ft ., beam 79 ft. 6 ins.,
eight lectures, Ios. Intending students should
displacement 16 ,500 tons, and indicated horse
apply to Mr. G . Whalley, 19, Old Queen Street,
power 16 ,750 . The armament comprises four 12-in .
Westminster, S. W .
guns and ten 9.2-in guns ; also thirteen 12-pounder
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Alternate Designs for a Model

Two Model Steam Engines,

Steam Launch .
By John URQUHART, Jun .
N describing the horizontal engine shown in the
I

READER, Mr. H . I. Lomax, has sent us

accompanying illustration , which , by the way,

two designs for a model steam launch ,
thinking they would be of interest to others

A

has been made in my spare moments, I might
mention that the bedplate is 28 ins. long by 8 ins.
broad by 1 in. thick. The cylinder, I think, was

of our readers, particularly to model steamer en
thusiasts. The designs are reproduced on pages

intended for an oscillating engine, and as valve
gear was not very clear to me I decided to cut the

372 and 373 to the scale of one-sixth full size.

The dimensions of the first design , which includes
| Figs.
1, 2, 3, and 4 , are :

steam trunnion off and bolt cylinder to the bedplate

Length on L . W .L ., 54 ins.
Beam on L . W .L .,64 ins.
Draught ofwater, 24 ins.
Least freeboard , 2 ins.

In the second design (Figs.
5 , 6 , 7, and 8 ) the sections
are spaced 5.4 ins. apart.
in .
The water- lines are
apart. The dimensions which
follow are to outside of skin :
Length on L .W .L ., 54 ins.
Breadth on L .W .L ., 7 ins.
Draught ofwater, 34 ins.
Displacement, 16 .87 lbs.
(fresh water).
Least freeboard , 2 ins.
The centre of buoyancy
is 21 ins. abaft the cen
tre of length of L . W .L .
Below is given a Table of

Offsets for this design.

MR. JOHN URQUHART'S MODEL STEAM ENGINE.

ELECTRIC Railway IN
SPAIN . - It is reported that
the first standard gauge electric railway in Spain
is shortly to be opened between Barcelona and

by the exhaust flange. The bore of cylinder is
2ins., and the length of stroke 34 ins. The piston
rod is fin . diameter with solid double-joint cross
head ; the pin is shrunk in and is in. diameter
also ; the connecting-rod is 104 ins. from centre

Sarria , a distance of slightly over three miles.
The line is equipped on the ordinary overhead
system . Each motor-car carries two 55 h .-p .
continuous-current motors, and weighs 12.5 tons.

to centre, with adjustable brasses at both ends.
The connecting -rod , piston -rod , and valve-rods

The trailers weigh 5 tons each.
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Heights
above L.W .L.to deck...
Depths below the L .W .L .
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OVO

3 ...
14. "
15 ...
,, deck ...
...

calorde

colone

No. of Section ...

Half breadths i ft.above L .W .L .
on L .W .L .
,, W .L . No. 2 ...

c
o hewww

TABLE OF OFF -SETS FOR MODEL STEAM LAUNCH , Figs. 5, 6 , 7, AND 8, PAGES 372 AND 373.

The list ofvessels which have been engined in this

were allmade bymyself. The small vertical engine,
I may add , was my first attempt at model-making.

country with Parson 's turbine to date represents a

The cylinder of this is if ins. by it ins., connecting
rod 3 } ins.,with solid crankshaft 5- 16thsin . diameter.

totalhorse-poweractually completed ofabout 208,999,
whilst the totalhorse -power ofmarineturbineengines

The working of both _engines has been very satis

Company and their licensees is over 870,000 .

factory . .

completed and on order with the Parsons' Marine
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Fig . 1. - BODY PLAN .

Scale of inches

1 0 1

2 3 4

5 6

8

9 10 11 12 13

DESIGN FOR Model STEAM
LAUNCH.

Length on L .W .L ., 54 ins.
Beam on L . W . L ., 61 ins.
Draught of water, 2 ] ins.
Least freeboard , 2 ins.

Fig . 5. — BODY PLAN .

LWL

LWL

LWL

DESIGN FOR MODEL STEAM
LAUNCH .

Length on L . W . L ., 54 ins.

Beam on L .W . L., 7 ins.
Draught ojwater, 3 ins.
Displacement, 16 .87 Ihs.
(fresh water).

Least freeboard , 2 ins,

ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS F
For description ]

By Н. ,

October 18, 1906.
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Fig . 2. - SHEER PLAN .

DELLA

ST

FIGS. 3 AND 4.— HALF BREADTH PLANS.
Fig . 6. - Sheer Plan.

FIGS. 7 AND 8. - HALF BREADTH PLANS.

OR MODEL STEAM LAUNCH .
I. LOMAX .

(see page 371.
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Water Motors and other
Hydraulic Machines

October 18, 1906.

cover, the other on one cast to the outlet bend.

This bend lies on a facing in the sole-plate and in
line with the case sole facing ; a further piece of
pipe for the outlet or suction is bolted with a
suitable flange to the under side of the sole-plate,

By Joseph G . SOLIS.
(Continued from page 330.)

as shown in Figs. 64 and 65. The case demands

WATER TURBINES.
THE use of water turbines from a model en

further on . A sluice ring is placed on the guide
blades, and by turning the small hand -wheel
the guide passages can be partially closed or opened ,
thereby regulating the speed and power.
The second turbine has a double outlet, but in
general construction it is something similar to the
one just described in brief. The wheel has vanes
or blades on both sides as shown. The guide blade
rings differ a great deal. It will be noticed that the
guide blade only surrounds half the circumference
of the wheel, or rather one side of the complete

some careful pattern -making, but nothing excep
tional. We will deal with the case more fully

1

gineer's standpoint has one or two drawbacks,
and this perhaps may be the cause that so far,
little has been said on the subject. This objection
lies only with the smaller turbines or models, and
the disadvantage is that they demand a considerable
amount of water, true,at a comparatively low head
or fall, but this is where the “ rub ” comes in , for
few model engineers have at their command such

a convenience. Perhaps the only ones are some of
our country friends, and that being so we must
not forget them ; for where the town reader has
his gas, high water pressure, etc., our country reader
has, may be, oil -- perhaps water, or that very in
consistent source of power,wind - to drive hismodels.
Nevertheless this article on small turbines will not,
we trust,be wasted on town readers, for let us hope
some have the means of employing these little
machines to good advantage. They can be worked
with falls or heads of water from 4 to 30 ft. They
can of course be
worked to anything

wheel. Half of the other portion or right-hand

face of wheel is covered by another set of blades,
but placed where the cross-hatched blank portions

S

INTATKERA .,

up to 100 ft., but in
the designs here given

SA

30 ft . has been taken
as a maximum , SO
that if a higher pres
sure is obtainable
allowances must be
made for strength .

A first glance at the
designs would lead
one to think of com
plications and difficul

ties, but this is not
so ; for no greater skill

OUTLET

or knowledge is re
quired than
that
wanted to build a

steam engine of cor
responding
power .
When the fearfully
FIG . 60 . - LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF SINGLE TURBINE.
curved blades or vanes
of some turbines are
will be shown in Fig .67. Twoouter rings fit on the
taken into account it will be conceded that the
guide ring, and the whole is fixed to the case
design is rather simple, and , the writer can
by eight long studs, four on either side. These
guarantee, pretty efficient.

In the design of the single turbine, the guide
volute case by four dowel pins, as shown , and the

project beyond the case and serve to fix the
outlet bends, four additional short studs being
fixed to the case for bolting these bends complete.
Thus in Fig. 67 the four studs shaded black in the
blank portions will project on one side on the case,

whole kept in place by the back cover ; by removing

and the four dotted ones behind the blades on the

blades are cast solid , with one end open , and a
disc afterwards placed on the right-hand side.

This complete guide blade ring is fixed to the
this cover the guide ring and the wheel can be

other side. The case is much easier to make, and

withdrawn. The wheel consists of a cone-shaped
boss having radial webs parallel with the axis of
the shaft, slightly curved at the inner periphery and

one pattern will do for both sides. The same

a stiffening ring at the outer. This is a very simple

type of wheel,and one that ifwellmade and balanced
will give good results. The shaft is a plain one
turned down at the back end. One bearing
is fixed on a bracket projecting from the back

can be said for the bends. The regulating gear
consists of a worm and wheel, worked by a hand
wheel, engaging by a short spindle and pinion on
to a segment or rack fixed on the central portion of
the sluice ring. This is a far better method of
regulation, as the power and speed can be varied

without being detrimental to the efficiency , for

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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instead of choking all the guide passages as in the

first turbine, four at a time only can be shut out

by the lattermethod. With this general description
and testing of these machines.

we will now pass on to someremarks on the designing

375

“ space " — has to be respected . Anyway, we can
In the design of any small water turbine a good
point to remember is to have plenty of room inside

generalise.

the case ; also have, as much as possible, the flow
ofwater continuous and direct to the guide passages,
and thereby do away with eddy currents and dead

water. Have the shaft of ample dimensions for

the maximum power, the bearings large and well
lubricated . A perfect balanced wheel is an absolute
necessity . Have the wheel as simple as consistent
with the design ; let theguide passages be clear ; place
nothing to obstruct them in the case unless ab

solutely required . Have outlet bends, of ample
dimensions, to carry the spent water away without
choking ; and last but not least keep an eye on
appearance.

We will now consider some points on the con
matterswewilldealwith this under subject headings.
struction of these little turbines, and to facilitate

SLUICE RING

BLADES IT

GUIDE

SINGLE TURBINES.
Case . As will be seen by Fig . 61, the case is
after the style of a centrifugal pump - i.e., volute.
This should first be properly marked off on a suit
able marking-off table. Proceed by machining
the fanged joint round the case, drill the holes

100

B -o

Fig .61. - SECTION THROUGH Case .
These machines do not depend so much on the
motors or Pelton wheels, more on the amount
and pressure of water supplied to them . There
fore, as far as the horse-power is concerned, they
are on a similar footing with the latter. Thus :
size of the wheel for a given power, but, like water

Rule : Multiply the quantity of water in pounds
used per minute by the head and divide by 33,000 .
Example. - Suppose the water used to be 290 lbs.
per minute, and the head of fall 15 ft., find the
power. We get
290 X 15
33 ,000

13 h .-P .

If the power required is rather high , and the fall

rather low , use a larger machine in preference to
making the guide passages larger, for apart from
other considerations, the larger flow of water would

not be efficiently used on a comparatively small
wheel. The brake horse- power can be obtained,
as in the case of Pelton wheels, by using a strong
Prony brake.
It is rather a difficult task to lay hard -and-fast
rules on the design of these machines, as those

here illustrated only show one type - that is , the
inward flow turbine, and more so as different types
demand different considerations, which to describe

in full would be too copious and arduous a task
for the writer ; besides that printers' bogie

Fig . 62. - END ELEVATION .

for bolts and bolt the halves together, taking care
that all else correspond . Now fix to faceplate,
or on saddle of lathe, and turn the inside facing on
which the guide-blade ring lies, also the outside face
for bend ; at the same time turn the seating for
the back cover. Drill the holes for the regulating
spindle, also the eight stud holes for fixing
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down. The sole facing should now be planed or
filed to have a good joint with sole plate. File,

to back cover. The blades should be smoothed
with file and emery cloth to a pretty nice surface.

plane, or turn the inlet flange, and drill the bolt
holes. The back cover should now be machined ,
taking care that when the cover is screwed down
tight it will be the right distance between its

The blades must, of course, be kept to a uniform
thickness as much as possible. When all the

inside face and that of the left-hand portion of

Www

mrn

machining has been done, proceed to balance the
wheel as described in a previous article. This
will be a simple matter if the directions given are
followed . Of course ,
before doing this the
spindle must be fixed

to wheel, preferably by

a key, though in the
smaller sizes a grub
as in the centrifugal
pumps.
Spindle or Shaft.
This is a simple
straightforward mat

FIG . 63. - PLAN OF SINGLE TURBINE.

screw could be used

0 0 7 OUTLET BEND
OUTLET BEND

ter, and there should

be no difficulty about

to OD

it. The diameter for
the different sizes can
be gathered from the table at the end of this
chapter.

Guide Blade Ring.
- Here, perhaps, a
good deal of accurate

and careful work is
required. This ring is
in two portions - one
cast solid ,and the other

a disc of sheet mate
rial. Chuck the casting
and turn the inside to proper dimension ; also turn
case, the complete guide ring fitting in this
space. Face the seating for the back bearing ; i the outside, where the sluice ring lies. Now reverse

e

also drill, tap, and fix the two studs for the back į and trace the side that lies against left-hand portion
gland .
The outlet bend should now
be machined . This could be
done on an angle- plate or other
means at hand. The hole for
the spindle should be bored
and the counterbore for the
.
gland also . Now face the
seating for the front bearing,
and drill the bolt holes for fix
FIG.
ing down . Be careful that the
ALE PLAN
O
ls
machining work on this bend
is good, or else the bearings
will not be in line. It would
TUE 70
be as well to turn a rebate on
the case and a corresponding
one on the bend ; this would
help materially to produce
accurate
work- . These are of
Bearings.
pretty simple design, and one
that there should be no diffi
VA
culty about machining, but re
member to have the heights
FIG . 65. - LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF SOLE -PLATE
from facing to centre of
shafting correct. The two
of case. The open side of the ring should be care
holes for the lubricators should be drilled and
fully machined so as not to break any of the blades.
tapped . Standard oil (syphon ) lubricators should
The passages should be smoothed with file,taking
be screwed in these , taking care the size conforms
sizes given
care to leave the inward openings to the
with the general appearance.
in the table. A disc of sheet material corresponding
Wheel. This should be chucket, and the spindle
to the inside and outside diameter of the bladering
hole bored . It can now be placed on a mandrel
and of suitable thickness closes the open end of the
of suitable size and turned on rim , and on side near
-

-

1

.
st
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ring. Four holes for dowel pins should be drilled

the outlet pipe. This pipe instead of being bolted

from side of ring. These holes are bored on four
of the blades, these being thick enough to stand the
process, as shown at Fig. 61. On the left-hand
portion of case four holes of suitable depth are

to the outlet bend, is fixed to the under side of the
sole plate, as shown in Figs. 64 and 65. The end
of this pipe should discharge about a few inches

drilled to receive the pins, the back cover having
also similar holes .

A good jointing between ring and case should
be made. Use some red lead or thin paper well
smeared with tallow . When the back cover is
screwed
into place the whole should be water
tight.

Sluice Ring. - This could be cut from solid

drawn tubing. It should have a nice sliding
fit with the guide ring. The ports could be cut
by drilling small holes, and using the file. This
is a tedious job . Milling could be resorted to ,
and if the ring is forced on a turned hardwood
mandrel there should be no fear of bashing the
work . The sharp corners could afterwards be
filed square. On this ring is riveted a small
claw as shown in Fig . 61 and in plan in Fig . 63.

p
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from the level of the water in the final outlet.

Sole Plate . - Figs. 64 and 65 show the type of
sole plate used . The studs for fixing down thé
case and bend are shown projecting from the res
pective facings. It is fixed to the foundation
which could be of concrete, or a block of hardwood
well painted with red lead, or else tarred - by six
bolts. If concrete is used a washer could be placed
against the head of the bolt, and the whole grouted
in the concrete, or if a wooden block is used , wood
screws having their heads previously cut off and the
ends screwed to the correct Whitworth standard ,

leaving about g to 4 in . more than is actually required .

This portion can be squared and a key or spanner
method of stud driving could be used . Any further

used to drive the screw home, or else the usual

points re construction can be gathered from the
drawings .
In the next article the design and construction of

the double turbine will be dealt with .
( To be continued.)
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SCALES FOR FIGS. 60 70 71
Regulating Gear. - This consists of a small hand
wheel having a square hole and fixed by a nut.
The spindle is screwed for a portion of its length ,
and at one end a shoulder is turned , also a semi
circular recess on part projecting beyond shoulder.
The screwed portion works in a swivel joint, which

This bracket
in turn is pivoted on a small bracket.
set pins, as shown

being fixed to the case by four

in Fig . 62. The recessed end of spindle works in a
forked knuckle joint, and secured to it by a small
bolt . The spindle should be free to revolve in
joint without actually coming off. A small lever
is placed between the jaws of the joint, and fixed
by a taper pin to the spindle in case. This spindle
(a plain one) passes through a gland in the case,
and the end rests in hole on outlet side, this hole
being covered by a blind flange, as shown in Fig . 60 .
A collar placed on the gland side of spindle, inside
the case, prevents it (the spindle) from working
out of place. At other end of spindle a small lever
is placed having its free end rounded , and working
in the claw on sluice ring. In setting this gear
it would be better to have the guide passages
half covered when the screwed portion of the outer
spindle is at mid travel, as in Fig. 62. The advan

tage gained is that the inside lever would not
have so much to travel from the centre line, and
thereby minimise the risk of it working out of the
claw .

Inlet Pipe. - This could be brass tubing with a
flange brazed on , or an angle-ring riveted on end .
Instead of brass tubing, which would be rather
expensive, solid drawn iron or steel tubes would
do just as well. The same can be said about

Model Yachting Correspondence
Rating Rules.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, I was rather surprised to see the
letter which appears in your issue of the 27th ult.,

over the nom -de-plume of “ Red Rover." While
cordially agreeing with him as to the desirability
of bringing about a better understanding between
model yachtsmen as to the meaning of different
terms used in the sport, I cannot congratulate

him on the methods he adopts to bring about this
end. Fair criticism is welcomed by any right.

minded sportsman, but it is certainly overstepping
the mark to ask for an explanation as to the points
of a boat and then to dub it a “ puzzle " and a
“ freak ” without waiting for the explanation .
However much you may differ from a man in your
opinion as to the merits or demerits of any article,
it is not only unfair but imprudent to pass judgment
before your opponent has a chance to make out
his case. Now , to clear up the points which seem

to “ puzzle " " Red Rover.” If he has even the
most elementary knowledge of mathematics and
will take the trouble to work out the 1730 Rule
Formulae :

B )' x B
Rating = (L? + 1730
he will find that the Nancy's rating works out at
9.94 - surely not much of a “ puzzle " this !
There are some points which are best proved by
practical demonstration , and this will,' I think ,

apply to the sailing propertiesof the Nancy. If “ Red
Rover ” wishes to have the “ freak and pegtop "
theories dispelled I shall be pleased to meet him
West Hartlepooland his place of residence (wherever
that may be) and we will then have a fair chance of

on any lake, approximately halfway between

testing the respective merits of a “ North Country
Model ” (1730 Rule ) and a boat built under the
6 ,000 Rule .

Of course. I am inferring from the fact that I

Tao Model Bogineer and eloctriclar .
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am criticised under the 1730 Rules that “ Red
Rover ” is conversant with these ; if not, and
your correspondent will give his name and address,
I shall be pleased to supply him with a copy of our
Club Rules (1730 ),which willdoubtless be interesting
to him as an enthusiastic yachtsman . - Yours

October 18, 1906 .

The small wick for the vaporising flame should be
adjustable as in ordinary round wicked lamps.

The adjustment of this fame is very important,

J. W . NAYLOR.

faithfully,

0M

GO
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Practical Letters from our
Readers.

M

West Hartlepool.

The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual Interest. Letters
M

may be signed with a nom -de- plume if desired, but the full

NO

name and address of the sendet MUST in ariably be attached

though not necessarily intended for publicalion .)
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A Spirit Incandescent Lamp.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Seeing a query in your Journal of
September 13th , 1906 , as to the making of an
incandescent spirit lamp, I send the following
description of one I made for lantern work which
thre a Spirit vapor
Asbestos Gas
washer adwa

Fig . 2. - LAMP FITTED FOR LANTERN WORK.

Fig . 3.

3 box

LAMP IN
ORDINARY

Wire gouze
- disc .
W ick for
tI a
Vaporizing
' flame.

USE

WITHOUT
Fibre

Wire gouze

washer

cylinder

to protect
flame
from

SHADE .

Fig . 6 .
BUNSEN
BURNER .

Filler

draught it
Collon
wick

GREE ?
Brass or 12
copper
reservoir

Fig . 1. - SECTION THROUGH RESERVOIR .

worked very satisfactorily, and may be of help
to the querist. The reservoir was made of sheet
brass soldered together, 6 ins. high and 4 } ins.
diameter, but of course can be made of larger
size. Made of the size given, it contains enough
spirit to give ten to twelve hours' light.
The burner is one of the ordinary incandescent
gas type, only themethod of suspending the mantle
and the two-piece chimney are slightly different.
The drawing explains itself more or less, and it
only remains to say that the wick inserted into
tube should be wrapped round with very
thin asbestos sheet, to prevent its getting charred ,
and also to facilitate being pushed into the tubes.

IND

FIG . 5 .
ORDINARY
INC

ANDESCENT

BURNER

FIG . 4 . — METHOD OF SUS

PENDING MANTLE .

for if too high the vapour is generated too quickly
with too much pressure, consequently the light
will be as bad as when the flame is not high enough.
A . H . W . NORGATE (Captain ).
Treliggan,
Fowey, Cornwall

October 18 , 1906.
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a loop on the same level as the lever, and in line
with the tap , so allowing the weight to act under

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR , - I am sending you a diagram of my
apparatus for turning out a gas jet. The electrical
portion - viz., magnet, armature and frame, is made
from an old electric bell. The lever E , Fig . 1, is made
of sheet zinc, and is fastened to the gas tap bymeans

the loop, and thus drawing the weight end of the
lever towards the loop shutting off the supply .
In order that everything may work with perfect
satisfaction , the spring H must be adjusted so that

of a lap J, shown in Fig. 2, which is cutthesameshape

lever is down, as this would cause too much resist

as the surface of the tap, and bent at right angles

to the lever at K . The lap may be neatly bound
to the tap by a piece of very fine wire. The top
part of the lever is made round, in order that the

catch L may slide easily into its place F , which is
a very small V -shaped niche. This catch is made

of a piece of material similar to that of the lever,

the catch L does not fall more than fin . when the

ance to the pull of the magnet ; also the tap must
be made to work pretty freely : this can be easily
done by taking out the movable part and cleaning
it. The current from two Leclanché cells is suffi
cient to release the lever. - Yours truly,
Urmston .
T . A . C . PRESTON.
A Challenge.
TO THE EDITOR Or The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR , - I note from the Editorial in this.
week's issue of your paper that Mr. Arkell offers.
FIG . 2.

a friendly challenge to race any boat up to 7 ft .
long. Good ! A month or two ago I wrote to

you stating that I purposed building a racing
craft that size. I am now designing her, and should

Frame

like to have her ready for your Speed Boat Com
petition, but I doubt if that is possible. I should
be very pleased to accept Mr. Arkell's challenge,

Push

Electro 11
magnet

if that gentleman is not in any immediate hurry.
Some time next spring would suit me best, but no
doubt we could agree on that point.
Now as to the place of contest. I do not like

the idea of racing on the Round Pond, or on closed
water at all for that matter, for this reason : I
suppose a speed of something between 10 and 12
miles per hour ought to be obtained . Well, stopping
a seven - footer coming towards one at that speed

isno easy task , and it seemsto me that a light racing
craft would have an excellent chance for running
aground and smashing herself - a thing to be

FIG . 3.

avoided at all costs. I think it would be excellent

sport if a race over about half-a-mile or more could
be managed . I should think the Thames would be
as good a place as any (both with and against the
tide ), but I would prefer the open sea . If Mr.

Battery

Arkell finds London a necessity from personal
reasons, I should think the Serpentine would be

preferable to the Round Pond. Anyhow , I sincerely
hope a race may be arranged , as it is by such contests
that advance is made in the science of designing

FIG . 1.

DIAGRAM OF APPARATUS FOR TURNING OFF
GAS ELECTRICALLY.
about in , broad, and is soldered on to the armature
in position shown in figure . It holds the lever in

position when the gas is turned on .

and building high -speed boats. I suggest that we
both go entirely on “ our own hooks," without
any professional aid . -- Yours truly ,
JOHN CASE .
Streatham , S . W .

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, --We are delighted to find that our
challenge has been taken up by Mr. Case, and we
shall duly lie in wait for him till he is ready. We
don ' t mind how long the course is, even running into

When the circuit is closed by means of the press
push (which may be at any distance from the jet),
the electro -magnet lifts the armature N and releases
the lever which is pulled down by the weight A ,

miles, but I cannot agree to race on the open sea ,
for reasons which are sufficiently obvious to those
who have seen our boat running. Suppose the
boats to be started on open water, with no one to
catch or stop them , why on a calm day one would

instantaneously shutting off the gas.
This apparatus can be used with equal success
where the tap is in the vertical position shown in

very soon require a powerful telescope to see ours .
Even if a launch or motor-boat were taken out,

C , Fig . 3 ; in this case the apparatus is placed in a
horizontalposition and the weight A is attached to
a string (shown by dotted lines) which goes through

it is very doubtful if they could be caught. The
Serpentine would be the place, if permission could
be got, and a run from the east end to the brid je

would be a fine race.

The Model Engineer and Electrician ,
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It is certainly a job to catch a racing boat at
anything like to miles an hour, but by sticking to
business there is not much trouble, and if we
build the 7 -ft. petrol boat next year we shall
have a method of controllingforthe power before
she
reaches bank . -- Yours faithfully, W . H . ARKELL.
Battersea Rise, S . W .

I have bought Greenly 's book , and I should like to know if I could
only half as
according
make
1619a type,
N . E .R ., No.
different boiler
large itagain
?
to put
. Wouldto plate
it be ii.,necessary
different starting tap. One on page 222,
like
put
to
a
IFig.should
would suit me.
299,
would advise
you

Holtzapfel Lathes.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

vii.
Fig .
can be obtained ready made. The main frames would be very
much like the “ Caledonian " locomotive on plate vii or the model

DEAR SIR , - I have the use of a lathe and a good
number of turning tools, these being all stamped
“ Holtzapfel," but I can find no name on the
lathe. It answers to descriptions of his lathes,

except that it has an iron bed . The mandrel is
nearlyis between
the
in .,. and
as
as I can 9:4
measur
per inch
thread
Height
ande 9:551-64ths
of centres is 5 ins. Can any of your readers tell
me if this is the size he used ? There are no chucks
now except one small brass cup, and no taps, but
pair atof home,
chasingbuttools.
aI was
I made a tap to fit when
it was broken by a man that I
got to run it through a faceplate, and I cannotnow

another, and want some chucks. As the
make
lathe does not belong to me and I do not know
for how long I shall have the use of, it I do not
want to spend anything unnecessarily on it, but I
should like to get it into working order. I shall
truly,
glad ofany information . - YoursBURRO
be2,very
Wood Terrace ,
WS.
M
.
W
.
Westoe, South Shields.

I am thinking of building a scale model locomotive, ? -in . scale,

We

that

make the engine to the outline of

Plate
ii, but work to the details of the L .N .-W .you
for most
R . type
the parts. If you wish to reduce your work
can fit a waterof
tube boiler with a cast downcomer
; otherwise,308adopt
the type on
plate ivor
We would recommend
regulator, which

above, according to degree of completeness you wish . See pages
69 to 73 for frame details.
(16 ,525] Morse Recorder. H . K . (Eltham ) writes : I am
wireless telegraph

about construct Morse recorder

to to use a apaper tape which to, upon
use with
,
and I wish
a current being passed
through it, leaves a chemical stain . Could you please inform me
where it can be obtained and also what is the usual width of tape
Can I make the wheel for it to run off ? Would you please give?
sketch of a recorder which I require ?
The instrument referred to is described in “ Telegraphy,” by
Preece and Sivewright, page 77 . as Bain 's Chemical Marking
System
wound clockwork
. TheD , paper
R and passes; a over
a reel mechanism
a
brass drum
which P is isrotated byupon
wood
roller W presses the paper against the drum . A style made of steel
or iron wire S is pressed against the paper. The style S is carried
upon an insulated support and connected to the live wire ; drum
under
S is connected
current flowing through the paper
to earth . Thechemical
decomposes

from S to drum
the
and a stain is produced
upon it. The instrument appears to be exceedingly sensitive, but
not in commercial use. You will probably have to buy ordinary
Morse recorder paper and soak it in a chemical solution : # in . is

the usualwidth . According to the book mentioned , a good solution

The Society ofModel Engineers.
{Reports
of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ncular issuell received a clear nine days before is usual
date publication
of

.)

AT the next meeting, Monday, October 29th ,

A there will be the Annual Rummage Sale
ofmodels,
etc.
Annual
General Meeting tools,material,
will take place onTheTuesday,
November 20th .
To PROVINCIAL SOCIETIES. - The Hon. Secretary
will be glad to receive at once from the Secretaries
of those Societies affiliated to the London Society

lists of members and reports for inclusion in the

Annual Report to be presented in November.
All enquiries for information relative to the
Society should be addressed to HERBERT G . RIDDLE,

Hon. Secretary, 37,Minard Road,HitherGreen , S .E .

Queries and Replies.
F (14,800 ) Boiler for Launch . H . G . J . (Greenwich ) writes :
I have a small flat-bottomed boat, ro ft. 6 ins, long. L . W . L ., 40-in .
beam , and 4 -in draught. Would a single cylinder engine it by

21 and 9 by 18 boiler, with eighteen tubes, drive same ? If so,

please letmeknow size ofsuitable propeller
atwhat
? Also,
of rivets
and size speed
for boiler.
The boiler would drive the engine at 300 to 400 r. p .m . and 30 lbs.
per square inch, but would require constant attention . We should
fit a 10 -in . propeller (two-bladed ), about 18 inches pitch , which ,
with the larger boiler, would run the boat at about 31 to 4 miles
per hour. To get this output the exhaust must be used to induce
Wewould advise youyouto make
the draught.
the shell 10 or 11 ins.
diameter
and the same height, as
propose, using a few more
tubes. With good coal, you may use a greater number of h -in .
tubes without fear of them furring, and in this manner obtain
more heating surface. The rivets should be twice the plate thick
ness. You may use steel plate instead of copper, and save a con
siderable sum in material. The plates should be 5 -32nds thick
throughout.

(15,168] Model (Locomotives. H. W . (London) writes:

Query 16525
MORSE RECORDING INSTRUMENT.
-one volume of a saturated solution of prussiate of potash , one
isvolume of a saturated solution of ammonium nitrate , and two
volumes of water. Another solution is one part potassium iodide,

This gives a brown
twenty parts starch paste, forty parts water.
probably obtain ordinary
You could Century
the positive pole.Eliott
stain atpaper
Works, Lewisham .
Messrs.
Bros.,
Morse
from
Messrs. J . J . Griffin & Sons, Ltd ., Sardinia Street, Kingsway ,

or
London . Bain 's original recorder was a disc carrying a sheet of
paper, instead of a drum and tape. The style was moved over
the disc and the marks made in a spiral line,
(16 ,649) Painting Models. C . D . B . (London ) writes :
I should be glad if you could give me a little advice on painting a
high -speed engine. All the parts which I have machined
model
and filed smooth the enamel lies on smooth and glossy, but the
box bed all seems pimples. Could you give me the name of best
stuff to use ? Is there some stuff they call blocking ? I thought
ofrubbing down the presentpaint with somepumice stone and water
to get it dull dead green, and then mix some shellac with spirits
of wine for a kind of a varnish . Do you think this would make it
glossy on a smooth surface ? Any information on this would oblige
me very much .
Look up the painting articles which appeared in our issue of

volume.
present
2nd , and" fillSeptember
of theand
August
19th , not
July
therefore
we
expect
" a rough13thcasting,
You must
to
would recommend you to file down all excrescences, and leave
the casting as smooth as possible (file marks, however, do not count)
before the “ filling " process is commenced . As you have already
begun work the best thing will be to wait until the present coating
is thoroughly dry, and rub down with pumice stone until level and
re-enamel. You can finally varnish with best varnish if the last coat

does not give a sufficiently glossy appearance. As most enamels

contain varnish this should not be necessary.

116 .600 ] Rudders for Model Sailing Yachts . D . S . C .
(Crosshill) writes : Could you tell me the size, shape, and weight

of a set ofmoving ball swing rudders for an 18 L . R . boat, i ft. 7 ins.

L . W .L ., and 4 '25 ins. B . Rudder must not bemore than 3 ins,
on
high .

Some
rudders for model sailing yachts
usefulin informati
will
be found
our issueon foron February
19th, 1903, price 3d. post
free from the Publishing Department.

The Model Engineer and Electrician ,

October 18, 1906.

(16,463] Induction Coil. W . H . S., (Greenwich ) writes :
of which
shocking27coil,
I have ofnearly
lerigth
bobbinfinished
insidea flanges,
ins. dimensions
: size of core,
2t ins.areby

7 - 16ths inlayers
. ; diam
of ends,
The primary
ins. secondary
winding
consists
of
of .D .c.c.
20 's.if250The
consists
of pthree
.s. c. 40's, approximately
turns per layer.
Willofyou18 layers
please
say : (1) Approximate voltage obtainable from secondary winding.
(2) How to ascertain same. (3) Whcther I can use as a spark coil,
as) itIflooks
larger than t-in . spark coils I have seen in shop windows.
(4 so , what size spark would be obtainable ? (5 ) Size of con
to have
I propose
(6 ) when
of sheets) toandcutsizeoutof same.
No. one
i.e.,
denser,
three switches,
condenser
shock
from
primary is required ; (Fone
three-way
switch
(H
)
cut
to
out
one or
two layers of the primary ; and one (G ) to turn on or off current
from accumulator, to be placed in the base. A sketch of the

connections is enclosed . Will you please say if correct,
proposed
and
oblige.
on "theInduction
No. II,upon
for Amateurs,"
willOurgivehandbook,
you information
quantity Coils
and sizes
of wire re

rima
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1 - 3rd or 1 h .- P . would be sufficient to drive the churn . Ai h .- P .
motor
1,000 watts, say too volts to amps.
will
want atwillleastrequire
52 cells,
each of say too amp.-hour capacity ,Youso that
they will last eight hours (maximum ) without charging .
[ 16 ,636 ) Steam Ports Proportion . W . P . (London )
writes
: I have started to build a model horizontal engine, cylinde
it-in . bore and 31-in . stroke, and I would be very pleased if you

give me sizes of steam and exhaust ports, also dimensions o
could
valve.
or byin . 3-; 16ths incavity,
. ; exhaust
inSteam
. ; portports,
bar, t3 -16ths
# or ports,
by in I. ;or by
of valve, I 5 -16ths ins. ; width valve
of valve, I in , or in . ; lap of length
valve,
outside
diameter
3-32nds
exhaust
in
.
steam
pipe,
;
in
i
.
;
7 -16ths in. diameter outside; travel, } in, or 9-16ths in . pipe,
H . (Greenwich,
Small AccumulatorsH .: J.How
S . È(16,586]
Made and
.) writes Capacity
: Re book,of"Accumulators.

Used ," I should esteem it a great favour if you would please inform
meas to how a given amperage
is derived from a, certain
positivea
to make
your book “ How size
plate. For instance : Inaccumulator,"
there are seven
12-volt 32-ampere-hour
plates in each cell, viz ., four negative and three positive
6 am
8 ins. by 6 ins. by 3 -16ths ins. Am I right in taking
? If so , I
peres to the square-foot surface of positive plateconnected
as
are
as
they
in
cells,
13
amperes
make
only
can
described in book in series ; above sized plates (three in
number to cell) has a surface of 8 ins. by 61 ins. sq . foot
ins.,surface.
this giving
312square
by 3 =to the
ins. by at 26 amperes
5213 amperes
Will
Secondary
you please enlighten me as to how the 32 amperes is ob
tained . ?

Query 16463

reckon about

amp. hours capacity

per
20 ; -but inuch depends
can of positive plate15 tosurface
You foot
square
upon the make of cell, etc . Therefore, it is quite possible
that the cell referred to will have the capacity stated .
[ 16 ,4951 Working Wimshurst Machine and In .
crersing Spark Length . W . J . H . (Anerley) writes : I
have built a Wimshurstmachine, and itworks verywell except for the
fact that thesparks do notpass at very frequent intervals. I want to
know if the discharge could be made more rapid by the addition
; if this won't do it
of two more arcs one on either side terminals
what will ? If the spark between the - extra is i in . long, what
would be the length of the spark between the outer coatings ?
or
recommend
- wire brushes
Which
the collectors
points ? doIsyouit possible
to usefora Tesla
coil in conjunction
with a

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR SHOCKING COIL .
quired forThea outside
good -inappearance
. spark coil,ofalsoa coil
particulars
of condenser
for
same.
is not the
factor which
determines
the
output;
it
is
easy
to
make
a
bulky
coil
which
will be quite inefficient regarding output for size ; the only way is
to try volts
it. You
cannot
voltagea point
exactly
25,000
per inch
lengthdetermine
of spark the
between
and; a about
plate
isHerewith
an approximate
figure
;
the
break
plays
a
very
important
is a sketch of connections. From terminals SI,part.
S2,
you get secondary

/
10

shock or discharge. From terminals P and Si

you get primary shock
shock, provided
and from you
P andconnect
S2 you get
combined primary
and
that
their secondary
currents flow in the
same direction
. Thisthecanwindings
easily besoascer

tained
by trial, crossing over PS
the secondary
thewinding
to Si and S2. The switch
puts in one,wires
two,joining
or three
layers of
the
primary.
The
battery
terminals
are
BB,
with
cut-off
switchof
BS
adjoining.
The
condenser
is
open
circuited
,
and
put
action when switch C is on stop Z , and in action when C is out
on Y .

The primary layers are shown side by side for clearness of
explanation.
(16 ,621 Vertical Engine and Boiler . R . H . T . (Crewe)

enginearestanding
value? ofAlla vertical
will be2 -inthe. bore
writes
: What
the
new , butabout
the castings
, cylinder
2 ft. high
eccentric sheave and flywheel require turning in a lathe,and eccentric
strap wants fitting on to the sheave and rod . The exhaust pipe

for theof
in the ring
steam; -chest
and hole
be fitted
will havepipeto from
a packing
would drilled
No piston
the onboiler.
steam
; and what
will it develop
horse-power
What
do instead
asbestos
wrought-iron
aWhat
thoughtofusing
? Iwould
require
would.) ;? itwhat
of(3 boiler
size
pressure
?
it
for
do
length
diam
ins.
tube
could you work an old copper kettle, if you made it like a boiler ?

an
the work done
How
wouldor behorse-power
required toofdrive
what horse-power
; andcalculate
churn you
uprightwould
wheel.
a
large
on
a
handle
workedwhatby sizeturning
itFor? i Ith .. is. motor,
and kind of accumulator would you
?
recharged
it last before-speed
beingengine
require ; how long wouldvertical
of good design
high
The cost of a 2 by 2
ring will
piston
a
that
find
will
You
£7
55.
is
about
finish
and
repay the trouble expended in fitting it. A 2 by 2 engine will
develop 1 i.h .- P . comfortably , and will require a 16 by 30 multi
tubular boiler, having about 16 tubes (it ins. diameter). The boiler

propose would be utterly useless. We do not countenance
you
employing an old kettle as a steam boiler . We should say that

Query 16495

WIMSHURST MACHINE BRUSH DISCHARGES.
Wimshurst machine instead of a coil ? I notice sometimes that
to
from the collector
a bright spark passes between two sectorsandor how
am I to prevent
the equalising rod . What is the cause,
sectors
between
the
taking
place
discharges
it ? I also notice brush
and the spindle (see sketch herewith ). This I wish to prevent,
as it must detract from the efficiency of the machine. The dotted ,
wavy lines represent the brush discharge between sectors and
spindle.
No, the addition of more jars will decrease the rapidity of the
spark discharge -- that is, it will be less frequentbut will be of greater
volume. If you wish to increase the number of sparks fit new
Leyden jars of smaller size than the present ones ; try the machine
without
any jars at all, and see if the result is what you require.
We
spark length
coatings.
are profit.
collectors.
able cannot
for thestate
It maybetween
be possible
to usePoints
a Tesla
coil in
conjunction with a spark gap, but
we doubt if the results will be
of much account ; it depends upon what you want to do . The
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only proper way to work a Tesla coil is by alternating current.

Wedoubtif you will prevent this leakage- - all high tension apparatus

plates,allandpointssee andthatsharpthe
to it. Try dryre-varnishing
is subjectis thoroughly
when in use.the Avoid
machine
by which the charge is
those
except
size,
minute
of
a
even
edges,
collected.
16,537)
writes
: I am60-watt
very muchSimplex
obliged Dynamo.
for your replyA. Gto. Dmy. (Newport)
query re

dynamo.
valuable
handbook
on “ having
Dynamos
and
Motors ,"I have
but purchased
fail to findyour
windings
to suit
a dynamo
an
armature
21
ins.
by
21
ins.,
drum
type.
The
machine
is
same
as Fig. 5 , page 16 , in the above book, therefore I should the
be much

October 18 , 1906.

goes
steady,
worker, and gives
no trouble. The
flywheel
is 21is ft.a constant
in diameter
revolutions

the either of the are
about
When notanddriving
240
machines .
whatto 250
wantper minute.
know would

isof the shop,
it be possible
off thisI dynamo
for thetolighting
and, to work a dynamo
etc.;
about
size of
Would if so , please give the

and
the cost
it be possible to have
accumulators attached to same ? ?
could drive a 400 -watt machine capable of lighting
Yes, you fourteen
thirteen
or
8 C.- P . lamps, provided your engine develops
a good h .- P . It would be safer , however, to reckon on a 250 or
supplying,
dynamy,
w
03att
say, ten, and8 c.-p
. lamps. The cost of
accumulators would be considerable
we do not think it would

obliged if you will kindly help me out ofmy difficulty by answering

of depends
or 300 onwatts
cost about
con
£7 ros. or £8. Cost of wiring
localwould
ditions
and circumstances , but might be roughly estimated to cost

The. 60watt machine
(Fig. 5)at ina slightly
handbookincreased
has a speed
27-in.
by(1)27-in
armature.
By running

(16 ,6writes
74) Model
(Gateshead-on
Tyne)
: PleaseElectricme Railway.
small
full directionsW .forM .running
model electric railway give
off 240 -volt circuit. I have access ato any
kind ofvolts.
lamp forenclose
kind
voltage.
any stamps
takes 2 amps.
of for any back
The model
number containing
at 4
I
information
required
.
The motor can be supplied through either three of four 32 C .- P .
lamps in parallel, or through six or seven 16 c.- p . lamps in parallel.
inserting lamps the amount of current flowing
By cutting
to the motoroutcanor be varied. Adding lamps, of course, increases
the current flowing, and cutting out lamps decreases it. See

the following questions : (1) Size and quantity of wire for armature
and
fieldmotor
-magnets
should
like 12 voltssufficient
7 amps.) power
? (2) Would
water
with60(I10lbs.'per
-in. wheel
to drivea
samewith
about
sq. in.give
?

you will get 12 volts. Windings are given on page 46. (2) Yes.

This should develop about | h .- P ., but a trial is thebest means of
ascertaining
what it willdo.

(16,618: As] you
Small
Gas enough
Engine.
J. questions
V . McF . in(Birmingham
writes
are kind
to answer
your Query)
and Reply columns, I should feelmuch obliged if you would let me

have an answer
thefollowing.
( 1) 4-in
I am .,making
a gas engine
give
about
b.h .-p.,tofrom
bore
27.in
., stroke
andsome
airto inlet
valves separate
one another.
Wouldwithyouthegivegasme
idea

how
to findto the
each tovalve
respectively,
and how
gaugeproportionate
the correct diameter
mixture ofof one
the other
? (2 ) I
should
like
to
use
some
form
of
electric
ignition
instead
of tubeit
ignition , which is rather uncertain and going outof date. Would
do to get some
dry cellfrombatteries
break sothegetcontact
a
mechanical
contrivance
the sideyouand
shaft
ame
goodof by
spark
for the explosion
? If not,
would
mindandadvising
some
cheap and (3effective
electricofspark
for thisto
purpose.
) I am method
at a lossofasproducing
to whatanmethod
governing
use. Could you letme know what type of governor is most suitable

for a where
small engine,
get reducing
it? (4) Could
you let
me
know
to get and
screwwhere
wheelsto for
the speed
to half
for a halfspeed shaft ?
You can in this case make the diameter of exhaust as large
as5 to(1)space
permit.
The ratio
ofair tobeing
gas determined
will be approximately
1, thewillexact
proportions
ofmixture
by adjust
ment
afterwards.
Much
depends
upon
the
design
of engine,
we could advise you further if we had a proper scale
drawingandof
engine cylinder. ( 2) You could use electric ignition if desired .
See the recent articles on " M . E . Gas Engine " ; several types of
spark ignition were illustrated
our hand
book - " Gas and Oil Engines,"and bydescribed.
RuncimanSee, also
7d. post
free,
(3)
The
“
hit-and-miss
"
inertia
governor
is
the
most
suitable
for small engines. You would have to have one specially madetype

they Johnson,
are not things
which Street,
are to Soho,
be hadW .Cready-made.
(4) Cotton
and
14,Gerrard
.
Position
C . E . youof kindly
Modellet Sailing
P . (16,659]
S . (Reading)
writes :ofWould
me know Yachts
what is

the correct position of the “ centre of effort ” of sails in model

yachts with reference

the centre of lateral resistance. I have
your
excellent book - “toModel
Sailing Yachts," and find on cal
culating the centres as the table on page 100 for the 36 L . R ., that

the centre
cuttersecond
and case
sloopbefore
rigs,
being
aboutof21effort
ins. isin not
the the
first same
and 1forin .thein the
the centre of L . R ., and upon looking through back numbers of your
paper asandfarothers
as theabaft
smallthescales
somethat
appear
haveboatC . Eor.
before
C . L . R allow
. I know
in a toreal
yacht the C . E . is abaft the C . L . R .. and as I am going to build a

model
slightmodification
of the 36for L calculating
.R . in your abook,
be
glad totoa know
the correct position
suit ofI should
sails.
Both in models and full-sized yachts the C . E . should be forward
of C . L . R . For a model, about '05 or '04 by L . W . L . forward of

C.L .R .

(16,617] Diagrams
Switchboard" (Birmingham
Arraogements
Charging
Plants. of_
“ ELECTROLYTE
) writesfor:
Would
me haveplant,
a diagram
sketchvoltsof. wiring
of a like
smallit
lighting you
and letcharging
3 h .- P .,or TOO
I should
put in an arrangement for cutting in and out cells. I saw one on
a biga diagram
plant some
ago atandmythe
engineer
-charge procuredat
me
of itstime
wiring
request,
but,-in unfortunately,
the
very
time
I
want
it,
I
fail
to
find
it.
The
accumulators
are connected in series in two rows, one behind the other, and I
want to be able to cut in the six cells at one end of the circuit

for the purpose of raising the voltage slightly when required.
useful information on this point will be found in " Secon
darySomeBatteries,"
by “ An Engineer," price 4s. 3d. post free . See
October 29th , 1903, issue of THE MODEL ENGINEER, page 430.

(16 ,6:15]BeingSmall]Electric
Installation.
. (Belfast)
writes
a reader Iofthought
yourLight
paper
seeingyousomeJ.withBinteresting
questions
and answers,
I wouldandtrouble
this one,
and
I willshopfeel. obliged
youyard
will a give
answer.I h .- PI .,have
flesher's
I have inif the
smallmegastheengine,
whicha

pay you to instal a battery. Dynamo 250

say, £3 Ios. or £4 for the ten lamps and necessary fittings, etc.

article in August 15th , 1902, issue ; also the article in the number
we
are sending you is concluded there.
Accumulators
(16,652]
W . H .motor
W . (Belfast)
writes : I Overloading
have a “ Pet
London " . electric
fitted

into a boat which I intended entering for your Speed Boat Com
petition in connection with The MODEL ENGINEER . I purchased
accumulator of hours
capacity to drive thebeing
-volt charged
aIt 4 was
motor.
6 amp.-hours
for six
, after which I found
its
first charge, should be charged double its capacity.thatWhen con
nected
with
motor
nice
drove
speed
very
the
short
it
a
at
it
for
a
time, then weakened down, and the motor stopped . I then had
perform
the accumulator charged for 9 amp.-hours and a similar
ance was shown ; after another charge of twelve hours it gave the
same result. I do not wish to purchase a new accumulator.
The motor evidently takes a larger current than the cell can
stand. The discharge rate of accumulator should not be more
plate
of positive motor
approximately or 5 amps. per sq.what
ft. current
than
the
surface . Find out by 4means
ofan ammeter
takes. Either get a larger accumulator or have motor rewound

and

current. The discharge rate of

to run at a higher voltage less
your
cell is probably beingmuch exceeded .

The News of the Trade.
The Editor will be pleased to receive for roule under this headine
samples and particulars of new tools, apparatus and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods Sub
mitted
, or to abstain from inserting a review in any .) where
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readerscase

A New Drummond Lathe.

photographs
We show sliding,
in the accompanying
new 5-inlathe,
. centre
surfacing, boring,
self-acting,
and screw a-cutting
for
treadle
power,
introduced
or
Messrs.
Drummond
just
by
Bros.,
Ryde's
near
Guildford.
Ltd
.,
special
features
Hill,
The
of
this
arrangement slide
well-designed tool include ( 1

) the
rails at
of
the level of the bottom of the gap so that the saddle fully sup
ported when working over the gap ; ( 2) no gap pieceis required
;
(3) a true
box giving
-form bed
with heavy
side ; gibs
as theof usual
cross
braces,
unyielding
stiffness
design
cross
(4 ) asthewell

slide
compound milling
rest to form a 1 -slotted, truly-surfaced
of boring
table for
and
; (5 ) two guide screws, one for screw

cutting
only,lathe
andbeing
the other
of our illustrations
shows the
used forfor self-acting.
boring out a One
pair of cylinders, and
this
indicates
clearly
great
utility
slotted
the
boring better
the
of
In the other illustration
the lathe is slightly tilted over to saddle.
g
t
e
ts
in
arrangements
s
showotherthenovel
saddle
and
headstock
ou
in
er
ib
There
is
.
aree a nunumber
po
cr
de
in
ab
th
Th
of
space
and interesting points about this desigrarwhich
prevents our describing in detail. Thewhole tool, however, hasbeen

planned to provide a lathe capable of doing the widest possible
range
with the enables
greatestusaccuracy,
and knowledge of
productions
this firmof 'swork
to thoroughlyourcommend their
latest speciality to the notice of our readers. Itmay be mentioned
that they not only give a twelve months' guarantee against im

perfect workmanship and material, but they will, if desired , send a
lathe on ten days' approval anywhere in the United Kingdom and
will
return
carriageandif the
tool is innota pamphlet
found satisfactory
The
. just
illustrated
described
tool ispayfully
they have

issued , which will be sent free on application to any reader of THE

MODEL ENGINEER.
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HOLDE
LATHE BORING A STEAM CYLINDER ON THE SADDLE.

WHE

MESSRS. DRUMMOND Bros'. LTD., New 5-IN . LATHE.
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The Editor' s Page.
W

E are indebted to a correspondent for calling
VV attention to a printer's error on our Screw
cutting Indicator for a 2 -thread per inch
Guide Screw . The error is in the wheels given
for cutting 2 } threads per inch . These should read
- 30 , 40 , 80, 75, instead of 20 , 40 , 80 , 100, as
given on the indicator. We are having the cor
rection made on all the indicators we have in stock ,
and recommend those who have already purchased
the 2-thread indicator to insert the proper figures

as we give them above. How the error crept in
we do not know , especially as great care was taken
to check them before the final printing was put
in hand, butwe trust no onehas been inconvenienced
by the slip . We are glad to say that it is the only
error which has been discovered , and in spite of

October 18, 1906 .

especially gardens are none too large, and where
this trouble is not present expense often deters
the locomotive enthusiast from providing the
means of running and testing his model in a proper
manner. We therefore heartily support the new
idea , and hope that it will be carried through suc
cessfully. We are sure that the addition of this
feature to the many the Society already provides
would tend to increase the popularity and influence

of that body to a considerable degree. .
Answers to Correspondents.
A . S . F . (Muswell Hill). - We have been hoping
to deal with your letter in our Editorial Notes,
but regret space has prevented . We appreciate
your friendly suggestions, and will not overlook
them .

Notices

the several thousands of these indicators which

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on

have been sold , no other user than our correspon

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender 's nameand address . It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointment in advance .
This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per

dent appears to have noticed it. We presume from
this that no purchaser has yet been troubled by
the inaccuracy.

In our “ Practical Letters ” column of this issue
we publish some correspondence relating to Mr.
Arkell's friendly speed boat challenge, and we are
glad to see that there is some prospect ofa sporting
match being arranged between a few of the cracks.
Since passing for press the pages containing the
letters referred to we have received a communica
tion from Mr. Henry R . W . Bruce, of the Clapham
Steam and Yacht Club, also wishing to accept Mr.
Arkell's challenge. Mr. Bruce is building a boat
driven by a rotary reversible steam engine of entirely
new design , of which we hope to publish some
particulars in an early issue. If any other accept
ances of the challenge are forthcoming, we should
be glad to hear from those interested at as early
a date as possible, so that the arrangements for

annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
paper, and all new apparatus and price lists, etc., for review , to be
addressed to the EDITOR, " TheModel Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin' s
Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Bagi
neer ." 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
Al subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the

· paper and books to be addressed to PercivalMarshall & Co., 26 – 29 ,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S . A .. to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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A Model “ Atlantic ” Type Tank Locomotive.
By W . Spiers.

MR. W . SPIERS' MODEL " ATLANTIC " TYPE LOCOMOTIVE .
THE photograph reproduced herewith is of a small
locomotive I have built in my spare time.
The following are a few dimensions of the I
model : Cylinders, 8 -in . bore, it- in . stroke ; leading
and driving wheels, 31 ins. in diameter ; bogie
wheels, lk ins. in diameter ; boiler barrel, 3 ins.
diameter, 5 ins. long (total length , including smoke
box , 14 ins.) ; outside firebox, 6 ins. long, 2 ] ins.
wide ; inside firebox, 5 % ins. long, 21 ins. wide ;

ten 5- 16ths in . tubes in the barrel ; ten {-in . field
tubes in the firebox . The steam chests are on top
of the cylinders, and the valves are worked with
slip eccentrics and rockers. The eccentrics are on

leading axle , and have pins screwed in on their

centre line which engage on the half cheeks of a
sleeve which is fixed by a setscrew on the axle .

It is a very simple method of setting eccentrics,
as you can fix them

in any position after engine

is built up. The only novelty is the inside fire
box , which is a gun -metal casting planed down
thin at the sides ; the top and tube plate are
left a little thicker, so as to take a gas thread

for the tubes. I may say it is not built to any
particular scale. I just made an outline drawing

of it , and let the rest work out to what it would
a method I would suggest to anyone wishing to
become prematurely grey . It has been a trying
job , having been put by a number of times, but
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at last I have got it licked into shape. It steams
splendidly . I think it is on account of the large
firebox and the number of tubes. I have one or
two small items to add to it, and the painting has
to be done before it is properly finished .

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to merit . All matter intended for this column should be
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Two Useful Appliances.
By " INGUN.”
Referring to the chuck shown below , theback is an
ordinary faceplace casting. Its finished size is
3 ins. diameter by 9 - 16ths in . thick , through which
a 7 -16ths-in .hole is bored and opened out to the
face, as shown in Fig. 3, to allow a 3-16ths- in .bolt
to pass through . I expected some amount of
difficulty in the task of getting the holes through the
faceplate, but by using the jig shown in Fig . 4
it passed off comparatively easily . It is made from

a piece of oak 34 ins. by 4 ins.by 2 ins. The sides

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)

A Useful Clamp to Hold Wire while
Soldering.

By DAVID R . SHEARER.
This clamp may be made any size and of almost
any material, soft iron being preferable, however.
It is used for holding wire or small metal pieces
while soldering or brazing. The hand screws B
should be somewhat harder than the arms and
clamps. The machine is very flexible, and rods

A USEFUL CLAMP.
can be held at any angle by adjustment. A indi
cates the vice jaws, and C the handle. It is of
especial convenience in soldering, as one or both
hands may be free to spread the solder or flux.
Removing Delicate Work from Threaded

Mandrels.
A contributor to the American Machinist gives
the following hint which some of our readers may
find of service : When onehas a lathe job on a

Fig . 1. - A SMALL CHUCK AND SCRIBER.
C and Dwere first cut and planed smooth and
square ; also the inside cut out ; then side D
was fastened to a faceplate so that a hole 3 ins.
diameter could be bored 3 - 16ths in . deep in face A ,

in which the chuck back can fit snugly . It will be
noticed in the photograph that a hole ( in . ) is

bored in the centre of the chuck . The reason for
this was that my drill was only long enough to gois
to the centre, and the reason for the hole in A

that when one hole had been bored in the chuck
back it could be turned round and the other hole

TOOL FOR REMOVING DELICATE Work.

bored without much difficulty in resetting. Of

threaded mandrel it is often quite a difficult thing
to unscrew it when finished without spoiling
appearance. A carpenter's wood clamp answers
very nicely, but would not do when the job is a
delicate one, as it would twist it out of shape. A
piece of leather belting held in a hand vice, as
shown in the illustration , will answer the purpose .
The belting must be left long enough to allow the
jaw of the hand vice to kink it in at C . This
will be found very effective without injuring the

so that the axis of rotation is right through where
the hole is wanted to be. The drill was fed in by
the back centre, and the holes were found to be
exact to within 1- 32nd in . The jaws were cut
from angle iron, 24 ins. by in. by in ., and are
drawn together by two 7 - 32nds-in . bolts. They
were turned from 1-in . mild steel rod leaving it
full size, in . long in the centre, through which
a tommy hole was bored , and fitted with hexagon
nuts and washers flat one side and half-round the
other, so as to allow for !ne jaws to take a taper ;

course the side C must be fastened to a faceplate

work .

they are held down by two 3- 16ths-in . bolts which
pass through the opening into a piece of rod that is
a sliding fit in the hole . By slacking these bolts
the jaws may be removed entirely, leaving a slotted
faceplate suita ble for other purposes. The scribing
block base is a catchplate casting it ins. diameter,
FIG . 2.

in , thick , and keeps the two in the proper position.
The scriber is made from a piece 3 -32nds in . diameter
silver steel 4 ins. long, and is bent up at the end
in the usual manner. The cost of these articles
was about is. 8d . The construction of the scriber
clamp can be seen in the drawing.

An Automatic Lamp Cord Adjuster.
By WM. D . PROBST.
Procure an old curtain roller, A , and cut off the

Screwed me whit.

COTOBOO
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solid end. Fasten it in the wooden spool, B ,
which is drilled to receive the wires from the incan
descent lamp. Make two sheet brass brackets,
C and D , one having a round hole , and the other
a slotted hole to prevent the spring shaft from
turning. Then make two brass rings, EE, and

01
-

- LOL

fasten on ends of spool. Solder the lamp wires to

B

A

LAP

VE

Ito

Fig . 3.

FIG . 4 .
DETAILS OF CHUCK .

with the usual recess in the bottom . A piece of
-in . steel rod is screwed into the top of it, on which
slides the scribing -pin holder. A section of it is
shown in Fig. 5 ; two pieces of brass form the
Fig . 5.
FIG . 6 .

AN AUTOMATIC LAMP CORD ADJUSTER.

MWAY

these rings and make two sheet brass brushes,
FF, to make contact with the rings.
The lampmay then be lowered or raised the same
as a window shade. - Popular Mechanics.
How to Case -Harden Iron or Soft Steel.

A contributor to Popular Mechanics gives the

2010 Whit

Whit

Fig . 7 .

following hint : Procure a quantity of old boots
and heat same in a sheet-iron box until thoroughly
charred . Place the articles to be case-hardened in
the box, and cover them with the charred leather.

Reheat, and keep at a dull red heat for an hour or
more, and then plunge the contents in cold water
or brine.
If a blue colour is desired , the articles, after
being treated as above, should be ground and
polished , and then placed in a pan of sand. Apply
heat, and when the desired colour appears, drop
the articles in cold water .

SCRIBING Block DETAILS.
scriber-holder proper ; the under piece is 1-16th in .
thick, in . wide, and in . long, having a piece
3-16ths in . long bent up at the end at right angles.
This fits into the top or outside piece, which is

MOTOR -CAR RECORD SPEED . - The world ' s record
cylinder Darracq , which covered I kilom ., with
a flying start, in nineteen seconds, or at the rate
of 117 .73miles per hour. , '

for motor-car speeds is held by a 200 h .-p . eight
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The Latest in Engineering.
A Record Battleship . The most interesting
and successful of modern engineering feats is
the latest addition to our naval strength of the
first-class Battleship Dreadnought. Her displace
ment is about 18,000 tons; length (over -all),
520 ft.; beam , 82 ft.; and mean draught, 261 ft.
From the time of commencing to build to the date
ofcompletion for speed trials was justabout one year.
being well under the period of contract time allowed .
Her machinery consists of eighteen Babcock and
Wilcox boilers, each of twenty elements, arranged
in three stokeholds, and fitted for burning oil fuel
in conjunction with coal. The grate surface is
1,560 sq . ft., the heating surface 55,400 sq . ft.,
and the tops of her funnels are about 85 ft. above
the firebars. Each stokehold has a tube, about
30 ins. diameter, which can be used for raising
ashes, or wounded men , by electric lifts. See's ash
ejectors are also fitted. Each stokehold is self
contained . Themain condensers have 26 ,000 sq . ft.

of cooling surface, the auxiliary condensers 6 ,000.
There are four propeller shafts, all the four being cap
able of going ahead or astern in pairs. The wing
shafts have each two turbines on them , one high

pressure ahead turbine and one high -pressure
astern turbine ; the inner shafts have each three
turbines on them - -cruising, low -pressure ahead,
and low - pressure astern . The wing propellers
are ahead of the inner propellers. The construc
tion of the rotors is generally known ; these have
been carefully balanced under steam , and can run
up to a speed of 400 r.p .m ., and each shaft has a
governor fitted . The propelling turbines, which

are the work of Vickers, Son and Maxim , with the
assistance of the Parsons Company, are of the
following dimensions :
Diamet Length .
Diameter.
ft. in .
ft, in ,
. . 5 8 . . 8 63
Cruising .. . ..

High-pressure ahead ..
Low - pressure ahead . .
High-pressure astern . .. .

.. 7 8 .. 6 6
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been fitted to a ship , consists of ten 12 -in . guns,

each 45 calibres in length , firing an 850-lb . shot,
with a velocity to give a muzzle energy of something
like 48,000 foot-tons. Twenty - seven quick -firing
guns, mostly twelve-pounder weapons, complete
the armament. The forward pair of 12 -in . guns
can be seen in the picture on the high forecastle,
having an angle of fire of about 2500. A pair of
wing bow -chasing guns is situated on either side on
the upper deck level ; these have an angle of about
1850. Another pair is situated between the aft

funnel and the main -mast, in barbette mountings ,

with an arc of training of 90°. Behind the smaller
mast are the usual stern barbette guns. There are
thus three pairs of guns in the centre line of the
ship , with two pairs of wing guns placed rather
forward of amidships, and eight of the ten guns
can be utilised for broadside fire. This latter is
the important measure of the gun -power o the

Dreadnought. The navigating bridge has four
platforins above the upper deck , the two uppermost
levels being carried on forged steel columns. The
top bridge over the charthouse is about 60 ft. above
W .L . ; under it is the main bridge, and below it is
located the forward conning -tower, built of ri-in .
armour. In the central part of the ship the armour
is II ins. in thickness from considerably below
the W .L , to the upper deck . The thickness, how

ever, is reduced at the ends to 6 ins. at the bow
and 4 ins. at the stern . The redoubt armour varies
in thickness from u ins. to 8 ins., the guns being

protected by II- in . armour. The thickness of
the protective deck varies from it ins. to 2 ins.
The usual shrouds, which would have interfered
with the wide training of the guns, have been dis
pensed with , and tripod masts have been fixed ;
this form reduces the possibility of complete
destruction of the mast by quick -firing guns, which
is important, because the masts carry the gun

sighting stations and the receiving wires in connec
graph the appearance of the stern of the ship is
somewhat deceiving by the presence of two large
tanks on either side of the smaller mast. These,
it should be understood , are only temporary fittings
for the purpose of measuring the water consumption

tion with the telegraphic system . In the photo

Their collective horse-power was estimated at
23,000 , with turbines making 320 r.p.m . at an initial
pressure of 185 lbs. It is interesting to note that
each of the cruising turbines has 39,600 blades ,
and the total number in all the turbines is in pro

per hour during her trials.

portion . The low -pressure astern rotor is, as usual,
in the same casing as the low -pressure ahead one.
The necessity for accurate balance is apparent
when it is mentioned that the actual weights of
the revolving rotors on one shaft amounts to 32 tons.

extend the field of work of electric traction in
mines, a type of engine styled a “ gathering loco
motive ” has been brought out by the Jeffrey
Manufacturing Company. This mine locomotive is
provided with a reel, upon which is wound à coil of
double insulated feeder wire, which is mechanically

The boilers were designed to burn 34,500 lbs. of
coal per hour at full speed . An important feature
of the Dreadnought is that her complement of men
all told is only 655, as against 900 and 820 of
the Terrible and Magnificent. At her speed trials
performed recently a record was established by
steaming for eight hours-- with a war-load on board
--- at a mean speed of 214 knots, thereby surpassing
the contract requirements by half a knot. A
maximum speed of 224 knots was attained , which
is the highest speed ever made by a battleship .
The Dreadnought's indicated horse-power was
28 ,000, leaving a splendid reserve over the nominal
horse-power of 23,000. The armament, which it

may be said is the most formidable that has yet

Electric Traction in Mines. - In order to

paid out or gathered in as the locomotive moves
along. This enables the locomotive to move over

lines which are not provided with trolley wires,
for the coil cable is hooked to the overhead wire
at the nearest point, the return wire being coupled
to the rail, and the locomotive works down a
“ place,” paying out the cable as it goes, and
drawing its current through this cable from the
main system . In gathering, the cable is wound
up at a faster rate than the locomotive actually
moves, but a friction clutch is inserted in the train

of mechanism , so that the drum slips if the tension
on the feeder cable exceeds a predetermined amount.

- Engineering.
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A Small Vertical High - speed

Engine.
By J. J. URQUHART.
THESE photographs represent a model vertical

October 25, 1906 .

the gudgeon pin . The engine is painted crimsonette ,
and the cylinder is lagged with planished sheet steel.
It runs at a very great speed with very low pressure.
The attempt was to make the model as much like
the real thing as possible , but of course in a small

I high -speed engine,which I havemade,with the
assistance of a friend , during our spare time.
The first job wasthe drawing, which took some time,
but time spent thus with care is often saved later,
as every part fits into its place without alteration .
The cylinder is in . bore, 1 -in . stroke, and is built
up, the only casting being the flywheel. The
height from the base to the cylinder cover is 6 ins.
The bed plate and column are built up of sheet
steel, riveted , and sweated together. The crank
shaft is 5- 16ths diam ., and was also built up. All
bearings are half brasses. The cylinder cover is
attached by six studs i in .diam ., 50 threads per inch .
The lubricator was made in two parts, and screwed
together. The stop valve was made from solid

FIG . 2. — SIDE VIEW OF ENGINE.

engine one must get out of proportion with some of
the details. Other details not referred to will be
seen in the illustrations herewith reproduced .

The “ Model Engineer " Speed
Boat Competition , 1906 .
General Conditions.
THE entries for this Competition will be divided
into two classes. Class A will include all
boats over 4 ft. 6 ins. and up to 7 ft. in length ,
Fig . 1. – FRONT VIEW OF MR. J. J. URQUHART'S
ENGINE .

material,marked off, bored , and the flanges turned .
The valve spindle is screwed a very fine thread,
and the speed of the engine can be regulated to a
nicety . The guide bars are attached by six studs,
•125 in . diam . ; steam ports, 3 -32nds in . by { in . ;

exhaust, 3- 16ths in . by in. ; travel of valve, 1 in .
The box in front of the cylinder is for oil ; two
small pipes carry it to the guide bars and to the
little cup in front of the crosshead , which lubricates

and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water -line. Each boat must be
timed over a total distance of not less than 300

yards, which may be divided into separate trips of
not less than 100 yards each . At starting each
trip , power must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars
given . The exact length of the course must be
measured , and the exact time to a second recorded
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for each trip. These particulars must be written

potash for a minute to two, brush off all the dirt

down and certified by the signatures of two mem
Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club,
who must have been present at the trials. In

with a scratch brush , immerse again in the alkali
solution , wash it well under the tap, and then
transfer it to the plating vat at once. Before it
is placed in the potash solution for the second time,

addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions

a wire sling ought to be attached to it so that
handling may be avoided . When the spoon has

bers of the executive of either any recognised

of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI

been in the plating solution for about a quarter

NEER . The awarding of the prizes may be sum

of an hour, remove it and wash it. Then test the
silver by brushing lightly with a scratch brush ,
pass through the potash solution , and through
clean water again , and then place it in the vat to

marised as follows :

Silver MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.
BRONZE Medal in Class A to all other boats
beating previous records.
SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat,
provided speed is not less than 4 miles
per hour.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class B to the second fastest

boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.
If in Class A the performance of the first boat
does not surpass that attained in previous com
petitions, then the highest awards will be Bronze
Medals and certificates respectively. The number
of competitors interested in any one boat, either as
designers or builders, will be limited to two. A
signed declaration is required , giving particulars as
to the building of the model, in addition to the
usual certificate of performance. Certificates will
be given to all Class A boats which have an average
speed record of not less than five-and -a -half miles

per hour ; and to Class B vessels with an average
speed of not less than four miles per hour.
The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906 .

Electro -plating .
By E . BASIL FALKNER,
B .A ., B .Sc., AND
DIBBLE.
T. E .

(Concluded from page 329.)
ALL theapparatus havingbeen made, themethod
of cleaning, plating, and polishing the
A
article will now be described . As was
mentioned in the first article, “ clean ” means
“ chemically clean,” for, although a thing may
appear clean and quite free from all dirt, it is quite
probable that it has a little grease or even a thin
layer of oxide on its surface. It must be remem
bered that a touch of the hand is sufficient to cause
the film of silver to strip when the polishing is

begun : so it is obvious that great care must be
taken during the cleaning process.
Dirt can be classified under two heads - viz.,
“ animal dirt, " as grease , sweat, oil, etc. ; and
of removing these two sorts differs.
“ mineral dirt,” as rust and tarnish , and themethod

Oil and grease are got rid of by boiling the article
in an alkali solution, such as potash solution, while
rust must be removed by brushing with scratch
brushes, or using an acid solution . The way to
make a scratch has been previously explained , and
three or four of them ought always to be kept
handy
.

Some articles which are not much the worse for

receive its final coating of silver. This process,
in all, should take about one hour.
Goods which are covered with rust and dirt will
require rather more preparation . First of all,
remove the rust and any deep scratches there
may be on the article with a fine file, and then
remove the file marks with rotten -stone, polishing
the surface as brightly as possible. Next dip the
article in the hot potash solution for a few minutes,
rinse in clean water, and then transfer it to an acid
bath made up as follows :-- Hydrochloric acid ,
I pint ; distilled water, pint ; and dilute nitric

acid , 1 pint. The article must only be dipped
in this solution for a second or two, brushed gently
with a scratch brush , again rinsed, and finally
placed in the vat.
In preparing articles for the plating solution
the following precautions should be observed .
As mentioned above, wire slings must be attached

to the objects before the final washing, and the
fingers should never be allowed to touch them
afterwards. The articles should always be rinsed

with water before they are placed in the vat, and
the battery must be connected up before the
articles are placed in the solution , so that directly
they are in they may at once feel the effect of the
current. Too many articles should not be plated
at the same time.
As soon as the articles are placed in the vat
the metal should start to be deposited in the shape
of a silver -white film . If they appear slimy or
black the solution probably contains too little free
cyanide. Should this happen , take the objects
out of the vat, and add a small lymp of potassium

cyanide to the solution . Allow this to dissolve,
stirring occasionally , and then try again . Some
times the bath becomes too poor in silver, a little
cyanide of silver must then be added . This state
of affairs is shown by the articles becoming white
and sparkling.

When the plating is finished — this generally
has been deposited , the article can be removed

takes from one to three hours — and enough silver

from the connecting wire and hung upon the
rim of the plating vessel so that the solution, but
not the current, can act upon the coating of metal.

They must then be taken out, rinsed well with cold
water , and afterwards dried by putting them in

hot sawdust.
The surface of the articles at this stage will have
a whitish , rough appearance. Some objects look
very effective if left in this state - with a “ mat ”
surface, so , if it is desired to finish them in this way,
all that now requires to be done is to rub off the

wear require very little preliminary preparation ,
and so it will be as well to describe how to clean
and plate these first of all. Suppose the object to
be a spoon , free from flaws, and with the original
plating only slightly worn round the edges. It will

adhering sawdust. If they are to be polished ,
this rough surface must be removed by rubbing
very carefully with a scratch brush , lubricated with
soapy water ; the strokes of the brush must always

only be necessary to boil this in a strong solution of

be in one direction , as cross strokes would spoil
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Water Motors, and other
Hydraulic Machines. ..

the final effect. Very fine emery cloth , also ,

moistened , can sometimes be used with advantage ;
but good results can be obtained by either method.
NIA

By JOSEPH G . Solis..
S. . ?

NINTAKE RI

(Concluded from page 377.)

VYA

DESIGN FOR DOUBLE TURBINE.
HE construction of this turbine is somewhat
similar to the one hitherto described , though
some of the details are different.
Case. - The two portions of

20

case are cast from one pattern ,

22

taking care to have the metal
at lower side where the long
bolt passes through the case
cast in . This bolt is shown in
Fig . 66 just on top of sole
CH

facing. Proceed to machine in
a similar way as in the single
turbines. The two bosses for
the regulating spindle should be
cast the same size, and the one
on right-hand side slightly re

ULE

222

duced .
o
Fig . 66 , - PART SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF DOUBLE TURBINE.

peels off ; so only buy the very best.
In some books it is stated
that if a few drops of carbon
di-sulphide are added to the
vat solution , the articles can
be directly plated with a
smooth shiny surface. As the
authors have never tried this

they are not in a position to
vouch for the truth of the

for the outlet pipe flange. Eight
studs fix the case to the sole
plate.

Bearings and Outlet Bends.
The bearings are cast in the

FIG . 69. - -Plan.

1101
buone

contain mercury. This will form an
amalgam with the silver, which in time

Bogyores

After the articles have been polished as much as
possible in this way they should again be dried in
sawdust, and then finished with " plate powder."
A soft leather should be used, and the powder
should be of the very best. Inferior powders often

Afterwards the sole

flange is cut away, as shown in
plan in Fig . 69, to make room

statement, but it ismentioned
here in case any ofTHEMODEL
ENGINEER readers care to
make the experiment.

If

they do, let them remember that carbon
di-sulphide is a most vile-smelling sub
stance, and is, moreover, exceedingly in
flammable, so great care must be taken
when using it.
Good results can only be obtained with practice
and patience. Neatness also goes a long way
towards success, but it must be remembered that
good chemicals have a deal to do with good work .
If any difficulty is experienced in buying the best

substances an address where they can be purchased
will not, perhaps, be out of place. Every chemical
mentioned in these chapters can be obtained of

Messrs. Frederick Jackson , Cross Street, Manchester .
The amateur must not forget at any time, thathe
is dealing with some of the most poisonous
bodies known to science.

Design FOR DOUBLE WATER TURBINE.
outlet bends and could be machined by fixing

to an angle-plate. They are afterwards lined by
a gun-metal sleeve, and kept from rotating by
the lubricators, a packing gland being placed on
each bearing.
l 'heel. - The wheel is similar to the single turbine
wheels, only having two sides instead of one. The
method of machining and balancing are just about

The Model Engineer and Electriclan.
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the same. This wheel has a larger number of
blades. For correct number see table at end of
this article on page 394.
Guide Ring. This consists of three parts
one central casting and two side plates or discs.

393

before described for single turbines. Fixing to
the case is made by four long studs (as shown in
Fig. 66) on one side and four on the other. Four
additional studs are screwed on either side of the
case for bolting outlet bends. A little study of
the drawings will make this plain .
Sluice Ring. This ring can be cut from tubing
and the four slots milled out to correct dimensions.

St - - - -

On the central division a rack is riveted on as
shown in Fig . 67. The sluice ring must have a nice
· sliding fit on the guide ring, and all rough or ragged
corners should be removed .
Regulating Gear. - The gear consists in a worm
and wheel working a pinion and rack . The hand
wheel is fixed to the worm spindle by a small
nut. It has also a small handle , more for appearance

than necessity . The worm can be turned with the
spindle in one, or separate and fixed by a small
grub screw . The worm wheel may perhaps tax

the skill and patience of the builder, but I believe
-

-

Fig . 70 . - PART SECTION .
-

V
ILA

hatoob

Fig . 67. - VIEW THROUGH CASE.

©

e
-

oro
m

IH

+ Hoot

Fig . 71. - PART PLAN OF SOLE PLATE.
these could be got from one or two firms.

It

is fixed to the pinion spindle by a grub screw .
This spindle passes through the case and is held
in place by a collar, as shown in Fig. 66 . A pinion
wheel is fixed on the spindle and engages on the
rack riveted to the sluice ring
By a careful study of the drawings before com
mencing work , several points not mentioned above

will be made quite clear to the reader.
The tables on pages 394 and 395 are self
explanatory , and demand no description .
The scales for the drawings given herewith will be
found on page 377 of the last issue.

vos ☺
Fig . 68. - END ELEVATION ,
The blades can be made of sheet material cut to
proper size and fitted into recesses milled on the
central casting and plates. They can be soldered
to the central portion of ring, or else the whole
can be made in one piece. Machine and finish as

As mentioned before, the writer sincerely hopes
that these articles will prove of value to those
interested in this type of machine, and, indeed , he
is confident that they will, and that his labours
will not be wasted .
A PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION. — An exhibition of
photographs, which includes some remarkably
fine examples of photographic portraiture with
others less meritoriousis now being held at the house
of The British Journal of Photography, the official
organ of the Society, 24 , Wellington Street, Strand,
and is open daily to the public until November roth .
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TABLES FOR THE DESIGN OF WATER TURBINES.
By JOSEPH G . Solis.
THEORETICAL SPEED OF SINGLE TURBINES AT Various Heads.
Diam .

Mark
of
Turbine.

of
Wheel.

2 ins.
24 ins.
3 ins.
34 ins.
4 ins.

Head or Fall of Water in feet.
4 ft. 6 ft. 8 ft. 10 ft. 12 ft. 14 ft. 16 ft. 18 ft. 20 ft. 22 ft. 24 ft. 26 ft. 28 ft. 30 ft.
906 1,112 1,284 1,454 1,573 1,698 1,812 1,924 2,056 2,133 2,225 2,299 2,405 2,518
726

893 | 1,022 1, 162 1,260 1,363 1,452 1,545 1,644 1,713 1,786 1,855 1,932 2 ,014

609 746 | 861 970 1,054 1,138 1,218 1,290 1,370 1,431| 1,492 1,550 1,614 1,678
506 620 1 716 | 830 | 877 | 946 1,012 1,043 1,174 1,190 1,240 1,289 1,279 1,438
535 | 619 727 757 817 874 927 | 1,028 1,027 1,072 1, 113 1, 159 1,259
437
400 | 491 567 | 634 694 | 750 800 | 849 | 897 | 947 | 982 1,020 1,062 1,098

41 ins.
The speed of the double turbines can be taken as between 5 to 15 per cent.more than for the single
turbines given in the above table.

THEORETICAL HORSE -POWER OF SINGLE TURBINES AT VARIOUS HEADS.
Mark
of

Diam .

Turbine,

Wheel.

Head or Fall of Water in Peet.

of

MUAHL

2 ins .

24 ins.
3 ins.
37 ins.

4 lt. 1 6 ft. | 8 ft. / 10 ft. 12 ft. 14 ſt. 16 ft. 18 ft. 20 ſt. 22 ft. | 24 ft. 26 ft. 28 ft. 30 ft.

•036
.069 •104 115 •191
.062 -115 148 .245 326
.076 •140 1 .216 .300 .398
In •206 1 :318 444 •579
•139 •254 .397 :551 1 .724

.242 .286 .346 .423 474 542 601 618 758
.411 +502 +599 •700 808 917 1.04 1. 15 1.29
.495 .608 .725 848 979 1.11 1.27 1.41 1.56

731 893 1.06 1•11 1.34 1.49 1.69 1.90 2.29
41 ins. •174 •315 496 .689 .905 1. 13 1.39 1.66 1.97 2.26 2:56 2.89 3.23 13:59
The power of the double turbinesmay be taken as 10 per cent.more than for the single turbine as given
in the above table.
SOME PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF SINGLE TURBINES.
Mark of

Turbine.

of
Diameter of Diameter
Inlet and
Wheel.
Outlet.

No . of
Guide

Passages.

16

1-16 x
5-64 X 13- 16

16

3-32
X 15-16
7 -64 X iš

16

3 15- 16

'Size of Guide
Passages.

20
20

Ports in

Diameter of ofThickness
Metal in

Sluice Ring. Spindle.
15-32
21-32

f Xit

Bolts .

Case.

น่านว

21
2 13- 16

No. of
Blades on
Wheel.

913 1•12 | 1.33 1:55 | 1•79 2.05 2 :31 2.59 2:56

006000

4 ins.

5 -32

As near

3 - 16

as possible
todimen
scaled
sions.

9 -64 X I 7 - 16

SOME PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS OF DOUBLE TURBINES.
CMUALA

Mark of
Turbine.

| Diameter
of Diameter
of | Diameter
of
Wheel.
Inlet.
Outlets .

Same I 11- 16
dimen - 1 2 }

sions as 2 9- 16
3
inturbi
single
nes. 37- 16

33

No. of
Guide
Passages.

No. of
Blades on
Wheel.

| SizePassag
of Guide
es .

20
22
22

Thickness
of Metal in Diameter of
Case.

Spindle .

5-64 x 9-16

Same
as in

3-32 x
7 -64 x

15- 32

single
turbine.

21-32

1- 16 X 7 - 16
24
24

No. of
Sluice
Ports.

9 -64 XI

9 - 16
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THEORETICAL DISCHARGE IN GALLONS PER MINUTE AT VARIOUS Heads.
Mark
of
Turbine

Head or Full of Water in Feet.

Diam .
of

Wheel

2 ins.

6 ft. | 8 ft. | 10 ft. 12 ft. 14 ft. | 16 ft. 18 ft. 20 ft. 22 ft. | 24 ft. 26 ft. 28 ft. 30 ft.
30•47 38.38) 43.28 48.15 52.71 57:05 60 .94 64:59 69'94 71.19 74'57 ) 77.69 80*72 83.48
115 6 1213 1261 132'1 1 363 1420
1399 1469 153 8 160 0 1166 .3 1720

| 21 ins. 51.84 63.76 73.82 81.90 89.68 96 .94 103.6 : 109.9
3 ins. | 62.78 77 . 19 89 .39 99. 19 108.6 117.4 125.5 133.0
3 . ins. 92. 16113:3 131•2 146 .6 159:4 172.3 184. 3 - 295. 3
4 ins. 115 .2 141.6 164.0 182.0 199 .3 21504 230•4 . 344 .2

18395 1956 2057 2150 225'2 252-5
2568 269.5 28 22 293.7 305'3 315.6

44 ins. 144.0 177•1 205.0 277.4 249.1 268.3 288.0 105'2 32141 336 .9 352 8 267*2 3816 39595

A Model Girder Bridge.

heads, of which there are 1,450 fixed on by seccotine,

By W . W . B.
is

of 8 lbs.
Had the material used been hard fretwood ,
a safe load would have been quite three times

from a model I have just completed , gives
to some extent an idea of the wide range

pitch having a diameter of ? in ., and the plates in

THE accompanying photograph , which

and has by experiment carried a distributed load

a modeller may direct his efforts . A glance at the
may be obtained from the many model
railway designs set forth in these pages from

this amount. The rivets are designed for a 4-in .
the girder vary from fin . in the web to £ in . on the

photograph will show the realistic effect that

booms. The cardboard used , however, has been

time to time. As a resident engineer in actual
practice, I have chosen the above subject to foster
a regard for detail in railway work , which , in some

equal to į in . throughout for convenience. The
model is perfectly weather -proof, due to its many
coats of enamel paint, the web being finished in
dark red and the angle irons, stiffeners and booms
in black , thus giving a pleasing effect to the eye.
The abutments are cut from the solid in canary
wood and finished in Indian yellow paint to represent
stone work . The standards are turned on a cheap

designs I have noticed in this Journal, would have

been greatly enhanced by the addition of accurately
designed bridges.

A MODEL WROUGHT-IRON GIRDER BRIDGE.
The total cost of the model, which is built to a
lathe out of teak and are 3-16ths in diameter,
scale of 1 in . to the foot, has been under 25., and
and the hand -railing bars are of steel rod , circular
has occupied only one month of spare time in the
in section , painted grey, together with the standards.
evenings, from its inception to its completion . The
The general effect of the model has a substantial
actual length over all is 28 ins., with an effective i and well-finished appearance, and possesses themerit
of simplicity , no difficulties of any moment
depth of 24 ins., and is in all particulars a scale
model. The material used is cardboard , glued
presenting themselves either in the design or
together, with fishermen 's split shot for the rivet i construction .
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How It Works.
By Chas. S. LAKE.
VI. - The Westinghouse Automatic Brake.
THE illustrated description of the construction

and working of theautomatic vacuum brake,
which appeared in the issues of THE MODEL
ENGINEER for September 6th and 13th , contained

October 25, 1906 .

vertical double-acting air pump having a steam

cylinder A and an air cylinder B with the usual
valves and pistons. The pump is operated by steam
taken from the boiler of the locomotive, and after
having doneits work , the steam is exhausted through
the pipe (e ) into the smokebox, and from thence it

passes in to the chimney and out into the atmos
phere. On some railways the pipe (e), instead of
being led into the smokebox, is carried downwards
through the “ running board ” of the engine, and

the exhaust steam from the pump then escapes
between the rails of the permanent way, but the
better method is to carry the pipe into the smoke

a reference to the fact that the articles would be
followed by others similarly describing the West
inghouse automatic brake system , which , although
perhaps not enjoying so great a vogue in this
country, has a much larger application when the
railway world is considered as a whole. The

box , and this most engineers prefer to do .

principle upon which the Westinghouse automatic
brake is operated differs very materially from that

and to allow of the action of the latter being
governed by the driver. The pump is started by

A

steam cock P , so arranged that it can be closed or
opened from the driver's cab, is provided for the

purpose of regulating the flow of steam to the pump,

of the vacuum ,and each has its advantages,of which
tions before them ,may be left to judge for them
selves. When the original Westinghouse brake
commonly known as the non -automatic brake - was
introduced, a degree of safety in the movement of
railway trains was rendered practicable beyond
anything previously attained , and for a time this
brake system answered the requirements of train

opening the steam cock P , and the result of its
working is to force air through the delivery pipe
into the main reservoir C , which latter is, as a rule,
placed below the footplate. A separate pipe leads

stopping as then understood. A few years' experi
ence, however, proved that for an appliance intended
to preserve life and property under all the con

the brake apparatus on each vehicle through a
branch pipe. Airtight connections of the main

readers, with the respective drawings and descrip

tingencies attendant upon railway working some
thing more perfect was required . This led to the
introduction of the Westinghouse ordinary auto
matic brake, which was designed to comply with
all the requirements then found wanting in the
non-automatic system . A great deal of opposition
was at first manifested towards this development,
although the change to the automatic principle
provided a much safer, more efficient, and reliable
apparatus than any of the non -automatic brakes
then in use. It was put forward that “ the non

from the top of the main reservoir C to the driver's

valve D , placed in the cab of the engine, within
easy reach of the driver. This valve is also con
nected to the main brake pipe E , which extends
the whole length of the train , communicating with
pipe E between the vehicles of the train are formed
Dy flexible rubber hose fitted with iron coupling

heads K , so designed that they may readily be
coupled or uncoupled . Stop cocks N are placed in
themain pipe at either end of each vehicle in order
to close the pipe at the ends of the train and to
prevent the action of the brake when vehicles are
detached .

These cocks are open whenever the corresponding
couplings Kare united ,and shut before the couplings
are separated. An air pressure gauge L is, in the
ordinary brake, attached to the driver's valve on

automatic brake was simpler and good enough ,”
and other utterances of a similar nature were

the engine, to indicate the pressure of air carried

indulged in , chiefly by those whose interest lay in
form of brake apparatus, other than the Westing
house, a wider field of application . This attitude,
however, was speedily abandoned as the automatic

acting brake a duplex gauge L or two ordinary
gauges (as will be shown in Figs. 7 and 8) is
attached to the driver's brake valve on the engine
to serve the same purpose, and to indicate the air
pressure carried in the main reservoir C .
The engine, tender, and braked vehicles are each
provided with apparatus which , by means of levers
and rods directly attached to it, actually applies

the direction of securing for the non-automatic

brake became better understood, and the automatic
principle, firsi introduced by Mr. Westinghouse, is
now accepted as the basis upon which all continuous
brakes should act.
The highly successful results obtained with the
Westinghouse ordinary automatic brake in turn led
to the introduction of a still more efficient type of
apparatus, viz., the Westinghouse quick -acting
brake, which was originally designed to meet the

wants of goods train service ; but the advantages
it offers are so important that it has been extensively
applied to passenger rolling-stock also . The action
of this last-named development of brake apparatus
is practically instantaneous and simultaneous on
all the vehicles of a train any length , and jerks and
shocks are entirely avoided , even when the brakes

are applied with full force. The drawings, Figs. I
and 2, on pages 397 and 398, illustrate the
Westinghouse ordinary brake as applied to rail
way rolling-stock . The Westinghouse quick -acting
The locomotive in either case is provided with a

brake will be shown in the following issue.

in the main pipe E , and in the case of the quick

the brakes to the wheels. This apparatus com
prises a brake cylinder H containing a piston with
rod attached to the brake gear in such a manner

that the brakes are applied when the piston is
forced out by air pressure ; an auxiliary reservoir
G in which air , supplied from the main reservoir

through the main pipe, is stored for applying the
brake on its own vehicle and a triple valve F which
automatically admits compressed air from the
auxiliary reservoir G to the brake cylinder H
whenever the air pressure in the main pipe is re
duced , and discharges the pressure from the brake
cylinder into the atmosphere when the original air
pressure in the main pipe is restored .
When the quick -acting brake is employed the parts
mentioned above are either combined in one piece ,
as will be shown on the carriage in Fig. 16 , or they
are arranged separately and connected by tubes as
shown on the tender. The separate arrangement is

.
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Steam Cock
.

Drain
Automatic

H

ARLIDER

.
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Pump
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.
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.
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tives.

Rare
Valve
only
Vans
for
used

by hand if necessary . On locomo

.
Reservoir
Auxiliary

Cock
Inch

tives and tenders these valves are
fixed in the cab within easy reach
of the driver, but on carriages they
are so adapted that they may readily
be opened from either side of the
vehicle by pulling a light wire con
nected to the valve handle. In
the quick -acting apparatus the
branch pipes leading to the triple
valves F are each connected to the

catcher (Figs. 7 and 8), which con
tains a tube of wire gauze to arrest
any dirt or grit which might find
its way into the pipe.
In the ordinary brake a 4-in , stop
cock I is placed on each vehicle in
the branch pipe leading from the

.
Levers

o

CON

Brake
To

The release valve J serves

the purpose of releasing the brake

main pipe E by means of a dust

),(open

S,ATO
2 ARRIAGES
HOWING
.-Fig
APPLIED
PARTS
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VANS
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invariably employed for locomo
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main pipe E to the triple valve F .
By means of this cock the brake
apparatus on any vehicle may be
shut off without affecting the brakes

.
Pipe
Brake
Mirin

er

on the rest of the train. The cock
is open when its handle stands
along the branch pipe, as shown in
Fig. 2, and it is closed when the
handle stands across the branch
pipe. Each van is provided with
a gauge indicating the air pressure
AUTOMATIC
ORDINARY
WESTINGHOUSE
THE

Rclcasc Valve
.

the train if necessary even against
thewill of the driver. Having thus
considered the general arrangement
of the apparatus as applied to a

.
BRAKE

Valve
Triple
'sBrakc
Guard

Valve

).(open

-inch
Half
Cock

Cylinder
Brake
.
Gauge
Pressure

in the main pipe ; also with a cock
connected to the main pipe by
means of which the guard can stop

locomotive with tender and the
carriages of a train , we may next
proceed to investigate the details of
its construction .
The air pump (Figs. 3 and 4)
consists, as before said , of one steam
and one air cylinder 61 and 63,
arranged vertically and joined to
gether by a centrepiece (62). The
main steam piston (77 ) and the
air piston (78) are both fastened
to the same rod and move together
as one piece. The supply and ex
haust of steam to and from the
upper cylinder (61) is controlled
by the steam distributing slide
valve (71) in conjunction with the
main valve (68) by which it is
operated . The movements of the
main valve are governed by the
reversing valve (65), which is

actuated by the main piston (77),
as is fully described below . When
steam is admitted to the pump it
enters
the top cylinder at (a ), flows
through the passages (6 ) and (c)
into the main valve chamber (d ),
(i) into the reversing valve cham

and passes also through the port

ber (r ) in the centre of the top
cover. The chambers (d) and (r)
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contain live
(see Figs. 5 and 6 ), therefore, always ports
Thechamber (e)(d )andto
pressure.
of thefromsame
steam
the main valve
(1) leading
the ends of the cylinder (61) are opened for the

admission and exhaust of steam by the movements

is attached to the stem
of the slide-valve 71(68).which
The latter valve consists of

of the main valve

399

(g) by a small port, not shown in the illustrations,
and hence is in communication with the atmos
phere. In the position of the ports as shown in

Figs. 3 to 6 , live steam is flowing from the main
valve
chamber (d ), through the passage (f), to the
lower
the cylinder
steam
piston end(77 ) ofupwards,
while(61),
the forcing
steam the
previously

99
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3

105

104

1

106

108
96

102
102
107

103

8

78
63

SI - 105

H07

103

Fig . 3.

IS190

Fig . 4 .

SECTIONS THROUGH AIR-PUMP OF WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIC BRAKE.
two pistons of different diameters forming two
ends of the same rod. The outer face of thethelarger
piston is exposed to the pressure steam which is
admitted to , and discharged from of, the
chamber k
by The
the space
reversing
(65), Figend. 6 .of themain valve
the opposite
l at valve
(68) communicates with the steam exhaust passage

admitted to the
opposite end of the cylinder will
exhaust into
the atmosphere through ports e, g ,
and h .
When the steam piston (77) has nearly com
pleted its upward stroke, the reversing plate (81)
presses against the shoulder
(83) and
of the
the reversing
raises the rod with
The
valverod(65).
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valve then first cuts off the communication between
the port (n ), Fig . 6 , and the exhaust passage (m ),
and by its further movement opens the port (0 )
through which live steam flows to the space (k ) at
the right-hand side of the main valve (68 ), Fig . 5,
The steam thus admitted balances the pressure on
the opposite side of the larger main valve piston ,
and the pressure, acting on the inner surface of the

smaller piston , moves the main valve (68) with the

October 25, 1906.

at the same time the air from the top part of
cylinder through the upper discharge valve this91
into the main reservoir. At each downward stroke
of the piston (78 ) this action is simply reversed ,
air being drawn in through the upper receiving valve
(91), and simultaneously discharged from the
opposite end of the cylinder through the lower
discharge valve (91) into the main reservoir .
The air valves are of the ordinary description
and all of the same size. They are so arranged
that they can easily be removed and examined .

slide-valve (71) towards the left. Steam from the
port (e) to the upper end of the steam cylinder (61)
forcing the main piston (77) downwards, whilst the
steam from the opposite end of the cylinder escapes
through the ports ), g, and h into the atmosphere.

With 140 lbs. steam pressure this pump, when in

When the steam piston approaches the end of its
downward stroke, the reversing plate (81) presses

(To be continued .)

main valve chamber (d ) then flows through the

good condition , will fill a standard main reservoir

of 10 cubic ft. capacity with air compressed to
95 lbs. per sq . in . in 100 seconds.

against the button at the end of the rod (83), thus
drawing the latter and the reversing valve 65
down. The cavity in this valve then again connects
the ports m and in through which the steam from
the space (k ) at the right-hand side of the main
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THE GROUPING OF ELECTRIC CELLS.

By

W . F . Dunton . London : E . and F . N .
Spon, Ltd . Price is. 6d. ; postage 2d .
We have before us a little book which will
but appeals more directly to those whose
work is connected with the several types of

be of great interest to electricians generally,

cells employed in telephonic and
telegraphic work, etc. The author
shows that the old rule applicable
to the efficient grouping of cells is
not to be relied upon , and an ex
ample is given wherein a regular
group of cells not conforming to this
rule is shown to be capable of giving
400 times the current of one which

70-100

does. An accurate rule for grouping
cells so as to obtain the greatest
possible current, and one for find

ing the minimum number of cells
that will send a current through a
given external resistance are also
given . The writing is clear, and the

60

FIG . 6 .
Fig . 5.
SECTIONAL Views OF AIR -PUMP VALVE CHAMBER.

author stateshis case in well planned
sequence, so that every chapter can
be easily understood by everyone
having an elementary knowledge of
electricity and algebra.

valve (68) flows to the exhaust port (8), and thence
through the chamber (h ) into the atmosphere. The
outer faces of the two main valve pistons are now
both relieved of pressure, whilst their inner faces

are exposed to the pressure of the live steam con
tained in the chamber (d ) between them . As the
piston on the right has a larger area than that on
the opposite side, the main valve (68) is moved to
the right into the position represented by the
illustrations. The slide-valve (71) then uncovers
the port ( /), thus again admitting steam to the lower
end of the cylinder (61) and allowing the steam
from the upper end to escape through the ports (e)
and (g) into the atmosphere. The air piston (78)
moves in exactly the same manner as the steam
piston (77). At each upward stroke the former
draws air from the outside atmosphere through the
strainer (92) and the lower receiving valve (91) in
the bottom part of the cylinder (63), and delivers

ENGLISH WEIGHTS WITH THEIR EQUIVALENTS IN
KILOGRAMMES. By Frederick W . A . Logan.

London : E . & F . N . Spon . Price is. net ;
postage 2d . extra .
This pocket book has been compiled to satisfy
the single demands for accurate tables of equivalents
of English weights in the metric system adopted
on the Continent. The tables are complete for
all weights from 1 lb . to 100 tons, and are based on
the equivalent of 1016 .0475 kilos to the ton , which
is that employed by the foreign custom authorities,

each calculation being extended to the five places

of decimals. The tables should prove extremely
useful to commercial men and engineers who have
dealings with the Continent, and also to scientists,
although to make it of greater use to the latter it
would have been better to have included a table
of ounce weight equivalents as well.

Octobar 25, igjo.
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: A Perfect Scale Miniature
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Model Yachting Correspondence

Launch Engine.
Why Not Model Full-rigged Ships ?
By AN ENGINEER APPRENTICE .
I TEREWITH are reproduced two photographs
of a modellaunch enginemade by my father.
The cylinders are 11- 16ths in . in diameter,
by 15- 16ths in . stroke, and are fitted with pistons
having Ramsbottom rings. The crankshaft is
+ in . diameter, and is built up as follows. The
webs and crank -pin are in one piece, turned out of
the solid , and the shaft ends screwed into them
with a very fine thread. The eccentric sheaves
are in one piece with the crankshaft, being also
turned out of the solid . As will be seen by

looking at the photographs, the link motion is of
the bar type, exactly as seen in modern marine
engines. The feed-pump stands between the
two engines, and is worked by an arm , bɔlted to the

FRONT VIEW .

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR , - Your correspondent, W . H . T., calls
attention to the question of building real model
ships instead of mere racing machines for sailing
on park ponds. I am not sure that a mere racing
model is not quite as attractive to the eye as a
" correct " model would be, provided the finish of

the hull, spars, and sails is as neat and as good as
possible .

I do not share your correspondent's hankering
after “ blocks " and a network of rigging, as these
things are a necessary evil on a real ship - not an

ornament- and would be a very unnecessary evil
on a model.

One afternoon last summer a retired captain

brought a model barque-rigged vessel to Stanley

SIDE VIEW .

A PERFECT SCALE MINIATURE LAUNCH ENGINE,
after crosshead . The ram is 3- 16ths in . diameter,
and has a stroke of 15- 16ths in . The only castings
about this engine are the back columns. The
cylinders were cut out of the solid , the steam
and exhaust ports were milled out in the lathe.

There are no screws on the engine, all being bolted
together by studs and nuts. All the nuts are
milled, and like everything else on the engine, were
made at home. It will be seen that the engine is a
perfect scale model, and it was originally intended

to drive a 4 -ft. boat, but being so highly finished ,
it was eventually put under a glass case. It will
be interesting to know that almost every portion
was machine work , scarcely having a file mark on it.

All the work was done on a little 21 -centre single
gear lathe, fitted with overhead , for milling and
screw -cutting.

Park , Liverpool. The hull was about 5 to 6 ft .
long, and very much finer in the lines than the
barque of commerce. The sails and spars were
closely to scale, but the rigging, while following
the general lines of a ship ' s rigging, was greatly
simplified , and a lamentable number of blocks
was omitted.
These simplifications enabled the owner to rig
his model in something under an hour. Had the
vessel been rigged " correctly ," the sun must have
gone down ere the vessel was launched for her after
poon ' s cruise. The vessel was sailed across the
pond and back , wind abeam , and showed a very
fair speed and steadiness. Once or twice a false

puff of wind blew her out of her course, and then
she showed a lamentable tendency to foul other
vessels . The general opinion of model yachtsmen
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that evening was that the vessel was a success,
and a thing of beauty, but that she ought not to be
sailed on the pond on days when the pond was
crowded with ordinary vessels any more than a
large steamer should be allowed to charge up and

down a busy pond, to the detriment of other model
yachtsmen' s enjoyment. I do not think that a
smaller model ship would be such a success, as she
would be more at the mercy of the irregular puffs
which come through the trees. A schooner rig ,
however, with jointed masts, crosstrees, and correct
standing rigging is quite themost handsome rig for a
model, and will give asmuch speed and reliability on
a beam wind as a cutter,but it will takemuch longer
to rig and unrig and much more trouble to keep clean
and in repair. I rigged a 10 -tonner this way
some years ago, and the vessel received so much
admiration that the male swan of the pond grew
jealous, and one quiet evening he went for that
model with wings and feet, and beat it till there was
not a whole spar left. Since that day I have gone

in for stronger spars than a " correct ” model would
have and simpler rigging. – Yours faithfully ,
-

“ NAIAD."

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
SIR - I read with much pleasure the article on
“ Why not Model Full- rigged Ships ? " and I also
say “ Why not ? ”
I have built and sailed a model four-masted
barque carrying double -acting gallant yards. She

also carried all blocks, tackles, and standing and
I really see no difficulty in sailing a square-rigged
model, only, of course, they will not sail against
running rigging, the same as a real one.

the wind at all .
The great drawback seems to be a want of infor
mation on the subject. I admit it is rather difficult

to get hold of, but I have been about nine years
at sea in wind jammers of every rig . I sailed as
ship 's carpenter, so I had to understand the workings.
If any reader would like any information on the
building and rigging of square-rigged models, I
shall be happy to give them any information . I
would like to see somereaders start on square-rig ,
as I am sure they would like it highly when they began
to understand it . - Yours truly ,
Manchester .

T. E . HARDY.

[ne Society of Model Engineers .
[Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODE !
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par .
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual

date of publication.]

London .
A Nordinary meeting of the Society was held
A on Friday, October 12th , at the Cripplegate
Institute, Golden Lane, Mr. Herbert Sander
son taking the chair at 7 .30 , and upwardsof seventy
members being present. The minutes of the last
meeting having been read and nine new members
elected , the Chairman announced that permission
had been obtained from the London County Council
to visit their large Power Station at Greenwich
on Saturday , October 27th , and as the party was
limited to twenty the Secretary took the names of

those wishing to be present, and the whole party
was forth with made up. Further meetings and
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visits (as at foot) having been announced , the

Chairman requested Messrs. Henry Greenly and
W . J. Bassett-Lowke to give their lecture, “ Two
Model Engineers in Germany," and a very enjoyable
evening was spent in admiring the large number

of beautiful and unique slides which were
thrown on the screen and hearing the lecturer' s
views on the advantages and disadvantages of
German railway travel , features of locomotivemanu
facture, and specially the construction of toys and
models in one of the largest toy factories in Nürem
burg. At the close a very hearty vote of thanks

to the lecturers for the great trouble they had taken
proposed by Mr. A . W .
in arranging the lecture wasBlankenburg

Marshall, seconded by Mr.
, and carried
with acclamation .
FUTURE MEETINGS. — The next meeting takes
place on Monday, October 29th , at the Cripplegate

Institute, when the annual Rummage Sale will
be held , and it is hoped all members will unite in
making this function as successful as it has been in
previous years.
Visits. - On Saturday afternoon , November 3rd ,
a party will visit the head quarters of the London
Fire Brigade in Southwark Bridge Road , to witness
a turn -out of appliances and inspect the workshop
desiring to join the party
and museum . Members
should inform the Secretary by November ist.
On Saturday afternoon, November 17th , a party
visits the L .C .C . tramway car sheds and repair
shops at New Cross. These car sheds are among
the largest in England. The party is limited to

twenty - five, members desiring to be present should

therefore so inform the Secretary atonce. - HERBERT
G . RIDDLE, Hon . Secretary, 37, Minard Road ,
Hither Green , S .E .

Provincial Societies.
Leeds. -- The Leeds Model Engineers' Society
held a meeting on Tuesday evening, October 9th ,
when Mr. Harrington , one of our members , gave a
lantern lecture on the construction of the largest
steamship in the world , the Mauretania , now build

ing on the Tyne for the Cunard line. Mr. Harring
ton obtained photographs which had been taken
during the various stages of construction , the
result being that he gave some very clear and
well-defined pictures on the screen , also several

pictures of the turbine engines and the boilers
complete as they appear in the ship , and various
pictures of parts of the engines and boilers were
excellent. The lecturer gave some very interesting
and instructive information on the construction
of the ship and her turbine engines, also the boilers.

A very hearty vote of thanks was passed to Mr.
Harrington for his very able lecture, the meeting
terminating at 10 p .m . - W . H . BROUGHTON , Hon .
Secretary , 262, York Road, Leeds.

Glasgow . – This Society has removed its work
shop and meeting room to larger and more suitable
The tools include
premises at 318, Paisley Road.
a 31 S .C . lathe, planer, drilling machine, wood
turning lathe, forge, etc., most of which are driven
by a 21 h .-p . gas engine. Meetings are held on the
first and third Wednesdays of each month , and
members have access to workshop at any time,

each member having his own key . Particulars as
to membership can behad by applying to J. INGRAM
WATSON , Hon .Secretary , 5, Dunolly Gardens, Ibrox .

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Practical Letters from Our
Readers .
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume If desired, but the full

name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication.)

A Model Railway .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - I am sending you a photograph and
short description of mymodel railway which I
have constructed myself. The line, consists
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in the Ship Canal. The dimensions are as follows :
- Length , 2 ft . 6 ins. ; breadth , 41 ins. It is
propelled by means of a clockwork motor which I
took from a phonograph . The only fittings which
I bought are the anchors and the screw . I
chiselled the hull out of a solid piece of bass wood .
The funnel was made from a wooden string bobbin ;
the bridge, decks, ladders, cabins, out of cigar
boxes, and the railings are pins and cotton , the
rigging macramé string . The winch on the fore
castle winds up the anchors and lets them go. There
I are about 3 lbs. of lead on the bottom of the ship and

of proper model permanent-way, with scale

sleepers, chairs, and keys, and is about 80 ft .

round, the curves being 12 ft. diameter. The
whole is supported on wooden lattice girders,
7 ft. long at the sides, and 3 ft. on the
curves. There is a loop line through the
station , and there is an engine house and
carriage shed on a siding.
The points and signals on main line are all
worked from a signal-box near the station ,
and those on the siding by throw -over
levers. The signal-box is fitted with electric
light, and I hope to fit the signals with it
also .

At present my rolling-stock consists of
one " Black Prince " locomotive and a few
wagons, but I intend to build some bogie
carriages this winter. - Yours truly ,

M . N . CAIRD.

“ The Thorns,” Northwood .

A Clockwork Model Steamer.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - Herewith I send you a photograph
of a model first-class cargo steamer constructed by

MR. PERCY Wood's CLOCKWORK MODEL.
she sails pretty fast. I hope it will interest some

I of your shipbuilding readers. - Yours truly ,
Cheetham ,

PERCY WOOD .

Mr. M . N . Caird's MODEL RAILWAY .
myself. It took me six months to make, working
a few hours in my spare time each week . I have

had no copies to work from , only having seen vessels

THERE are now over seven hundred motor
Steam
omnibuses number twenty -seven .
omnibuses owned by London companies.
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different slips, on
with distinct subnects should be written on's name
MUST be in
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scribed on the back . (2 ) Queries should
and corre
sketches,
dimensioned
fully
with
wherever possible,
keep a copy of their Queries for
spondents are recommended toaddressed
post-card)
(nos
envelope
stamped
A
)
(3
reference.
· should invariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon
”(4)cutQueries
out from the advertisement
pagesasofpossible
the current
issue. but
as early
after
receipt,
an intervalwillof bea fewanswered
days must
usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ! Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published . The
Insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6 )
AH Overies should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL

Court, Fled Stred, London, E .C .)

26– 29, Poppin 's
selected from the Queries which have been replied
are
following
The ENGINEER,
10 recently :

(16 ,608] Wire Resistance for Starting Small Motors.

H . C . (London ) writes : An answer to the following query will greatly
oblige.
possible,
to runcontinuous
a motor current.
designed forIf I12putvoltsin
3 amps. Ioffwant,
a 200if -volt
circuit,

D R writes : Being a grinder, travelling from
street to street, I find that the foot lathe is getting rather laborious
work , and I cannot overtake all work for my customers. I have
thought of getting a small petrol engine, say, 2 h .- D . I see one is
for sale in the columns of a recent issue of THE MODFL ENGINEER .
However, if you would kindly advise
me, I would be most happy
to adopt any suggestion you mightmake. I would only use engine
for power for lathe. I would erect frame for same to suit my
requirements for travelling. It is absolutely necessary for me to

domywork at customers' doors. Trusting you can help me in my
novcl
idea. be possible to arrange a small motor to do this work .
It would

p . would be better
i ofh .-fixing
than 2 h .-p . wouldh .-do.p . A Thefirst-class
Less
upon
method
2
thanparticular
a second-rate
design
ofmotor,
be depends
no
will
but
doubt
able to devise
you
the
some plan for doing this. If required for long periods of work it
would need to be either water-cooled , or you would have to fix up
of airdo,on and
to cylinder
aA small
off the
drivenworking.
could bewhil.t
8 -in . - -would
-in , ora draught
small fan
fan -to 6 blow
must
decide upon
you
of
pulleys
arrangement
shaft. The
motor
yourself. Whatever motor you buy, either see it working yourself,

or get a guarantee in writing, before you settle upon it.

Cylinderand
SmallPerrol
(16,432). Altering
am about
to make an Com
) writes : IEngine
engin .
pression
A . N . (Sutton
(petrol) for experimental purposes, which entails the cylinder head
being elongated . The rough sketch will show what my trouble
is . I want to know what difference it will make to the running of
engine, as the piston does not travel the entire length of cylinder
by about 4 ins., and consequently cannot force all the burnt gases

circuit a wire resistance of664 ohms, will that be sufficient ? Kindly

all right, but the discharge rate of the accumulator is only amp.,
small ; Could
also, what
dischargeberate
I would
need to keep
going.
accumulator
altered
to discharge
quickermotor
; it
would not matter for a less number of hours,
Yes. Accumulator is too sinall for driving motor Motor would
need
about The
3 or only
4 amps,
with itsis apresentwinding,
and about
volts
pressure.
remedy
larger accumulator.
See 6recent
so I think
is notyoudischarging
enough to iskeep
motor
going.accumulator
I would like
to tell me quick
if accumulator
too

query replies re capacity of accumulators.

(16 ,642) Locomotive
Draught
. H .wayW .
(Hammersmith
) writes
:model
Would
you Arrangements.
kindlySize
tell ofmefirebox,
the Cbest
of
firing
an
inch
scale
locomotive.
41 ins.in
deep, 5 ins. long, 3 ins. wide. There are nineteen -in . tubes
the bciler. I should like to use solid fuel if possible. I have
tried coal, coke, and charcoal, but none of those will burn
Except for the dirt and trouble (?) of firing you cannot possibly

geta better fuel than good coalmixed with charcoal for an inch scale
model.
All that we think you require is attention to the smoke
box arrangement. We cannot- within the scope of a query
go
over
the
whole onground,
but you will
full information
standard treatise
the subject,
" ThefindModel
Locomotive,"on the
by
Greenly, price 6s. net. Speaking concisely, you require somemeans
of creating a draught before steam is raised - an auxiliary blower,

a steam
blower forfor use
after steam
is raised and
proper
pipe
arrangements
enhancing
the combustion
during
the blast
time
the engine is working, to a degree proportional to the load.
116.669) Small Spark Coil C . H . London ) writes :
I am sorry to trouble so soon , but since writing you last I have
discovered that the primary winding ofmyIspark coil gets exceed
ingly hot, also does the core. It gets so hot as to melt the wax
round . Ought this to be the case ? It is wound as per handbook .
Will you please give me the amount of extra wire to bewound
ont and work same with a 20 amp.-hours accumulator. As I have
to alter the primary I am going to rebuild the secondary , and an
going to adopt themethod of a 4-in . coil (with sections) ; but would
not the sections do I in , wide instead of in . ? Taking into account

the-in ,spark
lengths, I should think the -in , sections would do for the
coil.
No,
should
not get so hot as this. Try using a lower voltage.
The capacity of the accumulator does not have everthing to do
with
the
current
It is the large
voltageenough
of supply
provided cf course,thethatcoilthetakes.
cell is reasonably
to stand
å good discharge rate. If you add more turns to the primary

studs

-

4 amps.,I enclose.
and from Now
it I this
proposed
driving will
a motor,
which
accumulator
light dimensions
a 4 -volt lampof
for eight hours, but when I come to drive motor from it I can only
get it to go for five minutes, and then it stops. The motor is

Cashng
11

advise as to length and sort of wire most suitable, also best place
tolamp
obtain
same. I may mention that there is an objection to using
as resistance,
Yes,
66
ohms24will
pass silver
approximately
3 amps.
66 or
70 yds. of No.
German
wire will give
you thisAbout
resistance.
The weight will be about 51 or 6 ozs,
pp 16.554 ) Accumulator for Driving Small Motor . W . S ..C .
(Glasgow ) writes : I have an accumulator which is rated at 4 volts

TAN
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Gry 16432
ALTERING STROKE OF SMALL PETROL ENGINE,
COMPRESSION REMAINING CONSTANT.
out. Will the exhaust blow itself out ? If not, could you suggest
any
way head
out ofby the
difficulty,
pistonbemust
the
cylinder
at least
4 ins.as? the
I should
very not
muchreach
obliged
if you would answer this question . Thanking you also for the
great help your excellent little journal has been to me.
You do not state diameter of cylinder. The only way to keep

the combustion
(volume)
normal,andandless atin the
same
time
increase its chamber
length, isspace
to make
it narrower
iss , asdiameter
Ppiston
than
formerly.
Or,
to
put
a
piece
on
end
of
shown.
This would reduce compression space, and son increase compression
pressure without adding much weightO to piston .
( 16 ,611 Model Locomotive Desigo . W . H . (Runcorn )
writes
I amCentral
thinking
of building
theto "useAtlantic
" oflocomotive
of
the :IGreat
Railway.
I wish
adopair
cylinders
which
have,
It
bore
by
21
stroke.
Whatscale
you
recommend
for these ? It says in your book , " The Model Locomotive
"
(which I have),
that would
the bore
locomotive
; so this
be ofit-incylinders
scale. should
Would bethisthebe scale
rightof?
I wish to make a complete scale model oflocomotive named . Could
you give me a sketch of frames and wheels to the scale which you

recommend,
also thickness of frames and distance between frames
and also between wheels ? What would be the correct thickness of
axle ? Also, about what size boiler would I be able to place on
such a model ? The boiler to be as large as possible
The cylinders owing to the shortness of stroke- would appear
toexpress
be tooengine,
smalland
for should
a il-in prove
, scalemuch
modelmore
of asuitable
large “ for
Atlantic
"
a 1-in . :
scale
locomotive
if
the
piston
is
fitted
with
a
thicker
piston
and
the
stroke thereby reduced to 2 ins, or 2 } at themost. If you will again
refer to the book mentioned in your query you will find that the rule
has certain qualifications, and that if the boiler is of sufficient power
there is no reason why the cylinders should not be increased in bore,
over the dimension of the scale of the locomotive ; see the table
on
page 53, which stipulates 325 'sq. ins, of heating surface for it
by 2-in , cylinders. In this table theauthor suggests other important
items in the design and dimensions, viz., number of tubes, size of

tubes,
steamfor and
water
space above
ofonfirebox
.67,The
thickness
frames
is suggested
in thecrown
table
page
andbest
by
the
help
of
the
information
and
designs
given
in
the
chapter
on
boiler
construction
you
should
have
no
difficulty
in
designing
a successful boiler. See chapter on wheels and axles for other
particulars. We shall be pleased to criticise your drawings if you
will submit them when they are finished . Distance between frames

44 . ins.
approximately ; gauge, 4 13- 16ths bare ; between wheels,
bare.
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(15,090) Cylinder two double-actionJ. horizontal
P. (Bristol)oscillating
writes :
' I have the castings of Proportions.
cylinders, which are 9 - 16ths in . bore and 21 ins. long over flanges,
Diameter of steam face on cylinders is I 1- 16th ins. The piston is
2016ths in . thick . ( 1 ) What clearance must I have at each end
to get out of
of the cylinder ? ( 2) What stroke shall I beas able
is the same width the steam face on
them ? The steam block
cylinder. They are both working in the samne block , which is
diameter will the steam ports be,
(3 ) What
in . thick
7- 16ths
and
from. the
centrebe? as small as possible. Engineers
( how
The farclearance
should
would make the cylinder of their steam engines with no clearance
at all if it were mechanically possible. In a compound engine
simple engine.
than inwilla suffice
areatsmaller
to inclearances
the losses due
eachis 21engine
, clearance
-64thslength
Probably
case . (2 ) 3The
of the cylinder
ins. Now , with ina your
3-in .
coversbeinto
projection
piston and the1-32nd
clearance,
maximum
strokeofwould
: cylinder and 3-64ths

+ 3-64ths) - 2 3- 32nds.
21 - (1 . + 1 -32nd + 1.32nd + 3 -64ths
piston
that the
advise
wewould
therefore,
is an oddtodimension
Thisincreased
be
, say, II ;32nds
in . The
dimension
, 3- 16ths
in ., is not sufficient in any case. (3) For present
particulars as to the design
proportions and the setting outof the ports, please refer to the issue
of
March 15th , 1902, and the reply to query No. 13,485, March
16th . 1005. page 261, and also " The Model Locomotive," by H .
Greenly. The latter book also describes how the distributing
blocks should be faced to obtain the best results.
(16 ,667] Boiler and Enging. 'A . A . (Leicester) writes:
I have a vertical steel boiler, 14 ins. by 7 ins. by 5 -64ths in , thickness
of
shell : firebox is 5 ins. diameter inside by 7 ins. high , and there
are four i-in . copper tubes from firebox to smokebox . I should

like it to drive a Stuart
Turner's
No.for4 engine
( it bore, it stroke).
Will
properly
drivingit a supply
30-wattsteam
Lahmeyer
dynamo
? thisIfwhen
the
boiler would not supply the engine, would Stuart
engine No. 7 or 8 ( 1 in , by i in .) driv the dyn
at full output ? You have previouslye told me amo
this
machine requires 1-12th h .-p . Also , what should be
the
pres
(work
)
boil
?
The
of
man
sure
er
ing
bought it from says it was tested 100 lbs. toI
work at 50 lbs.provides about 170 sq . ins. of effective
The boiler
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( 16 ,650 ) Central London Electric Locomotives. E . P .' H
(Sheffield ) writes : Could you furnish me with an outline to scale
of the latest type of C . L . R . locomotive, as I am going to build one

for a gauge offind2 ) ins.
? Can you also supply an end view ?
a drawing of the old C . L .R . locomotives in our
You will
coaches
, 1902, page 94. The new motor
issue for February 15th been
illustrated by drawing in any journal

do not appear to have
which has come under our notice. You will find a photograph and
particulars and a drawing of themotor bogie truck in Prof. Smith 's

book, “ Electric Traction," price gs. net, gs. 6d . post free.
(16,570] Electrically
Operated
S. K .
if you canF . answer
obliged Bolt.
be much Door
) writes : Shall
(Wolverhampton
methe following questions: - -Can a piece ofmetal be charged with
so ascurrent
to attract
to it isandswitched
hold themoft
the current
when ofmetal
is onother
, butpieces
soelectricity
long as the
the
“
magnet
"
shall
lose
its
power
of
attraction
and
become
dead
do you suggest as the best appliance for with
as it were ? What
drawing a bolt fixed on a door in another room - electrically I
mean ? Would a magnet do this ?
Iron and various forms of steel are the only metals you can use

for this purpose. If you use some kind of electro-magnet there
will
a certain
of residualmagnetism
in the
iron always
or steelbe core
; but,amount
practically
speaking, all its left
attractive
power will disappear when current is switched off. An electro-mag
netto act through any distance - -would have to be extremely
large and powerful beícre any appreciable pull would be attained
on the object which was to be attracted . If the bolt referred to
worked quite easily you might be able to fix up some arrangement
to work it ; but in this case we should advise you to work on a
different principle. Make your bolt so that when shut it

is attached to a spring in tension, and is held in

♡ switch

mm

.: Ofroude
uude

- if forced - -would evaporate
heating surface,of and
2 cubic ins. water per minute. At 30 lbs.

high-speed
it byto getit this
drive
would
pressure
output
.m .,a but
300 r.p
about
engine atthis
and
thoroughly
steam
the
dry
to
have
will
you
protect all pipes from radiation . The engine will

PLUUK

c

Te
01

hardly drive a 30-watt dynamo with the builer
you propose ; we would not recommend a larger
machine than 15 to 20 watts ; however , every.

thing depends on workmanship and the provision
The
cor
not
if
lbs.
50
or
40
to
up
safe
quite
is
boiler

لما

of arrangements for economical working.
smaller engine will give no improvement. The

roded . Test it again to go water pressure and 60

1

every 16570

steam ,

Windings
A . (16T.,687)
H . (Cork
) writes : for
I haveSmall
finishedDynamo.
the dy
namo
Iwrote
abouta
few
weeks
ago
16.474),
but cannot get it to run . I tested (query
the insulation

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONSDOORFOR BOLT.
AN ELECTRICALLY-OPERATED

at every stage (with 20 volts), and tried for all the faults indicated
says
a friend ofmine,when
engineer, compass
electrical
handbook. An
in your
he
can onfindtopnothing
wrong. sets
An itself
ordinary
placed
of themagnetat right anglesneedleto the shaft.
this seems to indicate N and S poles. As regards the crack in the
yoke, I placed 200 ampere- turns on the limbs, and the crack only
feebly affected an exploring compass. The armature has a very
slight clearance. I have tried connecting brushes both ways to

the field-magnet coils. The insulation throughout is perfect.

When
connected
to a 3,000
tangent
and driven
at about
r.p .mgalvanometer
., a deflectionofof7501° ohmsresistance,
; was produced ;
this
with
the
controlmagnet
as
far
as possible.
armature
is wound in four sections, and hasaway
eighty
-five turns The
in each
coil.
Imagnets.
could onlyThegetresistance
i oz. of wire
on
the
armature
and
4
ozs,
the
of the armature from brush to onbrush

in each position is approximately
1 ohm . The resistance of the
field -magnet winding is about 5 ohms. These are the results of
when you advised

puzzled
What and
actual
8 ozs. forexperiment.
the field -magnet
2 ozs.meforwas,
the armature , when the
takes 6 ozs, and it respectively . The wire was
only
size
10-watt
got from Messrs . Whitney. I enclosedatasamples.
I I haveyoumade
can
, which hope
from the above

suggest the fault
as complete as possible . The machine refused to run as a motor
on 6 volts. I could get more wire on field -magnet, but it is full
outWeto should
the flanges. thought you could have got more than 1 oz.
on arınature. have
You had better try connecting the fields in series
with the armature, and see what results you get. Try them in
with each other -- and
with each other, and also in parallel
series
. Butmake sure you do not.
in both cases in series with armature
enclosed
No samples
agnets. have
field -muntilyou
in -mthe
polarity
get opposing
tried it as a series
Do not wind more on field agnets
machine.

that position by a catch . This catch could be arranged

that electro-magnet
could fitted,
operatetheit power
throughrequired
a lever ;would
thus,beif
aso large
purchase one were
comparatively small. The sketch above gives a rough idea ofwhat
we suggest, but, of course, you must be prepared to experiment a
bit
the best results.
Much Another
alsс depends
upon
arrangement
of the case.
the before
conditionyouandgetcircumstances

would
to have anthe elongated
spring in compression
contained inAna
piece ofbe tubing-socket on ,theand door-jamb.
iron
core
of
1
in
.
diameter
would
,
with
4
lb
.
No,
22
S
.
W
and sup
plied from three good primary or secondary cells, do to.G .,commence

your experimenting with.
(16 ,5671E .Spark
Coll Construction , and Motor Break for
same.
H . R . (Chepstow ) writes : Is there any special adyan
the diameter of the
tage derived from lengthening and increasing
to 12 ins. long by it ins. diameter against
core of 4 -in . spark coils
81 ins. long by 7 inlengthening,
handbook No. II ?
. diameter, asetc given
your
in
.), is advised by a correspondent
Because this (the
in THE MODEL ENGINEER for May 18th , secondary
appearsbe tovery
1905.
It would
me
that with such a large core the layers of
power
scant, using 41 lbs. of wire. Would the coil develop full
the white note-paper
covering of secondary ? Is insulation
with such a thin class
? I intend
of paper for condenser
I enclose a gocd
telegraphy and X -ray work ,
for
wireless
coil
a
4-in
,
spark
building
and should be glad of your advice on the following ( 1) I wish
break if it is suitable for thisto
use a Mackenzie -Davidson turbine
size cf coil and work . Could you give me the principal dimensions
a con
and shapes of metal used in this type of break ? Would
. or Man
denser be needed with this break ? ( 2) Would a B . PManchester
.
chester motor (as sold by the Universal Supply Co.,
this break in?
power to drive described
and's Galvanometer,"
of sufficient
at( 3) 5s.)
Linesman
" Simple speed
Wouldbe the

The Model Baginoor and Electrician .
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The secondary
MODEL ENGINEER forofApril
suitablecanforI obtain
6th,
beWhere
testing
the
coil,and
etc.if?1905,
1-16th in . ebonitewindings
tubes, it ins,
ins.(4) inside
diameters ?

The composition consists of coal tar which has been distilled
of linseed oil,
until the naphtha has been removed . Six per cent
consistency

Re coil. Actual trial is the best way of deciding which gives
the better results, and no doubt the correspondent you refer to is
writing from experience. A harder , closer grained paper
would be
better. If you look through this you will find it rather porous
and

be
sand , and dust, and heated to a temperature of about 500 F ..
then immersed for a few minutes in a bath of this pitch (melted ) .
It is better to do this immediately after the pipes have been removed
from the mould in which they are cast. Another method is to heat
the pipe, and keep
the pitch to approximately 300° F . and immerse
it in the bath of molten pitch until it has attained the same tem
perature as the pitch . Pitch which is hard and brittle when cold

open in parts . But so long as there are no pin holes it will do .
( 1) The Mackenzie-Davidson break is made by H . W . Cox, of

Rosebery Avenue, E .C . (2) It consists of a motor of about
15 watts, and on the end of its shaft is fixed a blade similar to a
one-bladed
propeller. This dips into a cup of mercury at each
revolution thus
making contact. The whole is enclosed
vessel and spirit or oil is used to cover the mercury.in (a 3)closed
Yes.
(4 ) Cox & Co. would supply you ,
(16,668) ) SlideLink compound
Motion . engine
C. F.partlyH .
(Portsmouth
writes valve
: I haveanda model
finished, but I am not quite clear as to the proper dimensions
of
slide-valve,
eccentric
the eccentrictravel
rod ofpins
on the sheaves,
curved also
linkthe(seedistance
Fig . 1).between
The
engine is it by 24 ins. by 3-in , stroke ; steam ports, 1 in . wide ;
exhaust, # in . wide ; port bars between

exhaust and steam ports

are |length
in. wide.
Pleaseofstate
proper distance
and cavity
and
slide-valve.

of pins (see Fig. 1),

(see Fig. 1)
Wehave marked on the sketch the distance required
the pins on the curved link. In a link of this style, eight
between
times the width of the steam port (the latter being 1- 16th in . length
of stroke), or, what comes to the same thing, half the stroke is a

fair proportion. In your case the ports are large - in . instead of

This should be

kerequired )

8 times
width
theabout
of theIn
Steam
ports
case isa .ms
this
as ports are larger

. Fig . 1. Than normal

lapt

Moo olei

should
and sometimes a little resin are added. The
about that of wax . The pipes must be well cleaned from rust,

should not be used .

Oiland Small Lighting Plant. W . A . G . (Pilton )
(16,642]
writes
: I have a h .- P . oil engine which I intend to adapt to drive
my, 31-in . lathe. I do a little motor cycle repairing, and should

like a dynamo for charging accumulators and to lightmyworkshop.
say what sort of
. Will toyoufix kindly
The engine is not governed
up shafting pulleys, etc .,
want, and howgovern
dynamo, size, etc., Inecessary
the engine how could I do
to
required

? If it is
?
this , and where obtain the fittings, knowing nothing of thesematters
manage without anything
I want to do it cheaply and wouldaccumulators
? If so , what
elaborate . Should I want storage
size and type to look out for, and how to fix all up ? Will not the

storage accumulators do without governing engine ? I want to
charge when using engine for other purposes to save cost of running
query
engine for charging only . In connection with my other
revolutions
needful to know thetell
etc., as it often seems
re dynamo,
how
me
will
you
glad
if
shall
be
pulley,
I
etc.,
engine
or
of ancount the revolutions on various machinery much as flywheels
.
to
etc . Ihave seen speed indicators advertised. Are these necessary .
or how is it usually managed ?

For long tests or high speeds an indicator should be used . It
simply a train of wheels enclosed in a case and arranged in such is
way that the respective wheels record units, tens, hundredsa.

thousands, etc., etc., according to the size and make of instrument.
It is usually applied to the end of shaft motor or engine whose
speed is to be recorded . Re dynamo. ofh .-p . engine
would drive
a 250 or 300 watt dynamo. Engine should be governed , unless you
can arrange
always
dynamo
have
the
same
to
load
on
speed will vary, and the lights will burn unsteadily . ; otherwise
Shafting
pulleys, etc., can only be settled when speed of engine and size.
dynamo
engine flywheel

of
and
pulley
known . Speed can
perhaps be governed to a certain extent are
by varying the supply
to engine, but a very sensitive automatic governor is necessary ,
or an electric light engine, and we doubt whether one can be fitted
it depends upon design of engine. If you have read our handbook
on Gas and Oil Engines ,” by Runciman , you would perhaps .
be able to judge for yourself whether one could be fitted or not.
Cost of running would be about 1d . per b .h .- p . bour if engine is
a good one. But everything depends
on this. We should not
advise you to spend much on a lighting plant without making

certain that your engine will do the work satisfactorily first ofall.

Transfo
Accumulaator
Supply
(16,648] ) writes
A . E . Eng.
transform
wish to construct
(Worcester
: I rming
er for. converti
a current from a 10 -volt accumulator into about 40 or 50 volts
5 amps. What would be the amperes required from the accumu
lator ? How should I construct a transformer , as I have never seen
or had the working
of them explained before The transform
to be used for converting the low current into? a high one foreruseis

Query Nº16668 Fig . 2.

in a small arc lamp.

SLIDE-VALVE AND LINK Motion PROPORTIONS.

Accumulator would have to be a very large one indeed to use
for this purpose. Its size would have to be such that it could be

6x weportusually
width recommend
will suffice in- 6x1
, therefore,
With regard
a small
to the lap,
if3-16ths
ins. in.--and
instance would
engine one-half the width of the port, but in thisport).
The
travel
steam
adopt
3-32nds-in
,
lap
(half
of
thenormal
should be

reckoning 20
have
plateI .sq .And
haveas attheleast
4 sq .offt.a positive
capacity
cell having
amp. tohours
ft. positive plate
surface you would only get about three hours' discharge at 25 amps..

discharged at the rate of 25 amps. Reckonindischarge
g 6 amps. per square
rate it would
foot of positive plate surface
as the limit for

throw iswerequired
travel.chosenNo. excess
of eccentric
mend
. valve
information
would
for thefintype
of link
For further

3 -16ths +
9 -16ths in .
To give an even dimension and to allow for wear, wewould recom

To get 10 volts at least five such cells would be needed . The trans
former would have to be a motor-generator, and allowance made
of at least 35 or 40 per cent. for losses in the motor and in the
generator. The motor would be wound for 10 volts 25 amps.
and the generators for 40 or 50 volts and 5 amps. Our handbook
“ Small Dynamos and Motors," 7d., post free, would assist you
in their construction .

net, 6s. 5d . post free. A reference to this book would have answered

recommend you " The Model Locomotive," by Greenly , price 6s.
all your queries, although they do not directly concern model
locomotives. We give a diagram (Fig . 2 ) showing the lap and

for Motor
R. A .
. P. petrol
(16 ,625]h ) Small
writes :Petrol
two-cycle
(Edinburg
I wish Engine
a small Boat
to construct

(2 x lap) + (2 X port opening) -

(2 X 3 -32nds) + ( 2 X 3 - 16ths) -

size of cavity of valve, also the total length , and also the setting
of the eccentric sheaves. The radius of the link (at the centre line

of the slot) should equal length of eccentric rods (centre of link

centre

A on Fig . 1.

of strap)
plus the dimension marked
pins(16,661]
to Antirusting Composition for Pipes, Castings,
etc. A . B . (Bedford) writes : Having now been a reader of your
paper great
four years,
and
ENGINEER
THE benefit
MODEL from
valuablederived
having
my first
same, Iforam over
now writing

would
following
stroke
exhaust
ins.,
inlet
port
by
port
3
;
in
,
i
in
.,
|
in
.
in .
not like to increase diameter of flywheel beyondby o i ins.
I shouldbreadth
What
required
suitable
would
be
would
ofrim
be
What
?
should
pitch for propeller (3 blades), diameter about
ins.
engine ands are satisfacto
obliged if you would say if
be much
dimension
ry , and if not, correct same. Bore 3 ins..
8 or 9

? I

query to you which I hope you will answer at your very earliest
as we have some castings that want treating.
convenience
(pipes
1) What
is Dr. Angus Smith 's solution composed of for coating
and the like to stop them rusting away ? ( 2) How is it

the cylinder bead
like keep diameter small possible. Does brass
need toto be water-cooledas? I onlyas intended to fit sketch
water-jacket
a
of a suitable
round sides of cylinder. Could you give me a
arrangement for reversing the engine itself ? I do not want
to use
a reversible propeller. How is speed controlled ? What size
spark coil, and accumulator would be needed ? Could the exhaust
be sent straight into the water or would this cause a back pressure ?
What brake horse-power would this motor develop, and would it

applied , hot or cold ? ( 3) Is casting made hot or left cold ?

drive a 12.- ft boat ?
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We should say the inlet and exhaust both need to be much
larger . It is not possible to give definite figures such as you require.

The News of the Trade.

for this
would
meananypractically
Besides,
you
not give
ordesigning
details ofthewhole
engine. engine.
We advise
you
torecommend
readdo up
thea four-cycle
subjectsketch
before
attempting
such
a
task
;
and
we
also
engine head
as being
moreneighbourhood
satisfactory. ofIttheis
best
to water- cool the cylinder
in the
valves. The engines are not usually reversed . A system of gearing

*Reviews
distinguished
byof the
asterisknoticed
have. been based on actual
Editorial
inspection
the goods
• Small Engine Castings.

We haveStaffs.,
received
from sets
Messrs.
Road,
Cradley,
specimen
of lowScott
-pricedHomer,
castingsBeecher
and forgings

Power depends upon design and workmanship, and we have par

understand
similar ofsets1 -inhave
be
obtained that
for engines
. boregiven
by finsatisfaction.
, stroke, 7 -in.They
by may
7-in .,
I-in . by I-in . , 17-in . by it-in ., it- in . by it-in., and it in , by it-in .
A blue-print is supplied with each set, and all cylinders are bored

or clutches Speed
is the better
plan to byadopt,
but acbestcuofmuofpepetrol
alltrisola toreversible
ene
propeller.
iscoilcontrolled
the anansupply
engine
throttle.
A
-in
.
would
do,
and
accumulator
of, say, 30
h
rs
ticula hours.
spendsExhaust
upon de through
throug ' an exhaust box above
amp.
water.

ticulars of neither. Going upon the cylinder dimensions above,
you
should get about 21 h.-p., or rather moreRectifier.
at a high speed.
E. L. B.

Cells through
(16 ,701] Charging
the
with muchfor interest
read Rectifier
(West Kensington)
Alternating
Chemical
Make: Ia have
on " How towrites
article

for
anxious to make a similaris apparatus
Current," and am very
my
to
suited
same
the
sure
to be
like first
myself, but should
hourMyLithanode
an 8- cell,2 to24-amp.
to charge charge
I wishmaximum
requirements.
lighting
4200amps.
E .S .C . accumulator,
50 periods.
volts,
phase,
two
current,
alternating
are
mains
( 1) Would the apparatus perform the work , and in about what

for double or single-cylinder marine type high -speed engines. We

and flanges turned and faced free. Catalogue sent for three penny
For . Twist Drill Grinders.
For
We illustrate herewith
the new treadle motion which Messrs.

stamps.

S . Holmes & Co. are now fitting to their well-known “ Gem "

twistbedrill
grinders.by allThewhovalue
light twist
treadledrills
motion
will
recognised
have ofneedthisto grind
and

lamps, and of what candle-power, should
time ? (2 ) How many
I require in the circuit ? Are these lamps connected in parallel?
I know when the cells are fully charged
How shall
seriesnot? a (3)voltmeter
orI have
, and my cells are enclosed. (4 ) How should
I connect up for charging two or more similar cells at the same time ?
(5 ) What difference do I make for charging as one cell a two-cell
accumulator ? (6 ) Can I not arrange an automatic cut-out to cut
off the current when the cells are fully charged ? (7) What is the
shall be
andwillacidhelpformeaccumulator
of waterif you
proportion
with above. cells ? I
much obliged
very

• (1) In the article referred to it is stated that the size of cells and
platesrequire
is sufficient
to pass
3 amps. without
; assize
yourin cells
only
2 amps.
the apparatus
would beheating
of ample
this
respect. It is most important not to overload this type of rectifier ,

asThewhen
occursis the
extent.
timeheating
of charging
quiteefficiency
anotherfalls
thing.to a Itconsiderable
depends upon
the
condition
of
the
accumulators.
If
run
down
asmuch
as
permissible,
then the full length of timeat maximum rate of charging as deter
mined
themakers
required,the
probably
about twelve
hours.
The bestby practice
is notwilltobedischarge
accumulator
to full extent
when
avoidable,
but
to
recharge
as
soon
as
used
,
so
that
it
is
tained in a fully-charged condition . Never allow it to standmain
in a
discharged condition . (2) A total candle-power of about 160 — say,
five
32
C.p.
lamps
in
parallelwould
pass
about
21
amps.,
reckoning
lamps of ordinary efficiency. A more economical way would be
to use 35a small
to reduce down
about
volts,alternating
using also current
a small transformer
amount of resistance
in seriesto

calculating
the time
of duration providing
of charging
;keep
but tothere
is no
great harm
donecurrent
by overcharging,
you may
themaxi
mum
rate
of
or
less
;
in
fact,
the
cells
benefit.
(4)
Connect in series ; see our handbook No. I on “ Small Accumu

13

with the cells to prevent a rush of current at starting. ( 3) By

lators."
(5 ) If accumulators are of same size the same current
flows through all, but you must raise the voltage in proportion
thus one 8 -cell accumulator requires about 20 volts to charge it ;

two such
series; would
require
40 volts, . and(7 )soEnquire
on . (6 ofmakers
) Yes ; a
clock
timeinswitch
these can
be purchased

of cells, but four parts sulphuric acid to twenty-one parts water
by measure (see our Handbook, No. I) is a common proportion .

(16,604] Leyden
Jars
for Tesla Transformer;
Spark In
tensifier.
S . B . Uto. my
J. (Kenilworth)
am much
for
your last reply
query, No. 16writes
,222. : I Ishould
be veryobliged
glad

ifformer
you would
be good
enough450to ofhelpMaymeagain
re the
Teslaoftrans
described
on page
roth , 1906
, issue
The
MODEL
am in difficulties
with the
sparktinfoil
gap and
the
Leyden ENGINEER.
jar. In theI latter,
does it matter
if the
coating
does
not
come
exactly
level
both
inside
and
out.
I
have
coated
it about three -quarters of the way up inside and out and also on
the bottom
and out.
have
present only
led a brass
rod
inside
jarinside
the lidI touch
and atagainst
attached
of brass
as
you the
advised
,through
letting them
thetwoside.piecesWould
not
putting some lead shot about it ins, high in the jar help to make
a much
contact,
the contact
not seemwhich
to beis over
good
. better
Re spark
gap. asWould
a sparkdoesintensifier
sold
at a motor shop answer the same purpose as the spark gap , as I

find rather
difficultyit inhasmaking
gap described with the trans
former
? I apresume
to be airthe-tight.
It
does
not
matter
if
the
tinfoil
is
quite
on the same level inside
and out. By all means use shot, which should make a very good
contact.
Let
us
know
what
the
device
you
describe
used call
for
motor cars is , and the principle on which it acts.
We ascannot
itcouldto mind
at
the
present
moment,
but
on
receipt
of
particulars
tell
it is for
likely to be ofgap
use in your apparatus.It
is notyouessential
thewhether
leastthatneed
isThere
not even
it shouldthebespark
shut in attoallbe; air-tight.
the enclosing
tube is merely to prevent the escape of sound ; we know of no
other
use
for
it,
except
that
it
is
sometimes
made
opaque
so as to
shut in the light, which would otherwise detract from the appearance

of the secondary brush discharge.

S. HOLMES
& Co.'s NEW TREADLE ATTACHMENT
FOR THE “ GEM ” Twist DRILL GRINDER.
are without mechanical power. We are informed that this motion
works easily and smoothly. The grinders are now being fitted
with
an adjustable
tool rest. Prices firm
and , further
may
be
obtained
the above-mentioned
at Albionparticulars
Works, Man.
chester
Roadof, Bradford
.

Newannouncement
Business Address.
Following our recent
that Mr. W . H . Dearden had
started
in
business
as
a
modelmaker,
we
are asked to state that his
business address will be 119 . Dorset Road, Clapham , S . W . (one

minute
and near the City and South London
Tube). from Electric Cars,Thermit.
Ltd . address is 27, Martin 's
Thermit,
Ltd .,Street,
asks usLondon,
to state that
Lane,
Cannon
E .C ., their
not as was given in our
answers to correspondents recently.
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The Editor's Page.
W

E

recently received the following letter from

one of our readers abroad : - " The twelve
bound volumes of THE MODEL ENGINEER
now take up a whole shelf of my bookcase. It
is a splendid work of reference, and there is little
I want that cannot be found in it. I know it is
somewhere, but where ? in No. I or in No. 10 ,
in the general reading matter, or in the · Queries
and Replies ' ? Quell : enigm ! ! I cannot help
thinking that a general index by alphabetical
order of first ten or twelve volumes would be a real
boon to all those who, like me, treasure up the old
copies of THE MODEL ENGINEER. If the objections
raised on the score of heavy expenses, unprofitable
business, etc., are justified, I can only regret it,
but if there is nothing much in the way I hope you
will consider the idea , as I am sure most of the
readers would be only too glad to pay a fair sum
for what would make their favourite paper a sort
of encyclopædia of the model engineer.” The
task of preparing such an index, and the cost of
production, are, as our correspondent anticipates,
both serious items, but if there is a prospect of such
an index at a moderate price being generally
appreciated by our readers we should be pleased
to consider the possibility of getting one out. Will
those who approve the idea kindly drop us a line
to this effect, and we shall then be able to judge the
V

we should be likely to receive in such an
support
und
ertaking.
' *
*

The annual race for the Branger Cup for model
motor boats takes place to -day in Paris . The boats
are divided into three classes - (1) not exceeding
60 centimetres in length ; (2) not exceeding I
metre ; (3) not exceeding i metre 50 centimetres.
An extra class takes in sailing and motor yachts,
fishing boats, etc. We hope to publish some par
ticulars of the races in an early issue.

Answers to Correspondents,

C . W . H . (Ongar). - Sorry the recent issues have
not been to your taste, but our circle of reader's
is so wide and so varied in character that it is
impossible to fall in with the views of everybody .
However , we like a good honest grumble , and

forgive you freely .
. “ Moss SIDE." - See Gray's ". Influence Machines,"
price 4s. ed . post free. Please comply with our
rules in future.
E . H . (late of Coventry ). - Will you please send
your correct address to our Expert Service
department.
P . P . (Johannesburg ). - We should recommend
Manchester type field -magnets, and would also
advise adding something to the length of the
armature - make it 2 ins. long . Then wind arma
ture with about 15 ozs. No. 19 S . W .G . and fields
with 34 lbs. No. 21 S . W .G . A machine with

armature only in . long would not be a great
success. Output would be about 100 watts. .

Notices
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on

amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
all
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender' s nameand address.

It

should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointment in advance.
This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per

annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order .

Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.

All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
lists, etc., for review , to be
paper, and all new apparatus and price Engineer
addressed to the Editor , " The Model
," 26 - 29, Poppin 's
Court, Fleet Street, London

, E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Bngi.
neer ." 26 - 29. Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
i .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the

paper and books to be addressed to PercivalMarshall & Co., 26 - 29 ,
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S . A .. to whom
all subscriptions froin these countries should be addressed .
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H . H . (East New York ).— Yes ; but if the eight
lamps in parallel pass too much current then
take some of them out of circuit. It depends
upon the size of accumulators (i.e., maximum
charging rate allowable ) how many lamps you
can use in parallel. See recent query replies
on this subject.
J. F . - Simplest way is to insert a piece of rubber
tubing and run water in ; or another way would
be to drive a jet of water at a good pressure
against the side of entrance. Use a fine jet, of
course. Please comply with our rules in future.
G . B . (Cramlington ). - Will you please send us
your full address.
F . W . (Belfast). - The firm you require is Ateliers
L . Linon, Ensival-lez- Verviers, Belgium .
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A Model Battleship.
By C. W . PIDCOCK .

Fig . 1. – VIEW OF MR. C . W . PIDCOCK ' S MODEL BATTLESHIP .

THE accompanying photographsand drawings are
of my model battleship of the King Edward
class. Although the model is not to scale ,
she is as near as possible correct in outside detail.

altered now , so that my boat is wrong in that

respect. She is driven by a small electric motor
and accumulator, and “ steams' well ; I have not
yet been able to get a photograph of her in the

When I began her nearly two years ago the King

water, but the view shown in Fig . I gives a good

Edward had an aft bridge, but I think that has been

idea of her appearance.
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The hull is built up ofwood , " bread and butter "
style, in six slices, screwed and glued together
as shown in the midship section Fig. 2.
The deck, funnels, bridge, etc., were made of
sheet aluminium and wood . The torpedo netting
is made of gauze soaked in paint, curled round
and then laid on the rest. The guns are of brass,
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brass ring are the four shields, placed relatively as
shown in the plan . From the brass ring down
into the hull is attached a cloth sleeve, which

turned on a lathe ; there are eighteen of them .

The barbettes for the 12 -in . guns were difficult to
get right. This was the method of making them :
First I cut a template from a piece of paper the
required size and shape. I then laid it on to
the metal, and so cut it out all in one piece.

FIG . 2,
MIDSHIP SECTION ,

I then bent it to the right shape. The four bar
bettes were done the same way . The stanchions
are simply pins, with fine cotton strung on them .
Fig. 4 shows the arrangement of the deck and
fittings. The shape of funnels can be seen in the

CONSTRUCTION .

SHOWING

Scale of inches
0001

S
.. .. .
CHO

Ono

Fig . 3. - BROADSIDE VIEW .

Fig . 4. - GENERAL Plan.
directs the air down into the hull of the boat.
The wind shields are not shown in the photo
graph. When experimenting with these I found
them to be better than the ordinary cowl and
much lighter. The following are the chief dimen
Deck ?
sions of the model : - Hull length , 30 ins. ;
width , 6 ins. ; height, 64 ins. ; masts, I ft. Fig . 5. - FRONT VIEW OF BARRETTE MOUNTING ,
2 ins. ; funnels, 5 ins. high.
drawings, and I believe are correct. Fig. 6 on page
411, shows a method of making model wind
ENGINEERS. - Inaugural
INSTITUTION
JUNIORNovember
meeting,
2nd,OF8 p .m ., at the Westminster
shields, which are effective ; they are made of thin
Palace Hotel Presidential address by Mr. William
linen or silk ; the drawing shows the construction.
B . Bryan, M .I.C .E .; subject, “ Water Supply ."
A disc of card is suspended ; between this and a
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Turning and Cutting Slender
Screws.
By ALFRED PARR.
THIS article has been prepared more especially
for those who belong to the amateur class,

and others who may be in possession of a
good lathe, and who for the lack of training do not
quite know how to obtain the utmost results from
this, the best of all tools. Readers of THE MODEL
ENGINEER who have been fortunate enough to
get an early run through the shops, will say that
“ practice and care will accomplish anything."

Suspension string
Cord boord
disc
Wind

Wind

Bross ring
AMMA

TAM

Answer. - Two things are important, viz. : The
suitability of the tools for the work .
Slender screws of comparatively small diameter
can be made from forgings, or, as is more frequently
the case, they may be turned and cut straight
from solid mild steel shafts.

method of holding the work to the tools, and the

Whichever of the two plans is adopted , after
centreing and facing, care must be given to
straightening the rod .
Rods of machine steel are now so evenly rolled
as to have a maximum error of 3- 1000ths of an inch
measured diametrically , while if the pieces, instead

of being chiselled off are sawn off, there is fre
quently no straightening whatever required . This
very desirable thing, however, is not to be expected
in forged work . Such work usually requires over
hauling and carefully straightening. Bends are

always troublesome, especially to a beginner ,
because he cannot quite appreciate why so much
care should be given to setting a forging which is
subsequently to be “ turned true," and having
metal enough to turn off .
Long regular bends are the easiest to remove.
These can generally be taken out by means of a
lever and fulcrum , the latter a block of wood
standing endwise with the grain and being a little
less than the distance from the lathe bed to the
underside of the work ; or a rest may be used if
found to bemore convenient.

Short bends occurring in irregular order give
the most trouble, and can only be satisfactorily
taken out by using a cramp and links, or by
hammering . The shorter the bend the closer

must the links be adjusted each side of the cramp

Deck
Wind
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Wind

screw . The greatest bend should be removed
first and the smallest bend left until the last.
The pressure given to the cramp screw should be
gradually diminished as the work nears completion
(or the straightening will never be accomplished ).
When a cramp is not used the rod must be
hammered . This is effected by holding a collar
with its bore immediately beneath the bend,
then by striking the rod a smart rap , will generally
cause the bend to move. Another way (and
certainly safer for one's knuckles) is to remove
the work from the lathe to a “ mandrel block,''

or a collar may be placed on the bench or anvil
and the work struck there.

The foregoing method of straightening applies

Cardboard
disc

Brass ring

Fig . 6 . - PLAN AND ELEVATION OF WIND SHIELDS
FOR MODEL BATTLESHIP .

These two essentials, however, do not always run
side by side, and indeed in the recent numbers
of THE MODEL ENGINEER this fact has been over and
over again exemplified . The pains and care taken

over models by amateurs is a real object lesson to
those who are at the least practical, if not profes
sional, in their craft.
Commencing, then , by way of a question :
Given a good screw -cutting lathe and a full com
plement of tools and appliances, what further is
necessary for one to produce satisfactory results say, when turning and cutting slender screws ?

only to slender shafts or axlès, i.e. screw blanks,
and even for these it is a good plan to draw all
short bends into one long one, so that the work
can finally be straightened with the lever.
However carefully a shaft is set before it is

turned , the original bends are generally to be
traced after turning - so much is this the case that
turned shafts invariably require re-setting. Even
then they are further upset by screw -cutting and
require a final overhaul with the cramp and links,
or by the other method previously referred to .
A minimum amount of final straightening is obtained
by first giving the work an equal drive in the lathe.
This brings me to my second point of importance .
The carrier should be driven by two drivers, one
at the shank , and the other at the boss. The best

form is known as the “ Clements Driver," which is
well known to equalise the drive on each side of
the lathe centre.

Perhaps the importance of a uniform drive may
be better understood if we attempt to turn up a
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pulley or other work of large diameter, using one
driver only . Here we shall find, strictly speaking,

that no matter how many light cuts are taken the
work will not revolve absolutely true. The same,
therefore , holds good for small work , although
of course to a proportionately less degree.

The next to consider is the tool most suitable
for the work . There should be a leading and a
trailing side to the tool ; the former penetrates the

e

@
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Both the die and the bushing are provided with
a saw slit which permits of a very slight compression ,

and if kept cool by the lubricant the die will hold
the work uniformly up to the tool and answer
in this way satisfactorily for a considerable time.
The “ finger stay ” illustrated in Fig . I is less
rigid and therefore not so good as the one in Fig . 2
for supporting shafts or rods whilst they are turned .
Assuming the diameter of a rod to be turned in the
above manner to ļ in . diameter : The work should
betested by a gaugeand just filed smooth . Nothing,
however, should be allowed for filing . In general
practice it may be interesting to some readers to
know that filing turned shafts is not allowed.
Wemay now proceed to restraighten the rod, and
carefully clean down lathe bed and vees ; also
give attention to the guide-screw and see that a
film of oil is placed on all working parts before a
start is made for screw -cutting.
We now have also to consider the tool for screw

cutting the rod . The inclination of any screw is
governed by the diameter and the pitch , and in
this example of a t- in . left-hand screw with a

square thread we have six threads per inch. The
pitch being composed of an equal thread and
· space we need a tool 1- 12th in . broad at the nose.

To obtain this measurement a square thread tap
is the most convenient form of gauge ; next, a

Fig . 1. - TRAVELLING FINGER STAY.

micrometer or sliding caliper, preferably one
having a vernier ; failing these we may use a
“ thickness ” gauge.

metal, and the latter simply finishes the surface ,
Lastly a steel rule may be used . We have
leaving it smooth ; 60 degs. to 65 degs. are suitable
placed this last because it is practically next to
for the tool angle and a temper indicated by dark
impossible to obtain and transfer 1-12th in . from
straw colour will be found to answer well. Curling
a steel rule with a pair of calipers.
The tool is first forged in . thick or thereabouts ,
shavings should be produced from the work in
hand, and the best results are obtained when the
and annealed. Of course a new tool should be
tool is supported near the cutting edge. The tool I made for every different pitch of screw , as will be
must be placed on the centre line,
and a fine traverse given to the
saddle while the lathe rotates at
as high a speed as is practicable

consistent with the work in hand.
The rod being now ready for

turning, a light cut is taken for,
say, 2 ins, along it. A second cut
should reduce the part to the
standard size.
We are now ready for a travelling
stay. These are shown in Figs. I

Iron die

Hard sleei bush
(interchangeable)

and 2. Most lathes are provided
with one if notboth forms of stay.
Fig. 2, however, is generally fitted
with wood dies which are in two
parts, the practice being to fix a
thin liner of hoop iron or mild
steel to prevent wear of the dies.
Wood dies are satisfactory while
they remain in good condition , but

after repeated use they are affected
Fig . 2. by the heat from the work and the
moisture from the lubricant seems
to help to split them up. A remedy for this may
be found by making a die similar to Fig . 2 , which
is easily made from a cast-iron collar.
After boring and turning, the collar is fitted to
the stay, and a series of small bushings of steel
are prepared to fit the bore of the collar as shown
in drawing. The bushes are interchangeable and

vary in sizes by 1-16th in ., say, 3-16ths in . to
* in , respectively.

TRAVELLING STAY WITH DIE AND Bush.
explained shortly. The tool nose is generally
forged on that side of the bar in the direction the
thread of the screw travels. This, therefore,
being the right-hand side, is the side on which
the clearance angle of the tool is to be made.
Erect a perpendicular line and a base line at right
angles on a piece of stiff paper, then mark off on
the vertical line a distance equal to one and a -half

diameters. On the horizontal line, mark off a
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distance equal to half the pitch , join the two points
and the line drawn gives the angle or inclination of
the tool. A piece of thin sheet steel may now

be filed to suit, and the gauge then used to test the
tool as it is in progress. Each gauge thus produced
should be stamped and kept for future use. The
screw -cutting tool should be filed parallel for
in .measured from the toolnose, and the extremity
terminating in a curve — that is, on the following

side of the tool.
Clearance may now be given by a few strokes

of a smooth file, taking great care not to reduce
the width at the tool nose.

A slight inset on the top face will give a suitable
top angle, again taking care not to file at thecutting
edge of the tool. Finally , before hardening , let
the tool rest on a table, bed , or other even
surface, and make a further test with the
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mesh as is convenient to avoid “ rattle " or
“ backlash ."
In any case the lathe must not be started
until the gears will rotate freely by hand. When
the screw to be cut is not a multiple of the guide
screw , of course the lathe spindle must be marked
with chalk ; so also must the guide screw , and then
the nut box lever lowered while the saddle is in the

proper position on the bed . This arrangement of
the saddle must be carefully watched and the nut
box lever lowered only when the spindle-wheel
mark and the guide-screw marks agree. In this

case each third revolution of the lathe spindle
will agree with two of the guide-screw .
The lathe should be stopped and adjusted by
hand until the proper starting place comes round.

gauge.

If quite satisfactory, we may now harden
the tool — preferably by the use of a blow
pipe, as the heat obtainable is less than that
from

the smithy fire. Get the stock of the

tool hcated first so that heat may gradually
pass from it to the thin blade, when the
latter is just red - hot invert the tool,
holding it beneath the water 's surface just to

cool the blade only . On removal brush the
top surface of the tool with fine emery
cloth and watch for light straw and dark
straw colours to pass over the end of the
tool. Immediately this is done quench the
tool in a pot of oil or warm water, and

the tool will then be suitably tempered and

quite tough . Grind up the front face of the
tool and finish with an oil-stone ; also lightly
and sharp edge extending over the whole surface
from corner to corner.
We have now to fix the tool in the rest.
Packing or otherwise raising the tool so that
the cutting edge stands exactly on the centre
line when screwed down is the first step .
(See Fig . 4.) Then , with an L square, resting
on the rod, the tool should be set so that

rub the top surface to ensure a square

each side is equally level with the square
All lathes below 8-in . centres are generally
fitted with a 1 -in . pitch guide screw , and
carry a reversing motion . The rule is to
place the number of threads of the guide screw
over the number of threads to be cut thus
blade.

; this multiplied by 10 givesus em
thewheels required .
Assuming that the lathe has reversing motion ,
then any intermediate wheel placed between

ihe 40 and 60 will be satisfactory for the work .
Lathes, however, without reversing motion will
require a fourth wheel, reading thus : A spindle

wheel, into intermediate wheel on stud . A further
intermediate, on the “ socket " engages with
wheel on stud and thus transmits motion to wheel
on guide screw . This has to be done when the
screw to be cut is made with a left-hand thread .
as in the above case . .

Change wheels having machine-cut teeth are
quite easy to mesh , and will rotate comfortably
when fully in gear. Cast gears, however, must
be carefully geared up and placed as deeply in

Fig . ;. --AN ADJUSTABLE STAY.
Then a slight cut is put on , and a mark made on
point can be fixed on the saddle screw . This can
be easily made by preparing a piece of spring steel
with a pointer and bending it to fit the collar on
the saddle screw near the handle. There is a
mark on the bearing against which the indicator
the saddle screw . It is much better if an indicator

point should be turned for each cut. Extreme

carefulness in every detail must be given , because

slender screws require more delicate handling than
stout screws. A little mishap will altogether
spoil one, while a similar accident to a stout screw
can generally be rectified . For instance, a slight
“ dig ” with a screw -cutting tool into a z-in . screw
is almost certain to be disastrous to both screw and
tool, but if a similar “ dig ” occurred to a tool
cutting a 3-in . screw the edge of the tool would

probably be snipped , but nothing more. Such a

screw is held up to its cut so rigidly that bending

could not possibly take place.
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Again , slender screws are invariably commenced
are more conveniently cut by using two or more
tools— first a narrow one for roughing out, and then
follows a finishing tool, referring of course to
square threads, the finishing tool taking a little from
each side of the groove until it reaches the bottom
of the thread, when it should just take a scraping

and finished with a single tool, while large screws

cut to evenly finish the surface.
Screws which have to be cut to the extremity
will need a reduced centre or a half-centre in the
eventually supports
poppet head , but when ita bearing
a screw at each end is better to leave the rod

parallel until the thread is cut, reducing the thread
two-fold advantage by leaving the rod parallel.
In the first place the screw is stronger for it, and it
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Locomotive Notes.
By Chas. S. Lake.
HEAVY TANK LOCOMOTIVES, L .D . & E .C . RAILWAY.
In the accompanying illustration is shown
one of the large 0 - 6 - 4 type tank locomotives
built by Messrs. Kitson & Co., Ltd ., of Leeds, for
the Lancashire, Derbyshire, and East Coast Railway .
Five of these engines have been at work since 1904
on the line referred to , but very little has been known

of them outside L . D . & E .C . Railway official circles.

end afterwards to fit its bearing. There is a

They are, however, among the largest and most
powerful six wheels coupled tank engines in this

is also better to have the stay on while cutting is

country , and are used for working heavy coal
trains between Langwith Junction and Grimsby

in progress. It will be necessary to cut a groove
then traversed into this groove at each cut. When
a screw is made with a left hand thread , a hole
is sometimes drilled into which the tool is placed
at each commencement. The same thing is some
times done to a right-hand screw for the tool to
finish in . This is a neat way of working , but of
course it weakens a slender screw considerably ,

where the thread is to terminate, and the tool is

so that if at all practicable it is advisable to put
on the cut by gradually forcing the rest inwards,
and gradually releasing the cut in a similar manner

Docks, and also for marshalling coal trains in

colliery sidings where heavy gradients and sharp
curves exist.

The cylinders are inside the frames, and drive
the middle pair of coupled wheels, and the valve
gear is of the Allan straight link type, actuating
balanced slide-valves above the cylinders by means
of rocking arms. The boiler is of the Belpaire

type, and a cylindrical extension is fitted to the
smokebox .
The bogie is of the swing link type, adapted for
radial and lateral movements. It has a long
wheelbase , and is fitted with a steam brake on each
side actuating blockson all four wheels. Someof the
falling gradients between Langwith Junction

and Grimsby Docks are of a very severe character,
Fig . 4 . - GAUGE FOR SETTING
LATHE TOOL CENTRALLY .

when approaching the end. Referring again to
square thread screw -cutting tools, a fresh tool
should be forged and filed up for every fresh pitch
of screw to be cut. This is not only the correct
line of procedure, but in the end will be found by
far the most economical. It is possible for an
expert to alter a tool which has been in use for a
certain pitch of screw by grinding down the sides
untu the tool is thin enough to fit a screw of finer
pitch . This, however, is a bad practice, because
in the act of grinding, more angle may be given
for clearance than is absolutely necessary , and thus
the tool is not so strong as one properly filed up
to the correct angle as indicated by the screw
cutting gauge. Another objection is that one tool
only is available, and that not in the best form ,
while if a new one had been commenced there

would be two good tools ready for working at any
Screws of considerable length must be supported
by movable stays. A modern type is illustrated
in Fig . 3. A convenient gauge for quickly setting
the tool to exactly the height of the lathe centre is
shown in Fig. 4 . To keep the gauge always ready
it may be attached by a thin cord to the lathe
rest .
moment.

If " air-hardening " steel is used for the tools
a brand that will properly anneal should be selected .
There is one known as “ Novo ” steel which answers
satisfactorily . This steel may be made almost
white hot without any defect being noticeable
when it is brought to a cutting edge .

necessitating. with the heavy trains employed ,
the maximum brake power available. The trains
consist of forty - five 10 -ton shipping wagons and
a 20 -ton goods brake, the total weight being about
745 tons ; the gradients on some sections are i
in 1oo , and the curves as small as forty chains radius.
Vacuum , steam , and hand-brake appliances
are fitted and act on each of the coupled wheels.
A very commodious cab is fitted , and, generally
speaking, the design is of a thoroughly modern
character.

The following are the leading dimensions:
Cylinders, 19 ins. by 26 ins.
Coupled wheels. 4 ft 9 ins. diameter.
Bogie wheels, 3 ft. diameter.

Wheelbase - rigid , 16 ft. 6 ins. ; total, 29 ft. 6 ins.
Boiler -- centre from rail, 7 ft. 9 ins. ; diameter
(outside), 4 ft. 9 ins. ; length , 12 ft.
Heating surface - tubes, 1,436 sq . ft. ; firebox,
124 sq . ft. ; total, 1,560 sq . ft.
Grate area , 22 sq. ft.
Steam pressure. 180 lbs.

Capacity of tanks, 3,000 galls.
Coal bunker, 41 tons.
Weightofengine in workingorder, 77 tons 2 cwts.
Adhesion weight, 52 tons 8 cwts.
The writer is indebted to Mr. H . Willmott,General
Manager of the L . D . and E .C . Railway, for the
photograph and particulars of the engine. The
whole series are now being fitted with water pick -up
apparatus, and one or more of them will shortly

be equipped with Marshall's valve-gear.
THE GRANTHAM ACCIDENT AND LOCOMOTIVE
THEORIES.
The deplorable accident which occurred at
Grantham in the last week of September had , as
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usual, the effect of letting loose a whole string
construction or operation of the locomotive.
One very favourite supposition put forward

of theories connected with possible defects in the

by correspondents to the daily papers was that the
driver found himself unable to close the regulator ,
and that being prevented from cutting off the
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steam supply to the cylinders, he became powerless
to check the onward rush of the engine, with the
result that on reaching the Nottingham curve the
disaster occurred as a matter of course .

Even supposing that the brakes had been defec
tive, and there is no reason at present to believe
this, there still would have been nothing serious
in the fact of the regulator getting jambed should
that have happened , for despite statements to the
effect that with a full head of steam on it is im
possible to bring the reversing gear into the centre
notch it can easily be done. Indeed , since the
Grantham accident the writer has himself performed
the very act, and can therefore speak with certainty
upon the point.

Induction Coils for X -Ray and
Other Purposes.
By JoHN PIKE.

(Continued from page 349.) ;
X111. - Finishing Off the Coil.
OR the purpose of doing this comfortably
and without damage to any of the sections,
a strong stand should be made of the shape

and style as in the figure (37 ). Wood of i-in .
thickness is required , the distance between the

standards being a fraction of an inch longer than

the extreme length of the ebonite primary tube,
including, of course, the short extension pieces.

This length for coil described is 17 ins. ; the uprights
should be screwed down and strongly wedged
* at the back , so that the coil being suspended
between them , pressure may be exerted if necessary
on the secondary by the insertion of wood blocks

or other suitable means between the ebonite cheeks
and the standards.

Before removing the coil from the upright stand
(Fig. 35) procure a length (about 20 ins.) of the
stoutest broom handle it is possible to get, and wrap
tightly round it some sheets of brown paper ( 17 ins.

wide). Enough of this must be put on to make
the wooden rod a reasonably tight fit within the
ebonite tube of the coil. The rod must now
be passed through the tube, an equal length ofwood

being left sticking out at each end. Wemay now
lift the coil off the stand and place it between the
standards, the weight of the coil being very well
distributed, the protruding wood ends. resting
in the semicircular holes provided for them . In

this position the coilmay be rotated, and the outside
covering proceeded with .
If the plan be adopted of finishing off each section
by several outside turns of cotton (see pige 296 ),
the ring of cotton extending quite or nearly to the
extreme edge of the paper disc, then the covering
and finishing of the outside of the secondary bobbin
is simplified .
It must be said , however , that a thickness of
fin. of solid wax outside all the sections, even though
"these. have for the most part been filled in with
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cotton and wax, is desirable as a precautionary
measure against accidental sparking.
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is rather brittle , therefore it should be placed on
a perfectly flat surface and the size carefully ruled

First, however, the first and last sections require
of the winding has been tested for continuity and
found correct ; then the fine wire ends require to

and after careful measuring the two holes drilled

be strengthened , as for attachment to terminals,

through which the terminating wires are to pass.

to be dealt with . It is presumed that the whole

off. The cutting is done most readily by means
of a sharp pointed tool. The edge should be,
if necessary , filed up and sandpapered and oiled ,

etc., the gauge is much too thin . If the specifica

The ebonite cover should not quite meet at the

tion be followed exactly, the fine wire ends are
respectively soldered to a length of silk -covered
· lamp wire - as suggested for use in the fitting
of the condenser - e.g., a 2-ft. length of best

edges - it requires to be laced on tightly - there

silk -covered twin wire 'is untwisted , making two
strands, and carefully straightened ; the ends are

bared , and one in each case soldered to the terminat
ing wires of the coil. Carefully insulate the joint
with silk , and, having some hot melted wax ready,
lower thewire into the section , taking it round once
at least, basting it meanwhile with the hot wax.
The object to be attained is to bring up the silk
covered wire clean and straight from a solid section
of wax, each terminating wire to be in line one with

the other at the top of the coil. These silk -covered
wires are, of course, intended for connection to
the discharger pillars.
In order to put on the final thin covering of wax
we shall find the two thin wood discs, one at each
end of the coil and of larger diameter than the blot
ting-paper discs, extremely useful. Firstly , cut
out of thin sheet zinc or tin a piece just large enough
to go once round the coil - but the ends should not
meet by 4 in . Care is taken that the sides of
this tin cover make accurate contact with the edges
of the wooden discs ; strong twine, or a few turns
of wire, ensure contact here, and a turn

fore à 1 in . space should be left. Also, holes at
intervals of

in . must be drilled (or made with a

red -hot needle ) in the sheet at this part to enable
this to be done, the series of holes being uniformly

1 in . from the edge. While lacing on the cover ,
it is advisable to insert a strip of ebonite under
the lacing, the full length of the coil.
Before attempting to put the ebonite sheet round
the coil it mustbe softened in hot water and bentap
proximately to the shape. The sheet ebonite softens
readily in hot water , and may be shaped , and it
has the property of retaining the shape given to
it on cooling: Having therefore a supply of hot
water - it must be really hot - in a dish or tray
sufficiently large for the purpose, the ebonite is
pushed in edgeways and given a curve approximately
to the circular shape of the coil. It is a job more
troublesome than difficult to give the ebonite an
even curve, and it is not desirable at all to make
the ends meet, as if cooling in that condition
the cover would have to be sprung open to admit

the coil, and would probably crack. The curve
must be such therefore that a slight spring only is
required to admit the coil, the silk -covered wires
being brought up through the holes drilled for

or two at intervals along the body of the
cover will bring the same into a circular
shape from end to end. The 4-in , open
ing will be, naturally, at the top where
the silk wires come through , and is neces
sary for the purpose of pouring in the
hot wax ; a good supply of which will be
required . It will be gathered that if the
cover has been tightly fitted and neatly
rounded there will be a space inside all
round the sections of 1 in ., which is to be

filled with wax. By means of a spirit
lamp deftly manipulated the metal cover
may be kept fairly hot while the hot wax FIG . 37. - WOODEN STAND FOR USE IN FINISHING OFF COIL ,
(and it must be hot) is being run in . The
being laced on . The appear
idea is to allow the wax time to flow into all the i them , the cover thenfurther
improved by lacing on ,
ance of the coil is
interstices, and to gradually cool and solidify
strip sheet
this stage, constant ladling of fresh hot wax from

of
outside the ebonite cover, a narrow
ebonite at each end -- this strip may be seen in the

the top is necessary, and the top part itself - where

photograph of the coil (Fig. 5 ).

the opening is — will require to be finished off with
a knife or spatula , taking care again to bring the

The insulation is perfected by reason of the short
lengths of ebonite tube placed over the ends
of the primary tube. These short tubes are
34 ins. long, external diameter 21 ins., internal
diameter 2 ins. They therefore tightly fit
on the ends of the primary tube, being assisted
therein , as already indicated , by a little hot
paraffin wax, the tubes being carefully filed and

outside, and as the wax contracts very much at

terminal wires neatly and cleanly out of the bed
of wax.

When the wax covering has quite cooled and
a rule spring away from the wax, leaving the coil

hardened the metal cover is released , and will as

very neatly , and so far, finished. ebonite sheet
The usual and final covering of thin
must now be put on . Presuming that the coil,
or secondary bobbin , fits cleanly between the out
side cheeks, close up as described previously , it
will be an easy matter to cut first a shape out of
thin cardboard, which should accurately fit the
bobbin between the cheeks-- and from this a piece
of sheet ebonite of the size required . The ebonites

rubbed down with emery cloth to fit close up
to the first and last sections ; they are fixed there
with hot wax. The insulation at the ends of the
coil are, it will be seen , increased to fin . of ebonite,
and in addition we have the wax insulation imme
diately surrounding the primary . If it is not
intended to have the core readily removable , then

the insulation may be further improved by filling
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the two ends entirely with hot wax. Even with

a flat floor and much lead to keep his vessel upright.

this additional strength it would not be a very
difficult task to remove the core if found desirable

Now this is the worst possible shape he could have
chosen .
All model marine engines, and particularly small
ones, have a much higher centre of gravity than

at any time to do so .
Two ebonite caps are now to be fitted to the two
ends in order to give a neat and business-like
real engines, compared with the size of ships they
finish . In one of them two holes must be drilled
have to drive, and our chief aim in designing a
and bushed with pieces of ebonite tube, so that the
model steamer hull must be to get stability with
two primary wires can pass
Sheer line
through properly insulated
one from the other.
Bilge line
The two standards upon
which the weight of the coil
permanently rests should , the
author thinks, be ebonite .
FIG . 4. – FIRST STEP IN CARVING OUT Model Hull.
The cost of this article is,
however, considerable, and
prevents a lavish outlay, but that alone would not
a minimum of lead, and to get this we must aim
have been the reason why hardwood supports were
at a good beam at the water level, and a low base
used in the present instance in place of the ebonite .
for our engines. Now a flat-bottomed , wall -sided

( To be continued .)

Designing a Hull for a Model
Steamer.
By “ NAIAD .”
T HAVE seen several small steamers on ponds at
I different times, and, speaking as a model

yachtsman, I have been struck by the inferiority
ofmost of the hulls to the engines they contained ,
Fig . 1. - TRIAL SECTION WITH 7 -IN . BEAM .

hull gives us a minimum beam and depth for a given
displacement ; a rounded section givesmore, while a

V section gives the most, provided the engines
can be got well down into the V .

Now let us take an example. Suppose we

have a set of engines which , with boiler and lamp
filled ready for working, weigh 34 lbs. Allow
another 34 lbs. for the hull. This will be about
right for a hull | in . thick , 3- 16ths deck and hatch ,
with } lb . lead ballast.

7 lbs. displacement = 7 X 28 = 196 cubic inches
of water.

PU
FIG . 3. — TRIAL SECTION WITH 5- IN . BEAM .

If we take 40 ins. water-line, the immersed

’midship section will be
196 X 2 = 9.8 sq. ins. for a boat with moderate lines,
40

Now draw trial sections with this area. This is
squares (technical school note -books are usually
so ruled ), drawing the sections full size, and counting

most readily done by getting paper ruled in 1- in .
sixteen squares to a square inch . Fig . I is such a
section with 7 ins. beam . Fig . 2 is another with

6 ins. beam , and Fig . 3 a third with 5 ins. beam .
FIG . 2. - TRIAL SECTION WITH 6 -IN . BEAM .
the vessels being cramped for room , overloaded , and
unseaworthy.

Too often a man with a good

engine will make a hull just broad enough and
deep enough to contain his engines (I include
boiler and lamp in this term ), and then trust to

Let us now examine the stability of these sections.
The following rough construction is a very safe
Mark a point P on the section at a distance of
one-sixth of the beam from the centre line, and
from P set off vertical distance of one-third the
beam . If the centre of gravity of the boat is about
this level the boat will have sufficient stability to be

one, and sufficient for our purpose :--
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seaworthy. In Fig . I we can see that the centre
of gravity of the wooden hull and decks is rather
below this, while that of a low -type set of engines
will be somewhere about this level, so the 1 lb . of
lead we allowed may not be required.
In Fig . 2 the centre of gravity of the same engines
would comeabout in . above ourmark and we may
require nearly 1 lb . of lead to bring the centre of
gravity down to this mark instead of the lb .
indicated .
In Fig. 3 the centre of gravity of both hull and
engines is nearly i in . too high, and 3 lbs. of lead
• will be required .
Another point to notice is that in Fig . I lb .
of lead will balance about i lb . on deck ; in Fig . 3

it lbs, of lead will be required to balance
i lb . on deck .
It will now be advisable to re-calculate
the area of the immersed 'midship section
to suit the newly estimated ballast, and
mark the new water -line.

The black marks in the
figures indicate the new
water-lines. If we now give
the section a strictly mode
rate freeboard , an error of
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nasty sharp turn where the run meets the middle
body. This done, the bilge may be rounded ,and the
shape finished .

How It Works.
By Chas. S. LAKE.

VI. — The Westinghouse Automatic Brake.
(Continued from page 400 .)
THE main reservoir is usually of 10 to 15 cubic ft.
capacity , and serves as the main storage
channel for the air supply needed for work
ing the brakes. The air delivered
to it by the pump is forced into
the reservoir to a pressure of
80 to 85 lbs. per sq. in . for the
ordinary brake, and go to 95 lbs.
for the quick -acting. This is stored
and kept in readiness to be
turned into the main pipe when
required to release the brakes
6
and charge the auxiliary
reservoirs located on the
engine tender and vehi
cles.

i lb . in our estimate will
not injure either the ves
sel's appearance or sea
worthiness.

Now as regardsmaking
the hull.

Not one man

in six ever draws a com
plete set of lines, so the

followingmethod of work
ing may be useful to the
other five.
First mark the deck
line on the wood and cut
thewood vertically to this
I would advise
line.
novices to make their

The driver's
ordinary brake

valve (Figs. 9 and
10 ) are placed
in the cab of

deck lines one clean curve
from the bow to the mid

dle without any flats or
sharp turns, and to keep
their sterns fairly broad
thebeam . Then
go- say
to half
the draw
ing of the
section and produce the
line of the floor till itmeets
the vertical side (Q ). On

the engine. It

From Main Reservoir, C .

To Train Pipe, E .

Fig . 9. - SECTION THROUGH DRIVER 'S ORDINARY BRAKE
VALVE .
I, Body : 2, Cap ; 3, Main valve; 4, Leather gasket ; 5, Handle spindle ; 6,'Handle ; 7, Top nut ;nipple
nut ; 9, Handle spring ;
8, Lock
; 12, Union nut for gauge
to , Handle stop pin : 11, Gauge
Stud
pipe
main
nut ; 16 ; Feed Valve
nut
Union
tube
15,
;
for
13,
;
Cap .

the wood mark off the
sheer line — say in . deep at the centre — and then
thedepth of Q below this,and draw a curve fore and
aft to represent the bilge (Fig. 4 ). Then shape
the floor of the boat, both sides, leaving the sharp
bilge untouched till the floor is true from end to end ;
and here I would advise the novice to keep his
biggest body amidships, the commonest fault
being to make the run aft too fine and to get a

forms the con
nection between
the
the
and reser
voir main

main brake pipe
and serves to
admit or dis

charge com
pressed air to
the
or offromcharging
main pipe either for the purpose

the brake apparatus on the vehicles or of apply
ing and releasing the brakes at the will of the.
driver. The valve case or body (1 ) contains
a main rotary valve (3) which controls the pas
sages leading from the main reservoir to the
main pipe, as well as those from the latter to the
atmosphere . The handle (6 ) acts upon the rotary

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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valve is an improvement on the ordinary brake
valve in handling the ordinary brake on long trains.
The valve body contains in its upper part a rotary
valve (4 ) which controls the passages leading from

valve by means of a spindle (5 ), having on its lower
end a Aat wing which fits into a corresponding
groove on the top of the valve (3). By turning the
handle (6 ) the rotary valve will therefore be turned
on its seat in the same direction , opening and closing

the main reservoir to themain pipe and brake
reservoir, as well as those leading from the
pipe and small reservoir to the atmosphere.
rotary main valve (4 ) is connected to the

the various ports as required . There are four
principal positions of the valve handle for working
the brake as shown in Fig . 10 . Of these, No. I
position is for charging the train and releasing the

handle (6 ) by means of a spindle (5) having on its
under side a flat wing fitting in a corresponding
groove on the top of the main valve (4 ). It will
thus be seen that the movement (6 ) operates the

brakes ; II is the position whilst running ; III the
neutral position wherein all parts in the rotary
valve 3, as well as in its seat, are closed, and all

eme
Posit
ion for rgency
appli
catio
ns.

tio
whi n
l
nn
in st

Position ! for releasing the Brakes.

pN. oesuittriaonl

.

g
yin e akes
l
p
ap
th Br .

!

Ru

g

Posi

valve
main
The
valve

Positions for app

Fig . 10. — PLAN OF DRIVER'S ORDINARY BRAKE VALVE .
17, Feed Valve;

communication between the main reservoir, the
brake pipe, and the atmosphere, is cut off, and
III to IV the positions for applying the brakes.
The driver's equalising brake valve (Figs. II and
12) is quite indispensable in operating the quick
acting brake. It is placed in the cab and forms
the connection between the main reservoir and the
main pipe, and serves to regulate the flow of air to
and from the main pipe either for the purpose of
charging the auxiliary reservoirs located on the
engine tender and vehicles, or of applying and

releasing the brakes at the will of the driver. This

18, Feed valve spring.

rotating valve 4 on its seat, opening and closing
the various ports as required . The equalising
arrangement consists of a piston il, having a
stem which terminates in a valve U and in the
position shown closes the exhaust pipe O . When
the piston moves upwards the valve U will be
raised from its seat, and so permit the escape of
air from the chamber C and main pipe E through
port 0 to the atmosphere. A passage L below
the main valve 4 communicates with the chamber
T above the equalising piston li and also with
a small reservoir which is attached to the valve by
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a tube fixed by means of the union nut (19). There
are five principal positions of the valve handle for
working the brake, as shown in Fig. 12. No. I is
the position for charging the train and releasing

November 1, 1906 .

The Construction and Repair .
ing of Motor Bicycles.
By “ SREGOR .”
(Continued from page 281).
CONSIDERING further some details of the
ignition system , a point worthy of special
notice is the high tension cable connection
to the sparking plug ; this,
like all other ignition details
which require periodical ex
amination , should be pro
vided with an easy means of

detachment at the same time

effective. A very common
practice is to connect the
WWW

end of the large cable direct

To Brake
Valve
Reservoir.

it rigidly with lock -nut pro
vided on the plug, leaving
cable to be supported
il Ex the the
end of plug. Ob
ML , haust by
viously this is bad practice,
as the vibration of the heavy
cable tends to loosen the
small insulated wire which
runs through centre of plug.
The same defect is often
caused by screwing up the
nuts too tight, endeavouring
to make the cable more
To Main Pipe.
secure.
The illustration

za

3

From Main Reservoir C .
FIG . 11. - SECTION THROUGH DRIVER 'S EQUALISING BRAKE VALVE .
the brakes ;

to the top of plug and fix

shown in Fig . 53 is the oppo

II is the position

while running ; III the neutral

position ; IV the position for ordi
nary application of the brake ; and
V the position for emergency appli
cations of the brake. When the
handle is placed in this last posi

tion a wide and direct communi5 Position
cation between the main pipe andi " for
the atmosphere is established , and
the air escapes from the mainin charging
charging I
pipe E with great rapidity causing releasing

instantaneous application of the ve ion
brakes with full power.
it
Pos st ng
(To be continued .)

AN

UNSINKABLE

li
wrhuinn

LIFEBELT.

-- An apparatus known as “ L 'In
submersible," invented by H . J.

Focketyn, of Anvers, can be fixed
it is stated , to the body in a few
seconds, and keeps the wearer

al ion
Neutr posit .

Position for Position for
always in a perpendicular posi
ordinary
emergency
tion in the water, even in the
applications. applications.
roughest sea. It contains many
conipartments in which bottles
Fig . 12. – Plan OF VALVE, SHOWING PRINCIPAL PositioNS OF
of water, a rope, knife, ship 's
HANDLE.
papers, etc ., may be stored , having
a powerful glow -light attachment for use at night.
site in principle to that mentioned above, and effec
It may be made in different sizes to support one
tively dispenses with its defects. The sketch shows
or more persons, and even a rent in it would not
the large cable to be securely fastened near the
affect its buoyancy . It has already emerged satis
end to some convenient part of machine, a detail
which must be decided to suit each individual
factorily from the severest tests.
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make of machine, but the object is to take the

the trembler the two contact points should be
strictly inspected ,and if unevenly worn they should
be carefully filed quite flat.

weight of the plug. The spring connection as
shown is made by winding it on a taper mandrel
and should be made of light gauge wire. The
parallel end which connects with this plug should
be capable of pushing over the threads of the plug
wire A . The wire grips the threads and secures
same effectively , but is easily detached when
required . The other portion of connection is
much larger, and must be stretched as shown to
make it flexible, as this part is intended to receive
any vibration between cable and plug. A continua

( To be continued).

How a Napier Crankshaft is
Made.
TTERY few people are aware of the great expense
entailed in making a crankshaft such as is
used on a six -cylinder Napier motor. It

tion
of the spring wire is then wound round the
wires in the centres of cable for a short
length ,
but before this is done, the metal shield B must
be pressed on the end of cable which will prevent
the insulation peeling off and giving the joint
an unfinished appearance. A little solder run
neatly round this joint makes an effective finish to
the job .
Another useful detail in connection with the
ignition system is some means for obtaining the
voltage of the accumulator, the best method

423

has to stand enormous stresses, and , necessarily ,

must be made of the highest grade material and
with the greatest amount of care in order to enable
it 'to resist these strains. The different stages of
manufacture are as follows :

ist, The ingot from which the piece is forged .
2nd, Billet forged out of the ingot. 3rd , Slab
made from the billet. 4th , The roughly machined
crankshaft. Last. The finished crankshaft.
The best chrome nickel steel has been selected
as the most suitable ma

Derochable

toplug

100000000

connection

MANNWWWM

Solder

screwte Spring connection joint to
A

Sporking

High tension cable
to 'be held rigid to
a suitable part
of machine

7 with cable

terial for these shafts,
and it is further subjected
to special heat treatment
during the course ofmanu
facture which still further
increases the strength and

durability .
These cranks are made
only from forgings, and
not from drop stampings,
thus getting a far more
thorough working under
the hammer and ensuring

pluq t
Metal shield on
end of coble
To coil

the greatest possible ho
mogeneity of thematerial.
In the first place, a large

ingot is forged under a
powerfulpress into a billet,
thereby being reduced to
Cylinder
about one -twentieth of its
original size. By this
Fig . 53. - IGNITION DEVICE FOR MOTOR Bicycle .
thorough working through
of the material, density of
grain is secured and unsound places of any sort are
of course being the use of a reliable voltmeter,
eliminated .
or a good substitute is a 4 -volt lamp, which , if
The billet is then subjected to an examination
when connected in the
a brilliant
it shows
circuit
, indicates
thereglow
is a good supply of current
which extends over the whole service, and is carried
in the cells ; but if the lamp shows a reddish
out by experienced men , any billet which shows the
light, indicates that the cells are running low .
slightest fault being rejected . Next, the billet
It is always advisable to be satisfied that either
is carefully examined at both ends for “ pipiness."
of these testing agents are reliable, as a voltmeter
For this purpose fresh fractures are made at both
out of order may only show 3 volts when there may
ends, and their appearance examined . If the least
actually be over 4 volts in cells. The same with
sign of “ pipe " be traced, the piece is rejected ,
a lamp : the wire in the bulb may have been
thus rendering it absolutely impossible that this
injured by passing too strong a current through,
fault should occur in the finished crankshaft. Pre
and will then only show a red light, although the
cautionary
measures against “ pipe ” have been
cells supplying the current are strong enough to
already taken during the forging of
the ingot,
show the white glow in a good lamp. These testing
to make it certain that nothing but the most
appliances are easily deranged , especially those
suitable material is employed .
of the cheaper class — hence the necessity of being
+ After the billet hasbeen submitted to theseminute
cautious. Another essential test is to try the coil
examinations it is reduced under the proper hammers
trembler for economy. The trembler may be set
and presses to the rough slab required for each crank
to produce an effective spark , but is wasting the
shaft . These slabs are formed to correspond
current. To ensure that the trembler is working
with the required shape of each crankshaft and
Bore to

ctit cable

economically an ammeter should be put in the
circuit and the trembler set to show the least

amperage that the coil will work at. When setting

with sufficient allowance for finishing left on ,
but all superficial inequalities arising from the
forging are entirely removed from

the finished
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crankshaft. The slabs are then skinned, rough

explains the difference in price, which is not

turned , planed , etc., to shape and the surface again
examined , fresh fractures made at both ends and
inspected , thereby ensuring a repeated careful selec
tion of the pieces.
After the shaft has been worked up from the slab ;

always apparent to the uninitiated . — The Yachting

as described above, it undergoes a special process,

the object of which is to give it the characteristic

properties, particularly that of toughness, which
render the material suitable for such high stresses
as its future work imposes. This process consists in
hardening and annealing, but the details of the
process of work need not be set forth here.
The result of this process is then subjected to
tensile tests, bending tests, and Brinell's hardness
tests. By the first mentioned the physical qualities
are ascertained , the second gives comparative tests
as to the toughness, and the last proves whether
the piece throughout is of equal hardness and thus

World .

A Model Water -driven
Generating Plant.
By C. R . THOMAS.
THE dynamo illustrated in the accompanying
photographs is a 20 -watt size giving 2 amps.
at 10 volts, which I made from a set of

absolutely uniform in its quality . By means of

these tests and the repeated examination of the
pieces cut off it becomes possible to manufacture
crankshafts which will answer the highest require
ments, and which maybe said to represent the best
that it is possible to attain .
The rough -turned crankshaft next has the webs
finished by milling, after which it is mounted in a

lathe and the journals and crankpins are turned
to exact size . As it is necessary to turn each crank
separately in order to ensure the necessary accuracy,
this is a matter of considerable time ; and the
enormous amount of care which has to be expended
upon this operation will be better appreciated
when it is said that in the minute examination
which the crankshaft subsequently undergoes

before being put into use any irregularity in paral
lelism or roundness of any part of half-a -thousandth
of an inch is sufficient to secure the rejection of
that particular crankshaft.

FIG . 2. - A SMALL WATER -DRIVEN GENERATING
PLANT.

castings purchased of a firm advertising in this
Journal. As this is my first attempt I used a
tripolar armature i ins. by i } ins. The windings
are taken from THE MODEL ENGINEER
Handbook No. 10 . The brush -rocker is
fixed on the outer end of the bearing
which makes it much easier to take off
than when on the inside. It has grease
lubricators which were easy to make, and
work very well. The field -magnet is
enamelled grey , the baseboard black ,

It is these methods applied to the manufacture
of the various parts of a motor which mark the
difference between the high -grade and the low
grade example, and it is not possible to incorporate

having six coats polished between each
with oil ; all bright parts polished and
lacquered.
The water motor ismade of wood having
a wooden wheel 5 ins. dianieter with four
teen cast brass buckets screwed to it, and
a steel spindle driven through ; the case
is 12 ins. high, 10 ins. broad, and 2 ins.
wide, in three pieces ; the middle one is
it ins. thick with a piece 7 ins. diameter
cut out of it to receive the wheel ; the
sides are in . thick , fitted with brass bear
ings. The nozzle sends the water in a
downward direction which flows out
through a hole in the baseboard. It is
enamelled grey, and looks very nice. I
cannot say what power it is, but as it
drivesthe dynamo I am quite satisfied . The
plant was made for charging small accumulators ,
which duty it performs very well. In conclusion I
may say that I do not possess a lathe, or very many
tools ; but have obtained considerable help from the

them in the manufacture of a cheap motor. Still it

pages of THE MODEL ENGINEER and handbooks.

with pumice stone powder, and finished

FIG . 1. - A 20 -WATT UNDERTYPE DYNAMO.
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The Society of Model Engineers.
( Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any pay .

Hcular issue if received a clear nine days before us usual
date of publication .]
Visits.- On Saturday afternoon , November 3rd ,
a party will visit the head -quarters of the London
Fire Brigade in Southwark Bridge Road , to witness
a turn -out of appliances and inspect the workshop

and museum , Members desiring to join the party
should inform the Secretary by November ist.
On Saturday afternoon , November 17th , a party
visits the L .C .C . tramway car sheds and repair
shops at New Cross. These car sheds are among
the largest in England . The party is limited to

twenty- five ; members desiring to be present
should therefore so inform
the Secretary at once. - -

HERBERT G . RIDDLE , Hon . Secretary, 37 , Minard

Road , Hither Green , S.E .

The Engineering ofandIreland
Scientilic
Association
.
DUBLIN . - The following Lectures for the re
mainder of the autumn Session 1906 are announced :
- Monday, November 5th : 7.45 p .m ., lecture
" Engineering Jurisprudence," W . Herbert Boyd ,
B . A . Introductory Address by Lord Justice

Fitzgibbon . Monday, November 12th : 7.45 p.m .,
lecture — “ Engineering Jurisprudence," W . Herbert
Boyd, B .A . Monday , November 19th : 7 .45 p .m .,
Potash Industry," George Ryce, B .A . (member).
Monday, November 26th : 7.45 p .m ., lecture
nomination of officers for 1907 ; paper - " The
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before the boat is released . The interval between:
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and niust be stated in the particulars.
given . The exact length of the course must be
measured , and the exact time to a second recorded

for each trip . These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised
Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club ,
who must have been present at the trials . In
addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum
marised as follows :
Silver MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A .
beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats
beating previous records.
Silver Medal in Class B to fastest boat, pro
vided speed is not less than 4 miles per
hour.

BRONZE MEDAL in Class B to the second fastest.

boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.
If in Class A the performance of the first.
boat does not surpass that attained in pre
vious competitions, then the highest awards will
be Bronze Medals and certificates respectively .
The number of competitors interested in any one
boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two. A signed declaration is required , giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certificate of performance.

Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which

“ Engineering Jurisprudence," W . Herbert Boyd ,
B .A . Monday, December 3rd : 7.45 p .in ., lecture
“ Engineering Jurisprudence,” W . Herbert Boyd,
B .A . Saturday, December 15th : Social evening.

have an average speed record of not less than five
and -a -half miles per hour ; and to Class B vessels
with an average speed of not less than four miles
per hour.

Monday , December 17th : Election of officers for
1907 ; 7.45 p .m ., paper — to be announced . The
meetings will be held in the Physics' Theatre of the
Royal College of Science, Stephen 's Green . This
course will be free to Members, Associate Members,

The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906 .

Model Yachting Correspondence

and Associates of the Association , but being
Special Lectures the privilege of introducing

Why Not Model Full-rigged Ships ?

Members free has been suspended . The fee for
visitors for the course will be 55. Members of the
Society of Model Engineers can obtain tickets for
lectures free to ordinary General Meetings on
writing to the Hon . Secs., J. G . PURSER and J. W .
BOUCHER, Treborth East, Howth , Co. Dublin .

The “ Model Engineer " Speed
Boat Competition , 1906 .
General Conditions.
THE entries for this Competition will be divided

into two classes. Class A will include all
boats over 4 ft. 6 ins. and up to 7 ft. in length ,
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins, in
length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water line. Each boat must be
timed over a total distance of not less than 300

yards, which may be divided into separate trips of
not less than 100 yards each. At starting each

To The EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
SIR , ~ I was very pleased to see in your last
issue a letter advocating square -rigged models.
There is a general belief that these do not sail well
and are troublesometo tack .

Only the other day I was sailing a model brig of
mine in a wind which , for part of the time, was
very unsteady and trying for sailing any model,
and she behaved splendidly and never once got
off her course or came up into the wind .
She has three square sails on each mast,and the
only oneswhich are difficult to work are the courses,
as the tacks and sheets want altering when she is
put about. But there is no need to set these sails.

They look very well furled , and as the braces of

the topsail and topgallant sails simply lead from
the yardarms through a block on the mast and back
to the yardarms, these sails can be adjusted by

merely setting the yards round in any required

position, the friction of the braces hitching them
quite firmly .

Of course a square-rigged model has not the.

trip , power must be turned on , and the engine

speed of a fore-and-aft rigged one, and will not
sail so close to the wind , although tacking is quite

started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds

possible. To my mind the want of speed is more
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than compensated for by the appearance of the
model both when sailing and when laid up at home,
where many of the racing craft are more interesting
as freaks than as things of beauty . - Yours faithfully ,
H . S . PHILLIPS.
Norwood , S . E .

. . TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Permit me to endorse fully the
letter of W . H . T . When I was a boy I well remem

ber some of the best results of my model yachting
rigged
experience were obtained with a very crudely square

specimen of that most graceful rig --the
topsail schooner, and in my school days I well
recollect assisting a schoolfellow (I wonder if he
remembers it) to rig a home-made model of the
samekind which also answered all our expectations
as to speed , although heavily built and compara
tively lightly sparred .
By all means, as W . H . T . sensibly writes, let
us have properly built models - not abortions
with masts in one piece and crosstrees made of a
piece of wire poked through the middle. I remem
ber reading the remarks of a genius in one of your
contemporaries (not THE MODEL ENGINEER, whose
readers, I venture to hope, are above such slatternly

OUTLINE SKETCH OF A THREE-MASTED SCHOONER.
work ), that in a large racing model of his own he
“ had several holes for the masts and shifted them
according to circumstances
” !
“ My brethren , these things ought not so to be."
of THE
Of course, I can well fancy some reader well
for
MODEL ENGINEER will say “ It's all very

you and W . H . T . to talk in a lordly manner about
building model clippers ; perhaps you had better
try it. Are you aware of the work involved ? ”
Quite so ; but perhaps some of your readers have
overlooked a beautiful rig which is uncommon
(comparatively ) and easy to build — viz ., the
“ barquentine," or the three-masted schooner,
with square sails on the foremast . There is very
little difference between these two, the latter being

distinguished by the absence of the “ course

or square foresail, and also by the peculiarity of
having the foremast higher than either the “ main ”
or “ mizzen .” With a very large model of this
kind rigged with four masts - i.e., a “ bonaventure
mizzen " - my experience leads me to think excel
lent results would be attained , especially with
the wind astern , where all schooners or square
rigged vessels are at a decided advantage over
single -masted craft, while on the score ofappearance
few models can equal this extremely picturesque rig .
With a view to illustrate my meaning, I enclose a I
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rough outline sketch of a three-masted schooner
with square rigging on the foremast, and I should
like to hear if a model of this kind has been tried
fairly , and if so , with what result ?
Apologising, with thanks in anticipation, for
trespassing on your valuable space. - Yours faith
SIDNEY RUSSELL.
fully,
Cranbrook .

Practical Letters from our
Readers.
[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full

discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de- plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached

though not necessarily intended for publication .)

Proposed Open - air Track for the Society of
Model Engineers .
TO THE EDITOR Of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR,- - It was with considerable interest
that I read in your issue of the 4th inst, the report
of the meeting of the Society of Model Engineers
on September 18th . Also the third paragraph
of your “ Editorial ” of October 18th . I was so
unfortunate as not to be able to attend themeeting
referred to and hear the discussion of Mr. Greenly's
open -air track scheme. I cannot conceive how
any inember of the Society who builds or possesses
model locomotives, or who takes an interest in
the running of them , can have any objection to
the proposal. It seems paradoxical that the most
ardent enthusiast in model locomotive work is in nine

cases out of ten the one who has the least amount
of garden or other space at his disposal in which
to run his engine. Such a proposal then , asmade
by Mr. Greenly , deserves the very strongest support,
and I venture to suggest that, even if the authorities
refuse the Society 's petition , it behoves the Society
to lay such lines of rails, even at the expense of
renting a piece of ground. To me it seems absurd
to suppose that if such a scheme were realised

it would not be taken advantage of by members.
two or three years on the construction of an engine,
will have sufficient energy to bring it to the track
for the purposes of testing and exhibiting it.
Apart from a possible ground rent, the cost of
a track , say 100 yards or 200 yards long, would
be but a trifle considering the Society 's present
financial position , and by a careful arrangement of
only six rails accommodation can be provided for
ten gauges, which includes every scale now in
use -- from k- in . to i ft to 1 -in . to 1-ft.

Surely the model “ Locomotivac,” who spends

These rails should be either tarred , or , better ,
galvanised , as Mr. Greenly suggests, and laid on

timber well creosoted , laid preferably (in my humble
opinion ) longitudinally with cross-bearings of creo
soted quarterings at intervals of about 4 ft . Such
an arrangement involves rather a lot of timber ,

but against this must be set the fact that absolutely
no cutting of longitudinals is required , besides which
they can be bought in 9-ft. and 11-ft. lengths at
the rate of only one-third of a penny per foot run .

I have such a track, short, it is true, which , although
without cross-bearers, carries well a weightof 170 lbs.,
and that, too , on a short wheel-base .

I venture to append sketches showing the arrange
ment, with the various gauges figured in . One

November 1, 1905
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where small blocks with a bolt would be inserted

Holtzapfel Lathes.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , I think I can furnish some informa

to prevent winding and keep all to gauge. The

tion concerning Holtzapfel's 5-in . lathe, in reply

represents a cross-section at one of the bearers,
and the other a section midway between bearers

-

Gause 1% - Segle 78

7

-

23 . 716

62
74 - . 15
7

.

• Broad Cauge

94

34

2% -

35x24QUARTERIALE
Fig . 1. — CROSS-SECTION AT ONE OF THE BEARERS.
Ex2 Tee Iron in 30 lengths
3x10 laths 11 lengths 2x2 Angle . .

to Mr. M . W . Burrows
letter in October 18th
issue, as I have had a little
to do with one. The on .
I worked on had an iron

washer
4 tarre
bolts d

bed ; the maker's name
should be found under the

mandrelnose on the head stock .
The nose was
threaded 10 :3 I think , and
as I had several chucks to
thread , I ran a { Whit
worth tap through them ,

RUP

Sallast
Fig . 2. - SECTION MIDWAY BETWEEN BEARERS .
YXY.

intervals between the bearers and bolts

would be filled with ballast. --- Yours
faithfully ,
E . W . TWINING .
Lavender Hill, S .W .
[In the hope that itmay lead to further
suggestions we include herewith Mr.
Greenly's proposed system of gauges,

27" Twith T

12" (withfórail

which gives, with the same number
of rails, quite a different range of

which put a 1o thread on
them ; then chased with
the special Holtzapfel

5"

.

-

- 242" - 1

+

43"- 35 - S

sizes. It will be noted that instead
of the 13-in . gauge (which is, by the
ORIGINAL
way, rather small for outdoor rail
ways) the 7 -16ths-in . scale gauge of
2 ins. is provided for. Again , 21-in . gauge, which
is a recognised standard , is obtained in place of
the 23-in . The very common 5-in . gauge

SUGGESTION FOR S .M .E . OPEN -AIR TRACK .
chaser, and finally got a good fit. Of course,

for i-in . scale G .N . R . locomotives is also
obtained. The addition of 74 -in . gauge for 14 -in .

I shall be glad to furnish any other information
I can . - Yours truly ,
H . HALCOMB-HUGHES.

scale engines in Mr. Twining 's scheme, however,
is a great advantage.- -Ed., M .E . E .!

6 %"
this is a bad way of doing things, but it answers
its purpose.

Belmont, Shrewsbury.
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An American Reader's Model Locomotives.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Enclosed please find photographs
of two of my models. The electric locomotive I
have made from the plans and specifications pub
lished in The MODEL ENGINEER , January to June,

ELECTRIC

November 1, 1906 .

Fast Model Steamers.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, -.With reference to Mr. Brett's
article on “ Speed " boats in a recent number of
THE MODEL ENGINEER, allow me to point out a
I serious miscalculation of his, in case there might

LOCOMOTIVE

Fig . 1. - A " MODEL ENGINEER " ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

1905. The steam locomotive is a model of the 1 be some of your readers who may intend building
a boat on the lines indicated by him .
New York and Hudson River Railroad Company's
For the boat specified , Mr. Brett recommends a
passenger locomotive, and is 31-in . gauge.
You may think these photographs interesting I boiler of certain types, with a heating surface of

NYCH.R.

FIG . 2. - AN AMERICAN MODEL LOCOMOTIVE : 34 IN . GAUGE.

enough to publish . Thanking you for the pleasure
and interest your paper has afforded me. I am ,
BURNS MACDONALD .
very truly yours,

Colorado, Sept. 25th, 1906 .

700 to 800 sq . ins. and gives (in the table) 12 lbs.
as weight of same, including water and fittings,
Now , I should very much like to see Mr. Brett's

design for such a boiler. I think he would find
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that a boiler of this size, and built to withstand
the working pressure stated, would come out at
about 25 lbs. empty . And yet the total displace
ment is 23 lbs. !

Again , in the published sketch of boat, the

propeller
is practically
the
keel. This,shaft
of course, is what horizontal
should be with
in
actual
practice , but, when it comes to model building , it
is quite another thing.
from the said
sketch, it would be found Working
that
there
would not be
sufficient clearance in the bottom of the boat for
the engine cranks to work in , whilst the addition
of
a flywheel is entirely out of the Thos.
question.
— Yours
truly ,
DYSART.

South Hackney, N .E .
To The Editor Of The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir . - Mr. Thos. Dysart's remarks re weight
of boiler are correct. The heating surface should
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powerful enough to light more than one lamp ? The accumulators
I have to charge are 4 volts each , 15 amp.-hours, and have to be
charged at about i orit amps. of current. What I want to know
is, if the 10 -volt dynamo is capable of giving off so much current
as I to it amps., or if it gives off more, what lamps must I use as
resistance, if any is needed ?
( 1 ) If your machine is a shunt dynamo and operated
motor, it will rotate in the same direction , unlessis the shunt asfielda
windings are reversed . A compound dynamo with series field
stronger than the shunt, will reverse : while if series field is weaker
than shunt it will run in same direction . ( 2) Watts would be
approximately 50 . At io volts this would mean 5 amps. ( 3) Use
lamps. (4) Number
lamps
light depends(5 upon
10-volt
Reckon of35 watts itperwillcandle-power.
their candle -power.
) For
charging 4 -volt cells practically no resistance will be wanted .

Use recent
an ammeter
subjectto. see exactly what cells are getting.
See
replies inonthethecircuit
Altering : Oscill
Cylinder to -mSlide
valve
W .(16,662]
Havinating
H . (Devon ) writes
g an oscillating gun
etal -cylinder.

made as sketch herewith , and wishing to convert it into a slide
valve cylinder , I should be greatly obliged if you would send me
a rough dimensioned sketch of new block , valve-chest, and slide
vaive, showing sizes of ports, lap, lead, etc., also what size vertical
boiler would be wanted to supply same.
It will not be possible to make a really good job of the alteration ,
However, for light work and low pressure, the arrangement shown
in the sketches herewith will suffice. The curved block must be

have been 500 to 600 sq . ins. instead of 700 to 800 .
The weights given are merely to illustrate the
method of arriving at the total displacement
required, and are not intended to be even an approxi
mation , the actual weights being found by ex
periment, and the size of boat calculated from this
result as indicated.
The drawing shows, as stated, an outline profile
and deck plan of a Second -class Torpedo Boat,
and , of course, would require some modification

QUERY N°16662
Fig . 1.

in a model, the amount depending on the ingenuity
of the builder.
The flywheel for a double-cylinder engine need
not be of any great diameter.- Yours truly,
Newport, Mon .

T- 888--

ERNEST E . BRETT.
ΕΧΗ

Queries and Replies.

iFig .-2. .24- % _ 78662

is especially directed to the first condition given below
A Hention
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the

directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this Journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions : - ( 1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be 17
scribed on the back . (2) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
spondents
reference. ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (1 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
should understand that some
column
this the
an answer
" Reply can be published . The
elapse inbefore
mustinserted
weeks
insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6 )
All Oueries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .)
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied

to recently :
Generators.
90) Direction
writesof: Rotation
Thanks forofMotors
J. (16T.',6(Cornwall)
your replyandto my query re
dynamo. I have found the positive and negative terminals ofmy
dynamo. I note you say thatmy dynamo (to volts) is to be driven
from engine in same direction as it runs off accumulator. But
what has puzzled me is that the arrow inarked on the pulley wheel
is pointing in the opposite direction from that which it runs as a
motor. Might this not be an error on the maker's part, and would
it injure dynamo to run it against the power in which the accumu
Jator would make it run . Could you give me the number of watts
of my dynamo, which is to volts 16 C.- P . 3,000 revolutions, and
aboutwhat would be the amperage it ought to give out, as list does
not give it ? What voltage lamps must I use ; and is the dynamo

FIG . 3.
MODEL STEAM ENGINE CYLINDER.

(Altering Oscillating to Slide Valve.)
drilled , chipped for ports and passages, and faced accurately to the
outside curvature of the cylinder barrel. Care should be taken
to see that the part marked A is properly bedded and filled with
solder when the block is sweated on to the cylinder , otherwise steam
will leak from one side of the cylinder to the other. The valve
spindle is of a simple type filed flat to fit the slot in the top of
the valve. The valve should have about 1- 32nd in , lap and no lead.
The cavity should coincide with edges of ports (no inside lap ).
A small vertical boiler, 6 ins. by 12 ins., without firebox , fitted with
say, ten tubes ( -in , diameter ), smokebox , small superheater. and
fired by
a spirit lamp or a 3-in , Primus burner, will run the engine
well.
very
116 .7081 Motor Engineering.
S . H . (Northallerton )
writes : I should esteem it a great favour if you would answer me
the following questions. I am at present employed at the small
electric light station here, but I have a great liking for motor
engineering. Would you kindly give me your opinion whether
mention one
possible, please
would
be a wisehereone ? Ifible
the tochange
me
ente
ion one
someasisnear
w . pleaseyoument
recomme
possible.. Would
nd
near here as
goodr firms
or two
as poss
me to enter some large firm , or could I learn as much in a small
motor repairer's shop ? If any premium is required by the large
firms, kindly say. An answer will greatly oblige.
We should be only too happy to advise you , but we think you
It depends entirely
are in the best position to decide this matter.
upon which work you like best. We should never recommend
anyone to take up work which does not thoroughly interest him
and is congenial. Your experience at the station you are now in
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will,
of course,
be very
to you
any work
kind ofis engineering
job you
may take
in theuseful
future,
and inmotor
certainly a
growing industry. In a small shop one often finds better oppor
tunities of gaining experience than in very large ones . Premiums
are not the rule now - a -days, and we do not recommend that
system . We should prefer a shop where both building (and
designing) and repairs are done but notmerely a repair shop. A
varied experience is very useful, but you must settle down finally
to one definite thing, and endeavour to becomean expert on at least
one subject or branch of your work .

(16,693]
Price: As ofI have
Gasan and
Eleetric
Lighting.
A. F.
(Upton
) writes
objection
to the price
of gas through
the penny-in -the-slot meter, I should be extremely obliged if you
would advise me the cheapest and best method to light three
electric lamps, the candle-power of one to equal a good paraffin
lamp. Would 5 c .- p . do, and the cheapest method of supply ?
Would
it beseries
too expensive
to get iii,
accumulators
volts batteries
32 amps.:
as in your
No. 1, Chapter
or straight12from
and also the name of a firm for the cheapest fittings ? If you say
it is cheaper to supply from a dynamo, should I need a 60 -watt.
and the cheapest and best way to get one to suit ? As I am a

MIDLAND
EXPRESS
PASSENGER
LOCOMOTIVE
6No
.2, 01

acetate oflead for negative plates. I should think that a dynamo
driven
water ormotor
would save a gocd deal of expense by
either a bygasa engine
chemicals.
We
should
not
advise
you
to adopt electric lighting in place of
gas (incandescent system ) if you require to keep your expenses
down. To get an adequate light with batteries or even accumulators

will
be a tofaircharge
initial your
expense,
if youneed
instalatanleast
engine
and
dynamo
cells.especially
You would
a good
16 c .- . - 60 watts. A 60-wattmachine would take # or

h .- p .

to drive it comfortably. We should recommend pasted positive

and
negativeHowever
plates,, using
red lead
positive
for
negative.
you may
take foryour
choice,andbutlitharge
we still
advocate
incandescent
gas
lighting
as
cheapereven
with
gas
58. or 6s. per 1,000 cubic ft. Write us again if in difficulties. at

o.)model
for
scale
inthfd,l=1$ttrhull

mechanic I should be able to fit a good deal myself through the
help of your series No. 10 ; that is, if I cannot get a supply from
batteries, etc., or anything else. Also the simplest form to get

'15,865] M .R . Single Express Locomotive No. 2,601.

E . A . W .of(South
Tottenham
: Would
you kindly
give me
drawing
the Midland
single) writes
express
locomotive
No. 2,601,
witha

sketch willbe found to be one-third full size.
Model Quick - Firing Gun. B . H . (Weymouth)
[16,270)
: Having made the model Q . F . gun described in a series of
writes

2601

tender, if possible, to i -in , scale ? 1 in . to the foot) of the Midland
(to a scale of

We append a sketch
designed by Mr. S . W .
express engine No. 2,601, withare tender,
Johnson. "The driving wheels 7 ft. g ) ins. diameter, the bogie
44 ins., and the tender
ft.
4
wheels
trailing
10
ins..
zit.
wheels
bogie wheels 3 ft. 6 ins, diameter . Forat in , scale model the
(May-December, 1900 ), but

214

I believe had I had copper caps instead ofbrass, which take so much
percussion, I should not have had so much trouble
viel?

6 and 2) The style of striker shown is the Hotchkiss pattern ,
described
in the “ Handbook
for Hotchkisscartridges
F . Guns,"
and
Spottiswoode.
(3 ) Copper-capped
may 6s..be Eyre
got
of the above gauge, which takes less force to detonate.
( 16 ,645 ) Large Induction Coil. R . D . A . A . (Blackheath )
: I should bemuch obliged to you if you will assistme in the
writes
following matter. I have constructed a large induction coil with
of winding on the secondary wire. The coil has not
the exception
been made to any particular specification so that your handbook
help me in this instance. The core
on the making of coils does16 not
s of best charcoal wire ins. long by it ins, diameter, covered

two layers of silk ribbon and boiled in paraffin wax. Primary
with
coil. two layers No. 14 H .C . s .s.c . copper wire, 174 and 173 turns

respectively. The whole is inserted into an ebonite tube 2 ins.
for
internal diameter, 1 -in . thick . (I am going to use the coil(not
high frequency work .) The contour of the coil is as diagram
H . W . Cox's.
the coil on Messrs.
reproduced ). I intend winding
" two-section " principie. I hope to be able to get a 10-in , spark
s.s.c.? wire
of No. 36layers
lbs. between
(1) How many
me- insulating
please? (tell
youneed
Can
( 3)
material
2 ) Best
I shall
From dimensions given it will be seen that the ends of core are
flush with inner faces of cheeks. This I am afraid is rather a serious

fault. Could I overcome the tendency to spark into core and

primary by filling up the ends of coil with waxed paper ?

145 lbs. of secondary will be needed . (2)

(1) Approximately
Silk . (3 ) The shape of the secondary may with advantage be
each end. For
full at the centre, and taper in diameter towards
full information concerning large coils you should read Hare's

4d ., post free. Yes ; this space could be
"leftInduction
as it is. Coils," 6s.

S:(cale

excellent articles by Mr. Woodward
had a difficulty in getting sufficient force to detonate the
having
the
Cartridge with the form of firing gear described , I have modifiedin that
could give me help
same somewhat, and shall be gladtheif you
following questions to you ?
direction . I beg to submit
of a suitable firing gear for this gun :
( 1) Could you give sketches
I should prefer the Hotchkiss type of striker if that could be
managed . ( 2) Could I get a book showing that style of hammer ?:
(3) Could cartridges of '22, 13, 45 gauge be got with copper caps
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Locomotives.
Effort theof draw
(16 ,613]
: In ascertaining
-bar pull of a locomotive,
) writesTractive
(Wigan
should I be correct in using the following formula
Mean steam pressure on piston X area of piston x stroke X 2
Diameter of driving wheels.
No, your statement is not quite correct. The work done in
the cylinders should be equal to the work
at the contact
wheels and rail. In a two-cylinder sinpledone
engine this may beof
stated as :

+ 32

use of two-footrules
ofThetheold
idea of adding
Mr. upJ. dimensionsby
calculator
firstoffice
Wbeing
. Taylor,
in the
inventor,
thetheby
constantly
borrowed
was
drawing
his onfellowaused
draughts
large
men , and this has led him to have them produced
scale.

By the aid of the device all divisions of 1 in. (in 64ths) can be adde?

2 (mean pressure X piston area x stroke X 2 ) = Resistance to
rolling
X circumference of driving wheels, all in inches ;
or,
2 X Xp2 X " x stroke X2= RXDWXT ;
therefore,
2 XMP X P2 X 7 X stroke X2BR .
| D W X 7 X 4.
out
and the twos and fours !the formulæ is
the
By
cancelling
simplified to
MPDWX P2XS _ Tractive effort in lbs.

The News of the Trade.
( The Editor will be pleased to reccire for review under this heading
samples and particulars of new tools , apparatus and materials
for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
milled
a review
any case) where
inserting
, 09 are
10 ubstain
the goods
not of from
sufficient
interest
to hisin readers.
• Reviews
distinguished
by
the
asterisk
have
been
based
on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
A New Dynamo.
Mr. H . Smyth , of 37. Ravenscourt Gardens, London , W ., has
just put on the market at a very cheap price an excellent 20-watt
single- coil dynamo (or motor), one of which is shown in the accom
panying illustration . The machines are very wellmadeand finished ,
and
the design has several points of interest. The commutator
is of very simple construction , the eight parts being formed
from

screws driven into a disc of fibre in a direction parallel to the shaft.

CO
C

M

O

W . J. BASSETT-LOWKE
& Co.'s SCALE MODEL
RAILWAY SIGNALS.
together (or subtracted ) with ease and certainty. For instance,
it is the work of a moment to add 19-64ths in . to fins., or 7 -16ths in .
to 13- 16ths in ., orand
to take
in . from 1 3- 16ths ins. The device is
in addition to the calculator, information
printed on card ,
daily required by the draughtsman , such as areas of sinall circles,

various,
and weights
equivalents,
decimal
standardisthread
sizes,
veryofcheaply
are produced
calculators
metals,
. The
included
Mr.
.
.
Taylor,
obtained
be
from
J
W
can
57,
and
Francis
to a,
, Birmingham . We have subjected the device Road
Edgbaston
thorough trial, and can heartily recommend it to all who have to
deal with English measurements.
in , scale model railway signal
7-16thsSignals.
Weillustrate herewith* Scale
a new Model
which Messrs. W . J . Bassett Lowke & Co . have recently put on
the market, being manufactured at their works at Northampton .
Judging by the sample sent to us, they are wellmade, and practically
exact to scale. The price is very reasonable , and all model railway
enthusiasts should send for particulars.

MR. HERBERT Smyth 's SMALL ELECTRO-MOTOR.
The armature is built up from stampings, and the bearings are of
size length
ample
, the bearing plates at the commutator enu having
very neat
arrangements for holding the brushes. The shaft is
of steel turned out of 7 - 16ths-in . material, and the pulley is wide,
may be obtained .
so that the maximum amount of grip of the belt
Castings and materials are supplied as well as finished machines,
and blue prints giving full particulars of the design will be sent
on receipt of 6d, in stamps. All other enquiries should be accom
panied by a stamp for reply, and mention made of THE MODEL
ENGINEER .

Appliance.
Office
* A Useful Drawing
together
a ready
addingadaptation
means
This instrument
ingenious
and is a very
andofhandy
of an inch, provides
ractions

New Catalogues and Lists.
R . J. Nicholson & Co., Macdonald 's Lane, Manchester, have
sent us a tastefully produced booklet, entitled “ Light in the
in which
Country,"
is describedThe
country house
illustrated
and seven
are
(which com
specifications
installations.
plete lighting
given ) include plants capable of lighting thirteen 22 c -p. to go c.-P .
lamps.
The Highgate,
Company,
Lid., a Salop
British Prometheus
this
have received
copy ofStreet
Birmingham . --We
Works,
firm 's catalogue, illustrating the numerous designs of electric
radiators for heating offices, domestic apartments, ships, work
rooms, etc.
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The Editor's Page.
DEADERS of our Journal whose hobby is
Model Yachting will be interested in the
note we have received from a prominent
devotee of the pastime in the North of England.
Our correspondent writes pointing out that atten
tion should be called to the practice of owners
of very large model yachts using the ponds on the
busiest days, and concludes his letter by saying - .
“ The owner of a very large model will often entirely
spoil the sport of a number of yachtsmen who are

sailing boats of a normal size, and often severely
damage the latter's boats by his thoughtlessness.
If a man desires to sail such a boat he ought to con
·sider other people's pleasure beside his own, and
"visit the pond at times when he knows it will be
fairly clear."
Down south weare perhaps not so much troubled

in this respect, but such is the popularity of the
sport in our northern seaport towns that we can

-quite believe that the overcrowding trouble is very
conimon , of course to the detriment of those owning
the smaller types of boats. The lakes, however,are
public property , and everyone has a right to use
them . We therefore cannot suggest any other
settlement than that model yachtsmen should
meet together and make amicable arrangements

as to sailing their craft. The recent difficulties
between the sailing and steamer men were satis
factorily settled in this manner, and where strong
combinations of yachtsraen exist and practically
every owner belongs to one club or another, no
deadlock should ensue.
We especially call our readers' attention to the

illustration of a MODEL ENGINEER Electric
Locomotive, which is reproduced on page 428 of
this issue. As far as we know , this is the first
completed model constructed to the design which
was the subject of our 1905 coloured plate supple
ment, and this particular model is the work of an
American reader. The excellent appearance of
the engine should be an incentive to those who
may have partly finished the building of one of
these locomotives to plod on until they have

succeeded in producing a similar piece of work to
reward them for their efforts. We may here
mention that the offer of medals which we made
at the first appearance of the design, for the best
models made to the published drawings, still holds
good, and we shall be glad to hear from other
readers who are building or may have completed
this locomotive,

Answers to Correspondents.
W . D . (London ). - See “ Model Steam Engines,”
price 6d. net or 7d. post free from this office,
for oscillating cylinder reversing gears.

November 1, 1906.

“ ELECTRIC." — You do not say what current your
machine gives — you only state voltage. Probably
a few good -sized bichromate cells would drive
it as a motor. Try two -quart cells to begin with ,
coupled in series to give 4 volts, and if they run
down too soon then add more cells in parallel.

H . S . N . (Bristol). - Many thanks for the photograph .

E . W . (Glasgow ). - Enamels can be obtained of
Aspinall's Enamel, Ltd., New Cross Road,Albert
S .E .,

and Maurices Porceleine Co., Ltd ., 26 ,
Embankment, S . E .
R . R . H . (Snaith ). - You should read also the recent
articles by Mr. Pike on “ Induction Coils.” No

fixed rule can be applied , and experiment is
Several articles on Tesla coils have recently

always the surest test in such cases as yours.

been given .

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects . Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper

only , and should iavariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
reiection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only do
so by making an appointment in advance .

This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 138. per
annum ,payable in advance. Remittances should bemadeby Postal
Order.
Advertisement ratesmay be had on application to the Advertise

ment Manager.

HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.

Al correspondence relating the literar portio the paper
to THE EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26 – 29. Poppin 's Court
Londo

to
y
n of
,
and all new apparatus and price lists, & c ., for review , to be addressed
Fleet Street,

n , E .C .

All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi
neer ." 26 - 29 , Foppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of t!
and books to be addressed to Percival Marsball & Co ., 2629
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street. London , E . C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canad
a, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street,
New York , U .S . A ., to whom

all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed. .
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An 80 -watt Compound Wound Overtype Dynamo.
By Albert Smith .
THE accompanying photograph is of an 80 1 watt dynamo which I have made during
my spare time of the last six months.
I first started by
making drawings,
then had wood pat
terns made for bed
plate, yokes, and
pedestals, which I
cast at a local
had
foundry . I may say
they were very clean
castings, and free
blowholes.
The
from pieces
pole
are ofmild

steel (round), if ins.
diameter by 3 ins.
long ; they are fast
ened to the yoke by
a -in . stud , which
screws halfway into
pole piece and the
other half into the
yoke,
The bed plate has a
rib cast on — round
the outer edge at the
bottom — to allow the
screwheads, which
fasten the pole pieces
to the bed plate, to
clear it ; it has also

lugs on , for holding

| baked in the oven all night. To finish with the
armature I put three wire bands on it to prevent
the wires from jumping out of the slots.
The commutator is
a piece of copper
tube, & in . in length
and it ins. diameter.
It was bushed with

ebonite ; it was then
marked off into eight
segments, but before
being sawn I drilled
three holes for small
screws into every seg

ment ; they were then
cut through with the
hack -saw . The com
mutator was then

fitted on to armature
spindle,and the arma
ture

connections

sweated to it.
The armature spin
dle was turned for me

by a friend (as. I do
not possess a lathe)
from a piece of - in .
mild steel. The full
} in . forms a shoulder
to which the lam
inations are backed
• against. It is in .
through the lamina

MR. ALBERT SMITH'S 80 -WATT DYNAMO.
tions and 5 - 16ths in .
down bolts.
in the bearings.
The pedestals are
brasses
provided with split
and syphon lubricators,
The brush rocker is made from fibre and mounted
which I made from -in . 'round brass rod .
on a boss, which is cast on to the pedestal round
The armature is built up with laminations
the bearing . It is fitted with a 5-32nds-in . grub
screw to prevent the rocker from moving about
about ninety were used ; it is 2 ins. long and 2 ins.
while the machine is running.
diameter , and has eight slots ; it is drum -wound ,
The brush -holders are of the box pattern , cast
with about 7 ozs. of No. 20 D .C .C . wire. Each
in brass. Brushes are of copper gauze, 2 ins. long
lamination was given a coat of shellac on one side
by in . wide by in . thick . Spiral springs are
to prevent eddy currents. They were then screwed
used to keep brushes in contact with commutator.
up tightly and insulated with silk and shellac.
After being wound, it was soaked in shellac and

The field coils (shunt) are wound with 14 lbs.

The Model Bugineer and Electrician .

on each pole of No. 20 D .C.C. wire. The series coils
consist of 1 lb . of No. 17 d .c.c. on each pole. The
coils were wound on formers, with flanges top and
bottom made from 1-16th in . sheet brass. The small
balancewheel seen in the photograph has a V -shape
pulley on the far side of it, if ins. in diameter ;

the balance wheel itself is 3 ins, diameter by

rest should be central with the metal that is to

in .

thick
The. terminal board is a piece of polished bay

wood fitted with three terminals. The top one
and the right-hand bottom one are for shunt
connecting, and the two bottom ones for com
pound connections. The machine is• finished
with bright black enamel for the iron -work and the
armature. The field coils are left shellac colour.
The small fittings, such as terminals, eyebolts,
brushes, and screws are painted with aluminium
paint. The output of the dynamo is 12 volts
at :7 amps. at 2,800 r.p .m . I may say it ran
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be turned . Although this is the proper place for
the turning tool it is not always an easy matter to
put the tool in this place, especially with some
jobs - such as boring,or the turning of large diameter

suit
|T1o
lathe
centres
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splendidly as a motor with such a low E .M .F . as
6 volts.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[ Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
Ing to merit . All matter intended for this column should be

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

A Punching Device.
By John HEYES.
From a bar of iron i in . broad by 1 in . thick
cut two pieces 6 ins. long and one piece 2 ins.
long ; rivet them together, as shown at a . Under
neath secure a strip of - in . iron , 2 ins. broad, by
counter -sunk screws, two holes to be drilled on each
side to take screws to secure the appliance to the
bench . At the other end b drill a 4-in . hole through
top of bottom bar. File out the bottom bar as
shown. It is evident that any size of punch can

A SIMPLE GAUGE FOR CENTREING
LATHE TOOL.
material. To facilitate this the following gauge

It

will be handy. All that is required is a piece of
1- 16th - in . steel or wrought- iron plate bent over
at right angles at both ends, as shown in sketch .
The height of the pointed parts from the bottom
should be the sameas that from the bedplate of the
lathe to the lathe centre. A flash job need not be
made of this gauge, but as will be seen , the tool can
be put into the right position very quickly by stand
ing this plate on the bed of the machine and putting
the tool level with the pointed end of the plate.
Prevention of Scale Formation on Iron
and Steel Surfaces.
By “ A DABBLER."

The following treatment I find very successful

A PUNCHING DEVICE .
be used from in . downward ; the t-in . punch
is shown in position. For each punch a separate
die will be required ; these must be filed to the
shape shown at c, so that when slipped in position
under punch they will be in the right place when
they can be pushed no further. Each punch
must be turned so as to just fit the hole drilled in
the die.

A Handy Lathe Tool.

By W . J. HARLEY.
It is well known to every mechanic that the
point of the tool when tightened on to the slide

in preventing scale-forming on finished iron or
steel surfaces when heated to redness for annealing
or hardening. A piece of common iron gas pipe
of a convenient bore and length to take the articles

has one end plugged with a cork through which a
length of f- in . pipe is passed and connected to a
coal- gas supply with rubber tubing. A reducing
socket, if obtainable, is preferable to the cork .
The other end of iron pipe is left open . The
articles, such as parts of electro -magnets, milling

cutters, dies, drills, etc., are placed in pipe, the coal
gas is turned on and lit at open end and lowered to
a small flame. The iron pipe is then heated to

redness in kitchen fire, forge or other suitable
convenient source, at the part where articles lie .
There is no need to fear an explosion . To anneal

November 8, 1906.
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the work , pipe is removed from fire and allowed
to cool slowly , the gas passing through all the time
till cold . To harden the articles the open end of
pipe is dipped into hardening bath and contents
shook out and the gas then turned off. By the
above treatment air is excluded from the articles
while hot, so preventing formation of black scale
with its attendant evils, and at the most only a
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A very strong table to mount the article to be

bored on is made by fixing the largest faceplate
available to the bed by means of a setscrew coming
up through the lathe bed , as shown . Of course, if
the work is too large to admit of this being done,
it can be bolted direct to the bed .
With reference to the cutter, a single cutter

slightdulling of bright surfaces willhave taken place,
and sharp edges, fine screw threads, etc., will not
be damaged by burring, such as they sometimes are
when strongly heated in air.

A Simple Boring Attachment for the Lathe.
By W . T. W . Rolls.
Amateurs who are not possessors of a lathe with
a sliding saddle often experience great difficulty
in boring truly parallel holes such as cylinders and
dynamo tunnels, on the faceplate , owing to the job
in hand being too large to swing in the lathe, or
because it would overhang the lathe mandrel
so much as to render it impossible to take a cut.
The attachment about to be described was fitted
to a 3- in . centre lathe, and was found to be capable
of taking very heavy cutswithout thetool chattering.
The sketch below should make the arrange
ment quite clear. It consists of a cast-iron sleeve
fixed to a small faceplate, in the centre of which is
fitted a brass bush bored out to receive the -in .

boring bar, as shown in the sketch , the other end

of the bar being supported in a steady bearing.
The end of bar which enters the sleeve hasa 3-16ths
in . keyway cut up for a distance of 3 ins., and a
CA

BUV

u Keyway

A CLAMP FOR SMALL Screws.
is good enough for roughing, but a double-edged
one is best for the finishing cut.
[ The device described above is very similar to some
of those sent in by competitors as a solution to
the cylinder-boring problem (No. 3) of our recent
Workshop Problem Competition ; see the issues
of April 19th , 26th and May 3rd , roth , 1906 .

ED., M .E . & E .]
Shortening Small Screws.
By “ KEYWAY ."
In these notes for July 12th issue there appeared
a sketch of a clamp for holding small screws while

shortening or pointing. The accompanying sketch

Barrel of poppet
Steady

Boring bar

bearing

Section of sleeve

Faceplate ,

ARRANGEMENT OF A SIMPLE BORING ATTACHMENT FOR THE LATHE.
setscrew passing through the sleeve engaging with
it formsthe drive, at the same time leaving the bar
quite free to move in a lateral direction .
The method of feeding the bar is very simple,
one end being reduced in diameter for about 1 in .,

so as to be an easy fit into the barrel of poppet,
the centre being removed for that purpose , a small
setscrew passing through the barrel , as shown in

sketch , keeping it free to revolve, at the same time
allowing the poppet screw to move it either way,
thus forming a very steady feed .

shows a clamp for the samepurpose, but of different
This clamp consists of a piece of common iron

design .

or mild steel about # in . thick and can be made,
out of the solid and the slit put in with a hack -saw ,
or a piece of 1 -in . square stuff may be bent to shape .
The screw to be shortened is screwed into one of
the holes according to size, and the clamp then
nipped between the vice jaws. This clamp will be
found handy for short grub screws, as a head is not
needed to prevent the screw from turning.
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The Latest in Engineering.
The Palindrome Direct Expansion Rever
sible Rotary Engine. A preliminary notice of
this interesting steam engine was given in THE
MODEL ENGINEER about a year ago, and we are
now able to give some further particulars. There
are two principal parts- viz., the piston and the
valve. These rotate in opposite directions and in
the same plane, with their centres parallel ; they
are geared together by spur wheels of equal size .

In a simple engine there would be one piston and
one valve ; for a compound, triple , or quadruple
engine there would be two, three, and four pistons
and valves, arranged in line- in fact, a repetition

er
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8, 1906 .

or closed at the correct moment. The valve and

boss of the piston roll in contact with one another,
a space being cut away in the valve to permit the
vane of the piston to pass. Two exhaust ports are
provided , one on either side of the point of inlet :
but only one is in use at a time, depending upon
the direction in which the piston is rotating. The
point of cut-off for admission of steam is altered
at desire by means of an inner tube, which is fitted
inside that upon which the valve rotates. This
inner tube is moved through a limited amount of

rotation by means of the lever seen in the centre
of the illustration , and its position determines the
direction in which the piston rotates. The working

THE PALINDROME REVERSIBLE ROTARY ENGINE .
COMPOUND MARINE TYPE, 10 B .H .-P .
(Ahout 1- 12th actual size.)
of the single engine with suitable proportions,
except that the one pair of gear wheels would
suffice. The piston consists of a circular boss
provided with a fixed flat vane, against which the
pressure of the steam is exerted ; this vane moves
in a circular chamber which forms the cylinder,
and is steam -tight. The valve is cylindrical in
form , and hollow , like a circular box ; it rotates
upon a fixed tube, through which the steam enters.
Ports are cut in the tube and the valve, so that as

the latter rotates the steam admission is opened

of the engine is as follows:— Steam being admitted
through the stop valve passes through the centre
of the engine valve, and presses against the vane
of the piston upon one side or the other, according
to the position of the reversing lever. The piston
then rotates, and in doing so also causes the valve
to rotate, as the two are geared together by the
equal spur wheels already mentioned . After a
certain movement has taken place the valve port

reaches the point of cut-off, and the steam , being

confined in the circular chamber, expands and drives
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the vane through the remainder of the revolution .
As soon as the vane passes the exhaust port the
steam discharges ; the vane then enters the space
in the valve which has meanwhile been rotating,
and passes to the working position , when the cycle
of operation is repeated . Thus the valve only
controls the admission of steam ; exhaust is inde
pendent, and not controlled in any way except by
the reversing lever, which opens the port required
for use and closes the other. If the engine is com
pound or triple, etc., the exhaust goes from the
high to the intermediate and low -pressure cylinders
in the usual way, the vanes of the pistons being set
at suitable angles to each other. The cocks shown
in the illustration are for starting purposes, to
admit steam to one side or other of the vanes if
required. Great things are expected from this
engine
by the inventors, and a syndicate
is, we
understand
purpose

, being formed for the
of ex
ploiting the invention , which is patented in Great
Britain and abroad . It is of interest at themoment
in connection with THE MODEL ENGINEER Speed

Boat Competition , as Mr. Henry R . W . Bruce
one of the acceptors of Mr. Arkell' s challenge
intends to use a small scale “ Palindrome " engine
in his boat. He is confident of obtaining some
remarkable results, and we hope to publish complete
drawings and details of his engine after the race.
has taken place. In response to an invitation from

Mr. Bruce one of our experts has recently inspected
two of these engines running under steam - one, a
single cylinder type of 16 b .h .-p ., and the other
a compound engine, as illustrated here, to give about
10 b .h .-p. Both are non -condensing ; speed of
either 500 r.p .m . approximately ; no holding -down
bolts being used . The sizes over all are as follows :
The single engine is 4 ft. 6 ins. by 3 ft. high by
2 ft. wide ; the compound engine is of similar length ,
but 2 ft. 6 ins. high by 18 ins. wide. Mr. Bruce
will be pleased to show these engines under steam
to any reader by appointment at Miller's Wharf,
Smithfield , London , E . (near Tower
Lower
Bridge).East
Geared Locomotives.--- The Lima Locomotive
and Machine Works, Ohio , U .S.A ., are supplying
Launched
Year.
1572
1654

1690

Hold.

ft. in .

ft. in .

ft. in .

920 ·
116 0
34 6
140 6
38 6

adhesion ,

Mont Blanc Railway. The following details
are
of a scheme for a railway to ascend Mont Blanc
given by the Electrical Review . The work will be
divided into three sections, the two lower sections
upper
being of the ordinary funicular type, and the
section being on the suspension model, by means of
proposed
which all tunnelling will be avoided . It isabove
the
to start from Chamonix , 1,020 mètres
2,450
reaches
sea , to the Boissons glacier, which
mètres altitude. This distance will be covered in
two sections. From Chamonix to Para there is a
horizontal distance of 2,120 mètres with a rise of
600 mètres, and thence to the top of Boissonsglacier,
a distance of 1,485 mètres with a rise of 814 mètres.
Here the third section will commence, which will
bring the line in three stages to the top of the
Aiguille du Midi. These three stations will be con
nected by short galleries or tunnels. The method
of construction is shortly as follows :- The carriages,
which are interconnected and held together by
traction cables, will run on two suspended steel
cables. The suspended carriages will each hold
twenty passengers. The traction cables are worked
by electric motors. The suspension cables are to
have a diameter of 44 mm . They are placed one
over the other by means ofpulleys built on masonry
on themountain side, and are provided with counter
weights. They are to be capable of resisting a
permanent strain of 30 tons, and are tested to

300 tons, so that one cable will be quite sufficient
break. It is expected that the works will take
from three to four years to execute. One year each
is required for the two lower sections, and one or

to bear the weight of the train , if the other should

two years for the completion of the upper parts.
H . M . S . “ Dreadnought."

THEnoughts
accompanying
table of successive Dread
in past navalepochsmay be interesting,
and (says Engineering) a review of the work of these

1742

144

1

41

1801

510

1875

185 0
205 0
320 0

1906

490

54 6
O

o

Tons.

7

732
910

16 II

933
1,903
2 ,111
2 ,616

14 2
16

21
23
26
26

6
2
9
6

Guns. Heaviest
Number . Shot.

I. H .- P .

Crew ,
Number.

lb .
400

1710
1808 *

every axle of both engine and tender is utilised for
driving purposes, the total weight, in this case said
to be 330 ,620 lbs., being thus made use of for

Depth of

Length. Breadth.

437

10 ,820
17 ,900

298

5
60
60
60

98
I 20

380

60

355
18

346

24

365
400
743
886
475
655

24
32

26

32
809

37

850

8 ,210
23,000

* Took name Dreadnought in 1856 .

three heavy Shay engines to the Chesapeake and
Ohio Railroad. The Shay patentconsists ofvertical
engines on one side of the locomotive driving
longitudinal shafting running the whole length ot
the engine and tender wheelbase, suitable provision
being made for flexibility , etc., of the shaft. By
means of bevel gearing on the shaft and wheels,

ships suggests that the Admiralty have very
properly named this new and highest conception
of destructive science the Dreadnought. We give
a list of the nine successive ships of the name,

showing the gradual increase in the length and
tonnage, as well as in the number of officers required
to man the vessels in warfare.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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similar to that known as the Westinghouse
ordinary triple valve.
In ordinary applications of the
brake only the
horizontal
operate, admitting

How It Works.
By Chas. S. LAKE.
VI. - The (Continued
Westinghouse
Automatic Brake.
from page

main piston valves
air from the auxiliary reservoir into the brake
cylinder, while the secondary piston 13 and the
valve 18 remain at rest. When, however, on a
sudden reduction of the pressure in the main pipe,
the piston 5 and its slide-valve 6 are brought to
their extreme position towards the right, com

422.)

IN Fig. 13 is shown a quick -acting triple valve.
T This forms the essential part of the Westing
house quick -acting brake apparatus. It is

operated
by the variations of pressure in the main
pipe in such a manner that it automatically admits

pressed air is admitted to the upper side of the

compressed air to the brake cylinder of thevehicle to
which it is attached whenever thepressure in themain
pipe is reduced and discharges the compressed air
from the brakecylinder when theoriginalair pressure

opens the valve 18, thus admitting compressed

secondary piston 13, which , being driven down,
air from the main pipe through the check valve 19
to thecharged
brake cylinder,
which , at the
same time, is
compressed
admitted

NA

HI

101

All
IN

To

Auxiliary C

co
27

Reservoir.
SIGN

To Brake, Bo

THATTILL

HR

Cylinder.

also
with
air,
by the
slide- valve 6 from the auxiliary reservoir. " This
discharge of air from themain
pipe into the brake cylinders
has the effect of reducing the
pressure in the main pipe with
great rapidity , which causes
a practically simultaneous
action of the brakes even on
the longest goods trains.
This valve has proved
very efficient, and is one of
the most ingenious devices
conne ted with the Westing
house brake apparatus.
It would be impossible to
give in the space at disposal
a detailed description of all
the parts comprising the
brake which we have in re
view , but a few words may
be added upon the subject
of the hose couplings em
ployed for connecting up the
main pipebetween the engine
and each vehicle. The
From
couplings between two
Main vehicles areunited by placing
Pipe. their headsface to face nearly

DI

at right angles, as shown in
Fig. 14, and then turning
the projecting corresponding
piece of the
one into the
groove of the other. The
two coupling heads are
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in the main pipe is restored. The device as repre
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sented in Fig. 13 consists of two piston
valves one working horizontally and the
other vertically. The horizontalmain piston
valve is in its construction and operation
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FIG 13. - QUICK -ACTING TRIPLE VALVE.

Fig . 14 . - POSITION OF COUPLING HEADS BEFORE THEY
CAN BE UNITED .
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exactly alike, each being provided with a rubber
packing-ring so arranged that whenever two coup

ſings are united , these rings face against each
other. The air-pressure in the main pipe tends
to force the rings together, thus forming an air
tight joint which becomes tighter with increase of
pressure.

If these couplings be forcibly drawn apart by
a separation of the train , the brakes are applied

November 8, 1906 .

regulating
with the brake valve the discharge of
air from the pipe.
If, however, the air is rapidly discharged from

the main pipe as in an emergency application of
the brake, this will cause a sudden reduction of
the main pipe pressure, and thereby instantly pro
duce the rapid action of the brake. The triple
valves then not only allow compressed air from the
auxiliary reservoirs to enter their brake cylinders,
but in addition open on every vehicle a large com

with full force, but no damage is done to the coup
lings as the rubber rings are pressed back into

munication through which compressed air is also

their respective cases sufficiently far to permit
the projecting pieces to disengage from their grooves.

admitted from the main pipe into the brake
cylinders. It will easily be understood that a

When the couplings are disconnected they are
attached to dummy couplings to avoid sand and

double advantage is hereby gained - first in utilising

dust collecting in them .

to increase the available brake force in cases of

The main pipe of every vehicle is also provided
at either end with a stop cock located near the

emergency ; and secondly in producing a rapid
reduction of pressure in the whole length of the
main pipe, which accelerates the action of the brake
with extraordinary rapidity, and ensures practically

connection of the hose coupling . These coupling
cocksare for the purpose of retaining theair-pressure
stored in the brakeapparatus of vehicles temporarily
detached from a train .
Whenever two couplings are united the corre
sponding cocks must at once be opened to allow

a free communication of air through themain pipe.
Before the couplings are separated the corresponding
cocks must always be closed .

a considerable portion of the air in the main pipe

simultaneous action throughout trains of almost
any length .

(5) The brakes are released by an increase of
pressure in the main pipe, produced by admitting
air from the main reservoir through the driver's
brake valve into the main pipe. This restores
the pressure in the main pipe, and causes the

Other parts of the apparatus, such as the release

triple valves to discharge the air from the brake

valve (provided for the purpose of releasing the
brake by hand), the brake cylinder , etc., were
mentioned at the outsetwhen referring to the general

cylinders into the atmosphere, thus relieving the
brake blocks from pressure. At the same time
the auxiliary reservoirs are re-charged .
The concluding illustrations, Figs. 15 and 16 ,
respectively show the Westinghouse ordinary auto
matic brake and the quick -acting brake as applied
to a locomotive , tender, and passenger vehicle .

arrangement of the brake mechanism .

The following is a brief description of the general

acting principle of the Westinghouse automatic
brake :-( 1) An air-pump driven by steam from the boiler
of the locomotive compresses air into a main reser

The writer is informed by the Westinghouse
Brake Company, Ltd ., to whom thanks are due

voir to a pressure of 80 to 85 lbs., or for the quick
(2) When the engine is coupled up to the train

for the illustrations and particulars incorporated
in the foregoing article, that up to December 31st,

the compressed air in the main reservoir is turned
into themain pipe, from which it also passes through
the branch pipes, and fills on each vehicle an

had reference to equipment for all the railway

acting brake go to 95 lbs.

1905, the number of Westinghouse brakes supplied
or on order amounted to 2, 299, 342 . This , of course,
countries of the world .

auxiliary reservoir. Thus the main pipe, triple

valves, and auxiliary reservoirs are all charged
with an equal pressure of about 70 lbs., but there
is no compressed air in the brake cylinders so long
as the brake is not in operation .
(3) The brakes are applied to all the vehicles
in the train by a reduction of pressure purposely
or accidentally produced in the main pipe. In
ordinary working this is effected by allowing air
to escape by the driver's brake valve, but the
same result follows on a train breaking in two
or on a rupture of an essential part of theapparatus
on any vehicle.

(4 ) If the air is allowed to exhaust slowly from
the main pipe as in an ordinary application of

the brake the Westinghouse quick -acting brake
works in exactly the samemanner as the Westing
house ordinary brake.
Each triple valve then permits a portion of the
compressed air stored in the auxiliary reservoir
to fow into the corresponding brake cylinder
and force its piston forward , pressing the brake
blocks against the wheels by means of the gear
connected to the piston -rod. The brake force
thus produced corresponds to the reduction of pres
sure in the main pipe ; consequently , the driver

can graduate the action of the brake at will by

- COVERING PAPER WITH METAL SURFACE. - A new
electric process for covering paper with a metallic
surface consists in placing the bath in a porcelain
tank in which are immersed two metal plates.
One of the plates is formed of the metal which is
used to cover the paper. A rather weak current
is used for the bath . A thin layer of metal is de
posited on the second plate as is usual in the
galvano plastic process. When the deposit has

reached a thickness of 1-250th in ., the plate is
placed against a sheet of paper which is previously
coated with the proper kind of glue. After drying,
the metallic layer adheres to the paper so strongly
that it remains upon the latter when it is pulled
off the metal plate. A variation of the process
consists in ornamenting the foundation -plate with
any kind of designs or letters, and these are repro

duced on themetallic deposit. The solutions which
are recommended in the above process are as
follows : - For silver paper a bath is made of
cyanide of silver 210 parts, cyanide of potassium
13 parts, water 980 parts. For gold paper, cyanide
of gold 4 parts, cyanide of potassium 9 parts, water
900 parts. For copper, sulphate of copper 18
parts, sulphuric acid 6 parts, water 40 parts.
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used , the fire being started with wood dipped in
paraffin , and steam can be raised from zero to
40 lbs. in five minutes with the aid of a “ steam
blower." The boiler is fed by means of an eccentric

R . J. A . JEFFERY,of Guildford ,who has for
some time been one of the promoters of
the Model Engineering Society at Guildford
Royal Grammar School, has sent us a photograph
showing the models exhibited on “ Speech ” day
1906 , at the above school, and also some particulars
of his workshop .
The exhibits included — model lift, a windmill
pump, and a horizontal engine, which were awarded
the first prize ; a model torpedo-boat destroyer,
the hull of which was made out of sheet copper,
and which gained second prize ; a model motor
'bus and rail motor, a model donkey pump, a model
water motor and school boats, Nos. I and 2 .
The plans for Mr. Jeffery 's workshop, or " engine

M

house " as he prefers to call it, were drawn out in
January , 1905, the designs being based as far as

possible on a summer-house style of building.
The framework for the house was made by a local
builder ; this was fixed upon six piles of brick
work . The outside walls are of weather boarding ;
the inside ones are match -boarded with wood
originally used for cycle crates, planed up to suit,
its new purpose. It should also be explained that
all the walls are hollow , and are arranged in such
a manner that there is always a current of air
passing up them ; this ensures perfectly dry walls,
The chimney stack measures 12 ft. high, 4 ins.
diameter, and is made of galvanised iron .
The “ engine house " contains a miniature
electric lighting plant, the boiler of which is built
of rolled steel plate, $ in . thick , and measures
14 ins. high by 7 ins. diameter. It is of the vertical
type, and has a 2-in . flue passing up the centre
from the firebox, which is 8 ins. high . The fittings

Fig . 2. -MR. J.A . JEFFERY'S WORKSHOP.
pump, 3-in . bore, working on the
off side of the engine, and draws
its water from a tank below . The
boiler was made by Mr. T. Good .
hand , and was tested to 100 lbs.,
the maintained pressures being
40 lbs., and the safety -valve blow
ing off at 70 lbs. per square inch .
The engine was designed and
built in 1904, and gained the first
prize at one of the previous school
exhibitions. In the spring of 1995
the engine was rebuilt, and since
that time the engine has been work
ing constantly with very satisfac
tory results. The dimensions of
the engine are as follows : Bore,
14 ins., stroke, 21 ins.; steam pipe,
* in . diameter ; exhaust, 5 -16thsin .
diameter ; piston rod, 3-16ths in .
diameter ; slide-valve rod, in .
diameter ; bedplate , 18 ins. by

ModelEnginering Society

Fig . 1. — THE ARRANGEMENT OF MODELS AT GUILDFORD Royal
GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

on the boiler include a main starting valve,
safety valve, check valve, blow -out cock , whistle ,
and steam blower. Coal and coke mixed is the fuel

auxiliary starting valve, steam and water gauges,

8 ins. by in .; crankshaft, 5 - 16ths
in . diameter, 3- 16ths in . for bear
ings ; pump - bore, * in ., stroke,
I in . ; delivery pipe, 3-16ths in . ;

Suction , 3-16ths in . ; flywheel, 8 { ins. diameter,
rim , in . wide.
The dynamo is of the Kapp type, and was built
in 1900 , and has an output of 15 volts 31 amps.,

The Model Bogineer and Electrician .
speed , 2,500 r.p .m . It requires a good bit of power
to drive it, and some difficulty was at first ex
perienced in getting the engine to drive it success
fully . However, it will now light two 8 -volt lamps.
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by 44 ins. wide by 5 ins, deep , and is fitted with
safety valve, gauge cocks, and starting valve .
The engine is a single-cylinder oscillating, f -in . bore ,
1-in stroke. It requires rather a lot of steam ,
and it is not improbable that it will be replaced
by a slide-valve engine.

For the Bookshelf.
TELEGRAPH SECONDARY CELL INSTALLATIONS : A
Practical Work on the Charging and Manage
ment of Accumulators. By Arthur Crotch .
London : Guilbert Pitman . Price 25. 6d . net ;
29. od . post free.

The title of this very good little book may,

perhaps,mislead the purchaser, and, therefore, we
think that some explanation of its scope is neces
sary . The volume is primarily intended as a guide
to those who have the laying down and maintenance
of the large installations of secondary batteries
employed in telegraph and telephone work , but the
chapters actually dealing with the accumulator

only form about half the contents of the book.
The remainder deals with the construction of the

whole of the machinery used in conjunction

Fig . 3. - ENGINE AND BOILER.
Other machinery in the " engine house " includes
a model donkey feed -pump ( -in . bore), a model
blowing engine (1-in . by 2-in .), a model “ pile
driver ” (see Fig . 4), which is the first model that
Mr. Jeffery made ; it also gained a prize in an
exhibition at the Grammar School. A “ visitors'
book " is kept in the workshop ,and there are already
over eighty names entered in it.
In Fig. 5 is shown the school boat No. 1, built in
1904 - 5 by the members of the Society . It is a
model dockyard pinnace. The hull, which was

dug out of a solid block of pitch pine, measures
4 it. long and 6 ins. wide amidship . This hull

Fig . 5. - SCHOOL Boat No. 1.

with telegraph battery, installations
i.e ., the generators and motors — both
alternating and direct current, switch
boards, and other accessories such as
volt-meters and recording instruments ,

cut-outs, transformers, starters, etc.,
and also includes a chapter on manage
ment of gas engines. Thebook is well
illustrated and comprises 178 pages.
ELEMENTARY MANUAL ON APPLIED
MECHANICS. By Professor Andrew

Jamieson . Seventh Edition . Lon
don : Griffin & Co. Price 3s. 6d .
net ; 35. rod . post free.
We can with confidence recommend
thenew edition of thisbook to all readers

Fig . 4. - INTERIOR OF Workshop .
was made by one of the members in twenty hours.
The boiler was designed and built by another
member, and is made of sheet copper 1-16th in .
thick and is riveted . It measures 81 ins. long

who are students of engineering or are
attending evening classeson the subject
of applied mechanics. The work is
divided into twenty -eight lectures, deal
ing in turn with (1) Forces in in Equili
brium with the Principles of Moments
and ofWork ; (2 ) Friction , Transmission
Gears, Screws, and Lathes ; (3) Hy
draulics and Hydraulic Machinery ; (4 )
Newton 's Laws of Motion , Balancing

Machinery ; (5) Properties of Materials ; (6 ) Beams :
(7) Measuring Tools ; the whole book having been
carefully revised , re-cast, and enlarged by about one
hundred pages and forty -two new illustrations.
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Notable Models at South
Kensington Museum . :
II. --MODELS OF WELL -KNOWN TYPES OF STEAM
BOILERS.

(Continued from page 321.)
THE water-tube boilers wehave so far described
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The generating tubes connecting the water barrels
to the steam drum are 1,764 in number and mostly
1•125 ins. in diameter, those exposed to the furnaces
being, however, 1.375 ins. diameter. The tubes
formi the sides and crowns of the two furnaces,
and, to prescribe a definite path for the flame and
gases around them , the rowsadjacent to the furnaces,

as well as the external rows, are formed into “ water

are classed ( in marine practice ) as “ large
tube " generators, in contradistinction to the

“ small tube ” or “ express ” boilers which are so
extensively used for torpedo boats and other
small fast vessels used in our own and foreign
navies. The first successful boiler of the “ small
tube " variety was fitted to H .M . torpedo-boat
Speedy, but on the appearance of larger vessels,

Steam .drum

known as torpedo-boatdestroyers, increased heating

and grate surfacewere required ,andMr. Thornycroft
produced the “ Daring " type of boiler, shown in
Fig. 11. The salient features of the Thornycroft
generators are the curved water -tubes and the
delivery of the tubes above water-line. From
experiments made by this inventor it would appear
that the circulation is much increased over what it
would be if the tubes delivered below water level.
The boiler represented in the model made at the
Museum is, however, one of the later modifications
of the “ Daring ” boiler, due to the adoption
of the tube arrangement patented in 1894 by
Herr R . Schulz, which gives a somewhat different
course to the products of combustion . For this
reason the type is now known as the Thornycroft
Schulz boiler.

Down libe ,

Tubes -

Waler
drum

Uptore
Sleam

FIG . 11. — THORNYCROFT WATER-TUBE BOILER.

(The second or “ Daring " type.)
Vlasing
Downcomer tubes

walls ” by the tubes in two rows being brought
together so as to form a complete wall, except
at the ends, where they are necessarily splayed to
enter the tube plates. In this way the gases are
caused to travel along nearly the whole length of
the tubes before escaping to the uptake, while owing

to the shape of the tubes the steam drum is protected
from the direct action of the flames.
In the earlier forms of this boiler, the tubes were
iL

Firearate
U USITTAIN

Water drums

Fig . 10. — THORNYCROFT WATER-TUBE BOILER.
( The first or “ Speedy ” type.)
The boiler has four horizontal cylindrical vessels,

“ undrowned," i.e., they all opened into the steam
drum above the level of the water in it ; in some
of the later examples, however, a considerable
proportion of the tubes enter the steam drum
below the water level or are “ drowned .”

We are not able to reproduce a photograph of
the model in theMuseum , but can specially recom
mend all visitors to make a point of viewing it .

The boiler is represented in part section , and is

the three lower ones being water barrels, while the
upper and larger one is a steam drum . The steam
drum is connected to the central water barrel
by eight small downcomer tubes, while one large
external tube forms the downcomer by which the
water passes from the steam drum to each of the
other barrels. Manhole doors are provided at each
end of the barrels and at the front end of the drum ,
and the latter carries the usual mountings and an
internal collecting pipe ; there is also within it

the same case as the Thornycroft, and represents
one of the twenty - four boilers fitted in 1903 on the
two Chilian battleships which were purchased by
our Government, and are now named Swiftsure

an automatic feed -water regulator, controlled by
a long cylindrical float, and having an external
adjustment by which the water level can be
varied .

and Triumph. It is really a development of the
" small tube ” Yarrow boilers used for naval
torpedo craft, as it more nearly approaches the
proportions of the “ large tube ” generators, the

one-tenth full size. Fig. 12 is a diagram showing
the arrangement of tubes and drums.
Another well-known type of

express ” water

tube boiler is that made by Messrs. Yarrow & Co.,
of Poplar. This boiler is shown in miniature in
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boiler having 3,127 sq. ft. of heating surface, and
55.3 sq . ft . of grate area ; the working pressure
being 280 lbs. per square inch , and the steam it

November 8, 1906.

is occupied by the grate, the sides of which are
formed of firebrick supported by ribbed cast-iron

supplies equivalent to 1,000 i.h .-p .

backing ; the ends of the furnace are also of firebrick ,
which is, however, supported by a double casing
of sheet steel packed with asbestos to reduce the

are “ water ” or “ mud " drums,
by straight tubes to the steam drum . The original
type of this boiler were provided with external
downcomers. These were, however, omitted at a

radiation losses. The flame and gases from the
furnace , after passing between the tubes and thereby
giving up most of their heat, enter the outer casing,
by which they are led to the uptake and funnel ;
this casing fits over the steam drum and has its
outer surfaces built of three thicknesses of sheet
steel, the space between the two inner ones forming

The Yarrow water-tube boiler consists of three
drums placed at three points of a triangle, the steam
two lower drums
drum being the uppermost. Theand
are connected
later date , as it was found that the water returned
down the tubes farthest away from the fire. No
trouble has, as was anticipated , accrued from the
unequal expansion of the straight tubes.
The water or mud drums are of flattened section ,

owing to their tube plate portions being made
Uptake
Steam
drum

bafflest

an air jacket, while the onter space is packed with
asbestos. Suitable doors are provided in the front
and side of the casing to give access to the interior

and to the tubes for inspection or repairs. Uniform
distribution of the gases around the tubes is facili.
tated by two horizon
tal baffle plates which
contract the central
portion of the opening
into the uptake ; there
are also two baffles
- Casing
restricting the flow of
gases at the upper ends
of the outer tubes.

The boiler is carried
upon feet which are
secured to bearers con

structed as web frames

and attached to the
inner skin of the ship .
The ashpans and grate
are supported by three
main girders, carried
by plate frames ar
ranged beneath the
front and back of the
boiler and extending
Down
Outside
upwards from the inner
Tubes
skin ; these girders are
down come
further supported by
Water drums
three intermediate " A "
frames. The firebar
bearers directly rest
Grate
Grale
upon cast steel girders
supported by short
columns from themain
girders beneath them .
One of the latest
Fig . 12. — THE IMPROVED “ Daring " TYPE, OR “ THORNYCROFT-SCHULZ ”
models of the “ ex
WATER -TUBE BOILER .
press " type of water
tube boiler suitable for
or the same curvature as the steam drum , while
naval work is that of the “ Reed " boiler, which
their diameter is less. Each of these cylindrical
was made in the Museum workshops from draw
vessels has a manhole at the front end , and the
ings supplied by the manufacturers of thes ?
generators, Messrs. Palmer's Shipbuilding and
upper vessel is provided with the usual mounting
and valves, including an internal steam collecting
Iron Company, Ltd ., Jarrow -on -Tyne.
pipe. There are 1,008 tubes 1 .75 ins. external
This boiler has been very largely used in His
diameter to each boiler , all delivering into the steam
Majesty 's Navy for torpedo-boats and destroyers.
drum below the water level, and those in the rows
It has, as shown in the accompanying diagram ,
nearest the fire are of extra thickness ; the tubes
three horizontal drums— one for steam , the two
as well as the shells are of steel, the use of brass
lower barrels of flattened section being the water
tubes having been discontinued by Mr. Yarrow
drums. Provision for the return of water from
since 1894 . To accurately maintain the spacing
the steam drum to the water barrels is made by
and to give rigidity to the mass of tubes, strips of
four downcomers. The water barrels are con
plate provided with semi-circular notches and
nected with the steam drum by 1,774 generating
known as “ dodge grips ” are inserted diagonally
tubes, 1.0625 ins. diameter, except the two rows
between the rows of tubes at the middle of their
on each side nearest the fire, which are 1'3125 ins.
length
.

The whole area between the two water barrels

diameter . There are no water-walls.

The special feature of this boiler is the tube
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NOTABLE MODELS AT THE SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM .
Fig . 13. — MODEL “ YARROW " TYPE WATER-TUBE Boiler. (This model was made in the Museum workshops from drawings supplied by the Builders ,
Messrs. Yarrow & Co., Poplar, London .)
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joint. On each end of the tube a hemi-spherical

the two water barrels, its sides, front and back

washer or nutis fastened which fits into a correspond

being formed of firebrick .
To guard against radiation losses the casing

ing recess in the tube plate. When the nuts on the

enclosing the boiler is made of
two sheets of steel with a 2 -in .

air space between the whole ,
being made rigid by channelbars ,
perforated by i-in . holes to pro
vide for a continuous circulation

of air between the casings. A
liningof -in .asbestos covers the
inner casing. To ensure the gases
traversing thewhole of the tubes
before escaping to the uptake,
asbestos baffles are provided ,
resting on the back of the outer
tubes. Doors are provided in the
front casing to giveaccess to the
tubes for cleaning purposes and
for repairs,whilst the side casing
consists of large portable doors ,
by means of which repairs are
easily executed . The boiler is
shown with a portion of the up
take, the latter being of the same
construction as the boiler casing .
Baffles to direct the flow of the
gases are placed in the uptake,
consisting of three sheets of steel
forming a hollow triangular
prism . The boiler is carried on

two cradles placed under the
water barrels, each consisting of a
plate girder (forming also the
furnace side )with gusset plates at
either end . The weight is
thence transmitted to the floor

plates and outer skin of the ship
by means of deep longitudinal
frames. The grate is supported
independently by bearers on ver
ticalcolumns attached to the cen

FIG . 14 . - ANOTHER VIEW OF THE MODEL “ YARROW " WATER -TUBE
BOILER AT SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM .

tube on the inner side of the tube plate are screwed
up, the spherical surfaces fit closely, the joint
+hus accommodating itself to any slight deviation
Water tube

tre and side keelsonsof the vessel.
The model is a reduced replica of
a boiler having 79 .75 sq . ft . of

grate area , and 3,878.5 sq . ft. of
Steam

Outside

drum

downcome

Outsidenut
with spherical face

Shell plate
Tubes
Inside nut .

Fig . 16. — THE “ REED " TUBE JOINT.
of the tube from the correct line. The accompany

- Water drum
GRATE

Fig . 15. - DIAGRAM OF THE “ REED " WATER

ing sketch (Fig . 16 ) shows the joint on a larger scale.

TUBE BOILER .

There are the usual mountings on the steam
drum . An internal steam collecting pipe is dispensed

heating surface ; the working pressure is 250 lbs. per
sq . in . Themodel is in thesamecase as Thornycroft
and Yarrow boilers already described .
(To be continued .)

with , however, by taking the steam from a steam
dome. The grate comprises the whole area between
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Some Notes on Single-phase

demand for a satisfactory single-phase motor
for traction work , however, has caused many to

Commutator Motors .

exercise their utmost skill to overcome the various
difficulties, and we will first consider what has been

By E . Austin .

done to minimise sparking. It has already been

THE alternating current single-phase motor
I has proved a very difficult problem to the
electrical engineer - -more difficult, perhaps,
than any other he has had to tackle, and even to-day
it cannot be classed as such a satisfactory machine
as the direct-current motor. The difficulties

sparking is due to the varying magnetic flux in the
fields setting up heavy currents in the coils short

to be contended with are not a few , and each have
only been surmounted by studious observation
and unfailing perseverance on the part of the best
workers in the electrical field .
First there is the trouble with sparking, caused
by the varyingmagnetic flux set up by the alternat
ing current, which induces heavy currents in the

armature coils when they are short-circuited
by the brushes, and these currents have to be broken
when the coils pass from under the brushes, which
obviously causes bad sparking. With direct current

the magnetic flux due to the field is always steady,
and we do not experience this difficulty.
* The power factor is also another trouble not
present with direct current motors. It is well

pointed out that the chief cause of the heavy
circuited by the brushes, which when broken by the
commutator segments passing from under the
brushes produces the spark , from which it follows

that some means must be adopted to either do

away with these heavy induced currents, or reduce
them to the lowest possible value. The method
employed is to make the connections between
the armature coils and commutator segments of
high resistance material, so as to check the flow
of these induced currents. It will readily be seen
that the E .M .F . induced in the short-circuited
armature coils will not be great, and a very high re
sistancewhich would seriously affect the efficiency
will be unnecessary , and experience has proved that
such a means is quite permissible, and commutation

has been greatly improved by this means. Com
pensating windings are also used to improve both
the power factor and commutation . They consist
of coils of thick wire wound on the field frame ;

the electro -motive force, and the useful work per
formed in the circuit is reduced . Motors having
a low power factor are very objectionable things to
have connected to the supply mains, as the genera --

MA.C ains

known thatwhen we connect an electro -magnet in
an alternating circuit the induction caused by the
varying current causes the current to lag behind
AAAAA

tors are fully loaded with lagging currents often
long before the engines are working at their full
power. The mains are also loaded in a similar
manner, and the whole system is deprived of doing
its full amount of useful work by these lagging or
wattless currents.
The efficiency of this class of motor is also difficult

to keep up to the standard, on account of the
additional iron and copper losses. Single-phase
commutator motors are, broadly speaking, of
two kinds, one being a series motor, the armature
being connected in series with the field -magnets,
in exactly the same manner as the direct-current
series machine. The other is known as the repulsion
motor, and closely resembles the former except
for the connections. It has an armature and
field -magnets, but these two elements are in no
way connected , the field winding being joined
straight across the mains, and currents are induced
in the armature in exactly the samemanner as the

currentis induced in the secondary of a transformer.
Brushes are provided , which are in contact with the
commutator in the usual manner, but are short
circuited by means of a wire ofnegligible resistance.
The repulsion motor is shown diagrammatically
in Fig . 1. I shall return to this machine later,
and will first consider the series type. Series
motors in small sizes, constructed on the ordinary
lines but with laminated poles, have long been used

otot

vouuttutto

Fig . I.
they are sometimes connected in series with the
take the form of a thick winding, which is also
situated on the field frame, but the ends are short
circuited , and the current induced in the coils by
the varying magnetic flux. The current in these
coils is in direct opposition to that in the armature ,
and counterbalances the self- induction of the latter ,

main series winding, and in some cases simply

which improves both commutation and the power
factor.
Turning again to the repulsion motor, this is an
extremely interesting machine, and, although it was
invented some considerable time back , its principle
is, perhaps, not quite so well-known as that of other

with the higher frequencies, and it cannot be
said that even with these small machines satis
factory results have been obtained , and attempts
to build larger ones without special commutating

motors. The repulsion motor was invented by
Professor Elihu Thomson, and is the outcome of
his experiment showing the repulsion of a metal
ring when placed over the end of an electro -magnet,
energised from alternating current mains. Anyone
can perform this experiment by obtaining a suitable
electro -magnet of the straight type (not horseshoe );
then , if a metal ring having a slightly larger inside
diameter than the end ofthepole -piece be placed over
the end while the alternating current is flowing, it
will be found that it will be thrown some consider
able distance into the air. The reason for this is

and other devices have utterly failed. The great

that the varying flux due to themagnet induces an

on alternating circuits , for driving fans, pumps,

and other machines. Sparking with such motors,

however, has always been a great trouble, especially
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E .M .F . in the ring which in turn sets up currents
a certain
in the ring, but owing to the ring possessing
amount of self-induction these currents will lag
acts
which
behind the induced E .M . F . The force
on the ring at any instant is proportional to the

product of the current flowing round the ring and
the magnetic flux in which it is situated . Curves
can be drawn to represent the flux, E .M .F ., and
current with the E .M .F . curve lagging behind the
magnetic flux curve 9o degs., which it always does ;
and since the current induced in the ring lags

behind the induced E .M .F ., it is evident that the
current curve can be drawn lagging still more.
These three curves, representing flux, E .M . F ., and
current, each lagging behind the other, are shown
in Fig. 2. Remembering that the attracting force
acting on the ring at any instant is proportional to
the current in the ring and the magnetic flux in
which it is situated , it is evident from an inspection
of the curves that the attracting force can be very
little, aswhen the flux is at a maximum the current
is very nearly at its minimum , and vice versa , hence
it will be seen that although there is a slight,
attracting force at work , the repelling force is very
much greater ; thus we get the effect described .
Referring to Fig . I again , it will readily be seen
that if the alternating current is switched on to

Cu

rr

1

E

EM

en

t

the field -magnets, currents will be induced in the
armature. If the short-circuited brushes shown
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may be wound for any pressure. The seriesmotor,
on the other hand, is a low voltage machine, and
when used where the pressure is high , transformers
are necessary. The speed of both types is regu
lated by varying the applied pressure, which can
be effected far more economically with alternating
current than with direct, as transformers or choking
coils are used in place of wasteful resistances.
In conclusion , it should not be assumed that this
article embodies all the details and modifications
of these two types of single- phase motors, for to
describe all the patents taken out would fill a book
of no small magnitude. The motors described are
known as simple series compensated motors, and
simple compensated repulsion motors, and should
the reader whose knowledge is somewbat inade
quate on this subject feel inclined to investigate
further, much is to be found on the Patent Office
files, and in various institution papers. Such
things as inverted compensated repulsion motors,

however, do not, on the whole, differ in principle
from that described .

A 234 h .- p.Motor Cycle Engine.
By W . H . J.
THE accompanying photographs show a cycle
I motor, built from the special design of the
late Mr. T . H . Hawley (author of “ Petrol
Motors ” ), which appeared in these pages some time
ago. The castings were supplied by Messrs.
Newton & Pyecroft, Alfred Street, Nottingham ,
and, considering the specialnature and good quality
of the castings, the price charged was very reason
able . I believe they still have the patterns, if any
up one of these engines.

Fig . 2.

reader of “ Ours ” should feel inclined to make

were shifted round in an anti-clockwise direction

I am the fortunate possessor of a high -class, ac
curate, 7-in . centre screw -cutting lathe,which enabled
me to make a good job of the machining, and no
time nor trouble was spared to make every part a
good fit. The result is, that I have a very satis.
factory motor, which has not given me a moment's
trouble on the road.
On taking off the cylinder recently, to examine
the piston rings, I found they were bright all
round, and the cylinder wall was polished as smooth

until they stood perpendicular — that is to say in
line with the centre of the field -magnets — it is
obvious that there would be just as much tendency
or the armature to run one way as the other, with
the result that the armature would remain at rest.
With the brushes in the position shown the field
due to the armature is given a polar displacement,
armature runs up to speed . Were such a motor

and in virtue of the magnetic repulsion action the

started up without load and without any being
thrown on , there is no telling what speed would be
reached , for it is clearly not a synchronousmachine,
and without load it is highly probable that a
dangerous value might be reached . Repulsion
motors, like the series type, are bad sparkers
owing to the alternating flux in the field inducing
heavy currents in the short-circuited armature
coils. The same remedies as used for seriesmotors
are, of course, applicable, and with them both

sparking and power factor have been improved .

as glass. It will be noticed from the photograph
of the finished parts that the rings are made with
“ halved joints.” On the authority of an engineer
who has had considerable experience in the making
of small high -speed internal combustion engines,
this form of joint remains gas-tight for an almost
indefinite time. I have had no trouble at all
with the rings so far. No setscrew is used to secure
gudgeon pin , to cause trouble sooner or later ;
but the pin is a tight fit, and slightly burred over
into a countersink , after being sent into place.
I closely followed Mr. Hawley ' s design , except
in one or two minor details. I prefer an outside

The starting torque of a repulsion motor is ex
ceedingly good ; rather better, in fact, than the
series motor, and they are both suited in this respect
for traction work . As regards efficiency the series
motor scores a little, and , on the whole, the series
type has proved the most satisfactory as regards
its general running conduct, and is at present
the type commercially used . It will be noticed
that the repulsion motor is in reality a trans

actuating the lappet rod , and which passed through
a slot in the “ two to one ” gear-casing in the form
of an arm , with an “ eye ” at its outer end . I
think it is better not to have this slot in the casing,
which should be kept as air - tight and dust- proof

former with a moving secondary , and the primary

as possible, and for this reason I carried the ends

valve-lifter rather than the one given in the designe
which consisted of an extension of the " slipper
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of the main and half-speed shafts through the cover

valve opens a short time before the end of the

of the gear-case, and fitted oil-tight caps to the
outside of cover, which also form additionalbearings

explosion stroke and closes by the time the induction

-

stroke begins. This arrangement gives as much
time as possible for the exhaust gas to be cleared

The flywheels, crank-pin , and main shafts are

out. The inlet valve opens at the moment of the

for the shafts named .

closing of the exhaust valve, and remains
open during a small portion of the com
pression stroke. I believe this is in accord ance with the present practice of several

leading manufacturers ofmotor-car engines.

The bore of cylinder is 2 } ins., stroke
3 ins., giving, according to a well-known
formula , 2 h . -p.

The' plugs over centre of head and over
valves are interchangeable, so that the
sparking plug may be placed over inlet
valve if desired . I have used it over centre

of combustion chamber with good results.
The joints are made with good plain thick
asbestos washers, which have stood well.

The big end of the phosphor bronze con
necting-rod is, of course, of the split kind ,
the valves being secured by lock -nuts and
split-pins.

Fig . 1. - A 2 ] H .-P . Motor BICYCLE .
in one piece steel, as designed , the sides being deeply
recessed to provide for long bearings. The fly
wheels are about 22 lbs. - rather heavy — but as
the weight is principally in the rims, this is an
advantage, and to this I attribute the remarkably
steady running, the only vibration noticeable
when riding being that caused by passing over
a rough wood surface.
The contact-breaker is a best quality Bassé
Michel “ Nilmelior," described as a wipe “ for
trembler coil.” It is fitted with a spring plunger
contact screw , which gives firm contact each time

The frame was specially built for me
to my measurements, with Chater - Lea
fittings, the back hub, however, being a “ New
Departure " coaster, with internal expanding back
pedalling brake. This is very useful, as it leaves
the hands free in case of emergency.
The curved tube to which the front of engine
is attached is continued beyond the engine bracket
for a special purpose. By inserting a short length

FIG . 2 . - ENGINE PARTS .
the pivoted arm is raised by the cam , and is

self-adjusting. I have used a plain Bassé-Michel
coil with this contact breaker, with which it works
perfectly, running the engine, with spark advanced ,
at a high rate of speed . This high speed shows
that the timing is right, and that the exhaust gas
has sufficient clearance. The “ slippers " inter

posed between the cams and tappet rods were filed
away at the “ toes," until the valves remained open

the proper space of time. As now set, the exhaust

| Fig. 3.— The Parts ASSEMBLED
of tube, having a pin through it near one end,
the other end resting on the ground, a neat jack
results, enabling the front wheel to be raised off
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the ground to facilitate cleaning, adjusting, etc.,
the back wheel being, of course, supported by the
usual stand .
The brackets fixed to back forks and curved tube
in front of tank are for fixing a Montgomery side

The “ Model Engineer " Speed
Boat Competition , 1906 .

car, which the engine takes well on good roads ;

THE entries for this Competition will be divided
1 into two classes. Class A will include all
boats over 4 ft. 6 ins. and up to 7 ft. in length ,
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins. in

but for hill climbing, with passenger, a more powerful
engine is necessary .
The tank was made from 20 gauge best quality
steel, thoroughly well tinned both sides, and holds
about it gallons of petrol and sufficient lubricating

Fig . 4.-- SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF
LIFTING JACK .

General Conditions.

length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water-line. Each boat must be
timed over a total distance of not less than 300
yards, which may be divided into separate trips of

not less than 100 yards each . At starting each
trip , power must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars

- Part of
frame

given .

The exact length of the course must be

measured , and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip. These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem

bers of the executive of either any recognised
Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club ,
who must have been present at the trials. In
addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum
marised as follows :
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats
beating previous records.

t Jack

Air tight petrol comportment

SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat,
provided speed is not less than 4 miles
per hour.

Oil i

Hollow
needle
Il valve

Accumulators
& coil

To carburettor

Fig. 5.- Showing COMPARTMENTS IN Tank.
oil for 500 miles. There is provision for two
Prested accumulators and Bassé - Michel coil .
The door of this compartment slides horizontally ,
and is practically waterproof.

The carburettor is a Stevens' automatic, which ,
when set at the commencement of a ride, requires
no further attention . It is simple and reliable.
I have just read in a contemporary that with this
form of carburettor, common paraffin may be used ,
after running a minute or so on petrol, a two-way
tap being fitted to change from petrol to paraffin .
The 26 -in . wheels are shod with 21-in . Palmer cord
outer covers, with non -slipping tread, and the inner
tubes are known as the “ Hermetic ” patent jointed ,
enabling the tubes to be taken away from the

BRONZE MEDAL in Class B to the second fastest
boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.
If in Class A the performance of the first boat
does not surpass that attained in previous com
petitions, then the highest awards will be Bronze
Medals and certificates respectively. The number
of competitors interested in any one boat, either as
designers or builders, will be limited to two. A
signed declaration is required , giving particulars as
to the building of the model, in addition to the
usual certificate of performance. Certificates will
be given to all Class A boats which have an average
speed record of not less than five -and -a -half miles
per hour ; and to Class B vessels with an average
speed of not less than four miles per hour,
The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906 .

THE West Ham Corporation Electricity Depart
ment issue a twenty -page quarterly publication
known as the West Ham Electrical Bulletin , in which
is set forth the advantages of electricity for domestic

purposes, and useful information of interest to
NEW AMERICAN RAILROAD .-- A great engineering
task has been planned for the Western Pacifis

consumers is given .

Railroad . The engineers have instructions to keep
one object in view - the straightest line with the

machine without disturbing any part of it. This
is a great advantage, especially when fitted to the

least grade. To accomplish this, forty - five tunnels
will be bored in Eastern California through the
Sierra Nevada . The longest of the tunnels will be

rear wheel of a motor cycle.

more than 7 ,000 ft .
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Practical Letters from Our

transformer not working. I think I could state

Readers.

some likely reasons. Although his coil only gives
sparks from } to 3- 16ths in ., he should at least

( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume of desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

Model Electric Launch .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — The following is a description of my
electric launch Loie, which I have just finished .

The hull was cut out of yellow pine, 2 ft. long,
woulston Seat,running,
round Storting lever
middle of 'boal

to Pump

get 1 in . direct Tesla sparks if his transformer is
properly proportioned . For such a small coil, he
should use No. 42 wire for the secondary and have

not more than in . space between primary and
secondary . Also the secondary should not have a
diameter under 2 ins. Then also your querist
should see that the primary is wound the same way
round as the secondary . Perhaps his Leyden jar is
too large for his coil ; the right size can only be
ascertained by experiment. If the secondary wire
is silk -covered , your querist need have no other
insulation , as the tension between two turns is not

very high . I hope the information given above
may still be of use. - Yours faithfully ,
Brunswick , Germany.

F. F. B .

་་་་་་་་་་བབ་

Wire connections

'Morer

 ویدهvs.
FIG . 2. - LONGITUDINAL SECTION .
4 ins. broad, and 34 ins. deep . She is fitted
with a small motor, after the same pattern as the

Empire dynamo, and is driven by a 2-volt accu

A Built-up Model Steam Cylinder.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
DEAR SIR, - The following is a simple method
which I have employed in making the steamways
of a built-up model cylinder which may commend
itself to my fellow -readers. The piece A is cut

Fig . 1.— MR. G . HINDSON'S Model ELECTRIC LAUNCH .
mulator
which drives it for about one and a-half
hours.
The deck is screwed down , but there is a hatchway
there is also a smaller one over the stern -tube,
with a small pump underneath in case any water
should leak in . The seat is made out of sheet
brass covered with red velvet. A brass railing
runs round her ; the hatchways were made of

over the accumulator, so as to be able to get at it';

DIOT

boxwood, and then varnished . I have tried her

on a pond, and she goes easily three miles per hour.
Her weight is as follows :— Hull, it lbs. ; accu
mulator, i lb . ; motor, lb . ; deck and fittings,
1 lb . ; making a total weight of 31 lbs. - Yours
G . HINDSON.
truly ,
Clifton .
Small Tesla Transformers.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — In the issue for August 2nd last, a
querist asks for the reasons of his small Tesla

STEAM BLOCK AND VALVE FACE FOR
BUILT-UP CYLINDER .

from a piece of brass and slotted out as shown in
the sketch , and saddled to fit the cylinder. The
valve face B is soldered on at C after A has been
soldered on to cylinder body. - Yours truly,
D . TEAGUE.
Port Isaac, Cornwall.
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Model Yachting Correspondence
Why
Not Model Full-Rigged Ships ?
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - Permit me to briefly reply to your
correspondent's letter in THE MODEL ENGINEER
of October nith, re “ Model Full-rigged Ships.”
As a lover of ships and shipping, I heartily
agree with W . H . T. when he says that model
makers are unduly neglecting these beautiful vessels.
From an artistic point of view I think the old
fashioned frigate or Indiaman of about 1800 is,
to a lover of things nautical, a positive delight
to the eye. It is in these beautiful creations that
one sees a ship deserving of the name and not a mere
saucer with a bulb of lead dangling at the bottom of

a fin , the depth of which is, in many cases, equal to
W . H . T.may have seen in THE MODEL ENGINEER
of March 4th, 1904, an admirable little article on
* Sailing Ships, dating from the Fifteenth Century ,"
by Mr. Frank H . Mason . Perhaps we might be
favoured with more information regarding these very
one-third of the length of the boat.

interesting vessels by this gentleman , whose know
ledge of detail is very apparent by the drawings
and photographs of his models.

I am at present busy on the model of a 52-gun
frigate, about 3 ft. long, which promises rather
well. The greatest difficulty is, in my case, to
obtain sufficiently reliable information regarding
details, accuracy being, in a ship of this class,
absolutely essential.
· Square-rigged sailing ships would not, in my
opinion , be found suitable for sailing purposes,

owing to the complicated mass of riggings and
deck fittings, boats, portholes, etc. Then , again ,
glue is almost a necessity in the construction ,
which would , ofcourse , soften on contactwith water.
“ INTERESTED ."
- Yours faithfully ,

Rating Rules.
DEAR SIR - I am sorry Mr. Naylor has taken
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

offence at my remarks re Nancy. I am as much
in the dark as ever as to how his model can be a
10 -tonner, 1,730 rule, and a 10 -rater . I can
quite see she is a 1,730 rule 10 , and I know that rule
allowed unlimited S. A . But if she is a 10 -tonner,
she cannot be a 10 -rater. The rating rules have
a tax on sail, and Nancy - to be a 10 -rater , as the
term is generally understood, with 474-in L . W .L .
should have 1,263 sq . ins S.A . Taking measure
ments from her photograph , I find she has about

2,100 sq. ins. S.A ., which is nearly 840 ins. too
much for a 10 -rater, and if she is to be allowed
2, 100 ins., her rating is over 16 ). Therein lies
the puzzle. My boat is 38 ins. L . W .L . X1,578

sq. ins. S .A . + 6 ,000 = 10 . I have 10 - in draught
fins, with 71 lbs. lead , to Nancy 's 13- in . draught
fin , with 104 lbs. As to the 1,730 rule - -which
surely Mr. Naylor knows is years out of date, being
the Y .R .A . rule for 1883 - making a finer (?) and
faster yacht than our southern boats, I think it
was proved in 1889 - 90 that the L . & S .A . models
were the faster, for they beat all the 1,730 boats

off the London waters. " I have sailed boats built
under the 1,730 rule, the 94 rule, the 1,200 rule,

and I can give Mr. Naylor the particulars of each
rule. Also, the length class rule, which was given
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up by our club in 1905. It would be no use making
a race with Nancy , for reasons stated before ,
and the L . & S.A . boats are faster than in 1890 .
There were in 1889 about a dozen northern clubs,
but I doubt if any of them now sail under the 1,730

rule. There is one thing I like about Nancy, and
that is her sail plan , which is a very powerful and
effective one. - Yours faithfully , “ ŘED ROVER."

The Society ofModel Engineers .
'London .
A

PARTY of members , numbering twenty -one,
paid a visit on Saturday afternoon , October
27th , to the London County Council's station

at Greenwich , where the electrical energy for running
the whole of the Council's system of electric tram
ways, both north and south of the Thames, is
generated . The party was met by Mr. Walker,
the charge engineer, and conducted over every
part of the station , visiting first the plant for
softening the boiler teed -water obtained from an
artesian well, and the plant for circulating the
cooling water for the condensers, this being obtained
from the river and driven through very large iron
pipes, controlled by electrically -worked valves by
large motor - driven centrifugal pumps.
The
coaling stage, with its system of rails and electric

cranes and locomotives for hauling the coal wagons,
were inspected , and a large electric crane to lift
30 tons was examined with much interest. The
method of feeding the coal bunkers was then seen ,
and the party adjourned to the boiler-house, where
a large number of Stirling boilers were generating
steam . The plant for filtering the feed -water to
free it from grease and oil, and the large triple ram

pumps for feeding the boilers were examined , the
latter being driven by a very slow speed direct
current motor with worm gear, the pumps making

from 9 to 19 r.p.m . only. The party then walked
through a tunnel below the main engine room so
as to get a good idea of the large proportions of the
four alternators at present installed ; the lower
halves of these machines projecting into apertures
in the roof of the tunnel enabled one to see from
bottom to top of them , a distance of about 30 ft .

The plant is divided at present into four units,

each comprising a revolving field alternator of
thirty -two poles, and generating current at a
pressure of 6 ,000 volts, driven by two compound
steam engines fitted with Corliss valve gear, the
high -pressure cylinder being vertical, and the low
pressure horizontal, driving on to the same crank .
The party was permitted to ascend to the top
of the engines, from which a fine view of the very
extensive plant was obtainable. The switchboard
gallery claimed much attention , and the party
completed the tour by inspecting the static and
rotary transformers and some very fine machinery

of all kinds in the workshop and stores.
FUTURE VISITS. — The tramway car sheds and
workshopsatNew Cross will be visited on Saturday,
November 17th . Members wishing to go should
inform the Secretary at once ,as the party is limited .
FUTURE MEETINGS . — The Annual General Meet
ing will be held at the Cripplegate Institute on
Tuesday, November 20th , at 7 p .m ., at which all
members who are able to do so are expected to be

present.- Full particulars as to the Society and
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right inthrough
, or the
to screw
from instead
each sideof and
so clamp.
entrance formsmay be obtained from HERBERT G . : bolt
the yoke
between
magnetup cores
on top.
The
Riddle, Hon . Sec., 37, Minard Road , Hither Green,
enclosed wire is 22 S . W .G ., and machine should give about 30 volts
and 3 amps. - .c., about 90 watts.

S.E .

Leeds. — ThisProvincial
Society heldSocieties.
a meeting in their
room in St. Paul's Street on Tuesday evening,
October
23rd , there being about fourteen members
present. Mr. C . Dobson (member) read a paper on
Electric Arc Flame Lamps, with experiments.
Various sorts of carbonswereused and explanations
given respecting them . The construction of several
lamps
were described by blackboard diagrams. A
hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Dobson for
hisinteresting paper. - Hon .Sec., W . H .BROUGHTON ,
262, York Road, Leeds.

(16,561]
Surface
Carburettor
Motorbicycle
Cycle.whichL ., onN .
ock ) writes
: I have
been makingfora motor
completion, fails to go. The following are particulars. The
engine is, I believe, a 21 h .- p . Calvert. I bought it through your
columns. The spark is quite perfect. The carburettor is of the
surface type, and gives an evaporation surface of so sq. ins. The
“ chimney ” is a piece of brass tubing, fin . inside, and has three
holes in the bottom . The pipe to the inlet is , in , inside hose, and
is only temporary. There is no turn tap but only a slide which

shuts off or admits air through two t-in . holes, and at the inlet

valve is a f-in. gascock for a throttle. Itis probably the carburettor

Queries and Replies.
As espectaily directed to the first condition given belove
(Attention
and no notice will be taken of Querdes not complying with the
directions tharain stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
showd be enclosed in the same envelope,

are replied
of this:4Journal
the scopeconditions
on subjects
Queriesbay post
dealingto
1) Querles
following
under thewithin
with distinct subrecis should be written on different slips, on
side of the paper only, and the sender's name must be im
one
seribed on the back . (2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,

wherever possible , with fully dimensioned skaches, and corte
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their wories for
rotarence. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
invariably be enclosed, and also a “ Queries and Replies
should
Coupon ” cu ow from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (1) Oueries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (s ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
published d.. The
weeks must elapse before the Reply can bebe guarantee
(6 )
Insertion of replies in this column cannot
Au Querles should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER . 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fled Sted , London , E .C . )

The following are sdected from the Queries which have been replied
to recentlyMagnetic
:S
(16,562)
Yoke a and
Field
Cores.
W . B . (Lowestoft)Joints
writes : between
I herewith enclose
rough sketch

(not reproduced
have practically com
gnanetundertype
wha)tofhaI want
intes odynamo
outwhat
ictojoknow
in. bh Iwould
pleted
,Pbut
is,f t-which
be the best way
to make a good magnetic joint between the
two limbs of the field
magnet ? Would the two pieces of -in . by 1-inb . wrought iron , as
in my sketch answer the purpose all right ? but
his perhaps
ut if not,

you could kindly suggest something ? The magnet is made of
cast iron , and was originally a Kapp overtype machine, but wishing
to get bobbins on and off I converted it into an undertype. The

machine has a drum armature, eight cogs ; six are 2 ins. in diameter
and 3 ins. long. The coils for themagnet are wound with nine layers
of the sample size wire enclosed . The armature is also wound
with the same sized wire. The whole is mounted on a mahogany

faced gount

EENHOF

Query i

SURFACE CARBURETTOR FOR MOTOR CYCLE .
that is at fault. but where ? The transmission is by a twisted

belt,
and thethethrottle
gear ratio
she isand
started
withfulltheopensparkto
retarded
has isto 7 be- 1.halfIfclosed
the air
get regular explosions, but when starting down hill and with the

spark well advanced the throttle has to be full open and the air
quite closed. No amount of alteration of mixture will cause
regular explosions if the cycle is allowed to get up a good speed
downhill and the valve dropped with spark advanced .

Try altering the air inlet tube to petrol tank. Instead of three
laden with the get
vapour.
It is a good plan to have
an auxiliary
air inlet. You
greater freedom of adjustment
then .
holes make a number of holes, and arrange pipe horizontally. This
will give you a richer mixture, as the
air will becomemore heavily

116 ,6031 Model Marine Boiler. W . N . C . (Great Yar
mouth ) writes : What would be suitable sizes of steam and exhaust
pipes for a model marine engine, t-in. bore and stroke ; steam
ports, 1- 16th by 5 - 16ths ; and exhaust, by 5 - 16ths. Please give
a dimensioned sketch of a boiler of design similar to that on page
40 of No. 6 Handbook, to be fired by a blowlamp, suitable for driving
above engine at about 50 lbs. pressure. Kindly give number of
square inches ofheating surface required , also size ofbore and stroke
of a force pump (to be worked from an eccentric ) to maintain same,
Neither of the boilers on page 40 (old edition ) or page 40 (new

We can recom
edition ) are suitable for use with a blowlamp.
. The dimen
on page 46 ofThethesizenewof theedition
generator
mend arethegiven
steam and exhaust
on the drawing.

sions
3- 16ths in , copper
be the same amfor convenience
may
okesolid-drawn
hs force
str
. Fit a burbrass pipe.
mp dodown,
pump
wn, say 2
may beGear5-16tthesake,
or
diavizm ., pu
or 3 to i ; the ram may be 5 - 16ths diameter by or 7- 16ths
stroke. Fit a bye- pass on the delivery pipe.

(16 ,727] writes
Apprenticeship
and give
themeSea.
. W advice
. H.
(Yorkshire)
: Will you kindly
a bit ofEsound
on the following : I was educated at Bridlington till the age of
13. Then - by examination - I gained a scholarship for a better
school, and attended there for two years and a quarter. When

this time
I hadoldto. think
being
then
aboutexpired
154 ,years
Now ofmysomething
desire wasbetter
to beto do,
a marine
engineer
and
to
go
to
sea,
but
as
there
were
no
engineering
shops
in Bridlington , and I could not afford to go away to where I might
learn the trade. I had to stay at home to my disappointment.

I went into a joiner's shop, and commenced my apprenticeship as
a joiner.
I am now completing my fifth year to the joinery trade,
and
I shall come of age in June of next year. There is very little
work in this branch of business now , and I still have the longing
to go to sea. Now , what I want to know is - ( I ) Do large steamers,
such joiner's
as Cunard
Star any
liners,chance
and the
like,getting
carry atheir
own
crew liners,
? IfWhite
so, is there
ofme
job
aboard
one
?
Can
you
help
me
to
do
so
?
Will
you
kindly
advise
me where to apply, giving me a few addresses ofreliable steamship

companies, and how to approach the said companies to the best

overy 8362

Query 10

UNDERTYPE DYNAMO FIELD -MAGNETS.
baseboard . Please let me know what size the wire is, and what
I could expect the outputof themachine to be in volts and amperes,
and whether my plan ofmaking the magnetic jointwould answer ?

The sectional area of the yoke must be equal to that of the field
magnets,
Aflat strip of metal- either cast or wrought - well
faced to the tops of magnet cores, and screwed well down would
answer. Or if you have space, a better way would be to put a

advantage
slight ?knowledge of model shipbuilding
aid
me in ? anyWillwaymywhatever
Large
shipping
lines
do
take carpenters and joiners, but as a rule
it is only those men who make personal application to the officers
on board when ship is in port that stand a chance of getting a job .
You
could , however,
application
the superintendents
companies,
the various
shipping make
and askto them
to put your nameof
on their list. But as the crew is often signed on at a day's notice,
it is generally those men who are on the spot that get the
jobs if there
addresses
several
firms are
can any
be fresh
obtainedones fromgoing.such Thepapers
as theof
Daily Chronicle, Daily Telegraph, etc. They advertise fairly
regularly on the front pages. We are afraid your model
shipbuilding will not be of great service. However, we advise you
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to state your experience and capabilities as concisely and briefly
as possible, and ask if they will advise you how to make application
for the job you want, if you are not doing it in the correct way.
will probably
and they we
Enclose
n form toenvelope,
re
. We
applicatioaddressed
send you a anstamped
hints will
these few cannot
trustregret
firmfill,inbut
particular

commend you to any

assist
you, Gas-meter Reading. J. N . (Ardwick) writes :
(16,757)

Would you kindly answer enclosed questions : I have a 20 -light

cooking
purposes,
and gaswhat
gas-meter
I want
to know
is
to readforsame
How
and see
how much
is used
per week
? When
I took business over, August 13th , the Inspector came and read

meter , and the figures were 3,887, and at present they are
the
4 .107. The dials on top ofmeter are like drawing (not reproduced ).
The readings are taken in exactly the same way as for the elec
tricity meter described in May 31st, 1906 , issue, page 526 , Query
No. 15.802. If you refer to this your difficulty will be solved .

If you subtract one reading from the other the result is the number

feet of burned between the dates of reading meter.
of
dividing by thegasnumber of weeks in the quarter, etc ., you arrive
By cubic
on per week.
gas
at( the
16 ,719] consumpti
for Charging ; Accumulators
Small Dynamo

Boat. F . E . C . (Leeds) writes :
for Running Electric Motor
I should be much obliged if you would help me by answering the
following queries : I have bought a partly -made overtype dynamo
and am finishing it myself. Armature, 21 ins. diameter if ins.
wide and has eight cogs. There are eleven turns of wire (sample

each magnet,
wire
; leweight
fieldtoto -muse
onors. each
enclosed
tathempmachine
enc5( 1)9 los-16ths
wirforofe charging
wantenclosed
useagnet
of wire
?? (2)(2 )onWhat
ed )) ozs.
accumulators.
IIwant
wire
of
size
What
sample
is
ro
armature, and
ancillhowmacmany
hine giv
se
at siz
e, size
e mendd for
foruseach
turns
for armature,
recommen
wouldWhyou
machine give, roughly ?
cog ? ( 3) What voltage and amperage will
w How can I make the magnets self-exciting ? I have your book

" Small Dynamos and Motors." I have a T .B . D . I have made
h

49 ints. long. It is driven by two of Thompson 's (of Greenwic )
Arm
4 -volt 5 atamp.-hour
by a revolve
drivenmotors
motors.
2B
Each motor
tor. is The
a great speed
boat accumula
strong

voltag
boas for a mi
thebut
nute or two,
ongwater
the (5 ) Ought
thene toslowkeepdown.
instrthe
minute
up to
thethemotors
to keep
amperage
increase
voltage
or
the
the
II toto inc
rease ?the(66)) Can
Can
rul
doe
wa
me
tel
you
l
sgreatestpow voltage
ise, the
what
you tell
me
initial speed
these motors will safely take ? (7 ) As a rule, does the power of a
motor increase with increase of voltage ?

S.W

.G .
(1) 28 S.W . Wind (4armature
of No.to the25 brushes.
in shunt
) Connect full
(3) About 15 .Gto 20(2)watts.
discharge
15 ) Probably the cells are not large enough to stand the
give
rate. (6 ) So long as they do not get too hot you can

them as

and
much current as you like. (7) Yes, up to a certain point,
provided the source of power is not limited by a small discharge
cells.for Dynamo Driving. T . B .
- i.e., small
rate116.7151
Wheel
Watercapacity
(Heaton ) writes : I have a 50 -volt series dynamo, about 500 watts
or perhaps more. It was built in London , and is a Gramme type.
The armature is 8 ins. diameter, and is wound with No. 16 S . W .G .

in sixteen coils,and about 40 lbs. ofNo. Io siJk -covered wire on fields.
I wish to light about six 16 c.- p . lamps from it, or even four 16 C.- P .
would be encugh . Could I have it to work off some water near
the house (which has about 30 ft. head ) by means of a Pelton wheel
attached on its shaft ? If so , what size wheel should I use and size

of nozzle, and diameter of pipe ? The water is to be taken from
a stream , and I shall be able to get 30 ft. head . If I can only get

me. to work at, and to get 1 bh .-P.
will dolow forpressure
watts
200This
youu
isn aatit very
c ft. of wa
tue ofof 1 inin.. ddiameter.
uld runeed
in .- p . yoThis
wowould
ab
use4 acubidischarge
nozzle
to e1
would
d thispersyminute.
ple su. wheel
stemve an Aam12-in
ppler
tts coft,mmofenwater
th pass
silyabout
get 20140 wacubic

earun atabout400 r.p .m . So unless you have an ample supply
wiwould
of water we should not recommend this system of driving. You

could easily get 200 watts (i.e., say, h .-P . at water wheel pulley)
f in , diameter.
with a jet ofSteam
writes : I am
W . forA . a J.fast(Swindon)
Ports.engine
(16,717]to make
torpedo-boat destroyer.
a marine
intending
will have
Thebesize of cylinder is i-in . bore by 4-in .s stroke. Whatand
to the size of ports, and the dimension of slide valve travel
speed
?
high
inch
work atports
at
50 ,lbs. inper. bysquare
to Steam
1-16th in. ; exhaust, i in , by 1 in . ; port
bar. 1-16th in . Slide valve should have 1-32nd-in . Jap and a travel

of 3-16ths in . Advance and eccentric, 1-32nd in , full.
r)
(16,773] Ib.h .- p . Water -wheel. E . J. S. (Wendove
writes : Will you kindly tell me this, re a water motor which
I had
rather fancied to drive a 31 Drummond lathe and a 235 or 500-watt
dynamo separately for charging and lighting purposes : - (1) What
power motor do I want,
and size ? (2 ) Size of nozzle and quantity
tely
of water, approxima , it would use per hour. I could use 8 or
16 -ft, drop . (3 ) What make do you advise and price ?

(1) About i b .h .-p . would be required . (2) A modern Pelton
wheel, 12 ins. diameter, subjected to a head of 10 ft. (i.e., pressure

of about 5 lbs. per square inch ), and discharge from nozzle whose
area is about 7 sq. ins. (i.e., 3 ins. diameter), and consequently
passing about 74 cubic feet per minute, would give you this power.

, Manchester, would
Messrs. Baily & Co., Albion Works, Salford
supply you and give you price on application .
nd) writes : Would
W . (Sunderla
(16 ,703] Steam Ports. theT.sizes
of steam and exhaust ports,
you mind letting me know
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travel and dimensions of valve for a vertical engin

t-in . bore,

I-in . stroke. As I intend to work the engine in connection with a
dynamo,
pressure,
atboiler
aboutfor50thelbs.same
horizontal
? could you recommend a suitable

Steam ports,

.by 5-64thsin
bar, Turner's
.; Stuart
5-64thsinnew. ; exhaust
ports, $ in , by 4 5in- 16ths
in. Messrs.port
water
tube boiler should suit your
purpose. Write to them for leaflet.

Address recommend
Shiplake,
Turner,gas Ltd
- Thames.
We would: Stuart
or “., Primus
firing. The
" oil Henley-on
boiler
would
if
few
better
be
tubes
it
had
This
a
more
fitted
.
would
of
course cost a little extra.
( 16,655 ) Charging from Small Dynamo ; Finding
Polarity.
writes have a little dynamo, neio ,
T . (Cornwall)
therefore in a J.perfect
condition. It is :ioI volts,
and 12 C.-P., and runs
at 3,000 r.p .m ., and is wound for charging
accumulator,

it does
not give the amperage, and my accumulator states that thebutcharging
should be it amps. Will this dynamo give out that amount, or are
resistance lamps needed ? What
any
If so, candle-power
what kind ? should
I wantI need
to use?
two lamps when not charging.
any
charging
not
Ianhave
done
yet
;
connecting
I
found
that
on
up
accumulator that the dynamo began to revolve at an enormous

the way the dynamo must revolve when driven
speed.
Is thisor must
an engine,
by
it turn the opposite direction from that driven
accumulator the accumulator is then emptying itself ; but in order
to refillto make
again sure,
it must
way. Am easily
I rightspoiled
? I
want
accumulators
as I beam driven
told I opposite
if not properly connected up. that
understand aredynamo
by the accumulator, as I take it that when dynamo is driven by

that
must
run at 3 ,000 before connecting up accumulator ; but I do not
know which is the positive or negative pole of the dynamo. As

I do not want to connect the wrong terminals, will you kindly say
which
side would be positive or negative of dynamo ?

You do not say what size your accumulator

do

is, nor
give
its voltage . The voltage of dynamo should be 25 per cent,youabove
that of accumulator. Drive dynamo in same direction as it runs
as a motor. If possible use a small ammeter
charging, so as
see exactly what current is being used . when
toparallelor
can charge in
series with the lamps if you You
in
The number
like.
of lamps in circuit in the latter case will directly determine the
current the cells are getting. See recent replies on this subject.
To find positive of dynamo dip the ends of two wires
some
slightly acidulated water when dynamo is working smallintobubbles
:
of gas will appear on the negative wire.
Why “ The
Engineer
is Published
W .(16,726
S . F . ] (Cambridge)
writesModel
: Although
I have" only
taken THE.

MODEL ENGINEER for a few weeks I am already audacious enough
to take advantage of your kind offer to give information to such

readers

MODEL

ENGINEER need it. I think my ignorance
of THE
onhavesome
of the following points willasdobe
explained by (except
the facta that I
never made an engine,neither
I possess one
air " ) and have never seen a model with link reversing gear. “ hot
Can
you tell me- ( 1) How a Stevenson's link reversing gear works ?

(2) How a D .A . oscillating cylinder works ? (3) How a hot-air
engine works ? Could you explain effect
pressure
w How a compound engine works the
? (5 )

“
of the explain

"?

Can you
me
the principle of riveting - i.e., how the head of the rivet is tofixed
on , and how small riveting (e.g., model boilers)
performed
(6 ) Can you give me directions for soldering ? (Iis am entirely?
ignorant on this point, which you may
judge from the
that I
once tried to join two pieces of metal by pouring lead fact
on them .)
Can

7)
I obtain
backandnumbers of THE MODEL ENGINEER
which
I require fromany you,
how much each ? (8 ) the
Couldmakers
you
give me the address ofMessrs. Macintyre & Christopher,
the 8th
combination
ofAugust
described
THE
MODEL
ENGINEER
lathe
in
'
,
, 1906
? also could you inform me as to whether they
issue a free catalogue ? (9 ) Have you any objection to giving
the names of any of your contributors, in order that I might obtain
information as to their models described THE MODEL ENGINEER ?
( 10 ) Do you issue, among your sixpenny inhandbooks,
any describing
and giving directions for making
horizontal

(a ) a
or vertical slide
valve or oscillating engine, without
a lathe (or marine engine)
:
without
(b) Wa emodel
lathe.
boiler
a
regt the ar st articles Journal, an

er

e

.

"We regret
wey cannot
reply which
in the canqueryonlycolumns
all your
inquiries
as they
are subjects
be dealtto with
and
explained
series
articles.
information
by
a
of
you
All
the
ask text.
can
be found in back numbers of our Journal, and also in various
books. You will see , therefore, that it is quite out of the question
tothedeal
with your
fullyyouand inthedetail
theseforcolumns
following
notesletter
rightin track
will put
gaining; but
the
information you require. ( 1) Seeon handbook,
“ The Locomotive
Simply Explained
post free.Simple(2) See " Model Steam
post," 7d .,

Mechanical Working
"
Models," zd. . (4 ) Seefree.“ The(3 ) See
Compound Engine," by Tennant.
Model
See
25.
od.
(5)
“
Boiler-Making,"
Seeenclose
The
Woodworket for January, 1906 , page 118. 7d.(7 ) (6)
list of back numbers. Almost all can be had from theWePublishing
Departinent, 3d., post free each . (8 ) Macintyre & Christopher' s
address is 29, Clerkenwell Road , E .C . Yes, to bona fide buyers,
(9 ) Depends upon the circumstances of the case. Any particular
information
you want can always obtained

be

Machinery

for you. ( 10 ) See

WithoutSteamers,"
““ Models MadeforModel
indexarticles
a Lathe” 7d.;
(see also
). in back numbers

-

-

- -
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(16 ,725) Model Locomotive Firing. C . J. (Billing) writes :
Kindly let me know the best fuel for a model locomotive boiler

The News of the Trade.

and d3 )fuel
wide.preferred, if possible) ; size of firebox, 6 ins. deep, 41 long
You will find a mixture of good coal (not too bituminous) and
coke doalsoverybe well.
the domestic
fires
should
found Half
to giveburnt
a goodembers
fire. from
You must
have a good

(Thesamples
Editor will
pleased toofrecetve
for review
underandthismaterials
heading
and beparticulars
new tools,
apparatus

draught,
a andsteamsmokebox
blower,arrangements.
an auxiliary steam
and proper
blast
pipeby
See post
“raiser,
ThefreeModel
Loco
motive,"
Greenly
;
price
6s.
net,
6s.
5d.
this
office, for further details. You may find charcoalof use in from
a lighten

for amateur use. It must be understood that these reviews are
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
boing required of accepted. The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted,
or to abstain from inserting a review in any case where
the goods are not of sufficient Interest to his readers.)

ing " the fuel, and to start the fire we can recommend the patent

•Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual

:- (1) atThe25 dynamo
I amsize constructing
iselectrical
stated toinstallation
give 4 amps.
volts. What
wire should
I use to take this current ? ( 2) Would it be necessary to use

Hydraulic Pamps
Mr. C . W . Cook, whose work is known already to our readers.
for scientific
other instruments
addition topumps,
is manufacturing in hydraulic
which in their simplest
research purposes,
500, these
and
1,000,
to
up
pressures
for
suitable
are
form
and
of special . design,
are maintained
valves and
300 atmospheres
The pumps
obtained
are easily; the
pressures

fire lighters sold by most oilmen.
670 ) Electric
E . E. F . (Rye)writes
you(16,kindly
answer theLighting.
following questions
concerning : aWould
small

casing and capping or other protection for indoor purposes ?
( 3 ) How many 8 c .- p . lamps should this dynamo light, and when

Editorial inspection of the goods
Scientific Work .
for noticed.

Mr. Chas. W . Cook's High -PRESSURE HYDRAULIC PUMP FOR EXPERIMENTAL PURPOSES.
ordering lamps should I have 25-volt ones or allow a few volts
? (4 ) Could you tell me
mains
throughof the
loss ofgetcurrent
less forI might
construction of a small main
particulars
where

switch for current of 4 amps. 25 volts ?
No. 18inch.
S .W .G .) will
carry
7 amps.
at 4 ,000 necessary.
amps. density(3)
per(1)square
Some
efficient
protection
Reckoning
3 watts(2 per
candle-power
, it would islight
about four
8to C.-aŪow
p . lamps.
dynamo
a little, " over
rated Lighting
voltage
for dropYes,in and
leads,runetc.the See
handbook
Electric
for Amateurs," 7d., post free.
( 16 ,738 ) Model Boiler. A READER (Willenhall) writes :
I have a boiler measuring inside 13 ins. by 3 ins. Could you tell
what size slide-valve engine it would drive ? Would it drive
me

one with cylinder it bore ?
for us, and
to answer
query . We cannot
tell
howIt istheimpossible
boiler is fired
you doyour
not say anything
about its
containing any tubes or flues. The stroke of the engine and the
type is also not stated .

be affixed to floor, wall, or table . The illustration , herewith , is of
a pump designed byMr. Petavel for the PhysicalLaboratories of the
Manchester University for experimental investigations under the
highest
pressures.
Theperpressures
rangepiece
up ofto special
2,500
atmospheres
(37.500 lbs.
square inchobtained
) ,and a valve

constructionon the
enables
the under
full pressure
maintained
con
tinuously
apparatus
test for tosoas bemany
days
as may
be
required.
The
valves
are
arranged
that
a
number
of
successive strokes of the ram can be employed, a feature which
will
be
found
ofconsiderable
value
in
compressing
gases
to
the
high
pressures above indicated. Further particulars may be had on

application
to Mr.Street,
Chas, Manchester.
W . Cook , The University Engineering
Works,
Coupland
Small
Castings.
We are informed by Mr. Arthur Firth , of Cleckheaton, Yorks,
that he is now making a speciality of good -class castings from his
own and customers' patterns. Wehave received a sample casting
of a 10-in . diameter slotted faceplate,suitable for use in thegap of a
3 or 31 in . lathe. The casting is good and clean. Prices for rough

or finished castings may be obtained on application,
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The Editor's Page .
THIS issue of our Journal contains several
1

noteworthy items, to some of which we take
this opportunity of specially referring.
The new reversible rotary steam engine, “ The
Palindrome,” invented by Mr. Henry R . W . Bruce,
and described on pages 436 and 437 , marks another
ingenious attempt to overcome the imperfections

of the ordinary reciprocating steam engine and the
graver faults of previous primemovers of the rotary
type. Our readers will no doubt await its develop
ment and trials with considerable interest.

The accountof the doingsof the SchoolModel Engi
neering Society atGuildford provides someidea ofthe
amount of good work which is being done by the
scholars in many of our large educational centres.
Ifmay also recall to older model engineers themany
pleasant occasions they have spent dabbling with

model engines — inter alia, burning fingers and
making a terrible mess - in school-days gone by.

On page 454 we publish a rather remarkable
query. It is one of a type which constantly
recurs, and the impossibility of dealing with
it in detail within the scope of a single query
and reply does not need any explanation on our
part. To dispense such information as our querist
requires is the raison d'être of this Journal.
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A . G . W . (Pelton).- We are at a loss to suggest
anything except perhaps a vertical slide or
milling spindle for the lathe.
G . F . A . R . (Middleton ). — Take magnet to pieces
and make two coils of wire to slip over each limb.
Their size, etc., and gauge of wire will depend
upon the current available. Use a fairly heavy
gauge, so that a large current can be carried .
Introduce resistances as required , accordi
ng to
the voltage of supply and the carrying capacity
of the coils. We should say, however, that it
will be more satistactory to send the magnets
away and have them re-magnetised for you.
A . E . G . (Manchester). - We cannot tell what class
of locomotive it is you require a drawing of."
See Greenly 's “ The Model Locomotive " for
side elevation of both the 4 – 4 – 0 type and
4 - 4 - 2 type express engines on the L . & Y . R .

Notices
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender 's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointment in advance ,
This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s . Per

annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
Ordor .

How to ADDRESS LETTERS ,
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
paper , and all new apparatus and price lists, etc., for review , to be
addressed to the EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26 -29, Poppin 's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Bngi

Deer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .

many will be looking round for suggestions ard ideas
for something that they may accomplish in the

way of model-making during their leisure hours.
In this connection we may remind new readers
that the back volumes of our Journal are full
of designs and descriptions of useful as well as
interestingmodels ; those who are not the possessors
of these volumes should obtain a list of principal
contents, post free from our publishing department.

At themomentof going to press we have received
a few particulars of the model motor boat race
in Paris for the “ Branger ” Cup. We hope to
have some photographs of the boats ready for inser
tion in our rext numbei, but in the meantime our
readers will perhaps be interested to know that
although the performances are very meritorious,
they have not excelled any records made by model
speed -boats in this country.

All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co ., 26 - 29 .
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S . A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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A Model Compound Horizontal· Engine.
By M . WADDINGTON .

MR. M . WADDINGTON 'S MODEL COMPOUND STEAM ENGINE.

THE engine shown in the photograph repro
duced above has been constructed in my
spare time from the design by Mr. H . W .
Jackson , which was published in THE MODEL
ENGINEER in the issue for April 14th , 1904, Vol. X .
It may be mentioned here that the cylinders are of
cast iron , the high -pressure one being i-in . bore by
It- in . stroke ; and the low -pressure, il-in . bore by
11 -in . stroke. The port-holes were drilled and cut
out with a chisel. The valve chests aie fastened

on with eight {-in . countersunk sciews, and the
cylinders are fastened to the bedplate by means of

a hood . The crankshaft is built up of mild steel,
the joints being pinned and brazed together. The
connecting -rods are made of mild steel plate , being
first cut out, made hot, and then twisted to the
right angles at the ends ; the big end is fitted with
brasses to take up wear. Crossheads are of steel,
each having a brass shoe. The eccentric rods

are of mild steel with both ends brazed on .
The flywheel is 6 ins. diameter. The bearing
pedestals are in one with the bed plate, which is
of cast iron , and bearing brasses were afterwards
fitted .
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The pitch of the leading screw of my lathe is

SomeUsefulWorkshop Devices .

4 in ., so for a pitch of 8 ins. thirty -two revolutions
of the leading screw would have to be made for
one revolution of the lathe spindle.
To attain this end a faceplate was screwed to
the nose of the lathe, and to this wasattached a gear
wheel with eighty teeth ; and in turn the cast- iron

By V . W . DELVES-BROUGHTON .
(Concluded from page 366 ).
CUTTING HELICES AND SPIRALS.
OST amateur model-makers' lathes are
fitted with a leading screw of k-in . or 4-in ,

block was bolted to the gear wheel, so that all turned
together .

Gearing with the 80 -wheel was a 20 -wheel, and

pitch , and when it comes to cutting a spiral
of a larger pitch than that of the leading screw
some special arrangement must be made, as the
leading screw will make more revolutions than the
spindle of the lathe.

Up to about twice the pitch of the leading screw

fixed to the same spindle, projecting beyond the
end of the lathe, was a brass wheel 16 ins. in diam
eter, and immediately below it another brass wheel
2 ins. in diameter was keyed to the leading screw .
By means of the dividing apparatus previously
described ten 3- 16ths in . holes were drilled in the
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Fig . 1. - FRONT ELEVATION : AN ARRANGEMENT FOR CUTTING HELICES AND SPIRALS IN THE LATHE.

a handle attached to the leading screw and the

circumference of the 2-in . wheel and four in the

requisite train of gear wheels may be employed ;
but when it comes to turning a spiral of, say ,
6 -in . pitch , this system has to be abandoned , as

16 -in . wheel at equal distances ; 3- 16ths in . steel
plugs were driven into these holes till they

it will be found almost impossible to arrange the
gear in the first place, and when the gear is arranged
it will be found that the strain on the small gear
wheel attached to the spindle of the lathe (in most
lathes this is a special wheel permanently fixed ,
and the space is so confined that a larger wheel
cannot be introduced ) is such that the teeth will

projected about 3-32nds in . Next a steel band
about in . wide and 30 S . W .G . was taken , and
holes punched in 7 - 32nds in . diameter and 0 .628 in .
apart, a small punching block with guides and a
stop pin being specially constructed for this purpose
to ensure regularity in the pitch of the holes .

(See Figs. 3, 4, and 5.) This steel band was then
passed over the two wheels, and acted as a pitch
chain . On the leading screw a large gear wheel

be stripped before the spindle can be turned .
To make my meaning clear, I propose giving
an example of how a cast-iron block was formed to
an accurate segment of a spiral 8 -in . pitch for a
mould on which to beat out the wings of a screw
for a current meter used for measuring the velocity

wheel ( 100 and 20 ) to which was attached a cranked
handle .
On turning the cranked handle the required rela
tive motion of the saddle and the spindle ensued ,

of streams.

and by means of the milling appliance already

was fitted , and meshing with this was a small gear
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described , a series of cutswere taken across theblock ,
using a round-edged cutter, about 1-16th in . being
taken at each cut the full depth required . The
slots in the central boss were cut out with the same
appliance, using a small circular saw set at the
necessary rake. (For the sake of clearness, the
saddle and milling appliance are not shown in the
drawings.)

For most purposes the large brass wheel may
be dispensed with , and a disc of wood used in its
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A , lathe bed ; B , headstock ; C , leading screw ;
D , bracket carrying leading screw ; Ē , lathe
standard ; 1, 2-in .brass wheel with ten pins; 2, 16 -in .
wheel with four pins: the pins are shown at 3, 3 ;
4 , spindle carrying the 16 -in . wheel and the 20- gear
wheel ; 5 and 6 , brackets carrying the spindle (4 ) ;
7, 20 -gear wheel ; 8, 80 gear-wheel ; 9, faceplate
carrying large gear wheel (8) and work (12) ;
10 , steel band ; 11, guide bolted to lathe standard

(E ); 12, work in hand.
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Fig . 2. - END ELEVATION .
place. The small pulley , however, must be made
Figs. 3, 4 , and 5 show section, plan, and end
elevation of punching jig :
in metal, and can be used for a number of purposes,
13, steel block (bolster) ; 14, iron guide block ;
the gear wheels being arranged and the pulley
made to agree with the pitch required .* If wood
15, punch ; 16 , pin to regulate distance apart of
holes ; 17, screws to hold guide-block in position .
is used for the large pulley, wood screws should be
employed instead of steel plugs, the heads being
Where extreme accuracy is not important there
is another manner of effecting this object - i.e.,
cut off when screwed into the right position. The
the
cutting spirals, etc. A faceplate the circumference
steel band can be used as a gauge to spacepulley
screws by wrapping it round the wooden
of which is equal to the pitch required is screwed
to the lathe head , and round the edge of this a cord
and scribing off from the holes. The whole appliance
is tightly wound and securely fixed at one end ;
can be used for any pitch by simply changing
the diameter of the large wheel.
the other end is then led round a guide pulley and
attached to the saddle. The diameter of this face
The drawings show the general arrangement,
Fig í being a side elevation, and Fig . 2 an end
plate should be the diameter of the cord smaller
than the calculated diameter -- Thus :
elevation :
D - pitch
* Using the same gearing as mentioned above,
N
any pitch can be cut by using a large pulley
twice the diameter of the required pitch - 4 -in .
where D = diameter of faceplate ; d = diameter of
pulley for 2-in . pitch ; 8-in . pulley for 4-in . pitch .
cord ; and N = constant 3.14159.
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Itwill thusbe seen that as the saddle is moved away
from the headstock of the lathe the cord will un
wind on the faceplate and give the required turning
movement
to theobjection
work attached
The principal
to this to it.* of working
is that it is extremely difficultmanner
to regulate the
tightness
with
which
the
cord
is
wound
on the
edge
of the faceplate ; besides which the cord
is liable
to stretch . The error resulting, however, will be
very slight if proper precautions be taken .
A balance-weight should be attached to another
cord wound in the reverse direction on the same
faceplate or on another faceplate or drum attached
to the first, to regulate the tension with which the
main cord is wound up at each return stroke. I
have never used this appliance myself, but I have
seen it used to cut the riſing in the barrel of a small

constructed for use on the shallow canals of Italy .
He says that no attempt to employ either steam or
motor barges has hitherto been made in these
waters. The machinery consists of a four-cylinder
16 b .b .-p . benzine motor, and placed well forward .
In deep sea a speed of eighteen knots was attained ,

gun which gave very accurate results in shooting.
With a modification of the steel band appliance
volutes can be cut on the face of the work — as,

placement, 1.800 metric tons;mean draught, 7*87 ins.

for instance, the scroll required for a self-centreing
chuck . For this purpose wheels with pins on their
circumference of the proper diameter are mounted
on the back of the faceplate and on the square end
of the surfacing screw of the slide-rest. In this
case it may be found convenient to rivet the band I
together so as to make a continuous
band, as if the number of convolutions is
Section
at all excessive the length of the band
would becomeunmanageable. Of course,
suitable guides would have to be fitted to
turn the band round to the required
position to actuate the screw . The regular
arrangement of this work consists of a
series of gear wheels with a pair of bevel

A Stern Wheel Motor Boat. - An engineer,

M . Salvatore Orlando, of Leghorn , in a letter to
Engineering of October 26th , describes with illus
trations, a stern wheel motor boat which he has

while in the shallow canals only three to four knots
was possible. The dimensions of the first boat,
which was built for experimental purposes, are as
follows :- Length between perpendiculars, 24 ft .
7 ins.; length over all, 31 ft. ; beam , 5 ft. 94 ins. ; dis
A Gradual Application Clutch. - We repro
duce from Engineering an illustration of the Michel
gradual- grip clutch formotor -cars, motor omnibuses,
and stationary engines, designed by Messrs. Sabathe

and Séailles, engineers, 23, Boulevard Pasteur,
Paris. On the end of the motor shaft is keyed a
C .D .

Section A.B .

wheels in the train .
A pitch chain and sprocket wheels are
useful for a number of purposes, and will
save a lot of trouble in some cases ; and
the substitution of a band and wheels with

pins round their circumference will pro
vide a simple solution to sundry pro
blems which otherwise would be ex
tremely difficult. I should mention
that the pitch band described in the
above article is not suitable for con
stant use , as it is liable to cut into

the pins near the circumference of the
wheels and form notches in such a
manner that the band tends to
Section E .F . Section 1.J. Section G .H .
cling to the wheel and become en
tangled .
THE
MICHEL
GRADUAL
APPLICATION CLUTCH.
I have now finished my series
of articles on “ Workshop Devices,"
and I hope my readers will have found
flange, to which is bolted a cylindrical casing,
them useful, not only for the definite cases
forming the exterior of the clutch . The sliding
under consideration , but also as a general
portion of the clutch feathered to the gear shaft
indication of how difficulties can be overcome.
consists of a male cone, eccentric to the line of
I could give a number of other makeshifts which
shafts, and having a portion of one side cut away.
I have employed at different times, but it appears
In the interior of the cone is a curved plate spring,
to me that the probability of their being useful to
whose ends project through the opening, and are
my readers is so remote that it would be a waste
constrained by two fixed stops just inside the
of time describing them . Then, again , in most
cases I have had some scrap or disused appliance
which I have worked in for the purpose required,
and it is extremely unlikely that another man

cone. On the back of the cone, opposite the
opening, is riveted a bracket, carrying two pins,

would have exactly the samematerials by him .
* Picture cord about in . diameter will be
found suitable for this purpose, but should be
thoroughly stretched and the attachments soldered .

and the casing, is a curved tapered shoe.

each surrounded by a buffer, fastened by a taper pin .
In the space on each side of the cone, between it
These

shoes carry buffers at their larger ends, opposite

the cone buffers just mentioned , and round collars ,

surrounding pins at the smaller ends of the shoes,
act also as buffers against the ends of the plate
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spring. Pins with grooved collars at each end are
fastened through the centres of the shoes, two
through one shoe and one through the other. A
spring ring passes round the grooves in the collars,
and holds the shoes against the cone. The action

firing .

How to Make a Leyden Jar.
M

By F . F . BORNHARDT.
OST readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER who
have experimented with spar : coils at

home will have found great difficulty in
find bottles with a wide enough neck to properly
plaster the tinfoil inside.
There are many ways of making Leyden jars.
The simplest but most inefficient is to coat the
outside of a bottle with tinfoil and to fill it up with
water. A jar made in this manner is not trans

making neat Leyden jars, not having ben able to

expensive.

In the following I shall describe how to make
a good Leyden jar out of pretty nearly every shape
of bottle. The principle is of giving the bottles a
close inner coating of fine metal filings, at the same
time keeping them light and neat, costing only a
few pence to turn out quite a number.
How to make : The materials needed are some
copal varnish (a very thick and sticky liquid ) or
thick shellac varnish and some fine brass filings,
and of course a bottle of any shape and not too
thin glass. First of all perfectly clean the bottle
you intend making a Leyden jar of in hot water and
dry off with a cloth , then place in a warm oven
to make it perfectly dry inside as well as outside.
Before proceeding further see that the bottle has
no cracks, as it would then be useless. Then pour
some of the copal varnish or shellac in and turn

the bottle about so long till the inner surface as
Wood screw

soldered to knob

LHollow brass knob
Conk
Neck of bottle
09

itself, and that it will cause a revolution in range

with iron filings, or the inner coating is a metal
cylinder. Both these methods are not advisable, as
a lot of energy gets wasted owing to brush dis
charges between inner coating and glass. The
broad -necked or neckless ones with tinfoil coatings
are, if carefully made, the best, though the
straight glasses are difficult to procure and rather

MINHIMA

of the clutch is as follows : - When the disengaging
lever is relieved , the helical springs force the cone
home against the inner faces of the shoes, and the
latter are pushed outwards in contact with the
casing. If the casing is ievolving in the direction
of the arrow , as soon as the shoes come in contact
with it, the upper one tends to be drawn into a
narrower portion of the annular space against the
action of the plate spring. It is thus tightened
between the cone and the casing until there is
sufficient friction to transmit the drive. The
lower shoe, on the contrary, is loosened and pushed
back against the cone buffer, so that it takes no part
in the transmission of power. It is clear that if the
revolution of the casing were in the other direction ,
the drive would be equally efficient, the lower shoe
then transmitting the power. Should the power be
transmitted in the reverse direction , as, for example,
in the case of the car over-running the engine, one of
the buffer stopson the cone comes in contact with the
back of one or other of the shoes, and pushes it
round until it grips in the narrowing space. In
the small sizes the buffers are in one piece with the
cone ; in the larger clutches they are fitted separ
ately , as shown in the-illustration , made ofhardened
steel, and jointed in order to ensure a better contact.
A Self -Registering Electric Target. — This
is an invention of Mr. J. A . Tickie , of Leith ,
and Mr. J. Ryan , of London . The target com
prises a number of rings or sections, each resiliently
mounted on a rod or rods adapted to operate on
contacts, so as to close an electric circuit to give
an indication and registration on a correspondinga
dial at the firing point. The sections, when
section is struck , are returned and held in their
normal position . To prevent a bullet striking
two sections and throwing the gear out of order,
the sections are in such a position that their faces
occupy different parallel planes, and it is impossible
for a bullet to strike two sections simultaneously .
The invention will enable rifle clubs to dispense
with a marker, and allow of a member firing by
himself. It has been tested up to over 1,000 yds.,
and the correctness of the system thoroughly proved .
The inventors claim the contrivance is simplicity
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STOPPER for LEYDEN JAR.
well as the bottom are perfectly covered . Now
the superfluous varnish must be drained off. (If
more jars are to be made thevarnish may be allowed
to drip into the next bottle.) When no more will
run out wipe the neck with a cloth so far down as
the inner coating is required , and quickly fill to
about a quarter with brass filings, and shake

bottle well till all the inside is well covered with
them . Tip out the superfluous filings and leave
one day standing to dry before putting on outer
coating. The outer coating is, as usual, tinfoil ,
which can be stuck on beautifully with photo
grapher's paste. It must be remembered that the
outer coating be kept the same height as inner
one, and that the bottom be coated inside and out.
For making the connection with inner coating
wind a spring of brass wire (0 .5 mm .) round a rod
about in , thick and make it about same length
as bottle. Now stretch it to about three times its
length and place it inside the bottle in form of a
spiral running round the inside of bottle several

times, and solder end on to a knob which is screwed
into a tight-fitting cork (see sketch ). Now clean
neck of jar perfectly and give a thin coating of

portable or well insulated , although it answers its

best shellac varnish . When everything has dried
the jar is ready for use. It is worth making a trial
of this method, as I have made lots of Leyden jars
by it for friends and myself, and they all work
well. I am sure any reader of THE MODEL

purpose fairly well. Others are made by filling

ENGINEER trying this method will have success .
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Induction Coils for X -Ray and

Other Purposes.
By JoHN PIKE.

XIII. - Finishing off the Coil.
(Continued from page 417.)

November 15 , 19. 6.

of mahogany, with two stout terminals, might be
used , and the wires from the condenser box per
manently fixed under them . It is certainly found
to be a great advantage to be able to remove the
core, and indeed the whole coil, without having
to meddle with the mahogany shallow box upon
which it stands.
On completion of the work of winding and
covering it is natural to wish to see the results

TT was thought that, considering the thickness

of the time and labour one has devoted to the coil

of the insulation at this part, above all, the fact

as soon as possible .
It is occasionally recommended to test the second
ary sections for length of spark , one by one, as added
during the building of the coil. This, of course ,
pre-supposes the existence of break, condenser,
etc., and a ready means of fitting the coil roughly

that thetwo bobbin cheeks are of ebonite į in .
thick , a good standard might be almost as effective
made out of selected mahogany or walnut as if
made of the more expensive material. The coil
might have been mounted on the ebonite cheeks
only — with slight modifications in the building
up of the secondary — which would have been quite
in accordance with precedent. The principal and
important objection to this is that the coil is then
much too close to the base.
It may be recorded here that one may pay a
heavy price for “ the best ” ebonite, and find it
after all very imperfect. When vulcanising a
mass of rubber it is not an easy matter altogether to
avoid faults in theway of air -cells, and these weknow
nothing of until when filing, or shaping, or turning
the hard rubber we suddenly come on a cavity
which may spoil the work en
tirely. This, as a matter of
fact, accounts for the two
ebonite cheeks being 6 ins.
diameter instead of 6 ins., as
designed originally , for when
turning one of the discs, a
hole was discovered necessitating
the turning down to 6 ins. of
both discs to make the pair.
Of course, this is a strong

and on a temporary support - for this particular
purpose.
It is doubtful if anything is gained by the pro

cedure. The winding is subjected to repeated tests
and strainsat a timewhen it is in quite an unfinished
state, and although the result is the visible demon
stration of an increased length of spark for every
additional section , the total output at the finish ,
i.e., when the coil has been actually completed ,
may not be so satisfactory.

The testing of each section as finished for con
tinuity and correct winding (see September 27th

argument in favour of a further
insulation in the shape of ebonite

standards, but the author is
illogical enough to find the hard
wood supports quite reliable .

They must be very dry, soaked
in paraffin wax, and polished .
The centre-holes should be
21 ins. diameter.

It has been suggested to the
whom he is indebted for much
good advice and encouragement,
that if a spare coil and X -ray

author by a correspondent, to

tube are available, the appear
ance of the thick ebonite sheet

on the fluorescent screen would

FIG . 38. - AN INDUCTION COIL TO GIVE 6 IN . CONTINUOUS SPARK.

denote its homogeneity or infalli

bly indicate any hollow places.

The two primary ends projecting at one end and
through the cap bushed with ebonite tubes (see
Fiz. 5) are covered with rubber. Something
suitable for this is got by cutting a piece of thick
“ flexible " line wire, which will be found full of
a small gauge wire, which must be removed ; the
covering serves the purpose we require very well.
The primary wires many be carried right through
into the condenser box forming the base of coil,
but as the author uses a movable core it is found

simpler to bring two wires (No. 14 S . W .G .) up from
the terminals and connect them

by brass con

nectors to the ends of the primary . A small block

issue) is sufficient for all purposes , after covering

the coil w th wax , but before lacing on the outside
ebonite c ver, the desire to see results may be
legitimate.y gratified
.
to be properly secured
Presuming the condenser
in the lase, and the pins inserted and screwed
up so that we have the benefit of the full number
of sheets of tinfoil, the coil will be placed on the
stand and the primary wires connected as shown
(Fig . 7 , Article V ). The secondary wires from coil
are to be connected to the rings provided for them
on the discharger pillars, and the discharge rods
adjusted to a distance of 3 or 4 ins.
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Wires are then adjusted to the three terminals

on the end of the base of coil and connected to the
three corresponding terminals on the end of break
board . The wires are to be parallel one with the
other . At the other end of the break board con
necting wires are taken to the battery, which should

be one consisting of four cells of the capacity and
make suggested in the first article, i.e., seven plates,
4 by 4 , in each cell. The commutator handle should

be in a vertical position until we are ready to turn
on the current. The ammeter switch is now to
be pressed down so that the ammeter is put in
circuit, and we may then - after testing the battery

for its E .M .F . - switch on the current (from two
dry cells at the back of switchboard ) to the break .
The cup for the mercury must be screwed tightly
and placed low down ; two ounces or so ofmercury
may now be put in and covered to the extent of
I ir , at least with paraffin oil. The dipping wire
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Now , switching off the current, the dischargers
may be separated a little more, and, turning the
current on again , the spark length noted . It is
safer not to make any adjustment of the discharging
rods while the coil is in action ; always switch off
first. No difficulty should
be met with in getting
the full specified length of spark by a slight
adjustment of the break ; and , if the operator has
been more than usually careful in his work , the
output with one or two additional cells may be very

gratifying.
All the coils illustrated in these articles are ama
and 39 ) are especially good. These will be described
teur work , and the results from the two (Figs. 38

in the next instalment.

A very suitable wire for use in making the con

nections to battery and from coil to break is the
rubber-covered “ low -tension wire " used on motor
cars, and to be had at any garage.

Fig. 39. — AN INDUCTION COIL TO GIVE 83-IN . CONTINUOUS SPARK.
adjusted in the terminal at the end of the armature
arm must be screwed tightly , and must not be too
long, as it is necessary to raise the mercury gradu
ally by means of the ebonite milled head of the
regulating stand, so that we make the contact
tentatively.

Presuming that the break is working satisfactorily ,
we may now turn down the commutator handle

to right or left, and turning the ebonite milled head ,
raise the mercury cup. As the mercury meets the
dipping rod sparks will immediately begin to pass
between the points of the dischargers, rather thin
at first, but very fat and thick as the mercury cup
is slowly raised and the dipping rod makes longer

and more full contact with the mercury . It is usu
ally found that the coil sparksbetter and more freely
when the current is flowing in a certain direction

It is not at all unusual for cı il-makers to us for
the end sections of secondary a rather larger giuge
than for the bulk of the sections ; this is for the
purpose of more safely carrying the “ accumulated

electrical discharge," a phenomenon which probably
When testing the sections during its construction

has no real existence.

for spark length , it will be found that not only is
the spark length increased , but that there is an
appearance of accumulated discharge, the sparks
rushing from the fine wire end with a force and
commotion akin to the rushing out of water
from a house tap , but we surely do not argue
from the latter that the force or pressure is greater
at the tap than it is anywhere along the pipe
itself ?

(To be continued .)
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Articulated Locomotives.
D

OUBLE -BOGIE , motor-bogie, articulated , or

November 15, 1906. 3

trouble. It is, in principle, an ordinary engine
having in addition a motor bogie under the front
end, and in this differs from other much older
arrangements, for the only flexible pipe is that for
the exhaust steam from the high -pressure cylinders.
- Engineer.

flexible wheelbase locomotives are associated
in England, only , with the name of Fairlie ;
and his “ Hercules” of 1868 and “ Little Wonder 's
of 1869 for the 2-ft. gauge Festiniog Railway were
known even to the general public. But such loco
motives were employed before Robert Fairlie was
heard of ; that is, at least eleven years before his
applications. In 1857, at the great historical
trials in the Noric Alps on the Semmering line
a second Rainhill - nearly all the powerful com
peting locomotives were double -bogies," or had,
otherwise, a flexible driving-wheel base. The
" Seraing," built by John Cockerill, was practically
the same as the later “ Fairlie," and the Wiener
Neustadt engine, by Gunther, of Vienna, was of
precisely the same arrangement as the modern

A NEW TWIN -SCREW MAIL STEAMER FOR THE
South AMERICAN MAIL SERVICE .
The high reputation already possessed by the
RoyalMail Steam Packet Company for the comfort
and security of its services will, it is certain , be
materially added to by the introduction of the fine
new twin - screw mail steamer Araguaya , which left

Meyer engine at this day. ;

Southampton on her maiden voyage to South

Marine Notes .
By Chas. S. LAKE .

Fig . 1. - Twin -SCREW MAIL STEAMER, “ ARAGUAYA."
The “ Maffei ” engine, with chain transmission ,
is the only arrangement that has not survived to
this day. These double-bogie engine arrangements
may have existed even before these trials. They
have been invented by the dozen since that epoch.
The Cockerill engine in the trials was said to be
the conception of J. Naussmann, superintendent of
the Chemin de fer Bergue-Marches. It, like the
“ Fairlie ” invention , consisted in the combination

of a double-ended boiler, with one central firebox,

America on Friday, October 12th . This vessel,

which has been built to the Company 's order by
Messrs. Workman , Clark & Co., Ltd ., of Belfast,
has a gross tonnage measurement of 10 ,537 tons ;
her length is 535 ft. ; breadth , 61 ft. 3 ins. ; and
depth , 34 ft. She has been constructed on the
cellular, double -bottom system and, in addition
to the five holds for cargo , there are no fewer than
thirty water-tight compartments , thus providing
the maximum of safety. The two forward and the

and two motor bogies.
The double motor bogie engine presents serious
inconveniences in the various high -pressure and
low - pressure flexible pipe connections when adapted

aftermost lower 'tween decks and holds have been
insulated and prepared for the conveyance of

for compound working. The Mallet system , which
compara

luxuriously planned . The social hall is a triumph
L of artistic beauty. A lofty roof crowned by a

is

tively new , was designed to reduce this

cargo requiring cold storage . The passenger
accommodation on board the Araguaya is most
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plaster cove which rises toan oval domie of wrought
height. The decoration is Louis XIV , and the
panelling is in oak with panes of stained glass set in
arches over coupled ports. The dome is extended
through the deck above where there is an open

iron and stained glass achieves the impression of

colonnade forming a fine balcony on three sides,
one of these is used as the Music Gallery .
An elaborate system of electric fans serves to
provide ample ventilation , even in the most sultry
weather. Choice carvings form the chief feature
of ornamentation, the scheme of colour blending
: harmoniously with the principal decorative features,
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of progress introduced in the design of the vessel.
Every cabin is fitted with an electric fan , and
drinking fountains are placed at intervals along
sides for obtaining pure filtered iced water con

the passage ways on both port and starboard

tinually . It would occupy a considerable space to
enter even briefly into a description of the many
attractions of the vessel, but among other note
worthy features may be mentioned the first saloon
smoke-room , situated at the after end of the large
promenade deck ; the card room ; the children 's
nursery ; the doctor's consulting room and dis
pensary ; the dark room , for the use of passengers
wishing to develop photographic nega
tives ; the laundry , hospital, etc. Each
of these is as well equipped for its
respective purpose as skill and ingenuity
can devise - nothing likely to conduce to
the comfort or safety of passengers having
seemingly been overlooked.

The propelling machinery consists of
two sets of quadruple expansion engines
with six extra large boilers, there being
at the same time a full complement of
auxiliary machinery .
The main engines have been designed
for continuous running at full power

between European and South American
ports, and are carefully balanced , thus

reducing vibration to a minimum . Three

of the main boilers are double-ended , and
three single-ended , and they are arranged
to work at a pressure of 215 lbs. above
the atmosphere under Howden ' s system
of forced draught, embodying all the
latest improvements as the outcome of the
builders' wide experience of this invention .
Amongst the principal items in the
auxiliary machinery may bementioned the

extra large fans used for supplying air to
the boilers, while for discharging ashes
overboard See's ash ejectors and a patent
ash hoist have been installed .

This steamer, like the other “ A ” ves

sels of the R . M .S . P., is able to steam out
to the Plate and back , a seven weeks'
round voyage, with the coal taken in
England .
The engine-room equipment is complete
in every particular, the auxiliary pumps
being so disposed that in addition to the
independent pumping engine for each of
the various duties, there are also emer
gency connections should any unforeseen

contingency arise, special provision having
been made in the numerous systems
affecting the deck equipment. Indepen

Fig . 2. — THE VESSEL ON THE STOCKS.
which are in oak and gold in the style of Christopher
Wren . The floor is heavily carpeted, and the
ceiling is of white and gold with a very complete
system of electric lights effectively arranged . A
special feature of the ship is the cabines de luxe
on the bridge deck . The sitting rooms have pretty

writing tables, card tables and easy chairs, and there
are Louis XVI suites equipped with lavatories
and bathrooms.

Three hundred first saloon passengers are pro

vided for, and the adoption of the “ tandem ”
system of staterooms is one of the many marks

dent of the main condensers, to which
are fitted extra large circulating pumps
of the centrifugal type of Messrs. Workman , Clark
and Co .'s well-known make, a separate condensing
plant, complete with the requisite pumps, has been
fitted in the engine-room for working in conjunction
with the whole auxiliary machinery throughout the
vessel.
The extensive refrigerating hydraulic and electric
lighting plants are all arranged upon the same floor
level as the machinery described above.
The writer is indebted to The Royal Mail Steam
PacketCompany for the illustrations and particulars
given above,
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NEW TURRET STEAMERS .
On Saturday, September 22nd , Messrs. Wm .
Doxford & Sons, Ltd., launched from their yard
at Pallion the s.s. Ryall, for Messrs. Stephens,
Sutton & Stephens, Newcastle, who are already
owners and managers of the turret type of vessel.
The dimensions are : Length , 365 ft. ; breadth ,

51 ft. ; moulded depth , 27 } ft. The deadweight of
cargo and bunkers carried is 7 ,000 tons. The vessel
has received the highest classification of the Bureau

Veritas Registry. The above firm is also supplying
the engines and boilers.
On October 3rd , the Royal Septre, another turret
steamer, built by the same firm , was successfully

launched . She has been built to the order of
James L . Knott, Esq., Newcastle. The vessel is

of their new clear hold type, one of the latest
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A Model Racing Cutter.
By E . M . MURPHY (Dublin ).
CINCE the particulars of my model cutter
Dawn were published last March , I have
been engaged on another of the samelength ,
but essentially different in design . As a matter of
fact, Dawn can hardly be said to have been designed
at all .

Before starting on this boat, however, I read up
all the information I could find on the subject of
model yacht designing , and the result now pre
sented for your readers' criticism is Dusk , the lines
of which appear on the opposite page.

The drawings took me the best part of two
I got my timber (California

months' spare time. When they were finished ,
red wood ) and proceeded to

strike out my layers from
the drawing in the ordinary
way. Themarking out done,
I cut each layer round the
larger water line and bored
holes all over them to facili
tate scooping. Then working
by the centre lines proceeded
to glue them one on top of
the other with ordinary glue.
When the glue was tho
roughly hardened the next
job was the shaping which
was comparatively simple.
Some amateurs in a hurry

to start work might consider
all this striking out tedious,
but when you come to shape
the hull, and scoop the in
side, the enormous advan
tage of the layer plan over

the block model is at once

apparent. The shaping in
side and out being finished ,
I went over every joint and
put in brass screws of various
lengthsand sizes pretty nearly
everywhere I could get a
hold for one. There are no
FIG 3. — THE “ ARAGUAYA's " STOKE-HOLE.
ribs at all, but even after
the severest tests in the open
sea there is no sign of any of the joints going .
developments in turret construction , and in general
The deck is made of a very handsome piece of
proportions resembles a large number of turret
mahogany, 3 - 16ths in . thick , which I was fortunate
steamers that the firm has recently constructed .
enough to pick up. To arrive at the amount of
The principal dimensions are : Length , 366 ft. ;
ballast required , I floated the boat before putting
breadth, 50 ft. ; moulded depth , 264 ft. A dead
on the deck and loaded her up with lead which I
weight of 6 ,600 tons will be carried on a draught of
afterwards carefully weighed .
21 ft. 9 ins. The Bureau Veritas Registry has
Instead of allowing for the lead when building
assigned its highest classification to the vessel.

THE MARGEWOOD Lock . - We recently witnessed
a demonstration of the improvements over the lever
lock which are embodied in the “ Margewood "
lock , and are the inventions of Mr. Marshall Wood ,
of 41, Gray's Inn Road , London , W .C . The
special feature of the lock is the combined bolt and
levers, which operate over a stump fixed with a

double bearing in the lock casing, thereby rendering
it more secure against picking.

the hull, I completed the keel ,as designed , in wood ,
and pressing it into a box of sand made a mould
exactly to the lines on the drawing. For cores for
the bolt holes in the lead , I stuck four round and
slightly tapered sticks upright in the bottom of the

mould and then melted and poured the amount of
lead previously decided on - 10 lbs.
The next step was to cut down the keel to take
the lead , and to fit the keel bolts. A piece of
1 in . brass plate was fitted and screwed to the keel.

as cut down and through this four cheese-headed
bolts were allowed to hang downwards, the heads
being recessed in to the keel. The lead was slipped
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up on these and secured by four pin -hole nuts.
The advantage of this method is that the lead can
be taken off at any time if the boat has to be packed
and sent any distance and readily replaced. On
testing the boat with the lead ballast fixed , I found
she " sat down " rather too much aft. To over
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comethis I cut out a piece of the lead and replaced
it with a wood packing, and put the bit of lead cut
out,
inside the boat rather forward of the keel.
She now floats as designed .
All the spars are of the very best yellow pine,
there is nothing special about them except the
and
mast.
I had been admiring some hollow spars exhibited
here lately , and determined to make one in minia
ture. Mast and topmast are all in one, i in . diam .
at deck and tapering slightly to the hounds, where
shoulder to support shrouds, etc.; from that the

the diameter is reduced sharply to fin ., leaving a

topmast tapers up to the truck . I first got out two
pieces of yellow pine and having squared them

3WL

accurately I glued them together with ordinary
glue ; then treating them as one stick I shaped my
mast. I have no lathe nor anything that “ goes
M
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With care it turned out as true as a billiard cue.

When the shaping was done I damped the two
pieces till I got them apart,and proceeded carefully
to hollow out each half with a small carving gouge
and finish inside with sandpaper. This done, I put
them together again with waterproof marine glue
and drove on iwo brass rings at the ends, which are
left solid for about an inch .
After a few days' suspense, while the glue was

.1
Fig

.
PLAN
SHEER

setting, I subjected the spar to various bending
and twisting strains, and the results were most
satisfactory. I believe this is the first application
of hollow spars other than bamboo to a model.

The other spars are solid , being too small in
diameter
to make it worth the labour to hollow
them .

The gaff jaws are of brass and swivelling as on
the most modern boats ; the arrangement will be
easily seen in Fig . 5 .
The sails are of the C .M . D . Co.'s brown'striped sail
cloth , which is excellent stuff for the purpose. I
also got some rigging screws from the same firm ,

which
I could not make myself for want of a lathe
or screwing tackle.
The falls of halyards, etc., are all belayed on
cleats on the mast, and nothing is made fast to the
deck except the standing rigging and sheets. When
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the latter are cast off and the shrouds, etc. un
hooked , the mast, sails, and all can be taken out

bands so as to be normally amidships. The main

and reset, all standing in a few minutes. The

a ring on the boom , finally belayed on a cleat on
| deck aft. The harder it blows, tending to shove
the boat up in the wind, the more the main sheet

topsail halyards, sheet, and tack are fitted with

small hooks so that the sail can be taken off and

Elum

u
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sheet is made fast to the tiller , and carried through
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Fig. 6. — Sail PLAN OF Model Racing CUTTER.
reset quickly. The main sail is cut straight-footed
and laced to the boom .
I have fitted an automatic steering arrangement
which I schemed out for myself. Though I believe
the idea is not new , still I have the merit of
“ independent discovery." The tiller is carried aft
instead of forward , and is yoked by two rubber

pulls, and acting on the tiller keeps her away. A
lull in the wind , and the rubber bands bring the
rudder amidships again . This automatic adjust
ment goes on all the time, and so the boat keeps
her course . The number and strength of the bands
may be varied according to the strength of the wind.
The standing rigging is of hemp, and the running
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gear of white waterline. In place of blocks, where
they were absolutely necessary , I used small bone
beads. Having taken the sharp edges off the hole
at each end with an ordinary countersink and
rove a strop through the bead instead of round it,
I find they look very neat and serve their purpose
excellently . They have the additional advantage
of not swelling when wet.
The model is finished in white above the water
line and green below , enamel being used . The
mahogany deck is oiled and polished and all fittings
are of brass . I have had Dusk out in the open sea ,
and the only fault was that the fin was too far aft ,
so that she did not point very close. I corrected
this by shortening the bowsprit and reducing the
head -sails considerably . She is very fast and lays
a set course perfectly. Her dimensions are as
follows :- L .O .A ., 50 " : L . W .L ., 36 " ; beam

Notes on Sheet Metal Work .
By “ TUBAL CAIN JUNIOR."
HY should the name “ tinker ” be used as
a term of obloquy ? Yet it is, and even

W

by the amateur engineer, not to mention

his professional brother. It has often occurred

to the writer that many of his amateur friends,
in speaking of a “ beastly tinkering job,” were
possibly not uninfluenced by the private knowledge
that the particular job in question was just a little
beyond them .

There is no branch of model engineering where
lamentable failure is written large so often as in
the sheet metal department, and the cause is
generally carelessness. We do not mean deliberate
carelessness, but that the worker has failed to
grasp that the same conditions apply to the thinnest
sheet of metal as to the thickest, possibly with a
slight difference in favour of the thin .
What we mean is, that both are governed by the

same rules as to tension , compression , elasticity,

permanent set, etc., although these make their
effects visible more quickly in the thin sheet.

If the worker will use his considering cap while
at work , even on the humble sheet of tinplate,
it will not be long before the whilom “ beastly
tin kering job ” will be a pleasure to look at.
So much for generalities. I have been asked to

put together, for the benefit of the readers of The
MODEL ENGINEER , a few notes on the working of
sheet metal. The cardinal principle to be remem
bered has been alluded to above, namely , that the
metal is not different because it is in the form of
a sheet. The worker is indeed so much to the good .
inasmuch as he starts with two faces of the piece

parallel, and fairly flat. If the sheet be not flat,
it is because certain internal stresses have been set
up, the effects and removal of which are dealt with
in detail later on .
The metals which are , as a rule, found in the work
shop , are sheet brass and copper, sheet steel, and
what is known as tin .

Fig .[ . - MR. E . M . MURPHY'S MODEL RACING

CUITER, “ DAWN."
(extreme), 10" ; draught (aft), 8.25 " ; mast (deck
to crosstree), 29.5" , mast (total), 56 ". Boom ,
36 " ; gaff, 22:5" ; bowsprit (outboard ), 5 " :

total, 10:25". Topsail yard , 22" ; jack yard ,

This is really a sheet of iron

or steel, coated with a very thin layer of tin . Most
tinplate now is made from very mild steel, only
the highest quality metalbeing permissible, nothing
else giving a satisfactory result .
It is a very useful material, but should never
be used for any vessel meant to contain water, or
which will be exposed to moisture. The tin coating
will apparently protect it for a time, but finally
the underlying metal is attacked through minute
pinholes in the tin , and the rust quickly spreads.
Should ordinary soldering solution have been used
on tin , it should be carefully cleaned off with
some paraffin oil, which by the way is the best

12 .23" ; sail area , 1,790 sq. ins.
I have great hopes for the future of model
yachting in and about Dublin . I have got one or

means for removing the sticky mess the same
solution forms on the hands.

two men to build , and next season may see a little

shop .

Club here.

A BRASS AND METAL POLISH .-- A correspondent
sends the following recipe for a brass and metal
polish which may not be already known to some of

our readers : - Put the contents of a large tin of
Globe polish into suitable bottle, and pour in 6 to
8 ozs. of turpentine. Before applying, stir with a

stick and shake well.

Sheet copper is a valuable material in the work
Its comparative softness and enormous
ductility place it in the front rank for work which
has to be hammered to shape, such as a boiler end.
As purchased , however, it will probably be too hard ,
and must be softened by heating to a dull red and
plunging into cold water. This softening should
be repeated at intervals when working up a piece
with the hammer ; otherwise the metal becomes
too hard again , and minute cracks form , which
quickly spread.
Sheet brass can be purchased either hard or
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soft. The former is very smooth -faced , and as a

just hidden by the vice-jaw . Then , with a nice

rule flat, the latter being a less highly -finished

sharp chisel, laid with one face of its bevel flat on
the vice -jaw and its edge at about 45 degs. to the
plate, cut right along . (See Fig. 1.) Of course ,
if the piece be long, it must bemoved when the cut
has nearly reached the end of the vice-jaw , and a
fresh grip taken . It is hardly necessary to remark
that the vice-jaws must not have gaps in their

product.
Sheet steel, except in the thinnest plates, can
hardly be worked in the amateur's workshop , as
it requires to be heated for most bending operations.
Onemetal I have not named which may be occasion
ally used - zinc.

In many respects peculiar in working , it is of
value for making water vessels, as it will not rust.
Its peculiarity is that when cold it is inclined to
be brittle, and anything but malleable. When
heated , however , the malleability and ductility
increase till the maximum is reached at about

upper surface, but be nice and straight. Brass up

300°F. After this, they rapidly decrease up to

Fig . 2.

the melting point. If, therefore, the worker
desires to bend or dress the zinc plate, he should
make it hot in boiling water or oil. The latter is
the method used in rolling mills.
Having said so much about the metals, a few
words about the tools used in sheet metal work
will not be amiss. They are not many, at any
rate so far as the average amateur is concerned .

A good bench is the first requisite, preferably
with a hardwood top, and should be carefully
kept smooth and flat.

À fair-sized cast-iron plate planed true and flat
is necessary for dressing work on , and as it will
often serve as an anvil, it should not be thin .
Some stout bars, round and square, should be

to 3- 16ths in . thick can be fairly easily cut in this
way , and the method is valuable for cutting out
pieces which cannot be got at with a shears, for
instance, the piece to be cut out of a locomotive
footplate to clear the wheel (as at A , Fig 2 ). To
get this out, cut in at each end with the shears and

then cut the piece out in the vice as described . The
only point to be careful aboutis to see that the chisel
edge lies close down on the vice jaws, otherwise a
bentand probably torn plate willresult. A hacksaw
provided with fine toothed blades, will be very
useful for cutting heavy plate, and a decent anvil
should also be provided . A few hammers of
different sizes with round penes, will be wanted ,
and a couple of hardwood mallets. Punches,
drills, etc., will, it is presumed , be available. For
jointing work a soldering iron or two, with a means
of heating them , a good blowpipe and blower, or
a large blowlamp for silver soldering or brazing,
rivets of different sizes, and a lightriveting hammer,

will about fix up the shop.
( To be continued.)

Design for a Small Otto Cycle

Oil Engine.
By Walter C. RUNCIMAN.
(Concluded from page 585, Vol. XIV .)
THE appliances which could be used for feeding
1 both engine and its burner with oil as fuel
drawings repro

are very numerous. The
duced herewith show one satisfactory way of

Fig . 1. - CUTTING METAL IN THE VICE .
provided , and these should slip into eyes or hooks
at one end of the bench so that a fair length of the
bar overhangs. They will be found in valuable for
dressing up hollow articles. All tools which serve
as anvils should be got up very smooth , and labour
expended on them will be well repaid in the appear
ance of the finished work .
Two or three pairs of " snips " or hand shears are
required , and if thick metal is to be worked , a

bench shears is almost essential, although a useful
substitute can be found in the vice and cold chisel.
Fix the piece to be cut so that the line of cut is

arranging a feed to ignition burner and vaporiser
simultaneously , and provision is made for adjusting
to suit a wide range of conditions. The action of
the pump is as follows : The plunger is driven
from the side shaft by the eccentric , and its speed
is consequently proportional to that of the engine.
It is bored out to take the spiral spring S , which
holds the ball valve b v3 on its seat as shown. At
its upper end a small adjusting screw t is fitted ,
by meansofwhich the compression of the springmay
be varied . The eccentric rod drives on to lever i,
Fig .49, and themotion is transmitted to the plunger
through the arm ſ, which has a forked end which
works (an easy fit) on the upper end of plunger,
as shown in Figs. 48 and 49.
At ry two or more small holes are drilled, these
forming the only communication between the main

oil tank and the reservoir a. The pump cylinder
is held by thepair ofnutsnn, Fig . 48 , and is connected
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to the oil supply by the pipe e. In the plan, Fig. 49,
on vaporiser C (Figs. 43 and 44, last article) is

the outlet pipe k leading to the small reservoir

shown , and , as previously explained , this must be
at such a level in respect to vaporiser reservoir
that the latter is fed by gravitation . In the eleva
WITROXAN

tion (Fig . 48), outlet k (Fig. 29) is not shown . It
should be about } in . to 1 in . above the level of inlet
E , Fig . 43 (last article).
Wenow come to the valve chamber, Figs. 50 and
51. The various pipe connections are :- e, Fig. 48,
to d , Figs. 50 and 51 ; (, Fig . 51 to ignition blow
lamp; k , Fig . 49 to E , Fig . 43 (last article). The

PART SECTIONAL
ELEVATION OF
OIL PUMP.

lever 1 from

471

the outside of tank a . Assuming

that the pump is now sucking, the down stroke
will force oil pastbvi (Fig . 50 ), and compress theair
in the air vessel to a pressure corresponding to, and
depending upon , the strength of spring S in pump
plunger. The pressure attained in air vessel will
be the pressure under which oil is supplied to

Scale :
full size!

• Air Vessel
Fig . 50 .

(Scale: } full size).

bule
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Section on
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We
FIG . 51.

Fig . 48.
DETAILS OF OIL FEED FOR. IGNITION BURNER AND VAPORISER .
ignition blowlamp, and may be read off if it is
pump is started always by hand, as pressure is
thought necessary, by fitting a small pressure gauge
required for the ignition blowlamp. For this reason
to air vessel. When anything above a certain
provision was made for easily disconnecting the
pressure is reached the ball valve bu 3 will lift and
eccentric rod from the lever I, and the construction
allow the bore of plunger to fill. After the latter
of the arm | allows of the latter being completely
has once become full it will be seen that on every
disconnected when the plunger is lifted up fai
down stroke the quantity of oil in excess of that
enough ; then the arm can be thrown back out
required to maintain the required pressure in air
of the way, and the plunger may be operated by
vessel will be displaced, and overflow through the
hand ; or, the connecting - rod only need be dis
small holes ry on the top of the plunger (Fig . 48).
connected , and the plunger worked by hand by the
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A Neat Reversing Switch .

Thus the oil in tank a will be kept at a constant
level. It is essential to fit an overflow in the smaller
reservoir C (last article ), and it must also be large
enough to discharge freely the maximum quantity
of oil delivered to C at any time. If it were not,
there would be a possibility of the vaporiser getting
flooded when the oil level rose above the centre
line of the needle valve , Fig . 44 (last article).

By Wm. D . DOUGLAS.

A SMALL starting, stopping, and reversing
switch may bemade in the followingmanner.
A piece of slate, without metallic veins,
or a piece of hard wood , should be obtained, and
a rectangle about it ins. by ti ins. cut from it.
Four brass segments should then be cut, as ina
Fig . 1. Each of these segments should have
hole drilled and tapped in it, and should then be
sunk into the slate, in the positions shown, and a
set-screw put through from the back to hold it in
its place. These screws can be made from common
wood screws, by removing the screwed portion , and
cutting a thread on the shank. It will make the
switch work better, and wear longer, if two bits of
ebonite or mica be let in between d and the ends

Fig . 49.

Scale : * full
size.
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of c. The lever is shown in Fig . 3. It should be
made of brass, with a piece of ebonite fitting over

it and held in place near the bottom by a small
screw . Two contact springs of brass or hard copper
should be fitted into the ebonite and fastened by
small brass wire rivets. These two springs should
be so placed that when the lever is in the central
position the upper ends should rest on the centres
of a and b respectively, and the lower ends should
rest on the pieces of ebonite between cand d .

This

is the “ off ” position . A guide for the lever to
work on can be made from three pieces of brass,
the curved one being held on by two pins which
will act as stops for the lever.

When finished , the lever and its guide only should

Part SECTIONAL PLAN OF OIL PUMP AND RESERVOIR .
The ball valve chamber is

fitted to the top of the main
oil tank , and a pipe is fitted
at m leading to the bottom
of the tank. Provision
should be made to filter all
oilused by the engine through
a finemesh gauze.
The tank itself may be
cast in iron any convenient
size, to meet individual
requirements, the length of
connecting pipes depending
upon this and its situation .

Lever.
Deck

Brass

O Copper.
Sbonito

A suitable size for the air
vessel would be 6 ins. in

length by the width shown
in drawing, which is three
quarters full size.

Level.
AN

Tour
Slale.

FIG . I.
Fig . 2.
Fig . 3.
Douglas's
MR.
REVERSING
WM.
D
Switch
.
.
cently submitted to the
officers of the Swiss General Staff is reported to I project above the surface of the deck, platform
have proved a great success. It is stated that
etc ., and all connections should bemade underneath ,
the wires being put under the heads of the screws
objects at a distance of 64 miles were so brilliantly
illuminated as to be readily visible through a glass.
which hold the seginents in place.
The machine providing the power is of 24 h .-p .
The METRIC SYSTEM . - The board of directors of
and furnishes 1,000,000 electric candle -power.
Kynoch . Ltd ., have decided to introduce the
The diameter of the projector is I metre
39:37 in . One great advantage of this outfit is that
metric system of weights and measures. For
it can be readily handled electrically from a con
money calculations the pound sterling will be
siderable distance , the test including distances up
the unit, and that will be worked down to four
places of decimals.
to 219 yards.

A NEW SEARCHLIGHT re
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Model Yacht
Race for Corona
tion Shield .

By A . MORRISON .
· THE accompanying photograph shows a model
1

steam plant I have recently completed .

The boiler is of steel, 10 ins. diameter,
with internal firebox and six fire tubes, and is suit
ble for either coke or coal burning.

The boiler is tested to 140 lbs. per square inch
hydraulic pressure, with a working pressure of 80 lbs.
per square inch .

The castings for engine were made from patterns

THIS trophy was sailed for at the Rick Pond,
1 Hampton Court, on Saturday , October 27th ,
under the auspices of the Surbiton Model
Yacht Club. Six clubs entered and sailed , namely ,
Model Yacht Sailing Association , Surbiton Model
Yacht Club , Ilford Model Yacht Club, Forest Gate
Model Yacht Club, Highgate Model Yacht Club ,
and Alexandra Model Yacht Club .
The race was sailed in a light and variable wind ,
and such was the closeness of the racing that
the result entirely depended on the last board
sailed to leeward . At the end of the first
round the Highgate boat led by three
points, Surbiton and Forest Gate level for ·
second place.
When , after lunch , the match was re
sumed , the wind had gone very light and
had resolved itself into a beat and run ,
and about half-way through the second

round , the Surbiton boat, which had been
footing marvellously in the faint breeze ,
assumed the lead, with Highgate three
points in the rear. The last heat happened
to be between the two leaders, and it was
necessary for the Highgate boat to beat the

Surbiton boat both to windward and to
The Surbiton boat used the square
sail for the run , whereas the owner of
the Highgate boat doffed his working
leeward to win the match .

head sail and used a magnificent silk
spinnaker boomed well forward , the ab
sence of head sails allowing it to work
entirely unhampered ; this proved good
policy , for it filled and drew from the very
start to finish . The boats started ; and the

Highgate boatcommenced to pull away, and at
half distance had a lead of twenty yards, which
she increased to fifty by the time the winning
line was reached . The winningyachtwas built

by her owner,Mr. W . J. Daniels, of the High
MR. A . MORRISON 'S MODEL STEAM PLANT.

at a local foundry . The principal dimensions of
engine are : Bore of cylinder, 2 ins. ; stroke, 3 ins. ;
piston rod, 7 - 16ths in . steel; crankshaft, in . dia
meter, solid forged mild steel ; flywheel, 8 } ins.
diameter, rim i ins. broad. The cylinder is lagged
with mahogany, and fitted with brass lubricator.
I may say that having no better place, the first
trial came off on a smithy hearth . I fired the
boiler with coal, and allowed the steam to rise to
105 lbs. per square inch (rather a high pressure).
I then opened the steam cock , and away the
engine went at a terrific rate, but I shut down

gate Club, from the board of W . J. Richards,
Esq . She has a wonderfully light rig and
carries a splendid suit of sails.
The trophy, which has now been up for
open competition since 1902, is the property
of the Surbiton Model YachtClub , and the Highgate
Club has won three times out of the five that it

has been sailed for.

The inscriptions on it are

as follows :
Owner .
Model.
Club.
Year.
1902 . . M . Y .S . A . . . Magdaien . . Mr. Gaitch .
1903 . . Highgate . . Mosquito . . Mr. Richards.
. . Mr. Bonniwell
1904 . . Surbiton . . Rose

. . Mr. Vine.
1905 . . Highgate . . Irene
1906 . . Highgate . . XPDNC .. Mr. Daniels.
An illuminated certificate is each year presented
to the winner.

steam to give the engine about 400 r.p.m ., and the
eigine ran fully half an hour, but by this time the
steam was down to 10 lbs. I then attached a pipe

The World's COAL PRODUCTION . — The latest
statistics available of the coal production of the
world in 1905 give the total as 929 ,623,000 tons,
compared with 867,021,000 tons in 1904, or an

to mouth of bellows and in below furnace, and I
found that by a slight touch of the wind I could
keep steam to run engine steady unloaded ; but
for any further purpose the boiler was too

United Kingdom was 239,889,000 tons, as against

small.

236 , 147,000 tons, or an advance of 1 } per cent.

increase of 71 per cent. The production of the
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The Race for the Branger Cup.

to be raced for annually, and that M . Branger will
give a prize each year. The accompanying photo

On

competitors.

graphs show the winning boat and some of the other
Thursday, October 25th , the annual model
motor boat race for the Branger Cup
took place on the lake in the Bois de
Boulogne, Paris. The conditions were that

The Society of Model Engineers .

the competing boats must not exceed i m . 50 cm .
(59 ins.) in length , but may be propelled by any
kind of motive power. Altogether some twenty

four model boats were brought together on this
occasion , but most of them competed in extra

N ordinary meeting of the Society was held
1

A
on Monday , October 29th , 1906 , at the
Cripplegate Institute, Golden Lane, E .C ., Mr.
A . M . H . Solomon (vice-chairman ) taking the chair

MODEL PETROL -DRIVEN RACING BOAT, “ GIRARD I."

(Winner of the Branger Cup.)
races in classes according to length . In the actual
race for the Branger Cup the Girard I came in first,
in the good timeof 1 m . 20 secs., the length of the
course being 125 metres (1364 yrds.). Eclair was
second in 2 m . 20 secs., while Lorraine- Dietrich
took third place in 2 m . 25 secs . The winning boat,
Girard I, is propelled by a petrol motor of 14 h .- p .,
and the speed works out at 3.4 miles per hour .
Another petrol boat, the Catarina, having a 1 h .-p .
motor, won a consolation race and received a silver
gilt medal, and a silver medal, offered by ten other
donors. We understand that the Branger Cup is

at7 .45, and upwardsofseventy members and visitors
being present. The Secretary having read the

minutes of the previous meeting, and four new
members having been elected , the Chairman
requested nominations for the duties of hon .
auditors of the accounts, and Messrs. J. C . Tavlor
and John Wills were elected to perform that office ,
The articles brought up by members for inclusion in
the Rummage Sale, numbering fifty lots of a very
varied description , were put up to auction by the
Secretary and Mr. E . W . Fraser, and disposed of
with very few exceptions, in many cases on very
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advantageous termsto the buyers. A vote of thanks

having been accorded the auctioneers and their
assistants, the meeting terminated at 10 .15 p .m .
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The Annual General Meeting will be held , as
at the Cripplegate Institute, when all members
are particularly requested to attend. At this
already announced , on Tuesday , the 20th inst.,

meeting any membei desiring to move an alteration
of, or addition to, the Rules of the Society, is at

liberty to do so on giving the Secretary notice of

his proposed amendment or addition before the
meeting.
On Saturday, November 3rd , a party of thirty
eight members visited the head quarters of the
London Fire Brigade in Southwark Bridge Road,

and witnessed a turn -out of the engine and escape,
the latter getting off in ten seconds and the former
twelve seconds irom the receipt of the call. The
smart work of the men aroused much enthusiasm .
A tour of the workshops under the guidance of one

of theofficers was then made, and several fire engines
of various types were seen in different stages of
dismantlement for overhauling and repairs, and

the steam motor fire engine was also there, and

submitted to a very close inspection by themembeis.
The electric lighting plant and engine and boilers
for driving the workshop tools were then visited ,
followed by a tour of the stables, which , of course
were beautifully kept. The collection of fire

fighting appliances, both ancient and modern ,
particularly several types of smoke helmet. The

in the instruction room aroused much interest,
members were fortunate in being able to inspect

at close quarters and have explained to them the

working of the new water tower and escape ladder
capable of extension to a height of over 80 ft.
by means of a small engine and gear worked by
compressed air stored in cylinders. Voluminous
questions were put by members to the conducting
officer, who took great pains to explain as many
of the details as possible. The inspection concluded
' A NOVEL METHOD OF CONVEYANCE .

by a visit to the ward room , where the working of

. A GROUP OF COMPETITORS.
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the call and fire-locating systems was fully ex
plained . A most interesting afternoon was spent.
The visit to the L .C .C . car sheds at New Cross
will take place on Saturday, November 17th , and
as the party is nearly complete, members wishing
to participate should write the Secretary at once.
For information and forms, application should be
made to HERBERT G . RIDDLE, Hon. Sec., 37,
Minard Road , HitherGreen , S .E .

Practical Letters from our
Readers .
[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached

though not necessarily intended for publication .)

A Model Steam Tug.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
| DEAR SIR , — I herewith enclose photograph of

my model steam tug Ena. As you will see, I have

-- November 15, 1906 .

a head wind she pulled 100 yds. of string through
my hands in one minute, which you will see works

out to a fair speed .-- Yours truly ,

C. V . B .

Small Diameter Induction Coils.
DEAR SIR - I notice that in Query No. 16 ,567,
E . R . H . (Chepstow ) refers to my letter in THE
MODEL ENGINEER for May 18th , 1905. - The views
there given were arrived at by experience. The
TO THE EDITOR OF The Molel Engineer.

lengthening of the core to 12 ins. by it ins. will
does not depend on the number of layers in the
secondary, but on the number of turns. Further,
the insulation is improved ; in the long narrow coil
of few layers, the difference of potential in each
section is small compared to the sections of a coil
of large diameter. Again , the wire, lying nearer
the core, is in a stronger magnetic field ; two layers
of primary wire should be ample. I have seen and
heard of many cases where the long narrow coil
hasbeen a complete success. Only one instance need
be given . The coil built by Mr. J . Brown , of
Belfast, has a core 18 ins. by it ins., and
5 lbs. 10 Ozs. of No. 36 — 5 miles- on the
secondary . This gives a 9-in . spark . - Yours
faithfully ,
ERG .

better the output of the coil, as the spark length

16 , Totteridge Lane, Whetstone, N .

Queries and Queries.
[Attention is especially directed to the first condition given
below and no notice will be taken of Queries not com
plying with the directions therein stated . Letters con
taining Queries must be marked on the top left-hand
corner of the envelope " Query Department." No other

matters but those relating to the Queries should be
enclosed in the same envelope.

Queries on subjects within the scope lofowinthis
ournal art
g Jjournal

jol subjectsconditions
:
replied to by post under
ith theistifollowing
should be
( 1) Queries dealing wwith ddistinct
written on different slips,on one side of the paper onlyand
the sender's name MUST be inscribed on the back .
( 2) Queries should be accompanied , wherever possible,
with fully dimensioned sketches, and correspondents
are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for

A MODEL STEAM Tug .

stamped addressed envelope (notpost-card )

reference. ( 3) A
should invariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies
made no attempt to beautify it outwardly with !
Coupon
cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
”
deck fittings, etc., it being simply made to steam .
issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
The hull is made of sheet tin and is 30 ins. long,
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
52 ins. deep , and 5 ins. beam .
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
The boiler is of the “ Smithies " type, which I
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published. The
seamless
tube
copper
made from awith
of
21-in
.
piece
insertion
of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
Al Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
three copper tubes brazed in .
8 ins. long
ENGINEER
, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .]
The ends are simply discs of brass soldered on ,
The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
having one 3- 16ths-in . brass stay from end to end.
to recently :
I found this boiler rather slow in making steam ,
Railway “ Dunalastalr " Model
(16 ,643] Caledonian
the bariel being somewhat thick . I have had as
Locomotive.
H . A . S . (Ayr) writes : Some time ago you were
much as 50 lbs. pressure on it, and it did not burst
good enough to giveme certain information in connection with my
scale model of the C. R locomotive “ Dunalastair," which I

1-in ,

.

whilst under full steam when the boat had the
misfortune to sink . The slide valve-engine is f -in .

found very valuable . I now enclose some further queries, your

bore by k- in . stroke, the requisite motion from the
piston -rod being conveyed to the shaft by means of
a slide crank. The engine is fitted with small
force-pump by means of gearing, which will either
pump the water out of the bilge or pump into the
boilei .
I have tried the boat several times, but not
having a proper yacht pond at hand I have had to
steam her in a park lake in which rushes grow ,
causing me to always fasten a line to her. Against

to footplate casting, and please give rough sketch of quadrant and
locking-bar, which are not shown in the drawings . (7 ) Where
should clack valve be placed on bciler ! (8 ) I propose to fix tubes

replies to which will greatly oblige. ( 1) In the drawings published
and elevation of the engine,
in THE MODEL ENGINEER, giving planwhat
is the part marked A ?
I enclose a partial tracing,
of which
If this is the sand -box , please give a sketch of details. ( 2 ) In
reference to part marked B , does this indicate that smokebox front
is fixed to the footplate by angle brass ? (3) Is space C covered
in front by a plate curved to outline of frames ? (4) Are front tube
plate and smokebox front plate , which rest on cylinders, affixed
thereto by any means, and how are joints made airtight ? (5 ) Are
trailing wheels covered where they come inside cab ; and what is
the shape of the covers ? (6 ) Is reversing lever fixed to frame or
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as shown
in Fig. 270to using
on pagea brass
206 casting
of " Model
Is
there
any objection
for Locomotive."
(o ) Is regulator handle
vertical when
steam isfirebox
off ? tube
(10 )plate
How?
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may
be reliedtighton joint
to secure
tight joint-It byis always
which desirable
we infer toa
sufficiently
for thea purpose.
fill thesetting
bottomintoofthethethreads
smokebox
withstuds
asbestos
prevent
dirt
of the
and fibre
screwsto used
for the
the
various fixings of the blast pipes and other fittings in the
smoke-box
,
as
well
as
to
prevent
serious
air
eakage.
As
to the fixings for flange of the front tube plate: by making
the whole smokebox removable, the boiler may then be fixed

are supports for handrail fixed to the tinplate covering of the
boiler
How is extend
“ Primus"overburner
supported
(12) Does(11)footplating
footplate
castingin ? firebox
Please?

explain
Fig.). 183,Thepage
159 rods
of " should
The Model
Locomotive
" (plan
link -motion
forward
be connected
to the
outsideof

eccentric in each case. The elevation is correct.

Fig . 1. - ”MODEL
LOCOMOTIVE
“ DUNALASTAIR
QUERIES.

WITA

WWW

Fig . 3.
REVERSING
LEVER .

Fig . 2.

SAND Box.

(Full size.)

Main

frome,
VIL

Back plote

मा † A boilerTop plate to extend to
weatherboard and to
be cut to fit round
firebox .
Line of
f
main frame

7

110111

1110

Footplote

Weatherboor

Frame
edging

Sond -pipe →

Steady for step

Side
plote of splasher
to be offixed on
inside of main

frames and to -

butt on horn plates
In reply to your queries. ( 1) Yes, this part is the sandbox and
is shown on the plan and also in Fig . 22 of the issue of May ist.
190r. We include an additional sketch which may prove of service
to you. (2 ) The smokebox front plate is affixed to the foot.
as you mention . (3) Yes.
frontweside)
an angle
by and
(on ittheclear
piating
to make
this is so,
have cross-sectioned the plate
in on vour sketch . The plate hinges from the junction with the
level portions of the footplate (see letter Hon sketch ). (4 ) It
will be difficult to fix a stud and nut which will hold the flange
of the cast front tube plate down absolutely tight on to the cylinder.
However, this joint may be faced and packed with a thin sheet of
asbestos card, and , if possible, one screw in each corner arranged
which is attached to the smokebox front
for. If thefront
cast flange
plate (see
top edge of cylinders in general
section . Plate V .
June ist, 1901,issue) is fixed down to the cylinders first, the screws
through the side frames into the wrapper plate and those which
fix the smokebox front plate to the cast flange above referred to .

Fig . 4. - SPLASHERS INSIDE CAB. (Half size.)
position,
put inflange
pipesfront
first and all The
down
to the
down slipped
fastened being
shouldthebesmokebox
on afterwards.
cylinders at the same time as the boiler . (5 ) Yes ; we reproduce
sketch herewith . (6 ) We include a sketch of the lever which is also

W . H . Dearden(7in) his
adopted by Mr.Locomotive."
from the design
taken photograph
the
Placemodel.
in “ The Model
See
below the
plate
back
boiler
the
on
place
clackboxline.in a(8 convenient
) Steam may be arranged to be off when the handle
water
in inclined as shown in the drawing (Fig . 23), on page 205 of the
issue of May ist, 1901. The regulator is always " half on " when

tubesinintoat
to screw
well and
inthevertical
expandthe them
fine dothread
tube plate(9)withYoua will
firebox position.
the front. No, there is no objection to the use of a casting, except
that it may be somewhat porous. Clean off, after the wrapper
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has been silver-soldered on , and tin or sweat with soft solder all
over.
and re- fix the lagging. (11) If you use the " Primus " burner you
will have to curve the cross connection of the trailing brake locks
to allow the burner to enter the firebox. As this model locomotive
cannot
traverse very sharp curves we would
you to have
the burner supported from the tender only byadvise
which will
give only a small side movement and without aanysling,vertical
play.
This
facilitate
will
lighting
and
the
cleaning
up
burner.
the
of
After lighting, the engine may be lifted over the burner and
the
tender attached . The water connection
be above footplate
level so as to facilitate the joining up, andshould
coupling-pin
should
the
be designed to admit of readily fastening the engine and tender
together. (12) No, the footplating should not extend over the
cast
With regard to the link -motion : It does not
matterfootplate.
either the two inside sheaves
so long as the forward rods are
or the two outside, the relative positions of the forward
and back
ward eccentrics, of course, being correct, and the eccentric
rod
forks permitting. The elevation view of the sheaves was not really
( 10 ) Mark off the lagging whilst in position on the boiler
barrel and
take off and drill. Solder in all the handrail pillars

intended to show the lateral positions of sheaves on shaft.
Exhaust.
P . (Coventry
Engine
(16,762) Cleaning
enginebe
exhaust
pipe from Fa . gas
Street)writes
a blocked
: How can Gas

gas engine, the exhaustpipe
ofwhich
remedied
? I have a Capels'XL
and grease
Through constant usethema lot
has several
mean
wouldof fat
a great
collectedelbows.
and to undo
at the elbows,
has
prepara
chemical
any
there
are
our
if
delay
Do
you
know
work.
in
cleanser, that we could use ?
tions, suchhadas the “ Demonrunning
" chimney
daily for about six years, and
our engine

We
untilhave
now there has been no trouble with the exhaust.
The only remedy is to take down the exhaust and either burn
the deposit out, or, if it is soft, it can be scraped out with suitably
bent
rods of iron or thick wire. If the bends are very badly choked
with hard
deposit it will pay you to have new ones put in . Your
best plan is to drop Capels
a post-card and tell them to
and
do the job for you either early one morning or late onecome
evening.
They will do it cheaper and much better than you can do it yourself.
(16 ,811) Explosives ; Motor Generators. D . L . (Eton
College) writes : ( 1) Can you tell me any book dealing exclusively
with the subject of explosives ? (2 ) Is there any place where I could

direct-coupled,
motor and off
dynamo
poweraccumulators
buy
a small 8-volt
of 110 volts,suitable
i.e., to
a current
for charging

cannot give more than £5 for this set.
work motor from ? I rough
drawing of a very powerful electric
( 3) Could you publish a
engine for a 2 -in . gauge railway, voltage 8, at 4 amps. I should

from overhead
like the power
Westinghouse
like thecollected
negative,
one. wires, both positive and

(1) “ Explosive Materials : Phenomena and Theories of Ex
plosives and their Classification , Constitution , and Preparation,
by Lieut. J . P . Wissen ; price 25. 4d. post free. " Lectures on
6d . ( 2) Any
Explosives," by W . Walker ; price 178., postage See
supply you. (3 )
the series
our electrical advertisers would
of articles
on " M . E . Electric Locomotives," commencing in January
of

of 1905. You could adapt this design to your requirements.
etc. J. W me
. (Burton
,763] writes
Electric
Wiringbe and
in any
on (16
-Trent)
: I should
pleasedFitting,
if you could help

way to cable and wire from dynamo (130 volts 12 amps.). I want
about twenty-five 16 - c.- p . lamps off the dynamo, but I am in trouble
as to how to start. What size cable shall I want to begin with ?
also, how far to go before I start with lamp wire ; and how many
connections can I take off the cable ? How many 16 C.-p . lamps
can I get off single 18-lampwire ? Where shall I connect resistance

from to get my voltage down to roo ? How many 16 C .-p . lamps
could
light with amps, ? on thesubject of electric wiring,
You Ishould study12sometext-book
etc., such as Clinton 's " Electric Wiring," IS. od. post free, or “ Elec
tric Wiring, Fittings, Switches, and Lamps," by Maycock , 6s. 4d .
post free. Use a cable that will carry the maximum current the
dynamo will give at full load. The branch wires must be of a pro
portionate size and capable of carrying the current required by the
total number of lamps on that particular branch . A wire table
will be found in any electrical pocket book , such as Fowler's ,
Is od . post free. See query reply in March 5th , 1903, No. 8 , 106 ,
“ Reduction of Voltage." A 16 c.- P. 100-volt lamp takes about
.6 amp. No. 18 wire carries 3 amps. at 2 ,000 -amp, density.
(16 ,723) Wiring ; Ventilating Fan, G . H . S . (Hunslet)
writes : I am about to proceed to ventilate a schoolroom , 40 yds.
by 20 ft. What size and power should I estimate the
by 18 yds.
electric
fan to be ; and would the fan be best let in flush with
the ceiling in a horizontal manner , or would slightly slanting it
efficiency ? Would the fan be best placed at the
improve the
centre of room , or best placed at the far end of the room from
door ? I am also going to light the same room with electricity .
Will you kindly draw methe wiring as it should be from their mains
? Willbeyou tell me
is the corporation's
supply, whichwiring
to suit thedealing
on
all switches
Should the
of a book
allow the
corporation placed
same
wire as meterwithis fixed ? ? Would
motor fan to be run from the lighting circuit, or should it be on a
separate circuit ?
You should obtain from makers of the fans you propose using
the volume of air one will remove at a given speed in a given time.
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calculate the speed to run fan , and make a selec
From this
tion of oneyouof can
suitable size. Place it at the opposite end of room
must be taken
to thatat which fresh air can be obtained , but care
on
wiring,Wiring,"
draught.'s “ Re
see some
to avoid
is. gdtext-book
Electric
such asa Clinton
the
subject,creating
. post free ,
post
Lighting,"
Electric
House
Private
is.manual,
2d,
is.
“
orfree.our Fan
could be connected up from the same fuse or distri

bution board as the lighting circuits are run from .

: Oil.
Trouble
) writes
Oil Engine
. G by. (W6 oolwich
(16 ,721)- I have
Engine.
no a govern
3-in . bore
-in , stroke,
gas Iengine,
abut
clock
runs
till
arrangement,
regulate
like
she
gas
can
ing
the plan , as explained by Mr.:
but wanting to use oil, I adoptedsurrounding

Varneyin arecent issue- a jacket
of exhaust
hot
pipeoilon
gotandatheportion
arranged
pipe,and
in . Having
togas,dripI switched
oilengine
After
the
off
. enough
with
by
running
gas
about thirty or so drops had fallen , engine ran at a tremendous

with increased
againrunning
suddenly
thenresult
pace. and
I tried
clouds of
she was
all the .while
oil-feed
: and stopped
- same
thick white smoke were coming from exhaust - that seems to point
will notgo
combus
with
much oilto run
less)
bad
or
(butthesheengine,
totion.eitherIs ittoopossible
say, at 250 r. p .m .by regulating
oil- feed - as I can do with the gas - without introducing an auto
matic governor on engine ; also, what is the cause of smoke and

dynamo. When takenrun from
it was
smell
go -watt
also awhen
no current was being first
it.
quite ? easyI have
to drive
work
thrown
more
was
there
switched
were
lamps
when
,
on
and
on engine. Now , just the reverse takes place : when dynamo
starts running the engine has a job to drive it, but when I switch
had
goes — as though
on
off she Lahmeyer
or accumulator,
armature
type, a4 great relief
effected
The dynamo
beenlamps
volts and
wound on the. closed system is, shunt ; gives about-pole
25
4 amps. I believe it might be more. I will be glad if you can
give me an explanation .
get proper
until the
you design
of trial, that
a question
It is - only
engine
allowsandofdesirable
provided
results
, of course
ignition
mention

running with oil at all. You do not
what form of
you are using. We should say she is getting too much rather than
too little oil. Try various temperatures for vaporisation . Of
course, a governor is an immense advantage,and you cannot expect
same results without as with . We cannot account for behaviour
is some short circuit unknown
of dynamo, unless it is that thereswitches
are moved to cut in the
to you which is cut out when the
various lamps, etc. Use an ammeter in circuit to see exactly
generated
current
then compare with
and
start,
at
beingare put in .
what
reading when islamps
ModelbuiltSteam
J . B .5 (Birmingham
(16 ,755)
dynamo,. 6 F .volts
amps., speed
writes
a smallTurbines
: Having
driving
with
steam
of
it
aa ste
4 .500 r . p . m . , I am thinking
e
am asturbine.
hin
el
am
turI bin
Tur
Ste
Mod
Turbines,”
have
handbook
but
Model
Steam
your
have
"
I y got a few toole onl
simpler than the
tools, I looked for somethingsubject
got a few described
only
machines therein
I have found
. In a book on this
the enclosed design . I am writing to ask you what the dimensions
different
outputs ?
for
would
sawcuts,etc.,
the
plates,
depth
of
be
of
I should require one to develop 1.12th h .-p . at least. Also what

would
speed be and what gearing required - diameter of dynamo
pulley - I in . ?
The turbine in question cannot be constructed to run at the
without gearing, and bears no evidence of
speed 4 .500 Model
r.p .m . compound
turbines cannot be made to work
design ofat all.
efficiently , as pointed out in our handbook on the subject, which
you say you have. We can only suggest that you apply to the
writer of the book from which the description you sent us is taken .
. ofE . age,
writesin:
R . fairly
L . (Chichester)
betweenApprent
I am( 16 .701)
15 andiceship
16 years
well grounded
elementar
y mathematics, etc., and want to take up mechanical
engineering. I can get good teaching here in the non -technical
work , but I do not know what is required to qualify
as a mechanical
engineer and

am at a loss how to begin the practical part. Can
you advise meon these points ?

The best, and in fact the only, way to gain practical experienc
is to serve your time as an apprentice with some engineering firm e,
preferably
as an ordinary apprentice - i.e., not a premium pupil.
The choice of firm is a personalmatter
, and if there are vacancies
we advise one as near your homeas possible . Personal application
to the worksmanager is the best plan , but if this is not practicable

then apply by letter, and ask to be put on their book to be called
upon when a vacancy occurs.

Locomotive Boiler . F . T . (Fulham ) writes :
) Mrdela model
locomotive boiler , and I am rather
I (16am ,716making
doubtful
as to the method of firing, etc. The boiler is 21 ins.
diameter and 9 ins. long. The inner firebox , which has a water
space around it, is 4 ins. long by 21 ins, wide by 2 ins. high . Shall
i be able to burn solid fuel, and how many and what diameter
tubes ought I to have ? Would six -in , tubes be sufficient ?
The best way to satisfactorily fire it is to use a plain spirit lamp.
For the flues employ i -in , tubes made of thin solid -drawn material,
Fit water tubes in the firebox.
say, about six to eight in number. arrangem
ent, but with
a good
You may use a vaporisin
g spirit
particulars,
not be found necessary. For further
boiler such should Locomoti
Model
ve : Its Design and Construction," by
see " The
Henry Greenly, price 6s. net, 6s. 5d . post free.
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F. H .D .P A. .(Entwistle)
Machinery.
(16 ,6544]
Oscillating
engine (four
a model marine
makingSteamer
: I am Model
writes
me information
give
you
Could
stroke).
,
7-in
bore,
,
-in
7
cylinders,
on the following points : ( I) Dimensions and particulars of lightest
by
lbs., to be
to work
possible water-tube
suitable
ofaforfired
could atI get100particulars
Where
(2) Dimensionsofsteam
? boiler,
blowlamp
benzoline
above
force-pump,
(3)
?
above
vlampfor
blo
idea
have anvalve.
a steam pump,
of fittingarrangement
I am thinking
boiler
with as a I cut-off
constant
a ?suitable
for
help me in constructing above is to be
willlevel
which
Il information
found in any of your handbooks, please say so.

first refer you to the two sixpenny

In reply to your query wemay
for Model
handbooks, " Model Boiler Making " and " Machineryplant
we do
Steamers ." With reference to your proposed steam
not agree to the use of oscillating cylinders in conjunction with a

water-tube boiler working at a high pressure. It is like fitting the
Parsons into a modern
work of James Watt and the Hon. Chas.
of our handbook
on page
find that theboiler
willverymuch
You you
steamer.
cylindersin
with 46oscillating
results
better
give
6 willwater-tube
No.
and
on page 48,efficiently
generator such as shown
than a , the first-named
more
work
will
of
boiler
type
addition
are given
the latter
Particulars of small
a benzcline blowlamp.
with
model steamer
in the second book above mentioned. In a
we do not think it wise to fit a separate stear pump. The heat
much
you
and
arrangement,
an
such
with
great
are
losses
better to fit a geared pump from the driving shaft. willOnedo reason
the
wellwith
notwork
will
propose
you
cylinders
oscillating
the
why
than
a lower
isa that
ofat,boiler
type
water-tube
not provide
doespressure
generator
water-theyoftubearequire
and
work
usually
such
sufficient surface for the production large volumeoflow -pressure
steam . Of course you might work the generator at too lbs. and
have a reducing valve to cut it down to about 20 at the engine,

of this idea would most likely only be obtained
successexperiments.
but therepeated
after
[ 16 .663) 15 -watt Motor for Boat. E . A . S . (Fulham )

writes : Having seen the great assistance you have been given
a sketch
this tosort,
in cases
-magnetI
wire toofusea forsmallfield motor
firstly, what
knowI, enclose
and ofI want
have,

10 volts
30 watts
at about 25theto best
to work Secondly,
I want itbattery.
winding
the
way to- wind
3 amps. ?bichromato
armature - should the wire be taken from No. I slot to No. 4 orTHEto
," also
No. 5 ? I have got “ A . B . C . of Dynamo14 . Design
But in both they
MODEL ENGINEER Handbooks, No. 10 itandshould
be No. 4 , and The
give a different style ---the A . B .C . says
suitable
Averyasmethod
ENGINEER
MODEL
well ? I have
it do5. forIs the
motors
or should No.
only,Handbooks
dynamos
for
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] Primary
for some
Accumulator
J . (16,594
Awhich
. (Sheffield
) not
writesclear.
:Batteries
I would
like
advice on a Charging.
fewwithpoints
onpositive
Iandamthree
I
have
a
2
-volt
accumulator,
twoto
negative
plates,
4
ins.
by
4
ins.,
and
want
know
the
best
method
to
charge
it
by
primary
batteries.
Which
would you advise - a bichromate or Bunsen battery ? I have a
hichromate
battery of six" ;cells,made
after battery
the pattern in your
onexcessive
“ Electric
would 6 this
atbookan
rate ?Batteries
Zincs and carbons,
ius. by it ins.charge
If thisit battery
would
do the work,
howabove
manyaccumulator
hours wouldin amp.-hours
it take ? Also,
is the
capacity
of theCouple
? setswhat
Either
will
do.
up
the
cells
you
have
in
three
two in series. You could charge at about it amps, rate . At thisof
rate it would
probablyattake
five20or orsix15.hours
to chargeperaccumulator.
Reckon
the capacity
about
amp.-hours
square feet
of positive plate surface.

(16,527A)
Springs.
B. T.Redditch
O . (Gates
head)
writes, Model
:re I springs
wroteLocomotive
to model
Herbertlocomotive,
Terry & Sons,
, as
you advised
for
and although
they
appear to be a wholesale firm , they have very courteously replied

and will supply me with what I require. I am at a loss, however,
as
what. scale
gauge4 -of- 4 steel
wire ofto have
the springs.
Themodel
is ato f-in
- 0 type
ratherforheavy
build - that
is, the
frame
is
f
steel,
and
the
boiler
has
a
rather
heavy
cast
brass
and downcomer, so that the model will be on the heavy side. back
Can
you tellto me
what pin
gauge
them
fit a of3- 16ths
. the springs should be made ? I want
that a t-incoils. outside
spring of. 21YouS .Wmay
.G .
wireYouwithshould
aboutfindfourteen
per inchdiameter
quite suitable
find
that
the
driving
axle
requires
more
weight,
and
if
so
,
use
two
springs
one of ona shorter
length well
screwedofup.gravity,
Everything,
however,ordepends
the centre
whether
behindthe position
drivingofwheel.

this is in front or

the

The News of the Trade.
(Thesamples
Editor willand beparticulars
pleased toofreceive
for , review
underandthismaterials
headin
apparatus
new tools

that these reviews art
for amateur use. It must be understood payment
of any kind
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
of
the
goods sub
to
the
merits
according
of
commend
criticise
mitted, or to abstain from inserting a revicu in any case where
the
goods
are
not
of
sufficient
interest
to
hds
readers.)
•Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual
Editorial inspection of the goods noticed .
To New Zealand Readers
We understand that new arrangements have . been entered into

with a firm in Auckland, New Zealand, for the sale ofsets
ings and parts by Messrs. Stuart-Turner, Ltd ., and Messrs. A . H .
Avery. The

in question
is that
Messrs.Auckland,
Cruickshank ,
hardware
Miller & Co., firm
merchants,
QueenofStreet,
have taken over the agency and stock of castings held by who
Mr.
Powell. The stock will be increased
as requirements in the ;way
but
it will be easily understood
that there are difficultiesindicate
ofmaintaining a full line of goods at such a distance from the
source of supply . Messrs. Cruickshank, Miller & Co. are in a good
position to deal with sample
tradesetsthroughout
New We believe
and will
be pleased to show this
to customers . Zealand,
the
majority
excellence
our
of
Colonialreaders
not
do
realise
the
and
completeness of the sets of castings by the firms named. Cata
logues
on receipt of stamps, as indicated in an adver
tisementwillin bethissent
issue.

• Model Railway Accessories.
A sample ofminiature handrail pillars in German silver for fitting
to model locomotives ; also
a specimen length of small,
flexible chain , very suitable for operating model signals, and very
for

otherminiature

Query 16663

FIELD-MAGNET WINDING FOR 1 ;-WATT
ELECTROMOTOR.
wound
to thecogged
Avery drum
style ,with
22 D .C.C.
armatureit according
is a laminated
woundThein
it byit it,ozs.8 -slot,

work, has been submitted to us by Messrs. James
Carson
& Co.,
of51,inspected
Summera Row
North British Railway
model, Birmingham
alsoLtd.,
recently
We have

Atlantic Type Locomotive No. 868. made by this firm . It is of good
workmanship and appearance throughout,and is excellently finished
in correct N . B . R . colours. For further particulars of this and other
models we would refer our readers to Messrs. Carson & Co.'s com
plete list (post free, 4d .), and to the special leaflet issued in connec
tion with the t- in . scale L . N . W . R . " Experiment" model.

in the same or in opposite directions to one another ? Could you

New Catalogues and Lists.

as described in The MODEL ENGINEER .
Both methods are correct. You can use either. Wind fields

Darton from& Co.,
F . received
John's
Street,latestLondon,
.C .- We
have
this 142,
firm St.
a copy
of their
list of Eelectrical
novelties , in which is illustrated small electric motors, dynamos.

with
asbemuch
No. 24 ; Sbut
. W .G . as you
can get
44
or 5fields
ozs .
should
theweight
will not
allowon of- about
this. Motor
Wind
to produce N and S poles,space
as shown in sketch above.
should
develop
i.e., about 1-50th and
drive a boat,
h .- p 5.,-inand
say, 2 ft.about
6 ins. 15or watts3 ft, long, 3 -in . draught,
. beam , approxi
mately . But the essential thing
is ample battery power-- otherwise
a large motor even is no use.

holders and adapters, batteries, bells, house telephones and
medical coils : also accessories for model making - such as pulleys.
plummer
etc.; bell
anumsets.
ber ofMorse
electrical
sets
cards,blocks,propellers,
on
such as electricbrackets,
light and
key and
sounder, electro-plating, & c ., are priced , The listwill be sent post
free to readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER for two penny stamps.

eight sections ; and thirdly , should the field coils be wound both
then tell me what sized boat it would drive if driven by storage
cells ? The boat would be something after the Sunfish style,

armature stampings, magnets volt and am pere meters, lamps.

n
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The Editor's Page.
TN a letter we have recently received a corre

I spondent, while expressing his appreciation of
the information given in our “ Queries and
Replies ” column, suggests that it would be an
improvement to allow these queries to be replied
to by readers themselves instead of being dealt
with by our own staff, the object being to give
the querist the benefit of the experiences ofmore
than one writer. This method is adopted by
several other technical journals, and certainly has
the advantage of drawing a variety of information .
Sometimes the replies are all helpful to the querist,
but at other times the advice offered is very con
tradictory and the querist is puzzled to know
which of the various plans to adopt. From our
own point of view , it would be much less expensive
to let our readers help one another in this depart
ment than to retain the services of experts, as we
do now , to answer the various queries received .
We should be glad , however, to know the feelings
of our readers themselves on this point, and should

like to hear from them as to which of the two
systems of dealing with queries they would prefer . .)
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D . P . (Woolwich ).-- Any of our electrical advertisers
would supply suitable castings. See handbook
post free. This
“ Small Electric Motors," 7d. voltages
, such as
deals with motors for higher
you require.
W . C . (Preston). — There is no book or other source
of information devoted exclusively to this subject.
Your best plan is to look through some back
numbers of the Engineer or Engine ring, to be
seen in the public library (reference ).
“ NAED.” — You do not say what type of boat you
refer to - power or sail. You could probably
obtain designs and details through the Expert
Service Department, but we should advise you
to begin on a smaller craft if it is your first essay
in boat building.

.

A . G . (Sevenview Terrace). — You give incomplete
address , and we are unable to reply to your
letter. We can supply you with a tracing of
sail plan for 4s. 6d.

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects . Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender' s name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether

remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointment in advance .
This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per

annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be madeby Postal

have received a copy of a new book , entitled
“ Historic Locomotives," the text being by Mr.
Alfred R . Bennett, M .I.E .E ., and the illustrations '
by Mr. Ernest W . Twining, an occasional con
tributor to our pages. We hope to review this
more fully in our next issue, but for the present
would say that the ten coloured plates of old
locomotives reproduced from Mi. Twining's draw
ings are really admirable pieces of work , and are
themselves well worth the price of the book , which
is 2s. 6d., 'or post free 2s. gd .

Answers to Correspondents.

plate, January of this year. Also recent query
replies on the subject.

W . A . (Leith ). - Kindly comply with our Rules.

Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
HOW TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
paper , and all new apparatus and price lists, etc. , for review , to be
addressed to the EDITOR, " The Model Engineer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Engi
neer ." 26 - 29 . Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co ., 26 - 29 .

Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .

Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S . A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

Contents .
!The asterisk (*) denotes that the subject is illustrated .
A Model Compound Horizontal Engine *
Some Useful Workshop Devices *
..
..
". .
The Latest in Engineering * . .
How to Make a Leyden Jar* .
Induction Coils
for X -Ray and other Purposes *
Locomotives

Articulated
Marine Notes * . .

..

A ModelRacing Cutter*
Notes on Sheet Metal Work *
Design for a Small Otto Cycle Oil Engine*
A Neat Reversing Switch *
A Model Steam Plant* ..
for Coronation Shield
Model Yacht RaceBranger
Cup *
The Race for the
The Society ofModel Engineers
Practical Letters from our Readers *
Queries and Replies* ..
The News of the Trade ...
New Catalogues and Lists
The Editor 's Page
..
Answers to Correspondents . .

: :: :: :: :

J. W . (Oldham ).--Any electrical pocket book will
give you these particulars. See Fowler's, Is. 9d .
post free from this office. A table is also given
in “ Small Electric Motors," 7d . post free .
A . A . (Ireland). — “ Brass and Iron Founding,"
which can be obtained from this office, price 7d .
post free, will give the information you require.
S . J. B . (Bawtry).- See query reply in recent issue
on this subject.
J. H . S . (Durham ).-- You must refer to recent query
replies on this subject. It has been repeatedly
dealt with at length .
W . C . (Manchester). — The makers would tell you ,
or any localmotor-car engineer. We can hardly
tell from your sketch .
T . W . B . (Birmingham ). - Depends upon general
design and the compression required . See
articles on the M . E . Gas Engine, and coloured

Order .

ment Manager .

: : : : : : : : : : : : : :.

Just as we are closing this issue for press we
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How I Made a Cheap Model Gas Engine.
By ARTHUR GREEN.

MR. ARTHUR GREEN 'S MODEL GAS ENGINE.
sundry material I had, so that the outlay should

THIS model gas engine was made by me for a
friend who wanted a small power motor

be practically nil, and , although this may show

to drive a shop window attraction . Although
it was not his wish , I endeavoured to make it of

a certain amount of courage, it is a question it
it is altogether wise, as the time taken in working
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up an article made for an entirely different purpose
is out of all proportion to the saving effected .
The cylinder is formed of a bicycle hub , i in .
internal diameter, the piston of f- in . gas cap,
the valve fittings of 4-in . gas fittings, valves of
7 -in . bolts, standards of -in . gasbarrel, and sockets,
table , and baseplates of l -in . iron , which formerly

posed as top and bottom plates of a reduction
gearing used with an electric motor, and the fly
wheels were intended to be cast from a collection
of tinfoil tobacco wrappers.
The irregularities in the interior of hub were
cleaned out by a very light cut - the thickness
of metal would not permit of its being bored out ;

it was then polished in the following manner :
A piece of wood , 6 ins. long, was put into the lathe
and turned down to } in . diameter, and a ferrule
fitted on the end. It was then cut down length
wise for about 4 ins. with saw , and a strip of emery
cloth inserted and wrapped round. The cylinder
was slipped over this, ferrule put on end, and it
was then put between centres to be driven in the
usual direction. A crossed belt from overhead was
put over outside of cylinder, which caused it to
revolve in the opposite direction, thus preventing it
from being ground oval or in grooves. It was run

for abouttwenty minutes, and the result wasa good
polish and the inside perfectly true and circular.
The gas cap for piston was screwed on to a short

length of barrel, centred , and turned down to

fit cylinder. Three giooves for rings were made
and brass rings fitted. The gudgeon pin was fitted

into a piece (about } in.) of this screwed barrel,
and , after connecting-rod had been inserted , this
was screwed into piston , forming a neatand practical
fitting.
The outer part of chain wheel was cut away,
leaving the centre , and a piece of 3- 16ths in . iron
plate riveted to this, a small portion of three spokes
being left as lugs for the purpose. At-in . gas nipple
was screwed into centre of this plate and burred
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the rod is kept to its work by a piece of tube fixed
on the end, which påsses over lower portion of
valve spindle.

Electric contact is made by a pin in large wheel
coming into contact with a piece of G .S . wire
screwed to the base. This was fitted temporarily
to try the engine, but willbe replaced with a properly
made contact.
The engine runs very well, but has not been put
to the use intended . It took so long to make that
my friend lost patience and bought a hot-air engine,

and this accounts for it not being properly finished .
It is water-cooled . A piece of 2 -in . brass tube
was put over the spoke flanges and soft-soldered
top and bottom , holes being bored and tapped for

3-in . brass tube connections to be made.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience.

Accepted

contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be
marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

Drilling Holes of any Desired Shape.
A contributor to Popular Mechanics says that
cavities of any shape can be drilled by employing
a steel finger (A ', as shown in the illustration
given below . The finger is made of tool steel,
hardened ; and is made concave along the edge,
to fit the radius of the drill, as shown at B . To
make the cavity , first drill a hole the required depth ,
and then move the work along and drill again ,

using the steel finger to guide the drill and prevent
springing or breaking it. Continue in this way
until the desired shape is obtained .

over on the inside. Upon the nipple the gas
fittings were screwed , and this, the two tees, and
reducing socket joints were brazed together as it

was difficult to make so many joints pressure tight.
A fin . to 1-in . brass bush screws into the reducing
socket, and a metric thread (in place of the 1 -in .
gas thread) was chased inside this to take the spark
ing plug. The sparking points of plug were too
far away from cylinder to fire the charge, and a piece
of German silver wire was hard -soldered to the
inside wire of plug , and carried into cylinder, a
second point of G .S. wire being inserted inside
cylinder head .
The valves were turned out of -in . bolts, and
coned to fit seats. These seats are 1 - in . iron nipples
countersunk for valves, screwed in to caps, and fixed
with a pin to prevent unscrewing out of cap . A
piece of fin . barrel was bored out to take bolts
and inserted in end of caps to form guides for valve
spindles.
The crank was forged out of one of the spinning
machine spindles (sold for a halfpenny), and caused
me no end of trouble to make it anything like
true. I would advise everyone to avoid the use of
these except for making punches or screwdrivers.
The gear wheels were divided by band, and cut in
lathe in an extemporised gear cutter — also composed
of odds and ends.

The exhaust valve is opened by cam in the usual

manner. It will be seen from photograph that

METHOD OF DRILLING HOLES OF VARIOUS SHAPES.
The manner of holding the finger in position is

not shown, as each problem presents different condi
tions and required individual treatment. In the
writer's work a cylindrical piece required a cavity
in one end, so a collai was made to fit the cylinder
and the finger fastened to the collar with a cap
screw . The finger was enlarged and slotted to
receive the cap screw , and thus allowed the
necessary adjustment. But themanner of fastening
the finger A can be changed to suit the work ,
and if not objectionable can be fastened on to the
work itself.
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Removing Broken Screws.

483

The following describes how an improvised angle

plate was rigged up for a friend who desired to
bore a pair of connecting-rod brasses for a small
gas engine, but who had no angle-plate to mount
them , and the lathe available also was not provided
for
with a faceplate. A stout taper -screw andchuckpiece
a
wood turning was fitted to the lathe,
of close-grained wood was cut out and carefully

• By A . G .
If broken too short to nick , moisten with petro
leum , and centre punch . Grind drill to cut left
handed , and commence to drill out the screw
time this will unscrew the broken screw .

by turning stock reverse way. In a very short

An Inexpensive Lever Press.
By ARTHUR GREEN .
The photograph reproduced is of a
lever press I made some time ago
from gas fittings, at a cost of about
Is. 6d. The barrel used was in ., the
top tee being bushed to take a {-in .
iron spindle. This spindle was screwed
1 -in . gas and a socket screwed on ,

the socket being slotted to take lever.
Spindle was bored to take t -in . steel

tool, and was bored out of centre to
leave sufficient metal for set -screw ,
This set-screw is a grub - screw , and
being flush with spindle surface the
spindle may be withdrawn foi new
VIH

tool to be inserted or tool ground.
The table is an old 4-in . bolt, with
saw -cut slot.

It will be seen from photograph
- in . bolts at the back .
I have found it very useful for slotting metal,
such as zinc stencil plates, sheet-iron armature
discs, etc., also for punching sheet metal. A

AN IMPROVISED ANGLE -PLATE.

similar frame could be utilised as a drill frame or

about 3 in , thick , but it might have been Iin .

that the strain is taken by the two

chucked , special care being taken to see that the
screw fitted well and the piece of wood bedded well
against the flange of the chuck . This piece was
or thicker with advantage. This disc being trued

for fretsaw .

An Improvised Angle-plate.
By SIDNEY RUSSELL .
Many readers doubtless often find themselves
in a difficulty with a piece of work which is simple

up was turned perfectly straight on the face and a
stout piece of wood about i in . or it ins. thick
was screwed across it, as shown , with the strong
round -headed screws, or for a heavier job two small
bolts might be used . The brasses were then bolted
down as shown by two * -in . bolts, and the whole
was chucked true by the assistance
of a centre mark and one or two
circles marked on the disc.

It will be, of course, understood
that no novelty is claimed for this
arrangement, but it answered the

purpose, and may possibly admit of
improvement for other kinds of
work or for temporary duty . In
this particular case a slide-rest was
employed , but of course only light
cuts are possible or advisable.

A Note on Lacquering.
By A . G .

When lacquering put a thin coat
on the article when cold and after
wards warm it over gas flame until
the shellac melts , wbich will be when

the article appears bright. It is prac
tically impossible to get an even
coat
of lacquer on if the article is
MR. ARTHUR GREEN 'S INEXPENSIVE LEVER PRESS .
warmed first, as usually advised .
It may not be generally known
that ordinary French polish - as sold at oilshops
enough in itself with the proper appliances at1
- makes an excellent lacquer. Keep it in a
hand, but wanting these, often necessitates special
wide-mouthed bottle, and push a small camel-hair
means to be devised .
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brush through cork from inside, so that the
brush is constantly in the polish ; it is then
always ready for use. The thick part of polish
settles to bottom , leaving a layer at top which is
quite transparent.
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of -in . sheet iron bent up at edges. The bench can
be made any size to suit requirements. Figs. I
! and 2 show thebench in position , and Figs. 3 and 4
i show the bench folded up out of the way.

Drill Hardening.

A Collapsible Bench.

By JAMES BRYSON .
The English Mechanic gives the following hint
The sketches reproduced herewith show an idea 1 for hardening drills for cutting glass : Dissolve
for a bench which when not in use may be folded

zinc in muriatic acid to saturation , then reduce the
solution by add
ing an equal
BENCH IN POSITION FOR WORK .
volumeofwater .
Fig . 1. - FRONT ELEVATION .
Dip and use
Fig . 2 - Side ELEVATION . with
out teni

pering.

0

A NOVEL BI
CYCLE TYRE.
The inventor,
Mr. F . A . Ma
gowan , fills a

single tube tyre
with a mass of

hollow rubber
bullets. When
introduced they
are of good rub
ber in a vulcan
isable condition ,
and each con
tains a small
quantity of a
gas - producing
agent such as
bicarbonate

of

soda. The tyre
is also not vul
canised , and the
bullets com
pletely fill it.
After splicing,
the whole is vul
canised, and the
heat serves to
expand the vola

tile agents in the

bullets. The lat
ter are thus dis
tended so as to
completely fill
the tyre ; that
is, so that there
are substantially
interst
no

ices

between the bul

Figs. 3 AND 4. - SHOWING BENCH FOLDED BACK AGAINST WALL .

A WORKSHOP BENCHI.
and fastened back to the wall by which it is sup
ported . The bench top is made ofwood and hinged
to a length of timber let into the wall. Beneath
the bench top is fixed a length of angle iron to
strengthen it when in position for working upon .
The legs can be of gas pipe, and trays may be fixed
as indicated in the sketch . These should be made

lets, the latter
being pressed by
one another in to
polyhedral and

other forms.
Each bullet has a permanent charge of gas under
high compression , and the conditions are such
that there is practically no leakage. If the tyre
is punctured, the gas of one bullet only is lost,
and there may be scores of punctures before there
is any perceptible reduction in the resiliency of the
tyre.
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Locomotive Notes.
By CHAS. S . LAKE.

The Latest LOCOMOTIVE WONDER.
If the Americans built locomotives for the sake
of seeing how large and heavy they could make
them without destroying the permanent way, and
for the 4 -ft. 81-in . gauge, they would be put to some
difficulty in surpassing the latest creation of the

1-SIDE
.Fig
LOCOMOTIVE
COMPOUND
ARTICULATED
MALLETT
OF
ELEVATION

Baldwin Works. This is a 4 -cylinder compound
"' articulated " locomotive running on sixteen

wheels arranged on the 2 – 6 – 6 — 2 principle, and
weighing in the aggregate, with tender, no less
E
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than 224 tons. The engine, as may be imagined ,
is of huge proportions, far exceeding those of any
European locomotives. The front bogie truck is
of the usual radial design, with swing links and
centre bearing, but the rear truck is of special
construction, with side bearings. The reversing

"1-4'_04a7
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FIG . 3.- SECTION THROUGH FIREBOX .
gear is operated by power mechanism on what is

known as the McCarroll system , in which air is
employed under ordinary circumstances, although
a steam connection has been provided . It consists
of a rotary air enginedriving a vertical shaft,which
connects through bevelled gears to a horizontal
worm shaft. This worm operates a threaded nut

gur
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or bushing round the threaded end of the reversing
rod . The operation is controlled by a small handle
which moves a slide-valve and admits air to operate
the air engine in either direction . The handle is
automatically brought to a closed position when
the full gear point has been reached and an indi
cator is provided which shows the position of the
gear on a small quadrant. The engine is com
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8 ,000 gallons, and the coal space accommodates
13 tons of fuel. The engine exerts the enormous
tractive force of 71,600 lbs. The adhesion load is
1364 tons.

New CANADIAN LOCOMOTIVES .
Locomotive practice in Canada follows that of

pletely reversed by means of this gear in the short
space of three seconds. A hand-wheel is provided

America , and one might very well be pardoned for
mistaking a Canadian engine for one of American

for use in case of an emergency
The front group of six -coupled wheels are driven
by a pair of low -pressure cylinders to which steam

seeing the proximity of the two countries and the

is distributed by balanced superposed slide-valves
worked by Walschaerts gear. The high -pressure
cylinders take steam direct from the dome through
outside pipes encircling the boiler and drive the

second group of coupled wheels. The valves and
valve gearing are similar to those of the low
pressure engine. The framing is of cast steel,
bar section , measuring 5 ins. wide by 7 ins. deep
at the pedestals. The two sets of frames, viz.,
those for the front group and those for the near

group of wheels, are connected by a hinged joint,

design , or vice versa. This is perhaps only natural,
inter -communication between them .
Quite recently some new and powerful loco
motives have been built for the Canadian Pacific
Railway at the Montreal shops, and one of these is,

by courtesy of Mr. H . H . Vaughan, assistant to
the vice-president, illustrated herewith .
The engine is a two-cylinder simple, with a coned
boiler and the 4 - 6 - 0 wheel arrangement. Alto
are being placed in
gether, 150 of these engines
service for working on all parts of the system .
The dimensions are :
Cylinders, 21 ins. by 28 ins.

952.
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54 -694 Total W Bork & T.- Fig . 4 . - DIAGRAM OF CANADIAN PACIFIC 4 – 6 – 0 TYPE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE.
the centre of which is equidistant from the centre
of the front axle of the rear engine and the rear
axle of the front group. The usual flexible pipe
joints and sockets for articulated locomotives

are employed in this design for the collective
drawing of which the writer is indebted to the
Railway Gazette. The leading dimensions are as
follows :

Coupled wheels, 5 ft. 3 ins. diameter.
Boiler pressure, 200 lbs.
Heating surface - tubes, 2,233 sq. ft. ; firebox,
180 sq . ft. : total, 2 ,413 sq . ft.
Superheating surface, 378 sq . ft.
Grate area , 49 sq. ft.
The eight-wheel tender carries 5,000 gallons of
water, and 10 tons of coal.

Cylinders — H .-P., 211 ins. ; L .-P ., 33 ins. ; stroke,
32 ins.

Truck wheels (diameter ), 2 ft. 6 ins.
Coupled wheels (diameter), 4 ſt. 7 ins.
Wheelbase — coupled (each group), 10 ft. ; total
engine, 44 ft. io ins. ; total engine and tender,
73 ft. 21 ins.
Boiler - diameter outside front ring, 7 ft. ; centre
above rail, io ft.
Heating surface - tubes, 5,433 sq . ft. ; firebox
(Belpaire), 225 sq ; ft. : total, 5,658 sq . ft.
Grate area , 78 sq . ft.
Working pressure, 200 lbs.
Weight of engine in working order, 158 tons
7 cwts. ; with tender, 224 tons.

SMART RUN WITH A WEBB COMPOUND .
The writer, returning from Crewe to Euston on
a recent occasion , noted a good performance on
the part of one of the “ Alfred the Great ” com

pounds, fitted by Mr. Whale with additional valve
gear to the high-pressure cylinders. The train ,
which left Crewe at 5 .2 p .m ., was booked to run

through to Euston , with stops at Rugby and
Willesden , in 188 minutes for the distance of
158 miles. It was brought into Crewe station by

a “ Precursor " engine, viz ., No. 2,583 “ Teutonic,"
and consisted of seven eight-wheeled bogie coaches
and two twelve-wheeled dining cars, the load thus
The tender runs upon two four-wheeled bogies i representing 144 coaches, or, say, 230 tons loaded .
With this the Webb engine ran from Crewe to
with 3 ſt, diameter wheels. The water capacity is
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Rugby (75 + miles) with one heavy slack , at Tam
worth , in 841 minutes. Further checks were
experienced on the journey from Rugby to Willes
den , viz., at Roade for signals, and Berkhamsted
for relaying. Nevertheless , the train stopped at
Willesden platform at 7.57 p .m ., or one minute
before time. A smart collection of tickets, followed
by a still smarter run over the 54 miles into Euston ,

.LOCOMOTIVE
RAILWAY
,CYPE
ANADIAN
NPASSENGER
4–60TFig
EW
5-PACIFIC

landed passengers at their destination at 8.81 p .m .,
or itiminutes to the good . The engine was No.
1,966 " Commonwealth ."

NEW LOCOMOTIVES FOR THE BRIGHTON RAILWAY.
The latest locomotives built at Brighton Works
to the designs of Mr. D . Earle Marsh , M .Inst.C .E .,
locomotive superintendent, are some 4 - 4 - 2 type
those of Mr. H . A . Ivatt on the Great Northern

tank engines which follow in general appearance

Railway. The cylinders are placed inside the
frames and the general arrangement is similar to

that usually met with for this class of engine which
is growing in favour very considerably on British
railways. The first engine of the series was at the

time of writing engaged in running trial trips, and
others were nearing completion in the shops. The
principal dimensions are given below :
Cylinders, 174 ins. diameter.
Piston stroke, 26 ins.
Bogie wheels, 3 ft. 6 ins. diameter.
Coupled wheels, 5 ft. 6 ins, diameter.
Radial wheels, 4 ft.
The boiler has a diameter of 4 ft. 3 ins. ; it is fed
by duplex pumps, and fitted with Ramsbottom
safety valves. The first engine is numbered 595,
and condensing apparatus is fitted .

New Method of Testing Magnetic Metals.
THE new method of testing steels devised by Cap
1 tain L . Fraichet, ofthe French Artillery Works
at Puteaux, says Engineering, may prove of more
scientific than technical interest, but the idea is
certainly promising and the apparatus simple.
Fraichet observes the variation in the magnetic
permeability of a test-bar while under tension .
The bar forms the core of a bobbin composed of a
primary circuit of stout wire , joined to two accumu
lator cells, and a secondary circuit of thin wire

7 4 0

joined to a galvanometer. The flux through the
test-bar, the author explained , would vary , owing to
two causes. The length of the test-bar was changing
and its cross section diminishing, which should
produce a continual regular variation in the
flux ; there would be structural changes in the
steel, which should result in irregular changes in the
permeability . The interpretation of the curves
was not easy , however, because the magnetic circuit
was con pleted through the shackles and the frame

of the testing machine, and the tightening of the
grip would considerably affect the magnetic resist
ance of the circuit, especially if small magnetising
forces were applied . Low magnetisation was,
on the other hand, preferable, because the fluctua
tions in the permeability were more marked at
low magnetisation . Under these circumstances it
is not surprising that the conclusions at which
the author has arrived , when first describing his
apparatus in 1904, have not all been confirmed
by his subsequent researches. The permeability
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seemed to increase at the commencement of the

elastic deformation and the magnetic circuit to
become completely closed much sooner than he had
first assumed ; weak magnetisations were therefore
now recommended ; the limit of elasticity corre
sponded to a rapid deflection of the galvanometer,
not to themaximum deflection .

Combined Electric Alarm and

Night Light.
By “ ORLANDO .”
THE following is a description of a set which
T has been in constant use for three or four
years. The clock itself is, or was, an inter
mittent alarm (though any ordinary alarm clock
will do ), and the geng, which was a flat one, was
fixed at the back , as was also the alarm dial. The
latter was removed , along with the gong and back ,
and the back replaced by a wood one (see Fig . 5 ),
which was turned a tight fit,with a shoulder to pre
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disc, the wheel, etc.,being retained . Three contacts
are required (in place of the usual two ), and two
of these are got by insulating both clock feet
(method fully described in The MODEL ENGINEER ,
No. 202, page 235 ), the third being a touch of solder
in position shown. The contacts inside clock
are clearly shown in sketch , and must be insulated
from each other , the two contact brasses or wires
foot, with
being connected , one to each insulated
covered wire. They must be so arranged that
when the wheel (which will be found in most

alarm clocks) moves forward , it will make contact
The bell is an ordinary electric one. The lamp
bracket was fully described in THE MODEL EN

with both at once .

GINEER , No. 202, page 235, the lamp itself being
taken from a pocket flashlight. The switches
are two small -sized tumbler switches, one for bell

and one for light. The board and shelf are made
from -in . baywood , stained and polished , the edges
being moulded . There is a wood frame fixed to
back of board as shown, and this provides a space

vent it going too far into the clock ; this is to remain

for the wires. This frame is slightly cut away at
the bottom to allow the flexible wires to come

a fixture , and a hole is cut, into which a cardboard

through. The shelf is fixed with three screws
from back of board , but if likely to be roughly

cover fits, so as to be easily removed when clock
requires winding, etc. The winding key being
cut shorter, fits inside the clock when cover is in
place, and the alarm key is removed altogether,
as it is not required . In this particular make of
clock there is a lever at the back , which works up
and down to cause the intermittent ringing, and
this lever is raised (I believe a small projection had
to be cut off to allow it to do so ), and the extreme
end turned up to engage with a toothed wheel
soldered or screwed on alarm -setting shaft. A l
spring soldered to frame presses lever to wheel,
and the end of lever must be twisted or filed on an
angle so as to allow wheel to move only in the
direction indicated. The wheel in this case has
seventy -two teeth , and each tooth therefore equals
ten minutes, enabling the alarm to be set for the

hour, ten minutes past, twenty past, and so on
(other numbers of teeth may be used instead, accord
ing to the divisions required ). It can be screwed
or soldered on shaft, and then the usual nut for
working same screwed on to act as a lock -nut.

The shaft must previously have been made to
either by taking a coil off the spring which will
be found on it, or by removing spring altogether.
The indicator quadrant is made as shown , and
fixed in position shown by dotted lines. The wheel
has a thin card disc glued to it with twelve hourly

work very easy (the lever stops it from revolving),

divisionsmarked on as shown . When this is done,
set the hands right with the alarm as follows :
Turn the shaft on which the minute hand fits

slowly until the wheel with the notch in boss is
just released , and moves forward to make contact ;
do not turn too far , or it will not be set proper ;
then if alarm dial is at front, put the hand on ;

then putthe hour and minute hands on - all pointing
to 12, and if alarm dial is at back , set that to
12, and put works back into case. To set alarm

when using, move indicating wheel round until
the hour comes to the required division on the
quadrant - viz ., to set, say, for 7 .20 , move wheel
until the 7 comes opposite the “ 20 past ” on the
quadrant ; 20 past 7 is then read , and so on . If
the clock being used has an alarm dial at the front,
this can be used in place of the quadrant and card

handled , a small anzle bracketmay be fixed under
neath for support. Two circular brass contacts
are fitted flush with top of shelf, with two D - shaped
is an t - in . brass bolt, having the head above the
shelf for the clock to rest on where it is touched
with solder. Wires are soldered to these contacts

holes to receive clock feet, and the other contact

and taken underneath the shelf and through the
board, after which a piece of brown paper is glued
to the back to prevent any wires touching the wall.
The battery is composed of five Leclanché cells
connected in series, and they are used for other
lights and bells. The battery box needs little more
explanation than shown by the sketch ; the long
compartment to have a bottom of 1- in . timber,
the small compartment to be without. The wires
from cells are run along the back of box, and under
neath top of small compartment to under side
of terminals, where they must be fixed either
placed under the pillow to see the time when

by a lock -nut or by soldering. A pear push is

required during the night, and the wires from this
to go through the hole in end of box, through the
-in . hole at top , and then one to each of the ter
minals, L and 2. The wires from clock also go
through these openings and then to their respective
terminals as shown . If the lamp is required to
light up at the same time the bell rings, set both
switches on retiring ; but if not, only set the
bell switch. In laying wires from other bells or
lamps, take wires through openings as before--one wire going to Z terminal, and the other to
1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , or 5 , as the case may be---viz . : If, say,
two bells are required to work a bell, take one wire
to Z and the other to 2 ; if three cells are required ,
one wire to Z and the other to 3, and so on. I shall
be pleased to answer any further information

regarding the above, and to make anything clear
which is not so .
SHARP RECONSTRUCTION , - Fire destroyed 400 ft.
of thelong railroad trestleatGalveston , Texas, which

extends from themainland to the city , and stopped
traffic . By midnightofthe sameday the trestle was
sufficiently repaired to allow traffic to be resumed .
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shown on the drawing, a bead being formed at
the point where the two sections join . This bead
was usually turned and polished , the remainder of
By H . MUNCASTER.
the rod being painted . The lower end of the con
(Concluded from page 210.)
necting-rod is of the solid type, fitted with adjust
THE connecting-rod is shown in detail in Figs.
able brass steps, the part fitting into the connecting.
rod being octagonal, after the manner of the usual
10 and 11. This form in cast iron was very
form of pedestal in these days. To enable the brass
common torty years ago , but was to some
to be got into the connecting -rod the side flanges
extent replaced by a wrought-iron pattern when
Fig . 10 . - SIDE VIEW OF CONNECTING -ROD .

The Beam Engine.

Section
56 bore

bloo1
-

Fig . 11. - PLAN OF CONNECTING -ROD .

2 countersunk screws

steel plate

Figs. 12 AND 13. — ALTERNATIVE DESIGN FOR BEAM .
next to the crank are omitted . A taper key is
the speed began to be increased , probably on account
fitted , which is held in place by means of a set
of the comparative lightness of the wrought iron .
The middle part of the cast-iron rod is of cruci
screw . The top end of the rod , which is forked
form section , the lower part being of an H section ,
as shown , is fitted with straps and cotters. The
except that the ends were rounded , in the manner
usual proportion of the length of rod to the stroke
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is 3 to 1. In this case, however, we have made the
proportion 2j to I, as a matter of convenience .
An alternative design for a beam is shown in
Figs. 12 and 13. This is intended to be made of
steel plates instead of cast iron .
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by the Editor's permission, to show later other forms
of beam engines which will be of interest, and
suitable for model-making.
The writer is glad to find that several of our

These plates may

readers have taken a kindly interest in these articles,

be of, say, 10 to 12 gauge in thickness. The beam
is made of two plates bolted together at the bosses
for the gudgeons. These bosses will be bored to
suit the gudgeons,mounted on a mandrel and turned
to the dimensions given . The plates' should be

and is under an obligation to Mr. G . F . Tyas, who
has been good enough to forward negatives to the

clamped together before drilling, and the drills
passed through both plates at the same time. .
The plates will not require any facing, but should

.

Editor from which the accompanying illustrations
are taken .
Fig. 14 is from a very attractive model of a beam

engine with a Cornish boiler. The engine cylinder
is 2 ins. diameter, with a piston stroke of 4 ins.
The actual size may be judged from the engraving,

FIG . 15. - CONDENSING BEAM ENGINE. (Cylinders, 24 ins. diam .; stroke, 4 ft.)

be nicely polished on the edges. After the plates
are mounted on the bosses, suitably turned and
polished washers should be fitted to the outside.
These washers are drilled for screws and tapped
into the boss so as to bolt the pieces together,

when we say that the flywheel is 13 ius. in diameter.
The bedplate , it will be noticed , is of a similar type
to that we have already illustrated . The model

In the smaller sized models the bosses and the
gudgeon pins may be turned out of a solid
piece .

attached . The boiler is 7 ins. diameter by 184

With reference to the governors, the proportions

has six massive columns, carrying an entablature

to which the beam and the parallel motion is
ins. long, with a flue 3 } ins. in diameter, carrying
three cross-tubes. The chimney , which is painted
to represent brickwork , is about 3 ft. in height.
The difficulty of illustrating these articles effec

may be scaled from the general view given on page
135 , Vol. XIV .
The details of the remaining parts will be very

tively by photographs taken from real engines,

easily worked out by the amateur. We hope,

of the limited space and the comparatively large

except in detail, is very considerable, and on account
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size of the engine only
a small proportion of the
engine can be taken into
the camera.
The example, Fig. 15,
although not showing the
complete engine, will con
vey a good general idea

of a pair of engines built
at Kirkcaldy, at present
used at some cement
works in Kent. The en

gines are condensing, the
rod between the cylinder
and the column working

the air-pump. The cylin ders are 24 ins. diameter,
with a piston stroke of
4 ft. The flywheel is 15 ft .
in diameter.
It will be noticed that
the column is formed with

a very broad base so as
to prevent any rocking,
which is apt to occur
on account of the thrust
on the connecting-rod
not being vertical. The
parallel gear for guiding
the piston -rod is similar
to that already illustrated

in detail in the preceding
article. The driving is

MODEL
or SIDELEVERMAKINEEINONE
MARRILOWANCARE
I
Grunk, news

Fig . 16 . — SIDE LEVER ENGINE, BUILT FOR MODEL PADDLE BOAT.

done by means of a belt

over the flywheel. The
connecting -rod is of the
wrought - iron typealready
referred to .

It will be noticed that
the entablature does not
extend towards the crank

end , this being entirely
unnecessary, the cylinder
end of the entablature

being supported by two
turned steel columns re.

sembling in these two
instances the model we
have been engaged upon .
Another type of beam
engine, at one time very
commonly employed for
driving paddle steamers ,
is illustrated by Fig . 16
from a photograph taken
from a model . This type
has two beams ; or, as
they are sometimes
termed, side levers. The
motion is to some ex

tent the sameas the type
that the beams are be
low the crankshaft. The
object in putting the
beams underneath is to
keep down the centre of

already illustrated , except

Fig . 14. — MODEL BEAM ENGINE AND CORNISH BOILER.

gravity in the boat. The
parallel motion for guid
ing the piston -rod is of an
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interesting form , about which we hope to say more
at a later date. The slide -valve is worked from
an eccentric on the crankshaft. .
The size of this model is --cylinder i} ins. diam .,
piston stroke 24 ins. The model is said to be to
scale, but the crankshaft is evidently too small
in proportion .
Some very beautiful examples of this class of
engine were built on the Clyde about half a century

ago , most of which were scrapped many years ago

on the advent of the screw propeller. One or
two very attractive models of this class of engine

will be found in the South Kensington Museum .

Fig. 17 illustrates a pair of beam engines known

as the “ Grasshopper " type. This form of engine
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direction. A pair of Porter governors are shown
attached , but these are, needless to say, of a more
modern date. The engines are condensing, the air
pumps being shown in the view . These are worked
from the beam . The flywheel, which will come

between the pair of engines, is not shown .
It will be seen that the engines are not fixed ,
being photographed as they stood in a machinery
broker's yard .
The cylinders are 13 ins. in diameter, the piston
having a stroke of 3 ft., the throw of the crank ,
however, being only about 2 ft. on account of the
difference
in the leverage. The flywheel for this
engine is 10 ft. in diameter.
This type of engine has many points to recom

ITI
N

Fig . 17. - PAIR OF “ GRASSHOPPER ” Type ENGINES. (Cylinders, 13 ins. diam ., stroke, 3 ft.)
was at one time in very extensive use, especially
in the North of England , the writer having met
with probably some dozens of examples. The
pair from which the photograph was taken was

mend it, and is perhaps - of all types — the most
accessible for adjustment and repairs, and will
work with less friction than any other type.

made at Penn 's, and are similar to the ones used
for driving their own works.

This form of engine gave most excellent results.
The end ofbeam - to which the piston -rod is directly
attached - is guided in an absolutely vertical line
by means of a pair of radius rods swinging on a pin ,

THE Iron Age states there are now under con
struction , and ordered by the Steel Corporation ,
gas engines aggregating a total of 102,000 h .-P .,

guide possible. The further end of the beam is
supported on a rocking standard . This end of the

of which 44,000 h.-p . will be in blowing engines,
and 58 ,000 h .-p . for other purposes. Only a few
of these engines will be supplied with producer gas
for special purposes ; the rest, furnishing a total of
100,000 h .-p ., will be operated with the gases from
the blast furnaces, which would otherwise go to

beam will thus be allowed to move in a horizontal

waste.

fixed to a standard at each side of the piston -rod,
this giving probably the most frictionless form of
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Notes on Sheet Metal Work .
By " TUBAL CAIN JUNIOR."
(Continued from page 470 .)
CUTTING out thework is the first operation ,and
U

this should bedone with care. For straight cuts
it is quite possible to cut exactly to a line
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right across it, backwards and forwards, feeding

the plate a little to the right as each edge is reached
with the hammer. If the plate be held at too great
an angle to the anvil, the fact will soon make itself
known to the operator's left hand. Rather light
blows are best ; heavy ones will only lead to further
trouble. If the piece is a narrow strip , care must
be taken to distribute the blows as evenly as

possible, any preponderance to one edge causing a

with the shears or snips, and with thin metal; at any
rate, the worker should , from the beginning,

bend sideways,

resolve to acquire the power of doing so . Curves
of fair size can also be cut with the snips, but small
rounds and curves must be filed out. The work
should be so laid out that the joints shall be as
few as possible, but this can only be done when the

the central portion of the plate being too big , as

angles or corners are not wanted sharp . It is
impossible to bend a sheet of metal to show a sharp
angle on the outer side. There will always be a
little rounding, which increases with the thickness
of the sheet.

It will be found, after cutting the pieces, that the
operation has bent them more or less out of flat.
and before attempting to proceed further they must

No..2. - The condition of " dishing " is caused by
it were, or in technical language, it is “ loose,”
and the edges are " tight.” To rectify it, the edges
must be stretched by working all round with the
hammer. The blows must be heavy enough to

faintly mark the surface, and care must be exercised
not to carry them too far in from the edge, and so
increase the defect. Should the “ dishing " be
local, for many jobs it will be sufficient to extend
it by hammering round the hollow without going
over the entire plate. The resulting plate will not

be flat, but it may be quite flat enough for the
purpose in view . In removing the “ dishing "

be flattened. It will be noticed that, in addition to
generalbending of the piece, there is a short bend all

along the edges cut, the curvation being at right

angles to the edge. The first operation will be to
remove this with light blows of the hammer, and
the plate must then be examined to see how itmust
be treated further. The following considerations
will give some idea of what the condition of affairs
may be :
A plate of sheet metalmay be bent in three ways,

or a combination of these. They are
1. A simple bending, so that the plate resembles

a portion of a drum or cylinder.
2. The plate may be “ dished " - i.e., convex
or concave.

3. The plate may be “ in winding ” - a term
sufficiently well-known to explain itself.
No. I can be easily diagnosed . It is the only case
in which a straightedge laid anywhere across the

apparent bending will touch the plate all along.
No. 2 can be distinguished by the fact that while
all four edges may be straight, even sufficiently

so to touch a flat surface all round, the plate is not
flat. It can also be recognised by the shot or
report the plate will make if bent backwards or

laid on it. In general, the edge shows wavy when

FIG . 3. -- SHOWING METHOD OF FLATTENING
SHEET METAL .
from a plate , the operator must watch lest the blows
be too many or too heavy , in which case he will have
produced condition No. 3, this being the exact
converse of No. 2, or in other words the edges are
stretched or “ loose." It is the commonest case

of these conditions will explain almost without

it is looked along. The consideration of the causes
words themeans to be employed for their correction .

of all, and invariably exists if the plate has been
cut by any shearing tool. The only cutting
appliance with which it is possible to cut a plate

No. I seldom exists in large plates, being as a
rolled hard in the mill. If a gentle springing in
the hands will not remove the defect, the piece
must be hammered in a peculiar manner. Place
one end on an anvil, supporting the opposite end
in the hand , so that the piece is nearly, but not

without giving rise to the condition is a saw . A
sheet cut with a shears is always stretched along the
edge cut, and is also slightly bent as before referred
to . This stretching of metal by a shears may
be demonstrated by cutting a narrow strip off a
sheet. The cut may be straight, yet when the

forwards while holding two opposite edges.

In the case of No. 3 it is impossible to get all
four edges straight. When the plate is sprung
in the hands, it can be felt to give a peculiar wriggle
on bending. Only three corners at the most can
be got to touch a flat surface when the plate is

rule confined to narrow strips which have been

quite, touching the face of the anvil, with the
concave side down, as shown in the photograph,
Fig. 3. Then strike with a hammer a little behind
the supported point of the plate, and if the work
be wider than a mere strip , work with the hammer

curled strip is flattened it will be found to be
bent sideways, the convex edge being that which
has been sheared . To straighten it, hammer well
all along the concave, or short edge. For a plate
with loose edges, hammer well in the centre part,
and so stretch the tight metal there.
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In all cases such as the strip referred to above,

common fiat drill better still, buteven these are only

a distinct lengthening takes place , and care must

useful up to about in . About that size the
behaviour of a drill becomes anything but what it

be used in setting out work to allow for this. The
writer has found that it is easy to lengthen a strip
of stout tinplate, about 1-32nd in . thick, by cutting
and straightening,as much as 3- 16ths in . per foot.
It will be better to err on the safe side and allow
too much , as the strip can be lengthened by the
hammer, but cannot be shortened .
It is strongly recommended that
the amateur plate flattener works at a

few pieces of sheet copper till he can
tions at will.

produce and remove the three condi

Very little more will be required
till he will be able easily to deal with any com
bination of these which will be met with . The

principal training is in the capability to recognise
Jointing up the pieces succeeds the cutting and

what is wrong.

flattening, but as the methods of jointing may
require allowance to be made before cutting, the
joints should be carefully considered and decided
on first. Many methods are available for sheet
metal work , and they may roughly be divided

ought to be. It will produce polygons of any
number of sides, butnot a circle. The only rotating
tool which is of any use for large holes is the rose,
or countersunk bit, and even this, unless made with
unequally -spaced flutes, is often inclined to produce

Fig . 6 .

polygonal results . True, the resulting sides are

smaller and more in number.
If the hole be any way large, the best way is to
drill a series of small holes all round it, break
out the piece, and file up for a finish . Of course, if
a press, dies, and punches are available there are
none of these troubles, but they will be replaced
by a stretching round the edge of the hole. This
is always present with a punched hole, and with

into two classes - soldered and not soldered . Of

thick plates a distinct rounding of the metal on the
side entered by the punch is always noticeable.

the latter, several useful joints are barred to the

Having got the holes in the work, all burr should
be carefully removed . The rivet should fit the

amateur by the need of special machines or tools
to produce them - -for instance, the “ folded ”
joint to be seen frequently up the side of a tin
canister, and the grooved joint often used in the
samearticle for securing the bottom in place.
A folded joint can bemade by hand, provided it is

not very long, and that time does not count. The e
are two forms- the double and single lap ( see Fig. 4 !.

The former is the stronger, and where the joint is
closed down by dressing with the mallet, it can
neither be pushed or pulled open . The form of not
soldered joint which will most frequently be used
by the amateur is the riveted joint. We do not
propose to deal with the question of the number and
size of rivets required for given strength , but simply

hole fairly well, especially if it has to be long com

pared with its diameter. As a generalrule a cylinder
of metal will not bend when exposed to a crushing
strain on its ends, provided it be not much longer

than two diameters. Hence a rivet should not
be longer than necessary , and if it is essential to
use one more than two diameters long it should be
supported by the sides of the hole. Many amateurs
will wonder why, for instance, a boiler which is
apparently well riveted up will leak like a sieve
when under pressure.

The reason is that for neat

appearance a small rivet is used , and this has
not been large enough to fill the hole. If the result
could be seen it would be a hole more or less filled

with a rivet resembling a concertina, and with
aboutas much strength to resist a strain .

Fig . 4.

The blow used in riveting must not be heavy.
A light hammer and a tapping sort of blow will

Single

Double

produce the best result. The head of the rivet

formed should be worked all round with thehammer
so as to produce a sort of flat cone of metal, and ,
if appearance is desired , should be finished by a

few blows from a hollow punch .
The joint which will probably be used more than
any other is the soft-soldered joint, and it is of
form innumerable . The flat, lap, and butt joints

Fig . 5.

may all be used as occasion serves. While the
soldered joint may be used to join an edge to a

to describe the making of a joint. Having decided
on the number and size of rivets, the holes should
be carefully marked out and drilled or punched.
In this connection it will not be amiss to
deal with the subject of making holes in sheet
metal. Certain precautions must be observed ,
as even when the drill is run in a foot lathe, some
very nasty injuries to the worker are easily possible.
Small holes up to about in . diameter present
as a rule no difficulty. Above that size the trouble
and danger increase in proportion to the size of
the drill. Twist drills should never be used , except
when modified by having a small bevel ground on the
lip so as to make the cutting angle obtuse instead of
acute. Straight fluted drills are much better , or the

plate, it is always well , if strength is required , to
turn an angle on the piece so as to get plate to plate
(Fig. 5 ). This will be found to increase the strength
very much , and if any difficulty be experienced in
forming the angle straight, it can easily be done in
short sections as shown in Fig . 6 withoutmaterially
affecting the result.
The actual soldering is frequently made a mess
of, and although the writer has read many articles
on the subject, he is not quite certain why the
amateur so frequently fails to make a good job .

Thegeneral fault, wethink, is an insufficiently heated
iron. However, a short description of the process
may help , and will be given in a subsequent issue,
( To be continued .)
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The Working of Submarine
Telegraphic Apparatus.
By Stewarr Betts.
DJ AVING at various times been asked to explain

apparatus in connection with submarine
O
cable work , I trust the following notes,
if not very instructive,may at least prove interesting
and with the Editor's permission , I shall bring
them before our readers in as brief a manner as
possible. All will agree with me, however, that
some knowledge of the principles of electricity and
magnetism is essential in understanding whatever
is written on what is after all a highly technical
branch of electrical science.
Many excellent text-books on cable laying,
testing, and repairing are to be had , but I venture
to think there aremany who would like some insight
into the subject without working through one of
the above books.
Let us consider the cable first - that thread of
communication which unites the world and is so
essential to the welfare of our commerce and our

empire. The heart, or, as it is technically termed,
the core, is in all cases composed of copper of a very
high standard of conductivity, twisted in a lay of
seven strands, in order to render it more flexible
and less liable to fracture when laying the cable

upon its ocean bed. The core is covered throughout
its length by a fairly thick coating of guttapercha
(this material possesses the peculiar property
of improving on immersion in sea -water). This
forms the insulation , and during its manufacture

the cable is tested length by length in order to
For purposes of protection from the chafing of
rocks, etc., the above is then covered with oakum ,
tape, and, finally, a sheathing of layers of iron wire,
the final result resembling somewhat a steel wire
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from shore, as no means were available for hauling
up the slack , a spare piece of about 80 yards was
jointed between the two ends. In twenty minutes
or so , when the first joint was made, it was put
into the water, and from shore tested over 10
megohms ( 10 ,000,000 ohms) insulation , or D . R .
resistance. There can be no perfect insulation ;
throughout the total length there are a succession
of small leaks, the result being what is termed
the “ N . R . F .," or natural resultant fault of the

cable. With the other end of the cable free
namely , the core insulated from eartha D . R .
or insulation test shows the “ absolute ” resistance
of the cable insulation . To obtain the insulation
resistance per knot multiply by the length in knots,
because the shorter the length of insulation under

test the less the number of leaks, and therefore
the higher the result obtained . Consider a steam
pipe connecting cylinders to boiler : the longer the
pipe the greater the area exposed to cooling, and
therefore the greater the condensation of the steam
it conveys ; the shorter the pipe, the less the

condensation .
The cable acts as a condenser, the core repre
senting one coating, the iron sheathing and sea
water the other coating, and the guttapercha the di
electric ; therefore, a cable when free holds a static
charge in the same way as a Leyden jar . This
property introduces induction, which retards the
flow of currents through the cable.
A formula for the speed of cables is given by
the equation :

Speed = K .R .'
where C represents the terminal conditions or
instrumental conditions at the cable ends, and

ensure the insulation being as perfect as possible.

K .R . is derived from
Conductor resistance x capacity

rope. This protecting sheathing is of greater

which may be stated as the product of the resistance
and capacity of the cable divided by 1,000,000 .
When the K . R . is not less than 2 we may

strength near the shore ends of the cable, and less
where the cable lies in deep water, as in the latter
case it is less exposed to wear, and is lighter and

easier to handle. Consider the depth as two to
three thousand fathoms, and it will be seen that
the long bight or loop taken from where the cable
is touching bottom and the stern of the cable ship
paying out, is heavy, and no light task to handle.
The speed of the ship varies according to the nature
of the ocean bed on which the cable is being laid .
The cable must not bridge across valleys, etc.,
butmust follow every depression , and lie as snugly
as possible. Careful soundings are taken before
hand, and the best site chosen before commencing
operations. The cable is received from the manu
facturer direct into the ship's tanks, and when being
laid some water is let into the tanks to maintain

ballast. Cable ships are specially fitted for this
work ,and the capacities of the tanks vary according
to the size of the ship .
Great care is taken in making the joints between
the various types used from shore end to deep sea .
The metallic connection of the core must be as
perfect as possible. The insulation , softened by
heat, is run together again over the joint, and the
sheathing spliced and finished off neat and strong,
and on testing no defect must be apparent. For
example : in one case , where a temporary repair
was made by the writer from a barge about 3 miles

1,000,000

roughly state

Speed = K650
1. R .'
where 650 is measured in letters per minute, sig
nalling speed. In other words, speed varies
inversely as the square of the length . Suppose
we exactly double the length of the cable, the
K . R .'s expressed by the above equations
would be exactly doubled if the same type of cable
was used throughout ; we therefore quarter the
speed . We may trace the similarity between this
and the rule of inverse squares asapplied in magnet
ism . Given a magnet exerting a certain pull
on a piece of iron, by doubling the distance between
them we quarter the strength of the pull, or it varies
inversely as the square of the distance between
them . Types of cable are being proposed where
the arrangement of the core tends to diminish
this adverse property of K .R ., and thereby increase
the speed of signalling.
Various methods are employed at the stations
at each end to increase speed of working. Before
describing these methods it will be necessary to
give a brief outline of the instruments used . The
instrument which records the signals is known
as the “ syphon recorder," and consists of a small
rectangular coil of fine copper wire supported by
silk fibre at top and bottom , and free to swing ,
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within certain limits, between the poles of a powerful

swings is shortened , and consequently the time

laminated steel permanent magnet, where it
the coil it tends to move, the direction ofmovement
depending on the direction of current. This move
ment is taken advantage of, and is communicated
by means of silk fibre to a fine glass syphon , which
is vibrated by means of a " make and break ”

taken for the whole movement is less ; by lowering
theweight, the opposite is the result. If the electric
impulses coming from the cable are at a high speed ,
the coil must not swing round too far, otherwise
it would not recover itself sufficiently rapidly to
receive and record the whole of the next impulse .
It should always be in a position of readiness to
record every impulse, and when this state of affairs
is apparent the signals are said to have good defi
nition . Themovement of the coil generates within

hung vertically. On a current passing throughis

identical with that of an electric bell. One end
of the glass syphon dips in an ink well, and the
other end , finely ground , impinges a succession
of close dots, forming a line of ink on a slip of paper
drawn before it. The vibration maintains the flow
of ink, and reduces friction between the syphon
and running paper. The paper is drawn evenly
by means of an electro -magnetic motor with an
armature of soft iron bars ; the form of this motor
resembles somewhat the small mills attached to
mouse cages, and hence its name, the “ mouse mill."

itself currents opposing the direction of the current
Back conlocts
- Front

contacts
| Battery

The straight ink line represents zero, and a move
ment of the syphon , causing the line to deviate

one side or the other, represents the dots and dashes
of the Morse code, a deflection above representing
a dot and one below a dash . By means of an ad
justable shunt across the coil its movement, and
consequently the deviation of the line or size of

the signals, can be conveniently altered . The slip
of paper is slightly wider than the ordinary Morse
slip , and is supplied in similar rolls. The silk fibres
are technically termed the “ suspensions," and are
attached by means of beeswax applied with short

lengths of copper wire (heated in a spirit lamp),
y

llezerce

popularly termed the “ jigger.” By means of the
i
nsnsion
Tescre
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clip
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causing the movement in the same way that the

armature of an electrometer, when running, is
acting also as a generator. This, in the case of
the coil has a detrimentalinfluence on the signalsand
speed . As very small currents are used in cable
signalling, and at the receiving end the current
in some cases only measures the 2 - 10oth of a milli
ampere ( 1-200 ,000th of an ampere ), it will be seen
that the back E .M .F . developed by the coil has
a tendency to block the incoming charges, which
are so small. The movement is therefore multi
plied to a certain extent on a glass syphon , in order
to have the coil movement as small as possible.
Fig. I will, it is hoped , explain matters.
Wehave shown that the cable acts as a condenser ,
and therefore any current passing has to overcome
the actual resistance of the copper core and the
retardation due to inductions. Hence the effect
on the coil is more in the nature of a wave, and when

the currents are being sent into the cable rapidly
they, in a sense, lag, and no appreciable break
between them is apparent at the receiving end of
the cable ; this causes a very irregular zero and
signals of wave form . In order to eliminate
this as much as possible, condensers are placed
between the coil and the cable, the idea being that

Tension

Ebonile

Fig . 2- - MORSE Key.

- Rollers for
on
Z ( oy
° ) drawing
slip

Fig . 1. - DIAGRAM OF SYPHON RECORDER.
fibres at each top corner of the coil its movement
is controlled , and the control of the coil swing is
termed the “ adjustment of the time period of the
coil.” The time period of the coil should be in
harmony with the duration of the currents in
whatever direction they pass through it, and form
the signals. This adjustment is similar to the ad
justment of a clock pendulum . By the raising of
the weight the arc of the circle over which the weight

the charge from the cable accumulates on the con
denser plates and imparts its effect on the coil
more in the nature of a sudden blow .

Curbing is also used . By curbing is meant the
dissipation of the lagging charge by a charge of
the opposite sign . Suppose zinc to line-- that is,
the zinc current being sent into the cable -- when
its effect begins to lag a copper charge is sent into
the cable, and has the effect of dissipating the
lag and restoring the neutral state of affairs. On
short cables, where the inductive effects are small ,

there is no necessity to adopt either of the above
methods.

The key used to send the current into the cable
is shown in Fig . 2. The depression on the left

hand lever forms a dot, the other a dash . When
the front contact of either lever is making con
nection by being depressed , return is made through
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the back contact of the other lever. A good speed
for hand-sending is about 130 letters per minute,
butsomemen exceed this. The forefinger is usually
resting on the dot key , and the second and third
fingers together on the dash key .
The highest hand -speed does not, however,
reach the maximum of many cables, and auto
matic transmission is used. Oiled paper, in the
form of slip and fairly tough, is passed between
Ratchet wheels

Dot

do

Toothed drum

Space

Spring clip

central perforation being made whenever any disc
is struck . There are exactly ten central holes
to the inch ; the spacing disc is struck once between

each letter and three times between each word,
giving the necessary distinction .
The paper slip , duly perforated , is now passed
through an instrument termed the “ transmitter."
The function of this instrument is to reproduce
from each dot and dash perforation movements
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Fig . 3. - DIAGRAM OF PERFORATING INSTRUMENT.
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Fig . 3A. — AN EXAMPLE
two die plates in an instrument termed the per
forator. By the striking of three discs on the
front
part ofcorresponding
the perforatorholes
smallin the
steeldiepunches
pass through
plates,
and perforate the oiled paper the relative positions
of the die plates ; the oiled slip and the small steel
punches are shown in Fig . 3, and an example of
perforated slip is shown in Fig. 3A. The left (or
upper) disc is the dot, the centre the spacing, and the
right (or lower ) the dash . .
Whenever a dot or dash perforation is made
a central perforation is automatically made at the

same time, and a small catch engages with a ratchet
wheel attached to which is a drum with teeth
engaging with the central line of perforations and
drawing the paper on between the die plates, one

. .

.

O

E N G 1 NE E R
OF PERFORATED SLIP.
.
similar to the hand -signalling of an ordinary
key , but, of course, with far greater speed and
precision
; and
also,mentioned
if necessary,
to introduce
the
curbing
already
.
( To be continued .)

RIVER SOUNDING . - An apparatus for obtaining
the profile of a river bottom used by Italian engineers
consists of a wheel affixed to the bottom of a gradu

ated rod, which is fastened vertically at the side of a
boat. As the boat advances up or down or across
stream the wheel at the end of the rod runs con

tinually upon the bottom , the rod rising and falling
with variations of level. By noting the depth at
chosen intervals of time, the variations of depth
may be accurately recorded .
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A Small Lighting
and Charging
Plant.
By W . H . NORMAN.
THE photograph below shows the writer's
small plant, which , although showing no
striking departures from usual lines, will
perhaps be of some interest to the readers of The
MODEL ENGINEER. The gas engine, the castings
of which were obtained from an advertiser in this

Journal, is 3-in . bore and 6 -in . stroke. The
valve -gear has been considerably modified, as the
writer had the misfortune to break the cylinder
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cylinder to the bedplate had pulled off the flanges
caused by the inlet valve, the cotter of which had
become loose and dropped out, being drawn by the
Suction right into the combustion -head , and there
jamming itself between it and the piston . This
looked like a new piston. However, it hasnow been

which keep the cylinder in place through the jar

fixed to thebed plate with four long lugs, as are used
on “ De Dion ” cycle motors for the same purpose .
The only serious faults are the noise and the way in
which it throws the oil out. The former has been

cured by discharging the exhaust into a pit 3 ft.
deep and 2 ft. 6 ins. square, made of concrete and
filled with bits of old “ drain -pipe," etc. ; the
latter by fitting a shield made of thin sheet gal
vanised iron . This precaution is strongly recom

mended to all users of similar engines, as it amply
repays the slight trouble and expense incurred .
The starting handle was also made in a simple and
inexpensive way. A piece of gas-pipe, which
fitted the shaft loosely , was obtained , then an
inclined way , for the pin in the shaft to slide up,
was cut out with a hack -saw . A hole was next
bored in it to take the handle , a piece of -in . steel
rod bent “ L ” shape. This (a “ drive -in " fit)
was riveted over, and a piece of 4-in , steel rod
driven through a hole bored at right angles to it
to lock it. This hasmade a very strong job . The
dynamo ( the castings by Thompson ) is a shunt
wound machine, with twelve-section commutator,
giving 71 amps. at 30 volts. The commutator
supplied burst while running ; so the writer has

constructed one of brass tube on a hardwood core,
using sulphur as insulating material. The writer
would be glad to hear of some suggestions for a
“ governor," and also would like the opinion of
his readers on using a small accumulator connected
to the dynamo “ shunt ” as a “ balancer " to pre
vent the lights bobbing.

The switchboard contains

volt and ampere meters, main switch , and fuses.
The charging-board contains ammeter, adjustable
resistance (ł to 3 amps.), switch , and a cut-out
(not shown ) made out of an old electric bell.

The " Model Engineer " Speed

Boat Competition , 1906 .
General Conditions.
MR. W . H . NORMAN 'S SMALI. LIGHTING AND
CHARGING PLANT.

head and exhaust valve, which are all one casting.
For the cylinder head a piece of steel was used ,
and another inlet valve for the exhaust. This,
however, caused the cam and cam -gear to be altered ,
as the new valve was fixed at right angles to the
position of the old one. The lever which lifts the
valve works on the side and not on the top of the
cam as it did in the original design ; this way of
working, however, gives a very quick rise and fall .
When tested the engine ran well for about three
hours ; then stopped with a loud jar. The engine
was cranked round , but would notmove more than
a half revolution . The writer's feelings may be
imagined when on looking for the exhaust valve
he found none. On removing the piston the cause

of trouble was clear. The nuts which hold the

THE entries for this Competition will be divided
into two classes. Class A will include all
boats over 4 ft. 6 ins. and up to 7 ft. in length ,
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water line. Each boat must be
timed over a total distance of not less than 300
yards, which may be divided into separate trips of
not less than 100 yards each . At starting each
trip , power must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars
given . The exact length of the course must be
measured ,and the exact time to a second recorded
for cach trip . These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised

Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club,
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who must have been present at the trials. In
addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER . The awarding of the prizes may be sum
marised as follows :
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats
beating previous records.
SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat, pro

vided speed is not less than 4 miles per
hour.

BRONZE MEDAL in Class B to the second fastest

boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.
If in Class A the performance of the first
boat does not surpass that attained in pre
vious competitions, then the highest awards will
be Bronze Medals and certificates respectively .
The number of competitors interested in any one
boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two. A signed declaration is required , giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certificate of performance.
Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which
have an average speed record of not less than five
and -a -half miles per hour ; and to Class B vessels
with an average speed of not less than four miles
per hour.
The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906 .
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lecturer said he had to contend with as a model
no model engine
maker was the fact that there were
supply houses, which were so common in England .
for the
In consequence, he had to hunt around
different kinds of material which he required . He
enumerated a number of such articles, the best
place to find them , or materials which could be

substituted ; also how to buy such material as

brass and copper piping and rods, of different
shapes, sizes, weights, and thickness, and the
proximate cost, also tools and apparatus. He
considered that the purchasing of proper materials
at the lowest price was just as important as the

economical manipulation of the same in the work .
shop. The paper contained many useful hints
and suggestions.

Practical Letters from Our
Readers .
The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full

name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

A Successful Model Motor Boat,

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , - I herewith send you full description
and photographs of a very successful model petrol
motor boat I have made, which might be of interest
to some of the readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER

The Society of Model Engineers.

She had hermaiden trip last May , and has run well
ever since, her speed being 6 miles per hour ;

( Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL

ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue if received 4 clear nine days before its usual

her length over all is 4 ft. io ins. ; beam , 84 ins. ;
depth , 7 ins. She has a turtle deck running fore
and aft of polished aluminium . The motor is a

date of publication .]

single cylinder if bore and if stroke, water -cooled

London .

FUTURE MEETINGS. - A meeting
will be held on Friday, Decen
ber 14th , at the Cripplegate Insti
tute, Golden Lane, E .C ., when Mr.
John O 'Neill will lecture on and
give demonstrations in moulding

and casting. Members are invited
to bring a few small patterns,which
Mr. O 'Neill may use in giving the
demonstrations. - Particulars of the
Society and forms of application

can be obtained from HERBERT G .
RIDDLE, Hon . Secretary, 37,Minard
Road, Hither Green , S.E .

Mr. C. F. N . Hall's Motor Boat.
Provincial Society.
Nuneaton . - A Society of Model Engineers is
being formed in this town . All over 14 years of
age desirous of joining should communicate with
Mr. ARTHUR SCRAGG , 43, Edward Street, Nuneaton .

American Society .
New York. - The last meeting of the American
Society of Model Engineers was held on October
26th , at the Berkley Lyceum . There was a fair
attendance, and the Secretary announced severai
new members. A very interesting paper was read
by Mr. Edgar B . Frank, the Vice -President of the
Society , on the “ Economics of the Model Engi
neer's Workshop.” One of the great difficulties the

by a small centrifugal pump worked from the
main shaft, which keeps a constant flow of water
through water jacket and discharges overboard .
I have fitted a hard fibre friction clutch between
motor and propeller, as boat can be stopped without
interfering with motor. The ignition is high
tension electric, generated from a 4 - volt accumu
lator and high -speed trembler coil. All controlling
levers are worked from the aft deck , connected
to Bowden wire for advancing the spark and
regulating the mixture. The timing of spark is
by wipe contact on the cam shaft. The petrol
tank is right forward and feeds (by a small copper

pipe ) a float feed spray carburettor of my own
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design. The tank will hold one pint of petrol,
run has been the longest I
Four-hour non -stop
yet. I made the coil from descrip

which is sufficient for an 8 -hour non -stop run .

have given her
tions given in the handbook of “ Induction Coils

for Amateurs." I am pleased to say the coil works
a 1-in . spark, but I
to give
splendidly. I made . itspark
. -- Yours truly ,
can easily get a f-in
Liverpool.
C . F . N . HALL .

Sixth “ Gauge”
The Competition
.
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field-magnet bobbins on, or, if? suitable
castings in order to slipcould
be obtained in horse-power
for motor, what output
Could be used for either dynamo or motor, but the field -magnets

are rather pinched for metal in the pole-pieces. Cores are alright.
It would run better as a motor than as a generator. Output
if the latter - -would be approximately 20 watts. Wind armature
with about 25 ozs, No. 22 S. W .G ., and field -magnets with lb .
same gauge. If run as motor, it will take 10 volts and 2 or 25
amps. Yes, core could be detached from yoke, and field coils
slipped on . A good magnetic joint must be made, however ,
Horse-power output would be about 1-40th .
Size of Model Boiler. “ MODEL ENGINEER
( 16

READER " (Mountain Ash ) writes : I should be much obliged if
could give me some information . I have a vertical engine
you
(high -speed ), 1 ins. bore by 2 ins. stroke, and I am at a loss to know

what size boiler (vertical) I would require. I would be very much
obliged if you will be so kind as to answer this ; also, what size dy
namo would this engine work, and what power would it develop ?

Everything is dependent on what power you require from the

To further encourage model-making in all its
branches,we offer to send an improved sliding
caliper gauge, with screw adjustment, to every
reader who sends us for insertion in our Journal
a sufficiently good photograph and description of
any model, tool, or piece of apparatus he has
or
made. If preferred , any other tool, book ,sent
other article to the value of 6s, 6d. will be
in place of the caliper gauge. Entries should
letter, giving the
by a separate
be accompaniedarticle,
and stating exactly what
title of the
If
tool is desired . other than a caliper gauge
is required, the page and number of the tool in

the firm 's catalogue from which it can be obtained

should be mentioned . The article should be written

engine,
or,what comes to the same thing, atwhat speed and pressure
do you wish it to work. For lightwork a 14 by 24 boiler (with fifteen
tubes i in . diameter) should suffice, but for heavier work - at pres
boiler (with twenty tubes
a multitubular
to 100 lbs.-shell
sures updiameter
should
measuring
it ins.

and

18 ins. by 24 ins.)

be

anddevelop
used. For oil firing, employ moreengine
tubes will
a shallower firebox.
Atgoo revs, and 50 lbs.pressure the
2 -5ths i.h .- p .,
or about ; b .h .-P . Other power in direct proportion to the speed

pressure of steam . We should couple a 60
and todynamo
the maintainedengine
watt
to the
and employ the smaller boiler of the two
suggested above.

Plant.
1 h.-p. (two)
gas ; isseens
it from offorflywheels
party I. gotDiameter
Engine soldtubeto ignition
ins. :
144 Otto
principle,

(13,046 ] Gas Engine and Small Electric Light
D . M . (Glasgow ) writes: I have got what is said to be a small electric
lighting plant by a Leeds firm . Name is on engine and dynamo.

if ins. for belt. Wheel weight is 34 lbs. Engine and dynamo
are on wooden frame. There were three accumulators, but they
broken coming to me. I suppose they were used for storing.
were
The dynamo is 36 lbs. weight. The belt pulley on it is it ins. ;
diameter of same is 2 ins. Belt, i in , wide, Spindle, with pulley,
length of ins. : coil, with armature, 31 ins, diameter. Twenty

on one side of the paper only, with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photo
the
graphs and separate sketches enclosed with and

34 ins. diameter.
width
rs, re4t ins. Over
height. 8 ins. There is a resistance framewhe isaalso
a measur
all ; depth , 64 ins. ; springs for same, 4 . ins." 7th There

in the awarding the prizes.
the copy
in this, as in our other competitions, thatproperty
of

engineer
in a mahogany case.
another said th.-P . Throw of crank is 2 ) ins. ; cylinder diameter ,
3 ins. : connecting- rod to centre of crank - pin piston , 47 ins. I
have given you as full particulars as I can , as I should like to know

similarly bear the name arise
contribution should
otherwise delay may
address of the sender,
It is essential
of
right of the photographs must be the

should contain
the senders, and the covering letter
The competition will
a declaration to this effect.
olose on February 28th .

Queries and Replies.

all,, 58j+ iins
arm . (over-allmeasurement)
Length ofbottom coil over
one copper plates onDynamo
ne ; ;;
ins.
--width
instrument (see sketch ). I don't know whether it is a volt
ing
or ampere meter. It was in connection with accumulators : it is
One

if it would lightmyworkshop. It is already wired for 250 voltage.

Will I need to relay it for above ? Do you think the wiring that

is already up would do ?
The makers of this engine and dynamo are not now carrying on
business ; we believe, however, that the set was designed to give
volts and 3 amps., the engine being cf about to b .h .- P. It
30
is quite possible that you may be able to get a larger output than

Attention is especially directed to the first condition given below ,

ELECTRICAL INDICATOR

and no notice wiú be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must
Querybe

marked
on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries

told me it was h .-p ., and

DIAL . .
query 13646

the

should be enclosed in same envelope.
are replied
of this Journal
the scopeconditions
on subjects
Queries
dealingto
(1) Queries
the following
under within
by post

on different slips, on
with distinct subjects should be written
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
should
be accompanied ,
scribed on the back . (2) Queries
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep 4 copy of their Queries for

reference.
(3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card )
should invariably be enclosed , and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon
out from the advertisement pages of the current
"
cut
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval
of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5 ) Correspondents who require
this column shouldcan understand that. some
an answer inserted inbefore
be published The
the Reply
weeks
must elapse
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
AU Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26 -29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .

which hove been replied
The tofollowing
recently :are selected from the Queries
(16,714 ) Small Motor or Dynamo. W . E . B . (Canning
Town )writes : I would esteem it a great favour if you would kindly
answer my query. Could you please let me know to what use
I could put these castings, and whether most suitable for small

dynamo or motor, and if for dynamowould you advise separating

this, or that the dynamo may be wound for higher or lower volts :

you can only find out exactly by trying the dynamo with a volt
meter. You will probably find that it will give from 25 to 50 volts,
and that you can light at least three 8 C.-p . lamps, perhaps asmany
. If
as five, if you have very good gas and everything well arranged
you can let us know the sizes of wire on field -magnet and armature
wemay be able to advise you more closely as to output of dynamo.
Your present wiring would do with lamps of a suitable voltage

provided it is of heavy enough gauge, as lamps at 250 volts take
a very small amount of current ; you would probably be quite safe

in putting on three or four 8 c.-p . lamps, as for reasons of strength
used . Wecannot say what your
minimum instrument
size ofwireisis ;generally
aindicating
if the needle remains at the zero mark ,
it is probably either a volt or ampere meter ; if you can examine
its coils, you may get someinformation . An ampere meter is always

gauge
and a voltmeter with very fineindicate
wound with thick gauge wire,
a zero ampere meter, andthewould
wire. It appears to be according
was
current
to which way

to right or left hand
passing through it, and therefore be useful for accumulator charging.
The resistance frame is very likely intended for regulating the
may be intended for
voltage when charging accumulators, andmust
try it to determine

use either in the field or main circuit, but you
which . Perhaps the way it is at present connected may help you

accumulators were very likely used for some
to decide. The three but
independent
purpose, were charged by the dynamo.
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(16,736] Wireless Tolephony. W . A . D . (Cumberland)
writes
: I that
readhadin been
electrical
an article
tested onto work
telephone
overmatters
3 miles. of Asa wireless
far as I
could gather the apparatus was arranged something like enclosed
sketch (not reproduced ), but I have no idea as to the proportions

partswireless
or howtelephone
the ofvarious
of
they work.
me
If you Iwould
details
a practical
installation
be very
should give
grateful.
We know of no practicalwireless telephone system working over 3
andwedonot
with5 theapparatus
inmiles,
sketch
. Rays of think
light you
havewould
been succeed
used over
miles at sea inshown
con
junction with parabolic mirrors and selenium
cells for wireless tele
phony,
and
we
believe
that
claims
for
wireless
telephony
are
made
by Messrs. Armstrong & Orling. Beyond this, we regret to say,
that we can give you no definite information . Sir W . Preece has
telephoned i mile by induction and earth leakage between long
parallel wires earthed at each end, and Oliver Lodge has also
made experiments ofgreat interest. Sir WSir. Preece
found he needed

insulated
base lines several hundred yards long for telephony by
this method.
(16 ,732] Expansion

of Copper Electrolytic Rectifier.
J. B electric
. (Leeds)current
writes between
: I wish about
to make40 aandthermostat
to cutpresent
on or
off
idea is an iron tube with copper rod attached
to160°
bottomF . ofMy
it, forming

water- jacket

. Water flowing through as it becomes
heated causes between
copper rod to expand,
raising lever to cut off
current,
cutting
it
in
again
astoit obtain
cools andanso contracts.
length
of
tube
and
rod
is
required
ofWhat
copper
rod
of, say, in , between above temperatures ? extension
I havemade
a rectifier
according to directions on page 303 of THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
September 27th, which answers very well for
rectifying 100 volts
alternating current to direct for working
a direct current motor.
I now , however,want to make one for rectifying
200
volts alternating
current
50 volts, so that I can test any direct current
motor to
that voltage. Can I obtain
that by duplicating present up
and connecting up in parallel, or how ? Any hints will oblige.plant

(1)i ft.Co-efficient
of expansion inof. copper
rod isrise'00000961.
That
isThus
per degree
inoftemperature.
120°willriseexpand
would '00000961
give in i ft. length
an increase
'0011532 in .

instruments are not large enough to enable me to get a full radius
from the apex of the triangle thus formed ? ( 2) What should be
approximate working pressure of a verticalboiler built of double
the
block tin , 7 ins. high , 5 ins. diameter,
and fitted with seven -in .

tubes, middle one screwed and nutted to act as a stay ? I intend
putting
two such boilers in a model torpedo boat, 4 ft. long.

issue of
( 1) A full answer to your
in ourfrom
whichwillcanbebefound
obtained
our
1903, Vol. VIII,query
30th , Department
April
developed length
Publishing
The
free.
post
for
3d.
of the bottom will , of course, be
22

4 * * - 12 ins.,
and ofthe top,
I 22 7 22

- II ins. exactly .
Cannot you improvise some trammel compasses for setting out
the curves ? (2 ) We do not countenance the use of tinplate for
model
boilers over about 2 ins. diameter, and we therefore recom .
mend you to employ some solid -drawn brass or copper tube.
( 16 ,724) Horse power
-wheels . J . W . W . (Walsden )
writes : I have just- made ofWater
a water-wheel per sketch
repro
duced ), and I wish to know the indicatedashorse-power of(notit. The
wheel
bottom
waterfall,
is
the
at
a
of
diameter
and
4
is
ft.
in
20 ins. wide. It has twelve buckets, 6 ins. deep . Trough is 7 + and
ins.
by 4 ins, inside, and
it is constantly half full of water . The wheel
revolves at fifty revolutions
per minute . I should be very pleased
could obligemein thismatter.
ifyou
The effective horse- power will probably be about 2 . 5 - i.e., with
a head of practically 10 ft., and a discharge of approximately

168 cubic
ins. per minute, counting the discharge opening
to 14feetsq.ofwater
equal
(16,743]
Boller. S. (Birmingham
writes
makingLocomotive
: I amModel
a model locomotive boilerE ., 41
ins. diameter ),
about | in . scale,

. R . type, and should
be made
glad ifof you
will
answer the followingG . Wquestions
seamless
If barrel isends
copper tube tia .( 1)thick
, and
of
3
-16ths-in
copperplate, will boiler stand a working pressure
of 150 belbs.better
per square
inch ? ?(2) Would aluminium
than copper
rivets

Nodon Valur

? Kollage

20volts
chann

every 18722

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS TO NODON VALVE.
Hence 100 ft. would give you a possible variation of 115 in ., or

nearly 1youin. can(2)useProvided
cell is quite
not allowed
to become
over
heated
it on thisthevoltage
well. The
temperature
must
not
allowed
be
rise
above
to
120°
F
.,
the
as
efficiency
drops
off considerably after that figure has been reached . An economy
coil could be used to reduce voltage to any desired figure.
( 16 ,654 ) Firing Model Cornish Boiler. W . J. (Catford )
writes : I have recently constructed a model Cornish boiler, o ins.
by 3 . ins., the internal fiue being it ins. in diameter, and fitted
with
thirteen
t-in , diagonal
waterSteam
tubes, as shown onwhichpageI 23haveof
your
No.
handbook,
28useful.
Model
foundmost
A 7-in ,“vertical
fiue tubeEngines,"
( in . fitted from the
end containing a superheating coil instead of a) issmokebox.
My
difficulty is that I cannot get it to fire properly as the vertical height
rendered
ispossible
low
so
by
the
tubes.
I
want
use
to
Bunsen if
, as I have bought all the fittings. I havea gas
experimented

a great deal, but with any size flame the gas will not burn except
just where it leaves the jet or jets, and with a fine blue flame right
on top of the tunnel, as if there is not sufficient
draught.

You require a benzoline burner to fire the boiler in the
manner, viz., in the furnace tube, and to employ an auxiliarybest
air
blower
to raise itsteam
a steamto blower
Bunsen burner
arrange afterwards.
would and
be better
showna
the boiler asWith
in Fig. 33, page 22 of our new edition of " Model Boiler Making."
In any case,you may have to use a blower. However the adoption

of anoveroutside
and the
use of the present furnace as a fiue may
get
much fire,
of your
trouble.

(16 ,759) Boiler Queries. A . H . L . (Islington) writes :
(1) Kindly give me the method of obtaining exact shape and size

the ,plate
ofbottom
, measuring, when finished, 4 ins. across
for across
a fireboxtop,
31 ins.
and 3t ins. high. I

havemytrieddrawing
con
tinuing the sides of firebox (on paper ) to a point, but

( 1) Yes,theboiler should stand 150 lbs. quite safely
if riveted up and stayed in accordance with proper
practice, but we think that the above pressure is
not required ,and that the boiler is needlessly heavy
for the purpose
for which it is likely to be put.
For a * -in . scale locomotive boiler, 1- 16th -in . plate
is quite heavy enough . (2 ) No ; why aluminium ?
You will save practically nothing in weight. Cop
per
rivets should be used, and they should be at
least 7 -32nds in . diameter and I in . pitch .

Trouble. gasH .
Engine
(MayboleSmall
McC(16,566]
) writesGasa water-cooled
: I have
stroke,
valves
engine,
by
.
3-in
in back
bore
.
2-in
by suction .
in letabove
diInletopened
pWWould
amtheeter.them
plforeaseignition
Sito ngthele-ended
enside.ded porcelain
oucover,
Singlebetween
teltellexhaust.
yotube
, but a little
ld you
u please
isme1 isin.how
1
gas and air are
to enter the same inlet port, which is in , diameter. I have a gas
screws on to the gas supply for lighting the room , and this
tap
that
tap lets out the gas through two pipes, one for Bunsen and one for
gas supply to engine. The gas pipe is } in . internal diameter.
Will
it supply enough gas for Bunsen and engine ? What sort of
heat does the tube need to be at ?
You do not say where the gas enters - whether on top or below
the air-valve. It depends entirely
the design whether this
way of supplying engine is good or badupon
+ -in . pipe is none too large.
butwill do if supply of gas is good. You. should
our handbook
on " Gas and Oil Engines," by Runciman , 7dstudy
. post free. The
whole matter of gas supply and ignition arrangements is fully
explainedand therein
. If you
havepresent
any difficulty
after this, write us
again,
give sketch
arrangement.
of your
Blackening
Copper,
[16,689]
Mensuration
;
H . R.
(Stockport) writes : Please give meEtc.
particulars
of how .to J.oxidise

sheet
a dead
give ofmea information
following
want. toWillfindyoutheplease
capacity
cylinder , a
on thecopper
? Iblack
square,
Please
and
a
round
simple
dish
.
give
me
a
for same.
Please tell me the volts and amperes of dynamo : rule
armature,
51
diameter by 44 long ; field -magnets, 5 ; diameter, 5 long : Man
chester type ; it is not wound ; also please give me thebest winding

for same,
See page
335, :October
16 ,592.) :
Capacity
Length x4th issue, query
ofcylinder
(i.e., its reply
cross section
capacity of a square (we presumeareayouofbase
mean

cube) - length x
breadth x thickness, or length cubed . To a find
of a
sphere : Diameter cubed X 5236 . You should read capacity
up some text
mensuration,
book
on
Mensuration
such
Measuring."
“
as
and
by
T . Baker : price is . 6d ., or is, gd . post free. Re dynamo. Output
approximately 600 or 650 watts . The approximate windings
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would be : armature, 3 lbs. No. 17 S.W .G . ; field-magnets, 17 lbs.

single-needle
telegraph
is made; ?also(3) theHowplanmanyof i-pt.
con•
nections for two
stationsinstrument
with this telegraph

No. 20 , connect in shunt.
(16,707] Charging from Blectric Supply, C. B . P .(Whitkirk)
volts
writes : I wish to charge from an alternating supply of 200
5 ins. high
and a frequency of so periods a 4 -volt accumulator, size lampholder
by 74 ins. by it ins. ( 1) Could it be arranged from a
2 and 3 of The
using a chemical rectifier similar to that in inNos.
series with a switch

bichromate batteries, having one zinc and two carbons (cr more,
as you advise),would I need to drive an electric locomotive weighing
about 2 lbs. at the most, for about one hour at a good speed on a

centre rail track of tin rails about 50 ft. long ? Atwhat intervals of
timewillbatteries require charging when doingabout six hours'work a
week ? (Themotor takes 3 volts at 3 amps. ; motoraxle has two friction
wheels driving the wheel flanges ; axles run pretty smoothly in their
bearings.) (4 ) Can you tell me how the signalling on the District
Railway acts ; and is it applicable to a model system ? (5 ) How
are horizontal
madeto ?lightYoursomeNo.small
1 handbook
not
describe themaccumulators
. (6 ) I want
lamps ondoes
my
electric
locomotive
and
train
from
the
rails,
using
same
motor. Should I have them in parallel or in series ? current
(7) Whatas
would a licence for one or two wires to go about 200 yards and
across a road cost ? (Houses on both sides of road .) (8 ) Would
flash -lamp bulbs do for lighting electric car, or do they take too

MODEL ENGINEER ? ( 2) Or, could I put it
working the required number of lamps ? (3 ) If you have got cells
to charge, and you know the charging current, would it do to put

resistance (wire or lamps) in the circuit in series with the cells

to pass, letting the voltage
till just the right current is allowed
to overcome the back E .M . F . of the
alone, provided it is Ifenough
would do, is there a limit to the charging
cells in series ? (4 )

it

? One or more lamps could be used , according to the
voltage
(1) Yes.
overload therectifier.
providing you don'tenormously.
will take, anditsefficiencydropsoff
they
current
(3) Yes.
(2 ) Ata high(4temperature
) If the charging current is correct, you do not need
Precisely.
not
could
former
the
because
is,
voltage
the
what
worryif about
tobe right
the voltage was wrong, or unsuitable, that is. See recent
query replies on the subject.
(16,758] S.EWireless
Apparatus.
G . V. B.
(Brockley,
.) writesenclosed
: I Telegraphy
am (not
fittingreproduced).
a wireless
telegraphy
up,
as per sketch
What Iapparatus
want to

much current ?

tellby
merely
it. Takeit
to a chemist,
and(1)askYouhimcannot
to test
it for
you.looking
(2 ) Seeat some
text-book,
such as
“ Telegraphy," by Bell and Wilson, ( 3) Couple up cells in sets
of three in parallel and two sets of these in series to give about
4 volts. About once every two weeks. (4 ) You will find a descrip .
tion of the District Railway system signalling in recent issues of
Engineering. It is hardly applicable to model work in its entirety ,

know is how to connect up (1 ) the mercury break with a tumbler
switch , so that either the hammer break of the coil or themercury

but some modification of the system might be employed with
Tumbler
Suntch

Terminal
Mercury
for
Bimato

Terminal for Mercury Break

De poem contact
Annun conted

changeæersurten
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Ballery

Bravek Allars

Mercury Break
A key

Cori

Terminals

lelelőertelle

Query 16758

Fig . 2.
Switch

cord

Terminals
Switch
Broak

Or

- Termural

Primary
Helluill
FIG . 1.

Coil Term ?
o cou

PEBreak

Mercery Break

llllllllllllllll query 16750

Fig . 3.

DIAGRAMS OF CONNECTIONS FOR WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY APPARATUS.
break may be switched in . (2 ) How is a good earth or sky circuit
made ? By this, I mean, must copper plates be used, or will any

other metal do ? (3) I have two spark coils, viz., t-in ., 5- 16ths in

spark. Is spark,
there any
them ? up to give the
combined
i.e., method
5 - 16 + 1of - connecting
9 -16 -in. spark
You cannot throw in hammer or mercury break at will with a
single tumbler switch . You will want a switch for each on a two
way change-over. The mercury break must be placed across the

place where the hammer -break is connected and not

in series with
the
find it bestoftoa fitmercury
a couplebreak
of terminals
coil coil.
base forYouthewillsubstitution
.
If
you ondo your
this,
you can insert a single switch

in mercury break circuit, and wedge
platinums apart with a piece of ebonite when you want to use
mercury break . Otherwise, you must alter connections
in coil,

as - own in Figs. I and 2. If you are content to insulate platinum
break , mercury break has only to be connected with it in parallel
a'sconnections
in Fig . 3. would
On the whole, we recommend No. 3 , for which whole
be as below . (2 ) Yes, any
will do. A
network of copper wires well insulated is best formetal
skyplate. Rail
ings, pipes, or a second network will do for

earth . ( 3) You might
try coils in series with onebreak for the two, but the condenser would
have to be connected across the one break instead of across the
break of each coil. Probably you would have to connect the two
condensers in parallel across one break. We doubt whether you
could get 9 - 16ths in , by this arrangement. You mighteven gain
very little .

(16 ,770] Miscellany. W . H . O . (Ilford) writes : I should
bemuch obliged if you will kindly answer the followingmiscellaneous
sample of wire platinum ? if so , what
questions : ( 1) Is enclosed
metal is it ? ( 2) Can you tell me the way a

gauge ? if not, what

success. (5 ) Same as ordinary vertical ones, but care is taken to
use plates which carry the paste (if that is used) securely. Some
have jelly electrolyte. (6 ) According to their voltage. In parallel.

are samevoltage as supply. (7) Question for localauthori.
iftieslamps
to settle - or landlords or occupants of the houses in question ,
(8 ) Yes. Their efficiency varies. Use good ones.

New Catalogues and Lists.
T . W . Thompson
& Co.,of 28the, Deptford
Greenwich
- Wehave
received a copy
catalogueBridge,
comprising
some of, S.Ethe.
specialities which this firm manufacture, including small dynamos,
switch-boards,
gas engines, complete charging plants, accumulators,
and all lighting and charging accessories. The list, which is illus
trated , will be sent post free to readers for four penny stamps.
T . H . Wathes & Co ., Ltd ., 88, High Street, Leicester. - The
illustrated list which this firm have sent us illustrating numerous
novelties and sundries, such as miniature electro - motors and

dynamos, electric tramways, water motors, batteries, lamps, coils
and bells ; and accessories that amateur electricians and students
require frequently. The list will be forwarded to readers of this
Journal post free upon application .
, S.W .,ahave
sent usto
a The
leafletEconomic
illustratingElectric
a set ofCo.,
partsTwickenham
for constructing
dynamo
give 6 volts, 21 amps. Prices are also given of the " Osmi" electric

lamp, which are recommended for use in conjunction with the

dynamo. Further particulars can beobtained upon application .
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petition will close on December 31st ; further
particulars and the general conditions will be given
in our next issue.

find it is again necessary to impress upon
our readers the desirability of adopting our
Deposit System when dealing with strangers

Answers to Correspondents.

through our Sale and Exchange Column. We

H . H . (Ashborn ). - Dip them in dilute nitric acid .

think it is only fair to say that 99 per cent. of the
people using these columns are thoroughly honest
in their dealings, but every now and again a case
of sharp practice, if not of downright dishonesty ,
creeps in , in spite of every care and scrutiny on
our part. It is for the protection of our readers

This willmake them quite clean , but if a polished
surface is required you must use fine emery and

that we conduct the Deposit System , and they have

only themselves to blame if they are beguiled
by glowing offers of bargains into parting with their
money before they see the goods. For the seller
to say that his goods are too cheap to be sent on
approval, or that the matter is too urgent for him

finally polish with flour of emery ; then lacquer
to preserve their brightness.
T . E . H . (Bradford). — Yes. It will not harm them .
W . H . B . (Newcastle ). — Thanks for your card .
The number you require can be supplied from
our office post free 3d .
S . A . A . (Christchurch , N .Z .). — Thanks for your
* picture post-card which we are pleased to have .
F . K . (Rhodesia ). - We cannot make you drawings
except through the medium of our Expert
Service Department.

to wait for the money to be placed with us on
deposit, is only to court suspicion , and we must

confess that we have but little sympathy for those
who buy in haste to repent at leisure. Although
we are so well acquainted with the influential circu
ation of THE MODEL ENGINEER, we ourselves have
often been surprised at the readiness with which
sales have been effected through our columns,
and we are naturally anxious that every precau
tion should be taken to maintain the value and
efficiency of this portion of the Journal. Since

our Deposit System was inaugurated transactions
amounting to nearly £4,000 have been conducted
through this department, and the majority of the
deposits have resulted in a bargain to the satis
faction of both buyer and seller.

At the request of several readers we have decided
to re-open our Gauge Competition . This has been
very popular on previous occasions, and we think
has done much to encourage model makers to let
other readers see what they are doing. Full par
ticulars will be found elsewhere in this issue.

In our issue of July 19th last we promised , in
replying to a correspondent, to consider a com
petition for the best design for a boiler for a model
steamer. Although we have received no sugges
tions as to the most suitable size, we think most
readers will agree that a boiler to fit a boatmeasur
ing from 5 ft. 6 ins. to 7 ft. long, with a maximum
beam of 74 ins., will meet all the requirements of
the fast model steamer builder. We therefore offer
a prize of £2 25. for the best design complying
with the above stipulations. The drawings should
be accompanied by a short article describing
its construction , and should also show how the

Notices.
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
nameand address. It
only , and should invariably bear the sender's contribut
ions, whether
should be distinctly stated , when sending
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom .
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of

rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointment in advance.
This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance . Remittances should be made by Postal

Order.

Advertisement rates may be bad on application to the Advertise

ment Manager .
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS .
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the

paper, and all new apparatus and price lists, etc., for review , to be

addressed to the EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26

Poppin

-29,
's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Engi
neer ." 26 - 29 . Poppin ' s Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co .. 26 - 29 .
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sõle Agents for United States, Canada , and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U . S . A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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Building a “ Model Engineer "
By E . FITZGERALD.

1905

BARNET

Fig . 1. — MR. E . FITZGERALD S " MODEL ENGINEER " LOCOMOTIVE .
T

IN building this locomotive, with a few excep
tions the design which appeared in THE
MODEL ENGINEER of January 7th , 1994,

has been followed .

The chief alteration in the outside appearance
of the engine is the raised roof of the cab , resembling
in appearance the Great Northern Railway

Locomotive, No. 116 . This raised portion is the
same size as the plate shown on

the criginal

design of the MODEL EXGINEER locomotive, and
stands in . above the cab roof (see Figs. I and 2 ).

The ventilators are strips of thin copper soldered
Fig. 3. The roof is held in position by the pins
B , these being screwed into roof and fitting tightly

diagonally in the openings in the sides, as at A ,
in holes in cab .

The cab is fitted with glass win

dows, secured with D -section brass wire on the
outside and two thin brass strips screwed inside,
as shown at C , Fig . 3.

The firedoor is arranged as shown at Fig. 4 ,
these being screwed to the backplate of outer shell
the two steel plates sliding in the two steel strips,

n
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of the boiler. The strips are not levelled their
The buffer beams are fitted with screw couplings
(shown
in Fig . 6 ), and two safety chains each .
the dotted lines. These form stops to prevent
The screw couplings are of the usual type, with
the doors being pulled right out. Each door is 1 right- and left-hand screws and ball lever , the
fitted with a knob riveted in .
details being shown in the sketch , Fig. 6 .

entire length , but are left at the ends as shown by.

Copper sir ,

FIG . 2. - SHOWING ALTERATION TO CAB FROM
ORIGINAL DESIGN

O

Fig . 4. - FIRE DOOR.
· 90 Copper strip
IN

EN

NS

NO

AN

.JOOCOOL

67218867

FIG . 5.
BUFFER

FIG . 3. - SECTION THROUGH CAB ROOF.

FIG
. 7. - BOGIE
FRAME PLATES

.

SOCKETS

Fig . 6 . - SCREW COUPLINGS.

The crank axle was
turned from a piece of

Il-in . mild steel rod.
This was centred at each
end (for shaft, pins, and
webs, and then roughed
out with a stiff parting
tool, the finishing cut
being taken with a part
ing tool with the corners
rounded off. This piece
of work was not so diffi

cult as I expected it

would be, but perhaps it
was because a 6 -in . centre
back-geared power lathe
was available. The time
taken was five hours, and
I think that for models
up to 3-in . throw this is
the best way of making

the crank-axle. The slip

eccentrics and stop-plates
were also turned from
steel rod .
The buffer sockets are
turned from brass rod,

Fig . 10 . - SHOWING THE TRAILING BOGIE .
and are fixed to beams
in the manner shown in
Fig . 5. This saves fitting sixteen screws ; anyone
The remaining addition is shown in Fig. 7. Har.
ing made the bogie frameplates of 1- 16th -in , steel
that is building the model will know what this
instead of 3-32nds, as shown in THE MODEL ENGI
means, especially if they are making their own
NEER, I fitted a striking bar at each end ; the
screws, aswas thebuilder of the engine. The buffer
equalising bars were also made of steel,and the gun
heads are of steel, and are made as shown in the

coloured plate.

metalboxes were bolted to them .
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Fig . 8. -- THE ENGINE MINUS CAB , TANK , SPLASHERS, ETC .

Fig . 9. - SHOWING CYLINDERS, ETC., IN POSITION.
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The photograph , as reproduced (Fig. 8 ), shows
the appearance of the unfinished engine after six
months of spare-time work had been employed ,
working on an average of fourteen hours per week.
Fig . 9 shows the cylinders and motion details in
position , and Fig . 10 , on page 506 , is a view of the
. trailing bogie.

Workshop Notes and Notions.
Readers
are invited to contribute short practical itens for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for 'on publication , it desired, accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for Niis column should be

marked ".WORKSHOP " on the envelope.. .

A Hint for Drilling Small Work .
By ARTHUR GREEN. .
some, I mean such as are used for drilling holes
in tlock plates, small model engines, etc., say,
up to $ in . diameter. They are either too hard
- and break, or too soft ; flat drills do not make

My experience is thåt small drills are very trouble

November 29, 1906 .

the toolbox has been removed , and to its front
surface is clamped the work to be keywayed .

Fig . 4 shows the arrangement in position on the
planer, from which it is clear that the rigidity of

the tool is amply provided for, while the cross-slide
having the work attached over its centre can resist
the thrust of the tool to the best advantage.
The dimensions shown are for a planer having a
table 13} ins. by 61 ins., with three I slots, the
of the two outer
distance between the centres
slots being 31 ins. This distance determines the
casting
shown in Fig .
breadth of the base of the
2, as the bolt-holes must lie over these slots. The
to allow the four
top face should be wide enough
holding-down bolts to pass into the hollow part
the tool to lie
for
of the casting and leave room
between them . The top face makes an angle
of about 4° with the base to give clearance to the
tool, both can be planed on the machine. The
casting shown in Fig. 2 is a square plate with art
oblong boss in the cei tre of one surface . This
boss should have about the same dimensions as
the sliding-plate in the fiddle to which the tool
=- - =

a round hole , and twist drills are too expensive,
I have therefore used D -bits, and these will be found
to answer every purpose. Make them either of
steel wire of diameter required , or filed down ,
and then file half the diameter away. When sharp
ening allow slight clearance , similar to that allowed
for twist. drill, and harden point for about in . up .
They make a round hole, and do not draw away
from centre punch -hole ; they have sufficient
metal to prevent breakage, and are easily and
cheaply made. *

== 8 - E - -

- --

I have used one to mill out the slot in a key for
the cross-wards, and it answered the purpose as
well as a proper milling tool. . " .

An Appliance for Cutting Keyways on a
Small Planing Machine.
By C . E . S . .
For cutting keyways in change wheels, etc.,
on a small hand -planer do not make use of d a i

Fig . 2. - CAST-IRON WORK FOR CARRYING WORK.

-H

Ź

- 31"--

K - - -- --

- - - - -

I

K - - - 44 - -

Fig . 1. - CASTING TO BE BOLTED TO TABLE OF PLANER .

FIG . 3. - CUTTING 'TOOL .

cianked tool or cutter-bar. The lack of rigidity '

box is normally fixed , and it is recessary in order

in these small machines renders them incapa .
ble of supporting the strain due to the over
hang of the tool, and the latter digs in or breaks.

of the fiddle .

Make patterns, and have two iron castings made
similar to Figs. 1 and 2. The base of Fig . I is

bolted to the table of the planer, and on its top
surface is fixed the tool. The back of Fig. 2 is
fastened by two screws to the vertical slide, after

to allow the casting to clear the holding -down bolts
Two holes, passing in the casting and tapped in
the sliding-plate, enable the former to be attached

by two cheese-headed screws, the casting being
recessed to receive the heads. Two rows of six
holes must be drilled near the upper and lower
edges of the casting and tapped I in . These holes

November 29, 1906 .
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clamps, hold the work in position . These clamps,
shown in Fig . 4 , are made ofbar iron , in . by # in .,

at A . Then , having marked out the size of the
tread on both faces, getting the centres opposite
by putting a 1- 32nd-in . hole through the wheel,

and are drilled with 1 - in . passing holes at each end ,

I pinned a large sheet of sandpaper on the bench
and smoothed up the tread

are for four bolts, which , passing through two

by careful rubbing.
I next cut the recess B
and shaped the spokes with
a chip -cutting knife and
small slips of sand -paper.
I then cut the ring out
of fretwood, and glued it
on as a flange. The bosses
Cand E were cut out of card
board ; and, after glueing
them on , I finished off the
wheel with fine sandpaper
and black enamel.
THE METROPOLITAN RAIL
WAY. – At the timeof its elec
trification the Metropolitan
Railway had a quantity of
ordinary coaching stock in
first-class condition . Someof
these carriages havebeen con

verted into motor coaches,and
trains arenow made up of the
old stock of fiveordinary com
partment coaches and two
motor-cars - seven vehicles in
FIG 4 . - SHOWING ARRANGEMENT FOR CUTTING KEYWAYS ON A SMALL

PLANING MACHINE.

all. The carriages that have
been converted to motors are
provided with motor compart
ment, luggage, and four third
· class. compartments. Each

one hole in each clamp being slightly
slotted so that it can be fixed either
vertically or obliquely , as shown in
Fig. 4 .

The cutter has no relief on the
back stroke, but ten or twelve key
ways can be cut without re-grinding .
Cut on the lower part of the hole, as

shown in Fig. 4 , rather than on the
upper part, because this takes up

all backlash in the vertical slide.
In Fig. 4 the casting which holds the
work has the appearance of wood ,

due to the grain in the pattern show
ing in the casting. The whole may
be made of wood, but castings are
more rigid and the resulting keyways
cleaner.
The sizes given are suitable for
wheels up to 8 ins, diameter without
packing up the tool, the best form
of which is shown in Fig. 3.
Making a Wheel Pattern without
a Lathe.

By F . H . BRAMWELL .
I will give as an example how
the driving wheel pattern for my
MODEL ENGINEER locomotive was made, leaving
out the counterbalance weights, as was suggested
in THE MODEL ENGINEER .
First of all, having got a piece of 1-in . wood ,

MODEL LOCOMOTIVE WHEEL PATTERN.
motor-coach is provided with four 200 h .-p .motors

giving a maximum of 1,600 h .-p .per train . A maxi.
mum speed of 45 miles per hour is obtainable with
these trains. Each complete train provides for
I cut out with a fretsaw a piece of the shape shown i 280 third -class and 120 first-class passengers.
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The Latest in Engineering.
The “ Mauretania 's ” Huge Cable . There
has just been added to the industrial section of the
museum and art galleries at Kelvingrove, Glasgow ,

an exhibit of considerable present-day industrial
interest. This is a portion of the mammoth cable
of the Cunarder Mauretania. This cable, which is
the heaviest ever made, dwarfs even that of H .M .S .
Dreadnought, and the portion lent to the Glasgow
Museum , small though it is, weighs about a quarter
of a ton . The links are of a nominal size of 33 -in .
diameter iron , and are each 22 ins. long and 13. ins.
wide, weighing 170 lbs. each . A three-link sample

tested at Lloyd's stood a test of 350 tons, and the
actual stress was over 370 tons. After this test
the links showed no sign of fracture, although they
were elongated 6 ins. The total length of the cable
is 1,900 ft., and it weighs, with the connecting
shackles, about 130 tons.
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the dust coheres in a lump without the binding
original dust , which could not be treated in a blast
furnace. The kiln máy be designed to produce 250

element. The result is a lump of ore , as pure as the
or 300 tons of ore per day.

A Circular Cut File . - A novel form of file has
recently been brought out which is capable of doing
three times the work of an ordinary file in a given
time under similar conditions, and at the same time
keeping its edge considerably longer. It is intended
for use on hard steel, wrought or cast iron , brass,
copper, aluminium , etc. ; it may also be used as a
wood rasp , and is well adapted for use on marble .

The teeth are semi-circular in shape- that is , they
are curved in the plane of the face of the file , the
convex side being towards the point of the file
and are cut specially deep . To these points is due
the claim that the file cuts without slipping, and
that it cannot chase or run to the side. The teeth ,
owing to their shape, are also self-clearing, and for
this reason are well adapted for use on aluminium

Girder Cutting by Electric Arc . - In clearing
the debris resulting from the fire at San Francisco ,
cutting structural steel beams and girders by the
electric arc has been carried on . For this purpose
a current of about 250 amps., at from 90 to 100 volts,
was supplied to the electrodes through long flexible
cables by a 25 k .w . direct current generator ,

mounted on a truck , and driven by a 40 h .-p . single

cylinder gasoline engine. A 15-in . I -beam was
severed in about 20 mins., whereas to cut a beam

of this size with a hack -saw would have taken
several hours. This method of cutting is specially

and other soft metals. This file is made without a
tang, and is fixed to a special back or holder when
in use. The cost of re -cutting is very low ; a file
may be re-cut four times, and is said to be as good
after re-cutting as when new .
Sailing Ship for Germany . - A recent addition
to the list of sailing ships is the R . C . Rickmers , a
five -masted vessel, for the rice trade. Her length
is 441 ft ., and beam 53 ft. 8 ins. Her gross tonnage
is 5,548 tons, and on maximum draught she dis

adaptable to inaccessible positions.

places 11,360 tons. Her total spread of canvas
amounts to 50 ,000 sq . ft. She is fitted with auxiliary
equipment of triple expansion engines of 750 h .- p .,

An Electrical Conducting Glass. - At the
Charles E . S. Phillips reported a glass that will
conduct electricity comparatively well. It is made
by fusing together 32 parts of sodium silicate and
8 parts of calcined borax. Greater stability is

for use in calm belts and in entering and maneuvring
in ports. Under steam and fully loaded she will
travel at from 6 to 7 knots, but under sail it is stated
she made 158 knots with a good wind . The pro
peller is of the feathering type, the blades being
thrown into line with the keel when the auxiliary

recent meeting of the British Association , Mr.

obtained if 1•25 parts of flint glass be added . This
glass is suitable for the cases or windows of electro

static instruments, and is capable of being cast
into plates, but on account of its low melting point
is not otherwise very workable. It may be readily
drawn into rods, and takes a finepolish . Its density
is 2,490, and it is somewhat harder than the ordinary
commercial glass. It shows no fluorescence under
cathode radiation , is very transparent to X -rays,
and opaque to ultra -violet light. Its electrical
conductivity is about 500 times that of the best

conducting glass so far made, although , of course,
still high .
Producing Iron from Dust.- A system is now
successfully applied in the States, says Mechanical
World , for producing iron from dust. The dust is
fed into a kiln along with some adhesive material
which binds it into lumps. The kiln is heated to
a temperature of 600°, so that the adhesive hydro
carbon compound , fed in at one end to an amount
equal to i per cent. of the iron dust, sprays over the
dust, and it first becomes a solid mass, breaking
ultimately by the rotation of the kiln into lumps.

With an increase in the temperature the lumps
volatilise, and at 2,000° F . incipient fusion takes
place, the foreign carbon material is driven off, and

machinery is not in use. The vessel is fitted with
water-tight compartments .

A New Crankshaft. - An engineer in Philadel
phia has devised a new crank mechanism for single .
acting engines. It consists in placing the crank
shaft a distance from the central axis of the cylinder
equal to the length of the crank, so that the con
necting-rod is made approximately three and three
eighths times the crank length - instead of five
times, as in ordinary engines where the central
axis of the cylinder is placed in line with the crank
shaft — and the direction of action of the piston
during the power stioke is tangential to the circle
of crank motion. The effect is to increase the
length of the piston stroke and the proportion of
crank circle , during which effective pressure is
applied by the piston to the crank. The degree
of angularity between the connecting-rod and

central axis rapidly decreases as the piston moves
outward on its power stroke, so that at maximum
thrust it is at a minimum , and friction is lessened .

A sluggish movementofthe piston at the commerce
ment of the return stroke makes it possible to

exhaust the gases with less back pressure than is
usual, and also favours the use of an auxiliary
exhaust port. - Engineer.
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The Construction and Repair .
ing of Motor Bicycles.
By “ SREGOR .”
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(Fig . 54 ) is shown a simple arrangement for providing
any varying tension the spring should require. The
sketch shows the inlet valve stem extended through
the valve cap with the spring being supported by
the adjustable nut, which can be readily screwed
higher or lower to suit ; this can only be determined

(Continued from page 423.)
IN the early days of motor-car construction the
1 automatic inlet valve was almost universally
adopted , and although on most motors of
recent design the mechanically operated valve is
being used, there are still those champions in the
motor world who have high praise for the simple
inlet valve. But undoubtedly in the case of, say,
a four -cylinder motor a much more uniform action
and result is obtained with the mechanical valve ;
but with the single cylinder I think it possible to
obtain the highest efficiency a cylinder can give
by using an automatic valve, provided it is designed
in detail to suit the respective cylinder it has to
work in conjunction with , such as correct amount of
lift, diameter of spring, tension of spring, dead
weight of valve , etc. Much time and trouble has

Actualing lever
VY

Sleeve
made all

-

sliding
firs

Inclined slot
for adjustment

been taken by makers to arrive at the correct thing ;

but assuming that after many actual experiments

with a valve in a given type of engine it is found
that a certain spring enables the operator to get the
best result from the engine, it is still obvious, after a

Actu
oting
le
ver

- Spring cop
DIONI

- Spring
Adjusting nut

Pin

with knuried edge

Valve cap
Fig . 55. - SHOWING ACTUATING LEVER.
2 .Cylinder
by the actual running of the engine ; hence the
necessity for some positive arrangements for altering
the tension of the spring while the motor is under
load ; the nut and nipple should be screwed with

Inler valve

a fine thread, which will ensure obtaining a very
slight adjustment.

The arrangement as shown is intended to be used

Fig . 54. -- SECTION THROUGH INLET VALVE.

on a motor where its positions will be readily
reached by the rider. In the case of the valve
being in an inaccessible position , some arrangement

consideration of the various conditions under
which the valve has to work - rates of speeds, etc.
that a varying tension spring should be used , so
that when the engine is to be started the spring
should be weak , for the fact that the vacuum
caused by the descending piston is less than
when moved at a higher rate of speed , and as the
higher rate of speed is being approached this weak
spring will be found to act sluggishly, owing to
the fact that this tension is not sufficient to keep
pace with the piston speed , with the result that a
portion of the charge already taken in the cylinder
is being forced back again through the valve, and
upsets the next charge .
At this point the spring should receive some

assistance so as to bring the tension up to the
necessary strength. In the accompanying sketch

must be provided to transfer the adjustment to
the required accessible position . A design to this
effect is shown in Fig. 55 , which shows that this
adjustingnut (Fig. 54 ) is replaced by a plain sleeve,
with a slot cut in its sides, as shown. to give the
necessary adjustment, the pin keeping the sleeve

in the required position . The sleeve is provided
with a lever, which can be connected up to the

operating lever by any convenientmethod .
( To be continued ).
For the purpose of watching
work of raising the sunken
Japanese have constructed an
wreck . As a hole is repaired

the progress of the
ship Mikaska the
exact model of the
in the ship a corre

sponding patch is placed on the model.
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How It Works.
VII. - A Dynamo.
By A . W . M .
and a coil or loop of wire so arranged that
the coil can be moved with its turns close
to the poles of the magnet. The coil may be fixed
and the magnet made to move, or both may move ;
provided that suitable relative motion is produced
between them an electric current will be generated
in the coil. The magnet is necessary because a
flow ofmagnetism , or magnetic field as it is called ,
must be provided as one element ; the second
element required being some form of conductor
(usually a coil of wire ) in which an electric current
can flow . If the conductor is made to move
through the magnetic field , an electric current will
be generated in it. The same effect will be pro
duced if the conductor is fixed and the magnetic
field is made to move, because the condition required
is relative movement ; it does not matter which

THE essential parts of a dynamo are a magnet

is the moving or fixed element.
Fig . I shows a steel bar magnet NS mounted
between centres, so that it can be rotated . A
copper wire A B is fixed in wood suppoits and
placed so that the poles of the magnet will pass
very close if the latter is rotated . A stream of
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the pressure at one end. In fact, a voltage is
produced which can send a current along the wire
from the end at the higher pressure to the end at
lower pressure ; but no current will exist because

there is no complete circuit through which it can
flow . If, however, we connect the ends A and B
by means of an external wire (see Fig. 2 ), a current
will flow as indicated by the arrows. As the

.

magnetism exists at each of the poles NS of the
magnet, as indicated by the dotted lines. If the
magnet is rotated the magnetism of each pole will
sweep across the wire AB as these poles in turn
pass by the wire. At each of these instants whilst

Fig. 2:
direction of pressure changes according to which
pole is passing over A B , so the direction of fiow
of current will change ; it will reverse at each half
revolution of the magnet. The apparatus is really
an alternating current generator of very simple
construction ,

If we fix the magnet and mount the wire between

centres so that it can be rotated (see Fig. 3 ), the

effects produced will be the same. Each time the
wire is carried past the pole of the magnet, a
voltage is produced between its ends A B , and a
current will flow if they are connected by an external
circuit of wire. Assuming that the action is only
produced whilst the wire is very close to the pole ,
the current would not reverse in direction but there
would only be cne flow per revolution as there is
only onemagnetic pole. If the magnetism reached
the wire whilst it was passing through the lower
half of a revolution , a second flow of current in a
reverse direction would be produced , and we should

TIG . I.

the magnetism is moving across the wire, a differ
ence of electric pressure will be produced between
the ends A and B . As pole S is passing the end
A will be at a higher pressure than the end B . As
pole X is passing the end B will be at a higher
pressure than end A . The greater the speed at
which the poles pass the wire the higher will be

have a repetition of the effects set up with the
arrangement shown in Fig . 2. As the conductor
A B is in motion , it is necessary to provide suitable
arrangements to enable contact to be maintained!

between the external wire circuit and the conductor
ends. This is effected by joining them to the spindle
ends through short connecting wires and making a
rubbing contact with the springs CD. Current.

therefore, flows along A B and through D to C and
back to A , the supports E F being made of insu
lating material through which current cannot
escape.
It is evident that in Fig . 3 we are not utilising
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the full power of the magnet,as the pole N is so far
removed from the conductor. If the magnet is
bent, as in Fig. 4, the conductor will pass close to
both poles and we shall have the equivalent of
Fig. 2 with similar effects produced . But the
magnetism is still not being used to best advantage,
because whilst the conductor is being acted upon
by one pole, the other is idle, except in the sense
that it is a part of the path through which the flow

of magnetism exists. We can , however, double
the generative effect of the machine by adding a
second rotating conductor G H , placed so that it is
passing the idle magnetic pole at the samemoment
that A B is being acted upon by the opposite pole
of themagnet (see Fig . 5 ). The voltage produced in
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10 amps. If the voltage produced in the single
a total pressure of 40 volts with the pressure of the
second conductor G H added to that of A B . The
output of the machine with the single conductor
would be 20 volts X 10 amps. = 200 watts ; with
the two conductors it would be 40 volts X IO
amps. = 400 watts. The direction of pressure

conductor A B was, say, 20 volts, we should have

and consequent flow of current would still reverse
in direction as before with the rotation of the

conductors past the magnetic poles.

G H will be in the reverse direction to that produced
in A B ; consequently , any flow of current in it
will also be in a reverse direction to that in A B .
If we connect A B and GH together sợ that
their respective voltages assist each other , the
total voltage available to send a flow of current
through the circuit will be double that obtained
with the machine in Fig. 4 .
In Fig. 5 the direction of the respective voltages
is indicated by the arrows ; therefore, by joining
the ends B and H together by a conducting wire
and the ends A and B to the rubbing contact
rings CD , we have a difference of electric pres
sure between C and D twice the amount pro
LDU

CODO
I

VII

FIG . 4.

The amount of current is limited by
the size of the conductors, as if it ex
ceeds the safe carrying capacity of the
metal, heat will be developed at such a

rate that theinsulatingmaterial surround
IT

ZM

XI
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ing or supporting the conductors will be
destroyed and leakage of electricity re
sult. The voltage produced per con
ductor depends upon the strength of the
magnetic poles ; that is, upon the density
of the flow of magnetism from pole to

pole, and also upon the speed at which
that is, the number of revolutions per
second of the shaft. If either or both
magnetism and speed is increased the
the conductors aremoved past the poles

voltage will be increased ; if decreased ,
the voltage will be diminished .
Figs. i to 5 thus illustrate the elementary prin .
ciple by which electricity is generated with the
means of a dynamo electric machine, three things
being necessary — the conductor, the magnetism ,
and the movement between the conductor and the
magnetism . If the conductor is held rigidly in

of current has been the maximum which the con

the magnetic field , the magnetism still surrounds
it, but no voltage will be produced between the
ends of the conductor, and, therefore, no flow of
current can take place- in fact, electricity will
not be generated . Move the conductor or move
the magnetism and a voltage will be immediately
induced in the conductor ; complete the circuit
between the ends of the conductor, and a current
will flow - in fact, electricity will be generated .

ductor can carry without becoming too hot - say

It is, however,necessary that themovementbetween

FIG . 3.
duced with a single conductor, as in Fig . 4. The
strength of the flow of current will be regulated by
the resistance of the outer circuit Y , but we consider
that it has remained the same. Let us assume that
in all the cases we have so far dealt with the flow
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the conductor and the magnetism shall take place
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The conductor must

embraced by the conductor and its particular loop
is at a maximum rate of variation . As the

move through a magnetic field of varying density

generating effect increases with this rate of varia

or the amount ofmagnetism which is embraced by
the circuit or loop of which the conductor is a part

tion, the conductor is most effective at the moment.
It is usual for purposes of argument and explana

must vary in quantity. For instance, in Figs. I,
2, 3, and 4 , the magnetism is very weak when the
conductor is commencing to approach the pole of
themagnet. As the two comenearer together, the
conductor enters a magnetic field of increasing

tion , to imagine and illustrate the flow of magnetism

under certain conditions.

density, reaching a maximum when it is opposite
the pole. As it leaves the pole it passes through
a magnetic field of decreasing density, the con
ditions being repeated with continuation of the
movement.

In Fig. 5 the two conductors with the connecting

strip of wire BH and the outer conducting wire Y
form a loop or circuit. As the shaft is rotated , the
portion of the loop where the conductors are is
presented edgeways to the magnetism when the
conductors are opposite to the poles, and broadside
to it when the conductors are at a right angle to
them . The iesult is, that practically no magnetism
is embraced by the loop at the moment when the
conductors are opposite to the poles, but the whole
of the magnetism passes through the loop when the
conductors are at a right angle to the poles. The
same effect is really produced in both conditions of
movement. A conductor always forms a part of

Flow of magnetism ,

=

=

=

* =
FIG . 6 .
as a number of thin lines. The direction of flow is
also imagined as being from the N pole of a magnet
to the S pole , passing across the intervening space
between the poles and through the body of the
magnet to the N pole (see Fig . 6 ). This
idea is applied to every shape of mag
net. In practice, the magnetism does
not keep to such a regular path , but
leaks in a variety of directions ; however ,
the greater part enters and leaves at
the poles, and we may here neglect
the idea of leakage and consider that the
magnetic flow is confined to the space
between the magnet poles. 1
Fig. 7 is intended to illustrate the

conditions previously mentioned neces
sary
to produce electricity in a con
ductor. The horizontal lines representa
flow of magnetism , and A B C D a
rectangle of copper wire which can be
rotated about its axis or moved to any
position . At A the entire flow of mag
netism is embraced by the rectangle. If
the rectangle bemoved from A to B , motion
has been given to it ; but no electricity
will be produced , because during themovement the

Fig . 5.
some circuit, and if it is moved through a magnetic
field of varying density, a variation in the amount
of magnetism embraced by the circuit takes place .
In dynamos of proved design this condition always
exists, the conductors may appear to be moving
through a magnetic field of uniform density when

they are in the most effective condition , but that
is the moment when the amount of magnetism

amount of magnetism embraced by the rectangle
has not been altered . The sides a b are the effective
conductors which correspond to A B , G H in Fig . 5 :
they may brush against the outermost lines of

magnetism , but no electricity will be generated ,
as the necessary condition has not been fulfilled .
If we rotate the rectangle upon its axis as at C ,
the motion is such that the amount of magnetism
embraced by the rectangle is diminished , until when
it has moved through a quarter of a revolution , as
at D , no magnetism at all is embraced by it. The
lines all pass by at that moment. During the
movement electricity will be generated because the
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necessary condition has been complied with . The
conductors a b brush against the lines of magnetism ,

but in such a way that there is a continual variation
in the amount of magnetism (which may be
reckoned as so many lines) embraced by the circuit

of which the conductors are a part ; electricity is,
therefore, generated in them and a current will
flow as the circuit is complete. If the rectangle
was cut through at one side, no current could flow ,
but a voltage would be produced in the conductors
and it would cause a current to flow as soon as a
complete circuit was provided . Assuming that
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the direction of the voltage and consequently the
direction of the flow of current will reverse each
time that the rectangle embraces the maximum
number of lines of magnetism .
If the conductors a and b were joined together
by strips of insulating material, as in Fig . 5 , and
their ends not in metallic connection , a voltage
would be produced in each , but no current could

the motion is not stopped when the position shown
at D is reached , the current will continue to flow

through the conductors, because though for an
instant there are no lines of magnetism passing
through the rectangle, immediately the horizontal
position is passed the lines commence to enter
through again and continue to increase in number

until the rectangle reaches the vertical position ,
when they will be at a maximum . The process

TATIV

being repeated as the rectangle continues to rotate.
It is important for the reader to remember that
the primary effect in the moving conductor is the
production of a difference of pressure (that is , a
voltage) between the ends. The flow of current

follows if the circuit is completed as a secondary
effect, the two together forming electrical energy

Fig . 8.
flow unless the ends were connected by a metallic
matter if we consider the electrical generating effect
as being produced by themovementof the conductor
across a magnetic field of varying

or conducting substance. Therefore, it does not

A

density or by the variation in
the amount of flow of magnet
ism embraced by the circuit of

u

which the moving conductor forms
a part.

( To be continued .)
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Oil PUMPING . - A new process
for pumping the heavy oils
from the California oil fields has
been adopted (says the Engineer)
by the Southern Pacific Oil
Company. The method is to
rifle the pipe, like that of a
rifle barrel, and a small per

centage of water is added
to the oil. The rifling
causes the entire liquid
mass to whirl, and since
the water is heavier than
the oil it is thrown to
the exterior of the mass,
and causes the envelop
ment of the oil with a
thin shell or film of water.
This forms a water lubrica
tion between the oil and
the pipe, reducing the
friction

Fig . 7.
which we may call electricity. If the rectangle
in Fig. 7 is cut through as in Fig. 8, but is still
made to rotate, no current can flow , but a difference
of voltage will exist between the ends e and f,
whilst the rotation continues. If the ends e and f
be joined together current will flow . The con
dition is similar to that of a battery which sends

out å current as soon as a complete circuit is joined
to thefterminals.

In the case of Fig . 8 , however ,

and allowing the

core of oil to glide readily
through the pipe. The pre
liminary experiments having been found to be suc
cessful, a rifling machine was designed , aud a rifle
pipe line thirty -one miles long was laid , increasing

the flow of oil eight to ten times compared with
that through a plain pipe.
The largest alcohol locomotive constructed at
Deutz, Germany, is rated at about 32 h .-p., with a
range of speed from 25 to 7 miles an hour. This
engine weighs about ii tons when ready for service ,
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By ADES II.

OW that the Speed Boat Competition is well
under way and competitors will be doing
all in their power making alterations and
additions, giving particular attention to details, I
give herewith a design for a ball thrust bearing
which is being fitted to a boat 6 ft. L . W .L ., having
a displacement of 38 lbs., and of the torpedo

.
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COUPLING .
t Bell race la Radius,

Ź Dia .Centre ofBollring . (W) Balls.
Fig . 2.
Fig. 3.
shape, and will probably be entered for the com
petition.

The stern tube is fitted each end with a brass
bush , and the after end forms one-half of the ball
race. The other half of the ball race is turned

conical on the outside, giving an easy flow past for
the water : this is shown in detail in Fig. 3. The
ball race is turned to in . radius and is in .
diameter, taking eleven phosphor -bronze balls | in .
diameter . This after portion is sweated on to the

shaft and pinned on .
A collar is secured to the other end of the shaft
inside to keep the two halves of the ball bearing

and
Soldier
with
on"reated
S.Printed

-38PinsOn
ENGINE

2 bro Pins
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together and prevent the balls from dropping out.
The stern tube inside is kept rigid with a flat stay
sides of
soldered to the bottom and screwed to thepieces
of
the boat on the inside ; two triangular
16 G . brass are soldered and screwed to outside of
boat, being let in the wood the thickness of the

marked them out, drilled a - in . hole for shaft
and a 5-16ths in . hole for crank-pin ; they were
then unsoldered, and I obtained two lengths of
silver steel, fixed web in position on shaft, pinned
and brazed it together, afterwards cutting off

piate (see Figs. 4 and 5) . The coupling or catch
plate shown in drawing (Fig . 2 ) is screwed on
and pinned , two catch - pins being screwed in the

and fitting it with brasses.

flywheel to drive. The stern tube is afterwards
filled up with thick cylinder grease and forms a
most perfect watertight bearing. A similar type of
bearing has been used on a boat all last season ,
and has not let a drop of water in, the idea of packing
glands being both a fallacy and a means of reduction
in speed . This bearing is now being fitted with a
ball" thrust similar to above. All details can be

seen from the drawing which is very clear.

surplus pieces of steel, and finally finishing. The
connecting-rod a friend forged for me, I finishing
I may mention that

I made all drawings, patterns, and most of the studs
and nuts.
Under steam the engine runs very satisfactorily ,
making 1,500 revolutions at 25 lbs. pressure, run
ning light. With the exception of the cylinder and
flywheel all turning was done on a home-made
single-geared lathe. I intend using the engine to
drive a dynamo, and in order to ensure steady
running have fitted it with a heavy flywheel (weigh
ing 3 lbs.).

The Sixth " Gauge ”
Competition .
To further encourage model-making in all its
branches, weoffer to send an improved sliding
caliper gauge, with screw adjustment, to
every reader who sends us for insertion in our
Journal a sufficiently good photograph and descrip
tion of any model, tool, or piece of apparatus he has
made. If preferred , any other tool, book , or
other article to the value of 6s. 6d. will be sent
in place of the caliper gauge. Entries should
be accompanied by a separate letter, giving the
title of the article, and stating exactly what tool
is desired . If other than a caliper gauge is
required , the page and number of the tool in the
firm 's catalogue from which it can be obtained
should bementioned . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only, with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photo
graphs and separate sketches enclosed with the
contribution should similarly bear the name and

address of the sender , otherwise delay may arise

in the awarding of the prizes. It is essential
in this , as in our other competitions, that the copy
right of the photographs must be the property of
the senders, and the covering letter should contain
a declaration to this effect. The competition will
.. close on February 28th .

Mr. F. A . Wright's MODEL STEAM ENGINE.

A Beginner's Model Vertical
Engine .
By F. A . WRIGHT.
THE illustration shows a vertical marine engine
which Ihave recently completed . Thedescrip
tion of the model is as follows : — The cylinder
is f-in . bore by 1f-in . stroke ; valve travel, 4 in . ;
steam ports, } in . by in . ; and exhaust port,
3 -16ths in . by 4 in . Cylinders and standards
are cast in gun-metal, the flywheel and plinth in
iron , the bearings, crosshead , stuffing boxes,
etc. , being cut or turned from rod and scrap brass.
The guides are pieces of strip brass, 4 in . by ; in .,
screwed to standards with countersunk headed
screws.

To build the crankshaft I first cut the side pieces
for theweb from mild steel, soldered both together,

The special features of this engine are the cast
iron plinth and counterbalanced crankshaft, which
seems to be often neglected by model engineers.
The model stands ii ins. bigh , weighs 15 lbs., and
has taken fifteen months of my spare time to
construct
GAS TURBINES. - An experimental gas turbine,

which under test showed an efficiency of 18 per
cent., has recently been constructed in France.
It is of the impulse type, and the casing is lined
with refractory material. An expanding nozzle
is used through which the gasoline is fed under
pressure, being ignited by electricity , which gener
ates a temperature of combustion of over 3,000° F .
Low -pressure steam is admitted into the casing
while the blades are rotating to cool them to a
certain extent.
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Induction Coils for X -Ray and
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SPARK COIL .

other Purposes.

Core. - *- in . by 9- in . No. 22 S.W .G . iron wire.
Primary. - Two layers No. 14 S. W .G . D .c.c. wire ;
dried and waxed .

By JoHN PIKE.

Secondary. — 34 lbs. No. 36 S. W .G . S .S .c . wire ;
30 double sections ; waxed paper separating
discs (two) between each wire section .
Condenser. - 60 sheets of foil 8 by 5, waxed bank
post paper between .
Primary Tube. - Ebonite, * in .
Output. - With 8 volts 4 amps. 3 in . spark with
hammer break ; 4 to 5 ins. with the mercury
break (Fig . 12).
Of the two photographs next following Figs.
40 and 41, it may be stated that they are both
practically rebuilt coils — i.e., no new wire in them ,
and the sections for the most part simply trans
ferred from old coils, after inspection .
Fig. 40 is built up of single silk and single cotton
covered wire — i.e., a section of the former is paired
with one of the latter and the complete specification
is as follows :
Core . - 12 ins. by it ; 22 gauge soft iron wire ;
re -annealed .
Primary. - Two layers of No. 14
B . W .G . S.S.C., 260 turns.
Insulating Tube of Ebonite . — in .
thick , 15 ins. long, 24 in . diameter ;
inside it. Short sleeves of ebonite
on the ends 4 ins. by 21 (f thick ).
Secondary. — 36 double sections, form
ing a bobbin 81 by 54 ins. Wooden
cheeks in . thick ; and ebonite

(Continued from page 463.)
XIV . - SomeSpecifications of Coils.
Spark Coil (FIG . 38, PAGE 462).
Core. — No. 22 S. W .G . iron wire, 81 ins. by i in . ;
weight, 1 lb . 4 ozs. ; bound with silk ribbons
and insulated with shellac, and baked .
Primary. - 14 lbs. No. 14 S. W .G . D .C.C. copper
wire ; in three layers ; length across turns,
74 ins.
Secondary. --5 lbs. No. 36 S .W .G . S.S.C. copper wire ;
wound in twenty -six double sections ; length
over sections, 64 ins. ; 36 , 104 turns.
Condenser. - Eighty -four sheets of tinfoil, 8 by 5 ins.
Primary Tube — Ébonite, f in . thick ; cotton
insulation in secondary, } to 1 in . at ends.
With 8 volts 5 amps. above coil gives 64 ins. con
tinuous spark (G .C .).

bobbin ends in , thick , 6 ins.
diameter ; turns of wire on second

ary , 35 ,000 (approximately ). ; dis
nals, 9 ins. ; net weightof second
ary wire, 6 lbs. 4 oZs.
tance between secondary termi

With 8 to 10 volts 8 amps. sparks
across the terminals are produced .

With 8 volts 8 or 9 amps., fat continu
ous 8- in . sparks are easily obtained .
Fig. 41, the larger of the two is
built entirely of single cotton -covered
wire — i.e., the secondary .
Core. — 15 ins. by it ins. ; primary

Fig . 40. - AN 8.IN . SPARK Coil.

SPARK Coil (Fig . 39 , PAGE 463;.

Core. - No. 22 S.W .G . iron wire, 15 -16ths in. by
12 ins.

Primary. - Two layers of No. 14 S.W .G . D.C.C.
copper wire.
Secondary . - 54 lbs. No. 36 S . W .G . copper wire
s.s.c. in 36 double sections, making 46 ,990
turns
round primary.
Condenser. - 70 sheets, 12 by 8 tinfoil ; 2 sheets,
white demy paraffined paper between each .
Separating discs = three thicknesses pure filter
paper.
Primary Tube. - Ebonite, $ in . thick ; cotton
insulation in secondary, što | in . at ends.
W ’ith 8 volts 9 amps. above coil gives 87 con
tinuous spark (G .C .).

two layers of No. 14 B . W .G . silk .
covered wire ; 350 turns.

Ebonite Tube. — 16 ins. by 23 ; tin ,
thick .
Length of secondary winding. 104 ins. - viz .,
44. double sections ; 25,000 turns of wire (approxi
mately ) ; wooden cheeks of hardwood in , thick :

and ebonite bobbin ends in . thick , 6 ins, diameter ;
distance between secondary terminals, il ins. ; net
weight of wire, 7 lbs. 4 ozs.
Sparks 9 ins. easily with 8 volts 8 or 9 amps., and
with another cell or two, say 12 volts 9 amps, will
spark across the terminals, which are, as stated ,
11 ins, apart.

In no part of this coil is the secondary wire
it is } in . at least.
The core with its primary winding — one of the
three described in an early article — is an easy
fit, and requires a layer of thick waxed blotting
paper to support it neatly within the tube. There

less than £ in . from the primary , and at the ends
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is probably a full inch of substantial insulation at
the ends.
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Notes on Sheet Metal Work .

Since the above was written the coil (Fig . 40) has
again been altered . Two or three double sections
were removed from each end — about 1 lb . in
weight— and i lb . of No. 35 s.c. c . wire wound in
double sections put on each end . The object of this
was to ascertain what, if any, difference would be
observed in the thickness of the spark — in this
case hardly noticeable. A new ebonite tube, 3 ins.
longer than the old one, was put in at the same
time— a distinct improvement. The secondary is

a soldering iron , a small quantity of melted solder is
run along the joint,making,when cold , a connection

now practically the length of Fig. 41, and gives
as nearly as possible the same results. The weight
of wire upon this coil is under 74 lbs. Sparks are

ofmore or less strength . It is essential that the
faces of the pieces to be joined shall be chemically
clean , and to produce thismany substances are used ,

easily obtained between the terminals, and with the

themost usual being known as“ soldering solution ,"

By “ TUBAL CAIN JUNIOR."
(Continued from page 495.)
A N alloy of lead and tin melts, like most alloys,
A
at a lower temperature than its constituents,
and in varying proportions formsthe common
soft solder. Bymeans of a piece of copper known as

FIG. 41. - AN INDUCTION COIL TO GIVE II-IN . SPARK.
dischargers as far apart as possible (as in Fig . 41),
continuous and thick sparks between ball and point
(9 ins.) are obtained with 10 volts 9 amps. The
coil has also been raised to 2 } ins, above the base.
A cabinet suitable for the study , surgery, or con
sulting room was illustrated in the issue for May

17th , 1906 , page 469. Dry cells for break ; and
accumulators are stored in the cupboard .

There are voltmeter and ammeter lampswith their
respective switches, resistance in series with the
coil and battery , and one for use with the break ,
this being required particularly when the motor
break is used .

(To be continued.)
A Non -stop Run. - A Great Western Railway
Company's train , with a special party on board , on
Monday made a non -stop run from Plymouth to
Paddington in 3 hours 45 mins., or well over a
mile a minute for the entire distance.

consisting of hydrochloric acid in which as much
zinc has been dissolved as the acid will take up.
This solution has the property of depositing a
minute film of zinc on the surface of the metal
when heated , and thus gives thenecessary chemically
clean face. The soldering iron , being cleaned and
heated , is dipped for an instant into the solution ,
and then touched to a piece of solder. If it has
been properly cleaned , it will at once be coated
with a bright film of solder known as tinning.

A new iron , or one which has been “ burned ,” will

refuse the tinning until it has been filed bright.
As to the heat necessary, if the iron is heated in
ascertained . As copper is heated , a minute portion
is volatilised , colouring the flame green. When
this green shows a tendency to become bluish
grey and streaks of luminous flame appear, the iron
is hot enough . A very little more heating “ burns "

a gas or other non -luminous flame, it is easily

the iron , when it must be refaced and re-tinned .
Having got the iron hot, the pieces of work to
be joined are laid together and supported in position ,

$ 20
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if necessary . A little soldering solution is run
along the joint with a bit of wire or sheet metal.

supported, if necessary, by some soft iron wire.

The iron is dipped for an instant in the solution
and touched to a piece of solder, which should
melt instantly. The iron , with a small quantity
of solder adhering to it , is then laid on the joint,

Here let us say that as it is almost impossible
to use hard solder to fill up a bad joint in the way
one can with soft solder, much greater care must
be used in getting a well-fitting joint. At the same

Thatused for tying bales is the best.

and as the work heats the solder attaches itself to

time it should not be too close, as the hard solders

it and can be quickly and smoothly drawn along

will not penetrate a joint in the same way that the

with the iron. The speed of movement of the iron
depends altogether on the weight of the pieces
being joined . With light tinplate it is very rapid
indeed . If the joint has to stand much strain
plenty of solder should be used so as to form a sort
of angle of solder.

soft will, and anything like the “ sweating ” process
referred to is almost impossible with hard solder,
We are now ready to commence heating the
work , and when it is approaching a red heat, a

. It is useless to work an insufficiently heated
iron . If the solder be got on at all, it will be

bright red heat is reached touch the joint with a

pinch of borax should be thrown on the joint,
to which it will adhere and then fuse. When a
strip of silver solder (this is always sold in sheet

form , and should be cut into strips about } in .

rough and lumpy, and in all probability will nothave
“ taken " to the work .
Soft solder can be run into almost any joint,
however close, by heating the parts in a fame,
a process known as “ sweating.” To make certain ,

wide). If the work be hot enough the solder will

melt at once and run all over the joint, the molten

solder appearing intensely bright. Should the
solder simply melt into a globule the work is not

however, the faces of the joint should be tinned
before being put together. This is done by running

hot enough . The flame being rigid on the work ,
a strip of sheet steel is also heated , touched to some
borax powder, and then to the globule of solder ,
which by this time will have become quite brown
and burnt looking. If the temperature be now
sufficient the globule will break, and if it does not
itself run over the joint, can probably be led over

solder all over them and quickly wiping them with
a cloth while the solder is still fluid , thus leaving
a very thin film of solder all over them .

When the joint is mechanically made (by rivets,

screws, etc.), it is heated and solder melted into it,
the previous tinning ensuring that it will “ take "
to every part. This procedure should be used in
the case of small boilers which , from the thinness
of their material, will not stand caulking.

it with the hot steel. Excess of borax should be
avoided as a fruitful source of pinholes in the joint,
and it is quite wrong to place a bit of solder on the
work before heating. As the mass of the latter
is always much greater than that of the solder ,
the result of the procedure is that the solder is

The great drawback to soft solder is its weakness,
and low melting point. These render it unsuitable
for joints exposed to pressure or dry heat. In the
one case the joint may be torn , and in the other
melted , open . In these cases wemust, if a soldered

hopelessly burned long before the work is hot
enough to take it, and burned solder is worse than
useless. The best joints are always obtained by

joint be essential, fall back on the hard solders,
which are, however, farmore difficult of application .

having the work hot enough to melt the solder
the instant it comes in contact with it.
The brass solders require more heat, and are
usually sold in a granular form . They cannot,
in the absence of a furnace the temperature of which
can be regulated to a nicety , be used on brass, the
melting points being so nearly alike. The best
way to apply them is by means of the steel rod
alluded to , the borax and solder being mixed
together. These solders should on no account be

Even the softest of them requires a temperature of
about 1,200° F . to melt, and some of them up to
1 ,600° F . They are roughly of two classes the
silver and the brass solders. The former are the

easier of application .
A good blowpipe and foot bellows or a large
sized blowlamp will be necessary, and every possible
meansmust be used to prevent loss of heat, especially
if the work be of any size. The method of
packing with charcoal usually recommended in
books is all but useless except for small articles

placed on the work till it is hot enough to melt
them at once, as they are more easily burned than
the silver solder.
Tin plate cannot be hard soldered , and the

like pieces of jewellery . The writer has found
nothing better for the purpose than asbestos card
or wool. Either should be wet, and roughly shaped

slightest trace of soft solder is a fatal bar. Should
it be necessary to hard solder a joint which has
failed when soft soldered , every particle of the latter

as required, care being taken that while the asbestos
is close to the work space for the hot gas or flame
to get round is left. It is very difficult to hard
solder a bit ofmetal lying on asbestos, but lifted up
in , it is quite easy .
The best flux is borax powder, but it has the
drawback of boiling or frothing when first heated .
If this be a serious disadvantage in any particular
case , it can be got over by using borax which has

must be filed or scraped away.
It is very difficult to join brass to copper .

The

joint will be good if it holds, but in nine cases out of
ten it will crack before it has cooled . Apart from
the causes of failure mentioned , the only other

already been fused and re-powdered . This will

is the overheating of the work , and consequent
burning of the metal. This is less usual, but should
it occur, the only remedy is to cool off and file
the faces bright again .

not boil. Borax paste, or powder which has been
moistened , is recommended by some, but it is open
to the same objection , boiling up as it dries, being at

For soldering copper or steel a bit of soft brass
wire is as good a solder as can be used .
(To be continued.)

the same time blown away by the flame long before
the work is hot enough to hold it.

Power for the proposed electric tramway system
in Damascus will be obtained from waterfalls

The faces of the joint having been made quite
clean by filing, etc., and every particle of oxidised
metal removed, they are placed in position and
- - - ---

-

twenty -two miles away.
- -
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A Model Motor Car.

Marine Notes.

By A . G . Cocks.
THE photographs given herewith are of a model

By C : AS. S . LAKE.

Duryea motor -car, which I made. It is con
structed as nearly as possible to the scale of
I in . to the foot, and measures 12 ins. long and

5 } ins. broad, and has a 7 }-in . wheelbase.

It is

made almost entirely of boxwood, with the excep
tion of the mudguards and the curved piece in the
front of the car, which are of tin . The wheels
are made of wood , cut out with a fretsaw , and are
4 ins. in diameter and 5 ins. with the tyres on ,
these are made of rubber tube stuck to the wheels.
The steering tiller, seen in the photographs, acts on
the front wheels, which have a short piece of brass
tube in the centre and revolve on fin . screws,
which are in turn screwed into the front axle, which
is of wood . The springs on the front wheels are
of 1 - 16th -in . sheet iron , 1 - in . broad by 2 ins. long.
and are slightly curved . The back axle is of
f -in . steel rod and runs in brass tube bearings
put through the back springs, which are of wood.
The two levers seen in the photograph are the
control levers, the far one puts a band brake on the
back axle and the near one switches on the electric
current to the motor. The car is driven by an
electric motor fixed under the front seat, and the
power is transmitted to the back axle by a flat
belt. Themotor was made from castings purchased
for 3s. rod ., and works very well. The electric
not having room for an accumulator or battery .
I fix two terminals under the back of the car,
and then I connect up the two ends of a long
length of flexible cord to the terminals and the

.

- -

ANOTHER TURRET STEAMER.

On November and there was launched from the

yard of Messrs. William Doxford & Sons, Ltd .,
Sunderland, a specially designed turret steamer,
the Kattenturm , built to the order of the Hansa
Company, of Bremen , for their Eastern service. The vessel is fitted by the builders with triple
expansion engines, indicating 2 ,500 h .p ., and giving

her a speed of 11 knots. The boilers are fitted

AY 104

current is supplied in rather a novel way , the car

other ends to the accumulator, and then the
steering tiller can be set for the car to run in either

FRONT VIEW OF CAR.
with Howden 's forced draught. The vessel is of
exceptional large capacity and small. tonnages.
A DREDGER FOR INDIA .
Messrs. Wm . Simons & Co ., Ltd., launched

recently the twin -screw stern well combined bucket
and pump reclamation hopper dredger, Karnafuli

No. 1. . The bucket ladder, built of the best form

of gi der work , is designed to dredge to a depth
of 35 ft. below water-level. The nominal dredging
capacity of the buckets is 800 tons per hour. The
Suction and discharge pumps are capable of raising
and discharging 1,000 tons of material per hour.

These pumps, each driven by independent engines,
are arranged either to discharge their dredgings

direct ashore for land reclamation or in conjunction
with the builders' patent overside discharge, to
deposit the contents of the hopper on shore through
the medium of a long length of delivery pipe.

The vessel is propelled by two sets of compound
SIDE VIEW OF MODEL MOTOR CAR.
a straight or circular course, and then switch on
the current and off she goes. The car is painted

a Royal red , and varnished . In the photograph
the car appears to have a very rough surface,
but in reality it is very bright ; it is lined all round
the edge with black lines, which can only just be

surface condensing engines of sufficient power
to give a speed of 9 knot per hour when loaded .
Steam is supplied from two large marine multi
tubular steel boilers constructed for a working
pressure of 120 lbs. per sq . in . Either set of pro
pelling engines is available for driving the bucket
dredging gear, and change gear is provided , so that
a constant piston speed can be maintained and the

full power of the engines exerted whether the
dredger is working in hard or soft materials. The
Suction pipes, one on each side, are arranged for
dredging while the dredger is being slowly propelled

seen in the photographs. The two seats are
upholstered in dark blue velvet, and , altogether,
the car has a very good appearance and has well

ahead . The dredger is provided with three in

repaid me for the making.

manæuvring winches are fitted forward and aft

dependent sets of steam hoist gear for controlling
the bucket ladder and suction pipes. Powerful
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long bridge amidships, and top gallant forecastle.

for regulating the operations of the dredger. A
complete set of auxiliary pumps are fitted up in
engine-room
, and a donkey boiler is also fitted
on board for supplying steam to the auxiliary

Two large deck -houses have been erected on the
bridge deck , the forward house containing the
dining saloon and state rooms for a few passengers
and the captain , while the after-house has been
arranged for the accommodation of the officers

machinery when the main boilers are at rest. The

dredger is electrically lighted throughout.
A NEW HEAD LINE CARGO STEAMER.
The latest addition to the fleet of the Ulster
Steamship Company (Messrs. G . Heyn & Sons,
managers), the s.s. Howth Head , brings the total
number of vessels owned by the Head Line up to
sixteen , and seven of these have been built by

and engineers.
The propelling machinery , constructed by Messrs.
Workman, Clark , & Co ., Ltd ., consists of a set of
triple expansion engines, steam being supplied from
three large single -ended boilers, working under

Howden 's system of forced draught.

Messrs. Workman, Clark, & Co., Ltd., Belfast.
The principal dimensions of the Howth Head are :
Length , 394 ft. 6 ins. ; breadth, 48 ft. 2 ins. ; depth ,
31 ft. 6 ins. ; with a gross tonnage of 4 ,440, and a
carrying
capacity of 7,000 tons. The construction
of the vessel has been carried out under Lloyds'
Special Survey for their 100 Ai class, and is a
first-class cargo steamer.
The vessel is sub-divided into eight water-tight
compartments, and has been built on the cellular
double-bottom principle, which, while addin to
the safety of the vessel, gives ample water ballast
to enable the vessel to cross the Atlantic without
Down main
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Practical Letters from our
Readers.
[The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

A Model Clockwork Railway.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR - I beg to enclose a photograph
and plan of a model railway " O " gauge fitted up on
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FIG . 1. - PLAN SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF “ O ” GAUGE MODEL RAILWAY.
boards. There are two stations, Bristol and
there is a large tank of 900 tons capacity placed
Saltram ; the first has three platforms, four roads,
abaſt of the engine-room . arranged for either
and a roof extending over all ; the other station
being an ordinary country one, consisting of up and
water ballast or cargo. The cargo space is divided
down platforms and office. The tunnel was made
into four holds of about equal capacity . Access

cargo during the winter season , and , in addition ,

to these holds is by large hatchways, each of which

is equipped with double derricks.' Steam steering
gear, by the Harrison Engine Company, with a
patent spring tiller , is placed in steering house in the
poop. A complete installation of electric lighting
is fitted throughout the steamer, including powerful
arc lamps for deck use , and to ensure safety in
carrying cotton cargoes an up -to-date system of
fire extinguishing has been fitted to each cargo
compartment. The deck erections consist of poop ,

from a box, tunnel mouths being fitted on each end ,
the roof made of tin curved , the outside being
covered with cork . There are two bridges - one
representing a road bridge (over ), the other one

carrying the railway over a stream . The rolling
stock is constructed to imitate the Great Western
Railway, consisting as following : - Locomotives :
Atlantic express “ Albion ," 4 - coupled express
Bath ,” 7 all
expressengine
“ City ofKennett
8 -in . single
(re
clockwork
” - -ft. double
built)
“
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and tender (running between 80 and 100 ft.
with load of about 3 lbs.). Carriages : Two
clipper coaches (as run on the Cornish Riviera
Express), one Post Office van , one saloon , and two

corridors— all eight-wheeled .

Trucks : One goods

brake, three trucks. The signals are made of
3-in square pitchpine, the arms of tin ,moved with
the finger as desired .

With the exception of the double cross-over
points, I had to construct the others, owing to the

fact that the shop -bought ones are made on too
sharp a curve for anything but four-wheeled vehicles

to run round . I found them easier than I thought,
being made of straights and curves (ten to a circle),
the ends of the point rods terminating with a loop,
which is shifted from one peg to another to open or

shut it. Since thephotograph was taken , thedouble
cross-over has been moved as plan, causing altera
tions in signalling, hence the apparent difference
between photograph and plan. By the present

2-MMART
R
RAILWAY
ODEL
.M'SWRSFIG
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arrangement, trains can be run into either bays,
one can be turned from up main to bay on down
side, to be used as a down train , or it can be run
into bay on up side, and then re- engined and run

over on to the down main . A turn -table has yet
to be fitted , as shown by dotted lines, and plans

are in progress for a “ Camel ” type tank loco
motive, restaurant car, and horse-box to be added
to present stock . With the exception of rails,
wheels, ciockwork , coupling hooks, and footbridge,
the remainder was home made,making many hours
of interesting and amusing work . - Yours truly.
St. Peter's Park , W .
W . R . S . SMART.

The Society of Model Engineers .
(Reports
of meetings should be sent to the offices of The Model
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular
issue it received a clear nine days before its usua!
date of publication .]
London .

IN the afternoon of Saturday, November 17th ,
1 a party of the members visited the London
County Council's Car Depot and Workshops at New
Cross Gate. The party was met by the foreman
of the depot, and conducted round these well

equipped and managed sheds, which are capable
200 cars passing in and out every day. The cars
are ranged end to end on a large number of parallel
lines of rails, access to any of which is obtained
by running the cars singly from the street on to an
electric traverser extending across the whole width
of the sheds. The arrangements for quickly getting
out the “ plough " of any car were explained , and
also the action of the magnetic track brake now
fitted to the latest cars. The depot includes a
transformer station , where four of Messrs. Dick
Kerr & Co.'s alternating to direct current trans
formers were at work transforming from 6 ,000 volts
alternating to 550 volts direct. The workshop
was found to be well equipped with the necessary
lathes, drilling machines , stamping and hydraulic
presses, etc., for dealing expeditiously with the
various items of repairs, including the returning
of tyres of wheels and general overhauling and
repair of motors. A visit to the paint-shop, where
several cars in course of redecoration were seen ,

of accommodating . 300 tramcars at one time, over

brought the visit to a close .
FUTURE MEETINGS, ETC . - On Saturday, Dec. 8th ,

a visit will be made to the Electricity Works of the
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Walthamstow District Council at Walthamstow .
This station is particularly interesting as containing
one of the largest gas engine driven plants in
England. The party will be made up of those
members who have notified the Secretary of their
intention to be present by December 6th . The
December meeting will be held on Friday, Dec. 14th ,
when Mr. J. O 'Neill will lecture and demonstrate
on the art of moulding and casting. – Full par
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each boat would then be accurately known , and
each builder would be at liberty to adopt whatever
measurements and sail area he pleases. - Yours
faithfully ,
ALBERT WILLAN .

York .

Prize Competition .

ticulars of the Society and forms of application for
membership can be obtained from HERBERT G .
RIDDLE , Hon . Sec., 37, Minard Road , Hither
Green , S . E . .

Competition No. 42. - A Prize of Two Guineas
- will be awarded to the reader sending the best
design for a model marine boiler to suit a racing
boat measuring 5 ft. 6 ins. to 7 ft. long, with a

Model Yachting Correspondence

be accompanied by a short article describing the
construction of the boiler (about 1,000 words),
and should indicate how the boiler is to be arranged
in the boat. Particulars of the necessary pipe

maximum beam of 71 ins.

Rating Rules.

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Sir , - I note with pleasure the reply of “ Red
Rover ” to my letter of October 18th , in which I
replied to his criticism of the model yacht, Nancy.
What little offence may have been caused by his
earlier remarks seems to have been the result of a
misunderstanding of each other' s terms, and this ,
fortunately , appears in a fair way to be cleared up,
which goes to prove the value of a correspondence
of this nature. Let me explain that the term - .

" rater " - as used
meaning as with
merely used as a
the Nancy would

by us, does not convey the same
the 6 ,000 rule clubs, but is
substitute for “ tonner.” Thus,
be more correctly described as

a 10 -tonner, for, as “ Red Rover ” himself points
out, the 1,730 rule allows unlimited sa- l area ,
therefore it is clear that we cannot have " rating "
in the sense of the 6 ,000 rule. The only other point
of interest is the relative sailing properties of the
two classes of yachts. He seems to doubt whether
there are any Northern clubs now sailing under
the 1,730 rule. This is rather strange, as I stated
in my first letter that our club sailed under this
rule , and I may add that nine other clubs in this
district do the same. Our club at one time sailed
under the 6 ,000 rule, but this was discarded owing
to the fact that we found the yachts of Tynemouth
and Shields Clubs (1.730 rule ) were finer and faster,
which seems to be opposed to the experience of the

London clubs, as recorded by “ Red Rover." I
am sorry there seems to be no prospect of arranging
a race between one of our 1,730 yachts and one
of the 6 ,000 rule yachts, as while readily accepting
the statement that the limited sail area yachts
are faster now than in 1890 , we in the North claim
equal credit for being progressive, and have certainly
improved
our yachts within the last fewNAYLOR.
years. –
Yours truly ,
J. W .

The drawings should

lines and firing arrangements should also be included.
,' GENERAL CONDITIONS.
1. All articles should be written in ink on one
side of the paper only.
2 . Any drawings which may be necessary should
be in good black ink on white Bristol board . No
coloured lines or washes should be used . The draw
ings should be full size for the model, and small
details double full size.
3. The copyright of all photographs entered in
connection with any compétition must be the
sender's own property , and a signed statement to
this effect must accompany same.
4. The copyright of the prize articles to be the
property of the proprietor of ThĘ MODEL ENGINEER ,
and the decision of the Editor to be accepted as
final.
95. The Editor reserves the right to print the
whole or any portion of an unsuccessful article
which hemay think,worthy of publication , upon the

understanding that remuneration is given at the
Editor's discretion in proportion to the length and
merit of the matter used .. .
6 . All competitions should be addressed to the
Eaitor, THE MODEL ENGINEER , 26 to 29 , Poppin 's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C ., and should be
marked outside with the number of the Competition
for which they are intended . A stamped addressed
envelope should accompany all Competitions for
their return in the event of bemg unsuccessful. All
MSS . and drawings should bear the sender's full
name and a ldress on the back , rion

The “ Model Engineer " Speed
Boat Competition , 1906 .

West Hartlepool.

General Conditions.
To the Editor Of The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, -- As the object of " Rating Rules "
is to arrive at the approximate tonnage of a boat,
or, in other words, at its “ displacement,” and as
there is no other way to arrive at this in the case
of a large yacht but by measurement, various
complicated rules of measurement become a
necessity . But as a floating body displaces its
exact weight of water, I should be glad if some of
our model yacht correspondents would kindly say

what the objections are to the very simple plan

of model yachts being classed according to their
weight. The exact displacement, or tonnage, of

THE entries for this Competition will be divided
into two classes. Class A will include all
boats over 4 ft. 6 ins. and up to 7 ft. in length ,
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water-line. Each boat must be
timed over, a ' total distance of not less than 300
yards, which may be divided into separate trips of
not less than 100 yards each . At starting each
trip , power must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
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possible, and must be stated in the particulars
given . The exact length of the course must be
measured , and the exact time to a second recorded

for each trip. These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised
Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club,
who must have been present at the trials. In
addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI
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rates must I cut each length of wire into five equal lengths, and
switch in whole for one cell, four lengths for two cells, and so on .
to one length for five cells, or how ? If I have to charge one celi.
at 4 amps., what resistance, if any, must I insert ? If
three cells at 4 amps., what resistance ? If I run the dynamo slow

toeither
get one
2 amps.,
or twowhat,
cellsif? any,
Whenresistance
chargingwould
one be
cell,required
say of 21to charge
amps.,
could I safely couple two smaller cells together in parallel ard
charge them at the 24-amp. rate, if they were chargeable at i -amp.

rate
each ? If I wish to charge ten cells from above dynamo
I presume I would couple them up in two lots of five each in series

NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum

and then connect the two lots together in parallel ? Would this
take longer ?
You never mention what voltage your five cells are. The voltage
applied may be 25 per cent. higher than the total voltage of cells

marised as follows :

approximately 18 ohms, which , with a pressure of 25 volts will pass

SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats
beating previous records.
SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat,
provided speed is not less than 4 miles
per hour. • BRONZE MEDAL in Class B .to the second fastest
boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.

If in Class A the performance of the first boat
does not surpass that attained in previous com
petitions, then the highest awards will be Bronze
Medals and certificates respectively. The number
of competitors interested in any one boat, either as
designers or builders, will be limited to two. A
signed declaration is required , giving particulars as
to the building of the model, in addition to the
usual certificate of performance. Certificates will
be given to all Class A boats which have an average
speed record of not less than five-and -a -half miles

to be charged. Thirty - two yards of No. 22 G .S . wire will give you

about
1'4 amps. You have then to allow for the resistance of the
accumulators and the back E . M . F ., so the actual current flowing
will be considerably less than 1'4 amps. But you can arrange for
resistance to be cut out as required . As 1'4 will be the maximum
possible current (no matter what cells are in circuit) you can get
with 25 volts pressure, you have only to divide this up into suitable
lengths in the form of a regulating resistance board , and use an
ammeter when charging to see definitely what current you are
giving cells. The charging rate for any given cell is usually stated
by
the maker. As a general rule you can take 4 to 6 amps. per
square feet positive plate surface as a safe figure. So you see small

capacity cells can cnly be charged up to this limit, hence the smallest

cell in a group determines the rate at which that group may be

supplied with current. To your last question - Yes.'
(16,8301 writes
H -armature
Charging
Purposes
. J. H .
(Cornwall)
: Will youforoblige
by informing
mewhy aH dynamo
fitted with a Siemen 's Harmature will not charge accumulators ?

I have read in THE MODEL ENGINEER series of books that this is
the case, but fail to see the reason , as a small dynamo in my post
session appears to give a continuous current, as it will decompose

per hour ; and to Class B vessels with an average

H -ARMATURE

see

FOR

· CHARGING
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Queries and Replies.

n

The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906 .

YILL0
00

speed of not less than four miles per hour.

PURPOSES,

A Mention
is especially directed to the first condIhon given below ,
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated .

Letters containing Queries must be

marked on the 1op left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are repiled to
by post under the following conditions : - ( 1 ) Queries dealing
with distinct subiects should be uritten on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back . (2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corte
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed eni elope (not poss-card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon ” cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
Issue. (4) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published . The
Insertion of replies in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
Au Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
BNGINEER . 26 – 29, Poppin 's Court, Fled Stred , London , E . C .)

The following are selected from the Queries which have been replied
to recently :
(16,739] Charging Small Cells. W . R . (Keith ) writes : I shall
be greatly obliged if you will assist me in the following matter :
I have a 3- amp. 25 - volt dynamo, driven by gas engine, for charging
ignition accumulators, and wish to charge from one to five accumu
lators at varying rates of il, 2 , 2 . and 4 amps. For this I will
require three or more resistance boards of either iron , German silver,
or platinoid wire . From the table given on January, 1901, I make
out the wire required as follows :

G .S .No. 22..
Plat. or G . S . No. 26.
Plat,
For charging at 2it amps. 2432 yds. 21155 yds. 1015 yds.
8 yds..
» 6

, 121 ,
,
one to five cells8 at any ofabove
-2 In order to19 charge
Is this correct?

Query 16830
saline solutions and deflect a galvanometer. Would it hurt a small
pocket accumulator of 21 amp.-hours' capacity to try and charge
it on this machine ?
Because the cell would be short- circuited every half-revolution
of armature through the brushes. If a very large gap is used on

commutator then this trouble is overcome, but sparking, etc., is
introduced.
Please note change of address since Christmas, 1903,
and also comply with our rules in future.
( 16 ,420] Speed of Shafting and Size of Pulleys. H . M .
(Huddersfield ) writes : Can you kindly supply me with the follow
ing information : ( 1) How to calculate to find the size of a pulley
as sketch herewith . (a ) Main shaft, runs 96 r.p.m . ; (c) machine
shaft, runs 185 r.p . m . B - Diameter in inches ? ( B ) Drum ,
36 ins. diameter, 96 revs. ; machine shaft to run 22 revs. C
diameter in ins. ?

785reo 12 'da: 96 reas. 36 dia
96 reus 36
< rees. dia ?
Query 16426
A query reply on this subject will be found in our August issue.
equation is : As the lower speed is to the higher speed , so is the
smaller diameter pulley to the greater diameter pulley. Hence

96 : 185 :: 12 : B

185 12 234 ins.
22 ° - 58] ins.

2296 X: 9636 :: 36 : C.
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flowing con
yard by the
in yardsofandNo.by 14the- current
Resistance
'005 ohms per inyard :
Thus-length
ductor.

Tramcars . W . R . H .
for : Miniature
[16 ,804) Motors
I am constructing a model tramcar
-Sea) writes
(Westcliff-cp

length , 20 yards ; current, 2 amps.
'005 X 20 X 2 - 2 volts.

which weighs about 4 lbs. Could you kindly tell me what is the
best electric motor to work same and approximate cost ? Also
way to insulate the third rail, and how
can you tell me the best
to reverse motor from same ?
Avery makes a good tramcar motor . Write him for particulars.

. .

See query in March 5th issue, 1903, " Reduction of Voltage." .
and Parallel,
T. onS
' Seriesfor answering
(16,822] Charging
my questions
writes : Manyin thanks
(Amesbury)
accumulatorsi a week or so ago. I am running a dynamo for
charging accumulators, which gives 20 amps. at 8 volts. I notice
on the Van Radan accumulators it says charge with 5 volts . Shall
I be doing harm to 4 -volt accumulators if I charge them at 8 volts ?
If I connect two 4 -volt accumulators in series I find the field winding

See the articles on this subject in back numbers, commencing

January of 1905. It has been dealt with many times in our pages.
f16,782] Resistances for Small Lights. S. S . (Liverpool)
writes : I propose making a small electric light installation con
sisting of ten 4 -volt lamps with a fuse and switch in circuit with
each lamp, current being supplied by a dynamo at a pressure of
10 volts. " I shall be glad to know whether it is possible to obtain

on dynamo quickly gets hot ; but if I connect four 4 -volt accumu

fuse wire of sufficient resistance to protect each 4 -volt lamp from
the rush of current which would ensue when only one or two lamps
were left burning, the remainder
being switched off. Please state
the length , gauge, etc ., of the wire I should require to use.

We advise you to run your 4 -volt lamps in twos in series. Re

sistance required to run them singly would depend on their candle

2006g
Toon

mwer which you do not mention . Get a few yards of No. 26

No. 28 German silver wire and find by trial the length required
by

K9

to correspond to the resistance of one 4.vclt lamp. If you know
the current each lamp requires you can find the resistance required
E .Mren. Ft,.
Resistance - cur

and from.
needed

wire table in Handbook No. 14 work out the exact length
please
Back
`ar. P. B .writes : Would
(16,7117
an
back-gearyou
show
of -gconverting
method
me onea Lathe
Theintolathe
is as shown.
of back -geara sliding
size
eccentric
?
The
is a 4t-in . centre.
alteration
We
see that you will
enough,
large
shaft byare the
- gearmuch
back very
the gain
but if dothenotlugs to carrying
suggest
that
particulars
any
as
to
this)
we
(you do accomplish
not give usyour object in the manner shown in the accom

you can
panying sketch . The lugs of the headstock will have to be bored
out to suit an eccentric which may be pinned to the countershaft,
which
is reduced in diameter to fit. These eccentrics, one of which
should be provided with a handle, have flanges to keep the gears
place
laterally, the flange on the back lug being screwed on .
in
The gear wheels should be mounted on a sleeve. If you find that
the bearing lugs on the headstock are not very large , then you
Washer
screwed
on to exente

ear wheel

- -Query N°1674 .
SLIDING BACK -GEAR OF LATHE.
Pinion

4 e= - l- - = - h

oi

= = = = = ə ..
etsiery
Sleeve connecting

- -HE

Bacķgear wheel opinia

Cone pulley
CONVERTING SLIDING BACK -GEAR TO ECCENTRIC PATTERN.
may perhaps be able to reduce the size of the eccentric by making

lators in parallel I

bouse. What size and kind ofwire should be used ?
No. 14 will carry this current the 20 yards with a drop of '2 volts.

dynamo. But the
German silver wire).
6 - volt accumulator
sketch on back (not
Depends upon th
amps. per squar.
6charging
rate , then
an ammeter in circ
if getting toc much
current by reducin

eccentric to the gear wheelsthealsoold:
the reduced diameter of the shaftwill
result in a portion of
method
but this or any similarunused
as bearings for the eccentrics.
holes in the lugs being
(16,864]
Lost Volts in Conductors. W . L. (Peebles)
writes
: Sorry to trouble you again , but would be much obliged
if you would answer the following: What size of wire should I
use to carry 10 volts 2 amps, ? Workshop is about 20 yards from

To find the volts lost in any conductor, multiply the resistance per

run for twelve hours and get no heat on the
get more heat in the resistance (which is a
I know my voltage is just right for charging
it I want tc charge 4 - volt. I give rough
produced ) ofmy connections.
te at which they may be charged . Reckon
) of positite plate surface the maximum
ytning below that figure is allowable . Use
to see exactly what cells are getting : and
rrent, either reduce the voltage of charging
ne speed of dynamo, or by introducing

a resistance the eft t is the same, viz., the cells are given less

November 29, 1905.
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current.
If youvoltage
chargehascellsto inbeseries,
they all get25 thepersame
and charging
higher
approximately
cent.current,
than
their combined
each cell.
parallel resistance
takes current
accordingvoltages.
to its ownIt E charged
. M . F . andin internal
See recent query replies. Write us again if this is not clear.

for Beginners. S. D . (Cardiff)
Modol-making
( 16,509)
be glad if you would giveme thenecessary informa
writes
: I should

. The
tion to enable a novice to take up model-building as a hobby
: ( 1) What

527
whichsq. may
(940
as theheating surface) willbe -40 X 234
ins. be reckoned
.
Plant.
Steam
(16,772]
(Newcastle-on-Tyne)
type dynamo.
writes : (i) I have nearly finishedF a. 10C.-wattJ. Simplex

Whatwould be the cylinder dimensions ofan engine fed with steam
it ? The engine would have to be
at 30 lbs. per sq. in . to drive
able to make the dynamo give out an
continuous running,
occasionaloverload of and
about 25 per cent. ( 2) I have yourhandbook
,

following are a few questions I should like answered
could
model would you recommend me to start on ? (2 ) Where What

No. 6 . The author takes the working pressure of the boiler - in

(1 have
and no2) Your
does not
admit of a satisfactory
We
idea query
as to your
resources,
or desires.reply.
We
recommend
you to look up our back issuesability,
and
to
obtain several
of our handbooks, and when you have made a choice
we will be

you a if by itTurner,
ofwhich can be obtained
high -speed engine (castingsHenley
from
with aStuart
higher pressure,Ltda .,i byShiplake,
do the work.. But
i engine would -on-Thames)
(2)

(16 ,7701 Small Volt and Ampere M - ter. A . E . C . (Lincoln )
writes : I should bemuch obliged if you could give me a few par.
ticulars in regard to a combined volt and ampere meter I am think
ing of making the enclosed drawings (not reproduced ) of which
are full size excepting the diagram of connections. I want the
readings to be variable, reading to 6 and 12 volts, and 3 and 6
amperes.
and quantity of G .S . wire will be required
Whatfor size
for resistances
amps, and volts ? If resistance is objectionable ,
especially in the case ofthe ammeter, could the variancebe obtained
by cutting out part of the meter coils ? Are Nos. 36 s.c .c . and 18
D . C .C . 'wire suitable for volt and ampere coils, as I have some on
hand
The hairspring
an steel) materially
alarum clock
; will
this be? too
and iswillout of(beingordinary
the
accuracy of strong
the instrument ? it The
will beaffect
spindle,
etc.,
balanced
as perfectly as possible. Re small electric light. How many
Daniell cells (with copper cylinder i in , diameter by 3 ins., in porous
pot it ins. by 3 ins., and zinc cylinder 2 ins. by 3 ins. ; solutions,
copper and zinc sulphates) will it take, and how arranged to light
a 4 -volt, 4 C.- P . “ Osmi " lamp
? It was stated in “ Home Electric

aboutof200 toboiler
requires
surface.
a boilerthewithpressure
increase
By increasing
the 300 sq . ins. of heating

the
castings and parts be procured from ? (3)
toolsnecessary
would be required , and where could they be had ?

pleased
you free
further.
price 6d,tonet,advise
7d . post
from (3)
this See
office." Metal Working Tools,"

Lighting,
Turner, in14 No,
THE MODEL
NEER,
that" bytheseCyrillampsN . consume
watts256perofcandle
power, ENGI•
For volts reading to 12, wind with No. 36 until you get a suffi

cient deflection, and coilFor
becomehot.
The same
can be used
for 6 volts. does not
windings copper
wire iswinding
neces
sary.
Try a few turns of No.ammeter
14 , and add more or less

proper
deflection obtained. No. 18 would do, but is ratheruntil
fine for an
ammeter. isPhosphor-bronze
springs are usually used , but for
approximate working the one you have will answer . These are
very small cells, and will do well if
give amp. Use four in
series, and, if possible, couple up in they
sets ofsetstwosof inwindings
parallel.for We
should not advise you to attempt double
the
different readings. There is not a great difference between them
-uptheto whole
range
is
small
;
therefore
,
if
you
make
it
to
work
the higher figures , you will get quite accurate readings at 6

volts and 3 amps. respectively.
(16,398]. Issues
containing
Locomotive"
Articles
W . (Ryde)
writes “ ModelIngineer
I have the following
parts con
taining article on " The Model: Engineer
L. comotive " : Jan . 7th ,
1904, theJan.missing
14th, 21st, February 18th , March 3rd. I wish to pro
cure
me
have dates ? parts. Are they still in print, and could you let
and 30th
areMayFebruary
1961,
March
17th and
31st,.
AprilThemissing
14thin print,
and dates
28th,
12thobtained
and 4th26th,fror
, ) me
9th,
23rd,
All
be
each
are
and
can
this
office
3d.
post
free.
(16,850]
Cells. W . theB . gravit
(Wi ihester)
have
severalMilky
large accumulators
ofwhichwrites
is 1,200: As
whenI
fully charged , as some of these cellsh fallen to about 1,180
through evaporation
, I have added pure sulphuric acid to bring
them up to 1,200 . I find at the completiof the charge that the
these
very milky,
acid
of
cells
turns
which.
I have not added acid - does
not turnwher
mi ' isy ,the
butothers
they gasto freely
Will you please say if I have made a mike in adding the pure

acid, and whatharm it will do them ; and w I can remedy them ?
No, probably
This comply
is quite with
a conon
the comof
of charge.not. Please
pletion
r s , feature
and noteat change

address since Christmas, 1903.

ſ 16 ,781) Meating Surface of Burs. A . J . B . writes
Will you kindly say how the heating surt of a water -tube boiler

can't fathom them

od , though I can find

is calculated out ? I
heating surface of an ordinary locomotive type boiler.
arrive atwhich
the heating
surface simpi
measuring
area
of com
of You
the surfaces
are subjected
tot by
heated
gases the
bustion . As a rule, we do not count upon le surfaces of the steam
and water drums, but calculate the externa rea of thewater tubes
only , omitting tubes used as downcome . For instance, if the

boiler has forty tubes,
. diameter and
tube isXfin10found
asthethelength
area (iofX a 3'1416
multiply
),
thebyarea
of o
- 231 sq . ins. Therefore, as there are for y

in length, then ,
ins. circumference
by
-inthe. tube
ro ins. long
tubes, the total area

lbs. pertosq.30 inlbs.. (single riveted joint), but I think
4 - asbe 15increased
itFig.(1)might
About 1-12th b .h.-p,
will berequired , and we should advise
The boiler

page

use for your purpose.

on
24, Fig. 4 , is of no
edition
See
lines.
of this book, Chapter I, page 14, last twocentre
The new
effective heating surface of the 6 -in . by 9 -in , vertical

flue boiler described is only about 60 or 70 sq. ins. Your plant

you will not
power.
See the article in the issue ofMay
3rd, 1906, on steamthe
engine design.

Engineer
(16 ),846]
writes" TheModel
Will the author
articlesLocomotive.
please say howW .Sto:
of "theSteam
(Sale
compensation
machine
and : finish the
beam shown on page 113,
Volume X of THE MODEL ENGINEER, so as to make a good job .
combined
Withandregard
the any
to thewemachining
beam
special compensating
methods are
axle-boxes
do not seeofthat
drill
two axle-boxes
out
mark
the
axles, drill
drawing,
for
and
to
for the spring pins, and the work is completed save for cleaning
up
any
casting.
roughnesses

necessary. You can simply file the faces (back and front) of the

proficiency in the art of
in thethen the truthShould
filing not be very great
of the front and back surfaces
may
ensured
fastening
face
be
the
by
axle-boxes
of
the barpieces
on theshould
plate and skimming up both sides. Parallel packing
be employed under the boxes, so that the thickness of the axle
boxes
same isin essential
remain, asthefreedom
each case.to the
Great
accuracy
mayrequired
running
gear ofof
fit is not
locomotive.
matter
Be particular
the the
a modelcylinders,
valves,
and pistons,
boilerofis valve-gear,
absolutely
and seein that

tight
wheels areThe toholesgauge,
have little
and axles
you will
troubleandwiththatyourthemodel.
are larger
for the
than
the diameter

the axles.

is necessary,

mathematical

as
This
accuracy of fitofwould provent the
equaliser from acting.
Submarine
Boats.
arringtonand)
(16,673)
J. C the
. (Wsinking
writes
enlighten me
as to how
: WillModel
you kindly
raising of the cheap model submarines is done ? My boat is 18 ins.
long, 4 -in . board, and has a four-bladed propeller. Do you think
sinking arrangementa torough
possibleobliged
be
If so , ofI should
it ? sketch
itgreatly
to fitifthe
same and
you would letmehave

oblige.

as we remember water
made to dive andmoves
these models
As far the
rise
again
to surface
of the
by meansareof a weightwhich
longitudinally,
backwards
submarine
boat,
and
forwards,
in
the
and
so upsets the fore and aft stability of the vessel. When it is
versa when it
required
the weight goes forward
, and vice
The periods
is requiredto todiveraise itself again.
of these movements

are controlled by the clockwork mechanism , which also does the
propelling. Weunderstand that the device is pateated.
Engine and 30 -watt Dynamo. W . V . J.
[ 16 .5471 writes
enough to answer me a few
) Small: Will
(Peckham
be kindhave
horizontal engine,
re a small steamyouengine.
questions
a smallenough
Ibe powerful
stroke
drive a
would
.
-in
i-in
.
it
bore,
;
dynamo
overtype
volts
amps.)
small
5
00
(6
5
4
at
,
r. p.m 2-amp.
. ?to Dynamo
accu
shunt-wound. (2) Would the same charge two 4
-volt

mulators ?

(1) -tAt600
drive
well. revs,
(2) and
Yes. a pressure of 50 lbs. atboiler engine should
Pumpand
Eccentric )and
Boiler
writesCrank
you tell
me ifQueries.
R . (16,775]
B . S . (Cheltenham
: ( 1) ; Would
a crank

would
would you tell me
take ?the(2place
the
of anyoueccentric
; if not,
reason why
tellmehow
pump
) Would
to pack a small force
(horizontal) driven by the engine ? I cannot get it to pump into
the boiler, and water runs back into the tank when the engine is
not running. ( 3) Would you tell me how I can fix one part of the
gaugein . in Ittheis boiler,
water
it aregauge
wornis, gun
the threads
will
and-mitetal.
and the onwater
not screw
a steel asboiler,
fitting, and red lead,
I have put thread round the thread of the expanding
but
that will nothold it. Is there any way of
the thread ?
The thread is all right in the boiler.
( 1) If you wish to obtain a reciprocating motion from a rotary

not drive
there
one,
is a deal of difference. An eccentric
is notmarked
the two will
crankhas
and
will,butthedividing
athen
something to do linebetween
with the phenomenon
. (2 ) The
Friction
valves are leaking. It is not the fault of the packing of the pump
plunger. ( 3) To make a safe job, we would recommend you to
internal thread
, which will
screw a nipple into the boiler with thean thread
on the water gauge
fit the water gauge properly. If

is very bad rechase it to a smaller diameter.
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The . Editor's
Page .
: e

A . S . F . (Muswell Hill). - Thanks for your interesting
- letter and suggestions. We quite appreciate

include in this issue - under the general

all
you say, and thematters shall have our careful
attention .

. title of“ How It Works” — the first instal

C . M .. (Preston ). - Particulars may perhaps be had
from the British Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Norfolk Street,

.
.ment of a series of articles on the dynamo.
To many beginners in electrical work the action
of the dynamo often proves a serious stumbliny.
block , but we do not think that any of our readers
who study these articles will fail to comprehend
how the generation of an electric current is effected
bymeans of the dynamo. The author leaves nothing
to the imagination, and the articles are arranged
to describe the various details progressively , the

present one dealing with the elementary principles
of the machine. . . ... . .. .

rio

ini :

We would remind readers who just now may
be busy penning descriptions of their models or

electrical apparatus to enter for the “ Gauge ?
competition , not to forget that the value of what
they.may write will, in nearly all cases, be consider-,
ably enhanced if they include some definite data
as to performance under working conditions. In
describing details of construction, too, a mere..
statement that such -and-such a type of crosshead
or bearing is used does not help a prospective
builder of a similar "model or machine so much
as when the reasons for the adoption ofthe particular

detail and some idea of the methods employed
in making it, are also given . . Therefore, in addition
to the usual catalogue of leading dimensions we
recommend would -be prize-winners to send in the
descriptions of their handiwork supplemented,
if possible, in the way indicated above. The articles
need not only record the successes, but the failures,
also . One of the most interesting papers before the
London S. M .E . on the subject of model-making we
ever had the privilege of hearing was on “ how not
to do it." Therefore , do not omit to mention the
mistakes that have been made and to say how they
wure rectified .

Fleet Street, E .C . We believe this was also
described in the Electrical Review a while back .
Look up back numbers in your reference library .
J. T. B . (Paisley ). - We have a letter addressed to
you at this office ; if you will send us your address ,

it shall be forwarded on to you.

J. unsuita
H . Mble.
. (Bloomsbury). — Your contribution is
" ANXIOUS." --See our articles o “ Thermit **
in the issues for July 25th and 27th , 1995.

Notices
The E litor invites correspondence and original contributions or
a !! amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended

for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address.

remuneration is expected or not; and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stainped addressed envelope for return in the event of

rejection . Redders desiring to see the Editor personally can only
du so by making an appointinent in advance.
· This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 135 . per

agaum payable ip advanice. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order .

Advertisement rates may be bad on application to the Advertise
menit Manager. How to ADDRESS LETTERS. . .
literary portion of the
All correspondence relating to the lists,
etc., for review , to be
price Engineer," 26 -29, Poppin 's
apparatus andModel
and all newEDITOR
paper,
, " The
addressed
to the
Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .

All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The jiodel Engi.
neer." 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London . E . C .

All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co ., 26 - 29
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico :
and
Chamberlain , 123, Libertv Street, New York , U . S . A ., toponwhore

all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

Contents.
[ The asterisk (* ) denotes that the subject is illustrate 1. 1
Building a “ Model Engineer " Loconiotive* PAGE
505
Workshop Notes and Notions*

Answers to Correspondents .
W . C . K . (Dundee). - Your arrangement is unwork

We received similar suggestions in connection
with one of our Workshop Problem competitions,
but they were not of use for the purpose intended .

The Construction and Repairing of Motor 513
Bicycles*
.
511
How It Works – VII, A Dynamo*
512
A Ball Thrust for Speed Boats*
The Sixth “ Gauge ” Competition
A Beginner's Model Vertical Engine * . .
Induction Coils for X -Ray and other Purpose 517
513
Notes on Sheet Metal Work . .
519
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S . H . L : (Penge). - We have no drawings of this

Marine Notes . .
.
Practical Letters from our Readers*
The Society of Model Engineers
Model Yachting Correspondence
Prize Competition

A .pump.
I. (Putney ). - See the designs for hulls published
recently. The beam may be 6 ins.
G . M . (Ascot). - We are unable to accept your
Workshop Vote.

tion , 1906
.
"
Queries and Replies *
The Editor's Page
Answers to Correspondents . .

There are several gears which fulfil the object
you have in view , notably, the Crypto gear em
ployed on the old “ geared -ordinary ” bicycles.

508

The Latest in Engineering .

vivir,
vinin

able at least, it will not act as a reduction gear.
We would advise you to make a paper model,
and you will soon see that it is not practicable.
Gear wheels are unnecessary to the device.

It

should be distiuctly state , when sending contributions, whether

..

The “ Model Engineer " Speed Boat Con

unui

W
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A Model Steam Yacht with Double Oscillating Cylinders.
By ALFRED Halliday.

FIG . 1. - CAPTAIN ALFRED HALLIDAY' S MODEL STEAM YACHT.
THE model steam yacht, Gazelle, of which
1
photographs are here reproduced , I have
built in my spare time from odds and ends,
practically useless, I had by me. She is 3 ft. 2 ins.
in length , 54 ins. beam , 2ins, draught, and depth
amidships 41 ins. I first of all drew out a design ,
according to my idea, for a fast working model;
but I have since found that I nipped in her lines
too much for the carrying capacity I had hoped
for, although Gazelle carries her present engines,
boiler, and fittings with a good even keel and
without ballast of any kind. Before starting on
themodel I made up my mind to build her entirely

of " scraps," picked up and preserved during my
voyages as captain of the s.y . Tarpon , R .H . Y .C .
To start with , I planed the keel, stem , and

i

sternpost from a piece of old oak picture- frame
moulding , just wide enough to cut the keel-sheer
and stem curve. The timbers, or ribs, are 3- 16ths
in . square, and sixty -four in number , and are of

American elm , cut from an old boat's timbers,
The sides are planked with f-in , yellow pine, cut
from an old deck plank of the vessel at present
under my charge, and copper riveted , the rivets
being made from binding wire off an old deck
scrubber .
The deck is t-in . similar yellow pine, and is fitted
in in pieces, it not being wide enough to cut in one
piece. It was cut and inked to represent fine
boiled in a meat tin , bent and fixed while hot.

planking. The bulwarks and covering board are

-in . mahogany, cut from a bricklayer's broken
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set
square, and the rail is of 1- 16th-in. by 4-in .
American elm .
The engine is a double cylinder, double action ,
oscillating, t-in . bore and i-in . stroke, and the
exhaust leads up the funnel. # The cylinders were
cut from an old bicycle pump, and the centres,
ports, and rims sweated on , and afterwards

December 6 , 1905.

The deck fittings are as follows : Engine-room
skylight of -in . mahogany, and glazed like an
ordinary window - four lights open and shut on

eight hinges made from iron pipe, brass casing.
The glass is guarded by sixteen brass rods, made
to unship for cleaning. The whole skylight will
lift off for inspecting engines , etc. The fidley ,

Fig . 2. – SHOWING DECK FITTINGS REMOVED.
or boiler casing, is of tin ,mahogany grained ; the
polished . The tops and bottoms are of old scrap
funnel is of -in . brass bicycle pump, the top rim
t-in . brass, and each screwed on with four
being riveted on ; stay eyes screwed and nutted in .
1- 16th -in . brass screws, hand -made from old
The copper coaming is riveted to the fidley and
curtain hooks. The stuffing-boxes were sweated on
funnel, making the whole removable together for

to the bottoms, and all joints are made of oiled
brown paper. The pistons are pieces of 1- in .

filling the boiler and lighting the lamp.

brass rod , grooved and packed ; the piston rods
of broken knitting-needle. The centre steam block
is made of three pieces of f-in . brass, studded and
sweated together. The crankshaft was a large

spokes being made from broken cup-hooks. The

size steel knitting-needle, and the cranks cut from
3 -16ths-in .brass. These were pinned and sweated
on the needle, the latter being afterwards cut to
ensure true running. The end of an old boiler

The steering wheel is built up of brass, the eight
gear is double , formed by cog wheels and drum ,
and connected to the tiller (under the deck ) by a
piece of fine violin string, and six brass fair -lead
sheaves, the gear being covered by a mahogany
casing. The ventilator is of copper, hammered
out in three pieces, and sweated together and
edged with brass wire, filed half round. Its inside

plug made a solid brass flywheel, is in . diameter,
i in . wide. This, and a short piece
of flexible shafting, were sweated on
the tail end of the crankshaft , the flexi
ble shafting being made of a piece of
piano wire twisted in a spiral. This
was to be a precaution against any
difficulty in bedding the engine true
with the propeller shaft. The stern
tube is 4 - in . copper tubing, gun -metal
bushed at the tail end , and a stuffing
box sweated on the fore end. The 2-in .
propeller , was made in pieces : the
boss, a piece of z-in .brass rod , slotted ,
and the blades sweated in . This is
screwed on the shaft, and locked with
a nut. I may mention that all screws
FIG . 3. — MACHINERY OF MODEL STEAM YACHT.
were made from old curtain hooks,and
all nuts from an t-in . brass lock plate.
The boiler is made from a piece of sheet copper
is painted bright red , and the outside polished .
(the spare clippings from a vessel's bottom ),
Being placed forward and of good size, it gives
riveted and soldered . The dimensions are :
ample draught to the lamp, and also keeps the
spirit tank cool when the latter is closed in and
4 ) ins. long, 2 } ins. diameter, with a central i -in .
brass flue. The boiler is covered with asbestos
the boat running.
and heated by a it-in . wick spirit lamp, which is
The anchor was cut and made from large brass
nails , and has collapsible flukes, and is painted
fed from a copper tank forward , and the feed
with galvanised composition. Its chain cable is
regulated by a small tap from the deck . Con
18 ins. long, and made of copper binding wire , the
sidering the size of the boiler , the little engine
links cut, married, and each one soldered and
runs very sweetly and quietly , at about 600 revolu
painted with galvanised composition . The chain
tions per minute. The four union connections
is stowed below through a chain pipe. The masts
were made by hand from a bit of z-in . brass rod .
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are ofyellow pine, cut to a fine taper, and the rigging
of fine brass picture wire, with spliced eyes, and

centrally , and in . deep . A slot must be made in
the square block 4 in . wide and 2 } ins. long. The

galvanised to represent steel wire. The eight
hooks, } in . diameter, and 1- 16th -in . screws. The
forward stays are fixed to spider band and stem
bolt with tiny pin shackles.
This little craft can be stripped of everything,
without bending or breaking anything, from truck
to propeller, in five minutes, and re-rigged in seven .
She is painted with a light green bottom , black
top sides, gilt streak , and gilded figure-head (a
carved gazelle's head ). The deck, masts, and all
wood fittings are plain varnished .
I may add that this is my first attempt at building
a model, and I am not ill- pleased with the result,
and the even and regular working of the little
engine. It has been a long and tedious job , and I
do not advise any amateur modeller to tackle one
of building a working model from “ scraps," unless
he possesses “ the patience of Job .” More
especially will this be the case if he has to work
with “ home-made " tools, as I did . My lathe is
made of wood entirely, except the centres. The
driving wheel (of wood ) is 1 ft. diameter and
ballasted with about 14 lbs. of lead, and is built
on to the hub of an old bicycle wheel. My turning
tools were old files ground to shape.

best way to do this is by drilling a series of -in .
holes centrally down one side, so that they just
break into the i -in . hole ; the holes must then be
filed or chiselled out, so that the slot is made the

swivel rigging screws were made from broken cup

Workshop Notes and Notions.
[Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions tpill be paid for on publication , if desired , accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be

marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.)

right shape and size. After this has been done
חחחחחחח
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Fig . 2. --ADJUSTING SCREW .
and all burrs removed both inside and out of
the block , the piece of round steel can be put into

place and the 1 - in . stud screwed into it through
the -in . slot in the square block . The scriber
is of 1- 16th -in . steel plate (see sketch ). The washer

should be turned up $ in . thick and fin . dia., and
when assembled the tool is complete.

A Device for Winding Long Springs.
The following plan has been used successfully by
a correspondent of the American Machinist, the
length of the spring being limited only by the
length of the wire.

The only thing to be made is a mandrel (Fig . 1),

the length depending on the size of wire ; for
Fig . 1.
C

B

A Useful Scribing Block.

By W . J. HARLEY.
The scribing block here described will be found
exceedingly handy when working in cramped -up
places or for small work . To make the block a

piece of 1-in . square steel 3 ins. longmust be obtained

3 "_ A

FIG . 2.

K

K4+ 1"
Fig . 1. - A USEFUL SCRIBING BLOCK.
and a 1 -in . hole bored right through the centre,
care being taken to keep this hole parallel with
the sides. The ends of this block must now be
faced up square with the sides. A piece of steel
turned up in . long to a sliding fit in this block , and
in this a hole must be drilled to take a t -in . stud

METHOD OF WINDING SPRINGS OF ANY LENGTH .
No. 20 B . & S . gauge , 11 ins. is long enough. The

diameter of the small part C to be the same size
as an ordinary mandrel for winding the same size
spring, the angle to be about 45 degs., the larger
giving a permanent set to the spring, and its length
to be three times the pitch of the spring.

diameter A to be as large as possible without

The end B is tapered so as to let the spring slide
off easily. It will generally be found that each
problem will require some “ cut and try " on
account of the variations of the temper in the
material of which the wire is constructed .

To wind the spring, place the mandrel in a lathe
chuck . Select a thread chaser of about the pitch
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of the spring you are to wind, place it in the tool
Wind the small straight part of the mandrel full of
post in a position to bear evenly on the mandrel.

wire by hand with the free end toward the point.
Push the spring thus made over the larger part of

the mandrel till you have but three or four turns
left on the small part. Bring up the chaser so as
to engage these turns and start the lathe.
The pitch of the spring will be modified by the
distance between the chaser teeth , the bevel of the
mandrel, and the angle of the bevel. The shorter
the distance between the chaser and the bevel,
and the steeper the bevel, the closer the spring
will be wound .

For the Bookshelf .
HISTORIC LOCOMOTIVES. By A . R . Bennett,
M .I. E .E . With ten coloured plates by E . W .
Twining. London : Cassell & Co . Price,
25. 6d. net, paper covers ; 35. 6d . net, cloth .
Postage, 4d . extra .
Although, we understand, the ulterior object
of this splendid book is to further public interest
in the formation of a national railway museum ,
its appearance will be welcomed by all lovers of
the locomotive as an important addition to the
literature of the early railway engine.
There are many lessons to be learned from a
careful study of the locomotive, but Mr. Bennett
does not impart such information in the awkward
catalogue style common to books of this kind.

The description of the ten famous engines of the
“ Mid -Victorian " period he deals with is exception
ally interesting. The majority of the engines
appear to be " personal friends ” of the author's,
and each has a special incident connected with
it - a great catastrophe or some event of political
or engineering significance. The book , therefore,
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therefore, recommend every reader who has to
design machinery to consult Mr. Barber's book
when they require a suggestion upon any problem
in mechanical contrivance they may be confronted
with . Inventors also will find the book of value ,
and besides assisting in working out the details of
their machines, it will guide them in making claims
as to the originality of any given mechanical device
or movement.

An Amateur ' s Vice Bench .
IV . - A DESIGN BY H . S . GROVE (Canada).
THE bench in the accompanying design is
intended to meet the requirements of the
average amateur, and as the details and
materials are fairly simple, its construction should
present no difficulties. It consists chiefly of three
parts - -the legs, the frames, and the top. The legs
are 30 -in . lengths of iron gas-piping with flanges
screwed on at either ends. If standard gas-pipe
flanges are not obtainable, cast-iron flanges, of the
dimensions shown , would be suitable ; and in that
case the internal diameter should be about in .
less than the diameter of the pipe, in order to allow
for tapping. Each flange is screwed to the framing

by four stout 2-in . screws. The distance from back
ins.

to frontbetween the centres of the legs is i ft. 8
at the bottom , and i ft. 2 ins. at the top . The
frames, with the exception of the end pieces of top
one, are made up of lengths of 2- in . by 4-in . wood,
the corners being end lap joints fastened with 4 - in .
wooden pins. The end pieces of top frame are
from 3-in . by 4 -in. wood, planed off from the
centre to a thickness of 2 ins. at either end , to give
the necessary sloping bed to the leg flanges. The

legs are supported at the bottom by blocks of
wood 4 ins. square, and sloping from

in . thick

to lay it down until he has imbibed the whole of

at one edge to jin , at the other. The top is formed
of two boards 2 ft. II ins. by 10 ins. by if ins.,
and is screwed securely to the top frame by 2 -in .

its contents.

stays, two at the back and one each side, of 21- in .

is very readable, and we venture to say that no
student of the locomotive commencing it will want

We must not, however, forget the plates. It
is round these that the reading matter centres.
The pictures are three-colour reproductions, measur
ing 1of by 6 ) ins., from original water-colour draw

ings from Mr. E . W . Twining. They comprise
the “ Great Western " broad -gauge engine of 1846 ,

the ill-fated Tay Bridge engine, one of a “ Jenny
Lind ” type oflocomotive used on the L . B . & S.C . R .,
Ramsbottom 's “ Lady of the Lake " class,examples
of Crampton 's patent engines, and other early loco
motives of the L .B . & S .C ., L . & S .W ., and Cale
donian Railways. We have no preference for one
or the other ; each is worth framing, and the local
scenery included in several of the pictures enhances
rather than detracts from their value.

THE ENGINEER'S SKETCH Book OF MECHANICAL
MOVEMENTS. By T . W . Barber, M . Inst.C . E .
Fifth edition , London : E . & F . N . Spon .
Price ros. 6d . net ; postage ud.
This book is one of the most useful compilations
a practical man can possess. It consists of a
wonderfulcollection of very clear sketches, together

with short descriptions of the movements and
devices employed in machines and engineering
appliances of all kinds. These sketches, which

screws, well countersunk. To ensure rigidity, four
by 4 -in . wood , are screwed at both ends to the
inside of frames. The back stays, being at an angle
to the side of frames to which they are screwed ,
must be partly let into the frame at the top , and
pared off at the lower end.
The vice and anvil (if desired ) are set diagonally
at the corners for two reasons.

In the first place, the vice and anvil are almost
directly over the legs ; and in the second , the
worker has free access to them on three sides, and

this would often prove a great advantage. Both
iron plate. The vice is screwed to the plate by
countersunk screws to fit the four holes which are

vice and anvil should be mounted on 1 in . thick

usually to be found on parallel jawed vices, and the
plate itself should be firmly screwed to the bench
top by at least four stout screws. If the vice has
a projection at the front of the base, which is
intended to fit against the edge of the bench, the
corner of the bench top will have to be cut away,

as shown in the drawing. If no anvil is desired,
the bench might be made rather shorter, although

number close on 3,000 , give just what is required ,

it will be slightly more rigid if left long, and the
space will be useful for a surface - plate or
drawing .
The rack is intended for files, the handles resting

and are classified in an admirable manner. We

in the holes bored in the base of it. The uprights
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are passed through holes in the top and are fixed

width of the drawer.

to the back of the frame by screws.

cut in both pieces, and in these rebates slides the

The drawer

may be any width or depth, but it can only be

|

A

in . rebate, 1 in . deep , is

drawer by means of { -in . by f- in . strips of wood

- ....- - ------..... 2 - 0 ...---------.......

21 EN

(oooooooooooo

1 - 8 " ......

6-2,

----- -

---... - O ........

..1-2

3-0."

1977

26 "
246

114 Diam .

--2-5 "Centres

..----------------... 2 -9--...---...... ..........
3 /2 Dia ...

12

ਹਾਹਾਹਾਹਾਹਾਹਾਹਾਹਾਹਾਹਾ ਨੂੰ
14 --

4 Countersunk
Holes 4 Dia.

-- 2 -11 .
."g-t

--- .

Scale :

Half- Size.
Scale of Inches .
DESIGN FOR AN AMATEUR'S VICE BENCH .
By H . S . GROVE .

14 ins. long on account of the back stays. Two
thick , are screwed across from front to back of the

glued along the sides of the drawer at the top .

pieces of wood 18 ins. long and i in . by it ins.

This drawer will be useful for hammer, scribers,

upper frame, and a distance apart equal to the

calipers, etc . The bench should be held steady by
being screwed to the workshop floor.
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A Model High - speed Engine.

Notes on Model Steam Engines.

By F. C. ENGLISH .

By H . GREENLY.

THIS photograph is of a small vertical engine

II. BOILER DESIGN.
(Continued from page 418, Vol. XIV .)
DEFORE proceeding to the consideration of
the evaporative power of small boilers
something further may be said with regard

I have just finished . The cylinder, which
-in .
stroke, lagged with mahogany, and bound with
two brass bands. The connecting -rod was turned
from a piece of f-in , round steel bar, and the ends
is a brass casting, is I- in . bore and

to the actual steam consumption of model engines.
The table given on page 417 of the issue of May
3rd last was compiled on the basis of the engine
taking a complete cylinder-full of steam at every
stroke. This is not an unfair standpoint to take
up. Smaller and badly built engines may consume
a greater amount of water and larger and more
perfect engines much less ; but for the average
well-made model steam engine it allows for the
inevitable losses due to leakage, radiation , cylinder
condensation , and other causes.
With regard to the reasons for so great a degree
of thermal inefficiency as obtains in a inodel steam
engine, the writer would like to point out that
success will not be ensured by adopting an early
cut-off, in the hope of saving steam to an extent
which would seem to be possible when considering
matter on paper. For instance, say we have a
boiler which will deliver so much steam per minute .
Now calculating on the basis that the engine

will consume a cylinder -full of steam every stroke,
a cylinder of a certain size will be possible. If,
however, it is assumed that the engine will work
and deliver the amount of power which it should
do if one takes into consideration the work done
by the expansion of the steam , with a cut-off at
25 per cent. of the stroke, the cylinder capacity
might be increased by four times the amount.
Whilst some saving may be effected by providing
for the expansion of the steam in the cylinder .
reliance on this will not often have very satis
factory results. Cylinder condensation increases
in an alarming extent with earlier points of cut
off, and ,as the writer has already shown by diagram
in these pages and in his book on the design of
model locomotives, this is due to the fact that the

ratio of the surface of a solid to its cubical contents
increases with a reduction in the size of the solid .
Therefore, large cylinders have less surface from
which heat is dissipated in proportion to the heat

Mr. F . C . ENGLISH'S MODEL HIGH-SPEED ENGINE
cut and filed to shape. The crank-pin and webs
are turned in one piece from a piece of round steel,
the webs cut to shape and drilled , and the shaft
contracted in . The column is a brass casting.
The flywheel is of cast iron , 3 ins. diameter, the rim
being in . face and in , thick . The bed plate is
made of brass , 4 in . thick , and is bolted to a ma
hogany block. The brass oilbox in front of cylinder
is fitted with 1- 32nd in . brass wire, soldered in ,
to represent oil tubes.
The total height of the engine to the top of the
cylinder lubricator is 71 ins. I have had the engine

under steam , and it iuns very well at a high speed .
The narrow -tube Schulz- Thornycroft boiler has

contained in the cylinder than in the case of a model
and loss from radiation also increases with a re
duction in the size of the cylinder. Providing an
earlier cut-off still further reduces the amount of
heat in the cylinder, and the “ paper " efficiency

of an engine desi’ned on these lines is not

obtained . It is always wise therefore to pay greater
attention to the reduction of losses which are not
due to fundamental differences in model and actual
practice. We cannot very well help the ratio of
cubical capacity to exterior surface working out
adversely in the case of a model engine, but there
is no reason why even greater care in manufacture
should not be exercised in a model than in the case
of a large steam engine, which is made for a price ,
and as long as it is fairly efficient serves its purpose
well.

been exclusively adopted by theGermar Admiralty ,
and the indicated horse-power of these boilers
amounts now to over 501,000 h .-p. out of a total

there is no doubt that a large proportion of

of 580 ,000 .

inefficiency of a model steam engine can be laid to

From observation and from information which
is almost daily placed in my hands by kindly friends,
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the imperfect steam tightness of piston . There
fore, Mr. Henry Lea's statement that he would get
five rings in the piston of his 3-in . scale locomotive
if he could would appear justified . In small
cylinders (below , say, { -in . bore) where rings cannot
be successfully used , to a large extent the efficiency
of the piston packing is synonymous with the
efficiency of the engine.
Although the above notes may seem somewhat
of a digression , it is no use considering the propor
tions of boiler to engine without bringing in the
subject of engine efficiency .

Mr. Henry Lea 's engine is perhaps one of the
most economical models of its size in existence.
The boiler evaporates approximately 1.8 cubic
ins. per minute, and calculating from the table
before mentioned , it would appear (assuming the
steam chest pressure averaged 20 lbs.) that the

engine consumes about 1.87 cubic ins. per minute.
As this is more than the boiler supplies, the engine
therefore uses slightly less than a cylinder-full
of steam per stroke, or the pressure in the steam
chest is lower than that assumed. For all practical
purposes of proportioning model engines and boilers
the table will, therefore, give the amateur a suffi
ciently correct idea of the probable steam con
sumption of a first-class model.
We now come to the evaporative power of a
model boiler. The usual method adopted is to
reckon the amount of water turned into steam for a

given amount ofheating surface. The writer's rule
is that 100 sq. ins. of heating surface should , on
an average, evaporate I cubic inch of water per
minute. In support of this , results of a few tests
may be given here. .
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conditions of locomotive practice. In addition ,
both were fired by solid fuel under the influence
of a strong draught induced by the blast. Solid
fuel undoubtedly gives a very high evaporation
when properly burnt, and it is generally conceded
that the vibration to which a locomotivé boiler
is subjected when working conduces to a better
separation of the bubbles of steam from the water
as they are formed , and in this way improves the
power of the boiler in a marked degree. However,
two of the boilers tested were very small, and were
fired by a plain methylated spirit lamp under

natural conditions of draught. Again , the centre
flue boiler is notoriously an inefficient draught,
as when forced a large proportion of the heat of
the fire passes away unabsorbed by the water
in the boiler. During the greater portion of the
timethe generator, test No. 4, wasworking the lower
part of the chimney was red -hot The evaporation
of the 3-in . scale locomotive boiler is not as high
as might be expected , but represents the average
obtained when running on a level track with a

medium load .
We now come back to the hypothetical design
we set ourselves to work out at the commencement
of these articles To do the work of lifting the

weight in the given time we came to the conclusion

that a cylinder, 2 -in . bore x 14 ins. stroke, working
at 330 r.p .m . and 35 -lbs. pressure, was required .

Now there is certain to be some loss of pressure
in steam pipes and passages, and therefore we can
assumewith safety thatnot less than 40 lbs. pressure
will be required at the stop valve. Turning to the
table (May 3rd issue) we find that at this pressure

a i -in . cylinder will require 18 cubic in . per minute

4. EVAPORATION TESTS OF MODEL BOILERS.
1- in , scale water-tube model locomotive boiler, Plate II, The
55 cub. in . per 916 cub. in . p .m .
minute
Model Locomotive. Heating surface , 60 sq. ins. Tested
per 100 sq .
under natural draught. Methylated spirit firing.
ins, of heat
evaporated .
- in . scale water -tube model locomotive boiler (Midland Loco - )
ing surface.
motive). Heating surface, 85 sq . ins. Tested under
97
I ' 14
natural draught. Methylated spirit firing.
3-in . scale locomotive type boiler (Mr. Henry Lea 's engine).
Heating surface, 119 sq . ins. Charcoal fired , tested under 1.8
,
1.5 ,
running conditions. Induced draught.
Vertical centre flue boiler, 9 ins. x 18 ins. Copper. Heating i
18 } 2.55
1.06
surface , 240 sq . ins. Coal fire. Induced draught.
Vertical centre flue boiler (steel). 400 sq . ins. heating surface. 4 :3
1:07
Vertical centre flue boiler (steel), 12 ins. X 24 ins. Heating i
1
.00
4
:
15
· surface, 411 sq . ins. Induced draught. Coke fire.
3-in , scale locomotive boiler, 144 ins. diameter. Firebox , 12 ins.
X 24 ins. Thirty -seven tubes, f in . diameter. 3 ft 3 ins. IIO
, ,
1.83 ,
long.

It will be seen from this table that the average
is well above the rule, and it would appear that
100 sq. ins, of heating surface should evaporate on
an average (1 ) 916
(2 ) 1•14
(3 ) 1:5
(4 ) 1:06
(5 ) 1:07
(6 ) 1.00
(7 ) 1:516
8 .516 • 7 = 1.21

for every i in . of stroke and every 100 r.p .m . As
the revolutions are 330 , or 3:3 times a hundred ,
and the stroke is 1 } ins. and not one inch , the steam
consumption will be increased in these proportions,
1 X3:3 X 18 = 74 , or i cubic in . per minute. .
Estimating upon the average results obtained
with the stationary boilers, not less than three
quarters of 100 sq . ins. of heating surface should be
provided , viz., 75 sq . ins. In arriving at this con
clusion we have dealt with practically all the
considerations which occur in working out the
design except allowing for the losses due to friction .

or nearly if cubic ins. of water perminute ; but the
reader should remember that two of the boilers

Herein lies another difficulty ,butwe will attempt to
grapple with it in a future article.
(To be continued .)

are locomotive boilers working under the ordinary

r
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ISOMETRIC drawing is an easy and effective
I method of producing approximate perspective
views, especially in cases when the object to
be represented does not exist in reality , but is given ,
perhaps, by working drawings in ordinary rectan
gular projection . The facts that in isometric

drawing all the straight lines are measured by the
8

6 , 1906 .

When two of the three dimensions are measured
by the same scale, and the third by a different one,
the projection becomes dimetric ; of such there are,
of course, also any number possible ; but there is
one that is very easily handled and that yields
very satisfactory pictures. In this particular
dimetric projection the ratios of the scales are
1 : 1 : 1, and the angles that the projections of the
lengths and breadths of the object form with the

Dimetric Projections.

-- : -

er

Decemb

vertical are such that their cotangents are $ and 1
respectively , so that they
may very easily be con
8 " .. - .
structed . Mr. Peter Palmer ,

-

in the American Machinist,

describes an appliance he
had made some time ago
consisting of a quadrangle
embodying the above angles
and a right angle. A sketch
of the instrument is given

herewith , together with
perspective views showing
its application .
Tomake the object appear
full-size in the perspective
view the unit of scale em
ployed for the same should
be to the unit of the scale by
which the actual object is
measured as 1 : 94 ; in the
same manner as the scale
employed in an isometric

drawing is to the actual
scale as is 1 : 82. A pair of
proportional dividers are used
to advantage. As an iso
metric drawing, circles, of

00
9.

course, appear as ellipses.
The centres of the circular
arcs approximating these are

casily located with the help
of the instrument, as will

appear from the accompany
ing sketches.

SCALES FOR BLACKSMITHS
AND FORGERS. - A handy
little instrument, which
will be found of use to
blacksmiths and forgers , and

known as Watson' s Draw
ing-down

and

Staving

Scales, is being introduced
by Messrs. Longmans, Green
and Co., 39, Paternoster
Row , London , E .C . The
scales are printed on cellu
loid and neatly bound together in book form ,

DIMETRIC PROJECTIONS.
same scale, and that the ordinary 30 degs, triangle
is used , are undeniable advantages of the method.
On the other hand , it will be admitted that isometric
views always look awkward and unnatural. Views

being four in number ; their use is for reckon
ing the allowance required for drawing down
a bar to smaller dimensions, or finding the
allowance for staving to larger sizes. The respective
scales are for (1) round to round and square to
square ; (2 ) square to round ; (3) round to square ;
( 4) flats, opposite which , tables are given for use
with the scale . Examples and instructions are
supplied with each scale ; the published price

that appear to the observer much closer approxima
tions of true perspectives can be made by choosing
different scales for the length , breadth , and height
of the object with corresponding angles. If a
different scale is used for each of the three dimen

sions the projection is called a trimetric one, and
evidently there are any number of such possible.

1

is 2s, 6d .

-

--

-

-

- -
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that is, volts multiplied by amperes, which is really

How It Works.

pressure multiplied by movement. If we could
obtain any amount of electricity from a dynamo

VII. - A Dynamo

by merely overcoming the friction caused by rotat

By A . W . M .

ing the armature, we should be obtaining energy
for nothing. This is against natural laws, and
cannot be accomplished . We can change the form
of energy, but not produce it except by the expendi

(Continued from page 515.)
CROM the foregoing explanations the reader

T
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ture of work in some form or other. A dynamo
is really a machine for converting mechanical
energy into electrical energy . For every unit

will understand that a dynamo generates

electricity by means of inductive action
and not by mechanical friction. The metal or
carbon brushes which are so frequently used ,
and which rub upon the cylindrical part called the
commutator or collector ring, only act as sliding

contacts to enable the current to flow through
the windings and external circuit of lamps, etc.
They do not assist in generating either voltage

or current; the friction set up by therubbing action
between the brush and commutator or collector

-

7

ring causes a heating effect,but nothing more. The
electric sparks which sometimes appear at the tips

of the brushes are the result of imperfect collection
Many people have thought that a very small

-

N

of current, and in the nature of a fault.

amount of power must be required to merely rotate
the armature of a dynamo, even when giving cur

rent, as no mechanical friction beyond the small
amount at the bearings and brushes and air re
sistance at the surface has to be overcome. The
magnetism is invisible, but even taking it into
consideration , there seemsno reason why it should
ture conductor wires as they pass across themagnet
poles. And , in fact, it does not do so if no current

offer much opposition to the movement of the arma

FIG . 10 .

is being taken from the armature circuit. One

supply an equivalent quantity of mechanical
energy in the form of horse-power applied to the
moving part, plus an extra amount to make up
for the energy lost by mechanical, electrical, and

of electrical energy taken from the dynamo wemust

might therefore conclude that any amount of

magnetic friction in the dynamo itself. This extra
energy is the cost which we have to pay for the
conversion of the one form into the other. We,
therefore, do not gain directly , but actually lose ,
in generating electricity by a dynamo ; any ad
vantage is indirect and due to the particular use
which the electricity is required for.
When an electric current flows in a coil of wire
it produces a flow of magnetism , as indicated by
the lines in Fig . 9 . It is thus in effect an electro

=

magnet (see " How It Works: An Electric Motor,”
THE MODEL ENGINEER, January 4th , 1906 ). If
an iron core is inserted in the coil (see Fig . 10 ), it
will take the same polarity as produced by the flow
of magnetism in Fig . 9. The flow of magnetism
will follow curved paths, as indicated by the small
diagrams B , Figs. 9 and 10 , leaving at one side of
the coil and returning to the other, but we need

=

only be concerned with that portion which is flowing
in approximately straight lines through the coil.
The iron simply acts as a carrier for themagnetism ,

Fig . 9.

and being a better conductor of magnetism
than air the magnetising power of the coil is
increased and a greater flow produced . Therefore
the flow of current in the dynamo conductor in

electricity could be obtained by providing enough

which current is being generated will produce

driving power to overcome mechanical friction ,

a flow ofmagnetism in addition to that proceeding
from the magnet.

and only using armature conductors large enough

and sufficiently numerous to give the voltage and
current desired .
The electrical output of a dynamo, however,

represents energy or work , expressed as watts,

•

In Fig. 11 the rectangle of copper wire shown
in Fig. 7 is being rotated in the stream ofmagnetism
produced by such a magnet as that of Fig. 5 - in the
direction indicated by the curved arrows. It is
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at the position when the rate of change in the num

In whatever way you change the direction of rota

ber of lines embraced is at a maximum .

tion or the poles of the magnet, this resistance to
themovement ofthe conductorswill appear. There
comes into operation a natural law which says that
the flow of current generated in the rotating con

The current

generated in the rectangle produces a flow of

magnetism indicated by the vertical lines, the
polarity being, as marked by the letters N S .
This flow of magnetism will rotate with the rect
angle, and follow its movement.
The poles of themagnet will act upon the magnetic

ductor will always be in such a direction as to pro
duce an opposition to the movement. If we stop
the flow by cutting the rectangle, as in Fig . 8 ,

poles of the flow of magnetism produced by the

current in the rectangle according to the law of
action between magnetic poles. This is as follows :
Unlike poles attract, like poles repel. The S pole

produced by the rectangle will thus be attracted
by the N pole and repelled by the S pole of the
magnet through half a revolution. The N pole
produced by the rectangle will be attracted by the
S pole and repelled by the N pole of the magnet

through this same half of a revolution. The direc
tion in which the rectangle is being rotated is indi
cated by the curved arrows. The action between
all of the magnetic poles is , therefore, tending
to oppose themovement, and sufficient forcemust be
applied to overcome it if the rectangle is to continue
to rotate. It is on account of this resistance
to rotation that power beyond that required to
overcome the mechanical friction must be applied
to the moving part of a dynamo.rectangle

and the
The current flowing in the
the electrical energy generated by means of the
dynamo. The strength of the magnetic poles
induced voltage which causes it to flow represent

produced by the rectangle will vary according to
the magnitude of the current flowing through it.

. The resistance to the movement will; therefore, be
in proportion to the quantity of electrical energy
being generated . In this way the power applied to

mechanical friction , but because some power will

FIG . 13.
the opposition will disappear, and the only power
needed is that required to overcome the mechanical
friction . Every dynamo thus requires at least

be required to overcome the resistance which the

as much mechanical energy supplied to it as elec

conductors themselves offer to the passage of the
Till III SIIllili
Illllllllllila
GREATIZA

tricity given out from its terminals.
of copper is the basis of
The simple rectangle
winding dynamo armatures .

generate the electricity must be at least suffi
cient to balance the amount of electricity produced .
As already mentioned , an additional amount of

power must be supplied , not only on account of

Utiin

Fig . 11.
current, and also some loss of energy which takes
place incidental to the magnetic flow where it passes
through iron .
If we reverse the direction of rotation, the direc
tion of the flow of current in the rectangle will
immediately reverse. The magnetic poles pro
duced by it will be reversed by the change so that
the resistance to the movement continues to exist.
Each time the rectangle reaches a vertical position
so that its flow of magnetism is in line with that
of the magnet, the direction of current reverses.
The N pole , which was being repelled in Fig. 11,
thus changes to S,and is attracted by the magnet ;
the S pole changes to N , and is also attracted .

all the systems of

Obviously, it is not of strong mechanical construc
tion, as shown in the diagrams, in which it is only
intended as illustrating the primitive idea of a
dynamo. Ifwemounted the rectangle upon a solid
cylinder fixed upon the shaft (see Fig . 12), the me
chanical strength is much improved , and we begin
to obtain a really practical form of construction .
In fact, a group of similar rectangles properly
arranged upon such a cylinder will constitute the
well-known and much -used drum pattern armature,
which is merely a development of that in Fig . 12 .
Each rectangle may consist of a coil of many
turns of insulated copper wire, and form one element
of a system of winding. The object of having a
number of turns is to increase the voltage. In
Fig . 13 such a coil is shown ; the arrows indicate
the direction of the voltage and flow of current.
As this is in one direction at the side nearest the
S pole and in the opposite direction at the side
nearest the N pole, the effect is cumulative, the
voltage of each side being added to that of the other ,
just as a number of battery cells can be connected
in series. The greater the number of turns, there .
fore, the higher will be the voltage produced by
the one complete coil. The flow of current, how
ever, must be the same as that carried by a single
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wire, as, though the number of turns is increased,

the current has only the same area of conductor
to flow through . As the turns pass the respective
poles the magnetism acts upon each turn simul
taneously , and the total voltage produced by the
coil is obtained as one effect.
If it is desired to increase the output of current
instead of increasing the voltage, the turns of wire
which constitute the coilmay be arranged in parallel.
That is, each turn is a separate insulated conductor,
but all the commencing ends and all the finishing
ends respectively are joined together (see Fig. 14 ).
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as representing three voltages forcing one current
through the coil. Fig. 14 may be regarded as

representing three voltages forcing three flows of
the coil. The final result is the
current through amount
electrical energy pro
of
same as regards
duced . In Fig . 13 it is in the form of higher pressure

and low current ; in Fig. 14 it is in the form of low
pressure and large current. The designer would

By this means the voltage produced in the con
ductors are not added together, and the total voltage
is only equal to that of one turn . But there are
now three separate paths open through which the
current can flow ; it can therefore be three times
the amount which may be carried by one turn .

The arrows indicate the direction of both voltage
and current.

If we assume that the voltage produced in each
conductor is 10 volts, then a complete turn will
produce 20 volts (the wire at the end is considered
to be inactive and only serves to connect the ends
of the conductors which are under the influence of
the magnetic poles). If the wire is of such a size
that it can carry a current of 5 amps., then one
turn will give an output of 20 volts 5 amps. — that
is, 100 watts . If we use a coil of three turns and
connect them in series, as in Fig . 13, the voltage
produced will be 60 , but the current 5 amps., as
the same current flows through each turn . The

output of the coil will be 300 watts. Ifwe connect
the turns in parallel, as in Fig . 14, the voltage pro

Fig . 14 .

duced will be that equal to one turn , viz., 20 volts.,
select the arrangement which would meet the pur
pose for which the current was required . The re
sistance to the driving power already referred to
would be equal for either coil, as the number
given by multiplying the number of amperes of
flow by the number of turns in series is equal in
each case. We may regard Fig. 13 as three turns
of 5 amps. each and Fig . 14 as one turn of 15 amps.,
that is, 15 amps. turns total in either armature .

Air and all substances in general, except iron and
steel, are very bad conductors of magnetism . If
a magnet has to send its magnetism across a gap
of air between the poles it will not produce such a
strong flow as if the gap was filled with iron . The

resistance of the air (all insulating materials and
common metals except iron and steel are considered
as equal to air in this respect) will prevent the
magnet from producing its maximum magnetic
power. On this account the dynamo designer

endeavours as far as practicable to provide an iron
There must be a certain amount of air space at
the poles through which the conductors can move,

path through which the magnetism can flow .
Fig . 13.
but the current will be 15 amps, because each wire
is capable of carrying 5 amps. As the ends of the
turns are joined together these currents unite and
flow as one current from the dynamo. The output

of the coil will be 20 volts x 15 amps. = 300 watts,
as before. Each turn contributes to the total flow .
The voltage remains equal to that of one turn ;
it represents pressure, and not flow . The pressure
between P and N , Fig. 14 , would remain unaltered
if two turnswere removed . Fig . 13may be regarded

but the remainder of the intervening length from
pole to pole can be filled with iron . For example ,
in Fig . 12, the cylinder or drum upon which the
conductors are fixed may be of iron , themagnetism
would then only have two short spaces of air
resistance between the cylinder and the poles to
overcome. The fact that the iron cylinder rotates

with the conductors does not interfere with the
passage of the magnetism or its effect upon the
conductors ; it is merely a question of mechanical
convenience whether the iron is fixed or rotated .
The conductors may be wound into grooves

in the iron without prejudice to the inductive
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action of the magnetism upon them . By this
method the air space between the iron and the
magnet-poles can be reduced to a minimum . Fig .
15 shows this plan adapted to a single coil of con
ductors ; this particular pattern is called the
Siemens' H or shuttle armature, after its inventor,
and from the resemblance to a weaver's shuttle
or to a letter H wound with wire.

Fig . 15.
The resistance of the air space can be further

reduced by increasing the area of the magnetic
poles, because the magnetism is not so much com
pressed . The less the density per unit of area
the more easily it can pass through the path pro
vided for it, whether of air or iron . The poles are
therefore frequently spread out or cut so that the
surface presented to the armature is comparatively
large. Fig . 16 shows a magnet with its poles shaped
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The “ Model Engineer " Speed
Boat Competition , 1906 .
General Conditions.
THE entries for this Competition will be divided
T

into two classes. Class A will include all
boats over 4 ft. 6 ins. and up to 7 ft. in length ,
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water line. Each boat must be
timed over a total distance of not less than 300
yards, which may be divided into separate trips of
not less than 100 yards each . At starting each
trip , power must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars
given . The exact length of the course must be
measured , and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip. These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised
Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club ,
who must have been present at the trials. In
addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum
marised as follows:
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats
beating previous records.
SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat,pro
vided 'speed is not less than 4 miles per
hour.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class B to the second fastest

boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.
If in Class A the performance of the first
boat does not surpass that attained in pre
vious competitions, then the highest awards will
be Bronze Medals and certificates respectively .
The number of competitors interested in any one
boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited

to two. A signed declaration is required, giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certificate of performance.
Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which
have an average speed record of not less than five

and -a -half miles per hour ; and to Class B vessels
with an average speed of not less than four miles
Fig . 16 .

in this way to embrace a shuttle armature. The
diagram clearly shows the electro -magnet form
of the armature ; the opposition offered to the driv
ing power by the attraction and repulsion effect
of the magnetic poles already referred to is also
indicated . The Ñ poles will produce repulsion

between themselves, but attract S poles. The
latter will produce

repulsion between themselves,

but attract N poles ; the resulting effect being to

oppose the direction of rotation indicated by the
curved arrow .

(To be continued.)

- - -- -- --

per hour.
The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906 .

COMPARATIVE tests of hot-water and electrical
Company show a considerable saving by the use
of the latter, with current costing under i cent.
per unit.
* JUNIOR INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS. - Under
arrangements kindly made by Mr. A . L . C . Fell ,
M .I.E .E ., Chief Officer of the London County
Council Tramways, a visit to the Council's elec
tricity generating station at Greenwich was paid
by this Institution on November 17th , and was
numerously attended .
heating apparatus by the Chicago City Railway
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Locomotive Notes.
By CHAS. S . LAKE.
A CURIOUS LOCOMOTIVE.

The remarkable-looking locomotive illustrated
on this page was built by the American Locomotive
Company, at their Rhode Island Works, for the
Mexican Central Railroad, being one of an order
for three engines to the same design and proportions.

It is constructed on what is known as Johnstone's
annular compound system , and has eight cylinders

four to each engine ; that is to say, there are two
high-pressure cylinders, one on each side of the
engine at both ends, each high -pressure cylinder
being set inside a low -pressure cylinder. Each
low -pressure cylinder has two piston -rods, and these

150

latter are arranged as bogies, capable of independent
movement, and the driving mechanism consists
of an ingenious arrangement of rods and levers,
which operate as follows : — Each crosshead is
pivoted to a lever, to the lower end of which one
connecting-rod is attached , whilst a link is pivoted
to the upper extremity of the lever, by which means
is driven another lever, the latter being fulcrumed
on the frame of the engine. In this way the wheels
are driven by double connecting-rods acting at
angles of 180°.
The cylinders are secured to the rigid framework ,

RAILROAD
.CENTRAL
MLOCOMOTIVE
EXICAN
,COMPOUND
CYLINDER
EIGHT

and two sets of six -coupled driving wheels. These

and the corresponding high -pressure piston -rod are

connected to one crosshead .

The engines of this design are stated to have given
any time, so far as can be ascertained , extended to

other railways. They were specially built for
hauling heavy goods trains on 3 per cerit. grades
and over 18° curves, and they were instrumental

,D.
CLASS

150

good working results, but their use has never at

in getting a good deal of double heading dispensed
with .
The dimensions of the locomotive are, unfor.
tunately, not obtainable, but it is evident that the
OST

A LOCOMOTIVE ULTIMATUM .
It was only in the last issue of these notes that

the writer drew attention to the fact that the Great
Northern Railway of America had recently become
possessed of the latest edition of the “ largest
locomotive in the world ,” but the distinction is, it
appears, only to be a fleeting one. The Erie Rail

ME
NTCARAL
CEXI

D.
CLASS

engine must be an exceedingly powerful one.

road are now going one better. They have on order
a huge Mallet articulated compound, which is
being built by the American Locomotive Company
for freight service on the Susquehanna division of
the line. This ponderous locomotive is to have
two sets of eight-coupled wheels, 4 ft. 3 ins. diameter ;
high-pressure cylinders, 25 ins. by 28 ins. ; and
low pressure cylinders, 39 ins. by 28 ins. The cab

is to be situated over the barrel of the boiler in
advance of the rear engine. Walschaerts valve
gear is specified , and the following are some
additional leading dimensions :
Total heating surface, 6 , 108 sq. ft.

POM

Grate area, 100 sq . ft.
Steam pressure, 215 lbs.
Tractive effort, 98,000 lbs.
Total engine wheelbase, 39 ft. 2 ins.
Rigid wheelbase, 14 ft. 3 ins.

2
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Weight of engine in working order, 183 tons ;
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The Working of Submarine

engine and tender in working order,

Telegraphic Apparatus.

256 tons.

This must surely be a very near approach to an
ultimatum in locomotive construction.

By STEWART BETTS.

New CALEDONIAN LOCOMOTIVES .

(Continued from page 498.)

Mr. J . F . McIntosh , locomotive engineer of the
Caledonian Railway , has designed yet another
class of 4 – 6 – 0 type locomotives, the first of
which has just left the St. Rollox Works, Glasgow .
Ten engines
of the same proportions are at present
buildin
g.
The main characteristics of the other 4 – 6 – 0

THE mechanical action may be explained as fol

lows: Referring to Fig. 4, the two levers, I
levers and contacts of the ordinary key. In the
sketch the levers are not shown side by side for
the sake of clearness, but in the actual instru
ment they are side by side, as in the case of the key.

and 2, carry contacts which correspond to the

type Caledonian engines are preserved in this latest

They are pivoted at their centres, and at the same
end of each a small roller mounted on a spring
(S1, S2, Fig . 4 ) controls their movements. Above
them are two arms, Ai and A2. At the same end

series, but the dimensions differ in many important
respects from those of the other locomotives of the
same general type.
The cylinders are inside the frames and drive the
crank axle of the leading coupled wheels, as in all
Mr. McIntosh 's engines. The valve gear is

of each of these is pivoted a vertical steel pin or
plunger, which rise exactly equidistant one on each
side of a small toothed wheel. Above the toothed
wheel is a jockey roller. The teeth engage with
slots cut in the circumference of the jockey roller ,
and on each side are grooves which allow free move
ment to the plungers. The distance between
the toothed wheel and the two plungers corresponds
exactly to the distance between the centre line of
holes and the dot and dash holes of the perforated

Stephenson's actuating slide-valves between the
cylinders, and steam reversing gear is employed .
The engine is equipped with Westinghouse air
brake fittings, and also has an ejector and through
vacuum brake pipe. The design is for passenger
service, and with the dimensions employed this

new series of engines should prove extremely

useful on the many difficult sections comprised in
the Caledonian Railway Company's system . For

slip . The small toothed wheel meshes exactly in the
centre holes of the slip, and with the assistance of

OF CALEDONIAN RAILWAY (4 - 6 - 0 TYPE )
TABLE SHOWING LEADING DIMENSIONS
LOCOMOTIVES
DESIGNED BY MR. J. F . MCINTOSH , Locomotive Superintendent, St. Rollox.

ins .

1902

Bogie

Wheels
Diameter

Coupled
Wheels
Diameter

ft. ins. ft.
3 6 | 5

Total Heating Grate
Area Working
| Surface
of
Pressure
Boiler !

1903

1906
(Goods)
1906
(Passenger)
1906

201

Loaded

Adhesion
Weight

lbs . per

ins.

0

sq. ft.
1, 950

3 6 6 6

2,400

3 6

2,018

sq . in .

t. c.

t. c.

175
200

57 8

42 17

2,400

200

61 15 0 53 1 0

2,178

180

(Passenger )

(Passenger)

Weight
of
Engine

5 0

6

(Passenger)
convenience of reference, a table is provided , in
which are set forth the leading dimensions of each
of the 4 - 6 - 0 type engines now working on the
Caledonian Railway. Although there is very little
variation in the dimensions in some respects, a
difference, nevertheless, exists between each of the
separate classes of engines.
In the November number of The Magazine of
Commerce the series entitled “ What Shall we do
with our Boys ” is continued . The second article ,
which describes The London Telegraph Training

College, is reprinted separately, accompanied by
some half - tone illustrations of apparatus and
various departments of the college.

sq . ft.
20-63

0

Stroke

0 0

Piston

Diameter

0.
ooo

Cylinders

o e

Year When
Built

4.

53 8 2

oo 50 00

the jockey roller draws it through the instru
ment. The plungers negotiate the dot and dash
holes and the electrical action, as explained later,
By a system of spur gear, cams, and pawls,
an oscillating movement is given to arms AI and
A2. They oscillate in unison with each other ,
and a vertical movement is communicated to their
respective plungers. By suitable ratios of teeth
in the spur gear this movement is so timed that,
whenever a tooth of the small - toothed wheel
is in full mesh , the plungers are at the maximum
of their up -stroke, and in perfect alignment
with the tooth . The movement of the plungers
and their attached arms being partially controlled
by springs, it is only when a dot or dash hole occurs
in the slip that the respective plunger rises through
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it and allows sufficient movement of its attached
arm to strike the lever beneath and cause it to snick
past Si or S2, and to make contact with either
C3 or C4, as the case may be. We may point out
that Li and L2 rest normally against Ci and C2,
and when no slip is passing, Li and L2 move to
gether backwards and forwards with no electrical
result . It is only when one moves over and the
other is held against the normal contact that circuit
is completed . The slip is sufficiently tough to check
the upward movement of either plunger when no
dot or dash hole is present. It will be seen the
arms Ai and A2 act very much in the same way
as the fingers when signalling on an ordinary lever
our attention to the auxiliary key .
We now turn

nicety. By disconnecting one of the contacts,
a current of one sign only is sent into cable or
earth , and consequently when no curbing or “ plain ”
signalling is required ,theabove disconnection is made.
Power is obtained from an electro -magneto
motor, situate in the base of the instrument.
The speed of the motor is keptasnormal as possible
by a centrifugal governor, which controls the circuit
of the current, feeding the motor somewhat in the
sameway as the governor of a steam engine controls
the supply of steam to the cylinders.
The above description of this interesting instru
ment leaves out many details, but I trust some idea
may be gained of its main features.
" Duplex ” working is employed on nearly all
cables. By “ Duplex " working is meant that the
stations at each end can send and receive on the
same cable at the same time without interfering
with each other's currents. This state of affairs
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3. The connections show that it is this lever
which introduces currents of opposite sign , bymeans
of C5 and C6 , which are joined to opposite ends
of the divided battery. The lower end of this
lever bent at right angles forms a pawl resting
on the cam . This cam consists of one cylinder
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Fig . 4 . - DIAGRAMS OF TRANSMITTING APPARATUS FOR SUBMARINE TELEGRAPHY.
superposed on another. A skew -shaped slot is 1 is brought about by means of the “ Wheatstone
cut from the outside cylinder ; one side of the slot
bridge " principle. Fig. 5 shows the theoretical
is straight, the other side curved .
diagram of a cable duplexed . Provided balance
Lever 3, its pawl, and contacts C5 and C6 , are
is maintained , currents sent to cable or earth by
all mounted on an ebonite block , which by means
station A will not affect A 's recorder coil , but
of feed -screw and milled head can be moved bodily
along the length of cam . Therefore, the pawl
may bear on any point of the cam throughout its
length , as desired . A glance at the sketch will
show that one revolution of cam will cause L3
10 strike first one and then the other of the two
contacts C5 and C6 ; and the speed of the cam is
so timed that these two contacts are made during
the period of depression of either Li or L2. Hence
it follows that whenever a dot or dash occurs on
the moving slip , a current first of one sign then
of another is sent to the cable or earth as the case
may be. As the position of the pawl on the cam
alters the relative duration of L3 on contacts

C5 and C6 , the duration of the current forming the
signal and the current of opposite sign , which pro
duces the curbing effect, may be adjusted to a

will influence the coil at station B , and vice versa .
The “ artificial lines," whose function is to balance
the cable , must reproduce as nearly as possible

the exact conditions apparent in the cable. They
must represent the actual resistance of the cable
core and the capacity of the cable, and currents
passing into the “ artificial lines " must experience
the retardation due to induction which the cable
likewise offers.
The construction of the “ artificial line " is as
follows : - A zig -zag strip of tinfoil is placed between
sheets of paraffined paper, and outside are placed
whole sheets of tinfoil. This, wemay say, forms a
unit. Several units are joined together, the zig -zag
strips end to end, and the exterior sheets one

to another and earth ; therefore, we obtain the
resistance in series of zig -zag strips and the inductive
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action between them and their respective outer
sheets. The zig-zag strip represents the core of
the cable, the paraffined paper the guttapercha
insulation of the cable , and the outer sheets the

surfaces on which terminals are mounted , and the
faulty insulation of batteries and apparatus used ,
all cause variations in thebalance, and it is surprising

sheathing and sea water surrounding the cable.
The condensers placed in the system are to assist
in balancing the capacity of the cable and accumu
late the charges, and produce the sharp impulses

what a small fault in one of the above cases will
seriously disturb the balance. .
The cable itself will develop faults. Corrosion
of the core (somewhat in the nature of chemical

explained before .

In the event of either station sending, if the

action ), fish -bites, fish -hooks, the exudances of
shellfish , etc., the borings of the teredo and other

balance is out a disturbance of their coil will take

marine inhabitants, the strain caused by currents,

place ; and it is evident that in some point of their
artificial line or their end of the whole system
occurs a different ratio of resistance or capacity ,
to a point equidistant or thereabouts on the cable.

and at times the fouling of ship ' s anchors (although

to damp weather and causing leakage over insulating

the cables are laid away from the anchorage as
much as possible, the cable field near shore marked

by buoys where necessary ) — all tend to lessen the
liſc of the cable ; and it is theduty of those in charge

If the disturbance is in the nature of a “ jar," it
is reasonable to suppose that the point of unequal

to locate such cases and the cable ships to

ratio cannot be very far along the length of the

repair.
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Fig . 5.--DIAGRAM OF A DUPLEXED Cable TRANSMITTER.
artificial line, as the less retardation due to induc
tion the sharper the impulse produced by the cur
rents causing the disturbance. If the disturbance

All data referring to the electrical condition is

opens up a wide field for investigation , and at times
theoretical considerations do not produce the
desired result. Therefore, no hard -and- fast rule
can be laid down ; experience enters largely into

carefully kept,before and after laying, and periodical
tests of the C .R . (copper resistance, or resistance
of the core) and D .R . (di electric resistance , or insu
lation resistance of the guttapercha ) are made
in order to see that the cable is keeping up to its
maximum condition . Faults such as the partial
fracture of the core, teredo borings, fish bites , etc .,
develop slowly at times, and their presence is
apparent by the difficulty in maintaining balance .
It will be seen such faults present some difficulty
in locating, and very often faults quite close present
more difficulties than those further away.
Themeasurement of the C .R ., D . R ., and capacity
of the cable presentmeans of locating the position
of breaks or faults in the cable by comparison of the
results obtained when faulty with those obtained
when the cable was sound . It will be seen how
useful correct electrical data of the cablemay prove

this work . Sufficient to say, such causes as the

in cases of localising faults , etc.

assumes a " wave ” forin , it is reasonable to suppose
that the currents are passing through a greater
length of the system before they reach the point
of unequal ratio, and through having to overcome
greater inductive retardation the disturbing im
pulses are not so sharp . Roughly speaking, there
fore, a " jar " in the balance should be remedied
by adjustments at the near or home end of the arti
ficial line, and a “ wave " at the other or further end.
It is always desirable to have the conditions

as uniform as possible at the stations at each end
of the cable. It will be seen the question of balance

faulty insulation of the recorder coil, moisture due

(To be continued .)
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Notes on Sheet Metal Work .
By “ TUBAL CAIN JUNIOR ."

(Concluded from page 520 .)
The FormATION OF CURVED SURFACES IN SHEET
METAL.
To the worker who really takes an interest in
the production of an article - I mean who
is interested in the process apart from the
result — this branch of sheet metal work will prove
most fascinating. Curved surfaces may be divided
into two classes - ( 1) those curved in one direction
only , such as a cylinder ; or (2) those curved in
two directions, such as a sphere.
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tions and not in one length from A . Then join C .
to B , when the figure is complete. Should any
lap for jointing be required , it must be added as
C D B . Now suppose that if, instead of coming
to a point at the apex, the cone is wanted with a
hole in the top, or in other words is truncated . The
piece to be cut away is found by developing it as
a little cone as before, as EF, except that in this
case no calculation is required to determine the
length set off on the circle , this being given directly
by the line C B . In this way all conical surfaces
are developed, except where the taper is slight, as,
for instance, a locomotive chimney . This might
have a taper of perhaps an inch or so per foot, and
the distance from the base to the apex of such a
cone would be so great as to be unworkable. There
are many methods for obtaining the curve of base
in such cases, some being absolutely correct, and
some “ near enough.” We may, perhaps, venture
to give one of each . The first is a geometric
method known as Fyfe 's. Let ABCD (Fig . 9 )
represent the section of the chimney, which is
drawn very much more obtuse than it should be,
to save space. Draw H J parallel to B C at a
distance from B C of rather less than half F B ,

Fig . 8.

FIG. 7.

Jou

The first class can be formed from the sheet by
cutting the piece to shape and bending, a good
example being an ordinary tun -dish . The second
class cannot be so produced , .but results from a

careful stretching of certain parts of the sheet, a
fair example being the bell of a coach horn or
military bugle.
The first group are always dealt with in the
workshop by a geometrical process known as
development. That is, the required shape is set
out by imagining the article cut and flattened out.
Of the various forms in ordinary engineering use,

A, Az As

.

| J IL
Fig . 9.

a .
FIG . 10.
and at the same distance from F G and parallel
to it draw KL. These lines intersect at M ,
which is equally distant from F G and BC.
With M as centre and M B as radius draw
an arc cutting F G at Q , and from the same
centre with radius MC cut f G at R . It can be
proved that these are two points on the required
curve, but it is not necessary to inflict the proof
on our readers. More points can be found by divid
ing A F and GD into the same number of equal
parts and joining them by radiating lines, so
forming a number of similar cones which can be
treated precisely as before. This is shown to the
left of the figure. Starting at A , A , can be found,
and so on , the points D , D ,, etc., being found

by construction or by making A D = A ,, D = A ,
that most frequently met with is the cone, generally ,

D ., , etc.

however, more or less truncated . Let us take a

Another section of the chimney can then be
laid down on A D or BC, and the curves continued

simple case.

To develop a sheet of metal, which

will, when rolled up, produce such a cone asABC
(Fig . 7 ), take A B along the edge of a plate equal to
the side of the cone (Fig. 8). With Bas centre strike
the circle AHD. Then lay off along this circle
by short bits, a length equal to the diameter of the
base AC, multiplied by 22 and divided by 7.
Thus, if the diameter A Č be 34 ins. the distance to
be set off will be
34 X 22 - 77 = 11 ins.
7

It isevident thatthismust be set off in short por. I

diameter
till they are equal to the .
the lap for jointing , if any.

x 22 mise

| 22 plus

One of the less accurate methods is as follows:
The circumference of the top and bottom of the
chimney are worked out and set off as A B and
CD ( Fig. 10 ), a distance apart equal to the height
of the chimney, FG. BL and CK are drawn
perpendicular to the line B C at the points B and C
respectively. The two points on the curves sought
for are at Q and R , midway on H L and KG

n
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respectively . The curve can then be completed
in the following manner : Divide A B (Fig . II)
into any number of equal parts, so that there is
an equal number on either side of the centre line
Q F . At each of these points erect perpendiculars.
Join BQ and produce it to cut the perpendicular
drawn from A , as at X . Divide A X into the
same number of parts as A F has been divided
into and join these points to B . The inter

sections of the radiating lines with the per
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the shell it is to fit as twice the depth of the flange .
It will be best for the amateur to work it up on a
hardwood disc, as a metal disc in inexperienced
hands is likely to give trouble. Make no attempt

to bend up one bit very far. It must be done
very gradually, working round all the time, and the
metal must be kept very soft. The best way is
to clamp the plate and wood disc together in the
vice, changing their position as the exposed cir

ULLE

cumference is worked round. For all such hammer
work , the secret of success lies in keeping the
metal quite soft. Repeated annealings will do
no harm to brass and copper, as they would to steel,
and much vexation of spirit can be saved .

Prize Competition .
Fig . II.

pendiculars give the points on the curve. Having

thus briefly dealt with the first class of curved sur
faces, we may pass on to the second , which , as
already stated , cannot be produced by the bending
of a flat sheet. As a simple case we might take

the lower part of a chimney top (Figs. 12 and 13). In
actual practice this would be formed from a short
truncated cone hammered to shape, but for smaller
work is just as easily got out of a piece of tubing of
the same diameter as the smaller end of the ring.
Having thoroughly softened it, fix a steel bar of
diameter rather less than the curve A B in the vice
to serve as an anvil. Lay the end of the tube on
this, and using the round pene of a small hammer,
work all round the inside, striking the blows as at
Fig . 13. Having* gone round, turning the tube all
the time, it will be found that the end has become
slightly trumpet shape. The hammering is con
tinued , watch being kept for any sign of hardening

or cracking in the tube, till in a very short time
the required shape is obtained. Should even a
minute crack appear, the end of the tube must
be filed away till it is below the crack , and then

Competition No. 42. - A Prize of Two Guineas
will be awarded to the reader sending the best
design for a model marine boiler to suit a racing
boat measuring 5 ft. 6 ins. to 7 ft. long, with a
maximum beam of 7 ins. The drawings should
be accompanied by a short article describing the
construction of the boiler (about 1,000 words), and
should indicate how the boiler is to be arranged
in the boat. Particulars of the necessary pipe lines
and firing arrangements should also be included .
. GENERAL CONDITIONS.
· 1. All articles should be written in ink on one
of the paper only.
side
. 2. Any drawings which may be necessary should
be in good black ink on white Bristol board . No
coloured lines or washes should be used. The
dråwings should be full size for the model, and
small details double full size. !
3. The copyright of all photographs' entered in
connection with any competition must be the .
sender' s own property , and a signed statement to
this effect must accompany same.
4 . The copyright of the prize articles to be
the property of the proprietor of THE MODEL

ENGINEER, and the decision of the Editor to be
accepted as final.

5 . The Editor reserves the right to print the
whole or any portion of an unsuccessful article

which he may think worthy of publication , upon
the understanding that remuneration is given at
the Editor's discretion in proportion to the length
and merit of thematter used . **
6 . All competitions should be addressed to the
Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26 to 29 Poppin 's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C ., and should be

Steel bar

FIG . 12.

Fig . 13.

marked outside with the number of the Competition

for which they are intended . A stamped addressed
envelope should accompany all Competitions for
their return in the event of being unsuccessful. AU
MSS , and drawings should bear the sender's full
nameand address on the back. .

:

thoroughly softened again . A crack once formed
will go on extending unless it is cut clean away.
A professional coppersmith would work altogether

on the outside of the tube, but the reader can try
both and please himself.

.

It may be noted that the edge of any piece
which has to undergo prolonged hammering should
bemadeabsolutely smooth before beginning with the
hammer. The marks of a saw , or even a rough
file, are quite enough to start cracks when the
metal hardens under the hammer .
In certain cases it is possible to shorten or close
metal by the hammer, as for instance in a flanged
boiler end. This would be formed from a circular
plate of about as much greater diameter than

·

SEPARATING IRON AND BRASS FILINGS. - In doing

this the iron should be carefully divided from the
brass, since if melted together these metals do not
completely alloy, and some of the iron segregates
into very hard pellets. Where brass and irop turn
ings are dirty or greasy they are apt not to separate
so cleanly , and they ought to be washed with alkali
and dried . Magnetic sorting should be done with

magnets sufficiently powerful to admit of no doubt
as to the separation of the iron particles.
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The fittings include nine boats, two torpedo
tubes, engine -room skylight, two searchlights,
life belts, two anchors, sawn with a fretsaw out of
brass, and steering wheel, which works the rudder.

[ The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may de signed with a nom -de-plume if desired , but the full

name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached,

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

Making Leyden Jars.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , I notice in Mr. Bornhardt's con
tribution re making Leyden jars, he speaks of the
difficulty in obtaining suitable wide-mouthed bottles

for this purpose. I should like to say that for this
can be cut off bottles very easily with a red - hot
poker. It is best if pointed , and if any number are
required to be cut down, it would be best to make
two short pokers of k- in . iron rod , pointed at one
end and the other driven into a wood handle. Put
the pokers in fire and use them alternately as one
gets cool. Nick the bottle with a file at point it is
proposed to cut it off and hold the red -hot poker

purpose, and also for small battery jars, the tops

in nick ; it will generally be heard to click , showing
moisten the finger and touch the spot, which will
start it ; do not make your finger too wet and do
that it has cracked , but if it should not do so

not keep poker on too long. If the bottle is held

up to light, it will be seen that it has cracked about
in . under and in the same direction as file mark ;
then proceed to draw the poker round bottle about
in . in advance of crack , which will follow . With a
little practice it is possible to cut anything, from a
decanter to a medicine bottle. The sharp edges
must, of course , be ground off on a stone, using
plenty of water. — Yours truly ,
ARTHUR GREEN .
Leyton .

Model H . M . Scout “ Adventure ."
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.

DEAR SIR, - I send herewith photographs of my
model scout Adventure, which I thought might be
of interest to readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER.
It is built up ofwood, bread and butter fashion. The

Fig . 2: --FORWARD VIEW .
Having no metal- working tools , I bought the
different parts of machinery already finished . It
has twin screws, and will be driven

by two D .A . oscillating cylinders, in .
by i in ., the boiler being 9 ins. long ,
31 ins. diameter, furnace-tube i } ins.
diameter, with six cross-tubes in .
diameter, and will be fired by a ben
zoline blowlamp, as described in M . E .
Handbook No. 13.
It is painted slate colour above the
water-line, red below , and the deck
black. I may say that this is my first
attempt at making a model steamer.
A . SPIRE .
- Yours truly ,
Selhurst, S .E .

WATERPROOF GLUE. - A waterproof

Fig . 1. — MODEL H .M . Scout “ ADVENTURE ."
dimensions are as follows : - Length , 4 ft. 6 ins.;
beam , 6 ins. ; depth , 41 ins. ; draught, 21 ins.
It is intended to be a model of H .M . scout Adventure,
particulars of which were published in THE MODEL
ENGINEER for August 31st, 1905.

glue may be made from three parts
of gum shellac and one part of india
rubber , these being dissolved separately
in ether under the influence of heat, and the two

solutionsmixed and kept for a time in a sealed bottle.
Water, either hot or cold , and most acids and
alkalies will have no effect on this glue. - The Iron
Age .

r
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The Society ofModel Engineers.

Queries and Replies .

( Reports of meetings should te sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual

[Attention
especially
toof theQueries
first not
condition
givenwithbelowthe,
and
noisnotice
wiủ stated.
bedirected
taken Letters
complying
directions
therein
containing
Queries must
be

date of publication.)

London .
THE ninth Annual General Meeting of the

Society was held at the Cripplegate Insti
tute , Golden Lane, E .C ., on Tuesday,
November 20th , 1906, Mr. Herbert Sanderson
taking the chair at eight o'clock , and about forty
members being present.
The minutesof the eighth annual generalmeeting

were read and signed, and the report of the year's
work and accounts, showing the financial position ,
were presented and discussed, and deemed satis
factory, their adoption being moved by Mr. Clayton,
seconded by Mr. Hart, and carried unanimously .
The election of officers for the year was then
proceeded with , and resulted in Mr. Herbert
Sanderson , Mr. A . M . H . Solomon , Mr. Herbert
G . Riddle, and Mr. H . Hildersley being re-elected
to fill the offices of chairman and treasurer, vice
chairman, honorary secretary, and librarian re
spectively . The ballot for four places on committee
resulted
in Messrs. E . W . Payne, H . W . Greenfield ,
T. R . Welsman, and S . L . Solomon being elected .

The ballot for six places on Track Committee
resulted in Messrs. T. R . Welsman, H . Greenly ,
Jno. Wills, jun., W , B . Hart, P . Blankenburg ,
and E , W . Twining being elected , with Messrs.

C . OnJ. the
H . Street
H . Clayton
reserve.seconded
motionandofMr.
Percival inMarshall,
by Mr. Seldon, a very hearty vote of thanks was
passed to all members who had held office during
the past year.
On the motion ofMr. C . J . H . Street, that ladies
be permitted to participate in visits to works
when
practicable, a shortdiscussion arose on the sub
ject ; the Secretary stated that as many of the
parties had to be limited to a small number, ladies
could not be included, but he saw no objection
to their being allowed to participate in such visits
as were unlimited as to number. The motion

was put to the meeting in this form , and carried
by a show of hands.
The Secretary , reporting the difficulty experi
enced in obtaining permission to visit works, etc.,
on Saturday afternoons, it was suggested that there
might be sufficient members able to make visits
on other week-day afternoons to make a party ,
and a canvass of the members present showing this
to be so , .many places were suggested as being
interesting
The Chairman then announced the dates of future
at 9 .30 p . m .
FUTURE MEETINGS, ETC. - On Saturday, Decem

meetings and visits as under, and the meeting
terminated
ber 8th , a visit will be made to the Walthamstow

Electricity Works. Members wishing to partici
pate
should notify the secretary on orbefore Decem
ber 6th . No restriction as to number having been
made, ladies are invited to be present on the intro
duction of a member.

Friday, December 14th , the usual monthly

On
meeting will be held , and Mr. John O 'Neill will
the processes ofmoulding and casting,
demonstrate
- HERBERT G . RIDDLE, Hon. Secretary, 37 ,

Minard Road, Hither Green , S.E .

marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope * Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to
by post under the following conditions :- ( 1) Queries dealing
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back . (2) Queries should be accompanied,
wherever
possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. (3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also a " Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded. (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published . The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6 )
AH Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .

The tofollowing
recently :are selected from the Queries which hove been replied
(12,021] Metal “ Stopping." S. T . D . (Brockley) writes :
As a reader of your valuable little weekly, I shall be glad if you
metallic composition which can be worked in the form of a paste ,
when dry to set quite hard - say, as hard as lead - and, if possible,
to be applied cold ? It is to be put into a small mould .
Possibly the metallic amalgam used by dentists for stopping
decayed teeth will suit your purpose ; it acts in precisely the way
in
you describe. It can be obtained from the wholesale dealers
Company,
dental requisites, such as The Dental Manufacturing
Lexington Street, Golden Square, W ., and Messrs. Claudius Ash and

will give me the required information on : Do you know of any

“ News of the
Sons,
issue.Golden Square, w . See also
Trade"Broad
in thisStreet,
(12,023] Primary Batteries for Lighting a Study. S. B .
(Ilford) writes : Having been asked to instal the electric light (by
as to what
means of batteries) in a friend's study, I am in doubtquestion
, as
kind of cells to use. Bichromate cells are out of the
in . A
and
out
taking
zinc
the
trouble
of
he does not want the
writer in the B .O . P ., Vol. XV , recommends the Gassner dry cell
for working an electric bell, thus : “ It will ring a 3 -in , bell for
, and then having twenty
upwards of 286 hours without cessationthree
days more, and so on .
four hours ' rest, will go on for two or
until worn out." If you should want to refer, it is on page 669.
questions
following
: (1) Is a battery of
Could you answer me the
these cells suitable for lighting a small loop lamp for four hours
amperage ? ( 3 )
voltage
and
What
night
is
their
every
? ( 2)
Would a 6 c .- P . H . E . lamp take about 16 ' 5 watts ? ( 4 ) How long
approximately
? (5 ) How
battery
last,
at this rate would the
many hours, approximately , would one of these lamps last (sold
? (6 ) What is the amperage of a Fuller" cell ?
by( Whitney)
The Gassner dry cell is to some extent out of date now ,
having been superseded by others of superior merit, but dry cells
of any kind are useless for lighting lamps for more than a few
seconds or minutes at a time ; their chief use is for intermittent
working. ( 2) VoltageofGassner dry cell is about it volts ; amperes
depend upon size, about 1 amp. for periods of a few minutes may
be taken as a guide. ( 3 ) Depends upon the voltage, probably a
low voltage lamp would not require more than 15 watts. (4 ) Un
certain ; perhaps a dozen hours, but a 6 C.- P . lamp would soon run
dry cells down low , and you would have to switch off and let them
recover . (5 ) A first-rate lamp will last about 500 hours if worked
atits correct voltage, butsmall lamps vary very much . (6 ) Depends

upon the size of the cell ; about 2 amps. for a moderate size for
continuous work .

Charging

Cells. W . H . P .

Small
(16,931] Method of
and wish
(Longsight) writes : I am the possessor of small dynamo
that
to charge accumulator with it. I am given to understand volts
2t
than
provided
less
matter
it
is
not
voltage
not
does
the
per cell, so long as the amperes are correct. Is this so ? In
measuring this with pocket ammeter, is the ammeter to be connected
up in series with the accumulator or in parallel ? Can it be left
in continuously , or is it advisable to disconnect after an observation ?
Yes. The charging current is the one thing to look after. You
can predeterminewhat thatwillbe if you know the voltage of supply
and the resistance of cells and their back E . M . F ., but as these
figures are difficult to get at (sometimes it is inconvenient to test
for internalresistance ), you will be well advised to use the ammeter
and see positively what cells are getting . It should be placed in
series with the source of supply and the cells being charged . Rate
of charge depends on size of cells. Reckon 4 to 6 amps. per sq . ft.
of positive plate surface as maximum allowable. No harm in
keeping ammeter in circuit always.

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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( 16 ,829 ] Magnetic Effects . A . E . G . (Sheffield ) writes :
I should be much obliged if you would kindly help me with the
following : I wish to introduce the magnet into a little mystery

certain intervals.
the magnet attraction atbetween
trick, and have to cut glass,
the object
and thick paper
I have inserted brass,
to be attracted and the magnet, but find that it will penetrate any
of these. Would you please tell me what to use ?
Nothing will prevent the magnetic effect ; but you can perhaps
arrange to introduce a piece of iron so that the magnetic lines of
force flow into that instead of diverging in all directions, and so

affecting the object you do not wish to be attracted for the time
being.
(16,911) Telephone Connections.
G . L.
(Birkdale)
writes : I have nearly finished
making two sets of handH . combination
telephones, National Telephone standard style , with which I intend

to establish communication
mydining-room and
,
and am now writing to ask youbetween
to give me a little more help,kitchen
as you
have once or twice been
enough to do when I have written
you in the past. Not beinggood
clear as to connections, and
to trouble you needlessly, I have looked through allnotwishing
my back

line wires

- - - 3

776e1/ pusi

Thurs

clic
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inaltered
one, way.
connections
are
directionTherefore,
of flow unless
is always
the same.of supply
The life wires
of lamp
is reduced considerably by sending current in wrong direction .
[16,950 ) Electric Light Installation for Private House.
D . S. (Hindhead, Surrey) writes : Please advise meon the following
matter :
Totalnumber of lamps

16 C.- P. 8 C.-P .

. . . . 11 . . 18
simultaneously
Accumulators to ,supplyalight
current
for five hours ..to 8. ... 88
Dynamo
volts.. lamps
Oil will
engine
In some rooms1,500
of
21 to 3 (Avery
h .-p . -Laymeyer),
bothwatts,
16 and508 c.-p
be

used and the engine is to be closed down about 10 p.m ., leaving
the accumulators to supply any lights required during the night.
( I) I want, if possible, arrange the plant so that the current
which is not being used into the
house, say when only three or four
lamps

are alight, will automatically pass into the cells without it
being necessary for an attendant to always be in the power room .
If the accumulators were placed across themain leads like a lamp,
would the surplus current go into them provided a cut-out pre
vented a back discharge if the pressure dropped ? If so, what
form should the cut-out take, and how should it be connected up ?
( 2 ) Please give diagram showing suitable switchboard and method
of wiring, and if any form of resistance is necessary for charging,
show how it should be arranged . I want to make one ammeter
and voltmeter do for everything. (3) Please give size of plates
for the accumulators. (4 ) I understand twenty-seven cells will
be necessary and require 2 '5 volts each to charge them . How can
the same dynamo be used ? (5 ) Dining-room to have two 16
and one 8 c.-p . lamps fitted in different parts of the room . If I
connect an 8 C.-p . lamp in parallelwith a 16 c.-P ., will the smaller
lamp only take as much current as it requires,
or will some resist
ance have to be placed in circuit with it ? (6 ) If I was to fit up a
simple arrangement to stop the engine, say, by a tap on the oil
supply, electrically actuated from my bedroom
does the
extra cost of accumulators come in ? Except , where
it would be
necessary to use a candle if light was wanted in that
the night, I fail
to see that a very strong case can be made out for the extra cost
and rather heavy depreciation on accumulators. Of course, in the
event of breakdown there are always several lamps in our house
which could be kept trimmed for such occasions. However,
perhaps there are advantages which do not appear at first sight,

and I should be glad of an actual practical experience on the
subject.
As my
to dothe the engine starting,
etc., anything
whichgardener
would would
tend to have
simplify
installation without
great disadvantages would , perhaps, give better results. (7) Would
you consider a 1,000-watt dynaino large enough for this plant ?
Í suppose it is always as well to be on the right side to allow
for any
extra call ?

e. Contacts
Bell Cordas

(1) If the cells are charged up full or nearly so, they will act
as a balance when connected in parallel to the lamps ; that is,

leclanche

they will assist in maintaining a constant pressure on the lamps .
If only one or two lamps are switched on the dynamo will only
give out the current taken by those lamps, unless the cells are
slightly discharged, when some current will also go into them

until
are fully
,whenwilltheystillwillsupply
neither
nor
receivethey
current,
and charged
the dynamo
onlygive
the out
current
taken by the lamps. Supposing now that a large number of lamps

Query 1691

are switched on and the pressure of the dynamo drops slightly,
the cells will begin to discharge and help the dynamo to take up
the load . If the cells are low when the lights are on , you will

in on my? sketch the connections roughly between
just to draw
will,
instruments
the various
We reproduce diagram of connections herewith , as desired .
(16,955 ] Accumulator for tin . Coil. H . M . (Oldham )
writes : Having made a -in . sparking coil described in your book ,

have to cut in the extra or regulating cells, and the battery will
then draw current equally with the lamps. As the cells become
charged and the back pressure rises the regulating cells are cut-out
one at a timeby hand, until finally you have the working cells in
parallel with the lights, taking or giving a small amount of current
as may be required, and the attendant can leave if desired. An
automatic cut-out consisting of a contact kept on by the pull of
an electro -magnet, is placed in series with the cells and is so regu
lated that when the cells discharge current back into the dynamo
the magnet loses its pull and the contact flies off. This cut-out
is only used when charging from the dynamo, no lights being on ;
such
a cut-out can also be made to cut-in as well, if desired. (2) A
diagram of such a switchboard is given in THE MODEL ENGINEER
for October 29th , 1903, in reply to Query No. 8 ,362. The ammeter
can be provided with an indicating needle to show if the cells are
charging or discharging (3 ) Each cell to have twenty-one positive
plates, each plate approximately 6 ins. by 4 ins. ; rather larger

* Induction Coils for Amateurs," I should be much obliged if you
could advise me which would be the best battery or accumulator

volts to at least 2 volts for each cell by either speeding up or

DIAGRAM OF TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS .
telephone
numbers, from 1901, and although , of course , findingmany
queries, have not found one that tells me quite all I wish to know ;
neither does your handbook on " Telephones " which I have, though
it is rather an early publication of it. So to put you to as little
trouble as I can , I have just drafted out a rough sketch of the
particular instruments I am going to employ, and want you , if you

that would work it satisfactorily . That is, what size of accumu
lator,
and what price should I have to pay for one ?
An accumulator giving 4 volts and capable of discharging at the
rate of 3 amps. would be required . Its capacity would be about
20 amp.
see
their hours.
price lists.Any of our advertisers would quote you , or
(16 ,929 ] Nernst Lamps, G . J. (Wolverhampton) writes :
I should be pleased if you would kindly inform me as to the reason
for marking terminals of Nernst lamps. I have experimented with
these
find direction
that they. burn equally well with current
flowinglamps,
in the and
opposite
Makers advise that current should only flow in one direction ,
and most lamps are made so that the burners can only be put in

than smaller. (4 ) It is necessary to be able to raise the dynamo

regulating the resistance of the field circuit or by a combination
of the two methods ; you will, therefore, have to occasionally fully
charge the whole of your battery if the regulating cells are much
used . You will obtain information on this point in the reply
referred to. (5 ) All the lamps being supplied at the same volts,
each will draw current according to its candle-power ; the smaller
lamp does not require any resistance in series with it. (6 ) The
advantage of accumulators is, that you can switch on lights with
out the necessity of starting the engine ; that you have a stand
by in case of breakdown of engine ; the use of the cells as explained
as a regulator ; you can use an extra number of lights upon occasion
by working both engine and cells in conjunction. It is for you to
determine
if the cells are worth the expense, knowing how your
wants will be best met. You must recollect that all machinery

The Model Engloeer and Electrician .
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needs
or less attention
, and forit wculd
be risky totime.
leave The
an
engine more
and dynamo
running alone
any considerable

general practice for country house lighting is to charge up cells
during the day when
the attendant is about and shut down the
engine in the
leaving the cells to run the lights. An
occasional visitevening,
to cut-in regulating
cells , if required , is then all
that is necessary. (7 ) A1,000-watt dynamo
is large enough ,
but
if
you
will
go
to
the
extra
expense, byalways
all means
get better
a 1,500-watt
size. As a matter of fact, machinery
works
when

easily loaded, whilst you will have a margin for extensions.
(16 ,714)
Motor
W .youE . would
B. (Canning
Town
) writes
:Small
I wouldCould
esteemyouorit please
aDynamo.
great letfavour
answer
my query.
me ifknow
to whatkindly
use
I could put
these and
castings,
whetherwould
most yousuitable
small
dynamo
or motor,
if foranddynamo,
adviseforcutting
castings at B in order to slip field-magnet bobbins on ; or, if
suitable for motor, what output cculd be obtained in horse-power ?
Could be used for either dynamo or motor, but the field-magnets
are rather pinched for metal in the pole -pieces. Cores are all right.

It would run better as a motor than as a generator. Output- if
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motormuchappears
be overloaded
a common
fault (which
hasThecaused
troubleto) with
electrically, -driven
printingmachines.
Themotor is evidently a 4 -pole pattern with series wound armature :
a design
is subject
to flashing
to brush
with
suchwhich
a voltage
as would
be usedfrom
whenbrush
working
from, especially
the outer
mains of a modern three-wire system . What occurs is this owing
to overloading,
and as dust
the from
commutator
gets
into
bad conditiontheandbrushes
coveredspark,
with carbon
the brushes,
the current jumps across from segment to segment like a flash,
until it reaches the other brush , when an arc is set up, causing a
flame and an explosion , the heavy rush of current causing the fuses

to blow · by putting oil on the commutator you made matters
worse
the brushes
to sparkless
position
was thewithcorrect
thing to; adjusting
do, but with
such a motor
they must
be moved
care
(a small amount at a time), as the brush position is very sensitive.
Itbetween
is possible
that
the
motor
is
running
with
a
broken
connection
commutator and armature winding, but this would cause
a violent spark with all positions of the brushes. In all probability
there is nothingmuch the matter with themotor, but that you have
not replaced all the fuses ; there may be an automatic circuit
breaker which has opened the circuit and requires closing, or the

K - 13

K

-7

- 34
Query 16714
OVERTYPE FIELD -MAGNETS.
the latter - would be approximately 20 watts. Wind armature

supply people's fuses have melted, and you could not get at them

with about 21 ozs. No. 22 S .W .G ., and field-magnets with lb .
samegauge. If run asmctor it will take 10 volts and 2 or 21 amps.
Yes : core could be aetached from yoke, and field coils slipped on .
A good magnetic joint must bemade however at A . Horse-power

without making application to the engineer to come and renew
them . The commutator should be smoothed with some fine
glasspaper
wiped clean ; if worn into ridges, it should be
turned true and
in a lathe. We are inclined to the opinion that either
motor
required , or else the printing machine should be
arunlarger
is
at slower speed and with less heavy formes ; the current should

output would be about 1-40th .

(12,289)
Electric
Failure.
(Tottenham
writes
: A day
or twoMotor
ago I came
across aE .4 Rh ..- p C.. electric
motor,)
ofon thetheenclosed
type
with
brushes
set
at
right
angles
;
it
was
worked
three-wire system , and driving a printing machine printing
sheets about 5 ft. by 4 ft. I was told it sparked and overheated
terribly
,
andofvery
fuses,long
at and
the same
sendingI
out a sheet
flameoften
aboutblew2 ft.its6 ins.
8 ins. time
diameter.
thoughtitwas
a
serious
state
of
things,
so
i
looked
at
the
commutator
and found it was pitted very badly . I started it, running light,
and
adjusted the brushes till no spark occurred, and also placed
as much oil as would go on the tip ofmy finger on the commutator ;
then
puttingdone),
on the printing
machine (not asoccurred
gently asandmight
have been
flashnowmentioned
the
motor
will not drivetheat all
. I shouldabove
be glad if you :would
let
me
if theto oiling
and adjusting
the brushes
had know
anything
do withof commutator
the flash ? Personally
, I think
it was
caused by the armature overheating (due to overloading and bad
insulation ) and short circuiting .

be measured with an ammeter whilst the machine is running under

full load this would show

the motor was

overloaded

being
:
.
Perhaps the
printing machineif is running stiff.
Medicala Use.
A. B .
[12,279] )Primary
medicalE , battery
writes : Batteries
I recently forpurchased
(Paddington

). It contains twenty small cells ( 1 ) ins, by it ins. by
(second-hand
ins.). presumably Sac Leclanché. They have apparently a carbon
and a zinc and two vent holes to each . I have charged them with
a strong solution of sal-ammoniac, and have soldered all broken
connectio
ns. They are connected to a switchboard to enable
three, six , nine, twelve, fifteen , eighteen , or twenty
to be
brought into action as required . They are all connectedcellsin series,
so I should get a combined voltage of at least 25 volts, should I
not,from the 20 cells ? Now , the difficulty is that, although there
is a very strong taste of electricity on placing the wires in the
mouth (considerably stronger
than from ainduction
4 -volt pocket accumu
lator), the battery will neither work
an

coil. nor hight
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a 4 -voltoflamp,
nor even ringCana be!l;
willthisit deflect
the
needle
a galvanometer.
you tellneither
me why
is so , and
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what is the use of such a battery ? I may add that the box also

The News of the Trade.

contains name
a handle
and twohandle
electrodes
the ,form
of sponges.
makers'
on switch
is Mawin, Son
& Thompson
. The
This
battery
box
is
evidently
designed
for
giving
medical
electric
treatment by passing very small amounts of current through the
skin : such a battery is useless for working an induction coil or

Editor willand beparticular
pleased s toofrecetve
for review under this heading
( The samples
new tools, apparatus and materials

lighting
a lamp,
it willThe
onlycurrents
give a very
amount
of current,
up
to about
'04 asamp.
usedsmall
for such
treatment
are
measured
in
thousandths
of
an
ampere.
Your
galvanometer
was
probably not of a suitable pattern to test the current, and the cells
are
also very likely to be in an exhausted condition. If you connect
the sponges to the battery and, having saturated them with water,

use. It must be understood that these reviews ar
for amatour
free expressions of Editorial opinion , no payment of any kind
bong required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
chaise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mitted , or to abstain from Inserting 4 relevo in any case whers
are not of sufficient interest to his readers. )
the goods
•Reviews
distinguis
hed by the asterisk have been based on actual

if the cells are of any use by feeling the sensation of the current

Editorial Inspection of the goods noticed .
*Railway Post- cards.
hasofa
Gray's post-cards
Inn Road, London,
231A,picture
Pouteau,
Mr.
of
E
.
illustratingW .C.,
types
coloured
large variety of

by
overhead
wires,be asgladtheifinstruments
be atmeleast
mile
apart.
I should
you would will
answer
the half
following

on gives views of the latest types of engines, etc., on
we have received

to which a little ordinary salt or sulphuric acid has been added ,
will apply them to your arm , one on each side, you will soon find

entering
the Telephones.
skin. Try a few H .cellsG . atW a. time.
(16,694!
writesthem: I
intend fitting up a pair of telephones and(Craven
proposeArms)
to connect

questions relating to same. ( 1) What type of telephone would you
recommend - magneto or battery ? ( 2 ) What distance wculd you

suggestcopper
to havewirebetween
? (3) Whatto
gauge
would poles
be bestcarrying
? (4 ) overhead
Would it wire
be necessary
have earth wires attached to any of the poles ?
(1) Any form with good granular transmitter and induction coil,
( 2) This is a question which is hardly possible to answer without

inspecting the route proposed. A good span to take would be

50 yards, and assuming the erection to be carried out during

average summer temperatures, the wires should be allowed to sag
I ft. 6 ins. between each pole . If a loop line is employed , the wires
must
be placed so far apart that they cannot come in contact
during windy weather. (3 ) No. 9 B . W .G . (4 ) Earth wires not
essential.
mustwire,
be ascareful
to usetheefficient
lightning
guards
at each endYou
of the
otherwise
instrument
coils may
be
burned
out
if
nothing
worse
happens.
Poles
should
be
a
height above ground and well planted , and, if public roadsgood
are
crossed , the authorities will have to be approached for permission
to run lines.
(16 ,824) Power for Model Launch . F . N . (France) writes :
havewide,and
recently 6 bought
twin -screw
hull 215 ins,
ft. long,
6I ins.
ins. deepa (about
it ins.destroyer,
draught and
free
board).
I
should
like
to
get
out
of
it
the
highest
possible
speed.
What kind of motive power must I resort to - steam , electricity,
or petroleum ? I have a natural fancy for electricity, but should
immediately drop it if steam or petrcleum will give better results
as regards speed . I am aiming at speed . Would you giveme your
advice, and state full particulars upon the kind , strength , size, etc.,
of motor you will recommend, and names of firms to apply to ?
What speed do you think the boat is likely to attain ? Would
itbe
to use point
a specialengine
for the
eachboat.
screw ?I want
Another
very good
important
is the good(ormotor)
steering of
her

locomotives

British railways. The specimen set of six cards

the G .N .R . Particulars of other sets and prices can be obtained
of the above.
Supplies,
*Amateurs'
illustrate
some useful instruments which the

herewith
We
Universal Supply Company are selling. The soldering set, which
has been submitted to us, is a very cheap appliance ; the set consists

of iron , solder, resin , and instructions. We have also rece ved a

4:volt metallum lamp with which three times the light is obtained ,

SOLDERING SET
A HANDY SOLDERING SET.
and the filament is longer than that of an 8 - volt ordinary carbon
filament lamp, the consumption being about i watt per candle
power. The ammeter, illustrated herewith , is a well-made and reli
able instrument,and can be obtained in the smallsizes - 2 -in . diameter
dial - to read up to 1o , 15, or 25 volts or amps, Particulars and

perfectly
straight coursescrewwhenandrunning.
How tooneget? atI
itto ? keepBy a using
a right-handed
a left-handed
have been told by a friend of mine that some English firms are
telling wonders about patent steering apparatus they keep in stock .
Please give me your opinion and advice.
The matter in question is purely one of trial and experiment.
Under various conditions different formsof power will give different.
results, and none can be predicted . For electric drive use a fairly
small motor, and get as much storage capacity for accumulators
as you possibly can , - Their weight will limit the number your
craft will carry. The usual fault is that the motor uses more
current than cells can supply, hence the above advisability. One
engine for both screws is better ; and best only to use one screw .
Thompson, of Greenwich , makes a reliable motor, and can be
depended upon to make you an efficient one. If you use one screw ,

10

15

5

AMPÈRES

o

and the hull is well balanced and built, she should keep a straight
courseforin other
decentthan
weather.
gear
sailingWedo
craft. notA know
35 or of40-any
wattpatent
motor,steering
drum

W

armature, would be a suitable size, and would take 10 volts, 4 amps.

for Small
J. P. “(WSmall
hite
inch(16,913]
) writesMaterials
: Having bought
one ofAccumulators.
your books, namely,
Accumulators,"
I
intend
to
make
the
4
-volt
accumulator
described
on page 13 of the above book . How much lead acetate would you
advise me to get to do the small negative grids, and how much
water
doany
youstated
mix with the
lead acetate
to formgridsthein solution
, and
is there
the positive
the solution
of
chloride
of lime totime
formto keep
lead peroxide
? Do you empty
outthe
old sulphuric acid and refill with same for recharging ?
About | lb . of acetate of lead. Make a saturated solution , i.e.,

dissolve
as muchwillasgradually
a given quantity
of water
will hold in -hour
solution
The positives
change colour
; abouthalf-an
will.
complete
the
action.
We
do
not
grasp
your
meaning.
What
you mean by " old " sulphuric acid ? So long as it is clean and doof

correct
strength it will do.
( 16,875) Hot -air Engine.

F . H . G . (Sedbergh ) writes : I
have
a one man-power
engine.
it corresponds
to in brakehot-air
horse-power
? Could you tell me what
Generally, one reckons eight man -power - 1 h .- P ., but this is
a very vague way of expressing the power of any machine.

THE UNIVERSAL SUPPLY Co.'s SMALL AMMETER.
prices of the foregoing and other electrical novelties, etc., are con
tained in the ninety-page catalogue which the Universal Supply

Company will gladly send to readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER,

post free upon application .

*Iron Cement.
We have received a sample tin of iron cement from Mr. W .
Barker, 9 , Pitcairn Road, Mitcham , Surrey, which , upon testing,
we find to be very suitable for filling holes, cracks, surface defects,
etc., in iron and steel castings. The filling is in the form of powder,
which ,when mixed to a paste with water will set very hard in a few
hours. After setting, it is not affected by hot water , petrol, or

other oils, and stands a great heat.
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· The Editor 's Page.
CHE suggestion that we should open our
1 “ Queries and Replies ” column to readers
generally to enable them to reply to the
problems propounded by their fellow readers, has
brought us a number of letters, from which we
quote some extracts below . We do not wish to
come to a hasty decision in the matter, and should ,
therefore, be glad to have further expressions of
opinion.
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vouch for the accuracy of the statement and give

his authority.”

A cross-Channel reader, M . Fernand Nouiron,
105 Avenue du Roule, Neuilly -sur-Seine, France,
writes us that he and a friend are interested in the
formation of a Model Engineering Society in Paris ,
to be specially devoted to the building of model
sailing and power boats. He will be pleased to
hear from anyone in his district who would like to
join such a society, and would also like to correspond
with members of similar societies in this country
who may be able to assist him with information as
to the working of their own organisations.

J. W . C . (Dogdyke ) writes : “ I like the way the
questions are answered by your own staff. They
are dealt with in a practical way, which is what
the amateur wants ; but if left to be answered
generally there would be so much controversy that
many questions would never be satisfactorily
answered . I think the paper is simplicity itself,
and I often wonder how the Editor keeps his
patience ."

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only, and should invariably bear the sender's nameand address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom

S . H . (Weymouth ) writes : “ In respect to the

panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
reiection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointment in advance

This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.
Advertisement rates may be bad on application to the Advertise
ment Manager .
How to ADDRESS LETTERS .
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the

paper, and all new apparatus and price lists, etc ., for review , to be
addressed to the EDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26 - 29 , Poppin 's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi .
neer," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
Aú subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the
paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co., 26 - 29 ,
Poppin ' s Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain . 123. Liberty Street, New York , U .S . A .. to whom

all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .
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answering of queries in THE MODEL ENGINEER ,
although I am a constant reader and appreciate
the value of your Journal, and wish it every success ,
being only a small contributor to its pages, I would
not care to tamper with its present system of
working, or throw cold water over the valuable
services of your experts. At the same time, as I
have been interested in other technical journals
for over twenty - five years, where readers answer
queries, I am of the same opinion as your corre
spondent, that it would be an improvement, and a
step in the right direction, if the same was done
in THE MODEL ENGINEER. I am sure, besides
getting information from a larger circle of readers,
it would add greatly to its sale. May I mention
an instance ? When you published the small
article for me on Model-making for a Quarter of
a Century ,' at that time, and since the article
appeared , I have had to get a large number of copies,
and am wanting still more to supply friends and
others interested ; how many of these have become
permanent subscribers I could not say, as they
have been sent far and near. You mention that
the advice given by readers is often very contra
dictory ; I do not think there would be much
friction of that sort in a journal like THE MODEL
ENGINEER. However, if the new system of
answering queries be adopted , I suggest that the
Editor give the old motto of sound advice at the
commencement : that everyone write what he
knows, and no more than he knows ; and as a
guarantee of good faith , the sender of the reply
should furnish his full name and address, also
stating that the advice given is from his own
experience (and not that of others), unless he can

Notices.
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A Model Torpedo-boat Destroyer .
By E . FITZGERALD.

MR. E . FITZGERALD'S MODEL TORPEDO- BOAT DESTROYER.
THE following is a brief description of my

i

being fastened to boiler-casing with small pins.

model torpedo -boat destroyer,and ofmethods

A whistle is fitted to forward funnel, and waste

and materials employed in the construc

steam pipes to second and third funnels.

tion .

The boat is 15 ins. longxij ins. beam xii ins.
deep . The hull is of whitewood , with the boiler
casing, conning-tower, and forward -deck fitted
afterwards ; these are glued in place. On the for
ward deck there will be seen two anchors. These
are made from soft copper wire, 1 - 16th in . thick ,
bent to shape and soft soldered ; a handrail is
also fitted from front of conning-tower to stern of
boat. This was made by driving in pins about
in . apart, and thin cotton is used for the rails,
this being fixed to the stanchions with thick shellac
varnish ; all other rails on the boat were made in
the same way.

The four funnels are of brass tube, with the rings
turned on them . After being turned , they were
flattened and soldered to brass plates, these latter

The ventilators are made from copper tube,
the bend being formed by cutting a piece

out of one side of tube and bending to shape. The
punch . There are six large and four small venti
lators, the former being in . and the latter } in .

mouth was expanded out afterwards with a centre

diameter. Four guns and two torpedo tubes
are fitted . The guns are made of thin sheet copper
rolled into a slightly tapering tube. A recoil
and other attachments are of wire and pins. Each
gun is fitted with a shield . The torpedo tubes
are of k-in . copper tube, with the mouth filed to
shape, and are mounted on turntables. These can
be seen just astern of the raised forward -deck .

cylinder is fitted underneath , and the various levers

The boat has a final coating of shellac varnish
and lamp-black .
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Workshop Notes and Notions.
are invited to contribute short practical items for this
(Readers
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , If desired, accord .
ing to merů . AU matter intended for this column should be

The nuts, as indicated in Fig. I, are shown in
section to illustrate the clearance D on line X Y
in Fig. 2 . The old nut is cast solid with the slide
in the usual way, which forms a rigid base for the
new nut.

marked " WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]

A Strong Parallel Vice .

Repairing Feed Screws of Lathes.
" By SREGOR ."
A very common trouble experienced with the

By W . A . H .

Being in need of a strong bench vice I started
tomake the one which is illustrated herewith by the

slide-rest of a lathe is the fact that the feed screw
developes end play and allows the rest to be very
unsteady when in use, which , of course , is caused
by the continued use of the screw having to stand
the pressure of the tool when cutting. I think
that these nuts on many lathes are too short, and,
consequently , the actual bearing surfaces too small
to withstand the pressure and vibration caused

by the tool. This evil would be minimised if a
locking handle is fitted to the slide, so that when
the tool has been adjusted up to take the required
depth of cut the slide could be readily locked , and
thus relieve the screw of the pressure . However ,

Fig . 1.

Lothe slide
Fig . 2.

Fig . 1. - A STRONG PARALLEL VICE.
photograph and sketch. I had to get the forgings
made for me; the rest I did myself. The back -jaw
is į in . thick by 3 ins. broad - -bent as shown. The
front jaw has a turned part to slide along the back
jaw . The bolt is screwed 4- in . Whitworth , ten
threads to the inch. The handle is a piece of 7 - 16ths
in . iron rod , with a - in . nut on each end turned

A METHOD OF REPAIRING LATHE FEED SCREWS.

bright. The vice grips well - -being a cheap job .

the following is a simple method of repairing the
worn nutand preventing the shake in the slide. Fig. I
shows a view of the under sides of the slide, A being
the screw , B the original nut, and C the white

A Built -up Tee -Rest or Lathe.

By Nathan SHARPE.
The tee-rest described below was made for use

metal which is shown against one side of

the old nut. The sketch shows the screw
bearing against one side of the nut thread
only (in the old nut). The other side
has clearance as indicated by letter D ,
which represents the amount of wear the
nut has received. When the screw is
fixed ready to cast the new nut, the clear
ance D should be on the side of the thread
farthest away from the cutting tools, and
the screw pressed hard against the other
face to ensure this side of the thread
taking a bearing in the old nut. This
face, of course , receives the greatest per
centage of the pressure when in use .

When the screw is in this position, the new
or extra length of nut can be run against
side of the old nut, as shown at c . The
main object of this new nut is to retain
the screw in the fixed position . The
length
of new nut should be sufficient to
take three or four threads. If care is taken to press
the thread hard against the pressure side, as men
tioned above, the working facilities of the screw
will be as good as 'new ; and, obviously, can very
readily be renewed at any future time. Fig . 2
shows an end view of slide.

Steel jows 1

Screwed " Whit
inco Turned
3 " wide

Fig . 2. - Side ELEVATION OF Vice.
on a 3-in . centre lathe. The base is a piece of iron .
6 ins. by it ins. by 1 in . : a hole is drilled and
tapped at the round end to take a screwed piece
of 1-in . iron gas pipe. A slot is also cut in . wide .
finished , and 44 ins. long. A piece of d-in . gas pipe
with one end screwed full thread, and a locknut
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fitted. Holding the tube in the vice, screw on the
base tightly , allowing the end of the pipe to project,
and back up the locknut tightly against it. File
off any projecting pipe on the underside, and saw
off the pipe to if ins. high above the base. File a
flat on the side of the pipe, as shown, in , by in . ;
in the centre drill and tap a in . Whitworth hole.

Cutting Keyways .
By “ Petro.”
Having to keyway a set of twenty -two change
wanted

wheels that I had made for my lathe, I

an

easy way of cutting them , so I made the little tool
shown in the sketch .
The wheels were bored to i in . standard, so I
turned up a bit of steel 3 ins. by i in . diameter,
and rounded the ends as shown ; next I made the tool

File up a small piece of f- in . thick iron , to the same
size as flat, and drill and tap a similar hole. Also ,
drill two 3-16ths-in . tapping holes, one on either
side of the -in , hole. Run this piece of metal on

shown at A (Fig. 1) from a bit of tool steel, hardened

to a -in , screw , which screw into the hole in the
pipe. When close up, and straight on with the
flat, drill through the 3-16ths-in . tapping holes
through the pipe. Remove
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and tempered at end to straw colour. Then fixed

-in . screw , clamp

small piece to pipe in the vice, and tap the 3-16ths-in .

Fig . 2. — TEE FOR WooD TURNING .
Fig . 1. - DETAIL OF BASE AND FILLAR. I

-

4

Torped " Whet
screws
rivelted on

FIG . 3. - TEE FOR
METAL TURNING .

Section on a b

the 1-in . diameter piece in tool-rest at right

= 6" -

A BUILT-UP TEE-REST FOR THE LATHE.

angles to mandrel of lathe, and put the cutter
in drill chuck . ( This would be better turned
to same taper as lathe centre and fixed in
mandrel and turned up at end to 1 in .
diameter before backing off.) The work was
fed up a little at a time and worked backwards
and forwards, leaving a nice true bed for
the cutter or drift to fit in . The drift should
be made of cast steel, tempered to deep straw ,
fitted as shown . The 3- 16ths-in . screw is just
long enough to feed the drift the depth you
wish to cut the keyway - in my case } in .

The way it is used is as follows : - -Put the end
holes right through . Countersink the outer ends
of the holes, run in screwed 3 - 16ths- in . wire (tight
fit), cut off, and rivet over flush .

The tee for metal-turning has the shank of iron
a good fit in the tube, say 9- 16ths in . A piece is
taken , and one end turned down to fin . for a dis
tance of 7 -16ths in . This is driven into a k-in . hole
drilled in the centre of one of the broad sides of
a piece of iron 2 ins. by { in . by fin . The side on
which the turned part projects should be counter
sunk , and the shank riveted over tightly and filed
fush .
The tee for wood-turning has a shank of the same
section as the other tee, but has a flat filed nearly

halfway through , about å in. deep. In this are
drilled two 3-16ths-in. clear holes, and the ends on
the curve countersunk. Now obtain a piece of
flat iron , 41 ins. by fin . or i in . broad by $ in . thick.

File up as shown, and, having drilled the corres
ponding holes, rivet it with two countersunk

3 -16ths-in . rivets to the shank, which in both cases
is to be cut off about 14 ins. below the head of
the tee.
The shanks are pinched by a t-in . set- screw

through the hole in the post. The whole tee-rest
is clamped to the lathe bed by means of a cup
headed , square-necked }-in . wood bolt, the square
neck fitting in the slot, and thus preventing the bolt

turning when tightening up.

FIG . 1. - AN APPLIANCE FOR CUTTING KEYWAYS.
of the tool in wheel to be cut, and screw the cutter
up, so that it will just make a slight cut wher
forced through the wheel in the vice (put a collar
at the back , so that the tool can be driven right
through ). The edge of bore should now be cham
fered off with a file at both ends ; this is to let the
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cutter enter easily and so prevent the tool from
breaking the metal away when leaving the work .
Now give the screw another turn , and pass it through
again , and so on, until the screw is right home;
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bing strake, which goes right round, saves the iron
work

of the buoy from damage.
Large Japanese Battleship . - The new battle
ship Satsuma was launched at Yokohama on
the 15th ult. The leading dimensions of the
vessel are :- Length , 482 ft. ; breadth , 834 ft. ;

depth , 271 ft. ; displacement, 19,200 tons ; in
dicated horse-power, 18 ,000 ; speed , 22 knots.

100000D

Tapped

She is expected to exceed the Dreadnought on her
trial trips. The launching of this, the largest
battleship in the world , which has been constructed
by Japanese labour alone, is regarded as a great

To screw .

Tapped

"

FIG . 2 . - DETAILS OF KEYWAY CUTTING
APPLIANCE .

repeat on the other wheels, and each will be exactly
the same depth and width and truly parallel. The
rounded end on the cutter is to act as a guide.

The Latest in Engineering .
Electric Powor for Mines. - It is stated that
pany, Ltd ., propose to erect overhead wires which
will permit of all the mines in Cleveland tapping
a supply of electricity . A double -pole line is to be
the Cleveland and Durham Electric Power Com

run from the Company 's power station at Grange
town to Spawood, from whence the two lines will

spread out, one going in a northerly direction by
Skelton and Brotton to Skinningrove, and the other
continuing almost due east to Lingdale, and from
thence to Loftus, where it will be linked up with
the northern line. The two-pole lines are so de
signed that in the event of one breaking down
the other will continue the supply. The system
is to be laid out for a maximum load of 6 ,000 k .w .
It is calculated that the work will be completed in
about seven months.
A New Mooring Buoy. - Upon the proposition
by Lieutenant D . J. Munro , Assistant King's Har

bourmaster, Sheerness, a new mooring buoy has
been ordered to be tried by the Admiralty - one
at Portsmouth and one in the Medway. The ob
jection to the present form of buoy is, that the un
protected ends are constantly damaged by vessels
navigating at night ; and also the round top is
a very awkward platform for men to work upon in
rou zh weather. The new buoy is conical, with

historical event.

The Junior Institution of Engineers .
ON Friday evening, November 30th , through
facilities granted by Mr. Jas. R . Chapman,
the chief engineer of the Undergiound Electric
Railways Company, of London , a party approaching
200 in number paid a visit of inspection to the
Company's Great Northern , Brompton and Picca
dilly Railway , which was opened to the public
on December roth . Starting from Piccadilly
Circus Station , they were taken by train to the
extreme west end of the line at Hammersmith ,
the working being explained en route. On returning,
some alighted at Hyde Park Corner Station to see
the special signalling arrangements there ; whilst
the others proceeded to Covent Garden , where
similar apparatus is installed . The whole party
on arriving at Holborn walked along the tube of
the Strand Extension Works and saw the Great
head Shield in operation at the working face .
Entering the train again , they went on to Holloway
Road Station , and examined with much interest
the double spiral continuous electric moving track ,
which is to travel at 100 ft. per minute, and take
passengers up and down simultaneously , and is
being fitted in lieu of the lifts.
The electrically driven pumping plant at Finsbury
Park Station was the last item in a long evening' s
programme. Here four hydraulic lifts are used
each working by three rams, with a water pressure
of 700 lbs. per sq. in . Before the party dispersed .
Mr. Geo . H . Hughes, vice -chairman of the Institu
tion , expressed the members' acknowledgment of all

that had been done to render the occasion so
interesting .
A New PROCESS. - A method of directly con
verting iron ore into malleable iron or steel by a
continuous system , has been discovered . It is
claimed that a saving of 25 per cent. in the manu
facture is effected . The ore is simply concentrated
by ordinary methods, or, if it is magnetic, it is
separated electrically until the pure oxide of iron
is obtained . The oxide of iron is passed through a
revolving cylinder heated by waste gases from
subsequent operations, and brought in that cylinder
to a dull red heat. It drops from the cylinder to
a second similar cylinder, and in the latter it is
brought into contact with the deoxidising gas,
which is forced through and brought into contact
with the heated ore. The heated ore is thus con

and round in shape, with a heavy rubbing strake
of wood . The round buoy, when struck , simply

verted into a pure iron. Accompanied by
protected by the deoxidising gas, it is passed
à third chamber or melting hearth , where it
into a bath of iron , and is converted directly

revolves round along the ship's side, and the rub

steel or balled up as malleable iron .

flat top, central trenchwav for the mooring pendant,

and
into
falls
into
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Marine Notes.
By Chas. S. LAKE.
MAMMOTH DREDGER FOR INDIA .
By the operations of a large and very powerful
Suction and discharging dredger, named Sandpiper,
recently launched from the works of Wm . Simons
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designed to raise and discharge 5,000 tons of sand
per hour at the low rate of 13 per cent. of sand to
87 per cent. of water, or, in other words, the two
dredging pumps together are capable of dealing

with about 30 ,000 tons of sand and water per hour.
It was found from actual experiments that the
maximum quantity of sand that fast-flowing rivers
can carry in suspense is 13 per cent., hence the
reason for restricting the volume of sand to be dis
charged by the Sandpiper to this amount. At

and Co ., Ltd ., Renfrew , the Calcutta Port Com
missioners hope to remove the difficulties to naviga
tion in the River Hooghly . This dredger, which
by courtesy of the builders is illustrated herewith ,

Calcutta , it is proposed to discharge the material
raised by the pumps directly into the river. Each

is 235 ft. in length , and has been specially designed

Each of the suction pipes is fitted at upper end with
a very massive swivel bend, which serves as a
trunnion , or hinge, upon which the pipe is free to
move, either vertically or horizontally. The
swivel bends are carried in slides on the ship 's side,

for the unique character of the dredging to be done
on the Hooghly .
The propelling and pumping engines are placed
in two independent compartments, each engine
room being fitted with all the niost modern

pump is connected to a separate suction pipe, placed

one on port and one on starboard side of the vessel.

which permits of the suction pipes and swivel bends

A LARGE DREDGER FOR THE RIVER HOOGHLY , INDIA .
(Built by Messrs. Wm . Simons Ex Co., Ltd ., Renfrew .)

auxiliaries. Propelling power is supplied from two
sets of triple-expansion , surface-condensing engines
of the highest class, embodying all the latest

being brought completely inboard when required .
Large sluice valves are fitted on the suction con
nections at ship's side. The suction end of each pipe

improvements in marine engine practice , including
steam and hydraulic reversing gear, steam turning

is fitted with a specially designed nozzle to suit
the character of thematerial to be dredged . A grid
is fitted to the nozzles to exclude material which
might choke or damage the pump. Each suction

gear, independent circulating pumps, automatic
feed -pumps, feed -heaters and filters, large evapora
tors for feed -water make up, and a complete outfit
of auxiliary feed and þilge-pumps. Steam is
generated by four large single -ended horizontal
multitubular boilers, constructed to Lloyds and the
Manchester Steam Users' Association for a working
pressure of 180 lbs. per sq . in . These boilers are
fitted in two stokeholds, communicating with each
other. Steam ash hoists are fitted in each boiler
compartment. The collective indicative horse
power of the engines is 4 ,500 . The pumping outfit,
placed forward of the propelling engines in an
independent engine-room , consists of two sets of
triple-expansion engines, with independent con

densing plant and circulating pumps, complete with
all modern fittings. The pump engines are coupled
direct to two centrifugals and pumps specially

pipe is controlled by two independent derricks, one
for each end, which are both worked from the same
steam winch placed on deck. These derrick
winches are of most massive construction ; each has
four independent drums, arranged to work separately
or together as required , for lowering, hoisting, and

derricking the pipes inboard . These winches form
one of the most important details for the successful
working of a dredger of such large dimensions, and
are so arranged that one man is capable ofmanipu
lating the whole of the movements.
The discharge pipes from each sand -pump are

carried aft under deck on each side and united into
one 51 in . diameter pipe under the vessel's counter.
Special flexible connections are provided to meet
the varying conditions between loaded and light
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draught of the dredger and floating pipe line. One
of the outstanding features of the deck equipment of

this dredger is the extensive and powerful installa
tion ofmooring winches, to regulate the movements
in the rapid currents of the River Hooghly . The
winches are placed at bow and stern , and consist
of two duplicate sets, each having six independent
drumsand two ends for warping purposes ; two of
the drums are arranged to work chains, and four of

the drums of very large diameter are for working
long lengths of heavy steel wire rope.
Each winch is driven by a vertical high - pressure
engine ; the gearing throughout is of steel. A large
workshop is fitted under deck, so that all general
repairs may be effected on board . The outfit of
machine tools is very complete, and consists oflathe,
shaping machine, radial drill, etc. ; also smiths'
forge. with mechanical fan, all driven by electric
motors .
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New Zealand passenger service, and both were

engaged for someyears on this route . More recently
they ran between San Francisco and Hong Kong,
and now , as before stated , they have been taken
over by owners registered in San Francisco . The
ships for a number of years were among the best
known vessels frequenting Victoria Docks, London .

A First Attempt at Model
making.
By JAMES HOLDING , JUN .
THE photograph reproduced shows my model
horizontal steam engine, which is one of
my first attempts at model-making. It
is it-in . bore and 3-in . stroke. The cylinder is

The hull and machinery is constructed
to Lloyds' highest class. The deck is of steel,
sheathed with teak . Steam and hand steering
gear is fitted, and a very complete installation
of electric lighting is provided , including two
searchlights. Elaborate cabins are fitted up
for the European officers and port officials,
and provision is made for a large native crew .
A refrigerating chamber is fitted up below deck
for the preservation of provisions.
The floating pipe line in connection with
the dredger consists of 600 ft. of 51- in . diameter
steel piping, carried on twelve pontoons. Each
length of pipe is coupled by cast-steel universal
joints, designed to give flexibility in any direc

tion . A steam launch is provided for general
service purpose, with special apparatus for
lifting and laying moorings.

A NEWCASTLE TURRET.
Messrs. Wm . Doxford & Sons, Ltd ., recently
launched from their yard at Pallion the s.s.
Duffield , for the Northern Petroleum Tank
Steanship Company, Ltd ., a large and well
modelled turret steamer built on the clear-hold
principle, which is one of themost recentfeatures
of turret construction .
The dimensions are :- - Length , 366 ft.; breadth ,
50 ft. ; depth , moulded , 261 ft. A deadweight
of 6 ,660 tons will be carried, on a draught of

21 ft. 9 ins. The engines, with cylinders 25 ins.

Mr. James HOLDING'S MODEL HORIZONTAL

by 41 ins. by 66 ins.,and stroke 45 ins., and the

STEAM ENGINE.

boilers, are being supplied by Messrs. Doxford .

of cast brass, made at a local foundry, and bored
SALE OF Two WELL-KNOWN LINERS.

Two well-known White Star liners, to wit, the
Coptic and the Doric, respectively of 4,900 and
4 ,600 tons burthen , have recently been disposed of,
the purchasers being the Pacific Mail Steamship
Company of San Francisco . Both vessels are of the
single -screw type, and the former boat was built
upwards of twenty -five years ago , whilst the Doric
has to own to sometwenty -three years or so . The
ships were originally fitted with compound tandem
engines, but some twelve years ago these were taken
out and triple -expansion engines substituted . At
the same time new boilers, carrying a higher steam
pressure than the earlier ones, were put in . The
two vessels began their career on the London to

at a practical class in the technical school here
by myself, which was very convenient for such
work . The ports are drilled in - two holes, 3-32nds
in . and 4-in , wide (chiselled ) ; exhaust port, 5 - 16ths in .

hole. Steam chest is separate, and fastened by
five t-in . studs, and in each cylinder cover six
studs. The water taps I made in a small wood
turning lathe with hand tools, also all oil-cups
on the engine. The cylinder is secured to bed
with two /-in . studs, il ins. long.
The piston and rod are in one piece, with two
rings } in . by 1- 16th in . ; rod is 5 - 16ths in . thick ;
crosshead end is secured to crosshead bar by a
fork end, which is sawn out of scrap steel. Bed

plate is 18 ins. long by in . thick ; slide bars are
cast on ; top bars are secured by turned steel
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studs, H-in . Whitworth . Pedestals are of brass

(cast) ; the bushes are of white metal, run in
roundshaft and then split ; caps are held by 3-16ths
in . Whitworth studs. Crankshaft was a big job ,

being all in one piece forged ; shafts, } in . ; webs
(double), in . by in . by 2 in . ; pin , 7 -16ths
steel, barrel turned , crosshead end , strap, and
cotter, crank end, marine type, bolts turned 3-16ths
in . ; further particulars see sketches. Flywheel

in . thick, 11- 16ths in . long. Connecting-rod is

is 7 ins. diameter, rim i in . wide, and is 71 lbs.
weight ; rim is polished .
Eccentric is of steel, 5-32nds in . out of centre ;
straps are of brass ; rod is screwed in strap , in .,

with lock nut. This method helps to set valve
if rod is too long or short. Valve rod is 3- 16ths in .
round, filed out of scrap 3- 16ths in . screw : slide
valve is in . long, 9 - 16ths in . wide. Gland is made

long - in place of separate valve rod support.
This gland and cylinder gland are screwed in with
loose ring to prevent tearing packing. To run
white metal in bearings two f-in . washers, placed
in position, form the flanges.

The Sixth “ Gauge ”
Competition .
To further encourage model-making in all its
1 branches, we offer to send an improved sliding
caliper gauge, with screw adjustment, to
every reader who sends us for insertion in our
Journal a sufficiently good photograph and descrip
tion of any model, tool, or piece of apparatus he has
made. If preferred , any other tool, book , or

other article to the value of 6s. 6d . will be sent
in place of the caliper gauge. Entries should
be accompanied by a separate letter, giving the
title of the article, and stating exactly what tool
is desired . If other than a caliper gauge is
required , the page and number of the tool in the
firm 's catalogue from which it can be obtained
should bementioned . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only, with the name and
address of the sender on the back . The photo
graphs and separate sketches enclosed with the
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For the Bookshelf.
( Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from THE
MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court,

Fleet Street, London , E .C., by remitting the published price and

the cost of postage.]

THE MARINE STEAM TURBINE (Second Edition .)
By J. W . Sothern . London : Whittaker and
Co . Price 6s. net ; postage 4d . extra.
This book, the second edition of which has just
been published , is a really practical descriptive
work on the Parsons marine turbine. The writer
has evidently had exceptional facilities for observing
and studying themany details connected with steam
turbine construction and management, and although
his book is primarily intended for sea -going engineers,
no one who is interested in the development of this
engine should fail to possess it . The volume
includes useful information concerning the theory
and design of steam turbines, notes on propellers
and also a descriptive of that invaluable testing

instrument the Denny and Johnston torsion meter
for measuring the horse-power transmitted through
the shaft, which provides the only reliable method
of obtaining the power developed by a steam

turbine. The book contains some excellent photo
graphs of turbines, both complete and in course of
construction, and, in addition , is fully illustrated

by diagrams and detail drawings.
A HANDROOK FOR STEAM Users. By M . Powis
Bale. London : Longmans, Green

& Co .

Price 3s. 6d . net., postage 3d . extra .
The fifth edition of this book has been revised
and brought up -to -date by the addition of notes
on the working of Corliss and trip -valve engines,
on forced draught and on the setting of Cornish
and Lancashire boilers. We can reconinend the
book to all users and attendants of the steam -power

plants as a useful and practical guide to the subject.
Air COMPRESSORS AND BLOWING ENGINES, By
Chas. H . Innes, M .A . Manchester : Technical
Publishing Company. Price 45. 6d. net ;

4d . postage.
The design of air -conipressing machinery is a

contribution should similarly bear the name and

subject requiring a considerable amount of special

address of the sender, otherwise delay may arise

knowledge and experience , and readers of our
Journal who wish to study modern practice cannot
do better than consult Mr. Innes' excellent book .

in the awarding of the prizes. It is essential
in this, as in our other competitions, that the copy
right of the photographs must be the property of
the senders, and the covering letter should contain
a declaration to this effect. The competition will
close on February 28th , 1y07.
COUNT ZEPPELIN 'S AIRSHIP. - Count Zeppelin
again crossed the Lake of Constance with his third
aluminium airship recently. The ship has a length
of 123 metres (403 ft.), the two Daimler motors
driving the propellers each develop 85 h .-p ., and the
hydrogen charge of the ship is sufficient for 120
hours. The weather was favourable on both these
days ; the wind velocity at an elevation of 800
metres was about 2.5 metres (about 8 ft.) per
second , and at an elevation of 2 ,000 metres, 4 or
5 metres (from 13 ft. to 16 ft .) per second . The
ascents were made without any difficulty , with nine
people in the two cars, and after crossing the lake
the airship returned to the raft and was safely put
back into the boathouse .

The volume is fully illustrated with diagrams and

working drawings, and deals with the physical
properties of air, experiments with air compressors,
and valves for producing equalisation of pressure ;
also describing in detail all the leading types of
blowing engines and air coinpressors .
A WELL- EQUIPPED FIRE STATION . - The new fire

station which is to be opened in the Eltham Road ,
Lee, will be the first fire station in London entirely
equipped with motor appliances. It is to have a
motor fire -engine, and the station is also to be
provided with an escape mounted on a motor van .
A number of firemen and coachmen have been
specially trained to work the new vehicles, and some

two dozen membersofthe Brigade have been certified
ledge of the motors employed for working fire

both as efficient chauffeurs, and as having a know
engine pumps.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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VII. - A Dynamo.
By A . W . M .
(Continued from page 540.)
A s the direction of flow of current in the con
A ductor reverses at each magnetic pole

they are in the position of maximum inductive
effect. At 3 the inactive position is again reached ;
whilst at 4 they are in the position of maximum
effect; but A is passing the S pole and B passing
the N pole, instead of A passing the N pole and B
the S pole, as in Fig . 2 . Continuing to rotate,
they reach the position of Fig. I again , when the
series of effects is commenced and repeated . At

the flow of current in the outer circuit will
reverse — that is, the dynamo generates an

that is, the current returns from the outer circuit

How It Works.

alternating current (by outer circuit is meant
the circuit of lamps, etc., to which current is flow

2 the end A is positive, that is, the current will
flow from it to the outer circuit, and B is negative ,

ing from the machine ). For some purposes alter
nating current is necessary, but for others the
current is required to flow continually in one direc

tion, like the current from a battery. As the natural
current generated by the dynamo reverses in direc
tion: a mechanical device called a commutator
is used to correct this reversal as far as the circuits
external to the armature is concerned . The current
goes on reversing in the armature conductors,

but at each reversal the commutator changes over
the connection between the conductors and the
external circuit. All dynamos in common use
produce alternating current in the armature wind
ing. When continuous direction current is required
a commutator is used, and the machine is called
a continuous current dynamo. If it is to give alter
nating direction currents, no commutator is fitted ;
the machine gives out the natural current, and is
called an alternating current dynamo or alternator.
If the ends of the coil in Fig . 15, or simple rect
angle in Fig . 12 , are connected , as shown , to metal
rings which make sliding contact with the external
circuit , there will be nothing to alter the direction
of flow of current in the combined circuits. As
indicated by the arrows, the flow will reverse as
2

Fig . 18.
and flows in at the end B . At 4 the polarity of
A and B is the reverse of this, as the current has
changed in direction . But in each case the positive
end is at the left and the negative end at the
right of the diagram . If, therefore , the outer
circuit, as represented by the curved line C , could

be connected to the conductors so that one end
made contact only with the conductor which was
positive for the moment, and the other end only
with the conductor which was negative for the
moment, the current would always flow through
it in one direction , as indicated by the arrow ,

though reversing in the conductors. This can be
accomplished by means of a commutator.
A

LINIB

As the conductors (or the magnet) must move
OBS whilst
the ends of the outer circuit are stationary .
sliding contact is necessary . Instead of each con
ductor end being connected to a continuous contact
ring, as in Fig . 12 , it is connected to half of a ring
or cylinder (see Fig. 18 ). Against these the brushes
press as before. They are mounted upon a cylinder
of insulating material, so that current can only
flow from one to the other by way of the external
circuit or the length of conductors . In Fig . 19
half-rings are represented by the thick semi
o As these
circular lines and the brushes by the shaded squares,
shown inside the circle for convenience . At I

FIG . 17

the conductors pass alternate N and S poles. If
the armature was fixed and the field -nagnet rotated ,
the sliding contacts would not be required ; the
ends of the armature conductors could be attached
to terminals to which the ends of the outer circuit
would make connection . Many alternators are
made in this way.
Fig. 17 is a diagram showing the rotating con
ductors of Fig . 12 in four different positions of
rotation . At I they are inactive for themoment,
as this is a state of transition from the influence
of one magnetic pole to that of the other. At 2

and 3 the brushes each press against both sections
of the ring, but no current is flowing at this moment.
At 2 the end A is positive and in contact with the
left-hand brush , at 4 A is negative , but has now
been carried round so that it is in contact with the
right-hand brush. At 2 B is negative, at 4 it is
positive, but is now in contact with the left -hand
brush . This series of operations continues and,
provided the armature is rotated in one direction ,
the current will leave the machine by the left -hand
brush and that end of the external circuit attached

to it, and will flow in one direction , as indicated by
the straight arrow , to the right-hand brush , through
which it will return to the armature. If the arma

ture is rotated in the opposite direction the current

will leave the machine by the right-hand brush
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and return through the left -hand brush , but will
continue to flow in one direction provided the direc
tion of rotation is not changed .

really four rectangles, or coils, of one turn each ,
as Fig. 12, A . B , C , and D . The coil A is for the
moment inactive, B and D are in positions of

Current conimences to be generated, and therefore
to flow , immediately A and B pass the dead points

medium activity , C is in a position of maximum

at 1 and 2 , so that during one half of a revolution
the brushes make contact with the respective sec
tions of the ring, and give out or receive the flow
accordingly . If no circuit is connected with the
brushes no current will be flowing in the armature
conductors, but the voltage generated will act

effect and the brushes are set so as to make
contact with the pair of commutator sections

continually in one direction , as indicated by the
positive and negative signs in the diagrams, Fig. 19 .
If the direction of armature rotation is reversed ,
the direction of the voltage is also reversed , and

the polarity of the brushes will change.
The elementary form of armature so far described

N

1

C

G

HO

is quite suitable if alternating current is to be taken

B

from the machine. But when continuous current
is required , the flow given by a single coil or loop
may not be of a suitable character. The con
ductors, when rotating, pass from the dead position ,
Nos. 1 and 3, Fig . 19 , at which no voltage or current
is generated , to the positions ofmaximum inductive
action, Nos. 2 and 4. In the course of the move
ment the inductive effect therefore varies. The
voltage is nothing at No. I, rises gradually to a
maximum value at 2, and then declines to nothing
again as the conductors pass to No. 3 position .
This effect is repeated as they move from 3 to 4
and back again to No. 1. The voltage thus does

not keep at a steady value, but rises and falls. If
a current is allowed to flow , it will therefore rise
and fall with the voltage , though flowing in one
direction if the armature is fitted with a com

mutator ; in fact, both voltage and current fluctuate
in value at a regular rate, and do not maintain a
steady value, as if a battery was used. This varia

tion does not matter for some purposes, such as

Fig . 20.
to which the ends of C are connected . The
direction of flow of current is indicated by the hori
coils will be brought into contact with the brushes ;
as they reach the position of maximum effect,

zontal arrow . As the armature rotates, successive

the fluctuation of current and voltage will be very
much reduced , because the brushes will,'always

be in connection with conductors which are at or
very near the position ofmaximum generating effect.
A certain fluctuation will exist, because each brush
in passing from one section to the next succeeding
section will be in contact with two for a certain
interval of time. For instance , in Fig. 20 the
brushes , when passing from sections C to sections
B , will make contact with B and C together for a

short time. For a moment coils B and C will
both contribute to the flow of current, but as they

SIN

N

-Bs.

will each be out of the position ofmaximum effect,
the voltage and current will be below maximum
value. As C passes away from contact with the
brushes, and B comes into position of maximum

action , the voltage and current will rise ; this
effect being continually repeated as the armature
rotat
gener

es. The
al effect being a very moderate
amount of fluctuation instead of the extreme rise

and fall of voltage produced when a single coil
only is used . This is called an open - coil armature,

equal distances apart upon the core ; they are !

yirtually become one coil of doubled area ,

1

lighting lamps, for instance , when the fluctuation
sufficient frequency.
The effect can be altered by adding to the number
of armature conductors andmounting them at equal
distances apart upon the support or core, so that
they are in positions of differing degrees of induc
tion at any moment.
In Fig. 20 eight conductors are shown fixed at

because the ends of each coil are not in connection
with each other, and are therefore on open circuit,
except when in contact with the brushes. The
system is chiefly used for supplying current to series
arc lighting circuits, where a number of arc lamps
are connected in series with each other as an inde
pendent circuit ; the current is maintained at a
constant value, and the voltage varied to suit the
particular number of lamps at work at anymoment.
Some modifications are introduced , because the
simple arrangement shown in Fig. 20 — though
quite workable — is subject to wasteful currents
and sparking . It is assumed that the coils are
all insulated from each other where they cross at
the rear end of the core ; but no harm would be
done if they were in metallic contact at that point,
No current can flow from the coil C , Fig . 20 , except
to the brushes ; the ends of B , D , and A are open ,
whilst when two coils such as B and Care in contact
with the brushes they are acting together and

Fig . 19.
would not be noticeable. if made to take place with
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If the core upon which the conductors aremounted
is made as a ring, the flow of magnetism will then

in one of two ways, as in the case of the conductors
in Figs. 22 and 23. If connected as in Fig . 22 they

be confined (except a certain amount of inevitable
leakage ) to the iron path provided by the ring.

could act in parallel, the voltage being equal to that

Conductors mounted upon the circumference of
the ring will generate electricity in precisely the
sameway as the conductors of the figures relating

the amount produced by one coil. If connected
as in Fig . 23, they would bein series, thevoltage being
double that produced by one coil, but the current
only equal to the flow produced by one coil. The
output of electricity would be the same for either
arrangement.
Similar fluctuation of voltage and current would

to the previous explanations. Instead of dia
metrically opposite conductors being joined so as

to form a loop or rectangle, each conductor forms

a separate element, and is continued in the form
of a loop through the interior of the ring (see Fig .
21). A single conductor could thus be used ,
and would generate an alternating current
which could be collected by means of contact rings,

produced by one coil, but the current could be double

as in Fig . 12, or made to flow in one direction

through the external circuit if a two-section com
mutator was used , as in Fig . 21. It is usual to
regard the part of the conductor inside the ring
as being entirely inactive and contributing nothing
to the voltage or current generated. This is
correct if the generating action is regarded as entirely
due to the movement of the conductor across the
magnetic flow ; but, as already explained , the
complete loop is necessary , and we may correctly
regard the generating action as due to the rate of

change in the flow of magnetism passing through
the loop . From this point of view the inner and
outer portions are of equal active value. For

example, if the loop in Fig. 21 is held in the posi
tion shown , and the flow of magnetism is inter
rupted and immediately reinstated , but so that
the direction of flow was reversed , a voltage would
be produced in the loop ; in fact, the same effect
as if it had been rotated through half a revolution ,
A to B , in the direction of the curved arrow .
· The iron core may be fixed and the loop ro
tated alone without interfering with the inductive

action, but it is generally convenient for mechanical

PB ) s

Fig . 22.
take place with only two coils, as in Fig. 19, but a
number of coils may be placed at equal distances
upon the core, as shown at A B , CD, Figs. 22 and
23, which would give the same effect as the arrange
ment in Fig . 20 . These coils would be connected
to the commutator sections in the same manner
as coils CC ; the connecting wires have not been
put in , so that the diagram may be clear. The only
limit to the number of coils in either Figs. 20
or 22 and 23 is space. The whole of the core may
be covered and to any convenient depth of wind
ing. The direction of voltage and flow of current

is indicated by the small arrows. If the direction
of rotation be reversed , the direction of voltage
and current will reverse.
With these open -coil windings, Figs. 20 , 22 , and
23, the greater number of the conductors are not

contributing to the output of electricity from the
machine at any given moment. For instance,
in Fig . 23 coils B Band D D are in an active position ,
but inoperative, as the commutator sections to which
their ends make connection are out of contact with
the brushes . A certain amount of voltage exists
in these coils at the moment, but is not made use
of. The coils AA alone are at the dead point ,
but the others would be of service if they could be

FIG . 21.
reasons to attach the conductors to the core , and
therefore they rotate together. Obviously in Fig .
21 only one half of the totalmagnetic flow is being
utilised , and therefore a second conductor loop
could be placed on the ring at B and connected
to the same pair of commutator segments. We
should then have the equivalent of Fig . 19, the
inactive position of the coils being on the line

A , B , Fig. 21, and the position of maximum action

on the line X , Y . The loops could be connected

connected in a suitable way to the brushes and could
add to the output of electricity . In Fig . 20 the
same remarks apply to coils B and D , coil A being
at the dead point. In certain dynamos these un
used coils are brought into operation by means of
a special arrangement of commutators and brushes.
In the well-known Brush arc lighting dynamo
several commutators and sets of brushes are used ;
a combination by which all the active coils on the
armature are made to contribute to the output of

cross connections between certain brushes produce

the machine.
By means of the closed -circuit system of connect
ing armature windings all the active conductors
can be made to simultaneously contribute to the
output of electricity, only one commutator and
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to the fact that whereas there are eight separate

set of brushes being necessary. This is the winding
in general use for all dynamos except the special
arc lighting machines previously referred to. The

ends in the open -coil arrangement of Fig . 20 to be
attached to commutator sections, in Fig . 25 these

ends of the conductors, or groups of conductors,

ends are joined to others, and each pair becomes

are so connected that the entire winding forms a
closed circuit. Instead of the commencing and
finishing ends of coil A , Fig . 22, being con

com
one end. Drum armature windings are other,
plicated by the connections crossing over each
and thus difficult to clearly show in a diagram .

nected to the independent commutator sections,
a a, they are joined to the ends b-d of the ad
jacent coils B , D , as in Fig . 24 . This method is
applied to all of the coils in turn , the finishing
end of one coil being joined to the commencing

The principle is exactly the same as in the ring
KA

end of the next coil, and so on all round the arma
ture (see Fig. 24 ). The winding thus formsa closed
circuit. At each joint a connection is nade to one
section of the commutator.

The current enters

and leaves the conductors by these connecting
wires.
The direction ofthe voltage and current generated

N

are indicated by the arrows, which show that the

total current Aowing through the outer circuit
from positive brush to negative brush may be
double that carried by one coil, whilst the voltage

is equal to that produced by all the active conduc
tors passing one pole of the magnet at any moment.

FIG . 24.

winding, Fig . 24, the finishing end of one wire of
one coil, or pair of conductors, being joined to the

commencing end of the next coil or pair of con
ductors. The pairs of conductors, or sides of
a coil of conductors, are not generally placed exactly

on a diameter of the coil, as assumed for those of
Fig. 12, as the end connections then become un
symmetrical. The position is usually upon a

Fig . 23.

chord of the circumference of the core, as in Fig .
25. In this case coils i and 3 are at the dead
point, and cut out of action , and correspond to
coils A A of Fig. 24 . The novice should note that
the ending of coil 1 is not connected to the conduc
tor marked 36 at the top of the armature, but to
the commencing end of coil 2 , marked 2 á . End
3 b is the finishing end of coil No. 3. The con
ductors therefore, as counted directly round the

For instance, the voltages produced in coils B , C ,
together. The voltages produced in coils B , C and
D , which are passing the S pole, are also all added
together. The current leaves the winding at the
positive brush and enters by the negative brush .

and D , which are passing the N pole, are all added

There are two paths through the winding through
which it flows, as indicated by the arrows. All
the coils in which electricity is being generated
are thus brought into service, and contribute to the
output of the machine. Those at the dead points
are inactive and temporarily cut out by the brushes.
In this instance coils A A are thus not contributing
anything to the output of the machine, the current
passing by them as it flows to and from the active
coils. As the armature rotates coils A A will pass
into positions of activity and be transferred into
the active circuit coils DD, in turn becoming
inactive, and being temporarily cut out of circuit.
At the positions where the brushes each press
upon one commutator section only , all the coils will
be The
active
andsystem
in circnit.
of closed circuit winding and
same
connection of the conductors is applied to drum
armatures (see Fig. 25 ), which is the armature of
Fig . 20 connected as a closed -circuit winding.
One result is that there are only four sections
to the commutator instead of eight. This is due

4.

16

3a

Fig . 25.

circumference of the core, must be reckoned alter
nately . In winding a number of coils thus,
a space must be left between each pair to take
the incoming coil from the opposite side of the series.
The reader will note that the position of the
brushes is different to that used for the open -coil

winding . In the latter they must be placed so as
to collect current from the coil or coils in maximum
action only. With the closed -coil system , Figs.
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24 and 25, they must be placed so as to make con
nection with the coils in the position of minimum
action , because all active coils are grouped into the
working circuits.
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A Small Self- inking Printing
Machine.

(To be continued.)

By J. R . BROWN.
THE photographs and scale drawings here

The “ Model Engineer ” Speed

with will fully explain the self-inking print
T
ing machine which I have made during odd
moments of four years. Having only seen a rough ,
perspective view of a large machine, I have had to
spend a good many hours in drawing and experi
menting with sheet iron and wood models before
making the patterns for the present workable
machine. There are several small printing machines
in the market , but they only use special sized
type, and having plenty of full-sized type and tired
ofmy hand-inking machine, I set to work to design
one for addressing envelopes and post-cards.
I daresay my critics will say what a lot of metal
wasted ; quite right, but only being a school
master, and not a mechanic, I erred on the side
of strength . In the details I have cut some 2 ins.

Boat Competition , 1906 .
General Conditions.
THE entries for this Competition will be divided
into two classes. Class A will include all

boats over 4 ft. 6 ins. and up to 7 ft. in length ,
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft . 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water-line. Each boat must be
timed over a total distance of not less than 300
yards, which may be divided into separate trips of
not less than 100 yards each . At starting each
trip , power must be turned on , and the engine
started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars
given . The exact length of the course must be
measured , and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip. These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised

Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club ,
who must have been present at the trials. In
addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI
NÉER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum
marised as follows :
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats
beating previous records.
SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat,
provided speed is not less than 4 miles
per hour.
boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour,

BRONZE MEDAL in Class B to the second fastest
If in Class A the performance of the first boat
does not surpass that attained in previous com
petitions, then the highest awards will be Bronze
Medals and certificates respectively . The number
of competitors interested in any one boat, either as
designers or builders, will be limited to two. A
signed declaration is required , giving particulars as
to the building of the model, in addition to the
usual certificate of performance . Certificates will
be given to all Class A boats which have an average

speed record of not less than five-and-a -half miles
per hour ; and to Class B vessels with an average
speed of not less than fourmiles per hour.
The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906.
A NEW alloy for valves is Monel metal, which
consists of nickel and copper. It is said to drop

forge satisfactorily , to machine the same as nickel
steel, and to be indistinguishable from pure nickel.
It possesses a high tensile strength and elastic
limit, and it has the non -corrosive properties of
nickel.

A SMALL WORKING PRINTING PRESS .
off the top of the two side frames ( Fig . 1),and made
the bracket ( Fig . 6 ) parallel with the inking table,
whereas in the photograph it is at right angles to
face of type. The castings were made by a local
firm , the turning being done on a 41- in . back
geared lathe, and wherever I could I used split
pins of brass wire instead of nuts ; this meant a
lot of turning and drilling and a few broken drills.
The chase is 4 ins. by 3 ins. inside measurement,
but in making another I should make it broader,
for billheads, etc. I may say that the first speci
men of work accomplished was very satisfactory .
In pattern -making and casting I started with

the chase (Fig. 3) and its bedplate. Having filed
and scraped the bed plate, I riveted the chase to
it and drilled a 3 - 16ths-in . hole at the top for a set
screw to hold the chase to the back of the machine
(Fig. 2 ). To make an easy sliding fit it will be
noticed there is a difference of 1- 16th in . between
the width of chase and the back of the machine.
Having cleaned and trued the castings for Figs.
1 and 2 , the holes f2 , g2 (Fig . 2 ) were drilled for
3- 16ths-in . set screws, then chase filled with type
was screwed to Fig . 2, and the whole clamped in
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position to side frames (Fig. 1) standing on the wood
base , and allowance being made for type to project
$ in . beyond the inclined face of Fig . 1 ; holes
fi, g1, were now made, and 12, g2 , tapped . Any
one making a similar machine I should recommend
them to have the top of the side frame near the

inking table at a greater angle and more in a straight
line with face of type, in order to lessen the strain
on the springs (Fig . II ) and to ensure easier working .

December 13, 1906 .

Some Accurate Electrical
Measuring Instruments .
By V. W . DELVES-BROUGHTON.
A REFLECTING GALVANOMETER.

The platen -face must be filed and scraped to a
true surface and then clamped to its back frame,

TF anyone is interested in electrical science and
I undertakes any practical research , one of the
first requirements is a reliable and sensitive
galvanometer, and as there is no real difficulty in

and two f-in . holes drilled through both on a line

the construction , a very moderate mechanic may

The platen and its frame (Fig . 4 ) are now tackled .
a , b ; two - in . bolts — with heads cut off - are
riveted to platen , and heads of rivets filed off to
face of platen . Four holes are now drilled and

tapped in the back for setscrews for regulating the
impression ; two in . holes C2 are now drilled and
countersunk , and the platen clamped to face of
type and holes C1 ( Fig. 1) drilled for pins in details
to Fig . 1.

VIEW SHOWING LEFT-HAND SIDE OF
PRINTING PRESS .

The double lever (Fig.-5) ismade of wrought iron,
and consists of two 9 ins. x in . x } in ., two 4 ins. x
in . x } in . flat pieces, and four 5 } ins. by in .
round iron spindles with a boxwood handle. The

holes are countei sunk, spindles shouldered , and
then riveted . The spindles for d2 and e2 are
similar, but of different lengths of t -in . round

iron with split pins, the one through d2 having two
- in . brass ferrules for the L lever (Fig. 8 ) to clear
the arms of ink rollers (Fig. 7 ). See sketch (Fig.6a )
of spindle passing through di, d2, d3 (half size ).
The dotted lines in Fig . I show how the position
and angle of bracket (Fig .6 ) and hole Ki are found,
allowance being made for the ink-roller arms to

be pivotted about i in . below centre-line of chase,
hole Kı being 41 ins. from top and inclined face
(Fig . 1). The angle made by top of side frame (Fig .
I) and inclined face is bisected , and a line drawn
parallel to and 41 ins. from top or inclined face
to meet the bisecting line at Ki ; this will allow
K to be about i in . below centre-line of chase .
The bracket (Fig . 6 ) is fastened to back of machine

(Fig. 2)by two short 3-16ths in . bolts with heads for
countersunk holes in Fig. 2.
(To be continued.)

Fig . 1. - A REFLECTING GALVANOMETER.
( The mirror in this instrument is fixed to the upper
group of magnets on the compound needle.)
undertake the manufacture of one for himself.
I, therefore , propose describing a sensitive galvano
meter (made out of scrap ) that will indicate the
current developed by a couple formed of an ordinary
brass pin and a needle laid on the tongue.
The materials required are : - Two strips of
vulcanite, 7 ins. by2jins. by 5- 16ths in ., and
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one strip of vulcanite, 2 } ins. by 1 } ins. by 5-16ths

burn off all the tin in the fire, heat the watch

in . ; 2 ins. of f-in . brass rod (round) ; 5 ins. by
i in . by f-in . brass strip ; some unspun silk or a

spring , straighten it out and cut it off in con
venient lengths. Wrap these in the blackened
remains of the tin and anneal the whole in any

bit of spider's web ; four No. 5 B . A . screws, in .
long ; two No. 3 B . A . screws, fin . long ; one bone
penholder or a slip of bone or ivory ; 5 ozs. of
No. 40 S.S.c. wire ; 2 lbs. of scrap zinc ; lb . each
resin and paraffin wax ; five binding screws ; if ft.
3 - 16ths- in . brass wire (round) ; 6 ins. brass tube
to fit the same ; one packet of plaster -of-Paris ; one

convenient manner.
L - piece to offoch

'body to base )
KOSA Levelling screw

old watch -spring, i- roth in . wide ; 4 ins. No. 20
gauge aluminium wire ; 2 ins. by i in . mica ; one

mirror for reflector ; one old miscroscope ; one lid
of packing case about 4 ft. long .
The first thing to be made is the patterns for
the winder, which can be made out of a bit of the

Yo .

Gloss plates

packing case lid , and at the same time the pattern
for the base can be made ; in this latter case a
75

tang should be cast on to grip in the self-centreing
chuck whilst finishing.
When the patternshave been finished , they should
be dipped in paraffin wax, scraped clean , and

De Levelling screw

moulded in plaster-of-Paris, the gates for running
themetal cut, and the whole put away in a warm
place to dry for some days , when they can be cast

Fig . 4. - PLAN .

Vulcanite cap

FGroovest

Vulconite
sides

4 - p -6
yer

If a wire plate is avail
able, bend the end of the
spring into the form of a
tube and draw down gradu
a tube. If a wire plate is not
to hand, bore two or three
conical holes in an old file
or other piece of steel, and
use in the same manner.
It will probably be found

Tigh
fi t

ally till the whole strip forms

tting

spindle to
adjust
suspension

2201

Born
Boll

that the spring will require

reannealing during the pro
cess.
Ivory

stud

kr

let

Slugs

Next cut the tubes off into
lengths of 5 - 16ths in ., care
close the ends ; thread two or
three at a time on a piece of

being taken not to distort or

Wox

iron wire, heat to a cherry

,and plunge into mercury ,
rCelluloid red
or failing that, into strong
cell
Uuuuu

24

sulphuric acid to harden .
Eight of these tubes will be
required , but it is advisable
to make several, as they
sometimes break sponta
neously, being very brittle.
Now thread the tubes three

no

Ivory
stud
Brass

-

1.

at a timeon a piece of copper
wire and magnetise them by
Bolt

placing them in the centre
of a solenoid (a bobbin of

UDUN

insulated wire),through which
e and sides
Leg
current is flowing. A 4-volt
accumulator, with a solenoid
of wrapped
about 20round
yds.
FIG . 2. - INTERNAL ELEVATION .
Fig . 3. - SECTION THROUGH Coils. consisting
of No . 20 wire
a few turns of paper on a
thick knitting-needle, forming a coil i in . long and
in zinc, using an ordinary iron ladle to melt the
several layers thick, should magnetise the tubes
metal.
effectively. A simple mechanical interrupter can
These castings can then be finished to the dimen
e screwed

sions given in the sketches.

Next take an old coffee tin and thoroughly

a very intense, interrupted

be formed by mounting a notched disc in the lathe,
against which a spring is held in the hand, a piece

an
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of paper or other insulator being wrapped round

bolts are made out of 3- 16ths-in . brass rod, with

the end held in the hand to prevent the shock
from the “ extra ” current being felt.
The ends which pointed in one direction in the
coil during the process of magnetisation should
be coloured distinctively to enable them to be

heads turned out of - in . rod, screwed and sweated
to the shanks. The nuts are turned out of -in .

and tapped an easy fit to the bolts. The distance
pieces are simply pieces of brass tube cut off to
i ins., through which the bolts are passed . Next
screw pieces of 3- 16ths-in . brass rod into them ,
and cut the screws which are used to level the
apparatus.
Take a third screw and screw in a piece of plain
3 -16ths- in . rod to form the suspension regulator.
The strips of brass are then cut i in . by it ins.
and formed into angles to attach the body of the

take two of the heads of the binding screws, and

assembled in their proper positions.

Celluloid cells

galvanometer to the base. A small piece of
3-16ths-in . brass rod must be cut off, pointed at one
end and screwed at the other, to form the third
leg to the base .
These complete all the brass work required for
the galvanometer itself, and should be made to

an

Fig . 6 .
DETAIL

OF

A

Glass

the dimensions shown in the drawing, polished ,

WINDINGS.

lacquered , and carefully put away till required .

Fig . 5.

(To be continued.)

DETAIL OF

CellulOID CELL .

Tang to be

Prize Competition .

held in chuck

The process of magnetisation should be carried
on for a minute at a time, and each tube should

Competition No. 42. - A Prize of Two Guineas
will be awarded to the reader sending the best
design for a model marine boiler to suit a racing
boat measuring 5 ft. 6 ins. to 7 ft. long, with a
maximum beam of 7 } ins. The drawings should
be accompanied by a short article describing the
construction of the boiler (about 1,000 words),
and should indicate how the boiler is to be arranged
in the boat. Particulars of the necessary pipe
lines and firing arrangements should also be included .

undergo the process at least three times, at as long
intervals as is convenient.
The solenoid will probably get very hot during
the process, and if there is any fear of it beginning
to scorch the insulation, a rest should be given
to enable the coil to cool down.
The tubes should now be put away for as long
a time as possible to see if they retain their mag
netism , which should be as great as possible ; they

GENERAL CONDITIONS.

should lift at least five times their own weight.
Flattened
aluminium wire

euon-

HE

N

1. All articles should be written in ink on one

side of the paper only .
2. Any drawings which may be necessary should
black

4 magnets
with plotes of

be in good
ink on white Bristol board . No
coloured lines or washes should be used . The draw

mico

ings should be full size for the model, and small
details double full size.
3. The copyright of all photographs entered in
connection with any competition must be the
sender's own property, and a signed statement to
this effect must accompany same.
4. The copyright of the prize articles to be the
property of the proprietor of The MODEL ENGINEER ,
and the decision of the Editor to be accepted as

Mirror

Ett

-

Fig . 7. -- COMPOUND MAGNETIC NEEDLE WITH
DAMPING VANE.

If the spring is not of suitable steel or the
hardening process has not been carried out properly ,
it will be found that the needles will lose their

final.

5. The Editor reserves the right to print the
which he may think worthy of publication , upon the
understanding that remuneration is given at the
Editor's discretion in proportion to the length and
merit of the matter used.

whole or any portion of an unsuccessful article

magnetism in a very short time.

Some steel requires to be well rubbed with
powdered yellow prussiate of potash whilst red
hot before hardening , to make it retain magnetism ;
some brands are impossible to magnetise at all.
I have entered into the question of magnetising

6 . All competitions should be addressed to the
Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26 to 29 , Poppin ' s
Court, Fleet Street, London, E .C ., and should be

rather fully, as without efficient magnets it is
impossible to make a satisfactory galvanometer.
Whilst the magnets are in hand, a few stout

marked outside with the number of the Competition
for which they are intended . A stamped addressed
envelope should accompany all Competitions for

knitting-needles should be hardened and mag
netised with different degrees ofmagnetism , as these
galvanometer to zero . The next item to take in

will be required as control magnets to bring the i

hand is five bolts, nuts, and distance pieces. The

'

their return in the event of being unsuccessful. All
MSS. and drawings should bear the sender's full
name and address on the back .
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Model Yachting Corre
spondence .
Model Full-rigged Ships

TO THE EDITOR
OF The Model
Engineer .
Sır . - When I wrote the original
letter re above, I feared I had laid
myself open to the ridicule of all lovers
of other model ship sailing ; instead
of which the majority of your corre
spondents seem to agree with me.
This result is as gratifying as un
expected .
Even “ Naiad " -- who seems to be
my only adversary in this discussion ,
admits that the 6 -ft. barque (an enor
mous length for a model surely ) was
“ a success, and a thing of beauty . . ."
But “ Naiad ” does not prove that
a sinaller vessel would not behave,
or look , equally as well as the one
sailed on his pond ; certainly it would
not interfere so much with the other
boats. However, I forgive “ Naiad ”
because of his amusing account of
the jealous male swan 's attack on
his schooner.

On the other hand, Mr. T. E .
Hardy absolutely agrees with me,
and admits that “ the great draw
back is the lack of information on
the subject." Now , Mr. Hardy being
evidently an experienced man , and
offering help , I contemplated writing

to him personally , but, finding that
so many other correspondents of
“ Ours " take such a great interest

in the subject, I feel sure, Sir, that
" How to Build and Riga Model
Ship,” which I think I am justified
you will spare us a few pages on

in saying might be called an absolutely
unique article.

Mr. Sidney Russell sends an interest
ing letter, practically agreeing with
me except as to details of rig. I
am pleased that this correspondent
has proved that a three-masted properly
rigged model was a success.
Mr. H . S . Phillips again , writing
of a full -rigged model, testifies to the
" appearance of the model, both when
sailing and when laid up at home . . ."
When very young indeed , I remember
once seeing a large model ship in the
hall of a neighbour's house. Al
though long ago, I can well remember
the perfect details (not a fin -keel),
and I think that this model gave me
the first ambition to build and rig
a model yacht of any kind, but I
never had a second view of her, and ,
the people having left, I have never
been able to trace her since, although
I have often tried .

In the issue for November 8th ,

S. S. Macquarie
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“ Interested ," although thinking that square-rigged
models are unfit for sailing purposes, evidently

December 13 , 1906 .

heartily agrees with me that they are worth taking
a lot of trouble over, but have been neglected
through lack of reliable information . He would ,

for pleasure, and at present owned by the Earl of
in fact, Captain F. J. Laycock , her former owner,
parted with her because of the difficulties in getting
a large crew to sign on for such protracted voyages

doubtless, welcome the proposed article.

as he wished to make.

By the courtesy of Messrs. Hughes & Son , 59 ,
Fenchurch Street (2), and West & Son , South -

round the world ; I believe principally under sail.

sea (1), I am enabled to show our readers two
photographs of Macquario and one of Valhalla , than
which , I believe, no finer examples of ship photo
graphs (under sail) exist in this country.
The Macquarie was, until recently , commanded
by Captain Corner , R .N . R ., and was used as a
training sbip for lads under Lord Brassey's scheme,
ånd engaged in a general carrying trade to Australia .
Captain Corner seemed to take a great interest in
the vessel, as he has personally taken views of her
in every position possible , and in various latitudes.

The Valhalla is an auxiliary screw steamer built

Crawford . She carries a crew of seventy men ;

However, the Valhalla has been several times

The publication of these photographs, added to
promised future information, will, I trust, lead to
the launching of a fleet of model ships which will
turn “ Naiad 's " male swan green with envy . May
that time soon come. — Yours truly,
Reading.
W . H . T.
THE OLDEST STEAMBOAT. - The steamboat
Norwich , now plying on the Hudson River, has been
in operation since 1836 . She is the oldest steam
vessel afioat.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Practical Letters from our
Readers .
( The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters

may be signed with a nom -de-plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender must invariably be attached,
though not necessarily intended for publication .]

Proposed Open -airi Track for the Society of
Model Engineers.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — I was much interested when I read
a few weeks back that a track had been proposed
for the Society , as I had proposed such a track
among my friends two or three years back , but the
matter fell through . .
With Mr. Twining's and Mr. Greenly 's suggestion
for proposed gauges, and Mr. Twining's suggestion
for the proposed permanent way, the matter is
assuming earnest form . I do not know what has

been proposed at the Society by the Track Com
mittee or members, but I consider that here step
in some important points for discussion .

Firs , that a responsible committee or member
be appointed to see that the track is properly laid ,
with joints in the rails firmly united together and
the tops level. The track to be quite straight if
the ground permits (except, perhaps, at the ends,
where it should rise ), as more favourable to the
running on the larger gauges. Secondly, and most
important from each individual owner's point of
view , what safety and rights are to be guaranteed
him when running his engine ? and , with this end
in view , I suggest a few members most experienced
in running models be appointed to assist each owner
when running his engine,
In reply to the Editor's note, I make the three
following suggestions :

1. That the gauges of 34 ins. and under be
the
erected separately from the running rails of and
larger gauges, the metals to be of materials
size suitable to their size (that is, one size of rail
suitable for all these small gauges), and that the
form of track be a continuous cne of oblong or
circular shape (curve not less than 20 ft. radius).

raised a foot or two from the ground for convenience
in handling .

2. That certain days be allotted to the running
engine to be made in advance, that a
be allotted each owner, and so save confusion and
t.
disappointmen
3. That it be submitted to the members of the
Society , whether they consider it advisable to
have gauges above

to run an
of certain gauge models, or applications time
may
i in . scale, and to decide which

gauges above this size are deemed necessary,
according to whether sufficient members have
models of the gauges, or whether only the 61 ins.
and 101 ins. gauges be adopted as convenient for
members building locomotives to ride on .

In regard to the first suggestion above, the large
and small gauges being made separate would
permit two engines to be run at once. Further ,
if any model engineer has had practical experience
of trying to run a 2-in . gauge model on one line

December 13 , 1906 .

The Society of ModelEngineers .
(Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication.)

London .
FUTURE MEETING. – The December meeting
will be held on Friday, the 14th inst., at the Cripple
gate Institute. Lecture and demonstration on
moulding and casting by Mr. John O 'Neill.
HERBERT G . RIDDLE, Hon . Sec., 37, Minard Road ,
Hither Green , S . E .

Provincial Society.
Glasgow . - The annual general meeting of this
society was held in their rooms, 318 , Paisley Road ,

on Wednesday, November 21st,
Mr. Falconer
(president) in the chair. The minutes of the pre
vious meeting and also the balance sheet for 1905
1906 were put before the meeting and adopted .
Thereafter the election of new office-bearers for
1906 - 1907 was proceeded with , the following being

duly
elected : President,Hornal
Mr. R . Falconer
; vice
president,
secretary

Mr. Thos.
;
and
treasurer, Mr. J. Ingram Watson ; committee,
Messrs. Beith , Forrest, Woyka, Kennedy, Porteous,
Granger, Weston, ard Munro. Full particulars
as to membership , etc., may be obtained by apply
ing to Hon . Secretary, J. Ingram Watson , 5 , Dun
olly Gardens, Ibrox .

Queries and Replies.
[ 16 .8771 Induction Coil Failure. W . S . F . (Edendarroch )
in the following matter : I have constructed an induction coil to
the following dimensions :- Length of core , 8 ins. ; thickness.
in ; primary wound with two layers of No. 18 d .c .c ., insulated
as described in your Handbook No. 11 ; secondary, 1 lb . of No. 36
S.S.C., wound in four sections. I worked the coil with a 4 . volt
accumulator and a mercury break, but I found that I could only
get a spark for a very short time, and got the best results with the
break working very slowly . But I got a violent green spark at
the surface of the mercury every few seconds, and every time the
hreak was made there was a very sharp click heard in the core .
. This was just the same whether the sectors were on or not. I
could not believe there was anything wrong with the primary
or ccre, so I took the ends off the sectors, and in trying to find out
what was wrong I damaged them rather , and had to rewind one
in consequence . But now I am convinced that it is in the core
that the fault lies ; it is built up of best charcoal iron wire (as per
enclosed). I did not put it in the fire over-night as I thoughtit
was soft enough . When working the coil with three sectors on
I can get a t-in . spark on the first break, and after this it gradually
falls down to 1- 16th in ., and if I let it rest for a few minutes , and
then repeat the process, I get the same results as before . But I
am sure the insulation of the secondary is perfect, for they answer
all the tests and all behave alike. ( 1) Shall I unwind primary and
try softening core, or shall I obtain some new wire from another
firm and build a new one ? (2 ) Shall I alter the dimensions ?

writes : I should be much obliged to you if you would assist me

(3) Please explain the violent sparking in the mercury tube (this
takes place just the same with alcohol on the surface of the
every time the current is stopped in the primary. It is not like
a spark discharge.
The quality of the core would not cause surh various results as
you describe. Have you tried an ordinary spring contact-break ?
We should advise you to if you have not. Then compare results

mercury). (4 ) Please also explain the sharr click heard in the core

and make your own deductions. It is only by a series of trials

of a 5 - in . or 7 - in . gauge track , constructed of 4- in .

that you can get to the bottom of a case of this sort.

angle or T-iron , his opinions would be valuable.
The arrangement does not seem to me good or

enough . You nearly always get a lot of noise and sparking with
the mercury break . We cannot explain the " click " in the core .
It is a matter for personal investigation . Perhaps the core is not
well put together, and some of the wires are loose and caused to

advisable. Apologising for lateness. — Yours faith
fully ,

WILLIAM E . WEBB.

Try annealing

the core as it is ; and also make certain your battery supply is good

move by the intense magnetic field.
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A . L . (Edinboro') writes :

J. two six -pole machines
,855] Rotary
converter consistingof
up a smallConverters.
I am(16 making
on one bedplate. The design is taken from THE MODEL ENGINEER
volts from

of December 15th , 1902. One machine, to take 230
the other as dynamo giving 5 volts and as
and to drive
mains amperes
as possible . Ordinary drum armature stampings
will be used . Kindly give wiring for above.
armature
with No.lb . 32No.S.28W .GS .,. W and
field -magnets
No.Wind
30 , and
use about
.G . platinoid
wire with
as a
starting resistance . The dynamo will be about 50 watts size and
wound with No. 18 on armature, and fields with No. 20 S . W .G .
( 16,856 ) Patrol Motors. J . S . (Reading) writes : I should
to calculate the diameter
esteem it a favour if you could tellmehow
and thickness of cylinder and length of stroke and the speed of a
?
Can you further tell
horse-power
given
any
for
motor
petrol
me how to calculate the dimensions of inlet and outlet valves,
?
dimensions
including carburettor
To reply in detail to these matters would take several issues of
THE MODEL ENGINEER. The diameter of cylinder is usually
fairly
somewhat less than I 'o times the stroke. For stationary and
1'5 times the
slow speed engines, the stroke is generally made for
-speed
high
but
reasons,
thermodynamic
for
diameter,
cylinder
necessity for
engines such considerations are outweighed by the
be taken as half
high -speed of piston . Inlet and outlet valves may
perfected by a
cylinder. Carburettors havedo been
the diameter ofexperiments,
and you cannot better than use one
long series of
of the approved form now on the market. A rather good article
on the subject appeared in the Mechanical World on August 17th

you. But any treatise on internal
issue, 1906, wihch might interest
combustion engines would be useful.
( 16 ,699 ) 400 -watt

Windings. B . C . (Preston )
writes : Being by givingDynamo
of your paperforI would
if you
would oblige mea constantreader
a few particulars
a smalllikedynamo

which I intend making shortly . I have received the castings,
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(16,859] Charging Small Accumulators from Primary

J. D .the(Finsbury
) writes
: I should
be pleased
ifBatteries.
you will answer
followingPark
queries
for me.
( 1) Could
I keep
up the charge of a 4 -volt five-hour accumulator by batteries after
I have had it charged at an electrician 's, as it is inconvenient to
have to take it to be charged after only five hours' use ? ( 2) If so ,
could you tell me of the best kind ofbattery to use , and how many
required ? (3 ) If batteries can be used , should zinc or carbon
terminal
to terminal
accumulator ??
(4 ) How belongconnected
should batteries
be marked
connected+ toon accumulator

(5) Is; itanhasammeter
necessary
(6) Does
acid
only been
charged? twice
? accumulator need fresh
( 1) Yes, but we do not see the advantage of using accumulators
primary cells. (2) Bichromate or
chargeto with
ifBunsen
you .have(3) toCarbon
terminal marked + on accumulator.
Reckon 2 '5 volts as the
for
charging.
to
positive
is
positive
That
necessary voltage required per cell ; or, say, three bichromate cells
will
do
for
a 4 -volt accumulator.
as
possible)
(and
as
large
in(4 ) series
Till fully charged . (5 ) Preferably . It is extremely useful.
(6 ) No. See handbook - " Small Accumulators."
[ 16.0221 lathe Queries. N . S . writes : ( 1) I should be
obligedtheiflatter
you would
mandrel,
and
what
is used explain
for ? (2the
) Is terms
it possible
to usefaceplate,
ball bearings

for the lathe headstock ?

(1) See our
handbook
- " Thequestions.
Beginner's(2Guide
the
Lathe."
This sixpenny
will answer
all your
) Yes :to ball
bearings are frequently used , especially for the thrust bearing.
(16,854)1 am150building
-watt Dynamo
G . G type),'field
. (Croydon)
writes:
a dynamoWindings.
(Avery-Lahmeyer

magnet, armature 3 ins. by 3 ins. I have the " ABC ofDynamo
Designs," " Practical Dynamo and Motor Construction," and
" Small Dynamos and Motors," but am unable to calculate with
certainty sizes and quantity of wire for ( 1) 50 volts, (2 ) 40 volts.

Shall be grateful for information respecting separate windings.

K352

K24 to 375"
LIL-

H2442

Query 16699

veny 16699

Fig . 2.
ARMATURE STAMPING.

FIG . 1.
400 -WATT DYNAMO FIELD-MAGNETS.
and send you a rough sketch of the field -magnet frame. It has
been sold to me as a 500-watt machine, but ask your opinion .
I should like it wound 50 volts, and as many volts as possible .
The particulars I require are as follows : Size and weights of wire
for arm , also size and weights of wire for coils. The arm is 4 ins.
by 4 ins., including three vents in . wide, with eighteen slots ,
dimensions as on sketch . I should also like your advice as to
the number of commutator segments required .
Armature, No. 18 S . W .G ., nearly 2 lbs. Field -magnets, No. 22,
I lbs. in shunt. Use same number of commutator segments
as there are slots in armature core. Output about 400 watts ;
50 volts and about 8 amps. at 2,300 revs.

Appliedplant
Book on : “(1)Electricity
to
[16,8581." Voltmeters:
I havereadsa lighting
. J .volts,
T 105
Mining
N . (Pyle)
voltmeter only
but mywrites
to 8o. What
with dynamo
ought it to read with a 100 -volt lamp in series with it ? The lamp

about10015-volt
be taking
only seems tosimply
volts.lamps
(2 ) Canas
does
not light
by using
I charge
4 -voltandaccumulators
resistance in the above circuit ? (3) Kindly give receipt for
soldering cable ends to cables ? I find it difficult. (4 ) Can you
supply mewith a book ( I think it is 3s. 6d .), “ Electricity in Mines,"
or " Électricity as Applied to Mining " ?
(1 ) Of course the lamp will not light up because the resistance
a large enough current flowing.
of voltmeter is such as tolessprevent
The voltmeter will read with the lamp in series with it because
the extra resistance of the lamp will diminish the current flowing
to adding extra ampere turns
in its windings. It is quite different
in the form of an extra winding to meter coils to increase its resist.
ance, and make it suitable for higher voltage readings. (2 ) Yes .
( 3 ) N " receipt " will help you to do this. It is a question of
practice. We presume you know all about ordinary methods of
If not, read the articles on the subject in the last few
soldering.
volumes. (4 ) " Electricity Applied to Mining," by Arnold Lupton

and H . Perkins, price 125., postage 6d .

for these two voltages, both for magnet and armature. Latter is.
cogged drum , twelve slots, in , deep, fin . wide.
Armature wind with No. 22 S . W .G . and field -magnet with No. 22.
Weights will be about 1 lb . for armature and 6 lbs. for field -magnet.
This is for 40 volts.is noFor
ofle No.
ysvolts
sa. suitable
tmay
riat23ioinn
m 5useorsame
vavariation
Suorutabeven
voltweights
6 volts,
alwa50beabout
realtered
each
case. however,
The speedwithin
of voltage,
5 orto6 get
more, if
maximum output is not always required.
(12,047) Emery Wheels and Grindstones. B . E , (Mirfield )

writes
: I am(milling
about to make
grinding machine
for grinding
fine tools
twista tool
drills,
machine
tools,
pattern
making, andcutter
the , general
run oflathe
handandtools),
and would
be pleased to have your opinion and advice as to which is the best
grade
of emery
wheelwheels
for the
much
experience
with emery
, andpurpose.
would likeI tohave
knownotthehad
difference
in the materials (of what they are composed of) of those running
dry and those
water,do and
understand
somein firms
not which
care foryouthewould
emeryrecommend
wheel for ?toolI
grinding,
and
prefer
the
grindstone,
Also
,
I
would
to knowa
which is the best grade grindstone, and where I couldlikepurchase
stone or wheel wholesale ?

The tofirmselect
supplying
adviseyouyouwant
whichto grade
wheel
if you the
tellemery
them wheel
exactlywillwhat
grind
class ofofgrinding,
tell grinding
you the ;speed
to runforit.a
Itor isthea matter
opinion and
as towill
dry also
or wet
probably
small stone, dry grinding will be more convenient ; the precaution
to observe is that you do not heat the tool when grinding and lower
its temper ; frequent dipping in a vessel of water will assist ; in

the casewheel
ofmilling
cutters,
very light
pressure
be usedthan. The
emery
is more
applicable
to sinall
toolmust
grinding
the
grindstone.
You
will
not
be
able
to
purchase
a
grindstone
on
wholesale
terms
unless
you
are
in
the
trade
;
try
Geo
Adams,
144,
High Holborn , or other of our advertisers, and ask for a fine stone
for small tool grinding.
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(16 ,409] Toy Gas Engine Building. F . E . B . (Harringay)
As I am unable to find any information suitable in your handbook,

writes : I have recently picked up cheap what appears to be a
gas engine cylinder, together with a disc crankshaft and bearings.

FIG . 1.

W
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as in Fig . 2 . Keep the tube as close to the back end as you can .

You do not say what clearance there is between back end of com
bustion chamber and piston when the latter is on the back centre.
A valve-box to carry both air and gas valves could be made to
on worked
the backoutendcarefully
of cylinder.
The details
wouldgeneral
have
togo be
by yourself,
but ofFig.same
I gives
arrangement which might be followed . ( 1) Make valves as large
as space will allow . (2) Connecting rod approximately five times
the stroke. (3) You will have considerable trouble with either
oil or petrol with such a small engine. (4 ) Would have to have
them made specially. Use cast iron . Any of the firms adver
tising for such work would supply you . (5 ) No, we do not think
you would getmuch out of it. It is purely a matter for experiment.
(6 ) The odd parts would probably cost you more than a complete

INNITTLITIR

set of new parts, as they would have to bemade specially . Write

toquotation
Roy, .151,(7 ) Shields
Roadrevolutions
, Heaton , probably
Newcastle-on-Tyne,
for a
About 700
.
116 ,870) Small Dynamo Failure. D . M . (Hamilton )
writes : I would like if you could get me
out of a difficulty. I have a small Man .
chester motor, armature 2 ins. by 2 ins.,
drum wound eight sections, 1 lb . No. 22

ust

wire on armature ; fields are wound with
1 lb . same size, 1 lb . oa each field . Now ,
the difficulty is I cannot get it to go , al

though the fields are wellmagnetised with
two bichromate batteries. The armature
is very weak, although I have tried both
fields and armature for continuity and
insulation
and found them all right.
When I put on current, the fields just
hold the armature and will not allow it to
go round ; it just holds it by attraction .
If I move the armature , either backward
oragainforward
a little itis just
. The, armature
quite goes
free back
no current is on . I wound the when
fields
according to your book on " Small Dy
namos
and
Motors."
Please
state
the
number of MODEL ENGINEER that a sinall
Tesla transformer appeared in . What is
themeaning? of flux, potential, hysteresis,
induction

Query 16409
FIG . 2 .

Tube

Your connections are evidently wrong somewhere.
They must be reversed so as to get attraction and ropulsion
issue, page 7 . If they are as given in Handbook No. 10
you would find the machine would run properly .
May soth , 1906 , for Tesla transformer. Flux - mag.

at the correct moment. See article in January ist, 1903,

Metal bush

netic
of force. - Potential
voltage
or electro-motive
Hysteresis
force.lines
the lagging- of
a magnetic
effect be
hind
its
cause.
This
cannot
be
explained
words,as
subject,
and you should read some text-book on inthea few
S . P . Thompson's " Elementary Lessons in Electricity and

Fig . 3.

W ! Query 16409
thought you might be able to assist me a little.

drawing of
and have enclosed herewith a full-size
the cylinder and the measurements , etc. As I
have some faint idea that this might be a similar
pattern to the design by “ Atlas," in Vol. I (which
I am unable to obtain ), perhaps you could let me
have a rough sketch showing how to arrange it

Query 16900

to the best advantage . You will observe that
what appears to be the valve-box has two i in .
holes drilled through and through cover. The
dimensions are : Cylinder, 15-16ths in . diam .,

3 -16ths in . thick ; 31-in . stroke ; piston length ,
by 5
in .wide
3-32nds
16ths ins.;( 1) grooves,
and how -64ths
What size
shall
valves
in1 .7- deep.
they and gignition be arranged ? (2) What size
connectin -rod and flywheel ? (3) As gas is beyond
my reach , would oil or petrol be cheaper, and
which
would be the most efficient in an engine
of such a small size ? (4 ) The piston is solid with
three grooves in it for rings. What is the best
material for them , and do you know of a firm
where
I should be able to obtain them ? (5) Is it
possible for it to develop sufficient power to

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITTL

SHOWING CYLINDER
11122

FIG . 4.

OF MODEL
GAS ENGINE.

Query 16409

arive a 30 -watt Avery-Lahmeyer dynamo ? (6 ) Can you recom
mend a firm where I could purchase the rest ofthe parts or a working
drawing ? (7 ) What speed ought it to run at, and what power is
it Itlikely
will tobe develop
a difficult? matter to arrange for satisfactory

as the design is not all that it might be. The igcition blockworking,
comes
in the way ofthe valves, unless you cared to risk boring right through
water -jacket into cylinder and mounting ignition tube in a bush

Magnetism
price 4s ,"9dby
. post
free ; price
07, “25.First
Bookfree.
of Elec.
Maycock,
tricity and,"Magnetism
od. post
(16 ,862] Shrinkage of Castings. H . G . (Leytonstone,
writes : I should be much obliged if you could give me the shrinkage
metals per foot : Aluminium , brass, copper, German
of
the following
iron , steel.
silver,

The usually accepted figures are: Cast iron, # in. per foot ;

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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in. per foot
per footin ;. percopper,
3-16ths in.per(bare)
brass,5-16ths
. per;
aluminium
foot ;3-16ths
foot
zinc,
3-16ths in. ,perinfoot.
silver,
per ;foottin,;German
fooť; cast steel,in . fin.
Rc " Heating
Bojlers.”issue, In" { theinch reply
this(16,781)
527, Surface
tubesto"
Novemberof 29th
read “on4 page
shouldquery
inch tubes."

The News of the Trade.
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celluloid.is No
is usedfilling
in themanufacture,
andcelluloid
one desirable
feature
thatsolder
pitch
the
case.
We
connected
a the4 -volt
4 C.-P . “ adheres
Osram "welllampto (also
sent to usby
the
abovethatfirm the) to battery
thisbattery,
obtained
splendid
light.for nine
It is
claimed
will and
light
a 4 itvoltis astated
H .E . lamp
hours.
As
a
spare,
for
motor
cyclists,
to
last
for
150
miles
Full instructions for charging are sent with each
batteryrunning.
.

Ventilating
Fan ventilating fan , which
Herewith
is
illustrated
a
small
portable
can be placed on a table or shelf ; and is suitable for workshops,

dark rooms, smoke rooms, or wherever a current of cool air is

[ The samples
Editor will
pleased toofreceive
for review
underandthisma'erials
heading
and beparticulars
new tools,
apparatus
for amateur use. It must be understood that these Terriews are

free expressions
Editorial opinion
, no payment
oftheanyrightkindto
being
required
orof accepted.
Theto theEditor
reserves
criticise
or
commend
according
merits
of
the
goodswhere
sub
mitted,
orareto not
abstain
from inserting
ato review
in any case
the
goods
of
sufficient
interest
his
readers.)
Reviews distinguished by the asterisk have been based on actual

Editorial inspection of the goods noticed.
• The “ Peckett " Clockwork Model Locomotive.
Map

The popularity
of themodelwane,locomotives
drivensuchby areclockwork
is
evidently
notare onintended
andon elaborately
where
accurate
models,
and
for
use
laid
-out
railway
Systems, theyto present
manyisadvantages.
One" saddle-tank
of the latestengine,
clock
work
be obtained
the " Peckettbrought
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in the accompanying
illustration,
out by Messrs.
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W . J. BASSETT-LOWKE
MODEL “. PECKETT "
SADDLE TANK& Co.'s
LOCOMOTIVE
W . J. Bassett-Lowke & Co., of Kingswell Street, Northar

These models
are very shunting
well finished
in all details andthewellare excellent
Teplicas
ofthepowerful
locomotivesmadeby
kbrake,
nown
Bristol
firm
.
The
models
are
fitted
with
reversing
gear
andsupplied
and
aremade
to
run
on
the
"
o
"
or
it-in
.gauge.
They
are
enamelled
. R . colours.
FurtherBassett-Lowke
particulars can
obtained
by
sendingin a Mpost-card
to Messrs.
& Co.,be and
men

Mc. G . BISHOP'S VENTILATING FAN .

* A Handy Accumulator
Wehave received from Messrs. Richford & Co., 153, Fleet Street,

is
engine, which
hot-airparticulars
to a small
required.by Themeansfan ofis attached
aMary
spiritAnnlamp.
worked
Birmingham
, can be
Street,Further
obtained
of
G
.
Bishop,
New Catalogues.

tioning THE MODEL ENGINEER.

London , E. C., a sample 4 -volt 5-amp. hour accumulator which they

New Catalogues and Lists.
RICHFORD & Co.'s
4 VOLT 5 AMP.-HOUR

RD 'SSA
HFOWN
5 /-RICCRO
"

ACCUMULATOR .
4 vit 52

ACCUMULATOR.
54

are41 ins.now; length
supplying.
accumulator
, 34 ins. The
width , i in .,measuresover
and each cellterminals,
contains
three plates, 3 ins.
by If: ins.and, insulated
and packed
with corrugated

Wm . Glover
& ofSons,
have sentandushorizontal
a well
illustrated
catalogue
their
"Ltd.,Warwick,
Littlefor Eagle
oil and petrol
engines,
suitable
driving" vertical
pumps, small electric
lighting plants, circular saws, etc.
. - We
London,tools,N . Wsuch
Crescent,
, II,firmQueen's
Hanson
William
of machine
from this
received
have
machines for benchas
lathes,listsdrilling
treadleprice
single-geared
back and

driving.
and upon
power applica
andwill
designed
and
particulars,
to readers
be sentfor hand
givingand allfoot-feeds,
Lists,. wall,
tion
I. Scott
Wall Talks
Buildings,
have
sentThomas
us a little
booklet& Co..
entitled3,London
“ Practical
aboutE.C.,
Grinding
Machines,"for inhousehold
which areandgiven
illustrations
andforprices
of grinders
suitable
workshop
purposes
grinding
knives.
scissors,
grass
cutters,
tools,
etc
Further
particulars
will
to readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER upon application. be sent

The Model Bogineer and electrician .

NE or two readers have recently written to us
suggesting that they would like to see other
readers contributing more freely to our
pages in regard to the elucidation and discussion
of workshop methods and difficulties. We believe
that our “ Workshop Notes and Notions ” have
proved of considerable service to many model
makers in helping them through their various
mechanical troubles, and we may say that we are
always pleased to receive and pay for suitable
items for this column. It is quite likely thatmany
readers hit upon workshop methods and dodges in
their own practice, which are so simple that they
think they are hardly worth writing about. This
does not always follow , for it is frequently the very
simplicity of a wrinkle which makes it so useful

and acceptable to others. Then , again, in our
“ Practical Letters ” column much good may be
derived from a free discussion of workshop appli
ances and of methods of executing work . By the
way, one of our correspondents is specially desirous
of having information on the production of home
made small hexagon nuts and bolts from 1- 16th in .
to in . As probably a number of readers are

experts in this work, we offer a prize of £i is. for
the best article on this subject, describing fully
the proper methods to adopt. Articles should be
sent in not later than January ist, 1907. Any
useful hints which we may think worth quoting
from articles not winning the prize will be paid for

according to merit.
Mr. Hy. Bruce writes, in reference to our recent

W .' T . P. (Wimbledon ). - We know of no other
publication on the subject dealing with models .
J. O ' N . (West Calder ). -- Methods of fitting electric
ignition were described in recent gas engine
articles. See issue for March 29th , 1926 . Also ,
see handbook , “ Gas and Oil Engines ,” by
Runciman . 7d . post free.
H . K . (Well Hall). - Try Smith & Sons, metal

merchants, St. John 's Square, Clerkenwell Road ,
E .C . ; or Calipe Dettmer & Co., 21, Poland
Street, London , W . Price on application .
R . S. (and others). — Look up the back volumes of
Engineering for the report of the paper on
for Locomotive," by the late
“Mr.Piston Valves
W . M . Smith , before one of the leading

engineering institutions .

Notices .
The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on

all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection. Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointment in advance.
This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per

annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Posta )
Order .

Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.

All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
paper , and all new apparatu and price lists , etc ., for review , to be

addressed to the EDITOR, “ sThe Model Engineer," 26 -29, Poppin 's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to

addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, " The Model Engi.

neer." 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the

paper and books to be addressed to PercivalMarshall & Co ., 26 - 29 .
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Mexico Spon and
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and

description of the “ Palindrome Rotary Engine,"
to say that the credit of the invention is not due
to him , but to twomarine engineers, Mr. McArthur

Answers to Correspondents .
J. H . J. (Chester ). - We cannot recommend this
system , but you could easily obtain a small
dynamo suitable for this purpose by inserting
a small advertisement in our Sale and Exchange
Column. One used to be on the market, but we
cannot say whether it can be had now or not.
W . McD . (York ). - Letter sent to the address you
gave has been returned to us. The following
motor, but as near as we can remember a wind

may assist you . You give no dimensions of

ing of No. 26 on both field and armature should

be satisfactory. We regret we do not know of
any firm doing this. See handbook No. 11, 7d .
post free. See April 5th issue, 1906 .
(Earl's Court).- A correspondent writing about
an electricalbuzzer does not give his name nor

[ The asterisk (* ) denotes thatthe subject is illustrated.]
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A Model Threshing Machine.
By TYRRELL Cooke.

VIEW SHOWING SIDE AND FRONT OF MODEL THRESHING MACHINE.

THE photographs reproduced on this and the
1 following page of a model threshing machine

screen (revolving) is fitted above the outlet spouts ;
the drum has been driven at quite 4 ,000 r.p .m . by

may be of interest to readers of TheMODEL EN
GINEER . Themodel ismade on the lines of Ransome' s
pattern . It has a skeleton drum fitted with beaters,

my traction engine (which was illustrated in THE

shakers driven by shake cranks, riddles and bottom
shoe, also driven by separate cranks. The elevator
box is fitted with belt and elevating cups,
bottom large blower, and small top blower for
second dressing apparatus, but there are no second
dressing screens, nor a barley aurier, but a wire

MODEL ENGINEER for December ist, 1901, vol. V ),
and it causes a hum just like a large one. The
principal dimensions are 22 ins. long by 7 } ins.
wide over the framework , and 13 ins. high from
ground to top of sides of staging ; scale about
i} ins. to i foot. It runs beautifully , and all belts
I

(about in . wide) keep on without the help of any
flanges to the pulley's.
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which reached a depth of some 54 ft.

The Latest in Engineering.

A few

weeks ago one side of the jar rein of the drill,

18 ins. long and weighing 10 lbs., broke off and
A Roller Bearing for Thrust Purposes. — A
thrust roller bearing to eliminate friction upon
shafting, etc., where the space is too small to
permit the use of a ball-bearing, has been intro
duced by an American firm . The bearing consists
of cylindrical rollers held together in a bronze or
steel cage, supported on either surface by hardened
and carefully ground steel collars. The length of
each roller is about one-half its diameter, which
reduces the slipping and sliding of the roller when
revolving around the centre of the shaft to a I

wedged crissways in the hole at the bottom .
The contractor doing the work fished for ten days
trying to recover the broken piece without result.
The problem was solved by the construction of an
improvised electro -magnet consisting of a piece of
steel 3 ins, in diameter, on one end of which was
wound a coil protected by a copper sheathing.
was
Long leads were attached and the apparatusamps.
lowered down the boring. The current, if
at 220 volts, was then turned on , and the magnet
was pulled up, bringing with it the broken too

DELIVERY END OF MODEL THRESHING MACHINE.

For description ]

(see page 577.

minimum . For slow speeds these bearings give
excellent satisfaction . The tendency of these rollers
is to travel always at a tangent from the motion of
the retaining case. And at any high speed their
action would be that of a milling cutter cutting
endwise , and that they would also slip and slide
instead of rolling , but for slow speeds they give

and all the metal particles that were in the well
from the boring .

Thermit. - An improvement in the well-known
thermit compound has been made by Dr. Hans
Goldschmidt. He has found by recent extensive
experiments that a mixture of calcium and
aluminium , or an alloy of calcium and aluminium ,
when mixed in a finely powdered or granulated

excellent results and will carry enormous loads as
compared with the ball bearing. They will eliminate

about one-half of the friction otherwise found where
such devices are not used .

state , with a metal compound , also produces a
high thermic effect. He has also found that a good
thermit mixture is produced by a mixture of

The Use of Electricity in an Emergency,

calcium and aluminiuni, or of an alloy of both and
of iron oxide Fe,03, or of iron oxide- protoxide

An interesting method was recently adopted at

!

the Mint in Philadelphia. A well had been bored

i Fe30 ,. He has found that, if these compounds

December 20, 1906 .
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are intimately mixed together, the thermic effect
is greater than with the usual and well-known
thermit mixtures, and more than double . the
quantity of metallic iron - i.e. , two-thirds of the
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A Milling and Gear - cutting
Outfit for Lathe.

total weight of the mixture, can be added , the slag
being liquid as well as the iron .

By B. J. and R . S. B .

Windmill Tests. -- The use of windmills for
generating electric currents has given favourable

CONFRONTED with the difficulty of obtain
ing small gear-cut wheels and of getting
small milling jobs done, we decided to make

results in the tests for the Danish Government
made by Professor La Cour. The four-wing wheel
proves to be the best form . With such a wheel.
having 15 sq . yds. of surface, he obtained 2 h .-p . •

from a wind of 20 ft. per second, and 10 h .-p . from

a wind of 35 ft. per second. The plant will feed
450 incandescent lamps, with some arc lamps and

a complete milling and gear-cutting outfit for our
lathe. The lathe is a 3-in . Britannia back -gear, fitted
with slide-rest : a fair idea of it can be obtained
from the photograph showing the milling appliance
in position .

Our desire in this article is to describe each tool
or appliance which had to bemade in order to make

motors.

co tommy holes
Lock nu

ágos thread

A Chinese Lathe.
On the Wei HaiWei road in Shanghai is a
good turning shop, small but thrifty . It
boasts of one lathe only , and the Chinese
proprietor made it himself in about two days.

!

ormy

holes

Taper pint

0

The apparatus, according to the Iron Age,
consists of a rough -hewn wood frame,
about 7 ft. Georad 3 tol.
long
and 4 ft. high . Between the sides of the

framework , or what might be called the shafts, sits
the workman. Beneath him are two bamboo
treadles hinged at one end. To these treadles a

leather thong is attached , passing from one to the
other, and wrapped several times around a wooden
spindle, which revolves backward and forward as
the workman moves the treadles up and down with
his feet. At what might be called the chuck end
of the spindle is a cavity about 4 ins, in diameter,
slanting inwards. Into this a wooden circular piece
with a hole in the centre is driven . This is the

chuck , and the piece to be turned is knocked into
the hole in this wooden chuck , and centred by a
few strokes of the hammer in as many seconds.
The tool-rest looks like a mallet, the handle end
stuck into a slot, and held parallel with the spindle,
this position being maintained by the chest of the
workman steadily pressing against the head of the

oыong Tugs П
to be split 7
toweatake
up
r

Dust come

Pulley forsizes:46.
36" 26"
round
a

qut

Potir

Espanner
-

so -called mallet. The tools used for turning are
quite as crude as the lathe. There are very few of
them , all hand -made and unfinished except the

Fig . 1. - PLAN OF MILLING ATTACHMENT FOR LATHE.

cutting edge, which does the work perfectly.
The roughing tool is bent inward at the edge like
a hook , and that “ heathen Chinee ” knows how

be described in the order in which they had to be

to use the hook . The way he makes the chips fly
as the wooden spindle revolves back and forth is
marvellous. Never a cut too deep ; always the

another part of the complete outfit ; they will
made.

The first was the slot drill or slide-rest drill,

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. - A Marconi station is

described by us in THE MODEL ENGINEER for
May 31st, 1906 . This tool had to be made
for drilling the holes in the division plate, as each
hole has to be very accurate. The next tool was
the indexing tool, described in the Sept. 13th , 1906 ,
issue of The MODEL ENGINEER. This was necessary
to accurately space from the change-wheels, which
were used to divide up the division - plate. Having
made both these tools, we were able to tackle the
division plate itself .

to be established at Kingstown in connection with
the Kish lightship This station formspart of the
Government scheme for establishing wireless com

If any other readers possess the same type of
lathe as ours they will probably be struck , as we
were, by the amount of space to spare between the

munication between all the outlying lighthouses
and the lightships off the Irish coast and stations

front bearing of the fast headstock and the fast gear
wheel on the mandrel. In our lathe there was

on the mainland .

about fin . to spare. This space, of course, was for

same steady pressure on the wooden tool-rest
against his naked chest. And those legs of his !
Up and down they go on the bamboo treadles like
a walking beam . Every working force of the man

is brought into play, and he laughs while he labours.

n
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the back -gear pinion to slide into when out of
gear. We thought how useful this space would

be for a division-plate. So , as the teeth upon the
existing wheel were anything but good , we thought
that we would replace the whole wheel by another
having a broad flange projecting out into the space
mentioned above. A pattern was accordingly
made and

(three off), one for machine, and two for over
The casting for frame was first taken
in hand ; it was lined out for the two bearings

head shaft.

for cutter arbor, for the bearing at right angles

for driving shaft, and also for pillar for raising and

the casting
. Carehadhadto be
to
be taken in boring it, asturned
the oldupwheel

Mandrel
MAAN

wheel was mounted upon the other end . This was

MWL

centre

kept in position while thenew one was being turned .
After turning, it was driven tight upon one end
of a mandrel, and a borrowed machine-cut change
then
between in centres,
slotring
drillofplaced
in theputslide-rest
line withandthethefirst
holes
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Form Tool

to be drilled upon the division - plate. The indexer

was fixed upon the lathe-bed with its point engag
ing one tooth -space in the change-wheel. We rigged
up a temporary overhead shaft with a piece of
-in . steel and wooden pulleys, a belt from which
drove the slot drill. Having drilled one hole and

Centre of
lothe

marked the screw of the slide-rest so as to obtain
all the holes a uniform depth , the drill was with
drawn and the change-wheel moved round one
tooth ; then we were ready for the next hole, and
so on , till all were drilled , other change-wheels

being placed upon the mandrel to obtain different
rings of holes on the division -plate. The plate and
wheel in place can be seen in the photograph ;
also , the spring-peg indexer to engage in the holes.
This is bolted to the headstock , and can be slid
along to engage whichever ring of holes is required .
The milling machine itself was the next thing
Out
of
geor

requiring attention ; without it we could not cut

Fig . 3. — BACKING OFF CUTTERS: TailSTOCK VIEW .
lowering. This was set up with scribing block
upon an angle-plate and bored through — some care
in setting being required to keep allTheshafts
in align
sole -plate was
ment.
then faced up and drilled

for stud, also bored for
bolt to hold upright pillar ,
and the square hole made
to fit the square upon the
bolt to stop the pillar
rotating when tightening

Adjusting pin

gear

the nut at back. The
upright pillar driving
shaft, locking bolt, and
holding - down bolt were

CI

Line
to se!
culter

Form tool
Fig . 2. - BACKING OFF CUTTERS : PLAN .

Keywory
and key
in washer

all turned from mild steel
bar, the milling arbor
being turned from 10 per
cent. nickel steel. The
bevel wheels are also
steel ; to cut them the
machine was assembled ,
and a pair of mitre wheels
from an old sewing ma
chine replaced the bevels

connecting the shafts,
They were then cut from
the division -plate, using
the same temporary over
head shaft ; and a milling
cutter properly shaped
and backed off. As the

the gears upon the division -plate wheel. The de- i cutter had to be made before the bevel wheels
sign for this can be seen in the photograph of the I could be cut, we ought perhaps to have described
lathe or in the photograph of itself and cutters.
it first. The tooth -shape was drawn with very
It was taken from a catalogue. Drawings were
sharp dividers upon polished sheet brass upon
which the pitch circle - outside diameter and
made to suit our lathe, and all patterns made,
comprising pattern for main frame (one off), pat
root circle had been scribed and divided up ,
tern for sole-plate to bolt to tool post of slide-rest
according to the number of teeth. This tooth
(one off ), pattern for three-speed driving wheel
space shape was then transferred to a lathe tool,

December 20 , 1906.
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being filed out from a male gauge made from the
brass drawing. This tool was hardened , tempered ,
and sharpened upon an oilstone. It was used for
forming and backing off the teeth of the milling
cutter.
To back -off the cutter we first proceeded to

make an eccentric mandrel, that is, an ordinary

581

After one tooth has been formed , the cutter is turned
upon its mandrel to present the next tooth to the
tool. We were at first afraid that the tools would
chip owing to the tooth of the cutter having to rub
backwards after each cut, but this
did not seem to
happen . What has been described is a very
simple and quick method ,and the cutter was backed
off first rate in a very few minutes.
Wehave made many cutters since up
to as large as 12 pitch , and have
backed them all off on this appliance.
Having now completed our milling
machine, we cut the teeth upon

the division plate-wheel — which , being
fifty -five, could be divided from a
change-wheel — and finally keyed it

upon the lathe mandrel. The next
move was to rig up a proper overhead
shaft. This is upon the usual principle
of the sliding pulley.
The keyway — in 4 ft. of shaft
looked as if it was going to present
some difficulty until we hit upon the
following plan : First a cutter was
made like a thick saw for the milling
machine and the same width as the
required keyway ; the milling machine

was then fixed upon the slide-rest and
the cutter exactly upon centre. The
barrel and screw of the poppet were
then removed and the shaft placed
through the hole with about 2 ins.
projecting ; here it was clamped .
The cutter was then fed up and a
keyway cut in this 2 ins. The shaft
was then removed and a key was made to exactly
fit the slot just cut. This was fixed in the side

FIG . 4. - SHOWING MILLING ATTACHMENT AND CUTTERS,
mandrel with collar and nut to clamp the cutter
and set in . out of centre. The reason for this will
be explained later on . We then made a disc to

of the poppet exactly upon centre. The shaft

fit the back-gear shaft, across the face
of which a T -slot was cut ; sliding in
this was a pin which could be fixed any

distance from centre. From this pin
to the driving peg of the catchplate
was a connecting-rod . The small pinion
on the back -gear shaft was then slid
off its key and the other wheel put in
gear.
The drawings should make all
clear. It will now be seen that upon

treadling the lathe the mandrel will
rock backwards and forwards, accord
ing in amount to theeccentricity of the
pin upon the disc upon the back gear
shaft. If the eccentric mandrel was
now placed between centres and fixed
to the driving peg so that the mandrel
will take it both forwards and back
wards, and if the highest part of the
eccentric is set either vertically up or
down , the mandrel will come up to the
tool on the forward stroke gradually

until the end of the stroke and then
gradually recede on the return stroke.
If the cutter — which has been pre
viously gashed to form teeth — be

Fig . 5. — SHOWING APPLIANCE ATTACHED TO LATHE,

clamped upon the eccentric mandrel and
the stroke set to travel the distance

of one tooth, and the tool set in the slide-rest, the
tooth will be backed off, the amount of relief being
governed by the amount of eccentricity of the
mandrel. If light cuts are taken , and plenty of
soap -water used, a very good finish will be obtained.

was then replaced the other way round, so
that the key engaged the keyway already cut.
This was then clamped and some more keyway
cut, according to the length of travel of the top
lide. After cutting, it was slacked and pushed

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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through, and so on, till the whole length was cut
--- the key always keeping it in line. Two pulleys
were then fitted to this - one fast, one sliding ; we
were now possessed of a good overhead.
A couple of carriers with bent tails and an attach
ment to hold them were the next tools to be made
- one carrier and theholder can be seen in the photo

graph . The carrierswere cut out of the solid plate,
and tails bent afterwards, taking mandrels from
o to i in . The holder was cut out of mild steel

rectangular bar, * x }, filed to shape and tapped to
screw upon mandrel nose. It has a slot to receive

the carrier tails and screws for adjustment, so that

an old wheelor other job can be reset to take another

December 20 , 1906.

In conclusion, we are glad to say that themachine
and the cutters have given complete satisfaction .

We have never broken a cutter, although as much
as fin . is often taken at a single cut.
The machine has been used to cut all the reverse
wheels, small change wheels, and saddle gearing of
our 34-in . screw -cutting lathe, which we have just
completed .

The “ Model Engineer " Speed
Boat Competition , 1906 .

cut.

Cutters were the next item - a few of them can

be seen in the photograph . The milling machine
has milled all its own cutters except the first one
or two. One - in . x 1} ins. - is shown in the cut
ting. It is used for putting squares or hexagons
upon boltheads. The hexagon can be cut upon
a -in . bolt at one cut with ease, but a bottom

bearing or stay is necessary ; otherwise, it will
chatter, having such a broad face under the cut.
in base plate

*

Til hardened
4 gas

thread

Fig . 6 . - SECTION OF SWIVEL PIN THROUGH
A , B , FIG I.

6093 Screwed a gas
Fig . 7.
BOTTOM
set screws

timed over a total distance of not less than 300

trip, power must be turned on , and the engine
Nur

-24Two

into two classes. Class A will include all
boats over 4 ft. 6 ins.and up to 7 ft. ir length ,
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken as
length on the water line. . Each boat must be
I

yards, which may be divided into separate 'trips of
not less than 100 yards each . At starting each

Squared to fit

60°AO

General Conditions.
THE entries for this Competition will be divided

BEARING .

in slide -rest

This bottom bearing is shown in the photograph ;
it screws on to the side of the top slide. The fine
screw enters the centre in the cutter arbor, and
is kept from shifting by the locknut. A V -cutter
has been used in this machine to cut the V ' s in long
strip of cast steel prior to cutting up for making
dies.

We made a mandrel to fit the machine for use
with fly -cutters. A second mandrel was necessary ,
as the f- in . part - where the cutters fix on upon
the first mandrel — would not allow a -in . hole
through it for the fly -cutters. With this fly -cutter
brass wheels can be cut up to 12 pitch . It is useful
if the job does not warrant a formed cutter. We
have thought of fixing a small dog-clutch upon
the cutter arbor, so that the large bevel wheel can
be put in and out of gear, and also of fixing a small
pulley direct upon the shaft, so that we can obtain

a very high speed without driving through the
emery wheels for sharpening the cutters.

cross-shaft. This speed we required for small

started and kept running for at least fifteen seconds
before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars
given . The exact length of the course must be
measured , and the exact time to a second recorded

for each trip. These particulars must be written
bers of the executive of either any recognised
Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club,
who must have been present at the trials. In
addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
down and certified by the signatures of two mem

winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum
marised as follows :

SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats
beating previous records.
SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat, pro
vided 'speed is not less than 4 miles per
hour.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class B to the second fastest
boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.
I in Class A the performance of the first
boat does not surpass that attained in pre
vious competitions, then the highest awards will
be Bronze Medals and certificates respectively .
The number of competitors interested in any one
boat, either as designers or builders, will be limited
to two. A signed declaration is required, giving
particulars as to the building of the model, in
addition to the usual certificate of performance.
Certificates will be given to all Class A boats which
have an average speed record of not less than five
and-a -half miles per hour ; and to Class B vessels
with an average speed of not less than four miles
per hour.

The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906 .
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However complicated the system of winding,
this action of reversal of current in individual

How It Works.

sections and changing over of the end connections

VII. - A Dynamo.

to the brush occurs in all closed coil armature
windings when a commutator is used . Several
coils at a time may be out of action at the dead
point, but the general principle is the same. The

By A W . M .
(Continued from page 564.)

action takes place at each brush position. There

THE closed coil armature windings of Figs. 24

may be a number of brush positions ; as, for
example , four with a four-pole dynamo, six with a
six -pole dynamo, and so on . At each brush one
coil, at least, will pass through the cycle of effect
shown in Figs. 26 and 27.

and 25 also generate alternating voltage and
current. The arrows show that these are

in opposing directions in each part of the winding
opposite to the respective magnetic poles, the
dividing line being through the points of contact

The actual electrical effect which takes place
is not quite so simple as we have assumed . Owing

with the brushes. As each conductor, or section ,

to the fact that the coil is wound over an iron core,
it possesses self- induction. The effect of this is
that the current cannot readily stop flowing, but
tends to continue flowing after the coil has reached
the neutral line ; then , having finally ceased to

of winding reaches the dead position , the voltage
and current carried by it fall to zero , and commence
to rise again when the coil passes forward to a
position of inductive action . The winding is thus
reversed in connection by the action of the com
mutator a section at a time, instead of as a whole,
which would be the case with the two-section
commutator of Fig . 19. This action is explained

flow , does not immediately commence to flow in the

reverse direction. This is illustrated in Fig . 28 ,
which shows a coil G having passed through the
neutral line from right to left, but the current,

in detail by Fig. 26 , which shows a section of a ring
winding in three positions: A with the voltage

owing to self-induction , continues to flow in the samo

Joe

48

scia Sa N
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I
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Fig . 26.
and current flowing in one direction and falling to
zero ; B at the dead point ; and when the coil
has again reached an active position . As indicated
by the arrows, the current flows from right to left

direction as when the coil was at the position
indicated by the dotted lines to the right of the
neutral line. The current flowing through the left
hand half of the ring winding cannot readily reach

in A , and from left to right in C ; that is, in the
reverse direction to A . The flow of current in all

the positive brush . It should be able to do so by
flowing from the end wire of coil H into coil G , and

the coils to the right hand of the neutral line at any

so to the brush . But the current in coil G is opposing

moment is in the direction shown in A ; in all the
coils to the left hand at any moment it is in the
direction shown in C . When passing from right

it, and also trying to continue as a flow through

to left of the neutral line, the current reverses in
direction, and is, therefore, an alternating current.
At the right-hand side ( A ), however, its left end is
in connection with the brush , and at the left-hand
side (C ) its right end is in connection with the brush .

In each case, therefore, the current flows in one
direction through to the outer circuit to thenegative
brush . A similar effect takes place with the coil
passing the negative brush , except that the current
s entering into instead of leaving the armature
winding. In Fig. 27, the action of a drum armature
coil is shown in a similar way. At D the coil (of a
single turn ), which now embraces a diameter of the
core, is in the active position , current flowing in one
direction ; at E it has reached the dead point
and is inactive ; at F it has passed into an active
position to current reversed in direction . Thedirec
tion of current is indicated by the arrows and
positive and negative signs.

Gas a local circuit ; the result is that these currents

combine and pass as an electric spark across the
gap between the adjacent commutator sections,

The small curved arrow J indicates the spark ,
ihough in practice it would jump by way of the

shortest distance from section to section . The
spark really comes gradually into existence ; coil G
would have previously been in the position shown

in Fig. 29 — that is, at the dead point. The current
flowing in G would pass to the brush , as indicated
by the arrow . As the armature rotates, the com
by its effort to continue, passes as a spark from the

mutator section L leaves the brush , and the current,

section to the brush , being aided by the flow of
current from the left-hand half of the ring, which
is also trying to reach the brush . The coil H
(Fig. 29 ) is the one which has preceded G , the small
curved arrow J indicating the spark by which the
current is reaching the positive brush. By the time
section L has left the brush , the original current
has died away in H , and a reverse current has
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started , so that the main current from the left
hand part of the winding now flows through H
to the brush . The spark from section M now ceases,
and is transferred to section L .
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circuited through the brush during the whole period

of contact. If the brush is a thin one, the coil will be
short - circuited during a smaller interval of time
than if the brush is comparatively thick . During
this state of short circuit, the current from and to
the main portions of the winding can readily reach
the brushes by way of the commutator sections, as
indicated by the arrows P , Q , R , S (Fig. 30 ). The
local current, if any, flowing in the coils at the

neutral position , such as T ( Fig. 30 ), passes through
the body of each brush , as indicated by the small
curved arrows. Thus, there can be no sparking
due to the current in the coil at the neutral position ,
whilst the brush is in contact with the commutator
sections to which its ends are joined . The sparking

occurs as the leading one of these sections leaves

the brush , if the current is still flowing in its previous
direction through the coil. The incoming current
from the left-hand half of the winding must reach
the brush , and if it cannot easily get through the
coil in connection with the brush , will jump as a

spark across the gap between the sections of the
commutator.

W

+

Di

NETES
FIG . 30 .
This sparking may be very destructive in its
effects , and cause the commutator and brushes
to quickly wear away. It is the aim of all good
designers to produce such conditions of working

that no sparks at all will appear. Mechanical
imperfections in the commutator and brushes will
cause sparking , but it can be made to disappear
when such imperfections are remedied . To obviate
sparking due to the current in the coil at the neutral
position these conditions are necessary. The
current must not only cease to flow in its previous
direction, but be reversed also by the time the
leading commutator section to which it is connected

Fig . 27

As the ends of any coil of the winding are con
nected to adjacent sections of the commutator ,
it follows that when a brush is touching any two
sections the coil connected to them is short

leaves the brush . It is not sufficient for the current
to merely cease to flow because the incoming current
from the left-hand half of the winding is retarded

in its attempt to flow through the coil by the self

induction in the latter, already referred to . If,
however, the current has been stopped , and also
reversed in direction , whilst the ends of the coil are
connected together by the brush , as in Fig . 30 , the
incoming current will find a local current already

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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flowing in the coil, and having the same direction
the brush . It will then prefer to join the local

as its own, by the time the leading section leaves
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This displacement of the brush from the mid
position between the poles is called the lead of the
brush . In a dynamo the brushes require a forward
lead (as in Fig . 29 ) ; in a motor they
require a backward lead . The
brush must have sufficient thick
ness to continue in contact with
two commutator sections for a

G

sufficient length of time to permit
the current to stop and reverse.
In practice, the conditions are
complicated by an effect called

armature reaction . The current
flowing through the armature wind
ing magnetises the core and makes
it an electro -magnet having N and

S poles. These act in opposition to
the poles of the field -magnet and
force the flow of magnetism to
follow a slanting direction. The

-- -

I!
FIG . 28.

result is that the neutral line is

not situated niidway between the
field -magnet poles, but in an
angular direction , such as X , Y

current (which then really becomes
the continuation of the incoming
current) and flow to the brush by
way of the coil (see Fig. 31), in
stead of sparking across the com

mutator sections as before. This
stopping and reversing of the cur
rent takes place naturally as the

coil passes from the inductive in
fluence of the magnetic pole which
it is leaving behind to the induc
tive influence of the pole to which
it is approaching . It is, therefore ,
only necessary to advance the posi
tion of the brush in the direction
of armature rotation by a sufficient
amount to ensure that the stoppage
and reversalof current hasoccurred
in the coil. For example , in

+

- 2

Fig. 29 the brush would be ad

FIG . 31.

vanced to a position approximately
(Fig. 29). The brushes, therefore,

must be not only moved to the
correspondingly forward position ,

V

but beyond this, as it has been
assumed in the explanations with
reference to Figs. 26 to 31 that
the neutral or dead point was mid
way between the poles, which is
not the case in practice. But the
effect of moving the brushes to the
required further position distorts
the magnetic flow again , so that
the final advanced position of the
brushes may be considerably for

+

ward of the mid -position between

i

r

i

- - Y

FIG . 29.

the magnet poles. The flow of
current in the armature winding
will vary if the supply required
from the machine is not constant in
amount. The amount of armature
reaction will therefore alter, and

with it the position of the neutral

line. The result is that it is necessary to adjust the

that of the line X , Y , as at this point the cur
rent in coil H should be on the point of stopping

position of the brushes to suit the load if sparkless

and reversing in direction .

collection of current is to be maintained .
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This displacement of the neutral position and
variation with altering load is qualified by the
design of any particular machine. It may be small
in a machine having a very powerful field -magnet
in relation to the armature, or large in a machine
having a weak field -magnet in relation to the
armature. Designers have given much attention

to counter-acting the effects ofarmature action, with
the object of enabling the brushes to be set at one
position for all loads in any particular machine.
Auxiliary magnetic poles are sometimes used and
placed between those of the field -magnet. Their
function is to stop and reverse the current flowing
in the coil at the dead point whilst its ends are
connected to the brush . In all systems of closed
coil armature windings, both drum and ring, the
current is reversed as the sections of the winding
pass the brushes, and these explanations are applic
able to them . The character of the brush used will
to some extent influence the flow of the current in
in the coil. Fig. 30 shows that when the ends of
the coil are in connection with the brush a closed
circuit is formed , the current flowing through the
coil and the brush . Therefore, if the brush is com
posed of a material which offers a considerable
resistance to the flow of an electric current, that
which is existing in the coil will be stopped more
quickly than if the brush was a good conductor.
On this account carbon is now much used for dynamo
brushes. But other considerations must be taken
into account when deciding upon a material for
contact with the commutator as metal, or carry

r
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independent of the kind of field -magnet used
any
particular one is only to be preferred with respect
to its own intrinsic qualities, all will generate
electricity . As the flow of magnetism permanently
exists, electricity will be generated as soon as the
conductors are moved through the field ; the

siuttle, ring, polar, or drum armature ;

direction of armature rotation does not matter ,
except that reversal of rotation means that the
polarity of the brushes will be reversed . If an

dynamo brushes. Carbon does not make such good

| Ballery

Fig . 32 .
electro -magnet. If the former is used , the mag
netism exists permanently as a flow through the

body of the magnet and across the space between
the poles. Such a generator is called a magneto
machine.

The type of armature adopted is

od

so large a current for a given size of brush without
heating, and the coinmutator must be perfectly
cylindrical, with a good smooth surface.
The field -magnet, which produces the flow of
magnetism , through which the armature conductors
rotate, may be a steel permanent magnet or an

FIG. 33.
electro -magnet is used to produce the flow of
magnetism , the current required to excite its
winding may be derived from a separate source of
current, such as a battery dynamo, or other kind
of generator of electricity (see Fig . 32 ) ; or it may
be taken from the armature winding of the machine
itself (see Fig . 33). When the current is taken
from a separate supply, the dynamo is called a
from the
separately excited machine ; when taken machine.
armature, it is called a self-excited
Dynamos to give continuous current are usually
self-exciting machines ; alternators, however, are
usually separately excited.
The separately excited dynamomay be considered
as similar to the magneto machine whilst the field
magnet coils are excited . If, however, the exciting
current should cease to flow through the field -magnet
winding, the magnetism disappears , as con
sidered for this explanation , which neglects
residual magnetism , and the armature conduc .
tors will not generate any electricity. The mag
neto machine is free from this risk , but its
flow ofmagnetism remains at a fixed value. That
of the separately excited machine can be varied
by altering the strength of the current flowing in
the exciting coils. The voltage of the machine
can be, therefore, regulated by this means if desired .
If the flow of current in the magnet winding is
decreased, the magnetism will be less ; if increased ,
the flow of magnetism will be of greater strength .
As the voltage produced in the armature conductors
will be higher (at any given speed ) if themagnetism
is increased , and lower if decreased , it can be

December 20, 1906.
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adjusted in this way to suit the demand . The
flow of magnetism necessary to obtain the desired
range of regulation , because there is a practical

A Model Engineers' Tramp

magnet must be of suitable size to carry the greatest

limit for the density of magnetism in a given size
any considerable extent.
When a dynamo is arranged to take the exciting
current for the magnet coils from its own armature
(as in Fig . 33), there must be a permanent flow of
magnetism to enable the conductors to generate
some current to commence with . This permanent

of magnet, beyond which it does not increase to

magnetism need only be small in amount, but if
none exists, the dynanio cannot be self-exciting.
When an electro-magnet has been once excited , the
magnetism does not entirely disappear, as a general
rule, after the current has been cut off from the
winding. The iron core retains a small quantity .

which is called the residual magnetism ; in fact,
the magnet may be regarded as a comparatively
weak permanent magnet. If the iron is of a hard
nature, it will retain a greater quantity than if it
is of a soft nature. When the armature is rotated
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Abroad .*
A

TOUR in Germany ! Visits to several large
works; a day with Mr. Carl Rompler, and
Nuremberg Exhibition . Such was the cam

paign mapped outby thewriters for a ten days'holi.
day at the commencement of the past summer.
Much of the ground had been covered in a similar trip
three years ago , but at a first visit to a foreign
country so many things new and strange
present themselves that one is bewildered and fails
to take a thorough grasp of the novel conditions.

We do not propose to detail the outward journey
from Liverpool Street. The Great Eastern route
is everything to be desired , and compares favour
ably with those south of the Thames. The trains
are comfortable, and the longer sea journey is no
disadvantage once you get into your bunk and go

to sleep.

and the conductors move through this weak
magnetic flow , a small voltage is induced in them .
Fig . 33 shows that the ends of the magnet winding
are connected to the brushes, so that as soon as a
voltage , even if very small, is produced, a current
commences to flow , not only through the armature
conductors, but through the magnet winding also .
The flow of magnetism is immediately increased

by the action of the current in the magnet coils,
and, consequently , the voltage induced in the
armature conductors is also increased . This will ,
therefore, cause a larger flow of current as the
resistance of the conductors and winding on the
magnet remains the same. The increased flow of
current will again produce an addition to the flow

of magnetism , which will in turn induce a higher
voltage in the armature conductors, and so on .
The one thing increases the other, until a point is
reached at which the magnetic density becomes a
maximum for the particular proportions ofmagnet

core, winding, air-gap, and armature core adopted
for the machine. When this point is reached, the
magnetising power of the winding is balanced by
themagnetic resistance of the iron and air, and the
voltage produced by the armature then remains
at a steady value for the speed attained at the
moment.

A SKETCH SHOWING THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE

ENGINES OF THE GREAT EASTERN STEAMSHIP,
“ AMSTERDAM ."

Our steamer was the s.s. Amsterdam , 302 ft.
by 36 ft., 5,000 h .-p ., one of the finest of the G .E .
fleet. Model engineerswell know the feeling which

( To be continued.)

overcomes them (not the mal de mer ) directly they
board a steamer. Well , we soon found the engine
room and the genial chief engineer, who readily

NEW ZEALAND INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.- At
this exhibition ,which was opened on November ist,

granted our request for the privilege of a tour below .

the exhibits are valued at three - quarters of
a million pounds sterling. Two-thirds of this

value represents industrial exhibits. The exhibi
tion is ihe largest held south of the Line.
GRANTHAM INDUSTRIAL AND FINE ART EXHIBI
TION . — The twentieth annual exhibition is to be
opened atGrantham on Jan . 30th , 1907. His Grace
the Duke of Rutland is president for the year.
According to the schedule just published , there
are 110 classes for competition , including oil and
water-colour painting, photography, engineering,
carving, repoussé work, jewellery , etc., open to
all England. As a social function the opening of
the Exhibition is always one of the events of the
year at Grantham . Schedules can be obtained
of Mr. Geo . Jackson , Grantham ,

The engines of the Amsterdam are of the twin
screw pattern - quite ordinary , except in thematter
of the disposition of the cylinders. Instead of the
engines being truly vertical, they have the cylinders
inclined inwards, as shown on the sketch herewith ,
Although the raison d'étre of this design to allow of more space in the gangways on each
side of the engine-room - may be well sustained ,
the writers were inclined to agree with the engi
neer that it has some disadvantage, notably in

the removing of the pistons and other parts during
the work of repair .

* From a paper by Messrs. Henry Greenly
and W . J. Bassett-Lowke delivered before the
Society of Model Engineers, London , on October
.
12th , 1906 .
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At 4. 30 a. m .,after a good night's rest, the passage
being a very good one, we were awakened by a
reveille on the bugle. Stepping off the boat.half
an -hour later we proceeded through the Customs
House to the station , in the meantime attenipting
to shake off some of the insular prejudices with
which we Britishers are well endowed . We
prepared ourselves to take for granted the maxim
that no nation is better than any other in all re

r
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How we would welcome such an arrangement
in this country of competing vested interests.
Instead of the traveller dodging about taking
“ week-ends," “ day trips," and pursuing other

methods to cutdown expense ofour" penny-a -mile "

DISTANT SIGNALS
Danger
Line Clear

spects. All nations have traits in which they
excel, and although things may appear very strange
to a foreigner, you may rely on this- -that the
methods are for the most part best suited to the
country and people where they are adopted.
As it was our intention to study - as much as
possible in so hurried a trip — the working of the

GERMAN RAILWAY SIGNALS AS USED ON THE
BAVARIAN STATE RAILWAYS .

system of travel, he would simply have to go to
the nearest railway office and get a quotation for
a cheap ticket wherever he wanted to go, indepen
dent of the railway company over whose lines he
would travel. The German authorities do not
believe in the cheap excursion methods so common
here. There is the fare, and no reductions are
made. However, if you are “ hard up," you can

Position

of lamp

go slow .
· The second -class fare is somewhat cheaper than
third -class fare in England . There is no need to

running towards them .)
railways, the industrial triumphs of Germany,
and the conditions of Capital and Labour, such
freedom of mind was necessary. Our route was

planned to take in Elberfeld , Cassel, Erfurt, Jena,
Nurnberg, Frankfort, and, as an afterthought,
The Hague.
On the Hook of Holland station three trains
awaited us : (1 ) for Berlin and Northern Ger
many, (2) a “ local ” for Amsterdam , (3) our train ,
bound via Rotterdam for Cologne and Southern
Germany .
We took what is known as a Rundreise ticket.
These tickets, we may mention , are issued under
a system initiated by the Germans, and which is
now in use practically all over the Continent. As

the name implies, it is a “ Round Tour Ticket,''
and gives you the opportunity of mapping out a
tour entirely to your own liking, and, providing
you have only hand baggage, the fare does not
amount to very much more (unless you take a
large or peculiar circuit) than the ordinary return
fare to the farthest point.

Corridor

Lorndor

si de doar
ter

Vestibulelo
Vestibule
C

Ngỏ Bay S B.

sead

Nation
HOME SIGNALS AS ARRANGED ON THE BAVARIAN
STATE RAILWAYS.
( The signals are shown as they appear when

so

Line Clear

4Seals

Line clear
but. Stop at

4deals

Stop

travel first. A German friend of ours once said to
us : “ There are only three classes of people who
travel first class in my country - princes, fools ,
and swindlers." This may
a hard saying ;
however, we always take a “seem
second.”
Remember, in the preliminary “ counting the
cost ” and in choosing trains the three following
axioms: (1) Always make the Rundreise ticket
sufficiently comprehensive. You may omit to
take in a certain loop, but you cannot go to a place

GK
WR
A

England
Germany
A COMPARISON OF THE GERMAN AND ENGLISH
CORRIDOR CARRIAGE.
not stated on the ticket except by paying, and rules
have to be obeyed in Germany. The extra cost
of a small loop is very often only a matter of pence .
(2 ) That on all long-distance trains and boat
expresses (marked “ D ,” or “ Durchgang," in the
time-tables) you have to pay extra for a seat.
This ticket , or “ Platzkarte," costs a shilling (one
mark ) for 100 miles and two marks over this dis
tance. Although this may seem an imposition
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December 30, 1900. The Model Eostacer andthe interiors
Electricdan.
(we thought it so when only going 10 or 12 miles),
of the cars giving the idea that you are
it certainly tends to prevent local travellers crowd
Express trains- called “ Schnellzug ” - have
higher fares than the ordinary slow “ Personenzug "
trains, but this does not affect Rundreise tickets,
as these are always available by the “ D ” or
corridor trains.
Readers will perhaps excuse this preliminary ;
it is tendered in the hope that it may help those
who intend to make similar tours to that taken
ing in and out long -distance trains.

in a well-appointed restaurant or café. The win
The ventila
tion is assisted by a very large horizontal fan ,

dows are very large and numerous.

which receives movement by the motion of the
train from a windmill arrangement outside on the
It may interest model engineers to know also
that these cars are worked by a separate company,

roof.

who, we understand, have to pay the State rail
ways so much per mile for haulage .

As there was nothing ofnote about the rail
to the carriages and train in general. Owing
to a less restricted loading gauge, the
coaches used on international trains are
way journey in Holland , we devoted attention

rather larger than English carriages, as the
measurements we took proved . The corri
dor carriages have doors at the end only .
This may seem advantageous, and in some

respects it is so , but personal experience
shows that the carriages take a fairly long
time to unload and load with passengers ,
It is common to see the luggage being
handed out of the windows to friends on the
platform .
To alleviate this trouble the new German
coaches have very capacious vestibules at
each end and wide corridors. The corridor
doors are all of the sliding pattern , with
the obvious advantage.* The lavatories are
divided , as shown on the accompanying
sketch ,which shows the difference in general

proportions between an English and a
Bavarian carriage of modern design .
(To be continued.)

For the Bookshelf.
THE PRACTICAL ENGINEER POCKET BOOK .
THE

PRACTICAL ENGINEER ELECTRICAL
Pocket BOOK FOR 1907. Manchester
and London : The Technical Publishing
Co., Ltd . Price (each ), cloth , is.; leather

IS. 6d . each . Postage 2ļd . per volume.
Following the usual practice the Editors of

these two pocket books have added a consider
able amount of new matter to the respective
LOCOMOTIVES OF THE HOLLAND STATE RAILWAYS.
works. To the firstmentioned hasbeen added
(1) Boat Express drawn by one of the new 4 - 4 - 2 type engines, somenotes on air pumps, suction gas plants,
: 2 ) Boat Express at Goch , the German Frontier Customs Station. marine condensers, boiler setting, steam traps.
governors, etc., and the section dealing with
the steam turbine has been enlarged with
by ourselves. We will go and look at the loco
suitable illustrations.
The notes on engine
motive. The Dutch railways employ English loco
room accessories have also been extended . The
motives almost exclusively, and for the most part
contents of the Electrical Pocket Book have
these are made by Messrs. Beyer, Peacock , of Man
also been thoroughly revised , and , where necessary ,
chester. There was, therefore,nothing striking about
amplified . For instance, there is some new matter
these, except that the newer engines are of the non
on conduit systems, localising faults in cables ;
compound inside cylinder 4 - 4 - 2 type. The
multiphase distribution of power in three-phase
stranger interested in railway work immediately
circuits ; the Diesel oil engine ; modern arc lamps ;
notices, however, that the trains run on the R . H .
and Board of Trade Regulations for extra high

instead of the L .H . road, and that the signals go
up instead of down when they show line clear, as
shown on the accompanying sketches.

Having had no breakfast, our first enquiry
after the train pulled out was for the “ speise
wagen ,” or dining -car. These cars are roomy
and very tastefully decorated , with chair seats,

pressures. Both volumes contain a large amount
of useful data and essentially practical information

on the various branches of engineering which the
Editors have undertaken to deal with .
* This idea, we notice, has lately been adopted
by the L . & N . W .R .
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Locomotive Notes.
By Chas. S. LAKE.
BRITISH TANK ENGINES FOR ABROAD.
The Vulcan Foundry Company, Ltd., of Newton
le-Willows, Lancashire, recently delivered to the
Buenos Ayres and Rosario Railway some powerful

six -wheels coupled (0 – 6 – 0 type), saddle tank
engines, one of which is, by courtesy of thebuilders,
illustrated herewith .
In design the locomotive is strictly in accordance
with British practice for this class of engine, but as
the gauge of the railway is 5 ft. 6 ins., against our
4 ft . 87 ins., the dimensions relating to width are

naturally greater than can be adopted on home

December 20, 1906 .

Boiler diameter (inside front ring), 4 ft .
length of barrel, 9 ft. i in .
Length of firebox shell, 4 ft. 10 ins.
Heating surface : Tubes, 770 sq . ft . ; firebox ,
70.5 sq. ft. : total, 847.5 sq . ft.
Grate area, 14 :5 sq . ft.
Steam pressure, 165 lbs.

Weight of engine in working order, 42 tons.
The water capacity of the tank is 1,000 gallons,
and a fuel space of 25 cubic ft. is provided .

“ LOCOMOTIVES OF 1906 ."
By the time these notes are in print, Messrs.
PercivalMarshall & Co . will, in all probability , have
published a book , prepared by the present writer,
and entitled as above. The matter is only referred
to here in order that a word of personal explanation

6 -WHEELS COUPLED SADDLE Tank LOCOMOTIVE ; Buenos AYRES AND ROSARIO RAILWAY.
railways. The cylinders are placed inside the
frames, and themiddle pair ofwheels are thedrivers.

Stephenson link motion is employed for actuating
the slide-

valves. The boiler has the ordinary semi
circular type of firebox, a steam dome is mounted
upon the second ring, and the safety valves are of
the Ramsbottom type.
A commodious cab , with double -ventilated roof,
is provided , and sanding gear is fitted at both ends
of the engine, allowing of the effective delivery
of sand when running in either direction . The

only features of the engine which differ from the
design of similar locomotives in this country are
the ventilated cab roof and the large-sized lamp in
front of the chimney .
The following are some leading dimensions :
Cylinders diameter, 16 ins.
Stroke, 24 ins.
Wheels diameter, 4 ft. i in .
Wheelbase, 13 ft.

may be offered to readers of The MODEL ENGINEER
as to the reasons which prompted the writer when
suggesting to the publishers that the little work in
question would probably meet a want among the
many who make a study of locomotive matters.
As author of " The World 's Locomotives, ” the

writer has received at various times and from
numerous persons, including readers of THE MODEL
ENGINEER , also men in all grades of railway service ,
and others, expressions of opinion , which , when
collated and reduced to their logical conclusion ,
have meant nothing else but this : viz ., that the
permanent value of the larger work could only be
assured by the publication of a supplement, or
supplements, by means of which the information
relating to the various types of locomotives already
given might be brought up-to -date as further
developments in locomotive construction takes
place. Progress in locomotive matters is nowadays
very rapid , and to keep pace with it, as a chronicle
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of events, whilst bearing in mind that the infor
convenient and inexpensive form , the method now
adopted for dealing with developments while the
same are of current interest, appears to be a better
one than that of bringing out amended and enlarged
second and third editions of an earlier publication .
It is hoped that these remarks will not be con
sidered out of place , but the writer has been much
encouraged by the kindly reception which his
efforts have always received in the past by those

mation has to be laid before those interested in a

to whom the present few words of explanation are
addressed , and if the latter are accepted in the same
spirit as that in which they are offered , all will be
well.
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A Small Self-inking Printing
Machine.
By J . R . Brown .

(Continued from page 566 .)
THE two arms for ink rollers (Fig. 7) were
made from one pattern , one of the ears
in each being cut off after casting. The
bottom of box in pattern under the spring was

gouged out for play of spring (Fig . 11.) The

originator. The late Mr. Smith was a locomotive
engineer of great ability , and withal a shrewd and
clever man . As most readers doubtless know , he

was chief of the drawing office at Gateshead Works,
North -Eastern Railway, for a number of years, and
with a little more fortune would easily have secured

a more prominent position in the locomotive world .

He devoted a great deal of his spare time to the
development of his ideas on the compounding of
locomotive engines, and would , doubtless, have
introduced many important advances upon current
practice had he lived . By his death we lose one

of our best men connected with British locomotive
engineering
The American Locomotive Company recently
celebrated an interesting event. They have just
completed two very large and powerful 4 - 6 - 0
type locomotives for the Northern Pacific Railroad ,
these being compounded on the Cole 4 -cylinder
balanced system . The completion of the order
brought the number of locomotives built at the

EL
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P in for h1,he.

H

Fig . 7.---ARMS FOR INK ROLLERS.
pin passing through hi, h2, is shown half size ,
and this works the weighted lever (Fig . 10 ) that
engages with the pawl arm (Fig . 9 ). A 3-in .
spindle with split pins passes through the two
arms at m (Fig. 7.) The L levers (Fig . 8 ) gave me
a lot of trouble, as they have to keep clear of work
being done and wood base, as well as keeping the
ink rollers off the bottom of side frame ( Fig. 1) but
I think the sketch in Fig . 8 will explain matters

to anyone wishing to make the same sized machine.
the

)

yára

mm thick

.

„–9

Works for the occasion. These engines are the
first, built on the Cole system , introduced on the
Northern Pacific Railroad . In this system the
high -pressure cylinders are placed between the
frames ahead of the smokebox ,while the low pressure
occupy the usual position between the bogie wheels.
The four-cylinder simple engine No. 40 on the
G .W .R . is the only one yet in service with cylinders

Fas

mert

combined works of the company up to 40,000 ;
and a party of guests were invited to the Schenetady

K.Xba

m

THE LATE MR. W . M . Smith .
At a time when the “ Smith " system of loco
motive compounding is making such material
headway on British railways, it is, if possible, the
more regrettable to have to record the death of its

arranged in this way on an English line.
THE Atchison , Topeka , and Santa Fé Railroad ,
of America, have decided to grow their own timber,
and they have purchased a ranch of 8 ,650 acres,
and intend planting from 500 to 600 acres of
eucalyptus trees for subsequent use for sleepers
on their road .
The latest volume to be added to Harper and
Brothers' series of electrical handbooks is “ Labora
tory Work in Electrical Engineering ,” by John
Roberts, jun., of the Blackburn Technical School.
It has been written to meet the want experienced
for a suitable course of " Laboratory Experiments
for Students of Electrical Engineering."

Fig . 8. - DETAIL OF L LEVERS.
The curves are struck from a line bisecting the angle
made by the sides 8 ins. and 6 ins. of the triangle,
8 ins., 7 ins., 6 ins., and 34 ins. from the apex
of triangle, the inner one with a radius of 1 } ins.

The inking table (Fig. 9) is kept in position by
two plates of sheet iron , the top one being bolted
to side frames with four short bolts, and the lower
one screwed to top of bracket (Fig. 6 ). The lower
one has a larger hole for ink table spindle than the
top one, and an extra regulating brass plate under
neath , with correct size of hole, and fastened with
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small bolts. The inking table projects | in . above
top of side frames ( Fig. 1). The spindle must
revolve exactly at right angles to top of side frames,
hence the regulating brass plate mentioned above.
The spindle is screwed tightly into table, but the
ratchet wheel is fixed by a setscrew to spindle.

December 20 , 1906 .

1 (Figs. 6 and 10 )wasmadewith a head for a counter

sunk hole in Fig. 6 , and drilled for a split pin with
washer.
Fig. I shows one of two mild steel spindles,
z ins. X 5 -16ths in ., flattened at one end , and a
3 - 16ths-in . hole drilled in the flattened part for a
long 3 -16ths-in . bolt midway between the ink

rollers. The spindles slide through holes in the
ends of the boxes (Fig . 7 ). The steel wire push
springs aremade of 21 gauge in the lathe on a 7-in .
spindle, one end of each pressing against a split pin .
Several springs were made from different gauges
before getting the right tension. Each spring
takes about 18 ins. of wire. Holes are drilled in
the ends of the boxes (Fig . 7) in the lathe by means
of a long drill made for the purpose. The two
pieces of brass holding the rollers in position are
2 ins. x 1 in . xt in ., slotted for roller spindles and
Fig . 9a.

* 3#

PLAN OF
RATCHET

Fig . 9. — INKING TABLE,

WHEEL .

The pawl arm revolves round the spindle, and the
pawl kept in position by means of two pieces of
brass tube, the one on the outside being soldered
to the pawl arm . The arm itself is kept in posi
tion above ratchet wheel by a piece of brass tube,
washer, and split pin . Care must be taken that
Powl
orm

Sheet Iron
I thou
tcontent
' thick

FIG . 10 . - WeightED LEVER TO WORK PAWL ARM .
the pawl arm does not project beyond the bracket

( Fig . 6 ), and not too short, or it will clear the slot
in the weighted lever, (Fig. 10 .)
The lever ( Fig . 10 ) was cut out of 1- 16th - in .
sheet iron of the shape shown , cranked to engage
with pawl arm in its movement across two teeth
in ratchet wheel, the lip being turned up to keep

MR. J. R . Brown's SMALL SELF - INKING
PRINTING MACHINE,
drilled for 3- 32nds-in . steel wire pins. The rollers
have a 4-in . wood core, through which passes a
3- 16ths- in . brass wire. The ink rollers were made
in a it-in . drawn brass tube, 4 * ins. long, having
a tin foot soldered on one end , with a 3- 16ths-in .
hole in the centre.

for rollers

The compo

was made of } lb . of treacle, 1 lb . glue, it drs.
isinglass, 1- 32nd oz. turps. The glue was soaked
Boxwood discs,

TOTA

Spring?

i

-

42 - - *

FE
wiross
1
910

re

pin

y" —

65

Fig . 11. - FRONT AND SIDE VIEWS OF INK ROLLERS.
the pin through hi, h2 (Figs. 7 and 8 ) from getting
in water, water poured off, treacle added , then the
isinglass, previously soaked in water ; turps
locked in its downward motion. Notches were
made in the lever at the bottom , and a lead weight,
added just before boiling. Rollers were allowed
in . thick , cast on it. The weight, of course,
to season for six months, when the diameter
was found to be only } in . Four -in . by
was to bring the lever back again , with its pawl
-in . boxwood discs were turned and placed
arm in a vertical position. The pin passing through
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the length ) and earth , back to the testing battery ..
The object of the short circuit key across the ter
minals of the galvanometer is to prevent sudden
discharges from the cable injuring the instrument.
One of the arms of the testing key is depressed
and held down pernianently by means of a small

on ends of rollers. A supply of rollers ought to
be kept in stock to get seasoned . I may say I
nearly ruined the rollers the first printing night

by thinning the printing ink by means of copal
varnish instead of boiled oil. A hand -roller is
used for the inking table. The machine is coated

catch . The cable is therefore being charged with
a current of, say, negative sign ; after a few seconds,

with black enamel.

when the cable is duly charged , we open the short

The Working of Submarine

circuit key and note the deflection on the galvano
meter. This condition is maintained for five

Telegraphic Apparatus.

minutes, the readings on the galvanometer scale
minute, commencing from the time the current
is first applied . It is the current which is passing
through the leaks in the di-electric which is causing
this permanent deflection . If the cable is in good
condition , the leaks seem to close up, and less current
flows through ; consequently , the deflection gets
less and less — wemight say the insulation improves,
until towards the end of the five minutes the im
provement reaches a maximum and ceases. Using
the negative current, the above sequence is termed
“ Five minutes' electrification with zinc." Should
being carefully noted on the, expiration of each

By STEWART BETTS.
(Continued from page 544 )
THE testing of cables would not present
many difficulties were it not for the pre
sence of “ earth currents ” in nearly all
cases. These currents coming from and ori
ginating in the cable somewhere throughout its
length may be traced to such cause as —
variation in the earth 's magnetism or differ
ent temperatures of the sea water, due to

Shunt

End of

Testing

FIG . 6 . - DIAGRAM

core free

Golvo
Cable

key

SHOWING METHOD
OF TAKING

INSULATION TESTS.

Leakage to earth
DR

Short circuit
key
- Shunt

Short circuit key

Galvo.
-

Earth

Cable

Testing
key

fo Wheatstone

CR
Test

bridge

Earth

Earth
Fig . 7 .- DIAGRAM SHOWING METHOD OF TAKING CONDUCTOR RESISTANCE TESTS.
variation in depth , etc ., giving rise to a difference
of potential at points along the length of the cable.
Various tests, modifications of the C .R . test taken
with the “ Wheatstone bridge," have been devised

in order to eliminate the errors due to the earth
current opposing or assisting the testing current.
The fault at times polarises, or gets covered with
a chemical film , which adds to the difficulties of
localisation. A careful consideration of the above
must be sought for in textbooks, as space forbids
entering further into this difficult subject.
Fig. 6 shows the theoretical diagram ofthemethod
of taking insulation tests, and Fig . 7 the C .R .
or conductor resistance test. A glance at Fig . 6
shows that the only way circuit is completed
is through leaks throughout the insulation (the
leakage, we may assume, is uniform throughout

the deflection geč larger, it shows there is somedefect
in the insulation which is being opened out under

the strain of the charge.
The cable is now discharged , and the same process
gone through with the other or positive current.

The effect of the positive current is generally
to seal up the defects in a cable. The data obtained

is then applied in the following way :- Taking into
consideration the amount of current which passed
through the shunt joined across the galvanometer
terminals (which is termed the “ multiplying
power of the shunt,” or “ M .P . of the shunt,''), the
deflections obtained are multiplied by the M . P .
of the shunt and then divided into the constant "
of the galvanometer to obtain the absolute insulation
resistance of the cable.
The “ constant ” of the galvanometer may be
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termed the “ unit of sensitiveness of the galvano
meter," and may be expressed as the resistance
we should require to place in series with the galvano
meter ; so that when a current passes from , say,
one Leclanché cell through the whole series, the
ligbt reflected from the galvanometer mirror
moves only one degree over the scale.
It is almost impossible to obtain so high a resis
tance as this when we consider the sensitive instru
ments used ; but it is apparent that, if the whole
resistance in series is multiplied by the whole number

and eminent electricians have perfected tests which
go far to eliminate errors due to this and other

arms, and F the adjustable resistance . The cable

stone Bridge " : A and B are termed the two
(the resistance of the conductor or core to be found)

when the K .R . is not less than 31 the rule 650

completes the system , the further end of the
core being put to earth when balance is obtained ,

gives roughly the simplex speed of the cable , but
about 20 per cent. must be deducted for duplex
working. In one case of an actual cable , where

causes. Knowing the value per knot of the insula
tion resistance , and the value per knot of the

conductor resistance, roughly speaking, when the
cable is broken , the results of an insulation test or
a C . R . test being compared with their respective
values per knot shows us the exact position of
the break . The cable ship follows the exact course
of the cable , and on reaching the position of the
fault or break steams diagonally across the course
with grapnels down in order to hook the cable ,
of degrees of deflection obtained by the passage of
draw it on board , and then repair it .
the current, we obtain the value of the resistance,
With regard to capacity tests, the discharge
which should be in series to obtain only one degree
from a condenser of known capacity producing
of deflection . Usually, ten Leclanché cells or so
a certain deflection on the galvanometer , a com
are used , and the galvanometer shunted . Of
parison of the discharge from the cable (charged
course, when a shunt is used , the M . P . of the shunt
as a condenser ) and the deflection it produces
must be considered , and the deflection multiplied
gives us a means of estimating the capacity of the
by it. Suppose with onemegohm (1,000,000 ohms)
cable. There is really no very satisfactory capacity
in circuit we obtain a deflection of 20°, then it would
test, and so we will not burden our readers with
take 1,000,000 X 20 , or twenty megohms, in circuit
further details ; but should any information be
to obtain only one degree deflection ; this is the
desired , it may be found in textbooks. Trusting,
constant of the galvanometer. It must be borne
in mind that the shunt, by offering another path | however, the above brief outline of “ the why and
the wherefore ” may interest some of the readers
to the current, prevents all of it passing through
of THE MODEL ENGINEER, I must ask friendly
the galvanometer ; therefore, the sensitiveness
of the instrument is reduced , and the deflections
critics to excuse my very amateurish way of
expressing myself and deal leniently with my
are less than if no shunt was joined across.
It will be seen that, dividing the “ constant "
brief attempt in this line.
by the deflections obtained by any unknown re
In conclusion , I may remark that the speed of
signalling by hand is usually measured in letters
sistance ( in this case the insulation resistance of
per minute,by automatic in centre holes which pass
a cable), we obtain the value of the unknown
per minute, four centre holes usually counting
resistance.
In taking the constant, the resistance of the gal
as one letter. When working automatic on a cable ,
a general rule is to make the time period or swing
vanometer, the battery , and the value of the inserted
resistance, also the M .P . of the shunt, are all included
of the coil which is receiving the impulses half the
speed measured in centre holes per minute. For
in the calculation. In most cases the deflection
example : suppose the speed of automatic trans
of the galvanometer does not remain steady, owing
mission to be 600 centre holes per minute , themove
to the variations of the earth currents in the cable.
ments of the coil should be 300 per minute , which
If this is the case, the average of deflections a few
gives a period time of one- fifth of a second for each
seconds before and after the exact expiration of
movement.
each minute is taken as the true deflection .
Fig. 7 shows the practical diagram of the “ Wheat
With regard to the K .R . in its relation to speed :

then :

a : b : : cable :

the K .R . is 1, if we accept the above rule, the speed

:. cable b = af

should be 650 , or 650 letters per minute, or 2,600

and cable = b- 1

centre holes per minute ; but with duplex condi
tions, and for practical daily work , the speed used
is about 1,000 centre holes per minute. This shows
that the above rule is incorrect for K . R .'s less than
31. However, in most cases the greater part of
the loss from theoretical to practical speed is due
to the terminal or instrumental conditions at the
cable ends.

when a = b then the cable resistance equals the
resistance unplugged in t. It must be understood
the insertion of a plug bridges across a gap , and cuts
out the resistance coil ; the withdrawal of a plug

places the resistanc in circuit. Hence the expres

e unp
sion - " the resistanc
lugged in t." It will
e
be seen the value of any unknown resistance may
be found by placing it in the pos
ition occupied
by the cable in Fig . 7 .
The presence of earth currents in the cable, by
assisting or opposing the testing current, tend to

decrease or increase the value obtained . If the
earth current is constant, its valuemay bemeasured ,
and added to or subtracted from , the result of the
test. But in most cases the earth current varies,
and then more lengthy and difficult formulæ result ;

MODEL YACHT RACING . - A match, open to models
to the foot), will be sailed on the Round Pound .
Kensington Gardens, on Saturday,March 23rd , 1907 ,
at u a.m ., under the auspices and rules of the
London Model Yacht Club. First prize, 15 . En
tries, which close on March 16th , to be made to
the Hon . Secretary, L .M . Y .C ., Kensington Gardens,

of 39'4 rating to the International Rule (one inch

Kensington , W .
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A Beginner's Model Steam

Practical Letters from Our
Readers .

Plant.
By GEORGE H . Benson .
THE photograph reproduced herewith repre
T
sents the result of my first attempt atmodel
making, consisting of boiler, engine,
condenser, and pump, the whole of which is con
structed from brass with the exception of piston
rod , crank , etc. The boiler is 12 ins. high and

6 ins. diameter, and designed after Fig. 4 in The
M . E . Handbook , “ Model Boiler-making," with
water-space all round fire,which by -the-bye, consists
of a gas-ring with adjustable air -space, which can be
seen on the left of boiler in the photograph. The
fittings to boiler consist oftwobib -cocks, water gauge,
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[The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may de signed with a nom - de- plume if desired, but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached .

though not necessarily intended for publication.]

4 - in . Spark Coil Construction .

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — I have read with deep interest Mr.
Pike' s articles “ Induction Coils for X -Rays and
other Purposes," and should be extremely obliged
if Mr. Pike could oblige me with the
following information for the construction of a
4 - in . coil on the same lines as the coil described :
(1) Length , diameter, and gauge of core.
(2) Gauge for primary winding , length , and
number of layers.
(3) Dimensions of insulating tube.
(4 ) Diameters of insulating discs.
( 5 ) Weight of secondary wire, number of double
sections, depth of wire in sections, width of each
section exclusive ofdiscs, actual length of secondary

winding between cheeks.
(6 ) Number of plates in condenser, and whether
it would be advantageous to connect them up as
described .
Mav I suggest to Mr. Pike, for the guidance of

others who, like myself, might require a smaller
coil, that he should devote a chapter to particulars
of other size coils similar to Chapter VII, “ Induction
Coils for Amateurs,” MODEL ENGINEER Series.
Yours truly ,

“ LYBIA.”
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR , — As I have mentioned once or twice
already, THE MODEL ENGINEER Handbook specifica

tions are, in myopinion, very reliable. With regard
to the “ 4 -in . coil ” in particular it is doubtful
whether the half of amateur workers would succeed

in getting 44 lbs. of single cotton-covered wire into
the space provided . The space given is a length
over all of64 ins., the depth of wire in each section

is a bare inch , with a thickness of (say) | in . ; the
outside turns of wire are un ins., or thereabouts,
and the inner turns (close to the insulating tube)
about 5 ins. I am quite certain that I should fail
to get 45 lbs, of cotton -covered wire within these
dimensions, and I know of more than one coil built
to this specification where similar difficulty was met
MR. G . H . BENSON'S MODEL STEAM PLANT.
steam gauige, two safety valves,one with weight on at
left ofboiler, and one spring in front of boiler (both
can be seen in photo ); blow -off cock , water filler,
and check valve. The engine, which is of an un
common pattern , has a cylinder it-in . bore, 21-in .
stroke, with steamways 1- 16th in . by fin . ; the
flywheel is 7 ins. diameter, in , on face. In front
of boiler and engine is placed the pump, which is also
designed from THE MODEL ENGINEER handbook .
Behind the engine is placed the condenser, which
consists of brass cylinder encasing a coil of pipe.
I have had the model running for hours, the

with .

I should either adopt THE MODEL ENGINEER
specification , with the exception of using single
silk -covered wire ; or, if single cotton be used ,
would lengthen the core by it ins., i.e., 94 ins. long

with a diameter of 1 in . full ; I think two layers of
No. 14 will do as well as three, and by the
increased length of core we should get on another
thirty turns of wire. The ebonite tube will also
require to be longer in proportion , say, 10 ins.,
* in , thick, diameter inside il ins. The core and
primary — treated as described in my chapter on

the subject — will fit this nicely . Now , the core

ull of water, which is pumped into the boiler

being 94 ins. in length , we may take four-fifths of
this as a maximum for the length of secondary,
rather less than 8 ins.,and wind enough wire in double
sections sufficient in number to fill that space.
Pure filter paper - three thicknesses — may be used

as required . The total height of the model is 20 ins.

between each section of wire, the papers to be

boiler being fired with a gas-ring and the exhaust
discharging through the condenser, which is kept
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thoroughly dried and waxed . Filter papers can be
bought almost exactly the size wanted ; they should
be waxed , and then have the central hole cut as
required . I find it a good plan not to cutall thediscs
beforehand. Using a washer cutter, three or four
discs at a time can be cut to any size in a few
seconds. The outsides are , of course , all the same

diameter, but the central opening will vary from

14 ins. (full size of tube) to 2 ins. or 24 ins. Ford's
blotting-paper , 426 Mill, is very suitable.
The depth of wire in the end sections should be
less than the remainder, the height may be much

the same, but the insulation round the tube should

be, at the end, increased to in. at least, and the
first and last double sectionsmay allow. in . of solid
wax insulation ,
I should expect from above coil good fat con
tinuous sparks of 4 ins. length , and should not be
satisfied if with " mercury: break ” I did not get six
inches continuous. " Lybia " should compare the speci
fications above with Fig . 38 , specification , page 518.
It may be interesting to record that one of the
readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER, who made a coil

Secondary, 3 lbs. 4 OZS. s.s.c . wire ( 36 ) in
sections, length over all, 6 ins.
Condenser, 60 sheets of foil, 8 X 5.
With a hammer break it gives good full 2-in .
sparks, but with a mercury break I can get five
inch sparks with 8 volts 5 or 6 amps.

No. 2 - Core, 9 ins. by in .
Primary, two layers of No. 16 D .s.c . wire.
Secondary , about 3 lbs. 6 Ozs. of No. 36
S.s.c. wire in sections ; length over all,
71 ins.

Condenser, equal to No. 1.
This gives with hammer break (a better one),
3 ins. full ; and with mercury break , 4 - 44 ins.
continuous sparks, with 8 volts 5 or 6 amps . The
insulating tubes are both in . thick.
The core of No. 1 is very soft from annealing,
and becomes very strongly magnetised . It is a
better core than No. 2.
Further (in reply to 5 and 6 ), sections would be
better i- roth -in . wire, and for a coil up to 6 ins.
I do not think a variable condenser is any advantage .

The condenser described in M .E . of July 5th , 1906,

from THE MODEL ENGINEER Handbook specifica

will shortly be doubled , i.e ., another seventy sheets

tion , wrote me some time ago about the matter

will be added when it will be possible to use from 10

as he could not get more than a i }- in . spark, and
rather thin at that. I invited him to send it through
to me; he did so , and I tested it with my break

to 140 sheets ; the variable condenser is useful when
trying other coils, larger or smaller, and other breaks.
The capacity of the condenser should be in pro

(mercury , Fig. 12 ). I got at once good 4 -in, con
tinuous sparks, which would have been 5-in ., but
for two or three faults which , pro bono publico, I
will briefly allude to. The coil was not sufficiently

operating the coil and also the self- induction of

removed from the base, containing the condenser.
All coils fitted with hammer breaks are addicted
to this fault. In the case first mentioned , when

portion to the strength of the current used in
the primary coil ; the greater these are, the larger

must be the condenser. If too large, the sparks
will be thicker but shorter ; and if too small, the
insulation of the coilwill be strained . - Yours truly ,
J. PIKE.

Sherwood , Notts.

the dischargers were 5 ins. apart, the spark took
a short cut through to the condenser. For the

Re Combined Electric Alarm and Night Light.

five-inch spark also the bobbin ends should have
been of larger diameter, and the insulating tube
longer, as occasional sparks went on to the primary
where the wire was somewhat exposed . You can

TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer .
MODEL ENGINEER for November 22nd , entitled

scarcely get too much insulation at the ends.
The hammer break wasmuch too springy . The

by “ Orlando ,” he says two contacts are connected
each to one of the legs, and this is shown in Fig . 3 .
page 489, but I do not understand to what the third
is connected . I should be very much obliged to
“ Orlando ” if he will furnish me with this

rationale of a hammer break is that the current
flowing round the core magnetises the latter, the
hammer-head is thereby attracted , which movement
automatically breaks the current, the hammer falls
back , makes contact, and the current again passes,
and so on . Obviously , if the spring is so soft that
the hammer-head is drawn forward at the least
approach of the current, the break is made long

before the core is properly magnetised , and we do
not reap the full benefit of the battery power which
is at our disposal. A spring which makes the first
'movement, and a lot of supplementary vibrations
on its own account, is of no use for a spark coil.
It is difficult to be very consistent in the matter
of specifications. In the first months of the X -rays
there was a big run upon coils, i.e., many enquiries
take a certain well-known technical journal, and
queries were frequent. Week by week one would
and much interest excited . I used at that time to

with par
read : - " Would Mr. So-and-soof oblige
a coil to give a

DEAR SIR . — With reference to an article in The

“ A Combined Electric Alarm and Night-light,"

information . - Yours truly ,

KENNETH M . BRYDONE.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - In answer to your correspondent,
the third contact is the wheel shown in Fig. 9 .
This requires no connecting, as it is already in
contact with the case of clock , through shaft and
bearings, and frame. The clock -case , resting
on the in , brass bolt which is fixed in shelf, then
completes the contact, but as the case will not always
keep bright and make good contact with the bolt ,
a touch or spot of solder is put on the underside
of case where it touches the bolt, as shown in Fig . 5 .

The bolt and the wire connected to it are shown
between the other two wires in Fig. 1. - Yours truly ,

“ ORLANDO ."

ticulars for the construction

3-in . spark ? ” Mr. So -and-so did oblige, and very
rarely were the specifications precisely similar.
I was surprised at the time, but not so now after
several years' practical work . I have two small
coils, e.g .,
No. 1 - Core, 74 ins. by i in .

Primary, two layers of No. 16 p .s.c. wire.

A Correction re Motor Car Record Speed .
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
DEAR SIR, - Can you spare me space in your
valuable paper for the following correction ? I
notice in your issue of October 25th a paragraph
headed “ Motor-car Record Speed," in which you
state that — “ The world 's record for motor-car

December 20, 1906 .

The Model Engineer and Electrician.

speeds is held by a 200 h .-p . eight-cylinder Darracq,
which covered i kil. with a flying start in 19 seconds,
or at the rate of 117 .70 miles per hour.” Now , in
fairness to steam , and the Stanley Steamer in
particular, I should like to state that the world 's
record was set up by Marriott on a Stanley steam
car at the Ormonde Beach Track , Florida, on
January 26th , 1906 , where he covered the flying
kilomètre in 18 2 -5ths seconds, or 121 miles per
hour. Still more surprising was the speed accom
plished in the mile trials. The Stanley Steamer
covered the flying mile in the amazing time of
28 1-5th seconds, or 127.66 miles per hour, which,
at the time of writing, is world 's record . The
Darraca , which you mention , covered the mile in
30 3-5ths seconds, or 117 .6 miles per hour, with
Chevrolet at the wheel. The same two cars met in
competition on January 29th, 1906 , to decide the

“ Two Miles a Minute " contest, the Darracq on this
occasion being victorious. The respective times
were :- Demogest (200 h .-p. Darracq), 58 4 -5ths
seconds = 122.4 miles per hour ; Marriott (Stanley
steam car), 59 3-5ths seconds = 120.7 miles per
hour. - Yours truly ,

F . W . c . (An Old Stanley Driver.)
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Queries and Replies .
Atention 18 especially directed to the first condition given below ,
and no notice will be taken of Queries not complying with the
directions therein stated . Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left-hand corner of the envelope “ Query
Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope. journal
Queries on subjects within the scope of this
are replied to
under the following conditions ( 1) Queries dealing
by post
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only, and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back. (2 ) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible , with fully dimensioned sketches , and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3) A stamped addressed envelope (not post-card)
should invariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the current
issue. (4) Queries will be answered as esrly as possible after
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
the Reply can be forwarded . (5 ) Correspondents who require
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must elapse before the Reply can be published . The
insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed . (6 )
All Oueries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER, 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C . !

The following
are selected from the Queries which hove been replica
to recently :
Ammete
Volta and
(16,916
r. upJ. Dto. 40P. volts,
(Shrewsbu
voltmeter
writes
to make
: I ]wishSmall
and ry)
an
to read
ammeter to read to 8 or 10 amps. I have your book entitled

Prize Competition .
Competition No. 42. - A Prize of Two Guineas
will be awarded to the reader sending the best
design for a model marine boiler to suit a racing
boat measuring 5 ft. 6 ins. to 7 ft. long, with a
maximum beam of 74 ins. The drawings should
be accompanied by a short article describing the
construction of the boiler (about 1,000 words), and
should indicate how the boiler is to be arranged
in the boat. Particulars of the necessary pipe lines
and firing arrangements should also be included .
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
I. All articles should be written in ink on one
side of the paper only .
2 . Any drawings which may be necessary should

be in good black ink on white Bristol board . No
coloured lines or washes should be used . The

be full size for the model, and
drawings should
details double full size.
small

" Small Electrical Measuring Instruments," but it only gives
directions for making voltmeter to read to volts, and an
ammeter to read to 4 aamps. I should be much20 obliged
if you
would letmeknow if I must use thicker wire ?
The
matter is one calling for some trial experiments. The way
proceed as follows Find from wire table the maximum

is
to
a
:current flowing in the fine wire coils ; that is, find the resistance
and divide that into the voltage- - that gives you current.
ofThencoil from
wire table select a suitable length of suitable gauge
wire that will give you a proportionally smaller maximum current
with smaller
the higher voltage. (Current will
have to be kept smaller
gauge wire is used to prevent heating ). For the
if a
ammeter , use a much heavier gauge wire than is used for 4 amps.

Then calibrate the instruments with a standard , or fairly accurate,

one.

(16 ,984) Gas and Oil Pagines for Chaft -cutting .

kindly enlighten me
W . Rfollowing
. (near Welshpoo
J. the
: Willa 1 you
points. l)I amwrites
having
on
h .- p . oil engine. ( 1) Do
su think it would drive a chaff-cutter with mouth o ins. wide
rising from 2 to 24 ins., cutting i in , chaff if suitably geared ?
( 2 ) What gear ratio would you recommend as likely to give the

best results ? The speed recommended for this size cutter is
150 - 200 r.p .nr.. Messrs. Richmond & Chandler , Manchester, say

in their catalogue that a similar capacity machine is very suitable

for smallmotive power, such as the 1 h .-p . gas engines , so I see no
reason why at h .- p , engine should not drivemymachine. (3) What
is the smallest diameter pulley you could recommend for engine,
belt 3 ins. wide ? (4) Would wood do for making this pulley, and

of all photographs entered in

also one for cutter ? The firm also make a 3 -in . bore, 5 -in . stroke
engine rated as I h .- P ., but I see in the back numbers of your paper
an engine this size cylinder develops it b .h .-p . (5 ) Does ths
engine develop this power at usual speed ? What is your opinion
of this firm ' s engines ? Are they reliable and durable and worth
the money paid for them ? If they are, I think I will get the

the property of the proprietor
MODEL
ENGINEER, and the decision of the Editor to be
accepted as final.
5. The Editor reserves the right to print the
whole or any portion of an unsuccessful article
which he may think worthy of publication, upon
the understanding that remuneration is given at
the Editor's discretion in proportion to the length
and merit of the matter used .
6 . All competitions should be addressed to the
Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26 to 29 Poppin 's
Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C ., and should be
marked outside with the number of the Competition
for which they are intended. A stamped addressed
envelope should accompany all Competitions for
their return in the event ofbeing unsuccessful. All
MSS. and drawings should bear the sender's full
nameand address on the back .
The competition will close on December 31st.

3t by 5-in . engine, when the two in conjunction ought to work

3. The copyright
connection with any competition must be the
sender's own property, and a signed statement to
this effect must accompany same.
to be
4 . The copyright of the prize ofarticles
THE

the cutter splendidly.
(1) Would probably do this well enough geared down very low
You would have to find the most suitableifgear or ratio of engine,
speed to cutter speed by trial. A great deal also depends upon the

sharpness of your knives. We have seen many an engine pulled
up through nothing else than blunt cutters. (2) Try a ratio of
I to 6 . To drive cutter at the speed you mention , viz., 150 to 200,
would take much more power than you have got. Perhaps Rich
nominal h .- p ., which would be equal
to about 2 b .h .- P . We should advise you to get one good sized
engine in preference to two smaller ones, and whoever you deal
with get a guarantee in writing that the engine will give its rated
power on the brake. ( 3) Pulley on engine should not be less than
44 or 5 ins. diameter. (4 ) A wooden pulley could be used nicely

mond & Chandler refer to

for the cutter. Many makes are on themarket at present time,
but in this case it would be no advantage to use one."
(5) Various

makes develop different powers. We cannot say without testing
engine. Follow our advice and get a guarantee with whatever
you buy, and you will be quite safe . No maker of repute would
hesitate for a moment about guaranteeing satisfaction and a
definite brake horse- power.

Electric
Cells: I forhaveModel
(16,871]writes
. O.
(Putney)
motor Boat
built Motor
an electric
to take. 8 Hvolts

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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zł amps., which is to drive a model boat. Now , I want this boat
to go for, say, two hours. What must the capacity of the accu.
mulator be to do this ? It will be 8 volts, but how many ampere

hours ?

order that
18 or 20rateamp.-hours
be takenbe onabout
without fearin ofdamaging
the discharge
21Capacity
amps, can must

cells. Winding for 750-watt 4 -pole Dynamo. W . H . H .
the(16,893)
Manchester)
(would
writesit: onI the
am lines
thinking
building a dynamo,
and
like to make
of theof750-wattmachine
designed
by Mr. F . P . Spicer in Nos. 93 and 94 of THE MODEL ENGINEER. SO
will you please answer the following questions : What alterations,
if any, would be necessary to make the above machine give 65 volts
instead
of ?50 Would
volts at machine
and-sparking
the terminals,
to still keep
machineit self
regulating
? Would
be non
be

capable ofrunning long periods ? Where could armature stampings

be You
purchased
to
above ?of current you wish to obtain from
do not statesuitthetheamount
the dynamo, but we presume that you mean to build a machine
to give about 750-watts output

12 amps. and
at 65instructions,
volts. As the
design referred to is so complete- say,
in drawings
we
advise you to follow it in every respect, except to make the length
of magnet and armature core 5 + ins,
instead of 4k ins. This will
give the additional magnetism required to produce 65 volts instead

of 50 voltscoils,at that
the same
speed. willThebequantity
field
magnet
is, weight,
increasedof wire
to a for
smalltheextent

I am constructing a Wheatstone bridge and I find two sorts of
diagrams
givenbe forobliged
the position
of thetellratio
and
2 . I are
should
if you could
me ifarms
eitheras ofFigs.
theseI

oblige, as the man in charge has no help , and it is very laborious

work trying to turn a 3-ton flywheel and armature by hand.

It appears that either your exhaust valve, or the main inlet air
valve,
or both,
are leaking
or lessthough
badly you
; or,may
whichthink
is more
probable,
the magneto
is notmore
sparking,
it is.
You can tell by the feel of the hand pump whether it is delivering
ortested
not,itandat the
the test
gas, cock'?
we presume,
is
of
good
quality
.
Have
you
Take the cover oft cylinder, or take

piston out.
and cylinder
see thatwhen
spark youis allareright,but
no gastakesis
hanging
about
looking tomake
see sure
if spark
place when you let the trigger go. This is really a case of careful
observation , and we regret we cannot give you much definite

advice.
If stillofinengine,
trouble,andwrite
and also make
we willus beagain
glad giving
to assistfuller
you details,
further

if possible.

(16,894) TelephoneConnections to Extension Instrument.

J . A . D . (Liverpool)
writes
:onIalshould
exceedingly
obliged if
owinbeg ththe
e coconnection
tisketch
Shshowing
aa NaNational
tegivelephmeonrda ofofrough
iordinary
youmeancouldaswitchboard
on the
TelephoneCompany's
instrument

Imean a telephone with an extension line into another room , and
theswitchboard
in question is usually fitted by the main telephone
Το Σκελαησε
To Nain Tok phone
Te Extensen

every 16894 .

RO TARY SWITCH FOR TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS.
with one three-way switch . With the switch pointer to the left

the main telephone is in connection with the exchange : when over
to the right, it is in connection with the extension telepbone : and
when placed vertically, the extension telephone is in connection
with
the exchange or main line. I enclose a rough sketch (not
reproduced ) showing the board, and the connections to the board .
and whaton the
I require
are the connections
and
wirings
board especially
the connections

withWethedo switch
. the exact form of switch em
not instance
know
ployed in this
you mention, but the simple

Ratr
Arm o

Arte
Nalt

o
Pat Arm

the engine
gets itsabout
air supply,
purpose.
What
points
to failure
the gasexamined,
pump is but
the tofactnothat
once started
by
runs beautlifuly
The hints
installation
(new )
has hand
only the
run engine
about twelve
months. . A few
would much

O

accordingly , and this will give some increased resistance for the
shunt winding and prevent it taking too much current at the
higher voltage. As you willbe taking 12 amps., instead of 15 amps.,
the extra resistance in the armature and
coils , due to the
increased length , will not matter. You canseries
determine the series
winding experimentally as described in THE MODEL ENGINEER for
August 31st, 1905, page 201. You must not expect a small dynamo
to regulate as accurately as a large one ; but the design in question
is a togoodobtain
one aandsparkless
should position
give satisfactory
Youload,
maybut
be
able
of brushesresults.
for a given
whether the machine will run sparkless at all loads with one fixed
position of brush can only be determined by trial : we are inclined
to think that you will be able to obtain a sparkless fixed position .
Try running the machine with
pair of positive and negative
brushes only , if you have trouble one
with sparking. Stampings for
armature can probably be obtained from Mr. A . H . Avery ,
Fulmen Works, Tunbridge Wells, or from other advertisers of
electrical goods in THE MODEL ENGINEER .
(16 .802] Wheatstone Bridge. E . R . L . (Bentley) writes :

Deci mber 20 1906.

s
Reste
nt
Van

form
of rotary switch shown above meets the con
ditions.
(16,982]
Queries.
e much
o. Model
ate ththeeI should
ulLocomotive
llowinfeelmuch
u calcanswer
w .a Jiw
(Cooksown)
writes:
fofollowing
Yowould
Smitif.hiyou
ofobliged
queries.

Red . Arm

( 1) How do you calculate the heating surface
( 2 ) In making a blower of
the kind shown on page 221 of " The Model
Locomotive," should the line of nozzles , when
produced, meet
line at top of chim
ney( 1)? This can inonlythe becentre
done empirically. We
usuallyhalfrec.on
wholebarrel,
of theandwater
the
under
of thetheinner
the tubes,
inner face
of the downcomer . ( 2) If you arrange the holes
in this way you will not be far wrong.
(16,863! Switchboard.
T. justW .bought
A . (St.
) writes : I it.haveWill
switchboard, but Leonards-on
do not quite-Seaunderstand
you kindlya
advise me? I only tried with accumulators and Fuller's batteries
of a Smithies boiler ?

HE
Fig . 1.

Fig . 2.
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE.

arrangements possess any advantage over the other, and in what
way ? Which is the most convenient and generally adopted ?
s in the sarms
adjustabl
in C a.
variable resistance
set ofe resistance
complete
the some
wellto ashave
andIt bis. asusual
upon the
case , as it depends
There is no one advantage in either
and detailed explanation , see some
work it is used for. For a full
text-book , such as " Electricity and Magnetism ," by S . P . Thompson ,
45. gd . post free, also recent query reply on the same subject.
(Sligo)
Engine. aP 40. J.h .-pM .. suction
formanGasin charge
Self-starter
(17,006]
: I wastoasked
writes
on the self
she will notof start
find byoutthewhy
gas engine
engine is used for lighting
starter recently as she always did . Thefollows
: Self-starter consists
four large buildings and details are as
a hole between
coming
of a hand gas pump with suction pipe into afrom
special port in side
main gas tap and cylinder, and delivery
s
up a valvel.
screwing
by
closed
of cylinder (this part is aíterward
into
When gas is ready in generator the pump injectsandthethemixture
trigger on
the cylinder, then the delivery valve is closed
the magneto is pulled back and let go. All being well, the mixture
should fire, but this cannot be brought about recently. Every

adjustment of the mixture has been made ; the air-box, whence

Fig. 3.

yet,6 but
asshows
intend using for dynamo. The voltmeter on board
or 7 volts less than if another voltmeter is connected

across the two bottoin terminals. For instance, if 4 -volt accumu
lator is connected to top two terminals the voltmeter shows
nothing but if another
voltineter is
bottom two ter .
minals, it shows 4 volts all right.put across
accumulator
is used . the bottom shows 7 or 8 volts. IfDo12-volt
you think instru
ment on board is faulty ? The switch turns either to the left
or right. What happens when to the left and again when to the
right?
It shows current in either positions.
The voltmeter should be calibrated or tested with an instrument
known
accurate. Yourstheappears
faulty. We
to
to be
arrangement
cannot say befromfairlyyour sketch what
intended
of
the board is. You will find a diagram of connections on page 420 .

October 29th , 1903, issue, showing what you require, The lampe
holders are perhaps merely there to light up the ammeter and
voltmeter, as in the case of large switchboards. If you sent us a
more detailed
diagram of board with connections marked , as far

as possible, and also state what you require to do, we should be glad

The Model Engineer and Electrician.
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good practica
to have
.P .O .as You
Department,
the
possible.s forIf itcharging
to assistmayyoubefurther,
is only froma smallsupplyboardmains.
get into
, perhaps,
could some
theory.haveYou
somewould
knowledge asG well
lamps
used as ifresistance
,904) Charging from Mains Supply . F . W . (London ,
W .)(16writes
: I have aand4-volt
accumulator which
I wish to. charge
from
sometimes
100-voltformaincharging
How?
should240-volt
I connectinainup same
to give thefromrighta current
The
accumulator
has
twenty
-two
plates
in
all
five
negative
and
six positive in each cell ; they are 4 ins. by 4 ins. On the outside
it says too amp.-hours ; charging rate 7 amps.
Charge
itsuitable
through wire
lamps (240 volts orFor100240volts,
the about
may
be),
or a will
voltsas wire
supplycase
40 ohms
be wanted resistance.
; 3 lbs. of No. 18 platinoid
will give

this. Half this will do for the 100 -volt supply. Connect up in
ng B. C . .m(Bacup)
writes :
,897) greatly
SmallMotor
e the following
oblige meRewindi
if you would. answer
You(16 would

usual way.

queries . I have a tripolar 8 - volt motor, armature wound with
.C . C .
No. 20 D .C .C . wire, field -magnets are wound with No. 14 Dwhat
wire. Is it possible to run it as a dynamo as it is wound, or
8
an
light
-volt
make
it
you
wire
would
to
suggest
with
to
rewind
lamp ? I enclose diagram of connections. Is it series wound ?
I would like to get as much current as possible out of it. It runs

splendidly as a motor, but the commutator is not arranged as per
diagram I saw in a back number of THE MODEL ENGINEER. The
in this .instance
and tellmethe
the
not oppositereason
between d the
slits
Could you
your diagram
by poles
polesareas illustrate

of thiswill? probably generate as it is, without rewinding, if you run
speed , say, 3 ,600 or more. The brushes of such a
it Itat a good
motor must be so arranged as to cut-out the various coils of
armature when they pass the dead point. If you wish to rewind

then use No. 22 S . W .G . on armature, and No. 24 on fields (shunt).
(16,898] Magneto as to give. me
London, rsN .)regarding
writes :
R . Ga. fewS. (particula
Would be so forkinda Ignition
magnetoyouignition
h .- p . petrolmotor
which I am constructing .
What
would fieldis -generally
magnets be,
shape and material, and wire
kind ofsizearmature
used , size and quantity of what
required for same, also size of armature ? I presume armature
oscillates, and what part of a circle does it move through ? A
sketch with a few dimensions of general construction would greatly
assist me. I am entirely ignorant as to the construction of these.
A description is given in handbook - " Gas and Oil Engines,”
7d. post free. Hard steel is used for magnets. Armature can be
wound with No. 28 S . W .G . wire. The magneto is preferable to
any other form of ignition , as you need no coil nor accumulators
and(16dry
cells, etc.
,908 ) Miscellany. C . A . (Carnock ) writes : ( 1) I have a
8 amps. at 2,000 r. p. m . Please
dynamo, Manchester type, 30 volts
tell me if I can alter the connections to get lower volts and more
t haveto alsoget
s for many
chargingvoltspurpos
ampere
( 2) I up
I getI ? connec
and es.amps.Howwillshall
? How
this
a b .h - p . gas engine run on petrol through a Whitley spray gfloat.
feed carburettor. I want to know the best way of runnin the
engine on paraffin . I use electric ignition . What size of pulley

shall I need on the dynamo ? Diameter ofengine flywheel, 13 ins ;

ively,the250,armature
300, 350with larger gauge
per minut
revolu
You would
havee respect
to rewind
(1) tions
wire to get more current at lower voltage. (2 ) A vapouriser
would have to be fitted . Perhaps Whitney's could supply you
with one. Size of pulley on dynamo to give, say, 2,000 revoltions
would be 2 1-7th ins, diam .
on

some electrical power station as a cleaner - i.e., a driver' s mate,
would get an opportunity

and work your way up from that. You
of
picking up much information by keeping your eyes open , and
what with the evening classes, etc., you should scon be able to get
attendant. See advertisements in trade
job saysuchas asswitchboard
apapers,
Electrical Review - see it in the library.

(16 ,873] Condensers and lasulators. C .

F . W . (London)
writes : Can you kindly answer me the following questions
: I am
making the 4 -in . spark coil as described in your Handbook No.
II.
( 1) For the condenser I have some tinfoil, which , if cut to the size
you recommend , would waste a large quantity . If I cut seventy
five sheets 8 ins, by 4 ins. instead of sixty sheets 8 ins, by 5 ins.,

would itmake any difference to the coil, as the total area is thesame,
viz.,
? (2) IfForI usethesingle
secondary
the use2,400of sq.
s.c .cins.. wire.
silk winding
(and thusyougetrecommend
more wire

on the core in the same space) will the coil give a larger spark ?
(3 ) Which is the better insulator - -mica or ebonite ?
(1) The capacity of theof condenser
varies with make
areanoofprac
the
sheets and the thickness
the dielectric It wouldthe
tical difference which you used in this . case.
( 2) Slightly larger

perhaps.
(3) Mica : electric strength - 2,000.000 volts percin .
Bbonite 540,000 volts per cm .

(16,876] Dismantling Accumulators. M . H . C. (Finchley )

writes : Will you
kindly inform
to the best
wayofofthekeeping
accumulators
uncharged
throughmetheas winter
? One
cells

has a little white sulphate on the plates. What is the best way
toAlsoremove
this ? Is there any way unsticking the celluloid top ?
will you kindly at your earliestofconvenience
an outline
drawing ofG .N .R . locomotive No. 266 with tenderpublish
?
Best plan is to give cells a charge every few weeks, but if they
must
be pulled dryapart,
then discharge
fully, but very
slowly,
then wash
put away.themAmyl-acetate
will dissolve
celluloid . and
We noteplates
yourandrequestre
G R.
drawings of this class have been published.N

locomotive. No

you will find an
outline
sketch in “ The Model Locomotive," ,bybutH .Greenly.
Your
other query has been replied to .

(16,868]
Steamer
Machinery.
Lynn
) writesModel
: ( 1 ) I intend
making
a model steamerA .

R . J. (King s

about 4 ft, long
8 ins. beam , and would like to know whether a double-cylinder
double-acting
oscillating
engine,
.
k-in
bore,
,
i-in
stroke
would be
powerful enough to

drive her at a good speed ; and would you also
state whether a boiler similar

to the Babcock & Wilcox type would
supply
enoughengine,
steam with
ample . stroketo drive
the engine,a
and another
-in . bore, 1-inmargin
( D . A . O .C .)saidto drive
pump as well.

(2 ) What would be the
pressure of the
boiler ? (3 ) Which would be best, one or working
two propellers ? Please

state size.

(1) With
seems
ratherregard to theproportions of thehull of yourboat, 8 ins
side-valve engine, about f , by fin
., or in. by 1 in . (2) With
reference to the boiler, the indesign
which

for the beam , vessel.
unless you aredo building
a model
ofoscillating
a steam large
tug or some
recommend
engines
for modelsuch
speed boats. We
Adopt not
a single
cylinder
send does not provide
a steam drum of sufficient size. (3 ) Weyou
prefer two propellers for
racing boat. Working pressure required may vary between 30 toa
50 lbs. per sq . in . Drive the pump from a geare i countershaft so
that its maximum speed is about 250 revolutions.

(16,914] Magneto Machine for Igniti . W . D . (Black

21 h .- p . motor bike and would like to apply
: I have
) writes
burn
to for
sparkia ng instead of the accumulator I have. I
a magne
derived from your
a model dynamo from information nent
have made
columns, but in a magneto ( 1) Are not perma magnets used
instead of electro -magnets for field -magnets ? ( 2) Is the alter

.
es and Lists
L
New Cataloguues

be unnece
of the trembler ? (5 ) Where could I get suitable
make-and-break
magnets for a machine to use a shuttle armature it ins. by 1 in . ?
W Yes. ( 2) It is an induced current which makes the spark .

have issued an
abridged
in French for the benefit of their French cus
tomers, in catalogue
which
are
given
prices
and
illustrations
of
their
modelloco
motives,rolling-stock
, and permanentway. The scalemodel
locomo
tives, driven by clockwork or steam , includemanywell-known
British
types,
such
as
the
G
W
.
.R
.
;
L
W
.N
.R
..
“
Precursor
”
;
W .R . :
L
.S.a model of an American express, with clockwork movement,
Other rolling stock includes passenger coaches, dining saloons, and
goods wagons ; and prices are given for various gauges of rails,

it have to be used
nating current used as generatedion? coil( 3)? Would
(4) Would the trembler
with an induct
in conjunction
ssary ; the alternation of currents doing instead of the

(3 , 4 ) See “ Gas and Oil Engines," by Runciman , 7d . post free. The
whole matter is therein fully explained
. (5 ) Try Whitney's for suit.

able magnets.

al
ring . givenE. inA.a caseS. like
(16,831]
Electric
(Fulham
writes
: Having
seen your Engineeadvice
mine,)
I want your advice. I am valuable
a
fitter
and
plumber's
mate
.
I
attended
the Electrical Engineering classes for some months and I am
desirous
starting in electrical work , so could you give me advice
as to theofbest
place to apply ? I thought about the
Post
Office telephone works or anything like that. What General
ions
are required and where do you have to apply, or wouldqualificat
it
be
better
to continue the theory by the Correspondence College for a post
na
power
ularsstation
emplo? yment in the Post Office works
relationng a torailway
Partic
can be obtained from the Superintendent of Works, Electrica

W . J Bassett- Lowke & Co., Northampton,

curves, points, and accessories.
T. H . Wathes & Co., Ltd., 88. High Street, Leicester.-this firm we have received a price list of pocket electric flash From
and refills ; these lamps are also supplied with adapters to fit in lamps
place
of bulbs.
of electric
pinssent
are illustrated
also
electricNumerous
torches designs
and hand
lamps.scarfList
free upon:
application,

The British
facture mica Mica Company, Ltd .,Wandsworth, S.W .,manu

parts for condensers,
electrical andetc.otherReaders
work, such
as washers,
bushes, commutators,
in want
articles should send for further particulars to this firm . of such

Tao Model Baginoor and Bloctriciad .
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The Editor's Page.

Answers to Correspondents.

THE many locomotive enthusiasts who read
1 these pages will be interested to hear that
we have just published a new book by Mr.
*Chas. S. Lake entitled “ L.ocomotives of 1906 ."
This gives an excellent survey of the various
-developments in locomotive practice which have

W . B . (Beith ). — You will find a design for a suitable
hand pump
in our sixpenny handbook - " Model
Boiler Making."
J. H . B . (Clacton ). - The gear wheels for “ M .E .
Gas Engine ” are not toothed wheels, but are
virtually short lengthsof a screwed bar of diameter

taken place during the current year, and is illus

trated by a fine collection of photographs of the
most notable engines. The leading dimensions
and other particulars of each engine are tabulated
under the illustrations, and to ensure the accuracy
of the figures, the proofs have been submitted for
the officialapprovalof the various locomotive super
intendents and engineers whose designs are given .
The book, which is produced in a very attractive

equal to that of the respective wheels. One
wheel has a thread exactly twice the pitch of
the other ; hence , the crankshaft gear wheel,
being the one with the lesser pitch, the sideshaft
will be driven at exactly half the speed of the

former. Such gears are generally cast, and
finished with the file. Cotton & Johnson , of
14 , Gerrard Street, Soho, would supply them .
J. CORDNER. - The locomotive you propose would
not prove so powerful as the vertical one,

Notices

style, is issued at the popular price of is., or post
free is. 3d ., and, while complete in itself, forms a
valuable supplement to Mr. Lake's well-known
treatise _ " The World 's Locomotives.”

only , and should invariably bear the sender' s nameand address. It

We have also just published the third edition

should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS . should be accom
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of

We have received a number of letters on the
subject of our “ Queries and Replies ” column,
and the views taken by our readers as to the most
useful method of conducting this department
vary considerably. Some rather interesting sug
gestions have been made by one or two correspon
dents, and are having our consideration. We hope
to make a definite announcement of our decision
in the matter early in the New Year.
A correspondent, writing from Port Elizabeth
(S .A .), suggests that it would be a convenience to
Colonial readers if our advertisers would accept
Colonial stamps in payment for their catalogues.
It is often troublesome for a would -be customer
in the Colonies to get a postal money order for the
few pence asked for a catalogue, whereas Colonial
stamps for small amounts could easily be sent.
Perhaps those advertisers who are agreeable to
adopt this suggestion will make a point of mention
ing the fact in their announcements. As our
correspondent remarks in his letter,anything which
makes it easier for readers abroad to get into touch
with firms at home, means better business for all
concerned .

Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager .
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS .
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
paper, and all new apparatus and price lists , etc ., for review , to be

addressed to the BDITOR, “ The Model Engineer," 26 –29, Poppin 's

Court, Fleet Street, London, B .C .
All correspondence

relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , “ The Model Bngi.
neer ," 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , B .C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of the

paper and books to be addressed to Percival Marshall & Co ., 26 - 29 .
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico :
a and

Chanaberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York, U .S .A ., to whom
all subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

Contents.

DOWN
OOOON

post free 2s. 3d .

rejection . Readers desiring to see the Bditor personally can only
do so by making an appointment in advance.
This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s . per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should be made by Postal
Order.

ллллллллл

of Mr. Alfred H . Avery's book , “ The ABC of
Dynamo Design .” Thematter has been thoroughly
revised and brought up to date throughout, and a
new chapter - Notes on Dynamo Construction and
Winding - has been added . There is also included
a plate ofworking drawings for a 500 -watt dynamo,
and the quality of the binding has been much im
proved . The price has been altered to as. net, or

The Bditor invites correspondence and original contributions OR
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter intended
for publication should be clearly written on one side of the paper

[ The asterisk (* ) denotes that the subject is illustrated .
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TELEP

A Model Full-rigged Ship.
By Hugh OLDHAM .

TE

MR. Hugh OLDHAM 'S MODEL SAILING SHIP.

THE above photograph shows a 50 - in . model
of a three-decker full-rigged ship , the under
part of which I built up " bread -and -butter "
tyle , and the upper part of vertical boards of wood ,
the whole being made water-tight and a lead keel
fixed to bring the boat to the right water- line.

I

The standing and running rigging is very nearly
correct, Burney's “ Young Seaman 's Manual and
Riggers' Guide ” being of great assistance. Some
of the blocks and dead -eyes I bought and some I
made, and the same applies to the boats. The
sails could all be set and refurled , but the boat was

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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too large to take some distance away to a pond,
which was not very suitable , and she was never
sailed ; but Imay say that the building and rigging
proved a pleasant spare time occupation for many

can be fitted to carry small drills or port cutters .
at a cost of 2s., which if bought at a tool shop
would run to 258. or more.

months.

In my case the hub consists of a hollow spindle ,
into which screw two cups similar to those of the

Workshop Notes and Notions.
( Readers are invited to contribute short practical items for this
column, based on their own workshop experience. Accepted
contributions will be paid for on publication , if desired, accord
ing to merit. All matter intended for this column should be

m. based on said for on public this colum ?

marked “ WORKSHOP " on the envelope.]
An Easily Made Milling Spindle .
By R . AKESTER.

T10000

poder

bottom bracket. The spindle, which appears to be
mild steel, is provided with two flanges (cones),
which are screwed and sweated on . I have put both
nuts on one end and clamped the pulley between
and turned down the other end to l-in . Whitworth .
A friend of mine procured a hub in which the

cups were permanently fastened in the outer casing
and a cone screwed on each end of the spindle ,
which was not hardened in any way.
If the spindle was hardened , the difficulty could

A very useful milling spindle can be made out of
an old cycle wheel hub, which can be obtained at
any cycle dealer's for about is. The round part
in which the spokes are fixed should be filed square
to provide a bearing on the slide-rest. A pulley
is then fixed on one end of the spindle by means of

osnovan

In this way a ball-bearing spindle can be obtained

be got over by drilling a piece of mild steel to
exactly fit the spindle and brazing one of the nuts
obtained with the spindle on the end. This could
be screwed on the spindle and turned down to the
desired size. The spindle could be held very con
veniently by screwing to a casting or forging of the
shape shown (Fig. 5). The parts a and b should be
made to fit inside the flanges of the hub , and screwed
to them through the spoke holes. A bottom
bracket and axle would make a good spindle. A
bottom bracket can be obtained from an old frame
at most marine stores. In this case the holder can
be brazed into the lugs for bottom stays. The
axle, which is soft inside, can be drilled through
and tapered at one end so as to make a spindle
similar to that described in the latter part of 1904 .

A pulley can be fastened with a cotter to one end
for driving .

Fig . 1.
FIG . 2.

A Self-heating Soldering Iron.
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A good self-heating soldering iron , having nearly
all the advantages of an electric soldering iron , can

be easily made by using the devices shown in the
To Ges Fixture
Air Mixer
D
ooo
Old File Handle

Brazed together

A SELF-HEATING SOLDERING IRON .

FIG . 3.

Fig . 5.

Fig . 4.
METHOD OF MAKING A MILLING SPINDLE FROM

accompanying sketch . A is the copper head of an
ordinary soldering iron, and is drilled with in .
holes on the sides as shown. It is also drilled to
receive the -in . pipe B , which is screwed into the
air-mixer. The stop -cock C can be omitted if
desired , but is very handy when the gas fixture is
high and not easily reached . A f-in . pipe D is
pushed through an old file handle drilled for the
purpose, and connects with the hose as shown .
The air-mixer can be taken from an old Welsbach
light. When the gas is turned on and lighted and
the air-mixer properly regulated , a blue flame
surrounds the copper and keeps it at just the right
temperature. - Popular Me hanics.

a locknut, and a piece of steel can be fitted on
the other end and turned down to suit the milling

A Home-made Screw -cutting Lathe .
By J. K . COBB.
The photograph , Fig. 1, shows a 5-in . centre,
self-acting, screw -cutting lathe, constructed by

cutters (as shown in Fig . 3), or a small drill chuck

me some years ago.

A BICYCLE HUB.

I also made all the patterns

December 27, 1906 .
for it.
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I may say it kept not a few of my

spare hours humming during the two years, or
thereabouts, that was spent on it . The gap bed
is 6 ft. long, massive, and well ribbed to secure
the greatest amount of rigidness. The running
head is fitted with reducing back gear, also with
reversing motion for cutting right and left-hand
threads. The leading screw is cut four threads per
inch and extends the whole length of the bed .
The traversing saddle is fitted with a cross slide
with 6 ins. traverse ; on this is fitted the top slide,
which can be swivelled round to any position. The
driving gear is a very sinple arrangement : a
steel spindle is hung between the outside standard
and a bushed support, a grooved flywheel and
pulley are keyed on this spindle ; also a side-crank,
which engages with the treadle board ; this extends
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years since
I may say it onis over
improvement
centres,
and II made
latheeight
thinkthisit
answers the purpose admirably.

A Model Engineers' Tramp
Abroad .
(Continued from page 589.)
THE interior of the compartments of the Inter
national corridor coaches are a little strange
to a Britisher' s eyes, there being one large
plate-glass window on the off-side, measuring about
3 ft. 6 ins. square — as shown in the photograph
herewith - a little writing desk ,
and, instead of a label saying
“ five a side " or some other
uncomfortable inscription , there
are arm -rests, apportioning each
side into three seats. The amount
of room this allows for a passenger
can be judged from the drawing in
the last article.
The boat expresses and other
fast through trains carry women
attendants, neatly dressed and
wearing a white apron , whose
duties are to dust windows, brass
work , and to attend to the lava
tories. One of these women will
be seen in the picture of the
train standing at Goch station , in
the last article. Every corridor
coach exhibits an inventory of

the movable goods it contains.
With regard to the making -up
of trains it may be mentioned
the “ through " coach
Fig . 1. - MR. J. K . COBB's 5-IN . SELF-ACTING SCREW -CUTTING LATHE. that
system is worked to a much

to nearly half the length of the lathe, and proves
both convenient and sufficient.
The running head centres are threaded on the
part immediately outside the mandrel nose. This

greater extent than in England .
Every coach is labelled with a rectangular white
boari! :

From Somewhere

Via Various places
To Somewhere else.
Mandrel nose
This board will be seen on the photograph herewith ,

16 threads per inch

screwed tight
OTHE Nutfor withdrowing
centre
against mandrel nose

Fig . 2. - DETAIL OF RUNNING HEAD (ENTRES.
admits of a nut being screwed up to draw the
centre out, without doing damage to the mandrel,
which is often the case when using hammers, etc.
(see sketch, Fig. 2). The running centre is not
shown in the photograph .

which view also shows an ordinary compartment
coach . The latter more nearly approach English
design than do the corridor carriages,but they allhave
lavatories. The thirdshavewooden seats - bare,but
not altogether uncoinfortable ; indeed , manyGermans
say that in the hot weather they travel in third
class carriages by preference, as the compartments
are not so stuffy . The photograph showing the
destination boards also illustrates other notice
able features, viz., the special demarkation of the
first class compartments by a bright yellow line
drawn on the outside of the carriage body and
the lettering of each compartment in the coach .

You have only to remember your carriage and
A , B , C , or D , to readily find your seat again
should you leave the train for a few moments
whilst it is standing at a station .

the letter of the compartment, whether it was
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A final word about German railway carriages.
At our previous visit we noticed that fourth -class
carriages were in use, but this class seems to have
been discontinued , and the third -class slow trains
now appear to offer the cheapest rate of travel.
One of the erstwhile fourth - class carriages are
shown in one of the photographs herewith . They
are quite open inside - no compartments — and the

seats are arranged all round thewalls of the vehicle.

December 27, 1906 .

to put yourwatches forward an hour. The journey
to Neuss Junction , where we had to change for
Elberfeld , passes through somewhat uninteresting
country - being very flat and lacking the
picturesque features of Holland. The towns are
manufacturing communities, and do not require
special mention . We observed that the railways

were using steel sleepers in this, the steel district
of Germany.

Between Neuss and Elberfeld we
slowed up at a little place called
Erkrath , and experiencing a slight
bump behind the train , asked one
another what was the reason for it.
A fellow -passenger pointed to the
adjacent line of railway, where we
noticed between the “ four foot ”
a series of rollers (see photograph ).
Presently a huge shunting engine,
with a steel rope attached to it,
travelling in the opposite direction ,
passed our train , and gave us a
clue to what was happening. We
were on a steep gradient, and behind
our train we also discovered was
another banking engine, which was
attached to the other end of the
rope, so that, independent of our
train , two engines — one running down
the hill and the other up — the
weights of which were balanced by

being attached to the steel rope,
ran round a pulley below
VIEW IN INTERIOR OF CORRIDOR CARRIAGE OF THE BOAT EXPRESS. which
rail level at the top of the incline.
(This shows the large window and the writing-table.)
The idea is further explained by
This makes them extremely useful for con
veying the market women and washerwomen
from the country districts to dispose of their
wares. These peasants, as depicted in photo
graph on page 605, carry their possessions in
large funnel- shaped baskets on their backs, and
whilst riding in the train can deposit them in
the centre of the open carriages without dis

comfort to themselves or their fellow passengers.

Smoking carriages are not labelled in Germany ;
you may smoke in all carriages not labelled
otherwise - - " Raucher Verboten ," or " Nicht
Raucher." As nearly everyone smokes, this
practically means that the latter compartments
are occupied
by ladies only.
ng

Passi through Rotterdam ,many picturesque
views of its streets and canals being obtained
from the carriage window , the next point of
interest was our entry into the Fatherland .
Immediately one pulls up at the frontier station
one is impressed with the officialdom of the
Germans. You have arrived into a country

pach На

full of “ Admirals and Field Marshals ” (judging
Everything must now be done according to
the “ book of rules," and with a thoroughness

from the uniforms).

which appals the travellers used to the easier
ways of the English railwayman . At the Cus
toms station you either leave the train and
pass through a special room with low benches
arranged round it, or the officials search the
train , notice being given by the polite and genial
English -speaking Dutch guard before arriving.

AN ORDINARYGERMAN RAILWAY CARRIAGE, SHOWING HOW
THE COMPARTMENTS ARE LETTERED A , B , C , D , E , AND
THE DEMARKATION OF THE IST CLASS COMPARTMENTS .

At the next station you get the German engine.

the sketch, from which it will be seen that
doing the
besides the work our own engine was practically
whole power of the banking engines

and being governed by mid -European time, have

independent of the effects of gravity, was, by the

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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method employed , available for helping the train
up the very steep incline. At the top of the bank
no stop was necessary , the train simply proceeded

605

and therefore needs no further mention. We
indulged in a short ride just for the sake of doing
SO .

Our three hours' break in

the

journey proved very acceptable ,
and we proceeded from Elberfeld
in the chosen train , which was com

posed of the ordinary compartment
the big Schmidt superheater six

rolling-stock , and drawn by one of

coupled engines, with the stove-pipe
chimneys. One of these is illus
trated in the accompanying photo
graph. This picture also shows the

way in which the names of the
stations are placed — at right angles
to the trains - on the Prussian State
railways. There are no conflicting

Brseistverboten !

advertisements near the name plates,
so that difficulty in reading off the
station nane, as the train runs in ,

does not arise. The station platforms,

it will be seen , are practically level
with the rails.

(To be continued .)

COPPER may be distilled at atmos

AN OPEN THIRD CLASS CARRIAGE FOR CHEAP-FARE SLOW TRAINS. pheric pressure by heating small pieces
of themetal in a crucible in an electric
on its way, leaving the “ pusher ” engine
and the rope behind.

Soon after this we arrived at Barmen ,which
is the commencement of the Sheffield of
Germany — “ Elberfeld - Barmen ."

The name

of this town , or coterie of towns, will
at once remind readers of THE MODEL

ENGINEER of the hanging railway, and ,
finding we could catch an ordinary express
train for Cassel, we alighted at the central
station , and , selecting a good restaurant

Hear the overhead railway, indulged in
our first German lunch or “ Mittagessen ."
To those of you who do not know
Germany we may say that the food served
at all restaurants and cafés is' both cheap

and good, but to save one's pocket (and
one's temper, too ) travellers should always

take one of the set table d 'hôte meals or

select one of the “ plates of the day " in
preference to asking for a special thing.
The prices vary with the town and the
restaurant, but generally provides you
a four- to six -course dinner, which, if
you had often enough , would doubtless
spending your latter days
result
taking intheyourwaters at Wiesbaden . The A Slow TRAIN AT A GERMAN RAILWAY STATION. ( This shows
hanging railway was well described in The the peasantwomen carrying baskets of produce on their backs.)
MODEL ENGINEER for October 13th , 1994 ,
furnace , the roof of which is perforated by a hole
Rope
Bankt Engine
covered with a thin glass bell jar , while a copper pipe,
Descending
through which flowscold water, traverses the furnace
a short distance above the crucible and arc. Accord ing to the Iron Age, it has been found that themetal
oin

Engine

Band
pushing
Engine
Train up incline

on the tube to a depth of .03 in . in the
Top of condenses
form ofcopper threads,resembling filamentous silver,

Incline the colour varying from red to yellow . It contains
upwardsof 99 .7 per cent, of copper, with traces of
chalk and graphite, and after removal of the chalk

DIAGRAM OF THE BALANCED ROPE SYSTEM OF ASSISTING by treatment with acetic acid , has a density of 8 :16 ,
TRAINS UP STEEP INCLINES.

which is lower than that of fused copper,and points

to the possible occlusion of a small quantity of gas.
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Marine Notes .
By Chas. S . LAKE.

December 27, 1906 .

class passengers, and she has been designed to give a
sea speed of 15 knots and to perform the voyage to
Bombay , exclusive of the passage through the Suez
Canal, in under twenty days.

A feature of the whole

Messrs. W . Doxford & Sons, Ltd ., recently
launched from their yard at Pallion the turret
steamer Billiter, for Messrs. John Sunley & Co .,

passenger accommodation is that it is all above the
main deck . The passen zer berths are arranged
in two and three-berthed staterooms on the upper

the well-known London shipowning firm .

and bridge decks, and several cabins de luxe are
provided on the promenade deck . The decoration
of the passenger accommodation is in the hands of

Messrs. Waring & Gillow , Ltd., of London , and is
of a singularly handsomeand attractive description .
The City of London is a single screw boat, with
engines of the quadruple type developing about
1,700 i.h .-p . She has been built under the special
survey of the British Corporation . Messrs. Work
man , Clark & Co., Ltd ., Belfast, are the builders.
Another large steamer recently launched for over
seas service is the Opawa, built by Messrs. Denny
Bros., of Dumbarton, Clyde, for the New Zealand
Shipping Company , of London . The vessel is
primarily intended for the frozen meat trade from

New Zealand, and the entire fore-end is insulated
in the holds and lower ' tween decks. The Opawa
has five hatchways, each fitted with powerful
appliances for handling cargo expeditiously . The
propelling machinery consists of two sets of triple
expansion engines, with cylinders 24 ins. H .-P .,
414 ins. 1.- P., and 69 ins. L .- P., the stroke being

48 ins. Steam is supplied from five cylindrical
boilers, working under forced draught, and each
VIEW OF INCLINE AT FOCHDAHL, SHOWING ROPE ON THE
DESCENDING LINE AND THE ASCENDING TRAIN ON

THE Right. (For description see page 604.)

boiler has three furnaces of the suspension type.
The uptakes are led into a double-cased funnel,
which has been specially arranged to meet the

The vessel is constructed on the new clear
freed from stanchions, cross-beams, or any other
kind of obstruction, with obvious advantage to
the stowage of cargo .

hold principle, by which the holds are entirely
The Billiter is the first of several duplicates
in hand at Messrs. Doxford ' s for the same firm .
The principal dimensions of the vessel are :

- Length , 366 ft. ; breadth , 50 ft. ; moulded
depth , 264 ft. ; 6 ,600 tons of deadweight will
be carried on a draught of 21 ft. 9 ins.
Engines with cylinders 24 ins., 41 ins. ,
68 ins., and 45 ins. stroke, and two boilers
16 ft. 6 ins. by Il ft. 3 ins., are being sup
plied to give the vessel a speed of 10 knots.
The christening ceremony was entrusted to
Mrs. Fred Hall, London , who commendably

(Schwerte

performed the duty, naming the vessel Billiter.
NEW “ City " LINE STEAMER.
The latest addition to the " City " Line flect
of the Ellerman S.s. lines is the large and

City of London , which vessel is
handsome
booked to make her initial voyage, from VIEW OF SCHMIDT SUPERHEATER ENGINES AND STATION
NAME PLATES. (For description see page 605.)
Liverpool to Bombay, on February 21st of
next year. This steamer, which is the largest
conditions of limitation imposed by the Manchester
yet launched for the Ellerman City Line and , if
Ship Canal.
we except certain mail steamers, the largest to
The engine-room outfit , i.e., spare gear, tools ,
be put on the Indian service, is 520 ft. long by
consumable supplies, etc., are of a very complete kind .
58 ft. by 35. 3 ft., and the tonnage is about
9 ,000 tons gross register. Accommodation is pro

in view ofthe long voyages which the vesselwill have

vided on board for 240 first-class and 50 sccond- i to make. TheOpawa is 460 ft. long by 60 ft. by 34 ft.
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THE LOSS OF THE “ PRINCESS IRENE."
On August 17th last, the steel screw steamship
Princess Irene left Aberdeen bound for the Bristol
Channel, with a part cargo of about 400 tons, a

crew of twenty hands all told , and one passenger.
Shortly after leaving the ship encountered very
foggy weather, and on August 20th , when three
days out from Aberdeen , she stranded near Linney
Head , Pembrokeshire, and became a total loss.
At the official enquiry held at Liverpool, the master
was found to blame, the Court being of the opinion
that the stranding was caused by his steering too
fine a course off Linney Head, considering the state

of the weather, and making too little allowance for
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ness of 200 h.-p ., and the propellers are adjustable
from the inside of the boat. For surface travelling,
the internal combustion motors provide the neces
sary power of propulsion , and the boat is designed
to attain a speed of eleven nautical miles per hour
on the surface.

An electrically driven ventilator is provided for
keeping the air within the boat fresh , and during
submarine operations, the air is purified by being

sent into a cleansing box, whence, after purification ,
it returns to the various compartments of the boat.

The necessary preparations for sinking the boat
are completed in five minutes. She is not intended
for diving below 17 fathoms. Ten men can remain
under water for twenty-four hours in the Germania .
She carries a 45 cm . low -torpedo tube and three

torpedoes for use with the tube.

The Sixth " Gauge ”
Competition .
To further encourage model-making in all its
branches, we offer to send an improved sliding
caliper gauge, with screw adjustment, to
every reader who sends us for insertion in our
Journal a sufficiently good photograph and descrip
tion of any model, tool, or piece of apparatushe has
made. If preferred , any other tool, book , or
other article to the value of 6s. 6d . will be sent
in place of the caliper gauge. Entries should
be accompanied by a separate letter, giving the
title of the article, and stating exactly what tool

is desired . If other than a caliper gauge is
required , the page and number of the tool in the
firm 's catalogue from which it can be obtained
should be mentioned . The article should be written
on one side of the paper only, with the name and

address of the sender on the back . The photo
AN OLD VON BORRIES 4 – 4 – 0 TYPE Two-CYLIN
DER COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE BACKING OUT OF
STATION . (Note the English style of the new
signal boxes, and also the water column . The
latter has a lamp mounted on it which shows
a red light when swung across the rails .)
tide or current. The master, however, had long
served the company who employed him (Messrs.
Langlands & Sons), and he gave his evidence in a
particularly straightforward and candid manner,
admitting his error and absolving all others from
blame. ' In these circumstances the Court con
sidered that the case would be met by administering
a severe reprimand , and this was accordingly done.

THE SUBMARINE “ GERMANIA.”
Messrs. Krupp have constructed at their ship

building yard at Kiel the submarine Germania ,
which has a displacement of 240 tons and an overall
length of 138 ft . 9 ins.
Her greatest beam is ui ft. 9 ins. draught and
7 ft. 9 ins. (with the boat resting on the surface ).
There is an electric, and also a petrol,motor on each

of the two propeller shafts, with a separate effective

graphs and separate sketches enclosed with the
contribution should similarly bear the name and
address of the sender, otherwise delay may arise
in the awarding of the prizes. It is essential
in this , as in our other competitions, that the copy
right of the photographs must be the property of
the senders, and the covering letter should contain
a declaration to this effect. The competition will
close on February 28th , 1907.

For the Bookshelf.
[ Any book reviewed under this heading may be obtained from The

MODEL ENGINEER Book Department, 26 - 29 , Poppin 's Court,
Fleet Street, London, E .C ., by remitting the published price and
the cost of postage. ]

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE LOCOMOTIVE ,

London : The Locomotive Publishing Com
pany, Amen Corner, E .C . Price 4d . ; postage
id . extra .
This booklet is designed to help the young
locomotive fireman to a better knowledge of the
seventy -five questions and answers, couched in

working of the engines they tend , and contains
clear and simple language, and illustrated by
diagrams on the mechanism of the locomotive and
its common ailments. It is bound in limp cloth
covers, and is suitable for the pocket.
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Some Accurate Electrical
Measuring Instruments .
By V. W . Delves-BROUGHTON.
A REFLECTING GALVANOMETER.
(Continued from page 568.)
N EXT take the strips of vulcanite (or ebonite)
and square them up, file flat if necessary,
and finish off with a piece of good pumice
stone, which should be free from grit and care
fully rubbed down on an old file or hearthstone,
using plenty of soap and water to lubricate the
work whilst the process is going on .
This should leave a nice dead black surface,
which looks very effective with the highly -polished
and lacquered brass work , and also has the advantage
that it is not so liable to deteriorate aswhen polished .
Periodically the ebonite should be wiped over with
a rag with a little paraffin to keep it in good order.
At } in . from each edge a slot, 3- 32nds in . deep ,
should be cut to carry two pieces 'of glass, as shown
in the drawings. This makes an effective finish
and allows the interior to be seen , at the same time
preventing draughts from affecting the apparatus

and excluding dust. Holes should be bored and
tapped where necessary, as shown in drawings.
Next take the wire and winder, and having fixed
the latter in the self-centreing chuck , wind on
sufficient wire to practically fill it, counting the
number of revolutions of the flywheel of the lathe

the two ends fastened to the binding screws, the
correct connections being found by passing a
fairly powerful current (8 to 10 volts) through
the coils and testing with a pocket compass. The
relative positions of the poles of the coils are clearly
shown in the drawings.
All these details being finished , the apparatus

may be assembled and slips of glass cut to fit the
grooves provided for them .
only
The compound magnetic needle is the
galvano

remaining part required to complete the
meter proper.
For this take a piece of No. 20 gauge aluminium
wire and carefully flatten on a smooth surface and

drill a hole through one end, and I in . below the
hole cement a piece of mica 5 - 16ths in . square,

and another piece the same size below the first,
at is ins. from centre to centre.
On each of these squares four of the magnetised
tubes should be cemented , taking care that each
group ofmagnets is arranged with the poles pointing
the same way, and that each group of magnets
has the poles opposed to that of the other group.
On the lower square of mica on the opposite

Points of levelling, screws

on each coil.)

Conical
recess

Point of fixed

leq resis here

The winder when full is placed in a receptacle

just a shade larger than the diameter of the flanges
and considerably higher, and the coil is boiled in a
mixture of equal parts of paraffin wax and resin
till all bubbles cease to rise when the wax is poured

off, leaving only just sufficient to cover the top
flange of the winder. Subsequently the whole is
allowed to cool. When quite cold the tin should
be quickly heated and the winder with the coil
quickly withdrawn, thus leaving the coil thoroughly
embedded in the wax compound . The loose flange
is then unscrewed , and the winder quickly .heated ,
when it will be found that the coil can be with
drawn, leaving the wires completely agglomerated.

In a similar manner the three other coils should
be wound and treated .

Finally, the ends are led out and the coils finished
off with a hot iron and a little of thewax compound,
placed in position , and the two upper and the
lower back coil are fastened by screwing small
studs of bone or ivory through the central cavity

and running in a little of the wax compound ,
taking care that all is finished off flush on the
inside face.

The fourth (lower front) coil has to be fixed in
position with the central hole left open , and perhaps
the simplest manner of doing this is to screw in
four bone studs round the coil and cement with a
little wax. A more elegant finish can be made,
however, by making a small cell of celluloid , into

ooves

rest here

and using the same number of revolutions for the
subsequent coils. (It does not matter how many

turns are on the bobbins, but it is important that
they should have practically the same number
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Fig . 8. - DETAILS OF STUDS FOR STANDING
INSTRUMENT UPON .

side from the magnets a mirror, fin . diameter,
should be cemented, and at the bottom of the
wire a pair of wings, cut out of a shred of mica ,
are fixed in such a manner that they will act as a
damper to check the oscillations of the compound
needle .
The best cement that I have yet discovered
is an alcoholic solution of the best red sealing
wax, which should be used fairly thick.
The mirror should be either plane or with a
slightly concave surface . The focal length , if
concave, should not be less than 8 ft., however ,
as it is extremely difficult to obtain a clear reflection

on the scale if a mirror with a shorter focus is used .
It is, however, easier to obtain a mirror ground
true to a curve than perfectly plane, and it is ,
therefore, theoretically preferable to use a concave
mirror, although very little difference will be
found in practice.
The only requirement to complete the galvano
meter is to suspend the compound needle. To
effect this a single web of silk direct from the

cocoon is taken and passed through the hole in
the wire, and tied or fixed with a touch of cement,

which the coil is cemented and screwed by means
of a fange to the front ebonite upright.

Next, taking hold of the free end of the web , the
whole is carefully lifted and introduced from the

Next the four coils are connected together and

side of the instrument, one of the glass slips being
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removed , and the compound needle is allowed to
rest on the base of the instrument.
The silk is slacked off and fixed to the adjustment
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scope, and small lamp to illuminate the needle
point, which is reflected on to the scale.
The scale is made of a strip of wood , in . by
14 ins. by 18 ins., on the face of which is glued a
strip of good drawing paper, and divisions are drawn
at 1-in . spaces, the central mark being made right
across the scale and numbered O , and each eighth
line being made longer than the intermediate
divisions and marked 1, 2, 3, etc., on each side of
the centre line. These divisions should be very
distinct and clearly figured , as the light must be
very dim when using the apparatus to enable the
spot of light on the scale to be seen . Higgin 's
liquid Indian ink is excellent for the purpose, and

bar by a touch of cement, the loose end is cut off,
and the whole put away till the cement is dry .
The galvanometer itself being completed , the base
and scale are taken in hand. Take a piece of the
packing case and plane it up true and cut off about
3 ft. 6 ins. long and 8 ins. wide, and screw and
glue a pair of battens on the under side near the
extremities, and at the outer ends of one batten

and in the centre of the other fix three small feet
to ensure that the base will stand firm on any
table.

FIG . 11. - DETAILS OF SCALE.
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between uprights
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Veedle point
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Midoet

Baseboard

FIG . 9 . – DETAILED SECTION OF TELESCOPE . ILLU
MINATED NEEDLE POINT, SCALE AND CLAMPS
TO ADJUST HEIGHT OF TELESCOPE , AND SCALE
ON UPRIGHTS.

On the top side, above the batten with two feet,
three small brass plates — one with a conical depres
sion , one with a V groove, and the third with a
plain top — are fixed in such a manner that the
foot and levelling screws will always drop into
exactly the same position. At the other end, two
uprights are mortised into the board , and to these
are attached the bar carrying the scale, the tele

Wawka

ПИШЕ

lam

FIG . 10 . - TELESCOPE AND PART OF SCALE
AS SEEN FROM GALVANOMETER.

when completed the scale can be varnished with a
solution of transparent celluloid in acetone.
No nails or iron in any form should be used in
making either the base or galvanometer proper.

It will be noticed that the scale and framework are
both made to slide up and down the uprights ;
this is unnecessary for the galvanometer, but as
the base may be used for a number of reflecting

instruments, it is advisable to provide both
these adjustments.
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The diaphragm , with a hole } in . in diameter,

draw tube in or out. Finally , the image is brought
to coincide with the scale by raising or lowering

is made out of a piece of thick brass and a slot is
cut with a slitting saw through the centre of the
hole. Into this slot a needle is pressed and fixed
with a touch of solder in such a manner that the
point of the needle exactly coincides with the
centre of the hole. The diaphragm is mounted
in a pair of slides, so that the hole can be brought
opposite the optical axis of the arrangement.
This is clearly shown in the drawing of this detai).
The telescope can be formed
of an old microscope, using only
one lens of about 2 ins. focus, A
suitable instrument can usually
be picked up for a few pence
at on of the stalls where second
hand goods of this nature are

the latter.

The reflected image can then be brought to zero
by slightly altering the position of the magnetised
needle .

It will be found, however much care has been
used in making the compound magnetic needle ,
that by turning the instrument round in a certain

position (to be found by trial), the needle will

wwми
tvmvvvvv
мүт/*"

Fig . 13.

sold .
IE

Failing this , a very good
telescope may

be improvised

with paper draw tubes and a
spectacle glass, which can be
purchased at most opticians

Base for

2 -

galvenomeler

for 4d .

Foot

The construction of the opti
cal arrangement is clearly shown
in the drawings and requires no
further description .

The small lamp shown in the

drawings was taken from

a

pocket flash -lamp, the dry cell
from the same lamp being used

for supplying the necessary

Fool

- Batten

Balten

current.

Fig . 14.

The diaphragms and interior
of the optical arrangement
should be blackened with a little

PLAN AND ELEVATION OF BASEBOARD, SHOWING POSITION OF
GALVANOMETER AND UPRIGHTS CARRYING SCALE .

dilute shellac varnish mixed with
some
lampblack .
In using the apparatus the needle is brought as
near to zero as possible by placing one of the

I

return to zero without the use of any exterior

magnet, and when any very accurate measure
ments are to be made advantage may be taken of
this fact, as the magnetic torque will be much
slighter under this condition than if the weakest
exterior magnet were used .
The most expensive items in the construction

of the above instrument is the ebonite used for the
body, and the wire. If no ebonite is available ,
a very good substitute is a piece of mahogany or
other hard wood, well boiled in wax.. Suitable
wire can sometimes be picked up on some old
instrument, from which the binding screws can
be obtained at the same time. By strict attention
to economy, a thoroughly reliable instrument can
be made for a very few shillings.

Needlet
poin

( To be continued .)

mi

A LARGE CASTING. – A short time ago there was
Needle

Kook

Fig . 12. - DETAILS OF Sliding DIAPHRAGM AND
NEEDLE POINT.

magnetised knitting-needles under the galvano
meter and observing the motion of the mica vane.

Then the image of the illuminated diaphragm
is focussed on the scale by pushing the microscope

cast in a Milwaukee foundry a single casting weighing
133 tons. This , it is believed, is the largest single
piece ever cast in America. To handle this huge
mass of metal, special cranes and derricks had to
be provided .
PECULIAR ALLOYS. — The alloys of lead , tin , and
bismuth show peculiar properties. A mixture con
sisting of the following - bismuth , 2 parts ; tin ,
I part ; lead, I part - melts at a temperature
slightly below the boiling point of water. It also
expands on cooling .
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How It Works.
VII. -- A Dynamo
By A . W . M .
(Concluded from page 58 =.)
THE diagram (Fig. 33) shows that the flow of

611

caused by varying the number of lamps will not
affect the voltage produced by the armature.
As already explained , the voltage depends upon
speed of the armature conductors, strength of the

magnetism produced by the field -magnet, and the
number of the conductors. If all these are constant,
the voltage will be constant.
In practice two things interfere with the value

current used to excite the field -magnet coils
forms a part of the total amount of current
produced by the armature when the dynamo is
supplying electricity to the external circuit of lamps.

lamps

If the machine is running on open circuit, as it is
called , that is, with no external circuit connected

to the brushes, the whole of the current generated
by the armature at the moment will flow through
the field -magnet winding. This flow of current,
however, will be practically of the same amount
as when the external circuit of lamps was con
nected . Assume, for example, that the current
flowing in the external circuit is 50 amps., and the
exciting current flowing in the field -magnet winding
is 2 amps., the total amount of current produced
by the armature will be 52 amps. If the external
circuit of lamps is disconnected , the 50 amps, will
cease to be produced by thearmature. The 2 amps.
required for the magnet winding will continue
to flow , as the circuit is still connected to the
brushes. As the resistance which the field -magnet
winding offers to the flow of current does not alter,
the flow of current cannot alter, but must continue
to be 2 amps., no matter whether the outer circuit
is connected to the brushes or not , provided that

Fig . 35.

the voltage produced by the armature does not

of the voltage, even when the speed is maintained
at a constant rate. First, the armature conductors

do not permit thecurrent to flow through their length

without opposition . In fact, the metal of which
they are made offers a certain amount of natural
resistance to the passage of the current. Some
voltage is necessary , and must be expended to force

the current through the length of the conductors
quite independent of the external circuit. The
amount of this required voltage (which is called
the lost voltage in the armature, as it does not
appear at the brushes) will depend upon the quan
tity of current flowing through the armature wind
ing. If, therefore, a certain number of volts are
lost in the armature when the 50 amps. of our

previous example were flowing into the external
circuit, a smaller number of volts will be lost
when the armature has to produce only the 2 amps.
required for the field -magnet coils. The volts at

12

the brushes will therefore rise to an amount which

Lamps

is equal to their full load voltage plus the difference
FIG . 34.

alter. The magnet winding forms a kind of by
pass through which a definite and approximately
constant quantity of current is shunted . From
this fact the magnet is said to be shunt-wound.

between the lost volts at full and no load . For
example, if 4 volts are required to send the 50 amps.
through the armature winding, and the effective
pressure at the brushes is 100 volts, the voltage
required to send 2 amps. through the armature
winding will be so small an amount that it can
be neglected. As soon as the outer circuit of lamps
is disconnected , and the 50 amps. ceases to flow ,

It follows that if the flow of current remains at

the 4 lost volts will appear at the brushes, and the

a constant value, the magnetism produced by it
will also remain of constant value. If the speed
of rotation of the armature is also kept constant,
the voltage produced will not alter, no matter
whether the external circuit is connected to the
brushes or not. Therefore, any alteration in the
amount of current taken by the external circuit

voltage there will be 100 + 4 = 104 volts. (The
reader will remember that the voltage produced
by the armature conductors is existing, even though

no current is being taken from the machine.)

This increased voltage will send an additional
As already explained , the result of this will be an

amount of current through the field -magnet winding.
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machine is supplying full current or running at
no load , even though the speed is not altered .
The voltage at the brushes may rise to 110 volts,
or more, according to the particular design. For

intermediate values of current in the outer circuit,
say 20 amps., 30 amps., and so on , according to
the number of lamps burning at the moment, the

voltage will be higher or lower accordingly . The
cumulative action of the machine will, however,
be much less than when the outer circuit is entirely
disconnected , because any increase of voltage at

the brushes will not only send a small increase

through the armature winding, reduces the flow of
magnetism , and thus causes a fall in the voltage
generated . All dynamos are subject to this effect
in a greater or less degree, depending upon the
particular design ofmachine.
As previously mentioned, there must be some
magnetism permanently residing in the field
magnet to enable the armature conductors to com
mence the production of voltage and current.
Without this magnetism the dynamo will not be
self-exciting . There is also a condition , peculiar
to the shunt-wound dynamo, under which it will
not excite itself even with permanent magnetism
existing in the field -magnet, and that is when the
resistance of the externalcircuit is less than a certain
Series
winding

increase in the magnetism produced by the field magnet, which will in turn act upon the armature
conductors and induce additional voltage. The
action set up will therefore increase the voltage
at the brushes by an amount depending upon the
proportions of the machine. In this way the
voltage does not remain quite the same when the

Shuning
t
wind
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of current into the field winding, but an in

crease to the lamps as well. This rise of current
will require some voltage to send it through the
armature winding, thus helping to counteract

the rise due to the increase of current in themagnet
coils. A shunt-wound dynamo is thus partially
self-regulating as regards the voltage produced
put of current. If the armature winding has a
very low resistance in proportion to the size of
at the brushes for a given speed , but varying out

machine, the lost volts will be so small that the

light load may be
If regulation is
altering the arma
the voltage is too

Shuntg
windin

Series
winding

variation between full load and
practically of no importance.
necessary , it may be effected by
ture speed , that is, raising it if

Fig . 37.

Ø Ø

Ø Lamps

' amount, depending upon the particular size and
design of machine. If the resistance is below
this critical point, the dynamo does not " build
up " its magnetism . A small voltage will be pro
duced , due to the movement of the conductors
through the residualmagnetism , but it is absorbed
in sending thecurrent which the low resistance of the
external circuit allows to flow , and the effective
voltage at the brushes remains at too low a value

to send the necessary current through the high

Fig . 36 .

6 0 Lamps

low , or reducing it if the voltage is too high . An
other method is to connect an adjustable resistance
coil in the field -magnet winding, so that the total
resistance of the winding can be increased when

the voltage rises and diminished when the voltage
falls . The effect of this is to decrease or increase

the amount of current flowing in the winding,

resistance of the field -magnet winding, the result
being that no increase in magnetism is produced ,
and therefore the voltage continues at a useless
value. Practically the dynamo does notwork .
Instead of using a portion of the total current
generated to excite the magnet coils, as in Fig .
33, the whole of the current produced in the arma
ture can be made to excite the field coils as well as

do work in the external circuit of lamps, etc. This
arrangement is shown in Fig . 34 , themagnet winding

being connected so that the current must flow
through it on the way to the external circuit, as
indicated by the arrows. Such a dynamo is said
to be series wound , because the magnet winding
is in series with the external circuit. As the only

which correspondingly alters the quantity of
magnetism produced , and thus regulates the voltage
to the desired amount.
The second cause of variation in voltage is due to
a demagnetising effect which the magnetic poles
formed in the armature produce upon those of the

way by which the current can reach the external
circuit from thearmature is through the field -magnet

field -magnet. This increases with the flow of current

not be altered , as the current must return to the

winding. obviously the whole amount of current
taken by the external circuit will be used to excite
the magnet and produce the magnetism . If the
left-hand brush was positive, these conditions would
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armature, and can only do so by way of themagnet
winding. The diagram (Fig . 34 ) would be the same,
except that the arrows would point in the reverse
direction .

The dynamo would still depend upon a flow oi
permanent magnetism residing in the field -magnet
to enable it to be self-exciting. The conditions
of working will, however, be different. A shunt
wound dynamo will not excite its field -magnet
winding if the external circuit has a resistance
less than some critical value, and therefore it will
be most likely to excite when that resistance is
comparatively high in value, or, best of all, if the
external circuit is disconnected , this being equiva
lent to an external circuit of infinitely high resist
ance. A series-wound dynamo, on the contrary ,
cannot excite its field -magnet winding at all if
the external circuit is not connected . Referring
to Fig. 34 , if we assume the current to flow from
the positive brush , it will pass through the magnet
winding to terminal Tı, then through the external
circuit of lamps to terminal T2, and enter the
armature by way of the negative brush . There

is thus a complete path for the current to flow
through. But, if the external circuit is discon
nected , this path is interrupted : the current

cannot flow , and, therefore, the magnet coils will
be inactive.

A series-wound dynamo in contrast to a shunt
wound dynamo will be not self-exciting if the
resistance of the external circuit is greater than a cer

tain criticalvalue,depending upon the sizeand design
of the machine. The less the resistance of the
external circuit the more readily will the dynamo

excite. If we disconnect the external circuit,
no current can flow , therefore the magnetic winding
will bewithout currentand thedynamo cannot excite.
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circuit must be decreased until it reaches a point .
comeitand send enough current to start themagneti

atwhich the small voltage in the armature can over

sation process. When this point is reached the
magnetism commences to increase and the cumu
lative process takes place as described in
connection with the shunt-wound dynamo.

If the resistance be further decreased the
voltage and current will increase until the
limit of magnetism is reached . At this stage the
voltage cannot rise any more for a given speed
of armature rotation , but the current may increase

if the resistance is further decreased . The voltage
will then begin to fall, as volts will be lost in the
armature and field -magnet winding in sending
the current through the wire ; the demagnetising
action of the armature upon the field will also in

crease and assist to make the voltage fall. A series
taining a constant voltage with varying load .

dynamo therefore does not regulate well in main

Suppose, for example, the current is used for lighting
a number of incandescent lamps in parallel, whilst
the number of lamps is not altered the voltage
will remain steady. If, however, the number
of lamps is appreciably increased , the voltage may

rise or fall according to the design of the machine
and the particular load at which it was working.
If the number is appreciably decreased , the same
result occurs ; if continually decreased , the voltage
will continue to fall, and when the point of critical
resistance is reached , will drop to zero. Fig. 35
shows an alternative method of arranging the
connections of a series wound -dynamo. The effect

is, however, precisely the same as with the method
of Fig . 34 .
This shows that the shunt and series methods

of winding the field -magnet are affected in opposite
ways by the resistance of the external circuit ,

the shunt winding refusing to excite when the re
A

T
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sistance of the external circuit is below a critical
point, and the series winding when the resistance
is above a critical point. If the two windings
are combined the defect of onemay be counteracted

by the opposite action of theother. Such a method
is much used in practice, and is called a compound

winding. The winding which is used to provide
the principal excitation is arranged as a shunt
winding. This provides the working flow of
I

magnetism . The series winding is placed in any
convenient position upon the magnet, and serves

to counteract the non -regulating property of the
shunt winding. There are two systems of connect
ing the shunt winding. It may be connected to

IL
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the brushes of the machine, as in Fig. 36 . In this
case the series winding carries only the current
which is flowing to the external circuit of lamps,
FIG . 38 .

A small voltagewill be induced in the armature con
ductors due to any residualmagnetism permanently
existing in the magnet, but as there is no path
through which a current can flow from brush to
brush this voltage will be inoperative. If now
the external circuit is connected as shown in Fig.
34 , but is of so high a resistance that the small
voltage is not powerful enough to send the necessary
amount of current required for commencing to
increase the magnetism , no excitation will take
place. In fact, the resistance of the external

the arrangementbeing called the short shuntmethod
of compound winding. The alternative method
is shown in Fig. 37, and is called the long-shunt
arrangement. The series winding then carries
the current, which is used in the shunt winding
as well as that flowing to the external circuit.
The object of the series winding is to maintain
the voltage of the terminals at themachine constant
in value, with a variable output of current, or to
cause it to rise by a definite amount as the output
of current to the external circuit is increased .
The first condition would be required when the

dynamo was placed very near to the working cir
cuit, so that scarcely any volts would be lost be
tween the machine and the lamps. The second

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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condition would be required when the current was

ture due to the increased flow of current. As

delivered to the working circuit through a con
siderable length of conducting wire, so that some

already explained , the armature becomes a magnet
by the flow of current in the winding, its poles op
posing those of the field magnet. The increasing
flow of current will make the armature poles
of greater strength and enable them to weaken

appreciable voltage would be necessary to force
it to the lamps. In each case the ultimate object
is to keep the voltage at the lamp terminals as
constant as possible and up to full value, so that
the brilliancy of the lamps shall not vary. If the

the field magnetism , thus causing the voltage to
fall as the current increases. If a suitable number

of turns are included in the series winding the

number of lamps burning is not altered , a shunt
winding alone would be sufficient, as the output
of current from the dynamo would not be altered .

current flowing through them will try to add as

much magnetism as it is destroying in its passage

through the armature winding. The two effects
thus cancel, and the voltage is not affected .
If the dynamo is placed so far from the lamps

Any loss in voltage between the dynamo terminals
and the lamps can be made up by constructing the
machine to give the extra volts required . When
the number of lamps burning at any given time
may be altered to a considerable extent, shunt
winding alone will not be satisfactory, as the voltage

that a loss of voltage occurs in the connecting
wires , the series winding can be made to raise
the voltage at the terminals by an amount equal
to that lost with any particular flow of current.

will rise as lamps are switched off and fall as they

are switched on. An attendant would be required

The number of turns is so proportioned that the

winding produces a sufficient increase ofmagnetism
to add the volts required for the armature plus the

volts required for the line loss at any given flow
11

of current, and also to counteract thedemagnetising
action due to the armature. When the flow of
current decreases these losses become less. But
the power of the series winding also becomes less

11

ci nt
a

in proportion , and therefore the voltage is regulated
automatically by the action of the current to the
value desirable for any given flow . The field -mag
net must have a sufficient magnetic capacity to
enable this regulating action to take place. If
the density of magnetism is already high with the
shunt winding alone in action , then the series coils
cannot add the proper proportion of magnetism ,
and the regulation will be bad . In practice the
series coils have few turns of thick wire and the
shunt coils many turns of very thin wire. The
series coils must be of comparatively large size
and low resistance, as they have to carry the whole

III

1
1

I

of the current flowing from the machine. This

I
I

resistance should also be so low that very few volts
are required to send the current through it . In

FIG . 39.

addition to the losses already mentioned, this lost
voltage in the series coils themselves must be pro
vided for. Thedriving speed must bekept constant,
or the series coils cannot effectively regulate the
voltage. When a dynamo has more than one pair
ofmagnetic poles it is called a multipolar machine.
Any number ofpairs of poles may be used ; Fig. 38

at the dynamo to regulate the voltage, either by
altering the speed of the armature or the mag
netism of the field -magnet.
By using a series winding on the field -magnet
in addition to the shunt winding the magnetism
can be altered automatically by the action of the
current flowing to the external circuit. The

shows one with three pairs of poles ; it would be
called a six -pole machine. Dynamos having two
pairs, that is, four poles ; four pairs, that is, eight

series coils are wound so that they aid the shunt
winding, any flow of current through them there

poles, are in common use also . The poles are pro

fore will produce an additional quantity of mag
netism to that produced by the shunt winding.
When no current is being supplied by the machine
the series coils are idle, as no current will be flowing
through them (the small shunt current which is
flowing through the series coils in Fig. 37 produces
practically no effect as regards regulation ). As

duced by the combination of a number of simple
magnets, and the system could be built up with

lamps are switched on , the flow of current through
the series coils increases, and produces an increase

magnets.
If these magnets in Fig . 39 are brought
contact,

separate magnets or shaped out of solid metal to

ato design
which will permit the flow of magnetism
follow similar paths to that produced by separate
magnets. This is illustrated by Fig . 39 , which

represents Fig. 38 divided into its component
into
the shape of the field -magnet of Fig . 38
will be produced . The adjacent poles N N , forming
large N poles, and the adjacent poles SS, forming
large S poles ; dotted lines show the paths of
magnetic
flow , of voltage and current takes place
Generation
precisely as explained with reference to the previous
illustrations, butas themagnetism flows in a number

in the magnetism , thus causing an increase in the
voltage generated by the armature conductors.

If the machine has been correctly designed , this
increase of voltage will exactly correspond to the
number of volts required to send the particular
amount of current through the armature winding ;

in fact,makes good the lost volts. Themagnetising

of paths through the armature core the voltage

power of the serieswinding will, if well proportioned
also correct the demagnetising action of the arma-

i

and current reverses an increasing number of
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times per revolution , according to the number of
pairs ofmagnet poles. This results in an increased
number of brush positions when a commutator is
used , or some method of winding by which the
voltages induced in the conductors can be grouped
into two circuits. There are two distinct systems -
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from the Secretary, as at foot. The next ordinary
meeting will be held on Wednesday, January 30th ,
when a paper on “ Some Mechanisms” will be given
by Mr. W . J. Tennant, M .I.Mech . E . - HERBERT
G . RIDDLE, Hon . Secretary , 37, Minard Road , Hither

Green , S. E .

in one the voltage produced is equal to that due to
one pair of poles, but the number of circuits through

Provincial Societies.

the winding is equal to the number of magnet poles.
This is called the parallel system of winding. The
other method consists in connecting the conductors
so that there are only two paths through the winding.
The voltage is then equal to that produced by the
number of pairs of poles added together. This

Leeds. - On Tuesday evening, December 4th , a
meeting of this society was held , about twenty
membersbeing present. Mr. H . Ramsden (member ):
gave an interesting lecture, illustrating by lantern
slides his impressions and experiences of the railroad
workshops and other engineering features of the

is called the two-circuit series method of winding.
The first system lends itself to the production of
equal voltage and heavier current, and the second
higher voltage and equal current as compared
with a two- pole machine. The subject of armature
windings, however, is so extensive that the reader
should refer to the text books for detailed informa
tion . The field -magnet windings of multipolar
machines do not differ from those used for two-pole
machines, and regulation of voltage is effected

United States, from where he has recently returned .
A hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Ramsden

for his instructive lecture. - W . H . BROUGHTON ,
Hon. Secretary, 262, York Road , Leeds.
Brighton and Hove. - With a view to forming
a local Society of Model Engineers, Mr. F . P . Black
ford , 9, Westbourne Place, Hove, will be pleased
if gentlemen desirous of joining will communicate
with him , enclosing a stamped addressed envelope
for reply.

in the same manner as already described .

Prize Competition .

The Society ofModel Engineers.
Competition No. 42. -- A Prize of Two Guineas
(Reports of meetings should be sent to the offices of THE MODEL
ENGINEER without delay, and will be inserted in any par
ticular issue if received a clear nine days before its usual
date of publication .)

London .
On Saturday afternoon , December 8th , a party

ofmembers visited , with the kind permission

will be awarded to the reader sending the best
design for a model marine boiler to suit a racing
boat measuring 5 ft. 6 ins. to 7 ft. long , with a

maximum beam of 71 ins. The drawings should
be accompanied by a short article describing the
construction of the boiler (about 1,000 words),
and should indicate how the boiler is to be arranged

ofG . R . Spurr, Esg.. the Electricity Works in Priory

in the boat. Particulars of the necessary pipe

Avenue of the Walthamstow District Council.
The plant, which is of considerable interest, com
prises, amongst others, the following items: Six
Westinghouse three-cylinder gas engines, each of
250 h.-p., direct coupled to six ten -pole continuous
current dynamos by the Helios Company, generat
ing 400 amps, at 480 to 500 volts ; and six American

side of the paper only .

2. Any drawings which may be necessary should
be in good black ink on white Bristol board . No
coloured lines or washes should be used . The draw

three-cylinder gas engines, each of 10 h . p ., also
direct coupled to dynamos, the current supplied
being used for both lighting and street-car driving.
The engines are started by allowing air at 250 lbs.
pressure to enter one cylinder of each engine

ings should be full size for the model, and small
details double full size.
3. The copyright of all photographs entered in
connection with any competition must be the
sender's own property , and a signed statement to

after the crank has been jacked into the proper

this effect must accompany same.

lines and firing arrangements should also be included .
GENERAL CONDITIONS.
1. All articles should be written in ink on one

position , the air continuing to drive the engine

4. The copyright of the prize articles to be the

until compression and firing takes place. The air

property of the proprietor of THE MODEL ENGINEER,
and the decision of the Editor to be accepted as

reservoirs consist of large cylindrical iron chambers,
into which the air is pressed by a motor-driven

final.

5. The Editor reserves the right to print the

compressor. The gas used in the engines is
generated by a battery of eight Dowson gas pro

whole or any portion of an unsuccessful article

ducers, four of 500 h .-p. and four of 375 h .-p.,
the gas from those not immediately in use being

which he may think worthy of publication , upon the

ignited at the top of each producer , and burning
with a blue flame some 4 ft. high. The cooling
water for the engines is obtained from an artesian

merit of the matter used .

well 400 ft. deep , and after passing through the
cylinder jackets is cooled in Klein towers and then
pumped to a large storage tank. A visit to the
battery -room and workshop brought the visit
to a close.
FUTURE MEETINGS. -- The eighth annual con
versazione will be held at the Cripplegate Institute
on Saturday, January 12th . Readers may obtain
tickets, price 2s. 6d. each (including refreshments),

understanding that remuneration is given at the
Editor's discretion in proportion to the length and

6 . All competitions should be addressed to the
Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C ., and should be
marked outside with the number of the Competition
for which they are intended . A stamped addressed
Editor, THE MODEL ENGINEER, 26 to 29 , Poppin ' s

envelope should accompany all Competitions for

their return in the event ofbeing unsuccessful. All
MSS. and drawings should bear the sender's full
name and address on the back.
The competition will close on December 31st.

The Model Engineer and Electrician .
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Practical Letters from our
Readers .

December 27 , 1906.

will be equal to the unknown distance A B . The
accuracy of the angles DBC and DBE may be
checked by measuring diagonals C D and BE, and
carefully plotting on paper. Thismethod , of course,

The Editor invites readers to make use of this column for the full
discussion of matters of practical and mutual interest. Letters
may be signed with a nom -de- plume if desired , but the full
name and address of the sender MUST invariably be attached ,

though not necessarily intended for publication .]

Speed Boat Competition - Measurement of
the Course.
TO THE EDITOR OF The Model Engineer.
Dear Sir , It must be a matter of difficulty for
some of the competitors interested in THE MODEL
ENGINEER Speed Boat Competition to measure
the course . Land chains and measuring tapes can

be obtained 100 ft. long, and even with one of these
difficulties arise ; but to purchase one and use it
only once, perhaps, is out of the question , so that
the following method of measurement may be of

----

interest. It is culled
from some notes on
ing, “ How to find

HH+-

military engineer

the width of a river
or piece of water ."
Standing at A an
observer fixes on a
well-defined point B
on the opposite
bank. A line from
A is stretched to
any convenient dis
tance , C , and thence

--

-

H-H
- ---

-C

"Z - -- - - - - -

FIG . 2.
premises the use of a suitable means of obtaining
a right angle. Of course , a right angle can be

to D . The angle
ACD being the
same as the angle
BAC. The line
is now continued

-

plotted on the ground, but there is no real need
for this, and rather than use an instrument the
FIG . 1 .

1200

(observation may MEASURING
be sufficient) in the INACCESSIBLE
direction of B , till DISTANCES.
it intersects the line
A C in the point E .

Pond or stream

We have now two

proportionate

tri

angles, and can calculate the imaginary line A B
by simple proportion : B A bearing the same
rati to C D as A E bear to EC ; or, to expr it
o
arithmetically ,

s

ess

AE X CD = A B .
EC
-- Yours truly ,
Bristol.
C . H . MORRISH .
[ The above is a very opportune suggestion ; but
a greater degree of accuracy will be obtained if the
angle chosen is more acute, as shown in our sketch
herewith (Fig . 2). The procedure in this case
would be to “ range ” with poles a line through
From B lay off a line at right angles to the first or
base line to point D . Bisect this line at F , and fix a
pole. Set off from D another line D E longer (as
far as can be judged on the ground about one-third
as long again ) than the width of the stream and
perpendicular to line D B . This line will, of course ,
be parallel to the base line ABC. Put a ranging
pole X in between D and E , which shall range also
with F and A . The distance between X and D
the ABC, AB being the inaccessible distance.

FIG . 3.
accuracy of which may have to be checked by
plotting on paper, you may recourse to plotting only ,
when the required distance will be arrived at by a
graphical method and not by an arithmetic ( see
Fiz. 3). We tested the following method on the

office floor, and obtained , with imperfect measuring

December 27, 1906 .
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instruments, an accuracy of 1 in 250. The in
accessible distance is X Y Range a line X Y D
angles Y AB,
and a line approximately at right
the pole A being, roughly , halfway between Y and
B . Put in a ranging pole at C , which shall range
with X and A . The pole C should be placed in a

be given to all Class A boats which have an average
speed record of not less than five-and-a -half miles

position on the field , so that YBCD are approx
imately the four corners of a square. Measure
distance Y D , Y A , A B , BC, and DB, and, as a
checking dimension , CD. Plot on paper, and you

Queries and Queries.

graphically the required distance
versant with terms used by surveyors, we may
mention that the operation of ranging is to place
a series of poles stuck in the ground in line with
will obtain
between X and Y . For those who are not con

each other by sighting, no instrument being used .
Measurements should be taken very accurately
with a chain or a steel tape, which should be 100 ft.

long if possible. - ED., M .E . & E .]

The " Model Engineer " Speed
Boat Competition , 1906 .

per hour ; and to Class B vessels with an average
speed of not less than fourmiles per hour.
The last date of entry is December 31st, 1906.

is especially directed to the first condition given below
[Attention
and no notice will be taken of Oueries not complying with the
directions therein stated. Letters containing Queries must be
marked on the top left -hand corner of the envelope Query

Department." No other matters but those relating to the Queries
should be enclosed in the same envelope.
Queries on subjects within the scope of this journal are replied to

conditions ( 1) Queries devling

by post under the following
with distinct subjects should be written on different slips, on
one side of the paper only , and the sender's name MUST be in
scribed on the back. ( 2) Queries should be accompanied ,
wherever possible, with fully dimensioned sketches, and corre
spondents are recommended to keep a copy of their Queries for
reference. ( 3 ) A stamped addressed envelope (not post- card )
should invariably be enclosed , and also a “ Queries and Replies
Coupon " cut out from the advertisement pages of the curreut
issue. (4 ) Queries will be answered as early as possible alter
receipt, but an interval of a few days must usually elapse before
Reply can be forwarded. (5) Correspondents who require
the
an answer inserted in this column should understand that some
weeks must clapse before the Reply can be published . The

General Conditions.

insertion of Replies in this column cannot be guaranteed. (6 )
AU Queries should be addressed to The Editor, THE MODEL
ENGINEER , 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C . ]

for this Competition will be divided
THE entries
two classes. Class A will include all

The following are selected from the Querie; which hb'e been replied

boats over 4 ft. 6 ins. and up to 7 ft. in length ,
and Class B will include all boats of 4 ft. 6 ins. in
length and under. The length is to be taken as

to recently :
writes :
(Devonport)
A . T. solder
(19,666A)
for aluminium
If a satisfactory
inform me ( 1)Solder.
you pleaseAluminium
Will
is obtainable ? ( 2) Jf so, where can I obtain it or the ingredients
for making it ? (3 ) What flux is used with it ?

into

must be
length on the water-line. ofEachnotboat
less than 300
timed over a total distance
yards, which may be divided into separate trips of
not less than 100 yards each . At starting each
engine
trip , power must be turned on , and the seconds
started and kept running for at least fifteen

before the boat is released . The interval between
each of the successive trips must be as short as
possible, and must be stated in the particulars
given . The exact length of the course must le
measured , and the exact time to a second recorded
for each trip. These particulars must be written
down and certified by the signatures of two mem
bers of the executive of either any recognised
Society of Model Engineers or Model Yacht Club ,
who must have been present at the trials. In
addition to the foregoing particulars, the prize
winners must furnish photographs and descriptions
of their boats for publication in THE MODEL ENGI
NEER. The awarding of the prizes may be sum
marised as follows :
SILVER MEDAL to the fastest boat in Class A
beating previous records.
BRONZE MEDAL in Class A to all other boats
beating previous records.
SILVER MEDAL in Class B to fastest boat, ,

provided speed is not less than 4 miles
per hour.

second fastest
BRONZE MEDAL in Class B to the
boat doing not less than 4 miles per hour.
If in Class A the performance of the first boat
does not surpass that attained in previous com
petitions, then the highest awards will be Bronze
Medals and certificates respectively. The number

one boat, either as
of competitors interested in beanylimited
to two. A
designers or builders, will
signed declaration is required , giving particulars as
to the building of the model, in addition to the
usual certificate of performance. Certificates will

We do not know of any really satisfactory aluminium solder.
A great many recipes have been put forward from time to time,
but we have no information as to their practical success. Manu
facturers of aluminium articles do not appear to use solder , and

design the articles so that solder is not necessary to their con
struction . This is a case in which one of our readers may be able
to assist. We do not, however, wish to receive particulars of untried
recipes or processes .

( 16 ,8371 100 -watt Transformer. D . L . (Leeds) writes :
I have applied the formnulæ given in the back number of THE
26th , 1903, page 201), but find that
MODEL ENGINEER (February
per sq. in , in core, I shall require 5 ,000 turns,
Please accept my best thanks for your early reply to my query.

if I work 20,000 lines
viz.,
,000 ,000
? X 100
T 200
18,000 50 h- 5 ,000
larger magnetic density
to workX with a *muc
Would it be correct 444

than 20,000 lines per sq. in ., as I want it for 50 periods and the
20,000, but does not say what would be correct for 50 periods,
than
I have a quantity of double cotton - covered copper wire (No. 24
circular mills darea , and as I reckons 1 amp.
B .W .G .), having 484
ght

example given is 125 ? It says that for 125 it should not be more

in primary , I thou this wire woul do. This wire give 30 to the
inch , so that if I wind it on a core about 63 ias. long, I shall get
200 turns to a layer ; this willmean twenty -five layers to get 5 ,000
turns on . The twenty -five layers would mean a thickness of
about 13-16ths in . of primary wire. This to me seems a great
thickness. Then , as I want 50 volts in the secondary , I shall
require 1,250 turns, and as I want to take outy a current of 4 amps.
at 25 volts , I reckon I shall want a secondar wire 4 ,000 circular,
mills ,
mills , and I see that a No.ut 16 B . W .G . wire ha 4 ,600d circular
and as this wire lies abo 15 to the inch , thiss woul mean about
fourteen layers, which would mean a thicknes of about i in . As
on
shown on sketch enclosed , this to me seems out of all proporti
for a 100-watt transformer . I shall, therefore, be pleased to hear
what you would recommend me to do . Could I work atmore than

20,000, and, ifldso, how much would you recommend makings.core
longer ? Wou a less wire than No. 16 B . W .G . do for 4 amp ?
You can work at a density of 40,000 lines per sq. in . in iron core
with a frequency of 50, and No. 24 B . W .G . will carry } amp. for
of 4 amps. you can try
the primary ; and for secondary current
it will answer
In

all probability
No. 18 gauge d . c .c . copper wire.
your purpose though somewhat small for this current. It depends
transformer is to work at
of
time
to some extent upon the length

Allow plenty of ven
a stretch , and if in a warın or a cool place.
tilation so that the heat can get away easily. Read THE MODEL
numbers, “ How
following
and
,
1906
,
29th
for
March
ENGINEER
It Works-- the Alternating Current Transformer." You should
put a few extra turns on the secondary to make up for any
deficiency of voltage. This can be done after trial. Make iron
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core larger in crossit section,
andandusereckon
a smaller
lines perofsq.turnsin .
4,000 number
by i ins.,

say, core
flux density
inof wire,
.

Small Dynamo Windings
; Valve Settingshaveof
Dulwich

(16,793)Engines.
Cycle

J . R . (East
, S . E .) writes : I
but the field
just purchased
10 -watt
set ofwhole
core.
-in . wrought-iron
is not a cast
has a castings,
magnet
and dynamo
Motors
Dynamos
Small
handbook
According
your
”
and
"
on
to
wrought-iron core
the approximate amount wire required

for a
of
is about three-quarters of that required for a cast-iron core, and
in order to make up the resistance lost due to less wire, the book
states a size smaller wire. Now , I want to wind dynamo for ro volts
and the windings given in your book are : 1 ozs. No. 24
I amp.,
for
armature, and 8 ozs. No. 24 for field . (1 ) Would 6 Ozs. of No. 26
be about the right amount and size for dynamo ? Also would this
wire be single or double cotton-covered ? (2) How soon ought

the mechanically operated inlet valve of a bicycle engine to open

DIAGRAM SHOWING
i OVERLAP OF
SMALL HIGH SPEED
ENGINE.

December 27, 1906.

relative speed the steam in the cylinder and the steam

the
Now
of
pipe will vary inversely as the relative areas (or, which is the same
thing, the speed varies inversely as the square of the diameters)

pipe for instance, say the
the steam
of the cylinder and bore ofcylinder,
which is ;2 ins. diameter , is 4 ft.
speed of the steam in the

per second, then , if the steam pipe is in , diameter, the speed of

will be theinversely : the area of the steam pipe
theAssteam
the area
of cube is to
is to; ' 196
-- 316'1416
is totheI respective
diameters, viz., as
of
or, inversely as the squares
22 is to 12

- 16
I,
the
spebeied so,
in wethecansteamfor
pipe bei,as ngfol
16 X 4 - 64 ft, per second.
Thi
ng
s
mul
ate
(Diameter inof feecyltindpererseco
)2 ndx piston speedlows :_ 130 X (diameter of
s
pipe) ;
to steam
in the- present
which may
x D .S .P .2
30 ft. percasesecond
. per second
22 X be3 ftsimplified

Ex closes

1212 - 30 X D .S .P .2

30- - D .S . P .

Inhet operat
Durry !6793

after the closing of the exhaust valve ? (3 ) Why does a plain coil

with make-and-break contact give better results than a trembler
all other things being equal?
coilI)withYes.wipe(2)contact,
In many cases the inlet valve opens before the
exhaust has closed. The overlap on small high -speed engines is

often very great, as sketch. (3 ) This is not quite clear. We do

you say. Further particulars required .
notknow that it is asGenerating

Plant. T . D . writes : I requi
( 16 .8781 Steam
dynamo
charging accumulators chiefly,
poweras togasdrive
obtainable
and
and Ifordo not particularly want to use
is nota 50-watt
oil, I should be very much obliged if you would inform me whether
a steam engine would do it satisfactorily ? If so, kindly give
power of horizontal engine, bore of cylinder, and length of stroke ;

and best working pressure, to use solid fuel,
also thesize above
of boilerdynamo.
toanddrive
from a steam -driven
obtainis torealhavesatisfaction
way toplant
The only
generating
electric
the same plenty large enough ,
and in this way reduce attention to the minimum . For a 50-watt
machine
we would provide an engine capable of developing
i.h .-p ., and a boiler with at least 900 sq. ins. of heating surface.
may be large
Theboiler
steam water
ample reserve
that an advise
can , sotherefore,
is obtained . We
a 2-in .ofby 2 -in .,andor 2 -in ,
working at 500 or 600 r. p.m .,
by
high -speed engine
. vertical
it-in
pressure
and
a boiler
of 30 to 40 lbs. One of the largest boilers
for a given heating surface is a vertical centre flue boiler, but to
obtain the heating surface mentioned a boiler measuring 18 ins.
by 30 ins. would be required . Thismultitubular
boilerprove
will toodo
as -in . by 30 -in . will, perhaps,
expensive,
just as wellandand willa 14cost 40 per cent. less, we may advise this.
The boiler should be provided with ten tubes, it ins. diameter ,
and if fitted with a sufficiently tall chimney , the boiler may be
worked with natural draught.

Steam Pipe Proportior
[17,003]
) writes
. (Dublinengine,
8. ofW .a Ssteam
does:
calculating
In not
diameteronofthesteampiston
pipe ? For instance,
would
depend onthethepressure
itnot
steam topressure
a greater
a steamthanpipe
diameter,cause
taking,
say, piston
one 1in in. .diameter
be } inon.
a piston
pressure
diameter
50
boiler
would
lbs.
;
not
on
act
in the
i.e.,
and
it
same way as the steam on a safety valve- if the valve offered i sq .
keep
weight
would
take
to
lbs.
area to; whereas,
it
50
init ,down
the steam if pressure,
it has only a small area in , or so , a com
will
spring
paratively
spiral
keep
small
the
Does
closed
?
it
not
same rule apply in considering the area of steam pipes ?
Everything
may ofreply
on just
the
yes and Ifno.at a given
We speed
speed a depends
piston
the engine.
-in , pipe can
supply the cylinder without appreciable loss between the boiler
and steam chest, due to friction of the steam in the pipe and to
wire-drawing, a materialreduction in the size of the pipe, such as you
suggest, will result in a drop in pressure, depending on the length

Thenearest round figure to 10'2 in . isVA
3- 16ths'2 inin. .: therefore, 3- 16ths-in
bore pipe will be required. This will mean 5 - 16ths in . outside
diameter copper or brass pipe. The case you put forward is not
a true analogy. With the fixing of the diameters of steam pipes

steam When steam
concerned
piston as is registered in the boiler, independent of the diameter
of the pipe. When the steam is not flowing there is no loss.
Leg ofan Electric
Alarm clock
Clockand. cabinet,
(16,821)
J. T. B .
writesInsulating
alarm
electric the
: I am making
(Hull)
of clock make

with the flow of the
you are only
the
.
is on , and the engine flywheelis held so that the piston is notmoving,
there will be exactly the same pressure of steam acting on the
to
but instead of terminals, I wish to use legs
connection
contact-pieces on top of cabinet, so that the
clock will bewithable to be moved without disconnecting wires from

D OF INSULATING
Vulcanite Bush METHO
OF ELECTRIC
LEG
Cruicarde NDTcase of check

ALARM CLOCK .

Curru 165.

thevecabinet.
rm but
I have
d Ala
Bellslsnd anand
onn “ Bel
Alarms,"
ned . Li
ted
mentiohandbook
tois beno ins
ha
there
mentione
suchula
idea your
that
I understa
one leg will
have to be insulated from case dof clock
.

Leg can be insulated from case of clock by bushing

" it with
a piece ofhardwood or vulcanite as sketch . "
Electric Lightalformahogan
Pedestapedestal
[17,018)
l. E . , 1.with(Liverpool)
writes
: I have an ornament
bronze
figure on top. The
figure has holders for ythree incandes
centa electric
lamps. Being
quite ignorant electric lighting, I should like the
following questions answered of Is

possible
light three
lamps from batteries or accumulatorsit ? I wouldto like
to
enable me to keep the three lights burning for five or six power
hours at

time.candle
What-power
size accumulat
one
ors would
what
be necessary
volt and
lamps would
you advise
? Can and
I charge

the necessary accumulator from batteries , and what kind and how
many batteries would you advise ?
Use an accumulator of, say, 10 amps. capacity and 6 volts
lamps : three of Ic- p . each
(6 volts), connected in parallel. Each
lamp should take about $ amp., or slightly more, so total discharge
will be about 2 amps. A 20 -amp.-hour accumulator would , of
course, be better. To charge from primary cells, use Bunsen or
bichromate. See recent query replies on the subject.

Cells. Electric
Primary
Carbons
G. W.
(16,884) Cleaning
of useful
little books,
one your
: I have
(London
Batteries) writes
and How
to Use ofThem ," but do not find "anywhere

of the pipe. At a much slower speed there would be practically
no difference. The speed of the steam through the steam pipes
of a model should not exceed from 30 to 40 ft. per second ; 20 ft.
per second wculd be a better figure . Model piston speed
being
very low , this means that the steam pipes may be smaller in diameter ,
relatively , to those used in actual engines . For instance , with a
double-acting cylinder , 2 -in . bore by 2-in , stroke, running at 500
r.p .m ., the piston speed will be
500 X 2 X 2 ins. per minute
500 X 2 X 2 + 1212)it. per minutesecond
;
(500 X 2 X 2 + + 60 ft. per

therein any treatment of " carbon plates," i.e., as to keeping them
with salts - bichromate of potash , in my case it is best to cleanse

- 500 X4 - 50 it . per second ;

(17,023]
nce Small
writes
indulgence.
youriveMotor
. (Seaforth
: Once more I must claim concern
A . Han. Searly
for
reply )to the following
queries, as they
a model

or

say 3, to bring it to round numbers.

in efficiency. May I ask you how , when they get glazed or encrusted

them . Soaking and brushing does not seem to answer .
In bichromate cells, where bichromate of potash

used

is
, salts of
chrome-alum are formed, and these are quite insoluble
and
only be removed with difficulty by chipping or scraping, oft, canTO
avoid this, use chronic acid instead of bichromate of potash solution .
Plates may otherwise be scraped with any convenient implement.

sealed up with the chrome-alum , it is far the least trouble
If badly
more satisfacto
and
ry to start fresh with new ones.
Resista

for

Electric Locomot

electric railway which I am sending to an exhibition very shortly .
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(and1) Would
resistance
ten lamps
in series,
one 100a volts,
do to ofreduce
a 230 -volt
main toone10 120
voltsvolts
for

working the railway ? (2) What would be the best wire to use
as a fuse to blow off at a voltage of 11 volts or over ; also, gauge
of (1)sameDepends
?
what current the lamps take. The two in series

IThe samples
Editor willand beparticulars
pleased toofreceive
for revlere
underandthismateriale
heading
new tools,
apparatus

should be arranged to take about the same current each . Your
a 220 or 230 -volt lamp - a 220-volt 16 -c.-p . lamp
best plan is to3 use
takes about amps. Arrange a number of these in parallelareuntil
in
your motor is getting sufficient current. The more there
parallel the greater the current motor receives.No.( 2)32Depends
S . W .G .
entirely what current you want fuse to blow at.
lead wire will fuse at I'5 amps ; No. 30 at 1 '9 amps. ; and so on .
( 16 ,900 Chemical Rectifier. J. B . L . (Edinburgh ) writes :
I am someweeks
interestedagoin onthethearticle
which the “ Chemical
in yourRectifier."
valuable
paper very
subject of appeared
I am thinking of making one of these for charging accumulators
and general
convenience
a continuous
be
used .forWe
are supplied
with when
alternating
current, current
to amps.is atto 240
volts (50 ). Kindly
answer the following
queries : - ( 1) What
size
of, and
how many,
con
tinuous
current
of not jars would
than be30necessary
volts to produce
? (2)a How
many, and what power, more
lamps would need topressure
be
inserted
in
the
alternate current circuit ? ( 3) What would be, roughly , the strength
(in amperes) of the continuous current given from the rectifier, if
the voltage does not exceed 30 ? Kindly give me a sketch of the
connections.
( 1) The size of the jars and plates must be determined by the
amount of the current required to be taken
from the rectifier ; the
voltage
another
matter.because
Generally
speaking,depends
the larger not
the
jars and isplates
the better,
the
success
passing too heavy a current through the solution . If theupon
current
s of sufficient density to cause the solution to become hot, the
efficiency
the apparatus
very much
Dependsin
upon how ofmuch
current youfallsrequire
; the indeed.
number ( 2) lamps
parallel would be according to the number of amperes oftaken
from

for amadew use. It must be understood that these reviews art
free expressions of Editorial opinion, no payment of any kind
being required or accepted . The Editor reserves the right to
criticise or commend according to the merits of the goods sub
mited , or to abstain from inserting a review in any case whai
the goods are not of sufficient interest to his readers. )
•Reviews distinguished by the asterisk
have been based on actual

Editorial Inspection of the goods noticed.

Beginner's
SetofoftheEngine
We have* A received
a sample
cheap Castings.
set of castings and
drawings for a small I-in . by I-in . vertical high -speed engine,
which has just been brought out by Messrs. Stuart Turner, Ltd .,
ofprevious
Shiplake,
Henley-on - Thames. The engine differs from the
design of IXIvertical engine in that it is provided with
double columns and guides. The bed, guides, cylinders (ports
cast in ), steam chest, eccentric sheave, and flywheel are of cast

thethe
rectifier
moment. With 240 volts,
however,
at
main atandany30particular
volts required
terminals,
the
number of lamps would be very large,at orthetheyrectifier
would
have
to be of
high
candle-power
to
pass
much
current.
.
A
240-volt
lamp
16
-C.-p
would
under these and
circum
stances.passA less
betterthanwaya quarter
would of an ampere
use and
a transformer,
slip
down from the 240 volts to aboutbe40tovolts,
make it of sufficient
capacity to give the maximum current required ; there would
probably be a drop
of5atvolts
so in the
rectifier itself.
This would
leave a margin
of volts
the orrectifier
terminals.
If the transformer
secondary
was
fitted
with
several
terminals,
a
variety
of
voltages
would be obtained. (3) Depends entirely upon the size of rectifier.
As these electrolytic rectifiers are still in a stage of development,
exact figures cannotfor beSeptember
given . The
article referred to THE
MODEL ENGINEER
27th , 1906 page 303, ingives a
sketch of connections : the letters AC, AC , represent
the wires
attached to the source of supply ; the letters DC, DC represent
the
wires
going
to
the
battery.
If
a
transformer
was
used
,
wires
AC would be attached to the secondary terminals . Astheregards
sizes of cells, those described in the article are stated to pass 3 amps,
easily.
If a inlargerproportion
current ,is required
wouldrather
be advisable
make
cells larger
but too , itlarge
than tooto small.
Four
cells
are
required,
connected
as
shown
in
the
article.
The rectifier cells do not produce any
they merely
allow one set of impulses to flow , the current,
opposite ones being
choked
back.
The
current
which
flows
out
at
one
of the
the
rectifier
is actually less in amount than thatwhich flowssidein at
other side, owing
to loss occurring in the solution If your supply
is limited to 10 amps., you can obtain about .8 amps.
current as a maximum , no matter at what voltage, unless rectified
use
a transformer. In this case, you will gain in current if youyoudrop

inENGINEER).
voltage (seeSuch
" Howa gainIt Works
; a Transformer,"
in THE MODEL
is, however,
due to the transformer
and

notmeans
to theofrectifier.
If you step down to 40 volts at the rectifier
by
a transformer,
you may obtain
40 amps, rectified
current if you make the cells large enough about
to carry it.
Boilers.
Water-tube
water-tubes,:
secure(NewsteelYork)writes
best wayN to.McC
What
simplest and
(1)[17,008]
1 inis. inthediameter,
about
into the drums of a small Thorn ycroft
the
I fireblow
Couldthree
? (26 ,) with
at about
to be onworked
300 lbs.No.
type boiler,
of Handbook
page 48
illustrated
boiler,

lamps, as illustrated on page 29 of Handbook No. 13, at each end,

if it was to supply a 1 h .- p . turbine at 300 lbs. pressure ?
( 1) By brazing them in , or using a union joint, as shown in the
description of the “ Reed ” boiler. See last article on
recent
“ Notable Models at South Kensington." Brazı g will not be
possible in a large or heavy boiler where the tubes are very close
together. (2 ) No ; it will not be possible to satisfactorily fire
a large Yarrow type boiler with three blow -in burners. We
such
can recommend you a coal fire, or else a specially made petrol or
paraffin burner, as used on " Locomobile " steam cars.

.

.

)

. N McC
Engine
(17,008A]
speed (New
a gas
to run York
power Efficiency
and most efficient
are the
writes
: How Gas

calculated
or See
gasoline
book ? by Dugald Clark, “ Gas and Oil
well-known
the engine
Engines," price 155. net ; 155. 4d . post free. It is quite out of the
question for us to attempt to deal with this in a reply to a query.

STUART TA

STUART TURNER, LTD.'s
I IN X I IN. HIGH-SPEED
ENGINE.
iron . and are very clean , requiring practically no work on them
except
for -mthe
working
surfaces.
Theofconnecting-rod
are of gun
etal,
and the
crankshaft
cast mild steel.andA eccentric
finished
piston ring is suppied and also German silver rod for the piston

and
valve spindles, the whole making a set especially suited to
the beginner.

New Catalogues and Lists.
Dettmer

Calip
. selection &of Co
London
. - The
very
varied
tools., 21,
and Poland
generalStreet,
requisites
to be, Wobtained
from this well-known firm is common knowledge to most jewellers,
engravers, electro-platers, and other craftsmen in metal, but
readers of THE MODEL ENGINEER who may not be so conversant
with the appliances Messrs. Calipé Dettmer & Co. supply , should
send for their large illustrated price list. This catalogue comprises
a number of tocls suited to the needs of model makers : figure
purches, small anvils, stakes and vice cranks, bench lamps, blow
pipes, and footblowers, muffle and other furnaces, forges, polishing
requisites of all k nds,nests of drawers, drills and driling machines,
chasers, batteries and accessories, files cf every conceivable shape
and size : gauges, light hammers, knurlir g tools, lathe belts, both
leather and catgut, rolling mills, wire drawing plates, etc. One
of the most useful things is the Amateur Jewellers outfit. This is
made up in two styles, each comprising tools of utmost value
to the model maker. Particulars of these are supplied in special
Jeaflets. In making any enquiries a stamp should be enclosed
for reply and mention made of this Journal,
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this will render it possible for many more model
engineers to attend. The new hall is the Cripple
gate Institute,Golden Lane, Barbican , a few minutes
from Aldersgate Street and Moorgate Stations.
The Society's conversazione is one of the functions
of the year which those interested in model engi
neering should not miss, and this time the several
new features the committee are preparing will make
the event even more attractive than previously .
In addition to the usual exhibits of amateur-made
models, there will be interesting demonstrations
of engineering and scientific processes and phe
nomena. The model track will be in operation ,
and the trade will be well represented . Further
particulars can be obtained from the Hon . Secre
tary , and all intending exhibitors are requested
to communicate as soon as possible with the exhibit
secretary , Mr. H . Greenly , 46 , BruceGrove, Watford ,
Herts, direct.

The Editor 'e Page
A READER who recently sent a model to an

industrial exhibition , writes to us com
plaining that on its return to him themodel
was badly damaged , eitherthrough careless handling
at the exhibition , or through defective packing

when being sent back. The honorary secretary
of the exhibition in question denies all responsibility
in the matter. The fact remains that the model

is injured . While we sympathise very strongly
with our correspondent, it is difficult for us to

apporti' n the blame.

In sending models for

exhibition , where the owner is not able to

exercise a personal supervision over his property,
there is always a risk. We have known cases of
an exhibition and being returned in perfect con
dition, while we have also known of other models
being damaged, as in the present instance. On
valuable modeis being sent hundreds of miles to

Notices.

the part of the sender, it is obviously essential to
provide a suitable packing-case for the model ;
and on the part ofthe management ofthe exhibition ,
it is necessary that models and other exhibits of

The Editor invites correspondence and original contributions on

intended
all amateur mechanical and electrical subjects. Matter the
paper
for publication should be clearly written on one side of
only , and should invariably bear the sender's name and address. It
should be distinctly stated , when sending contributions, whether
panied by a stamped addressed envelope for return in the event of
rejection . Readers desiring to see the Editor personally can only
do so by making an appointment in advance.

remuneration is expected or not, and all MSS. should be accom

a delicate or fragile character should be unpacked

and repacked by persons who understand how to

do such work properly. The most frequent source
of trouble in these cases is in the repacking for the
homeward journey, and in his own interests the
competitor ought to provide such a case for his
model that the exhibition packer cannot possibly
go wrong, for where, perhaps, several hundred
exhibits have to be packed in a short space of time
it is hardly reasonable to expect that each and
every one will be packed with the same personal

knowledge of its peculiarities and its weaknesses
as possessed by its own maker. Perhaps one
precaution which it would be well for the competitor
to take would be to insert inside the case written

This Journal will be sent post free to any address for 13s. per
annum , payable in advance. Remittances should bemade by Postal
Order .

Advertisement rates may be had on application to the Advertise
ment Manager.
How TO ADDRESS LETTERS.
All correspondence relating to the literary portion of the
paper , and all new apparatus and price lists, etc ., for review , to be
addressed to the EDITOR , " The Model Engineer ," 26 - 29, Poppin ' s

Court, Fleet Street, London , E .C .
All correspondence relating to advertisements and deposits to be
addressed to THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER , " The Model Engi .
neer." 26 - 29, Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .
All subscriptions and correspondence relating to sales of
paper and books to be addressed to PercivalMarshall & Co., 26 - 29 .
Poppin 's Court, Fleet Street, London , E . C .

Sole Agents for United States, Canada, and Mexico : Spon and
Chamberlain , 123, Liberty Street, New York , U .S . A ., to whom
Il subscriptions from these countries should be addressed .

instructions for the proper repacking of the model,
and to send the secretary a duplicate copy of these

Contents .

instructions, asking him to see that they are

[ The asterisk (* ) denotes that the subject is illustrated. 1

attended to . We are sure that in most cases the

secretary is just as anxious as the exhibitors that
everything should be returned in perfect condition,
but the exhibitor should do everything in his
power to facilitate the proper handling of his model.
Intending exhibitors on occasions of this kind who
have any doubt as to the safety of their models
should ascertain beforehand from the secretary as
to what degree of responsibility the exhibition 1

On Saturdav evening , January 12th next,
the Society of Model Engineers will hold their eighth
annual conversazione. Readers will note that
both the day and the place of meeting have been
altered, and the committee of the Society hope that
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